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INTRODUCTION.

Tle following compilation has been prepared by the United States
Tariff Commission pursuant to a reques by the.Committee on Finance
of the Senate for a summary of pertinent information upon ftle bill
H. R. 7456 (the Fordnoy bill) as passed by the House of Tlhpresentatives and now pending In the S&nat4.
Treatment naturally falls ipto two main divisions, as follows;
1. Descriptive and economic data on onmodities mentioned in the
bill, covein, descriptions and use of the articles, and information
g
concerning tibeir production, iprtation, aind epattion.
2. Discussion of the f6rin of the bill, including mention o' important changes in classification made by the Committee' on Ways and
Means and the reasons therefor, notation of pome provisions which
appear to be inconsistent, and the suggestion of certain textual
canges.

The principal sources of information have been the commodity
surveys and reports of the Tariff Commission, especially the "Summary of Tariff Information, 1920." The material in the latter has
been amplified and brought up to dat
General statistics were obtained for the most part from official
publications or directly from Government departments, as follows:
tatistics of manufactures from the United States Census; of minerals.and earth products from the Geological Survey; of agricultural
products from the Department of Agriculture; of imports and exports
from the Department of Commerce.
The special commodity surveys to which reference has been made
above should be consulted for more extended discussion of the sub'
jects appearing in this volume. Under the various subtitles will be
found references to these surveys, as, for example:
BLaCHINo POWDER.
(See Survey A-5.)

This means that bleaching powder is treated at length in the commission's Tariff Information Survey A-5. The reports cited in this
manner may be obtained in most cases from the Superintendent of
Documents at the Government Printing Office or directly from the
commission to a limited extent.
In a few cases other abbreviations have been used. "T. I. S."
refers to "Tariff Information Series," "M. S." refers to "Miscellaneous Series "(unnumbered), and "W. M." to "Reports to Committee on Ways and Means" (unnumbered).
5
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6IThODUOTION.

The tabulated import and export statistics cover calendar years,
those in the text fiscal years, unless otherwise indiated. "Imports"
are "imports for consumption," except in some instances where" general imports" are specifically mentioned. The term "tons" used in
relation to imports and exports means "long tons." Statistics of
production, without definite reference to country, relate to the United
Statistics of imports and exports, classified in "Commerce aid
Navigation" according to the paragraphs of the tariff act of 1913
have been brought as far as possible under the new classification oi
the bill H. R. 7456, but in a number of cases the figures could not be
made to apply exactly to the items in the new bill. Statistics of duties
for 1921 were not available and were therefore necessarily omitted
from the tables and elsewhere.
Under the heading "Suggested changes" obvious reasons for such
suggested changes are omitted.
At the end of the free list on page 1485 is a tabulation of articles
transferred from the free list of the act of 1913 (as modified) to the
dutiable schedules of the bill H. R. 7456, and of articles transferred
from the dutiable schedules of the act 4 1913 to the free list of the
bill H. R. 7456.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION,
1921.
H. . 74M.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

AN ACT To provide revenue, to regulate
commerce with foreign countries, to encourage the industries of the United
States, and for other purposes.
Be it enacded by the Sena4e and
House of Representativs of the
United Stato of America in congress
assembled,
TITLE I.-DuTursLz LIST.
SzOToN 1. That on and after the day
following the passage of this Act, except as otherwise specially provided
for in this Act, there shall be levied,
collected, and paid upon all articles
when imported from any foreign country into the United States or Into any
of its possessions (except the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands, and
the Islands of Guam and Tutuila) the
rates Of duty which are prescribed
by the schedules and paragraphs of
the dutiable list of this title, namely:
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

An Act To provide revenue, equalize
duties
and encourage the industries of the United
States, and for other purposes.
Be It enacted by the 'Senate and
House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
asembled, That on and after the day
following the passage of this Act,
except as otherwise specially provided for in the second section of this
Act, there shall be levied, collected,
and paid upon all articles when imported from any. foreign country into
the United States or into any of its
possessions (except the Philippine
Islands and the Islands of Guam and
Tutuila) the rates of duty which are
by the schedules and paragraphs of
the dutiable list of this section prescribed, namely:

An Act To reduce tariff duUes and to provide revenue for the Government, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That on and after the day
following the passage of this Act, except as otherwise specially provided
for In this Act, there shall be levied,
collected, and paid upon all articles
when Imported from any foreign country into the United States or into any
of its possessions (except the Philippine Islands and the Islands of Guam
and Tutuila) the rates of duty which
are by the schedules and paragraphs
of the dutiable list of this section prescribed, namely:

Suggested change.-Importations into the Philippine Islands

from foreign countries are subject to the rates of duty prescribed
in the Philippine tariff act of August 5, 1909 (ch. 8, 36 Stat., 130).
The act of March 3, 1917 (ch. 171, sec. 4, 39 Stat., 1133), made im7
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portations into the Virgin Islands subject to the laws in force tWere
at the time of cession to the United States by Denmark. Products of the United States are admitted free into both of those possessions. Duties are collected upon importations into Guam and
Tutuila under a tariff administered by the Navy Department, there
having been no legislation governing imports into those islands.
Products of the United States shipped to Tutuila are subject to duty
or exempt from duty the same as like importations from foreign
countries. Products of the United States going into Guam are
exempt from duty. , Under existing laws merchandise can not be
shipped to Tutuila or to Guam for drawback of duties nor be withdrawn from bonded warehouses in the United States for shipment
thereto without payment of duties. (Art. 200, Cust. Regs. of 1915.)
The Panama Canal Zone is not a possession of the'United States
but is a place subject to its jurisdiction for maintenance of the canal.
(27 Op. Atty. Gen., 594, of 1909.) Shipments between the United
States and the Canal Zone are treated in all respects as shipments t6
and from foreign countries. (Act of Mar. 2, 1905; Kaufman v.
Sinth, 216 U. S., 610, of 1910.) The customs administration of said
Zone is under the jurisdiction of the War Departmett.. (Art. 201,
Cust. Regs. of 1915.)
Section 401 (p) of Title IV of H. R. 7456 defines theterm "United
States" for the purposes of the whole act, and therefore appies to
Title I, the dutiable list, and Title II, the free list, of 0. . 746.
The purpose of the definition, as suggested by the Tariff Commission
in its report of August 26, 1918, upon the customs administrative
laws, was to give the President authority in the absence of lekisla
tion to treat the insular possessions and the Panama Canal Zoneha
foreign or domestic, according to the needs for adminisrative pur.,
poses. Unless, therefore, the word "act" in section 401 (p) of Title
IV of H. R. 7456 shah be changed to " title" there will be a conflict
with the above provision in section 1 of Title I of R. R. 7456, and
also with the first part of section 201 of Title H of H. R. 7466.,

I

I
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flUTTABL LIST.
SCHEDULE 1.-CHEMICALS, 1LS, AND PAINTS.
fNoTE.--The United States Tariff Conuason, In response to a request from
the Committee on Ways and Means of tile House of Representatives, trailsmitted on March 28, 1921, to that committee a report entitled "Suggested
reclassification of chemicals, oils, and paints." This document, referred to in
the following pages as the "Iteclassitcation Report," was confined to matters
of wording, arrangement, and classification of the provisions dealing with
chemicals, oils, and paints of the acts of 1913 and 1916. No attempt was made
to transfer articles from the dutiable to the free list, or the reverse, nor to
recommend rates of duty. The suggested reclassification was adopted by the
committee as a basis of schedule 1 of H. R. 745a]
PARAGRAPH L,
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

PARAGAPH 1. Acids and acid anhydrides: Acetic acid containing not more
than 65 per centum of acetic acid,
three-fourths of I cent per pound; contamining more tan" 65 per cntwn, 2
cents per pound; acetic anhydride, 8
cents per pound; boric acid, 2 cents
per pound; chloroacetic acid, 5 cents
per pound; citric acid, 12 cents per
pound; lactic acid, oontalnng by
weight of lactic acid less than 80 per
!wntum, 11 cents per pound; 30 per
r.ntum or more and less than 55 per
"entum, 3 cents per pound; and 55
oer centum or more, 5 cents per pound:
Provided, That any lactic-acid anhydride present shall be determined as
lactic acid and included as such: And
provided further, That the duty on
la1tke acid shall not be less than 25
per centum ad valorem; tannic acid.
tannin, and extracts or decoctions of
nutgalls, containing by weight of tnnfic' acid less than 5W per centum, 4
cents per pound; 50 per centum or
more and less than 80 per centum, 10
cents per pounds; and 80 per centum or
more, 20 cents per pound; tartaric
acid, 6 cents per pound; arsenic acid,
arselmious acid or white arsenic, formic
acid, gallic acid, olelc acid or red oil,
oxalic acid, phosphoric acid, pyrogallie
acid, stearlc acid, and all other acids
and acid anhydrides not specially provided for, 25 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

SCHEDUiE A.--CIIEMICALS, OILS, AND
PAINTS.

SOHEDULic A-CHEMICALS, OILS, AND
PAINTS.

P"x. 1. Acids: Acetic or pyroligneous acid, not exceeding the specific

PAR. 1. Acids: Boracic acid, j cent
per pound; citric acid, 5 cents per

gravity of one and forty-seven one- pound;

formic' acid, 1j cents pet
9
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thousandths, three-fourths of one cent
per pound; exceeding the spIfic gravity of one and forty-seven one-thousandths, two cents per pounO; acetic
anhydrid, two and one-half cents per
per
pound; boracic" add, three cea

pound; gallic acid, 6 cents per pound;
lactic acid, j cents per pound; oxalic
acid, 1j cents per pound; pyrogalic

acid, 12 cents per pound; * * * tan-

nic acid and tannin, 5 cents per pound;
tartaric acid, 81 cents per pound; all
pound; * * * citric aeld, seven other acids and acid anhydrides not
cents per pound; lactic acid, contain- specially provided for in this section,
ing not over forty per centum by 15 per centum ad valorem.
weight of actual lactic acid, two cents
PAR. 2. Acetic anhydrid, 21 cents
per pound; containing over forty per per pound.
centum by weight of actual lactic acid,
three cents per pound; oxalic acid,
two cents per pound;

*

*

*

tan-

nic acid or tannin, thirty-five cents per
pound; gallic add, eight cents per
pound; tartaric acid, five cents per
pound; all other acids not specially
provided for in this section, twentyfive per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 482. Acids: Arsenic or arsenious,

*

*

*

phosphoric,

*

prussic, silictc, * * * [Free].

*

*

PAR. 387. Acids: Acetic or pyroligne-

ous, arsenic or arsenious, * * *
phosphoric, * * * prussic, silicic,
• * * [Free].

PAR. 30. Extracts and decoctions of
PAR. 22. * * * extract of nut.galls,
aqueous, one-fourth of one cent nutgalls, * * * . not containing al-

per pound and ten per centum ad cohol and not medicinal, I of 1 cent
valorem;

*

*

.

per pound.

-

A0=0TIC ACID.

(See Survey A-2.)
Deecription and ue8.-Acetic acid is that chemical constituent

which gives vinegar its sour taste. The common gades of the commercial acid contain 28, 56, and 80 per cent of-acetic acid. The
most concentrated form which contains over 99 per cent, is known
as glacial acetic acid. The largest use is in manufacturing the pigments, white lead, and verdigris. Other uses are in printing and
dyeing textiles; in the leather industry; in the manufacture of in.
s cticides, inks, dyes, and drugs; and for laundry purposes. Pyroligneous acid is the crude acetic-acid solution obtamd in the destructive distillation of wood. It does not enter commerce to any great

extent, but is usually refined by conversion into calcium acetate.
(See par. 1540.)
Production of acetic acid in 1.914 was 75,303,375 pounds, valued
at $1,272,94, and in 1919 (preliminary figures) 46,821,000- pounds,
-valued at $2,816,800. In' 1919 the output of glacial acetic acid was
5,050,000 pounds, valued at $869,200. Acetic acid is usually made
from acetate of lime or of soda, and its manufacture is rather widespread. As a result of large war demands for acetone a process has
been developed in Canada which gives acetic acid as an intermediate
product and uses the raw material, calcium carbide. Productive
capacity of the Canadian plant is about 650 tons per month of 100
per cent acetic acid.
Import. of acetic acid increased after the act of 1913, but from
1910 to 1917 were never more than 1 per cent of domestic production.
Later statistics follow:

1

Csdeuxdar yesr,

Qiantlty.

. ,Potmtf.

9

191 (9 m os) ..
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2

Value.

,
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,

1918 .....................................................
1
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9
0.2,882,068

...........

297,323

i8,9 7

28, 42

35,741
2,315

,80427

219,826

0.2

.12

.13
.0

In 1919 over 90 per cent of imports came from Canada. The 1920
import was about 5 per cent by quantity and by value 10 per cent of
the 1919 domestic output.
Exports of acetic acid are not shown. It is usually exported in the
form of calcium acetate. (See par. 1540, p. 1267.)
Important changes in cla88zytaton--"Acid anhydrides" added to
the heading of this paragraph. Acetic or pyroligneous acid is exempt
from duty under paragraph 387 of the act of 1913.
Suggested cA4nge.-Page 2, line 3, of H. R. 7456: Insert the
words "by weight" after the word "containing."
ACEMIC ANHYDRIDE.

(See Survey A-2.)
Description and ues.--Acetic anhydride, a colorless liquid with a
strong acetic odor, is derived from acetic acid by the removal of water.
It is used in the manufacture of acetyl salicylic acid (aspirin) and
cellulose acetate. (See par. 28.)
Production.-Acetic anhydride is made by treating anhydrous
sodium acetate with phosphorus chloride or sulphur chloride. Prior
to the war little, if any, -was made in this country. The war demand
for airplane "dopes" and the expiration of the patents on "aspirin "
caused a great stimulus to the industry. The production in 1919
(preliminary figures) was 1,213,200 pounds, valued at $578,600.
Importo.prior to 1915 were from Germany, and amounted to about
1 200,000 pounds in 1910 and 1911. They declined to about 300,000
pounds in 1913, and during the war were negligible. There have
been no imports from 1919 to September 30, 1921, inclusive.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in cla,8iflation.-Acetic anhydride has been
transferred to this paragraph from paragraph 2, act of 1913, so as
to bring all acids and acid anhydrides together.
BORIO ACID.

(See Survey A-1.)

Desoription--Boric acid is a white crystalline substance which
has very weak acid properties and is a mild antiseptic. Borax refined, or borate of soda, closely allied to boric acid is assessed a duty
of one-eighth cent per pound under paragraph 78 of H. R. 74A.
Crude borax and crude borate minerals from which boric acid and
refined borax are made are on the free list, paragraph 1533. 0
Uses.-The principal uses of boric acid and borax are: (a) In
making enamels for iron and steel (kitchen ware, sanitary ware,
equipment for chemical factories, watch dials,. etc.). (b) As an ingredient for glazes on earthenware and pottery. (c) In the manu-

12
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facture of some varieties of glass, especially lamp chimneys and
chemical laboratory ware. (d} As a flux for welding and brazing
metals. (e) As an ingredient for some varieties of soap, principally
laundry soap for use with hard water. (f) In the tanning of some
varieties of leather. (9) As an antiseptic in eye lotions, cosmetics,
and washes for wounds. (A) In Europe as a food preservative, especiallyin dairy products, dried and smoked meat and sausages.
In the United States this use is prohibited by the food and drugs act,
except in products intended for export;
Production.-Boric acid and borax are made from crude borate
minerals which are mined commercially in California and Nevada,
and Chile, Italy, Turkey, and Germany. The United States produces about one-half of the world's total supply and Chile about onethird. The domestic production of these minerals has grown from
50,609 tons in 1914 to 108,875 tons in 1917. Refined boric acid and
borax is manufactured in California, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Illinois. Production in the United States in 1914 was
4,2)5 tons, valued at $588,981, and in 1917 was 5,488 tons, valued at
$1,383,783. The production for 1919 (preliminary figures) was 7,227
tons, valued at $1,754,600.
imports have been less than 5 per cent of the American production
since 1908. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

QA&VtIty.

191
11 ........................................
ni .....
1921 (9 monotis) ................ .1.....

Pounds.
2,096
96,75
" 7

Value.

UnitrWlue.

Z,438
$ 4,7 1
20,733
1 2

Duty.

t

4

IX1O
*!.943 Per cent.
7.35
.08
2,43
1.I
.05
2e,422
14.9
.07 .. ...........

Exports.,-Statistics are not available, but were probably negligible
before the war. An important export trade has developed since
1914.1
CHWHIIOACETIC ACID.

Description and uwe&.-Of the various chloroacetie acids, the most
important is monochloroacetic acid (obtained by treating glacial
acetic acid with chlorine), an important intermediate in the manufacture of the coal-tar dye indigo.
Production.-Little or no chloroacetic acid was produced in the
United States prior to the war, because of the absence of a synthetic
dye industry. The necessary raw materials--acetic acid and chlorine-are available in large quantities and the manufacture of the
acid on a commercial scale was coincident with that of coal-tar dyes.
Statistics of production are not available but the output is known
to be large.
Import* are recorded for 1914 (fiscal year) only, when commercial
grades of monochloroacetic acid amounted to 12,834 pounds, valued
at $2,756.
E0port&.--Statistics not available.
Important ekakge in cla8siflcation.-New specific provision.
See Tariff Commission report, "Acids of paragraph 1 and related materials
tariff act of 1913," for detailed Import and export Information.

1 tbo
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0=ITh

AOID.

(Mee surveyy A-1.)
Description and we.-Citric acid is a white crystalline substance
obtained as a by-produpt of tho lemon industry. Its principal use is
in the manufacture of beverages and pharmaceutical preparations.
Citrate of lime (dutiable at 7 cents per pound, par. 46) is the intermediary chemical in the manufacture of citric acid from lemon juice.
Citrate of lime is used exclusively for the manufacture of citric acid.
Donwetic productioni.-The greater part of the citric acid manufactured in the United States is from the citrate of lime imported
from Sicily; a small amount is made from lemon and lime juice imported (free under par. 1604) from the West Indies; the remainder
is obtained as a by-product of the lemon industry in, ialifornia.
Citric acid is mad-e from "cull" (inferior or damaged) lemons, not
salable as fresh fruit. A by-product obtained at the same time
is essential oil of lemon, which is dutiable at 20 per cent under paragraph 54. The cultural methods in California are so superior
to those commonly used in Sicily that a smaller proportion of the
crop is converted into by-products. There is a large acreage- of
young, nonbearing: lemon trees in California, anda substantial increase in the crop may be expected in the near future. In spite of
this expansion in tota output of lemons, the American demand for
citric acid can not be met from domestic sources unless overproductiop forces lemons of good grade into by-products.
Besides the Californla producers, a group of manufacturers located
near Atlantic ports are engaged in making citric acid, principally
from imported citrate of ime. These firms are concerned chiefly
with the margin of duty between citrate of lime and citric acid.
The production of citric acid in the United State grew from 2.729,943 pounds in 1914 to 4,032,897 pounds in 1917, but decreased
in 1919 (preliminary figures) to 3,163,700 pounds, valued at $3,047,400.
Impors of citric acid in 1913 were only 8,677 pounds, valued at

$2,916 on which a revenue of $607 was collected. After the passage

of ,theact of 1913 they increased greatly, although they remained small

in comparison with imports of citrate of lime. The imports of 1915,
amounted to 722,434 pounds, valued at $447,131, and yielded a
revenue of $36,121. This increase was not due entirely to the change

in the tariff, but in part to the erection of citric-acid factories in
Italy. Later statistics follow:
calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

1921 (9 months) .......................

332, 269
1,224,591
1,317,467

010,240

valorn.
Per e Wt.

Pous,&.
118 .....................................
1919 ......................................
20 ......................................

Equiva.
leut ad

8217,027
1,187,27
i, 142,842

378,496

1 65
.97
.87

.2

816,613
81,229
65,873

.....

7. ;;
ro.I16
.5.70

.........

Imports of 1919 and 1920 were from six to ten times imports from
1908 to 1913, and about double the 1915 imports.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Suggested changes.-See paragraph 46, page 133.
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LAMTIO ACID.
(See Survey A-i.)

Deociptio.-Lactic acid is the acid formed in souring milk,
although commercial supplies are obtained from other sources.
Pure lactic acid is a colorless, odorless liquid which mixes with
water in all proportions. It attacks iron, and must therefore be
shipped in wood or glass' containers. It comes on the market
in three grades of purity and in several degrees of strength. Tech.xical lactic acid contains impurities which give it a dark color and
an unpleasant odor. It is customarily sold either in 22, 44, or 66
per cent strength, and is graded according to whether it is "light"
or "dark" "in color. Edible lactic acid is free from impurities wbich
give an objectionable odor and flavor, is nearly colorless, and is usualy about 50 per cent in strength. Medicinal lactic acid (United
States Pharmacopceia) is a refined article of not less",. than 8.5 per cent
of acid and with only traces of impurities.
( e.-Technical lactic acid is used principally in tanning for the
"bating" and "plumping" of hides and also in the dyeing and
printing of textiles. Edible lactio acid has been on the market in
considerable amounts only since the summer of 1918. A large market will probably develop for it in beverages, especially in nonalcoholic imitation beers and soft drinks. A use which may develop is
that of bread making. It has been found that the addition of this
acid to dough improves the quality of bread. Lactic acid and several of its salts are used in medicine.
Productiom.-The acid is made from corn or other starchy material and fiom vegetable-ivory scrap obtained from button factories.
The raw material is heated with sulphurio acid to make glucose,
fermented to lactic acid, then concentrated and refined. The industry began to develop in the ,United States in 1881 and has steadily
grown. There were five manufacturers in 1917, with an output of
over 1,900,000 pounds, calculated as 100 per cent lactic acid. The
output of American factories increased rapidly during the war.
The production in 1919 (preliminary figures), was 5,054,500 pounds
(strength not stated) valued at $781,500. In 1896 manufacture was
begun in Germany ,wAere the industry grew more rapidly than in the
United States. No figures on production in Germany are available,
but German exports before the war were about equal to the 1919 do-'
mestic output. The German acid is made from potatoes.
Import.-The largest during any one year (1912) were 335,33V
pounds, valued at $25,267f yielding a revenue of $9,732. Later statistics follow:
EquivaCalendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

lent ad
Ivalorem.

I

19 .......................................
1
8
1 ........................................
91
1 .......................................
3Ml (9months) .................
....

PoWuW.

20o
138,6
853, us
11,

~.1

8481
864

3 ,927

29,212

82.30

,36
.49

$3

165
2,006

Per ce,*.

08 ..................

.5

&21
&07
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Ealport.-Export statistics are not given, but it is known that at
least one American firm exported lactic acid before the war, and that
exports have increased substantially.
Important chanyea ii. elcsiflcaion.--Since lactic acid appears on

the market in many grades varying in strength, quality, or purity,
and in price, a single specific duty, as imposed by the act of 1913,
bears unevenly on the different grades. Distinction between the
various grades aside from strength could not be stated in language
simple enough for incorporation in the tariff law. Suggestion of the
commission to Oivide lactic acid into three grades by percentage content of lactic acid for tariff purposes was adopted by the Ways and
Means Committee.
The fact that lactic acid always contains lactic acid anhydride in
varying amounts made necessary the provision that any lactic acid
anhydride present shall be determined as lactic acid and included as
such. (Reclassification Report, P,:9.)
TANNIC ACID, TANNIN, AND EXTRACT OF NUwGALIL.

(See Survey A-1.)

Descriptionand u8es.-The term "tannin" in scientific usage is a
class name covering a large number of similar substance& As used
in commerce and in the tariff the term applies to only one member
of this claws, namely, that known to chemists as gallotannic acid. A
highly purified grade conforming to the specifications of the United
States Pharmacopaeia, is known as "tannic acid, U. S. P.," and a less
pure grade as "technical tannic acid."
The technical grades of tannic acid and extracts of nutgalls are
used as a mordant in the dyeing and printing of textiles, in the manufacture of color lakesin ink making, an-for the manufacture of
gallic acid. Other materials are both cheaper and better for tanning
feather. Tannic acid, U. S. P.,is used for medicinal purposes and for
the clarification of wines and fruit juices.
Prodtwtion.--Tannic acid is made from nutgalls, obtained almost

entirely from China, Japan, and Asia Minor. In 1914 the domestic
production by five firms was 853 830 pounds, valued at $287,142.
Foreign statistics are not available, but before the war Germany
was thie largest producer, German exports exceeding the total American production.
Import under the tariff act of 1909, which imposed a duty of 3
cents per pound, were negligible, the maximum during any fiscal year
bing 8,071 pounds, valued at $3,864. The act of 1913, reducing the
duty to 5 cents per pound was followed by an increase in imports in
1915 to 49,493 pounds, valued at $17,047, or about 6 per cent of the
American production during 1914. Imports from 1915 to 1918
(fiscal years) were negligible, probably because of the blockade of
Germany. Recent statistics follow:
~EqulvaCalendar year.

1918
.............................
1919,.
.........................
191.m
...................
1921 [11M06's .............
..

Quantity.

Pounds.

48,256
68,336
,28W
45384

Value.

$21,139
31,470
15,489
10,150
.......

Unit value.

Duty.

0.44
$2,413
.46
3t417
.54
1.4
22 ........

lent ad
valoen.

Per Cent.

11.41
10.86
9.25
......

i0
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Postwar imparts have been from three to eight times the prewar
imports.
ImJportant changes in
&c iflcatie.--lThe act of 1910, in paragraph
1, lprvides foj "tannic acid and tannin, 5 cents per pound ;" while
karagaph 81 provides for " etracts' aind: decoctin s of nutgalls
three-eighths of A cent per pound." There is no clear and
sharp distinction between . solid extract of 1ntgalls and-tannic
acid;
t6chuical. These poVin.ns have caused litigation.' An imfrrtatioa
of nutgall extract in solid form, whiph- on, analysis was
found to c6ntain 78.84 per cent'
tannic acid, was held without evidence of the process of manufacture to be dutiable as tannic acid.
(Fa#t Asiztio (o. v. United States, 10 Ct. Cust. Appls., 207, of 1920.)

The suggestion of the commission that tannic acid 'and tannin be
combined with the provision for extract of nutgalls and that the
duties be levied according to percentage content of tannic acid or
tannin was adopted by the Committee on Ways and Means. (Reclassification Report, p. 10.)
Suggested cMnes.-After the indorsement of manufacturers and
importers had been secured as to the percentage limitations suggested by the Tariff Commission, and after the passage of the bill
H. R. 7456 by the House of Representatives, a representative of one
9f the manufacturers who had previously agreed to the commission's classification stated to the Finance Committee of the Senate
that the limit ol 80 per cent would not include U., S. P. tannic acid,
intended to b, included. His statement was based upon analyses
made in the manufacturer's laboratory. Upon receipt of these
analyses the commission had additional samples of tannic acid
analyzed, and its conclusion was that much of the U. S. P. tannic
acid would fall below the 80 per cent limit and that higher grades
of technical tannic acid have Atannin content approaching that of
the U. S. P. tnnic acid. It is therefore evident that it would be
extremely
difficult
to distinguish
the two
for intariff
purposes
but that other
testsgrades
specified
detail
in the
by tannic-acid
content
United States Pharmacopoeia must be used. It is now believed that
if the following classification be substituted for the present provision
for tannin or tannic acid in paragraph 1 of Title I of H. R. 7456 the
two grades will be easily distinguishable:
tannic acid, tannin, and extracts or decoctions of nutgalls containing by weight
of tannic acid less than 50 per cent, [rate] ; 50 per cent or more and not medicinal, [rate]; 50 per cent or more and medicinal [rate].

This classification would divide the various grades of tannic acid
above 50 per cent into ,medicinal and nonmedicinal, according to
specifications of the United States Pharmacopoeia, regarded by customs officials and the trade ad authoritatively distinguishing between
medicinal and nonmedicinal grades of chemicals.
TARTARIC ACID.

(See Survey A-1.)

Des.ription and uses.-Tartaric acid is present in grapes and is
obtained commercially from wine lees, argols, or crude tartar, byproducts of the wine and grape-juice industries. It is closely allied
'I
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in origin, manufacture, and use to cream of tartar or potassium acid
tartrate (par. 9). It is used in the manufacture of baking powder,
in beverages, jellies and preserves, in pharmaceutical products, in
the dyeing and printing of textiles, and in the manufacture of various
salts of tartaric acid used in photography, medicine, silver plating,
and chemical laboratories.
Domeeti prodwtion of crude tartar materials is very small.
Either the crude tartar materials or the refined tartaric acid and
cream of tartar are imported to supply the demands. Production
in 1919 (preliminary figures) of tartaric acid, chiefly from imported
raw materials, was 5,318,000 pounds, valued at $4,262,400.
lnport8of tartaric acid have varied greatly. The decreased prior
to the war from 831,538 pounds, valued at $2204, in 1911 to 78,942
pounds in 1913. In 1914 and 1915 imports exceeded 800,000 pounds,
and from 1916 to 1918, inclusive, they were between 200,000 and
400,000 pounds annually. Recent statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918
..............................
1919.......................
12D.......................................
1921 (9 months) .......................

Posed..
6316,818
,738
1,387,103
1,615,203

Value.

8200,
571
447, 14
850, 369
531,914

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.63
.70 $11,0
22,916
.62
47, 49
.33 .............

Equivalent
ad
valorelm.
Per cdt,.
.
5.12
&63

Exports.-Statistics for tartaric acid or cream of tartar are not.
available, but probably were not large. However, exports of baking
powder containing these materials have been extensive.
ARSENIC ACID AND ARSENIOUS ACID OR WHITE ARSENIC.

(See Survey F-6.)

Description and wse8.-Arsenious acid or white arsenic, the most
important and the commonest form of arsenic in commerce, is an
acid anhydride rather than a true acid. It is also known simply as
"arsenic" or as arsenic trioxide. Arsenious acid is a white insoluble
powder with a slightly metallic taste and vaporizes without melting
when heated in the open. Arsenic acid is chemically different and
is obtained by oxidation of white arsenic. It occurs in commerce as
a true acid, a thick sirupy liquid packed in steel drums, and in the
form of the acid anhydrid0-arsenic pentoxide, which by the addition of water forms arsenic acid. Both of these acids, as well as all
soluble salts of arsenic, are extremely poisonous.
Arsemious acid is used in the manufacture of insecticides, chiefly
lead and calcium arsenates, in plate-glass manufacture, as a preservative for green hides, and in the manufacture of arsenic acid and
arsenic salts Arsenic acid is used in the preparation of organic
medicinal chemicals containing arsenic, and its salts have medicinal
Productio.-The domestic production of white arsenic has increased from 1,497 short tons in 1910 to 6,323 short tons, valued at
82304--22---2
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$1,213,000, in 1918. The 1919 output was 6,029 tons. White arsenic
is obtainedchiefly in the United States as a by-product of smelting
copper and lead ores. Arsenic acid is manufactured by oxidizing
white arsenic by means of either nitric acid or chlorine.
Import* of arsenic and arsenious acids from 1908 to 1918 have
averaged 2,725,575 pounds, valued at $126 828, and have come chiefly
from Germany, Canada, England, and Belgium. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

:,,

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

Pound.

1918.............. .....................................
1919 ...................................................
1920 ....
........................................
1921 (9 month) ......................................

3,094,084
8,778,218
7,479,485
2, 705, 625

$441,212
624,494
5320635
216,276

$0.12
.07
.07
.08

..........
..........
..........
..........

Export.--Statistics not available.
lmprtant ch~gesin caiflcato.-The act of 1913 provides for
arsenious acid in paragraph 387 and for arsenic in paragraph 403.
Information furnished the commission by the collector of customs at
New York indicates that importations of "white arsenic," which is
the same as "arsenious acid," were included in the statistics for
arsenic and sulphide of arsenic, or orpiment" under paragraph 403.
As both of these chemicals were then on the free list, the confusion
of the one product with the other had little tariff significance. By
including the term "white arsenic" with "arsenious acid" the possibility of this confusion under H. R. 7456 is obviated.
FORMIC ACID.

Ui

*

'See Survey A-1.)
Descriptkon and ue.-Concentrated formic acid is a corrosive,
fuming, colorless liquid with a characteristic and irritating odor. It
mixes with water in all proportions and appears in commerce in
strength varying from 50 per cent to almost 100 per rent. It is
serviceable in the dyeing and tanning industries, but other competing
acids have, as a rule, been cheaper, and its use has therefore been restricted to a few cases for which it has peculiar advantages. Formic
acid forms esters with various alcohols which are used in perfumes
and as solvents. Recent technical advances in its domestic manufacture and commercial development indicate that under normal conditions it may be put on the market at a lower price. These new discoveries will probably have indirectly a marked influence on the
manufacture of oxalic acid.
Ptioducd&.-Formic acid is made by two processes, one 6f whichdeveloped in Germany and controlled before the war by German patentsdbut since developed in the United States--depends on heating
caustic soda with carbon monoxide under pressure, Pelding sodium
formate, from which either formic acid or oxalic acid maybe made
by subsequent treatment. This process has attained commercial production. By the other process, an American invention developed during the war the fit stage is to make cyanide of soda from soda, coke,
and air. Te cyanide of soda is then decomposed by steam, yielding

i1k
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ammonia and sodium formate. This latter process has not been a
commercial success up to the present time (December, 1921).
Imports.-The largest were in 1914 when 1,119,745 pounds of
formic acid and 1,843,245 pounds of sodium formate were imported,
almost entirely from Germany. Later statistics of formic acid
follow:
:DtEquiwa.

Calendar year..

Quantity.

1918 .............................................

1919 ...............................

Value.

Unit value.

Pounds.

..... 132,333 .

1920 ............
......................
121 (9 months) ......................

29,604

173,019
415017

41,426
61,242

Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

Per cent.
................

$0.22

81,9,

.70

.24
2,595
6.26
.12 ....................

Exports.-Statistics not available.
GALLIC ACID.
(See Survey A-I.)

Desoriptio&n and u8e.-Gallic acid is found in many plants and
commercially is made directly from nutgalls by boiling tannic-acid
solutions with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, the yield being only
about two-thirds of the tannic acid used. This acid, appearing in
commerce in two grades--.refined, conforming to the specifications of
the United States Pharmacopwia, and less pure or technical-is an
intermediate for making several dyes, including Gallocyanine Blue,
formerly much used for dyeing wool for Navy uniforms; also in
making ink, and in medicine, and as a raw material for the manufacture of pyrogallic acid. The output increased greatly during the
war, principally on account of the enlarged demand for dye making.
It is made by four firms in the United States.
Iflport before the war (chiefly from Germany) averaged about
50,000 pounds per year, Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 .......................................

1919... ...............................
1920 ....................... . .. ....
1921 (9 months) ......... .................

Pounds.

2

22
20

Value.

2,748

Unit value.

Duty.

$1.22

$135

Equivalenta4
valorem.
Per cent.

4.90

26
1.18
1
&08
.................. ............
A ..................

Ef ,portM.-Statistics not available.
OLVIC ACID 0R 2ED OIL.

Desriptm,, and uses.-Oleic acid, commercially known as red
oil," is a clear, dark-red, fatty acid. It is obtained from fats and,
oils in the manufacture of soap. There are three grades of oleic acid,
one a medicinal grade, conforming to specifications of the Unite4
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states Pharacopwia and the other two, commercial grades, known
as "saponified" and "distilled" red oil. The principal consumption
of oleic acid is in the manufacture of textile soaps, which are usually
made at the textile mills by neutralizing the oleic acid with soda ash.
Other important uses include the manufacture of oil-soluble colors,
certain kinds of patent leather, polishing preparations, and lubricating and screw-cutting compounds.
Production of the larger part of oleic acid or "red oil" is at soap
and candle factories, although numerous small factories make this
product only. The domestic output of 1912 was 27,494,000 pounds
but from 1914 to 1920, inclusive, it ranged between 38,000,000 and
43,000,000 pounds annually. Production for the first nine months
of 1921 (preliminary figures) was about 22,000,000 pounds.
Import figures are available for the fiscal year 1914 only, and
were 367,070 pounds, valued at $24,662. This is approximately 1 pef
cent of the domestic production.
Eport.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in cWasftiom.-New specific provision.
OXALIC ACID.

(See Survey A-1.)

Description and u8e8.--OXalic acid is fa white crystalline solid
which occurs naturally in many plants, especially OxaUs acetosell
(wood sorrel), but commercial supplies are obtained by chemical
processes rather than by extraction from natural sources. Oxalic acid
as a reat variety of uses, the largest probably in commercial laundries
forstains.
rinsing tout
the last
tracesinoftextile
alkali dyeing
or soapand
andprinting,
for removfor
ing iron
is also
employed
bleaching leather cork wood, straw, and shellac, and as an ingredient in metal polishes. it serves as a reagent in chemical laboratories.
Some of its salts are used in medicine and in photography.
Production--Before the war there was only one producer in the
United States who used a process dependent on heating sawdust with
caustic potash, followed by elaborate chemical treatment. This firm
had severe competition from German producers, who have developed
a newer and apparently cheaper process by heating caustic soda with
carbon monoxide under pressure, forming sodium formate, which on
further heating yields sodium oxalate, and this in turn is converted
into oxalic acid. During the war several firms in the United States
undertook its manufacture by the new method, but they are still in
the infant-industry stage of development. In 1919 (preliminary figures) the output of oxalic acid was 2,103,500 pounds, valued at
$545,600.
Jmports.-Prewar imports of oxalic acid, chiefly from Germany,
but partly from Norway and Great Britain, varied from about seven
to eight million pounds per year, despite a duty of 2 cents per pound.
It is estimated that the imports were several times greater than American production. Imports declined during the war, averaging less
than 1,000,000 pounds per year. Later statistics follow:

I
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Col dar year.

V
'.t.ty.
Quanity
Po ie a ..

919

651, 0
1,789, 452

.

1921 (9 months)

.

ty'.

1,016,471

$ 336
1218t
183,968

604,922
151,497

lt

d

$0.38

$8,640

P cm ..
Pff
3.96

.28

9,775

581

Nun&

1918. .67,

190

I.Unit alue

.34
26,842
4.44
.15 ...................

Eport.--Statistics are not available.
PHOSPHORIC ACID.

(See Survey FL-1.)

Descriptionand uee&-The pure acid is a white solid, which absorbs
moisture rapidly. It is usually sold as a sirupy liquid containing
85 per cent or less of the acid,. produced technically by treating calvium Phophate with sulphuric acid. The pure acid is made by
treating pure phosphorus with nitric acid or by burning phosphorus
to phosphoric anhydride, followed by treatment with water. The
principal uses of phosphoric acid are in medicine, dental cements,
and beverages
Production of phosphoric acid in 1914 was 12,420,191 pounds,
valued at $680,239, and in 1919 (preliminary figures) increased
slightly to 13,379,500 pounds, valued at $1,711,100.
Imports have been quite small and decreased from 528,826 pounds
in 1914 to 17,711 pounds in 1918 (fiscal year). Of the 1914 import,
65 per cent was from England. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ......
..............................................
....
1919 ....................................
..................
199..
.
:
.
1921 (9 months)

Quantity.
QI t

Pounds.

4,501
0,925
308,974
50,338

II

Value.

$4,101
4,068
89,280
18,487

Unit
value.

$0.91
.37
.29
.37

The maximum postwar import (1920) was less than 3 per cent of
the 1919 domestic production.
Exports.-Statisticsnot available.
Important change in COaSiflation--Phosphorlc acid is exempt
from duty under paragraph 387 of the act of 1913.
PYROGALLIO ACID.

(See Survey A-1.)

Description and uses.-Pyrogallic acid, or pyrogallol is a white
crystalline solid made by heating gallic acid. It is the oldest photographic developer and is probably used more than any other. Pyrogalfic acid and several products made therefrom are employed in
medicine. Another use is in the dyeing of fur and hair; also in the
manufacture of some dyes. It is an important reagent in the chemical laboratory as an absorbent for oxygen gas in gas analysis.
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Prodution.-It is made by three firms in the United States, whose
output has shown a substantial increase during the war.
lmport8 have been larger in proportion to American production
than have the closely allied substances, .tannic acid and gallic acid.
Prewar imports with the exception of 1913 ranged between 22,000
and 37,000 pounds. During and since the war imports have been
negligible. Later statistics follow:

1920 .......................................

1

Pounds.888

1921 (9 months) ............................

Unit value. Duty.
Value.lent

Value

Quanty.

Calendar year.

$2,00

22

8

45

Equivad
ad
valorem.

$10.1 Percent.i

2.33

2.05 ....................

NoTE.-No imports during the calendar years 1918 and 1919.

Exports.-Statistics not available.
STFARC ACID.

Description and ues.--Stearic acid a hard white waxlike substance, is a fatty acid obtained from te same sources as oleic acid
(see supra). The latter may be converted into stearic acid by treatmeat with hydrogen in the presence of a nickel catalyzer. Commercial stearic acid is usually slightly yellow or gray in color and
the grades include the medicinal
. S.P.) and technical; the latter
is further divided into single, double, and triple pressed.
Stearic acid is sometimes erroneously confused with "stearin" in
commerce, whereas, correctly, stearin applies to certain solid fats
which have not been split into their constituent fatty acids and
glycerin. The chief use of stearic acid is for making candles, with
or without the addition of paraffin. Considerable amounts are used
in the manufacture of wax matches and in the production of metallic
stearates, which serve as paint driers, waterproofing compounds and,
in the case of zinc stearate, in the manufacture of cosmetics.
Production.-Stearic acid is obtained simultaneously with oleic
acid or "red oil" from various oils and fats. The domestic production has not been so constant as that of oleic acid, but has ranged from
3,773,000 pounds in 1912 to 18,571,000 pounds in 1918. The output
increased to 24,372,395 pounds in 1920, but during the first nine
months of 1921 amounted to only about 12,000,000 pounds.
Imports of stearic acid increased from 36,610 pounds, valued at
$3,451, in 1911, to 119,519 pounds, valued at $12,160, in 1913. Only
538 pounds were imported in 1917. Statistics for later years follow:
Calendar year.

1918..............

Quantity.
Pounds.
..........................

i99........................3,737
1920 .............................
1921 (9 months)................

2, 350
27,8678

Value.

$799
456
2,452

Unit value.

.

Duty.

......

$120
$0.21
.20
70
.89 ..........

Export.-Statistics not available.
Important change inclassiflation.--New specific provision.

1,,.

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per cent.
16
15
16
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ALL OTHER AIDS AND AOID ANNYDRIDMU

.

De8crptin.-Other acids and acid anhydrides mentioned elsewhere, and therefore not dutiable under this provision, include:
Glycerophosphoric acid, dutiable under paragraph 24; acids of coaltar origin, dutiable under paragraph 25 or 26; and chromic acid,
hydrofluoric acid, hydrochloric or muriatic acid, nitric acid, sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol, and :mixtures of nitric and sulphuric
acids, valerianic acid, and all anhydrides of the foregoing, exempt
from duty under paragraph 1501.
Imports under this provision prior to the war ranged between
$50,000 and $90,000. They decreased to $36,430 in 1916, and then increased to $500,091 in 1918 (fiscal year). Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Pounds.
1918 ....................................... .............
1919 ..............................
45,324
3,822
1920..........................
147,355
1921 (9 months) ............................

Unit value.! Duty.

Value.

$110,755 ...........
31759
0.70
.2,5
16,202
.28
41,099

$1,613
4,764
2,430
0,165

Ad
valorem
rate.
Prrcent.
15
15
15
15

Export.-Statisticsnot available.
Important change in cl.flcation.-The more important acids
dutiable under this provision in the act of 1913 (par. 1) have been
mentioned specifically in H. R. 7456. These include chloroacetic
acid, oleic acid or red oil, and stearic acid. Prussic hydrocyanicc)
acid and silicic acid are exempt from duty under paragraph 387, act
of 1913; specific mention of these acids is omitted from H.-R. 7456,
and they therefore come within the provision in this paragraph for
"all other acids and acid anhydrides-" n. s. p. f.
PARAGRAPH 2.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 2. Acetaldehyde, aldol or acetaldo, aldehyde ammonia, butyraldehyde,
crotonaldehyde, paracetaldehyde, ethylene chlorohydrin, ethylene dichloride,
ethylene glycol, ethylene oxide, glycol
monoacetate, propylene chlorohydrin,
propylene dichloride, and propylene
glycol, 6 cents per pound and 30 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

chemical * * *
not specially pro-

PAR. 3. * * * chemical compounds,
• * * not specially provided for in

PAR. 5. *
compounds,

this section, twenty-five per centum ad

vided for in this section, 15 per centum

ad valorem ; * * *.

ad valorem.

*
*

*

*
*
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AOETALDEHYDE, ALDOL 0R ACETALDOL, ALDEHYDE AMMONIA, BUTYRALDEHYDE, CROTONALDEHYDE PARACETADEHYDE.

De8criptionand us8es.-Acetaldehyde is a colorless liquid boiling at
about 210 C. Its largest use is as an intermediate product in manufacturing acetic acid (par. 1). On account of the low boiling point
of acetafdehyde, it is usually polymerized to form paracetaldehyde,
which has promising use in the manufacture of synthetic resins, and
when combined with amines (a group of coal-tar products), as a4
accelerator in vulcanizing rubber. Aldehyde ammonia is acetaldehyde combined with ammonia; it has been employed chiefly as a
rubber accelerator. Aldol or acetaldol, formed by condensing 2
molecules of acetaldehyde, has promising future uses in the flotation
process of ore concentration, particularly of copper ores.
Production.-The manufacture of these various compounds depends upon acetaldehyde, which prior to the war, was obtained by
oxidizing ethyl alcohol or by fractional distillation from the first
runnings of alcohol stills. During the war a process was developed
for the production of-acetaldehyde from acetylene gas, which is produced from calcium carbide. In America this process was developed
commercially at Shawinigan Falls, Canada, where a plant was erected
with a capacity of 25 tons of acetaldehyde daily-the larger portion
of this output is converted to acetic acid.
Import statistics are not available, with the exception of those
for paraldehye in 1914,10,339 pounds, valued at $3,003, all from Germany.
Exports.-None recorded.
IJnportantchanges in clmaiflcation.-None of these chemical compounds was specially provided for in the act of 1909 or 1913.
ETHYLENE CHLOROHYDRIN, ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE, ETHYLENE OLYCOL,
ETHYLENE OXIDE, GLYCOL MONOACETATE, PROPYLENE CHLOROHYDRIN,

PROPYLENE DICHLORIDE, AND PROPYLENE GLYCOL.

Description aad uses.-The products listed above are derived
from ethylene or propylene gas. Until very lately they were not
used commercially to any extent, and were of scientific interest only.
Recent development of these products has been due to the commercial availability of the gases-ethylene and propylene-either from
the waste gases given off in certain petroleum cracking processes or
from other hydrocarbon gases, or in the case of ethylene, from alcohol. Of these products, probably ethylene dichloride will be the
first to assume commercial importance. This is a colorless liquid
with a chloroform-like odor boiling at 83.60 C. It dissolves oils,
fats, and greases, and has the advantage over similar volatile solvents in that it does not hydrolyze with water to form hydrochloric
acid,, Ethylene chlorohydrin may be used as a solvent, and its great
chemical activity makes it valuable in the synthesis of other or(ranic chemicals. Ethylene glycol can be used to replace glycerine
or many purposes.
Production of these commodities is being developed on the semicommercial scale at the present time (December, 1921) by at least
two firms in this country. Ethylene dichloride is produced by corn-
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bining ethylene and chlorine gas. Ethylene chlorohydrin is formed
by treating ethylene with hypochlorous acid, and in turn is converted
into ethylene glycol by treatment with a mild alkali. Ethylene
oxide is made by treating a solution of ethylene chlorohydrin with
strong caustic alkali.
Imports are not recorded except for dichlorohydrin in 1914782 pounds, valued at $500.
E.pori..-None recorded.
Important oeane in c nftatio.-None of these chemical compounds was specially provided for in the act of 1909 or 1913.
PARAGRAPH 8.
H. I. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 8. Acetone, acetone oil, and ethyl
methyl ketone, 25 per centum ad valoreny.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT O 1913.

PAR. 8. * * * chemical compounds,
• * * not specially provided for In
this section, twenty-five per centum

PAR. 8. Acetone, 1 cent per pound.

ad valorem;

*

*

*

ACJMT0NE, ACETONE OIL, AND ETHYL METHYL KETONE.
(See Survey A-2.)

Des riptiwo and &e.-Acetone (dimethyl ketone) is a clear, color-

less, and highly inflammable liquid. It is used primarily as a solvent
for fats, resins rubber, arid other gums nitrocellulose (cordite, gun-

cotton, pyroxyfin plastics), tannins, and acetylene, and in the manufacture of chloroform, but for the last-named purpose has a strong
competitor in carbon tetrachloride.
Acetone oil (crude ethyl methyl ketone) is a residue obtained in the
purification of acetone produced from acetate of lime. It possesses the
same solvent properties as acetone and on account of its higher boiling
point is preferred in some cases It is also purified by distillation to
obtain ethyl methyl ketone, which is sold also as ketone.
Methyltacetone is the first portion of the distillate in refining crude
wood alcohol. It is a mixture of acetone, wood alcohol, and methyl
acetate.
Produeti n of acetone by eight firms in 1914 was 10,425,817 pounds,
valued at $1,099,585, but decreased in 1919 (preliminary figures) to
6,045,900 pounds, valued at $767,000. Prior to the war acetone was
made exclusively from acetate of lime, a product of the hardwood
distillation industry. During the war the large demand for the
manufacture of the British explosive, cordite, led to the development
of several new processes, one of which is by the fermentation of various substances--corn, molasses, and kelp. Plants employing these
fermentation processes, except the fermentation of corn, have closed
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since the signing of the armistice. The plant at. Terre Haute, Ind.,
built by, the United States and British Governments to produce
acetone by fermentation of corn, was purchased by the Commercial
Solvents corporationn and reopened in March, 1920. The productive
capacity by thisprocess in the latter part of 1920 was about 300,000
pounds per month,
Another process, developed solely by the Canadian Electro Products Co., at Shawinigan Falls, Canada produced acetone from
calcium carbide. This process was abandoned for acetone, but for'
the manufacture of acetic acid it is still used. A third method in
process of development during the war produced acetone from a byproduct of, the Burton method of cracking petroleum oils. This
process, still largely in experimental stages, has promising commercial features.
The domestic production of ethyl methyl ketone in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 1,158,000 pounds, valued at $167,700.
l'port8 of acetone have been sporadic and negligible when compared with domestic production. In 1918 the former were 148,082
pounds. In 1914 the imports of acetone oil were 155,210 pounds,
valued at $14,609, chiefly from Canada. Later statistics showing the
importation of acetone follow:

I

Calendar year.

Quantity.

.1918 ...................................
1919.............................
1920 ..................................
1921 (9 months) .........................

Pound.
351,368
240,223
.. 6600
54

Value.

866,400
41,442
303
8

Et Iva

Unit value. Duty.

lenut ad
valorem.

Per cent.
$0.19
$3,514
5.29
.17
2,402
5.80
.17
68
21.78
.15 ...................

Kxpot.--Statistics not available.
Im p&tant cwangm in clwziflcat.-Acetone oil, obtained in the
purification of acetone, was declared dutiable under the eo nomine
provision for acetone in paragraph 3. (MeEnany v. United States
8 Ct. Cust. Appls., 329, of 1918.) Ethyl methyl ketone is the chiei
chemical compound contained in acetone oil and is obtained from
acetone oil by fractional distillation. Like acetone oil, it is used for
solvent purposes. Because of its commercial importance it has been
U.16ntioned specifically. Close chemical relation between acetone oil
and ethyl methyl ketone and administrative difficulties.in distinguishing them, render advisable a single rate of duty. (Reclassification
Report, pp. 11, 12.)

_

_

PARAGRAPH 4.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 4. Alcohol: Amyl, butyl, Isopropyl, and fusel oil, 6 cents per pound;
methyl or wood (or methanol), 15
cents per gallon; and ethyl for nbnbev
erage purposes only, 15 cents per proof
gallon.

,i
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 36. Fusel oil, or amyltc alcohol,
one-fourth of one cent per pound.
PAR. 300. * * * spirits manufac.
tured or distilled from grain or other
materials, and not specially provided
for In this section, two dollars and
sixty cents per proof gallon.
PAR. 480. * * * articles manufactured, In whole or In part, not provided

PAR. 33. Fusel oil, or amylic alcohol,
I cent per pound.

for In this section,

*

per centum ad valorem.

*

*

PAR. 237. *

*

* spirits manufac-

tured or distilled from grain or other
materials, not specially provided for
in this section, $2.60 per proof gallon.

twenty

PAR. 393. Alcohol, methyl or wood
[Free]4

AMYL ALCOHOL AND FUBEL OIL.

(See Survey A-9.)

Decriptionand twe#a--Commercial fusel oil consists chiefly of two
different forms of amyl alcohol, and varying amounts of other alcohols, traces of acids, and considerable water. There is a crude grade
which is light amber to straw colored, having a persistent, disagreeable
odor, and a refined grade which is nearly colorless and free from
water, made by redistilling crude fusel oil. The chief use of fusel oil
is in the manufacture of amyl acetate, largely used as a solvent in the
nitrQcellulose industry. Pure amyl alcohol is obtained by refining and
purifying fusel oil. It is converted into aniyl esters, which are used
as flavors and perfume materials, and as a solvent in the arts.
Produwtim.-Fuseloil is obtained as a by-product of fermentation
processes, chiefly from distilled liquors and industrial alcohol or
cologne spirits. "The output as a by-product of distilleries in 1918,
about 830,000 pounds, supplied but an inconsiderable portion of the
domestic requirements for this oil. The production decreased to about
500,000 pounds in 1919 and 1920 (fiscal years).
Imports from 1910 to 1914, inclusive, averaged about 5,800,000
pounds per year, 75 per cent coming from Russia, the United Kingdom, and Germany in about equal proportions. Imports declined to
about 1,600,000 pounds in 1917, accounted for in part by the cessation

of those from Russia. In 1918, Canada, which furnished only a small
quantity in the past, supplied over 50 per cent of the total. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918
............................
1919...
19?0....
........................
1921 (9 months) ..........................

Quantity.
Pound.
2,155, 923
8,481,965
3,887,303
713,210

Value.

$60,974
820,260
879,206
159,931

Unitvalue.

Duty.

$0.28
$5,390
4.24
8,705
.23
9,718
.2 ..............

EquIvalent ad
valorem.
Per cent.
0.88
1.06
1.11

Export.-Statistics not available.

Important changes in clas8ifation.-Amyl rather than amylie is
the term now generally used.
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BUTML ALCOHOL.

(See Survey A-9.)

Pewiptiwn and uwe.--Butyl alcohol (C,H 1 0O) occurs in four
isomeric forms. Of these only normal butyl alcohol is of any great
commercial importance. The principal use of butyl alcohol is as a
solvent in the manufacture of pyroxylin plastics, such as celluloid. It
is also used to prevent "blushing" and precipitation of pyroxyin in
photographic films and pyroxylin varnishes and lacquers. It may
also be employed for other solvent purposes, such as in the manufacture of paint and trarnish removers, imitation leather, and as
solvent for gum resins, fats, oils, and waxes. Butyl alcohol is competitive with fusel oil or amyl alcohol, which has been largely imported, chiefly from Russia (see Fusel oil, p. 27).
Production.-Prior to the war butyl alcohol was of scientific inInterest only and had no commercial use. The large war demand for
acetone led to the development of a process of fermenting corn which
produced both acetone and butyl alcohol in the ratio of two parts
butyl alcohol to one part acetone. A large plant was erected at
Terre Haute, Ind., by the United States and British Governments,
and following the war it was purchased by the Commercial Solvents
Corporation and reopened in March, 1920. The ability of this process
to operate ill peace time was due to the development of the use of
butyl alcohol in pyroxylin plastics. The process is patented and
controlled by the Commercial Solvents Corporation. The output
of butyl alcohol during the latter part of 1920 approximatQd 600,000
pounds per month.
lmportO since 1919 are reported in combination. with those for fusel
oil or amyl alcohol. In 1914 the only year for which figures are
available, imports of butyl alcohol were only 482 pounds, valued
at $287, all of which came from Germany.
Export.-Statistics not available.
Important ee in claification.-Butyl alcohol is mentioned
specifically for the first time because of its commercial importance.
IsoPROPYL ALCOHOb.

Description and ume.-Isopropyl alcohol occurs in fusel oil, the
latter being a by-product of alcoholic fermentation. Isopropyl alcohol is made from propylene by absorption in sulphuric acid and
subsequent hydrolysis with water. This method is of recent development and is now operated' on a semicommercial scale. It is a
colorless liquid used as a solvent and in the preparation of organic
compounds. Its properties resemble those of ethyl alcohol, but it
is nonpotable, and its -use for denaturing alcohol has recently been
legalized, for which purpose it is extremely valuable, owing to its
lack of odor and possibility of industrial use where wood alcohol and
pyridine can not be employed as denaturants.
Production figures are not available, but it is known that at least
two firms are making it.
Imports and oxPort.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in clas8ifcatio.--First spedifc mention of
isopropyl alcohol.

I
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Suggested chanqR.--There are two forms of propyl alcohol, one
discussed above-isopropyl alcohol-and the other normal propyl
alcohol. The ltter is separated from fusel oil by distillation and
is used as a solvent and for the preparation of enters and other
organic compounds. It is suggted that the term "propyl alcohol"
be substituted for isopropyll alcohol," as it includes both forms.
FUSEL OIL

(See Amyl alcohol, p. 27.)
METHYL OR WOOD ALCOHOL (METHANOL).
(See Survey A-2.)

De8criptiem and u86.-Methyl or wood alcohol, or methanol, is one
of the primary products of the hardwood-distillation industry. The
commercial grades vary from 82 per cent to pure methyl alcohol
acetone being the chief impurity. The largest uses of wood alcohol
are
in the manufacture
of uses
dimethylaniline,
an
both
requiring pure
coal-tar dyes,and
important
intermediate offorformaldehyde
methanol. Next in importance is its use as a solvent in manufacturing pyroxylin plastics. It has many other uses as a solvent and
is used for denaturing grain alcohol.
Produce ion--The distillation of wood produces a raw liquor containing acetic acid and alcohol; the acid is neutralized with lime and
the alcohol distilled from the solution, and then purified by redistillation. The output of crude wood alcohol in 1909 and 1914 was slightly
in excess of 9,000,000 gallons with a marketed output in 1914 of
7,197,000 gallons valued at $1,605,900. The marketed production of
refined wood alcohol in 1914 was 6,235,113 gallons, valued at
$2,709,369. Production increased during the war because of the demands by the dye industry and a larger production of formaldehyde.,
Preliminary figures for 1919 indicate a marketed output practically
equal th that of1914; the value in 1919 however was about 3j times
that in 1914. Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New York have been the
principal producers of wood-distillation products. During the war
large plants were erected in the Southern Appalachian Mountains.
Zmports in 1914 and since the war have been less than 1 per cent
of domestic production.
Exports of wood alcohol in 1909 wer 11.8 per cent of domestic
production and 16.6 per cent in 1914. Prior to the war, exports were
about 1,500,000 gallons chiefly to Germany, the United Kingdom,
and the Netherlands. Between 1914 and 1918 they decreased somewhat, due to the blockade of Germany. Later statistics for calendar
years follow:
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In postwar years exports were chiefly to England, Switzerland,

Japan, and the Netherlands.
Important change in ceaCsifation.--Methyl or wood alcohol is
now exempt from duty under paragraph 393, act of 1913.
ITHYL ALCOHOL FOR NONBUVERAOE PURPOSES.

Des8riptkn and uwe8.-Industrial alcohol includes the various
grades of ethyl alcohol, both pure and denatured, used in the arts
and industries. The commercial grades of ethyl alcohol include:
"Absolute alcohol," which is free from water; 'cologne spirit," a
high-purity ethyl alcohol; "grain alcohol," which contains about 95
per cent alcohol by volume. Completely denatured and specially
denatured alcohol is ethyl alcohol which has been rendered unfit for
beverage purposes under formula allowed by the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. Both of these varieties when of domestic origin
are exempt' from internal revenue taxes, but the "specially denatured"'can be used only under heavy bond. Pure alcohol for'nonbeverage purposes (not denatured) is subject to an internal revenue
tax of $2.20 per proof gallon (a proof gallon contains 50 per cent
alcohol by volume).
The largest use of industrial alcohol is as a solvent, as in lacquer ,
shellac, essences, tinctures, etc., while other important applications
are in "solid alcohol" for domestic purposes, pharmaceutical preparations the manufacture of certain dyes, chemicals, and other products. it has limited use as a fuel in internal combustion engines and
forPouction.--Alcohol
illuminating.
• by fermentation from materials,
is prepared
containing sugar or starch. In the case of starchy materials the
starch is first converted to sugars by malt or acid before fermentation. The alcohol is separated after fermentation and concentrated
by distillation. The chief raw materials are molasses and corn
(usually frozen or injured). In Europe potatoes, rice, corn, und
molasses are used.

The United States produces more industrial alcohol than any other
country. This development was primarily due to the law allowing
tax-free denatured alcohol for industrial purposes. War needs were
the chief factor in the recent expansion of the industry to its present
size. The following table shows production since 1917:

Calendar year.

1918

19
1
8
.
1 .................................................
919
1920.......... ...............

Total ethyl
alcohol for
nonbeveragp Comete
purpose(
dena
natdngd.
i fet Llon.

75,181,931.0
49, , .,0
49,283,328.0

Win dllou.

10, 328,45.
9,97,2.
13, 5'28, 403. 0

de

W ,

.

~lon.

39, 34,5861.4
287,
294,219.0
15, 307, 947. 1

Import.--The tariff on industrial alcohol has practically prohibited imports. A maximum of 44,654 proof gallons was imported
in 1913, and since 1916 the imports have varied from nothing to 312
proof gallons.
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Exports of "alcohol" increased from 25,440 proof gallons in 1912
to 4 maximum of 51,941,634 proof gallons in 1917, or 25 per cont of
the total output. This was due to the war needs for smokeless gunpowder. The exports since 1917 are shown in the following table:
Value.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Proof qaUon.

$4,704,743
8,968,819

8,657,165
20,311,166

1918 .....................................................................
1919 .....................................................................

I= ....................................................................

10,860,328

25,213,539

Important change in clkwi cation.-Ethyl alcohol has been mentioned specifically; it is dutiable under paragraph 237 of the act of
1913 at $2.60 per proof gallon.
PARAGRAPH 5.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. X. 745M.
PA. 5. All chemical elements and all
chemical and medicinal compounds,
preparations, mixtures and salts, and
combinations thereof, all the foregoing
obtained naturally or artificially and
not specially provided for, 25 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 8. Alkalies, alkaloids, *

*

*

and all combinations of the foregoing,
and all chemical compounds, mixtures
and salts, * *

* not specially pro-

vided for in this section, twenty-five
per centum d valorem; * * *.
PA. 28. -Iodoform, seventy-five cents
per pound.
PAP. 62.

*

*

*

Iodate of potash,

twenty-five cents per pound.
PA. 65. * * * all other medicinal
preparations not specially provided for
In this section, twentyfive per centum
id valorem: * * *
PAR. 70. * * * alkalies containing

PAR. 5. Alkalies, alkaloids, and all
chemical and medicinal compounds,
preparations, mixtures and salts, and
combinations thereof not specially provided for in this section, 15 per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 17. Chemical and medicinal
compounds, combinations and all similar articles dutiable under this section,
except soap, whether specially provided for or not, put up in individual
packages of two and one-half pounds
or less gross weight (except samples
without commercial value) shall be
dutiable at a fate not less than .! per

fifty per centum or more of bicar- centum ad valorem: a a a
PAR. 38. Iodoform, * * a 15 cents
bonate of soda, five-eighths of one cent
per pound.
per pound.
PAR. 67. a * a alkalies containing
PAR. 76. * * a alkaline silicate,
50 per centum or more of bicarbonate
three-eighths of one cent per pound.
PAR. 248. * * * sugar of milk, five soda; a a a jcentper pound;
cents per pound.
PAR. 449. Chromium, hydroxide of,
a ichthyol,
PA. 689. Oils: *
* * [Free].
crude [Free].
PAR. 547.

a

a

*

[Free].
PAR. 561. Oils: a a

a*

* [Free].

sugar of milk

a ichthyol,

Import reached a maximum of $4,804,036 in 1913 and yielded a
revenue of $1,201,009. During, the war the imports decreased to a,
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minimum of $67,261 in 1916 and increased to $1,235,112 in 1918,
yielding a revenue of $185,267. This large decrease during the ,ar
naybe accounted for by the shutting off of imports from Germany,
a country especially successful in producing the rarer chemicals.
Later statistics follow:
I
Ad
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Pounda.
............
1919 ....................................
4,6.,131
1920 ...........................
1921 (9mont)........................8,458,520
1918...............................

Value.

Unit value." Duty.

$1,130,733..........
1,088415
0,
1
.17
9,925
.11

$169,810
27,349

valorem
rate.
P ems.
1s
15
15

AEportM.-Statistics not available.
Important cAhanges in caqflation.-The words "alkalies" and
"alkaloids" have beer, omitted. Alkalies and alkaloids that are not
specifically provided . or are covered by the provision for chemical
and medicinal compounds and preparations in paragraph 5. A specific provision for chemical elements was inserted in thur paragraph
in order to include such chemical substances as chlorine, oxygen,
argon, and similar chemical elements which do not come within the
provision for chemical compounds.
The words "all the foregoing obtained naturally or artificially,"
were added so as to make provision for all chemical elements, chemical compounds and salts and medicinal preparations and mixtures
thereof, whether derived from natural sources or manufactured.
(Reclassification Report, p. 13.)
Suggested changes.- Chemical" should modify "compounds
and I salts ", and "medicinal" should modify "preparations.' Paragraph 5 might accordingly be changed to read as follows:
All chemical elements, all chemical salts and compounds, all medicinal preparations, and all combinations and mixtures of any of the foregoing, all the foregoing obtained naturally ,or artificially and not specially provided for [rate].
PARAGRAPH 6.
H. X 7456.
PA&. 6. Aluminum hydroxide or refined bauxite, one-half of 1 cent per
pound; potassium aluminum,,sulphate
or potash alum and ammonium alumlnum sulphate or ammonia alum, 1
cent per pound; aluminum sulphate,
alum cake or aluminous cake, containing not more than 15 per centum of
alumina and more Iron than the
equivalent of one-tenth of 1 per centum
of ferric oxide, three-tenths of 1 cent
per pound; containing more than 15
per centum of alumina or not more iron
than the equivalent of one-tenth of 1
per centum of ferric oxide, threeeighths of 1 cent per pound; all other
aluminum compounds not specially pro
vided for, 25 per centum ad valorem.

SENATE AMNDEBNTS.

[
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ACT. OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 4. Alumina, hydrate of, or refined bauxite, containing not more

PAR. 6. Alumina, hydrate of, or refined bauxite; alum, alum cake, patent
alum, sulphate of alumina,,. and aluruinous cake, and all other manufac-

than sixty-four -per -centuni, of 4lu.

mina, 1eoni-tenths of one cent per

pound; containing more than qixty- tured compounds of alumina, not spefour' pet centum of alumina,, six- cially provided for in this section, 15
tenths of one cent per pound. Alum, per centum ad valorem.
alum cake, patent alum, sulphate of
alumina, and aluminous cake, containIng not more than fifteen per centum
of alumina and more than three-

tenths of one per centum of iron oxide,
one-fourth or one cent per pound;
alum, alum cake, patent alum, sulphate of alumina, and aluminous
cake, containing more than fifteen per
centum of alumina, or not more than
three-tenths of one per centum of iron
oxide, three-eighths of one cent per
pound.
PA. 3. *
*
* chemical compounds, mixtures and salts, * * *

not specially provided for in this section, twenty-five per centum ad va-

lorem;

* * *.

ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS.
(See Survey A-8.)
ALUMINUM HfDOXIJ

OR UnIM DAAXIMT

De8miption and ues.-Hydrate of alumina, or. refined bauxite, is
the oxide of the metal aluminum chemically combined with water.

It is used principally in the preparation of metallic aluminum and

other aluminum compounds; also for waterproofing fabrics and to
some extent in medicine. It forms a constituent of many color lakes.
Produe&ion.-,-The raw material for the manufacture of alumina
hydrate.is bauxite (dutiable at $1 per ton, par. 207, H. R. 7456).
Most of the hydrate of alumina used in this country is of domestic
manufacture, from domestic bauxite. This substance is made on a
large scale as an intermediate product in the manufacture of metallic
aluminum, and aluminum compounds from bauxite.

ImpM't8 during the five years immediately preceding the war

ranged from about 1,500,000 pounds to 2,000,000 pounds annually,

but since 1914 have greatly decreased, amounting to only 202,968
)ounds in 1915 and 418 pounds in 1916.
1917. Later statistics follow:,
Calendar yeir.,

1918 .......................................

Quantity.

No imports are recorded'for

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Pounds.
672

Ad

valorem

rate.

Per cent.

$1,884
$2.80
$283
16
1919............................................
1920 ......................................2

EXport.-Statistics not available.
°82804-22---3

.

145

15
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ALUMS, ALUM CAKE, AND ALUMINUM

SULPIIAT.

Desciptionand u8e.-These names refer to various similar articles
all of which contain aluminum sulphate as their essential ingredient.
The different varieties or grades differ in the other ingredients present and may be classified as follows:
1 (1) Alums or crystal alums contain less than 15 per cent of oxide
of aluminum (usually 10 to 12 per cent), and in addition either potassium sulphate or ammonium sulphate and water, of crystallization
(about 45 per cent), and not more than a few hundredths of 1per cent of
ferric oxide (iron oxide). They are usually made by dissolving refined
hydrate of alumina in sulphuric acid, filtering, adding the potassium
or ammonium sulphate and crystallizing the alum. The most important crystal alums are potash alum (potassium aluminum sulphate) and ammonia alum (potassium ammonia sulphate).
(2) Burnt alums made from crystal alum by the elimination of
most of the water. They contain more than 15 per cent of alumina.
(3) Iron-free aluminium sulphate, containing from 16 to.22 percent
of oxide of alumina and not more than a few hundreths of I per cent
of ferric oxide. This grade is usually made from refined hydrate of
alumina, but also directly from bauxite by a secret process for the
elimination of the iron always present in the crude mineral.
(4) Aluminum sulphate, containing from 16 to 22 per cent of oxide
of alumina and from about 0.2 per cent up to 0.75 per cent of
ferric oxide. This grade is made directly from the crude mineral
bauxite by solution in dilute sulphuric acid, followed by filtration
from insoluble matter and evaporation. If the content of alumina is
over 21 per cent, it is called "concentrated alum."
(5) Alum cake, or aluminous cake, contains less than 15 per cent of
alumina, but rarely less than 14 per cent, and from about 0.2 per cent
up to 0.75 per cent of ferric oxide, together with insoluble or earthy
matter up to 10 per cent. It is made by the treatment of crude
bauxite, or even clay, with strong sulphuric acid without any evaporation or attempt to eliminate insoluble matter. It is the lowest
quality of all.
Alums are used largely in the preparation of sizing material in
paper manufacture, as a mordant in dyeing, for the purification of
water and sewage on a large scale, for tanning skins, for deodorizing
mineral oils, and for hardening plaster casts. They are also used in
the manufacture of color lakes, in medicine, and as an ingredient of
some baking powders.
Produetion.-Inthe United States these substances are produced on
a large scale from bauxite. Most of that consumed is of domestic
manufacture. As many municipal and industrial waterworks produce sulphate for their own consumption a large part of the output
does not enter the market. The production of aluminum sulphate
and alums in the United States has been as follows:
Alums.

Year.

Quantity.
1915.......
.......
1916 ......................
1917.....................................
1918 .......................

Short tons.
..........
......

1919 ...................................

1I20 ............................................

..

Aluminum sulphate.
Value.

24,915
27,257
19,714
20,286

09, 256
1,177,881
1,017,083
1,051,449

16,824

99, 259

17,019

KI

879,198

Quantity.

Short to .

Valqe.

169,153
153,880
178,738
209,079

$3,224, 495
4,410,741
5,746,427
6,473,086

234,003

8,228,71.1

200,034

8,78X3,06.,
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lmports have not been large and there has been a decrease since
1915. In 1914, 162,808 pounds of lump alum were imported, 92 per
cent of which came from England. Imports of sulphate 6f alumina
have averaged less than I per cent of the domestic production.
Imports of alums, aluminum sulphate, and other manufactured
compounds of aluminum since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 .......................................
1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Pound.

45,99
8 , 579
2,78,846
1,280,329

Value.

$14,751
21,877
68,035
33,285

Unit value.

$0.03
.03
.02
.03

Duty.

$2,213
3,2821
10, 205
..........

Ad

valorem
rate.

Ptr cent.

15
is
is
Is

Ewports.-None recorded.
Important changes in Clavsiflction?-The two important true
alums--potassium aluminum sulphate or potash alum, and ammonium aluminum sulphate or ammonia alum-have been mentioned
specifically because of their commercial importance and because they
sell for nearly twice as much as aluminum sulphate (with which they
are classified in previous a(ts) even when the latter was free.
The term "aluminum sulphate" has been substituted for "sulphate
of alumina," and "patent alum" (paragraph 6, act of 1913), now
obsolete, has been omitted. The word "alum" has also been omitted
because the principal true alums have been mentioned specifically.
The act of 1913 (par. 6) made no distinction between the various
grades of aluminum sulphate; the act of 1909 divided them into two
classes according to their content of iron oxide and alumina. A
classification similar to that of 1909 was adopted in H. R. 7456,
except that the limiting iron oxide content was reduced from
three-tenths of 1 per cent to one-tenth of 1 per cent to accord with
commercial grades. The phraseology "oxide of iron" was changed
to "ferric oxide" to give a more precise chemical meaning. (Reclassification Report, p. 14.)
OTHER ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS.

Descriptionand uses.-Other aluminum compounds of commercial
importance are the acetate, known as "red liquor " used as a mordant
in calico dyeing and printing and in waterproofing and fireproofing
fabrics; and aluminum chloride, used for refining mineral oils, for
carbonizing wool, and in the manufacture of certain organic compounds.\
Prodiction.-In 1914 three plants were reported to be manufacturing aluminum chloride with a total output for the year of 4.702
short tons, valued at $311,900, in 1919 an output of 4 806 short tons
valued at $371,850, and in 1920, 3,571 tons valued at $297,550.
Import included under alums, etc., supra.
Eports.-None. recorded.
Suggested chanes.-It is suggested that the phrase "all other
aluminum compounds" in paragraph 6 be changed to "all other
aluminum salts and compounds," since the tariff acts have long distinguished "salts" and "compounds."
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PARAGRAPH

H.
7458.
7.
PAR. 7. Ammonium carbonate, 11
cents per pound; ammonium chloride,
1 cents per pound; ammonium nitrate,
ammonium perchlorate, and ammonium
phosphate, 25 per centum ad valorem;
ammonium sulphate, three-fifths of 1
cent per pound; liquid anhydrous ammonia, 21 cents per pound.

7V.

SENATE AMENDXNTh.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 5. Ammonia, carbonate of, one
and one-half cents per pound; muriate
of, or sal ammoniac, three-fourths of
one cent per pound; liquid anhydrous,
five cents per pound.
PA& 3. * * * chemical * *
salts, * * * twenty-five per centum
ad valorem; *
PA. 490. Ammonia, sulphate of
[Freej.

PAR. 7. Ammonia, carbonate of, and,
murlate of, t of 1 cent per pound;
phosphate of, 1 cent per pound; liquid
anhydrous, 2j cents per pound; * * *.
PAR. 395. Ammonia, sulphate of, perchlorate of, and nitrate, of [Free].

AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS.
(See Survey A-3.)
GEl~KDA.

The largest use of ammonia in normal times is in the form of ammonium sulphate for fertilizer purposes. Liquid =mhydrous ammonia
is extensively used for refrigeration, ammonium nitrate and ammoium picrate as explosives, aqua ammonia for household cleaning,
and other ammonium compounds chiefly for chemical purposes.
During the war ammonia was used in large amounts in Germany
for the manufacture of nitric acid, which, in turn, was used for making explosives. A beginning was made in the development of this industry in the United States during the war, but only a small fraction
of the nitric acid consumed in the United States was made in this way.
Commercial supplies of ammonia came from three sources: (a)
From coal as a by-product in the manufacture of coke and coal gas;
(b) from calcium cyanamide (made by heating calcium carbide in an
electric furnace in the presence of atmospheric nitrogen), which is
converted into ammonia under the action of steam; (o) by direct combination of nitrogen and hydrogen (Haber process).
Before the war commercial supplies of ammonia in the United
States were obtained entirely from coal but during the war plants to
operate both the cyanakiid process and the direct synthetic process
were built by the Government near Muscle Shoals, Ala. The cyanamid plant (designed to produce 41,500 tons of fixed nitrogen annually) was in successful operation, in part, at the signing of the
armistice, but the sythetic plant (built to produce 8,506 tons of fixed
nitrogen) had not been completed and put in to successful operation
when the war came to an end. These plants have been idle since the
signing of the armistice, but have not been scrapped or sold by the
Government.

1K
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The Haber process, which has been very successful, was developed
to a large extent in Germany. One of the two plants in Germany,
located at Oppau, was destroyed by an explosion during 1921.
The first production of fixed nitrogen by a commercial firm was
announced in August, 1921, by the Atmospheric Nitrogen Corporation (a subsidiary of the Allied Dye and Chemical Corporation), at
Solvay, N. Y. The output of the first unit of this plant is 20,000
pounds of ammonia per day, or about 2,500 tons of fixed nitrogen
annually.
AMMONIUM CARBONATE

Desciption and uses.--Commercial ammonium carbonate, a mixture of ammonium carbonate and ammonium carbamate containing
about 31 per cent of ammonia (NH),,is a white crystalline salt smelling strongly of ammonia volatile when heated, and sometimes known
as sal volatile. It is used in wool scouring, in some baking powders,
smelling salts, and certain domestic cleaning powders.
Produwtion.--It is made by heating a mixture of ammonium sulphiate and chalk (calcium carbonate). The vapors of ammonia,
carbon dioxide, and water, on cooling, condense to form the solid mixture of ammonium carbonate and ammonium carbamate. The crude
product is usually purified by sublimation. The domestic output is
unknown.
Imports prior to 1915 averaged about 370,000 pounds per annum,
doubling in 1915. LAter statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ......................................
1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................

Value.

Pound.

6,802
147,952
298,126

$6,802
17,264
35, 467

Unit value.

Duty.

$1.00
$51
.12
1,110
12
2,236
... .................

Equivalent ad
valorem.

Per cent.

0.75
6.43
6.30

Export.-Statistics not available.
Important cunges in. elamflwCton.-Ammonium sulphate is exempt from duty under paragraph 395 of the act of 1913.

AMMONIUM CHLORaID.
Des option and uses.-Ammonium chloride or muriate of ammonia is a combination of ammonia and hydrochloric acid. It is also
called sal ammoniac. The crude material is usually more or less
dark in color, owing to tarry impurities. Ammonium chloride
comes in cakes (sal ammoniac), white and translucent, or in crystals
(muriate of ammonia). It is used in pharmacy, in soldering, galvanizing iron, tinning, dyeing of textiles, and in electric dry batteries.
Productionin 1914 was 11,511,934 pounds, valued at $641,040, supplying less ti'n 60 per cent of domestic consumption. The output
in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 12,120 000 pounds valued at
$1,426,100. Ammonium chloride can be made by treating aqua ammonia with hydrochloric acid, by distilling ammoniacal liquor and
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absorbing the ammonia gas in hydrochloric acid or by crystallization from a saturated solution of sulphate of ammonia and ordinary
salt (sodium chloride).
Imports from 1910 until 1915 were between 9,000,000 and 14,000,000
pounds. Later statistics follow:

1918 .............................
..

1919 ...............................

2.0................................

1921 (9 months) ...........................

Unit value. Duty.

Value.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Poun.da
218,404

$19,618

2,011,028

245,738

3,444,146

37,936

,09,39

50.00
.12

0320

.10

1,038

Ientad
I valorem

Perce*.
.35
.14

15,083

7.20

50245

.07 ....................

Imports in postwar years have been chiefly from England and
Germany.
A'xports.-Statistics are not available.
AMMONIUM NITRATE.'

Descmrption and uses.-Ammonium nitrate is a white crystalline
salt. When heated it decomposes into water and nitrous oxide
(" laughing gas "), widely used as an anesthetic during the war. Its
largest application is in explosive mixtures, 90 per 'ent of which
may be ammonium nitrate.
J.rodutiongreatly increased during the war to supply the demand
for explosives.
Imports in 1915 were 3,666,880 pounds, valued at $193,907. Later
statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pounds.

1918 ..............................................................
1920 ..............................................................

1921 (9 months) ..................................................

unit
value.

77,101

$4813

$0.06

28,476,593

2,141,580
1,987,490

.07

509, 208

1919 .............................................................

Value.

30,724,090

34,030

'.07
.06

Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in clasmiflcatWn.-Ammonium nitrate is exempt
from duty under paragraph 395 of the act of 1913.
AMMONIUM PEROHLORATE.

U8e&.-Ammonium perchlorate has been used technically asI an
oxidizing agent and in the manufacture of explosive mixtures.
Imports in 1914 and 1915 were about 70,000 pounds, valued at
about $6,300. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ......................... : ....................................
1919......................................
.......................
1920

...................................

1921 (9months) ........................................

......

A

.

Value.

Pound .

624
118,316
3. 45S,4
3, 580, 714

1156
.2%

C 1.
ws,& a

Unit
value.

$0.25
.14

.10
.09

I
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Export.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in ckweification.-Ammonium perchlorate iq
exempt from duty under paragraph 395 of the act of 1913.
AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE.

Desoviption and use.--There are two important ammonium phosphates, the monammonium phosphate and the diammonium phosphate. These are of little commercial importance compared with
the other ammonium compounds, but are used in the manufacture
of fireproof cloth and paper and for medicinal purposes. The sodium salt of acid ammonium phosphate has important analytical
uses. There is a fertilizer known as Ammo-Phos sold in two grades;
one grade contains 13 per cent ammonia and 47 per cent "available
phosphoric acid," the other contains 20 per cent ammonia and 20
per cent "available phosphoric acid." This article is undoubtedly
crude ammonium phosphates.
Production in this country is from calcium acid phosphate and
ammonia, but the output is not known.
Imports decreased from a maximum of 68,039 pounds in 1911 to
about 7 000 pounds in 1913, increasing sharply to 205,742 pounds in
1914. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

1920 ......................................

Equiva-

!

"

Calendar year.

-IPoundr.

1921 (9 months) ...........................

12,917
1,976

Value.

-

Unit value. Duty.

$1,59 5
418

0. 12

lent ad
valorem.
e e

$129
.21 ....................

INo imports in calendar years 1918 and 1919.

Eports.-Statistics not available.
AMMONIUM SULPHATE.

Descriptionand wes.--Ammonium sulphate or ammonia gas combined with sulphuric acid forms the, larger part of the world's trade
in ammonia. Commercial transactions are based on a standard content of 25 per cent of ammonia (NH 3 ). The largest use in normal
times is in the manufacture of fertilizers. Such application was
greatly curtailed during the war on account of the need to convert
ammonia into ammonium nitrate for explosive purposes. It is also
used in the preparation of other ammonium salts.
Production of ammonia (expressed as sulphate of ammonia) increased from 191,000 short tons in 1913 to 378,000 tons in 1918. Preliminary figures for 1920 indicate an output approaching 500,000
tons. About 90 per cent of the output in this country is obtained as
a by-product in the manufacture of coke. In England the principal
source is from illuminating gas works using the coal-gas process.
Other countries obtained supplies from both sources in fairly equal
quantities. Germany, since 1910, has been the largest producer;
from 1910 to 1913 her exports were from 40,000 to 70,000 tons in ex-
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cess of imports. England, prior to the war, ranked second, and exported about three-fourths of her output, thus leading as an exporter.
The United States, prior to the wars ranked third in production,
with France fourth, but the increase in the United States during and
since the war gives this country an output nearly equal to that obtained in Germany from by-product sources. Germany, however
has developed large synthetic ammonia plants with a capaci o
about double the by-product output.
c
Imports reached a maximum of 103,25ishort tons in 1911, then
decreased steadily to 3,983 tons in the fiscal year of 1918. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.
1918 .............................................
1919 .............................................
1920 .............................................

1921 (9 months) ............................................

Ton;.
2,99
2,354
1,993

3,089

Value.

$,881
313,873
247,495

180,

unit

value.
$142.20
133.34
124.18

$,

Export8 are not shown prior to 1920, in which year (calendar)
they were 66,714 short tons, valued at $7,433,350, and for nine months
of 1921, 67,422 tons, valued at $4,119,858. They have been chiefly
to Dutch East Indies, Cuba, and Spain. The 1920 export was about
13 per cent of the domestic output.
LIQUID ANHYDROUS AMMONIA.

DeMiptan and use8.-The term ammonia refers to a colorless gas
composed of one part of nitrogen and three parts of hydrogen by
volume. It is a weak alkali and has a strong, pungent, penetrating
odor. Under pressure it becomes a liquid, which is then stored and
shipped in steel cylinders, commonly containing about 100 pounds
of ammonia. Liquid ammonia expands and vaporizes when the
pressure is removed, and absorbs a large amount of heat, which gives
anhydrous ammonia its wide use for refrigeration and ice making,
Prodution in 1914 was 16,659,789 pounds, valued at $3,140,848,
and increased reatly to 64,700,000 pounds, valued at $10,861,6Q00
in 1919 (preliminary gures).
Import's are negligible, the largest being 26,506 pounds, valued at
$10)404 in 1920 (calendar year).
Export.--Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 8.
H. B. 7456.
Par. 8. Antimony: Oxide, 2 cents per
pound; tartar-emetic or potassium-antinony tartrate, 5 cents per pound;

sulphides and other antimony compounds, not specially provided for, 25
per centum ad valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

[

SUMMARY OF -ARIFF
ACT OF 1909.
antimony, oxide,
*
of, one aiid one-half cents per pouind
and twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 3. * * * chemical compounds,
twentyr
* * and-saltg, ' W
five percent ad valorem; * * *.
PAR. 173.,
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ACT OT 1913.
* * antimony oxide,
salts, and compounds of, 25 peit centum
ad valoree.2
PAR. 144. *

"'IAl. 5.

*

*

compounds

*

9

chemical * * *
* 15 per centum

ad valorem. [G. A. 7899, T. D. 36364

of 1916; United States v. Innis, 7 Ct.
Cust. Appls. 3, of 191,0.1

ANTIMONY OOMPOUNDS,

Descrptwi

(See Survey 0-17.)
and ue&.-Antmony oxide is composed of metallic

antimony and oxygen. The most important commercial oxide is
antimony trioxide. Because of "the scarcity and high price of tin
oxide during the war antimony tetraoxide was used as a substitute
pigment in .he manufacture of ceramic enamels. It is not so satisfactory -as tin oxide for pure white enamels, as it tends to produce
a yellow or cream color. Antimony trioxide serves in the manufacture of tartar emetic and as a coloring agent in glass manufacture. Potassium antimony t'artrate (tartar emetic) is used as a
mordant ip dyeing vegetable fibers and is the only official antimony
compound h ie United States Pharmacopwia. Antimony sulphide,
a chemical combination of antimony and sulphur, occurs naturally
as the mineral stibnite, which is the most important source of antimony,. Natural sulphide obtained by the liquation of the mineral is
not suitable for pigment purposes, and therefore artificial antimony
sulphide is usually prepared. It is used chiefly as a pigment in the
manufacture of red-rubber goods and to a lesser extent in the manufacture of matches, percussion caps, and in pyrotechnics. As it produces a dense white smoke, it was utilized during the war in "rangefinding" shells.
Prvoduction.-Antimony compounds are manufactured from metallic antimony obtained from the ore (free under par. 1509),
which.is imported chiefly from China. Antimony oxide is prepared
by burning metallic antimony in air or oxidizing it by means of
ntric acid; antimony trisulphide by precipitating a solution of antimony chlorde with hydrogen sulphide; antimony pentasulphide
from the trisulphide by boiling with an alkali in sulphur; and tartar
emetic by treating antimony trioxide with cream of tartar (potassium acid tartratej. The output of antimony salts in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 4,045,600 pounds, valued at $1.190,000.
I ports in 1914 were: Antimony oxide, 386,558 pounds, valued at
$20,476; antimony sulphide' 321,379 pounds,, valued at $54,191; and
tartar emetic, 55,744 pounds, valued at $6,336. Imports of "antimony oxide, salts, and compounds of," decreased steadily to about
37,000 pounds in 1918. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Pound.

1918 .....................................
1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

36,910
252,785.
595, 474
301,190

Value.

$11,904
9,501
25,280
14,134

Unit value. Duty.

52,976.
$0.32
2,375
.04
6,315
.04
.05 ..........

Salts and compounds of antimony oxide are not articles of commerce.

Ad

valorem
rate.
Per ceg.

25
25
25
25
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kxpoM-ts.--Statistics not available.
Important change- itn ci fea
iotion.-Tartar emetic, chemicaly
potAssium-antinony tartrate, is an important compound used chiefly
for its antimony content as a mordant in dyei fibers. The Tariff
Commission suggested that it be mentioned specifically, and also that
the provision for antimony compounds in paragraph 144 of the act
of 1913 be transferred from Schedule C to Schedule 1 and assigned
a separate paragraph.
The provision for "atitimony oxide, salts, and compounds of" the
Court of Customs Appeals- has held (United Sta s v. Inni", 7 Ct.
Cust. Appls., 3, of 1916) is not to be read as if there were a "comma "
after the word "antimony" and antimony sulphide was declared
not classable as a salt or compound of antimony oxide under this
paragraph but dutiable as a chemical compound or salt under paragraph 5. The legislative history shows that when the tariff bill of
1913 was passed by the House of Representatives there was a
comma after the word "antimony" and none after the "word "oxide "; that the comma after the word "antimony " was stricken out
in the Senate; and that a comma was inserted by the conference committee after the word "oxide," thereby making the law read "antimony oxide, salts, and compounds of." (G. A. 7688, T. D. 35142, of
1915.) Antimony oxide has also been held not within this paragraph. (G. A. 7899, T. D. 36364, of 1916.) To remedy this situation it was suggested that antimony oxide and antimony sulphide be
mentioned specifically with l' other antimony compounds and be
included in this paragraph by a general provision. (See Reclassification Report pp. 1
br17.)
Suggested cO 1e.-It is suggested that the phrase "antimonyT
compounds" be changed to read "antimony salts and compounds,
as salts and compounds have long been distinguished in tariff acts.
The hyphen between "tartar" and "emetic "should be omitted.
PARAGRAPH 9.
H.

. 745e.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 9. Argols, tartar, and wine lees,
crude or partly refined, containing not
more than 90 per centum of potassium
bitartrate, 5 per centum ad valorem;
containing more than 90 per centum of
potassium bitartrate, cream,of tartar,
Rochelle salts or potassium-sodium
tartrate, 5 cents per pound; calcium
tartrate, crude, 5 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 6. Argols or crude tartar or
PAR. 8. Argols or crude tartar or
wine lees crude, five per centum ad wine lees crude or partly refined, convalorem; tartars and lees crystals, or taining not more than 90 per centum
partly refined argols, containing not of potassium bitartrate, 5 per centum

more than ninety per centum of bi. ad valorem; containing more than 90
tartrate of potash, and tartrate of per centum of potassium bitartrate
soda or potassa, or Rochelle salts, cream of tartar, and Rochelle salts or
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three cents per pound; containing, tatrate of soda and potass 21 cents
more than ninety per centum of bi- per pound; calcium tartrate crude, 5
tartrate of potash, four cents per per centum ad valorem.
pound; cream of tartar and patent
tartar, five cents per pound.
PA. 8. * * chemical compounds,
* * * and salts, * * * twentyfive per centum ad valorem; * * *.
TARTRATE MATERIALS, CRUDE AND REFINED.
(See Survey A-i; also tartaric acid, p. 16.)

Duoilption and ue.-Argols or crude tartar is a crystalline deposit which forms on the sides of wine casks during fermentation
and contain about 50 to 85 per cenrof acid potassium tartrate and
6 to 12 per cent of calcium tartrate. Wine lees are a similar deposit
on the bottom of the casks and contain from 20 to 35 per cent of
.Uotassidim acid tartrate and up to 20 per cent of calcium tartrate.
Argols and wine lees (together with crude calcium tartrate referred
to below) are the raw materials from which tartaric acid and all
salts of tartaric acid, including cream of tartar, Rochelle salts, and
tartar emetic, are prepared.
Cream of tartar is refined potassium bitartrate. The better grades
contain more than 99.5 per cent of potassium bitartrate and less than
five parts per million of lead or other heavy metals. It is used principally as an ingredient in one variety of baking powder; in the
dyeing and printing of textiles; in medicines and in food products,
especially jellies, preserves, and beverages; in photographic developing and printing; in the deposition of silver on glass for mirrors
and ornaments; and as a laboratory reagent.
Rochelle salts or potassium-sodium tartrate is made from cream of
tartar and soda ash, and is used in medicine, photography, and in
chemical laboratories.
Crude calcium tartrate is also a by-product of the wine industry
and airaw material for the manufacture of tartaric acid.
Productio.-Small quantities have been produced in the past iy
the wine industry and relatively insignificant amounts are now
obtained from unfermented grape juice. Domestic production has
probably never exceeded 1 per cent of the world's supply, and probably will be still further reduced as a result of the constitutional
amendment prohibiting the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
beverages. Although no reliable statistics of production are available, Italy and France are undoubtedly the chief sources of the raw
materials of the tartar industry and together' produce more than
three-fifths of the world's supply. Spain, Portugal, and French
Africa are also important producers. Austria-Hungary and Germany are minor sources of supply. In recent years Argentina has
produced argols.
Import,8 of argols and wine lees containing not more than 90 per
cent of potassium bitartrate for the fiscal years 1910-1918, inclusive,
have averaged 28,670,615 pounds, valued at $3,416,326, and yielded
an average revenue of $170,815; while those containing more than
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90 per centof potassium
.
bitartrate were negligible. Later statistics
follow:

-_

__

Calendar year.

--

_

Quantity.

___

Value.

Unit value.
Duty.
-

Vador:m
rat(d.

CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 90 PER CENT POTASSIUM BITARTRATE.
Pounds.
28,041,4%

$4,777,789

1919 ..................................... 25,758,8658
1920.............................. 35347074
1921 (9 months).......................11383,890

4,296,837
4,414,470
89886

1918 .............. ....... . .................

Per CentI.5

$0.17 $3,8
.17
12

5
5

220721

:08 ......

5%

CONTAINING MORE THAN 90 PER CENT POTASSIUM BITARTRATE.
1918 ......................................
39,236
1919...........................
650,462
1920.............................16,381
1921 (9 months) ............................

33,458

-

$4,478
14 773
5

0.11
$981
.29
1262
.36
6
0,0 .............
.17

21.90
6
8.94

Imports of crude calcium tartrate for 1914-1918 (fiscal years),
inclusive, ;have, averaged 693,150 pounds, valued at $75,435, and
haveyielded an average revenue of $3,771. Later statistics follow;
Calendar year.

1918..................................
1919 ......................................

Quantity.

PoundP.
78,383
..

1920 ..................................... 267,270

1921 (9 months) ..........................

168,189

Value.

U. t value.

$14,684
..............

28,048
8,509

$D.19

.10

05.

IAdvalorem
rate.

Duty.

peT "N.
$729
5
....... .......

1,402 .

5

Impcirts of cream of tartar during 1919 were 66,718 pounds, valued
at $11,798, and yielded a revenue of $3,335. From Octber 4, 1913
to June 80, 1914, they were 812,421 pounds, valued at $156,886, and
yielded a revenue of $20,310. Imports since 1914'have declined to
68,586 pounds in 1918, valued at $16,067. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918................
1919 ................
1920.......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Pounds.
13,597
23,652
218, 887
830,960

Va:ue.

Unit value.

Duty.

EquIvalent ad
valorem.

Per c(nt.
$0.25
1340
10.13
.46
591
6.44
.38
5,472
6.52
.25 .....
..........

$3,355
10,879
83, 90
207,862

Imports of Rochelie salts have been variable, reaching a maximum
in 1915 of 253,609 pounds, valued at $19,244, yielding a revenue of
$6,340. In 1916 imports declined to 187 pounds. Later statistics
follow:
Equiva-

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

191
...................................
1919..................................
1920 ......................................
1921 (9 months)............................

Pounds.

16,480
29,142
;17,377
279,20

$4,948"
9,637
29,013 "
47,097

$0.32
.33

$387
729
.25
2,934
.17 ...............

Per cent.

7.82
7.64
10.11

h
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Ewport..-Statistics not available.
Anporta . rangess in c¢aoifloation.--Rochelle salts are chemically
potassium sodium tartrate. "Potassa," used in the act of 1913 is
obsolete both for commercial and scientific use. (Reclassification
Report, p. 17.)
Suggested changqe.--Page 4, line 16, of H. R. 7456: Insert the
words "5 cents per pound" followed by a semicolon before the
words "cream of tartar" and after the comma following "bitartrate."
PARAGRAPH 10.
H. R. 7456.
10. Balsams:Copaiba, fir or
Canada, Peru, tolu, styrax, and all
other balsams, all the foregoing which

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR.

are natural and uncompounded, 10 per
centum ad valorem: .Prnided,That no

article containing alcohol shall be
classified for duty under this paragraph.
ACT OF 1909.
PA& 20. Drugs, such as * * *
balsams, * * * which are natural

and uncompouuded drugs and not
edible, and not specially provided for
in this section, but which are advanced in value or condition by any
process or treatment whatever beyond
that essential to the proper packing
of the drugs and the prevention of decay or deterioration pending manufacture, one-fourth of one cent per
pound, and in addition thereto ten
per centum ad valorem: Provided,
That no article containing alcohol, or
in the preparation of which alcohol is
used, shall be classified for duty under
this paragraph.

PAR. 684. Storax, or styrax [Free].
PAR. 559. Drugs, such as * * *
balsams, * * * any of the foregoing

which are natural and uncompounded
drugs and not edible and not specially
provided for in this section, and are in
a crude state, not advanced in value
or condition by any process or treatment whatever beyond that essential
to the proper packing of the drugs
and the prevention of decay or deterioration pending manufacture: Provided, That no article containing alcohol, or in the preparation of which
alcohol is used, shall be admitted free
of duty under this paragraph [Free].

ACT OF 1913.
PA. 9. Balsams: Copaiba, fir or
Canada, Peru, tolu, and all other balsams, which are natural and uncompounded and not suitable for the
manufacture of perfumery' and cosmetics, if in a crude state, not advanced in value or condition by any
process or treatment whatever beyond
that essential to the proper packing of
the balsams and the prevention of decay or deterioration pending manufacture, all the foregoing not specially
provided for in this section, 10 per
centum ad valorem; if advanced in
value or condition by any process or
treatment whatever beyond that essential to the proper packing of the
balsams and'the prevention of decay or
deterioration pending manufacture, all
the foregoing not specially provided
for in this section, 15 per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That no article
containing alcohol shall be classified
for duty under this paragraph.

LMS.

(See Survey A-3.)

Genera.--The term "balsam" as used in commerce has no exact
chemical significance, although chemical authorities have endeavored
to limit it to resins and oleoresins containing free or combined cin-
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namic or benzoic acids. Resins and oleoresins, including those commercially and technically classed as balsams, are exudations of plants,
sometimes occurring naturally in-cavities in the plant, or obtained
by wounding the plant. The balsams are used for medicinal purposes, in perfumery and cosmetics, and occasionally for technical
purposes, such as the manufacture of varnishes.
COPAIBA BALSAM.

Description and use.-Copaiba balsam is a liquid oleoresin and
not a true balsam, chemicallv speaking. Its princi al uses are in
medicine and in the manufacture of varnish lacs, and tracing paper.
Prodution-Brazil and to a less extent Venezuela, Colombia. and
Guiana, produce copaiba balsam in commercial quantities. It is
obtained by the natives from wild trees.
Imports are given for both crude and advanced eopaiba balsam
but for the latter are quite insignificant. Imports of crude copaiba
balsam averaged 199,919 pounds, valued gt $62,724, in 1909-1913.
In 1914-1918 (fiscal yeaiv ), the annual average was 281,084 pounds,
valued at $105,819, the averagee revenue since 1913 being $10,170.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918.......................................
1919 .....................................
1920 ...................................
1921 (9 months)............................

Poun

348,680
342,185
434,515
160,602

Value.

$183,937
126,796
160,628
28,766

Unit value.

Duty.

80.53
$18,394
.37
12,680
.37
16,063
.13 ..........

Ad

valorem

rate.

Po cent.

10
10

20

10

Imports of all balsams are
a chiefly from Brazil, Colombia,, Venezuela, and England.
E ports.-Statistics not available.
FIB O CANADA BALSAM.

1)ei'crption and uge.-This is also an oleoresin rather than a true
balsam. It is chiefly used in microscopy and to some extent in
medicinal preparations such as plasters.
Prodution.-The tree yielding Canada balsam occurs through
Canada and northeastern United States along the Appalachian
Range, and is chiefly valued as a source of cheap lumber and paL)er
pulp. The balmm is principally collected for commerce by the Indians of Quebec and is not sufficiently remunerative to attract higher
classes of labor, although some is collected by Indians in Maine.
Production in the United States is much less than in Canada. No
statistics are available.
iimports are small and variable, consisting chiefly of crude balsams.
For 1909-1918 average annua) imports of 9,200 pounds, valued at
$5,788, are reported, the revenue for 1914-1918 averaging $726.
Later statistics follow:
I

I
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Calendar yjr.

V1ilue.

Quantity.

1918 .......................................
1919 .......................................
1920................
. ..........
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Unit value.

Ad

valorem

Duty.

rate.

Pqund8.
2,902
2,602

2,475

$0.85

1,084

1,337

1.23 ......

3,235
2, 914

s248

1.24
1.72

Per cent.

10
10
10
10

324
291

lxporkt.-Statistics not available.
PERU BALSAM.

Deswciption and u8e8.--This is a true balsam used in medicines and
perfumery and to some extent as a cheap substitute for vanilla.
Productio--Peru balsam comes wholly from the Republic of Salvador. The United States is said to. take normally about half of the
annual production, the other half going chiefly to Germany, where an
artificial ' Peru balsam" is also produced.

Jmports for the fiscal years 1909-1914 averaged 39,332 pounds of
crude balsam, valued at $46,065. Imports for 1915-1918 averaged
42,794 pounds, valued at $108,849. For the years 1915-1918 Peru
balsam yielded an annual revenue of $10,885. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

Quantity.

Poundr
64,742
51,812
53,642
43,882

1918.............................
1919 .......................................

1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months)............................

$167,711
131,494
174, 276
59,678

Unit va!ue.

$2.59
2.54
3.25
1.35

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

$16,771
13,149
17,428

10
10
10
10

Export.-Statistics are not available.
TOLU BALSAM.

DeWiptioM and ue.-Tolu is a true balsam, used in medicine,
pharmacy, perfumery, cosmetics, and chewing gum. It comes from
a forest tree of South America, and is collected chiefly in Colombia
and to a less extent in Venezuela and Peru.
lmpo0t8 for 1909-1913 averaged 39,333 pounds, valued at $10,581,
chiefly from Colombia. For 1915-1918 the average was 54,004
pounds, valued at $18,369, the revenue averaging $1,469. Later statistics follow:
I
Ad
Calendar year.

Quantity.
9.

1918 .......................................
1920.......

..

1921 (9months) ......................

...

. . Po
61,011
69,920
54,051

33,531

ExporM.-Statistics not available.

Value.

542,620
69,88
57,&.37

22,082

Unit value.

50.70
1.001
1.06

Duty.

4.262
6,969
5,754

66 .........

valorem

rate.

Per €eld.
10
10
If

10
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STYRAX AND OT11E

BALSAMS.

De8criptionand wme.-Styrax is a true balsam. Its principal use
is
for flavoring tobacco. It is also used in medicine, perfumery, and
cosmetics.
Oter balsams are included under this paragraph without specific mention, but appear to be without. individual importance.
Prod~ution.-Styraxis obtained from Asia Minor; it is valued in
oriental medicines, and chiefly consumed in India and China. A
product resembling styrax and yielded by the sweet gum tree occurs
in the United States, but does not give a profitable yield. Tropical
America produces larger amounts of balsam, which have appeared
on the American market.

Imports of styrax for 1909-1916 averaged 18,634 pounds, valued at
$2,932. In 1917-18 they averaged 12,840 pounds, valued at $24,583.
In 1914-1918 the average revenue was $1,132. Importations of other
balsams averaged 44,085 pounds, valued at $17,041, in 1909-1918
(fiscal years). Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Ouantity.

Value.

Unit va.

Duty.

Ad
valrmm

STYRAX BALSAM.

I
1918.......................................
1920.......................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Pounds.

2,526
8,494
5,661

$10,110
7,492
3,702

I

84.00
$1,011
.88 I
749
.65 ..........

Pr cent.

10
10
10

ALL OTHER BALSAMS.
1918.......................................
1919 .......................................
1920...... ...........................
1921 (9months).........................

61,391
12,706
37,148
5,210

$95,429
8,364
31,84
6j,181

$1.55
.66
.8
1.19

$9,543f
8301

.3,185

10
10
10
10

......

Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in vlssiflcation.-Styrax is the most important
balsam included in the act of 1913 within the provision for "all
other balsams." As imports since 1909 have averaged about 15,000
pounds, this balsam is mentioned specifically in H. R. 7456.
The phrase "not suitable for the manufacture of perfumery and
cosmetics," as applied to'balsams (par. 9, act of 1913), was omitted,
since any balsam of salable quality can be used for making per-

fumes and cosmetics.
#
As practically all balsams are imported in a crude state, the provision in the act of 1913 which reads, if advanced in value or condition by any process," eto., is practically inoperative. All balsams
are crude articles within the meaning of paragraph 9 of the act of
1913, as when advanced beyond this condition they lose their identity as balsams,
The Tariff Commission suggested in its Reclassification Report,
'pages 17-18, that both of these phrases be omitted.

I
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;*L

IP 11., Barluni carbonate, precp.'
.tled00. Pert.per pound; bariuv chloride, 1* cents per pound; barium dioxide, 4 cento per pound; and barium nitrate, 2 cets per pound.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PA 8. * * chemical compounds,
P". 10. Barium, chloride of, I cent
* $ and lts, * * * twenty- per pound; dioxide of, lj cents per
vaore; * * *. pound; carbonate of, precipitated, 10
five per colad
per centum ad valorem.
PAL5. * * *chemical
* * t
and salts,
* * *
compounds,
• * * 15 per centum ad valorem.

/ARIMux OOXMIOUKDN.!

.

(See Survey A-4.)

Gewdi.-The barium chemicals mentioned and others not mentioned are made chiefly from barytes dutiable under paragraph, 64.
Withetite, on the free list, is imported ind can be used as the raw
material for barium chemicals, , Until 1915 about 35 per cent of
the domestic consumption of crude barytes was imported for the
manufacture of lithopone and as the raw material for a very limited
quantity of barium chemicals. The domestico production, chiefly
from Missouri, supplied the market for ground and floated barytes.
During the war the production Qf barytes more than quadrupl
owing tol lack-of imports from Germany the 9onsequent ealishment of a barium chemical industry in the United States, and, the
increase. in the demand for barytes in the lithopone and rubber industries. The greatest State output shifted from Missouri to Georgia
in 1916.,
Germany and England are large producers of barytes and barium
chemicals and will be the chief competitors of the domestic industry.
R~lUX CARDONAT3C, PB=CPITATZD.

Deoription and-uwe.-Barium carbonate exists in nature as the

mineral witherite. (See par, 1681, p. 1467.) Precipitated barium carbonate is a white powder practically insoluble in water. It is used
chiefly in the ceramic industry in making face brick to prevent a white
efflorescence, for optical glass and some kinds of enameled ironware,
in the preparation of other barium chemicals, in flat wall paints, and

as a rat poison.
Pmduti.-Practically the entire supply was imported from
Germany before the war. With the establishment here of a barium
chemicals industry the production increased from 2,746 short tons
in 1915 to 8,38 tons in 1917; it then decreased slightly to 7,135 tons
in 1919 and 7,484 tons in 1920.
Barium carbonate is produced by passing carbon dioxide over

heated barium sulphide or by treating a solution of barium sulphide or barium chloride with soda ash. The precipitated barium
carbonate is then filtered, washed, and dried.
82304-22-4
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An investigation by the Tariff Commission 8 showed that to the
three firms from which data were obtained the average cost in 1919
of making barium carbonate was $0.0316 per pound.
import, first shown in 1912, were 950,000 pounds, increasing to
nearly 5,00,000 pounds in 1914, but fell to 106,288 pounds in 1918.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918.......................................
f920 ...
......
1(mi~a....................
..

Value.

Unitvaius.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Duty.

... ...... ............ .......
11
2.....,
7415
6
0................. 0
961,501
37P462
.04
5,819
1,3352
38,083
.02 .......

15
i

Export.--Statistics not available.
DBieUW CImlOD..

De& 'ipto and u8e.-Barium chloride is a white crystalline substance, containing about 15 per cent of water of crystallization. It is
used principally for preparing other barium chemicals, chiefly precipitated barium sulphate, and as a mordant in manufacturing color
lakes. It is also employed in the purification of salt, as a water
softener, as an anlytmcal reagent in sulphur determinations, and to
some extent in the ceramics industry:.
Production--Barium chloride is prepared by treating barium carbonate (witherite) with hydrochloric acid or by heating barium sulphide with calcium chloride. Prior to the war barium chloride was
practically all imported from Germany, but after a domestic industry
was established, the production increased from. 2,106 short tons in
19i5 to 4,870 short tons in 1917. About 4,500 short tons were made
in 1918 and in 1919, but in 1920 the output declined to 3,084 tons.
The cost of production of barium chloride in the United States in
1919, as determined by the Tariff Commission, was.$0.0539 per pound
(average of four firms).
Import prior to 1914 were practically constant at about 2,800,000
pounds per year, increasing sharply to about 6,000,000 pounds in
1914. There were about 5,000,000 pounds in 1915. There were no
imports in 1918. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1919...............
1920.......
....

.............
.............

1921 (W)
monti ......... ............

Quantity.

Pounds.

1,009,68%
3,19,256

279W,700

Value..

$19,840
161,778

147,930

Unit value.

Duty.

00.2
.0&

12,749
7,976

.06 ...

Equivalent ad

vajerem.

Per cent.

13.85
5

..........

EmrportM.-Statistics not available.
3

For futther detail se "Barytes, barium chemicals, and lithopone" (Survey .A-4).

pp. 7.-79.

i
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BAIUM DIOXIDE.

)esDciptho and uses.--Barium dioxide, barium peroxide, or barium
binoxide is a compound of barium and oxygen. When pure it is a
white powder insoluble in water. The crude product is usually green
in color. It is used chiefly in the production of hydrogen peroxide,
but also as a bleaching agent and as a source of oxygen. It was used
during the war in tracer bullets.
Production.-Barium dioxide is made by heating barium nitrate or
barium carbonate, first in a closed -'essel and then in a current of air.
Prior to the wa; Germany supplied our barium dioxide, but when
imports from that country ceased, a domestic barium chemicals
industry was established, the production of which reached a maximum of 2,555 short tons in 1917 and then declined to 858 tons in
1919.
The cost of production of barium dioxide in 1919, as determined
by investigation of the Tariff Commission, was $0.197 per pound
(average of 3 firms).
Imports prior to the war were about 3,700,000 pounds per year, increasing in 1914 to about 6,000,000 pounds. Imports ceased by
1917-18. Later statistics follow:
Equlva-

Qtnty.

Calendar year.

1920

................................

1921(9 months)........
I

................

Value.

Pounds.
501,673
4,713

11 4417

91,192

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.13

$7,525

.10

lent ad
valorem.
Percent.

11.6

..........

No imports in 1918 and 1919.

Exportg.-Statistics not available.
BARIUM NITRATE.

Description and 1u1se.-Barium nitrate is made by treating barium
chloride with sodium nitrate or Chile saltpeter. It is an important
barium chemical used in explosive mixtures and for making other
barium products, fireworks, dietonators, and railroad signals.
Productionwas 971 short tons in 1915, followed by a steady decline
to 137 tons in 1918. The 1919 production increased sharply to 784
tons.
imports of barium nitrate in 1914 (only year for which statistics
are available) were 1,040,772 pounds, valued at $38,728, chiefly from
Germany.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important cages in classiflcation.-Barium nitrate, an important compound, imported in large quantities before the war. and
now being made in the United States, is specifically provided for.
(Reclassification Report, p. 18.)
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TAW'5.'

AM

MDUENTS.

PA. 12. Blackings, powders, and
creams for cleaning or polishing, not
specially provided for, 25 per centum. ad
valorem: PPOvided, That no preparations containing alcohol shall be classiflied for duty under this paragraph.,

ACT 03' 1909.

ACT 011913.

PAR. 7. Blacking of all kinds, twenty.
five per centum ad valorem; all creams
#nd preparations for cleaning or polFishing boots and shoes, twenty-five per
centum ad valorem.

PAZL 11 Blacking of all kinds,,poilshing ;pQwders, and 2all creams and
preparation for cleaning or polishing,
not specially provided for In this eection, 15 per centum ad valorem: Provided,. That no preparations containing alcohol shall be classified for duty
under this'paragmalh,,.

CI$JANING AND POAIBSmNG PREPARATION.

(See Survey A-5.)
I)eeription.and te8.-This paragraph covers all articles used as
blacking, polishes, and cleaning preparations, such as shoe blacking,
leather polishes, stove polishes, floor polishes, furniture polishes,
auto body polishes, metal polishes, and scouring compounds used for
cleaning, and wall-paper cleaners.
Products in 1914 of blacking, stains, and dressings was valued
at $10,259,617; of polishing preparations, $5,228,178; and of cleaning
preparations, $5,565,846. In 1919 the output of blacking, stains, and
dressings was (preliminary figures) $25,279,000, and of cleansing
and polishing preparations $26,215,000.
Import# from 1911 to 1913, inclusive, of blanco polish were valued
between $15,000 and $35,000 per annum; in 1917 at $53,458, and in
1918 at $24,821. All other blacking, polishing, and cleaning preparations from 1910 to 1914 ran from $35,000 to $45,000 per year and
decreased to $26,724 in 1918. The imports of blacking in 1914 came
chiefly from England and were valued at $32,424. Later statistics

follow:

Value.

Calendar you.

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

BLANCO POLI8H.

S..................................................................
............................................................
.............................................................. ..... ..

ths).............................................
1,21 (9 onw

21,M3
2 ,0
33 72

, 24
$,313
5,081

15
Is
15

1

ALL OTHER.
.................................... .
919 ................................................................

IND ..........................

to (I

-M
).......................................................

39, S '5,154"'
34, 361

1 . m ...................

15
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exports of,blacking, including shoe .pastes and polishes, prior to
W1,$s00,00'and $780,0QQ, ad, then
increased steadily.-_ $2,93,448 in',the calendar yegr .9 ; for 9
months. in, 1921 they were only $965,320, Exports iW190 were
chiefly to Mexi , Argentina, and Cuba.

1917 were fsir1. constant bet q

PARAGRAPH 18.
#.

7456.

BBNATR AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 13. Bleaching powder or chlorl.

nated. lime, three-flfths, of 1 cent pqr
pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0 1918.

PA . 8.Bleaching pwdeF, orchloride
of lime, one hfth of one cent p

f PAL. 12. Bleaching power, or chloride of lime, 1 cent per pound.

pound.

BLEACHING 'POWDER.

(See Survey A-6.)
Descr afn and use.-Bleaching powder or chlorinated lime, incorrectly- cakled'chloride of lime, is a white' powder 'which, when
treated with an acid, evolves chlorine. It is sold on the basis of the
"available chlorine" content. It is primarily ableaching agent used
for bleaching pulp and paper stock, and cotton and linen in textile
mills and laundries. Liquid chlorine, however, is fast replacing it
for the purification of public water supplies.
Production in 1914 was 310,380,000 pounds, valued at $2,916,225,
nearly twice that in 1909. Production ini 1919 (preliminary figures)
had decreased to 177,140,000 pounds, valued at $3,418,500, or about
one-half the 1914 output. This decrease may be attributed to competition from liquid chlorine. The commercial manufacture of chlorinated.lime was promoted by a duty of one-fifth cent per pound in
the act of 1897, and the industry subsequently developed rapidly,
supplying the greater part of domestic consumption.
Bleaching powder is produced from lime and chlorine gas. The
chlorine, which is a joint product in the manufacture of electrolytic
caustic soda, is largely made at Niagara Falls, N. Y. It is also
manufactured by two firms in Michigan and by one firm in California. Large consumers are installing electrolytic chlorine plants
in order to produce their own bleach in liquid form.
Import previous to 1914 were between 40,000 and 50,000 short
tons a year; the United Kingdom supplied from 70 to 80 per cent,
most of the remainder coming from Germany. Later statistics follow:
Value

Cabadar ymt.att.

Pow'4s.

114 ......................................

] ................................
1020

.........................

IM9921muwt) .......................

41

v,812

2,474,617

6p S4 92'

6,787
86873
14MN

Duy.

Unit value,

.02

I

I.

at ad

PeI'g
S11,446W6002
8540
4.72

342

J. .

.02 I2475

.02

H mvae
&04
2.86
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Exports in 1918 (fiscal year) were 13,060,401 pounds,. valued at
$558,066, shipped chiefly to Argentina, Canada, Brazil, Chile, and
Spain, in the order given. South America consumed about 50 per
cent of the total. These markets formerly were supplied by Germnany
and England. Later statistics (for calendar years) follow:

Quantlty(ponds) ..............................

Vslue ..............

..

1918

1919

450,7
9,

21,019,738

1920
, 348

3..............................
8'51 17 1, 142

(9months).
12045,336

, 074

In postwar years exports were chiefly to Canada, British India,
Sweden, and China.
Important chtwges in cassiftoation.-" Chloride of lime" as used
in the act of 1913 (par. 12) is an incorrect designation for bleaching
powder and confuses it with calcium chloride. "Chlorinated lime"
is a term used in the trade and in the United 'States 'Pharmacopwia.
(Reclassification Report. p. 19.)
PARAGRAPH 14.
H. . 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 14. Caffeine, $1.60 per pound;
compounds of caffeine, 25 per centum ad
valorem; impure tea, tea waste, tea
siftings and sweepings, for manufacturIng purposes in bond, pursuant to the
provisions of the Act of May 16, 1908,
entitled "An Act to amend an Act to
prevent the importation of impure and
unwholesome tea, approved March 2,
1897," and the Act of May 31, 1920, entitled "An Act making appropriations
for the Department of Agriculture for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921,"
1 cent per pound.
ACT OF 1909.
PAa. 65. *

ACT OF 1913.

* all other medicinal

*

preparations not specially provided for
in this section, twenty-five per centum
ad valorem: * * *.
PAu. 559. Drugs, * * * not advanced

*

*

[Free],

PAR. 13. Caffeln, $1 per pound; compounds of caffeln, 25 per centum ad
valorem; impure tea, tea waste, tea
siftings or sweepings, for manufacturing purposes in boad, pursuant to the
provisions of the Act of May sixteenth,
nineteen hundred and eight, 1 ent per
Ix)und.

OAFFINE AND TEA WA8TE.
(See Survey A-5.)

Description and ue8.-Caffeine is an alkaloid obtained principally from the leaves of tea, and also occurring in coffee, kola nut,
guarana, and in several other plants and plant products. Caffeine
forms white, odorless, flexible crystals of a bitter taste. It is chiefly
used in the preparation of soft drinks of the Coca-Cola type and also
in medicine as a cerebral stimulant. In medical practice it is being
displaced to a considerable extent by the related alkaloids, theobromine, and theophylline. The fi-st named occurs in cocoa and the sec-
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ond in tea, but both, especially theophylline, are manufactured synthetically.
The principal compounds of caffeine are citrate, effervescent citrate,
sodium benzoate, and sodium salicylate,. These find application in
medicine.
' Tea siftings, sweepings, waste, etc., are the inferior qualities of tea
leaves unfit for beverage purposes. The average content of caffeine
in imported tea waste is about 2 per cent. For the most part they are
waste products swept up from warehouses, docks, and vessels. In
addition, low grades of tea, not salable for beverage uses, are de.
natured with lime or other substances and sold for caffeine manufacture.
Production.-Caffeine is manufactured in the principal Europeau
countries, especially Germany, and also in Japan. In the United
States it is made chiefly from tea waste and to a lesser extent from
the refuse of coffee-roasting establishments. After a preliminary
treatment with lime, the caffeine is extracted with such a solvent as
benzol, and the product purified by recrystallization. About 50
pounds of tea waste are required for 1 pound of caffeine. No statistics of domestic manufacture are available, but imports of tea waste
suffice for the manufacture of about 150,000 pounds annually. Caffeine has been made in Germany as a by-product of the synthesis of
theophylline and theobromine from uric acid, derived from South
American guano deposits.
Imports.---Prior to 1914 caffeine and its compounds were dutiable
at 25 per cent ad valorem. For 1909-1914 an average annual import
of caffeine of 49,278 pounds, valued at $143,105, was reported. The
rate of $1 per pound imposed by the act of 1913 was equivalent to
practically 30 per cent ad valorem during 1914-15. For 1916-1918
the highest ad valorem rate was 10.03 per cent. Importations have
decreased markedly during the war, owing to the shutting off of
imports from Germany, which supplied about 98 per cent of the imports in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Va'ue.

Unit value.

7, 22d
1,720
2,332
7,235

lent ad
valorem.
Per cent.

Pound .
1918 ..................................
1919 .......................................
1 0 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Duty.

$72,201
13,718
11,445
,34048

10.01
$7,220
$9.99
12.54
1,720
7.98
2,332
20.37
4.91
4.71 .....................

Imports of caffeine compounds have not been shown since 1916.
Imports of tea waste and siftings in 1913 had reached 7,168,410
pounds, valued at $215,938, and during the war ranged between
5,000,000 and 10,000,000 pounds. Later statistics follow:

1918 .......................................
1919 .......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (0 months) ............................

9,857, Vil
8,572,03(
11,915,731,
6,957,60a

Exports.-Statistics not available.
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2LX%7456

SIIAZ

WXOKO.

PAL 15. Calcium carbde, I cent per
pound.
ACT OF -19W&

ACT Of 190.,

*

chemiia compouWls.
*
not
specially provided' for ii this section,
twenty-five per centuin ad vWlorem;
PAR.

* *

*

and salts,

*

P;L. 440.
* (Free].

* caiclum, carbkle

CALCIUM CARBIDE.
(See Survey FI".)

Description and tses.-Calcium carbide is a compound of calcium
and carbon. It is a solid, usually gray, which is energetically decom
posed by water, evolving acetylene gas. The comniercial carbide
yelds from 4.5 to 4.7 cubic feet of acetylene for each pound of caride. It is made in the electric furnace and has the property of
absorbing nitrogen at a red heat to form calcium cyanamide, used as
a fertilizer. The raw materials are lime and carbon, usually coke or
anthracite coal. The principal use is in making acetylene lor artificial lighting and for welding and cutting of metals; also in manufacturing acetic acid from acetylene by the aid of catalysis. Large

quantities of the carbide are consumed in making calcium cyanamide.
Prodtwtion of' calcium carbide for sale in this country is, in the
main by one' company, that go;ng into calcium cyanamide. being

largely consumed where' made and not entering the market. Domestic production is sufficient to supply the home demand.
Import statistics are shown in combination with those for other
articles. Official Canadian export statistics show that for the
fiscal years (ended March 81) 1916 to 1921 between 90,000,000 and
130,000,O00 pounds of Canadian carbide were exported annually to
this country' except in 1920, when only 63,000,000 pounds were
shipped out.
Export,

chiefly to Cuba, South America Mexico, and Canada,

average a little over 30,000,000 pounds and have varied little from
1912 to 1917. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918.
Quantity (pounds) ..................
...............................

.........

1}19

1920

18,14,239 23, 00,239 231360,534
687
18,3446 ,111,

(Omontls).
964,90N
979,801

Important clunge8 in c8lflcain.-Transferred from the free
list of the act of 1913. (Par. 440.)

(K
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PARAGRAPH 18.
SENATE AMENDXENTS.

H. IL 7456.
PA. 16, Calomel, corrosive sublimate, and other mercurial preparatlous, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAIR. 6. * * * calomel, corrosive
sublimate, and other mercurial medicinal preparations, thirty-five per centum
ad valorem; * *

PAZ. 14. Calomel, corrosive subli.
mate, and other mercurial preparatiqs, 10 per centum ad valorem.

CLOMEL AND CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE.
(See Survey A-5.)

Deecriptionand uses.-These compounds the most important mercurials, are composed of mercury and chlorine. Corrosive sublimate
or mercury bichloride contains about 74 per cent of mercury and
about 26 per cent of chlorine. It is either a white transparent mass
or forms lusti-us crystals, which are soluble in water and extremely
poisonous. It isused in medicine and has valuable antiseptic properties It is also used in calico printing, for the preservation of wood
and of anatomical specimens, for embalming, disinfecting, and as- a
fixing agent in photography.
Caloniel. or mercury moncliloride is a chemical compound composed

of about 85 per cent of mercury and 15 per cent of chlorine. It is an
impalpable powder, usually yellowish white, and insoluble in water.
Its chief use is medicinal. Its technical uses iire small and unimportant.
Production.-Both calomel and corrosive sublimate are prepared
from metallic: mercury or quicksilver, the latter metal being subject
to a duty of 35 cents per pound (par. 383, . R. 7456). Mercury is
first converted into the sulphate by heating with sutlphuric acid. The

sulphate of mercury is then sublimed with salt (sodium chloride) and
a little manganese dioxide, thereby producing corosive sublimate.
Calomel is usually prepared from corrosive sublimate by heating with
metallic mercury. The product is then purified by washing with
dilute nitric acid and water.
The production of mercurial salts in 1914 was 605,701 pounds,
valued at $518,023, and in 1919, according to preliminary figures,
increased to 1,143,800 pounds, valued at $1,775,000. This quantity
supplies a large part of the domestic consumption, as imports are

small.
Imports of calomel and corrosive sublimate prior to the 1918 calen.
dar year have been combined with other mercurial preparations (see
pp. 58 and 59). Statistics from July 1, 1918, are as follows:
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Unit

Ca!endar yer.

Quantity.

Value.

value.

I~l.
u.

Ad valo-

at

CAOM EL.

191
8'...................
5$
1 ...........................
91
26..0

1

...............

1921( o....

.0....
. ..

85

3,301

3,007

120

138

1.70
1.06

O1n
81

15
15

1.09
611
1.15 ..........

15

.711

15

CORROBIVE SUBUMATE.

190..........
ISxm nh
uy3~ ............
t e.3
ISix months only, July

3,V71

2,11

at

I to Dec. 30.

Included in "Other mercurial preparations" in 1918 and 1919.

Export.--Statistics not available,
OTHER MERCURIAL PREPARATIONS.

(See Survey A-&)

The other important mercurials, which are, however, of lesser importance than calomel and corrosive sublimate, are mercuric sulphate,
blue mass (U. S. P.), red precipitate, white precipitate, and mercury
iodide.
Mercuric sulphate is a white crystalline powder used chiefly for
the preparation of calomel and corrosive sublimate. It is also used
with potassium bisulphate for filling galvanic batteries.
Blue mass .(U. S. P.) is a mercurial medicinal. The United States
Pharmacopeia specifies that it shall contain not less than 32 per cent
nor more than 34 per cent of mercury.
Red precipitate or mercuric oxide is a compound of mercury and
oxygen, usually prepared by heating mercuric nitrate. An oxide having the same chemical composition, but a yellow color, is obtained by
adding an alkali to a cold solution of a mercury salt. It is sometimes
preferred, as it is usually a finer powder. Red precipitate is used for
medicinal purposes, for preparing other mercurials, in paint for ship
bottoms, and for diluting pigments used on porcelain.
White precipitate or ammoniated mercury chloride is obtained by
treating a solution of mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) with
an excess of ammonia, and is marketed as a white amorphous powder
or as pulverulent pieces' It is insoluble in water and is used as an
ointment for sores and skin diseases. This white precipitate should
not be confused with the French "white precipitate" (precipit6
blanc), which is calomel containing not less than 75 nor more than 8)
per cent of mercury.
Mercury iodide in commerce has two forms, known as yellow (or
green) and r(,d. The yellow product is mercurous iodide, while the
red is mercuric iodide. They are used both internally and externally
for medicinal purposes.
Imports of calomel, corrosive sublimate, and other mercurial preparations prior to 1915 were valued between $30,000 and $42,000. The

I
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imports decreased to $2 124 in 1918. Later statistics of "other mercurial preparations" follow:
Culonder yos.

Quantity.

10181's....................................
1919 .....................................
1920 ......................................

W 1 (Omonths)...........................

unit

Value.

value.

130
33
11,240

16
10
9, M7

1,902

$1.87
&30
1.14

Duty.

is
5
1,686

.75 ..........

1,420

Ad vm
loremrat.

15
is
15

15

'Inludes corrosive sublimate.
'ix Mouths only, July I to Dec. 30.

Ezpot*.--Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 17.
H.. i. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA. 17. Carbon tetrachloride, 21
cents per pound; chloroform, 8 cents
per pound;. tetrachloroethane and
trichloroethylene, 25 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAN. 14. Chloroform, ten cents per
pound.

PA& 19. Chloroform, 2 cents per
pound*- carbon tetrachloride, I cent

PAR. 3. *
pounds, *

PA. 5.
comnpo nds,

*
*

* chemical comnot specially pro-

vided for in this section, twenty-five
per centum ad valorem; * * *.

per pound.

*
*

*
*

*

chemical * * *
not specially pro-

vlded for in this section, 15 per centun ad valorem.

CARBON T7RAJOHIARI).
(See Survey A--6.)

Description and u.es.-Carbon tetrachloride or tetrachloromethane
is a liquid the vapors of which are very effective in extinguishing fire.
It is used in fire extinguishers known as Pyrene, J. M.an Fyr-Fyter,
and also for dry cleaning of fabrics and gloves. It is a valuable
solvent, an important raw material for making chloroform, and was
largely used during the war in producing smoke screens.
Produtwo.-Increased use as a solvent and cleanser, great demand
for fire extinguishers since 1909, large war needs, and cessation of
imports during the war have greudy developed the industry. In
1919 the output (preliminary figures) reached 9,811,800 pounds,
valued at $803,600.
The raw materials necessary in its production are coke (carbon),
sulphur, and chlorine gas, all available in this country. Sulphur
chloride is a by-product and may be used for the production of more
carbon tetrachloride. Carbon tetrachloride is manufactured at Midland, Mich.; Charleston, W. Va.; Niagara Falls, N. Y.; and Pittsburg, Calif.

Oft
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mltport*,in 1914 were-572,910 pounds; in 1916 342,854 pouwp.;
valued, respectively at $28,800 and $18,139, and were almost entirely
from Germany. After 1915 imports ceased, until in 1921 (9 months)
when 12,196 pounds, valued at $387, entered.
Exipor.-Statistics not available.
+:

CIOaROFORM.

(See Survey A--&)

Descriptionand uses.-Chloroform is a colorless liquid with a char-

acteristic ethereal odor, its vapors, when inhaled, producing anwsthesia, a property giving it its largest use. It i3 employed als , as a
solvent and as an antiseptic, about 1 per cent of grin alcohol being
added to prevent decomposition.
ProducHon in 1914 was 1,333,954 pounds, valued at $295,317 a decrease of more than 500,000 pounds compared with 1909, probably due
to the increased use of ether in anesthesia., The 1919 output preliminary figures) was 1,677,600 pounds, valued at $516,600. Chi oro-

form is one of many articles which requires chlorine in its manufac-

ture. It is made from three different raw materials-carbon tetra-

chloride acetone, or grain alcohol-all of which are produced in the
United States in sufficient quantities., The war demand. for acetone
greatly stimulated the production of chloroform from carbon tetrachloride.
I port in 1914 were 2,444 pounds, valued at $990. Since the war
they have been less than 100 pounds annually,

Earport..-Statistics not available.
TE'rAOHWROETHAN

AND TRIOHWROiEHYZLFE.

De8c -ption and weN.-These two products are organic solvents
derived from acetylene by treatment with chlorine in the presence
of a catalyst. Tetrachloroethane is formed first by the direct chlorination of acetylene, and may then be converted into trichloroethylene by digesting with an alkali at an elevated temperature.
Tetrachloroethane is used primarily as a solvent in the manufacture of artificial silk, airplane "dopes," and noninflammable films.
Trichloroethylene is used chiefly as a solvent for the extraction of
various medicinal alkaloids, such as caffeine, and in the preparation
of deeaffeinized coffee. These two solvents are preferred to carbon
tetrachloride and chloroform, as in the presence of water they do not
hydrolyze and give off hydrochloric acid as readily as these latter
products.
Production in the United States is a result of war conditions;

domestic requirements were supplied by imports prior to the war.
They are manufactured by those firms which make chlorine.
Imports in 1914 (only year statistics are available) were 93,581
pounds of tetrachloroethane, valued at $5,636 (68 per cent of which
was from -England), and 18,316 pounds of trichloroethylene, valued

at $4,393 (85 )r cent from England). Prices of impoitd products
in April, 1921, were about 16j cents per pound for tetrachloroethane
and about 20 cents Der pound for trichloroethylene.

I
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'AXporis.-r-Statistice not available.
Important,changes in clasi/#caioi-.r-Tetrachloroethane and tri-

ehloroethqlene-imnportant chlorine products used for solvent pur-

p0§es similar to carbon tetrachloride and chloroform--are specially
provided for.
PARAGRAPH 18.
RNATE AXUN DXNTB.

H. L 740.
PA. 1M Chalk or whiting or Paris
white: Dry, ground, bolted, or precipltatedl 15 per centum ad valorem;
grOUnd In oil (putty), or put up In theform of cubes, blocks, sticks, or disks,
or otherwise, Including tailors, billiard, red, and niuufactures of chalk
not specially provided for, 25 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT 0F 1909.

ACT O 1913.

PAl 18. Chalk, when ground, bolted,
precipitated naturally or artificially,
or otherwise prepared, whether In the
form of cubes, blocks, sticks or disks,
or otherwise, including tailors', bil.

PA& 15. Chalk, precipitated, suitable
for medicinal or toilet purposes; chalk
put up in the form of cubes, blocks,
sticks, or disks, or otherwise, including tailors', billiard, red, and other
manufactures of chalk not specially
provided for in this section, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
PA& 00. Whiting and Paris white,
dry, and chalk, ground or bolted, &
cent per pound; whiting and Paris
white, ground in oil, or putty, 15 per
centum ad valorem#.

liard, red,

*

*

*

one cent per

pound; manufactures of chalk not
specially provided for in this section,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
PAz. 54. Whiting and Paris white,
dry, one-fourth of one cent per pound;
ground In oil, or putty, one-half of one
cent per pound.

CHALK, WHIING, OR PARS WHITE.
(See Survey A-6.)

Descriptionand te8.-Chalk is a soft earthy form of calcium carbonate composed mainly of small marine organisms and shells. It

is generally yellowish or grayish, but is sometimes snow white. It
occurs abundantly along the southern coast of England and in the
north of France.
Ground chalk, whiting, and Paris white are merely different

grades of the same material-natural chalk, ground, washed, and
bolted. The quality and price are quite variable and dependent on
the purity, color, fineness, and freedom from grit.
Precipitated chalk is artificially prepared by chemical means from
calcium chloride and soda ash. it can be secured free from grit

and in finely divided condition more easily and perfectly than the
natural bhalk, and it is therefore preferred for toilet and medicinal

purposes.
Chalk has a great variety of uses. The ctude chalk is sometimes
used as a fertilizer for clayey or acid soils, and in England in the
manufacture of sodium carbonate and for producing carbon dioxide
in quantity. It is an ingredient of whiting and Paris white, which
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enter into rubber goods, linoleum, paints, calcimine, and putty. The
finer grades are used in the preparation of metal polishes, in tooth
powders and pastes, and to a certain extent in medicine as an antacid.
Chalk is also used in the manufacture of crayons, artists' pastel
colors, and paints.
Production.--There are no known deposits of chalk in the United
States which are equal to tho~e of Englqp¢d and France, though
some pure forms of limestne, are ground for whiting and Paris
white. England and France produce nearly all the crude chalk
used in this country. Considerable quantities of crude chalk imported from these countries are purified in the United States.
Whiting and Paris white reach the American market from three.
sources: (1) Imports, constituting 1 to 2 per cent; (2) manufactures
from domestic crude material (limestone), 10 to 15 per cent; and (8)
manufactures from imported crude chalk, about 85 per cent of the
total.
ltfmport

in 1914 from England amounted to 84,361 tons of crude

chalk and from France 43,203 tons. By 1916 the imports from
France practically ceased, while those from England increased to
127,536 tons in 1917. Later, statistics follow:
Value.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ..............................................................

83,933

$113,985

$1.36

150,148
38,507

267,138
85,361

1.68
2.21

140,614

97,969

1919 ....................................................
1920 ............................................................
1921 (9 months)..........................................

Unit.

1.44

Imports of whiting and Paris white, dry, in 1913 were 3,536,747
pounds, valued at $14,000. The maximum import during the war
was over 5,000,000 pounds in 1915. Imports since 1917 have been as
follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.
Pound.

2,446,10
191 ....................................
................................ 1,52,668
1919
1920 .............................. . 17749,441
11,350266
1921 (9 months) .........................

Value.

$16,949
12,008
175,743
70,761

Unit value. Duty.

18

$2,446

1,530
.01
.01
17,749
.01 ...............

1Equiva.

lent ad
valorem.
Per cent.

14.43
12.64
10.10

Imports of chalk, ground or bolted, and precipitated chalk suitable for medicinal or toilet purposes have been comparatively small.
Since the war those of ground or bolted chalk have not exceeded
2,5W0,000 pounds, valued at $63,000, in 1920; and the precipitated
chalk in 1919 reached a maximum of 1,350,000 pounds, valued at
$138,610. Imports of putty have been sporadic and negligible, the
maximum since the war being 467,220 pounds, valued at $10,859,
during the first nine months of 1921. Imports of manufactures of
chalk have been practically negligible.
Export in 1910 were valued at $110,647; in 1914, at $40,154; in
1918, manufactures of chalk were valued at $186,711. They have
increased since the war to $458,868 in 1920 (calendar year).
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ImportaV chka es in lausifwatiwi..-The act of '1913 has separate provisions for ground chalk and whiting or Paris white and
for precipitated chalk suitable for medicinal or toilet purposes at
different rates of duty., Although it is possible to form a judgment of quality, and therefore price, based upon the fineness, color,
and purity, there is no method to determine with certainty the
process of manufacture. The Tariff Commission therefore suggested
to the Committee on Ways and Means that all varieties of chalk,
whiting, or Paris white, whether ground, bolted, or precipitated, be
placed together in the same paragraph at the same rate of duty.
As there is a wide variation in price between the poorest and highest
grades, an ad valorem rate has advantages over a specific rate of
duty. (Reclassification Report, p. 21.)
PARAGRAPH 19.
H. 3L 7456.

SENATE AMENDXEZTS.

PAL 19. Chemical compounds, mixtures, and salts, of which gold, pltinum, rhodium, or silver constitutes the
element of chief value, 15 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAL 3. * * * chemical compounds,
mixtures and salts, * * * not spe-

PAR. 65. Sits and all other compounds and mixtures of which * * *

cially provided for in this section, gold, platinum, rhodium, silver, *
twenty-five per centum ad valorem; constitute the element of chief value,
• * * .10
per centum ad valorem.
CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS OF GOLD, PLATINUM, RHODIUM, AND SILVER.

(See Survey A-17.)
q

De8criptionand uwe.-The metals named in this paragraph occur
in nature in relatively small amounts and their salts and compounds
are among the most expensive chemicals of mineral origin which
find technical or medicinal use. The evident purpose of this paragraph is to impose a lower rate of duty on the relatively expensive
substances than would be imposed under the general provision for
salts, compounds, and mixtures not otherwise more specifically provided for (par. 5). Gold, platinum, and silver salts are used chiefly
in photography. Technical or medicinal uses for salts of rhodium
are not recorded.
Production.-Separate figures for the production of salts of rhodium are not available, but in 1914 and 1919 the production of the
other salts included in this paragraph was as follows:
1914.

Quantity.
Gold salts ........................................... ounces..
Platinum salts ......................................... do ....
Slversalts
..........
do..

1919.

Value. IQuantity. Value.

28,817 I$21,658 14,844 1143,074
365
6,998 ...................
2,63,23
84,:05 .......... 2,,441,7
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SImport. (including bismuth and tin salts mentioned in the act of

191) have not been large and. have shown a, decided dcrea sinos
o-Vni0f
the war. The total imports ia 1915 were valued
the
of silver salts amounted in 1914 to about 306
at V485.
pounds, motly from Englnd. Later statistics follow:,
, W1

Vsak.f Dut.

Quau,,ty.

..

1918 ..................
.. . .........
. .... '................................
... ....

.. .. .. .. .. . ..

1m ...................................

.66

,

74

%944
13,634

1921 (9 months) .......................................

Ad

fSom
I rMt4

76
2,W

......

1

10
10
10

ExportM.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 20.
SZNATZ AIT')3mT.

I. I. 7456.
PAz. 20. Chemical compounds, salts,
and preparations, of bismuth, 25 per
centum ad valro.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT 01 1909.

PAL 8.** * chemical compounds,
mixtures and salts, * * * not
specially provided for In this section.
twenty-five per centum ad valorem;
*

* *.

PAL. 65. Baits and all
pounds and mixtures of
muth, * * 0 constitute
of chief value, .10 per
valorem.

other comwhich bisthe element
ceatum ad

CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS AND PRWARATIONS OF BISMUTH.
(See Survey A-I7.)

Descriptionand uses.-The chief use of bismuth salts is in mediof the United States lists
cine and cosmetics. The Pharnacopmi.
various bismuth salts. Bismuth (hromate and bismuth oxychloride

are used to a limited extent as pigment& Other salts and compounds
have less important uses.
The above compounds are made from bismuth chloride or bismuth

nitrate, which are obtained by the action of hydrochloric and nitric
acids, respectively, on metallic bismuth.
Productiont--Separate figures for the production of salts of bismuth are not available prior to 1919, when the output of bismuth

salts was 502 300 pounds, valued at $1,235,500 (preliminary figures).
Imports o1 bismuth salts during 1914 amounted to 588 pounds

most of which came from Germany. Later statistics are included
with those of gold, silver, platinum, and rhodium salts. (Par. 19.)
Export.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in classifdaion.--Separated from gold, silver,

platinum, and rhodium salts, etc., because not a precious or rare
metal.
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'ATJON,
19-M.

Export.-Statistics not available.
tio%--The first portion of the corlmporvt. a4ge. in dkWu
responding 1918 paragraph, relating to articles in 2j-pound packages or less, has been omitted from H. R. 7456 owing to the liti.
gation which has arisn in its administration. (Reclassification Re.
port, pp. 24,25.)
suggewed AngL".-Page 6, aragraph 21 line 13: Insert "including powders put up in medicinal doses" akter "forms."
PARAGRAPH 22.
SZNATR AlZW~T

IL 3. 7456
PA. 2.a (.enal elements. and
chemical *d medicinal compoundN

preperatiom, mitr

and salts dis-

tlled and essential oils, expressed and
exracted off1. animal oils and greases,
etbkm and esteM flavoring and other
eXtracts, and natural or syntlhetic fruit
faYve, fruit eatr, oils and esene,
and their eombinaall te rig
toug when containag alcohol, ad all
rtlee eonsitng of vegetable or rain.
era objects Innesd or placed in. or
saturated with, alcohol, except perfumand all alco.ry and "rit varnki
holic compounds nt specially provided
for, If containing 20 per centum of alcohol or less 20 eoto per pound and 25
per cetum ad valoram; containing
more than 20 per ceutum and not more
than 50 per cotam a a"Lch, 40 ants

~poumand 25 per omum ad vi-

C;mere

MUM Of a

o Coc

ad 25 prmti ad va

than 50 per

per poud

M

ACT 03 19i.

ACT 01 1913.

PAL 2. Alcohoile cvmpound ilcludlag all articles consisting of vegetable,
animal or mineral objects immersed or
placed in, or saturated with, alcohol,
not specially provided for in this seetion, sixty cents per pound and twenty'Ore per centuam ad valorem.
PAL. &
* chemical compounds,
mixtures td salts containing alcohol
or In the preparation of which alcohol
Is used, and not pecially provided for
In this seetion fifty-five eats per
pouud, but in no case hall any of the
foregoing ay less than twenti-five per
(*ntum ad valorem.
PAN. 65. Modleinal preparation evntanng alcohol or In the preparation
of which alcohol in used, not specially
provided for in this section, fifty-five
motb Per pound. but In no ease, shall
the 8ame pay less than twenty-five per

Pa. 16. Chemical and medicinal
compounds and preparations, including
mixtures and salts, distilled olls, essmentl oils, expressed oils, rendered
oils, greases, ethers, flavoring and
other extracts and fruit essences, all
the foregoing and their combinations
when containing alcohol, and all artiles consisting of vegetable or mineral objeet immersed or placed in, or
saturated with, alcohol, except perfunery and spirit v.rniahes, and all
alcoholic compounds not specially provided for in tWis section, if containing
20 per centum of alcohol or less, 10
cents per pound and 20 per centum ad
valorem; containing more than 20 per
eontum and not more than 50 per
eontum of alcohol, 20 cents per pound
and 20 per centum ad valorem' containing more than 50 per centum of
alcohol, 40 cents per pound and 20 per
centum ad valorem.

ewtsmad valor.; * " S.

U
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CHEMICAL COMPOVNDS, MIXTURE$ AND 8ALT,, ALCOHOLIC.

Irnptrtt of chemical con pounds have been chiefly in the class containing 20 per cent of alcohol or less and in 1918 (fiscal year) were
valued at $30,387 and yielded a revenue qj $6,898. In 1918 imports
of the clam containing between 20 and 50 per cent of alcohol were
valued at $15,382 and yielded a revenue of $7,59; those containing
more than 50 per cent of alcohol, at $ 50, with a revenue of $709.
Imports of medicinal compounds have also been chiefly in the clam
containing 20 per cent of alcohol or less, and in 1918 were valued at
$63,579 and yielded a revenue of $18,422. In 1918 (fiscal year) imports of the class containing between 20 and 50 per vent alcohol were
valued at $26,002 and yielded a revenue of $18,400; those compounds
containing more than 50 per cent of alcohol were valued at $10,789,
with a revenue of $138K.
Imports of vegetable or mineral objects immersed in alcohol are
prctically negligible.
Statistics of alcoholic compounds have not been separately reported
since 1914. Before then imports decreased from 1$272 pounds, valued
at $185 in 1910. to

S43
pounds, valued at $749 in 1918.

Imports of chemical compounds, mixtures, and salts since 117
have been as follows:
V ......y...

F

Dy. Wad

V . ;unt vau.

CONTAINING 20 PER CENT OR LEW Of ALAVHOL.
PeasE.
.......................................
16 .......................................
11ow .......................................
in (I
................................

$4.00
16,513
1.0
2.1
66.K
1.35
061
27.42
..
1...... ...........

06
on
.3,49

662,
, 1,
II
2W,

IPf

CONTAINING MORI THAN 20 PER CENT AND NOT MORE THAN 0 PR CENT ALCOHOL

2,11.1

,62

li& .......................................
lit
......................................

in1,
,01

low0 .....................................

ll (9 m ath@) ............................

.....

'

.

I m1

we

0.5
88,
5.5
1.46'

2,1%

1 .

..

,127
SO!e

73.10
3L so
1
W 74

CONTAINING MORSE THAN 60 PIR CENT OF ALCOHOL.

IM

..............................

2,460

at i

1110 .......................................

1930 ......................................
to2 (I olh) ...........................

i

4,4 1
16,0

$1,195

308

I8,1

0.,46

i.I(-3

4,31
S

5,,30
.

30..

Imports of medicinal compounds since 1917 have been as follows:
Cukidar year.

CONTAININ(

Qtustay.

value.

Uil value.

Duly.

Equia-

lent ad

vadreg.

20 PER CENT OR LESS OF ALCOHOL.

1915 ......................................

W4 .......................................
lo .....................................
I62 (0 uaoUM).......................

40.940

,m
292

WG

,, 7.
I13, K1I
77,023
14, 6)0

II. 14 $16,30
1.96
Sol1k
I.37
1,034
.91 ..........

hr cow1.
2731
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EquivaC.Iendayer.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

F
Ai4 :OF

CONTAININGO MORE THAN 90 PER CENT AND NOT MORE TPA
ALCOHOL.

1911.......................................

I

1919...........................

in....................................

4'.

144661

.......

S12) *4,

i1 97j

lept d

i I

lift 1 1

-1&
5 A11

42,. .W36

9

310

53

"111,12

i s

CONTAI1NG MORE THAN W PERt CENT, 9f1,+K9WL11j.
ii1(..

.

.

.................

.Epor -Statisties not available,,

, ,,
,
watmi .rThe plitaseulogy ol this pan-

Importait ckwigee in cld

graph has been slightly modified
agt, witb ohhg.s ndainy thr
paragraphs for these articles whlinnot---ias.iWialcohoL (4 1asification Report, p. 4).
,
,,
,,
Suggested chauge.-Page 6, lines 16, 17: "And," between distilled' and "essential" oils and between "expressed" and "ex.
traced" oils should be thanged'to '" or" to avoid 1 possible construction requiring that the oils shall be both distilled and essential
or both expressed and, exU!Wd,,

-

PARAGRAPH 28.
IL AL 746.

BENATI AXINDRIiSft

PAl. 2& Chicle, erwie,1'e16sn

pert1'

-

'

pound; refined or advanced In value

by drying, straying, or *n

other

process or treatment whoever beyoosi4
that essential to the propr packln,
20 cents per pound.

ACT

1V' IOW
O

,PAL SO. Chhle,ten

qt

ACT o
er po

d.-

Pax. 36. Oums:

1913.
*

chicle.

crude, 15 cents per pound; refined or

advanced in value by dryiag, strainIng, or any other procew or treatment

whatever beyond that essential tq the
20- cebtg,*V~i 1"d:
pwo pa*~

fsurvey' A-0.)

Description atud ue.-Gum chicle is a dried milky juice derived
from Arhas apota. a tree whose habitat extends front Mexico to

.Guiana, the principal source of ,%pply being Yucatan. The milky
juice derived from incisions in the bark is boiled and allowed to

0
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harden in molds. First-class chicle is nearly white when well cooked,
fresh and clean, but turns reddish when overcooked. Certain trees
also yield a primarily reddish gum. Crude chicle as it leaves Mexico
contains about 50 per cent water, some of which is lost in transportatiop, and as imported, contains about 40 per cent water. Its chief
use is in the manufacture of chewing gum.for which it is refined by

grinding, straining, and drying.

Imports.--Prior to the act of 1918 all chicle was dutiable at a uniform rate. In 1913 the import was 6920,415 pounds, valued at
$3,059,116, and yielded a revenue of $692,041. From July 1 to October 3, 1913, 7,998,186 pounds, but for the remainder of the fiscal
year 1914 only about 1,500,000 pounds of both crude and refined
chicle were imported. Since 1914 the imports of crude chicle have
increased from 2,465,400 pounds in 1915 to 4,580,501 pounds valued
at $2,076,143, and yielding a revenue of $687,075 in 1918. The import of refined chicle increased from 1,934.760 pounds in 1915 to
3,935,093 pounds, valued at $2,371,834, and yielded a revenue of
$787,018 in 1917. In 1918 (fiscal year) the import of refined decreased to 2,028.367 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Quantity,

alendar yar.

Value.

,tit value.' Duty.

t quivaIoat #A
valorem.

CRUDE CHICLE.
Pomad.
,074,724
,51 ,2

......................................
.......................................

1m .......................................
Jirm (9montim) ..................

.....

5,915
37,

3,06,143

IPer
N,646 ,440,
4,700,601

4,05,36
,

ft

cet.

a.is
23.63

3 ,51,2o0
.43 1,127,2$)

.00 1,065, 7
.63 ..........

2.6

....

REFINED CHICLE.
191 .......................................
1919 .......................................
.......................................
Igo( nw ).............................

J

1,Z2,O67o
W609
2375,Wl
100la

,38
$1,06,1
008, 98
297,8
117,190

25.12
4
5 3M2,
6 o0
1&20
0,
1.23
I&
47, 33
126
1.14..............

Exports.-Statistics not available.

Sugested chmartes.-Attention is called to the classification of

various gums used as substitutes in part or as adulterants for chicle

in the manufacture of chewing gum. These gums would be exempt
from duty under paragraph 1577, in H. R. 7456. whereas chicle is
dutiable under this paragraph. Such treatment of these gums, related to chicle, in paraZTph 1577, would tend to encourage the
importation of these inferior gums.

PARAGRAPH 24.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. B. 740.
i'AR. 24. 1'hklrri hydrate, terpin

hy-

(Irate, tiyuml, urea. and glycertltios

phoric atid, and salts atid compounds
of glycerophosphoric acid, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
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SACTJOF 1909.

PAR.

1

* *

AC]T OF 1918.

all other acids not

PAR. 18. Ohloral hydrate,
*
In this section, urea, terpin hydrate, - * * * glyceroad valorem.,
phosphoric acid and salts and com
chemical cor.
pouus thereat, * * * thymol, Z
i,
* * * per centum ad valorem.
not specially provided for in his section, twenty-five per centum ad valerem; chemical compounds, * * *
and salts containing alcohol or 'in the
preparation of which alcohol Is used,
and not specially provided for in this
section, fifty-five cents per pound, but
In no- case shall any of the foregoing
pay less than twenty-five per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 65. Medicinal preparations
• * * In the preparation of which
alcohol Is used, not specially provided
for in this section, fifty~five cents per
pound, but In no ease shll,the same
pay less than twenty-five per centumn
ad vitlorei; * * *.
CHLORAL HYDRATE.
specially provided for
twenty-five per centum
PAn. 8. * * * all
pounds, **
* an(l

(See Survey A-6.)

Descriptionand ume.-Chloral hydrate is a white crystalline solid
of sharp taste used chiefly as a sleep-producing drug. Choral is converted into choral hydrate by the addition of water, and is also
combined with other substances to form various drugs used for
neuralgia and as sleep producers.
Prodwtion..-Chloral hydrate is manufactured by treating ethyl
alcohol (grain alcohol) with chlorine gas and subsequently with sulphuric acid and water. The use of denatured alcohol is lawful for
this purpose.
"
Prior to the war its manufacture was attempted here from taxpaid alcohol but discontinued because of the reduction in price of
the German product. After the iiar its manufacture was resumed at
St. Louis, Mo., and at Midland, Mich., upon a scale sufficient to supply domestic needs.
Imports in 1914 were 644.pounds. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918........................
1921 (9 months).......................

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
1,032
1,905

$740
1,758

I nit value. Duty.

187
$0721
.92 ......

Ad

valorem
rate.

Per cent.

25
25

Export.-Statistics not available.
TERPIN HYDRATE.
(See Survey A-6.)

Description and use8.-Terpin hydrate.is prepared by the action
of nitric acid and alcohol on turpentine oil. It crystallizes in colorless, rhombic prisms, has a slightly aromatic odor and a bitter taste,
and is used chiefly as a medicinal.

r
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Pro~dotim--Terpin hydrate is manufactured inthe United States
by several, firms, but data on production are lacking.
Import.--The largest importa during any one year (1914) were
6,929 pounds, valued at $1,020, yielding a revenue of $255; Over 92
per cent of these imports came from Germany. A few small ship.
in 1921.,
been imported
ments
only --have
atvailable.
Statistics
Ewporte
THYMOL.
(See Survey A-6.)
Desorptionand ume8.-Thymol is a chemical derived from ajowan

seed, native to India, Egypt, Persia, and Afghanistan. It is used in
the treatment of disease, as an antiseptic wash, in some brands of
tooth pastes, in preparations to destroy molds and certain parasites,
as the hookworm, and as an embalming fluid for corpses andoanatomical specimens.

Production.-Thymol has been produced domestically from imported ajowan seed, although before the war it was chiefly imported
from Germany, which had a virtual monopoly in its manufacture.
Because of the scarcity of ajowan during the war, experiments have
been undertaken on several American plants with the view to obtaining a dkmestic.supply. Present production is not known. Thymol
,
is manufactured to some;extent in England and India.
Import* for 1914-1918show an average of 12,199 pounds, valued at
$33,836; revenue, $8,334.,,, Later statistics follow: Calendar year.

biS........... ..............

1919 ................
.........
1920........... ..................

1921 (omonths)... .......................

i

Quantity.
PuWPnds.

.713

10, 747
667

7,078

Value.',

,106"29

82, 47)
6,33

M

valodem
rate..

Unit value.. Duty.

$. 14
7.67
6.94

86,457

20, 6125
16,688

Ptr ceW.

a. 42 .........

26

25

Eaport8.-Statisticsnot available.
URMD.

(See Survey A-')
Desrptin and ue,---Urea is the commercial name for the substance which is found naturally in the urine as well as in the blood,
milk, and other animal fluids. It crystallizes in transparent, colorless, four-sided prisms. Urea forms salts such as the nitrate, oxalate,
acetate, citrate, and hydrochloride, used chiefly as medicinal.
Its largest use is as a stabilizer in pyroxylin plastics.
ProduMoni--Urea has been manufactured in the United States
only since the latter part of 1916. It is made by treating calcium
cyanamide with water in the presence of a mineral acid. It may also
be prepared from phosgene gas and ammonia..
Calcium cyanamde, the raw material of urea, is manufactured by
an American firm with a plant located in Canada. Successful manufacture requires cheap electric power.
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Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
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Quafitty.
1,ii h8,

Calendar year.

, I 8,i./J.

i e.

b i

d
Value.

Unit value.
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,.'
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11~

'i" I
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I'ID,

iiOwf

1
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------------

Duty.

valorem

rat.
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'

t,

T
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ANDJ' SALTS ANDCOMPOUNID

THEREOF.

formed when glycerol(glycerin) and phosphoric acid are heated together. It is a clear, colorless liquid when made but decomposes
rapidly and changes color. It is rarely obtained pure and is of
little importance commercially, but its salts-sodium, calcium, and
potassium glycerophosphates-are used as medicinals. Glycerophosphoric acid is also used in medicine when combined with iron, manganese quinine, and strychnine.
ProwZu
.- The production of glycerophosphoric acid and its
'salts is carried out by several manufacturers of a general line.'of
pharmaceuticals,'there being two companies in New York State, two
in St. Louis and one in Philadelphia.
Import show a decrease in quantity since 1914, but an increase in
value. In 1917, 5,853 poundsiof the acid and its salts were imported
as compared with 24,789 pounds in 1914, 15,933 pounds in 1915, and
7,668 pounds in 1916. The revenue obtained during the maximum
year, 1914, was $5,767. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:

I
Calendar year.

Ad
Quantity.
___rate.

Poumle.

1918.......................................

1919..........................
1.
.......................
1921 (9 monthis)........................

209

3,840
7,621
6,695

Value,

.

$849

13,274
10,958
8169

Unit value,

$4.06

Duty.

$212

2.68
2,469
1.40
2,740
1.24 ......

valorem

Per cent.

25

25
25
25

Export.-None recorded.
ImportantcUhnge8 i

mo
wsiflcation.-Items omitted from this para-

graph but contained in paragraph 18, act of 1013, have been transferred to the coal-tar paragraph.
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i ffMlnW6 dehydrothioto-

luidene,didhino~tiib~ne, dianisidine,dichlorophthalic acid, dimethylaniline,dimethylaminophenol, dimethylphenylbenzylamnonium hydroxide, dimethylphenylenediamine, dinitrobenzene, dinitrochlorobenzene,
dinitronaphtha.
lene, dinitrophenol, dinitrotoluene, dihydroxynaphthalene, diphenylamine,
hydroxyphenylareinic acid, metanillc
acid, methylanthraquinone, naphthylamine, naphthylenediamine, nitroaniline, nitroanthraquinone, nitrobenzaldehyde) nitrobenzene, nitronaphthalene, nitrophenol, nitrophenylenediamine, nitrosodimethylanline, nitro.
toluene, nitrotoluylenediamine, phenol,
phenylenediamine,
phenylhydrazine,
phenylnaphthylamine, phenylglycine,
phenylglycineortho-carboxylc
acid,
l)hthalIc acid, pltthalic anhydride,
phthalimide, quinaldine, quinoline, resorcinol nOt suitable for medicinal use,
salicylic acid and its salts not suitable
for medicinal use, sulfanilic acid, thiocarbanilide, thiosalicylic acid, tetrachlorophthalic acid, tetramethyldiaminobenzophenone, tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethane, toluene sulfochlorido,
toluene sulfonaimide, tribromophenol,
toluidine, tolidine, toluylenediamine,
xylidine, anthracene having a purity of
30 per centum or more, carbazole having a purity of 65 per ceutum or more,
metacresol having a purity of 90 per
centum or more, naphthaleae which
after the removal of all water present
has a solidifying point of seventy-nine
degrees centigrade or above, orthocresol having a purity of 90 per centum or
more, para-cresol having a purity of 90
per centum or more; all the foregoing
products In this paragraph whether
obtained, derived, or manufactured
from coal tar or other source; all distillates of coal tar, blast-furnace tar,
oil-gas tar, and water-gas tar which

p
Ultlit'"Statek 4- Inaiy ffIosO'
sJ in ,4 kc6t' te
tlPMIcI
e'-,19nd6
.gibled in this title,siiatfblyl
'Group 1.*
* * winll1

'10" !,

,,

Gbup I. Amidonaphtht;ainido,phenol, amldosalicylic acid, anilin off,
anilin salts, anthracene having a
purity of twenty-five pen centum or
more, anthraquinone, benzoic acid,
benzaldehyde, benzyichloride, benzidin, binitrobenzol, binltrochlorobenol,
binitronaphthalene, binitrotoluol, car)azol having a purity of twenty-five
per centum or more, chlorophthalic"
acid, cumidin, dimethylanilin, danisidln, dioxynaphthalene, diphenylalrain, metacresol having a purity of
'ninety per centum or more, methylanthraquinone, metanilic acid, naphthalene having a solidifying point of
seventy-nine degrees centigrade or
above, naphthylamin, naphthol, naphthylenedlainin, nitrobenzol, nitrotoluol,
nitronaphthalene, nitranilin, nitrophenylenediamin, nitrotoluylenediamin,
orthocresol having a purity of ninety
per centuni or more, paracresol having a purity of ninety per centum or
more, phenol, phthalic acid, plithalic
anhydride, 'phenylenediamin, phenylnaphthylanin, resorcin, salicylic acid,
sulphanilic acid, toluldin, tolidin, toluylenediamin, xylidin, or any suiphoacid
or sulphoacid salt of any of the foregoing, all similar products obtained,
derived, or manufactured in whole or
in 'part from the products provided for
In Group I. and all distillates which
on being subjected to distillation yield
In the portion distilling below two
hundred degrees centrigrade a quantity
of tar acids equal to or more than five
per centum of the original distillate,
all the foregoing not colors, dyes, or
stains, photographic chemicals, medicinals, flavors, or explosives, and not
otherwise provided for in this title,
and provided for in the paragraphs
of the Act of October third, nineteen
mni(ired and thirteen, which are here-

74"
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on being subjected to distillation yield
in the portion distilling below one
hundred and ninety degrees centigrade
a quantity of tar acids equal to or

more than 5 per centumn of the original

distillate; all similar products by
whatever name known, which are obtained, derived, or manufacturedJL
whole, or in part from any of the prod,
ucts provided 'for, in this paragraph, or
from any of the products provided for
in paragraph 1546; all mixtures, ineluding solutions, consisting in whole
or in part of any of the foregoing
products provided for in this paragraph, except sheep dip and medicinal
soaps; all the foregoing products pro-,
vided for in this paragraph, not colors,
dyes, or stains, color acids, color bases,
color lakes, leuco-compounds. indo~yl,
indoxyl compounds, ink powders, plhtographic chemicals, medicinals, synthetic aromatic or odoriferous chemicals, synthetic resinlike products, synthetic tanning materials, or explosives,
and not specially provided for In para-.
graph. 26 or 1546, 30 per centum ad,
valorem and 7 cents per pound.

Juafter speclfically repealed by section
five hundred and two, fifteen per
centum ad valorem.
SEc. 501. That on and after the day

following the passage of this Act, In
addition to the duties provided in section live hundred, there shall be levied,
collected,. and paid, upon #Il articles,
contained in Group II a special duty
of 21 cents per pound,' * * *.
During the period of five years beglnning five years after the passage,
of this Act sucl special, duties shall
be annually reduced by twenty, per
centuin of the rate Imposed by this
section, so that at the end of .such
period such special duties shAl no
longer be asses&(l, levied, or collected;
but If, at the expiration of five years
front the (late of the passage of this
Act. the President finds that there is
not being manufactured or produced
within the United States as much as
sixty per. centum In value of the dowestie consumption of the articles
mqntloned in Group II * * * of section five hundred, he shall by proclamation so declare, whereupon the special
duties imposed by this section on such
articles shall no longer be assessed,
levied, or collected.
Sic. 502. That paragraphs
twenty.one, twenty-two, and twentythree and the words "salicylic acid"
in paragraph one of Schedule A of sectiop one of an Act entitled "An act to
reduce tariff duties and to provide
revenue for the Government, and for
other purposes," approved ' October
third, nineteen hundred and thirteen,
and paragraphs
and fifty-two, *

*

*

*

four hundred
and the words

carbolic" and "phthallc," In paragraph three hundred and eighty-seven
of the "free list "of section one of said
Act, and so much of said Act or any
existing law or parts of law as may be
inconsistent with this title, are hereby.
repealed,
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 1. * * * salicylic acid, five
cents per pound; * * *.
PAR. 15. 1* * * all other products

PAR. 1. *
*
salicylic acid, 2j
cents per pound; * * *I
PAR. 18, * * * acetanilid, * * *

or. preparations of coal tar, not colors
or dyes and not medicinal, not specially provided for in this section,
twenty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 482. Acids: * * * benzoic,
* * * phthalic, * * *

cgrbolic,

[Free].

PAR. 491. Aniline salts [Free],
PA& 498. Arsenlate of aniline [FreeL

25 per centum ad valorem.
rPAR. 21. All other products or preparations of coal tar, not colors or dyes,
not specially provided for In this section, 15 per centum ad valorem.
PAB. 22. Coal-tar distillates, not.spe,
cially provided for In this section;
* * * naphtol, resorcin, *

* * all

the foregoing. not medicinal and not
PAu. 536. * * * products of coal colors 'or dyes, 5 per centum ad vatar known as * * * naphthalln, lorem.
'The Treasury Department held on Feb. 9, 1922, that the reduction of specific duties
begins on Sept. 9, 1922, (T. D. 89007.)

I
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* phenol, cresol, toluidine,1
*
xyjidin, cun~ldin, binitrotoluol, binitrobenzol, benzidin, tolidin, dlanlsidin,
iiaphtol, naphtylamin, diphenylamin,
hezaidehyde, bensyl chloride, resorcin, nitro-benzol, and nitrotoluol, naphtylaminsulfoacids and their sodium or
potassium salts, naphtolsulfoacids and
their sodium or potassium salts, amidonaphtolsulfoacids and their sodium
or potassium salts, amidosali~ylic acid,
l)lnltrochlorbenzol, diamidostilbendisulfoacid, metanillc acid, paranitraniffn, dimethylanilln; all the foregoing
not medicinal and not colors or dyes

IFreeJ.

'AR. 639. 0118:
* * * Iree].

*

*

*

nilline,

PAR. 23. Coal-tar products known as
anlln oil and salts, toluldine, xylldin.
cuinidin, binitrotoluol, "blnitrobenzol,
benzidiu, toltdin, dianisidin, naphtylainin,, dlphenylamin, :benrAldehyde,:
benzyl chloride, nitro-betizol and nitrotoluol, naphtylaminsulfoacids
a(
their sodium or potassium salts, naphtolsulfoacids aii their sodium or po.
tasslum silts. amidonaphtolsulfoacids
and their sodium or potassium salts.
amidosaicyllei acid, binitrochliorbenzol,
dliamildostilbendisulfoacid.
metanilic
acid, paranitranilin, 'dimethylanilin;
all the fqegoing not medicinal and
not colors or dyes. 10 per centum ad
valorem.
I.m. 387. Acids: * * * carbolic,
* * phthallc, * * * [Free].
PAR. 452. * * * products of coal
tar known as anthracene * * *

yaphtludin* phenol, and cresol [Free].
COAL-TAR TNTERMEDIATE4.

(See Reports T, 1. s.-6, 11, 15, .22, and 23.)

DesMpion and ues.--Paragraph 25 includes a class of coal-tar
chemicals commonly known as" intermediates." They do not occur
as such in coal tar, but are prepared from the "crudes" by chemical treatment, such as that: with sulphuric acid, nitric acid, alkalies
or chlorinq, and other chemicals. The crudess" are compounds,.
such as benzene, toluene, naphthalene, separated by simple methods
from coal tar, and are exempt from duty under paragraph 1546.
Intermediates are the raw materials which, by comlex chemical
processes are converted into dyes, drugs, perfumes, flavors, photographic chemicals, synthetic resins, and tanning materials. They
are also.oused to accelerate the vulcanization of rubber, as camphor
substitutes, in the direct production of dyes on the fiber, and for increasing fastness of dyed colors in which case they are known as
developers." On purification many intermediates are used directly
as drugs, perfumes, and flavors,
a
Proi wton.-Previous to the war the small requirements of the
domestic dye industry were supplied by importation. Production
of a single intermediate, aniline, was organized in 1910 and reached
in 1914 an output of 18,000,000 pounds. Production of all intermediates since 1916 is given in the following table. The large reduction in 1910 was due to the decreased output of intermediates required
in the manufacture of military explosives and poisonous gases. In
1920 there were 119 firms making 236 intermediates:

Quantity (pounds)..; ..........................
V

aue
..........................................

1917

1918

1919

322,745,858
$106,968,70

357, 62,251
$124,382,892

177,362,426
$63, 210,079

1920
2,57,726,911
$95, 291, 686

ftjoFull
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Pounds.
358,34
178,667
4,810,5
1,329,376

199,830
84,815
751,448
325,587

Unit value. Duty.

so

$23,925
. 17, 0 9
.16 232, 910
.24 .............

lent ad
valorem,
Per cent.

23.97
20.15
21.00

ATpok
r.-Statistics not available.
itnportwg changes in cla88iflcatio.-On December 12, 1918 the
Tpri" Commission'transmitted to the Committee on Ways and Means
a report entitled "Dyes' and Other Coal-Tar Chemicals." This report recommended amendments to Title V of the act of September 8,
1916, repealing provisions of the tariff act of 1913 relative to coaltar products. These recommendations have been incorporated in
H. R. 7456. (See also Reclassification Report, p. 32.)
Phenol, anthracene, cresol, and naphthalin were exempt from duty
under paragraph 452, and phthalic and carbolic acids were admitted
free under paragraph 387 of the act of 1913. Cresol is free under the
act of!1916. Quinolin, exempt from duty under the act of 1916,. is
also transferred to the dutiable schedule of H. R. 7456. The provision "after the removal of all water present" has been added
relative to the solidifying point of naphthalene.
Suggested change.-Page 8, lines 12, et seq., 6f H. R. 7456: Arrange alphabetically.
Page 8, line 16, of H. R. 7456, "toluylenediamine" should be
spelled "tolylenediamine," without the letter " u."
Page 9, line 1,of H. R. 7456: Insert a comma after " water-gas tar."
PARAGRAPH 26.
ACT OF 1916.

H. R. 7456.

PAn. 26. C,al tar products: All
colors, dyes, or stains, whetbier soluble
or not in water, color acids, color bases,
color lakes, lenco-cmipounds, whether

colorless or not. indoxyl and Indoxyl
compounds; Ink powders; photographic
chemicals; acetanilide suitable for medicinal use, acetplhenetidine, ncetylsallcylic acid, antipyrine, benzaldehyde
suitable for medicinal use. benzolc
acid suitable for medicinal use, betanaphthol suitable for medicinal use,
gualacol and its derivatives, phenolphthalein, resorcinol suitable for medicirial use, salicylic acid and its salts
suitable for medicinal use, salol, and
other medicinals; sodium benzoate;
saccharin; artificial musk, benzyl ace-

TITLE *V.-)YBTS;s

That on and after the day
Sc. 5MO.
following the passage of this Act, ex-

cept as otherwise specially provided
for In this title, there shall be levied,
collected, and paid upon the articles
named in this section when imported
from any foreign country into the
United States or Into any of its possessions, except the Philippine Islands
and the islands of Guam and Tutuila,
the rates of duties which are prescribed in this title, namely:
*

Group II. * * * benzoic acid,
* * salicylic acid * * * 15 per

centum ad valorem and 2 cents per
pound.

I
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All
Woloro1
o. istains,
tate, heuzyl benzoate, coumarin, di- . ,(roupjIt,
sg~tubl*~ov.
not dyes#,
in watx,:,0ooor
phenyloxide, methyl anthranilate, ...whetheri
a
cts,olprihazsepi
)clor
.kes
photomethyl salicylate, phenylacetaldehyde, o.g~4iphk,
chlemi0~is
medlohl/I
ia~'ors,
phenylethyl alcohol, and other synthetic
odoriferous or aromatic chemicals, in- .*qnthetio pheuollefresiik,ouploslos,
cluding flavors, all of these products J ot tothieuwle,sloal 1y ,provided Soxln
not marketable as perfumery, cos- tMi0 %title,.iwhenl; Obtalmd) deivetL , or
met:cs, or toilet preparations, and not ',aud1etbure in Wholeor4itAii tfromn
mixed and not compounded, and not ,A.ofithe
iprodueta puovidedd or )in
containing alcohol; synthetic phenolic -( oups LatidSE, luttiW
ualliztj.naud
resin and all resinlike products pre- 4ddigo, iand lovesdy0ostor tolor lakes
pared from phenol, cresol, phthallc an- -,obtaiAedo
o , anntetuvod
,itlherfrola~ .derlved.
i d rt.))i-e,ieeutlm
.ad / vahydride, coumarone, indene, or front tlio
nX +~) ' )e ,i,;tl'dh1'II) .!
)l)
t:
any other article or material provided
for in paragraph 25 or 1546, all of these • l,,ig[t :lhGJ P p~ ofalialterig t(adt
products whether in a solid, semisolid,
or liquid condition; synthetic tanning ,a~ditiQnothiduties provi4ed,4,wiecmaterials; picric acid, trinitrotoluene, !ton flW.eilhndredi theve sballbelevted,
and other explosives except smokeless ,kxgleetdi
anLd, paid) Gzoup, Upl*a1al
artilels contaaedilu
III ,(ppowders; all of the foregoing products Oplt tiatural iondtystheti#e1iz~rtul
-ald
provided for in this paragraph, when
obtained, derived, or manufactured In (dyes obtained limitn.waiinj antlritaeue,
who.e or In part from any of the prod- Said 1.b,h
l,) nalthsMdjs$
tloipucts provided for in paragraph 25 or
1546; natural alizarin and natural in- ,obtained from,.lndig; and ,niedIials
digo, and colors, dyes, stains, color
.flaRous)ii
Ru(1
,Speeia dlty, of) 5,oents
acids, color bases, color lakes, leuco- PWefIl)OUt
0d*'1 1 I
01i "i ,: l!', /
l;
h' )-DliI
Ill pelodlf,
five .a mfz,:becompounds, indoxyl, and indoxyl coni- *,lhlndng ve, ymrsaltIn the
.a~ge, i f
pounds, obtained, derived, or manufactured in whole or in part from nat- thiASA l t . speptluldvtkes haLlbe
ural alizarin or natural indigo; natural annually reduced by twenty pepoeto
methyl saIisN.4e 'i0 ojDljt wintergreen of the ratel!pps b]$j~ts section, so
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any of the articles or materils pro-

vided for In this paragraph, excepting
mixtures of synthetic odoriferous or
aromatic chemicals, 35 per centuin ad
valprp .d,
,cents per po~ind., r6Wided, That;the specie,
.INIAs
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s The Treasury Department held on Feb. 9, 1922, that the reduction of specific duties
begins on Sept. 0,1922 (T. D. 30007).
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the invoice shall bear a plain, eon
splcuous, and truly descriptive state
meut of the identity and percentage
exclusive of diluents, of such color, dye
stain, color acid, color base, color lake
leuLo-coml)ound, indoxyl, or indoxyl
(Quipoutnld contained therein: Provided

further, That on and after the passage
of thl& Act no package containing any
such article shall be admitted to entry
into the United States if It or the invoie bears any statement, design, or
device regarding such article or the
ingredients or substances contained
therein which is false, fraudulent, or
misleading in any particular; in the
enforcement of the foregoing provisos
the Secretary of the Treasury shall
adopt a standard of strength for each
dye or other article which shall conform as nearly as practicable to the
eomne.rcial strength In ordinary use in
the United States prior to July 1, 1914:
Ptovded further, That any article or
product which may come within the
terms of other paragraphs of this Act,
as well is within the terms of paragraph 25, 26, or 1546, shall be assessed
for duty or exempted from duty as the
( 1e nmay be, under paragraph 25, 26,
or 1546.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAL. 15. Coal-tar dyes or colors, not
PAR. 20. Coal-tar dyes or colors, not
specially provided for in this section, specially provided for in this section.
thirty per centum ad valorem; all 80 per centum ad valorem,
other products or preparations of coal
tar, not colors or dyes and not medicinal, not specially provided for in this
section, twenty per centum ad valorem.
PAL & * * * essential oils, * * *
PAn 1. * *
salicylic acid, 21
not specially provided for in this sec- cents per pound; * * *.
tion, twenty-five per centum ad valoPAR. 5. * * *all
* * *Uedirem; *
cial compounds, *
15 per cenPA& 18. Coloring for brandy, wine, tin ad valorem.
beer, or other liquors, fifty per centum
PAr. 18. * * * salol, phenolphthaad valorem.
lein, *
acetanilid, acetphenePAR. 25. Indigo extracts or pastes, tdin, antipyrine, * * * acetylsallthree-fourths of one cent per pound; cyllc acid, aspirin. gulacol carbonate.
indigo, carmined, ten cents per pound.
* * 25 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 20. * * * ink powders,
PA. 21. All other products or preptwenty-five per centum ad valorem.
arations of coal tar, not colors or dyes.
PAR. 65. *
* medicinal prepara- not specially provided for in this sections *
not specially provided tion, 15 per centum ad valorem.
for in this section, twenty-five per
PAr. 26. Coloring for brandy, wine.
(entuni ad valorem: * * *.
beer, or other liquors, 40 per centuni
PAR. 218. Saccharine, sixty-five cents ad valorem.
per pound.
PAR. 87. * * * ink powders, It,
PAR. 486. *
all explosive-sub- per centum ad valorem.
stances used for mining, blasting, arPAR. 46. * * * essential and dis
tillery, or sporting purposes, when tilled oils * * * not specially provalued at twenty cents or less per vided for In this section, 20 per centunm
pound, two cents per pound; valued ad valorem: * **.
above twenty cents per pound, 4 cents
PAR. 49. * * * all natural or syn1wr pound.
thetle odoriferous or aromat, sub

SUMMARY OF TARIF
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PA.4.

Acids: * 0*
utropbe* , [FreeJ.
PAx. 487. Alizarin, natural or artilcial, and dyes derived from a1nrn or
from anthracin [Freej.
PAL
. * *W&resrcis
* *
[Free].

"noke

ri.

preparation,

and mixtures

used in the manufacture of, but not
marketable as, perfumes or cosaewtcs;
all the foregoing not containing rlcobol and not specially provided for in
this section. 20 per centum ad valoren.

PAL 67. Sxa: bensoate of, 5 cents

per pound; *
0.
PAL 179. Saccharin, 65 cents per

pound.
*PA. 94. Alizarin, natural or syntletc, and dyes obtained from alima-

tin, anthracene, and carbaol [Free).

PAL 5W

PAL 001. ' * * all explosive subKtunc4ei not specially provided for In
this section, uswd for mining, blasting,
and artillery purposes [Free].

Indigo [Freel.

PA&. 514. Indigo, natural or syn-

thetic, dry or suspended In water, and
dyes obtained from Indigo [Free].
PAR 538. Madder and miunJeet, or

PAR. 617. Madder and munJeet, or
Indian madder, grotmd or prepared.
and Jill extracts of IFree].

Indian madder, ground

and all extracts of (Free].

COAL-TAR FINJHI

PISDUtM

'

r pmred,

.

(See Reports T. I. .- S, 11 15, 22. and 2.)
DYNS AND VOW6.

All colors, dyes, or stains. whether or not soluble In water, colr acids, color

bases, color lakes, leuco-compounds, whether olorlem or not, Indoxyl, and
Inloxyl compounds, ink powders.

Deeriptionand uw.--Under paragraph 26 is included a variety
of products made by chemical processes from the coal-tar intermediats enumerated in paragraph 25. They are used in dyeing, coloring, or stai ig of vegeta-le and animal fibers, paper, leather, wood,
feathers, varnmes, soaps, fats, foods, and other products; and in the
preparation of inks and color lakes, a clam of paint pigments. The
color bases, leuco-compounds, and indoxyl are either nearly finished
dyes or products which are closely related and readily converted into
dyes by simple treatment.
Prodgcomn--Previous to the war the domestic synthetic dye industry was restricted to assembling a limited quantity of dyes from
intermediates imported from Germany. In 1914, 6,610,729 pounds of
"coal-tar dyes," valued at $2,470,096, were made from imported intermediates (aniline in part excepted).
During the war the failure of the foreign supply and the great
needs of the domestic consumer, combined with gret initiative on the
part of the dye makers gave rise to the rapid development of dye
manufacturing. In 191, 45,977,246 pounds were produced, increasingto 88, 8,776 pounds in 1920.
Production since 1914 has been as follows:
1914
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lifpot* of dytw. wtie 4 ,5,895paund in the fiscal year 19144, at
whic time the, United States depended h4rgely on Germany for a
wA
Qro0
twar, when t4.suJ. y
supp 0y psf+. w 0
J4ve
shut 4f, ts d&naelie production rapidly incre* "d+.nPAPr.
show a prnManet deaosse since 1M14. 7U following 6abi gwes
th inports of cOa4 dy4's and colors since 1917:
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k,wpte.-'T'ht rapid inereame in dye production, during a period
when Germany was sh toff from the foreign export markets, led to

:the et h~sl+wmeA ot an exrirt trade in cot-tkar dyes. In 19i8 the
value of eqwf+ts of "aii46 dy:i" was $8,29.01I, atp of "all other
dyes" (not including logwood extract), $41,36,099. In 1920, the
maximum export ye fre ,,.rt3 1of "aniline dyes" reached

$226 450,480 and of "all other " $7,373,1 11.
to $4,089,897 for
ezi port &rwa
For the irst Sine a t. of r
"aniline dyes "-and $956,074 for "all other." This great reduction
in exports, while attributable in part to the general business depresaiK largely. hie *o t41a pwuas 4 (wimrofodw in t4i laxge
pUoWraor;te
foreign wrk4s, sb as, China, Lndia. and Japan.
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tracts of, are free of duoy *tlWr V49 *rpj'
also paragraph 25, page 76.
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Devcripliat, ad u ss.-'lese important coal-tar cheniiva6- are
strong reducing agents and are used as" developers" in photography.
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Import; since 1917 have been as follows:
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EaDporte.-Not separately romrde et
hnpw*e A~ge* in d .sikaen.-See paragraph 25, page T6.
D*Ncription and wo.-From the viewpoint of national welfare
th production of a variety of synthatic coal.tar drup i of gret
importance These products have a diversified application, in do
treatment and d iosis of diseae. The majority o the are of re
cent introduction in medicine The most "IDUpO Ltfrom the medical standpoint is arephenamine (sdvansa).
Produonin shown in the folwing thi:
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Imported since 1917 are given in the following table:
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Eaport are not separately shown.
Imp f a, Canges in 'iaui#Waion,--See paragraph 25, page 76.
S. emtw CAS4 .- Page 11, line , of H..7466: "Oauiacol"

should be"tpaiseoL"
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Desvtrps m and w# Coal-tar
.flavors and perfumes are not
sharply differentiated, as many are used interchangeably. Thee
classes of coal-tar chemicals cntitute a natural and essential branch
8280-2---4
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of a well-rounded dye indusry. Thy an uud as a Savoring material in foods, pharmaceuticals and tobacco. In addition, many of
them are valuable perfumes, serving as satisfatory substitutes for
the more costly natural products.

Pwdwtjs isgirn in th. following table:
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Imports of perfume materials are not shown separately, and imports of flavors have been negligible since 1918.
Expor*.--Statistics are not available
important cAa.yes hi dwifcatikm-See paragraph 251, page 76.
SYNTHiTIC TAN4NING MATMUALS.

De.-cripton and ut .---Synthetic tanning materials constitute a
new branch ofthe coal-tar industry, which has been developed since
1918. They are made by the condensatiqn of certain coal-tar derivatives with formaldehyde in the presence of an acid, These products are usually applied in tanning iw conjunction with the natural
Prwdtwn figures are not available prior to 1920, when 3,142,861
pounds, valued at $238,674 were reported.
Imports are not separately shown.
Export figures are not available.
/7portemt cages in asifcation.-See )aragraph 25, page 76.
NS,

IEC
MYNTH'TIC'

Desciptitm wid uaes.--These products are prepared by condensing
phenol or cresol or para-counarone with formaldehyde and ammonia or with hexamethylenetetramine. They are ue Ias an amber
substitute in mouth pieces for pipes
1 for cigarette holders, and similar articles- They are of especl importance as electrical insulating
materials and in the manufadure of varnishes and lacquers.
Productiots hau increased from 3,094,534 pounds, valued at $2,311,358 in 1919 to 4,659,680 pounds, valued at $3,410,119 in 1920.
Imports since 1918 are shown below:
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19U.

E.porte are not separatWly, fot.*e i •/'I
Impqtad chwages in casifeation.-See paragraph 25, page 76.
COAJrTAI EXPLOSIVES.

Pesciption and uts.-Explosives made from coal-tar derivatives
are used as high-explamive shell filklrs in military shells, torpedoes,

and grenade.

Picric acid is a triuitro derivative of phenol. It is a pale yellow
solid substance which melts to a liquid at 1220 C. It is one of the
most powerful explosive shell fillers. The raw materials frown which
picric acid is made are phenol (varbolic acid) or niono(lilorbenzol
and nitric and sulphuric acids. Anmonium picrate is also largely
used for the same purposes as picric acid.
Trinitrotoluene, also known as trotyl and T. N. T., is a high explosive used principally in shells. It *ispreferable to pieric acid f)r
most purposes. It is made by the nitration of toluene.
Tetranitroaniline, or tetryl, is A more powerful explosive than
piric acid, and is also ws)omzewhat more sensitive. It is a solid crystalIine substance made by the nitration of (dIimetkylaniline. It has much
the sam use as picric acid and T. N. T.
Prodctiosfigures are not available;. during the war large quantities of picrio a a"&d T. N. T. were produced, and also considerable
amounts of the new explosive tetryl.
Im orto of picric acid in 1918 were 3.240,50 pounds, valued at
Exports of picric acid are shown for calendar years in the following
table:
ll l
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Importtot ,'haiyes in (ia$ ftiow.-xploie

2,474
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$2,614
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7

substances used

for mining, blasting. and artillery purpses are exempt from duty
under paragraph 501 of the act of 1913. (See par. 2.5, p. 76.)
S'itgeste(I chajes.-Page12. lines 15-19 of H. R. 7456: The pro.
vision " That any article or prodiwt which may ome within the
terms of other paragraphs of this Act. as well as within the terns of
paragraph 25. 26,or I56. shall be assessed for dluty or exempted from
duty, as the case nity be, tinder paragraph 25. 26. or 1546" is too
broad. It is ther,,fire stiggested that the following phrasing, in
which conflicting paragraphs are referred to by number, be adopted:

That aiay article or prtmlu.t whleh may omne wlit h e terms of IAragraph
1, 5. 35. 87. 1%63, 79, or 1578 of this act, as well as within the terms of paragraph 26. 26, or 1546, shall be umsseted for duty or exempted fr-m duty, as the

ease way be, under paragraph 25. 26, or 1546.
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATIONt , 1921.
PARAGRAPH 21.,
H. 3. 7466.

:"

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

Pa". 27. Cobalt: Oxide, 20 cents per
pound; sulphate, linoleate, and all

other, cobalt compounds, 25 per centum
ad volo0fm,

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PA. 16. Cobalt, oikde of, twentyfivc cents per pound.
P m 8. * * * chemical compounds,
* * * and salts, * * * notspe-

Pax. 24. CQbalt, oxide of, IA ceuta
per popnd.

cially provided for In this section,
twenty-five per centuin ad valorem;

PAR . * *
copnpounds, *

*

*

chemical * *
and salts, * * *

15 per eantum ad valorem.

CGBAIJT OXIDE.
(See Survey A-6.)

Desription aid iue..-Two grades of cobalt oxide are found on
the market, the black and the gray.
The oxide is usually produced directly from the ore, but if the puro
substance is wanted the metal is first obtained and then changed 'o
the oxide. Zaffer (par. 1690, free list) is an impure cobalt oxide.
Cobalt oxide is used in the preparation of cobalt salts, in the manctfacture of smalt and of enameled ironware, for producing blue
enamels and glazes on porcelain, and as a drier for paints and varnishes.
Production..-Since Canada began .producing cobalt in quartihy
the production of the oxide in the United States has been vmry simel.
Canada furnishes nearly all of the world's supply. The out ut in
1919 (preliminary figures) of cobalt salts was valued at $104,970.
Import8 are almost entirely from Canada. They increased from
28,729 pounds in 1913 to 109,484 pounds in 1914 and to 938,934
pounds in 1916. The import during 1918 was 220,863 pounds.
The large increase in imports of cobalt oxide has been accompanied
by a marked decrease in imports of cobalt ore, which was free of duty
under the acts of 1909 and 1913. With cobalt oxide dutiable at 25 cents
per pound, considerable ore was imported and converted into the
oxide in the United States. Since the passage of the act of 1913
plants have been built in Canada; these treat the ore and ship oxide
and metal into this country. Imports of colalt oxide since 1917
have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1018 .......................................

1019 .......................................
120 .................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Quantity.

Pounds.

208,596
131,424
202,724

8,441

Exwport.-Statistics not available.

Value.

291,699
184, 751
399,605
188,721

Unit value

Duty.

$1.40
1.41
1.97

$20,860
13,142
20,271

'2.21 .........

Equivalent ad
valorem.
Per cent.

7.15
7.11
5.07

.

..........
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,COBALT SULPHATE.

leser ptian 011 uses.-Cobalt sulphate is a red powder derived by

the action of sulphuric acid on cobalt oxide. Its chief use is in
ceramics.
Productimn,--Statistics not available.
Imptn't8 of cobalt sulphate in 1914 (only year available) were

54,389 pounds, valued at $15,960.

p

s

rnlportant changes in a,88sifleaito.-New specific provision.
COBALT LINOLEATE AND OTHER COBALT COMPOUNDS.
1)e8aription and u8e.-Cobalt linoleate is one of the most impor-

tant dtiers used in the paint, varnish, and printing ink industries,
owing to the accelerated drying effect which it produces. It is sold
largely admixed with linteed or soya-bean oil,'in paste or liquid form,
ready for direct mixing with paints.
Produetio.-Statistcsare hot available Considerable quantities,
however, are made in this country. It is produced 'by heating together solutions of cobalt sulphate and sodium linoleate.
* .',hmi rts,.'Statistics' are ;available f6r '1914! only, when '18 93
pounds, valued at $4,077, were Imported, almost entirely from 4 ermany. It is known that several shipments have come from England
during 1921.
A'xports.-Statistics are not available.
Important changes in ctasifleation.--New specific provision. The

provision for" other cobalt compounds" is also new.,
Suggested change.-It is suggested that the words "cobalt salts
and compounds" be substituted for the term "cobalt compounds,"
since tariff acts have long distinguished salts from compounds.
PARAGRAPH 28,
H. R. 7460.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA. 28. Cellulose enters, collodion
and other liquid solutions of pyroxylin,
of other cellulose esters or ethers, or
of cellulose, 35 c*nts per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

l'AR. 17. ('ollodioi
elits ,er pound;

*

*

* *
*.

*

forty

PAR. 25. Collodion and all other
liquid solutions of ,pyroxylin, or of

other cellulose esters, or ol" cellulose,

15 per centumi ad valorem;

*

*

CELLUOF3E ESTERS AND SOLUTIONS OF PYROXYLIN.
(See Survey A-6.)

De8cription and use8.-Pyroxylin is a name applied to the soluble
nitrates of cellulose. Collodion is a solution of pyroxylin in alcohol
and ether. It is used in surgery and to some extent in photography.

Of the other cellulose esters the acetates are the most important.
They are made by treating cellulose with acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid. Cellulose acetate is used for making one variety of
artificial silk and replaces nitrocellulose where noninflammability
is important, as in "dope" or varnish for airplane wings and for
moving pictire filns, when for use in the honie or suiiall theaters.

A('MMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.

Productiotn.-The materials used ill the manufacture of pyroxylin
are cellulose in some form, nitric acid, and sulphuric acid. These

liqid solutons of pyroxylin are iade by a group of manufacturers
other than those m ing compounds of pyroxylin (par. 29).
fmport8 of collodion and other liquid solutions of pyroxylin since
1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.,

~Po..

Value.

i

1918
..................... ..........
191 ............
......................
1920 .... ,...........................
1921 (9months) ...........................

.......
.. .. 9
2,350

344
1,680
2,180

Ad
valotem
rate.

Unit value. Duty.

...........
$1.52
1.59
.93

.$

Per cent.

w..,oo

.16
1.5

Imports of cellulose esters axe not listed separately.
Export..--Statistics not available.
I
Important chanles in clma8fleafion.-Cellulose esters have been
eciically mentioned in this paragraph, and the liquid solutions
of cellulose esters have been distingtfished from compounds of
pyroxylii, (See p. 88 and Reclassification Report,, p. 37.)
PARAGRAPH 29.
H. R. 7458.-

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 29, Coinpouiids of pyroxlin, of
other cellulose esters or ethers, or of
cellulose, by whatever name known, in
blocks, sheets, rods, tubes, or other
forms, and not made Into finished or
partly finished articles, 40. cents' pl'
pound; made into finished or partly
finished articles, of Which any Of the
foregoing is the component material of
chief value. O5 cents per pound and 25
pIr centufi ad valorem :Provided. That
all such articles, whether or not uiore
specifically provided for elsewhere.
shall be dutiable under this laragraph.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAI. 17. * * * all compounds of
pyroxylin or of other cellulose esters,
whether known its celluloid or by any
other name. forty cents per pound; if
It blocks, sheets, rods, tubes, or other
forms, not polished, wholly or partly,
and not made up into finished or partly
finished articles, forty-five cents per
pound; If polished, wholly or partly,
or if in finished or partly finished
articles, except moving-picture films,
Of which collodion or any compound
of pyroxylin or of other cellulose
esters, by whatever name known, is
the component material of chief value,
sixty-five cents per pound and thirty
per ccentul ad valorm.

PAH. 25. * * * compounds of
pyroxylin or of other cellulose esters,
whether known as celluloid or by any
other name, If in blocks, sheets, rods,
tubes, or other forms not polished,
wholly or partly, and not made into
finished or partly finished articles, 25
per centum ad valorem; if polished,
wholly or partly, or if finished or
partly finished articles, of which collodion or any compound of pyroxylin
or other cellulose esters, by whatever
naine known, is the component material of chief value, 40 per centuin
ad valorem.

.SUMMARY O
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PYROXYLIN

PA8TJS .

Des-ription and u8e.-Pyroxylin is a name applied to the soluble

I

nitrates of cellulose.
pyroxylin plastics are substances composed of pyroxylin, camphor4
and, solvent, and are sold undee trade names such as "'celluloid,'
"fiberoid," "viscoloid,'v"' pyralin," and "nixonoid." They are used
fori making combs, mirror' and brush backs, knife-handles, buttons
toys; rims lor eyeglasses, and many other articles.' Pyroxylin is used
also in the manufacture of artificial leather and silk.

'Produciorn.-The materials used in the manufacture of pyroxylin
are cellulose in some form, nitric acid, and sulphuric acid. A stabilizer usually urea, is addod; also pigments and dyes for opaque or
color~h products.

"Th domestic production of pyroylin plastics has increased
greatly, iks value being in 1899, $!,526,572; in 1909, $5,682,379; in
1914, $,876,509; and in 1919 (preliminary figures), $30,169,000.
Germany was formerly the largest roduer of pyroxylin and our
strongest competitor. England and France were extensive manufacturers i0f pyroxylin plastics before the war..C'-When the factories
were largely given over to the making of explosives the, production
of plastics in those countries greatly diminished, with a consequent
increase in exports from the United States. Japan will probably
become the leading competitor under normal conditions, siftce she
controls the world s supply of camphor and is growing in experience
in manufacture.
Synthetic camphor was manufactured in this country during the
war, but its manufacture was discontinued because of the low prices
of natural caiphor. It is now reported (December, 1921) that manufacture is to be resumed at an early date.
Imports of pyroxylin plastics not made into, finished or partly
finished articles have not averaged more than I per cent of the domestic production, even though a marked increase followed the act
of 1913. Imports of the partly or wholly finished manufactured
articles in 1914 were about 10 per cent of the domestic production.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

valorem
rate.

i

Per c€nt.

NOT FINISHED.

1918 ............
1919 .............
1920...........................

Pounds

................
....... .
.......

1921 (9months) .............

..

...........

..

4,977
5,234
7,615
29,445

84,489

6,217
14,210
35,311

80.90

$1,122
1.19
1,554
1.87
3,553
1.20 . . ..

25
25
25
25

POLISHIED ORl V11'ISHED.

1918 .............................

1919 ..................................

1920 ............................. ...
1921 (9 months)...............................

........ .......
26, 482

...............

8$44,84.......$17,938
51,340 1
1.94
2v,536

I 10, 843 ............ 44,337
. 71,332 ......................

40
40

40
40

,8

-SUMMMY
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Export8 of celluloid and manufactures in 1910 were valued at
$1,189,080; in 1914, at $1,887,541; in 1918. at $3,744,745. In postwar
years exports increased to $0,046,80 in 1920 (calendar year) and then
,dJiedwto $i,771,29 during the first, ine months of 1921K. They
have gone chiefly' trancEingiand, Cauiada, and Itly.
Jmportaq o/ e# i
a catioa -The words "or ether or of
cdlo~," have . a ded,ii compound, are mada of "e1u40s0trof
e uI eos
thers eimiI~rto t0s of pyro ylin,
C pound ofpy iaoylin are, nw dutiahl (par, 26, act f 1913 at
di erent rates, lep
g upo whet :",or not they are poIshO4,
those polished ca
44nee
'f'duty. as manufatured or
.'zig
rolm°4

p.c

t ethata: tco surfer
pa;" he
gv~tlyh
in th0 value
;and
aregiVen fnmevrces other
po of py-,

d

e' 'lJ

0

f

~iPAR*GlIAPH' 30.!

-',

,

,T.

I

SAWATZ AWIDNDMENT&,
ARO Comlpounds of castkii, kno -i
A6 :galallth, or by an tl nannie,"ih
blocks, sheets, rods,, tubes, or other

forms, not made into finished or partly
finished articles, 2 cents per pound;
made into finished or partly finished
articles of which any of the foregoing
Is. the component material, of chief
i'ahw not, specially provided for,, 40
cents per pound and 25 per, cent ad
valorem.

,

.
46

ACT O 1909. .

[No corresponding provision.]

ACT 01

1913.

[No corresponding provision.]

CASEYN COMPOUNDS

Demription and we.8.-Galalith, a product of casein, is a hornlike
material made largely into fine-toothed combs and other toilet ar-

ticles. It competes to a certain extent with celluloid articles, but is
not so strong and is subject to warping. It is fire resistant, however.
The process of manufacture consists in hardening casein with for-

maldehyde.

Production.-The, domestic industry manufacturing galalith arti-

cles from casein is small. The industry is confined mainly to France.

and, to a lesser extent, to Germany. A few manufacturers in this

country make finished articles from sheets, rods, tubes, etc. In 1914
the German production amounted to 10 metric tons daily, with the
year's output valued at 10,000,000 marks.
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Imports since 1917 are asfollows:
Value.

Calendar year.

Duty.

1151
07,071
0,284 14,443

S... .. ..
. .......... .. ....
..
.......
1918 ......
t019
.......
......................... ........... .....
.........
.
....
I9M....
................ ,......
.......................
1921 (9 months)...
.........

114,616 "!177
"676

Ad

vAdorm
rste.
i
Is
15
15i

Export.-Statistics not available. j,
,
Importamt ohunge8 it cla8iflation,-Neiy provision. Now ,dutiable according to the kind of article.
PARAGRAPH 81.

NkA.8'. Drogi, sucb as barks, beans,.
berries,, buds, bulbs, bulbous roots, et-.,
cre cenow, fruits, flowers, dried fibers#,

,

,

dried Insects, grains, berbs,, leaves,
lithens, mosses, roots, steins, ve'eta--

Ns, seeds '(roimitic, not', garden
seeds), seeds of -morbid growth, w#oed%,
and all other drugs of-, vegetable or
animal origin; any of the foregolng
*which Are natural and tncompounded
drugs and not edible, atfd not specially
provided for, but which are advanced

..

'
-

in value or condition by shredding,
grinding, chipping, crushing, or any
other process or treatment whatever
beyond that essential 'to the proper
packing of the. drugs -and the prevent'
tion of decay or deterioration pending
manufacture, 10 per centum, ad valorem:

"drug"

Provided,

That

the

term

wherever used in this Act

shall include only those substances
having therapeutic or medicinal propertles and chiefly used for medicinal
purposes: And provided further, That
no article containing alcohol shall be
classifled for duty under this paragraph.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 20. Drugs, such as barks, beans,
berries. * * * buds, bulbs, bulbous
roots, excrescences, fruits, flowers,
dried fibers, dried insects, grains,
* * * herbs, leaves, lichens, mosses,
nuts, nutgalls, roots, stems, spices, vegetables, seeds (aromatic, not garden
seeds), seeds of morbid growth, weeds,
and woods used expressly for dyeing
or tamning; any of the foregoing which

PAR. 27. Drugs, such as barks, beans,
berries, buds, bulbs, bulbous roots, excrescences, fruits, flowers, dried fibers,
(tried insects, grains, * * * herbs,
leaves, lichens, mosses, roots, stems,
vegetables, seeds aromatici, not gar(len seeds), seeds of morbid growth,
and weeds; any of the foregoing which
are natural and uncomnpounded drugs
and not edible. arid not specially pro-
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are natural and ullcompounded drugs
and, not edible, and not specially provilded for in this section, but which are
advanced in value or condition by any
process or treatment whatever beyond
that essential to the proper packing of
the drugs and the prevention of decay
or deterioration pending manufacture,

one-fourth of one cent per pound, and

in addition thereto ten per centuni ad
valorem: Provided, That no article
containing alcohol, or Iii the preparation of which alcohol is used, shall be
classified for duty under this paragraph.
PAR. 504. Balm of Gilead [Free].
PAR. 666. Salep, or salop [Free].

vided for In this section, but which are
advanced in value or condition by
shredding, grinding, chipping, crushing,
or any other process or treatment
whatever beyond that esential to the
proper packing of the drugs and the
prevention of decay or deterioration
pending manufacture, 10 per centum
ad valorem: Provided, That no article
containing alcohol shall be classified
for duty under this paragraph.
PAR. 592. Salep, or salop [Free].
PAR. 409. Balm of Gilead [Free].

BOTANICAL DRUGS.
(See SUrvey A-7.)

ProdtwHto.-The drugs listed under this paragraph and under
paragraph 1562 of the free list are extremely numerous andfor the
most part are of strictly foreign production. Most of those produced domestically are not grown elsewhere. During the war a
number of medicinal staples formerly imported were successfully
cultivated in this couiltry. American producers, 'however, use valuable agRictural land and a high type of labor; foreign materials
are collected from plants growing wild, by the cheapest classes of
labor. The quality of American drugs excels that of imported products, because of scientific research and methods of cultivation.
Among such domestic drugs are belladonna, digitalis, cannabis, henbane, valeriaxi, insect flowers, and Levant wormseed. Important
products not commercially cultivated here are senna, rhubarb, quassiaImports
orris root,
squills, and colocynth.
werescammony,
1,776,386 pounds,
valued at $118,165 in 19i4. Later
statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ..................................

Pound#.

332,319
It.30

1019 ....................................
73106
1920............................................

1921 (9months) ...............................

Dt.Ad valoU*rem rate.

Unit
value.

Value.

0s,62

218,789
.30
346,335...........

Per cent.

$9,

10

21,879
34,634

10
10

125,286.......... ..........

10

Imports of such drugs not advanced in value were valued at
$726 675 in 1914, and reached a maximum of $1,710,566 in 1918 (fiscal
years.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.
1918 .....
190 ......

... ............... ................
....................................

1921 (9months)...

..

.................................

Quantity.
91Pounds.
.. .. 5,51 .
135,102,419

4,627,735

Value.

Unit value,

$2870,
30
1,505,602

..

402,8M3

.01

M
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A'xport* of ginseng amounted to $1,832,686 in 1914. Statistics for
the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
'

1

1918

ity (pous).............................

tyIU..... d .....

..

226,731

................. $1,372,50

1921

(9months).

1919

1920

307,66.
$3,338,531

1060
$1,876 U's

~670

AON

Exports of ginseng have been chiefly to Hongkong, Canada, and
China.
Exports of all other roots, herbs, and barks were valued at $476,837
in 1910 and at $513,071 in 1914. A maximum of $1,632,281 was
reached in 1919 (calendar year). Expoits then decreased to $401,282
during the first nine months of 1921. These exports have been chiefly
*
to England, Cana4a, and Japan.
Important changes in ck14$iflcation.-As the term "drugs" has
tinder past acts been interpreted in different ways, it has been defined
as applying only to articles having chief use in medicine. Gums
were omitted, as they are seldom used medicinally. The provision for
all other drugs was expanded to include those of animal origin.
(Reclassification Report, p. 39.)
Balm of Gilead and salep or salop, not mentioned in H. R. 7450,
are on the free list of the act of 1913 (pars. 409 and 592).
PARAGRAPH 32.
H. R. 74586.

SENATE AX1JNDXENTS.

I'AR. 32. Aconite, aloes, asafetida,

cocculus Indicus, ipecac, Jalap, manna,
marshmallow or althea root, leaves and
flowers, matf, and pyrethrum or insect

flowers, all the foregoing which are
natural and uncompounded, but which
are advanced in value or condition by
shreddlhg, grinding, chipping, crushIng, or any other process or treatment
whatever beyond that essential to
proper packing and the prevention of
decay or deterioration pending manfacture, 10 per centuin ad valorem:
Provided,That no article containing alcohol shall be classified for duty under
this paragraph.
ACT OF 1909.
483. Aconite [Free].
503. Asafetida [Free].
PAR. 538. Cocculus indicus (Free].
PAR. 594. Ipecac [Free].
PAR. 597. Jalap [Free].
PAR. 620. Manna [Free].
PAR.
PAR.

PAR.

tured(,

480. * * * articles nmanufa C-

in whole or in part, not pr 0-

A-lded for in this section,

* *
twenty per ceiitum ad valorem.
l'.ut. 20. Drugs, * * * advanced
* *
* one-fourth of one cent per
pound, 11d in addition thereto, ten per
entiumi ad vldorem: * * *.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR.

388. Aconite [Free].

PAR. 405. Asafetida [Free].

PAR. 454. Cocculus indictis [Freel.
PAR. 516. Ipecac [Free].
PAR. 519. Jalafp [Free].
PAR. 541. Manna [Free].

PAR. 385. *

*

*

articles manu-

fictured, in whole or in part, not provided for In this section, * * * 15
per eeitllln fltad valorein.
PAR. 27. Drugs.
*
haen

10

*
'):

*

*

*

per el'

*

*

advanced
VII-

11111111ad
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AVONITZ.

(See Survey FL-2.)

Dede'iptiof and uses.-Aconite is a crude drug. Both the roots
and the lea ves of the plant are used; the former, however, are more
important. Although the chief use of acnite 18 as a sedative, it is
also an important therapeutic. The alkaloid acwnitine is also prepared from aconite.
ProduWwioi-i-The chief producing countries are (enuany, AustriaHungar ",England, Spain, and Ja an. As a rule aconite is collected
from wild plants chiefly, although it its occaionally cultivated. It
has not been commercially produced in the United States because of
the small demand and low price.
i nmpoer of aconite are snall and variable in amount. From 1911
to 1917 they Iveraged 13,769 pounds, valued at $1,992. Later statistics follow:
('alendar~ er.

1 .....
.....................
.............................
.

iQuantity.
...
i
.........
............

Pound.
8, 712:
,7
,16s8

Value.

Unit %Slue.

16.2

jq0 V"
:.17.
1

4

KaportO.-Statistics not available.
Important change im c/zasi ation.-Aconite advanced, is transferred- from paragraph 888 of the free list of the act of 1918 and
made dutiable like other advanced drugs in paragraph 81.
AWNL
(See Survey A-7.)
Deception and ue.--Aloes, the dried juice of a tropical plant, is
commonly classed as a gum. It comes in several varieties from
Curacao, Dutch West Indies, and from Africa. It is a cathartic and
an ingredient of many proprietary pills.
Prduction.-There is no domestic production.
Imports of crude aloes from 1909 to 1919 averaged, per annum.
1,059,300 pounds, ,valued at $85,351. Statistics for the years 1918-1921
follow:
Calendar year.

1918............................................................
1919 ...........................................................
1920 ...........................................................
1921 9 months) .................................................

Quantity.

1,750, 0,0
1,(a , 8tX
1,144, f)9
i,, 495

Value.

$146,0
1
176, N2
99,215
44'290

Unit value

0.I
.II
vI
.07

EKport8.-None recorded.
Important changes in clamiflatio.-First specific mention of
aloes.
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(Ee Survey VL-.)

Descriptiotanduts.-Asafatida, a crude drug, is a gum rwin oip
tained from the root of Ferula frtid& It is an ancient medicinal,
not now highly valued, but sti used in nervous affections.
Productlen.--Asafetida is collected from a wild plant native to the
dewrts of Persia and Afghanistan. No attempts have been nmUd to
Cultivate it. The product comes chiefly by way of India.
Imports of asafeida for 1909-!917 averaged 100,734 pounds, valid
at $40,808. Later statistics follow:
('-.Jinr year.

Qlanthty.

19W ........................................................
: .........................................................
19 0............................................................
1921 (Pmonte) .......................................

41,346
91, -N
69164
I ,

V".

Unit "A"

M,
179,485
133,750
41, 0n

K 74
L WS
1.5
1.0

EKeport.--Statistics not available.

Important ckangee in claaeoai .- Asafetida advanced, is trans-

ferred from paragraph 405 of the free list of the act of 1913,
and made dutiable at the rate on other advau(ed drugs in paragraph 31.
OXKMULUS INDICtJS.

(8ee

survey FL-2.)

Description and uwes.-Cocculus indicus is a berry used in India
as a fish poison and in the United States end Europe chiefly in the
preparation of ointments for destruction oi skin parasites and other
purposes. Picrotoxin, used in medicine, is a derivative.
Production.-It isderived from a wild plant occurring in India
and Ceylon. It is also found in the Philippines.
Imports recorded are very small. From 1909 to 1917 they are
reported only four times, the total amounting to 24,788 pounds,
valued at $3,445. There is reason to believe, however, that larger
imports, invoiced as "fish berries," are not tabulated here. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1919
............................................................
. . .. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... j
1920..
1921 (9 months)
...............................................

Quantity.

Pou,1.
4,097
1,"02
21,95

Value.

Unit value.

PAO
213 ,.I11
1,183

$0.14
.06

EAport.-Statistics not available.
Important cha~ne8 in classiflcation.-Cocculus indicus advanced
is transferred from paragraph 4.54 of the free list of the act of
1913, and made dutiable at the rate on other advanced drugs in paragraph 31.

V4
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Desc-ription wad we*.-Ipecac is a crude root drug. It is used in
medicine as an emetic and expectorant; also in the manufacture of
its alkaloids, of which emetine is the most importAnt.

Produ tim.--Ipecac grows wild in South American forests and
is collected by Indians. Attempts have been made to cultivate this
Important and high-priced drug in other tropical regions, but only
in India and the Straits Settlements has commercial success on a
small scale been attained. American supplies are derived from Colombia and Brazil.
Imports of ipecac for 1909-1918 (fiscal years) averaged 76,131
pounds, valued at $135,248. In recent years its commercial value
has increased largely, owing to the demand for emetine. Later statistics follow:
QUAIlty.

'aJnda, Yf1.

................................
1915 ..........................
...
.... 0..........................
1919 . ....................
I............
IW ................................................

19M (9mowts) .................................................

137,1VA)
11I,873
9 s,il,

',07w

Unit value.

Value.

1.5
2.46
2.47

267,049

2 ,04W
Z ,&4
;130.

&,.006

1.

A.'ports.-Statistims not available.
Important changes in classi/ction.-lpecae advance is transferred from paragraph 016 of the free list of the act of 1913 an
made dutiable at the rate on other advanced drugs in partgraph 31.
JAIAP,

(.See Survey FL-2.)

esritioin and imses.--alap. the tuberous root of Exogoium
purqa, is a crude drug. It is used in medicine as a cathartic.
Production.--Jalap (from Jalapa, a city in Vera Cruz) is native
to Mexico, where it grows wild, and is also cultivated by the Indians.
Cultivation on a small scale exists in India, but only the Mexican
product reaches America.
Imports of jalap for 1909-1917 averaged 183,126 pounds, valued at
$28,574. Quantitatively jalap is one of the chief drug roots im
I)orted. Prices in the New York market increased more than fivefold from 1915 to 1919. Later statistics follow:
Quiantiuty

(a'iidar year.

P'ou ndA .
191... . ..... .....

..... .....

..

...

..

...

..

...

..

191 ............................................................
1920 .......................................................
1921 (9 Jnonths) .................................................

..

i , r3

107, 8:18
175,038
19, 766

jii'ai

ue
]
144,8J3

56,678 ,
S,261
3, 187

4
$O 4-1

.41,
.

Ixports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in clasifcation.-Jalap advanced is transferred from paragl'aph 519 of the free list of the act of 1913 and
made (utiaile at the rate on other advanced drugs in paraigraph 31.
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(See Survey F"--2.)

D "'pt.n find use*.--Manna, the concrete saccharine exudation
of
uropean flowering
(Frarinu
shornw), is a crude drug.
It is employed in medicine as a laxative and is a source of muawite,
which may also be derived from tagus-nut waste
Production.-Manna is the product of a variety of ash cultivated
in Sicily, at present the only commercial source of the drug. It is
largely exported to Central and South America. Porto Rico takes

considerable quantities; it is little used in the United States.
inporte of manna for 19W91918 averaged 65.415 pounds, valued
at $30,182. Statistics for the years 1918-1921 follow:
Celadar yeow.

1 ..1

.

.......

..............

..

Q4utnty.

.

........

........

Value.

Poa.,
44, 100

1919..........................................................
.............................................
I .............
IVA (V months) ..................... ........... ......... .......

V2 712
76,7 ST
20,

Unit value.

9,

47,678
ii, 37
10,6

llJ
W a

.68
.42
.62

LA£xport.-Statistics not available.
Important change. in claaification.-Manna advanced, is transferred from paragral)h Z41 of the five li- of the act of 1913, and

made dutiable at the rate on other advanced drugs in paragraph 31.
MARSIIMALW)W OR ALTHEA.

( Sft Survey Flr-2.)

Description and ues.-Marshmallow (or althea) root, leaves, and

flowers, crude drugs with inu 'ilaginous properties, used chiefly in

pharmacy, are not related to the confectionery marshmallows.
Produetion.-These drugs under normal conditions are inmiported
chiefly from Germany, but during the war came from Italy, Spain.
a1d f'rance. The plant iz cultivated in Europe and, though introluced here, low prices have deterred growth for drug purposes.
Iw,,orts of , tlhea root prior to 1917 averaged less than 8,000
pounds. In 1917 the imports were 23.1)20 pounds, valued at $5,846.
Imports of leaves in 1917 were 21.713 pounds. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ..............................
............. ..............
1919 ............................................................
1920 ............................................................
1921 (9 m onths) ............................. ...................

quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Pounded.
10, 15
32,921
52,9W
15,218

$2,839
9,579
15,613
2,199

$0.28
.29
.29
.14

14,2S7
17. 23
34,475
11.287

$1,659
3,908
7,788
744

$0.12
.22
.23
.07

1,EAVES AND FLOWERS.
1918 ...................................................... ...
1919 .....................................................
1920.................................................
1921 (9 months) ................................................

SU*A

f

OF TAWF

NFOXM ATWOtJ, U

h'xports.-tatistics not available.
Imfortn change in nvipatic -First specific itention of
mars allow or althea roots, leaves, or flowers advanced.
,Sufeetd eAao.Wt.-Page 14, line 10 of H. R. TVA : Change the

comma after the word "manna " to a semicolon, and in line 11, the

coxma after the word "flowers" to a semicolo . This change is
necessary to make it tlear that the words "marshmallow or aithes"
modify "leaves and Bow " as well as "root."
PYTXrUWMM O2 IN

O

FLOWFII.

(See Survey A-?.)

liexc'iptitn atd umes.--Pyrethrum is a perennial plant gix)wiug

wild in northern Africa, the Levant. and the Mediterranean c ast
of Europe, is also cultivated. The root is collected and dried as the
valuable portion. It is a powerful irritant and local stimulant.
Producticn--Gathering of pyrethrum is confined to the localities
mentioned above.
lInports in 1514 were 503,189 pounds, valued at $90,435, principally from Austria-Hungary and ermany.

Later statistics follow:

2,438, 99
4143,977,

19t...............................................
1919 .................................................

is,4503n1,7
9I1,W1

i ............................................................
Its (9
I mts)................................................

3415,484
1,717,006U

710,375

1. 17

.2
V

Eaxporto.--Statisticsnot available.
Important changes i eaaifwation.-New specific provision.
MATE.

Description and uses.-Mat6 is a shrub native to Paraguay, an
infusion of the prepared leaves of which also called mat6 is extensively consumed as a beverage in the interior of South America.
It contains among other substances a peculiar tannin and the
alkaloid caffeine.
Production.-The leaves of the shrub are gathered at intervals
of two or three years by the natives in South America, and large
quantities are annually shipped to the countries of that continent.
import and export statistics not available.
Important changes in ckesiflatimt.-New specific provision.
PARAGRAPH 88.
H. RL 746.

P. 33. Buchu leaves, 10 cents per
pound; coca leaves, 10 cents per pound;
gentian, one-fourth of 1 cent per
pound; licorice root, one-half of 1 cent
per pound; sarsaparilla root, 1 cent
per pound; belladonna, digltalis, henbIane, and stranionium. 25 per (eettlm
a1 valorem.
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF JNFORMATIOX, 1921.
ACT OF 1900.

ACT OF 1013.

I'A.
41. * * 0 covs leaves, five
ve1tf4 per pound; * * 0
PAR. 20. )rugs, *
advanced

PAt. 39. Leaves and routs: Buchu
leaves, 10 cenus per pound; coca leaves,

10 cents per pound; gentian, j cent
per pound; licorice root, j cent per
pound. and in addition thereto, ten pound; sarsaparilla root, 1 cent per
per centum ad valoremi:
0 .
pound.
PA& 5W. Drugs.
0
not adPA& 27. Drugs, *
advanced
van(vd * * * IFree].
•*
10 per ,entul ad valorem:
•

*

*

(

(ep-fourth of one cent per

P& 611. Licorlee root, unground

IFreeI.

PAL 477. Drugs,
*
vanced 0 * * (Free).

not ad-

BUCHU LFAVI1S.

(See Survey A-10.)

I)edciiption and uaes.-Buchu leaves are a crude drugi, used in

medicine, especially for genito-urinary diseases. but not highly valued

in modern t hera utics.
i'roducton.-British South Africa is the only commercial source
of buchu leaves. The plant is a native shrub which grows wild;
owing to extensive .collection. it is lbeoming rare and cultural experinents are being made. In order to conserve the supply an ex-

port duty has been placed on buchu by British South Africa. The
U
i nited

States consumes 50 to 80 per uent of the total output.

lmports for 1911-1917 averaged 119.18 pounds per year, valued
at $110.544. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yvar.

Quality.

valie.

Pounds.
55 , 0
1N S............................. ..........
1919..............................
.........
108190
11921 ....
.....................
W502
(9 months)
................... .........
........ 44,659

21K,642

I nit value.

*191
'12
Z2

Duty.

Si5,W9
0,810

9, '

:qiva.
lent ad
valorem.
Per cent.

10.96
4.51

Al1ports.-Statistics not available.
OCA LEAVES.

( See Survy A-0.

Description and u, es.-Coca leaves are a crude drug used chiefly in
the manufacture of cocaine. The Harrison Act as recently amended,
an( also the war revenue act, provide stringent regulations of traffic
in coca leaves. Decocainized coca leaves are used to some extent
in the manufacture of soft drinks. This product is in no way related
to cocoa.
Production.-Coca leaves are commercially pro Iced in South
America and to a lesser extent in India .ind 1iit h East Indies. The
plant is native to Peru, Bolivia. and Ecuador. and is cultivated in
those countries b8- the natives, who (hew the leaves.
Successful,
experimental cultivation has l'e(,ettly lieeii repowte,! ill Florida.
82304-22-.--4

9$
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Import# for 11K-1918 averaged 979,312 pounds, valued at $136,680.
Revenue has practically doubled with an increase in duty from 5
cents to 10 cents a pound. Latter statistics follow:
('s Adr year.

'aue.

Quantity.

1918 .......................................
1919 ................................
...........
........
19 0........
1921 (9 moths) .......................

Unit VAlue.

1,344., 011
79, 074

$219.,1 3

1-7,957

ULIO
.71

1(4,120

15330

.5

61,60

P)ty,

$134, (01

79,W07

.25 .. 3.43I

lmt d

M 42
47.34

. 39.24

...........

Exporte.-Statistics not available.
OENTAN.

(See Surve'y A-10.)

O.eriptio& aed uue.-Gentian ie a crude drug root used as a
biter tonic in proprietary medicine. It is the most important of the
nonalkaloid bitters.

Production--Gentian plants grow wild in the mountainous portions of central and southern Europe, where they are collected by
very cheap labor-women, children, and old men. France is the chief

source of our supplies, lesser amounts coming from other European
countries.
impor* for 1909-1918 averaged 1,876,841 pounds, valued at
$31,08. The average annual revenue on gentian since 1914 has been
$2,676. Iater statistics follow: "
Quantity.

('Clm ar year.

1918 ....................................
..............................
1919...8
9..................................
1921 (9 I omt) .......................

I

Powads.
175,747
600,694
1,206,73
267,381

Equtva.

Value.

P,913
66,28
•,

19.874

Unit value.

W 13[
.11
.0
.07

Duty.

lent ad

Per aint.
1.92
2.28
1,4we
2.05
3,014
......

I

EA por.--Statistics not available.
Lrooiacz.
(ee Survey A-10.)

Dtormptii and u.-icorice root is a plant product used in
tobacco manufacture and in the preparation of licorice paste. The
root yields about 20 per cent or more of its weight in paste. It has
been considered indispensable in the manufacture of chewing tobacco,
but on account of the shortage during the war, flavoring substitutes
containing little or no licorice were developed.
Producti.-Licorice plant is grown extensively in southern
Europe and Asia Minor, and American supplies are normally drawn
chiefly from Asiatic Turkey. The licorice plant has also been intro-
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I

dthud into America and grows readily in localities where severe
frosts do not occur. Occawonal attempts at commercial production
have been made, but the costs of raising and curing the product have
been too high to enable it to compete with imports. Imports of
licorice from China have been noted during the war.
Imports for 190-1917 averaged 8M.225,819 pounds, valued at
$1,693,014. Since 1914 the average annual revenue has Wjeen about
$138,000. Later st, tistics follow:
aIen<d4"year.

ttUantity.

+

a27,04,00
, 449, 21

i

Vslue.

Unit vilie.

Equvalenl ad

I4Uy.

IRISPod.,.

IVI8
................................
..
14 9 .......................................
BD...............................
19? (9 mont4) ....................

.

38,531,79

81,
469

1,724, KV-

i7, t,71
. 7 I14%,719

S0

(l0i

.04

Per rfol.
3.41

3.34

141, IN

j...........9

l:rj'po-'ts.-Statistics not available.
UARBAIIABJLA WKYr.

(See Survey A-10.)

I)esoription and useo.-Saisaparilla is a crude drug used chiefly

ii proprietary medicines, such as blood purifiers and tonics. It may

be, but usually is not employed i oft drinks known as* "s-arsapariflas."
Produetiom--Saiv&V*Is, is chiefly derived from wild plants rowIng in, the forests o~f Mexico, Central America, and northern South
America. ftall amounts are cultivated in Jamaica and Ceylon, but
products of these localities rarely reach the United States.
Imports have tended to decrease in recent years, owing presumably
to a lessened medicinal demand. ,The average import from 1909 to
1918 ws 328,748 pounds, valued at $41,064. Between 1913-1918
sarsaparilla yielded aln average annual revenue of $1,903. .4ater
statistics follow:
QiJItily.

( adendhu year.

Vb"ue.

Unit ialuw.. Duty.

Sent ad
valorew.

1918 ..................................
1919 .............................
i~,

(9Ilie, tis)....

....................

Poui.
21
;9"
211,29
220,38

a$, tat)

$7188
62, m8
68,915,
jq, jW~

$0.,.28
-V
n1
.

lr reu.
3.53
2,113
3.38
21204
3.20

12,564
, ..........

+........

..

Exports.-.Statistics not available.
BEMJ1ADONNA, DIOITAI4I8

HENBANE, ANI) STRAMONI UM.

(See Survey A-7.)

Description and uwes.-The herbs belladonna, digitalis, henbane,
:1nd sframonium are natural exotic drugs which are gathered because of the valuable medicinal properties due to the alkaloids which
they contain. Both the leaves and roots of belladona are used.
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The alkaloid atropine, which is derived from it, is of great importance
in surgery of the eye, and is also used as a sedative and in the manufacture of pain-relieving plasters. Henbane and stramonim Pre
closely related to belladonna and their uses are much the same.
Digitalis, or "foxglove," is used chiefly as a heart tonic. All of
these products are official in the United Atates Pharmacopoeia.
Production.-Experimental cultivation of these drugs has been
carried on in the lUnited States for a number of years, but has
assumed commercial importance only since the commencement of the
war. While their commercial value is small, 'nevertheless they are
indispensfble to the practice of modern medicine. Production of

belladonna in 1918 was estimated at 166,()0 lx)unld of herbs, stems,.
and leaves, and '22,(M) pounds of r(oots. Sixty growers were engaged

in its cultivation and utilized 274 acres. California, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, and Indiana ranked in acreage in the order mentioned. Michigan has been the chief source of henbane. Stramonium grows wild in the southern Appalachians, where it has been
collected to a limited extent. It has been cultivated in California
and elsewhere. Digitalis is cultivated in California, Oregon, Virginia South Carolina, and other States. It now grows wild in the
Pacific northwest, where considerable quantities were collected duringthe war. Its production in 1917 was estimated at 10,000 pounds.
Owing to the care received in cultivation, domestic crude drup
are of superior quality to the imported articles, which grow wild in
southernEurope and parts of Asia. But owing to the cheap labor
employed in gathering the herbs, the imported drugs constitute the
chief source of supply for domestic requirements. The domestic
cultivation is not likely to be successful except in the hands of those
nw ng adequate equipment for proper curing and botanical
nowledge of the characteristics of the drugs.
Import figures are available for 1914 only, when they were: Belladonna, 141,074 pounds of leavee and 65,880 pounds of roots; di italis,
22,371 pounds, valued at $1,874; henbane, 186,429 pounds, valued at
$10,609; and stramonium, 171,574 pounds.
Erport.-Statistics not available.

Important changes in cloaifleatio.-These drugs are given specific mention for the first time. Under the act of 1913 (par. 477)
they are exempt from duty when not advanced.
PARAGRAPH 84.
EI.

74N.

ZII.ATU A

NN

PAL 84. Ergot, 10 cents per pound.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 562. Ergot [Free].

PAx. 28. Ergot. 10 cents per po'ind.
. RROMq.

(go* Survey A-T.)

Description, uses. and production.-Ergot is a crude botanical
drtg having important and legitimate uses, especially in obstetrics.
but employed criminally to produce abortion. It is a iungous growth
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1921.

ol the rye plant, occurring erratically throughout the rye-growing
section of the United States, notably in Minnesota and the Dakotas.
On account of its poisonous nature, removal from the rye is essential.
As ergot grains are two or three times larger than rye grains, passing
the rye through a screen removes all but the imperfect or broken
ergot. Rye flour containing more than one-tenth of I per cent of
ergot is held to be adulterated under the Pure Food and Drugs act
Ergot removed from rye by screning is mixed with other refuel, and
since machine methods for its separation and collection are not available, it has not proved commercially profitable in the Unitd State.
Ergot occurs in all rye-growing countries and is collected chief in
Russia, Spain, Germany, Austria, and Sweden by cheap hand labor.
Imports have come principally from Spain and Russia. For the
years 1909-1918 (fiscal) an annual average of 164,42 pounds, valued
at $99,193 is reported. The act of 1913 yielded an average annual
revenue oi $14,689. Later statistics follow:
Caledldv year.

I

Qustity.

l918 .......................................
1919 ..............
...................
I ..................................
11 ( MonIhs) .........................

I

Value.

Pes.
97,647
173,90
, 5
31,334

I nit value. ; 1uiy.

61, 5a
31,7M7
am
Z1,660

0.63
W,765
z02
17,195
&4K
.2,64
1.65 ...............

Vquivik-

left Ia

Valorem.

pit ce'U. 7

15.87

4.95r
2.87

Ecrport.--Statistics not available.

PARAGRAPH 35.

H. I. 7468.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAL 35. Ethers and esters.: )lethyl
sulphate and dimethyl sulphate, 25 per
centum ad valorem; ethyl acetate, 4
cents per pound; ethyl chloride, 15
cents per pound; ethyl ether, 3 cents
per pound; and ethers and esters of all
kinds not specially provided for. 25 per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That no

article containing more than 10 per
centum of alcohol shall be classified for

duty under this paragraph.

ACT OF 1900.

ACT OF 1913.

'AN. 21. Ethers: 8ulphuric, eight
vents per pound; spirits of nitrous
t.lher, twenty cents per pound; * * *
ethers of all kinds not specially provided for In this section, fifty cents
per pound; ethyl chloride, thirty per
eentuni ad valorem: Provided, That no
article of this paragraph shall pay a
less rate of duty than twenty-five per
ventum ad valorem.

PAN. 29. Ethers: Sulphur,, 4 cents
per pound; amyl nitrite, 20 per centuin
ad valorem; amyl acetate and ethyl
acetate or acetic ether, 5 cents per
pound; ethyl chloride, 20 per centum
ad valorem; ethers and esters of all
kinds not specially provided for in
this section, 20 per centum ad valorem:
Provided, That no article containing
more than 10 per centum of alcohol
shall be classified for duty under this
pIragr

hl.
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MHRniA AND Mi*US.
(8 i survey A.-T.)
UWNI RAL

Ether whell used as a name alone, without special designation,
always signifies ethyl ether or diethyl oxide. The term also served
as a class nane to designate a group of organic chemical coinpounds which are oxides of hydrocarbon alkyl radicals. Esters are
products of the action of acids on alcohols with the elimination of
water. They are analogous to inorganic salts. Many compounds
which are strictly esters are otten and incorrectly called ethers.
Of the articles mentioned in this paragraph ethyl ether is the only
true ether. The other coiniodities are, strictly speaking, esters.
DhIrrilYI. iQtM'IIIATh AND

I11FI.7rM

tUI.PHATIC.

Deecriptin ahd umes.-l)iethyl sulphate and dimethyl sulphate are
sulphuric esters of ethyl alcohol and methyl 'cohol, respectively.
Diethyl sulphate is a fragrant, colorless Iquid, inflamnniable, and
boils at 960 C. It is used chiefly as an ethylating agent for intro.

ducing the ethyl group in organic compounds, especially in the manufacture of coal-tar dye& Recent developments in its manufacture
indicate that its use for this purpose will increase. It has advantages over other ethylating agents--such as ethyl chloride and ethyl

bromide-due to its lower volatility and the ease with which it can
be stored, handled, and shipped.
Dimethyl sulphate is very similar chemically to diethyl sulphate,
and boils at about 1880 C. It is used chiefly as an agent to introduce
the methyl group in organic compounds. In the past it has had a
wider use as a methylating agent than has diethyl sulphate as an

ethylating agent, due to the fact that it was cheaper, With an improved and cheaper process of manufacture, diethyl sulphate will
probably assume an increased importance as compare: with dimethyl sulphate.
Pr6dutwn.--Both of these products are prepared by passing sul-

phuric anhydride or sulphur trioxide into the corresponding alcohol; that is, ethyl alcohol for diethyl sulphate and methyl alcohol
for dimethyl sulphate. Within the last two or three years a new
process has been developed for producing diethyl sulphate from
the gas ethylene, the latter being obtained from the waste gases of
petroleum-cracking processes, from other hydrocarbon gases or
from ethyl alcohol Diethyl sulphate is produced by passing ethylene into sulphuric acid at a temperature approximating the boiling point of diethyl sulphate. Dimethyl sulphate is produced by
passing sulphuric trioxide into methyl alcohol below 00 C. and distilling off the dimethyl sulphate under vacuum. Production statistics are not available.
import stat8stW are available for dimethyl sulphate only in 1914,
when they were 9,184 pounds, valued at $2,381, chiefly from Germany.
Ea ports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in dad88floaion.-Diethyl sulphate and dimethyl sulphate are mentioned specifically for the first time (Reclassification Report, p. 42).
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ITHYL ACETATI.

I

Derption and uwea.-Ethyl aetate is the acetic ester of ethyl
alcohol, and is a colorless liquid boiling at 770 C. It is used chiefly
when mixed with amyl acetate as a solvent for pyroxylin plast
The uss of ethyl acetate for this purpose has increased greatly since
the introduction of tax.free denatured alcohol. Pure ethyl acetate
finds extensive use in the manufacture of artificial fruit essences or
flavors.
Prod6tion--Itis produced by boiling under reflux condensation
a mixture of ethyl alcohol, fhsed sodium acetate, and sulphuric acid,
and then distilling off the ethyl acetate. Statistics of production
are not available prior to 1919, when the output was 2,251,000
pounds, valued at $840,000 (Preliminary figures).
Import since 1918 have been as follows:
Equiva.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Unit value.

Pew ¢.
Pf

Pounds.
...............................
1 198.
.91...........................

$1

W0•
iO 49

.......

12 (9 mnht................
O.........

lent ad
viloem.

30

.

.

.

Po 10.2
s. 6
.

Ewport&.-atistics not available.

Importantchanges in claisifwation.-The term "acetic ether," used
as a synonym for ethyl acetate in the act of 1918 has been omitted,
since ethyl acetate is an ester. (Reclassification Report, p. 42.)
ETHYL C LORWL

Description od ues.-Ethyl chloride is the hydrochloric ester of
ethyl alcohol and is known by man pharmaceutical names. It is a
very low-boiling liquid and is put up in mechanically sealed glass or
metal tubes. It is used chiefly as a local anesthetic.
Prodwtion.-Ethyl chloride is usually prepared by treating ethyl
alcohol with hydrochloric acid in the presence of a dehydrating agent,
such as anhydrous zinc chloride or, phosphorus pentoxide. It. is
also formed by the action of chlorine on ethane and by the action of
hydrochloric acid on ether in sealed tubes. Production in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 248,100 pounds, valued at $166,200.
Imports prior to the war averaged about 8,000 pounds per year.
Imports in 1917 were about 9,000 pounds, but during the other war
years was considerably below the average. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yar.

1919.................................

1920............................. ....

IM (0 moutho) ..........................

Quantity.
Pounds.

22,496

,873
4,M

Exports.-Statistics not available.

Value.

2,250

8,218
4,002

Unit value. Duty.

0.0
ts
.2
6"
.88 ..... .

Ad
valorm
rute.
Per

(

20.00

.20.00
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XTHYL WTHlI.

Description ad ues.--Ethyl other, also known as sulphuric ether,
in a colorless liquid with a pleasant odor. Inhaled vapors produce

anesthesia, the property which gives ether its chief use in surgery.
It is also used to some extent as a local anesthetic. Technically ether
is largely used in oombination with alcohol as a solvent for nitrocellulose (guncotton, collodion, pyroxylin plastics); it also dissolves
other substances such as resins, fats, waxes, and alkaloids; and is
used in some formulas for denaturing alcohol.
Production.-Ether is produced by heating ethyl or grain alcohol
with sulphuric acid. Its production in 1914, excluding the explosives
industry, was 2,120,082 pounds, valued at $278,816, or double the production of 1909. The output in 1919 (preliminary figures) was
double that of 1914, or 4,111,800 pounds, valued at $1,103,700. Domestic production supplies the consumption, imports being sporadic
and negligible.
Imports in 1912 were 1,435 pounds, valued at $207, decreasing to
less than 100 pounds a year, 1915-1918. Since 1918 imports have
been as follows:
Oafnd

I

Quantity.

ym.

P0uved

1918...............................I
1919.....................................

dit vu,. Duty.

8

V7
28,28
34

282, 576

1 1.......................................

100

18a
.10

3&
.3I47

quiva.
leet ad

67
a000

Export.s.-Statistics not available.

Important cluanges in clastiflcaom--The term ethl

ether has

been used in place of sulphuric ether (act of 1913), which is not an
accurate description of the article. (Reclassification Report, p. 42.)
ALL OTHER lTHERs AND METERS.

Producton.-The production of all other ethers in 1919 (pre-

liminary figures) was valued at $225,100.
Imports have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

IIAd

Unit value,,

Duty.

.1
les1..........................
1919 ....................................

9m ..................................

1921 (9 months) .......................

Pounds.
120
22,796
249
7,85

$210
2,464
767
1,452

$1.75
42
.11
493
3.04
151
•19 ...........

valorem

rate.

Per Cent.

20
20
20
20

kAxpots.-Statistics not available.
important change in
8sifc ation.-Amyl nitrite and amyl acetate have been omitted and now fall within the provision for "ethers

and esters of all kinds" n. s. p. f.

I
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PARAGRAPH 860
SENATI AXZNDXEN'W

H. I. 74M.
PAL 86. Extracts, dyeing and tanniag: Chestnut, cutch, chlorophyll,
divi-divi, fustic, hemlock, logwood,
mangrove, myrobalon, oak, Persian
berry, quebracho, valonia, wattle, and
other extracts, decoctions, and prepsrations of vegetable origin used for
dyeing, coloring, staining, or tanning,
not specially provided for, and combinations and mixtures of the foregoing
articles in this paragraph, 11 per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That no
article containing alcohol shall be classified for duty under this paragraph.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 30. Extracts and decoctions of
1'AX. 22. Extracts and decoctions of
logwood and other dyewoods, and ex- * * * Persian berries, sumac. logtritets of bark, such as are commonly wood, and other dyewoods, and all
um*l for dyelIng or tanning, not spe- extracts of vegetable origin suitable
cially provided for in this section, for dyeing, coloring, or staining, not
seven-eighths of one cent per pound; specially provided for in this section;
all the foregoing not containing alcohol
* * extract of Persian berries,
twenty ler centum ad valorem; chloro- and not medicinal, I of I cent per
phyll, twenty per centum ad valorem; pound.
PAa. 26. Coloring for brandy, wine,
extracts of quebracho, not exceeding
beer, or other liquors, 40 per centum
in den.lsity twenty-eight degrees Baumn,
one-half of oe cent per pound; ex- ad valorem.
PAR. 81. Extract of chlorophyll, 15
ceeding in density twenty-eight degrees BaumO, three-fourths of one per centum ad valorem; * * *.
PA. 526. Lacdye * * * IFree).
eent per pound; extracts of hemlock
PAa. 624. Tanning material: Exbark, one-half of one cent per pound;
extractE of sumac, and of woods other tracts of quebracho, and of hemlock
than dyewowd5, not specially provided bark; extracts of oak and chestnut
for In this section, five-eighths of one and other barks and woods other than
vent lwr pound; all extracts of vege- dyewoods such as are commonly used
table origin suitable for dyeing, col- for tanning not specially provided for
oring, staining or tanning, not con- In Iimxectlon; * 0 * [Freel.
taining alcohol and not medicinal, and
not sl)ecially provided for in this section, fifteen per (cntum ad valorem.
PAR. 18. (Ioloring for brandy, wine,
beer, or other liquors, fifty per centum
ad valorem.

PAri. W)5.

lae dye,

*

**

Free].

EXTRACTS, DYEING ANiD TANNING.

(See Survey A-41.)

Geeral.-Dyeing and tanning materials of vegetable origin bear
a close relationship as to origin and process of manufacture and use.
The extracts are prepared from barks, woods, and fruits by treatment with hot water followed by evaporation to a liquid of desired
density or a solid. Tanning and dye extracts are frequently made
in the same plant with the same equipment. In the tanning agents
the active ingredient is tannin, while in the dyeing materials coloring matter is sought. Most of the extracts contain both coloring
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matter and tannin and many are used for both tanning aftd dyeing;
hence any tariff classification based on use involves administrative
difficulties and results in litigation.
All raw materials for manufacture of thee extracts are free under
the act of 1913 (par. 624). The extracts received in that act a different tariff treatment, depending on their use as a dyeing or tanning
material. "Extracts of vegetable origin suitable for dyeing, coloring,
or staining, not specially provided for," ar dutiable at three-eighths
of one cent per pound under paragraph 30, while extracts of vegetable origin, "such as aie commonly used for tanning" not specially
provided for, are free of duty un(er paragraph 624. This attempt
to classify on basis of use has resulted in litigation.
To facilitate bustomis classification and to avoid litigation these
very similar products were given uniform tariff treatment in H. R.
7456. (Reclassification Report, p. 44.)
('IIK8TN'UT IXTRAT.

(See Survey A-8.)

Deorip i n and ua.-Chestnut extract is the most important domestic tanning agent. It is made from the wood of the chestnut
(Castaaa dentata) a tree of abundant occurrence in the Appalachians, although the blight threatens the entire stand. The liquid
extract contains 25 per cent tannin and the solid extract about 60 per
cent. They are used in tanning (principally on heavy leathers), and
have a small application in dyeing.
Production of chestnut extract is not separately shown pnor to
1919, when it was 444,735,000 pounds, valued at $17,287,700 (preliminary figures).
Import of chestnut bark extract (not identical with above) in
1914 were 256,078 pounds, valued at $4,284, chiefly from France.
Imports have been negligible since 1916.
Exports of chestnut extract before the war were small. During
the war extract was exported to England, amounting to approximately 1,0 tons a month in 1918.
Important c/ianges in clsaiftalion.-Chestnut extract is exempt
from duty under the act of 1918 (par. 624).
CUTCOI EXTRACT.

(See Survey A-8.)

Description and taes.-Cutch or catechu is an extract prepared
from the wood of the aeii catec u This tree is cultivated in
India and Burma, and also occurs in the East Indies and East Africa.
The extract is sold in blocks or cakes of dark brown color, brittle and
glossy when broken. Cutch is.used principally in dyeing and textile
printing for the production of the well-known "cutch brown." It
is also used to a small extent in tanning.
Production in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 525,000 pounds,
valued at $60,500. As this extract is not of domestic origin these
figures undoubtedly represent imported solid extract dissolved and
sold as liquid extract.
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Itiportt in 1914 were 328,94 pounds, valued at $16,187.
statiAics are not available.
Eaport.--None recorded.

Later

EXTRACT Or CLOOPJYLL

De) 't tion ad ue.--Chlorophyll, known as leaf green, is the
green coloring matter of the leaves and stalks of growing plants.
being soluble, it may be extracted from plants by volatile solvents.
The extracts are of minor importance andare used to color liqueurs
and cordials, confectionery, food preserves. fats, oils, and soaps.
Product'-Chlorophyll is made by extracting the coloring matter of the green plant with alcohol or other solvents. The solvent is
then usually recovered by distillation, and a small amount of an
alkaline car onate is added to preserve the color.
Imports for 1910-1918 averaged 4,031 ixunds annually, valued at
$3,393. with revenue of $619. The following table shows imports
since 1917:
Quantnlity.

Calendar year.

Value.

d
VA 1A

Duty.

1.I1t value

rate. t.
Palue.vak

Unit
37 1 j

1 1 .
199...........................jg4

190 .........................

1921 (9months)...........................

575
1,570

I5 b
~ee

2, M2

879T

1. 2

30
4.3
1.6 .......

15

15'
I

EaporM.-Not recorded.
IVI-DIVI EXTRACT.

(Se Survey A-8.)

iPeacriptio and use&.-Divi-divi (free under par. 1563) is the dried
pod ofCaaalpituaeoriaria, a small tree found in the neighborhood
of Maracaibo, South America, and also in the West Indies and Central America. The pods are 2 to 3 inches long, red to black brown in
color, and after drying frequently resemble the letter "S." They
have a tannin content of 40 to 45 per cent, are used as a tanning agent,
and are usually leached directly by the tanner. A liquid extract containing 25 per cent tannin is an article of commerce.
Prodwin of extract is not separately shown.
Imports of the extract are not separately shown, but imports of
divi-divi during 1909-1918 averaged 5,469,181 pounds annually,
valued at $98,190. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918. ....

........................................

1919.............................................
..............................................
1920
192 1(9 months) ..................................

Q uantity.
Pound.

,

28341,368
15, US 8231
4,051,418

Value.

8,421

4N
371, 747
46,190

Unit value.

$0.02
.02
.02
.01
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A'oport.--Not recorded.
1mportwd change. i claesifcation--ExtrwAc of divi-divi is exempt

from duty under paragraph 62 of the act of 1918.
FUSTIC.

(See Survey A-$.)

Deecr' tio aud uee.-Fustic wood (free under par. 1563) is a
yellow dyewood from the tree Moeu or Alaclra tinutoria. The
wood is imported from West Indies, Mexico, Central and South
America. The extract is made from the heart wood. It occurs as a
liquid extract of 510 and as a solid extract, both of which are used in
textile and leather dyeing. On cotton it is used extensively for khaki
shades.
Pmdu otin& in 1914 of rustic extract was 4,509,943 pounds, valued
at $222,804; and in 1919 (preliminary figures) 3,896,000 pounds,
valued at $355,000.
port statistics of rustic extract are not available, but it is understood that this extract is not imported to any extent. Imports of
rustic wood during 1909-1915 ranged from 2,466 to 7,121 tons. The
maximum import was 17,469 tons in 1916. Fustic wood imports since
1917 have been as follows:
Quantity,

Calendar yma.
1918..................................................
1919 .................................................

. .13..

1I=0.................................................1,304-

1921 (9 month) .......................................

HKMLO(K-IIANLK

value.

Junit value.

11,8
61

18,01

W..67
21.67

2,73

33'

14.25

03A3

It.31)

XTRAr.

(See Survey A-8)

Pe'riptionand uses.-This extract is obtained from the bark (free
under par. 1563) of the eastern hemlock (Ttuga (anadenti.) native
to North America. Previous to 1900 hemlock was the most impor.
tant domestic tanning material; it now ranks second in importance
to chestnut. It is used on sole and heavy leather; in combination
with oak it produces "Union" tanned leather. The extract is marketed as liquid (25 per cent tannin) and as powder (50 per cent
tannin).
Prodwtion of extract in 1914 was 18,978,013 pounds, valued at
$340,402, and in 1919 (preliminary figures), 19,706,0M) pounds,
valued at $879 400
Importm of hemlock bark, which originate in Canada, decreased
from a maximum of 20,311 cords in 1909 to only 270 in 1918 (fiscal
year). Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.
1918 ............................................................
1919 ............................................................
1920 ...................................................
1921 (9 montb) ........................................

Quantity.
Cords.
670
904
3,813
1,434

Value.
&S,
726
10,65
42,912
18,044

Unit value.
S&55
11.79
11.25
12.48
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lImports of extract in 1915 wete 5,x3,29 pounds, valued at $173,.
998, chiefly from Canada; in 1920, 45 powids, valued at $10; and in
1921. first nine months, $06,557 pounds, valued at $11,742.
KAports are not eparately recorded. It. is estimated that total
exports of extract before the war (to England, Russia, and Canada)
did not exceed 10,000 barrels per year.
Important changes in cusiftatio-n.-Extract of hemlock bark is
exempt from duty under the act of 1013 (par. 64).
i4M;W(W M .TRACT.

fSew Survey .k-8.)

IeJe.iption ans wt,.-Logwood (free under mr. 1563) is the most
important natural dye. This' tree (lematoxylh' campechi.4rum) is
indigenous to Central and South America, Mexico, and West Indies.
Extract are prepared from the wood by hot-water treatment. Extract is sold as a thick liquid of 510 Tw. and as a solid. A chemically
different extract is obtained from the liquid by a chemical process in
which the coloring matter is oxidized to hematine, of which there are
several commercial grades. These include liquid hematine extracts
of 420 and 510 Tw., crystalline hematine paste, and solid hematine

or hematine crystals; all of these grades are sometimes known as
oxidized logwood extracts. The various forms are used for the dye.
ing of blacks on wool, silk, cotton, leather, hair, straw, and wood.
They serve also as a weighting agent in dyeing silk.
Poductia in 1914 was 28,989,962 pounds, valued at $1,311,966,
and in 1919, 32,727,000 pounds (preliminary figures), valued at

Imports of logwood ranged from 30,000 to 39,000 tons per year in
the period 1910-1915.
Imports since 1917 of logwood and of logwood and other dyewood
extracts are given in the following table:
Cadar yms.

IQuant.

Unit value.

Valu.

IDuty. I

~ts

LOGWOOD AND OTHER DYEWOOD EXTRACTS.

1772

191..........................

lol
.......................................
ot$.......................................

4

.

ZU(,mts)................

SK

40
0 h1

Ws.
M4
29t 7I

6

8.1

22

1012

.0 $00
1 2
2
...

1.7
.....

LOG WOOD.,

ll ...........................
....
191e,..........................
192................................

IM (9 moths).....................

. .2

83,188
29 OZ
72830

20

S73
49NW
2,17AN9

e,61

M 42 ..............
I19A11................
219.................

24 .8 .............

P'xports of logwood extracts since 1918 (calendar years) have
ranged from $1,355,936 in 1919 to $2,605,060 in 1920, and in nine
months of 1921 were $436,849.
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IIANtROVM.

(See Survey A-&)
Description and uwes.-Mangrove bark (free under par. 1568) on
account of its abundance, wide distribution, rapid growth, and low
cost is one of the world's most important tanning materials. The
mangrove tree occurs in the tidal swamps of tropical countries. The
bark is brown, hard, and heavy. It has a tannin content up to 48
per cent the average of commercial grades is about 35 per cent. The
extract known as mangrove extract" and "mangrove cutch," im.
ported in large blocks, is of a reddish-brown color, and has a tannin content of about 55 per cent. Liquid extracts contain 25 per cent
tannin. Extract is manufactured in East Africa, Madagascar, East
Indies, Venezuela, and Colombia.
mports of mangrove extract in 1914 (only year statistics are
available) were 1,981,266 pounds, valued at $59,899. During the
period 1909-1913 imports of mangrove bark ranged from 12,0 to
23,700 tons. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
(dalMdar.
ide..............

1K9............

1m (9mts

quty.
Z57

...................................

.........

......

vale

...........

.....*.:M
....................

).................................................

iunitae.

me

Sn

1 S I

im I

41.30

5.0I

Expayt.-Not recorded.
Important okangea in o ui/ation.-Mangrove extract is exempt

from duty under paragraph 624, act of 1918.
MYROBALAN EXTRACT.

(See Survey A-&)

Descriptionatd uoe8.--Myrobalans (free under par. 1563) are the
dried fruit of different species of Terinmadi growing in India and

China. The most important variety is the Chebullic or black mro-

balan. The dried fruit is hard, about I inch in length, and resemnles
a slightly shriveled plum. The peel surrounding the kernel contains

most of the tannin. The extracts are used in tannhg and to a liaited extent in dyeing. The liquid extracts contain 25 and 30 per
cent tannin, and the solid extract about 60 per cent tannin.
ProduwOnm statistics vre not separately riven.
Imports of myrobalans (fruit) for 90-1918 averaged 25,3 ,519 pounds, valued at $284,442, chiefly from India. Figures since
1917 are given in the following table:,
Calendar year.

Quantity.

IlyroblanS (fruit):
1918....
..........................
1919.
......................................
1920...............................................
1921 (9 months)........... ...............
Myrt bsn extract and vanont extract:
9I........................................
1919......................................2,221,
0.............................................,010,
1921 (9 months)
...............................

4,

......

PeNiu

A,3,2

3,808,649
47,76o,
473
16,944,72
831, M2
2I
M
1,028,960

Value.
wpm

721,153
728,
208
126, 52
19,070

J3,21

3,891
18,99M

Unit value.
002

.02
.02
.01
.02
.02
.03
.02
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I

KcxportN.-None recorded.
Important oAauge in dcasiflcaton.-Myrobalan extract is exempt
from duty under the act of 1918 (par. 624).
OAK KXTUACT.

(See Survey A-8.)

Deeritin and ue*.--Oak bark (fiee under par. 1563) is one of
the oldest tannig materials used for sole and heavy leathers. In the
eastern United States oak extract is made chiefly from the bark of the
chestnut-oak (Quorew prinuu), while on the Pacific coast extract is
prepared from the tan bark oak (Quew denaflore). Barks of other
domestic oaks are used to a limited extent. The extract is marketed as
a liquid extract, containing 25 per cent tannin, and as a solid extract.
Productionof oak extract in 1914 was 8,797,218 pounds, valued at
$19'2,844. Consumption in 1918 was 8,815,056 pounds of solid oak extract and 34,380,396 pounds of liquid oak extract. The production in
1919 (preliminary figures) was 27,7,26W0 pounds, valued at $1,90,000.
!mpot* of bark are not separately given. Imports of oak bark
extract in 1914 were 143,094 pounds, valued at $6,539; and in 1915.
65,293 pounds, valued at $2,828. There were no imports of oak extract
1918-1919. Later statistics follow:
....

(Wenda yr.,
..

Quenuty.
....

. .Pose

1 0 .......................................................

1921 (9month )..............................................

.

Ii.. ..

Unit valu%,

Value.

, e,54
I t,l

7,101

ILO7

.06

Export are not shown separately.
lmpoptan chan es in eda449caN6&-Oak extract is exempt from
duty under the act of 1913 (par. 624).
PEISKAN BXUIY EUTRACT.

(See Survey A-.)

Des.ripti. and wses.-Persian berries (free under par. 1563) are
the half dried fruit of different buck-thorn (Rh4arus) species. The
berries are yellowish green in color, about the size of a pea and posses
an intensely bitter taste. The are gathered in France, Spain, Italy
Hungary, and Asia Minor. The extract made by water treatment o
the berries is used as a dye in cotton printing. It is also used to a small
extent as a stain and for an artist's pigment.
Impor,. during 1910-1917 averaged70,677 pounds per year, valued
at $8,112, yielding an average annual revenue of $1,015. Imports of extract after 1918 are given in the following table:
S

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Pound.
1919.................................... 1
1 M7
19.0..............................
2,671
1921 (9 months).......................
No Imports of peian berry extract In 1918.

Exports.-None recorded.

Value.

$2,601
1,631
420

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.52
$20
.32 1
43
.161 ...............

Equivat.

lent ad
Per cet.
0.73
1.17
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QUKB]&Ac1IO0.

(See Survey AA.)

Deoriptionati ue.--Quebriho extract is prepared from a hardwood tree belonging to the genus Quebracia, found in Argentina,
Paraguay, and Uruguay. This wood (free under par. 1563) is a
natural monopoly of South America. The heart wood is dark red,
dense, and is one of the hardest known woods. A cubic foot weighs
about 78 pounds. The wood averages about 22 per cent tannin. It
is one of the world's most important tanning assets. In 1914 quebracho constituted 38 per cent of the total tanning agents consumed.
Liquid quebracho extract contains 35 per cent an te solid extract
about 65 per cent tannin. The extracts are sold as untreated and
as chemically treated. The latter process increases the solubility.
Pmdudtion of extracts of quebracho averaged in the period 19141917, 48,400,000 pounds per year, based on imports of logs. In 1919
the output was 71,412,000 pounds (preliminary figures, valued at
$7,123,800. As only 3,962 tons of logs were imported, this probably
includes the imported extract, which was dissolved or chemically
treated in this country.
Imports of quebracho logs in the period 1908-1918 ranged from
49,000 to 107,000 tons per year. Imports of extract in the period
1908-1918 varied from 62,0Q0,000 to 125,000,000 pounds per year.
Later statistics follow:
I Quantity.

Calendar ygar.

Value.

Unit value.

s73,188
53, 679
850,24

$

QUEBRACHO LOPS.

1918 ............................................................
1910 ........................................................
01.......................................

1921(9 months) ...............................

..

.

23,9%

3,952
5,04

10,47

10',119

155
1.65
1517

16.51

QUEBRACHO ETRACT.

1918; ............ .........................................

131,20K9=9

1919 ................
..........
144,496o
191921 .................................................
.. 106, 8oT440o
(9mon1ths)...........................118902H4

6
,7,210

0,02947

5,2,

5n oo,
.05
.0
.04

Export, of quebracho extract are chiefly small shipments to Canada.
lm ortit changes in cla.ifcation--Quebracho extract is exempt
from dity under paragraph 624, act of 1918.
YALONIA EXTRACT.

(See Survey A-A)

Desciiption and ues.-Valonia consists of the acorn cups and
beards (free under par. 1563) of certr.n species of oak. Smyrna,
Greece, and Asia Minor export large amounts of valonia. The solid
extract is imported and contains about 60 per cent tannin. Valonia
and valonia extracts are used in tanning high-grade leathers of light
color.
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Imports of valonia extract are combined with myrobalan (see p.
110).
Imports of valoniL during 1912-1915 ranged from 1.200,000 pounds
to 6,300.000 pounds annually. Later statistics follow:
Co1w"r yer.

QWantlty.

Value.

Unit valus.

Poiip.
1919.............
S.............
1921 (9 months) ................................................

1,50 ,840
I, 760,94
1 4M , 4O0

906
74,171
320, 30D

It,
.04
.02

t No import ot valonla in 1018.

Export4.-Not recorded.
Important chanqe8 in claifcation.-Valonia extract is exempt
from duty under-the act of 1913 (par. 624).
WATTLE EXTRACT.

(See Survey A-.)

Desm'iption., uses, and productiwr--The wattle barks (free under
par. 1563) are of abundant occurrence and are obtained from a
variety of trees in Australia and South Africa. This tanning agent
is of comparatively recent development and promises to be of considerable importance. The solid extracts imported contain 60 per
cent of tannin.
Imports of wattle bark and extract are not separately given.
Kxpors.-None recorded.
Important changes in classifleation.-New specific provision.
OTHER EXTRACTS -REDWOODS.

(See Survey A-8.)

Descri tion and ues.--The redwoods are divided into "soluble."
as Brazil, Peach, Sapan, Pernambuco, and Lima wood. Brazil wood,
the most important of this claq,. is imported from South America;
the extract known as hypernic is sold as a liquid of 510 and as
a solid. It is principally used in leather dyeing and to a small extent in textile dyeing.
The insoluble redwoods include sanders, cam, bar, calistur, and are
of small importance in textile dyeing.
Products of Brazil and other redwood extracts in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 1,553,000 pounds, valued at $246,000.
Imports and exporte.-Statistics are not available.
OTHER EXTRACTS-SUMAC.

(See Survey A-8.)

De8cription and use.-Among "other extracts" is included one of
importance prepared from the dried leaves and leaf stems of sumac
(free under par. 1568), a plant embracing several species of the Rhus,
of wide distribution. Italy, United States, Greece, and Spain are
large producers of sumac. The domestic harvest is gathered in Vir82804-22---8
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gima, West Virginia, North Carolina, Maryland, and Pennsylvania.
Domestic leaf has an average tannin content of about 22 per cent.
The imported leaf (groumd and, inground) comes from Sioily and
yields a lighter colored extrct, ]xtracts cicur ps liquids of 42° and
Mi* contain g about 22 and 26 per cent tannin. Sumac extracts are
use as a mordanA in textile dyeing and as a tanning agent.
Prodution in !1914 of sumac extract (from both domestic and
foreign leaf) was 4,512,361 pounds, valued at $129,631; and in 1919
(preliminary figures), 3,607,000 pounds valued at $258,100.
Import* of sumac' ground' varied from about 10,000,000 to
20,000,000 pounds per year during the period 1909-1919. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

leana
valotm.

AROUND SUMAC.
191....................................

96,60

191 (9 months) ................

109.
. ........................

$ M88
,1

It boo

. 4 ....................
".

,27
UNGROU'ND8 SUMAC. gp44

1918........................

198,872

192 (9months)i....................1,

28;857

.......
6,ZI),288
1919.
...........................
6(09 031
1920 ...............................
226K78

2

173,276
85,096

.......... ........

.8..........

..........

2.9................
ao

..04o4 ......
.........
.....
0...........

SUMAC EXTRACT.
1918....................... ...........
I=...................................
1921 (9 months) ........................

23,706
44,049
1,.86

2,18
3,273
203

$0.11
0
.11

889
3.40
&06
186
...........

'Suggeeted ckangae.-Sumac extrtet is an extract of sufficient importance to beaspecfically miention'd, as it has been for upward of
half a century. Its place in paragraph 36 is between "1quebracho"
and "1valonia."1
ALL OTHER NXThACTS.

(See Survey A-8.)

1)escription and tse.--Two important natural dyes of domestic

origin are quercitron and osage orange. Quercitron and the related
dye-flavine--are prepared from the bark of the black oak (Quarcu
velt"ina) found in the Appalachians. Osage orange extracts are
derived Irom the wood of the osage orange or 'bowwood tree
(To .ylo poniferum or Mac.ura pomiferum) occurring in Okla-

homa,.Arkansas, and Texas. These natural extracts are used chiefly
in textile and leather dyeing.
Prodseion of quercitron in the period 1916 to 1919 varied from
7.600,000 to 15,900,000 pounds (610 extract). The production of
sage orange extract in 1919 was 4,827,701 pounds (510 extract).
The output of "other natural dye extracts" in 1919 (preliminary
figures) was 896,000 pounds, valued at $425,000, and of "other vegetable tanning extracts" 34,805,000 pounds, valued at $3,124,000.
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lii&porta of "extracts for tanning, not containing alcohol," since
1917 have been as follows:
Calendar yer.

quantity.

Value.

Ui

Ie.j Duty.

red rat&

I
ALL OTHER EXTRACTS OF VEGETABLE ORIGIN SUITABLE FOR DYEING ETC.
(CHLOROPHYLL LOOWOOD, AND OTHER DYEWOODS, NUTGALLS, PERSIAN BERRIES, ANI) SUMAC ARE SHOWN SEPARATELY).

1918 .............................. IM..ON,
443,749,

1919 .................................

381,5371
390,767

190 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

8M,376
80,079

CO.

Iper

34.02

$10,837

80.OO

'2.06
1.8c
.0

.1$
1,6"4
920 I 1,3
, 4 I
.07.............

75,613I
27,248

EXTRACTS OF BARK OTHER THAN HEMLOCK.
1918' ......................................
1919 .......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months).......................

6,729,118
1,762,678
4,497, 530
5,554, 257

........

W03 ..

8191, 584
92,270
25 037
305,138

.05. !

..........
].....

EXTRACTS OF WOODS OTHER THAN DYEWOODS.
1918 .......................................
1919 .............................

1m .............................
1921 (Omonths) .............................

1,688,942
2,145,120

85, 379
57,5%

48- 24

224,224
20,34
134,840
8,353, 04

'Equivalent ad valorem rate.

o....

2,013

OTHER EXTRACTS FOR TANNING, x. s.
1918 ........................................
1919 .......................................
1920 ......................................
..............
1921 (9 months) .......

80.04
.06

867 890
12,2041

. .

.

..

.

.

.03
1. 1.

87,423
2,372
12,830
160,413

8m.03
.00
10
.02

$1,113
350
1s
I'

15
16
15
t......

Includes hemlock bark.

A.rport8 of "A611 extracts for tUnning " since 1918 ranged from
$3,125,842 in 118 to $5,598.134 in 1919. l)ring the first 9 months
of 1921 they were valued at $807.325.
OTHER DYEWOODS AND CRUDE TANNINU MATEHIAI.8.

Intports have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

DYEWOODS, OTHER THAN LOGWOOD AND FUSTIC WOOD.
1918
1919 .....................................................
...................................................
1920 .........................................................
1 21 (9 months) ............................................

To1..

15,98
922
2,853
. 258

$40,
190
7.,28
51,904
29, 36

$2.55
2.83
1.96

2.38

ALI, OTIIER ARTICLES IN A CRUDE STATE USED IN TANNING (HEMLOCK BARK,
MANGROVE BARK, MYROBOLANS FRUIT, QUEBRACHO WOOD, AND VALONIA,
EXCEPTED).

1918 ...............
0 ....................................
1919 .....................................................

10 ....................................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................

-Pounds.
1 31,748,511

48,6, 728

8,853,654 j

848,925.........
737,367
$0.02

1,188,968
160,413

.02
.02
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Expot8 of barks for tanning since 1918 have been as follows:
S
Quantity (tonzi) ...
...............................
Value ...........................................

9(9

513
18,807

6N
47741

onth)
18,

300

$13

231

Important clange8 ii cla88flcatlon.--Lac dye, exempt from duty

tunder the act of 1913 (par. 526), is not mentioned in H. R. 7456. If
imported it will probably fall under paragraph 36.
PARAGRAPH 37.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 37. Flavoring extracts and nutural or synthetic fruit flavors, fruit
esters, oils, and essences, all the foregoing not containing alcohol, niid not
specially provided for, 25 per centum
ad vlaioreiii.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1013.

I'A.km3. *

chemicall
.1
(.011plunds,
11.%.x,
W. * * * flavoring e~xlrati,
*
:lially iro- *
-pe|
20 per centtni ad valoren.
Vidtl for in this seciol, twelity-fiveI i'At. o. * * * (.helheual
* a a
Jiixtlil'ns *

])(T" (c4itlll lid VII1t0I'elk]:

11.%R. 21. *

*

0

*

*

*.

volliInuil

ls,

a

a

Illixtures

a

a

*

not specially )rovided for lit this see111n. 15 lwtr eeiituii ad valoreuin.
•%1i1. 46. * * * frult ethers, oils,
and esseuces, * * * int speclly
provided for In this section. 20 per
centuin ad valorem: a a *
FIVORING EXTRACTS, )TC.

fruit ethers. oils.
or esst'ltnes, Wit, dollar per I oumidt:

(See Survey A-14.)

Deqei'ption and uoe.-Flavoring extracts have been defined by
the United States Department of Agriculture as alcoholic solutions
of the flavoring and odorous principles of plants. They are extracted from the fruits, seeds, leaves, and roots by using alcohol or
by dissolving essential oils in strong alcohol. A second class of
extracts consists of solutions of different synthetic aromatic chemicals which possess odors and flavors similar to the natural products.
The Department of Agriculture requires that the latter extracts be
labeled "'imitations" or "substitutes." These synthetic chemicals
may be coal-tar products (dutiable under par. 26), such as
coumarin (the flavoring principle of tonka beans), or methyl salicylate (artificial oil of wintergreen) or benzaldehyde (artificial oil
of bitter almonds), or they may be similar synthetic chemicals prepared from natural products isolated from essential oils. Other
products, especially the so-called "fruit esters and essences," are
made from fusel oil and other alcohols.
The two most important flavoring extracts are vanilla and lemon,
and it has been estimated by the Tepartment of Agriculture thaft
they represent more than 95 per cent of the domestic consumption.
Vanilla extract alone probably constitutes between 80 and 90per

cent of the total.

I
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1921.

In addition to the well-known uses of flavoring extracts in the
home these products are extensively employed in the manufacture
of ice creams and ices, confectionery of all kinds, fruit sirups and
beverages, patent medicines and medicinal compounds, perfumery,
and cosmetics, jellies and gelatin, and in many other manufactured
food products.
Alcoholic flavoring extracts are dutiable under paragraph 2-2, according to their alcoholic content rather than under this paragraph.
.Productiov.-It is not known that any natural nonalcoholic flavor-

ing extracts are manufactured in this country. Large amoutnts,
however, are manufactured from the so-called fruit esters, and the
United States is one of the largest, if not the largest, producer of
flavoring extracts. The production of all flavoring extracts was
valued at $11,380,423 in 1914. Census figures for 1919 are not as yet
available. Domestic production of coal-tar flavors (luring 19i7-

1919 has averaged about 600,00 pounds annually. valued at about
$2,000,000.
lmports of all alcoholic flavoring extracts totaled only about $4,000
for the six-year period 1914-1919, or less than 1 per cent of the
exports.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
C~iernlur year.

Quantity.

VaI- e.

Unv

Dutye.
d

at."

NONAMOHOLIC FLAVORING EXTRACTS.

1918........................................

19
....................................
192..................................
1921(9 montlq) ...........................

2,363
4,34
0,235

42,11

5e6,889

$2.93

$1 378

ecen.20

24,210

.57

.

20

10,002
18,704

2.29
1. 83

2,000
3,741

20
20

NONALCOHOLIC FRUIT OIL8 OR ESSENCES, N€.. P. F.
1918 .......................
1919 ...............
190.................
..............
192t (9 months)............................ 1

122
207
41423
1,928

s347~
6,0491
8:347
3,420

$28
29.22
1 9
1.78

$69
1,210
1,02
1...)

20
20
20

xi;ports of both alcoholic and nonalcoholic flavoring extracts,
chiefly to Canada, England, and Cuba, were valued at $967,421, $1,341.(156, $1,428,262, and $705,852 in 1918, ,919, 1920 (calendar years),
and the first nine months of 1921, respectively..
Important changes in elasiflcatio.--Flavoring extracts not containing alcohol have been transferred from paragraph 49 (act of
1913) and given a new provision in this paragraph along with "fruit
ethers, oils, and essences" (par. 46, act of 1913). The term fruitt
ethers" has been changed to "fruit.esters," which is a more proper
designation of these compounds. It is impossible commercially to
prepare flavoring extracts from certain common fruits, and it is
necessary to reproduce these flavors by artificial means. Therefore, a
provision has been inserted in this paragraph for" natural or synthetic fruit flavors." (Reclassification Report, p. 14.)
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PARAGRAPH 88.
SENATE AMENDMWTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAn. 38. Formildehyde solution or
formalin, solid formaldehyde or paraformaldehyde, and hexamethylenetetra-

mine. 25 per eitum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 32. Formaldehyde solution conmedical pretaraPAR. 65. *
tions not specially provided for in this tainlng not more than 40 per centum
section, twenty-five per centuin ad va- of formaldehyde, or formaline, I (ent
per pound.
.
lorem: *
PAL 5. * * * medlcilal

IJrelaratims.

*

*

*

* * *
not specially

provided for in this section, 15 per
centum ad valorem.
FORMALDEHYDE.

(See Survey A-2.)

De8c 'iptionand use8.-Formaldehyde at ordinary temperatures
and pressures is a gas, but enters commerce (1) as formalin, a water
solution containing about 40 per cent formaldehyde, and (2) as par&formaldehyde. a solid form containing about 95 per cett. It is used
as an antiseptic, disinfectant, and preservative; as a reducing agent
in the silvering of mirrors; and, with hexamethylenetetramine (made
from formaldehyde), industrially in the manufacture of synthetic
resinlike products (Bakelite, Condensite, Redmanol).
Prcd wtion of formaldehyde by three firms in 1914 was 8,426,247
pounds, valued at $655,174. Production was stimulated during the
war, and in 1919 had increased to 19,66a,800 pounds, valued at
$3,938,300 (preliminary figures). Formaldehyde is made by passing
a mixture of air and wood alcohol over a heated copper gauze a very
pure grade of wood alcohol being used, an adequate supply of which
is available in the United States from the wood distillation industry.
The principal manufacturers of formaldehyde are at Niagara Falls,
New Jersey.
Y., and in
N.Imports
prior to and during the war were sporadic and negligible,
less than 1 per cent of domestic production. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

191 ....................................
1919.....................................

PoIS.d
148,796
5W

1921 (9 months) ............................

85,709

1920........................................

428,444

value.

$25,648
118

210,191

16$U7

Unit value.

$0.17
.23

.49

Duty.

.Equlva.
lentad
valorem.

$1,488

Percen.
6 &82
4.44

4,284

2.04

.19 .....................

The maximum import since the war (1920) is equivalent to slightly
more than 2 per cent of the domestic output.
Exports in 1918 were valued at $866,038. about 50 per cent going to
France and the remainder largely to the United Kingdom, Italy, and
Japan. They increased to $2,640,225 in 1920 (calendar year), about
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50 per cent gong to England. The first nine months of 1921 show a
The 1919 exports were one-third. the value of
decrease to $5901.
the domestic output for the same year.
. lmportaatchakes in oae at

-n.-There
is no apparent necessity

for the restricting clause containingg not more than 40 per cent of
formaldehyde in connection with formaldehyde solution (par. 32,
act of 191M). For technical reasons it is not feasible to make a solution of formaldehyde containing more than 40 per cent by weight of
formaldehyde. Hence the phrase was omitted. The proper trade
name "formalin" was substituted for "formaline."
Paraformaldehyde or solid formaldehyde, is another important
commercial form of formaldehyde. Because of the additional cost of
manufacturing the solid formaldehyde from formaldehyde solution
the value of tle solid formaldehyde is three or four tunes that ol
the solution. That commodity was specially provided for. (Re.
classification Report, p. 46.)
HEXAMzETHYM

N TNSTAMINZ.

Descriptionamd use.--Hexamethylenetetramine is an organic comWound obtained by treating formaldehyde (see p. 118) with ammonia.
When first introduced it was used under various trade names as an
important medicinal chemical. In recent years it has assumed commercial importance for accelerating the vulcanization of rubber and
as a raw material in the manufacture of the synthetic resin "Redmanol."
Production.-Hexamethylenetetramine is obtained as a white crys-.
talline product by evaporating a solution of formaldehyde which has
been saturated with ammonia. Statistics of output are not available,
but it is known that production has increased greatly in recent years.
lmport8 are available for 1914 only, when they were 11,470 pounds,
valued at $21,136-49 per cent from Germany and 42 per cent from
Switzerland.
Export.--Statistics not available.
Important ckanmje8 in o assifcaion.-Hexamethylenetetramine, because of its industrial importance, is mentioned specifically.
PARAGRAPH 89.
H. IL 74M.

WIRKATE AXBNDXBITS.

PA. 39. Gelatin, glue, and glue size,
20 per centum ad valorem and 14 cents
per pound; manufactures, wholly or In
chief value of gelatin; casein glue;
Isinglass, and other fish sounds,
cleaned, split, or otherwise prepared,
and agar-agar, 25 per centurn ad va-

lorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PA. 84. Gelatin, glue, and glue sie,
PA. 28. Gelatin, glue, isinglass or
fish glue, including agar-agar or Jap. valued not above 10 cents per pound, 1
anese isinglass, and all fish bladders cent per pound; valued above 10 cents
nod fish sounds other than crude or per pound and not bove 25 cents per
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dried or wilted for preservation only, pound, 15 per centuw ad alorew;
valued at not above ten cents per valued above 25 cents per pound, 25
pound, two dand one-half cents per pei"centwn ad'valorem; manufactures
pound; valued at above ten cents per of gelatin or manufactures of which
pound and not above thirty-five cents gelatin Is the component material of

per pound, twenty-five per centum ad chief value, 25 per centum ad valorem;

valurew; valued above thirty-five cents Isinglass and prepared fish soundS, 25
per pound, fifteen 'cents per pound and per centum ad valorem; agar-agar, 20
twenty per centum ad valorem; gelatin per centuin ad valorem.
in sheets, emulsions, and all manufac-,
tures of gelatin, or of which gelatin is
the component material of chief value,
not specially provided for In this section. thirty-five per eentum ad valoremn;, glue siz, twenty-five per
ceutliw ad yaloFem.
(JELATIN, GLUE$ IS1NGLA88, AND) AGAR-AGAII.
(See Survey A-9.)

De8cription and uwe.--Glue and gelatin are extracted from prop-

erly prepared animal tissues, such as hide cuttings and bones of
animals, and the skins and heads of fish. Glue and gelatin resemble
each other closely in chemical nature, the distinction between them
being chiefly a matter of quality. Broadly speaking, glue is impure
gelatin, or gelatin is high-gade glue.
Commercial supplies may be classified as follows:
(a) Fish glues, made from fish skins, bones, and heads, usually
sold in liquid form.
(b) Bone glues, made from bones of cattle, usually sold in solid
form.
(c) Hide glue, made from untanned trimmings of skins and hides,
ears, tails, etc. Hide glues have greater adhesive power than the
other grades. The better grades of hide glue can hardly be distinguisihed from technical gelatin.
.(d) Technical gelatin, a high-grade product, usually made from
hide.

(e) Edible gelatin, made usually from hide, and conforming to
the specifications of the Bureau of (Cheinistry promulgated under the
Pure Food and Drugs Act, which require that the gelatin shall be
clean and free from odor, that only traces of heavy metals, such as
arsenic, copper, and zinc shall be present, and that the manufacture
shall be carried out in a sanitary manner.
(f) Photographic or emulsion gelatin, suitable for use in the
manufacture of photographic plates and films. 'he requirements
for photographic gelatin are more exacting than for any other use,
requiring greater care in manufacture, so that the cost .I manufacture and-selling price of photographic gelatin exceeds even that of
food gelatin.
Glues are used primarily as an adhesive in the manufacture of
furniture, toys. and many other articles, plywoods and veneers.
leather belts, f(r the sizing of paper, for bookbindinlg, for fastening
emery, sand, or other abrasives in the manufacture of abrasive paper
and cloths. Glue is also an essential ingredient in the composition of
match heads. Gelatin is used for stiffening straw hats and cloths, in
the manufacture of ice cream and other food preparations, in the

I

.,

i ,
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manufacture of capsules for the administration of medicine, and in
court-plasters, inks, and photographic plates, and for many other
purposes.
Other preparations with adhesive properties like glue are loosely
called glues--for example, marine glue, which is a resinous preparation; starch and dextrin glues! an casein glues. The casein glues
are the strongest competitor oi gelatin glues.
(flue Size is made by dissolving solid glue in water, or it may be
the water solution ot glue obtained by treating the animal matter
with water. It is used chiefly for sizing paper.
Isinglass is a preparation of the "sound " or swimming bladder of
the sturgeon and other fish. The principal ingredient of isinglass
is converted into gelatin on boiling with water. Russian isinglass
is the most valued find. It has been used chiefly for clarifying wine,
beer, and other liquids.
Agar-agar, commonly called Bengal or Japanese isinglass, is a
dried seaweed obtained largely from Singapore. It is soluble in hot
water, and on cooling the solution forms a thick gelatinous jelly. It
is used chiefly as a culture media for bacteria. Agar-agar differs
from other products in paragraph 39 in that it is a vegetable, not
an animal product.
I
Casein glue is prepared from casein (par. 1598). It is of recent
introduction, being used largely during the war on airplanes because of its water-resisting proprties. 1'he strength of casein glue
is equal to that of medium grade animal glues.
Pioduction.-The material used in the manufacture of glue may
be divided into three classes-hide, bone, and fish stock. The glue
made from fish stock is always sold in liquid form, and is obtained
from these prepared materials by extraction with hot water. The
glue solution is clarified, concentrated if necessary, and allowed to
cake or "jell" in rectangular tanks. These cakes are then cut into
the desired sizes and dried in an oven. The dried glue is cut, broken,
or pulverized as desired..
The capital of 57 establishments engaged primarily in the mnallufacture of glue in 1914 was $17,162,000; output was valued at $18,733,000. Of this value 80 per cent was produced in Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania. Glue to the value of $5,992,879 was produced by firms engaged in other manufactures, making a
total of $19,725,879 in 1914. _The present output is estimated at 10,000,000 pounds annually. Of the output of glue in 1914, slaughtering and meat-packing concerns produced 15.7 per cent and fertilizer
manufactures 5.75 per cent. The production supplies at least 85
per cent of the domestic consumption. In 1919, according to preliminary figures, the output of 61 establishments was valued at
$32,084,000, or about double the 1914 production.
Imnport# of glue for 1910 to 1918, inclusive, have been between
6,000,000 and 8,000,000 pounds, increasing sharply to over 22,000,000
in 1914. The imports decreased to about 2,000,000 pounds in 1918
(fiscal year). The Import of gelatin prior to 1914 averaged a little
over 1,000,000 pounds per year. In 1914 and 1915 over 2,000,000
pounds were imported. The combined import of glue and gelatin
in 1914 was in value 18 per cent of the domestic production.
Imports of glue during the calendar year 1920 were largely in the
classes "valued at not above 10 cents per pound" and "valued above
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20' cents per pound," the imports in each class being about 1,000,000
pounds. Imports of gelatin since 1918 have been almost wholly in
the class valued above 25 cents per pound. In recent years imports
of glue were chiefly from Belgium, Chile, and India, and imports
of gelatin from the Netherland, Belgium, and France.
Imports of glue size since 1918 have been negligible.
Imports of isinglass and other fish ,sounds between 1914 and 1918
ranged from 11,906 pounds in 1915 to 85,806 pounds in 1914. Those
of agar-agar from 1915 to 1918 averaged per year about 880,000
pounds, valued at a little more than $100,000.
Imports of manufactures of which gelatin is the component material of chief value reached a maximum of $492,498 in 1918. Dur.
ing the war they were valued at less than $100,000. Later statistics
folow:
Value.
I

Qu aty.

Calesdar year.

A
Unit v#lue tt Dty .dtyvalorim
rote.

GLUE.

9
1
19 ..............

1

741,778
18.....................
1.........................
900, 07

2,483,978

9m....)...........................

1921(h...

Pour~4.Per

.. . .

51686

10.7
.68

$173,49M
211, 789
500,252

.88

4, 22'6

I

$V778
370

...

cm,.
.....

748

GELATIN.

8D,07

191.
191

$31,788.............
.71

9...........
447,5M5
240,448
... %
t1880
O
,14t,796
1=.......0.. 06*Z0.
1,3338........
11
80420
1921 (m
nts)

678
.70

8004M
2U6

0...

..* ..06..

ISINGLASS AND OTHER FISH SOUNDS.
1918.............
1 ...................
,1

...........

..............

I

14,477
1

6,0

86t485T10.41

$1,41

25

.83

TO
on

25

in5

.99

36,265

25

6,41

AGAR-AGAR.

201,594
1918 .....................................
1919................
.......
I
440
192 ............................... 24A337
278,447
1921 (9moth ..................

100,457
X84,98
148.

1 ,577

20
1.42 s ,891
.86,
20
:536 9t,71,)
.

' ........

MANUFACTURES OF WHICH GELATIN IS THE COMPONENT MATERIAL OF CHIEF

VALUE.

....

1918 ..................................

1919.........................................
OS... *....
..
s. .:....
1920 (9.....
00.....6...6...
1921
months) ............

.....................

,

11,341 ...........

19
0..........19,373
9M2
i,40......
:

23,095 .......

.......

,
2V

Export.-The export of glue from 1910 to 1915, inclusive, averaged about 2,600,000 pounds per year, and during 1916-1918 were
between 4,000,000 and 5,000,000 pounds. It was in value 1.8 per cent

Vv

,:~,

-

I
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of the domestic production of glue and gelatin in 1914. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
(..... )............................
.......
....

L

S 0@o&
$1,IZOS7

19to
1918

1919

8486,16 7
811080,777

IVA

1921

1920

(9 months)

18,56,481
8S,4i4,B?

1 IW on
R300075

Exports in recent years have been chiefly to Canada, England,
and Germany.
Important change in olaeiftatowi.--Casein glue has been men0
tioned specifically for the first time.
In the act of 1913 (par. 34) the duty on glue and gelatin is based
on the value, of the imported product. Durig the times of fluctuating prices this specification causes a change in the tariff treatment
of the various grades and is a temptation to undervalue imports.
It is unpracticable to write a definition suitable for incorporation in
the tariff law which would distinguish glue and gelatin. It was
therefore suggested by the Tariff Commission that no attempt be
made to distinguish glue from gelatin and that a compound rate of
duty be applied to these products. This suggestion was incorporated in

.

. 7456.

of 1913
34, act
in paragraph
fish sounds"
"prepared
phrase towasThechanged
fish sounds,
cleaned, split,
or otherwise
prepared'
in order to include fish sounds so treated, which had been held
exempt from duty under paragraph 419, act of 1913 (United State
v. Brown 10 Ct. Cust. Appls., 47, of 1920). (Reclassification Report, p.

4.)

PARAGRAPH 40.
SENATE AMENDMBNTS.
JL 7458.
R.
PAB. 40. Glycerin, crude, 1 cent per
pound; refined, 8 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 35. Glycerin, crude, not puriPAR. 24. Glycerin, crude, not purlfied, one cent per pound; refined, fled, 1 cent per pound; refined, 2 cents
per pound.
three cents per pound.
GLYCERIN.

(See Survey A--4.)

)eeri8ption and u88.--Glycerin is a heavy, sweet, sirupy liquid.
The tariff classification recognizes two grades--crude and refined.
There are, however, several divisions of these grades iff commerce.
The most important grades of the crude are "soap-lye crude glycerin," containing about 80.per cent of glycerin, an I "crude saponification glycerin," containing about 8 to 90 per cent. The two
important grades of the refined are "dynamite glycerin" and
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"chemically pure glycerin." The dynamite grade has a slightly
yellowish color and is obtained from crude glycerin by one purification or distillation. The chemically pure grade is water white and
has been purified by repeated distillation. The largest use of glycerin is in the manufacture of nitroglycerin for making dynamite.
It is used as a solvent, preservative, medicinal, sweetening agent, in
nonfreezing liquids, and in the arts.
Productwn.--Glycerin is obtained exclusivel as a by-product of
the soap, candle, and stearic-acid industries. The raw material for
these industries (fats and fatty oils) contain glycerin in chemical
combination with fatty acids.'
The domestic production of refined glycerin in 1914 was 60,944799
pounds, of whiz 59,810,405 pounds were sold at $10,779,204. i'he
domestic production of crude glycerin is less than one-half the output of the refined. The marketed crudegycerin in 1914 was 16,568,
920 pounds, valued at $2,278,976. This oes not include'the quantity
refined in the plants where produced. The marketed production in
1919 (preliminary figures) was: Refined glycerin, 64,842,800 pounds.
valued at $20,724,000, and crude glycerin, 21,304,300 pounds, valued
at $2,961,600.
Import.-The normal imports of crude glycerin have been be.
tween 30,000,000 and 40,000,000 pounds annually, 50 per cent coming
from England and France. Since the war the imports of crude
glycerin have decreased to 1,875,531 pounds in 1918. From 1910 to
1918 the imports of refined glycerin were very small, amounting to
less than 500,000 pounds per year. This indicates that with the
existing differential in the duties on the two grades it is cheaper
to import crude glycerin and do the refining in this country than to
import the refined. The imports of crude glycerin are supplementary to, rather than competitive with, the domestic product, as
the demand is much larger than the domestic output. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Unit value. Duty.

Value.

Eiquiva.
lent ad
valorem.

CRUDE.

1918 .......

...........

1910
.......................
192 ...........................
1921 (9 months) ...................

Pounds.

1,087,163

3,584,237
22,272,2
2,575,315

$467,418

I

417,774
2,912,430
375,345

Perceuw.

2.33
36,642
8 53
.12
7.65
222,722
.13
.15.............

$0.43

$10,872

REFINED.
1918 .................................

137,820

39,069
1919 .................................
5,381,737
1920 .......................................

1921 (9 months)..

....................

510,171

$78,487

4,471
1,1700 30i

95,104 ,

50.57
.11
.22

$2,757

781

107,66

3.1

17.47
9.'20

.19 ...........

1f'xpcn't8 in 1918, the first recorded, were 2!045,991 pounds, valued
lit $10,587.531, 90 per .ent going to Italy. This was chiefly a war
condition, as shown in the following table which gives statistics for
calendar years.

I
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Y...................................

pomnds..1

¢slu0 ...............................................

21,7. 1,7'

$11,766,M3

3,963,392

1,

1920
1,742,708

4

monthsh)
1,150,146

194,417

In postwar years exports were chiefly to Japan, Canada, Chino,

and Cuba.

PARAGRAPH 41.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
VAH. 41. Ink, and, Ink powders not
specially provided for, 20 per centum
Rd valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

*

PAR. 26. Ink and Ink powders.

twenty-five per centuin ad valorem.

PAR. 37. Ink and Ink powders, 15 per
centunti

ad valorem.

INK AND INK POWDERS.
(See Survey A-9.)

Demciption and uwe&.-The most important ink is black printing

ink used in newspaper and book printing. It is composed of finely
divided lampblack ground in a varnish composed of linseed oil, rosin
oil, a drier, a thinner, and other materials such as soap. In colored
inks for printing and lithographing the .lampblack is replaced by a
color lake, a pigment derived from a coal-tar dye, or in the case of
some blues, by a mineral pigment such as Prussian blue. Black
writing inks are usually composed of tannate of iron and a gum dis.
solved in water. Blue writing inks or fluids are usually composed of
a mineral pigment such as Prussian blue (which has been chemically
treated to make it water soluble) dissolved in water and oxalic acid.
Writing inks, other than blacks and most blues are composed of a
coal-tar dye and a gum dissolved in water In inis used for fountain
pens the rum is usually omitted. Ink powders or tablets are soluble
coal-tar dyes, and upon the addition of water form a writing fluid.
These powders may also be used in other products where a soluble

color is required.
Production of writing inks in 1914 amounted to over $2,500,000,
and printing inks valued at approximately $14,000,000 were also produced by American manufacturers. In 1919, according to preliminary figures, the output of writing inks was $6,434,000 and of printin "ink $26,28,000.
for 1910Import.-The average annual import of writing i
ink
printer's
of
and
$4,402)
of
1918 was valued at $21,983 (revenue
oi
import
The
for the same period, at $11,155 (revenue $1,899).
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writing and printin iks in 1914 was less than one-tenth of 1 per
cent of domestic production. Later statistic follow:
Velamaryw.Valuo.1

Duty.

IAd
n*ISO

WAITING .A" 0O1PY7140 INKS.
1918 .....................................................................
......... 919......................

$13j 3
16,116

192 ( mou) .................................................

Perc#W.
16
16

2I004
2 2071

3. .........

16

190'
s0
16,220
2,264
406 ......

16
16
16

PRINTERS' INK.

1918
............................. . .................
...... . . .
1919........................0.......
1920.........I......................
1921 (9 MOnta)................. .......

..

ALL OTHER INKS AND IN !4 "OWDXR.
1918.
.............................
1919....................................
1920 ......................................................
1921 (9 montha)................................................

$61
41....
1:Z2211
10,8657 I1,09
91170

1
16
s1
is

i

...

'Quantlty is not given.

Ewporta of printing ink for 1910-1918 have averaged $525,106, and
the average export of all other inks for the same period was valued
at $242,418. Later statistics follow:
'rintlug inks. Ali ink

Calendar year.
1918 .....................................................................
1919 .....................................................................
19M
1921 ...................................................................
(9 montla) ...................................................

$ 1 4181
4
1,12,
1,8262_7
776 127

s

8 ,217
9"
',719
356,214

Exports of printing inks are chiefly to China, Argentina, and
Bri, and of all other inks chiefly to Cuba, the Philippines, and
Canada.
.Important ohange8 in clas8ifcaton.-Ink powders have been Hr
ited
to those not specially provided for; those of coil-tar origin are
provided
for in paragraph 26.
PARAGRAPH 42.
H. I. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PaR. 42. Iodine, resubllned, 20 cents
per pound.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 27. Iodine, resublimed, twenty

cents per pound.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 515. Iodine

lined [Free).

0

resub-
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.
(See Survey A-9.)

Deecrft'ion aidues..--Jodine, a nonmetallic element, is a grayish
or purplish-blak solid which volatilizes easily, giving off a violetcolored vapor. It does not occur free in nature, but its salts are
widely distributed in small amounts and are always present in sea
water and in some mineral springs. The principal source of iodine
is found in sodium nitrate beds of Chile. Iodine is-used directly and
in the form of iodine compounds in medicine. The compounds are
also employed in photography. About 80 per cent of the domestic
consumption is probably made into sodium and potassium iodides.
Crude iodine is provided for in paragraph 1588, page 1335.
Prodwtionof iodine is not commercially important in the United
States, although small amounts have been produced from kelp on the
Pacific coast. Exports of iodine from Chile prior to the war were
about 1,000,000 pounds, increasing to a maximum of 3,000,000 pounds
in 1916 and then decreasing to 2,000,000 pounds in 1918. Chile's
potential production as a by-product of nitrate refining is three to
four times these amounL Output in Japan tripled from 1913 to
484,138 pounds in 1917.
Imports of crude iodine are chiefly from Chile. These increased
from 195,030 pounds in 1914 to 1,726,72 pounds in 1917, but dropped
to 200,448 pounds in 1918. Imports from Japan were 1,500 pounds
in 1915, but increased to 58,092 pounds in 1918. Recent statistics of
imports of crude iodine follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ................................................................. . 391,788
1919 ............................................................
1,261,088
190 ............................................................

19 1(

o t s).......................................................

V".

Unit
I. value.

$93, 719

2,386,22
547,0M9
839,1l 1,411,5

291,171

$2.03

1.91
1.88
2.21

Imports of resublimed iodine have been negligible the maximum
was Ir.,550 pounds in 1918 (calendar year), vatluedl at $49,588.
A.xpoit,.-.Statistics not available.
lmportal rhanqes in as1sfiflation.-Resublinied iodine is exempt
trom duty under the aet of 1913 (par. 515).
PARAGRAPH 48.
SENATE AMEINDMBNTW.

H. 3. 7400.
PA&. 48. Bromine aad all bromine
compounds not specially provided for,
10 cents per pound.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 3. *

pounds.

*

* *

*

cheuiea

* and salts

coln-

* * *

not specially provided for in this sec-

'AR. 433. Broiln (Free).
PAIt. 5. * * * chemical
coIupounds. * * * not specially

tion, twenty-five per centum ad valo- provided for in this section, 15 per
rein;

*

*

*.

centum ad valorem.
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BROMINE AN) BROMINE (OMI'OUNDS.
(N." Sorvey Fio-8.)

Description,(tt' tmes.-Bromine is one of the chemical elements.
It is a dark reddish-brown, highly corrosive liquid, giving off heavy,
irritating vapors. It is reducee( here almost entirely from natural
brine in connection with the salt industry. Bromine is used in the
manufacture of certain coal-tar dyes and bromine compounds- the
latter are employed principally in photography and medicine. buring the World War bromine and some of its compounds were used in
gas warfare.
Owing to the corrosive nature of bromine and consequent dangers
attending transportation, it enters commerce largely in the form
of its salts-sodium bromide, potassium bromide, and ammonium
bromide.
Produtio& of bromine in the United States in 1913 was 572,000
pounds, increased to a maximum of 1,854,971 pounds* valued at
$1,234,969 in 1919, and then decreased to 1,160,584 pounds(valued at
$745,381, n 1920. Germany is the only other important producer
and prior to the war ranked first with an output in 1912 of 1,909,184
pounds. Domestic figures include bromine content of various
bromine compounds, such as sodium and potassium bromide. Production in the United States is as a by-product of the salt industry.
and in Germany a byproduct of refining potash salts at Stassfurt.
The output of sodium bromide from 1918 to 1920 has been around
500 short tons, valued at $500,000. It is produced by absorbing free
bromine in a solution of sodium carbonate. Thie production of
potassium bromide in 1918 was 666,119 pounds. of which 616,232
pounds, valued at $551,079, were sold.
Import statistics of bromine and its compounds are not available
except for 1914, when only 361 pounds of potassium bromide, valued
at $200, were imported.
Export.--Large quantities of bromine were exported to Great
Britain, France, and Italy in 1918 during the war at which time
these countries were largely dependent on the UniteA States.
Important changes in "a8sification.-Bromine is provided for
specifically in the free list of the act of 1913 as " bromin" (par. 438).
Because of its corrosive nature, bromine is usually shipped in the
form of its various compounds. The provision for bromine was
broadened by amendment on the floor'of the louse of Representatives so as to include the various compounds of bromine.

PARAGRAPH 44.
H. R. 706.
PAS. 44. Lead: Acetate, white. 3
cents per pound; acetate, brown, gray,
or yellow, 21 cents per pound; nitrate,

21 cents per pound; arsenate, resinate,
and all other lead compounds not specially provided for, 80 per centum ad
valorem.

SENATS'AMENDMENTS.

SUMARY OF; TARIFF, INFORMATION, 192L

P#.

08. r d: Acetate of, white,

three cents per pound; brown, gray,
or yellow, two cents per pound; nitrate
of, two and one-fourth cents per
pound; * * *.
PA& S.
pounds,

* * * chemical

PARi. 57, [ad, acetate of,'white, and

nitrate of, It cents per pound; acetate
of, brown, gray, or yellow :1 cent per
pound; all other lead couA)iouw not
specially provided for In thIs section,

com- 20 per centum ad valorem.
* and salts, * * *

not specially provided for. in this sec-

tlion, tweuty fve per centum ad va*

lorem;

LAM

;

COMPOUNDS.

,

(Sft survey A-IS.)
LV.AD ACXTATU.

Descrptiw&and ues.-Lead acetate, often called sugar of lead,
is the most soluble of the common lead salts. It is on the market as
(1) white" or pure acetate of lead and (2) brown (also gray
or 'yellow") acetate of lead, an impure grade of the lead salt.
White acetate of lead is also known and sold as "crystals," while the
brown grade is called "granular." Other qualities of both the white
and brown acetate of lead, are sold as brokee" or "broken cakes",
Lead
is one of the most important of lead salts. It is used
in theacetate
manufacture
of pigments and in the preparation of alum
mordants for dyeing cloth and some fibers; in medicine, in the
preparation of insecticides, and in chemicd laboratories as-a reagent.
The basic lead acetate is used to some extent foi weighting silk.
Produeion.--Lead acetate is usually made by the action of acetiq
acid upon litharge. In the production of "brown" sugar of lead,
)yroligneous acid (crude acetic acid or wood vinegar) is used.. The
brown color is due to the dissolved impurities i pyroligneous acid.
Lead acetate may also be made directly froin nietallic, lead or! white
lead.. ~Basic lead acetate is prepared by dissolving litharge in aCmtiO
acid. The output in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 4,183,600:
pounds, valued at $552,400.
Import oflead acetate prior to the war were sporadic and negligible compared with domestic production. They reached a maximum of 128,433 pounds in 1914. During the war and through the
first nine months of 1921 there were practically no imports of lead
acetate.
Exporta,--Statistics not available.
LRAD NIThhTEt

De*c.ipbo and i.e.--Lead nitrate is the compound formed by

the action of nitric acid on litharge, and usually costs more than lead
acetate due to the higher cost of nitric acid. It is used in dyeiing
and calico printing, for the production of mordants, in insecticides,
in the manufacture of matches and lead chromate pigments. ,
Produdti'.-Lead nitrate is made by dissolving some form of
lead, usually litharge, in dilute nitric acid and crysiallizing the lead
nitrate from th solution. Statistics are combined with "all other
lead compounds," page 180."
8=04-22---9
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Imports of lead nitrate prior to the war were less than 200,000
p ound, and during the war years practically ceased. Since the war,
maximum import has been about 4,000 pounds during the first
nine months of 1921, notavailable.
Expori--Statistics not available,

IAD AUSENAT&

Description and wee.-Lead arsenate is a white, crystalline compound, which is extremely poisonous, and hence is used chiefly in the
manufacture of insecticides.
Prodution-Itis made by the action of a soluble lead salt on a
solution of sodium arsenate, with subsequent concentration and crystallization. Domestic production in 1914 amounted to 8,641,900
pounds, valued at $511,700. In 1919 (preliminary figures) the out.
put was 11,465,800 pounds, valued at $2,090,800.
i4mports and exporte.---tatistics not available.
important cAaaes in :o
ion%--.-Mentione(1 specifically for
the first time.
LAWl RFINATE.

Pescptipon and uses.-,wLead resinate is one of the most important
of the paint and varnish driers. It is a yellowish white, poisonous
paste, and is used also as i drier in printing inks. Contrasted with
manganese and cobalt driers, lead resinate gives toughness of film
with no darkening effect, rather than speed in drying. There are
two grades, precipitated and fused.
Poduction..-'he precipita ted grade is made by heating a solu.
tion of lead acetate and rosin oil. , The f used grade is made by heating litharge and rosin., Since the war domestic manufacturers have
been able to fill all demands.
Imports in 1914 were' 61,107 pounds of precipitated lead resinate,
valued at $1,099, and 56,560 pounds of the fused resinate, valued at
$4,799. Imports for recent years are not available, but the quantity
has not been large.'
Export.-Statistics not available.
important oeangee in clesifoation.--New specific provision.
ALL OTIU

AD COMPOUNDS.

Fortyix different lead compounds were imported during 1914,

but only 13 of these in amounts greater than $100 in value. There
are a few salts of lead not specially provided for in the act of 1913
which are commercially important. Lead salts are used as reagents
in chemical laboratories, in paint driers, and for the manufacture of
rubber but the quantities required are usually small.
Production in the United States of lead acetate, lead nitrate, and
other lead compoukids, for the calendar year 1914 was 7290,936
pounds, valued at $474,430. In 1919 (preliminary figures) the output of lead salts (exclusive of arsenate and acetate) was valued at
$335,500. Germany, Great Britain, Belgium, and France manufacture lead salts and other ead components in considerable quantities,

1
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Importa of all other lead compounds in 1914 were 102,899 pounds
valued at $9,848. Imports decreased greatly during the war, and
since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.
Poued.
4,510

1918 .......................................
1919 .......................................

Value.

1= ....................................
1921 (Omonths) ...........................

.

Unit value. Duty.

$242

6, 970

1,039

14, 061
276

2,307
61

.14

rate.

$48

Per ctw.
20

461
.........

20
20

a0

.16
.22

Ad
valorem

208

2)

JExport .- Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 45.
H. B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

Pax. 45. Licorice, extracts of, in
pastes, rolls, or other forms, 25 per,
centum ad valorem.
ACT'D0

1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PA. 29. Licorice, extracts of, In
paste, rolls, or other forms, two and

one-half cents per pound.

PAR. 40'. Licorice, extracts of, in
pastes, rolls, or other forms, 1 cent
per pound.

l1iosICZ EXTRACT.
(See Survey A-10.)

Description and uwe--Lievrice extract is a dried decoction of
licorice xoot. It is sold as a "paste" in cases of 250 to 400 pounds
and as stick or roll licorice in small cylinders 6 to 9 inches long and
one-half to 1 inch in thickness. The paste is used almost entirely in
chewing tobacco, and the roll and sticdforms in pharmacy and con.
fectionery.
Productio.-Licorice extract is extensively produced in Italy.
Lesser amounts are manufactured in Russia, Spain, Turkey, and other
European countries. It is also extensively manufactured in America
from the imported root, and it is prepared chiefly by tobacco manufacturers for their own use. American production is characterized
by a higher type of mechanical process than that used abroad, which
is chiefly dqpendent upon cheap hand labor. The root yields about
one-fifth of its weight in extract. The production of extract in the
United States may-be estimated from the root imported to be about
17,000,000 pounds annually. Imports of licorice extract are usually
of a high grade, and are used mainly in pharmacy.
Imports come chiefly from Spain. They have continued to increase
tinder the successively decreasing rates of recent acts. Trade in this
product has also grown at the expense of that of licorice root, owing
to the greater bulk of the latter and the shipping restrictions imposed
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under war conditions. During the,yelkr 1909, when it was dutiable at
4jcents a pound, 520,446 pounds of licorice extract entered. For the
years 1910-1913, at 21 cents a pound, the average annual #mount was
820,205 pounds. During the years 1915-1918, when it was dutiable at
1 cent per pound, the average annual imports increased to 1,162,437
pounds. Revenues have decreased with the diminution in rate. For
1909-1913 they avenged $22,244 annually; for 1915-1918, $11,624.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
399,1 46
1,871,1I
796,a378
58
802,4 68

1918 .......................................
1919 mont....
...........................
19....0..........................
1921 (9 months)......................

Unit value.

$14 M69
581,90
730, 7M
295,078

Equira.
lent ad
Valorem.-

Duty.

Per "otl.
ISO
1.50
2.46

8.40

,3,991
.67
8.712'
.41
179t14
.28............

Export,.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 460,
SENATE AXENDXENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR.

pound.

46. Lime, citratA of, 7 cents per
ACT 02 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

613. Lime, citrate of [Free].

PA. 41. Lime. citrate of, 1 cent per

pound.

OITRATB OF LIME.

(See Survey A-I.),

Deriptinad uses.-Citrat of,lime is an intermediate substance
obtained in the manufacture of citric acid from the juice of lemons
or other citrus fruits. It is used only for the manufacture of citric
acid.
Domestic produetion.-Citrate of lime is produced in California
from cull lemons, but in amounts much below imports. (See par. 1,

p. 13')

'

ImportR for the fiscal year 1913 amounted to 5,526,954 pounds,
valued at $756,309. Imports increased in 916 to 8,127,364 pounds.
valued at $1,763,652, and yielding a revenue of $81278. Imported
citrate of lime comes almost entirely from 'Sicily. Latdr statistics
follow:
FEquiva-

Calendar year.

i1

...........
...............
10 (, o1s.1.......
.............
....
n............)...
1921 (9 m outs

Quantity.
Pou .
2,901,35
m,
2.....
,t4001W
754,06

VJaue.

Unit vaue. Duty.

lent ad

valorem.

IPcc ez*.
,812
3,027,rA4.1
116,157

80 i.s 186,614
.,
..
.15

.83
2..

..........
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ExWports,-Statistics not available.
Suggested changes.-The rates of duty between citrate of lime (7
cents per pound) and citric acid in paragraph 1 (12 cents per pound)
are maladjusted. Citrate of lime is a raw material used for the
manufacture of citric acid, 2 pounds of citrate of lime being required
to produce I pound of citric acid; hence a duty of 7 cents per pound
on citrate of lime is equivalent to 14 cents per pound on the citric-acid
content which is 2 cents greater than the duty provided for citric
acid. therefore manufacturers engaged in converting citrate of lime
into citric acid are placed at a disadvantage of 2 cents per pound in
purchasing their raw material, as compared with imported citric acid.
PARAGRAPH 47.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDXENTI

PAR. 47. Magnesium: Carbonate, precipitated, 21 cents per pound; chloride,
three-fourths of I cent per pound; sulphate or Epsom salts, one-half of 1
(*nt per pound; oxide, medicinal, 7
cents per pound; calcined magnesia
not suitable for medicinal use and calPined magnesite, Including dead buried
and grain, three-fourths of I cent per
lound : and ingntsite, crude or
ground, one-half of 1 cent per pound.
ACT OF 1909,

ACT O

'A. 31. Magnesia and carbonate of.
medicinal, three cents per pound; calelned, medicinal, seven cents per
pound; sulphate of, or Epsom salts,
one-fifth of one cent per pound.
PA R. 3. * *
* chemical comjIiiti)(i,
* * * 031(1 salts, * * *
not speclal!y provided for in this seetion. twenty-five per centum ad valorem; *
*.
PAN. 618. MBlgneslte, crude or calc;ned, not purified [Free].

1913.

PAR. 42. Magnesia: Calcined, 3j
cents jer pound; carbonate of, precipitated, 11 cents per pound; sulphate
of, or Epsom salts, Y cent per pound.
PAR. 5. , * * cemlcal * * *
conllpouni(1,
*
* and salts,
* ** * not special provided for In
this section, 15 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 539. Magneslte, crude or calcined, not purified (Free].

MAGNESIUM COM POUNDS.

(See Survey A-10.)
MAGNESIUM CARBONATE, PRECIPITATED.

Iesct'iptiot ad ues.-Magnesium carbonate is a white insoluble
substance. The pure product, is used in medicine3 in tooth and face
powders metal and glass polishes, and in some paints. Crude carbonate is used extensively as an insulating covering for furnaces and
steam pipes.
Production in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 2,064,700 pounds,
valued at $85,700.
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Imports in 1914 were 58,083 pounds, chiefly from E ngland. They
decreased during the war, and since then have been as follows:
~EquivaValue.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Unit
, value. Duty.

Ptro'.

...
..................................................................
1918
$
W.'a
22
11101
1.5,094
1919...........................
224
.10
1,511
14,930
WO ..........................

1911 (9 months) ..........................

1,701

15,172

lent ad
vaomn.
Per cw.

.......
.94
1481

.11 ....................

Exports.--Statistics not available.
MAGNESIUM . CHLOIDN

Description,and ues.-Magnesiuni chloride--an important magnesium compound'is used as a raw material for the manufacture
of metallic magnesium, which is fast becoming of great industrial
importance. It is also used along with calcined magnesia in making
oxychloride cement, which serves for floors, artificial marble, and
stucco work.
Production.-Itwas not produced in this country prior to the war.
Our needs were supplied by imports from Germany, where it is
obtained as a by-prod uct in the purification of potash salts at Stassfurt. A large production was developed in the United States during the war, chiefly as a by-product of the salt industry, particularly
from the salt brines in Michigan. Statistics of production are not
available.
Imports for 1914 were as follows: Commercial crystals, 2,515,752
pounds, valued at $11,233, 75 per cent from Germany- chemically
pure crystals, 3,030,936 pounds, valued at $34,180, and chemically
pure anhydrous, 35,438 pounds, valued at $1,513, all from Germany.

Imports since 1918 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Pounds.
1918 .......................................
1919 .......................................
19 .......................................
1921 (9 months) .........................

13,076
11,200
44,334
4,263,941

Value.

Unit value.

$1,19
W
7,098
48,518

Duty.

243
IQ 12
81
.05
1,05
.01
.01 ..........

Ad
valorem
rate.

Per tem.

Is
1

I

15
1

Exports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in clasification.-Because of its importance

for industrial uses and the fact that it was imported in large quantities prior to the war, magnesium chloride was specially provided
for.
MAONESIUM SULPHATH (EPSOM SALTH).

Description and uwes.-Magnesium sulphate (Epsom salts) is a
white, crstalline salt which is readily soluble in water. It is used
extensively for sizing cotton goods and for weighting silks, paper,
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and leather. The purified magnesium sulphate is used inthe manufacture of laxative mineral water and for medicinal use.
Produ4ion in 1914 was 29,25,115 pounds, valued at. $297,000.
The 1919 production was double that of 1914, or 58,696,000 pounds,
valued at $1,497,000 (preliminary figures). Some natural deposits
of Epsom salts, which before the war could not compete with the
imported product, are now being worked. Germany produces enormous quantities as a by-product from the Stassfurt potash deposits.
Imports in 1914 were 13,549,599 pounds, chiefly fMM Gerviany.
Later statistics follow:
cahendar year.

Quantity.

..............................
1918
1919 ..............

Pov~
2,03
17,647

1921 (9months) ............................

8,282, 870

1920 ......................................

1,803,769

Duty.
lent ad
Unit value. CEquiva
valorum,'

Value.

19
1,473

06,44

Per rmt.
LO
$2
1.20
18
2.0
.04
1,804
.01 ...... ........

K810
.06

69221

Expo't.--Statistiq not available.
MAONNSIUM OXIDE AND CALCINED MAONESIA.

Description ad u-8e.-The term magnesia. refers to maguesium
oxide. The term calcined magnesia is sometimes confused with cal.
cined magnesite because of similar chemical composition. Strictly
speaking, calcined magnesia is restricted to those grades of magnesium oxide obtained from other magnesium salts, or by chemical
processing of dolomite rather than to the more impure product obtained by calcination of magnesite (see calcined magnesite p. 130).
Magnesium oxide, inedicina l, is prepared by calcination oi precipitated magnesium carbonate and must conform to specifications of
the United States Pharmacopwia. Technical calcined magnesia is
used largely as an insulating material.
Prodiwttw' of magnesium oxide, calcined, in 1919 (preliminary
figures) was 9,031,600 pounds, valued at $1,176,860. It is likely that
this production was chiefly from magnesite.
imports of calcined magnesia before the war ranged between
60,000 and 110,000 pounds per year. They decreased greatly during
the war to about 12,000 pounds in 1918 (fiscal year). Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

1916 ......................................
1919 ...............................
1920 ...............................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Quantity.
Pown".
423
22,637
26, g5Q
18992

Value.

$312
1,358
9,0
5,042

Unit value.

ad.
Duty. valent
valorem.

Per tw.
4.74
ft 74
$5
7921
6g
.50
940
10.34
.34
.26 ...................

Export.-Statistics not available.
Importnd changes in cla08ifcation.-Calcined magnesia (par. 42,
act of 1913) was changed to "magnesium oxide medicinal," because
of the difficulty in distinguishing the technical grades oi calcined
magnesia from calcined magnesite, which is free of duty under par.

4
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-graph 539, act of 1913. Under the act of 1909 calcined magneia wa
restricted to the medicinal grade; Because t their similar chemical
Composition, calcined magnesia and calcined magnesito have been
given the same tariff treatment. (Reclassification Report, pp.52,58.)
Sugjgested chansge.-Pape 16,, paragraph 47, line 21: 'Insert "4or
caloined magnesia "after, 'oxide,' so as to provide, specifically for
both the med itiknal and the noneiinal forinsr
Page 16, paragraph 47 line, 22: Insert "o xide or P before cal.
eined magneMa not suitable.'o
MAGNE8IT

CRUDE, AROUND, AND CALCINE.D.

(See Survey FL-24.)
Deacription and W4e8.-Magnesite is a natural carbonate of magnesium. When pure it contains 52.4 per cent carbon dioxide (CO,)
and 47.6 per cent magnesia (MgO). it is harder and heavier than
limestone, which it most nearly resembles. Calcined magnesite is a
highly refractory material which has no thoroughly satisfactory substitute in the open-hearth process for making steel. Caustic magnesite is the calcined product which still contains 3 to 8 per cent of
carbon dioxide. It is used chiefly with magnesium chloride (see
8upra) in oxychloride cement for floors, artificial marble and stucco
work. Dead-burned, magnesite has had all traces of carbon dioxide

removed. It comes in the form of brick and grains and is used a

lining for furnaces., We consume the largest amount, having used

60 per cent of the world output in 1918.
Productiom-Before the war fully 90 per cent of the domestic
supply of crude magnesite was imported. In 1917 the domestic consumption was over 355,000 tons, valued at more than $3,700,000.
Eighty-nine per cent was of domestic origin valued at $2,899,818 at
the mines. A new industry was developed in Washington while
that of California was greatly expanded. Production in 1619 decreased to 162 000 tons, due to competition from Canada, and a more
general use oi substitutes, notably burnt dolomite, in metallurgical
plats and even in the paper'pulp trade. In' 1920 there was an
increase to 275,000 tons.
Imported of crude magnesite are from Canada, Austria-Hungary,
Greece, Mexico, and Venezuela. Prior to the war they were fr ly
constant at about 16,000 tons annually, but in 1917 they reached a
maximum of 89,646 tons, valued at $748,951. Imports of calcined
magnesite prior to the war reached a maximum of 172,661 tons,
valued at $1,781,443. They decreased to only 4,724 tons in 1917.
Statistics since 1917 are as follows:
Calendar year.
Crude maneitc
1918 ........................................................
1919
........................................................
100....................................................

Quantity.

.

Von.
4,319
6,97

1921(9 months) .....................................
.8
O
1 . 018 ......................................
..
17.53
.8,45
..
1919.............................................
.
.. 110
I=0...........................aa......
4,00
........................................
1921 (9 i;no

Caldned magnsio:

Value.

Unit valUe.

$71,871
14 311
40,
204

10. 64
18.13
1&56

41, 930
8384
27%721
17,05
179k581

10.93
48.77
8202
22
38.2$
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, ports.-$tatst~e not available.
"l4portantit ckai S 'in Q14efWation.-(See magneqium' oxide and
ealcined magnesia, p. 135.)
e8.-Magnesite in any form is an earthy or mi4Suggested
eral product and not a chemical as are the other products in this
paragraph. Provision for ",calcined magnesite, including deadburned and grain [rate]; and magnesite, crude'or grotind Irate],"
might therefore be transferred to Schedule 2 and gvien a separate
pakagtaph to follow paragraph 204,
KMANOANESE COMIPOUNI.

Bgyetdtedohme.--Manganese resinate, of which 351,809 pounds,
valued at $8,5932 were imported during 1914 is a paint drier of con.
siderably, more importance than lead resinate (par. 44), and is not
mentioned in H. . 7456. It is manufactured by large number of
domestic concerns. Manganese sulphate, crude, was imported in 1914
to the extent of 87,981 pounds, valued at $1,449, and is not mentioned
in the proposed tariff. Manganese borate, of which 170,384 pound.,
valued at $15,738, were imported in 1914, is also not mentioned in
'H. B.17456.
It is suggested that the following paragraph covering manganese
salts be inserted to follow paragraph 47, covering magnesium compounds:
Mu ganese borate, [rate] ; wanganese resinate, Irate] ; manganese sulphate,
[rate]; and other manganese cOmpolnds and salts. iiot specially provided
for, Irate].
PARAGRAPH, 48.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.

PA&. 48: Menthol, 25 per ceiitum ad
valorem; camphor, crude, natural, 1
cent ,per pound; camphor, refined or
synthetic, 6 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

LAR. 43. Menthol, 50, cents 'per
medicinal prepaPAR., 65. *
*
twenty-five per' cen- poupd.
rations *
turn ad valorem: * * *
PAR. 30. Gutsa: * * * (lphor,
PAI. 12. Camphor, refined, and syncrude. natural, 1 cent per pound;
thetic camphor, six cents per pound.
PAR. 527. Camphor, crude, natural camphor, refinled and synthetic, 5vents
*
per iiou1d;
[Free].
MBNTHOL.

(See Survey A-10.)

Deecription and e,.-Menthol, or peppermint crystals, is a medicinalobtained from peppermint oil. Thepure product is sold as
colorless crystals; these have the odor and taste of, peppermint.
Menthol is employed chiefly in solution, including ito use in various
throat and nasal s rays, as a salve (when mixed with petrolatum or
other greases), and in cough drops.
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Produotion.-Mostof the menthol used in the United States is im-

ported from Japan, notwithstanding the fact that the United States
produces over half of the world's supply of peppermint oil. Japanose peppervnint oil contains a larger proportion of methol than the
American and European oils and is, therefore used for menthol production rather than for flavoring purposes. Japanese production of
menthol has increased rapidly from 149,135 pounds, valued at
$275,540, in 1910, to a maximum of 497,318 pounds, valued at $958259,
in 1915, and since then (through 1918) has exceeded 400,000 pounds
annually. The total exports of meithol from Japan for 1910-1917
averaged 304,764 pounds a year. The United States has been the
largest consumer.
Jnport.--Befoge 1913 menthol was not specifically provided for in
the tariff but was dutiable at 25 per cent under One of the general
clauses. In the act of 1913 a specific duty of 50 cents per pound was
imposed. This duty was equivalent to an ad valorein rate of only
- 16.66 per cent in 1914, and this reduction in rates was followed by a
striking increase in the imports. From 1910 to 1913 the imports
had averaged only 43,801 pounds per year and had yielded an average revenue of $40,987. For 1914-1918 imports averaged 145,873
pounds, and the average annual revenue for the same period was
$74,804. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ......................................
1919 ......................................
1920..................................
1921 (9 months) ........................

Pound.

1 87
206179
2 oil
66

Value.

$412,448
1,583 430
1,5864,98
1,488

Unit value. Duty.

8173

5.34
7.00
4.99

Equiva-

lent ad
valorem.
Pr e,*.

$75,440
18.2
148,090
9.35
10%956
5.58
.................

EAports.-Statistics not available.
CAMPHOR.
(See Survey A-9.)

Deecriptiom and uees.-Camphor is a chemical compound derived
either from the distilled wood or other parts of the camphor tree, or
by synthetic processes from turpentine. The act of 1913 recognizes
the classes described as follows:
Crude camphor is obtained by the first distillation of camphor
wood; it contains camphor oil and other impurities and is redistilled or sublimed to produce refined camphor and camphor oil.
Synthetic camphor is usually produced from pinene, the chief constituent of turpentine oil.
Camphor is used chiefly in the manufacture of pyroxylin plastics
and allied products such as photograph films; it is also employed in
pharmacy and medicine, and achieved an extraordinary consumption during the influenza epidemic.
Producotao--Commercial camphor is chiefly produced by the Japanese in.Formosa through a Government monopoly which practically
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controls the world trade. Formerly much exported in a crude
condition, it is now usually refined in Formosa or Japan. Annual
exports of Japanese camphor in recent years are estimated at between 5,000,000 and 7,000,000 pounds, of which about five-sixths is
from Formosa. Camphor is also commercially produced in China,
but wasteful methods have diminished its supply. The camphor
tree has been introduced into India, Java, southern Europe, and
also into Florida, but without important commercial results in
camphor production. Refining is carried on in this country chiefly by
the manufacturers of pyroxylin plastics, the principal consumers.
Camphor oil, a by-product of refining, is important in perfume
manufacture. Synthetic camphor has been rather extensively manufactured in Germany, and about 1907 was also produced here; but the
fall of cainphor prices eliminated the American industry and probably damaged that abroad. Production of synthetic cani'phor in this
country was established again during the war, but was discontinued
following the signing of the armistice, due to low prices of natural
camphor. It is now reported (December, 1921) that production will
be resumed again.
1iprte of crude camphor, 1909-1913, averaged 2,875,396 pounds,
valued at $861,0'29. During 1915-1918 an average of 4,658,483
pounds, valued at $1,427,311, is reported. Imports of refined
camphor, 1909-1913, averaged 425,403 pounds, valued at $148,112;
and for 1915-1918, 2,281,035 pounds, valued at $996,145. Insignificant amounts of synthetic camphor were imported in 1915 and 1917.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

I

JI

vlu.
aUnit Duty.

Equlvant ad

valorem.

CRUDE CAMPHOR.
Poutds.

1918 ................................
1919............................

IW...............................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

3,474,282

$1,547,180, 1

.44

3,7186

,012,782

1.34

,67,320

6,43

714 713

3 ,748

92

267

Pfr cen1.

37,,17
M6

.75........

2.25

1.00

.74

REFINED CAMPHOR.
118.............................1,08% 184
191 ..
..........................
1,800684

1920.............................
1921 (9months)............................

941,103
5,224

3381
M9M

1967%,4032

80.79
!.70

&K54109
9,484

8.27
91

03 47,0.......
58
Z.46

1. . ..

SYNTHETIC CAMPHOR.
1..0............................

1921 (9months) ......................

12it320

12498

No Imports of synthetic camphor in 1918 and 1919.

Expork.-Statistics not available.

814,690

17,008

81.95

.15.

88,016

25
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PARAGRAPH 49,
U. U. 745.

SSNATE AFN9XRNi.

I'Ait. 49. (is, aulmal" Sod, herring,
and menhaden, 8 cents per gallon;
whale, seal, and sperm, J0 cents per
gallon; co and cod-lver, 121 cents
pqr gallon; and all fish oils, not specially provided for, 20 per ceutum
ad valorem; wool grease, crude, Ineluding that known commercially as
degras or brown wool grease, one-half
of 1 cent per pound; wool grease, not
crude, Including adeps lame, hydrous
and anhydrous, 1 cent per pound; all
other animal oils and greases, not specially provided for, 20 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 40. Seal, herring, whale, and

PAu. 44. Oils, rendered: Sod, seal,

other fish oil Including sod oil, not herring, aid other fish oil, not speially provided for in this section, 3
specially provided for in this section,
eight cents per gallon.*
cents per gallon; whale oil, 5 cents
PARl. 290. * * * wool grease, in- per gallon; spermn oil, 8 cents per galeluding that known commercially as lon ; wool grease, Including that knowii
degras or brown wool grease, crude commercially Iis
degras or browni
;md not refined, or Improved in value wool grease, crude and not refined or
or condition, one-fourth of one cent Improved in value or condition, I cent
per pound; refined, or improved in per pound; refined or iUproved in
value or condition, and not specially value or condition, and not specially
provided for In this section, one-half provided for In this section, I cent
of one cent per pound.
per poumid; lanolin. I cent Ir pound:
PAR. 3. * * * rendered oils
*
all other autialmo oils, rendered oils maid
nid all greases, not specially provided greases, and all combinations of the
for in this section, twenty-five per sate, not specially provided for in tli'
ceutum ad valorem; * * *.
sectioi, 15 per vemtum ad valoremn.

PAR. 34. Cod-liver oil, fifteen cents
per gallon.
PAR. 580. Grease, * * * and oils

(excepting Ilsh oils), such as are commonly used in sap making or in wire
drawing, or for stuffing or dressing
leather, and which are fit only for

such useg. and not specially provided
for in this section [Free].

P.\ut. 561. Oils: *
*
cod, cod
liver, * * * [Free].
1's. 498. Grease, * **
nd oils
(excepting fish oils), not cheinlcally
compounded, such as are (ontlnoilY

used In soap miaking or In wire drowllg, or for stiilblg or dressing leather.
riot sl)ecially provided for lit this .ze.
tion [Free].

OILS AND FATS.
(See Survey A-11.)
OEN

AL.

The "rendered oils" (animal) in paragraph 49 resemble in chenical Composition andI use the "expressed oils" (vegetable) in para-

graph 50. Therefore a general dliscusgion of these two paragraphs aid
of paragraph 1626 of the free list is desirable.
There is no essential difference between a vegetable oil and a fat.
Both are mixtures of chemical compounds known as glycerides, whicl
are a combination of glycerin with various fatty acids, such as
stearic, oleic, palmitic, and others. Those combinations which aro
liquid at ordinary temperatures are known as ois, while those which

b
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are solid at ordinary temperatures are known as fats. Although
most of the so-called oils are obtained either from the fruit or the
seed of plants (for example, olive, peanut, and linseed oils), not all
vegetable glycerides are oils; some are solid'fats or butters, as cacao
and nutmeg butter and palm-kernel and coconut oil, which, although
liquid in tropical countries, whence the come, are fairly solid in the
Temperate Zones. On the other hand, animals as a rule produce
fats which are hard at ordinary- temperatures (for example, lard,
suet, and wool grease). There are, however, exceptions to this
generalization, as fish and whale oils are liquid. The differences
between the various fats and fatty oils are due primarily to the
variation in the relative proportions of the fatty acids present.
These fats and fatty oils have the following general properties and

(1) If of a good quality, most of them itre edible, and, in fact, are
an essential part of the diet of man and th, food of animals.
(2) Soap and glycerin are formed by the action of caustic soda or
-Caustic potash on fats and fatty oils.
(3) Some of the fatty oils when spread out in a thin layer absorb
-oxygen from the air, thereby being converted into a hard, elastic,
waterproof film. This property accounts for the large use of oils in
the manufacture of paint and varnish, oilcloth, linolhwn, patent
leather and various waterproofing coatings.
(4) The liquid oils when treated4 with hydrogen under suitable conditlons combine chemically with the hydrogen and are thereby converted into solid fats, which are more suitable than the original oils
for soap making and for food purposes, as lard substitutes, or in the
manufacture of butter substitutes. (The manufacture of such "hydrogenated" or hardened oils has developed on a large scale in the
past decade, both vegetable and fish oils being used.)
(5) Other minor uses include the softening of leather, lubrication,
burning for illumination, tempering steel, manufacture of "vulcanizedoils ".used by the rubber industry, the manufacture of textiles,
and in medicine.,
The relation between the duty on the raw material (seeds) and the
duty on the finished product (oils) should be given attention when
considering duties on these products.
All fish oils of American fisheries are admitted free of duty under
that portion of paragraph 1624 which reads: " * * * Spermaceti,
whale, and other fish oils of American fis!wries, and all fish and other
products of such fisheries."
SOD OIL

Rewriptioit and u.we.--Chamois and similar leathers are satu.
riated with whale or fish oil during manufacture, allowed to ferment,
and part of the oil lresed out. The oil remaining in the leather is removed with alkali and then liberated with an acid. This recovered
oil is known as sod oil, and in Europe as degras. It is in great demand for treating leather.
Produrtlon.-Statisticsnot available.
imports and expork.-Combined with "other fish oils," pages 145
and 146.
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HZERIN8 OIL.'

Desciiption and teos.-4Herring oil is obtained from several

species of herring, found princiay in the North Sea, near Japan,
and to some extent in American waters. Its uses are somewhat, like

those of menhaden oil, such as %substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture and stuflig of leather and similar products.
Production of herring oil since 1912 has been as follows:
Yer.

245,200 1918 .....................
196,870 1919......................
9...............
690 1920 .......... ..
212,600 1921 (9 ots'...1;,612,03

1,888,0O
1,512, 000
I
D
1,67000,

1912 ......................
|914 ......................
9166.. ...
1917..............
1916 .................

Year.

Gallons.)

Pound$.

GOS.'

Pounds.

774,000
100,620
1,431, 230
185,874
,840
1...2,8 370,60
10,7

'IConverted at 7.? pounds per gallon.
UPreliminary Wpies subject to revision.

Imports and exports are combined with "other fish oils," pages
145 and 146.
ME]4dJJ),W OIL.

Desgription and uae.-Menhaden oil is the principal fish oil produced in this country along the Atlantic coast. The fish is cooked
with water or steam and then pressed to separate the oil. The residual press cake is sold as fertilizer. Menhaden oil is used in tempering steel and as a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture
of paints, patent leather and similar products$
Productwin of menhaden oil since 1912 has been as follows:
Pounds.

Year.

Year.

Gallons.'

2,421,000 1921 mo

1917..................18,80,000

Galons.
1,66,S0
1,66,000
3,81,000

1918 ...................... |12,370,000
..........
112, 27,641
1919.
1920............... .27,73,40J

4,287,000
2,112,000
2,67500

33,009,000
1912 .........
1914. ...............18,2&%00
1916................ 20,9,000

Pounds.

).

2,1,

2,

SConverted at 7.7 pounds per gallon.

'Preliminary figure subject to revision.

Import and export figures are combined with "other fish oils,"

pages 145 and 146.

WHALZ OIL.

Desription and ues.-Whale oil is used for illumination mak-

ing leather dressing, and when hydrogenated produces edible and
soap fats. In Norway hydrogenated whale oil is of great importance
and is used in the manufacture of olemargarine. In premsing whale
oil a by-product of stearin is obtained, which is used principally in
the manufacture of soap and as a lubricant.
Production of whale oil in the United States since 1912 has been

as follows:
Year.

Pounds.

Waonw.'

11

Pounds.

Year.

1912 .......................931000

1*910 1918 ...............

1917..................1193000

154,910 1921 (9ont)'....... 1018,0

63,0
1914..............
1916..................|1,091,000

Gallons.'

431,000

ow06 1919...................6,712,306
23,051,811
219,W 1920................

Converted at 7.7 pounds per gallon.

'Preliminary

'A

figure subject to revision.

975

1,132,000
,994 ,000

315

I
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Irmrqorts in 1914 were 373,500 gallons (including some sperm oil),
nearly 75 per cent coming from Canada. Imports increased to
1,134,021 gallons ixf 1918. Imports of whale oi alone since 1918
have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.
0oUL .
318, 60
521,035
,
4788

1918 ......................................
1919 .............................
190..................... ...
1921 (9 months) ............................

Exprm-ti

8

,

Value.

285 347

672,747

75,176.
13,212

Unit value.

Duty.

Equlva.
lent ad
valorem.

~Per

Ces.
$15,930
&68
26,02
4.66
.86
4,339
4~77
.37 ...............

$0.80
1.09

are combined with "other fish oils," page 146.
SEAL OIL.

Descript." and uses.-Seal oil is obtained from the blubber of
various species of seal. It is used as a lubricant, as illuminating oil
in lighthouses, and as an adulterant of cod-liver oil. Poorer qualities
are used in the manufacture of soft soaps and in the leather industry.
JProductionis small in the United States, There are legal restrictions on the killing of seals.
lImport8 have been somewhat irregular. In 1914 the import, chiefly
from Newfoundland, was 179,734 gallons; for 1915-1917 the average
was about 500,000 gallons. Later statistics follow.
Calendar year.

1918 .......................................
1
9
.... .......................
I 9.......................................
1921(9 months) ............................

Quantity.

.

2, 9
23,121
13,085
399,010

Value.

8647,785
21,8
11,761
109,357

Unit value. Duty.

EquivaInt ad
valorem.

SL03 $18,775
.93
694
.90
393
.27 ..........

z o
821
34

Export.-Statistics combined with "other fish oils," page 146.
SPEM OIL

Desciption and use.-Sperm oil is obtained from the blubber and
hea4 ravity of the sperm whale. The head oil is considered more
valuz je than the body oil, but the two are frequently mixed. On
stands, a solid portion separates, which is pressed out and sold as
spermaceti.
Arctic sperm oil is obtained from the bottlenose whale. This oil
ums more easily than sperm oil, and therefore does not command so
high a price. Sperm oil, because of its great viscosity, is valuable as
a lubricant for light, rapid-running machinery; it is also used for
illumination, for leather dressing, and for tempering steel.
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Productionof sperm oil in the United States since 1912 has been
as follows:

748,000
W9,320 1918 ......................
341,790 1919.................049,701
624',
60 192...............
, 125, 56

1912................ 4,0%,000
249,000
191
..............
1916........
. 4,60,000

48

3, 00

1917.......

Pounds.

Yer.

Oallons.'

Pounds.

Year.

62,1

1921 ('*MOntbs), .........

GafloIs.'
101,782
o,000
42163

7,18t

I Converted at 7.3 pounds per gallon.
I Preminary fip-u subject to revision.

Imports during 1914 were 157,142 gallons, not including that listed

as whale oil under the old law. Imports decreased to 48,178 gallons

in 1917 and 60,288 gallons in 1918. Imports since 1918 have been as
.
follows:
Calendar year.

198 ..........

Quatty.
06MM.
......... '' M

...........

9%783

Value.

70223.

0

Unit value. Duty.

$1.6

.0n

819

Iequ ad

'valorem.
Per emi.
8.E8
14

1921 (9 months) ............................

Expor.--Combinel with "other fish oils," page 146.
COD AND COD-lIVER OILS.

Descriptionanl use.-Genuine cod and cod-liver oils are derived
from the liver of the, cod, a fish found chiefly along the coasts of
Norway, Scotland, North America, Japan, and Siberia. The best
grades of oil are medicinal, and known as cod-liver oil; inferior
grades, known simply as cod oil, are used in currying leather and for
other purposes.
Production.--To recover the medicinal oil the livers. are treated
with live steam in tin-lined vessels, causing the oil to exude. The
large demand for oil of unobjectionable taste induced this modern
method. These oils are by-products of the food-fish industry. Tile
production of cod and cod-liver oil since 1912 has been as follows:
Yea.
1912 ...................
1914 ..................
1918 .....................

Pounds.

Gallons.

7,000

394,0
367,000

1911................. 43,000

48,320

.1,170
47 13

Year.

Pounds.

1918....................1,0)
71
8330
......
1919.

1920

................

s7018 192119wh,)

1,470,812

233,207

f

onw.
92,461
125,7.

191,015

30,546

IConverted at 7.7 pounds per gallon.

I'Pr lllmnay figures subject to revison.,

Imports of cod and cod-liver oils in 1914 were 14,198,000 pounds;
in 1916, 10,973,000 pounds; in 1917, 16,618,000 pounds. Imports of

cod oil in 1913 were 466,494 gallons, valued at $135,969, with a revenue of $37,319. This increased in 1918 to 1,747,791 gallons, valued
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at $1,526,832. Imports of cod-liier oil in 1918 were 2 .516 gallons,
valued at $187,872, with a revenue of $89,877. : Imports are ohiefly
from Newfoundland, Labrador, and Canada. Later statistics follow;
Calendar year.

Value.

fQanuty.j

Unit Yalu@.

COD OIL
1

191

............................................................

,1
2,252
1,0424

$18172t397
o,107,
221
979,891

........................................... 102on

361;348

................................

1921

1007, 8

......
...............

1180................

.

$1.16

.96

.94

.38

COD&V21VEROIL.

1919..
1921( (mona

.

1918184,3901
............. ......................

$459,840
.

m ,1

1745,43

2

................

,"2

7

.1

Ezpor4.-.7nQluded in0sttipti of "other $h oils,' page 146.'
exempt hrom'duty under the act o 1918 (par. 56L,),
(YT*OX

71811 OIs.

.

-

ies(iption and uid,.-Other fish "oils include chiefly 'sardine and
salmon oils, Which are obtaine& principally as by-products of the
fish-canning industry. , The Various fish, oils are used extensively iii
the leather industry, some for adulterating linseed oil and others are.
hydrogenated to' produce i solid fat,, which may be used in the
manufacture of soap.

Product"

of "all other fish oils" since, 191i has been as follows:

Year.

Pounds,

1912 ..................

:1,001,000

year.

Gallons.

,16
1914 ......................
.................. I1'Mi'°
333 000 1
'........
131000
9 ..................... 3,078,000

130,000

Pounds.
954,000

1918 .................

,90 l2.' 1919..................
............ '"8,3241
173,120
2,780 19M
2.................
7,952,464
3 740 1921(9months) .......... 3,076,388

Opilons,.
123,"900

I
I,0A*,132
1,0 ,788
399,530

Converted at 7.7 pounds per gallon,

Prelimlnary figures, subject to revision.

Imports of herring and other fish oils, including sod oil, in 1914
were 386,743 gallons, chiefly from Great Britain and Canada. Imports increased to 2,280,013 gallons in 1917, and decreased to 1,532,512
gallons in 1918. Imports since 1918 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

.........
.............
..........
......... #....................
1921 (9montl a)
........................
191 ...

...............

82804--22-1--0

Quantity.

1,763,045
542,112
57,57,842

149,ti6

Value.

$1,197,239
47, 838
4,335

45,U4

Unit value,

Duty.

Roquiva'
lent ad
valorem.
Per emt.

.81
.70
.30

4.42

17..27,

8.71
.

o9i
2
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Eoports.-Exports of all fish oils since 1917, principally to Scotland, Canada, andi Cub., have been as follows,i

.......

anfy~alca.............

I

1911

191

10(0

567631

0831

4282s

470

WOOL GUSA8I (PEGRAS) AND ADEPS LANAX.

Daecriptionand uee.-Wool grease is the fatty substance which is
present in raw wool. It may be recovered either by extraction with
naphtha or from the wool scouring by means of either centrifugal or
acid treatment. In this country the centrifugal process is the one
used in most plants. In the United States crude, brown wool grease
is also known as degras.
Lanolin, a highly purified wool grease, is a yellowish white mass
which takes up water readily. It is used principally in pharmacy as
a basis for salves, ointments, emulsions, and cosmetics. Crude wool
grease is used principally for dressing leather; soMetimes as a lubricating grease; also, to some extent, In making printing ink and in
the varish industry.
Productim.-Complete figures for the production of wool grease
in the United States are not available, but partial figures indicate the
annual production to be about 10,000,000 pounds.
Imports of crude wool grease in 1914 were 12,2,248 pounds.
Imports of partly refined wool grease have decreased from 2,691,591
pounds in 1914 to 31,268 pounds in 1918. Imports of lanolin have
been quite variable. In 1914 they were 91,477 pounds; in 1916,
13 342 pounds.
Practically all of the lanolin and most of the wool grease imported
in 1914 came from Germany, while England sent more crude wool
grease than any other country. In the European wool-scouring mills
purification of the effluent is required by law; wool grease is one of
the products of this process.
Imports since 1918 have been as follows:
IU

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Equlva-

Unit value. Duty.

lent ad
valorm

WOOL GREiASE, CRUDE.
1918 ......................................
1919 ....................................
190 ....................................

Pound..
1,051,118
24920
4,067,30

1921.(.month).........................1,9378

$13, 5M
27,562
214,588

,9M

$0.18
.11
.06

O

$2,628
M
10,168

Per tentI.
1.94
2.26
4.74

WOOL ORASB, REFINED OR IMPROVED IN CONDITION.
1913................................
1919........

Im........... .......................
121 (0motb)............

.....

50
44,686

2 402

is
1,702

8.06 ..........
.08
S

37

.0.............

1,32

.06

102

33
1&.13

7.6
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Calendar year.

Quatity.
pounds.

1,310

1es......................

1 .......................................
9
20
1................................

1 S1(9 m

ots) ............................

02,801

Unit value.

Value.

1310

Sk A

04

.21

7

1, $"

.8

2

Duty.

ent d

$AGO0

Pa COL

4.16

.18
.0

4

04
1 ...................

Epor .--Statistics not available.
Important$ohVee in ckaifcati--The act of 1918, in addition
to a provision for "wool greaser crude," contains two other proytions for "refined or improved in value or condition and lhmo.
I I The provision for t e intermediate grade between crude wool
19i48e and lanolin has been omitted, as it is of snall commercial imiance. The term "adeps lanae. hydrous and anhydrous." has
been substituted for "lanolin," which was found to be too restricted
in its application to include all the highly purified forms of wool
grease used in the pharmaceutical trade. (Reclassification Report,
pp. 55, 56.)
OTHIZf

ANIMAL OILS AND GREASES.

Imports since 1918 have been as follows:
Ad

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

valetm

OTHER RENDERED OI18 AND COMBINATIONS.
1918 ...................................... .
1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) .......................

0.m

$20,107
8,42
2,081
1,8

20,518
11,350
3,447
816

80.
8 3,016
.74
1,268
312
.60
2.07 ..........

Per cent.
i

8I
15
15
1

OTHER OREASES, x. S.I'.F.
....
9,10
7
....................................... ... ....
I1918o.........................

1921 (9 moonths).........................

S43...
,262
1,0

27,511

2,1i46

.

48
2'56'

.081.......

iism
is

Export..-Statisticsnot available.

Important changes in cla,8ifleatfon.-The provision for all combi-

nations of animal oils (par. 44, act of 1913) has been omitted from
this paragraph and given separate treatment in paragraph 53, H. R.
746. Grease and oils such as are commonly used in soap making and
wire drawing or for stuffing or dressing leather, exempt from duty
tinder the act of 1018 (par. 498), will probably fall under the pro-

vision in this paragraph for "other animal oils and greases."

. uy qeted ch g'es.-Add "fats" to the last provision, making it
read "all other animal oils, greases, and fats."

ft
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IM}1.

PARAGRAPH 50.
H. RL 7458.

SN

TZA.XBNDIBNTS

PmL 50. Oils, expressed or extracted:

Castor oil, 4 cents per pound; cottonwed oli, coconut oil, and soya-bean oil,
2 cents per, pound; henpeed oil, It
erts per., pound; linseed gr flaxseed
off, raw, boiled, or oxidized, 2f cents
per pound; olive oil, weighing with the
immediate container less than fortyfour pounds, 71 cents per pound on,
contents and container; oliv oil, not

specialty irovlded fin', 61 events' per
pound; peanut oil, 21 cents per pound:
poppyrseed oil, raw, boiled, or oxidized.
2 ceRts 'r . pound - ral*Ked ol!,W
1j,
cents per pound; ol' other. eXpstON
and, extr acted oils, not specially provided for, 20per enl tuza ad valorern.

.
1.'

NAr. 49. '00 0x j)i sed:--*
PAL 83. Cstor oil, thk41ve cwti
'
castor oil, 12 cents per kallomii f1tw
per gallon.
PAR. 35. Flaxseed, linseed, and poppy-, seed and IInseed oil, raw, boiled, or
seed oil, raw, boiled, or oxidized, oxidized, 1I0 cents per gallon of 7j

fifteen cents per gallon of seven ad poiu(s; P01 ppy-seed oil, raw, boiled, or
one-half pounds weight.
:" '"
l
. il* * oil, and Petnllt oil."
PAR. 37. Hempseed oil, ten cents per 6 cents pe r gallon; henpseed oil, 3
gallon; rapeseed oil, ten cents per gal- cents per gallon; * * $ olive oilV

not speciall y provided for in this secIon'
PAIL 38. Olive oil, not specially pro- tion, 20 cen ts per gallon: olive oil,' in
vi(led -for in this section, forty cents bottles, Jan , kegs, tins, or other packper gallon; in bottles, jars, kegs, tins, ages havin r a capacity of less than
or other packages, containing less than f(five standardd gallons each, 30 cents per
five gallons each, fifty cents per gallon. gallon; all other expressed oils and
PAn. 293.
*
refined deodor- all combinaI tons of the same, not speIzed catnut oil, * * * three and tiaily provi ded for in this section, 15
one-half cents per pound.
PAR. 639. Oils: * * * cocoanut
(not refined and deodorized), cottonseed, * * * nut oil or oil of nuts,
soya-bean,
**
[Free.
PA,
3.
*
* expressed oils,
*
* and all omhlinations of the
foregoing, * * * not specially pro-

vil e

for in this section, twenty-five

per centumn a(i valoren; * * *.
PAR. 580. *
* oils (excepting

fish oils), such as are commonly used
in soap making or in wire drawing, or
for stuffing or dressing leather, and
which are fit only for such uses, and
not specially provided for in this section [Free].

per centum ad vuloremn.
* refined deodorPA. 232. *
ized coconv It oil, * * * 31 cents
per pound.
o*(ollt,
PAR. 561. (is:
* **
oya$ * $ co ttonseel,'
bea,' * * • IFree].
*
oils (excepting
PAR. 498.
fish ols), n,ot chemically coumpouliled.
such is art commonly used in soap
making or In wire drawing, or for
stuting or Iressing leather, not speciaily provl tled for lit this section

[Free!.

* Emergency tariff act of 1021, par. 11: 26 cents per gallon.
' Emeency tariff act of 1921, par. 11: 40 tent. per gAllod in bulk, W tents per
gallon in containers of lsm than 8 pllons.
*Emergency tariff act of 1921, Iar. 11: 20 cents er gallon.-

p
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EXPRESUS) OR MITU

_.D OILS.

(See Survey A-iL)
(For a generuI ,cuslon

of Oilsad,; Fats a* p. 140.)

CAWOR OIL.

Deseriptiot and wse8.-Castor oil is obtained from castor beans,
which are assessed a duty of one-half cent per pound (par. 760). On
large-scale crushing about 45 per cent o the weight of the seed is
obtained as castor oil.
The principl use of castor oil prior to the war was in the manufacture of alizarin assistants. It is also used as a purgative in medicine, in the manufacture of transparent soaps, and as a leather dress.
ing. In India the oil is largely employed as a lubricant for locomotive bearings. It is also used for lubricating marine enginesi for the
manufacture of blended lubricating oils and during the war it was in
great demand for use as a lubricant for high-speed airplane motom
-In the preparation of the medicinal oil the outer shell of the bean
is removed, and the kernels which remain are cold pressed. The cake
from this expression is pressed a second and third time, and the oil
obtained is used for technical purposes. The cake or meal, known as
castor pomace, contains a poisonous substance, preventing its use for
cattle feed, but it is a good fertilizer.
Donwstic production from 1912 has been as follows:
Year.
........

fPounds.

...................

.............

101
117.................

Yew.

,41 ,000

20,43,000

2a784000

1918. .....

1919 .

..

i9M0.,.
1
(
010,910,44

pounds.
,

14,184,000
4.....................

... 24#37,203

24,197,065
13,M,440

'Preliminary, subject to revision.

Imports were less than 10,000 gallons prior to 1014, but increased
in that year to about 190,000 gallons, valued at about $88,000, yielding a revenue of about $23,000. 6ince 1915 the imports have increased gradually until in 1918 (fiscal year) they reached 1,175,064
gallons, valued at $1,366,573, and yielded a revenue of $141,008.
he imports since 1917 have been as follows:
(Clen4s:year.

1918 ................................
1919 .................................. ; ....
10 .............................

1921 (9montls) ......................

Quantity.

1,097#544
375, 3
173,418

16183

fi'xport.-- tatistics not available.
V•

-~

~

Value.

11,18,04
M#, 0
200,384

24,128

Unit value. Duty. i lont ad

.

1.38 $131,7%
34
45,004
0,678

149 ....

8
91
9.38
a.

..........

4
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De8orptionand weo.--Cottonseed oil is the most widely used vegetable oil, due to its suitability for both table and cooking purposes
and to the fact that it forms the bulk of lard substitutes and is used
in large quantities in oleomargarine, in soap, and for other techIn 1917 the lard-substitutes industry consumed
nical purpose
1069,214,000 pounds; the soap industry, 126,390,000 pounds; and the
4eomargarine industry, 68,652,000 pounds of cottonseed oil. Its use
for lard substitutes represented about 80 per cent of the total output
in 1917.
Production of cottonseed oil depends on the cotton crop and not
on the demand for the oil. To secure the oil the seed is first screened
and sieved to remove foreign material and passed through delinters
tW remove short cotton hairs, These linters are sold to mattress
makers, paper makers, or guncotton manufacturers The seeds are
then hulled to separate the outer shell, thus liberating the soft oilcontaining meats, which are heated and pressed in either hydraulic
or expeller presses. The residual cake is a valuable cattle feed and
fertilizqr. Production since 1912 has been as follows:
YOa.

Pounds.

1912 ...............................
1914 ........................
1916 .........................
1917 ..............................

j

Yea.

Pounds.

1,283,823,000
1, 435,401, 000 1918 ........................
2
....... .1,430,002
1,7,77000 1919 .........
1,141389 742
..............
1,42,430,000 1920 ........
779049,28
1,343,84,000 11921 (9months) ..................

aPulnaw, subject to revindm

Import of cottonseed oil in 1914 were 17,298,201 pounds, valued
at $1,044,834, about 54 per cent from China. Imports since 1917,
chiefly from China, Japan, Hongkong, and Canada, have been as
follows:
Calendar year.

'1 9.

........................

..............

Quaa, ty.

,

.. .........................
...........

.

M1,
7,867

value.
8,22,441

Unit value
0.12

.1861 O,.M

Exp&rt have been from seven to ten times the imports. Exports
in 1912 were 28 per cent and in 1918 about 8 per cent of domestic
production. Normal prewar exports reached over 300,000,000 pounds
in 1913; they were 192,963,079 pounds ii 1914; 318,366,525 pounds,
valued at $21,872,948 in 1915. Forty per cent of the 1918 exports
went to Canada; normally, the bullf'goes chiefly to Europe. Exports
since 1917, for calendar years, have been as follows:
1918 .

ntty (poum)
...............................
..........................

1919

•19.

20,10801824
184,7,821
119,087, 376 1840,,20
82...,184,329~x
,874,790

1921
(9mouths).

1821,603,17
620,276,0859
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Important change- in cla~s4$coia--Cottonseed oil was on the
free list of the act of 1913 (par. 561); it is now dutiable under the
emergency tariff act of 1921 (par. 11).
0CoN0T on,

De8riptioan and tae.-Coconut oil, extracted from the kernel of
the coconut, at ordinary temperature is a solid fat but melts to an
oil with a slight increase of temperature. The dried kernel is known
as copra. This is shipped in large quantities and the oil then extracted.' The coconut palm flourishes in most tropical countries.
Coconut oil goes mainly into soap, and is also used as a food in certain butter substitutes and cooking fats. It is also used in pharmacy
as a substitute for cod-liver oil and as a base for ointments. The pulp
from which the oil has been expressed is a cattle feed.
Product o.-Large quantities of oil are extracted from imported
copra, which comes chiefly from the Dutch East Indies, the Straits
Settlements, and the Philippines. The output since 1912 has been
as follows:

'Pounds.

year.

1i1,729,000

1914..........................38,7,00
14,727,000
ss

1916.......................
1917.....::::::::::::

fYer.

pounds

19181 ..............................

341,235,000

1919 .......
1920
91
m(moh>..................'1848,0
(mnhs. 4 .131,218,08

'KIN...............15,2,1

7,40,78

SFigures from 1912 to 1918 are for edible and ineUb;e oil. Those for later years am for crude coccmut oil.
SPreliminary, sabuect to revilon.

import. of coconut oil have increased greatly since 1914. Preceding 1914 the imports averaged about 50,000,000 pounds annually.
In 1914 they were 74 386,18 pounds.
Imports since 1911, chiefly from the Philippine Islands, Dutch
East Indies, and Cuba, have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Pounds.
1918 ................................
........................ 359,196,590
1919 ..........................................................
281,083,213
1920 ...........................................................
214,014,521
1921 (9 months.) ..............................................
77t W,349

Valup.

Unit value.

4,562,71&
3.5,380,099
1,812.428
7,501,708

80.12
.16
.15
.10

Ema t.--The exports of coconut oil since 1918 have been mainly
to Canada, Netherlands, and Belgium, and were as follows:

~un..ty (pounds)................................1,11,743
.

.

......

.........

'18481 snd
amtbs, not prnously sbow,

....

i

..........

24..01,1438

2

94
.4. 43 ...

71,00
.41,461

,

lmp rtant cange in c4 8i.i/atm,
pgoco
ut oil was exemptfrQmduty under t~ act of 1913 (par. 61) ; it jqut'ablp under the
gepy tariffat of, 1921 (pa,' 1).

-,

k"
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OYA-NUAN OIL

P',

Desription and wee:-This.oil is expressed from tke seeds of a
plant indigenous to China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Formosa, and
Indo.China. There are many varieties of these beans with varying
oil content, but the average is about 18 pet cent, the oil extracted
ranging from 10 to 13 per cnt Previous to 1908 this oil was not
much used here or in Europe. It is a semi-d ing oil used in paint
either as a substitute for or mixed with linseed oil. Its greatest.use
is in soap making, for which it has largely replace cottonseed oil, but
the purified oil is edible. After the oil is expressed the cake becomes
a feed for dairycattle or a fertilizer,
Productionof soya beans has increased greatly, but only a small
portion of the crop is used for oil. In 1915 approximately 100,000
bushesof American-grown beans were pressed for oil. The domestic
output of oil (inedible and edible) increased from 2,764,000 pounds
im1914 to-42,074,000 pounds in 1917 and 79,861,000 pounds in 1918.
Reports of the Bureau of the Census show that no crude soya-beon oil
has been produced either from domestic or imported beans in this
country from 1919 to September 30, 1921 inclusive. The oil is
imported in the crude state and refined in this country.
Imports have increased from 16,860,452 pounds in 1914 to 336,*824,646pounds in 1918, the great bulk coming from China and Japan.
Imports since 1917, almost wholly from Kwangtung, China proper,
and Japan, have been as follows:
Cana year.

QIantlty.

191 ...........................................
---,+-'...

''..
...
.....

..

...........

.....................

.

..... .. . .

116, 8 _07
....

Unit value.

Value.

l 019 122]

.12

112,540754
17679
31,A4Z321

.12

38 1

.04

Exports.-Exports since 1918, chiefly to Italy, France, and Aus:
tria, have been as follows:
Wow~a yea. ...)'
1919 (lWt months) ....................................................
192 ......
....................................................
1921 (gmonths)..................................1,933,76
' ' '' "
," '- .....
,....
. ....

I qQuantity,
P"u' t
27,714,764
4 1,7623,
74

value.
vd.u
6097,692

9412,431
17,9
17,'

Important ch4mi8 in clhzsifcation.-Soya-bean oil was exempt

from duty under the act of 1913 (par. 561); it is dutiable under the

emergency tariff act of 1921 (par. 11).
-'

H£EMP8W)D OIL.

Desci'ption and uwe8.-This oil is obtained from the seeds of the
hemp plant, cultivated in France, Belgium, Germany, northern Italy,
Turkey, Algeria, North America, India, Manchuria and Japan. The
isiet 30Ai ' f 61 . Hempg
oil is used principally in paint.
t"1i di..ying0,, tbai it aso
te
he prison
otinced ryiu properties of linseed oil. It is also used MY niakifl t o o a dark-

8UM&U"
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greencolor. The low-grade oils are used for certain varnishes. The
press-cake contains sharp bits of shell which make it unfit for cattle
feed.*
Production.-Figus for the domestic production of hempseed oiJ
are not available. Some heMp is raised in this country, principally
for its fiber; probably little of the oil is expressed.
Impo.ts in 1910 were 471,002 gallons, valued at $1M,806; they were

insignificant for 1014-1917. Later.statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calndaryar.

1915...............................

1919..........................
..
9 ......... ............ .... ....

1921 (9 ot

...........................

134,401
183,926
61,010

8

Equlvelent ad

Unit value. Duty.

Value.

0611038.

WOS
5
173,53
61,006

13

7per
$3,732

0r7
.94
1.00

18
1,8 30

1.62. ....

caw.

3.09
8
&.00

.......

Ea'poj.-Statistics not available,
LINSKED O FLAX&= OIL.

Description and uses.-Linseed oil belongs to the class known in
the paint and varnish industry as drying oils. It is very satisfactory

for the purpose, and this accounts Tor the fact that in the calendar
year 1914 that industry alone consumed 24,481,628 gallons of linseed oil, costing over $12,000,000. Linseed, oil is also used in the
manufacture of soaps, lithographic inks, linoleum, oilcloth, and pat,
ent leather. It is the best oil for making putty ead enters into the
manufacture of the so-called "vulcanized oils." Cold-pressed linseed
are used for
quantities
considerable
a pleasant
taste, and
oil
haspurposes
Germany,
and India.
in Russia,
Hungar,
edible
Boiled linseed oil is one to which certain quantities of lead or
manganese oxides have been added and dissolved by heat. Other
substances, such as resinates, olates, and linoleates of various metals,
are also used.
High prices during the war induced the substitution of other drying
oils for linseed oil, especially in the paint industry, where soys bean,
menhaden, perilla, and China-wood oil have been used to an appreciable extent, the last-named most extensively as ax improvement
on linseed oil in certain varnishes.
Productio..--Flaxseed, from which linseed oil is obtained, and flax
fiber, from which linen is made, tie both from the flax plant. -It
can not, however, be grown for both. fiber and seed at the same time.
If harvested at a time to yield fiber, the seeds are innature and useless for. oil production. If harvesting ia delayed until the seeds are
ripe enough to yield oil, the stalks are no longer suitable for the
recovery of the fiber. The principal countries in which the flax plant
isgrown for the seed are Argentina, India, the United States, Canada,
and Russia. The oils expressed from the Russian and Indian seeds
are superior to thoRe obtained from the American and Argentine
eeds. However seed rown in Canada from imported Russian flaxseed yields an oil equalin quality to the Russian oil.
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The oil is obtained by th-ee different methods known as hot-pressed,
coldpressed and extraction. All of the flaxseed oil produced in
the United States is hot-pressed in hydraulic presses. The oil obtained by the pressing process is usually refined by treatment with
strong sulphuric acid. The refined oil issimilar to the crude oil in its
properties, except that k is less viscous and lighter colored. The press
cake or residue is a valuable cattle feed.
The average yield is about 2.5 gallons of oil per bushel of seed.
The duty on flaxseed under H. I. 7456 is 25 cents per bushel of
56 pounds. This is equivalent to a duty of 1.33 cents per pound
(Tj pounds per gallon) on the oil content as against 2j cents per
pound on linseed oil. This gives a differential of lI cents per pound
of oil in favor of the domestic crusher.
The domestic production of linseed oil since 1912 has been as
follows:
Year.

Yos.Pod.

1#12 .

.......................

Pound.

461,661000 INS .............................

1914 .............................
ill ...........................
lol9.................. ........

0?LMO0
631,686,000
48,19000

375, 452,000

1919.......................
402,9,798
19
.. ........................ 48
all161
1921 (9 mouhs)'A.................34,28

Pr11Iniqar, subjwt to ipvon.

Import' of linseed oil- prior to the war decreased from 8,958,961
gallons in 1911 to 172,522 gallons in 1918. The maximum imports
between 1918 and 1918 were 585 601 gallons in 1915, valued at $248,.
44, and yielding a revenue of $53,560. Tmports since 1917 chiefly
from England, IWetherland, Japan, and Belgium, have " as
follows:
VUY" &

Quanaty.

Isis .....................................

jg........

, 44P

.......

(osta............
.

2,13,70

Ve.

Unit vala

841
8

$1,

3,01725

..

i~ffl
"Tom.

$4,573

&.7

LIXj 4641
6

7.23

L14

'00,41O0, 488A817
,1,1,
1582

Duty.

423571

7.07

galons,
1,200,000
been about
have
1914the
sincewhen
of linseedofoil1916,
Eoport8
abou&00,000
was only
export
the exception
with
gallons. -1Previously
the export was only about 200,000 gallons per

yar, exept in 1918, when over 1,700,000 gallons were exported.
The quantity of exported linseed oil made from i ported flaxseed
and on which a drawback is paid has varied greatly. In 1915 a
drawback of $115,649 was paid on 38,028 bushels of imported flaxseed, from which were produced and exported 1 5,081 gallons of
linseed oil. Exports (for calendar years) since 1917, mainly to Cuba,
Mexico, and Cinada, have been as follows:
i9*
+
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.......................
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il

, ,•.
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774,19
,1e,
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1920
--

1921
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,851

18,8O0,865
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1Olt
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OLIVE OIL

Deaption and uwes.-Olive oil is the oil obtained from the fruit
of the olive tree. Its chief use is as a salad oil, but large quantities
of inferioT' grades and second pressings (olive-oil foots) are used for
making castile soap.
Proltudion.-California produces practically the entire domestic
supply of olive oil, and this supply-966,000 pounds in 1912 and
1,461.000 pounds in the record year, 1916--is only about 2 per cent of
the consumption. Approximately 40 per cent of the olive crop is
crushed for oil nearly all of the balance being subjected to the pickling process, which produces the familiar ripe olive. Special varieties are cultivated for pickling and for oil, the latter usually being
grown without irrigation. The culls and injured stock of the pickling
varieties are also used for oil. While the area in olives in the year
1916 (36,800 acres) was about double that of four years before, this
increase is almost entirely in the pickling varieties. According to
testimony submitted by growers at hearings before the Tariff Commission (1918) the average price received for oil olives on trees was
$42.50 per ton for the period 1915-1917, and the price received for
pickling olives was $110 per ton. This is offset by a considerable
(ifference in costs of production. Partly because of fluctuation .in
the quality of the crop, and also because the olive tree usually alternartes heavy and light yields, the annual output varies considerably.
Proceed .- The fleshy part of the olive contains the oil. The fruit
is ground, usually pits and all, and the oil expressed by hydraulic
pressure. The residue is again ground and pressed for an inferior
grade of oil, and the pomace sometimes subjected to a third pressing,
which produces "foots oil," used in the United States for industrial
purposes, and provided for in the free list of the tariff act of 1913
(par. 561). The edible oil is then placed in tanks and -cured in
order to eliminate the tannic acid with which it is highly charged.
While two or three years aie generally allowed for the curing process
in Europe, in California it has not been profitable to age the product
for more than a year. This difference in the aging or curing process
gives rise to differences in quality, the heavier foreign oilsn
usually preferred to the more bitter domestic product. Ordinarily
the domestic oils are not shipped east of Chicago, because of freight
charges and the competition of the foreign oils. In California the

pickling of ripe olives and oil prxesaing is carried on by specially
equipped packing plants; in the Mediterranean countries olives are
usually grown in small groves and cured or pressed on a household
basis, the product being sold to brokers at gathering stations.
Imports of edible olive oil have increased rapidly in 1907 amount-

ing to over 3,100,000 gallons (of 7.56 pounds), and in 191, to over
7,700,000 gallons. The duties collected ranged between $1,500,J00 and
$2,200,000 annually. In 1907 about 75 per cent of the imports were
dutiable at the higher rate applying on shipments in containers of
less than 5 gallons; by 1917 this proportion had dwindled to about
40 per cent. . Imports since 1917, chiefly from Spain, Italy, France,
and Belgium. have been as4ollows:

I

I
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Calendar year.

quanlity.

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

,Wtlad.

IN BOTTLE$, SET.0, ONTAINING LESS THAN 6 GALLONS.
1918 ............
191 ..
1920 ...........
S1921
(9 months)...............

12,1381
1,061,614
1,61, 20W
i,'211,7m

T

~IPer

$291,463
2,*1,722
5,273,64
6,229,376 11

fe~a.

$2.33 $37,641
11 s
2.l 318,05
11.8
484,%63 ...........9.10
I-. 268..........

ALL OTHER OLIVE OIL,
198 . .......
..........
1919 ............................ .........
..................................
1921 (9 mo th) ........................

84,707
, 20, 06
2,434,810

,761,

$214,741
13,676,263
, 292,861

4,

82.64 $16,941
7.W
1.80 1,448,041
1M60
2.3 1 40,92
7.80
.......... ..........

5777

E port8.--Statistics not available.
%,"
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PMNU/' OIL.

De criptot and uee8.-This oil, which is also known as arachis
oil, earthnut oil, and groundnut oil, is obtained from the peanut.
The nuts contain from 88 to 50 per cent of oil, and yield about 30
per cent on pressing. The United States and China probably lead
in the production of peanuts, although large quantities are also produced in Africa, Argentina, the East Indies, Japan, Java, Sicily,
and Spain.
The finest oil is cold pressed, though .a much larger yield can be
obtained by hot pressing. Tihe (old-pressed oil needs no refining if

madeforfrom
nuts. It is
as a salad
an making.
adulterant
olivegood,
oil, asclean
an ingredient
of used
margarine,
and oil,
for assoap
The cake from which the oil is expressed makes an excellent cattle
feed; if high-grade blanched nuts are used, it can be ground an1d
used with wheat flour for certain kinds of bread.

Producton.--The cultivation of peanuts and' the expression of
edible oils are increasing in the United States, especially in dLstricts
where ravages of the cotton boll weevil have been especially severe.
More peanuts are crushed and more oil extracted in Marseille.

France, than elsewhere in the world, about 15,500,000 gallons of
edible oil and 23,000.000 gallons of inedible oil being produced il
1912.
The output in the United States since 1911 has been as follows:
Year.
1912'1 .....
1914....

1917... ..
1916
'

Pounds.
454,00
1 006,000

'o
0..............oa19,

tfor f€1912-1918 wIe At edi
s Preliminary, zubJect to NyLelon.

Year.

Pounds.

.......
1918.................
1919......................I

......................
it 9en

adhdW
|eble
oil. Thl,:3e. fo late yt

v

.

,

% W4, W
87,O06, 44

,i

,

for" Virgini anld etde"
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Imports prior to 1916 far exceeded the domestic production. The
imports for 1914-Were 1,332,108 ollons, France supplying more than
any other country Germany ranking second. In 1916 imports
amounted to 1,466,043 gallons and in 1917 to 3,018,468 gallons..
Lately China has entered the market and is shipping large quantities
of a rather poor grade to this country. Imports since 1917, chiefly
from Japan, China, Hongkong, and the Philippines, have been as
follows
(Waendar year.

1918P~

Qumtty.

198..............................

IKE
W9

392 .................................

12,076,743

1921 (9 months)........ ................... 2,,07

'Unt value.

Value.

uty.

Pcew#.

~$&31.
...

16,

l ad

Vlflam.

731

18.1

~

3.3

7N
08W

. t,3...

4.8

.....

deone largely, to $ng-,
l~et'8b~peautoil, which sine 1918; h
haind, Fraiue. an Ntwa, have been, by caleir Jii years, as -follows:
t f

Quantity (Ooutds).........
Value ..................................

......................

4,341,802

...... 6104,117

1 4. 225

247

1'253,'0

N5,570

LaW1 8 months.

lkserpUon mid uges.-Poppy-seed oil is obtained from 'the se
of two different varieties of t'e plant. T he seeds are dutiable at 32
I. i
cents per 100 pounds (par. 760O, Ff. R. 7456).
One, a
on
the
market.
There are two grades of 'poppy-seed oil
seeds,
is
almost
of
the
(old-drawn oil obtained from the first pressing
col1orless and is known in commerce as white. poppy-seed oil;
other, which is obtained from a second pressing of the seed at a
higher temperature, is Inferior in qualityand is known commercial ly as red poppy-seed oil. The best grade is used fot edible
jiirposes, chiefly as salad oil, and in the preparation of'the finest
artist's paint. The lower grade is used in the manufacture of potash
,-)ap8 and is added to olive oil in manufacturing castile soap to make
it "softer." Pop y-seed oil is often adulteated with sesitme oil,
to adulterate olive oil and bitter-almond oil.
ad in turn i e
Itroductfon.-The poppy plant is grown to a large extent in Asia
Minor, Persia, India, Egypt, the southern part of Russia, and in the
north of France. Thelt~vant, so'eds are preferred to the Indian
seeds, as ty yield, when pressed twice on a large scale, 39 to 40 per
cent of oil as against 36 to 38 per cent from the Indian seeds. The
coil is produced in a manner similar to other vegetable oils. By far
the largest quantity of seed is crushed in France, although poppies
are cltivated in California for this purpose.
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Im4ports.--The maximum import of poppy-seed oil was in 1911 and
amounted to 18,686 gallons, v u at $14,071, yielding a revenue of
$2,802. Imports decreased to an average of about 9000 gallons per
year for 912-1015. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
O

Value,

Quantity.

Weadr ymear.

Oeam..

1918 ............................
1919 ................................. .
............
......
190.........
1921 (9 months) ....... ..........

Unit vale.

$1.61
4.20
2.6
1.51

$1196
1,067
1,897,
1,173

2b0
716
776

qulva
leata4
valotea.

Duty.

$78
16
43

Per ON3.
3.96
1.43
218

Exports..-Statistics not available,
OIL.

IAPZMBWE

Deoripti and use.-Rapeseed or colza oil is obtained from
the seeds of the plant Brmrar campeutris which is grown almost

all European countries, particularly in East India. The soap in-

dustry in 1917 consumed 5,972,000 pounds of rapeseed oil. Smaller
quantities are used for lubricating purposes and for quenching steel.
It is used as a food in India.
Production since 1912 from imported seed has been as follows:

I

Year.
1912 ...............................

1914.
.....
l10.................... ...........

1917 ........................

Yer.

Pounds.
9q, 000

19,000

1,000

Pounds.

1918...................
1919...................
............
.. .........
1911 (9 monts t ..............

139,000

1,236,743
1 t905

a

I Preliminary figures, subject to revision.

The maximum production in 1919 was only about 15 per cent of the
imports for the same year.
Imports in 1913 were 1,564,659 gallons (about 12,000 000 pounds).
valued at $784,750, yielding a revenue of $156,465. imports since
1917, chiefly from Japan, England, Hongkong, and China, have
been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 ...................................
1M...........................
1921 (9 months) ........................

Quantity.

3,078,046
1,1I16,896

1,721,006
6o, 347

Value.

$3,096,827
1,306,W6
1,921,679
533, 70

Unit value. Duty.

1Rqulvalent ad
valorem.

P cent.
96
81.01 $184 6M
51:;
1.17, 67,002
537
103,2)0 J..........
1. . 0..........

Exporte.--Statistics not available.
ALL OTHER EXI'ME4MED AND JXXTRACThl) OILS.

Imports since 1917 chiefly from Japan, Kwantung, Brazil, aRI
France, have been as follows:

I
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Uit v
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.19
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Duty. vaorem
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tsON~tIPer cent.S
;K#37
15
"2U1

1

1895is
t 46

Eaport8since 1918 (calendar years), chiefly to Canada, Italy, and
Mexico, reached $18,507,128 in 1919 and then decreased to $48,811
during the first nine months of 1921.
PARAGRAPR 51.
. & 74H.

SENATE AMENDMXNTS.

IA. 51. Alizarin assistant, Turkey
red oil, sulphonated castor or other sulphonated animal or vegetable oils,
soaps made In whole or in part from
castor oil, and all soluble greases; all
of the foregoing in whatever form, and
used in the processes of softening, dyeIng, tanning, or finishing, not specially
provided for, 25 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAM. 82. Alizarin assistant, sulphoricinoleic acid, and ricinoleic acid, and
soaps containing castor oil, any of the
foregoing In whatever form, in the
manufacture of which fifty per centum
or more of castor oil is used, thirty
cents per gallon; In the manufacture
of which less than fifty per centum of
castor ol is used, fifteen cents per
gallon; all other alizarin assistants
and all soluble greases used in processes of softening, dyeing or finishing, not specially provided for in this
section, thirty per centum ad valorem.

PA" 45. Oils, expressed: Alisarla
assistant, sulphoricinoleic acid, and
ricinolelc acid, and soaps containing
castor oil, any of the foregoing in
whatever form, and all other alizarin
assistants and all soluble greases used
in the processes of softening, dyeing,
or finishing, not specially provided for
in this section, 25 per centum ad
ralorem; * 0 *.

ALTZARIN ASSISTANTS AND 8OLUBLE GREASES.
(Se Survey A-11.)

DeuNription and uue.-The wording in this paragraph describing
alizarin assistants, soaps, and soluble greases used in the processes of
softening, dyeing, and finishing covers a variety of products manufactured: from vegetable and animal oils and used by the textile industry. In dyeing cotton with alizarin dyes the use of a fatty acid
or alizarin assistant increases the brilliancy of the dye, in the case of
unbleached cotton producing a more level and uniform shade. The
most widely ,ised alizarin assistant is turkey-red oil, which was originally made by treating olive oil with sulphuric acid. It was soon
found that an alizarin assistant produced from castor oil gave better
results, and the bulk of the alizarin assistants are now made from
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that oil. Some are made also from olive, peanut, and cottonseed oils.
The group of alizarin assistants made by treating oils with sulphuric
acid is also known as sulphated or sulphonated oils.
Other soluble greases, which are really oil soaps, are used in various processes in the textile industry. They are usually potash or soda
soaps prepared from vegetable oils, although tallow soaps can be
used for some purposes. They are used in scouring raw wool, woolen
yarns, in the scouring and milling or fulling of woolen cloth; in degiunmung, silk; and in treating cotton fabrics in three operationscleansi.'g before, during, and after dyeing-and i ' calico printing,
Soine of the so-called'soluble oils at turkey-fed oil, others al'e soaps
dissolved in water.
Produtcion.-These products are manufactured by various firms in
this country specializing inchemicals tjsed in the textile industry
and by the large textile man fttturer. ' Tlie production of turkeyred oil in 1914 was. 11,681,884 pounds (about 1i870,000 gallons),
valued at $820,491.
lmport of alizarin assistants have shown a gradual increase prior
to the war from 97,097 gallons, valuedat $38,600, in 1910, to 186.24
gallons, valued at $72,430, in 1914. The imports since then have decreased until in 1918 only 24 gallons were imported. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.
i

Quantity.

6Im.
AH~'iltansdtfy-red oil:
48,916
1919-..... 4*..4 ... d . ,0.A..... ~
282
.
.
.
.
IPE).............
.
.
19 1 (9 months)....:
pew
Other soluble gresm, e.:
...
4,330
1918. ..............
576
-mD................. .......
51
..............
! (0.month.)

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

moo
W3,124
24

No8
108

7

8......

P%31
9~.;
61

.13

.111

...
.7

160
17

26
.25

24
23
2

Exports.--Statistics not available.
Importakd chages in clas88flcation.-These products differ widely
from the expressed oils with which they are combined in paragraph
45 (act of 1913), and therefore they have been griven a separate paragraph in H. R. 7456. The phrase "sulphoricinoleic acid and ricinoleic acid" was omitted because these terms are not used in the trade.
for
"Alizarin assistant" is all inclusive, and therefore the provision was
"all other alizarin assistants" in paragraph 45 (act of 1913)
omitted. (Reclassification Report, p. 60.)
Suggested change.-Attention is called to the adjustment of rates
between alizarin assistant, the duty on which is 25 per cent ad valorem in this paragraph, and castor oil, the raw material, upon which
the duty is 4j. cents per pound in paragraph 50. Castor oif, No. 3, in
barrels, was quoted at 1O cents per pound on December 12, 1921.
and has not been quoted at less than 8 cents. during 1921. The duty
on castor oil is therefore equivalent to about 45 per rent ad valorem.
as against a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem on alizarin assistant,
which i is 80 to 90 per cent castor oil.

16L
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In orderto adjust these rates it is also necessary to kw.w the relcastor, oil and castor beans, upon which
tion between the rates -A
there is a duty of one-half cent per pound under paragraph 760. In
crushing about 45 per cent of the weight of the bean is obtained as
castor oil. Therefore the duty on castor beans is equivalent, to
slightly more than 1 cent per pound on th0 oil contained therein.
TlIts gives a differential betwoe castor'beama and castor oil of some.
what les than 8J cents per pound in favor of the oil
PABAGIAPH
wR

g..,

SBNATZ. AXND.XZMT

74M8.

PA& 52. Hydrogenated or hardened

oils and fats, and other oils and fats,
the composition and properties of
which have ben changed by vulcanizlug. oxidizing, cilorinating, nitrating,
or any other chemical pioess, and not
specially provided for, 20f per centum
ad valorem.

ACT 01 1909q

[No corresponding provlsion.J

ACT 0T 113.
[No corresponding provislou.]

CHEMICALLY TREATS!D OILS AND FATS.

This paragraph covers a variety of products obtained by chemical treatment and processing of various oils and fats the most important of which are the hydrogenated or hardened oils.- These
products may be distinguished from those made by compounding
various fats and oils, by the fact that the cheinical *compositionrand
properties of the otiginal oil or fat have been alteiedb0y chemical
meant.

HYI)ROGENATKO OILS AND FATS.

.

Deeoripn and ues.--Hydrogenated, or hardened oils are ob-

tained by treating chiefly' vegetable oils with, hydrogen in the presence of a nickel catlyA, the hydrogen combines 'with 'the oil in-

creasing the density and is usually carried to a point where a solid
fat is formed. Hydrogenated oils are used chiefly in the manufacture of lard substitutes for which purpose principally cottonseed and
coconut oils are used. It is possible by hydrogenation of fish oils
to convert them into odorless soli4 fats Oitable for the manufacture
of soaps.
Prohwditom.-The production of hydrogenated oils and fats is an
industry. of recent establishment, the hydrogenation' (f oils having
been introduced in the United States in about 1S07. Since 1912 the
industry has grown rapidly to a large size. The manufacture inproduction of hydrogen on a large scale either by elecvolves
trolysisthe
of water or by passing steam over red-hot iron filings. The
combination of hydrogen with the oil is effected by means of a nickel
catalyst which, however, does not entet into the finished product. In
1915 patent litigation was begun, which was of far-reacing impor82304--22-11
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tanoe and resulted in 1920 in the declaration that the basio United
States patents were invalid. Thus, the manufacture of hydrogenated
oils beam public property.
Statistics of production are not available prior to 1919, when 'the
output was 120,444,589 pounds and increased to more than 180,000000 pounds in 1920. The output for the first 9 months of 1921 was
159,000,00 pounds. These figures may be regarded as the minimum
production since hydrogenated oil is confounded by some manufacturers and reported as vegetable stearin to the Bureau of the Census.
mport and e0'portm are not shown.
Important change in chsel aaon.---New specific p, "sion. (Re-

classifoation Report, p. 60.)

,I

OTHER CHNMICALLY TREATED OILS AND FATS.

DTes~ption and ue.-Probably the next most important class of
chemically treated oils and fats included in this paragraph is the
vulcanized oils, which are used as rubber substitutes. These products

are obtained by vulcanizing various vegetable oils by means of sulphur monochloride. Vulcanization results in a slightly elastic rubmass, which is used to adulterate cheap mechanical rubber goods,
an as a filler in the manufacture of pneumatic tires. These vulcanized oils are also known as "factice," two varieties of which "white"
and "brown or black" are produced.
The industrial use of chlorinated oils has been only slightly developed. They are claimed to be used in conjunction with calcium albuminate in tle manufacture of paints, and it is believed that a small
quantity of chlorinated cottonseed oil is used as a rubber substitute.
Nitrated oil are obtained by treating linseed or castor oil with a
nitrating mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids. The most important
use of nitrated oils is that of mixing with nitrocellulose to produce a
product resemblng ebonite. Acetone solutions of nitrated oils have
been used as Varnishes, as a' basis for paint, and for enameling
leather. It is not known definitely that any nitrated oils are produced in the United States.
Produwtion in 1914 of rubber substitutes was valued at $428,600,
and in 1919 (preliminary figures) at $1,456,000. It is not known that
chlorinated or nitrated oils are produced in this country.
Import&and #xpor.---Statistics not available.Important change in cwioat"i--New specific provision.
PARAGRAPH 58.
H. I. 746.
PAL 53. Combiatiozs and mixtures
of animal. vegetable, or mineral oils
or of any of them (except combinations of essential or distilled oils or
both), with or without other oibstances, and not specially provided for,
25 per centum ad valorem: Provdded,
That no article containing alcohol
shall be classed for duty under this
paragraph.

SENATE AMENDMENT.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
ACT OF 1909.

I
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ACT 01 1918

PAI. 3. * .* * oils, and all comand all combinaPAR. 44. *
binations of the foregoing, * * 6 tions of the same [animal oils, rentwenty-five per centum ad valorem; dered oils, and greases), not specially
provided for In this section, 15 per
centum ad valorem.
PAs. 45. * * * all combinations
of the same (expressed oils], not specially provided for in this section, 15
per centum ad valorem.

OOMBINATIONS AND MIXTURE OF OILS, N. S.T. F.
Descriptionand uwes.-This paragraph includes a great variety of
oil mixtures which are compounded for special purposes, and comprise lubricating greases and oils, tanning greases, stuffing greases,
and polishing compounds.
Prodution,imports, and export.---Statistics not available.

Important oranges in clesifwaion.-This is a new specific provision. It replaces the provision for combinations of animal oils (par.
44, act of 1913), and for combinations of expressed oils (par. 45, act
of 1918), and includes combinations of these with other oils

Suggested oeages.-Page 18, paragraph 53, line 14: Change "of"
to "containing," after "combinations," to agree with paragraph 56,
page 19, line 24..
Page 18, paragraph 53, line 13: Insert "or mixtures" after "com.
binations" to agree with line 12.
Page 18, paragraph 53, line 14: Strike out "or both" after "oils"
PARAGRAPH 54.

H. I. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA. 54. Oils, distilled or essential:
Lemon and orange, 20 per centum ad
valorem; clove, e,',lyptus, peppermint
patchouli, sandalwood, and all other
essential and distilled oils not specially
provided for, 25 per centum ad valorem: Prorided, That no article mixed

or compounded or containing alcohol
shall be classified for duty under this
paragraph.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT or 1913.
PAR, 3. * * * distilled oils, essenPA. 46. Oils, distilled and essential oils, * * * not specially pro- tial: Orange and lemon, 10 per centum
vided for in this section, twenty-five ad valorem; peppermint, 25 cents per
per centum ad valorem; * * *
pound: mace oil, 6 cents per pound;
PAR, 39. Peppermint oil, twenty-five 0 * * amber: ambergris'; *; 0
events per pound.
* *#
* edrat;
eamnonmile: *
PA. 63). Oils: *
amber, crude civet'; fennel; * * * Juniper;
and rectified ambergris.' *
* * * valerian; all the foregoing
VaJeput * * * cedrat, chamomile, oils, *
* * and essential and dis* civet,' * * * fennel, tilled oils, 0 * * not specially pro.
S* *Juglandium. Juniper, * * 0 vided for in this section. 20 per centum
lemon,*
* * mace,
vale- ad valorem: Provided, That no artlele
Han; • * * [Free].
containing alcohol shall be classified
for duty under this paragraph.
PAr. 561. Oils: Birch tar, ajeput,
* * juglandlum. * * 0 rFrte.

'Oils of ambergris and el,' are not articles of commerce.
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OIL7,DISTILF

OR EMENTIAL.

(See Survey A-12.)
OFWhERAL.

I)esoiiptianand u.e.-A scientific definition of the term "essenti.41
or distilled oils" is not possible, but the oils may be described as sul.
stances of an oily nature obtained, as a rule, from vegetable sources,
possessed usually of an agreeable odor, characteristic of or resembling
that of the plants yielding te oils. Tiey are generally liquid.
although sometimes semisolid at ordinary temperatures, and volatile
without deconmposition. Essential oils are used as flotvors ald 1perfumes, while a few possess medicinal properties.
Production.-Theessential oils occur in various parts of the plant:
in some instances distributed throughout the plant, in -others restricted to a particular portion-for example, in the petal of the
flower as in the rose; in the bark and leaves, as in the cinnamon;
and in the flower and rind of the fruit, as in the orange and lemon.
The methods, of producing essential oils may be divided into thre.
principal classes: (I) Distillation of the plant or of an leo-resinous
exudation. (2) Mechanical processes. (3) Extraction by solvents.
Distlation.-This method is used in the preparatiin of most of
the essential oils. The usual procedure is to pass steam through the
material, suitably arranged on trays, since all of the essential oils are
readily volatile by means of steam. Many are distilled under reduced pressure, which enables the distillation to be carried out at ii
much lower temperature, thus avoiding decomposition of the oils.
The distillation of an oleo-resin is illustrated in the manufacture of
turpentine and copaiba.
M1eclaeancal production.-Mechanical proceed are employed in the
preparation of lemon, orange, bergamot, grapefruit, and lime oils,
which are obtained from the peel or rind-of the fruit. The most

primitive example of this method is employed in Sicily in the preparation of orange and lemon oils. The peel is removed from the fruit
and is pressed by hand against a sponge, which absorbs the oil.
Various other mechanical processes are employed in Italy and France
for the production of these oils, especially that of bergamot. Orange
9 il and lemon oil are produced from cull fruit in California. Thli
whole fruit is shredded by a machine and the juice and oils are separated from this pulp by presses. The oils are then separated frou
the juice of the fruit by a centrifugal machine.
Ef'traetionby 8olven.&t.-This method of extraction is employed for
the preparation of delicate floral essences, which would be deconposed by distillation. This process is used in preparation of jaamini'
lnd
tuberose. Three kinds of extraction processes are used: (1)
Those in which a volatile solvent is used, (2) those in which a nonvolatile oil or fat is employed; (3) those in which a current of moist
air is used.'
'Volatile solvents commonly used are alcohol, benzine, ether, chloro-

form, light petroleum oil, carbon disulphide, acetone, and tetrachlorethane. -The simplest form of extraction is to allow the solvent
to percolate either cold or hot over the crude material. On the removal of the solvent a mixture of oil, resin, and coloring matter is

0
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obtain d: from which, "absolute floral essenqes" or lconeretes?' are
prtp*tred by extraction with alcohol.,
The, extraction by nonvolatile solvents is known as the "enfleurage
This is. both*a.Mt and a cold. proees& In the hont process
proc~.
a pure neutral fat, such as purified laid, in melt in trays; the
flowers a iplacedin theme] ted grease, which is kept at about p65
C.
This mixture is' then ptte o which separates the greae made
cotainina the essential oil Irom the fnower petals. In e cold
process the flowers ar place on wire netting over which a grease
covered glass plate is suspended. The flowers and plates are placed
in lternate layers. The first flowers after a time are removed and
replaced by more fresh flowers until the fat has become saturated
with the oils. The fat containing the oil is removed and sold as
"pomades," which are employed in the manufacture of perfume.
In the moist-air process hot air is passed through a series of wet
sponges, then over the flower, and then into a volatile solvent. The
solvent retains the perfume and is afterwards removed, leaving a
perfume which contains only the oil and no coloring matter or
resins.

The domestic production of essential oils in 1914 was valued at
$1,289,482. About 50 per cent of this value is represented by peppermint oil. In addition to the oils mentioned above, there were pduced other essential oils, amounting in value to $348 552, which
includes sassafras, cedar, pennyroyal, tansy, sandalwood camphor,
('loves, parsley, patchouli, lemon, and orange. In 1919, according to
preliminary figures, the output was valued at $4,411,775.
hnmporta of all essential and distilled oils prior to the war had
increased from. $2,118,102 in 1910 to $4,905,157 in 1913. 'The im
ports declined until 1916, from which time they show a gradual
increase to $3,948,059 in 1918. Of the total imports of essential oils
in 1913, about 70 per cent is represented by seven oils--citronella,
lemon grass, lemon, orange, bergamot, attar of roses, and lavender
or aspic... These. same oils in 1918 represented 56.5 per cent of. the
ralue of the total imports of essential and distilled oils. The value
and percentage of the total imports of each of these for 1913 and
1918 are shown in the following table:
1913

L o.

M~ue.

4885,84
.. .................................. .794,21,

('itroiiellauiwd lemon grags. ........................

Attarofrooms..
............................
791F370
Blergamot................................
..... 310,835
1 range...........................
Lavnde r aiple..................

:......
.......

Tota of 7 oils.................*..........

15,299
482,779

3,42, 344

ToWa oenutial and diitilld oliii...........jO.W15?
Ij

191S

Per emu*.

Value.

18.1

OW9,8M3

16.1
8.3

89,049
241,465

1.2
3.2
9.8

404,66"

22.8

10.2

2.2
6.1

330,506
373,468

69.71f 2,239,W97 1

....

Prr mei.

S.4
6.9
- 6.8

f131 k48k069 ......

IMiONr AN~D ORANOt OILS.

P,'odtwticr.-The lemon and the orange are nouily. cultivated in,
Ile same localities Tho'freattt part of -both lenun -oil tnd orange oil
i%produced iii Sicily, 0hiefly ift the district, of MeI3aina. These oils
aire produce& MA the thtitel States~lefity in; California! from cull
fruits.
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Imports of lemon oil prior to the war were constant at a little over
400,000 pounds, but the value shows an increase from about $800,000
in 1911 to nearly $800,000 in 1913. The import decreased somewhat in
1914, but has shown an increase to 577,600 pounds, valued at $404,568,
yielding a revenue of $40,456, in 1918.
Imports of orange oil have been much less than those of lemon oil,
in 1913 being 79,797 pounds, valued at $155,299, and yielding a revenue
of $88,824. In 1918 there was an increase to 196,846 pounds, valued
at $830,506, and yielding a revenue of $33,050. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.
~Ad Duty.

valorm
rat#.

LEMON OIL.

POUn&.

1918 .......................................
1919 ......................................
.......................................
9
1921 (9 months) ............................

535,868
03,758
662,5%5
483,818

"

Per cent.

$387,476
494,23
900,914
435,44

$0.72
.
1.38
.90

$38,748
49,4221
90,091

10
10
10
10

274974

$1.61

27,897

10

2.16
4.7

49,182
91,466

10
10

ORANGE OIL.
1918...........

................

1919 ...................................
1 ...................................
9

192i (,months)............................

72,832
227,453
192,675

16034

491,822 I
914, 3 I

397473

2.4s ...........

10

Irnports of lemon oil since 1918 have been chiefly from Italy,
France, England, and Turkey in Europe.
EKports.-Statistics not available.
C1LOVE On.

De8cmr*tion and usei.-Oil of cloves is obtained by the distillation
of the buds of the clove tree, which grows abundantly in the East
Indies, the West Indies, Madagascar, Zanzibar, and Pamba Its
chief use is in the production of eugenol, which in turn is used to
produce artificial vanillin.
Production.-Statistics for the United States are not available,
although some is made in this country.
Import and exports.--Statistics not available.
Import

col m es in lassiflation.-New specific provision.
EUCALYPTUS OIL.

Vowcription ad,use.-Eucalyptus oil is the volatile oil obtained
by steam distillation of the leaves of the eucalyptus tree, of which
there are many varieties, divided into two general classes: (1) Those
valued for their content of eucalyptol. (2) Those valued for their
content of phellandrene. The first class is in great demand for
pharmaceutical purposes, and the second for separation of metallic
sulphides by the flotation process in Australian mines.
Productiom.--Eucalyptus species were introduced into California.
and since that time the distillation of the oil has become of con-

r
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siderable importance in the southern part of the State though rank.
ing far below the peppermint and turpentine oil industries in importance. Production statistics are not available.
Imports since 1918 have been as follows:
C&Iendai year.

Quantity.,

1918 .......................................
1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................

1921 (9 months) ............................

162,638
152,284
319, 700

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

Pomade

80.35
.43

$57,571

64,734

148,871

63,640

$11,514
12,947
9, 774

.47

27,825

Ad
val1m
rate.
Per cewu.
20
20

20
20

.44 ..........

E&ports.-N-one recorded.
Important changes in classiflcation.-New specific provision.
PEPCRUINT OIL.

De rptn and uses.-Oil of peppermint is a volatile oil distilled
from the leaves and flowering tops of the peppermint herb. It is a
popular flavoring agent and finds an extensive use in chewing gum,
confectionery, and pharmaoettical preparations. The Japanese oil
is used in the preparation of mentho. (See par. 48, p. 137.)
Prodwtion.-Peppernint oil is produced chiefly iu the United
States, England, Germany, Japan, and Russia. The United States
supplies about 50 per cent of the world's production. The domestic
output in 1914 was 863,991 pounds, valued at $601,617. The major
part of the crude oil is produced in Michigan and is refined in New

York.

Imports have been practically negligible as compared with domestic production, the largest since 1910 being 29,360 pounds, valued
at $28,958, yielding a revenue of $7,340 in 1918. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

1918 .......................................
1919 .............................

10 ...............................
1921 (9 months) .......................

Quatity.

Value.

Pou nds.

Unit value.

$4, 768
302,186

S ,687
20 s20

62,426
8,587

$1.18
1.51

110,703
10,888

1.77
1.27

Duty.

89,922
b0,105

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per tent.

21.21
1. 58

16007
14.10
..................

Exports in 1910 amounted to 110,407 pounds, valued at $215,845;
in 1914, 117,809 pounds, at $397,050; and in 1918, 76,247 pounds, at
$233,899. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
uantity (pounds) ..............................
Alo ............................................

S90W6

1919
97,8D8

1920
61,847
7,396

1921
18
$181,

18&
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Since 1918 exports have been chiefly to England, Canada, France,
and Oermmay.,
Suggested c¢lan .--Page 18, line 19, paragraph 54, H. R. 7458:
Insert a comma after the word peppermint.
PATCUOUU OIL

Descriptionand ue.-Patchouli oil is a brownish-yellow, viscous,
volatile oil of fragrant, persistent odor, used for making certain
perfumes. It is derived by distillation of the leaves of Porgotemon
patco/y, with subsequent purification by rectification. The chief
sources of supply are India and the Straits Settlements.

Imports are included in "all other essential or distilled oils," infra.
Exports.-Statistics not available.

Import

changes in classi/ication.--Mentioned specifically for

the first time.
SANDALWOOD

IL.

Description and use.--Sandalwood oil is a thick, yellow, volatile
oil, of spicy taste and aromatic odor, used chiefly in medicine and
It is derived by distillation of the wood of intaluvaa
perfumer
The chief source is French Guiana. West Indian sandalwood oil, which is not a true sandalwood oil, has been substituted for
it to a certain extent. "
Importm.-Included in "all other essential or distilled oils," infra.

zport.-tistics not available.

Important c&ae

;* da..

on-New specific provision.

ALL OTHK I 55IENTIAL 0

DISTILUW OILS.

Import. are tabulated as follows:
Cnebndar yr.

Qmuntty.

191 ...........................................
1919 .....................................
192 .......................................
...........
) ...............
-- (9=the .

354,916
78&,175
3

I

Va"w'.

Unit valueI Duty.

$740,700
,043,050
2,127,464
,148,0

.......... 1
142
8 S6 0 4610
s, M
L so
3.9..

Ad

vakrm
rat.

20
20
20
20

E,.po1 't, chiefly to Canada, England, Cuba, and France, in 1918
(calendar year) amounted to $744,997, and increased to $1,571,4115
in 1920. During the first nine months of 1921 they amounted to

$419,724.

lInmportawt change in clasNsifation.--The provision "that no article
mixed or compounded * 0 * shail be classified for duty under

this paragraphi" has been inserted and the provision in paragraplh
46 (act of 1913) for "all combinations of" essential or distilled oils
omitted so as to make such comnbinations of essential or distilled
oils dutiable under paragraph 56, 1-. I. 7456 as they are intermediate
products used in the manufacture of perifumes. (Reclassification
le portl, p. (35.)
Birch tar, cajeput and juglandium oils (exempt from duty in the
act of 1913, par. 561) are not mentioned specifically in H. R. 7456 and
therefore fall '91ithin the provision for "Other essential and distilled
oils" in this paragraph.
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PARAGRAPH 55.
SENATE AMENDEENIS
H. X 7458.
PAL 55. Opium containing not les
than 8.5 per centum of anhydrous morphine, crude or unmanufactured and
not adulterated, $3 per pound; powdered, or otherwise advanced beyond

the condition of crude or unmanufactured, and containing 15 per centum or
les of moisture, $4 per pound; morphine, morphine ,sulphate, and all
opium alkaloids and salts, esters, and
other derivatives thereof, $8 per ounce;
cocaine, eegonloe, and salts, esters, and
other derivatives thereof, $2 per
ounce: tincture of opium, such as
laudanum, and other liquid prelmra-

ions of opium, not specially provided
for, 80 per centum ad valorem: opium
contillning less than &5 per centum of
anhydrous morphine. $6 per pound:
Prov4W, That nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to repeal or in any manner impair or affect
the provisions of an Act entitled "An
At to prohibit the ihiportation and use
of opium for other than medicinal purposes," approved February 9, 1909, as
aniended by an Act approved January
17, 1914.
ACT 0F 1913.
ACT OF 1900.
PA& 47. Opium, crude or unmauuae.
PAi. 41. OAumn. crude or umnanufactured, and not adulterated, contain- tured, and not adulterated, contabling
Ing nine per centum and over of mor- 9 per centum and over of worphin, $&
phia, one dollar and fifty cents per ier pound; opium of the same compo.
sition, dried to contain 15 per centum
pound; opium of the mvne composition, dried, piowdered, or otherwise or less of moisture, powdered, or otheradvancel beyond the condition of wise advanced beyond the condition of
crude or utimanufactured, two dollars crude or unmanufactured, $4 per
jo'r pound; morphia or morphine, pound; morphia or morphine, sulphate
sulphate of, and all alkaloids of of. and all alkaloids of opium, and
,,Ipum, and salts and esters thereof, salts and esters thereof, $3 per ounce;
one dollar and fifty cents per ounce; cocdne, ecgonlne, and all salts and deocnine, ecgonine, and all salts and

rlvatlves of the same. $2 per ounce;

aqueous extract of opium, for -.Mt1eiral uses, and tincture of, as laud,us extract of opium, for "medicinal anun, and other liquid preparations of

derivatives of the same, one dollar and
fifty (cents per ounce; * * * squ,.

opium, not specially provided for in
this section, 60 per centum ad valoren; opium containing les titan 9
forty per centdim ad valorem; opium pe-r centum of morpbla, $6 per pound;
containing less titan nine per centum but preparations of opium deposited in
of niorplila, six dollars per pound ; but bonded warehouses shall ntot be repreparations of opium deposited In moved therefrom without payment of
handed warehouses shall not be re- duties, and such duties shall not be
n1oved therefrom without payment of refunded ;_ Pro4ded. That nothing
dilties, and stich duties shall not be herein contained shall be so construed
reftined: Prorided. That nothing as to repeal or in any manner impair
herein contained shall Is so construct or affix.t the provisions of an Act enas to repeal or lit any manner impair titled "An Ac4 to prolitilt the Importa,,r affe t the provisions of an Act en- lion and use of opium for other than
(itledf "An Art to prohibit the importa- nedlicinal puripoi-s," approved Febrution andi use of opium for other tian ary nith, olneteen himtrl and nine.**
tse, and tincture of, as laudanum, and
,ither liquid preixirations of opium, not
stpchlaly provided for in this section,

medicinal purposes," approved Februnry ninth, nineteen hundred and nine.
8tupplomentary acts: Jan. 17, 1914,00. 9. 38 Stat., 275: Dec. 17, 1911, cb. 7, 38
Rtat,, 785; F'eb. 24, 1919, eb. 16, o"c. 1008. 1007, 40 tat., 1057, 1130. 1182.
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OPIUM.

(See Survey A-S.):
Deuc'i tion and ue*.-Opium is a drug consisting of the air-dried
juices o the poppy plant. It is used in medicine to induce sleep
and insensibility to pain, and, in the manufacture of alkaloids, of
which morphine, heroin, and codeine are of chief importance. One
pound of opium supplies about 7,000 medicinal doses.
Prod wt4cw.-Commercial opium, derived mainly from Asiatic
Turkey and Persia, has an alkaloid content which is higher than
that from other important producing countries, reixdering it unfit
for smoking purposes. Smoking opium, which is used chiefly or
wholly by addicts, contains less than 9 per cent morphine and was
formerly produced in large quantities in India and China. East
Indian c ltivation of the poppy has recently been much restricted.
It has also been prohibited in China. for some years, although avernmental disturbances in that country have 9ided illicit production.
Greece, Bulgaria, and a number of other countries produce small
amounts of opium. It has been produced experimentally in the
United States also, but the costs of production are at present considered prohibitive. The poppy is extensively raised for seed in'
California and elsewhere. The seed, which contains no alkaloid, is
used for the expression of oil and for culinary purposes. Poppy
culture in the tropical possessions of the United States has been discouraged.
The consumption of opium in the manufacture of "druggist
preparations and pateint medicines and compounds" in 1919 (preIiminary figures) was 102,76i punds, valued at $956,354.
Imports of opium are tabuli id under three classes:
(1) Crude opiun cantadnini!9 per cet or over of nmhi.-This
the
chief grade used in medicitte and manufacture. For the years
is
1909-1915 imports averaged .28,634 pounds, valued at $1,787,162.
During three succeeding years imports decreased largely, owing to
war conditions. In 1918 only 21,342 pounds of crude opium, valued
at $265,283, are recorded. kince the signing of the armistice, largA
amounts of opium are understood to have been imported. Since
1918 imports of crude opim containing 9 per cent or more of
morphine, chiefly from Turkey in Asia, Turkey in Europe, France,
and England, have been as follows:
.[ ....

'

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Poi .d
1240,738
I00210
1918 ................................
3*818, 725
316,713
1919 ................ ................
1,796207
19...0..............................224,152
22, 768
65231
I921 ( months) ...........................

JEquiwa-

Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

4,71VI
$1&78
12.08 960,180
&O
01872 486
4.02 ..........

P I cen.
19.01
24.88
87.46
a....

Unit vidue

(2) Dried or advanced opium.--This is normally negligible in
amount as compared with the crude grade, but has increased largely
during the war, 98,498 pounds, valued at $1,514,127, being imported
in 1918. Imports since then have been as follows:
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Equlva-.

'

Caea yM.

i1 ....................................
1#19
......................................

9
1 ......................................
)...........................
nowua,

IM -(9

Unit Ye

Quantity..

V"lu.

P"Ods.
17, 713

am*
86(
t1~79&

s

0 337, 8

6

I..2#+

$18.97

75718
2.1

Duty.

lent ed

5M%&2

P# ce*.
23.57

IIZ

SX

.

.........

.,

21.02

961

(3) Opium containing 168s thoan 9 per cent morphitn.-This grade
includes smoking opium. The importation of low-grade opium has
been prohibited b+! act of Congress since 1909. Import revenues from
opium and its derivatives greatly exceed those of all other drug products combined. For the years 1909-1910 crude opium yielded an
average annual revenue of $671,969; that dried or advanced beyond
the condition of crude, for 1910-1918, an average of $178,093.
Imports under recent high tariffs have been small as compared
with American manufacture and have consisted mainly of the rarer
alkaloids and salts. War conditions caused demand for opium. products virtually regardless of price, and considerable increase in imports took place in 1917-18. That increases were not larger is doubtless due to universal scarcity and export restrictions of other nations
rather than to high prices or present tariff duties. The duty of $3
per pound on 9 per cent opium is equivalent to a tax of $2.07 per
ounce on the contained alkaloid, leaving a margin in favor of the
American manufacturer of 93 cents per ounce. This, tether with.
the profit gained from codeine and other by-products, and the application of legal restrictions beyond the purview of the tariff, considerably hampered foreign competition in the American markets. Imports of morphine fell off under the present tariff rates from an
annual average (1910-1913) of 18,004 ounces to (1914-1917) 2,805
ounces. In 1918 imports rose to 25,215 ounces, valued at $202,263.
Other alkaloids have pursued a very irregular course. The maximum (1917) is 34,179 ounces, valued at $1065,028. Imports of laudanum and other preparations have in recent years passed the $5,000
mark only in 1915. Under the tariff of 1909 opium alkaloids yielded
an average annual revenue of $5,393. The tariff of 1918 has yielded
(1915-1918) an annual average of $49,233.
The onl imports recorded since 1918 are 951 pounds, valued at.
$4,542, in 1he first nine months of 1921.
Export.-Statistics not available.
ImibportAbt chaige8 in cla8si$catiom.-The United States Pharnmacopcia in the most recent revision changed the specifications for
opium by eating the morphine content on the basis of anhydrous
morphine rather than the crystalline morphine. This necessitated
changing the 9 per cent limitation as to morphine content of opium
to 8.5 per cent.
The phrase "dried to contain 15 per cent or less of moisture"
(act of 1913) has been changed to "containing 15 per cent or less
of moisture' in order to obviate the difficulty which customs authorities encountered in determining whether opium had been artificially dried.
The provision for "aqueous extract of opium, for medicinal *uses"
in paragraph 47 (act of 1913) has been omitted because the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (Int. Rev. T. D. 1982) has ruled that
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aqueous extract of opium is smoking opium, and its importation is
therefore prohibited by the act of kebruary 9, 1909, as amended by
the act of January 17, 1914.
The clause "but preparations of opium deposited in bonded warehouses shall not be removed therefrom without payment of duties,
and such duties shall not be refunded," has been omitted, because
it is believed that it serves no purpose at the present time. -(Ro-"

classification Report, pp. 67, 68.)

MORPINE AND OTHER OPIUM ALKALOIDS.

(See Survey A-18.)

Dermtion and use.--The derivatives and preparations of opium
are considered for tariff purposes in two categories-(1) opium
alkaloids and their derivatives, and (2) medicinal preparations of
opium. Morphine, codeine, and heroin or diacetylmorphine, are
the most important of opium alkaloids. Morphine occurs in medicinal opiura in amounts of 9 per cent or more - codeine rarely exceeds

3 per cent., Heroin is an artificial product obtained from morphine.
These preparations are used in medicine to relieve pain ind induce
sleep. Morphine is perhaps the most important single agent in the
Material Medica, both as regards its legitimate use and in its capacity
as a habit-forming drug. The uses of heroin are similar to those
of morphine. It was introduced as a nonhabit-forming substitute,
but was speedily found to be even more dangerous in this respect
than morphine itself. Heroin and cocaine may probably be considered as most subject to vicious misuse of any of the habit-forming
drugs. Because of this fact and because heroin possesses no medicinal superiority to morphine, modern therapeutic authorities have
advocated the prohibition of its manufacture and traffic. ,The use
of codeine is similar to that of mnoiphine. It is considered less habitforming than morphine and therefore better suited to repeated .administration. The secret use of the opium alkaloids and opium
preparations in proprietary remedies has been regulated by the Food
andDrugs Act., These materials also come within the scope of the

Harrison Natcotic Acti Medicinal preparations, salts, and various
combinations of opium are of considerable importance in domestic
pharmaceutical manufacture, but *the high ad valorem rate (60 per
cent) has virtually eliminated. them from our imports., ,Their use
is similar to thai of opium. Among the principal preparations
may be mentioned laudanum, paregoric, and Dover's powder. Thc
consumption of, opium alkaloids in 1919 (preliminary' figures) in
the manufactum of "druggists'. preparations and I)atent medicines and comp ounds " was: Morphine and salts, 3,984 pounds, valued at $635,912; heroin and salts, 702 pounds, valued at, $178,585

codeine and salts, 2,312 pounds, valued at $290,392.
Production.-Opium alkaloids are extensively manufactured ii)
England, Germany, and the United States. England and Germanv
led in production' prior to the war. Gemany, in particular,, produced a large variety of the rarer alkaloids and salts. ,Morphine has
been extensively manufactured in America for a number of years.

No statistics of prodotion axe available, but the average anal
opium' import before the war was equivalent to about 69,00 ouces.
nqo s
or 2,500,000,O0 snedicioa!'lose, ,of morpiue. , pnsidnuhlq
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of opium, hQwever are not manufactured into tho alkaloid. Codeine
was ifr'merlyi produced chiefly in Germany.tUnder! war conditions
it has been extensively manufactured in the United States from
Persian opium, which contains a comparatively large amount of, this
alkaloid. Heroin was until recently, made only in Germany, but is
now manufactured in this country.
lm.port# pi
917Thave been as follows;
"

• ' "Equiva.

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Unit value.

lent ad
valoren

MORPHINE OR MORPHINE SULPHATE.

..................................
.1......................................

ouscem.

.

t... ...........................

19219 months ............................

.

,38 5
I,700

4,00

$226,349
88,451

$7.45
5,48

11,.44

$91,155
47,280

2.86

Per cent.

40.27
64.69

1,000

104.85

$177,810

62.03

19,500

(4.07

4.78.............

OTHER OPIUM ALKALOIDS.'

191................
193..................

1o21 (9

...............

.
....

.

59,270

$77
S&

$SR1,771

199....
9
.189,478
862

94

30,5371

4.68

218
IMotha) 8,09

727

................

02

Ax'Xport.-Statistic not available.

Important change in c1Wa8iflcation,-The act of 1913 provided for

"alkaloids of opium and salts and esters thereof."

The language

has been changed so that "thereof" refers to "alkaloids" and not to
"opium," since there are no stlts and esters of. opium. (Merck V.
United States, 6 Ct. Cizst, Appls., 41, of 1915.)

The term "deriva-

tives "has been added so as to correspond to the provision for cocaine
and ecgonme.

COOAINE) ECOONINE, AND DERIVATIVES THEREOF.
(See Survey A-18.)

De8arptiOn and We&. Cocaine is an alkaloid derived from coca

leaves. It is uspd chiegy as a locid anesthetic in minor qurgipal

operations and dentistry, 4 is the most important medicinal of this
class. It has other less important legitimate uses.. Large quantitis
are used as an exhilrant by drugad icts. The cocaine habit is considered by medical authorities to be the most vicious and difficult to
deal with of any narcotic addiction. Ecgonine and its derivatives
are alkaloidal substances occurring with cocaine in coca leaves, and
from them cocaine may be derivedby chemical processes. They have
no recognized medicinal use.
Production.-Cocaine used in the United States is practically all
of domestic manufacture. Statistics are lacking, but the normal import of coca leaves is sufficient for the annual production of 100,000
or more ounces. Owing to the habit-forming properties of cocaine,
a host of synthetic local anesthetics have been developed as substitutes. These were formerly chiey imported from Germany, but
under the trading with the enemy act' ji
nin ber f German patents
have been licensed to American manufacturers. While these products
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have attained a considerable vogue apparently they have not decreased the demand for cocaine. The manufacture of cocaine, like
that of most alkaloids, is a specialized industry, requiring a high type
of chemical skill, and is carried on by only a few firms. The limitations imposed by the Food and Drugs Act, the Harrison Narcotic
Act, and.various other law- have further tended to centralize the in.
dustry. Cocaine is also produced commercially in Germany, England,
and other European countries. Considerable amounts of the crude
product are produced in Peru and exported tQ Europe for purification.
The consumption of cocaine' and salts in the manufacture of
"Druggist preparations and patent medicines and compounds" in
1919 (preliminary figures) was 516 pounds, valued at $90,454, a
marked decrease from about 26,000 pounds in 1914.
Imports for -the years 1910-1914 have averaged 329 ounces per
year. After the imposition of the specific rate of $2 per ounce only
insignificant amounts of cocaine entered until 1916 and 1917 when,
on account of war conditions, imports rose to 4,275 ounces and 19,388
ounces, respectively. American cocaine imports normally consist
largely of rare salts which are not manufactured in this country.
The revenues yielded by cocaine have never been large, reaching a
maximum of $46,933 in 1910, and since then have decreased.
Comn dities included in paragraph 55 embrace the chief narcotic
and habit-forming drugs. The high rates of duty imposed by previous tariffs were presumably designed to limit imports and consumption rather than to raise revenue, although in the case of opium
and its products the revenue has been comparatively large. The
testimony brought out in various hearings on narcotic legislation indicates that the average annual amount of opium (and its products)
and cocaine consumed within the United States is enormously in exmess
of medicinal use. Estimates of actual medicinal need of opium
have varied from 50,000 pounds to 100,000 pounds annually. Under
war conditions imports have been about 120,000 pounds annually,
and much of this has been absorbed directly or indirectly by the
Army. Recent investigations of opiumism and cocainism indicate
that these addictions are on the increase. Legislation has tended to
drive illicit trade in narcotic drugs into underground channels, but
not to extirpate it. Statistics indicate that past tariff levies have
been insufficient to exert any marked influence on the use of or demand for narcotics.
Imports of cocaine, ecgonine, and their salts, esters, etc., since
1917, have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 ......................................

1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Quantity.

Ou ce.

18,389

12, 464
8,642
6,309

Export.-Statistics not available.

Value.

80, 52

29, 035
27,324
16, 978

I Unit value. Duty.
...

.Per

$4.38

.36,778

2. 33
24 928
&16
17,284
2.69 .........

Equivalent advalorem.
cent.
* 45.60
8&86
63.20
.......
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PARAGRAPH 56.
H. & 746.

SENATE AXIND392TS

PAIL 56. Perfume materials: Anethol, citral, geraniol, hellotropin, Ionone, rhodinol, safrol, terpineol, vanilin, and all natural or synthetic
odoriferous or aromatic chemicals, all
the foregoing not mixed and not compounded, and not specially provided
for, 85 per centum ad valorem; all
mixtures or combinations containing
essential or distilled oils or natural or
synthetic odoriferous or aromatic sub.
stances, 40 cents per pound, and 40 per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That
only materials not marketable as per.
fumery, cosmetics, or toilet preparations, and not containing more than 10
per centum of alcohol, shall be classifled for duty under this paragraph:
Provided further, That all of the foregoing materials containing more than
10 per centum of alcohol shall be classified for duty under paragraph 58 as
toilet preparations
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1900.
PAn.83. Vanlllin, twenty cents per
ounce.
PAR. 3. *

*

*

chemical

com-

pounds, *
*
not specially provided for In this section, twenty-five
per centum ad valorem; * * *.

PAR.

70. Vanillin,

10

cents

per

ounce; * * **
PA. 49. * * * all natural or syn-

thetic odoriferous or aromatic substances, preparations, and mixtures
used in the manufacture of, but not
marketable as, perfumes or cosmetics;
all the foregoing not containing alcohol and not specially provided for In
this section, 20 per ceutum ad valorem.
PAR. 46. *

*

*

all combinations

of the same [essential and distilled
oils], not specially provided for in this
sectiVn, 20 per centum ad valorem:

*

* *

PERFUME MATERIALS.
(See Survey A-14.)

Desmiption and uses.-This provision covers various odorous substances and preparations used in the manufacture of perfumes and

cosmetics. The. first portion of the paragraph, including the spe-

cific mention of various chemicals and the phrase "all natural or
synthetic odoriferous or aromatic chemicals," embraces odoriferous
chemicals obtained directly from the essential oils (paragraphs 54
and 1624, H. R. 7456), or which are prepared from such products
lby further chemical treatment.
Other materials used in the manufacture of perfumery and cosmetics and specially provided for elsewhere in H. R. 7456, include
the following: Synthetic odoriferous chemicals of coal-tar origin
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(dutiable under paragraph ) ;Go~v
aaimal products (free under
paragraph 1506); essential oils (some free under phragraph 4625
and others dutiable under paragraph 54); enfloufage greases, floral
essences, and floral concretes (free under paragraph1 4566);
1 ) ; ajudbalsams (dutiable under paragraph 10).
The perfumery business is divided into two distinct branches,
(1) manufacturers of and dealers in natural Odoriferous 'materials
or synthetic odoriferous chemicals; (2) firms which mix or blend
these odoriferous materials with each, other' and with alcohol, or
other material, to make finished perfumery and cosmetic articles in
accordance with their own private formulas, and, distribute the
i
I
product to the wholesale or retail trade.
Some foreign manufacturers of perfumery, however, do all of the
blending or mixing abroad, except the addition of .alcohol, and ship
the mixture to agents or branch houses in the United States, who add
the necessary alcohol to convert these into finished perfumery, and
bottle and distribute it. Since the ,composition of such mixtures is
not disclosed and is very difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain by
chemical tests, it is practically impossible for the. appraisers to
ascertain their dutiable value. Under the existing tariff this is in
effect an evasion of the duties intended to be collected on finished
perfumes. These complex compoundsare covered by the provision
in this paragraph .for "all mixtures or combinations containing
essential or distilled oils, or natural or synthetic odoriferous or
aromatic substances,'! which, in H. R. 7456, are assessed a duty of
40 cents per pound and 40 per centum ad valorem which is only
slightly less than the duty on finished perfumes. (Par. 57.) This
arrangement will tend to discourage the importation of such mix.
tures instead of the pure unmixed and 'uncompounded perfume materials which are more easily appraised.
Production.-Practically none of the aromatic chemicals, including those made from coal tar (see par. 26, p. 79), were manufactured
in this country prior to the war. The domestic consumption was stl)plied largely by imports from Germany. Anethol is obtained by
separation from anise or fennel oils. Citral is separated from lemoni
grass oil and is the raw material for ionone, which is the basis of
synthetic violet perfume. Geraniol is obtained of
from
palma citrorosa
geraniol,
or Indian geranium oil. . R[ipdinol is a n[xture
nellol, and other related alcohols present in oil of rose. Safrol is
separated from camphor oil:aad is converted by oxidation to heliotropin. Terpineol is, made from terpin hydrate (par. 24, H. R.
7456), which is.6btained.f1rom 6i1- f turPentine. Vanillin ismade
from eugenoli which ia-separated -froni oil of cloves. Vanillin may
be made also from coal*War products, although this:process is noi
used,:in the United States,; The domestic output of vanilli in 1914
amounted, to 120,619, poundsvalued at $525,219. Vanilhn is also
troduced- -in foreign coautries., including! Switzerland and France.
omestic production of vanillin in 1919 (preliminary figures) was
134,700 pounds, valued at $1,365,900..

o'hh
ically (vanillin excepted)
Imports of the articl 'n
are.woniy fvrAM iscal year 1914 and&,au u fellows:
Art~ol&
Anotol ......................

Qualatity.

.

..

S

. . .,

***

6,

2,7M7

Gwanlol

Im
VOW

A**..,
.0, ;,i.

rOnowe. . ...

$8

,.

Ci
.............
.

Raltotropn ....... ........

Mw~q

V"lp.

10

8,71

10,v.0

70uu~

pe_ wui. 5,408
Impoits of vanillin during 190615 hveagq
, of
A : o.'i'p
n
ounces, valued at $1,072, with a rove4,+
vanillin are recorded for 1918 and 1919. Later statistics follow:
(

,i!" '

," nd,

;

"

1~

20 30

'

.

I,+ ,

1D t

Equive.
,
ad

1uc.
wolo

!l im ports
p -sad
:,.e.....l..i,.t,.
:.or,'ati
l.... .. ...81J' .
of,0PLAI''m
"all
i4atural
oz sYnthetii odorifet~u4
i
0 1,+1::|
O
,
:t,
,
: ,
:
. .
,

stances, preparations and mixtures" from-1916"M91 have averagord
revenue of about-$100,000 annual.
about,$500,000,
....
? :,_
s fr.dcing
w ttatI-a'-l
#:,I'
Calendar year.

Quanty,

1018....................................... l......
1919 ......................................

.

Value.

V011404 Doty.

220,27

1921 (9ninths) ................ ....... .

2A01

aioroq

.'flctA'2

' .......
87,,0M

I..........................

-'Ad.

1,720,213

6S709
;12

12.38
7.80

150.41
34,043,

4.,2 ..........

,

2
2D

20

'apor8.-Statistics not available.
Impo¢rtazt chmgesn8 i~iod- sifica"to.--,erfume 'materials' provided

for in paragraph 49 (act of 1913-) have been ratedtd into- two jatnctut,. -' The more imporural groups according to degree 'of mat
origin-lia~e
beeL mentioned
tant Wromatic chemicals
for. l11
(H. B. 745G).
Tbe pi'ovsioi'
specificallyin
paragmph of56iloneoal-tar
combinations of" essential and distilled' oils ihptragraph 46!+(act
of 1918). has ben combined with this paragraph,' (Itqlssificafton
Report,.p. 72.).

'

++

: ::'"

8'Vgestedt cane.--Page ,, line 1, qf H. R. '7456: 'Strike out
comma af Or "pound." P$ug0, lineT7, .ifH. 1.450 . Change "58"
Page 19, 1para aph 56, line 24 : TItnspose "combinations" and
mixturess to agree with' paragraph'5 ;
a,

.

-

~MMAIIY

9~!

X&&VI 10ATAQ~5,~1.

IL,

tWNA715 AWI*XwS.'
PAL 57. Perfumery, Including cologne
ond'othel toilet water, rticles of perfumery, whether in sachets or other.
wise, and al, preparations used as ap.
plications to the hair, mouth, teeth, or
'Odn, such M5 ,oswetle, dentifrices,
:.,4qoth uoapt papites, theatrical greape
paints, pomades, powders, and other
toilet preparations, all the foregoing, If
un,
er
lig1~lco~ol , 4
and 0o er ceutumn
#AIalrem; if not'
~ntalni 'alcO:ho|, 600ie~~t'-1un ad

I,

. I,,",

w

ill!,,~J

A:

ACT OF 1900.

ACT, OF 10M -

PiL 8.7.- Perfumery, including coPAi. 48. Perfumery,, Including cologne and other toilet waters, articles logne and other toilet waters, articles
of perfumery, whether in sachets or of perfumery, whether in sachets or
'otherwise, and all preparations used otherwise, and all preparations used
as applications, to the haiT, mouth, as applications to the hat, mouth,
teeth, or'skin, such as cosmetics, den.' teeth, or skin; such as cosmneftns, dentifrices, including tooth soaps, pastes, tifrlcom, Including tooth soaps, pastes,
ncludiyg theatrical gr ase paints and including theatrical grease paints, and
i*gtes' onmide, IPD*ders, and other' pasfV, ,'pomades:' poWirs,1and other
.toilet atticleo all'. the; fregoeoing; 'if toilet pieparations, all the .foregoing,
.i tolniag aloho or i ,the foanu c.; if Nt*jalMg, alcoho11 14O cepts per
ture or preparation of which alcohol pound and, e# pe ceuhm ad valgrem;
is used, sixty cents per pound and If not cohtalnnk, s6hb"00 per
fifty per centum ad valorem; If not centum ad valorem; *
.
containing alcohol, or in the manufactqre or preparation of which alcohol
is not used, sixty per centum ad valorem; * * * not specially provided
'for In this sectlon, twen4' per ceatum
ad valorvn.
.
.
PERFUMERY AND COSMETICS.

(See Survey A-14.)

D'eaoipton:4 ts#,--Perfumes and cosmetics include liquid er
Times, sugh as toilet waters and cologne, and dry perfumes, suc as
waahot and taloum. .They also include preparations fdr the care of the
skin, such aemulsions, cranes2 and nail powder; for the care of the
;hairp such,,4 oils, washes, tonics. and pomades; fpr the.,careof the
mouth, suoh as4 tooth astes and powders; and cosmetics, such as face
and
paints, powders, lip sUck ,ebrow pencils, and theatrical grqass
paints. This paragraph covers perfumery and cosmetics in Anished
form, .These products are made by mixing perfume matorials (see
par, 50) ,with,-ther s bstapcea, The, materials are, mixed with

alcohol in the case of liquid perfume, toilet waters, 'and hair onics;
:with talc in. e
of t4a!num powders; with grea es and pigments
in the case of face paints; #nd.,withMai~y other substncs..' The
manufacture and the sale of these finished articles' ire,' as a rule,
by firms other than those dealing in the raw materials:":; ''
Production.-France is probably the leading produce of perfume
material, finished perfumes, and cosmetics. Th is partly d-ae to
natural advantages in growing flowers which produce the perfume

*

4 '~'"*~'

'r""''
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odors and to the large useof Jhweemmodities by the French people.
• The Aoestic production, of perfumery and cosmetics in 1914 was
value at $16,899,(00. The State of New York'produced nearly onehalf of the total output. Illinois and Massachusetts each produced
over $1,000,000 worth; New Jersey -ranik with these two States.
In 1919 (preliminary figures) the vyolue of theoutput of perfumery
and cosmetics was $59,592,000.
IMports of perfumery cosmetics, and all toilet preparations have
shown a steady increase from $1,214,792 in 1910 to $3,806,699 in 1917.
Between 80 aid 90 pet cent of the imports have been from France.
In 1913 the import of perfumery, cosmetics, aud all toilet preparations containing alcohol was 285,553 pounds, valued at $818,942, and
yielded a revenue of $580,803. The import of perfumery cosmetics
and all toilet preparations not containing alcohol in 1913 was valued
at $1,025,200, and yielded a revenue of $615,120. The importsincreased to $1,68856 in 19,17, with a revenue of $1,012,954. Imports
of the above articles-since 1917 have been as follows:
Qauoitit .

Caledar year.

lo
Unitvau.Dt.A
ain~f uty 5 ramse

loid

~aie.

PERFUMX8, INCLUDING COLOGNE AND OTHER TOILET WATERS (ALCOHOLIC).

~

*
***~00

'ond.
g,;~s5

1921.(9 mt).

.............

,

.

PERFU)1,. INCLUDINO C LqoANi

10(..........

~

*~*

.

.

'Pet Cept.
$9996M,~
r7i
M,2M7
56
,810
3.82.......... ....

"M,6061

$3.71

) OER TQUiERT WATERS (N6NALC OuC

.........
81 37...1.9 .,
... ....
s
974~1
1,893,874,
|, !,0 ,763
5
l
1

..........
9 ( l on9s) .. ....................

$922,616 5
8.4 f,1,324
1.( | 700414
. ......
...

60,20
6000
0.00
0o0

PREPARATIONS USED AS APPLICATIONS TO HAIR, MOUTH, TEETH, ETC.
(ALCOHOLIC).
1918

....................
.............. .............. ............ .......... ..........

1919 .................................... ..

19,878

192 ..........................
1921 (9 months) .............................

29,931
12,' 082

21,o48

84,453
42,'193

$1.06

820,680

97.78

02,644
74.18
8.49 .......... ..........
Z82

PREPARATION$ USED AS APPLICATIONS TO HAIR, MOUTH, TEETH, ETC.(NONALCOHOLIC).

99......... .......................
19M ....... ..........
0.. ........

1921 (9months)........

...

8.,529......
5
1i40
SW

......

69:5269,

..

542,500

8043 $221 ,'72 60-,
.,6
5, 1 6 o

.78 ............

Included with perfumes, cosmetic,

Exports of perfumery, cosmetics, and toilet preparations have
steadily increased from $824 460in 1910 to $3,965 465 in 1918. Eng.
land and Canada have been, th chiet~consumers of our exports. Australia, Cuba, and the Philippines have taken a considerable portion
in recent years. -Exports wee. valued at $7,324,422, $8,739,593, and
$3,515,070 ,in 1919t, 1920, and in; the first nine months of 1921,
respectively.
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OR FWWO WATERS.

F,4L

(See Survey A-14.)

Pemcription and u8e8.--Floral or flower waters are obtained as a
byproduct of the steam distillation process of recovering the essential oils of various flowers,. (See pr. 54.) The flowers are distilled
Vith steam and the essential oil of the flower separates from the condensed steam or water, but'the water is left perfumed with the odor
of t flower. An illustration of this is the well-known rose water
which is produced in' Bulgaria as a by-product of 'the productioni of
oil of rose.
, import& from 1910. to ,1913 were valued at $31,418. In 1914.the
value was $50297 and yielded: revenue of $10,059. Inports decreased to $22,216,in 1915. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
C&nidar year.

Value.

Duty.

Ad

valorm
rqte.

1918 .......... .. ...........
1919,73.;
1919 ...................
........ ,~

1921

mont

... ..
.........................
..

e......

..

........................... ...................

.

14 35 88 ,, 7477
14,:
$2,974
Q.7

2D
20
20

20

Expor.-Statisties not available.
Important okange8 in ca,8il-ion.-Floral waters are included
with perfumery in paragraph 48 of the act of 1913. Their thif use
is other than in perfumery (for flavoring nofdicines), and ther fore
they were given a separate paragraph.
OSee Sth"Oy A-4, .Y

De.i
npt'.wn.Bay.r~u'
or bay water, is o ifragtant liqupid, .usutlly
made by wixingthe oil of: ba :leaves With alcohol, ad water;.iU may
be obtained by distilling the leaves with rum..
I'l ":I

JJJ*M#Ay# P94WFF-Mk0M4T;9*1 W1.
Impmto were 483 gallo w, t4iel t"$4Win 1914; nearly all came
from France and the Virgin Islands. Imports of raw materials in
1914. weraIM N16 pounds "of.bay leaves, valued-at $5,670; and 1,631
pounds of bay'oil, valued at $2,393, chief fron France rpd Fresh
dI' i'
West Indies, respectively.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
A

4a"cei

,.

....

,

kn€dlar year.

1918..................................P

Value.
Unit vaid6. Dulty.,

Quanty.

o~ 1

1919 .......................................
90 .......................................

1921 (9 months) ............................

18
9,322

-

I

83

28I2

51
8,67

2.83
. 3

12

12.

lent ad

valWat.
17

1

)

121

..........
.

81,76
.........

From tW Virgin Islands, free of duty.

fwport.-Statistics not available.

lnportai change*in o1a.iicetion.--Bay rum is transferred from

paragraph 949, soliedule H, act Gf 1013, to this schedule.
PARAGRAPH, 59,
H. k. ,74564.

PA.

ENAT

AXNDWENTS.

5 Paris green And London

purple, 15 per centum ad valgrem.
M

10O
OJ
9M

PAa.' 57. 1Variw grtni, and London'
purple, fifteen per centuin ad valorem.

ACT OF 19Ip.
PAR. 569. Patio greon aqd L0ndo4
purple [Free].

PAJI ORMN AND LONDON PURPLE.

(See Survey FL-8.)
D6e8er'Ptoz aad usme.--Palis green, a compound containing both:

copper and arsenic, is light green in color, insoluble in watei, and
very .oisonous. It-is manufactured fiom saltaof copper and arsenic,
and is used principally as an insecticide; but, not hs much as formery ,
being replaced to a great extent by arsenate of lead (par. 44). It is

employed also as a pigment. London purple, a by-product of the
arsenic-acid method for the manufacture of fuchsine, is essentially
calcium arsenite and arsenate colored by fuchsine and is insoluble in
water and poisono is. The arsenic-acid -method for the manufacture
of fuchsineis now little used, hence London purple is nearly obsolete.
It formerly served, as an insecticide. Calium arsenate is so used,
but is not called London purple.
Import8 of Paris green and LoA"m, purple in,19!4 were 38,373
polu4,, more tn two4hirds, frnm England the remainder from
Germany. Imports decrease dTing the war. and sinceAP116 have
been negligible; the maximum was 772 pounds in 1920 (calendar
year).
Aeopor t.-Statistics not available.
Important change in clasifiation.-These products are exempt

from duty under the act of 1913 (par. 569).
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PARAGRAPH 60.
IL & 74M.

SWATS ANSIUMMM

PAIL W0. Phosphorus, 10 cents per
pound.
ACT or 1909.

AOT 0r 1913.

PA. 59. Phosphorus, eighteen cents
per pound.

PAR. 575. Phosphorus [Free).

PHOSPHORUM.

(See Survey FL-1.)

De&oraption and u8e8.-Phosphorus is one of the nonmetallic elements. As calcium phosphate, it is an important constituent of bones,
and its salts are necessary to all plat growth. It appears in commerce as yellow and red phosphorus. The yellow variety takes fire
readily in the air and is poisonous while the red is 4ot nearly so
inflammable and is nonpoisonous. Yellow phosphorus was formerly
much used in the manufacture of matches a use practically discontinued because of the imposition of internal-revenue taxes which are,
in effect and in intent, prohibitive. The importation and exportation
of matches so manufactured are also prohibited. (Act of Apr. 9,
1912, ch. 75, wc. 10, 87 Stat., 81, 83.) Phosphorus seequisulphide and
red phosphorus are both made from yellow phosphorus and are now
usedin matches in place of the latter. Phosphorus is also employed
in the manufacture f phosphor bronze, in rat poison, and in phosphorus compounds, including phosphoric anhydride aud phosphorus

trichloride.
Production in 1914 was approximately 1,315,000 pounds. Phosphorus is a product of the electric furnace, the raw materials being
calcium phosphate, sand, and carbon. During the war production

in this country, as well as in Europe, multiple four or five times,
but since the war-time demand has abated, output has declined, leaving idje a large productive capacity.
imports of phosphorus in 1914 were 605 pounds; in 1917, 4,010
pounds. Later statistics follow:
Calcaday year.

Quantity.

19W ...................

6,081

1919...................................................64,9*

1920....................
W (9months) ...................

........................

......

1I747'.
.228.962

Unit value.

Value.

WS, 150
17,283

'65,077
46,090

I

80.38

.31

.19
.20

Exports.--Stat ci ,wt available.
Importation /e1alye,.A i clasflcaton.-Phosphorus is exempt
from duty'under the act of 1918 (par. 676).
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PARAGRAPH 61.

Xt & 746.

SEATI AX3DUMW

PAI. 61. Plasters, beallg or curative,
of all kinds, and court-plaster, 15 per
centum ad ,valorem.

ACT 01 1900.
ACT 01 1913.
PA& 6. Plasters, healing or curaPA. 50. Plaster, healing or curative, of all kinds, and court-plaster, tive, of all kinds and court-plaster,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
'16 per ceptum ad valorem.
PLMT&OM HIUI

QOOi OURATIVU

(See Sum., A-14.)

Descriptionand wei.--Healing and curative plasters are intended

for external apllication. They are usually pliabL at the temperature

of the body. The plastic material may be "load plaster" (a lead
soap made by beating together equal parts of lead oxide, olive oil,
and lard), a mixture containing crude rubber, or a mixture of resinotis substances with fats and waxes. The substances are spread upon
linen, muslin, paper, or leather before using, The active principle
-,
used in the plaster depends upon the curative, action desired.

Adhesive plasters are used,in surgery to keep dressings in place, to
cover ulcers, and to strengthen weak muscles. Court-plaster is made
by applying to silk a coating of isinglass and tincture of benzoin.
hmporty for four years prior to the war averaged a little less than
$5,000 in value. The vq!Ie of Ofp rts wa $10,929 in 1914, and

$8,094 in 1916. Later st.atistics follow:
Calendar year.
-.

__

___

"

j"Ad

,-

rate.,

--

1918 .......................................... .....................

1919 ................................................................
1920 .................................................
.
1921 (9 ntonthi) .....................................................

t7,353
i

6, 137
n, 048
7
. .

1,103

921
1,607
.

t

.15
15
15
15

Expor.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 62,

11. R. 7456.

1SE1NATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR t2. Pints, colors, and pigments
commonly known ap artists' paints or
colors, whether In tubes, pans, cakes,
or other forms, 25 per centum al valorelli.

ACT OF 1900.

ACT 0F 1913.

PAR. 56. *
*
all paints, colors,
PAR. 63. * ,
* all paint, colors,
and plgnicuts, commonly known as an( pigments commonly known, as
artists' pants or colors, whether JA artists' paints er colors, whether In
tubes, pans, cakes or other forms, tubes. pans, cakes, or other forms, 20
1hirty 1er centumn ad valorem.
centutm ad valorem;

10,41

18VMMAi~
~
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(See Survey A-1S.)

Desription, use8, and production.-The paints commonly kgnovn
as artists' paints or colors consist of pigments, such as burnt sienna,
burnt umber, 9obaJt oxide, white chromes, etc., ground in oil and
put up in tubes for artists' use. No figures have been published for

the domestic production of artists' colors, but it is thought that their

manufacture does not represent a large industry.
imports.-The importation in 1915 was $186,728 and yielded a
revenue of $87,345. Later tatitim follow:: ,
Valu.

QuanU&y.

Cainda yow.

1918 .................................

IM
lIt(OMM 0~N) ............................

1919...........................................
.............
.
.......

............

Una vldue. Duty.

SM, 2M7... *
......... 17,041

... A........
99, g
......
..............

........
a0,07
143,071

41,001

Export.-Statistics not available.
!m-ortant changes in cla88ifiation.--The provision in paragraph
63, ae of 1913, fox artists' colors has been given a separate paragraph.
PARAGRAPH 68.
H. 3. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA& 63. Pigments, colors, stains, and
paints, Including enamel paints,
whether dry, mixed, or ground In or
mixed with water, oil, or solutions
other than oil, not specially provided
for, 25 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 190M.

ACT OF 1913.

Pi. 51. * * * enamel paints made
with varnish, thirty-five per centum

paints, colors, pigments, stains, * * *

ad valorem; * * *.
Poi. 56. All paints, colors, pigments,
stains, lakes.U * * * whether crude

or dry or mixed, or ground with water
or oil or with solutions other than oil,
not otherwise specially provided for in
this section, thirty per centum ad
valorem; * * *.

PAu. 63. Enfrel paints, and all
whether crude, dry, mixed, or ground
with water or oil or with aolutions
other than oil, not specially provided
for in this section, 15 per centum ad
valorem;

*

*

*

all color lakes,"'

whetl.er dry or In pulp, not specially
provided for in this section, 20 per
centum ad valorem.

PIGMENTS, COLORS, STAINS, AND PAINTS, N. 8. P. F.

(See Survey A-15.)

Des ription and tseo.-Pigments are mineral or organic substances
which, when finely ground and mixed with the proper vehicle,, will
form paint. It is essential that the pigment be insoluble in the
n1Akes not of coal-tar origin are unprovided for In IT. R. 7456 except as color:
D. Fl.p. f.

81]MM ,QF

i I

~~

LtjF¥OtMAT10q 1 W

vehicle,*d opaque, inco. these proportis determ u the body, and
coverin powr ,of ti#e pint. ,The majiuisturo of p IgOmts is the
most iwpoxtqit brauc, 4 ho paintjn
botry
but
, considorb. qaw
its#re usQd 1r other indg~i~lIbpuppoe,
'r,
a Llert inWr
p4per, linolm ewd oilclotl.. Other pig,.eats, epecilly 14 b4A
and the color lakes, are used in lithographic inks.
The inorgani pigmontimay be classifie4 according to their origin
into tOiree gi-Qups: (1) .Natuxal minoa1 pigmeLs, u-%h as ocler,
umer, pienua, hematite, siderite, and ground shale or slate; (2)
pigmetis made directly from ores, e.g., z'M oxide, leaded zino oxide,
and basic sulphates o lead; and (3) chemically manufactured pigments, e. g., basic carbonate white lead, litharge, red lead, Venetian
red lithopone, vermilion, color lakes, and the chromium colors.
The different pigments and related paint materials are discussed
under their respective headings in the order and in the groups pro.
vided for in H. R. 7456, paragraphs 63 to 74, inclusive..
Enamel paints, consisting of oil varnishes ground with finely divided pigments and thinned with turpentine, are decorative paints.

Statistics for the production of enael paints are not published, but

the industry is large. Stains, being thinner than paint, are absorbed
by the pores of the material to which applied instead of forming a
coating on the surface. Those used for staining shingles usually contain a creosote orpine oil which has the effect of preserving the wood.
The stains used for interior decoratig, such as floor stains, are of
greater commercial importance.
Production.-The products of the domestic paint industry in 1914
were valued at $112,408,700 and in 1919 (preliminary figures) at
$256,714,300.
imports of "all other paints, colors, pigments, stains, smalts. and
frostings" prior to 1914 averaged about $500,000 annually. They
then decreased steadily to $43,523 in 1918 (fiscal year). The maximum imports of "enamel paints" from 1910 to 1918 was in 1914 and
mountedd to about $17,000. Later statistics follow:
.. u. vale.1
Calendar year.

Quantity.

value.

uty.

Unitvalue] Duty.

Ad
valoem

rate,
"tLb OTHER PAINTS, COLORS, PIUMENT8, SfTAINS 8MALTS, AND.FROSTING8."
1918
~oui4Per
1919 ...................................
6827
1
.20...........................................2..M384............

ceW,.

:::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1M (9moths)....................................

109P,492

'';

b.D

16,424
3 1

16

.
l:::::::::I......... ..........
.....................

IAMEL PAINTS.
......
9 ...............
1'.
..............

'99................ 4.......................

I Z'13

(9 Wonths)

...

l

R
7,3131

60,7'31
. . .5,638
.zj1
019
;~i 1
4

I

5,6J8

848sI
,~

.677

7t

on

.2....o
3...................
, ,

°

.!

1'

1861
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. importantt
cange*and
it&c18tifvaon.--Smalts,
ceramicwith
and
glass
fluxes; enamels
colors, now classified infrostings,
the paragraph
pigments (par. 63, act of 1918), have been transferred to, schedule, 2
(par. 281), and crayons, including charcoal crayons or fusains, in the
same, paragraph, have been transferred to:sehedule 14' (par. 1449,
H. R. 7456).
The provision for color lakes (par. 63 act of 1913) has been omitted
because all of the more important color fkes are of coal-tar origin and
are provided for in paragraph 26, (H. R. 7456) ; others not of coal-tar
origin would fall within the provision for colors in this paragraph.
(Rclassification Report, p; 85,)

H. R 1145.1

SENATE AMENItMENT-.

Piii. 64. Barytes ore, crude or ,u-,
Iw.pufactured, $4 per ton; ground or
otherwise manufactured, $7.50 per ton;
preelpitated barium- sulphate 6r-blane
fixe,1 cent per pound.
ACT 0 . 1O
I

.

,

ACO ,91

.

'PAit, 42. barYta, sulphate of, or hPA
R Byta,
i'51. sulphate of, or barytes, including barytes earth, unmanu- rytoe, Including barytes earthluninanufactured, ou dollar and !ity cents per,, fpctured, 15 per centuin ad valoreni;
ton; mnanufactt4red, five dollars and nggofactured, 20 per centum ad valotwenty-five eents pei ton.
4 I
rem; blanc-fixe, or artificial sulphate
PAR. 44. Blanc-fixe, or artificial sul- of barytes, * * * 20 per centum ad
phate of barytes,
* 'one-allf of valorem.
one pent per pound.

BAA'TM ORE AND GROUND BARX TE8.
(S6e Survey A-4.)
(For a general discussion of Barium Compounds, see p. 40.)

Desription nd ues.-Barytes ore is also called "barite," "heavy
spar," and "tiff." It is usually a white opaque to translucent mineral,
but is also found stained pinki when containing oxides of iron. Tho
commercial grades of crude barytes contain 90 to 95 per cent of barium

sulphate. Of the barytes ore consumed in the United States about
one-half goes into the pigment lithopone (see par. 74, p. 209),and
the remainder is used- in manufacturing ground barytes and barium
chemicals (see par. 11, p. 49).
The natural mineral around fine or crushed is known as unbleachled
barytes or barytes "ofcolor," and is employed in the preparation of
dark-colored paints, and as a filler in the paper industry chiefly in
the manufacture of heavy and stiff materials, such as usA for playing cards and bristol board. Bleached ground barytes which has
been treated with acid to dissolve out the iron and thereby improve
its color is known as "prime white" and "floated" barytes. It is

18
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used in white paints and as a filler in paper and rubber goods where
a white product is desired.'
Pdu~tn otcrude baytes in the United States since '1912 has
uiorty
Year.

1

1.2.......

191..
1914 ........
, .........
191
........
1916 ............
.

value.

Year.

Qantty

Value.to),

37,48
45,29
64

63

150,275,
155,647
381,032
,21
01!, 232

Value,

(short tons).

o1i...... .....

1918 .......
1919.
192

...........
0.

2M,888

166,368
209,330
228,113

$1,171,181

1,044, 0
1,127,822
2,142,464

Prior to the war practically all of the barytes mined in the United
States came from Missouri, and supplied the ground-barytes trade
of the Middle, West. In,.1916 the largest State Droduction of crude
barytes was shifted from Missouri to Georgia. This was-due to the
development 'of the Georgia deposits by, the eastern manufacturers
of. barium, chemicals and lithopone, ,who had previously depended'
on German for this raw material. Barytes is now ,mined chiefly
in GeorgiaMissodri, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia. -The mining operations in the East are on a larger scale, than those of Missouri,' thime 'in the latter, Stat being conductbd primarily by individuals on a small~scale. This difference is due to the, development
of the eastern fields by large consumers.
The output of ground barytes from 1915 to 1920 has been between
52,000 and 58,000 short tong,except in 1916 and in 1920 when it was
in. excess of 65,000 tons.
Fa,4n poduetiom--Up to the beginning of the war Germany.
which ha unlimited deposits of barytes of- an' exceedingly good,
grade, was one of the largest producers. In 1913, for example, sh
exported about four times as much as was produced in the United
States in the same year. Since the war, however, production in this
country has increased until the present output is greater than the
exports of Germnany previous to 1914.' The United Kingdom also
has large high-grade deposits.
'.
-

Import.--Prior to 1915 from 35 to 45 per cent of our consumption
of crude barytes was imported, chiefly from Germany. During the
war importation was practically negligible. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1919 .................................
1920 .................................
1921 (9 months) ..........................

Quantity.

Long tons.
.

35
22,209
6,315

Value.

$245
146, 58
39,495

Unit value.

Duty.

$7.00
6.61
6,40.

3

22,029

rAm rate.

Per cent.

15
16
1

The 1920 importation approaches the prewar figure and is about
liper cent of the 1920 domestic output.
Imports of ground or maiufaetured barytes have always been
small and practically negligible.

1Q,4D.
"PIR 18~
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cOha&flfat n.-Tl erzi
n 'Slna i
thwit ,rect, chemical, noioaciure ,a'i

not

usea in commerce t designate barytes." The term "ba6e*j" alone
signifies barium sulphate. Bates ore is usually known as crud
barytes, and therefore the term "crude" was used in connection with
the unmanufactured product.
.
,
Manufactured barytes is crude barytes which has been ground and
any color present removed by bleaching with sulphuric acid. This
product is sold as "groun barytes." The term "ground" woo
therefore used in connection with manufactured barytes. (Reclassifioation Report, p. 75.)
P.roIPiTT)

nARIUM SuLPIATw OR wAno

Paz.

Descriptionand t4es.-Precipitated barium sulphate or blanco fixed
refers, to barium sulphate which has been precipitated by chemical
means from a solution of a soluble barium salt. This is the best
grade of barium sulphate on the market and is used. as an inert
pigment and filler for paints and paper when a white product is desired. A special grade is largely, used by the rubber industry. It
is also used in the manufacture of printing inks.
Prodwtonm.--Statistics of the domestic production of blanco fixe
are not available prior to 1915. Production increased steadily from
1,229 short tons in 1915 to 9 522 short tons in 1918. The output declined to 56,227 tons in 1919, but was 8,046 tons in 1920.
Blano fixe is prepared by treating a solution of crude barium sulphide (which is made from barytes by fusion with coal) with sodium
sulphate or salt cake; and a by-product of sodium sulphide is obtained. It is also prepared by treating barium chloride with sodium
sulphate.
lmports.-Prior to 1914 imports of blanc fixe and satin white or
artificial sulphate of lime were between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000
pounds per year. Since then imports declined rapidly to less than
500,000 pounds in 1916 and 1917 and to about 180,000 pounds in 1918.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value,

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.07

$18

Percent.

Pound.
1919 ........................

. ..........
1921 (9 moith)*.:...........

....

1,2,

9299
... 1,4521

Ad'
rate.

$90

8,495
16,8521

.03
1,97
.02 ......

20

20
20

Export.---Statistics not available.
Important change in, cW8flecaton.-Precipi.tated barium sulphate. was, used to describe blanco fixo, as it is more accurate, than
artificial, sulphate oi barytes, the term Used in paxagraph 51 (act
of W13). Barytes refers barium sulphate, awd therefore the, tern'
sulphate of barytes "S redundant. (4elassificationReport, p. 76.)
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SENATE AMENDMENTSS

PAR. 65. Blue pigments and all blues
containing iron ferrocyanide or iron
foirlcyauiide, In pulp, dry, or .ground
in or mixed With oil or water, 12
cents per pound; ultramarine blue,
dry, lit pulp, or ground in or mixed
with oil or water, wash and-all other
blues containing ultramarine, 3 cents
per poundL

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

['AR. 43. Blues, such as Berlin, Prisslan, Chineie, and Ollothers, contain
lg ferrovyanide of Iron, in pulp., dry
or ground in or mixed with pI or
wvtvi, eight cents per pound.
PI.'8~Ultrawarnhi blue, whether
dry, In jmll, or mixed with water, qnd
wvash blue coutalnkig tiltrawaxie,.
tiree enut jx~
wound,

PAR. 52. Blues, Alinhas Berlin, Prus-sln, Ohinese, and all others, containIng :ferF'oyazddqof Iron,, in pulp, dry
or ground In. or mixed witA oil or
water, 0 her* ceiitoun 'l valorem;
ultramtarine blue, whether dry, In pulp,
or ground iM or mixed',. with 'oil or
water, ana wash blue obtaining ultramarine, 15 per centuno ad valorem.

FEIIOCYANIPE AND FEIRI0YAXDZDE BLUES1

°

(see Survey A-i5.)
Descrip
tion used
and in
uses.--The
blite, Prussian blue, and'
Chinese
blue,
the act ofterms
1913, Berlin
are commercial names given to
blue pigments made from iron ferrocyanide or iron ferricyanide.
Many other names are used commercially for very similar pigments.
The name Berlin blue is prhictically ' obsolete. These articles are
sold in pulp, dry or ground in or mixed with oil or water in varying percentages. Terrqcyanide blues are used as pigments in prepared paints and dry colors; printing, lithographaing, and writing
inks; japans, enamel paints, solvible laundry blues; and mixed with
other pigmentS, in the manufacture of other dry colors,
Produce tio.-Ferrocyanide blues in general are made by mixing
ferrocyanide of potash or soda with a soluble iron salt, such as
copperas, and oxidizing the insoluble white product formed with a
suitable chemical under carefully controlled conditions, The insolu)le blue material formed in the process is then filtered, washed,
an(1 dried, Ferrocyanide blues are made on a large scale in the United
States, and prior to 1914. the domestic production supplied over 75
per cent of the total needs, but about half Of the sodium or potassium
ferrocyanide used as a raw material was imported. Over 1,000,000
pounds of Prussian, blue, valued at $387,077, were manufactured in
the United States in 1914; and in 1919 (preliminary figures), 944,650
pounds, valued at $645,200. It is also manufactured in Giermny,
Franco, and England.
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Import for the period 1910-4911 h10ve averaged 263,549 pounds,
valued at $76,840 yielding a revenue of $19,6 3, Later statistics
foll6w:,

2im

Iola .......................................

1919.......................................

•
i~..
.......................

IM (9ub

...............

Valu.

Quautity,

Calendar ysr.

......

]1o,
OW

":

W 100

bo.om

2o4,845

46,110

_xport&.--Statistics not available.

$L0O

SM

it
1,1in.o

A go

Ad
vuiomi

0

20i

.38 ........

on

Importiam changes in cZsl"-ifati

Vnt v.Iiu. Duty.

-The blue pigments contain-

ing as their essential constituent iron ferrocyanide or iron fernicyanide are sold under various trade names. Those i paragraph 52
act of 19.10) are only a few of the names under which these blue
pigmeats, are sold. There was no special reason why those names
should be continued. (Reclassification Report,.p, 76.)
The phrase "and all blues" was added after "blue pigments" in
order to cover articles suhi- as. "bleachers' blue," containing iron
ferrocyanide, which was held to be dutiable as a nonenumerated
manufactured article. (De Jlonde v. United States, 1 Ct. Cust.
Appls., 104 of 1910; Abstract 26014, T. D. 31744, of 1914; and
.
Abstract 40916, of 1917.)
ULTrRAM.INYZ BLUE.
(See Survey A-15.)

Description and ues.-Ultramarine is the cOmmercial name given
to the blue pigment obtained from the mineral lapis lazuli and to the
artificial product obtained by a chemical process; the artificial process has almost entirely replaced dependence upon the more expensive
natural color. Ultramarine is sold as dry powder (which is insoluble in water), in pulp, or ground in or mixed with water or oil. It
is used in large quantities in paints, inks, soaps, and paper, and for
msny other purposes including the manufacture of laundry blues.
Production-Artifcial ultramarine is made by heating: a mixture
of clays, soda ash or Glauber salts, coal, and sulphur in specially
constructed furnaces, followed by grinding and lixiviating the product in water, Over 2,500,000 pounds of ultramarine, with a value of
$222,769, were manufactured in the, United States in 1914 and in,
1919 (preliminary figures) 2,800,000 pounds, valued at J630,000.
It is also manufactured in the principal countries of Europe, chiefly
in England and Germany.
Imports of ultramarine for 1911-1917 averaged 036,907 pounds.
valued at $59,251, yielding a revenue of $14,362. Imports bef ore the
war were obtained chiefly from England and Germany. Later
statistics follow:

yu,'i~p

'

n~y

....

Vk.

.y '

Uu

ULTRAMARINE. ..
118,..

..............
1921.........................
(b
1920 ...................

,ut

'Pounds

. ....

. .1...........

191 9 ......................................

W, 20
, , 310,ou

08,N

736,k071

Ad

fAd

S29,490

.1

_.1 ,4Q

pe ow.

6,44

1

1,977

15

.10 ......2,3U7

83447

.11,

Is

WASH BTUE& CONTAINING, ULTRAMAR JN.,
................
im
..................................
1921'(9-'months)
.
. ...

l

361
17,376

, 178,"29

L21

. 4,472
.11.
3 ..........

16
16

Exorts.-Statisticsnot available.
PARAGRAPH 661
* SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. X, 7"40.
Pa. 66. Bone black or bone char,
blood char, and decolorizing and do-,

odorzlzn .chars- or. cgons 20 per
mentpM, ad: valore m.

AC~T OF 1I3,
PAB* 10. *
bone, char sultblood char, bone
V*i, 447'. *
able for use In decolorizing sugars, and clliar, or bone black, not suitable for
blood char, twenty per ceatum, ad ,use as a pigment ['ree).
va lorem.
['AR. 53. Black pigments, made from
une ,. *- 0 * by whatever name
PAR. 45, Black, made from bone, khown; * * * dry or ground in or
• * * by whatever name known, In- ndixed with oil or Witer, 15 per centum
.~

clIding bone black

*

*

*

dry or

ground In oil or water, twenty-five per
eetum ad valoren.

a,d valorem.

PAn. 423. Bonies *
elilcined, * * * [Free],

bu rned,
,

DECOLORIZINO AND DEODX)RIZINO CHARS OR CARBONS.'

(See Survey A-15)

Desc ipton and wt.s.--Bone black or bone char autd blood char
are produced by heating dried blood and bones in closed retorts until
all volatile matter is driven off. Bone char contains about 10 per
cent carbon and 90, per cent mineral matter. Both of these substances are sometimes called animal charcoal. Bone char to be used
for decolorizingpurposes differs from that used a a pigment only
in that it should be in lumps or grains, while the pigment must
be very finely ground-.- The ptrincipal use of these substances is
as decolorizers in the refining of sugar, and in the purification of
vegetable oils and paraffin. Other uses are in the purification of
drinlng iwater,.and in casehardexiing steel. Decolorjzing and de-

I
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odorizing chars or carbons include other forms of carbons, largely
of vegetable origin, which have become of commercial importance.
T,'hey were imported prior to the war and are now being made in this
country.
Producti.-Most of the animal charcoal used domestically is produced here. Output of bone black (includes that used a a pigment)
in 114..was 44,609,000 pounds, valued at $1$532,000. In 1919 productiot figures were, combined with other. black pigments .(see
par. 68).

'.

Imports have been mostly of bone char. In 1913 imports were
M914, at'$77,71W, 1i 1,,'at $120,715. Imports
valued at $12,484" ini
since 1918 have been valued at $36,594, $137,501, $524,172, and
$170,206'in tho, calendar years 1918, 1919, 1920, and the first nine
mon- hs of 1921, respedively.
Imports of blood char since 1918 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantty.

199.....................................

Value.

10,732

84,762
l,

....................................................
.....................
1921 ( i ttls), i ., I......... ....

$441
1,182
5W6

value.

$ .04
.01
.03

Exporto.-Statistics not available,:
Important changes in cbm8iflatwn.-The phrase" and decoloriz-

ing and deodorizing chars or carbons," has been added"' and' the
phrase "not suitable for use as a pigment," omitted romJI. R. 7456.
"Blood char, bone char, or bone black, not suitable or use as a
pigment," are exempt from duty (par. 447, act of 1913).
PARAGRAPH 67.
H. X 7456,

.1.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

-PA& 67. Chrome

yellow, chrome
colors containing
chromium, In pulp, dry, or ground in
or mixed with oil or water, 25 per.
centum ad valorem.
green, and other

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 46. Chioire yellow, chrome green,
and all other chromium colors'il.the
manufacturer, of. which lead and biclronia,te of potaph or soda are used,
In pulp, dry, or ground In or mixed
with oil, or watet', four and three-'
. ighl hs oents per poutd.

PAt. 54. Chrome yellow, chrome green,
and all other .chromium colors In the
manufacture of. wIicli lead and hichroiate of potash or soda are used,
hi pulp, dry, or ground In' or mixed
with, oil or watei;.20 per ceoktun td

* C11ROMItJ~[

miorewl. ..

,:

l'IGMFI Th.

Dgoription 'and usesA.Chkome yellow, isa pigment -Obtained by
mixing solutions of sodium or potassium bichromate with a soluble
lead salt (such as the acetate), filtering the insoluble lead chromate

[
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formed, and washing and drying to i powder. Shades from deep
orange to light canary yellow may be obtained by varying the chemical conditions.
Chrome green is a mixture of chrome yellow and Prussian blue..
Chrome red is sometimes known as vermilion red or American vermilion. It is a basic lead chromate made by digesting chrome yellow
with caustic soda.
Zinc yellow is a pigment containing zinc and chromium.
Thu chrome colors are used in the manufacture of paints and for
other purposes where a color pigment is desired. Chrome green is
also used in the manufacture of lithographic inks. These colors'are
sold dry, in pulp, or ground in or mixed with oil or water.
Produtio.-In1914 the United States produced 5,747,317 pounds
of chrome yellow, valued at $641,534. Production of orange and
green pigments (including chrome orange and green) in the same
year was 8,024,109 pounds, valued at $677,329. The output of chrome
yellow, orange. and green in 1919 (preliminary figures) was 9,431,870
pounds, valued at $2,081,400.
lmportM prior to 1915 averaged about 15,000 pounds, valued at
approximately $25,000. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918.......................

Quantity.

...........

1919.......................................
19,20 ........................................
1921 (9 month ) ...........................

Poundd,.

.37

8,791
2

957

Value.

Unit value.

510

$0.27

2,733

.40

910
16,573

Ad

Duty. I valorern
rate.

$2

P'er aw.

&17

.55
7, 8
.57 ..........

20

2

20
20
20

Export&.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in ela8iflcatow.-The chrome colors dutiable
under paragraph 54, act of 1913, are limited to those in the manufacturW of which lead and bichromate of potash or soda are used.
Although these are the principal chromium colors, there are otijer
chromium pigments which do not require lead and bichromate of
l)otash or so da in their manufacture. For example, oxide of
(,romium containing no lead or potassium bichromate has been de(dfared dutiable as a color under )aragraph 63 (act of 1913) rather
than as chrome green under paragraph 54 (same act). (Abstract
:1708L, of 1914.) Zinc chromate or zinc yellow" is another im)ortant chromium color. There being no apparent reason why all
chromium colors should not receive the same tariff treatment as the
chromium content is the item of chief value, the phrase 'tin the
manufacture of which lead and bichromate o! potash or soda are
iised," was omitted. (Reclassification Report, p. 78.)
82304--22-13
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PARAGRAPH 68.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AXENDMENTS.

PAR. 68. Gas black, lanipblack, and
all other black pigments, by whatever
name known, dry or ground in or mixed
with oil or water, and not specially provided for, 20 per centuw ad valorem,
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 45. Black, made froin * * *
Ivory, or vegetable substance, by what.
ever name known, including * * *
lamipblack, dry or ground in oil or
water, twenty-five per centum ad valoreIII.

Pa. 53. Black pigments, made from
* * Ivory, or vegetable substance,
by whatever name known; gas black
and lamipblack, dry or ground In or
mixed with oil or water, 15 per centuni
ad valorem.
*

GAS BLACK, LAMI'IJLACK, AND OTIIER BLACK PIGMENTS.

(See Survey A-15.)

le8criptio; and u8e.-Carbon is the base of nearly all black pigments, which may be divided into five groups:
(1) Soot blacks, which include lampblack, carbon black, gas black,
acetylene black, benzol black, and other black pigments obtained by
the incomplete combustion of many substances, such as natural gas,
crude petroleum oil, dead oil (obtained from coal-tar distillation and
from resinous woods, tar, and pitch). Carbon black, one of the most
important of the class, is generally made by burning natural gas so
that the flame impinges on a metal surface, where the carbon is deposited and later removed by scraping. It is largely used as a filler
in rubber, in the manufacture of printing ink, in stove polishes, and
in paints.
(2) The animal blacks, which form the second group, are principally obtained by calcining bones. Certain high grades are made
from ivory ch;ns or from carefully Selected bones. These are knowii
as ivory black and drop black to distinguish them from the other
forms of bone, black (par. 66).
(3) The charcoal blacks are obtained by charring willow, ma)le.

bass, and similar soft woods. A special grale, known as vine black,
is obtained by charring grape vines.
(4) The mineral blacks are powdered shale or slate and appear
in commerce under the name of mineral black, slate black, iacl
chalk, etc. Powdered coal, graphite, manganese ores, and asphaltum
are(5)
occasionally
pigments.
The fifth used
class asareblack
the black lakes, which consist of coloring
matter )recipitated on an inert base sut(1 us barytes and aluminuin
hydroxide. Logwood and nigrosine and other coal-tar dyes are
largely
used. of bone, carbon, and lampblack increased fromt
Production
$1,464,000 by 27 firms in 1914 to $6,194,000 by 36 firms in 1919 (preliminary figures). In 1914 the output was: Bone black, $1,532,000:
carbon black, $918,091: an(l lampblack, $503.856. The 1919 ouflut o
carbon black from natural gas was 52,056,940 pounds, valued :0
$3,816,000 and in 1920 was 51,321,892 pounds, valued at $4,032,286.
Impo-ts have been small as compared with the domestic production. The average value for the five years preceding the war v:i<
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about $26,000. Since 1915 the imports have been quite small. Later
statistics follow:
Quantity,

Ca'endar year.
"918Pounds.

-1919
.....................................
110 ......................................
1*1 (9 months) ............................

~AdValue.

2,743 .1411
416
2,769
50.04
7,013
.08
40,7S4
.....
.08
16,426

..........
67,117
O00,047
205,054

Aduty.
vlorm
rate.

Unit value.

Ptr cent.

15
15
15
16

Exports of carbon, bone, and lan )lack have been much larger
than imports, reaching a value of $1,111,265 in 1918. Since 1918
(calendar year) the exports have increased to $2288,884 in 1920 and
,during the finrt nine months of 1921 were valued at $905,608.
Important Mkan.e8 in ela-iflcatio.-The provision "Black piginents, made from ,bone, ivory, or vegetable substance," in paragraph
53 (act of 1913), has been omitted and the wording "Gas black,
lam pblack, and all other black pigments" has been inserted in H. R.
7456. Bone black, also used as a pigment, has been mentioned specifically in paragraph 66. (Reclassification Report, p. 77.)
PARAGRAPH 69.

H. I. 745.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

I'AR. 69. Lead pigmnents: Litharge,

rniange mineral, red lead, and white

lead, 21 (.ents per pound ; 0l1 pigments
,ontalning lead. (fry or In IpUl), or
ground In or mixed with oil or water,
n(,t specially provided for, 30 per
cenitIlll ad valoreml.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAH.

58. l01d:

*

*

*

litharge,

two and one-half .ents per pound.

I% 4'48.

range mineral, three and

4)'I(s-fourth (,(II8 per pound.

I'A . 419. Ie4A lead, two and five-

,ighths cents per pound.

I'AR. 53. White lea(I, and white lpigiiienl 'ontining lead, dry or In pulp,
or ground or mixed with oil, two and
,,i'.,-half (,ents per ix)un(.
IAR. 52. Vermilion reds, * * *
When not contalinhig quicksilver but

PAR. 56. Lead pigments: Litharge,
orange mineral, red lead, white lead,
and all pignrents containing lead, dry
or In pulp, and ground or mixed with
oIl or water, not specially provided for
In thissection, 25 Ix'r centum a( val(e'll.

PAR. 59. Vermilion r(ls, * * *
when not containing quicksilver but
made of lead or containing lead. 25
1)(r centin a1d valorenI.

i)wle of lead or containing lead, four
Id seven-(Ightls (ents per pound.

LEA) PIGMENTS.
(See Survey A-15.)
LITIIARORE.

Description and use,.--Litharge is the commercial name given to
tihe yellow monoxide of lead which is formed when melted lead is
hiea, d to al)out 900' C. and oxi(lized in a current of air. It is used

0
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in the manufacture of paints; as a drier for drying oils, such as linseed oil; in glass and pottery manufacture; in the preparation of
numerous lead salts, such as lead acetate; and for various other
purposes.
Production.-Litharge is made by melting lead in rotating drums
or reverberatory furnaces and blowing air through it. The melted
litharge is allowed to run over iron plates, when it is chilled with
water; this produces the "yellow" litharge of commerce. Slow cooling favors the formation of a red flaky variety. The flakes are separated from the lumps by sifting and are soldas "flake." The solid
material is ground wet settled in water, and dried. It is marketed
as "levigated" or "buff" litharge. Production in the United States
has been steadily increasing--37,739 short tons, valued at $5 863,543,
in 1916; 46,739 pounds, valued at $6,431,801, in 1919; and 62,329
tons, valued at $12,86,185, in 1920.
Imports.--The average annual import for 1910-1916 was 35,500
pounds, valued*at $1,787, yielding a revenue of $782. Later statistics
follow:
Cak(dar year.

..................................
....
...
....................
1921 ( mnts) ......................

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
. .....
10.........

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem

rate.

rent.2
$1o$.1
83 Per...
........
'!...............

loo

..........

25

Ecports.-Statistics not available.
ORANGE MINERAL

Description and utee.--Orange mineral is a tetraoxide of lead
which has been prepared with special care and is therefore more expensive than red lead. It is used as a pigment and for other purposes, including the manufacture of rubber.
Production.--Orange mineral is made by heating white lead in the
presence of air.. It is usually made'from the scum which collects on
the surface of wash waters used in levigating white lead. The production figures of orange mineral in the United States have been included with the figure for red lead since 1915. Prior to 1915 the
production of orange mineral averaged about 600 short tons
lmports.-The average annual import for 1910-1917 was 317,205
pounds valued at $20,098, yielding a revenue of $9,373. Later statistics follow :
Calendar year.

1919......................................
1 ...................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Quantity.

Value.

39781 Pound.Per
85,082
2,094
,352
. 7,386

EoporAs.-Statistics not available.

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem

cent25
80.13
81,271
.10
1,338
25
.10 .......
. ......
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Descriptionao te.-Red lead, the namie given to the tetraoxide
of lead, is a heavy, orange-red pigment having good covering power.
Red lead is used in the manufacture of flint glass and cut-glass
tableware, in the manufacture of preservative paints, and for various
other purposes, including the manufacture of rubber goods and storage batteries, and as a lute in 1ipefittings.
Prodtioi--Redlead is mae by heating litharge under carefully
controlled conditions to about 375 C. Production has steadily in.
creased in the United States amounting to 23,035 short tons of red
lead and orange mineral, valued at $3,933,566, in 1916, and in 1918
and also in 1919 to an excess of 30,000 tons, valued at more than
$5,0(X),0}0. In 1920 the output was 34,431 tons, valued at $7,523,089.
ImporMt.-The average annual import for 1910-1917 was 370,351
pounds, valued at $16,075, yielding a revenue of $9,743. Later statistics follow:
aalo-

____Ad

Calendar year.

1918 ....................................
1919 ....................................
1920 .......................................

1921 (9month )...........................

Value.

QAIUbtty.

.

5
7,199
23,076

$1
1,136
178

6,176

Duty.

Uitvalue.

iA

ft20.......
.10
6
4

025

.0 i"

rate.

25
25

2

.

Exports in 1918 (fiscal year) were 4,792,330 pounds, valued at
$567,854. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918

uan.ty (pounds)

..........................

1919

5739,819 047$17

1920

306,030
46,7

9

ths).

9
101,6wS

WHITE IJMAD.

Demcription and uge8.-White lead is the commercial name given
to the artificial white pigment consisting of a mixture of carbonate
and hydroxide of lead, and is the most important of the paint pigments, being impervious to light and possessing the highest covering power. It is sold dry or in pulp, ground or mixed with oil or
water. White lead used alone or mixed with other pigments is it
constituent of almost all mixed paints, and is used for the production of other lead compounds and salts.
Produetio -White lead is manufactured chiefly by a method
known in the trade as the "Dutch process," which consists essentially in corroding cast lead "buckles" by means of acetic acid and
converting the acetate of lead produced into a mixture of lead car.
bonate and hydroxide of lead. This is a&omplished by the action
of carbon dioxide gas, obtained from fermentation of spent ton-bark.
Several other processes are employed which have distinct advantages, but the bulk of the white lead produced in this country is made
by the Dutch process.
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The average annual domestic production for 1910-1916 was 142,.
986 short tons, valued at $18,260,727. The output in 1919 an& MWv2O
was about 140,000 tons. It is manufactured in many countries,
among them Englaud,, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia Italy,
Belgium, and Holland. Prior to 1915 it was produced in France,
but manufacture was discontinued on account of lead poisoning.
Iporks prior to the war were about 700,000 pounds-less than
1 per cent of the domestic production-and yielded a revenue aver.
aging about $4,000. They were negligible during the war, and have
since been as follows:
Value.

Qttittttty.

Calnd4t yar,

UiUt value.

1

Ad valo.

Per awa.

Poumde.
19191 ......................................
190 ........................................
1921 (Vmonths) ............................

Duty.

21,213
79,977
123,616

8623
$0.12
4,862
.12
.10 .........

$2,490
19,449
12, 54

25
25
25

in 1918 import were combined with all other pigments containinlg lad.

EAports since 1913 have averaged about 7 or 10 per cent of the
domestic production, and since 1918 (calendar years) have been as
follows:

8URLUMED WIRTE LEAD.

Description and u8e8.-Sublimed white lead (bsic lead sulphate)
is an amorphous white pigment with excellent covering properties.
It is composd of about 75 per cent lead sulphate, 20 per cent lead
oxide, and 5 per cent zinc oxide. Basic lead sulphate is used in paints,
and in the manufacture of oilcloth, stained paper, and rubber goos.
Produetion.-Sublimed white lead is made directly from the ore
(silver-free galena) by mixing finely ground ore with coal and heating in a furnace. Blue fume or "sublimed blue lead," which has some
use as a pigment, is a by-product. The production of sublimed white
lead in 1910 was .9,091 short tons, valued at $1,002,010. Since 1910
the production figures of this commodity have been grouped with the
figures for other lead igments, chiefly leaded zinc oxide. Sublimed
white lead is made in England and Australia and elsewhere abroad.
Import statistic* for this commodity are not shown in Qfficial publications.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
("rHER LAD, PIOMENTS.

Imports of all other pigments containing lead since 1918 bave beei
as follows:

,,..•

.
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K

Q~-a yw.

lI*18

...................

Q utty,

. . . . . . . . .

POKS4.

10
0.................... . . . . . . . . .
ml(0 nwtte) .........................

iUnit v6w. ! Duty.

v 100.

115

I=(

1,767

3411

46

ten,

34,bv

UL40

.40
.i

.08

$61

Ad

valom

Per aL

$1
...
....

.35
'S
35

IInchr'e whit lead.
PARAGRAPH 70.

H. I. 746.

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

PAL 70. Ochers, siennas, and umbers, crude or not ground, one-fourth
,f I cent per ]mund; washed, or
ground, three-eighths of 1 cent per
pound; iron-oxide and iron-hydroxide
pigments not sp cially provided for, 20
per centum ad valorem,

ACT OF 1909.

ACT O

PAz. 47. Ocher and ochery earths,

sienna and sienna earths, and umber
and umber earths, not specially provided for in this section, when crude
or not powdered, washed or pulverized, one-eighth of one cent per pound;
if powdered, wailied or pulverired,
three-eighths of one cent per pound;
if ground in oil or water, one cent per
pound.

1913.

PAL55. Ocher and ochery earths,

sienna and sienta earths, and umber
and umber earths, 5 per centum ad valorem; Spanish brown, venetian red,
Indian red, and colcothar or oxide of
iron, not specially provided for in this
section, 10 per centuw ad valorem.

PAL 50. All * * * pigments
not otherwise specially provided for in

this section, thirty per centum ad valoreni;..*

* *

OCIER, 8IENNA, AND UMBER.

(See Survey A-15.)

De8cipton.-Ocher, sienna, and umber are natural pigments consisting essentially of clay colored by the hydrated oxides of iron and
manganese. Ordinary ocher rarely contains more than 30 per cent of
the hydrated oxide of iron. The composition of sienna and umber is
similar to that of ocher, although they invariably contain manganese
and frequently more iron. Ocher is the cheapest of the common
yellow pigments. Umber and sienna are of brown color, due to
manganese content.
When ocher is calcined the color is changed to an orange or red,
but these varieties, known as burnt ochers, are less important pig"
inents than the untreated and natural yellows. Umber and sienna
are marketed both raw and burnt, but the burnt pigments, which are
darker in color, are the more important. Burnt sienna is reddish
brown, while burnt umber is a rich, warm brown.
Use.--Coarse ocher is used as a, filler for linoleum, the finer grade
as a pigment in tinted paints or as a stain for the pulp of brown
paper. Siennas and um rs are used principally as paint pigments.
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Ground sienna is used in lithographic printing and widely as &stain
and filler for wood. Umber paints have good covering power, and
umber is an essential ingredient in many weather-proof paints.
Productio--France provides the world's greatest output of ocher.
Large
quantities
mined inmore
Engld
andand
thefiner
United
The
French
colorsare
arealso
considered
brilliant
thanStates,
those
from other countries and are generally recognized as standard grades.
Prior to the war the United States annually consumed between 20,000
and 25,000 tons of 6cher, of which about two-thirds was of domestic
origin. Georgia, Pennsylvania, and Florida furnished most of the
American product.
Neither sienna nor umber is produced iit large amounts in the
United States, the average domestic output before the war being less
than 1,000 tons annually. In 1914, the last year for which complete
data are available, the combined imports of umber and sienna were
7,581 short tons, valued at $109,238, as compared with a domestic output of only 790 short tons, valued at $21,070. Umber is produced in
practically all countries, but the finest qualities are foundin Cyprus,
Sicily, Asia Minor, and the Netherlands. Turkish umber, chiefly
from the island of Cyprus, is the standard. Italian sienna, produced
in Tuscany, has the same preeminence in its field as Turkish umber in
the world market. The Harz Mountains are the only other important
source of supply, although small amounts of sienna are produced in
many parts of the world.
Imports of ocher prior to the war were 6,000 to 9,000 tons annually.
Approximately three-fourths came from France. Sienna and umber
are imported in three forms: (1) Crude or unpulverized, (2) powdered or washed, and (3) paste (ground in oil or water). Imports
have been principally in crude form. Imports of umber of all
classes in 1914, which is a fairly representative year, amounted to
2,303 short tons, valued at $351570; imports of sienna during the
same period were 3,245 tons, with a value of $55,925. Imports of
these materials since 1917 are given in the following table:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

I

"I

.alue.
_

Unit Value. Duty.
_J

Ad

valorem

rate.

OCHEs, CRUDE.
Poutid.

1918................................
.....
1919
19W0.................................
.................... a...................

1921 (9mo

.ut .)

.

8,321, 802
9,137,187
P
001

.

$19 647
21805
876p672

7, , 74
741...........

Per cat.

802
.02
.01

0,2

978

,

6
55

....
8

5

86,001
3W
274
.04

5
5
5
5

SIENNAS, CRUDE.
1918 ......................................
1919 .....................................
1920 .................................
1921 (4 month ) ...........................

1,641,214
1,734,807
,414,477
2,157,947

80154
46 134
1 480
88,002

8 04
.03
.0
.

UMBERS, CRUDE.

1918
.....................................
los ....................................
192)...............................

... 2,17,6

1921 ( moths).. ....................

-

4*7,8 3
, 31 7

~4.

813,859 8W.09
2,12
29,0..

01

.01

4

5
5
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Exports.-Statistics not available.
has
fmpoctnit changes in a, dftdion.-The term "earths ".has been
omitted in connection with ochers, siennas, and umbers (par. 55, act
of 1918).
IRON-OXIDI) AND IRON-HYDROXIDE PIGMZKTS"

(See Survey A-15.)

Descr4p4ti wid uwe.-.Tlese pigments, consisting chiefly of red
and brown oxides of iron, are known by the general term metallic
)aint. They were described in the act 9 f 1913 as "Spanish brown,
Venetian red, Indian red, and colcothar or oxide of iron." Commercially the brown colors are called metallic browns to distinguish them
from others, umbers, and sienmas. Spanish brown is the product imported from Spain. The nomenclature of the reds is much more
involved, and describes shade and quality rather than origin or
method of production.
Venetian red has been loosely applied to a variety of, red pigments,
but is correctly applicable only to a combination of iron oxide and
calcium sulphate. All Venetian reds are of the familiar brick color,
are paler than other iron reds, and not so brilliant, are permanent,
work well with oil, can be mixed with other pigments, and are cheap.
Indian red is doubtless the best known of the natural iron oxid i
pirnents, and in the trade bears various names, such as bole, raddle,
oxide red, and rouge. Native Indian red contains about 90 per cent
of iron oxide.
Colcothar is the obsolete name for iron oxide formed by the calcination of copperas--iron sulphate crystals produced from iron
wastes and from pickling liquors in wire works and galvanizing

mills.

Oxide, of iron is the commercial term used to describe the artificial oxide obtained by calcination of copperas. The name is not
used to describe natural pigments or those made direct from ore,
although red hematite andcalcined carbonate iron ore may have the
same chemical composition.
Crocus martis is a trade designation for the purple or deep-red
pigment produced by calcining certain iron salts. It is rarely used
as a pigment but chiefly for polishing powder.
One of the most extensive uses of iron paints is for the protection
of structural steel and iron, for which purpose it has proved more
satisfactory than either graphite or red lead; it is also much cheaper
in first cost. Large quantities are used for painting freight cars,
barns, and houses.
In addition to being used as a pigment the best grade of iron oxide
is an important abrasive. Iron oxie, of natural and artificial origin,
is prepared in extremely fine form and used for polishing plate glans
and lenses, gold, silver, and other metals.
Produ cton.-The chief source of natural iron paints in the United
States is the Clinton hematite lound in various places throughout the
Appalachian region. There is also a small output from the Lake
Superior district. Accurate statistics of production are practically
impossible to secure, because of the diversity of the products and the
difficulty of classification. Data, reported by the United States
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Geological Survey for the years 1907 to 1914, show an average domestic output of about 25,000 short tons, valued at approximately
$180,000. These figures do not include material of, s War composition used as mortar colors or all of the oxide paints from the metal.
lurgical waste liquors. The marketed production of Venetian red in
1914 was 7,445 short tons valued at $119,895.
Import.-The United States is the largest consumer of iron paints
in the world. The consumption is increasing rapidly, and is supplied
chiefly by domestic production. Spanish iron ores, however, notably
the brown hematites, are important imports. Special qualities of
reds, chiefly of artificial origin, are imported from Europe, especially from England; and, before the war, were brought from Germany. The values of the imports of oxides of iron for consumption
are the only data shown in Commerce and Navigation. From 1910
to 1918 the annual imports of Spanish brown, Indian red, and colcothar or oxide of iron, n. s. p. f., averaged about $180,000, increasing
from $82,514 in 1911 to $335,176 in 1918. Imports of Venetian red
from 1910 to 1913 average annually about 2,620,000 pounds, valued
at $2,410. They increased to 3,858,611 pounds in i914, and then
decreased steadily to 483,368 pounds in 1918. Late' statistics follow:
Caledar year.

Quantity.

e. Duty.

• Unit

Ad
valorem
rate.

SPANISH BROWN, INDIAN RBD, AND COLCOTHAR OR OXIDE OF IRON.
1918 .........
... .............................
1919 ................................

9,971,744

190 ...............
.............
I11 (9Mon )......... ................. I

15,200,834
10,6,007

P1,2........
307,41

..
....

483,201
337,765

.0

13,663
3,50

800
am

P113
30,741..

1

48,320

10
10

M8

10
10
10
10

VENETIAN RED.
312,M

1918
.... ........ .............
1019 ......................... .......

179 , 700
=05,916
2M5,997

190.........................

1921 (9months).............

4,02

.00

5,30

351

.01

.0........

480

Exports.-Statistics jiot available.

important changes n csifcatif

.-- The terms "Spanish brown.

venetian red, Indian red, and colcothar or oxide of iron ' (par. 55.

act of 1918) "ave been replaced with "iron-oxide and iron.-hydroxide
pigments."

_______

PARARAPH 71.
H. X 7450.

.

SENATE AXMDXXX'.S.

PAR. 71. Satin white and precipitated
ealciuni sulphate, one-half of 1 cent per

pound.,

ACT, QI 1918.
PA9. 44. * * * satin'white, or
artificial sulphate of flie, onehalf of
one cent per pound.,

PAR. 51.
*
satin white, or
artificial sulipate of'llme, 20 per

centum advaloremw,,,

,

I,

-

u
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SATIN WHITE AND PRECIPITATED CALCIUM SUFHATE.

(See Survey A-15.)

Description, wues, and prod ction.-Satin white is gelatinous
aluminum hydroxide mixed with calcium. sulphate. It is made by
precipitating a concentrated solution of sulphate of aluminum with
an excess of -lime. Precipitated calcium sulphate is the pure product
obtained by precipitation from a solution of calcium chloride by
means of sodium sulphate. It is also obtained as a by-product of
certain chemical processes. Calcium sulphate also exists in nature
as gypsum. (See par. 205, p. 265.) Satin .hite and artificial sulphate of lime are used synonymously in the act of 1913; in reality
they are distinct commodities. Satin white is used largely in the
coating of paper. Precipitated calcium sulphate, as well as natural
calcium sulphate (gypsum), is used as an inert pigment aad filler in
the manufacture of paints.
Inports.-These two commodities are combined with "blanc-fixe
or artificial sulphate of barytes," in the statistics of imports. (See
par. 64, p. 187.)
Export.-Statistis not available.
Important ckangee in classifltation.--Satin white and artificial
calcium sulphate are distinct articles of commerce, satin white being
a gelatinous aluminum hydroxide mixed with calcium sulphate and
some free lime, and produced by precipitating a solution of aluminum sulphate with an excess of lime, while precipitated (artificial) calcium sulphate is obtained by precipitation from a solution
of calcium chloride by means of sodium sulphate. Satin white and
precipitated calcium sulphate have no relation (other than being
pigments) to the other articles in paragraph 51 (act of 19,3);
therefore they were provided for in separate paragraphs. (Reclassification Report, p. 76.)
PARAGRAPH1" 72.
H.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

. 745.

PAR. 72. Spirit varnishes containing
less than 5 per centum of methyl alcohol, $2.20 per gallon and 25 per centum

ad 'vPhjetm; spirit varnishei contain-

lug 5 per centum or more of methyl
alcohol, and all other varnishes not
specially provided for, 25 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT O

1909.

PAR. 51. Varnishes, including socalled gold size or Japan, twenty-five
per centum ad valorem;

* * *. spirit

varnish containing five per centun or
more of methyl alcohol, thirty-five
cents per gallon and thirty-five per
centum ad valorem; spirit varnish
containing less than five per centum
of methyl alcohol, one dollar .and
thirty-two cents per gallon and thirtyfive per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 58. Varnishes, including socalled gold size or Japan, 10 per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That

spirit varnishes containing less than
10 per centum of methyl alcohol of the
total alcohol contained therein, shall
be dutiable at $1.32 per gallon and 15
per centum ad valorem.
.

.

-
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VARNISH,

(See Survey A-10.)

De~iptio4 and use..--Varnish is a homogeneous liquid which
dries ('when applied to a surface) by evaporation of the volatile solvent or by evaporation t the solvent and oxidation of the oil and
resins
more heat
or less
Varnishesto inexpel
the
dryingtoof awhich
is impervious
app'Led in aelastic'
closed,filmi.
compartment
the vent and the residual layer is fused to a glasslike uniformity
are termed japans In the trade the term is loosely used. Gold size
is a varnish used in preparing surfaces to which gold leaf is to be
applied.. Lacquers are highly transparent varnishes used to produce
a thin film on metals to preserve their luster; some are finished by
1 eating; others by drying in the air. The term is used somewhat
interchangeably with 'japan.'.
Varnishes may be divided into three classes,: (1) Spirit varnishes,
which dre a solution of a gum resin in a volatile solvent, such as
grain or wood alcohol or a mixture of the two; for example, shellac.
(2) Oil varnishes, which contain a gum resin, a drying oil (linseed,
China wood), a thinner, and a drier. (3) Pyroxylin varnishes,
which consist of cellulose nitrate dissolved in a solvent, usually amyl
acetate. Pyroxylin varnishes are often classed as spirit varnishes,
but are quite different chemically.
I
Production.-In 1914 there were engaged primarily in the mannfacture of varnishes 215 establishments, with a capitarof $29,860,798.
with 6,610. employees, and an output valued at $33,214,949, an increase of about $3,000,000 over 1909. The chief producing States are
New York, Illinois, New Jersey, and Ohio. In 1919, according to
preliminary figures, there were 229 establishments with an output
valued at $83,682,400, two and one-half times the value of the 1914
outDput..
fnzjot* from 1910 to 1917, inclusive, have ranged from a minimum
of $55,787 in 1918 to a maxixgum of $70,73 in 1916. In 1914 the imports were less than 0.2 per cent of domestic production. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit va-ue.

Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

SPIRIT VARNISHES, CONTAINING LESS THAN 10 PER CENT METHYL ALCOHOL.
GallN.

1918 ................................

887

1919 ...........................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ..........................

48
88
341

1,046

272
630
1,484

$1.21

,81)801

Percent.
124.41

8.67
104
38.29
208
33.02
7.33
4.35 .......
..........

SPIRIT VARNISHES, CONTAINING 10 PER CENT OR MORE OF METHYL ALCOHOL.
...
1910...............................

38

$775
122

1921 (9 months) ............................

1l1

883

j

$8.52
4.2

$78
289

10.00
10.00

5.48 .............

41
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

I quivslent ad
valorem.

qOLD S1qp RJAWAN.
118...............................
1919
..............................
192..................................
1921 (9 months) ...............
........
..

2,420
1,000
57 [

2 0 ... ........... 1 . 00

ALL OTHER VARNISHES, N. a. i. w.
1918 ......................................
1919 .......................... ...........
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Export8 from 1910 to 1915 were practically constant at about
$1,000,000, decreasing to $682,352 in 1915 and Increasing to prewar
figures in 1917 and 1918. In 1914 exports were 3 per cent of the
domestic production. Exports since 1917 (calendar years) have been
as follows:

Important changes in o/a.ifcation.-Spirit varnishes in the act of
1913 (par. 58) were dutiable at different rates, according to whether
or not they contained less than 10 per cent of methyl alcohol.
This division at the time of the passage of the act of 1913 was in
accordance with the denaturing formula in use in the United States.
The liniit has been changed to 5 per cent in H. R. 7456 to correspond to present denaturing formula of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.
"Varnishes, including so-called gold size or japan," in paragraph
58, act of 1913, has been omitted and instead the phrase, "other varnishes not specifically provided for," has been inserted in H. R. 7456.
(Reclassification Report, p. 81.)
PARAGRAPH 78.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.

PAm. 7&Vermilion reds containing

quilcksilver, dry or ground In or mixed
with oil or water, 33 cents per pound.

ACT '

ACT OF 1913.

1909.

PAR. 59. Vermilion reds, containing
PAW, 52. Vermilion -reds,. containing
quicksilver, dry, or ground in off or, quicksilver, dry or ground In oil or

water,' ten, cents per pound; * *

water,
15 per .centuin ad valorem;
*
* ,

*
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VERMILION RED.

(See Survey A-15.)

De8cription and uses.-Vermilion red ordinarily refers to the red
sulphide of mercury which is suitable for use as a pigment. It is so
expensive on account of a large content of quicksilver (mercury)
that substitutes are extensively used for the true vermilion. "American vermilion" is basic-lead chromate and is more generally known
as chrome red. (See par. 67, p. 193.) Another so-called vermilion is
eosine vermilion or "vermilionette,' which is a color lake produced
by precipitating cosine, a coal-tar dye, on inerk white bases, such as
sulphate, lead sulphate, or white lead.
baiium
Production
.- True vermilion may be of natural or artificial origin.
It--exists in nature as the mineral cinnabar, but this source is of
minor importance. Practically all of the quicksilver vermilion is
now manufactured from quicksilver and sulphur, both produced in
this country. In H. R. 7456 quicksilver is assessed a duty of 35 cents
per pound (par. 383); sulphur is free (par. 1663).
The production of vermilion reds is one of the minor branches of
the paint industry. The total output of true vermilion as reported
by the census in 1914 was 322,759 pounds, valued at $200,134; and
in 1919 (preliminary figures), 327,500 pounds, vauled at $237,800.
Vermilion is manufactured in various European countries, Germany and England being the most important. These countries depend on Spain, Austria, and Italy for their supply of quicksilver.
import# in, 1913 of vermilion red containing quicksilver were
84,294 pounds, valued at $44,420, and yielded a revenue of $8,429.
The imports in 1914 were about 72,000 pounds, and in 1915 increased
to 94,164. pounds, valued at $58,464, yielding a revenue of $8,769.
Imports then decreased to 7,181 pounds in 1918. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 .....................................
1919..
190 ...............
................
.....
1921 (9 months) ..............

PoundA
2,368
13:704
4..83
4,289

Value.

83,134
21,122
87,223
3,785

Unit value. Duty.

8470
$1.32
1.53
3,168
1.22
,583
.88 ..........

Ad valorem
rate.
Per CM1.
1.5
15
15
15

The imports of vermilion red not containing quicksilver, but made
of lead or containing lead, have been sporadic and practically negligible.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important change in clasiiatio.-The language in paragraph
59, act of 1913, "when not containing quicksilver but made of lead
or containing lead," is in conflict with the language in paragraph 54,
all other chromium colors in the manufacture of which lead and
bichromate of potash or soda are used." The only pigment which
could possibly be classified under this provision in paragraph 59 is
"American vermilion." This pigment is a basic-lead chromate, distinctly a chromium color,.and within the language of paragraph 54.
"Vermilinette iS a coal-tar lake which comes within the act of
September 8, 1916. The clause for vermilion reds not containing
quicksilver was therefore omitted. (Reclassification Report, p. 82.)
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PARAGRAPH 74.
H. IL 745M.

SENATE AXNDXBNTS.

PAi. 74. Zinc oxide and leaded zinc
oxides containing not more than 25 per
centum of lead, In any form of dry
powder, 11 cents per pound; ground in
or mixed with oil or water, 2 cents per
pound; lithopone, and other combina.
tions or mixtures of zinc sulphide and
barium sulphate, Ij cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 55.'Zinc, oxide of, and white
p gment containung zinc, but not contalning lead, dry, one cent per pound;
ground in oil, one and three-fourths
,eiits per pound; sulfid of zinc white,
or white sulphide of zinc, one and one,
fourth cents per pound; * *

PAR. 61. Zinc, oxide of, and pigments containing zinc but not centainIng more than 5 per centum of lead,
ground dry, 10 per centum ad valorem ;
when ground In or mixed with oil or
water, lithopone and white sulphide of
zinc, 15 per centum ad valorem.

ZINC OXIDE AND LEADED ZINC OXIDE.

(See Survey A-15.)

l)eo'iption and uwe.-Zinc oxide is a white, insoluble compound
of zinc and oxygen. It is the most important pigment containing
zinc as the principal ingredient, and is sold in various grades, determined by the quality and method of manufacture all grades containing not less than 99 per cent of oxide of zinc. When mixed with
other pigments it jis used in the manufacture of paint. It is also
used as an ingredient in vulcanized rubber goods, in the manufacture of oilcloth, linoleum, and printing inks. An especially highgrade zinc oxide is used in medicine and in many pharmaceutical
preparations.
Leaded zinc oxide consists of zinc oxide and basic lead sulphate.
This pigment is made by roasting an ore containing zinc and lead
and converting the lead to basic sulphate by the action of the combustion gases in the furnace. The leaded zinc oxides contain from
3 to 25 per cent of lead.
Prodiztion.-Zinc oxide is made by two processes--the American
and the French. The American process consists essentially of blow-.
inx air through' a heated mixture of oxidized or roasted zinc ore
mixed with coal and collecting the fume. This process requires an
extremely high-grade pure ore in orderto obtain a product that will
compete with that made by the French process, which method is also
used in the United States. The French method consists in oxidizing
the vapor given off by a boiling bath of spelter and collecting the.
fume. This gives a high-grade product and is the process chiefly
used in Europe. The output of American-process oxide is in excess
of the domestic consumption and leaves a small margin for export.
Zinc oxide is produced in Germany, Belgium Holland, and France.
The output ofzinp oxide and leaded zinc oxide in the United States
since 1912' has been as follows:
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1912 ...........................

1913 ............................................
1914 ............................................
1915 ...........................
1916 .................................. .........
1917 .................................. .........
1918 ...........................................
1919 ............................................

102.

I

i920 I.........................................

Import of dry zinc oxide for the period 1910-1917 have averaged
4,236,109 pounds, valued at $282,883, yielding a revenue of $39 911.
Zinc oxide is imported chiefly from Belgium; the decrease of about
4,000,000 pounds in 1915 over the previous year was caused by interruptions to shipping. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918............... .............
.
1919...................
1920....................
1921 (9months) ......... ..............

Pounds.
323,127
209,63
2,861,136
956,060

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

50.19
86,270
21
4 434
28.
89
.10
.08 ........

82,703
44,338
289,890
59,084

Ad
va'orem
rate.
Percent.
10
10
10
10

Impors of zinc oxidd ground in oil prior to 1914 ranged between
300,000 and 500,000 pounds annually. They were negligible during
the war, and since have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 ...........

.................

...
1910..................
.
.
1920 ...................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Quantity.
Pounds.

7,o74

6,727
27,89
8k,713

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

$1,003

016

1,361
3,696

.20
.13

$16

Ad
vailorem
rate.
Prcent.

"203
539

121.........

8,460 |

15
Is
15
15

Exports.--The average annual exports of zinc' Oxide and leaded
zinc oxide for 1910-1917 were about 31,000,00 pouhds. Later statistics for, calendar years follow:.

po.unds)......................... ...

VaUe ....................................

Exports have been chiefly to Canada, Englaud, aud Italy.
Important change in ols8ifcatwn,-Paragraph .61, act of 1913,
limited other pigments containing zinc to those containing not imore

•

,
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than.5 per cent of lead. Leaded zinc oxides, an important group of
zinc-oxide pigments, which contain between 3 and 25 per cent of
lead, were therefore dutiable under paragraph 56, act of 1913, as
pigments containing lead. These leaded zinc oxides are in chief value
of zinc oxide; and since there is no apparent reason why all zincoxide pigments should not receive the. same tariff treatment, the
limiting lead content was increased to 25 per cent. (Reclassification
Report, p. 83.)
LITHOPONE.
(See Survey A-4.)
Degeiption and u8e8.-Lithopone is a coarse-grained, brilliant,

white pigment which has excellent covering powers. The quality
depends largely upon the method of manufacture. It is used as a
pigment chiefly in the manufacture of paints known in the trade as
'flat paints"; also as a filler in the manufacture of such articles as
linoleum, table oilcloth, window shades, and vulcanized rubber goods.
Produttion.-Lithopone is manufactured by mixing solutions of
zinc sulphate and barium sulphide. The resultant insoluble mixture
of zinc sulphide and barium sulphate is filtered, washed, dried,
roasted, quenched, and powdered. Production in the United States
has increased steadily from 25,330,000 pounds, valued at $916,512, in
1910, to 178,746,000 pounds, valued at $12,484,925, in 1920. The out.
put in the first six months of 1921 was about 45,000,000 pounds. Domestic production since 1912 has supplied 90 per cent or more of the
consumption.
The Tariff Commission investigated the cost of production in the
lithopone industry for 1919 and for the first six months in 1921.12
The total post in.,1921 was 6.26 cents per pound, a slight increase
over the average cost in 1919. Investigation showed that during the
first half of 1921 only about one-third of the entire eapaoity of the
domestic industry was in actual operation. This inactivity, however,
must b attributed to reasons other than active competition from
foreign sources, as imports were slightly less than 2 per vent of the
domestic output.
lhportofhlithopone for 1911-1916 have averaged 6,000,000 pounds,
valued at $217,009, yielding lt revenue of $57,70. During 1917 and
1918 imports were negligible, and since have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

....
...............
19190.........
191............................

Pound.
1,477,26
8,427,321

1921 (9monas), ..........

............

4561,750

Value.

$122,708
263,24
8072

20

Ad

Unit value. Duty.

80.0
.08

18,408
4

valtema
rate.
Pe ent.
15

.04...........

a No impo of ithopone in Iot (calendar year).
Barytes, Barium Chemical and LIthopojio
12See reports of the Tariff Commission.
Industries, IncludinsOosts of Production 1919#" Tariff Information series No. 18 And

"Production Costs in the Llthopone Industry, First Six Months In 1921,"
Information Series No. 24.
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1921.

Ecepor'.-Statistics not available.

Ilmpor*tV ,
/ , 0
ftaOnci
m7.-ithOpone in thO United
States is a standard +product contains approximately 30 per cent
zind'sulphide and 70 per cent barium sulphate. In.Erope however,
lithopone is made with a; 'content of zinc eUlphioe * iyig iroft11 to
42 per+' cent. +These European grades', are sold, under
io tade
names and ilnorder to prevent evasion of the'dutj intended forlithopone the phrase "and other combinations or mixtures of zinc sulphide
and88.)barium sulphate"
has been added. (Reclassification Report,
p.
.
PARAQRArR 75.,
IL +L74M .

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
4,4

PAR. 75. Potasplum: ChroMate, an(
dichromate, 2* cents per pound
chlorate and perchlorate, 1 cent' pei
pound; ferricyanide or red prussiat
of potash, 7 cents per pound; ferro
cyanide or yeow prussiate of potash
4 cents per pound; Iodide, 5 cnt4
per ound; bromie, 10 cents ,
pouX; biarbonate, _carbonate, bY.
dioxide, of caiw Ic potash,. nitrate or
saltpeter,* and ,rqmangan.te,
5 per
centum ad vwor,, :.Prvided,That for
a period of fAve -ears beginning on the
day folloWing the passage of this Act.

0 ;

,t'

there shall be levied, collected, and

paid In addition thereto on all the fore.
going a duty of 15 per centuM ad valorem.
ACT Or 101M
ACT OT 19".
PAR. 04. Potash: Bicarbonate of,. rePAR, 64.' Prtslate of potash, red,
eight cents per %
pound; yellow., four fined, and chlorate of, j center pound;
chromate and bichromte of, 1 cent per
qents per pound; 0 * .
PAR. OQ, Aichroznate, and chrqmat ,4o, pound; nitrate of, or saltpeter, repttash, tWO aid oiie-f6urth',(nts per' "fined $7 per ton; permanganate of, 1
cent per pound; prtsslate of, red, 2
pound.
, PA. 61. 1Caustic,- potash, or hydrate ,cents per ppund;, yollow,1j cnto per
of, refined, in sticko or rqlle,. qie cent pound.
P".x 38 ,
per pound; +hlorateI of,, two cents per,
" potassium Iodide,
1b tenti per pound.'
pound.
PAR. 82 Hydriodate, iodide, * * *
of potash, twenty-five centre per pound.
PAR. 63. Nitrate of, potash, ,or saltpeter, refined, one-half of one cent per
pound.
P
.
*
* all chemical coMPzA.5. * * all chemical * * *

pounds,

* * and salts, * * * compounds, *

*

and salts, * * *

*

not specially provided for In this sec. not specially provided for in this seetion, twenty-five per centum ad va- ttob, 15 per centum ad valorem.
lorem; * * *.
PAR. 655. * * * carbonate of. potP"n. 580. Potash: * * 4 carbonate
ash, crude or refined; hydrate of, or of; * * *4, hydrate of,,when not
caustic potash, not Including refined in containing more than 15p centum Of
sticks or rolls; nitrate of', potash or caustic soda; nitrate of, or saltpeter,
saltpeter, crude;

* * * [Free].

*
4.

''4

444~

,*I1
4

4~,'>~ .

4.

44-44

44"44'4~'4'4

crude; * * * [Freel.

4
'4'

4~4~~4

4

*

~

,.

'4.

SUMA
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POASSIUM CO0MPONDS4O.-

POTASSIUM CIHRQM*T, AND

ICHROMATL

'Dc'l) iptn en w$."4iThese twosalts of chromic acidlia've similalt
uss, and are readily converted into each other. Both crystallize well,
but the dichromate, being muchiJess soluble in cold.waterq crystallize,
better and is the one usually prepared, Both,crystalliemiore readily
than the 'corresponding sodium salt and are thereforemore. readily
purged. Potassium dichromate is. used to a much greater extenat
than the potassium chromate, owing to its greater richness in chromiic
acid and the fact that it is more easily crystallized and purified.
It is's strong oxidizinf agent. The chief uses of these salts are in
the chrome -tanning of leather, textile dyein and printing, manufacture of chrome pigments and colors, pickling of brass, and tht
electro-engraving of copper plates. They are also used i!d bleaching
oils and fats, for other oxidation purposes, and as a chemical reagent,
Wheiver possible the cheaper sodium salt is now.substituted for the
potassium salt;
Ma s acture.--Potassium chromate and dichromate are prepared
from chrome iron ore or chrotite the larger portion of which i
imported, The ore is pulverized and mixed with lime and,potamium
carbonate. This mixture is then heated to a bright red in a strong
current of air. The fused mass is then lixiviated with water ,forming a solution of calcium and potassium, chromates. Additional
potash, usually potassium sulphate, is aided to the solution to convert
the calcium chromate into potassium chromate. , The clear solution
of potassium chromate is then drawn off and treated with sulphuric
acid, thus producing potassium dichromate, which is crystallized from
the solution;
Domqetic prodution.-Figures were not available prior to 191$,
when. the output of potassium chroinatoand dichromate was 681,346
pounds and sales were 1,008,598 pounds, valued at $407,793.
,
lrporMt since 1910 have been not more than 40,000 pounds in any
3,ear and were negligible during 1915-1918. Imports since -91'V7
have been as follows:
Calendar year, ,

1918 ............

.................P
1919 ..................................
1M9.............................. ::
192

(9months).... ...................

s.ntty I
.

15,4.5

4,41R
1,120

kAport.-Statistics not available.

;siuo.

Unit valW.

$8

4,271

2,890
271

a

.28

Ptty.

.

Soqul-

*4lorern.
.

$165

2.50

3.62

.61
44
1.64
.24......
.......
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POTASSiUX OH OBT19 AND PUCHLORATE.

(See Survey A-416.)

l

Descriptonand ut8.-Potassium chlorate or Chlorate of potash is
a white crystalline substance not readily soluble in water. It is a
strong oxidizing agent and when mixod with sulphur and charcoal
formsan explosive powder. It is used in the manufacture of matches,
fireworks, percussion caps, and explosive powders, in dyeing, and in
medicine. Potassium perchlorate contains one more atom of oxygen
than the chlorate, and therefore possess greater oxidizing capacity
per unitof quantity and is more stable than the chlorate. Its uses
are similar to the chlorate.
Productiom.-Potassium chlorate is made by subjecting a solution
of potassium chloride to the action of a direct current of electricity
in an electrolytic cell. The perchlorute is made by electrolytic oxidation of the chlorate or by treating sodium perchlorate with potassium chloride. In 1914 the combined production of sodium and
potassium chlorates was 8,304 short tons, valued at $1,131,316, The
output of potassium chlorate in 1918 by three firms was 9,753,424
pounds, valued at $2,887,892. Production of potassium perchlorate
was reported in 1918 by one firm!only.
xImport of potassium chlorate have been ratber sporadic, the
i13 During the
largest before 1920 being over 1,20,000 pounds in

war the import declined to a minimum of 27,000 pounds, in 1915,
increasing to about 1,000,000 pounds in 1918. (fiscal year). Japan

has been active recently in the production of potassium chlorate and
it is likely that these imports originated in that country. Imports

since. 1917 have been as follows:.

" .

Calendar year.

1918 .......................................
1919..........................
...........................
19.....
.......................
1921 (p

44N'

...

SPOUr

709,805

199,077
1,484,98
,523,
=onth)
206

..

.

S

Equhva-

Unit value.

Value.

Quantity.

, .35

248p160

Duty.

$3,49
8

9
.18
"7,4256
.11
.05 ..........

31,M9
182,417
1374"4

lent ad
vilorem.
Ila end.

1.43

2.84
4.57
.....

I!Jqport8 of potassium chlorate are first shown in Commerce and
Navigation in 1918, when 1,564,662 pounds, valued at $681,128, were
expoited, chiefly to Australia and British Africa. Since then exports, chiefly to England, Japan, and Canada, have been as follows
(calendar years) :
i,1918

1919

1920

1982,194

2,819,459
45,243

19moths
(9 montbts)

t1 (pounds)...
.

a

..............

391,6
539,491

,

241, 3,
$33,781

Irnportang c n ge in alagiflcatio-Potassium perchlorate is
mentioned specifically for the first time.

',,,

A
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POTASSIUM nJMaICYANIW

(HBO PRUSSIATO

POTASH).

(See Survey A-iS.)

De.iptn and ue&.-Potaisum ferricyanide is also known com-

mercially as red prussiate of potash. It crystallizes from water in
large red anhydrous crystals. It is poisonous, readily soluble in
water, and is used in calico printing, in the manufacture of blueprint paper, and the production of blue pigments.
ProdtWt~on.--Jed prussiate of potash is manufactured'by treating
a solution of yellow prussiate of potash with chlorine. Production
by two firms in 1918 was reported to the Geological Survey.
Import in 1914 were 89,976 pounds, chiefly from Germany and
Austria-Hungary. In 1915 the import was slightly less, but in 1916
declined to 2,040 pounds. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Eqtilva.

Calendar year.

Quaptity.

1918.....................................
1919 .....................................
1920 ......................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Pounds.

16,516
34,007
101,361
25,178

Value.

529,201
18,096
64,8
4,878

Unit value.

Duty,

lent ad
valorem.
Per cent.

$1.88
5310
1.06
.53
88
3.',6
64
2,027
3.14
.19 ....................

Expl rt.-Statistics not available.
POTASSIU)L FEJWOCYANIDE (YELLOW PRU88IATE OF~ POTASH),

(See Survey, A-18.)

De&Wiption and uwe&-Potassium ferrocyanide, known as yellow
prussiate of potash, crystallizes from water in large yellow crystals
containing water of crystallization. When heated or exposed to dry
air, the crystals become a white powder. It is used in the preparation of Prussian blue, in calico printing, for dyeing silk, .for case'
hardening of iron, and for making potassium cyanide and ferricyanide. Small amounts are used in.the manufacture of some explosives and as a reagent in analytical, chemistry, Within the last few
years sodium ferrocyanide haA replaced potaisium for most purposes
because it is much cheaper.Prodtoio-Formeriy, the :method of manufacture was to fuse
nitrogenous animal matter (hides, hoofs, hair, blood, or other animal waste) with potassium carbonate and iron borings. At present
potassium ferrocyanide is produced almost entirely as a by-product
of the manufacture and purification of coal gas. The exhausted
purifyfng agent is first treated with water to dissolve out ammonia
and sluble salts then dried, the sulphur extracted with carbon
bisulphide, and the residue mixed with lime. This is then heated
with steam and forms calcium ferrocyanide, and on treatment with
potassium chloride a double calcium potassium ferrocyanide is produced. When the latter is treated with potassium carbonate, calcium carbonate, separates and potassium ferrocyanide remains in

214
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solution and may be recovered by evaporation, t Late figures for production are not available. In 1914 the United States produced
3,204,684 pounds, which probably' represented a little less than half
of the total consumption. Production in, 1918 by three firms was
4W
;26Tp6hihds Wnd ales wre "A6,85. pounds valued- at $go4,190.
~Thi'
6r
, from: 1914 was due" o, titution' f
fmpOrt'foi 1914 ainountd t0,,508229pounds more than 150 er
4nd about
27 per,but
centdroppedthe
'from " igcent
frod Oerr
anya
were
2,316,130
pounds,
liitd. of Inwhichs-115came
th-,imports
iiWxt year to 44,156 potOnds iter stafistics follow.
t

,

• '
. ...

. . '......" ' ..- , ,..

*
-' . .

,

, 515
. , .....
Pitnd.
129,441
515, 234

1918.................................
199....,.
....................

1920....................................
1921 (9motb)...............

reunha

*
: 122 37

......

$112, 729
122,372

72,8 57
3 68,21

105,962

68,44

0)44

.

5, 2

8 1,818
8,440

Per ecvt.
1.44
5.20

.14
9, 536
.22.............

9.00

30.87
,,24

Exports.-Statistics not available
POTASSIUM ,ODIDE.

(See Survey A-9.)
4V,

',

De8criptionand ue8.-Potassium iodide is a white crystalline salt,
easily soluble in water, used:in medicine and photography and as a
reagent in analytical chemistry. By far the greatest consumption
ci
istry. B f t
e
is in medicir.e.
Production.-Itis produced from iodine and potassium carbonate,
both- raw. materials being. obtained almost entirely by importations
fiom Chile 4and Germany, respectively. During the. war poiaosiuln
i
by ,Odiuw, iodide, iowing .to the
iodide ha been largely is.d
soarcaty iof potash : More than half of, the iodine c sumed in the
United. States is, Used for making potassiumand sodium: iodide. In
1918 the, output, of potassium iodide, by. eight .firms wa 55!,678
pounds and sales were 481)801 ipouids, valued at $4,587 656.
vImpOts hav e avraged -less ,than W0.,
p.un.l an.aually; motiil 1917.
Fortthevf!cal year ending une .801 -11T, the imports were 24,357
pounds and for the same period in 1918, 6%992 poun4, The,source
of these impoxtsi noindicatedin CommereaniNavigation but as
the Japanese annual return. ofi foreign trades report: 38,60Q pounds
6f polaum iodide,4xport#d to the United, Statesin 1,917, it is probable that these- imports, were 1almost wholly from Japan. Imports
sinie,1917 hi*p ben-aslomostii ,-,
"(3ledn

r ys0
aul,

.

,,:

Quny,

U4t* lt;

Du8,,

et0
Per cent.

l

.

.

.v.4 .,8B .

....................... ..........
..
1921 (9 months) ...........................

18'218
226

I"'4

42,A24
344260

14,87
g0

g59
86,7921
"0
0
28
203
2..l
70
523
2.57 ....................

AVQOX

, 44TFF

QRA2I

2 I9L

Important change in ca iflcatii.-Potassium*
iodid0 itis pvoded
r9;been
has
sfw
at
the
of
38
paragraphs
n:
i
iodofoxn
with
for
transferred to, this paragraph, which covers other potassium salts.
?OTASSIUM BROMDE,.
(See also Bromine alj Bromine Compounds, p. 128.)

PoTABssri DICAAONAMW
?ouszV

BOAIOMY,

(See Survey A-16,)

Deoription and u8e.-Potassium bicarbonate is a white crystalline substance which evolves carbon dioxide on treatment with an
acid. It is used for making potassium carbonate of high purity, as
an-antacid, and in the preparation of effervescing salts.
Production.-Potassium bicarbonate is prepared by saturating a
solution of potassium carbonate with carbon dioxide and crystallizing the resulting bicarbonate. Production by one firm in 1918
is included with potassium carbonate, ifra,
JmOp*.prior to 1914 had increased to about 300'00 pounds per
year, valued at' about $15,000 yield a revenue of about $4,000, In
1914 the import 'increased to about 480,000 pounds, and in 1916 decreased to 2,062 pounds. Later import statistics follow:
Calendar

e.

.

.:

. . . Quf~y..
.

1919...........
. ..
................"
1910..
1921 (9... t...
10),'47,331 ......... ....
..

47,

VA ue."

4
891

. Unit
. value.
.
. Duty.

$0
,$ 2 1
9
1
9,214...

lent ad
val~tem.

12.
2 .299. 1,937,
Z07
....
..
... .9
.. .

E0p19rts.-tStatisties not available,
PTASSIUM) CASBONATS.

.

Desciptionand u es.-Potassium carbonate was fbrmerly obtained
froii wood ashes, but little now comesfromthis ource except that

derived from the immense forests in Russia. Much ismantlfa'cttied

from the St sri ualts and some from the distillery' Waste 'of molasses in beet-sugar manufacture. It is used, in soft sas' Bohemiai
anld flint glass, ind' fn dyeing and wool wshing.
ProduWtion.-A small quantity of crude carbonate of potash Was

produced here during the war chiefly from wood ashes-1,035 tons

of crude material in 1917 and 438 tons in 1920. In 1918 the output
of refined potassium carbonate and bicarbonate was 229,287 pounds,
of which 201,574 pounds, valued at $104,482, was sold.
Import#of carbonate of potash formerly averaged about 20,000,OOG
pounds, chiefly from Germany, falling to a minimum of aLbout
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2,000,()0 pounds in -1916. Iv 1918 the imports were ever 90 per cent
from Russia.,
"Imports since 1917, are shown in the following tables:
value.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

vU e.

POTASSIUM CARBONATE, CRUDE.'

1918..............................................

it

191 .................................................

Pouna.

8,3268
,

1921 (9montbs) .......... ............. ...............

$2,273p202

'6,,1

t.2o

.03

15,783

.05

27,055

$6, 974

V).32

174,117.
139497

9,354
14,952

.16
.11

POTASSIUM CARBONATE, REFINED.
1918 ..........................

1919 ....

..................................

1920 ....................................................
1921 (9 months)..
.................................

4

9,665

.21

Export.-Statistics not available.
Important change in cla8iflation.-Carbonate of potash is ex-

empt fro duty under paragraph 580 of the act of 1913.
POTASSfA3 -HYDROXID

(CAUFrI

POTASH)

(See Survey A-16.)

Deoriptionand ue.--Potassium hydroxide, also known as caustic
potash, readily absorbs water and carbon dioxide from the air and
is very easily soluble in water, giving a strongly caustic solution.
The usual method of manufacture is by the electrolysis of a solution
of potassium chloride, chlorine being a by-product. It is used in soft
soaps, 'r, the preparation of oxalic acid, in some dyes, in preparing
castic lyes, and as a chemical reagent. Owing to the great advance
in the price of potash salts, it has been replaced wherever, possible
by sodium hydroxide.
Production.-Previous to the war, according to the only domestic
manufacturer at that time, 75 per cent of the domestic consumption
was imported from Germany. The output of this firm was reported
as 6,50,000 pounds in 1914.18

'Production in 1919_ (preliminary figures) was 12,625,000, pounds,
valued at $2,168,400.
Imports, Which in 1913 amounted to 8,896,806. pounls, declined to
68 095 pounds in 1917,
Since 1917 imports, chiefly from Geirnany, §weden, and Austria,
have been a follows:
H'.

::
1919.................

192

.......
::0..

•Unit

Calendar year.

QuAntltt,
/

.

............................

...............................

'~Pounds.
.. 41%290

17 319

Value.

value.

"
*$134,A

10.28

,274

i Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, 1021, Pt. 1, pp., 385-437.

.26
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Ewporta.-Statistics not available.
Important ohangea in cl8siflation.-Hydrate of potash when not
containing more than 15 per cent of caustic soda is exempt from duty
under the act of 1918 (per. 580).
1'QASNWM 1fITME01

SAM==~.

(See Surveys A-16; A-18.)

DPe 'ption and ue8.-Potassium nitrate or saltpeter, when pure,is a white crystalline substance and is readily soluble in water. It is
used in the manufacture of gunpowder and other explosives and in
fireworks. It is also used ih curing meats and as a reagent in aspordation.-Forierlypotassium nitrate was obtained almost exelusively from niter earths, which occur chiefly in India. Much of
it is now produced by treating sodium nitrate with potassium chlo-

ride. -Before the war. large quantities were made in this manner in
Gemany from potassium chlorides of Stasfurt and sodium nitrate
imported from Rle. Since the beginning of the war considerable
amounts have been separated by crystallization from crude Chilean
sodium nitrate. There 'are 'no .commercial- deposits of potassium
nitrate in the United States.. In 1914 there'were produced from imported, raw materials 29,480,000 pounds, .valued, at $1,244,051. 'The
outpt in191& by four firm a 16,250,433 pounds, of which 8,176,382 pounds, valued at $2,206,788, was sold,'
Impot of refined nitrate of potash jut pri0or to the war were~ less
than WO'tons, valued'at about $20,000 Sice thnte import declined to 2 tons in 1916 and increased to 288 tons, valued at $85,143.

in 19i7. Imports-since 1017 have been as: follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

+ ...

Value.

Unit

Duty.

value.

Daly

I

vadm
len

a-t

REFINED NITRATE OF PQTASH,

19

........... .......

1919.........

192

...................
....
...........

................ ............

2

3

73...............
$38
16.

247i

$14

1.92

231

283

. .

CRUDE POTASSIUM NITRATE.

1918.............

1919...........................
2..0.................

Pon"&ad
9,344,826
:::::37,652,334
........
37 632, 131

1921 (9mont) ......................

. 10593,809

$9A1549
1,107,313
i , 64

5o,200

$0.10
..........
.03.............
.04

.04.....

.......

Imports of crude potassium nitrate since 1917 have been chiefly
from Chile, British India, and England.
Evport-s.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in ckasiflatio.--Nitrate of potash, or saltpeter, crude, is exempt from duty under the act of 1913 (par. 580).

POTSIUM

GNT

Descmptio. and u8e.-Potassium permangaii

forms, pplish

black crystals with a greenish metallic luster which dissolve in
water, giving a deep purple-red solution.- It ig used largely as an
oxidizer, and when mixed, with organic matter may cause spontaneous
combustion. It is also used for bleaching; in dyeing shoe leather;
forp.ooring wood a deep browAn, to some extent in .medicine, especilaly 0 a local disinfectant an' ',ermicide; an. s aA important
re~n n _pltc chemistry., It estimated that over @ per
cent of tho cdornestic production 9f otssium prnanignateliuring
the war was used in the manufacture of saccharin.
Production.-TLe usual method of manufacture is to mix a solution*ofpotassium hydroxide with powdered manganese ore and potassium chlorate or potqssium nitrate, evaporate to dryness, and fuse
the residueinil it comes paty.. Tis forms potasiummanganate.
wbich i, heni
dismOayed
in water
aud' treated' with 'Wphuric acid.
chlorne,''or
carbon
ioxide.
Thepermanga
.The "pe , n ogaa
oration.
oration
cry~tallies' on evapAnother methOd in usj tofus m
~nganes
' r with qmustio soda,
pioducdg sodium m*wgaaOe. This" is electrolyticly, oxidized to
sodium permangapate au4 caustX'c soda and then treated Wit carbon
dio4*t forming.Ooda ash, which crystallizes onevapQratioy, leaving
the sodim permangsna e in solutibn. '-The sodium permanganate
is i ow treated with a potassium salt, preferably the carbonate, which
produces the to*un
iu
rmaa
lne,
which is separate by crystallzation. _Sopd
perpagnt do aot, q sta livze.
Prir to the war no p aigapate was prodicE d in thi country.
The shutting off of imports, the requirements forward purposes, and
the large demand for the manufacture of saccharin have greatly
stimulated the industry in the United States, several firms manufacturing permanganate of potash during the war. In 1918 the output by nine firms was 562,416 pounds, of which 530,837 pounds,
valued at $922,746, was sold.
impor in 1914 were 1,351185 pounds, nearly all of which came
from Germany, but by 1916 unports had fallen to 208,979 pounds.
and in 1917 to 5,605 pounds. Some came from Japan, but when
prices fell these imports were reduced, as Japan was not able to ship
to this country at the loIer prices. Imports since 1917 have been
/
as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ..........

.......................

*...........
1920..... .................

.

1921 (9months) ................

Unit
value.

Po"Wd.
63,798
$128,438
$2.39
0 748
13....... ' 2 M
2106
3,OOD
am

,8

Eo rts.-Sttistics not available.

~'

"
Value.

Duty,

Eqiva.
let ad

uy

eta
valorem.

538
*am

Per cent.

O .. 44,73
j....

0.42

.
179

0
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PA AGRAPHI T61
H~ 1~~SENATAAXb.WDXBNTS.
7458
PAR. 76. Santonln, and salts of, 75
cents per pound.

ACT O
PAn.

.

,

1900.

ACT o1 *,. !

68. Santonin, and, all salts

PAR. 594. Santonin, and Its combiaa-

thereof containing ,eighty. per centumn tons with aelds rot subject to duty
or over of santonin, fifty cents per under this section (Free].
pound..

"

SurveyFL-2

De8Criptin and uwe&,--Santonin a chemical cQmpound used as
a vermi fuge,. It is derived from Levant wormseed, or santonica, a
wild shrub occurring in Russia and Turkestan, where santonin was
manufactured under supervision of the Russian Government and
was practically a monopoly. Before the war the article had no large
domestic use, but about 1917 it was developed considerably in veteri.nary medicine for the treatment of hogs, and is now in great demand. The elimination of intestinal worms from swine induces a
much more rapid growth without an increase of feed, theefore santonin is considered indispensable by many hog raisers.
Produotion.-Priorto the war it commaudid a price: of about $15
per pound, but during the war reached $70, and in Neceber, 1921,
was $147 per pound. Eyen at this price its cost is said to be negligi-,
bleas compared with the increased value of treated bogs.,' The high
price and increasing deman#i have stimulated interest in American
production, and santonica has beea grown experimentally with favorable results. Santonin content of, Levant wormseed runs about
2 per cent,, and it must be obtained and purified by an expensive
process,. o
Imports of santonin before the,,Vir, were Mostly from ,Germany
and averaged about 5,000 pounas,vae4 at $40,000.. Imports reached
a maximum, of 20,92 powda, n 191(, but dqo
d'4to 223 pounds
in 1918. Later statistics follow:
Calenary

199.
.. ..........
.,
!1(9 months). .....

.,

...

191
,, , . .,
>
....................
..... ,...

.

...........

.......

,

Quakitli
,11

3 3,
.

.. ,711

sValue.,
l

1

25
74, 111
2-58,P6

V 'ltvalue.
,

$25.00
) 28
" 5

Important changes in cla8siflation.-The articles covered by this
paragraph are exempt from -duty under: the hd of 1013 -(par 594)
Suggested ohange:--Page 23, line 12:Insert' a period after
ii

id.?
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PARAGRAPH 77.

H.B. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA 77. Soap: Castile, 15per centum
ad valorem; toilet, 80 per centunt ad
valorem; all other soap and soap pow.
der not specially provided for, 20 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 191.

PAR. 69. Castile soap, one and onefourth cents per pound; medicinal, or
medicated soaps, twenty cents per
pound; fancy or perfumed toilet soaps,
fifty per centum ad valorem; all other
soaps not specially provided for In this
section, twenty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 68. Soaps: Perfumed toilet
soas 80 per centum ad valorem;
medicinal soaps, 20 per centum ad
valorem; castile soap, and unperfumed
toilet soap, 10 per centum ad valorem;
all other soaps and soap powder not
specially provided for in this section,
5 per centum ad valorem;

8OAP8.:

(See Survey A-17.).

DescMption and ume8.-The term "soap" is ordinarily confined to
the water-soluble potassium and sodium salts of the fatty acids,
although the water-insoluble soaps of -lead, magnesium, manganese,
and aluminum-are used for technical purposes.
Pure castile soap is supposed to be made from olive oil and soda
lye only, but much of the soap marketed as such is made from other
ols as well.
"
ue to
The term Atoilet soap used to distinguish toilet soaps from
household and laundry soaps. As certain soaps are suitable for both
toilet and laundry purposes, the term "toilet soa " "is rather vague
and has caused considerable litigation. The tariff act of 1913 makes
a distinction between perfumed and unperfumed toilet soap. Soap
stocks, as a rule, have an unpleasant odor which prevents their use for
toilet purposes. Some substance, usually a perfume material, is
added to neutralize the odor of the stock or to give the soap a decidedly pleasant smell. '_Medicinal soaps contain some substance possessing antiseptic or healing properties. '
Production.--The chief-raw materials used in making soap are tal.
low, grease, and other fats - coconut, cottonseed, soya-bean, palm, corn,
peanut, and other vegetable oils; vegetable waxes and resin; perfumes, naphthas, and other materials. Large quantitites of caustic
soda are used in converting the materials into soap and lesser quantities of caustic potash in making soft soaps, wool-scouring soaps, and
shaving soaps. Certain fillers, such as silicate of soda (water glass),
borax, and soda ash, and for scouring soaps different abrasive materials are used.
Manufacture involves the action of a caustic Alkali, usually caustic
soda, on fatty acids or more often on fats or fatty oils. This operation, known as saponification, produces an alkali salt (soap) and an
important by-product, lycerin. Manufacture is by three processes,
giving boiled half-boie., and cold-process soaps. The names are
descriptive o# the condition'under which the soap is made. Boiled
soaps are by far the most important class.
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IThe capital invested in 371 establishments in 1914 was over
$92,000 000, the materials consumed cost $88,866,786, and the value
of the finished product was $127,942,441. In 1919 (preliminary figures) output of the "soap industry" reached $317,163,000. Domestic
production supplies over 99 per cent of consumption. The principal
States producing soap are New York, Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania.
lmporM have been valued at less than $850,000. About 50 per cent
of the imports is castile soap. Foreign manufacturers of well-known
brands have branch factories in this country. Statistics of imports
in recent years follow:
J Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit value

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate

CASTILE SOAP.
..
..........
....
1918...
........................
1919....
......................
1920......
1921 (9 months) ........................

I,824
1,325,007
2,350,720
1,439,358

Nun&.~
08,100
222,098
400,897
19,014

1131 sof1
22,270|
.17
40,Mj
.. 17
'.14 ..........

Per ew10
10
10
10

TOILET SOAPS, PERFUMED.
$9.79 ' 43,18
.W1 54,231
"0 4,

143,959
180,771
157, 574

182,318
1919 ......................................
31'947
in1 ..................................
.... 246,256
.
.
.
1921 (9m onths) ............................

30
0
30

TOILET SOAPS, UNPERFUMED.
87, 197
17,910
13,108
A 340

..............
1918..............................
6
1919 ........................................
62,265
.............................
190.
109, 282
..............
1921 (9 mriths).....

.~....

8720
1
1,311
21
.19 ...........

10
10.32
10
10
10

SOAP POWDERS.
PoundsPer

.
1918 ................................................
210, 4
1919 ..............................
9O .............................
1921 (9 months) .....................

. .

181,442

1.5.212,3

ALL OTHER SOAPS,

0..............
1918...............................
238,457
1919 .................................
230,618
192 ....................................

1921(montb).......................

28,78,

15,229 ............

9,78
12,77
8,2,.

$0.05
.07

61

488
W6

cent.

5

6
5

. 8.,.
81,8............
89.0
22,W7
.12
28,746 .

$814
1,129
1,437

.to .........

5'
a
5

Export- have shown a steady increase from $3,620,546 in 1910
to $6,91,790 in 1918. The export in 1914 was about-4 per cent of the
value of domestic production. The increase has been largely in the
export of varieties other than toilet soap. The export of ' toilet"
or "fancy" soap has been chiefly to the United Kingdom Canada,
Argentina, Australia, and Cuba. Prior to 1917 the United kingdom
took between 15,000,000 and 25,000,000 pounds of soap other than
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toilet soap., Since 1916 Mexico has taken the largest quantity of this
vawrety,, iporting'iover-27,000,000 ,pounds, vlued-it move than
'
$2, 0,000, in 198. Later statistics follow:,
~0~,,3 4'

1~1,~

4,67,18soaps.'

I

A
...

,,

oilt
,- sopsperumedandunpe
,M7,014
.)......... ...
.............

..

.

......

1921 (9 months)...................................

L~~, 4
TU1Sum8 xotdcifyt
e, wr
7.335
_11pr,6,
..

1034'230

157,749,606

2,147,892

5,093,340

89 14,

2 , 428

15,

96

4,697,818

Toilet soaps, perfumed and unperfumed, were exported chiefly to
Cuba, England, and Canada. All other soaps, excepttoilet, went
chiefly to Mexico, Cuba, and Canada.
he distinction b~tw
Important caine8 In c sdiflat
fumed and unperfuned toilet soaps in the act of 1913 p 66 is
omitted, a is also speciflo mention of medicinal soaps. -(classifcation Report, p. 89.),

sacks

_ba

PARA4QRI
H.acage,
W

7:

1 ct

PA . X&Sodium: Arsenate, I cent
per pound; bs;rboaate or baking soda,
five-eighths of 1 cent per pound; borate
or borax refined, one-eighth of 1ceiat,
per pound; bromide, 10 cents per
pound; carbonate, calcined, or soda
ash, hydrated or sni soda, And monohydrated, one-fourth of I cent per
pound; chlorate, .1 cents per pound;
chloride or salt, in bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages, 11 cents per
one hundred pounds; In bulk, 7 cents
per one hundred pounds; chromate and dichrounate, 11 cents per pound; for-'
mate, 25 per centum ad valorem; ferrocyanid' or yellow prussiate of soda
2 cents per pound; hydroxide or cauttic soda, one-half of 1 cent per pound;
nitrite, 3 cents per pound; phosphate
one-half of 1 cent per pouid; sesqul.carbonate, one-fourth of
T
cent per
or Glau-"
pound'; sulphatetcrystallized,
,
er salt, $1 per ton; sulphate,
anhy
drous, $2 per ton; sulphide,' contain-*
Ing not more than 85 per centum
of, sodium 'suipide, three-eighths of 1
tent per' pound'; c6fitAtnlilg lucre thatf

80 per centuin, t(iree4ourths of I centpffl' pound;. plicate, siqlphite, bisuliphite, metd-bhhilrhite, Ap'd thiobulphai' threO-elkighthao 1 cent' Per'

pondd.,

4I'll

'

'

'

.
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.,ACT O

ACT OF 100.
PAR. 70. Bicarbonate of soda, or
superearbonate of soda; or saleratus,
*

*

*

five-eighths of one cent per

pound.
PAR. 71. Bichromate and chromate
of soda, 'one and three-fourths cents
per pound.
PAR. 72. Crystal carbonate of soda,
or concentrated soda crystals, or mono.
hydrate, or sesquicarbonate of soda,
one-fourth of one cent per pound; chlorate of soda, one and one-half cents'
per pound.
PAR. 78. Hydrate of, or caustic soda,
one-half of one cent per pound; nitrite
of soda and yellow prusslate of soda,
two aents per pound; .sulphide of soda
containing not more than thirty,-five
per centum of sulphide of soda, and
iyposulphite of soda, three-eighths of
one cent per pound; sulphide of soda,
concentrated, or containing More than:
thirt .five per centum of sulpbide of.
soda,, threo-fourths of one cent, per
pound.
PAR. 74, Sal soda, :or soda crystals,
not concentrated, one-sixth of one cent
per pound.
PAx,. 75. Soda ash, one-fourth of one
cent per pound; arseniate of soda, one
cent per pound.
. PAR. 76. Silicate of. soda,

*

*

three-eighths of one cent per pound.

19€1

.

.

'PAC 67. Soda: * - *
chieate
of, anduttrlte of, I!cent pet pound;
bicarbonate of, or supercarbonate of, or
saleratus, 4* * hydrate of, or caustic t
phosphate of; hyposulphite of; sulr, d
of, and sulphite, of, IJcent per pound:
chromate and blehronateof, and yeli
.low prusslate of, I cent per pound;
borate of, or borax refined; crystal
carbonate of, monohydrate, and sesquicarbonate of; sal soda, and soda
crystals, j cent per pound; and sulphate of soda crystallized, or Glauber
salts, $1,per ton,
PA. 593. Salt (Free].

PAR. 605. Soda, arsenlate of, *
*
soda ash, sltcate~of, *0, * .* J,[ree],
PAA. 5.
9 * allchemical * * *
compounds, * ' * ' + and salts, not

speclailk provided for in this section,
15 per centum ad valoreiii..

*

PAR. 77. Sulphate of soda,

*

9

* and salts,

*

* *

*

one dollar per ton.
PAR. 3. * * * all chemical compounds,

*

9

not specially provided for in this section, twenty-fiV& per century ad va,
*. "

lorem ;, *;;

- ,

PAR. 11. Borax, two cents per pound;

borates of

*

* *

soda,

*

*

*

not otherwise provided for in this section, two cents per pound."
PAR. 295. Salt in bags, sacks, barrels,
or other packages, eleven cents per
one hundred pounds; in bulk, seven
cents per one hundred pounds: Provided, lhat imported salt In bond may
be used in curing fish taken by vessels,
licensed to engage 'in 'the fisheries and,
in 0qrIng fish on tle .horep of the
navigable waters of the United States
under Ouch regulations as the Secretary of the teasury shall 'prescribe;
and' upon proof that the silt has been
used for either. of thq purposes stated
in this irviso,the duties on the same
shall b-remitted-: Prtrovded, fvNther,
That .. exporters' of, inets, whether
packed or smoked, .which 'have been
cured In the United States with in-

'I

-
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ported salt, shall,' upon satisfactory
proof, under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe, that such Liests have been
cured with imported salt, have refunded tothem from the Treasury the
duties paid on the salt so used in cur- ,
ing such exported meats, In amounts
not less than one hundred dollar.

SODIUM COMPOUNDS.
SODIUM ARSENATS.

(See Survey A-18.)

Description-and uase.-Sodium arsenate is a white solid substance.
soluble in water, and very poisonous. It is usually prepared by heating together white arsenic (arsenious acid, par. 1) and nitrate of soda,
the product being purified by crystallization from solution. Its
principal use is in insecticides, chiefly lead arsenate (par. 44). It is
also used in dyeing and calico printing.
Productionis by a few companies only; figures are not available.
Imp 8t8
in 1913 were 1,267,998 pounds, but in 1914 only 228,270
pounds, all from England. Later statistics follow.:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Pound.
1918............................................................36
$88
$2.51
1919 .................................................
.......
r.......
.. .........
1920...................................................15,976
1,481
.09
'1921 monthsh) .................................................
1 7,537
11,618
.O

EXportS.-Statistics not available.
Important camgen8 in casifleation.--Sodium arsenate (arseniate
of soda is free of duty under paragraph 605, act of 1913. (Reclassification Report, p. 128.)
SODIUM BICARBONATE (BAKING SODA),

(See Survey A-18.)

Decription and uwe.-Sodium bicarbonate or acid sodium carbonate, a white opaque powder soluble in water, is the mildest of
the alkalies. In pure form it is the ordinary baking soda or saleratus
When sodium bicarbonate, is treated with an acid it evolves carbon
dioxide, a property which gives it a large use for industrial and
household purposes. Sodium bicarbonate is the cheapest and most
convenient form of storing carbon dioxide. It is used in the manufacture of baking powders Seidlitz powders, effervescing drinks and
in medicine as an antacl. A very pure product is demanded for
household and medicinal uses; one of less purity for carbonating
waters, charging fire extinguishers, and prevention of timber mold.
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Mixtures of sodium bicarbonate and sodiuft -carbonate are sold for
I
,
cleaning purposes.
Prodwt" .-- Practically all of the bicarbonate of soda is produced
by the "ammonia-soda" process, the raw materials being salt in the
form of brine, limQstone, ammonia, and coal. The ammonia is used
over and over. The limestone is buried at the plant so that the
carbon dioxide evolved is available for use in the process, and the
lime produced is used in the regeneration of the ammonia and in the
making of caustic soda. (See infra.) The brine solution is satu
rated with ammonia gas and then subjected to the action of carbon
dioxide in high towers, producing sodium bicarbonate. This crude
product is converted by heating into sodium carbonate, which is
then dissolved in water and carbon dioxide passed through the solu.
tion, giving a refined bicarbonate of soda.
A small quantity of sodium bicarbonate is made from the alkaline
waters of Owens Lake, Calif. It is made by the "ammonia-soda"
process at Syracuse, N. Y Saltville, Va.; letroit and Wyandotte,
Mich.; and Huchinson, Kans.
Production has been as follows:
Short tons.

Year.
1914 ............................................................
1916 ...............................................................
1917.................................................
1918 ..................................
1919
............................................
1920'.................................................

....
.

Value.

90,169
115,177
119,177
118 535

$1,439,014
2,303,540
4,029,499

188,90

4,256,715

134, 962

3,293,153
3, 488,6M

'Sales rather than production.
I

Imports are small compared with the domestic production, the
maximum since 1910 being 129,414 pounds, valued at $2,867, in 1916.
Later statistics follow:
Equlva.

'

Cs'endar year.

Quantity.

1918

.............................
.....................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (0 months) ............................

Powsd.
12 383
17,12
,8289
3,281

Value.

829
3,616
201

Unit value. Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

Per cMu.
80.06
$3
492
.21
43
1.18
.10
16
2.46
.08 ..................

Ep..ort are not shown separately prior to 1920 (calendar year)
in which year they, were 20,642,21 pounds, valued at $616,261, and
for the first nine months of 1921, 8,71,534 pounds, valued at $225,819.
They have gone chiefly to Canada, Cuba, and Hongkong.
Imlfort'mt changes in clAs8ifcai-n.-The term "supercarbonate,"
used in the act of 1913 (par. 6Zt in connection with sodium bicarbonate, has been omitted from i. R. 7456, as it is obsolete. The
term ba kingg soda" has been inserted as a synonym for sodium
bicarbonate. (Reclassification Report, p.. 92.)
82304-22-15
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(See Survey A-i)

A

Deacriptionad uws.-Crude borax and borate materials used in
the manufacture of refined borax are free of duty under paragraph
1533. Sodium borate, or borax refined, is the most important derivative of boric acid. It comes on the market in two forms, common or
prismatic borax, which contains 10 molecules of water of crystshzation and octahedral borax, which contains only 5 molecules.,
The largest use of borax is in making enamel coating for cast
and wrought iron sanitaxT and kitchen ware. It is also used iiL the
manufacture of glass and soap, for sizingpa per in the soaking and
as a mordant
cleaning of hides in tanneries, in the teXtile
and for rendering certain cloths. fireproof, and as a flux in welding
and brazing.
Producton.-Itis now made from colemanite, which is calcined;
the calcium borate is separated mechanically from the minerals, and
boiled with a solution of soda ash, forming sodium borate and insoluble calcium carbonate.
Domestic production has been as follows:
Short tons.

Year.

26,501
32,080
26,673
8,518
35, 281

1914..........................................................
1917..........................................................
1918 ................................ ...........................
...
.......................................
12191 ..................
19201 .........................................................................

Value.
$2,071,774
4,717,532
3,909,565
4,351,891
5,074,012

I Sales, not production.

Im poWs, prior to 1920, have been less than 0.01 per cent of the
domestic production; the maximum was 11,768 pounds, valued at
$882, in 1918. Since 1917 imports have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

Pouam.
.0
1918........
1919 ........ ............................
1920 .........................

192 (9months) ...........................

2
378
30,53

28,240

$1
155
,451
12, 477

S
.41
.0

...........
50.47
3A.00

•05. ..........

Equivalent ad
valorem.
Per eat.
1.00
.30
1.56

Exports before the war were small and chiefly to the Orient. During the war a substantial export trade to Europe was developed.
Exports in 1920 (calendar year) were 14,825,037 pounds, valued at
$,026,936 and for the first nine mouti of 1921, 2,750,392 pounds,
valuedat $191,616. They have gone' ciefly toJapan, Canai, and
England..., "
'
SODIUM DIIOMU)D.
(See- Survey F"-. For dieusion, se Bromine and Bromine Compounds,
.12&.)

import t cangeg in da#titn.-Sodium bromide, has been
mentioned specifically for the first time because it is one of the important forms m which brgmine is, marketed. (Reclassification Revort, p. 92.)
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SODM CARBONATE , CAL.CND (SODA ASH).

(See Survey A-18.)
Deception and ue.a.-Soda ash, or calcined sodium carbonate, is
the most important industrial alkali. It- is not as strong as caustic
soda, but is cheaper, easier to handle and ship, and is ordinarily
used in preference to caustic soda wherever possible. There are
two commercial grades containing 48 and 58 per cent of actual
alkali (NaO). The 58 per cent grade is sold as" light" and "dense."
The dense product is twice as heavy per unit as the light and is
used in glass, where small bulk is desired. . The largest use of soda
ash is in glass, soap, wood pulp and paper, caustic soda, and other
sodium chemicals; in the dye and textile industries; in the manufacture of drugs enamel ware and cleaners; and for softening water.
Production.-Practically al of the soda ash manufactured is made
from sodium bicarbonate (see mspra) derived from salt by the
ammonia-soda process. A small quantity of soda Lsh is made from
the natural soda. brines of the Western States, but this source is of
little importance. Sodium bicarbonate is converted into soda ash
by simply heating continuously in a revolving furnace. Some soda
ash is also made by the Hargreaves-Bird process, which produces
caustic soda electrolytically in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide,
which immediately converts the caustic soda into soda ash. This
process is used by several paper mills in this country. The domestic
production has been as follows:
Year.

Short tons.

1914......................
1916 ..........................................................
1917.......

935,305
.1,324.208
1,390,625

1918 .......
19191 .........................................................................
1920'..........
............................
.................

1,390,628
981,054
1,28,149

Value.
$10,937,948
18,283,866
38,028,000
35,635, 520
29895,A 343
38,08726

Sales, not production.

Inport8 have been les than 1 per cent of production, and since
1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Pots.
1918..................................

19..................................

1920..........................................
1921 (9 months) ..................................

.1,445

........

1 515,278
11,:74,33

$29

02

37,1 1
158,103

.0
.0!

12,99

*oZ

Exports in 1918 (fiscal year) were 198,752,457 pounds, valued at
$6,074,879, about 40 per cent to Japan and 35 per cent to (/anada.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:
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Exports in recent years have been. chiefly to Sweden, Netherlands,
and anada.
Important changes in ctasifcation.-Sodium carbonate, calcined,
or soda ash, is free of duty under paragraph 605, act of 1913. This
article is designated only as "soda ash" in the act of 1913., The term
"'sodium carbonate, calcined," has been added in order to include
the correct chemical name. (Reclassification Report, p. 124.)
4e

1YDRATED SODIUM CARBONATE (SAL SODA)-MONOHYDRATED SODIUM CARBONATE-SODIUM SESQUICARBONATE.

(See Survey A-18.)

Descri tion and ue8.-Soda crystals is an indefinite term applied

to several crystalline sodium carbonates. These compounds may be
sodium carbonate or a mixture of sodium carbonate and somum
bicarbonate, containing water of crystallization. Sal soda refers to
crystals of completely hydrated sodium carbonate which contain 10'
molecules of water (Na.,CO,-10HO), also known as washing soda.
Monohydrated sodium carbonate is a crystalline compound of sodium
carbonate containing one molecule of water (Na 2CO -HO). Sesquicarbonate of soda is a mixture of chemically equivalent parts of
sodium carbonate and sodium acid carbonate crystallized with two
molecules of water (NaCO-NaHCO-2HO). These crystalline
products are used chiefly for washing and cleansing purposes, particularly in the laundry and household.
Production .- Sal soda is prepared by dissolving soda ash (sodium
carbonate) in hot water to form a solution of a definite specific gravity. On allowing this solution to cool, the sodium carbonate crystallizes out with 10 molecules of water. The addition of a little sodium sulphate to the solution is necessary to obtain the proper crystal
form. This fact, however, is sometimes taken advantage of to dilute
the finished product with a cheaper inert material which has no cleaning properties. Sodium sesquicarbonate is formed by"crystallization
from a hot solution containing chemically equivalent quantities of
sodium carbonate and sodium acid carbonate. For many purposes
this product is preferred to the other soda crystals.
Production in 1914 was 106,591 short tons of sal soda, including
monohydrate crystals. The output since then has been as follows:
8al soda.
Year.

/
Sho t tons.

1917 .........................
...................
1918-----------------------... ..
1919 1. ..
...........
1920 ....................................
..........

7,939
82,465

:0 O

867

Value.
$10,K6520
,020,271
, ,229,99t
1 8, 937

Monohydrated sodium
carbonate and sodium
esqulcarbonate.
Short tons.

Value.

65,036
22, 78

81,202,875
482,958

12 876

459,167

31,278

714,9C

'Saes, not production.

Im rt.--The maximum imports of crystal carbonate, monohydrate and sesquicarbonate were 354,609 pounds in 1912, which is
less than.2 per cent of the domestic production. Imports declined
to-60,000 pounds in 1917. Later statistics follow:
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Duty.

Unitvalu

Value.,

Quantity.

Calendar year.
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lentad
valotem.

SODA CRYSTALS.

I

118 .......................................
1910 ...................................

90
1......................................
.68,779
1921 (9 months) .

2
.

1,182

45,060

4,796

J

577
1,652

0.06.....
.06

.12
.02

W.0

4.77

858

437

&.00
.........

L04

MONOHYDRATED SODA, OR SESQUICARBONATE.

191..................................44,800
1919 ..........................................................
1920 ......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

1,2

3,342
71,132

$0.03

106
2,176

.03
.03.....

4.
94
..........

Export of sal soda in 1918 (fiscal year) were 14,076,264 pounds,
valued at $205,489. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
quantity (pounds) .... ......

.....

value...........................0....

12 716,453'

W2,W

1919
11 126,370

iT0,285

1920
12 030,193

iiR0 4

monthsh)
7,750,741

M7
191

Exports have been chiefly to Canada, Cuba, and Argentina.
Important ehange8 in euoflcation.--The wording "crystal carbonate of, monohydrate, and sesquicarbonate of; sal soda and soda
crystals ", paragraph 67, act of 1913, describes three separate chemical and commercial articles. These have been corrected in this paragraph as (1) sodift carbonate, hydrated, or sal soda; (2) sodium
carbonate, monohydrated; and (8) sodium sesquicarbonate. (Reclassification Report, p. 92.)
SODIUM CHLO11ATZ.

(See Survey A-18.)

Description and use.-Sodium chlorate is a colorless crystallini
compound composed of sodium; chlorine, and oxygen, readily soluble
in water. It is used as an oxidizing agent in the manufacture of coaltar dyes, in dyeing and printing textiles, dnd in large quantities in
the manufacture ofnmatches and explosives. It was formerly believed
that only potassium chlorate could be used for matches, since sodium
ehlorate is hydroscopic, but the high price of potassium salts during
the war led to methods permitting such use. Sodium chlorate has
generally replaced the higher-priced potassium salts.
Productionin 1917 was large, but statistics are not available. It
is generally manufactured by subjecting a solution of sodium chloride (salt) to the action of a direct current of electricity. The apparatus for its manufacture electrolytically is quite expensive. It was
formerly made by treating milk of lime with chlorine gas and converting the calcium chlorate formed into sodium chlorate by treatinmt with sodium sulphate (salt cake).
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Imports from 1915 to 1918 have been between 22,000 and 45,000
pounds a year, and since have been as follows:

1918 .......................................
1919 ...............................
.......

1920..................................
1921 (9montha) ...........................

Eport8.--Statstics are not available.
SODIUM CHLORIDE (SAT).

(See Survey A-18.)
De8ription and u8e8.-Salt, or sodium chloride, is ono of the most
common minerals. Besides its well-known uses, it i's employed in

the manufacture of chemicals such as sodium bicarbonate, soda ash,
caustic soda, and chlorine, ana in the dye industry for diluting dyes.
Production of salt has shown a steady increase from about
3,000,000 tons in 1900 to about 6,000,000 tons in 1916, and nearly

7,000,000 tons in 1920. Since 1914 it has supplied over 99 per cent

of domestic consumption. Michigan a#1 New York produced over
one-half of th' output, with Ohio and Kansas also contributing
largely. About, 50 per cent of the salt is, used as brine for the
manufacture of chemicals.

imports of salt are negligble, and chiefly from England and.the
British West Indies. Since 1917 they have been as follows-

fQuantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit value.

IN BAGS.
1918 ........................................

.............. ....

051

1919 ......................................................

193,529

...................

59i,348

192 ( monts).........................
*5....SA928

$4,18

$07

137,627

.71

284,012

.51

24092

.40

IN BULK.

1918 ..............
..........
1919 .............................. / .........................
1921(9mouths) ...............................

..

1(0)pound.

O..........................O........
o,627
$133,340
$0.22
996,753
106,077
.10
21,736
43
.20
148, 46

..........

.18

Ewsporteof salt increased from 41,90 short tons, valued at $286,363
in 1910, to 97,075 tons, valued at $726,761 in 1917. "Later statistics
1918

...
:An t ~(ahort ton......)....
........ 6...............
0

..... .::I

136,783

677if,67

191

119,416

1 ,36,

191(
n

'13 i2I

$1,90

1,

7b, 4S4

$M94,817

_W__

**

4,,

SU[MAY or Irzamnr

IORM

AToo,
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Exports have been chiefly to Canada, Cuba, and Mexico.
Important changes iam oedsifloa n.--Transfer from the free list
(par. 593) of the ac of 1913.
SODIUM CVIIOMAZU AND DICROMAT&

(See Survey A-i4)
Degcriptionand uwem.-Sodium dichromate is a red crystalline compound containing about 67 per cest of chromic'acid (Cr, ). It
is about ten times as soluble as the corresponding potassium salt
and is frequently preferred.- The sodium salt is also much cheaper
and has replaced potassium salt to a large extent. Sodium chromate
is a yellow crystalline compound containing only 29.2 per cent of
chromic acid. The dichromate is therefore generally preferred,
owing to its greater richness in*chromic acid' which is the active
constituent.
Chromates and dichromates are used for the chrome tanning of
leather; in textile dyeing and printing; in the manufacture of
chrome colors and pigments, especially lead and barium chromates;
for pickling brass; in the electro-engraving of copper plates; as
laboratory reagents; and in the bleachi"ng of oils andfats.
Produwtiwn.-All of the chromium salts are prepared from chrome
iron ore or chromite. (See par. 1544.) The ore is pulverized and
mixed with lime and soda ash and roasted in a strong current of air.
Calcium chromate, which is produced with sodium chromate, is converted into sodium chromate by means of more soda ash. Sodium
chromate is usually converted directly in solution to sodium dichromate by. treatment with sulphuric acid. Sodium dichromate when
used in oxidation processes is reduced to chromium sulphate, which
may be reconverted into sodium dichromate and used again.
Domestic production of sodium dichromate and chronate has been
as follows:
Calendar year.

Short tons.

Value.

1917.....................................................

22,44

9045,133

1919.

28,5

8,233,5

191 .......................
1928'.......

......

..................................
...................................................
..............
...............................

2,3

9 ,8 ,118

2, M9531,9

'Sales, not production.

Imports of dichromate and chromate of soda have been insignificant since 1910. There were no imports from 1919 through nine
months of 1921.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
SODIUM IVOWMhT.

Decription, aes, and prodwtio,.-Sodium_ format is an im-

portant chemical compound used'as an intermediate material in the
manufacture of formic and oxalic acids.: It is produced by passing
carbon monoxide itto a solution of sodium hydroxide under pressure.
The sodium fotinate thus produced maybe converted into formic
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acid by treatment with an acid or into sodium, oxalate, by heathg,
.which in turn. can be converted into oxalic acid by means of acid.
The establishment of the manufacture of oxalic and formic cs
in the United States by this process is discussed under paragrapli.
Import figures are available for 1914 only) when they were
1,843,245 pounds, valued at $44,693.
ffiport.-Statistics not available.
Iiorant chaWes in cZmr8iflcatin.-Sodium format has been

mentioned specifically for the first time. (Reclassification Report,
p. 92.)

0
SODI: UM
lROYA

DX (TX4U1W J'USIATx 01 SOD)J..

(See Survey A-18.)

Description and uwe8.-Sodium ferroeyanide or' yellow prussiate
of soda is a lemon-yellow crystalline compound containing' 10 molecules oi water of crystallization. It is similar to the potassium salt
which it has largely replaced on account of the high price of that compound. It is used in the manufacture of blue pigments, in calico
printing and dyeing, for the casehardening of iron, for making
sodium ferricyanide, and as a chemical reagent.
Production.-Sodium ferrocyanide, or yellow prussiate of soda, is
prepared in this country as a by-product of the purification of coal
gas; also from sodium cyanide by lixiviating with hot water in the
presence of iron.
In 1917 the production was 8,346,000 pounds, valued at $2,577,667;
in 1918 it was 9,050,000 pounds, valued at $2,690,110." The output
then decreased to 5,860,000 pounds, valued at $1,318,049 in 1920.
imrpo't6s prior to the war had reached about 1,900 000 pounds in
1913. In 1914 they increased to about 2,300,000 pounds, and steadily
declined until 1918 (fiscal year), when no imports appeared. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

11

Quantity.

.....................................

1919
...................................
1920......................................

1921 (9 months) ............................

.Potmr.
271,0

1,299,21
2 2018

Value.

6

50k
222
0

1,421, 113

IE port&.-Statiftcs not available,
Important,c/anges.in cauifld

Unit value. Duty.

9.42

3

,8

.17
.18

82033
9,740
16 512

Equlva-

lent ad
valorem.

Per CeC.
2.0
4.47
4.12

.13 ...............

.

-The, corect Chemical name,

sodium ferrocyanide, has been used in connection with yellow prussiate of soda in this paragraph. (ReclassificAtion, Report, p, 92.)
SODIUM HYDROXIDE (CAUSTIC SODA).

(See Survey A-18.)

Deecrietion and ae*s,--$odium hydroxide, or caustic soda, in industrial importance ranks second only to soda ash. The commercial
product is a white opaque solid having strong caustic properties, sold
by content of sodium oxide (NaO). The common grades are 00, 70,
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74, and 76 per cent sodium oxide. The method of stating this content
is however based on erroneous atomic weight. The so-called New
York and -Liverpool test, figured from the actual content, is used in
the United States. The difference between the actual content and
that calculated by thiq test is shown for the ordinary grades of caustic

soda:

Sodium oxide.

Actual.

Now York and Liverpool test.

Per Ce .
A5.12
67.81
71.88

Peren.
60
70
74

M8

76

Caustic soda h&.: a wide variety of uses in the manufacture of
soap, wood pulp and paper chemicals, dyes, and drugs, in refining
vegetable and mineral oils, in mercerizing cotton, for water softening, bottle washing, and in the preparation of cleaners. The largest
single use is in the manufacture of soap. The war caused a large
demand for! caustic soda o hnl h a
aeilo klsv
picric acid.
ofpexlosv
Production.-It is made from salt or soda ash, the raw material
depending on the method of manufacture. Soda ash is converted
into caustic soda by treatment with lime. Caustic soda is also made
directly from salt, a solution being subjected to the action of direct
electric current.
Production has been as follows:
Year.
1914 ..............
1916 ..

..

l9~8..............
9'.............

........

1917 ........

......

.

Sales, n0t Droduetion.

In 1917,there were 8 firms using the sod aah method and 28 con
panies using the electrolysis of salt method. About 28 pqr cent of
the output ip 1917 and 1918 was producedd electrolytically from' salt.
_mp'r
Is.--he largest impprtton wa i 1911, 1,500 short tons.
Later, stati4tics follow:
Calendar yout.

los ......................................
1919 .......................................
1920......................................

1921 (9monts) .................... .......

Quantity.
Pofnd.
2,002
42,724
. 97.798

$193
8,888
11,970

4,0OT

,...

A

Value.

2,060

~,!;.

Unit value. Duty.

a 10
.16
.12

$5
107
244

quiva.

lent ad
valorem.
Per eMS
2.0
1.55
2.04

.06.............
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Export in 1918 (fiscal year) were 67,865 short tons, valued at
$8,629,086.- Japan, Italy, Brazil, and Canada were the chief countries of destination. Latersttistics for calendar years follow: ,
19181919. .0 .
uatYt) (pounds) ..................
alue .............................

97,37,384

$5,802,813

235,420
JI1,58748,702

.

. .

224,137,408

$10, 944,017

.

26,810,08
J $,094970

In recent years exports have been chiefly to Japan, Italy, and the
Netherlands.
ImportaMt change in c a
io.-The term "hydrate" used in
connection with caustic soda in paragraph 67, act of 1913, is not in
accordance with correct chemical nomenclature; therefore, the name
'-'sodium hydroxide" has been, used. (Reclassification Report, p.
SODIUM NITRITE.
SODIUM, NIMTT

Degoript.r and ute&.-Sodium nitrite is a chemical compound
composed of sodium,'nitroven, %ndoxygen. It differs from nitrate
of soda in that it contains one atom less of oxygen. When pure it is
a white crystalline salt, containing commercially 96 to 98 per cent of
sodium nitrite. It is used chiefly in the manufacture of coal-tar dyes,
in the dyeing of textiles, and has minpr
j Ilaboratory and pharmaceutical uses.
Prodwutim.-Sodium nitrite was usually prepared by the reduction of sodium nitrate (Chile saltpeter) by means of lead; also from
atmospheric oxygen. In the fixation of nitrogen by the arc process
the oxides of nitrogen produced are absorbed in sodium carbonate
(soda ash), forming sodium nitrite. Ammonia gas produced from
by-product coke ovens or synthetically from atmospheric nitrogen
can be oxidized to form a similar mixture of oxides o.f nitrogen
which are converted into sodium nitrite as described above.
The domestic production of sodium nitrite in 1917 was 1,7'2.000
pounds, valued at $480,145, and in 1918 increased to 3,402,000 pounds.
valued at $609,779. The,outpuv ii 1919 and 1920 was about 2,400,000
pound for each year.
l mpot increased from 1 696,567 pounds in 1915 to 3,675,179
poUn& in 1917, the fiports in 191T being more than twice the domestic production. The increase in imports was caused 'by the
development of the American dye industry, now the largest consumer
of sodium nitrite. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year,

Quantty.

Value.

Unit value,

Povs~s4~Per

............
...........
6,5,31 $28, 182
1919 ......................................
550,689
2 ,7910
1920 .......
, ........................
11,i 0142
1,38,999
1921 (9 months) ...........................
"3,007,161
7,018

*

Eports.--Statistics not available.

Duty.

$14 288
1Y768
.12
58,451
.07 .............

50.10

Squiva.
lent ad
valorem.

cent.

4.94

5.17
4.24
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NOVIUM RHOPWHAT.

(See Survey A-)
Desoip~mo and uses,--There are a number of sodium phosphates,

the most important in commerce being disodfum phosphate, also
known as "neutral phosphate" and "secondary phosphate," usuall
the product referred to when only sodium phosphate is specified. It
is used in the textile industries (especially the silk industry in the
weighting of the material in dyeing), in the manufacture orfbaking
powder, in the preparation of enamels, in tinning and soldering, and
pharmaceutically. The other sodium phosphates, monosodium and
trisodium phosphate, are of minor importance.
Production.-Itis obtained from dicalcium phosphate by treatment
with soda ash. It is also prepared from bone ash or phosphorite by
diition with sulpLuric acid followed by treatment with soda ash
and crystallization of the sodium phosphate from the clear solution.
Production has been as follows,,'
Short tons.

Year.

Value.

1914 ..............................................

15,897

I3, 528

.........................................................
1918
1919 ............................................................

15,620
14,760

1,427,947
1,733,996

1917

....................................................

13,305

........................................... 30,515

19M2
........ ;.........

711 283

3,233,896

Sales, not production.

imports prior to the war were small and sporadic, the maximum

in 1914 being 1,364,'767 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yepr.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

Equllv-

lent ad
valorem,

Per rent.
Pounds.
1918..........................................................................
0.64
1S.14
80. 39,
W
1919 .............................
.17
0.89
.29
19
60
1920 .................
7
.0................
,130
I5,
1921 (9 months) .......................

Fwport .- Statistics not available.;
SODIUM SZSQUICAiWONAT&
[See Hydrathd Sodium Carbonate, p. 228.]

SODIUM SULPHATE ANHYDROUS AND OLAUBr

SALT.

(See Survey A-18.)

De&Mption and ue8.--Sodium sulphate, crystallized, was disoovered by a chemist named Glauber and is known.commercially as
Glauber salt. It is sodium sulphate crystallized with 10 molecules of
water. It is used as an assistant in dyeing, for diluting dyes, and for
the preparation of cooling mixtures.' Ordinarily most sodium" sul-

986

1921.
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.phate is used in the anhydrous form and only a small portion is con.
vested into the crystallized Glauber salt, It is more economical to
ship the anhydrous salt.
Production.-Glauber salt is a by-product of the manufacture of
acid. Domestic prod'ctio# 'f Glauber salt has
hydrochloric
follows:
. been .as
-Year.
1914 .........................................

xA,

1917 ......................
1918 ......................
...............
1919 .
19...............

Short tons.
. ........................

.........
.............

8
................
........................

Value.

$427,s
34,637
47,767
732, 40
1,041,070
0,715
4............. i7,060
47,730
60,K6u
l90,6

,Sales, not production.

af

Importg have never been large and*are negligible compared with
domestic production.
Export -Statistics not available.
Important changes in Clasifiatiol.-"Sodium' sulphate, anhydrous," has been mentioned specifically, as it was held that calcined
sodium sulphate, in powdered form, is dutiable as a chemical compound or mixture, and not within the provisions of paragraph 67,
act of 1913, for sulphate of soda, crystallized, or Glauher salts. (Reclassification Report, p. 92.)
SODIUM SULPHIDE.

(See Survey A-18.)

V
0.

Description and uses.--Sodium sulphide is composed of sodium
and sulphur. There are two commercial articles, the "crystal" sulphide of soda, containing about 30 per cent of sodium sulphide,, and
the "fused" or "concentrated," containing about twice as much
sodium Sulphid6 as the crystal product. ft is used chiefly in the
manufacture and dyeing of sulphur colors and as a depilatory agent
in leather manufacture.
Production.-Sulphide of soda was formerly manufactured from
sodium sulphate (salt cake). The war caused the establishment of a
barium chemical industry from which part of the sodium sulphide
now homes as a by-prouct. Domestic production supplies practically the entire consumption and has been as follows:,
yShort

Value.
tons.

1914.......................
...............................
1917 .....................................
....................

1918 ..........................................
19191
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . ......................
... .. .. ..
1920' ............................................

'a',

.....................

20,263
..........473
49,494 1,90W5,

43.49............
49 2,293,304
2, 45 1
.....
42,952

2 ,92,033

11t0production.

The increased output since 1914 was due to the establishment of
an American de industry-a large outlet for this product.
fmpo ts.-'Te maximum import of sodium sulphide was in 1914,
and was about 6' per cent of domestic production. Since'1917 imports. have been as follows:
~

~

~'
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D
Ca'endar year.

Quantlty,
'
'valorem. Value.

.-

Unit Value.

Duty.

alont ad-

8282

Per ceW.
.04

Pound.
l1S. .................
.
1919 ......................................
19
.
.20..........
-.
1921 (9 months) ..................

.

112,821
1668,562
1,038,181
2,474,0

"4,073
54,251
47;064
78,1584

00
.03
.04
.

Equiv-

4,171
7.69
258
65.51
...................

Export.-Statistics not available.
SODIUM GILICOATZ.

(See Survey A-18.)
Demctipti and uses.-Silicate of soda, "water glass" or "soluble
glass," is a chemical compound produced from silica (sand) and an
alkali salt, usually soda ash. It is marketed in water solution largely,
but also to some extent in a solid form, and is used chiefly as an adhesive in the manufacture of various forms of fiber and paper board
and as a filler in soap.
Production has increased from 169,049 tons in 1914 to 254,011 tons
in 1917, and has been in excess of 300,000 tons from 1918 to 1920. The
production of silicate of soda of the 400 Baum6 grade has been estimated by a leading manufacturer as 295,000 tons in 1917 and 335,500
tons in 1918. The process of making is comparatively simple and
calls for inexpensive equipment. Some of its uses, however, require
considerable accuracy in composition, involving large equipment and
much technical skill in its manufacture. The industry is rather
widespread, plants being located near larcre markets, as it is more
economical to ship the raw materials (a-nd and soda ash) than the
water solution of silicate of soda.
Impo't8 from 1910 to 1917 have averaged about 600 short tons per
year. Since 1918 these have been as follows:
Caendar year.
........
...

Quantity.
. .

"

"I

1918 ........................................................

1919 ................. ..

..................
.........
1020 ........
1921 (9 months) ........... ; ....................................

I

Va'ue.

Unit va'ue.

Pounds,

43 461
$9,902
l931,08 15,13
5,421
65, S
888,
22,881

$0.02
.03
.02
.03

Eiport&.-Since the war the United States has developed an ex.
port trade, which since 1917 has been chiefly to Canada, Mexico, and
Cuba. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1921

1918

un ty (pounds) .....................
ue

....................

,I

monthshs.

1920

1919

24 30,67

8

84i

542

450,770

13,375,800
169,345

lrnporte cunges in&cloaifoation.-Sodium silicate is free of
duty under paragraph 605, act of 1913.'
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SODIUM SULPHIT, BISULPIT

A"D MCTABISULPHITM,

(See Survey A-18.)

Degoiiptionand uwe.-There are three sulphites of soda, the norsulphite, the bisulphite or acid sulphite, and the metabisulphite.
These compounds are white crystalline salts more or less soluble in
water. The sulphites are employed in various industries as antiseptics, reducing agents, and sources of sulphur dioxide. Sulphite of
soda is used industrially as an antichlor in bleaching processes, and
as a bleaching agent for delicate fabrics, such as silk and wool.
Both the normal and metabisulphite are used in the preparation of
photographic developers. Bisulphite of soda is a more energetic
antichor and bleaching agent than the sulphite. It is also used as
an antiseptic in steeping and preserving grain, and a strong solution
is used for sterilizing brewer's casks. Bisulphites of calcium and
magnesium are made for the manufacture of sulphite pulp for
paper. Sodium hydrosulphite (see par. 79) is another reducing
agent, used chiefly in dyeing and printing textiles, which is even
more energetic than the sulphites, and should not be confused with
them.
Produotim.-Bisulphite of soda is the starting point for the manufacture of all of the sodium sulphites. It is produced by saturating
a solution of soda ash with sulphur dioxide. The acid sulphite thus
produced can be separated from the solution or an additional quantity of soda ash can be added, thus forming the normal sulphite of
soda, which crystallizes from the solution -with seven molecules of
water. Carbon dioxide is evolved in this process and in some cases
it is purified and oppressed in cylinders for sale. , Sodium sulphite
is also a by-product of the manufacture of phenol.
Domestic production of sodium sulphite, bisulphite, and metabisulphite since 1917 has been as follows:
Lal

Year.

Short
]tons.

-

Year

1917 ................................................
..............................
1918................................................................................
19191
1920' ...............................................................................
.......................................................................

Value.

13,7M 8300,M66
1, 362
478,482
11 819
750
I5,837

Sales, not production.

Import of sulphite of soda have not been large compared with the
domestic production, being less than 1 per cent in 1917. Since 1917

they have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

.Powuch.
1918
..............................
30450
....
119,24
1919 ...................
1920................................
119, 6
191 (9months)......................611,39

Value.

$1,287
,

2,376
8

14

Urit value. Duty.

80.04
.04
.04

..

$76
1
300
.

.

al autldvalorem.
Per w.
.92:
5 16
.. .

4
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E'xporte,-Statistics not available.
Imporint ohal ee in elasaifation.--The act of 1913 (par. 67)
provided only for sulphite of soda, whereas there are three important
sodium sulphites, namely (normal) sodium sulphite, sodium bisulphite, ., nd sodium meta-bisulphite. These three compounds have
been provided for specifically in this paragraph. .(Reclassification
Report, p. 92.)
SODIUM THIO8ULPHATE

(See Survey A-18.)

IDegcr'ption and uses.-Sodium thiosulphate, incorrectly called
hyposulphite of soda, is a white crystalline substance containing
about 27 per cent of water of crystallization, soluble in water, and a,
strong reducing agent. It is used as a fixer in photography, when it
is usually designated hypo; as an antichlor in bleaching to destroy
the last traces of chlorine bleach; as a reducing agent in the chrome
tanning of.leather; and for iodine determinations in analytical work.
Production..-Sodium thiosulphate is produced by boiling a solution of sodium sulphite with sulphur. In Europe it is obtained as a
by-product from the sulphide residues of the Le Blanc soda process.
The output since 1917 has been as folloWs:
Year.

Short

Value.

tons.
1917...........................................................

26,598

1918 ...........
................................................
19191 ..........................................................
1920' ............................................
..............

26,88

$717,924

061

32,212
24 86

1,7"0'21
1,20,

Sales, not production.

imports have increased from prewar imports of about 8,000 pounds
per year to over 900,000 pounds in 1914 and 1,800,000 pounds in 1915.
Imports in the war years declined to less than the prewar imports
and since 1917 have been as follows:
'I

Iu

Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918................................
1919 .................................
90. .................................

1921 (mont07)

....................

,120
27 ,61
17,174

199,07

Value.

Unit value.

$9765

6,312
I1t989

,33

0.87
.23
.70

Duty.

53
69
43

v

lent ad
valor n.

.01 ...............

0.2N

1.09
0.36

ExpoM.--Statistics not available.
Important cha ne8 in cksifcation.-Hyposulphite of soda (par.
67, act of 1918) is a commercial term used incorrectly to designate
"sodium thiosulphate" the term whlh has been used in this paragraph. (Reclassification Report, p. 9.)

*
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PARAGRAPH t 79

H. 3. 7456.
PA. 79. Sodium hydrosulphite, hy.drosulphite compounds, sulphqxylate
compounds, and all combinations and
mixtures of the foregoing;'35 per
centum ad valorem.
Al

SENATE AMENDMENTS.:

ACT OF 190W.
ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 3. * * * all chemical comPAR.i5.* * * allchemial * * *
pounds, mixtures and salts, * * * compounds, * * t mixtures and
not specially provided for in this sec- alts, not specially provided for in this
tion, twenty-five per centum" ad va- jection,.15 per centum ad valorem.
lorem;

*

* *.

HYDROBULPHITER ANJ) SULPHOXYIATES,
(See Survey .A-18.)
J-

Do8criptio and U868..-Under this heading are included several
related chemicals, which are energetic reducing agents. They are
marketed as gray to white crystalline powders. Their chief use is
in the textile trade in certain dyeing, printing, and bleaching operations, and also to a lesser extent in the bleaching of soas, oils, sirups,
fibers, and in the preparation of pharmaceuticabs. Sowum hydrosulphite, anhydrous, is used in the application of indigo and the different
vat dyes.
Sulphoxylate of soda formaldehyde is used with or without the
addition of other agents for the "discharge of dyes" and for the
application of vat dyes in textile printing. The double compound
sulphoxylate of soda formaldehyde and bisulphite of soda formaldehyde is used for discharges on dyed cotton. The basic sulphoxylate of zinc formaldehyde is used for stripping dyes from colored
fabrics.
Production and nnport8.--The capacity of the American plants
exceeds the imports of 1914, the latter totaling 872,500 pounds,
valued at $288,314. Sodium hydrosulphite is made by reducing
sodium bisulphite by means of zinc with the addition of sulphur
dioxide followed by separation of the hydrosulphite by "salting
out." The other compounds are made from the sodium hydrosulphite.
wapott.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in casiflcation.-A new specific provision.
PARAGRAPH 80.
H1. IL 745&4

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

Pm. 80. Starch: Potato, 1 cents par
pound; and all other starchess not speclally provided for, 1 cent per;pounc
ACT OV 109V.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 234. Starch, made from potaPAR. 296. Starch, made from potatoes, one qnd one-half cents per pound; toes, 1 cent per pound; all other
all other starch, including all prepa- starch, including all preparations,
rations, from whatever substance pi'o- from whatever substance produced, fit
duced, fit for use as starch, on4 cent for use as starch, J cent per pound.

per pound.

t.

.- ~-,-.
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.. AROI*JS.,..

(See Survey G-3.)

Description a d e8.- -Starch occurs more or less abundantly in all
forms of vegetable life, but commercially the most important sources
are corn, potatoes, rice, wheat, and cassava. Starch s white, odorless, and tasteless, and is marketed in powdered, granular, or lump
form. Cornstarch is by far the most important in this country;
potato starch, the most important in Europe, ranks second in consumption. Of the domestic output in 1914, approximately 93 per
cent was from corn, 3.8 per cent from potatoes, and the balance from
wheat, rice, and cassava.
Starch is used for edible purr .ses in various flours, and in pastries,
puddings, confectionery, etc.; and for laundry and manufacturing
purposes, e. g., sizing of paper and cotton goods, thickening of colors
and. mordants used in textile printing, in making dextrin, soluble
starch, and glucose. It4 physical, properties Vary slightly with its
sources, and thus cause the specific uses of different varieties. In the
textile industry and in the manufacture of dextrin, potato starch
has certain advantages which give it a market even at a higher price.
Means have been found to make varieties of cornstarch suitable for
use in the textile industry; these are severely competitive with potato
starch.
Production of cornstarch increased from 574 247,697 pounds, valued at $13,784,654, in 1914 to 727,962,000 pounds, valued at $40,558,000, in 1919; potato starch decreased from 23,540,472 pounds; valued at
$718,006, in 1914, to 16,477.000 pounds, valued at $1,099,000 in 1919;
the output of other starches increased from 22,976,000 pound, valued
at $1,281,000, in 1914, to 39,074,000 pounds, valued at $2,746,000, in
1919. (Figures for 1919 are preliminary.) The number of establishments decreased from 82 in 1914 to 56 in 1919.
Imported of starch for 1909-1913 averaged 13,730,665 pounds, valued at $375,767; for 1914-1918 they averaged 15,143,778 pounds,
valued lt $684,714, approximately 95 per cent being potato starch.
Before the war Germany and the Netherlands supplied practically
all; in the last two years great quantities came from Japan, viz,
18,008,666 pounds in 1917 and 21,806,P75 pounds in 1918. Later
statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

Equivalent ad
valorem.

POTATO STARCH.

1918 ...............................
1919.........................

1920 ...........................

1921 (9months)...................

Pound.

i2,416,W

2,01,406

. 14,184,454
4101,581

$1,590, 574
151,883

72858

1

I.08 1204,
.07

.05

20,814

cent.
12.84
1 37

141,845
.04.....
....... 19.45..

ALL OTHER STARCHI98, N.S.?. F.
815
198.....................443,
199.....................85,349
.. 69151
192............................
8;.500
.......
1921 (9 m5th) .... ...........

64,794
$
72,073
78241
5,

52219
U0.17
.11
3297
3,296
.12
.12 ...

8.42
4.57
4.22
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Eports of starch for 1914-1918 averaged 12,848,429 pounds,
valued at $3,918,104, practically all cornstarch. Over one-half goes
to England and Scoxtland, while before the war the Netherlands and
Belgium also took large quantities., Later statistics follow:
Cornstarch.

All other starch.

Calendar year.
Quantity.
fA

18.........................
....................................
1920..................................

1921 (9 months) ................................

Poundtt.

,612,
8

.

175, 430,:736

.118,462,941

13,179

9

Value.

$1,768557
10,219,799
8,9,07

3,411,609

Quantity..
Pou

.

1,063,38S

Value.

$1,02D,071

89,0',821
5,342,366
31,48028Y03,1

21,680,140

61i,137

EWport.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in olasification.--The words "including all
preparations from Whatever subsances produced t" for use as
starch "_have been omitted and "not specially provided for" added.
PARAGRAPH 81.

Ir. . 745.

SENATE AXM"D

U.

SPAjL 81. Dextrine, made from potato

starch or potato flour, 11 cents per
pound; dextrine, not otherwise provided for, burnt starch or British gum,
dextrine substitutes, and soluble or
chemicalir treated starch, It cents per
poundL
ACT Io 1909.
PA. 297. Dextrine, dextrine substi-

tutes, soluble starch ?r chemically
treated starch, burnt starch, gum substitute, or British gum, one and onehalt cents per pound.
DEXTRINE

ACT' Or 11&
PAR. 86. Gums: * *

* dextrine,

made from potato starch or potato
flour, It cents per pound; dextrine, not
otherwise provided for, burnt starch or
British gum, dextrine substitutes, and
soluble or chemically treated starch, I
of 1 cent per pound.

BRITISH GUM, SOLUBLE STARCH.

(See Survey A-O.)
Decrption and uWe8.--Dextrine is a substance produced by heating starch or by treating starch wioh dilute acid. It is sometimes
considered an intermediate product between starch and dextrose. It
is soluble in water and has strong adhesive properties. Dextrine is
used extensively in the textile industry for thickening mordants, for
printing calicos and other fabrics, and in finishing textiles; in the
manufacture of paper boxes and wall -paper; for gumming stamps
and envelopes; in inks, felt, etc.
British gum is a name given to the commercial product. There
are different grades, depening on the methods of manufacture an(I
the botanical sources of the starch.
Soluble starch is starch rendered soluble by chemical treatment.
It is intermediate between starch and dextrine and is used as an

emulsifying agent, in the textile industry, and in volumetric chemical
analysis.

2

-~~-"~r~

*4,:4~

.~

~~*'-
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Production of dextrine in 1914 was 18,931,641 pounds, valued at
$705,584. Domestic production of dextrine has increased greatly
since 1914, the United States now having the largest plants and producing more. tapioca dextrine than foreign countries; also large
quantities from potato starch and cornstarch. The tapioca used is
imported from Java.
li port.--Before the war about 5,000,000 pounds of dextrine were
imported, usually from Germany, Holland, and England, but these
imports decreased during the war to less than 100,000 pounds in 1918.
Imports of soluble starch in 1914 were 1697,92 pounds, decreasing
greatly since, with none reported in 191. Recent imports of dex!
trine have been as follows:
Einlv-a.

Quantity.

Calendar year,

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

lent ad

valorem.

DEXTRINE FROM POTATO STARCH OR FLOUR.
1918 .................................

Potsd#.
376,177

835,0.12

i9D
........
.. q.........
s .............................

. a1359
............
,.

69.783
24, ON

-

1919 ......... .............................
1921 ( m

147,404

13, 28

$0.09

.09

$4,702

1,843

10,642
.06
.0. 0,.
..

Perce*.
13.42

13.62

15.11
.......

DEXTRINE SUBSTITUTES, BURNT STARCH, OR BRITISH GUM.
191......................1
199....................238
.......
1920 ............................
1921 (9 months) .........
.

Z25,247

$2.00
54.00
17,784.00
4W 00

$0.13 ...........
6.s0
.23
82.00
&33
9.51
. .08 1,089.00
. I.............
.00 .....

CHEMICALLY TREATED OR SOLUBLE STARCH.
1918....................250

538
106

973
110, 084

1919...............................
1920 ........

8,812

3,27

08,13.
138

1921 (9mon)

80.15
.10
.08

52
7

8

.06 ....................

4.96
.95
9.37

Export.-Statistics not available.
motan k get in ls& i'
--Dextrines, included with
gums and resins in the act of 1913,are given a separate paragraph
in H. R. 7456.
PARAGRAPH 82.
H. 3. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 82. Strontium: Carbonate, precipitated, nitrate, and oxide, 25 per
eentum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 3. *
pounds, •

*
*

* all chemical com* and salts, not spe-

dially provided for In this section,
centum ad valorem;
twenty.*.five,. per
..
•*

a

PAR.5.*

* * all chemical * * *

coupounds, * * * and salts, not
specially provided for in this section,
15 per centum ad valorem.

Par. 615. Strontia, oxide of, protoxide
PAP. 685 Strontia., oxide of, and
Ptotoxlde of, strontian, * * * of strontlan, * * * [Free].

[Wree].
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STRONTIUM COMPOUNDS.
(See Survey Ff.-22,)

Des8liption and wse.-Strontium compounds ore prepared from
the minerals celestite or strontianite, free of duty in paragraph 1662.
The two most important compounds are strontium nitrate and strontium carbonate; both-but chiefly the nitrate-are used in the manufacture of pyrotechnics (fireworks and signal lights). The largest
demand prior to the wvar was for the manufacture of rahIw* signal
flares.'
use after
in night
signalsand
were inStrontium
demand for
Strontium
shells
during salts
the war.
oxide
being
convertedsignal
into
the hydroxide is used iii certain European countries, especially Germany, for beet-sugar refining.
Production of strontium salts increased from 2,006,0Q0 pounds in
1916 (first available figures) to 4,927,000 pounds in 1918, and then
decreased to 1,971,519 pounds in 1919. The output in 1920 by 2 firms
only exceeded that of any previous year, except 1918. Domestic
manufacture is chiefly from imported materials, principally celestite
from England.
hnlort8 prior to the war-chiefly from Germany-supplied the requirements of the United States for strontium salts. In 1914 (only
year figures are available) there were imported 1,941,103 pounds of
strontium salts, of which 1,834,733 pounds were strontium nitrate
and 52,179 pounds strontium carbonate. -t
Later statistics for imports of strontium nitrate and precipitated
strontium carbonate are not available, but it is known that considerable quantities have been brought in during 1921. Imports of strontium oxide are combined with those of the strontium minerals (par.

1662).

E11port.--Statistics not available.
Important change in cla8siftation.-Precipitated strontium carbonate and strontium nitrate are specifically mentioned for the first.
time. Strontium oxide (strontia, oxide of, protoxide of strontian)
has been transferred from the free list, act of 1913 (par. 615).
PARAGRAPH 83.'
H. 39. 7456.
PAR. 83. Strychnine, an l salts of, 15
ents per ounce.
ACT OF 1909.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 80. Strychnia, or strychnine,
PAR. 610. Strychnia or strychnine,
and all salts thereof, fifteen cents per and Its combinations with acids iiot
ounce.
subject to duty under this section
[Free+].
8TRYOHNINE AND 8Af/rs.
(See Survey FL-2.)

*De8oriptien and ues.-Strychnine is an alkaloid manufactured

from nux vomica (par. 1621). It is also sold in combination with
various acids, the most important salts being the acetate, nitrate.
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phosphate, and sulphate. It is used as a'stimulant in medicine and
as a poison for vermin and predatory animals. One ounce of stryehnine corresponds to 17,500 medicinal doses.
Produtio 1-- Our strchnine is derived from nux vomica imported
from India. Production figures are not available, but the annual
import of nux vomica is equivalent to 400,000 to 600,000 ounces of
strychnine. It is also manufactured in England and Germany but
,to commercial production has been noted in India. In 1919 (preliminar figures) 16,414 pounds of strychnine and salts, valued at
, were consumed in "druggist's preparations, patent mediJu) and compounds.".
,%port8 of stryehmne and it8 combinations within aeid8 from 1909
to 1913 were negligible. During 1914-1918 an average of 29,305
ounpiy*valued at 17,946, was reported. Imports since 1917 have
bee
Rollows .
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

1918 ..............
...............................
1919 ............................................

180
6,00M

1921 (9 months) ....................................

4,852

IM ...............................

90

FaportM.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in ciasflation.-This
transferred from the free list of the act of 1913
fled in language.

345
9,390

37,370
83, 09

Unit value,
$1.92
1.56

.78
11.5

rovivion has been
ar. 316) andmodi-.

PARAGRAPH 84.
SENATE AXENDXMD#TS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 84. Thorium nitrate, thorium
oxide, and other salts of thorium not
specially provided for, cerium nitoate,
cerium fluoride, and other salts of
cerium not specially provided for, and
gas-mantle scrap consisting in chief
value of metallic oxides, 25 per centum
ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.
la. 183. * * * thorium, oxide of
and salts of, * * * and gas mantle scrap consisting in chief value of
nietallij oxides, forty per centum ad.
valorem.
PAR. 8. ' *
all chemical compounds, mixtures and salts, * * *
not specially provided for in this section, twenty-five per centum ad valorem ; *

* *.

ACT OF 1913.
PaB. 154. * * * thQrium, oxide of
and salts of; * * * and gas-mantle scrap consisting in chief value of
metallic oxides, 10 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 5.

*a

all chemical * a a

compounds,
* a mixtures and
salts, not specially provided for in this
section, 15 per centum ad valorem.

THORIUM COMPOUNDS.

(See Survey C-2)
De8cripta and w~es.-Thorium nitrate is the most important of
the salts of thorium. The commercial product is a white crystalline
material containing 48 to 50 per cent ofthe oxide of thorium. It is

.'~

..
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used primarily in incandescent gas mafitles, which contain approxiiately 99 per cent of thoria. Thorium oxide is the chief ingredient
of gas-mantle scrap (see Wfra).
Prodution--Thorium nitrate is obtained from monaite sand
by a long and tedious chemical process. The manufacture before the
war was virtually controlled byGerman and Austrian interests.
After imports ceased domestic production increased greatly, in
1918-19 supplying American needs and' permitting large exportations o France and 'England. There were five manufactUrers of
thorium nitrate producing 439,304 pounds in 1917, as compared with
149,850 pounds in 1914. In 1919 the output had decreased to 239,163
pounds.
mpots of thorium nitrule reached a maximum of 144,418 pounds,
valued at $309,760, in 1914, with approximately 99.5 per cent from
Germany. Imports of thorium 'oxide in 1914 amounted to 2,448
pounds, valued at $4,095. Imports of thorium nitrate since 1917
have been as follows:
Calendar ye.

Quantity.

Value.

Unitvlue.

Duty.

1'
Pon".d

19l8 ..................................
......... .. '............
...
99..............................
8,307.....
59 I ,313
190 .............................
5,490
4-867
1.21
100714
1921 mouth )................ ...... 4
9,9
2.01 ..........

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per cen*.

.

25

25

The only recorded imports of other thorium compounds, including
thorium oxide, were 28 pounds in 1918, valued at $124.
Ewport statistics are wanting, but information from the manufacturers
indicates that exports during the war approximated prewar
imports.
c/W.ges in claS cafim-Thorium salts have been
Timp4
transferred from paragraph 154, Schedule C (act of 1913), to the
chemical schedule. The paragraph has been amplified by mentioning
thorium nitrate specificaly.
ONRTM OOWPOUNDS.

(See Survey 0-22.)

DesoripNon and tse&--Cerium is a soft, steel-gray metal occurring
in more than sixty minerals. Of the entire list of cerium-bearing minerals, two may be regarded as commercial sources. These are the
phosphate (monazite sand) and the silicate (orthite). Cerite, a
hydrous silicate occurring in Sweden, was for some time the ony commercial source of cerium compounds. Monazite sand, the most important cerium ore, is mined for its content of thoria, which is used in
incandescent gas mantles. Cerium is a by-product and is obtained in
excessively large amounts. No commercial use has been found for the
pure cerium metal, but certain of its alloys and compounds have a
fairly extended range of application. The quantity consumed, however, is only a small -fraction of the rude oerium salts obtained as a
byproduct in ziiaking thorium nitrate. Incandescent gas mantles

NA

W, I
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contain 98-99 per cent of thoria and 1-2 per cent of ceria. Certain
cerium alloys, e. g., pyrophoric alloys, throw off glowing particles
when scratched by a hard metal, a property utilized in automatic
cigarette and gas lighters. Other alloys are used as reducing agents
and as deoxidizers in the manufacture of high-grade iron and steel
castings. Cerium fluoride is used extensively in carbon electrodes for
"flaming" electric arc lamps. Cerium salts are also used in medicine.
Prod& n statistics of cerium are not available, but consumption
of monazitO sand indicates an output of at least 250 tons of ceria. At
least 10,000 tons of ceria are estimated to have accumulated at the
gas-mantle factories.
Imports of cerium compounds are not shown since 1918.
Eaport8.-Statistits not available.
Import cha o in clsaifation.--First specific mention of
cerium salts.
~OA-xt~m!LI SCRA.

(See Survey 0-22.)

Deoipsin ad wes.--Imperfect maitles and those damaged in
manufacture or left over as refuse are reduced to ashes by a firing
process and sold to thorium manufacturers for the recovery of the
valuable thorium and cerium oxides. Practically 90 per cent of the
gas-mantle scrap is obtained 'in this way and. about 10 per cent is col
[ected from gas companies and other large consumers.
Imports of g-mantle scrap in 1914 amounted to 60,435 pounds,
valued at $8,80. and decreased to 4,175 pounds in 1915 and to 2,291
pounds in 1918. Imports since 1917 follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ................................
1920.............

Pomra.

44
144

Value.

$111
34

Unit value. Duty.

$2.52
2.53

$11
38

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per eWt.

10
10

Eports.-Statistics not available.
Important c1

ges in ClaSifleation.-Gas mantle scrap, in chief

value metallic oxide (thorium oxide), has been transferred to this
schedule from paragraph 154, Schedule C, act of 1913.
PARAGRAPH 85.
3
H.
450.S3N4Th
PAR.

.KNIBNT&

85. Tin bichloride, tin tetrachlo-

ride, and all other chemical compounds,
mixtures, azo salts, of which tin constitutes the element of chief value, 20

per centum ad valorem.,

ACT Or 1900,
PAIL 8. * * * all chemical com-

ACyT 01 191.

Ps. 65. Salts and all other compounds, mixtures and salts, 0 * * pounds and mixtures of which * * *
not specially provided for in this sec- tin constitute the element of chief
tion, twenty-five per centum ad valo- value, 10 per centum ad valorem.
rem; * * *

PAIL 06. LAe spirits [Wree].
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TIN 00MPOUNDS.
(See Survey A-17.)

Decription and ue.--There are two important chlorides of tin,
bichlorile of tin and tin tetrachloride. The bichloride of tin as sold
to the trade under the name of tin crystals contains about 53 per cent
of tin. It is used for weighting silk, in.dyeing and calico printing.
Tin tetrachloride contains about 45 per cent of tin. It' is used for
weighting silk, and as a mordant in dyeing. The silk industry requires about 3,000 tons of tin tetrachloride per year. It was used
during the war for producing smoke screens.
Prduotio.-The preparation of tin chlorides has developed almost exclusively into the detinning of scrap tin by means of chlorine
gas. The process originated in the plant of the Goldschmidt chemical works at Essen, Germany, and was soon established in this country. In 1918 three companies were producing tiu chlorides in the
United States. The growth of the industry is dependent upon the
growth of the silk industry. which "sthe largest consumer.
In 1914 census reports give the production of all-tin salts as 8,291,200 pounds, valued at $2,028,500. In 1919 (preliminary figure) the
output of tin chlorides was 8,999,200 pounds, valued at $2,986,500,
anaofoxide of tin, 1,352,600 pounds, valued at $900,240. -I
Import.-Satistics are combined with those of gold, platinum,
silver, and rhodium salts.
Eports.-Statistics not available.
Important chaigm in cqaaifaion.-Tin bichloride and tin tetrachloride are mentioned specifically for the first time and the tin salts
and compounds put in a separate paragraph.
PARAGRAPH 86.
SENATE AIV1DMENTS.

H. R. 7458.
PAR. 86. Titanium potassium oxalate,
and all compounds and mixtures con.
training titanium, 25 per centuma ad
valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1013.

PAR. 8. * * * all chepicall compounds, mixtures and salt, * * *

PAR; 5: * * * all chemical * * *
compounds, * * * mixtures and

not specially provided for in this sec- salts, not specially provided for In this
tion, twenty-five per centum ad va- section, 15 per cejutum ad valorem.
lorem; * *

TrrANIUM COMPOUNDS.
De8cptin and tses.-Titanium potassium oxalate is used as a
mordant for fixing certain coal-tar and natural dyes on vegetable
and animal fibers and on leather. With tannic acid it is used as a
self-color. Other titanium compounds have, to some extent, uses
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similarto that of the above compound. Titanium chloride is a powerful reducing agent and is used in stripping dyes.
Produdti' -- Statistics are not available. Titanium potassium oxor Ilmenite
the mineraland
Rutile
by dissolving
alate
a sulhypurifing
it as in
by precipitating
acid followed
phuricis prepared
droxide. The latter is dissolved in oxalic acid with the subsequent
addition of potash.
Import for the fiscal year 1914 were 3,328 pounds of titanium
trichloride and 1,213 pounds of titanium sulphate.
Exports.-Not recorded.
lmporat changes in cleif aion.--ThiS is a, new specific pro1
vision.
PARAGRAPH 87..

H. B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 87. Vanilla beans, 80 cents per
pound; tonka beans, 25 cents per
pound.
ACT 01 191&,,

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 70. * * * vanilla beans, S0
PA&. 559. Drugs, * * * not adcents per pound; tonka beans, 25 cents
vanced * * * [Wree].
PAR. 697. Tonquin, tonqua, or tonka per pound.

Ieans [Free].

VANILLA BEANS.,

(See Survey A-19.)

Desrription and uses.-Vanilla beans are the fruit of a tropical
plant and are used in the preparation of the alcoholic extract or "essence" ordinarily sold as vanilla, used in flavoring chocolate, con-

feztionery, various foods, liquors, and in pharmaceutical preparations. Vanillin, which is the chief aromatic constituent of vanilla
beans, is now prepared synthetically. (See Vanillin, par. 56.)
Produotion.--Vanilla beans are not produced commercially in the
United States, the industry requiring tropical climatic conditions
and specially trained cheap labor. The vanilla plant is native to
certain localities in Mexico, where it still occurs wild, although the
%,anillabean of commerce is chiefly cultivated. The cultivation of
vanilla has reached commercial importance only in the French insular colonies; a few British possessions, notably the Seychelles and
Mauritius; and in the Java and other Dutch colonies.

The quality of vanilla varies greatly with its geographical source,
no doubt due both to climate and method of culture and curing.
Mexican, Bourbon, Seychelles, and Tahiti vanilla beans rank in

quality in the order named.
Imports since 1910 have been between 800,000 and 1,150,000 pounds
per year, valued at from $1,500,000 to $2,500,000.' Imports have
shown no appreciable decline during the war. Since 1917 imports,
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chiefly from France, M4xico, and Frpnch Oceania, havp been as
follows:o
Calendar yar.

Quantity.

Value.,

Unit valte. Duty

ent ad
valor=n.

.Pound.

8, 00

8
191.......................................

1919 .....................
.......9
1 ...............................
1921 (9 months) ......................

Sl,308,470

1,037,886

.

2 104,048
2,344'703

1, 1P,757

1,087517

70130

.

$1.55 $263,819
203

311380

1.48

.......

1.97

W,

Per cend.

19.40

it 80

..

15.20

Export.-Statistics not available.
TONKA BANS.

(See Survey A-19.)
Decription af use.-Tonka beans are seeds used in perfuming
tobacco (especially. snuff), to adulterate vanilla extract, and in the
manufacture of perfumery. They have been used in the preparation
of coumarin, but this product is now more extensively manufactured
synthetically. Extracts of tonka beans are sometimes used in pharmacy to mask the odor of iodoform. The beans contain about 25
per cent of a fatty substance which is extracted as tonqyn butter.
Prod-Am-Tonks.beans are not produced in the United States
or its possesions. The trees are native to South America, chiefly in
-the Guianas, northern Brazil, and Venezuela. The beans are prepared for market by soaking in rum or alcohol and drying in the sun.
Imports for the years 1909 to 1914 have averaged 358,313 pounds.
valued at $406,696. For the years 1915 to 1918, during which period
the duty was 25 cents per pound, the average annual import was
224,863 pounds, valued at $137,026. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 .....
........................
1919 ......................................
1920 ......................................
1921 (9 mouths) ............................

Poun.
112,137
99,97
316,288
47,96

Value.

$60,384
88, M
280 510
3,080

Unit value. Duy.

80 54
28 034
24,993
.89
79,073
.89
.67 .........

Equlvalent ad
valorem.
Percent.
46.43
28. 23
28. 19

Exports.-StatiStics not available.
/PARAGRAPH. 88.
SENATE AXRNDXENM
H. R. 7450.
PA&- 88. Zinc chloride, I? cents per
pound; zinc sulphate, three-fourths of
1 cent per pound; and zinc sulphide,:
I cents per pound.
ACT 0 191M
AOT OF 1909.
vPAR: 55. * * * sulflid of zinc
PAL 61. * * * white sulphide of
white, or white sulphide of zinc, one zinc, 15 per centum ad valorem. .
PAL 62. Zinc, chloride of and suland one-fourth cents per pound; chloride of zinc and sulphate of zinc, one phate of, j cent per pound.
cent per pound.

A
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ZINO COMPOUNDS,
(See Survey A-15.)
ZINC CHLOWUD

Dewription and uses.--Zinc chloride, a chemical compound com-

posed of zinc and chlorine, is a white to grayish-white solid. It is
sold in solution or as a powder, also in porcelkinlike masses, and cast
in the form of pencils and tablets for pharmaceutkal purposes. The
preservation of wood chiefly railroad crossties, is its largest use, the
annual consumption or this purpose being about 30,000,000 pounds,
or about 65 per cent of the domestic production. It is also used in
the manufacture of vulcanized fiber board and for pharmaceutical purposes as a caustic, astringent, antiseptic, disinfectant, and
deodorant.
Produvio of "zinc salts" in the United States in 1914 was
40,786,886 pounds, valued at $1,130,95, which supplies the major
part of the consumption in this country. The output of zinc chloride
in 1919 (preliminary figures) Was 14,089,000 pounds, valued at
$4,349,100. It is made from zinc scrap or roasted zinc ores'by treatment with hydrochloric acid and is obtained as a by-product of galvanizing sheet iron.
Importo prior to 1914 were over 1,000,000 pounds, declining to
about 6,000 pounds in 1917. Later statistics follow
Calendar year.

1918 .......................................
1919 ..................................
120 ................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

Quantity.

.

Pounh.
196,522
2,016
1,129,231
3,53, 494

Value.

$15,177
192
78,496
191,010

Unit value.

Duty.

EqUlt d
vacrem,.

Per cent.
$0.08
$.44
$978
.10
10
3.25
.07
5,648
7.38
.05 ...............

Ewport.--Statistics not availabJe.'
ZINC SULPHAT9.

Dew'iption and uses.-Zinc sulphate (white vitriol) occurs as colorless transparent crystals or as granular crystalline powder. It
contains about 44 per cent of water. It is used for preserving and
clarifying glue solutions, as a disinfectant, as a mordant in the
dyeing and printing of textiles, as an astringent and emetic in medicine, and in electroplating. It is also the intermediate salt used in
the electrolytic production of metallic zinc and of the pigment
lithopone.
Prodtwti.-Zincsulphate may be produced from zinc dross, zinc
scrap, and roasted zinc ores. The production of zinc sulphate is
closely allied with the zinc industry. Production figures in 1914
were combined with other zinc salts, but in 1919 (preliminary figires) showed an output of 7,325,500 pounds, valued at $267,000.
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Import8 reached a maximum of 108,065 pounds, valued at $2,176,
in 1914. During the war, imports were negligible and since have
been as follows:
TFEqulvra-

--

Cslendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Poun
231

1919..............................

1920 ......................................

$152

100,269

1921 (9 months) ....................

3,038

130

4.

Unit value. Duty.

#006/
.034

81
601

lent ad
P& ctMt.
0.76
K 50

.0 .......
..........

Eport.-Statistics not available.

ZINC SULP IDE.
D($,ription and uses,-Zinc sulphide is a white, or yellowish insoluble compound of zinc and sulphur. When combined with barium
sulphate it constitutes the pigment lithopone (par. 74). Zinc sulphide alone is seldom used as a pigment but is used primarily in the
manufacture of dental cements, as is also lithopone containing 50 per
cent of zinc sulphide.
Produotion.--Statisticp are not available.
Import have been shown only since 1914. They decreased from
283,356 pounds valued at $8,979 in 1915, to about 7,000 pounds i
1918 (fiscal years). Later statistics follow:
al'

Calendar year.

IAd

pound...P .

I Quantity.

1918 .......................................
1919 .................. .................
192 .....................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

2,670
10,035
45, 4582
84,sw

Value.

993

4,413
15,027
4,479

Unit vduel Duty.

valorem
rate.

$0.3? 8
149
.4
02
is~
.33
2,254
15
.3..
.........

ExportR.-Statistics are not available.
Important chages in clasification.-Zinc sulphide has been transferred from the paragraph covering lithopone and other zinc pigments, as it is used chiefly for purposes other than as a pigment.
(Reclassification Report, p. 84)

SCHEDULE 2.--EARTHS, EARTHENWARE, AND GLASSWARE.
PARAGRAPH 201.
H. I. 745.
PAR. 201. Fire brick, weighing not
more than 10 pounds each, not glazed,
enameled, ornamented, or decorated in
any manner, and brick other than fire
brick, 10 per centum ad valoremn;
glazed, enameled, ornamented, or decorated, 20 per centum ad valorem;

SINATB AXENDEENTO.

weighing wore than 10 pounds each

and not specially provided for, not
glazed, enateled, ornamented, or devorated In any manner, 17 per centum
ad valorem; glazed, enameled, ornamented, or decorated, 20 per centum ad
valoreim; magnesite brick, threeiourtls of 1 cent per pound and 10
per centum ad valorem; chrome brick,
not glazed, enameled, painted, vitrifled, ornamented, or decorated in any
manner, 20 per centwn ad valorem; if
glazed, enameled, painted, vitrified,
ornattionted, or decorated In any maniier, 23 per centum ad valorem; bath
brick, 28 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
JI1EDULE

B.-EAWrAHS, EARTIERWANE

AND GLASSWAIRE.
PAR. 84. Fire-brick, weighing not
more than ten pounds each, not glazed,
enameled, ornamented, or decorated in
any master, one dollar and twentytive cents per ton; glazed, enameled,
ornamented, or decorated, thirty-five
ier centum ad valorem; weighing more
than ten pounds each and not specially
provided for In this section, not glazed,
enameled, ornamented, or decorated in
any manner, thirty per centum ad valorem; glazed, enameled, ornamented,
or decorated, thirty-five per centum ad
valorem; magnesite brick, chrome
brick, and brick other than fire-brick,

-

B-EARTIS, EAUTHEmNWAMz,
AND GLASSWARE.
PAR. 71. Fire brick, magnesite brick,
chrome brick, and brick not specially
provided for in this section, not glazA,
enameled, painted, vitrified, ornamented, or decorated In any manner,
10 per centum ad valorem; if glazed,
enameled, painted, vitrified, ornamented, or decorated in any manner,
and bath brick, 15 per centum ad valoremn.
SCIHEUIU

not glazed, enameled, painted, vitrified.
ornamented, or decorated In any manner, twenty-five per centum ad valorein; if glazed, enameled, painted, vitrified, ornamented, or decorated in any
manner, thirty-five per centum ad valore .
PAR. 95. Articles and' wares composed * * * of earthyoor mineral
substances, * * * not decorated
* * 4 thirty-five per centum ad va* *.
[Covered bath
lorem;

brick.]
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REFRACWORY BRICKS.

(See Survey B-1.)
Damiption and wea.--Refractory bricks or fire bricks, made of
burned clay, have a melting point high enough to withstand the
temperatms of metallurgical operations, They are used in all
metallurgical and furnace work exposed to intense.heat. Those.
known as silica, magnesite, and chrome bricks are composed of
quartz sand, calcined magnesite, and chromic iron ore, respectively.
In addition to being refractory each will successfully resist the corrosive action of certain metallurgical slags.
Product n.-Domestic deposits of suitable clays are widely distributed, and the native industry supplies our needs, besides large
quantities for export. The industry is generally local in character
because of the low price of the product, but certain bricks composed
of very highly refractory clays haye a wide market. Manufacture
is concentrated in the large metallurgical and industrial centers.
Refraotory brick production is an important economic factor in
Germany, Great Britain, France, and Belgium.
The domestic refractory manufacturing industry is independent
of foreign competition in the ordinary grades anu shapes used by
the metallurgical industries. The following tabulation shows the
fire brick marketed in the United States in specified years.
1914

Quantity (thounds) ..................................
Value
........................

816,7841

1916

1

.................... $16,427,547 $3,0,000

19L9

1901

4,42 1 ,1 ,000

Import. of refractory brick are largely supplementary to the domestic production. Ordinary grades are imported in small amounts
for use in the large metallurgical plants located on the New York
and New Jersey seaboard, but most of the importations am standard
and special shapes composed of highly refractory English and Scotch
clays. The high melting point ofthese goods is the controlling factor, since the can be used under conditions where more easily fusible
tr'ck would be quickly destroyed.
Imports of fire brick during the period 1910:4919 fluctuated
between $75,000 and $128,000 per annum. Unglazed fire brick
weighing less than 10 pounds each- are the main item. These were
separately listed by the Department of Commerce prior to the tariff
act of 19i3 but have since been included with unglazed brick weighing more Ulan 10 pounds each. During the war period the import,
of bothclasses of unglazed fire brick dropped to a minimum of 8,100
tons, valued at $62,93, in the fiscal year 1916, but again increased
in 1917 and 1.918.
The imports of chrome, magnesite, and other special brick, however, show a rapid increase since 1916 amounting in 1919 to $87,385.
which, owing to enhanced prices, is three 'times the average for the
five years immediately preceding the outbreak of the war in 1914.
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Later statistics follow :
Fire brick.

IAd

Quantity. IValue.

Calendar year.

1)uty.

vlraem
rate.

NOT GLAZED, ENAMEiED, 'PAINTED, VITRIFIED, ORNAMENTED, 0R DECORATED.

T ."
12, 760

1918 .................................

1919....................................................
1920.................
..
............
1921 (9 mths).......................................

$156059

6,436

89,2

11,445

$15,806

Pere,,*.

10

98,992

10

103,811
16,581
10
38,473 ....... I..........

2,527

GLAZED, ENAMELED, PAINTED, VITRIFIED, ORNAMENTED, OR DECORATED.
$4 ..........
15
1919............
.....................
I
184
I
1,976
1296
15
1920 .................................................... I
76
1,935
290
15
1921 (9 monthm) ........................................
.............. .............. ...................

1918 .....................

MAONESITE, CHROME AND OTHER THAN FIRE, NOT GLAZED ENAMELED, PAINTED
VITRIFIED, ORNAMENTED, OR DECORATkD.
1918 ...........................................
1919 ....................................................
1920 ....................................................

11, 5 74
16,3n

1921 (9 MOmthu)...................................

$85,580

8,558

166,442

1644

69,962

10

5,9"0

10

57,298 .................

5806

10

Export.--Prewar annual exports of fire brick averaged about
$1,000,000. Later statistics follow:
Fire brick not glaued, enameled, painted, vitrified, ornametited, or decorated.
1918

1919

10

1921

1918 919

O'JO

(9 months).

Quantity ...........
............ thousands..
89,0
51,252 42,570
Value .................................................. $5,001,067 82,747,512 $4,20026

29,8W
$1,98,9=

The exports shown above were principally to Canada, Cuba, and
Mexico, with snmiaHer shipments to Italy and Chile.
Exports of other kinds of fire brick are negligible.
OTHER BRICK.

(See Survey B-1.)

Descriptionand tses.-Building bricks are classified into (1) common brick, and (2) ornamental brick, the latter including front brick
having an attractive finish, enameled brick, and all kinds of fancy
brick. Vitrified bricks are clay bricks which have been made harder
and less porous by :fusion, for example, paving bricks, which constituted 80 per cent of the vitrified bricks used in 1917. "Semivitrified"
isan unscientific term used in the trade to describe articles ranging between porous and vitrified. Bath brick is an abrasive used for scouring and polishing.
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Produeion.-- StructurAl bricks are manufactured from a wide
variety of common clays, and numerous grades are recognized in the
trade. The color ranges from buff to almost black, according to the
iron content. The hardness and porosity of the product is an important factor, and generally a hard-burned brick is considered most
desirable. Special bricks for ornamental purposes are manufactured in presses; their production invQlves considerable hand work.
Structural brick is the most important clay product manufactured
in the United States. The production surpasses in value the total
production of pottery and chinaware or of all other clay products.
Suitable clays are widely distributed, and bricks are produced in
every State and Territory except Hawaii and Alaska. The industry
is local in character, very few bricks being shipped more than it
few miles. Local demand is enormous near the large centers of
population.
Brick (other than f'ire btck) produced in United Stateotn spe6ifled vwer.
1919'

1914

'

Common brick:
Uuantity(thoaands) .....................................
7,145,809
.................................................... $a, 763,5
Face brick:/

uantitytthosands) ....................................

'

4,552,6 67

810,3.5

1920

4,7 9,000

,22000

181, 330, 000

778,190

,28,000

3
Vae
..............................
$9, 28962
$15 240,0
119 060 00,)
Enameled brtek
................................
$1,075,026
, 00W20,0
Fanny ornamental br1~k ...................................
124,459
$40,000
$30,000
VitrlWJ brlvk or block:
442,000
931,3'TA
485,139
(Quantiy(thousands) ...... ...........................
.... $12,500,M6 $11,210,000
$12100,000
lime: (h..... ....................
SandValue!
San Quantity (thousand) ............................
1729
...................
Value ........................
..................

IEstimted; marketed.

I Front, Including (y

colored.

Importj.-Imports of common brick are negligible and are confined to shipments from Canadian plants to points in the United
States near the international boundary. Imports of bath brick
amounted to $9,000 in 1919 and $6,000 in 1920.
xEports of building brick, mostly to Canada, have in the past been
unimportant. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 are as
follows:
A
S191

uaat (thousan43)...................
...............

1919 199

12,109
8,879
Pik 00
$.....17l,263

12

f

328111

(9 months'.
1921
89%6283
$39267

OLNPERAI NOTFES ON PARAGRAPH.

Sttggested changes.-Page 25, line 17 H R. 7456: "Or" should
be inserted befoie "ornamented" and the comma after "ornamented" stricken out, since "ornamented" and "decorated" are interchangeable terms and so treated elsewhere.
Page 25, line 18: Transfer the words "and brick other than fire
brick-' to line 17 after the word "each."

4.
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Page 26, line 2: Strike out "if " before, "glazed" to agree, with

similar. provisions elsewhere.

PARAGRAPH 902.
SRNATZ AMZONDXRNT

H. X 7450.
PA. 22. Tiles, unglazed, glazed,
ornamented, hand painted, enameled,
vitrified, semivitrified, decorated, en-

caustic, ceramic mosaic, flint, spar, embossed, gold decorated, grooved and
corrugated, and all other earthenware
tiles and tiling by whatever name
kown, except pill tiles and so-called
quarries or quarry tiles, but Including
tiles wholly or in . part of cement,

valued at not more than 40 cents per
square foot, 8 cents per square foot,
but not less than 85 nor more than 50
per cpntum ad valorem; valued at more
than 40 cents per square foot, 38 per
centum ad valorem; mantels, friezes,
and artlcles of every description or
parts thereof, composed wholly or in
chief value of earthenware tiles or tilIng, except pill tiles, 88 per centum ad
valorem; so-called quarries or quarry
tiles, red or brown in color, 8 cents
per square foot, but not less than 20
per centum ad valorem.

ACT 01 1909.

AOT 0

Pla. 85. Ties, plain unglazed, one

color, exceeding two square inches in
size, four cents per square foot; glazed,
encaustic, ceramic mosaic, vitrified,
semlvitrified, flint, spar, embossed,
enameled,. ornamented hand painted
gold decorated, and all other earthenware tiles and tiling, by whatever
name known, except pill tiles and socalled quarries or quarry tiles, valued
at not exceeding forty cents per square

foot, eight cents per square foot; i.zeceding forty cents per square foot,
ten cents per square foot and twentyfive per centum ad valorem; so-called
quarries or quarry tiles, forty-five ler
centum ad valorem; mantels, friezes,
and articles of every description, composed wholly or In chief value of tiles
or tiling, sixty per centum ad valorem.

1913.

PA& 72. Tiles, plain unglazed, one
color, exceeding two square inches in
size, 11 cents per square foot; glazed,
ornamented, hand-painted, enameled,
vitrified, semivitrified, decorated, encaustic, ceramic mosaic, flint, spar,
embossed, gold decorated, grooved *and
corrugated, and all other earthenware
tiles and tiling, except pill tiles and
so-called quarries or quarry tiles, but
including tiles wholly or In part of
cement, 5 cents per square foot; socalled quarries or quarry tiles, 20 per
centum ad valorem; mantels, friezes,

and articles of every description or
parts thereof, composed wholly or in
chief value of earthenware tiles or
tiling, except pill tiles, 80 per centum
ad valorem.

(See Survey B-1.)

Descn'pti'n and u6es.-Tiles, like bricks, are clay products. Portland and Sorel cements, instead of clay, are also used in their manufacture. The chief uses are for roofing, flooring, and wall finishing.
Roofing tiles, made from natural clays, sometimes mixed with other.
2304-22----17
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materials, are usually vitrified and may be self-finished or glazed.
Flooring tiles are practically all vitrified and unglazed. - The term
6At
"quarry, tiles" refers to square, unglazed, flooring tiles made of
natural clays. Ceramic mosaics are smaller and of better material
than quarry tiles. Wall tiles generally have a white body composition Q1 clay and other minerals, such as feldspar and flint. They are
seldom"vitiified, but are usually coated with glaze. Mantels are sometimes built of wall tile, "Semivitrified" is not a scientific term,
but is used in the trade to describe articles ranging between porous
and vitrified.
Productionof tiles (other than drain tile) was valued at $5,705,583
in 1914 and at $6821,221 in 1917. The estimated value of the product in 1919 was $550,000; in. 1920, $10,930,090. Ohio reported-over
one-third the total output, with New Jersey second. All grades and
varieties are produced in sufficient quantities to supply the domestic
market and leave a substantial surplus for export.
Tiles used for roofs and flooring are manufactured in' pug mills
and presses that thoroughly mix the clay and shape the green tile.
After these are dried they are burned in round or oval coal-fir&l kilns.
Decorated tiles are manufactured from china clay or from refractory clay covered on one face with a layer of high-grade clay.
The prepared surface is decorated and glazed to produce any desired
finish.
All necessary raw materials (except high-grade china clay), tother with all machinery and structural materials, are produced in
t e United States.
The manufacture of tile is an important industry in various parts
of Europe. Englan&is the chief producer on account of her large
deposits of coal and suitable clays.
The large sale of quarry tiles in the United States is due to their
fine quality andphasing color rather than to price. Foreign manufacturers of rooing and flooring, tiles specialize on finish and color.
.

This custom gives the imported ware a slight advantage. Tiles are

brittle and require careful packing to endure shipment.
import in 1914 were valued at $111,566. Importers state that
most of the quarry tile -(bver 50 per cent of the imports) and roofing
tile come from England. Later statistics follow:
QuanU,

Calendar year.

I

Value.

Duty.

Equlva.

lent ad

valoremi.

TILES, PLAIN, UNGILAZEBD/ONE COLOR, EXCEEDING 2 SQUARE INCHES IN SIZE.

191
............................................
1919....................................................
1920....................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

Squacre fed.
15839
13,135
31,492
51,073

J

$1,482
1,303
4657
115N9.

Per cent.

1235N 1&&3
15.12
197
472.......

OLAZED ENCAUSTIC CERAMIC MO8AIC VITRIFIED SEKIVITRIFIED FLINT, SPAR,
EMBOSSED ENAMELED ORNAMENTED, DECORATbD HAND PAINTkD GOLD DEC
ORATED GROOVED AMD CORRUOATEb AND ALL OTHER EARTHENWARE TILES
AND TILNG, EXCEPT PILL TILES AND A".OA , D QUARRIES OR QUARRY TILES.
198..............................76,274

.................................

19.........

.........

................................

1921 ( nth)........................................

,23

0&52

313,378

$18,258

$3,814

21,916

4,018

8,727

1,2086

23.46
14.51

1&33
7, 8......... ..........
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Calendar year. -

Quantity.

value.

Duty.

Equiva.
lent ad
valorem.

QUARRIES OR QUARRY TiLZS, SOCALLED.
1919.........

$28,20 $5,8A" 20.00
1P, 290
4-,458
20.00
48,994
9,830
20,00
34 9 .......
......

..............

1921 (9MoUnth) ......

...........

MANTELS, FRIEZES, AND ARTICLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, OR PARTS OF, COX.
POSED, ETC., OF TILES OR TILING.

1919................................................

..........
87

2 . 30.0

1920..................................................
1921 (9ht)...............................................&.6 168 . 30.0.
CEMENT TILES.
1918 .......
.............. .
1919 .............................................

.

................

1920 ...............
.....................
1921 (9 m nts) .....................................

,

1,436
8,045

28

$711

1,762

$72

10.10

.402 ..........

7,632
4,96
6&04
8,476 .......... ..........

Exportws of tiles (except drain) principally to Canada, Cuba, Panama, and Mexico were valued as follows for calendar years: 1918,
$582,051,; 1919, $628,836; 1920, $1,02 5,088 1921 (9 months), $808,491.
Important chuges in claa8iflcatwn.-The distinction between unglazed and glazed tiles has been removed.
&Suggested
changes.-Page 26, line 9: Change "and" to "or" between" grooved" and" corrugated." Page 26, line 16: Change or
to "andc'
between "description" aid 'parts." Page 26, line 19:
"In color" might be omitted as unnecessary. There are quarries of
colors besides red and brown.'
PARAGRAPH, 208.
H. 3. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS

PA&. 203. Roman, Portland, and

other hydraulic cement, in barrels,
sacks, or other packages, 5 cents per

100 pounds, Including weight of barrel
or package; in bulk, 4 cents per one
hundred pounds; other cement, not
specially provided for, 17 per centum

ad valorem,

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 86. Roman, Portland, and other
hydraulic cement, In barrels, sacks,
or other packages, elghlt cents per one
hundred pounds, including weight of

PAR. 444. Cement, Roman, Portland,
and other hydraulic [Fre].

barrel or package; in bulk, seven cents
pe'r one hundred pounds; other cement,
not otherwise specially provided for
In this section, twenty per centum ad
valorem.

PAR. 74. * * * all other cements
not specially provided for In this me-

tion, 10 per centum ad valorem.
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CEMENT.

-

(See Survey B-2.)

4.1

*i

Desoniptio" and uwe8.-Hydraulic cements are complex anhydrous
silicates of lime and aluminum which possess the property of absorbin$ water and setting in a hard rocklike mas of complex hydrous
silicates. Roman cement is a quick-setting variety of natural cement
distinguished by high percentages of iron and alumina. Natural
cements are all made by burning natural mixtures of clay and lHmestone; they are rarely as depenla lle as artificial cement. Portland
cement is cement made by calcining limestone with a clayey matter
or from blast-furnace slag, followed by fine grinding. Pozzuolana
or puzzolan cement is a hydraulic cement made by mixing a volcanic
ash (granulated blast-furnace slag, broken brick, and burned clay
may also be used), with slaked lime. Cement is a most important
building material and is rapidly replacing brick and cut-stone construction. The United States was the pioneer in concrete building
and industrial construction, and the production and consumption per
capita exceed that of any other nation.
Product'orn--Deposite of all necessary raw materials and fuel
are widely distributed; and domestic csts, owing to cheap domestic
fuel supplies and to the utilization of labor-saving excavating and
conveying methods, compare favorably with those in Europe. The
industry is conducted in large plants, which must operate continuously at full capacity to show a profit. The margin between manufacturing.cost and selling price is normally very small, and a rapid
turnover is necessary.
The bulk of our production originates north of the Potomac
and Ohio Rivers and east of the Mississippi River. The Pacific
coast and western Mississippi Valley produce sufficient to satisfy the
local demand. New England States are supplied by water and rail
from the eastern Pennsylvania producing centers.
Domestic production exceeds consumption. Considerable quantities of domestic cement were used in the Panama Canal, and during
the war exports to Cuba and to South American ports reached
several million barrels per year. Exports, however, have never exceeded 4 per cent of production.
Germany; Great Britain, France, Belgium, and Italy are large
cement producers. The industry is highly organized abroad and
prior to the war a considerable percentage of the output was ex
ported to South America and to other undeveloped countries. The
Canadian industry is expanding rapidly and can compete in domestic markets located at some distance from domestic producing centers.
Principal hydraule coenta produced in the United Stae in 8pecfled year.
Natural cement.
Year.

1914 ...........................................
1917 ...............................
1918 ............................................
1919 ............................................
1920 (estimated) ...............................
1

(nt
751,285
I 39,456
432,%6
I2 , 0
'615,000

Portland cement.
Value.

Valu.
1351,370
1435,370
1401,341
15W , 554
' 965,000

88,230,170
02,814,202
71,081,663
80, 777,935
100,302,000

Figures for pusolan cement are included with those for natural cement.

$81,789,3 S
125,070,430
113,730, t12
13, 130, 69
201,607,(0
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Principal hydraulic moments produced its the United States in a8pfle4 yearsContinued.
Puzzolan cement.

Total.

Year.

1914 ............................................

8,311

1917 ............................................
1918..................................

120 (estimated).

3,8
(

I. 11

1919 .........................................

Value.

qusjtit

Value'

80,O4,780
1,43,658
71,514,620

1,306,524

.......................

100,917,000

82 0,098

12,108,00
114, 132,OMY
138,713,823

202,872,000

Fires for puzscian cement are Included with those for natural cement.

Import.-During the first 10 years of the twentieth century, Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain, and, at times, Canada, exported large quantities of cement to the United States. During the
period 1911 to 1913 imports decreased rapidly, and at the time of the
last tariff revision European producers had ceased to be factors in the
domestic market. Imports from Germany increased sharply when
cement was placed on the free list. Imports of hydraulic cement
in 1914 were 37,447,094 pounds, valued at $163,460. German shipments ceased entirely on the outbreak of the war. Importations have
increased since the armistice. The bulk of the increase is Canadian
cement from plants located near the border. The Canadian industry
is expanding and will be of increasing importance in the domestic
market. Most Canadian plants operate at a disadvantage, however,
since fuel must, in most cases, be imported from the United States.
Over 2,000,000 pounds of cement was imported from Austria-Hungary during the fiscal year 1919. It is probable that this was caustic
magnesia for use in Sorel cement, since the value ($36) per ton is
higher than any commercial grade of Portland cement. Imports
from 1918-1921 were as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.Value. Duty.
Duty.

Ad

rem

ROMAN, PORTLAND, AND OTHER HYDRAULIC CEMENT, K. a. a.
'94

1,9j,4X

32,325

9..........................................
......

....I........................................

1 ,477

1921
(9monts............................

246,017

-Percent.
,p0Wsd.

it 51,383
914 ...........
....................
237, 240

ALL OTHER CEMENT, K. a. P. F.

I
Im $105

S$1,840
..............

1918
...............................................
1919...............................................

..........

192..............................................49,105

1921 (9 months) ....................................

9,9%1
21,064

W8

4,910

1
,1o8
1
10

10
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Eoports of hydraulic cement in 1914 were 2,391,453 barrels, valued
ct $3,882,282. Later statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
1918

tty (brres) ...............................

...............................

1919

2,252, 446

$,912l6

190

2,463,573

2,985,807

7

o,o43,6

1921

033,639

,

The principal countries to which shipments were made were Cuba,
Brazil, Mexico Argentina Peru, Colombia, and Panama.
aesifcation--Roman, Portland, and other
Importantin
is
exempt
from duty under the act of 1913 (par.
hydraulic
ceiment
444.
4Sugeted changes.-Page 26 of H. R 7456, in line 22, "100
pTunds" is in figures. In line 24 "one hundred pounds" is in words.
The figures should be changed to words to agree with practice
elsewhere.
PARAGRAPH 204.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. . 7458.
PAL 204. Limestone (not suitable
for use as monumental or building
stone), crude, or crushed but not pulverized, 5 cents per one hundred
pounds; lime, not specially provided

for, 10 cents per one hundred pounds,

including weight of barrel or package;
hydrated lime, 12 cents per one hundred pounds, including weight of bar-

rel or package

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PA" 73. Lime, 5 per centum ad vaPAL 87. Lime, five cents per one
hundred pounds, including weight of lorer.
PAL 614. * * * limestone, unbarrel or package.
[No corresponding provision for the manufactured and not suitable for use
as monumental or building stone; all
other commodities.)
of the foregoing not specially provided
for in this section [Free].
LIMESTONE.

(See Survey B-2.)

DeMription and ue.-Limestone is natural calcium carbonate

formed under pressure of overlying sediments from the accumulated
remains of marine shellfish. It is a soft, porous, even-grained white
rock which often contains fossil impressions of shells and other
marine growths, and may be colored red, green, or gray ISy iron o'
granite impurities. Limestone includes a great variety of stones.
Although there are no chemical differences, it is customary to call
those limestone possessing especial value in fine building or decora-

I

it
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tive work marbles (see par. 232), and the ordinary dull-colored noncrystalline and oolitic varieties, suitable only for building and lime.
burning, linestones.
Prodwtio.-The following table shows the amount and disposition of limestone sold in the United States in 1918 and 1920:
1918

Quantity.
Building stone ...................

cubic feet..

Curblnflaggng and pvn.............. do....
Rubble .......... .................... short tons..
Rprap..............
.........
do....
.......... do....
Crushedstone ........
Fluxing stons ...............
long ton..
Alkali works .................
abort tons..
fua
actories........................do....
;lass works .............................. do....
Paper mill ................................ do....
Agriculture ............................ do....
Other uses, ..................
.do....
Total quantitiess approximate, In short
tons).....................................

1920

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

3,89,85
82,2^,84
7,542,150 8$197,86N
37,698
37838
4,870
22
19, 327
109,369
274,830
426,279
1,118,109
989276
892,610
907,616
19,120,858
16,278,184
26W,800 30,608 799
8,862,029
2 ,427,73
22,301,00
2,476,0
3,437,066
2,263,821
435,6W 6
084,689.837 6W0 -1,200D,394
202,211
332=
, 744
190 150
400,873
100,247
117,89
139 880
256278
1,091,918
1,626,292
1,3641260
2,724,209
1,216,633
1,378,676
4,432,170
4,435,432
53,888, 200

49, 453,006

69,290,000

75,655,260

Includes stone sold as a filler for asphalt, paint, rubber, soap, and other material; stone sold for the
manufacture of basic magnesium carbonate; stone sold to alcohol works and calcium carbide works; dolo
mite sold for use in making retatory products; stone sold for chicken grit and other products.

Iport of limestone are not given separately, but are included
with freestone, granite, and sandstone, unmanufactured, and unsuitable for monumental or building stone. The total imports of these
materials were in 1919 $42,185 and in 1920 $97,199.
Export.-None recorded.
Important change in okmaflation, et.--S General Notes on
Paragraph, page 265.
LIME.

(See Survey B--2.)
Des8ciption and uwe.-Lime is a white, infusible material made
by calcining relatively pure limestone. Quicklime and hydrated lime
are the two general classes of lime on the market. Pure quicklime
is the oAide ol calcium, but all commercial limes contain magnesia and
other oxides, sometimes as much as 45 per cent. Hydrated lime, as
its name implies, has been slaked or hydrated by the addition of
water. In the chemical action between quicklime and water the
calcium oxide is converted to calcium hydroxide. Hydrated lime
possesses the advantages of keeping better and of being more easily

handled than quicklime. Its principal use, for building purposes accounted for aboit 85 per cent of the total consumption in 1917. The

chemical industry consumed 20 per cent and agriculture 13 per cent
in 1917.
Quicklime may be shipped in bulk, in wooden barrels of about
200 pounds capacity, or in iron casks holding 400 pounds. Hydrated
lime is sold in 100-pound burlap sacks or in 40-pound paper sacks.
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Procduotion.-Pennsylvania by a large margin*is the largest producing State. Ohio, with a production over half of that of Pennsylvania, is then followed by Virginia and West Virginia. Pennsylvania and' Ohio together produce a little over one-third of the total
production of the United States. The greatest increase in State
production since 1910 is that of West Virginia, whose output has been
tripled. Virginia has also shown a large increase.
The tendency in recent years has been to concentrate the manufacture of lime in larger and more economically operated plants.
The railroads have been a large factor in bringing about this centralization of the industry into a comparatively few advantageous positions. The greatest improvement in marketable lime is that of
hydrated lime, which is increasing in use and in the fNvor of the
consumer. The following table shows the amount anr' alue of lime
sold in the United States in 1916-1920,
Quantity
(short
tons).

Year.

1916 .................................................
1917
.....
1918 ................................................
1919.............................
9................
1 .................................................

4,073,433
3,780,384
3,200,016
3,330,347
3,570,141

Average ounber
value
Pr
t
n plants
pr

Value.,

prtn ation.

$18,509,305
23,807,877
2,808,909
29,448,653
37,53,840

$4.54
6.29
8.36
&84
10.52

8
775
5955
49)
5395
515

I The value given represents the value of bulk lime . o. b. at point of shipment and does not Include
cost of barrel or packae.

Imports have been less than 1 per cent of the domestic production.
Of these imports, approximately 90 per cent has come from Canada
and the remainder, a special grade of high-priced lime, from Europe.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ...................................................
1919 ....................................................

1920.....................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................

100 potnd.

12,998
173,576

453,769
176, 904

Value.

Duty.

$73,458
128,519

Ad
valorem
rate.

13,673
8,426

5
5

1,
19, 07
392,137
190,350 .....................

Exporte have been 19"8 than 1 per cent of production, 90 per cent
going to Canada. This exchange of lime has caused severe competition between producers in British Columbia and the State of Washington. Washington, however, has furnished less than 1 per cent of
domestic production since 1911. Exports for calendar years since
1917 follow:
1

11921
(9 months).

V
aue~ ..............................
..............
(barrels) .................... .................
Quantity

w'

$15
71, 907

$105 8Q3

$10I
M
6 719

$1837

90311
Si 59211

128,290

9
$36,3V
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GENERAL NO~TES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important cuang in classiflc n.-Limestone, unmanufactured,
and not suitable for use as monumental or building stone is exempt
from duty under the act of 1913 (par. 614).
Suggested ohkages.-Page 27, line 6: Strike out "barrel or package" and insert "container," The word "package" includes contents; the word "container" stands for barrel or any other kind of

container.

PARAC RAPH 205.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. W5. Plaster rock .or gypsum,
crude, 25 cents per ton; If ground or
calcined, $1.40 per ton; white nonstaining Portland cement, 8 cents per
one hundred pounds, including weight

of barrel or package; Keene's cement,

or other cement of which gypsum is
the component material of chief value,
if valued at $14 per ton or less, $8.50
per ton; if valued above $14 and not
above $20 per ton, $5 per ton; if valued
above $20 and not above $40 per ton,
$10 per ton; if valued above $40 per
ton, $14 per ton.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 88. Plaster rock or gypsum,
crude, thirty cents per ton; if ground
or calcined, one dollar and seventyfive cents per ton; pearl hardening for

PAR. 74. Plaster rock or gypsum,
crude, ground or calcined, pearl hardening for paper makers' use; white,
non-staining Portland cement, Keene's
cement, or other cement of which gypsum Is the component material of chief

paper makers use, twenty per centum

ad valorem; Keene's cement, or other
cement of which gypsum is the component material of chief value, if
valued at ten dollars per ton or less,
three dollars and fifty cents per ton;
if valued above ten dollars and not
above fifteen dollars per ton, five dollars per ton; if valued above fifteen
dollars ond not above thirty dollars
per ton, ten dollars per ton; if valued

value,

*

*

*

lorem.

10 per centum ad va-

above thirty dollars per ton, fourteen
dollars per ton.

PA. 86. * * * Portland

*

*

*

cement, In barrels, sacki, br other
packages, eight cents per one hundred

pounds, including weight of barrel or
package;

* * *.
GYPSUM , KEENE 95 CEMENT, ETC.
(See Survey B-2.)

Description and ue8.--Plaster rock or gypsum is a naturally oc-

curring form of calcium sulphate crystallized with two molecules of
water. Gypsum when calcined at about 1050 C. loses one molecule
of water to form plaster of Paris; when heated further, it loses all
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of its water of crystallization and also its property of hardening
when treated with water. It is then known as "dead" or "over-

burnt" plaster. Pearl hardening is the name applied to artificial
or natural calcium sulphate used as a,filler in writWig paper; it is
more commonly applied to artificial calcium sulphate, provided for
in paragraph 71. About 500,000 tons of gypsum are sold annually
without calining. The bulk of this material is used as a retarded
in Portland cement. White, nonstainline Portland cement is a white

4'.

cement with a very low iron content. Minor quantities are used as
a pigment base in making cold-water paints and crayons, as a filler
for paper and cloth, iws a base for insecticides, and as hand plaster or
fertilizer. The calcined product is used for plaster casts and molds,
and is an important ingredient in Iihe manufacture of Keene's cement and plaster board and Mlock. Small amounts are used for

art statuary.
Kene's cement is a hard-finish wall plaster. Essentially it is
completely calcined gypsum which, has been heated With small
quantities of alum or borax. It differs from ordinary gypsum wall
plasters in the time required for setting and in superior hardness.
Production.-The United States possesses extensive deposits of
high-grade gypsum, and domestic production is the largest in the
world. The deposits are close to the surface and are mined very
cheaply. The fact that only low temperatures are required for calcining and the habit of the mineral to disintegrate on heating both
help to keep down the cost of the finished product. Plant and
mining expenses and capital requirements are small as compared
with other mining industries, consequently a large number of small
operators compete keenly in the open market. Cement manufacturers
often own gypsum mines. Gypsum is mined extensively in 18 States
and in Alaska. New York, Iowa, Michigan, and Ohio lead in production. The general tendency is to decrease the amount used in a
crude state and to increase the use of the calcined material as plaster
and plaster board. France, Great Britain, and Canada lead as foreign
producers.of crude gypsum, 1912-1915, was dbnstant at about
Production
2,500,000 short tons. Later statistics of domestic production follow:
Crude

Value of

A"

mined
(short

crude and
calined

1916 ...........................................................................
1917 ........................................................................
1918 ..................................................... ;................

2,757,730
2,6 ,228
2,057,015

$7,959,032
11,116,452
11j470,854

. .....
19
19............................................
.............

tons).

.2,4:, 1'

1920............................................................3,129,12

bold.

1',27907
24,X3065

Import of gypsumeand plaster of Paris before 1918 were less than
1 per cent of domestic production. They have been mostly froin
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and are entered at various Atlantic
ports. Large blocks of gyFpsum are occasionally received from Engand. Later statistics follow:
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(Ip"ma5

P#vvufm todut.

Calndr ye.

QUauty.

Valu.

Ad
valodn
raw.,

Duty.

PLASTER ROCK OR GYPSUM, CRUDE.

1918..........................................

VoW.

44,828

133,333

1919 .............................................

........... ......................
192 ....
(9months) .................................
1921

e,

1....

"

$5,500

18,004

11,946

200
383

Per wit.

10

10

21,196

r,90
S,

........
*

10

..

PLASTER ROCK OR GYPSUM, GROUND OR CALCINED.

1918 ............................................
1919 .....................................

..... ..............................................

1921 (9 nouths) ........................................

5462

$70,028

V,003

13,322

179,191

17,919

9,299

49,491 ......

3,783

10

12,641

126,405

10

10

.........

KEENE'S CEMENT, OR OTHER CEMENT OF WHICH GYPSUM IS rHE COMPONENT
MATERIAL OF CHIEF VALUE.
.....................................
1918 .......
1919 ..............................................

....................................................

1921 (9 months) ........................................

2,W
5,984

.99
167

1"=34

18D

6,735 ....

129

10
10

8a*

10

..........

PORTLAND CEMENT, WHITE, NONSTAINING.

II
....................................................
72
5a2
192 ....................................................
...............................................
1919.................................................
921 (9 months)

81
08$1
127

1,273

23,815 ..............
. 2,381
14

10
10

10

PEARL HARDENING FOR PAPER MAKERS' USE.

1918 .................................................................

1919 ................................................................
.
j92
..........
... ...... . ..............
1921 .(4}m~n

450

13
226
...............

814

10
10

..........2S !..........10

Export of plaster of Paris have been small; the maximum value
was $28,144 in 1917. Small amounts are shipped to Canada. No
exports of gypsum are recorded.
important chwge8 in claseflcation.-Pearl hardening, provided
for under that name in the act of 1913 (par. 74), is natural gypsum
ground to a fine powder or precipitated calcium sulphate. As natural.

gypsum it comes within paragraph 205; as precipitated calcium
sulphate it comes within paragraph 71 of H. R. 7456.

Suggested chanqes.-Page 27, line 10: Strike out "barrel or package" and insert t container." The word "package" includes contents; the word "container" stands for barrel or any other kind of
container.
Page 27, lines 10, 11: Change "or" to "and" between "cement"
and otherer"
Page 27, lines 8, 12, 13, 14, 15: Strike out "if" as unnecessary and
to agree with similar provisions elsewhere.
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PARAGRAPH 206.
H. 3. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 206. Pumice stone, unmanufactured, valued at $15 or less per ton,
two-tenths of I cent per pound; valued
at more than $15 per ton, three-tenths
of 1 cent per pound; wholly or partly
manufactured, ftity-five one-hundredths
of I cent per pound; manufactures of
pumice stone or of which pumice stone
is the component material of chief
value, not specially provided for, 26
per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PvaR. 89. Pumice stone, wholly or
partially manufactured, three-eighths
of one cent per pound, unmanufac,
tured,, valued at fifteen dollars or less
per ton, thirty per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than fifteen dollars per
ton, one-fourth of one cent per pound;
manufactures of pumice stone or of
which pumice stone is the component
material of chief value not specially
provided for in this section, thirty-five
per cenium ad valorem.

PAR. 75. Pumice stone, unmanufactured, 5 per centum ad valorem; wholly
or partially manufactured, I cent per
pound; manufactures of pumice stone.
or of which pumice stone is the cornponent material of chief value, no
specially provided for in this section,
25 per centum ad valorem.

PUMICE.

(See Survey B-3.)

De802iption afd u e.-Pumice is a form of porous volcanic glass
used as an abrasive, chiefly in metal polishes, scouring soaps, and
lithographic work.
Production.-The domestic product prior to 1917 was principally
a fine volcanic dust or ash, improperly called pumice. It is, for
ordinary requirements, a satisfactory substitute for ground Italian'
pumice originating in the Lipari Islands as a massive, vesicular,
glassy lava. The only domestic deposits of lump pumice approaching
this product are located in California and Arizona. Difficulty of
shipping from Mediterranean ports and an embargo on imports stimulated production of lumpl pumice in 1917. Production of volcanic
dust increased from 27,591 tons, valued at $59,172, in 1914, to 35,293
tons, valued at $84,814, in 1917. Nebraska led in production until
1916, when Kansas took the lead.
Production statistics of pumice follow:
1919

_______-118

Quantity (short tons) ...............................................
alue .............................................................. i

30,637
$9 178

38,051
116, 835

j

1920
41,841
114,433

ImportR of unmanufactured pumice in 1913 were 5,558 tons, valued

at $44,474. In 1913 imports of wholly or partially manufactured
pumice were 3,845,326 pounds, valued at $17,417; in 1917, 7,796,173
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pounds. Imports of manufactures of pumice have been small-in
1913, $12,231; in 1915, $115. Later statistics follow:

I Equines.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

UNMANUFACTURED.

1918 ....................................................
1919 ....................................................
1920 ..............................................
1921 (9 month) .................................

per ccn*.

row.

1,086
5,234
10,379
1,90

$10, &35
$527
5.00
78,620
3,881
5.00
143,778
7,189
5.00
200768 ....................

WHOLLY OR PARTLY MANUFACTURED.

1918 ....................................................
1919 .............................................

9...........................................

1921 (9 months) ..................................

Pounds.

1,938,488
4,422, 927

$22,205
44,602

8842,674
1,476,363

4,816
11,057

103,063

22v107

$274

$88

14,55.........

21.82
24.74

21.32

MANUFACTURERS OF.

1918 ....................................................

..............

1919
......................................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................
..............

1

2 .00

,489
381
25.00
24,772 ......... ..........

Export statistics of pumice stone are not given.
Suggested ehawjes.--Page 27, line 20: Insert a comma after
"stone."
PARAGRAPH 207.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 207. Claytu or earths, unwrought
or umuanufactured, including common
blue clay and Gross-Alnierode glass
pot clay, not specially provided for, $1
per ton; wrought or manufactured, not
specially provided, for, $2 per ton;
china clay or kaolin, $2.50 per ton;
bauxite or beauxite, crude, not refined
or otherwise advanced in condition in
any manner, $1 per ton; fuller's earth,
unwrought and unmanufactured, $1.50
per ton; wrought or manufactured, $3
per ton of 2,000 pounds; silica, crude,
not specially provided for, $4 per ton;
silica, suitable for use as a pigment,
iiot specially provided for, $7.50 per
ton; fluorspar, $5 per ton of 2,000
pounds: Protided, That after the expiration of one year beginning on the
1h1y following the passage of this Act,
the duty on fluorspar shall be $4 per
ton of 2,000 pounds.,

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT 0r 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAx. 90. Clays or earths, unwrought
or unmanufactured, not specially provided for In this section, one dollar per
ton; wrought or manufactured, not
specially provided for In this section,
two dollars per ton; china clay or
kaolin, two dollars and fifty cents per

PAR. 7. Clays or earths, unwrought
or unmanufactured, not specially provided for in this section, 50 cents per
ton; wrought or manufactured, not
specially provided, for in this section,
$1 per ton; china clay or kaolin, $125
per ton; fuller's earth, unwrought and
unmanufactured, 76 cents per ton;
wrought or manufactured, $1.50 per
ton; fluorspar, $1.50 per ton: Provided, That the weight of the casks or
other containers shall be Included In
the dutiable weight.

ton;

*

* *

bauxite, or beauxite,

crude, not refined or otherwise advanced in condition from Its natural
state, one dollar per ton; fuller's
earth, unwrought and unmanufactured,
one dollar and fifty cents per ton;
wrought or manufactured, three dol.
lars per ton; fluorspar, three dollars
per ton.
PAR. 534. Clay: Common blue clay
and Gross-Almerode glass-pot clay, in
cases or casks suitable for the manufactnre of crucibles and glass melting
pots or tank blocks [Free].
PAR. 693. Terra alba, not made from
gypsum or plaster rock [Free].
[No corresponding provision for
silica, crude (in finest form might have
been classified as sand) ; nor for silica
suitable for use as a pigment (powdered silica was held free as sand; if
suitable for use as pigment might have
been classified under paragraph 56 as
a pigment).1

PAR. 411. Bauxite or beauxite, crude,

not refined or otherwise advanced in
condition from its natural state [Free].
PAR. 450. Common blue clay and

Gross-Almerode glass-pot clay, in cases
or casks, suitable for the manufacture
of crucibles and glass melting pots or
tank blocks [Free].
PAR. 629. Terra alba, not made from
gypsum or plaster rock [Free].
[No corresponding provision for
silica crude (in finest form might have
been classified as sand) ; nor foi silica,
suitable for use as a pigment (powdered silica was held free as sand; if
suitable for use as a pig-uent, it might
have been classified under paragraph
03 as a pigment).]

CLAYS O EARTH

. S. P. F.

(See Survey B-4.)

De8oription and ue8.-Ball clay is impure china clay.

It is

usually off-oolorwhen green, but burns white in the kilns when used
in a mixture with pure kaolin. Pure kaolin, or china clay, is not
plastic, and for that reason can not be worked on the jiggers and
other pottery machines. Ball clay makes the mass plastic without
appreciably affecting the color.
Gross-Almerode, also known in the glass trade as glass- ot clay, is
a hghly refractory clay much used by glassmakers for the pots in
which fine glass is melted. Clay for glass pots must be refractory,
and, in addition, must be free from all metal salts which would color
the mix. Iron and manganese are especially objectionable since their
silicates are highly colored. Similar high-grade plastic clays are used
by the manufacturers of pencils crucible, abrasives, and enamel ware.
Common refractory, or fire ciay, includes all clays capable of withstanding high temperatures. It is manufactured into fire brick and
other rough clay ware, and is used loose or raw for lining steel furnaces and other metallurgical apparatus.
Producti.-Priorto the war the domestic glass industries depended largely upon foreign producer for their Gross-Almeode clay,
ut during the war period domestic deposits of high-grade fire clays
were developed, which have been successfully substituted for the foreign material. The domestic deposits were known long before the
war, but were not widely used as long as cheap supplies of high-grade
foreign clays were available.
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Fire clay is very widely distributed throughout the United States
As the deposits are of both high and low g de, practically any
variety can be supplied from domestic pits. T ry-three States reported fire clay production in 1918. Pennsylvania, Missouri, Ohio
and New Jersey were the largest producers, but enormous undevelo ae
resources exist in sections which at present mine very little c ay:.
Geographical location is an important factor in the production and
the important producing States are those which inclose or are near the
large consuming centers.
Te quality of the domestic material has been somewhat variable
and not as satisfactory for some uses as the foreign article. This was
particularly true of ball clays used by the pottery industry, in which
slight irregularities in the clay mix frequently result in disastrous
breakage and deformation losses in the kilns. Since 1916 the glasspot and crucible clay used by domestic consumers has been almost entirely native, and appears to be satisfactory. Great Britain possesses
large deposits of high-grade, uniform ball clay that is easily accessible for foreign shipment while freight rates from point of ex1)6rt to consuming points in dhio were, prior to the war, often lower
than the rail rate from domestic clay pits to the same market. Germnan glass-pot clay, known as Gross-Almerode, was formerly exclusively employed in certain operations in which domestic clays are
now being used with good results. The competitive situation is complicated by the fact that the cost of clay is a minor item of expense,

compared to possible breakage losses due to the use of inferior material, and unless the domestic clay is satisfactory in every respect the

foreign producer will regain the market regardless of the cost of

material. Statistics of production follow:

Domestic ola marketed in the Unted States, 1918 and 1915-1920.
Kaolin.
Year.

Quin,It
tons).

Slip clay.

Paper clay.
Quantity
9N),

Value.

Fire clay,

Ball clay.

QuanQuantior Value. (sott Value.
tons).
o,1s),

Value.

Quantity
a .

Value.

,SW672
1,820,879 $2,502,501
1913....28.834 8235,4N7 120,377 $67,977 10,902 24,605 87,134
1915 ...
280311 p41,
520 113,033 539,622 7,848 18,774 75,348 801,910 1,570,481 2,361,482
N 819 153,434 768,911 14,04 47,9M 89,761 191,152 2,057,814 3,708,009
1916 ..... 4.7
1917 ...
31;88
301378 174,449 962,421 18,972 70,605 107,406 689,240 2,347,972 5,626,005
1918 .....

387,W
:391,109

141,725 1,068,420

(4

427000 148000
1919....
39000
1920' ... 26s
4,000 i s2
0
()

,221,000

Quanti ty
(short

Value.

153,35
134,297
185,958
81,352
8.800
6,000
90,000

$143,587
128:429
137
113,839
147,098
1,000
250,000

tons).,,

913 .......
915 .......
1916 .......
1917 .......
1918 .......

I 919

9201

Quantity
(short
tons).
158,890
101,98
97,164
93779

(

(8)

Estimated.

Paper clay Included under "Kaolin."
Included under "Miscellaneous clay."

(

49,898

80, 96

3000 12,000 93,000

Brick clay.

Stoneware clay.
Year.

13,5652

Value.

0 40,000
.10,000

60, 631

Mleellaneous clay.
Quantity
(short
tons)..

282,120
$137,976
93,83
332,160
7684
330672
9305,36
(8170
801880
$O.i
300,000
250,000

2,3%,033

6,684,084

37000 1,716,000

4,143,000

I46"000
1,3,00 ;4000,000 7,720,000

Value.
$240,804
288,341
314$311
421,421
600,000
350,000

Total.
Quantity
(short
tons).
2,647,9
2,362,954
3,932,M90
3.113,844
2,976,301

2,303,000

3,159,000

Value.
84,180,459
3,971,941
5,751,774
8,042,646
8,332,641
7,07, 000
12,094,000
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Import. of common blue clay and Gross-AJmerode glass-pot clay
(practically all from Germany) in 1914 were 20,587 tons, valued at
$180,524. They were highest in 1913 (23,213 tons, valued at $211,005), the small quantity indicating the specialized use of these clays.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:

J1920
,

11

111

=1919

S1918

J(9

1921

months).

COMMON BLUE CLAY.

VIniVty.(tons).......................77

4

14,4701

.
........... 133
$01

895

2351
$ 308

GROSS ALMERODE GLASS-POT CLAY.

857
....
1 . 1,335
it (on ) ......................

$14,170
J........
$43,306

...........
(tons)le

ALL OTHER, N. S. P. F.-UNWROUGHT OR UNMANUFACTURED.
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 .................................................
1919 ...............................................

1 0................................................
1921 (9months) ........................

.........

2,
Ton.
24,093

21,213

30,582

29,44

Value.

$Per
$163, 484
187,550
2,524

Duty.

Equhva-

lent ad
valorem.

cent.
$12,016
10,606

7.37
5.66

15,291.......

283,88 ............

ALL OTHER, N. S. P. F.-WROUGHT OR MANUFACTURED.
1918 .122

1919...................................................
............................................
1920.

1921 (9month).................................

445
017

28

11.22
$1,087
$122
10.44
4, 262
445
617
6.01
10,267
1,299...............

I July I to Dec. 31, 1918.

Exports of clay in 1914 amounted to $306,916, and went to Europe
and Canada. Exports of clays not specially provided for, 1918-1921, are shown in the following table. The principal countries of

destination were Canada and Norway.

Importanb change in clmsif ation, et.-See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 219.
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CINA CLAY OR KAOLIN-

(See Survey BA)

l)eecription and ue8,-China clay or kaolin is a white-burning clay
of residual origin. This clay is largely used in the manufacture of
white earthenware and china potter in high-grade tile, and as filler
in paper, paint, rubber, and oilcloth, Kaolin forms from 20 to 50
per cent of the body in china, with varying proportions of ball clay,
flint or quartz, and feldspar. The clay gives plasticity and working
properties and acts as a bond during early stages of firing.. Ball clay
is the most plastic ingredient: kaolin, although less plastic, is used
because of the whiteness it imparts. Much of the domestic paper
(lay and some of the ball clay have similar uses, though not called
kaolin because of different geologic origin.
Produ-wtion,-Domestic deposits of kaolin are extensive, but the
crude product is generally regarded as inferior to that imported
from England. The industry in this country has suffered from
shortage and high cost of labor and from adverse transportation conditions, and yet has shown considerable progress both in increased
output to regular customers and in the development of new markets.
It is doubtful if domestic kaolin can entirely replace the imported
product, unless the quality improves, either through the discovery of
new high-grade deposits or better systems of purifying and standardizing the product now mined. For production, statistics see foregoing table under clays, not specially provided for.
Imports of kaolin, which include clays used in the paper, pottery,

and other industries, were 241,935 short tons, valued at $1,590,054 in
1914. Of the china clay used in American potteries, 56 per cent is
imported from England, because it has been considered indispensable
for the higher-grade ware. Some imports are from Canada. Recent
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ...................................................
1919 .....................................................
1920 .....................................
1921 (9 months) .....................

To.
10,089
161,243
323,038
79, 381

Value.

Duty.

Equi'a.
lent ad
valorem.

Per cent."
81,153,240 $187,611
1.27
1,96 , 393 201,6"5
10.26
3,588,677 403,795
11.31
873,989 .......
..........

BAUXITE, ORUDF.

(See Survey 0-16.)

Descriptionand uses.-Crude bauxite is a form of aluminum oxide,
the commercial grade containing at least 52 per cent of alumina,
although material is mined of varying content ranging from 40 to
70 per cent. The silica and iron should not run over 15 per cent.
Bauxite is the chief ore of aluminum, but also has many other im82804---22----18
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portant uses. It is employed in the manufacture of artificial abrasives, and is also the crude material from which alum aluminum sulphate, and several other chemicals for water purification, dyeing,
and tanning are made. A rapidly growing application is in te
manufacture of bauxite brick for furnace linings. In 1917 nearly 65
per cent of the domestic output went into metallic aluminum, nearly
18 per cent into aluminum salts, 1(9 per cent into bauxite abrasives,
and8 per cent to makers of bauxite refractories. The purest varieties
are used in high- zrade chemicals.
Produzction.-TLe principal bauxite deposits of the world are in
the Provinces of Var and Herault southern France; in the former
Empire of Austrit. -Hungary; in Arkansas, Georgia, and Alabama; in
British and Dutch Guiana; and in northwestern Ireland. Minor
deposits are located in Germany, Russia, Venemela, French Guiana,
Brazil, Africa, Australia, and probably China. It is believed that
the tropical countries contain immense reserves. The largest producing bauxite deposits are controlled politically by the UnitedStates
arid France. Great Britain rules a large share of the equatorial
regions which probably contain most of the undeveloped deposits.
Bauxite may also be found in the colonial possessions of Portugal
and Belgium and in those formerly owned by Germany. The aluminum works of the world are controlled by the United States, Great
Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and Norway.
Bauxte produced and oownmed in the United States, 1916-1920.
Domestic production.
=ba,

yearGeor

Quantity

and

value.

..

1917 .... .2,

49,190

8284,810

42,829
43,076
40,029

314,112
346,588
349,453

134

1918 ...........................
1919...........................
1920 ...........................

va.

Qugatity

Total.

quantity
Value.

(longton).V

(longtons).
1916.................

Arkansas.

396,051

375,910 $2,011,690

425,100

12,296,400

6W, 892
333,490
481,279

05,721
376,566

8,447,92
2,201,747
3,247,345

5W,556 2,724,007

3,133, 880
1,855,159
2,897W,892

68,690

521,308

3,119,058

Worl4'8 production of bauwlte, 1913 and 1916-1920, by countries, in metric tons.

Austria
(Dalmatia and Istria) .............
British Gui~a ...........................
British India ..............................
France ..........................
Hungary
.......
............
8ite

Un

o t. .

d°
o

mo* o..

....

......

.

,

.

o

.............................

Figures not yet available.
IUnofficial.
8Production of Dalmatia and latra (33,80 tons) included under Italy.
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bIitport.--Before the war the United States generally imported
between 10 and 20 per cent of its supply, which was of French
origin. Imports of bauxite in 1914 were 24,844 tons, valued at
$86,871. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
Bauxite, or beaux'tte, orude, not refined or advaed.

nantr (tow)................................
u..........................................

1918

91921

3,8
$1,791

6,08

8
251,284
M,

24,883
$160,479

Imports above shown are chiefly from France and British Guiana.
Expqrt consist largely of purified alumina, or bauxite concentrates, by one company to a Canadian subsidiary. Exports of bauxite
concentrates since 1917 are shown as follows:
1918
quantity (to).................................

.................................

19,711

1919
17,701

$1,623,888 $1,372,09

1920
2,257

$1,84,8

mo21).
4,40

8371.878

Importat clhnges in clasiflcation, ete--See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 2 9.
'FULLES
A .rH.
(See Survey B-4.)
De pn
t
and uses.-Fuller's earth is a clay having the power
of absorbing greasy substances and of decolorizing fats and oils.
Its varilitions in chemical composition and in physical properties
determine its value. It is used principally for bleaching, clarifying,
or filtering fats, greases, and oils.. Other uses are in pigments for
printing wall paper, in detecting certain coloring mattbs in food
products, and as a substitute for talcum powder. The domestic
industry first assumed importance in 1895.
Production;-Domestic deposits of fuller's earth are of high grade,
and home production could easily be made to supply the entire domestic demand. The industry is unorganized and some properties
are idle a large part of the time. Almost 99 per cent of the output originates in the Southern States, but California yields sufficient material to supply the petroleum refineries located on the
Pacific slope.
Great Britain and Germany are normally large producers, but
the English product is the only: one entering the domestic market to
any extent.
a
The domestic industry occupies L strong position in all home markets except along the Atlantic se.. ard from New Jersey to New
England. Domestic material sent -tere must absorb a heavy rail
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and water freight charge while foreign material can in many cases
be shipped direct from England to the consuming plant at a lower
cost for transportation. Statistics of production of Fuller's earth
produced and marketed in the United States follow:
Y

Number of Quantity
(short
operators
tons).
sale,

.

1911-)915 (average)
..................
..............................
1918...
1917 ................................................
1918 ...................................................
....................................................
1919.1...................................................

Value.

$39,2.52
706,951

10... 40178
67,822
72,567
It
4, 408
14
106, 145
10
128,487
12

772,087

1,146,354
1,998, 829
2,506,180

Average
price per
ton.

59.71
10 42
10. 64
13.57
18.
19.51

imports are as follows: Unwrought or unmaniufactured in 1913,
1,597 short tons, valued at $10,359; in 1917, 975 short tons, valued at
iii
$7,486. Wrought or manufactured have been greater, amounting
short
15,077
to
1917
in
$135,229;
at
valued
1913 to 15,269 short tons,
tons, valued at $159,071.
Imports amount to about 15 per cent of the domestic production.
an(1
The material enters through New York and New England ports,
Statistics
section.
that
in
located
is cons umed at the refining plants
of imports since 1917 follow:
EqulvaQuantity.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Value.

lent ad

valorem,

FULLER'S EARTH, UNWROUGHT AND UNMANUFACTURED.

1918 ....................................................

....................................................
1919
1920...........................................
1921 (9 mouths) .....................................

TOM.969
3

1,551
205

$727

$12,6M

250
1,016

4301

19,793
2,438 ..................

Perter.5. 7.5
5.81
5.13

FULLER'S EARTH! WROUGHT OR MANUFACTURED.
..........................................
1918
1919 ..................................................
1920 ..................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................

14,140
12,054
15,622
5,761

f

$21,210
$213,59
18,081
185,410
23,433
202,100
76,713 ........

9. w
9-7,5
11. .4
...........

Export figures are not available.
SILICA.

Decription and ue.-Silica is used in the manufacture of woodI
filler, pottery, paints, and scouring soaps, as a polisher, as foundry
mold wash, in metallurgic and chemical processes, and for cosmetics
and dentifrices.
Production.-The following table summarizes the data available'
to show the silica of the specified forms marketed in the United State.
from 1918 to 1920, inclusive.
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Silica sold for pottery, paints, Illers, polishers, abrasives,and other uses in the
United Statcs, 1918-1920.

f

1918
Material.

Quantity
(short
tons).

Quartz (vein quartz, pegmatite, and
quartzite) ........................
Sand andsandstoneI ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tripoli
(ground
and otherwise
Dpared)""
se
. xeat................,rd
'......
''''.'''ite pro-

~oiDaceux earth .............

Value.

71,740
916
99,2
19,9M

250,330
620,584
190, &W

2,9W5

'24,947

1919

Quantity
short
ons,,

63,332
47,277
2#, 292
42,042

1920

Value.

Quantity
(short'
tons).

$373,571
68,190
28890
158,395
81,10, 40,2M
181,541
531,900

61,922

Value.

$320,350
1,183,011
509677
1,079,63

11,104,715
,193,843 177,5 3 1,375,962 328,740 3,15,734
1Includes only finely ground material. Figures probably incomplete.
'Excludes California product used for filters and as insulating and fireproofing material.

Quartz sold in the United States, 1916-1920.
Crude.

Year.

Quantity
(short
tons).

1916 .................................
70,417
1917 .................................
.126,575
191 ......................................
61,008
1919 ......................................
51,774
1920 .......................................
59,423

Ground.

Quantity

Total.

Quantity

Value.

(short
tons),

Value.

(short
tons).

Value.

$78,283
120,858
121,88
135,187
142,M. 7,

18,097
16.098
10 732
1*558
8,787

$161, 50
197,213
137,442
238,381
177,953

88,514
142,673
71,740
63,332
68,190

$242,786
318,069
259,330
373,571
320,350

lrmports.-The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commer. e records
imports of "flint, flints, and flint stones, unground," from several
countries. These imports are mainly flint pebbles for use in grindmng mills but partly material for ues such as are listed in this report.
The figures can not be accurately separated.
Value of pebbles and flint imported tor consunmption in the Unitud States,
1916-1920.
191--.----------------l17.-------....
1918. --------------------

$313,120 1 1919-----------------197, 1561 1920-------------------127, 808

$250,096
38,630

Important changes in clas8ification.-See General Notes on Para-

graph, page 279.

FLUORSPAR.
(See Survey BA.)

l)e8cription and ute8-Fluorspar or fluorite, chemical calcium
fluoride (CaF 2 ), contains 48.9 per cent fluorine and 51.1 per cent
calcium. It is translucent to transparent and has about the same
hardness as calcite. The general grades are lump, ground, and gravel
sipar. The principal uses in order of importance are (1) metallurgical work, (2) manufacture of opalescent glass and enameled ware,
and (3) chemical manufactures, especially hydrofluoric acid. The
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bulk of domestic production and +practically all of the imported
supply appear as gravel spar, 80 per cent of the domestic production
being'used in the basic open-hearth steel furnaces.
In metallurgy fluorite makes extremely fluid slags, with great
solvent power for refractory substances. It has a comparatively low
melting point, and at high temperatures it has a hgher quantitative
efficiency as a flux than limestone. In the making of ferromanganese
and ferrosilicon it gives great fluidity to the slag without too high
temperature and greatly reduces the amount of phosphorus, sulphur, and other impurities in the pig. The most important use is in
basic open-hearth steel furnaces, where, with limestone, it is of value
as a desulphurizing agent. It makes the melt more fluid and permits
the use of greater quantities of lower grades and scrap. Very little
lump is used for, metallurgical purposes. Theoretically gravel spar
runs in sizes from one-half inch down, but as a matter of fact it may
vary from egg size to "fines."
The highest grade is white or clear pale green, or blue and is the
material used by glass, enameling, and chemical industries, including
the manufacture of hydrofluoric acid, which accounts for the bulk of
the consumption. Some sodium fluoride is used in the preservation
of wood. For most chemical uses a purity of 96 to 98 per cent is
necessary.
Miscellaneus uses for the mineral are as a binding agent in emery
wheels and fo' carbon electrodes, in the extraction of potash from
feldspar, and for increasing the volatilization of potassium in the
recovery of potash from Portland cement clinker. As an electrode
bond, fluorite increases the lighting efficiency and decreases the
current required. Small amounts of fluorspar are used annually
for optical purposes. Only the purest, clearest specimens-pieces as
small as one-quarter inch in diameter-are used in making lenses.
Production.--Until 1916 over 90 per cent of the output of ground
fluorspar was mined near Rosiclare, Ill. The field extends across the
Ohio River into the adjoining counties of Kentucky. Fluorspar is
also produced in Now Hampshire, Arizona and Colorado.
Prior to 1905 the domestic output was iess than 50,000 tons annually and fluctuated considerably. In 1909, its use for open-heartl
steel being more generally recognized, the mining and milling facilities in the Illinois-Kentucky fields expanded greatly, and production
increased rapidly until 1912.
Fluorspar is mined by the usual underground methods. On account of the comparatively low value of the product, extensive or
costly treatment is notpoisible, and only those deposits which furnish sufficiently pure material with a minimum of preparation can
be worked advantageously.
The latest available records rank England next to the United
State in production, with Germany third, and France fourth. A
few hundred tons are annually produced in Spain. Austria-Hutgary, which formerly produced 8,000 to 9,000 tons a year. had no output in 1911. Canada and Mexico possess deposits containing fluorspar, but little is known as to their grade or extent. Canada began
to produce regularly in 1917.
With the H-nglish steel industry in normal state, more than 50 per
cent of the fluqrspar output of Great Britain was 'exported to the
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United States, where it was able to compete with the American product as far west as Pittsburgh, The production from old mine dumps
was cheaply obtained and exceeded Unglish requirements. This material is rapidly disappearing, while the greatly expanded steel industry of the United Kingdom will continue to make larger demands on the out ut of spar. It is therefore doubtful if, in the
future, there will be much excess for export. Domestic supplies are
ample for any probable requirement: for a great many years. The
cost of mining exceeds that in foreign countries, but the material
has a higher average purity.
FluoraparproducedI in the United State8, 1916-190.
Quantity

year.
1916.............................................................................
....................................................
1917
1918 ...........................................................................
1919 ..........................................................................
1920..........................................................................

short

Value.

155,735
218,828
263, 817
138,290
18 778
2, k2,409

' 22, 654
2,287,722
5,455,481
$,525,574
4,718,547
24,001,048

I Figures represent shipments from mines.

Imports, until 1916, were from 100 to 300 tons annually of ground
fluorspat from Germany. In recent years nearly all has been the
medium-grade gravel spar, chiefly from England. The supply was
derived largely from old mine dumps, and was purchased at the docks
inLiverpool for about $2a ton and brought over as ballast. The lowest average valuation of the material at the port of entry was $2.46
in 1911 (calendar year) and the highest, not including duty or
freight, was $15.10 in 1918.
Imports in 1910 were 42,488 short tons, valued at $135,152; in
1914, 10,206 short tons, at $38,943. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ....................................

1919 .....................................

.............................
1920 ..............
1921 (9 months) ....................... ; ...............

Quantity.
Towe.
.11,225

8,199

21,975
. 3,812

Value.

$160364

10y631

Duty.

818,837

9,298

Equlva.
lent ad
valorem.
Pe eat.
9.94

&14

12.41
32,962
265,630
43,318 .......................

Export.-None recorded.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important c/uaAge8 in. cassification.--The following articles cov-

ered by this paragraph are exempt from duty under the act of 1913:
Common blue clay and Gross-Almerode glass-pot clay, in cases or
casks, suitable, for the manufacture of crucibles and glass-melting
pots or tank blocks (par. 450) , terra alba, not made from gypsum
or plaster rock (par. 629) ; and bauxite or beauxite, crude, not refined
or otherwise advanced in condition from its natural state (par. 411).
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C onflicting provimion.--The provision in this paragraph for
silica, crude, not specially provided for, $4 per ton" may be in conflict with the provision in paragraph 1661 exempting from duty
"sand, crude or manufactured." The provisions for silica are new.
Suggested change.-Page 28, line 2: Strike out "or beauxite" to
agree with paragraph 6.
PARAGRAPH 208.
H. U. 7,456.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAR. 208. Mica, unmanufactured, or
rough trimmed only, 4 cents per pound
and 17 per centum ad valorem; mica,
cut or trimmed, mica splittings, mica
plates, and built-up mica, and all
manufactures of mica or of which mica
is the component material of chief
value, 10 cents per pound and 17 per
centum ad valorem; ground mica, 4
cents per pound and 20 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 91. Mica, unmanufactured, or
PAR. 77. Mica, unmanufactured.
rough trimmed only, five cents per valued at not nbove 15 cents pt'r
pound and twenty per centum ad va- pound, 4 cents per pound; valued
lorem; mica, cut or trimmed, mica above 15 cents per pound, 25 per
plates or built-up mica, and all manu- centum ad valorem; cut mica, mica
factures of mica or of which mica is splittings, built-up mica, and all manuthe component material of chief value, factures of mica, or of which mica is
ten cents per pound and twenty per the component material of chief value,
centum ad valorem.
30 per centum ad valorem; ground

[No corresponding provision for
ground mica.]

mica, 15 per centum ad valorem.

MICA.

(See Survey B-5.)

Description and uses.-Mica is a mineral marketed as cut or uncut blocks and sheets, as splitting, and in a ground form. Mica
splittings is a form of rough-trimmed mica which has been separated
into sheets. Cut mica is separated into sheets and accurately
trimmed to size--either squares, oblongs, discs, or washers. The.
value of mica of same quality depends upon the size of the sheets
and whether it is clear or stained. Sheet mica, noninflammable and
insulating, is essential in the manufacture of electrical machinery.
Other uses, including windows for stoves, goggles, and lanterns, ai'e
dependent upon its transparency and resistance to heat and shock.
It is used in phonograph diaphragms. Built-up mica, or mica board.
an insulating material having various trade names, utilizes the splittings. Ground mica is used in patent roofing, in annealing steel.
in lbrication, and in decoration.
Production.-Deposits of mica of economic value may be found in
small quantities in many parts of the world, but India, the United1
States. and Canada now produce 95 per cent of the world's out put.
Brazil, Argentina, the British East Africa Protectorate, and Australia are rapidly becoming important producers. Guatemala, th,
Union of South Africa, Madagascar, Nyasaland, China, and Ceylon
have deposits which will undoubtedly be exploited ih the near future.
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In the United States, North Carolina and New Hampshire are the
principal mica producers.
The following States contain mica deposits which are now being
worked or which have been worked in recent years: North Carolina,
Georgia Virginia, South Carolina, Alabama, New Hampshire,
Maine,South Dakota, Idaho, New Mexico, Colorado, and Texas.
The Appalachian region has usually produced the best quality of
sheet mica, although good deposits are known in Soutk Dakota and
Idaho. In general, however, a greater percentage of scrap mica
is taken from the western than from the eastern deposits. It is the
relatively large quantity of good sheet mica in the deposits in the
East that has made the mining of mica mote profitable there than in
the West. The following table shows the mica produced and sold in
the United States, 1914-1919:
Mica produced and sold in the United states, 1914-1919.
Scrap mica.

Sheet mica.
Quantity

Year.

(pounds).
1911 .............................
1915..........................

1916..........................
191,
...............................

..

191S ...........................
1919............................... *'

5W,933 $278,540
553. 821 378, 259
85,863 524,485
1,278, 533 753,874
1,844,200 731,810
1,545,709 483,567

Total

quantity
(short
Value.
tons).

Total
value.

3,730

$51,416

4,008

$329,958

4,433
3,429

69,908
52,908

4,80
4,087

F04,391
80, 782

3,258

58,084

4,031

541,651

Value. Quantity
(short
tons).

QuSItit

3,95

2,292

Q

50,510

33,130

4, 238
3,114

428,760

784,910

Import of unmanufactured mica in 1913 were 2,339,587 pounds,
valued at $819,902, an increase over previous years; but. imports
declined during the war period to about $500,000 annually. Cut mica,
mica splitting, and manufactures increased from $398,580 in 1914
to $1,002,821 in 1917. In 1917 unmanufactured mica, except the
ground variety, was valued at $453,978. Very little ground mica is
imported. Imports of all kinds of mica are from India (directly and
through England), Canad,, Germany, and South America. Later
statistics follow:

Mfea.
Calendar year.

Value. 0

Quantity.

Duty.

Equiva.
lent ad
valorem.

'UT MICA, MICA SPLITTING, BUILT-UP MICA, AND ALL MANUFACTURES OF MICA, ETC.
19
..............................
11,119
. . . ....................

. . . ......
P..
".................................

1,2'
..................................................
19,21
(9 months) ......................................

PoundsPer
$762,228
0906

. ...... :!
..............

20,1'43,

S24,272
228,668

603,430i

cent.
I. 330.00
.00
30.00

2,011
8 , 434
8 ...... 0 . . . ..........

GROUND.
.................................................
19.............................................
1 ............................... ..............
11021
(9months) .....................................

1

62
760

33, K0

$1,647

$247
15.00
91~
15.00
1,756
263
15.00
573 ............ ..........

1/
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Mica-Continued.
Value.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Intad

Duty.

valorem.

UNMANUFACTURED, VALUED ABOVE 15 CENTS PER POUND.

1918................................................ [
1919 ................................................
1920 ...........................................

1921 (9months).............................

Pound
675,117
645,037
1,1,90517

17,600

$652,100
718,389
1,163,480

$163,027
179,597
290,871

Per cent,
25.00
25.00
25.00

234,281.....................

UNHANUFACTURED, VALUED AT NOT ABOVE 15 CENTS PER POUND.

1918.................................................

1919................................................
1920 .................................................
1921 (9 months).....................................

$6,467

66,312

$2,652

41.02

3 35
3,123
8,143
33.78
4,290
12,702
7,213 .......................

78,076
107,260
69,690

Exports of unmanufactured mica declined from $25,962 in 1914 to

about $4,000 in 1917, while exports of manufactures increased over 100
per cent to-$84,755 in 1917. Later exports of mica and manufactures

of (by calendar years) have been valued as follows: 1918, $74,529;
1919, $109,348; 1920, $316,169; 1921 (9 months), $112,883.

Exports

have been destined chiefly to England, Canada, France, and Japan.
Important chagnes in c sfatiom-The provisions in the act of
1909 (par. 91) for mica rough-trimmed only, for mica trimmed, and
for mica plates are here revived.
Suggested c/uznges.-It has been represented to the Tariff Commission that mica splittings are a material in the class with roughtrimmed block mica rather than with mica plates, built-up mica, and
manufactures of mica.
PARAGRAPH 209.

H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 209. Talc, steatite or soapstone,
and French chalk, crude and unground,
one-fourth of 1 cent per pound ; ground,
washed, powdered, or pulverized, ex-

cept toilet preparations, one-half of 1
cent per pound; cut or sawed, or in
blanks, crayons, cubes, disks, or other
forms, 1 cent per pound; manufactures
(except toilet preparations), of which
talc, steatite or soapstone, or French
chalk is the component material of

chief value, wholly or partly finished,
and not specially provided for, If not
decorated, 25 per centum ad valorem;
If decorated, 30 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 13. *

* * French chalk, one

cent per pound; *

* '

PAn. 95. Articles and wares corn-

posed wholly or in chief value of

-

w~

PAR. 69. Talcum, ground talc, stea-

tite, and French chalk, cut, powdered.
washed, or pulverized, 15 per centuni

ad valorem.
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earthy or mineral substances, * * *

PA. 81. Earthy or mineral substances wholly or partially manufactured and articles and wares composed
wholly or in chief value of earthy
or mineral substances, not specially
lorenz; * * * *
PAR 480. * * * articles manufac- provided for in this section, whether
tured, in whole or in part, not provided susceptible of decoration or not, if not
for in this section, * * * twenty per decorated in any manner, 20 per
centum ad valorem.
centum ad valorem; If decorated, 25
PAnI. 626. Minerals, crude, * * * per centum ad valorem; * * *.
[Freel].
PAn. 621. Talcum, steatite, and
French chalk, crude and unground
[Free].
TAIA--FRENCH CHALK.
(See Survey A-19.)
if not decorated in any manner, thirtyfive per centum ad valorem; if decorated, forty-five per centum ad va.

Description and maes.-Talc is a natural magnesium hydrous silicate. It has a greasy or soapy feel, and is one of the softest minerals
known. The massive, compact variety is known as steatite or soapstone.
Talc has a great variety of uses. As soapstone it is cut into slabs
and used for table tops in hospitals and laboratories; it is also made
into sinks and laundry tubs and into vessels for storing acids. As a
heat resistant it is used for griddles, foot warmers, and hearthstones;
as an insulator, for electric switchboards and floors of electrical
plants.
Ground or powdered talc is used as a filler in the manufacture of
paper and paint and as a dressing for rubber, cloth, and leather. It is
extensively employed in the manufacture of toilet powders; as a,
preservative coating for stonework and as a nonconductive material
for covering steam pipes; and as an adulterant for soaps and other
goods.
French chalk is high-grade talc in its natural state cut to shape and
size for marking cloth, metals, slate, etc. Talc is used in making tips
for gas burners, and some varieties are substituted for graphite in
lubricants.
Production.-The United States produces more talc than all other

countries; Italy and France produce the finest varieties. Before the

war France ranked second to the United States in total production.
Virginia produces all the soapstone mined in this country, and New
York produces most of the fibrous talc used in paper making.
In 1915 the total production of talc and soapstone in the United
States was 186,891 short tons and in 1917 it was 218,848 short tons.
later statistics follow:
Talc mined and sold in the United States in 1918 a~d 1919, by States.
1019

1918

State.

Citlifornia .................................
Now York ................................
North Carolina ...........................
ve'mont ................................
Virinia .............................
(;eorgia, Maryland, MBasahusetts, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington..

Quantity
(short
tons).

Value.

Averge
value
per ton.

'alue.

11,84 $185,775
71,167 902,100
1,661
72,348
90,537 775,012
3,265
24,723

$15.66
12.68
43.56
58
7.57

47, 470
50,765
76,158
65,652

$14.99
12.01
29.27
8.46

t2.407

12.38

14,483

145,002

10.01

192,977 2,104,Mo

10.91

Average
value

per ton.

10.83
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Dowstic talc sold in the United States, 1913 and 1915-1920, by classes.
Rough (crude),
Year.

Quantity
(short
Value.

tons).

1913 ................
1915 ................
1916 ................
1917 ................
1918 ................
1919 ............
1U0 .......

Manufactured
into
pencils
and blanks-'

Quantity
Quantity
(short
Value.
(short
tons).
tons).

2,454

$11,597

138

11,299
12,269
13,263
15 625
3095

106,928
68,440
108,228
73,437
137,3388

828
5,781
945
921
()

8,233

58,867

Ground.

39

Total.

Vaue.

$38,272

146,679 $1,232,151
158,062 1,330,389
102,074 181,182 1,553,240
176,404 180,563 1,644,828
114,002 177,209 1,869,730
147
151,793 1,601,736
'167,54 '2,174,453
11,941

Quantity
(short
tons).

Value.

149,271
166,336
193,309
198,613
191,477
168,339
198,549

$1,280,020
1,401,197
1,762,82
1,889,672
2,082,960
1,822,512
2,311,841

I Includes slate pencils and metal workers' crayons and blanks used in making acety one btxners and
other objects.
S For foundry facings, filler for paper, paint, and rubber goods, toilet powder, foot ease, lubricators for
dres~ng skins and leather, eti.
Figures (or talc manufactured into pencils and blanks included under "Ground."

Tie total sales of soapstone in the United States in 1920 amounted
to 24,175 short tons, Valued at $740,197, as compared with 15,33(
short tons, valued at $576,059 in 1918.
Imports.-Most of the talc, ground or prepared, imported before
the war came from France and Italy, with smaller amounts from
Canada and Austria-Hungary. After 1914 the imports from France
fell, but those from Italy increased. The total imports during 1914
were 29,690,092 pounds, and during 1917 were 34,288,429 pounds.
In 1914 the imports of crude and unground talcum and French
chalk amounted to 2,807,974 pounds. Later statistics follow:

Ad
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

valorem
rate.

TALCUM, STEATITE, AND FRENCH CHALK, CRUDE AND UNGROUND.
1'ound8.
2,868, 510
3,281,3
1,882,279
255, 703

1918 .......................................
1919 ........................................
1920........................................
1921 (9 mnonths)................................

PTr Cret.
$9,253 ................
....
10,1I ,.
p .. . . .. ... .

......
7,206 ....... ..
1,385 .......... ......

..

TALCUM, GROUND TALC, OR STEATITE, CUT, POWDERED, WASHED, OR PULVERIZEI).
1918 ....................................................
25,469,657
25,916,193
1919 ..........................................
1920 ................................................... i 143,477,182
1921 (9 months) ......................................
15,633,622

$251,32
$37,698
248,576
37,286
443,514
66,527
165,856..........

11.
1

FRENCH CIIALK, CUT, POWDERED, WASHED, OR PULVERIZED.
1918 ....................

1919...............................

48fi

.........

....................

$1
I23

48

I Includes French chalk.

Imports since 1918 have come principally from Canada and Italy.
Kxports.-None recorded.
Im.pottant change in clasifcation.-Talcum, steatite, and Freuid

chalk, crude and unground, are exempt from duty under the act of
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1913 (par. 621). The provisions for talc, cut or sawed or in blocks
or other forms and manufactures, are new.
Suggested change.-Page 28, line 21: Put the words "except toilet
preparations" in parentheses to agree with line 24.
[See par. 1449, page 1200, in connection with crayons.]
H. R. 7456.

PARAGRAPH 210.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 210. Commlon yellow, brown, or

gray earthenware made of natural,
unwashed, and unmixed clay, plain or
enmbossed; common salt-glazed stoneware; stoneware and earthenware cru.
cables; all the foregoing not ornaniented, incised, or decorated in any
manner, an(] manufactures wholly or
in chief value of such ware, not specially provided for, 20 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 92. Common yellow, brown, or
gray earthenware, plain, embossed, or
salt-glazed common stoneware, and
earthenware or stoneware crucibles,
all the foregoing not decorated in any
manner, twenty-five per centum ad
valoremn; yellow earthenware, plain or
embossed, coated with white or transptarent vitreous glaze but not otherwlse ornamented or decorated, * * *
forty per centum ad valorem.

1'.\n. 78. Common yellow, brown, or
gray earthenware made of natural unwashed and unmixed clay; plain or
embossed, common salt-glazed stoneware; stoneware and earthenware
crucibles; all the foregoing, not ornamelted, Incised, or decorated in any
manner, 15 per centum ad valorem;
* * * and manufactures wholly or
In chief value of such ware, not specaily provided for in this section, 20
per centum ad valorem; * * *.
COMMON YELLOW, BROWN, OR GRIAY EARTHENWARE.
(See Survey B-.)

De8sription and ui.es.-Common earthenware, yellow, brown, or
gray. includes kitchen and culinary utensils; common stoneware,
(rocks. butter jai s, churns, fruit jars, water filters, etc.; red earthenware, flower pots, jardinieres, vases, fern pots, window boxes, etc.
('oimon stoneware is an opaque, highly fired, vitrified pottery, coin)ose l of )lastic clay, the body being gray, buff, brown, or other
color, caused by iron and other' impurities present, with the natural
color of the crude clay after being burned in the kiln. Red earthenware, usually l)orous, is made from red-burning clays; yellow, brown,
or gray earthenwares are made from natural clays, the solors being
brought. out by burning.
Prodaetion.-In1918 stoneware was made in 20 States, Ohio pro(hIcing nearly one-half the output; red earthenware, in 31 States,

Ohio being the largest producer. Statistics of production follow:
Year.

1914 ..........................................................
916 .............................................
N 's ..........................................................
192) ..........................................................

Stoneware

and yellow Red
i earthenand Rok- I ware.
-ingiamn
ware
$3,349,301
3,69,288
4,454,164
5,475,600

$1 059 904
1,156,351
906,861
1,766,919

Total.

$4,40 , MS
4,852,639
5,361,025
7.242,579
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Import8.-From 1908 to 1913 the average value of import we
$67,00, but decreased to $27,173 in 1918 (scal year). Later statistics follow:
Common yellow, brown, or gray earthenware, made of natural unwashed and
unned clay, and plain or embosed common salt-glazed etoneware.
Value.

Calendar year.

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

NOT DECORATED, ORNAMENTED, OR INCISED IN ANY MANNER.

Per mgn.

1918 ............................................
1919
.............................................
1920
............................................
1921 (9 months)....................................................

$5..241
$78615
5,048
757
15
14,248
2,15
12,08 .......................

DECORATED, ORNAMENTED, OR INCISED IN ANY MANNER, AND MANUFACTURES
OF SUCH WARE.

1918
.......................................................
1919
.......................................................
192..............................................

2,726
4,829
9,649

.

1921 (9months).............................................

$545
96N
1,930

20

spsa...............

?"

CRUCIBLES OF STONE AND EARTHENWARE.
1918......................................................$30V
1919..............................................................
7,486
1,123
19 ..............................................................
9,145
1,372
1921 (9 month) .............................................
4,675 ............

1"

Ewport.--None recorded.
ROOKINOHAM EARTHENWARE.

(See Survey B-4.)

Description and uwe.--Rockingham ware imported from England
is of cheap brown, yellow, or reddish clay, often elaborately decorated; the domestic make is of y,!4uIw or buff clays. It is covered
with a rich brown glaze which gives its distinctive characteristil.
manganese being the chief color ingredient. Except for its glaze it
is the same as other common ware made of domestic clays. It is used
largely for teapots.
Production.-The statistics of production include stoneware and
yellow ware with Rockingham earthenware. See common yellow.
brown, or gray earthenware, supra.
Impart value in 1908-9 was $20,000; in 1911, $89,692; in 191-3.
$75,006. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ............................................................. .
1919 .............................................................
120 .............................................................
1921 (9 months) ...................................................

Value.

Duty.

.43,137
$12,91
47,513
14,254
99,931
29,979
62,949 ...............

valorem
rate.

Per rn~()f
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ortant change in c swifwlaion-The words "plain or em"wquality
earthenware instead of stoneware, and provision for
earthenware, ornamented or decorated or incised has been omitted.
Separate provision for Rockingham ware was not made in H. R.
7456, because it is equal in all respects to other earthenware covered
by paragraph 212.
PARAGRAPH 211.
H. 1. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA& 211. Graphite or plumbago,
crude or refined, not specially provided
for, 10 per ,entum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 654. Plumbago [Free].

PA. 579. Plumbago [Free].

ORAPITE OR PLUMBAOO.
(See Survey Fb-24.)

Deecription and wses.--Plumbago, or graphite, is a soft, black
variety of carbon. It occurs in nature in two forms, crystalline and
amorphous, and is also produced artificially in the electric furnace
from o)al or other carbonaceous material. Graphite is employed
for crucibles, as a lubricant, in paints, foundry facings, shoe polish,
stove polish, dry batteries, electrodes, and boiler compounds, and
for other purposes. For the making of good crucibles, it chief use,
crystalline graphite, with flakes large enough to add to the binding
power of clay, is essential.
Produwtio.--'.n the order of their importance, the following lists
show the principal graphite producing countries or those in which
graphite deposits have been reported:
CRYSTALLINE GRAPHITE,

(a) Vein graphite: Ceylon could produce up to 35,000 short tons
per year, all grades; the United States, small production from Montana; Canada, small amount recently produced.
(b) Flake graphite: Madagascar could produce up to nearly 50,000 short tons per year; Bavaria produced 40,000 metric tons in
1917; the United States could readily produce 4,000 tons of flake, exc.usive of dust; Rumania, important deposits recently reported;
(Greenland and Brazil, large deposits reported, very little development; German East Africa (former), deposits of supposed large
extent reported.
AMORPHOUS GRAPHITE.

German Austria and Czechoslovakia have long produced large
countsts of graphite annually; Chosen could probably produce 12,000 tons per annum; Italy could probably produce 12,000 tons per
inmum; Mexico could probably produce 6,000 tons per annum;
lite United States could readily produce 6,000 tons of natural and
;000 tons of artificial amorphous graphite; Siberia, large amounts
availablee but undeveloped.
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Amorphous graphite is so widely distributed that no serious difficulty is likely to be encountered b any of the great commercial
nations in filling their vital needs. The most important deposits of
crystalline graphite are controlled by Great Britain through her
sovereignty over Ceylon and by France through sovereignty over
Madagascar. Part of the Madagascar deposits are owned by a British company and part by Belgian capital. Japan controls the deposits of Chosen. American capital controls the deposits of the
United States, of Mexico, and in part those of Canada. British
interests own a part of the Italian and a part of the Spanish deposits.
The United States has heretofore not been considered independent in the matter of crucible graphite. Crucible makers, who use
about 15,000 tons a year, have insisted on having Ceylon graphite.
Montana produces a graphite that has been accepted by crucible
manufacturers as equa to Ceylon material. The quantity ultimately
available has not been proved, but may be sufficient to satisfy domestic demands for many years. It would appear that crucibles properly made from Alabama flake will give as good service as those made
from the Ceylon material.
There is a larger degree of independence in the matter of amorphous graphite, of which the consumption is in the neighborhood of
15,000 tons annually. Practically all of this can be furnished from
domestic sources including both natural and artificial graphite, but
during the war American-owned mines in Mexico and Canada were
drawn upon to some extent and, more recently, Korean graphite has
again been imported.
It is probable that Ceylon lump. regardless of price, will continue
to be imported for some years as raw material for crucible manufacture on account of its established reputation. Extreme reluctance to
use more than 20 per cent of domestic graphite in place of Ceylon is
evinced by crucible manufacturers, but it is by no means clear as
yet, either to those within the trade or without, that this is a necessary restriction. Foreign manufacturers were using up to 100 per
cent Madagascar flake during the war period.
Production of natural graphite in the United States previous to
1914 was under 5,000 tons annually. Stimulated by war prices, the
output rose to 8,088 tons in 1916 and to 13,593 tons valued at
$1,167,879 in 1917. In 1920 the production had declined to 9,510 tows
valued at $620202; there were 17 producers. Operations in 1921
were practically discontinued at several mines. The following table
shows the domestic natural graphite sold, 1916-1920:
Amorphous.
Year.

1916 ..........................
1917 ...................
1918 ...........................
1919........................
........................ .-. II
19,20

Quantity
(short
tons).
2,622
8,301
6,60
3,379
61

Value.
a
$20,723
73,481
69,455
47,710
49

Crystalline.
Quantity
(short
tons).
5,46
5,292
6, 431
4)043
486

Value.

$914,748
1,09, 398
1,454,799
731,1.11
56444

Total.
Quantity
(short
tons).
8,088
13,593
12,991
7,422
9,510

Value.

$935, 471
1,167,,,79
1,521,2;
77,S,
6",' 67
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u.

imports of plunmbago in 1917 amounted to 2,06 46ii, valued at

$9,678,160. Later statistics follow:

ut (s)........

.

17053

28,773

1808n

a,8

The principal sources of importation, 1918-1921, were the British
East Indies, England, and France.
Epoi.--Some graphite is normally exported. The quantity in
1914 was 2,688 tons, valued at $387,075. Later statistics follow:
1918IS
lanufactures of: (Vells) ..............................

$731,518

Unmanufwtured:
'l 719
quantity (pounds) ................................ 1W
..........

.................................

1929
788,753

1,

(NO

199

Omotbi).

$10,251

8so,SXR

1213,816

911,192

11

4

The principal countries of destination were the United Kingdom,
Canada, Mexico, Japan, and Denmark.
Impo7'tant cA, gee in olaeilflatiem.-Plumbago is exempt from
duty under the act of 1918 (par. 579).

Suggested c/ugeo.-Page 29, lines 11, 12: Paragraph 211 is.out
of place. It should be renumbered 213; paragraph 212 should be
renumbered 211, and paragraph 213 should be renumbered 212.
PARAGRAPH 212.
H. 3. 7450.
PAR.

212. Earthenware and crockery

ware composed of a nonvitrified ab-

sorbent body, including white granite
and setnlporcelain earthenware, and
iream-colored ware, and stoneware, in,'-idlng clock cases with or without
iioverments, pill tls, plaques, ornaments, toys, ciiarms, vases, statues.
tattiettes, mugs. cups, steins, lamps.
:id all other articles composed wholly

oir In chief value of such ware; If
pluin white, plain yellow, plain brown,
plain red, or plain black, not painted,
colored. tinted, stained, enameled,
gilded, printed, ornamented, or deco-

rated In any manner, and manufacOires in chief value of such ware not

spevially provided for, 25 per centuii
III valorem; if painted, colored, tinted,
,tained, enameled, glided, printed, or

ornlifented or d(eorated in any maniier, and manufactures In chief value
If. sup ware, not sp
11wl. 28 per entinll

ally provi

ad Yal,,rt,11.

8230W-22--19

SENATE AXINDXENT8.
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ACT OF 190o

A60T OF 1918.

PA& 9A. * , , earthen, stone and
crockery ware, including clock cases
with or without movements, pill tiles,
plaques, ornaments, toys, charms,
vases, statues, statuettes, mugs, cups,
stemis, and lamps, all the foregoing
wholly or in chief value of such ware;
painted, colored, tinted, stained, enameled, gilded, printed, or ornamented or
decorated in any manner; and manufactures In chief value of such ware
not specially provided for In this section, sixty per centum ad valorem.
PAR, 94. * * * earthen, stone and

PAL 79. Earthenware and crockery
ware composed of a nonvitrifted absorbent body, Including white granite

and semiporcelain earthenware, wil
cream-colored ware, and stoneware,
including clock cases with or without
movements, pill tiles, plaques. orniaments, toys, charms, vases, statues.
statuettes, mugs, cups, steins, lamps,
and all other articles composed wholly
or In chief value of such ware; If plain
white, plain yellow, plain brown, plaini
red, or plain black, not painted, colored, tinted, stained, enameled, gild A,
crockery ware, plain white, plain printed, ornamented or decorated iN
brown, Including clock cases with or any manner, and manufactures In chief
without movements, pill tiles, plaques, value of such ware not specially pro.
ornaments, toys, charms, vases, stat- vided fbr in this section, 35 per cemtum
ues, statuettes, mugs, cups, steins, and ad valorem; If painted, colored, thtl.
lamps, all the foregoing wholly or In stained, enameled, gildel, printed, or
chief value of such ware, not painted. ornamented or decorated In any mancolored, tinted, stained, enameled, ner, and manufactures in chief value
gilded, printed, or ornamented or deco- of such ware not specially provith
rated In any manner and manufac- for in this section, 40 per centum ,ii
tures In chief value of such ware not valorem.
specially provided for in this section,
fifty-five per centum ad valorem.
PA. 82. * * * filter tubes, 30 por
PA& 96. * * * filter tubes, thirtycentury ad valorem; * * *
five per centum ad valorem; * 0 *.
PA. 92. * * * Rockingham earthPAR. 78. * * * Rockinghamearth.
enware, forty per centum ad valorem. enware, 30 per centum ad valorem..
WHITE WARE.

(See Survey B-6.)

Detniption al wue.-Earthenware and crockery ware composed
of a nonvitrilied absorbent body, including white granite and semiporcelain earthenware, and cream-colored ware (and plain earthenware articles of corresponding grades made of mixed, washed, or
prepared clays other than white) are known to manufacturers andI
the trade as earthenware. They are made of materials which rest
in an absorbent body usually covered with a brilliant transparcid
glaze.
The manufactured articles include plates, cups, saucers, dishe-.
toilet and kitchen ware, and other articles, made ordinarily in three
grades, as ,follows: White earthenware, semiporcelain, and "creami
color." These terms are used for the best quality of white earthenware. Queen's ware, ironstone china, and white granite ware are
names used indiscriminately by the trade for the next grade of whiite
earthenware. They are made of a superior quality of materials, and
the body is slightly stained by a solution of coba t, which gives it i
bluish white cast. C. C. ware is a variety of goods made of lowgrade china clays, the name being an abbreviation of the words
cream-colored ware." It is considered the cheapest quality of white
pottery product. Fine stoneware, covered by the above paragraph.
differs from common stoneware in the use of prepared clays and in
greater care in the process of manufacture. Articles made of mixed.
washed, or prepared clays, other than white, including fine yellow
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IPORMTIO1 191.

carmelite and red white-lited cooking ware, jet ware teapots, and
others as mentioned, ara included in this classification.
Produoti-m-In 1917-18 there were 55 potteries, with a capacity of
4'tJ kilns. Sixty-five per cent of the total production was made in
Ohio, nearly 20 pr cent in West Virginia, ajid 15 per cent in seven
other States. The principal materials used in the United States in
the production of white ware are kaolin or china clay, ball clay,
quartz, and feldspar. Nearly 39 per cent of white earthenware material is china clay, almost 15 per cent is ball clay, 32 per cent is flint,
and 14 per cent feldspar. A large proportion of imported English
china and ball clays is relied upon to bring American ware to the
desired standard of quality Before the war 56 per cent of the china
clays and 77 per cent of the ball clays were imported from England.
In 1917-18 about 50 per cent of the ball clays were imported, and thi.
reduction in the proportion used resulted in a deterioration of the
ware. The proportion of imported china clays has remained unchanged. Flint and feldspar an almost entirely of domestic origin.*
The domestic production of white ware, including C. C. ware, wlite
granite, semiporcelain ware and semivitreous porcelain ware has been
as follows: 1914, $14,968,079; 1916, $18,191,390; 1918, $25,305,926;
1920, $40,048,355. The great increase in value is due chiefly to an
increase of about 100 per cent in cost rather than to an increase in
quantity.
In the years prior to the war imports of white ware, of a competitive character, from France, Germany, Austria, &adJapan were small.
The better grades of English earthenware and of French, German,
and Austrian china are not directly competitive with domestic production but do displace it indirectly. This was true also of a large
proportion of German and Austrian chins of a cheap character.
Japanese chinaware at the present time also displaces American
earthenware. In 1919 the exports from Japan of china were $2,042,055 and of earthenware $227220 (foreign value). The exports of
pottery. to the United States in the calendar years immediately before
the war were: 1913, from England, $2,029,939, mainly earthenware;
1912, from Germany, china, $3,017,364, earthenware, $182,546; 1913,
from Austria, china, $458,825, earthenware, $8,491; 1913, from
France, $1,704,440, china; 1912, from Japan, $1,231,507, mainly
china.
In 1913 an investigation of the cost of producing earthenware and
chinaware in the United States and competing European countries
was conducted, the full report of which is found in the Department
of Commerce reports, Miscellaneous Series, No. 21, entitled "The
Pottery Industry."
The comparative net value of the products of the various countries,
based upon the cubic-foot measurement, is indicative of the total cost
value of the glost-kiln (trade unit), as follows:
United
t tates.
Earthenware ratio of values...
.....................
Ratio of direct labor values ...................................
Chinaware ratio of values .....................................
Ratio of direct labor values ....................................

England.

$377. 08 $239.00
126.97
65. 91
701.47 .........
206.39 ..........

Germany.

Austria.

$213.81 ..........
67.10.......
2.Z33.03
$286.46
47.87
68.64
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Importo in 1918 were valued at $2,433,945. 'Priotto
the act of 1913,
import statistics of china and earthenware were combined. For the
five years, 1909-1913, imports from Germany averaged $3,942 057
from Japan, $1,2W,114; from Austria.Hungary, $735,625.-' Thes
values aie largely for cheap hinaware competitive with American
earthenware. During the same period imports from England averaged $2,192,495 chieffy for earthenware. Shipments from Japan and
from England have increased since the elimmation'oftGerman and
Austrian competition.
In 1914 indications'were that foreign ware brought higher prices
than domestic ware, and that the difference between the cost to the
domestic retailer and his selling price was 66'per cent on. American
earthenware, 65 per cent on Austrian china, 78 per cent on German
china, 89 per cent on French china, and 67 per cent on English
earthenware. Lgter statistics follow:
lartlan Wn4 orockaer uvre, eto.
Vl.

(alendar year.

Viul

..
Duij.

I

v~orae

rae

PAINTED, COLORED, ETC., TABLE AND TOILE'T WARE.

1918 ................................................................
1919 ......................................................
= ....................................................

I..........
.

| Iw,786
978,84

2,342,742

1921 (9 months) ........................................2,222,547

07140
I PM

937,0m
13,124,977
1,249991

4
40

PAINTED, COLORED, ETC., PLAQUES ORNAMENTS TOYS, CHARMS, VASES, STATUES,
AND STATUETTES.
.V...........................

..................... '1$13, 40R1
1919 .............................................
7,43
192 ....................................................
201,5

1921 (9monthq0...............................................

$5,363

30
'do
88,44

1I6,0M
8 1....
...... ......

40

40
40

.

PAINTED, COLORED, ETC., A.LL OTHER, INCLUDING PILL TILES.
1918............................*:
....................
...
1
919. r ......................
.
.
190 ..
....................
.................
1921 (9.xnontbs)...... .......................... .......
I

10,2
57,015
479,M
:i;2W

PLAIN WHIITE, YELLOW; BROWN, R1EI) OR BLACK-TA
1918 .............................................
1919

....

.............

400
2,
19 1, 17 :

.10
40

so

411

IE AND TOILET WARES.

'8 146,027
31,918

$51,109
to6,165

3

PLAIN WIIITA, YELLOW BROWN RED, OR BLACK-,PLAQUES ORNAMENTS, TOYs
CIIARW1S, VASEA, 8PAITUFS, AND STATU tVT8.
AMNT,
OY
1919...............
.............................
1920
......................
.........................

..

19V21
(9nionths)...............................................
2

13'1,594
1309
0,049

•17, 027 ........

$558,
4,582
10,517

i............

'IAIN WJT1'E, YELLOW, BROWN, REI), OR BLACK-ALL OTHER, INCLUDING 1111,1.
TILES.

1918 ................................................................
91 ........ : ......................................................
)..
..................................................
1921 (9 IMn l .....................................................
'July I to Dec. 31, 1918.

2',224
5,630
55,847
50, 731

$9 170
1,970
19,546
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The above imports were ebiefly from England Japan and Canada.
Emp"o, of earthen and stone ware, principally to Canada, Cuba,
and Mexico, have been as follows: 1918, $783,577; 1919, $1,148,051;
1920, $1,41,938; 1921 (first nine months), $855,203.
SANITARY EARTHENWARE.

(See SurveyB-6.)
De8cription and usee.--Sanitary earthenware consists of bathtubs,
lavatories, bowls, sinks, and other bathroom fixtures. The ware is
composed of a mixture, of china and other white clays throughout,
or of high-grade fire clays coated with porcelain.
Prodwtion.-The domestic production is sufficient to supply the
home market and furnishes a considerable volume of exports. The
raw materials are all found in considerable quantities within the
borders of the United States. High-grade china and ball clays are
imported to a large extent, but domestic deposits of fire clays and
coal are equal or superior to any found abroad. The equipment and
structural materials necessary to the manufacturing process are all
produced or manufactured in the United States. The manufacture
of sanitary ware is largelyhandwork. Most of the material is built,
tip and shaped by han. The industries are operated in large plants
usually located near sources of raw material and fuel. New Jersey
is the largest producer of sanitary ware, while Ohio. holds an important position.
Great Britain, France, Germany, and Austria are large producers.
Sanitary ware was first developed in England, and continental potteries have brought the manufacture of porcelain ware to a high
state of perfection. England formerly exported considerable quantities of sanitary ware to the United States; but with the improvement of the domestic product only small amounts, chiefly specialties,
are now imported.
The domestic production of sanitary ware has been as follows:
1910, $7,874,269; 1916, $11,111,417; 1918, $11,241,138; 1920, $22,014,657.
Imports of sanitary earthenware (closet bowls lavatories, sinks,
nd similar articles) are shown in the following talie:
Ad

Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

valorem

rate.

PLAIN WHITE, YELLOW, BROWN, RED, OR BLACK.
Per c'nf.
35

1920 ................................................................

,2,094

1921 (9 inonthq) .......................... .........................

2.952 ........................

PAINTED, COLORED, ETC.
1918................................................... $12,710
1919 ........................................................
3,673

1920 ....................................... ........................
7,( 4
1921
(9 month,) ......................................................

$5,04
1,469

2,834
...........
.....

40
40

40
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATIONp 1921.

Export of sanitary earthenware, principally to Cuba, Canada,
Argentina, and the Philippines, have been as follows: 1918, $377.527;
1919, $563,734; 1920, $778,714,1921 (first 9 months), $456,260.
FWimE

TUMI.

Description and ue8.-Filter tubes are usually made of porous
earthenware and are used for filtering drinking water and solutions
in chemical works.
Imports have varied in value from $7,432 in 1914 to $2,769 in 1916,
$3,894 in 1918 and $3,096 in 1920.
Export.--None recorded.
GENJAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.
Important cvqies in cla2ifl ation.-Filter tubes are not specifically provided for in H. R. 7456.
&ugge8tedchanges.-Page 29, lines 20, 24: Strike out " if," to agree
with practice elsewhere.
Page 29, line 22: Insert "or" before "ornamented" and strike out
the comma after "ornamented," to agree with line 25.

PARAGRAPH 218.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AXENDXNTS.

PAR. 213. China, porcelain, and other
vitrified wares, including chemical
porcelain ware and chemical stoneware, composed of a vitrified nonab-,
sorbent body which when broken
shows a vitrified or vitreous, or semivitrified or semivitreous fracture, and
all bisque and parian wares, including
clock cases with or without movements,
plaques, ornaments, toys, charms,
vases, statutes, statuettes, mugs, cups,
steins, lamps, and .all other articles
composed wholly or in chief value of

puch ware, if plain white, or plain

rown, not painted, colored, tinted,
stained, enameled, gilded, printed, or
ornamented or decorated in any manner, and manufactures in /chief value
of such ware not specially provided
for, 35 per centuam ad valorem; if
painted, colored, tinted, stained, enameled, gilded, printed, or ornamented or
decorated in any manner, and manufactures in chief value of such ware
not specially provided for, 40 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT 0F 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAI. 80. China and porcelain wares
PAR. 93. China, porcelain, parian,
bisque, * * * ware, including clock imposedd of a vitrified nonabsorbent
cases with or without movements, pill body which when broken shows a vitrtiles, plaques, ornaments, toys, charms, fled or vitreous, or semlvitrifed or

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION 192L2
vases, statues statuettes, mugs, cups,
steins, and lamps, all the foregoing
wholly or in chief value of such ware;
painted, colored, tinted, stained, enameled, gilded, printed, or ornamented or
decorated In any manner; and manufactures in chief value of such ware
hot

specially provided for in this sec-

tion, sixty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 94. China, porcelain, parian,
bi,,que, * * * ware, plain white,
plain brown, Including clock cases with
or without movements, pill tiles,
plaques, ornaments, toys, charms, vases,
statues, statuettes, mugs, cups, steins,
tiid lamps, all the foregoing wholly or
iii chief value of such ware, not painted,
colored, tinted, stained, enameled,
gilded, printed, or ornamented or
decorated In any manner; and manufactures in chief value of such ware
not specially provided for In this Qection, fifty-five per centum ad valorem.
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semlvitreous fracture, and all bisque
and parian wares, including clock
cases with or without movements,
plaques, ornaments, toys, charms, vases,
statues, statuettes, mugs, cups, steins,
lamps, and all other articles composed
wholly or in chief value of such ware,
If plain white, or, plain brown, not
painted, colored, tinted, stained, enameled, gilded, printed, or ornamented or
decorated in any manner; and manufactuyes In chief value of such ware
not specially provided for In this section, 50 per centum ad valorem; If
painted, colored, tinted, stained, enameled, gilded, printed, or ornamented or
decorated In any manner and manufactures in chief value of such ware not
specially provided for In this section,
55 per centum ad valorem.

CHINAWARE.
(See Survey B-4.)

Description and uwe.--China or porcelain is a fine, translucent
ware having a white body. Domestic vitreous china, however, includes heavy, opaque.hotel and club china of superior quality, be.
sides a general line of translucent tableware rivaling the high-grade
products of Europe in durability and beauty. High-grade bone
china tableware is made in this country which equals in beauty,
texture, and artistic decoration the china of famous En'glish potteries. China and porcelain wares include' dinner sets, kitchen,
toilet, and art wares, and electrical porcelain. Parian and bisque
are unglazed porcelain.
Chemical stoneware consists of hard-burned articles such as valves,
crocks, digestors, -and other objects which are used to contain or
convey corrosive liquids.
Productionm--Vitreous china is manufactured in the United States
in 8 potteries, having 74 kilns capacity (1919). Seventy-eight per
cent of the total production is made in the States of New Jersey and
New York and 22 per cent in 3 other States. Vitreous china or porcelain is made from the same materials as earthenware by increasing
the feldspar and decreasing the clay content; by firing to a higher
temperature the transition from white earthenware to vitreous china
ismade. Bone china contains from 40 to 50 per cent: bone ash, 20 to
30 per cent Cornish stone, and 2b to 30 per cent clay, and is a typical
English product.
Statistics of foreign production of chinaware are not obtainable,
bit potential foreign competitive power is indicated in exports,
For the year 1913, the total exports of chinaware from Germany,
France, England, Japan, and Austria were valued at $23,532 930,
and of this the amount imported by the United States from these,
countries was approximately, $7,500,000, or 82 per cent. In that
year we imported the following percentages of the total exports of

the countries mentioned: France, 62; Japan, 31; Germaay, about
27; Austria, about 22; and England, about 52.
The Bureau of Foreign and, Domestic Commerce made an international investigation of china pottery costs during the year 1913
and Ap to the outbreak of the war in 1914. The report shQws that,
per unit of product, the average cost of production f. o. b. factory
of vitreous china not, decorated was 129 per cent higher in four
typical American china potteries than in Autrian china potteries,
and 197.4 per cent higher than in German china potteries.
The increased costs of imported chinaware into the United States
borne by the Austrian and German china potteries above the factory
costs of production and above their selling prices were from 60 to 75
per cent and included the rate of duty of 5i0 per cent, local and
ocean rates of transportation, package charges and duties, insurance,
consular, and other fees.
The average labor cost per unit of product in the American vitreous
china potteries was very much greater, than in American earthenware potteries, owing to the slower processes of manufacture and the
difficulty in firing and in manipulating the material in all stages.
The American vitreous china labor cost was 73.3 per cent higher than
in American earthenware, 182.9 per cent higher than in Austrian
china, and 314 per cent higher than in German china potteries.
The average wage per full-time week of jiggermen (typical skilled
workingmen). was $23.87 in American vitreous china potteries, $6.65
in, German, and $6,37 p Austrian china potteries., Ao an evidence
of greater efficiency in production it was noted that while the
labori cost per unit qf production' was 182 per cent higher than in
Austrian potterigN the wage rate was 270 per cent higher in the typical occupation of jiggeirmen than in Austrian potteries. The contrary was true with regard 't German china, for while the American .,vitreous chin& labor ,iost per, unit was 314 per cent higher than
for German china, ithe:vit eoP china wage rate was 259 per cent
higher than for German china. The following table shows. the value
of the chinaware produced in the United States in speclifed years:
Yr'

"

Chemical
Chion

1914. 191I},.;.....
.............
...........

.

''" ......
"I/

.... ......
............. ....".......

..................................
....
::..................... ..........
iNotell calsidMprior to 1916,

.

.

tJ;84,69
1 ,4-7"8.

,

.4 3 M9,
IF..?,...;.

'Cbemoel stonware.

ar

IO ( F061

$4,130,270
7,031,420

140,

9?
1 18,924
2
OD

9l0

Chem

pore"i.

import value in 1913 from the five principal countries was about
$7,525,000; 49 per cent from Germany, 22 per cent from Fromce, 14
per cent from Japan, 8 per cent from Austria, and 7 per cent from
England. After the; war the, Japanese, importsmorm, than doubled.
Japar, Gemany; and Frazce hoe, reminned the, ritiipasource of
imports since 1918. Statistics for 19184921 are tabulated asfollows:
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,(

tar yelr.,

~

,

Ad

valmrp

D ty.

I

PLAIN WHITE OR BROWN-PORCELAIN ELECTRIC WARE.

1918............6.............

........

1919.

1921...............

64 Per

601

2..

4

.

.......

..............

........................

PLAIN WHITE OR BROWN-PARIAN AND BISQUE WARES, PLAQUES, ORNAMENTS

TOYS, CHARMSt VASES,. STATUTES AND STATUETTES.

1918 .............................................................
1920.........................................

1

1$2,003

81,001

24,729

12,300

3,982

0+
50
50-

1,991

9,62 ..................

1921 (9 months) ................................

PLAIN WHITE OR BI1OWN-TABLE AND TOILET WARES.

50
$50,404
m$1,
50
171,261
34,522
50
t8,8
830,768
422,758...... ..........

..
................................................
191919.....
.......................................
1920 ...................................................
1921 (9mont )..................................

PLAIN WHITE OR BROWN.-L OTHER.'
...
............................ .....
......1918
1919 ...........
.............................................
.................
1920 .......................

j.

.11,4
6,298I

i92,922
598
716

1921 (9mo ths) ................................................... ..

,832

.

0"
0
0'

,

. .

PAINTED COLORED TINTED, STAINED ENAMELED GILDED, pINTED. ORNAMENTEb, OR DECORATE P-PARIAN, ANb BISQUE WARES, PLAQUE8, ORNAMENTS,.

TOYS, ChARMS, VASES, STATUES, AND STATUETTES.
.........

1918........
1919 ....................

1920...................

.................................

"7$13,

.......... .....

1921 (9month) ....................................

',8

i .
I7r,242 $....................
0,137
4.
, 5
.,| !419,675
N0,691

1, . ......... .
1 296802 .....

PAINTED, COLORED, ETV.-TABLE AND TOILET WARES.

1918 ............

.............................

1912 .......................................................

1920.................

.............

$1, "70,1 $863,924 ........

2,790,072
O

5,72,8W9

4,

1921 (9Osio hs) ............................

1,88$A N
4

s433,349

275........

...........

.n

CLOCK CASES, WITH OR WITHOUT MOVEMENTS COMPOSED OF CI INA AND PORCE
LAIN, BISQUE AND PARIAN WARE-DECORATED.
1918 .........................................

1919 ................................ ........

o

A

1920..........................:..............
1921 (9 moiths) ............... ....... ..........

$178
5
$14
55.
18
32
56.
857
10196
270 ...................

:

I

PAINTED, COWR$P, ATp.- a,A4PTHER.
1918...........
191.....................
(...........
......
1921
(9I 0nt
D.
. .91.
'July I to Dec. 81,191&.

...............

.

.....

f
.$61,976O

72

1

, 7p
M

66,55

"
m "
56.
7# .......... ...
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OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 102L

Imports of clock cases, with or without movements, composed of
china and porcelain, bisque and parian ware, plain, white, or brown,
were negligible.
Ewporte of chinaware, chiefly to Canada, Cuba, and Mexico, have
been as follows: 1914, $166,635; 1918, $318,448; 1919, $528,861; 1920,
$816,817; 1921 (9 months), $248,627.
Suggested changeo.--Page 80, line 6: Insert a comma after "semivitreous."
Page 30, lines 11 and 15: Strike out "if" to agree with similar
provisions elsewhere.
As pill tiles are made of porcelain as well as of earthenware.
but are mentioned only in paragraph 212 of H. R. 7456, they might
be mentioned in paragraph 213 of H. R. 7456 between "movements"
and "plaques," page 30, line 8.
Omission of the words "vitrified Donabsorbent" before "body,"
in line.5, page 30, would avoid conflict with the words "semivitritled
or semivitreous," in line 6, page 30, before "fracture."
PARAGRAPH 214.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. 3. 7456.
PAR. 214. Earthy or mineral sub-

stances wholly or partly manufactured
and articles, wares, and materials,
crude or advanced in condition, composed wholly or In chief value of
earthy or mineral substances, not specially provided for, whether susceptible of decoration or not, if not decorated in any manner, 21 per centum
ad valorem; if decorated, 28 per

centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 95. Articles and wartBs cornposed wholly or in chief v alue of
earthy or mineral substances, not specdally provided for in this section,
whether susceptible of decora tion or
not, If not decorated in any manner,
thirty-five per centuin ad valorem; if
decorated, forty-five per centun ad va-

PAR. 81. Earthy or mineral sub.
stances wholly or partially manufactured and articles and wares composed
wholly or In chief value of earthy or
mineral substances, not specially pro.
vided for In this section, whether susceptible of decoration or uot, if not
decorated In any manner, 20 per
centum ad valorem; if decorated, 25
per centum ad valorem; unmanufactured carbon, not specially 'provided
for in this section, 15 per centum ad

lorem;

*

* *.

valorem;

*

*

*.

EARTHY AND MINERAL sUBSTANCaS, N. a. P. F.

(See Surveys B-4 and B-.)
GENERAL.

Descriptionand wae.-These include too many items for special description.
PFoducim.--The classification is too general for statistics.
Imports of plain articles and wares were valued at $90,326 and
of decorated articles and wares at $22,089 in 1914. Later statistics
follow:
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, IM1.
Rarthv ond MdeWeI aubstausoe, %,8 . p.
Calendar year.

t

Valu.

Duty.

Ad
vaborem
rate.

EARTHY OR MINERAL SUBSTANCES,
OR PARTLY MANUFACTURED,
SE.5.WHOLLY
P. p.|

1918 ........................

.................................

1919 ..........................................................
1920m onth..................................................

1921 (9months) ........................................

$189,807
189,711
1721,77
114,920

IPer fen*.

137,896
20
37,941 ...... 4...
4.55
.
20
...... .....

OTHER ARTICLES AND WARES COMPOSED ETC OF EARTHY OR MINERAL SUBSTANCES, WHETHER SUSCEPTIBLE OF DEIORATiON OR NOT, N. S. P. F.-NOT DECORATED.
191. ..........................................................
1919

................................................

1920
................ ........... 6............... ..
1921 (9months)......................
..........

$176,556
$35,311
20
35 880
7,178
2
67, 572
13,514
20
2,360......
..........

OTHER ARTICLES AND WARES COMPOSED ETC OF EARTHY OR MINERAL SUBSTANCES, WHETHER SUSCEPTIBLE OF DkCORATION OR NOT, N. S. P. F.-DECORATED.
1918 .....

.............................
o

1919 ................................................

1920 ................................................
1921 (0 months) ..............................................

$11632
$29
* 3,122
780
14,482
3,620
7,022 .....................

25

25
25

CARBON-UNMANUFACTURED, x. s. P. r.'

1918 ..............................................................

1919............................................................
1920... .................................................

$"a

$74

15

799
120
15
3........o...........

FLATTENING STONE8.8
1918 ........................
1919 ............................................................
1920...........................................................

$576

2,873
4,908

$115

575j

20
20
20

I Mainly from England. Includes dentalsupplies (fa1esteth),roofing compositions, silica ware, cements,
etc.
I.Mostly from Oarmany.
I From Engiad and Italy.

Exports.-Statistics not available.
SEWER PIPE DBAINTILE, AND FIREPROOFING TILE O BLOCK.

(See Survey B-7.)

Decpton and aes.-Sewer pipe is salt-glazed clay pipe, used
for conveying water or sewage and as conduit pipe for subsurface
electric cables. Draintile are unglazed clay pipes used for draining
the surplus water from marshy or flooded farm lands. Fireproofing
tile or block are solid or hollow blocks of burned clay used in place
of brick or concrete for walls and floors. Combustible material, such
as straw, sawdust, or coal, is often added to the clay mix, so that the
burned product is light in weight and very porous.
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SUMIZARaY OF TAR FF 1NFOrMATIO,. 1921.

Ioducti.-The domestic industry manufactures practically the
entire domestic supply of these products. All machinery and equipment are produced or manufactured in the United States, and the
domestic processes are at least as efficient as those used in any foreign country. Sewer pipe is produced in heavy presses, which
shape the article from a clay slug; draintile and fireproofing
block are made by forcing the clay through a die at the discharge end
of the mixing or pug mill. In this manner finished green tile are
produced in one operation.
The industry is widely distributed throughout the United States.
There was $70,900,000 invested therein in 1914, divided among 769
establishments manufacturing sewer pipe and draintile, and 115 establishments manufacturing fireproofing tile or block. Ohio, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, and Iowa are the
most important producing States.
The manufacture of sewer pipe and draintile originated in England and continental Europe, but fireproofing tile is an American
development growing out of the local steel-construction practice.
The manufactures of sewer pipe and draintile are local industries in
all foreign countries, the domestic industries producing enough to
satisfy the home market.
The cost of these articles per-unit of weight is small, and the careful packing necessary when long-distance shipments are to be made
restricts the market of the domestic plants and practically prohibits
international shipments. The production of specified clay products
in the United States in specified years has been as follows:
-

1918

1914
Draintile ..............................................
Hollow building tile or block:
,tm (tons)
e
Sewer pipe............................................

$8,5 ,039
14, 014, 76

l

1919'

58,196,199 110,420,000

1920
$13,080,000

2,457,000
4..1
953,392 2,310,450
$16,620,000 $25,900,000
'S1$,0i,102
W............................4838,7
,00022240,000
15t833,678 1262170

I Estimated.
Includes"
ficuds"reproofing."
3 Includes fireproofing end te*Ta&-otta lumber.

Import.--No statistics are available, but the amount is negligible
At times small amounts of Canadian pipe and tile aro imported from
plants close to the international boundary.
Export.-Small shipments of sewer pipe and building tile are
exported to Canada, but the amount is usually negligible.
Important ohange8 in clwaiflcation.-" Materials, crude or ad-

vanced in condition," have been added to cover materials not "substances wholly or partly manufactured" nor "articles and wares
within the meaning of this provision.
Suggyeted kange.--Strike out comma after "materials') in line
20, pag* 30.
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.SUMMARY OF, TARIFF INFORMATION, 1901.

PARAGRAPH, 215.

H. R. 7468.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAs. 215. Gas retorts, 15 per centum
ad valorem; lava tips for burners, and
magnesia clay supporters, cons stlng
of rings, rods, and other forms for gas
mantles, 85 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAI. 90. Gas retorts, twenty per
centum ad valorem; lava tips for burners, ten cents per gross and fifteen per
eentum ad valorem; *

PAR. 82. Gas retorts, 10 per ceotum
ad valorem; lava tips for burners, 15
per centum ad valorem; * * *.
l'AR. 81. Earthy or mineral sub-

stances wholly or partially manufactured and articles and wares composed
wholly or In chief value of earthy or
mineral substances not specially provided for in this section, whether sus.
ceptible of decoration or not, if not
decorated In any manner, 20 per
centum ad valorem;

*

*

*.

VAS REM01T8.

Desmiption mid ue.-Gas retorts for use in the manufacture of

coal gas are made usually of fire lay or silica.
Production figures are not available, but most of the retorts used
are of domestic manufacture.
i or,* have been Small-in 1914, 455 retort;4 valued at $17,627;
in 1916, 152 rethrts.
AEpoils.-None recorded.

JAVA TIPS FOR BURNERS.
Deoi'ipSan and uees.-Lava tips for burners are not inade of lava,
but of talc.
Import' before the war were almost entirely from Germany,
amounting in 1913 to 17,148 gross, valued at $9,759. In 1914, 2,955
gross were imported and in 1915, 1,680 gross. Imports are not shown
separately since 191b.
Expor?.-None recorded.
Important change in ckistcw.ation.-Magnesi clay supporters are
for the first time specifically provided for.
Suggested change8--Page 31, line 3: Insert comma after "forms."
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
FARAQRA4 U216.
IL & 7450.

OENATB AXNDMENTS.

PAR. 216. Carbons and electrodes, of
whatever material composed, and
wholly or partly manufactured, for
producing electric arc light; electrodes,
composed wholly or in part of carbon
or graphite, and wholly or partly
manufactured, for electric furnace or
electrolytic purposes; brushes, of whatever material composed, and wholly or
partly manufactured, for electric
motors, generators, or other electrical
machines or appliances; plates, rods,
and other forms, of whatever material
composed, and wholly or partly manufactured, for manufacturing into the
aforesaid brushes; and articles or
wares (composed wholly or in part of
carbon or graphite), wholly or partly
manufactured, not specially provided
for, 85 per centum ad valorem.
ACT 0F 1909.
PAR. 95. *

*

*

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 81. * * * electrodes for electric furnaces, electrolytic and battery
ptfrposes, brushes, plates, and disks, all
the ,foregoing composeji wholly or in
chief value of carbon, 25 per centunt
ad valorem; manufactures of carbon
not specially provided for in this sec'tion, 20 per centum ad valorax.
PAR. 82. * * * crbons for electric
lighting, wholly or partly finished,
made entirely from petroleum coke, 15
cents per hundred feet; If composed
chiefly of lampblack or retort carbon,
dred feet; * * * porous carbon 40 cents per hundred feet; carbons
pots for electric batteries, without me- for flaming arc lamps, not specially
tallic connections, twenty per centum provided for In this section, * 0 *
ad valorem.
30 per centum ad valorem; porous carbon pots for electric batteries, 15 per
carbon, not spe-

cially provided for in this section,
twenty per centum ad valorem; electrodes, brushes, plates, and disks, all
the foregoing composed wholly or in,
chief value of carbon, thirty per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 96. * * * carbons for electric,
lighting, wholly or partly finished,
made entirely from petroleum coke,
thirty-five cents per hundred feet; if
composed chiefly of lampblack or retort carbon, sixty-five cents per hun-

centum ad valorem.,

CARBON PRODUCTS.
(See Surveys B-8 and -1.)
I
GENEAL.,

Desrition and ue8.-Carbon products in recent years have been
rapidly increasing in importance. While carbon arc lamps for street
lighting are nowbecoming obsolete, new fields have developed, chief
among which are the manufacture of steel, ferro-alloys, aluminum,
and chemical products, electrolytically or in the electric furnace.
Other important uses are for the telephone, dry batteries, motionpicture projection, photography, searchlights, brushes for motors
and generators, and many miscellaneous purposes.
Prodwtion.-Thebulk of production in the United States is by the
aluminum industry, manufacturing electrodes for its own use, and
by two other large roducers, whic specialize in the graphitic and
amorphous types. There are a considerable number of smaller manu-
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facturers. Our export trade incertain iug was considerable before

the
war, and was generally increased by the large European wer
demands.
The chief foreign producers are Germany, England and France.
English and French competition in the domestic market is almost
entirely in brushes; that of Germany largely in electric-lighting
carbons. Carbon products are also made in other countries of Europe and in Japan. Foreign manufacturers have no advantage in
obtaining materials. Success depends largely on careful supervision,
requiring relatively highly paid labor. Labor forms a large proportion of the total cost. In the case of large electrodes, running in
size up to 24 inches in diameter labor is a smaller part of the total
cost than in lighting carbons of half-inch size.
Production of a classes of carbons in 1919 amounted to $13,292,000, included in which were furnace carbons, $5,846,594; brushes,
battery, and miscellaneous carbons, $5,342,633; and lighting carbons
$1,248,683. Brushes alone, produced during 1914-1919, were valued
as follows:
1914 ----------------1915---------------1916 ----------------

822,226.80 1917 --------------1,572,449.18[ 1918---------------1, 768, 778.39 1919----------------

$2,
, 462. 44
2,834,249.90
4,088, 411.40

1JEOTRIC-LIOET CARBONS.

(See Survey B-8.)

De8eiptiow"d use.-,Electric lighting carbons are cylindrical
rods used for the production of the arc light. Two carbons, connected to a source of current, are brought together, end to end, completing the circuit and starting a current, and are then separated
slightly; a portion of the carbon is vaporized and the current continues across the bridge of carbon vapor, called the arc. Carbon
arcs are of two general types, (a) the ordinary arc, in Which the
light is. produced by the high temperature to which the end of one
or both' of the carbons is raised, and (b) the flaming arc, in which
the light is produced by the arc itself. In the ordinary arc, the arc
of caron vapor gives very little light, but by adding to one or both
of the carbon rods certain salts, the hot vapor becomes very luminous,
producing the flaming arc.
Each of the types of arc mentioned requires a carbon of a special
composition; and further, there is required a large variety of carbons
the choice of which depends upon the purpose for 'which the light is
to be used. Petroleum coke carbons, used for' the open arc lamp, are
nearly obsolete, though still employed to some extent for old type
locomotive headlights and for street lighting. Lampblack carbons,
solid or having a core containing neutral salts, are widely used for
motion-picture projection. Lamipblack carbons, with core containing flaming. salts, are adapted to projectors used with certain types
of current, and also to indoor photography and photoengraving.
Homogeneous mixtures of carbons and flaming salts are now little
used.
Producti&.-The value of carbons for electric lighting produced
in the United States in 1914 was about $800,000.
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Imports have been prinoipally of carbon composed chiefly of lampiblack or retort carbon. These amounted in 1913 to 17,600,380 feet;
in 1914 to 15,690,763 feet. Imports of carbons made entirely from
petroleum coke amounted in 1913 to 642 feet' in 1914 to 51,950 feet.
Imports of carbons for recent years, for electric. lighting,, chiefly
from
Germany and England) have been as follows:
...
Calendar Ye"

Quantity

Vshm

lent ad~r.:
-

Duty

FOR PLAMINO ARo LAMPS, woS.P.W.
1918

...........................................

1.............

4

.........................

... 3

1 0..................................................
1921(9 moa...................................

42
6s

$13

$4

24

8$0.00

7

30.00

45
18
o30.00
218.............

MADE ENTIRELY FROM PETROLEUM COKE.

1918 ....................................................
1919 ...................................

.

........

.......

...........
60
42

s
1020............................~
1M92
ts1........................................

$8s517

$84

..........

2.39

170. .........

COMPOSED CHIEFLY OF LAMPBLACK OR RETORT CARBON.

.........
191(9 mu.

....................................
..............................

4101
|

,728

1 0,o .51
177,428
M

.

.

Exports.-See beloW, electrodes, brushes, etc.
Important canes ii Cak8i$caHoin--"The separate provisions for
three types of lighting carboris in the act of 1913, two of which carrieda asingle
specific
and the other
ai adall
valorem
duty,for
have
been lighting,
replaced
electric
electrodes
covering
c~assification,
by
of whatever material composed, and providing anad valorem duty.
PIETRODES, h1USIHI(,

PLATES ' DISKS.

(See SurveyB-8.)
Description aui use',-Carbon electrodes are rods of carbon, ordinarily ranging from3to 24 inches. n diameter, but sometimes as
small as 1 incI in diameter. They, are used either in(1) the electric
furnace, or (2), electrlytic prceses.e,
Furnace electrodes are use. ia furnaces of the are type, in which
a high temperature is produced .y the pssag of a current through
an arc formed between two carbons or between. a carbon and the conducting contents of an electric furnace., Carbon is the oily material
suitablefqr this purpose on account of its high vaporizing temperature and its electrical conductivity. Owing to their resistance t4
chemical action, carbon electrodes are used fot the manufacture of
chemicals by electrolytic, processes..
Carbon brushes are small. p
f carbon. which convey e1ectrical current to revolving parts of machines by bearing tigainst the

revolving surface, , The greater number oithe articles classed as carbon plates, disks, and specialties are used for electrical equipment,
some ,.;of the, more iuuportint iof which' are( ganulated. rbo and
disl fort telephone, bstteO. ekrbons/i carbei -oortactsy 18Id packing
•,|

-

HAV

Aodudciot-The materials ed iin, the manufEature of them articles are anthracite coal, coal-gas coke or petroleum coke, lampblack,
graphite, hard and soft pitch, and coal tar. For electrical brushes,
copper powder is sometimes mixed with the carbon to increase the
conductivity. The coke is ground, the ingredients mixed, pressed
into the desired shape by hydraulic pressure, and then baked to
drive off volatile products.
Graphite electrodes are graphitized by the heat of the electric
furnace instead of being ba ed, as in the amorphous forms.
Import of brushes, electrodes, disks, and plates in 1914 were
valnied at $147,771. ,The, vklue was slightly lowQr in 1915., .
Recent imports have been principally from Fran eand, the United
Kingdpn. Statistics pf :imports since !917 follow - .

Iv

Calendar yser.

0

fAd

yoi*.____

BRUSHES.
....................................

1918
1919..

.................

Ant7,i4
176730

774
..............................................
121 ,o )........................ .......... . 740,96
19.

'$5,004

25

$13,751

148 F47891 .........
3,196 .........2525

. 173',122

43,281

ELECTRODES FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES, BLEC"BOMIWWTC AMD I)ATTlRY PURPOSES.

1918............................::....:::::
............
1919....................
.......
..

...................

1921 (9moths) ...................................

.218I

32,0
..55
6 , !.....i,52
l

W8
130

5".

.

PLATES AND DISKS.

S ;
. ...
1919.......... ..--.-.............
1M (9 months)........................O

,46,.......

S, 3

4

J3uly I to Dee. 31# 1918.

Exporta of electrical carbons, principally to Canada, Ja0an, Italy,
and England have been as follows calendart years). -1918, If 60,0o2
'
1919, $11891,185; 1920, $1,477,881; 1921. (9 months, $M7430Q.
Important changes in ckwsiflcation..-The provision for electrodes
has been broadened to include those in part of carbon as well as those
in chief value of carbon. All electric brushes of whatever material
composed have been included in tliSparagraPh as well as all Wholly
or partly manufactured material for, manuaoture, into. bmsheo.
This is of importance, as material for brushes hs been; imported, as

manufactures of metal....
82.04-22----20

5

.

II,;-

I
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impor.--In 1913 Germany contributed nearly 50 per cent' of the
total. iport. $8j868)., Since 1916 the imports have been mostly
from France, Japan, and Canada. The value in 1917 was $135,424.
.follIws: "All. other manufactures.". were reported as
Value,

C&14"r yeal.:

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

PerCefit.
(................................ 46,356 ...........

1 9 21ts

Imports of porous carbon pots for batteries were valued at less
than $100 a year since 1914.
Importa,nc/angao in daniflation--The paragraph has been

broadened to include all manufactures in part of carbon.
B'ugge8ted change.-The parentheses near the end of the paragraph
inclosing the words "composed wholly or in part of carbon or
graphite" have no effect, and should be omitted.
PARAGRAPH 217.
H.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

. 7456.

PAi. 217. Plain green or colored,
molded or pressed, and flint, lime, or
lead glass bottleo, vials, Jars, and coy
ered or uncovered demijohns, and car,boys,

any, of the foregoiidg, filled or

unfilled, not specially provided for, and
whether their contents be dutiable or
free (except such as contain merchan-'
dise subject to an ad valorem rate of',
duty, or to a rate of duty based In,
whole or In part upon the value
thereof, which shall be dutiable at the
rate applicable to their contents), shall
pay duty as follows: If holding more
than one pint, 1 cent per pound; If
holding not more than one pint and
not less than one-fourth of a pint, 1J
cents per pound; if holillng less than
one-fourth of a: pint, 5Q cents per
gross: Provided) That. none. of, the
above articles shall pay a less tate of
duty than 28 per centuim ad ,vlorem:
Provided forthe' That the teiins "bottles," "vials," "Jars," "demijohns,"
and "carboys,". as used herein# shall
be rstricted to such articles when
•uiltable for tse Us and of the charaeter ordinarily employed as eontainerxfor the holding and transportation of,merchandise, and not as appliances or
implements In chemical or other op
erations

.
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ACT Of 1913.

ACT Oi' 190o.
PAR. 97. Plain green or colored,
molded or pressed, and flint, lime, or
lead glass bottles, vials, Jars, and covered or uncovered demijohns, and carboys, any of the foregoing, tilled or unfilled, not otherwise specially provided
for in this, section, and whether their
contents be dutiable or free (except
such, as contain merchandise subject
to an ad valorem rate of duty, or to a
rate of duty based in whole or in part
upon the value thereof which shall be
dutiable at the rate applicable to their
contents), shall pay duty as follows:
If holding more than one pint, one cent
per pound; if holding not more than
one pint and not less than one-fourth
of a pint, one and one-half cents per
pound; If holding less than one-fourth
of a pint, fifty cents per gross: ProNdeI, That none of the above articles
shall pay a less rate of duty than forty
per centum ad valorem: Provided, fvr-.
ther, That the terms bottles,. vials, jarf,
demijolns, and carboys, as used herein,
shall be restricted to such articles
when suitable for use as and of the
character ordinarily employed as containers, for the holding or transportstion of merchandise, and not as appliances or Implements In chemical or.
other operations,

PAR. 83. Plain* green or colored,
molded or presed, and flint, lime, or
lead glass bottles, vials, Jars, and covered and uncovered demlJohns, and
carboys, any of the foregoing, filled or
upfilled, not otherwise specially provided for in this section, and whether
their contents be dutiable or free (except such as contain merchandise subJect to an ad valorem rate of duty, or
to a rate of duty based in whole or In
part upon the volue thereof which
shall be dutiable at the rate applicable
to their contents), 30 per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That the terms
bottles, vials, Jars, demijohus, and carboys, as used herein, shall be restricted
to such articles when suitable for use
as and of the character ordinarily employed as containers for the holding
or transportation of merchandise, and
not as appliances or implements in
chemical or other operations.

GLASS CONTAINERS, ETC.
(See Survey B-9.)

Descripton and uwes.-Molded, pressed, or other glass containers,
which may be plain green or colored, include fruit jars, milk bottles,
medicine bottles, and bottles for liquors, preserves, and other foodstuffs, Lime glass is used for ordinary large bottles; small vials are
usually made of lead glass. The principal materials used are sand,
soda ash, ground limestone, salt cake, lead oxide, and small amounts
of arsenic, all of domestic origin.
Production.- -The number of establishments engaged in the manufacture of glass bottles, jars, etc., was, in 1914, 150; in 1919, 139.
The total value of the product in 1914 was $51,959,000, and in 1919,
$87,162,000.
In 1918, 45 per cent of the output came from automatic machines 35 per cent from semiautomatic machines, and about 20 per
cent rom hand labor. In 1914 the output was 4,898,416 gross
drugist's bottles, etc., 4,573,610 gross beer, soda, and mineral-water
ott es, 2,689,022 gross liquor bottles and flasks; 1,198,952 gross fruit
jars, 1,188,891 gross milk bottles, 1,384,689 gross patent-medicine
bottles, 3,271,184 gross food-preserving and packer's containers;
79,211 gross battery jars and electric goods; and 160,796 dozen demijohns aid'carboys. The value of production increased 54.5 per cent
between 1904-1914, this form of glass constituting 42 per cent in value
of the total production.
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Statistld&ot lotelgn production are not avalabl. For the year
29 3, however, the figures of imports of bottles. b 82 foreign countries
sow ttt in ,va4ue t
amounted.p $-40,Q51,Q8
and of this amount
the, exports from the Jnited States amounted-to $808,327. -Oftthe
totOl', the print ipa l1, ass-Wducing
fojutreeach
1iupqrt~d, fom
'othor, a i6W 11,
15,wgeOMu~ny 'AistrL Frne
Netherhnds, Italyo, a4aditho United Kingdom..,, 'he same year ,the
exports of hollow glasaware-from Germany were valued at lj mil.
lions of dollars from, Austri 7j millions, from France t1 millions,
1llgium ,million Uhited'Kingdom 36
Netherlid. 600
00l
thousand. In onne.ofthmese counties 16 domestic onsumption, mdi*,(ated,-buttosome extent their potentialpoWer is, indicatedby 'the

-above figure&

7

'A report Ion the, condition, of 'the 'egi'' glass in l'stry by Consul
Charles Roy Nasmith, Brussels, under, date oft'March 13, 1919.
states that "there was only one bottle factory in ,1914 and, that was
at Jumet, where two furnaces wex, in operation. 'They were in
operation during the. war a)d cntinueto work' A new factory is
being constructed at Merxem, near Antwerp.,
The makers of bottles by automatic machines apparently, have no
fear of foreign competition. They expect to hold the'domestic market
by the superior quality of their bot*e made in modernly constructed
factories, with improved methods for the systematic laetory handling
of their product.
The makers of bottles by hand, however, are depending upon a protective tariff upon the ground of labor cost,
Imports, including filled and empty bottles, were valued at
$1,185,015 in 1914. Imports are chiefly from France and Germany.
Later statistics follow:
,
BMWic, viaks, and Jars, pa vren o olmod molde or presAd a"4 $Mit,
Wmn, or lead, p. 8. p.f.
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Eoporte go to Canada Cuba, England, Ar entina and otherSouth
American countries. They have been as follows (calendar years):

; 1920, t$0,576+,8; ,jai (90 months),

1918, $2,781,0 6; 1919, $5,28Mj
PAR

GRAPE 918.
SENATE AMMNM

H. X 7450.
•

PAR.,'218. Bottles, and all arltcles of
every description, composed.wholly or
in chief value of glass or paste, blown
or partly blown in the mold 41 other.

wise, colored, cut, engraved, etched,
frosted, gied, ground (except such
grinding as Is necessary for fitting
stoppers or for purposes other than
ornamentation), painted, printed in,
any manner,, saod-blasted,- silvered,
stained, or decorated or ornamepted U1
any manner, whether filled or unfilled,
or whether their contents ldutiable
or free, 40 per.centum ad. valorem:
Protdoed, That the- foregoing containers of merchandise subject to an,
a(l valorem rate of duty or to a rate
of duty based in whole or in part upon.
the value thereof, ahal be dutiable at
the rate, ap)plieable to their Contents,
hut not less than the rate provided for
in this paragraph: Provided further,
That for the purposes of this At, botties with cut-glass stoppers ,alli with
the stoppersbe dene41 ptlrottes.

-
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I
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ACT 0F 1913.

PAR. 98. Glass bottles, ecanters, and
all articles of, every description composed wholly or in chief value of glass,
ornatented or decorated in any manner, or cut, engraved, painted, deco-

K

rated, ornamented, colored, stained,
silvered, gilded, etched, sand blasted,
frosted, or printed in any manner# or
ground (except such grinding as is neeessary for fitting stoppers or for pur.
poses other than ornamentation), and
all articles of every description, ineluding bottles and bottle glassware,
composed wholly or in chief value of
glass blown either in a mold or otherwise; all of the foregoing, not specially
provided for In this section, filled or
uiifilled, and whether their contents be
dutiable or free, sixty per centum ad
valorem : Provided, That for the purposes of this Act, bottles with cut glass
stoppers shall, with the stoppers, be
deemed entireties.

PAia. 84. Glass bottles, decanters, and
all artic0k of every description corn.
posed wheAly or in chief value of glass,
ornamented or decorated in any man.
ner, or cut, engraved,, pnted, decorated, "ornamented, colored, stained,
silvered, gilded, etched, sand blasted,
frosted, or printed In any manner, or
ground (except such grinding as Is
necessary for fitting stoppers or for
purposes other than ornamentation),
and all articles of every description,
including bottles and bottle glassware,
composed wholly or in chief value of
glass blown either in a mold or other.
wise; all of the foregoing, not specially
provided for in this section, filled or
"unfilled, and whether their contents
be dutiable or free, 45 per centum a(!
valorem: 1roided, That for the purposes of this Act; bottles with cutglass stoppers shall, with the stoppers,
be deemed entireties.

BLOWN AND PRESSED GlASSWARE, ETC.

(See Survey B-B.)

Deteripti&.-The principal groups of blown and pressed glassware are pressed table and lighting glassware, blown tumblers, stem
ware and bar goods, lamps and lamp chimneys, cut glass, and deco$,J.
rated ware, pressed jelly glasses, tumblers, and goblets.
Prodw"n.-The number of establishments manufacturing
pressed and blown glass in 1914 was 107 and in 1919, 130. The value
of the product in the corresponding years was $30,279,000 and
$70,708,000. In 1917, 8,82 skilled workmen were employed in this
industry. The raw materials used are sand, soda, ash, lime, lead
oxide (all of domestic origin), and carbonate of potash, nitrate of
soda, manganese, antimony compounds, arsenic, and powdered blue
(partly or wholly of foreign origin). Red lead, saltpeter, and
barium carbonate, also are used in crystal and cut glassware. Lime
glass is used for the cheapest pressed ware, but the-Detter grades are
made of lead glass.
Statistics of foreign production are not available. The export
trade of the European glass-producing countries is an index of their
competitive power. Their exports in 1913 of all kinds of glassware
were $93,500,000, those from Germany representing 30.8 per cent;
<1" Belgium, 21.6; Austria, 18.8; France, 10; Netherlands, 9.8; and the
United Kingdom 9.5 per cent. Forty per cent of the European exports were of hollow glassware. The exports of all glass prducts to
the United States were a little over 4 per cent of the total.
Imports were valued at $2,223,387 in 1914. Little pressed tableware has been imported, while other pressed ware consisted largely

of door knobs. Imports of fine grades of blown ware, both decorated

and undecorated, were considerable. Cut or ornamental glassware,
valued at $1,151,875, was imported in 1914, 4.5 per cent from
Austria, 28 per cent from Germany, 14 per cent from Belgium, 10 per
cent from France, 9.6 per cent from England, and about 4 per cent
from other countries. Competition has been particularly feft in the
2
-.
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fine grades of blown ware and decorated blown ware, 84 per cent of
these imports coming from Austria and 28 per cent from Germany.
Later statistics follow:
Glaeewvare, blow,. eiter is mould or othorw$#, n.

.f

#

bt.

(bmtty. value.

calenda yeu.

.

4OTTLE8 AND BOTTLE GLASWARE.
1918 .........
............................
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I* ...............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1919.....................................
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, k 921
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45
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24010
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BULBS FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS AIq) TUBES FOR MAKING THEM.

1919 .................. ....... ...........

.........870

1920 ...........................

....
..........................................

1921 (9 months)

........... ....

$0
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. ......................
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CHEMICAL GLA88WARE.
1918 ......................................... ...........
1919 ....

1920 .......................
1921 (9months) .......

A33785
2494

....................

44

$15o2%
27,

82,181

4A

,19624
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.. 13,79..............

...
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CHIMNEYS FOR OIL LAMPS.
Number.

1918 ................................................

1144

1919 .............................. ....

.11,184

1920
.........................
. ........
1921(9months)
................ ...........

2,808

,

1,22

$12

883

$5

45
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45

62,::8:

45

5

CHIMNEYS FOR GAS LAMPS AND TUBING FOR SAME.

Number.

13,964 t

192...........................................
1921 (9 months) ................................

451,M2

$,081

13,719

.............

GLOBES AND SHADES FOR OAS AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.
191..
. ...............................
1919 .........................................
1920..... ......................................

1921 (9months) ..........
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o .ut..

I
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2.
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1,
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34,408

oo.
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.8
$1,095!
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4
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4

$4,093

45

re.........3
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TABLE WARE AND BAR GLASS,
'131,787

1918 ..............................................
1919 ........... A*..a...............................
10.................................................
19,21(9 months) ..................................

91%7M
......

......

68,939

884625

8783
O5
IF,266

,347
131............

4

ii,

ALL OTHER ARTICLES.
Ils.............................
1919................................
1920...............................
.............

...

'12,032,738
4,815,086
..............

1921 monthsh) ......................... .....................

61,241 6276658
45
217,418
W,83W
45
9M, 235 418,808
45
885,917 ....... ........

July 1 t6 Dec. 31, 19K8
'Chemical 0sase entered free of duty avblosophlcal and scdentifo apparatus has bee valued
as follows (caendar years): 1918, 627,526; 1919, 3,3 190 SA0963 1931 k9 mouiuia) 82L396.
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199
1921'
(
10...................

. , B "W

. .

Value.

Duty. Ivuicrm

AK
ND DEOANTNRB.

1,8004
~

.

IV m
190,431

$1;197
45
8186W ..........
45
14A,S .......
107
45
4

0ANDLESTIOIKCANONLABRA MHANDIJURS AND PARTS OF -AND OTHER ARTI.
OL8, THAT CAN BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH ARTI1IAL METHODS 0F
ILLUMINATION, I. S P. .
1918 ...............................................
19196 ..........
...... ... .........
low..... 00041,

I9(

*....

.....

t ....... ....... ........ 0o .

1,0M

....... .....

05
1,11
2,784
81
18,734

4
45
45

............

GLOBE8 AND SHADES FOR OAS AND EIXETRIC LIGHTS.

$..........
::
::::::... :: :::6:::0::9
.......
jq: .......................
...... ......
.. ..... ...
1.................
192 (

12,847
1247
487

mstiw)......,...............................43,830.

8271
427

1
M

45,5

12 .
8,9/ 0... ;.
I..........

TABLEWARE AND BAR GLASS.

Piece

191& .......... ...................
1919................a.....94
1I0M
............. 00..............
.........

140=9

191 (omon"t) ................................

...

81-t09,80
98,813
44241
11%65754
0,

45
45

82,33
133,731

45
45

1804O............

ALL OTHER ARTICLES.
1918 .....................................
1919..................
.............

'28,814
2,213732

48145
80%179

19 S(9mano)
...................................................
..... ............................ 0.......... 761, 78, 34..9 .... 4
July 1 to Do, 31, 1918.

Export8 were valued at $2,671,164 in 1914 and at $5,411,995 in
1917. The increase, due to cessation of European production, was:
To Canada, 41 per cent; to Cuba, 228 per cent; to South America,
372 per cent; to Asia, 556 per out; and to Australia and other countries, 80 per cent.
.
Exports of cut or engraved glassware have been as follows (for

calendar years) : 1918, $189,449; 1919, $269,125; 1920, $422,864; 1921.

$146,698.

Exports of chemical glassware have been: 1918, $179,682; 1919,
$200,969; 1920, $262,391; 1921 (9 months), $189,008.
Exports have been largely to Canada, England, Cuba, China.

Mexico, and Brazil.
Imporkt

chongne in ciae~eifwafion. The provision for partly

blown glassware and also the first proviso in paragraph 218 are
new. The word "paste" has also been inserted to correspond witi
the language in paragraph 280..

SUXMMRY .Q? 2Ab&4.F NFORMATION, ZP'1.

81A :

Suggested kemg .- The word "or' inserted bore ,' colored l'f,
would make the provision applicable to*bloW -or partly:blown glass-,
ware whether or not colored, etc., and alo glass
e
whether or not blown or partly blown.To prevent the possible restriction of paragraph 218 to containers.
the first proviso might be changed by striking out in, line 22'page
32, of W R. 7456 the words "contoiner Qf'and
liaud iser
words "when imported containing."
PARAGRAPH ,19.

H. B. 74S.

SBNATB

XNWXST.

PAR. 219. Cylinder, crown, and sheet

glass, by whatever process made, unpolished, not exceeding one hundred
and fifty square Inches, I cents per
pound; above that, and not exceeding
three hundred and eighty-four square
Inches, 11 cents per pound; above that,
and not exceeding seven hundred and
twenty square Inches, 21 cents per
pound; above that; and not exceeding.
eight hundred and, sixty-four square
inches, 2) cents per pound; above that,
and not exceeding one thousand two
hundred square Inches, 8* cents per'
pound; above that, and not exceeding
two thousand four hundred square
inches, 81 cents per pound; above that,
4cents per pound: Providd- That none
of the foregoing, shall pa; less duty'
than 85 per, centum ad valorem: Protided frher, That, unpollshed cylinder, crown, and sheet glass, imported,
In boxes, shall contain fifty square
feet, as nearly as sizes will permit,
and the duty shall be computed thereon
according to the actual 'weight of
glass.
ACT OP 1918.,
PAR. 99. Unpolished, cylinder, crown,

and common window glas, not exceeding one hundred and fifty square
Inches, valued at not more than one
and one-half cents per pound, one and
one-fourth cents per pound; valued at
more than one and one-half cents per
pound, one and three-eighths cents per
pound; above that, and not exceeding
three hundied and eighty-four square
Inches, valued at not more than one
and three-fourths cents per-pound, one
and three-fourths cents per pound.
valued at more than one and three.
fourths cents per pound, one anjt seveneightho cents per pourd; above that,,'
and not exceeding seven hundred a6d
twenty square inches, -valued at'not,
more than two and one-eighth cents
per pound, two and one-fourth cents
per pound; valued at more thab two

PA. 85. Unpolished, cylinder, crown.
and common window glass, not exceedIng one hundred and fifty square
Inches, * of 1 cent per pound; above
that, and not exceeding three hundred
and elghty-foar 'square inches, I cent
per pound; above that, and not exceedIng seven hundred and twenty square
Inche, r1 cents per pound; above that,
and not exceeding one thousand two
hundred square inches, 1| cents per
pound above that, and not exceeding
two thousand four hundred square
Inches, 1* cents per pound; above that,
2 cents per pound: Provtided, That unpolished, cylinder, crown, andcommon
window glass, imported In boxes, shall
contain fifty square feet, as nearly as
sizes will permit, and the duty shall
be computed thereon according to the
actual weight of glass.
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and one-eighth cents per poUnd, two

and three-eighths cents per pound;
above that, and not exceeding eight
hundred and sixty-four square inches,
two and three-fourths cents per pound;
above
that,
not .exceeding
one ,"
. thousad
twoand
hundred
.auvkre ,inches,.
three and ope-fourth cents per pound;,
above that, and not exceeding two'
thousand four hundred square inches,
•:
three and three-fourths cents per
pound; above that, four and one-fourth
cents per pound: Provided, That unI
polished cylinder, crown, tind common,
window glass, imported in boxes, shall
;:
contain fifty square feet, as nearly as
sizes will permit, and the duty shall
K''
be computed thereon according to the
,
actual weight of glass.

,

..

'

.

COMMON WINDOW GLAS,8 BTo.

(See Survey B-9.)
De8Mriptot.-Common window glass is usually blown into cylinder form, by hand or machine, anc afterwards flattened into sheets,
annealed, and cut to desired commercial sizes. A method of draw-

;

*

ing the glass in a continuous flat sheet is still in an experimental
stage in the United States, but is said to be'successfully employed in
Belgium. The materials used-silica sand, crushed limestone, carbonate of soda or soda ash, ground carbon, sulphate of soda or'salt
cake, are all of domestic origin. Manganese dioxide or pyrolusite
and white arsenic are used in relatively 'small amounts. The use
of crown glass for glazing is practically obsolete, but, there isstill
a limited production for special purposes.- It is made by blowing
a hollow ball, which is opened and then flattened to a disk by centrifugal force.
Produc&io statistics of window glass are as follows: Quantity,
square feet, 1914, 400,998,893; 1919, 368,912,209. Value, 1914, $17,496000; 1919, $41,106,000.
Sixty per cent of the total of about 9,000,000 50-foot boxes of
window glass of the blast of 1916-17 was made in 27 factories by the
machine method, and the remaining 40 per cent was made an 55
factories by the hand method. The present machine factories might
readily produce all the window glass needed and eliminate the handblowing factories, but fear of a price war deters.
Statistics of foreign production are not obtainable. The question
of foreign rivalry centers around the efficiency of the machine versus
the hand process. It is believed that the American machine-made
glass can compete favorably with the European handmade article.
European competition is keenest in the smaller sizes of glass.
!m
lportg were a little over 34,078,429 pounds, valued at $1,259,497
in 1906, but decreased almost constantly until 1913, when they were
only 20,458,970 pounds, valued at $804,731. They increased to 31,197.530 pounds valued at $1,212,536, in 1914; for ;ome years thereafter
they were almost negligible. Of the imports during' the period

315 "
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1906-1914, from 80 to 95 per cent was of the small sizes, 8 by 16 to 16
by 21 inches, and mostly from Belgium.. Later statistics follow:
(Ylfnder, crown, and common window glass, unpoUshed.
Quantity.

~aloadsryar.

value.

Duty. |IvSJ(ore).
lot ad

I

I

______________

___

NOT EXCEEDING 150 SQUARE INCHES.,

Pomeo
'196. 5

19 ....... ......
... ...... ... .... ......... .. .......
198149,015
1919
..............................
:.
1
96
1921 (9....
.
.,28

404,443
,190,492
1,862

, $490

8 13
1,3099 i

$14,803

Pacent.
88

50,708
3,639
27,917
399
35 8...........

8.84

0.98
8.14

.

ABOVE 150 AND NOT EXOEEDINO 384 SQUARE INCHES.

1918,.
................ ...............
1919 .............
1920 ...........................................
1921 (9 manthq) .................................

..

10,9
14.......... ,2,8
81,40
10,870
1,128

11,811
1,160,ow
9, $40, 686

8

10.38
101,795
11,861
11.45
482, 165 ..................

ABOVE 384 AND NOT EXCEEDING 720 SQUARE INCHES.

1918 ....................................................

1919 ....................................................
1920 ...................................................
1921 (9months) ..................................

,008

91,336
499,044I

9,404,442

$2,074

$0

7,314,
548,158
658

4,

4.34

1,028
5614

14.05
11.60

265
4,551

$50

7.16
7.67
16.58

$186

4.26

I .......... I.....

ABOVE 72 AND NOT EXCEEDING 1,200 SQUARE INCHES
1918 ..................
.1919 ..................
M0...............

.............
.............
...........................

1921 (9uontk ................................

3,912
17,638
303, 369

7,278:,34

$821
3,490
27,442

400,

..... ...............

ABOVE 1,200 AND NOT EXCEEDING 2,400 SQUARE INCHES.
1919............................
192D............................
1921 (9 months).............
.................

8,808

144,036
2,073,779

$1,160

15,768
2,701
17.13
181,389 .......... ......

ABOVE 2,400 SQUARE INCHES.
1919 .........................................
1920.........................................
1921 (9 months) ........
6.........................

465

16,037
32W,825

$89
$9
1,0211... 32011 181.41 -45
21,615...... ........

The principal countries of origin of the above imports were the

United _Kingdom, Belgium, and Japan.
Exports, which in 1914 amounted to $311,339, increased notably
during the war production in Belgium and in northern France having ceased and supplies from central Europe having failed.

In

1915 the export trade was over $1,000,000. Increases during the war
to noncombatant countries and to Canada and Australia were notable. Exports of common window glass, since 1917 (calendar years),

ibis 1920

~uu$1y~oz
o~S~quft~t............
....

...................

...........

mronths).

0,25
60
9,970
&A38M
90,69 46p
$0o7ON $4 3

8*,0
0,2k4

import4nt ehange8 in cZanfl doh..-A minimum rate of duty is
I
added.
",Sheet glass" has been substituted for "common window glas.'

PARAGRAPH 220.
H. IL 10.

SNAT

AB

TODX31ITS

PA. 220. Cylinder, crown, and sheet
glass, by whatever process made, polIshed, not exceeding three hundred and
eighty-four square Inches, 5 cents per
square foot; above that, and not exceeding seven hundred and twenty
square inches, 6 cents per square foot;
above that, and not exceeding one thousand four hundred and forty square
inches, 12 cents per square foot; above

that, 15 cents pet square foot.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0

PAR. 100. Cylinder and crown glass,
polished, not exceeding three hundred
and eighty-four square Inches, four
cents per square foot; above that, and
not exceeding seven hundred and
twenty square inches, six cents per
square foot; above that, and not exiceeding one thousand four hundred
and forty square Inches, twelve cents
per square foot; above that fifteen
cents per square foot.

1013.

PA. 86. Cylinder and crown glass,
polished, not exceeding three hundred
and eighty-four square inches, 8 cents
per square foot; above that, and not
exceeding seven hundred and twenty
square inches, 4 cents per square foot;
above that, and not exceeding one.
thousand four hundred and forty
square inches, 7 cents per square foot;
above that, 10 cents per square foot.

CYLINDER AND CROWN GLASS, POLISHED.

(See Survey B-9.)

D6e0ri tion and usm,.-Cylinder and crown glass, blown in thick
sheets which are subsequently ground down and polished in the same
manner as plate glass, is superior to ordinaWy cylinder 6i-s in that it
is free from the wavy irregularities caiwebyflattening. A much
thinner plate glass can be made at less expense by this process than by
casting, as ittl. material is wasted, in. the grinding and polishing.
Polished cylinder glas is used, where exceptionall ' efrir but thin
sheets are required,-automobie wind A e1d, 'etc,

4
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ProductiM.-Polishdcylinder and window glass is a minor product as compared to plain window glass and polished p late. There is
a slight boW4.Wi wiido# tass no matter how a6efill; the sheet is
flattened
and this unless
causes most
a large
of breakage,
during
the jpolishing operation,
of amount
t~e, grix-ing,
doi.by.
l~.pd,
No
cylinder glass is polished in domestic planU but domestic wanufacturers of machine window glass ,are.now producing. thin glas of a
grade satisfactory to most of the 00o*u4
.rme
polished prudu,'d
", e

Thin, unpolished cylinder iags is a much cheaper produc-4han

any glass which has been polished, and now that domesttt manufacturers are producing high-grade thin unpolishb4 gl s. dop
o ipcpsumers will use this in many plage where poised gladwas used
'before the war.
Imports prior to the war averaged about,600,000 square feet annu-

ally, amounting to 615,387 square feet, valued at $121,814; in 1914.
No imports are recorded for 1918 and 19.10, Lter sAatis'ic 'follow:
Oylinder am4 orow, glns, pouoed.

Va

gQuntty.

Duty.

lta

NOT IIMR9tDING W84
SQUARE INOHE8.

1921:::ot

......................
.. : ........ 2m201
3

...........

...
,
":. .,.6..

ABOVE 381 AND NOT EXCEEDING 7M SQUARE INCHNS.

2..........................
. . . ..

30,904

1921
( monts) ..........................

ABOVE.

8

$to,GO

82,

986............

AND- NOT EXCEDIG 1,440 SQ.AR. JNC18.

19...0..................................

191(oS
.................................

J

164~

I918

,311

2,0.........

.
.30

4POVIR, 1440 SQUA149 INCUN
12
(9montUs) ....................................

:...

""..

H'porI8.- None recored..
fmprtant cha~ne m c eaifatioso as Oinclude dfa*ni gla,&s

I)5

6.1

So

...

I 76

........

Sheet glass "has been added

I~J8
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TARIFF,

PARAGRAPH, 291.
H.

&WATJ A3IXDMffUTS

. 7406,

PAn. 221. Fluted, rolled, ribbed, or

tough plate glass, or the same containIng a wire netting within Itself (not,
Including crown, cyl!Rder,. or sheet
glass), not exceeding three hundred
and eighty-foUr square inches, threefourths of 1 cent per square foot; all

'I

above that, 1J cents per square foot;

and all fluted, rolled, ribbed, ,9r 'rough
plate glass, weighing over one hundred
pounds per one hundred square feet,
shall pay an additional duty on the
excess at the same rates herein imposed: Provided, That all of the above
plate glass, when ground, smoothed,
or otherwise obscured, shall be subject
to the same 'rate of duty as cast pblished plate glass unsilvered.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT 01 1913.

Pax. 101. Fluted, rolled, ribbed, or
rough plate glass, -or the same containIng a wire netting within Itself, not
Including crown, cylinder, or common
window glass, not exceectng three hundred and eighty-four square inches,
three-fourths of one cent per square
foot; above that, and not exceeding
seven hundred and twenty square
Inches, one and one-fourth cents per
square foot; all above that, one and
three-fourths cents per square foot;
and all fluted, rolled, ribbed, or rough
plate glass, weighing over one hundred pounds per one hundred square
feet, shall pay an additional duty on
the excess at the same rates herein irr.
posed: Provided, That all of the above
plate glass, when ground, smoothed, or
otherwise obscured, shall be subject to
the same rMte of duty as cast polished
plate glass unsilvered.

Pa&. 87. Fluted, rolled, ribbed, or
rough plate glass, or the same containing a wire netting within Itself, not
Including crown, cylinder, or common
window glass, not exceeding three hundred and eighty-four square Inches,
* cent per square foot; all -above that,
1 cent per square foot; and all fluted,
rolled, ribbed, or rough plate glass,
weighing over one hundred pounds per
one hundred square feet, shall pay an
additional duty on the excess at the
same rates herein Imposed: Provided,
That all of the above plate glass, when
ground, smoothed, or otherwise obscured, shall be subject to the same
rate of duty as cast polished plate
glass unsllvered. -

ROV'H PLATE GLASS, T .
'

(See Survey B-.)

De8crptionand ue.-Rough plate glass is an intermediate product

which seldom enters the open market. Plastic gas ia poured on teIn
casting table, rolled to any desired thicless, and then anneaed.
the ordnary course the rough slab is sent direct to the polshing room,
but small amounts enter the market as substitutes for obscured glass.
Rough or rolled plate glass is one of the cheapest forms of glazing
where heavy glass is required. Fluted, ribbed, or other figured un-

~.
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polished plate glass is that which has had a pattern impressed upon one
surface during the rolling. Flaws can not be detected in this product,
and hence a grade of glass cheaper than that in polished plate may be
used. 'Wire netting embedded in plate glass renders it much less susceptible to shattering from vibration or fire. Glass made translucent
or opaque after the rolling is known as " obscured" lass. This is fre.
quently used for windows in office partitions, etc. polled plate glass
is consumed in large quantities fok skylights, factory windows, and,
in fact for all work where transparency is unnecessary or objectionable. the product has many advantages not possessed by polished
plate. It is cheaper than either polished or ground glass, because no
material is lost through a polishing operation and the entire cost of
grinding or polishing is eliminated. The rough surface acts similarly
to a large number of prisms which disperse the light into an even
illumination. The material is translucent and is ideal for all uses
where transparency is not important.
Podudln..-The batch materials for rolled plate are sand, limestone and salt cake, and other substances varying according to the
quality of glass desired.' The processes are almost entirely mechanical.
The molten glass is Poured upon an iron table and flattened by an
iron roller; large sheets can thus be made as easily as small ones.
Domestic manufacturers are in a position to manufacture rolled
late glass very efficiently. Machine processes are largely employed.
RolleJ plate glass competes with polished plate glass, ground gass,
and cylinder glass, is cheaper than the first two, but more expensive
than common window glass. Rolled glass is produced by the plate and
window glass manufacturers, and the production figures are not kept
separate. In 1917, 21 companies operating 25 factories in 7 States
were engaged in the manufacture of rough rolled, wire glass, and other
flat glass specialties. Tho production is considerable and is increasing.
Other statistics of production, although but partly applicable in some
cases, are as follows:
1914
Obswuredglass, including cathedral ad skylight:
uantty (square fee.............................................
4,040,079
ue ......
...........
..
..............
......
......... .............. $2,417,000
Rough wire glass:
.
.. .
.
Quantity (square feet) ..............................................
13,90,998
Value ..............................................................
$1,0 o312
Wire glass (total):
Qatty (square feet) ....................................
15,888,844

V................

........

........

R0Ugh plate glass:
.
-n
ly(square foot) ......................................................

iialue ...............................................................

1919

33, ,8
30
$4,300,000
........
15,801,486

$1,,091, ONa,

do

131,492 ............

$25,859........

Imrpprts averaged about 1 per cent of the quantity ind about 4 per
cent Of the value ot obscure glass produced, amounting' to 614,012
square feet, valued at $126,917 in 1914. Rough and figured rolled

plate glass, including wire*glass, ami-ounted to 436,586 square feet,
valued-at $15,207, in 1914. Later statistics follow:
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'ABOVE UI8%qUAREINCEEI.

19019m..........
192(9mo,

150
0

.

s...

.

IU

1,4W.~
70I.
I
2,941

1621
20,06, I,

.

b

0

J.00
11

1 10.69
15
207 I,,
I _ l.7.02

Plate glkzee fluted, rolled ribbed, eta$, grm4 SMoot#ed or ~ot"1 0.Oobstd.

Qyear.
.. Val

..l.a .. ..

WI,

'1

Duty.

SEquIva.

lost ad1

Idc
l.n

NOT EXOEDINO 4 SQUARE INCHES.

199...............
.J+( m t - )..

...........

..........
s..."'(5
I190

.........

S
10.4
,10t

%7,

ABOVE 884 AND NOT EXCEEDING 70 SQUARE INCHS.

5919.

..
. .................
.....
1920.........
191(9ct.).....................~78

.... .............
...........
ADUVaW

1919.................................
............

IM '(

$00
11.07
4,
1
0o
9.34
43,952
8....,...............29
848.............
........................

eqUA A& 114Uf0,

0.
. ................
1921 ............................

I

15,8
2%7M3

51,768

810,9,2

194
41

11902
., 34,168

87

17.37

17.63

0 .s1o

Ewport are not separately stated.
Imp ortantechanges in C&72cato*.--"Sheet glass" has been subparaI'Aituted for 'common *1nd6w glass" in the exception
uggeitted

ange.-Psge 34, ine'5: Change

r tor"-And.'*

SUM MARY- OF -TARIFF INIFORMA1ION: 1921.
PARAGRAPH

821

22.*,

#A$~TE ANXIMINTIL

700.
1',.

222. Cast polished plate glass.
an unslver( ,,
not excevding three hundred and.
eighty-fouf" qwu'e ilnclS, 11, ents per

finihtd or unflished,

,4,4~

square foot; above that, and not ex-

ceedlng koen huillkred and twetity
square' incho, 121 cents per squar..
foot; all above that, 20 cents per,
square foot. Plate glass desvribe(J Ii

this paragraph conjilting a wire neting Within itself, hot exceeding three.
hundred and eighty-four square inches;
12 cents per square foot; above that,
and not exceeding'rseyeu hundred and
twenty square inches, 15 cents per
square foot; all above that. 25 cents
per siluare foot.

'

ACT OF 1909.

ACT O'1913.

PAX. 102. Cast polished plate glass,

finished or unfinished and unslivered,
not exceelng three hundred and
eighty-four square inches, tea cents
Ier square foot; above that, and' not
exc eding seven hundred and twenty
square inches, twelve and one-half
cents per square foot; all above that,
twenty-two and' one-half cents per
square foot.

PAR. 88. Cast polished plate glass,
finished or unfinished and unslIvered,
or the same containing a wire netting
within itself, not exceeding three hundred and eighty-four square inches, 6
cents per square foot; above that, and
not exceeding seven hundred and
twenty square inches, 8 cents per
square foot; all above that, 12 cents
per square foot.,

POJASHIW PiLAT0GLA88,

W1C.

(8ee Survey B-9.)

Descriptio and sse.-The essential properties of polished plate
glass are transparency, homogeneity, and strength. For some years
it has been in genera use for glazing in first-class buildings. It is
practically the only glass used for mirrors. It is also used for tables,
desks, and other furniture, for wind shields, ship lights, and many
other purpose.
Production.-In 1917 there were nine companies operating 15
plate-gla.s factories. The production of plate glass in 1914 was
60,515,008 square feet (11.6 per cent of all building glass), valued
at $14,800,000. In 1919 it was 57,612,491 square feet, valued at
$33,519,000. Since its development the plate-glass industry has
made inroads upon other branches of building glass manufacture.
Besides the batch materials, its production requires finishing and
other essential materials, such as carbon, copperas, grinding sand,
rouge, felt, emery, gypsum, and pot clay. Turkish emery and German pot clay were prewar imports. Statistics of foreign production of plate glass are not obtainable, but the competitive power of
European countries is indicated in' their exports, which for six countries in 1913 were valued at $11,493,122, of which Bdgium exPorted
49 per Cent; Germany4 2' per cent: Engand, 17 per cent France,
823Nt--22----21
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4 jper cent; Netherlands,, 3 perf eent;. and Austria, 2 per cent. Of
this the total imports into the United States were but $247,015, with a
revenue of $156,017. Apparently the imports of much 'of the plate
glass were to meet the requirements of Americanm, mirror manufac.
turers for high grades. Belgium has a plate-glase syndicate which
regulates production, following the world'smarkets closely to prevent overproduction and to give stability to selling prices.
'
Imports are mainly of the finer and more expensive grades used
for mirrors; 75 per cent of this glass is imported. In 1914 imports
were valued at $631,618, which was 4.27 per cent of the domestic
production. In 1914, 73.68 per cent of the polished plate glass imported was of sizes not exceeding 720 square inches. No imports
are reported for 1918. Later statistics follow;
PUae glae, cast, polish", ansilvered, fittihed or usftnOd, or the #am$ col-

tfat

a vire *sttiv.
Quantity.

Caleaduar.

Vahtw..

D~uty.

qvat

NOT EXCEEDING 38 SQUARE INCHES.
191
8

lo0 .......

.... .............

iPer

,60w

$18
1 10391

842
8

Celli.

8.67

9.39

ABOVE 384 AND NO7. EXCEEDING 720 SQUARS INCHES.

1919
........ .................................
190............................44,0

287

1921 (9 monthly) .....................................

ABOVE
1919 .............

MSQUARE

........................

190...........................
1921 monthsh) ..............................

$

3

10.07

W6,5 35, 482
9.75
448,292 .. ..........

INCHES.
8,181
1 8,991
8, 9

n,339

$1

1,897205 219,119
88 7.. ..

8.32
12.91

In 1919 Canada in 1920 Belgium and the Netherlands wereithe
principal source oi imports.
EMpos in 1914 were valued at $35 767; in 1917 they increased to
$2,223,329. Later statistics (for calendar years) of plate glass, unsilvered, follow:,

The above exports were chiefly to Jppan, Canada." Cuba,
Aus.
'
tralia, and Mexico. '
Imepotant'cA4ng iyn c Wifwation.-The provision for plate glass
containing a wire netting within itself is new.
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PARAGRAH 938.
BWATS AWXDXT8*'

IVAL '223.,'Cast'poltshed plate glass,

silvered, cylinder and crown glass,
silvered; and- loking-glass plates, ex(*edlng in alse one hundred and fortyfour square Inches and not exceeding
three hundred and eighty-four square
Inches, 11 cents per square foot; above
that, and not excelling seven hundred
and twenty square Inches, 18 cents per
.9quare foot; all above that, 221 cents
ier square foot: ('rozidcd, That no
looking-glass plates or glass, silvered.
when\ framed, shall pay a less rate of
duty than that imposed upon similar
glass of like description not framed,
but shall pay In addItioa thereto upon
such frames the rate of duty applicable thereto when Imported separate.
ACT OF 1900.

ACT OF 1913.

I'AR. 103. ('ast polished plate glass.
Ailvered, cylinder and crown glass,
ilvered. and looking-glass plates, ex(Adlng it size one hundred and fortyfour sure Inchesi and not exceeding
three hundred and eighty-four square
Inches, eleven cents per square foot;
above that, and not excelling seven
hundred and twenty square inches,
thirteen cents per square foot; all
above that, twenty-five cents per
square foot: Providcd, That n3o looking-glass plates or plate glass, silvered,
when freaned, shall pay a less rate of
duty than that Imposed upon similar
glnss of Itke description not framed,
but shall hay in addition thereto upon
s,h frames the rate of duty applicable
thereto when Imported separate.

PAR. 89. Cast polished plate glass,
silvered, cylinder and crown glass,
slivered, and looking-glass plates exceeding In site one hundred and fortyfour square Inches, shall be subject
to a duty of 1 cent per square foot in'
addition to the rates otherwise chargeable on such glass unsilvered: Pro.
rided, That no looking-glass plates or
glass silvered, when framed, shall pay
a less rate of duty than that Imposed
upon similar glass of like description
not framed, but shall pay in addition
thereto upon such frames the rate of
duty applicable thereto when Imported
separate.

SILVERMD 0LASS.
(See Survey B-9.)

Desi t"on and uwe*.-Ordinary grades of silvered glass are made

of cylinder glass, but for high-grade mirrors plate glass is used (im-

ported before the war). The glass is seldom manufactured.by the
silvering concerns. Formerly there was used for the backing of
mirrors a compound of mercury and tin. This has now been superseded by silver, which increases reflectivity from 20 to 25 per cent
and is applied by chemical processes. Ornamental mirrors and looking-glasses comprise the larger part of the product under this paragraph, but silvered glass has many industrial and scientific uses.
Production of mirrors, framed and unframed, has been as follows: Number of establishments, 1914. 182; 1919, 186; value of
products, 1914, $10,189,000; 1919, $20,881,000. These figures include
the silvered glass under paragraphs 924 and 280. There is little

",

4.
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foreign competition in siWrered ,lgss,,beu s of the additional tariff
and liability to damage in transit.
lmpo.t ofivered glass amounted to $24;308 in 1914 and to
$21,618 in 1915-unprecedented records, as imports in former years
averaged about $300. Silvered plate glass mptd in 1%14

amounted to $4,861, which
follow:

wis above the verge, !Later sttisties

Plate glass, cast, polished, erored, oad1ookjkMgfla*s platki.
Calendar year.

Vaue.

Quantity.

tty

lent ad
valorel".

EXCEEDING IN SIZE 144 SQUARE INCHES, NOT EXC1lDINQ 384 SQUARE INpHE4.

/.

1918 ....................................................

.

19,9 .............................................. . ..13,309 .
i 0............................................ I.......

10,4061

....... .................. ...............

192)

.

. T" .

.178

......

ABOVE 384 AND NOT EXCEEDING 720 SQUARE INCHES.

......

1918...

.

2

....

.... ...... ... , .........

1o ..............

191 (

I ." ,

....................

....

1918...........

_n't'h'a)................................ .. '

..

687

4,410

3,

......

...

iii6

.

3%

. ..

51,

ABOVE 720 SQUAIE INCHES.
1918.. ...........

..............

....................

......

.............................

21

. ........1

13

, s

1921 (P ioth)

21

it

7.31

"48 ............. 137

16,65

,,,............................

-0

18,678

It,233......

Cylinder and crown glass, polished, sltlwed:
Calendar year.

'

Quantity.

Equiva.

Valorem

NOT EXCEEDING 384 8QU4RR INCHES.
4I?
....

.........

,4,769

::2,194

......................

$
W
18,748 ..................

ABOVE8,8 AND NOT EXCEEDING 790 SQUARE INCHSR
M92

19 ....... ....

.........

................
.......... .1

IPtr citr

$18,092

"'
$1,141

W
0 .1,
.....

ABOVE 720 AND NOT EXCMEDINO 1,440 SQUARE INCHES.

I0 ......
1921 (

.................................
...........
A......

55,02

,1g41

$106,261

$4
,40# 4..
.

......

ABOVE 1,440 SQUARE INCHES.
10.............

....

4.............J

6,4

86,390

$7

6iK,

SUMMARY OF- TARIFFN
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Imjntts
cylinder, crown, und couinon windomv- Iow, unpiplished,
silvered, irentxgl6ble. ,
,

Eaports were shlght during the war; and to markets formerly supied,by:(*ernuny, France, atid England:i None At* r~eorled since.
RARAGRAPIS 924i
I.

R' 74.

SENATE AXSNDXX#"#

PAD. 224. Cast poll1wied plate glass,
slivered or ,uusIltvered, and cylihtder,
crown, and sheet glass, by whatever
process made, .silvered or ansilvered,

polished or unpollshed,. when bent,
ground,

obscured,

frosted,

sanded,,

enameled, beveled, etched, embossed,
engraved, flashed, stained, colored,

painted, ornamented, or decorated,

shall be subject to a duty of 5 per
centutu ad valorem In addition to the
rates otherwise chargeable thereon.
ACT 0F 1909.

ACT 01 1913.

PAR. 14, Cast polished plate glass,
silvered or unsilvered, and cylinder,
,rown, or common window glass, silvered or unsllvered, polished or un.
polished, when bent, ground, obscured,
frosted, sanded, enameled, beveled,
etched, embossed, engraved, flashed,
stined, colored, painted, ornamented,
or decorated, shall be subject, to a duty
of five per c*ntum ad valorem in addition to the rates otherwise chargeable thereon. *

PAR. 90. Cast polished plate glass,
silvered or unsilvered, and cylinder,
crown, or common window glass, slivered or unsllvered, polished or unpolished, when ent, ground, obscured,
frosted, sanded, enameled, beveled,
etched, embossed, engraved, flashed,
stained, colored, painted, ornamented,
or decorated, shall be subject to a duty
of 4 per centum ad valorem in addition
to the rates otherwise chargeable
thereon.

0LA887 BENT$ GROUND, OICUREDO ORNAMENTED, ETC.
G

(See Survey B4.)
Des'ption and ue&.--The processes enumerated in this paragraph
tire applied principally to ornamented g1aw. Certain industrial uses,
however, depend on these processes, e. g., colored glass for signal

lights, concave reflctors for headlights and sea chligits, and magni.
fying and reducing mirror lenses in instruments. Enamel is usually

applied to glass in designs, portions of the surface remaining uncov-

erld. Patterns may be made in the glass by etching with hydrofluoric acid, by engraving with copper disks, or by sand: blasting. In

the process of blowing, a thin layer of colored glass is sometimes applied; thls is known as" flashing." To obtain colored glass, coloring

niaterials usuallyy metal oxides) are introduced into the molten mam.
Beveled gla&3, used for heavy plate-glass mirrors and doors,'has the
edge grou-md at an angle of from 45 to. 600. (See also par, 221.)
tProduciz of obscured glass, including cathedral and skylight
glass, has beem as follows:
1 1914

9'0 U~A

t

.. L..,, . ..

...............................

. € . ,,.,....

, ... ,...

...........................................

1919

43i010,0M ,

$2,417,00

9%3M~t-0
$4, $to(*0

p/"4

19..
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The f0lowing fgres relate t4 the cuttig, stainiw and ornamentii of glass: Number f establishments, 1914, 05; 1919, 007; value of
products, 914Z $16,44 000- 1919$ $48,4 00
oth
yi3zalnder, Crow4, and
wz
m m .of " unpoyihe,
window glass, bent, ground, etc." were usually the largest of the
group, amounting in 1914 to 1r8b 186 square feet, valued at $149,.
while polishedd u;iiveted olindejr etc." were 147,482 square
feet, valued at $36,11a; "polished, silvered cylinder, etc.," 138,158
square feet, valued at V,034; "polished, unsilvered plate etc.,"
140,805 square feet, valued at $8228; and "polished, silvered plate,
etc.," 19,659 square feet, valued at $5,854. Later statistics follow:
rotmd, obscured.
Oylinder, crwns, and common wndow glaas, u polishcd -exet,
frosted, sanded, eameld, beveld, etched, emboeee, engraved, #athed,

attned, colored, pateted, ornamewxd or decorated.
Qwnutty.

WOWnda you.

a

Dt.

Value.:

NOT EXCEEDIN( 150 SQUARE INCHES.

1 1u.................

~(%rAsti)"
.. ..............................

.......

Per cen.

/
1,429
4,6
W
1946
61,40.

Po ,
1
:s, o
1 9731
472,5)6

118. ......................................

low

,

67

..........

9.2

"ABOVE 1MAND NOT EXCEEDING 381 SQUARE INCHES.

.........................
.. .. .........

1=0............
1o1 ( montlm)...

.........
.

.

141M7f
11,969

80,728
70,069
6
45-,

I,S5
1,96
". ..........

9-54
10.61

ABOVE 384 AND NOT EXCEEDING 720 SQUARE INCHES.
11 ,6
124,156

1918 ......................................
1919............................

20,
..........
....
192 '.......... ......................
,,?
I9U (9mastba) ..................................

$1333
17,768

$177
2,107

1 8271 ....
579 ......

18

13.31
11,.

.33

S ABOVE 200 AND NOT EXCE8OINO 1,20 SQUARE INOW&.

1lo.....i .. .....

.

2,62
111

110,4?.
4

......
1919 .................................
199 ....................................................
ion (9.. t)...............................

t,91.

16,48

" 362

...

......

MOD"

24%

.. ........

13.37

ABOVE 1,20D i4ND NOT JZXC&#Pj~N0 2,400 SQUAWlS IjUHMS.
11.............................
19i.........................
.........................**
19Ion

25,791
69420
.
.

1921 (9 month) ................................

14,410,

ABOVE 2,400 SQUARE INCURS.-'
....... ........
................
1918.......
1919............................................
.........
10...................
0.......4,M6
1921 (9 moths) ........

37g
8AM78

~

88,630
35i,98
3224
l9t9..

$745
-1,041

11.41
12.14
151
1&90

...............

~
13.79
'7810
14.72
m
,278
17.93
1US
085
457 ...........

The imports. of the above type of glass, polished or silvered, are
negligible.
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'Plate glast--Oaet, poskd.-l- .4Jsiver64, dAb-,0 r teslulied, etO--Bent,
round obscurd.
C4leo0fix yWr,

tuat.

NOT, XCEEDING 30 .QU,

io.....

*..

..

.

R$ JO

.

,199

ast.

$

.

.1

atd

,.,

81SPdr

.............
.
..
I=20 ........................
......
.. .............
.
1921
(9.......)
......................................
1919 ...

Wuy.

V61610.

$1......23...........................
4
8...47013..7.7
3.
2 38"..
...

ABOVE 384 AND NOT EXCBUDINO 720 SQUARE INCEE.B- ,

.....
Ii
.........
....'
- 9.........8....
-..............
L ....:.......:.......
1921 (0 Months).

......
.....

&

,934
........
2,...2

.....

1&86
.......... . ....
,

.. .....

ABOVE 720 SQUARE INCHES.

191.............
1

9

..................
2

0.

1921mots).......o..........a

...

)

.

8,30

18,320

4

8 .0..1... 9.00
12383
1,.2
i...
11 1
20.....
.....
.

The imports of the silvered glass of the above type are negligible.
Export.-Statistics not available.

Important ch-angemin clasifwatin.--" Sheet glass" has been sub-

stituted for "common window glass."

PARARAPH .225.
3L 745..

8ENATN ABNDMUNTB.

PA. 225. Spectacles, eyeglasses, and
goggles, and frama for the same, or
parts thereof, finished or unfinished,
valued at not over 65 cents 'pr dozen,.
20 cents per dozen and 15 per centuni
od valorem; valued at over 45 centA
per dozen and not over $2.50 per dozen,
60 cents per dozen and 20 per centum
ad valorem; valued at over $2.50 per
doyen, 40 per centum ad valorem.

ACT 01 1909.

ACT 02 1913.

PAR. 105. Spectacles, eyeglasses, and
goggles, and frames for the same, or
arts thereof, finished or unfinished,
villued at not over forty cents per
(lo7en, twenty cents per dozen and fifteen per centnm ad valorew; valued at
over forty cents per dozen and not
over one dollar and fifty cents per
(lozen, forty-five cents per dozen and
twenty per centum ad valorem; valued
Itt over one dollar and fifty cents per
dozen, fifty per centum ad Valorem.

'A.& 91.' pectacles, eyeglasses, and
goggles, and frames for the same, or
pavta thereof, finished or unfinished,
3Wper ceatumsad valorem.

,

*

8$si

V1
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(See Survey B-10.)

Desm,'pt.4 and we8.-,Spectaces are flat or toric glasses, prisms,
and pherical or cylindrical lenses, mechanically adjusted to the eye
to correct defects of vision. - They are usually made of crown glass or
iock crystal, the latter being somewhat lighter and cooler to wear.
Spectacles and eyeglasses are usually mounted in rigid steel wire,
shell'or horn (real or imitation), or metal frames. Goggles have
projecting eye .tubes with plain glass to protect against dust, etc.,
6r colored ones to soften the light.
Produtwion.-Exact figures are not available. The estimated output for 1912 was valpied at about $8,)00,000,:produced by between 25
and 30 manufacturers, capitalized at $7,500,000, and located mainly
in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island. Connecticut, New
York, Pennsylvania, and Michigan.,
Smpor)t8 in 1914 amounted to $68,370, mostly from France, Germany, and England. They decreased to $10,916 in 1916. Later
statistics follow:

I

SpectaWos, epeglassee and goggles, anl frasw8 therefore, or parts thereof,

sninithed..

itnWhed4 or

Calendar year.

1918 ........

1919 ..
1920

198

Quautilty.

'poet.

.......................................
...........................................

1921 (9 months) ...........................

..

.

5, St7
,414
8,25

, 445

Value.

Duty.

,29% $7,103

11 480
20,806

4,018,
7,178

Ad valorem

PerCelli.
M

is
.35

7,S00 ................

Imports are chiefly fr&n France, Germany, and England.
Export* before the war consisted of styles and qualities superior
to foreign goods, comprising less than 10 per cent of the production .

The export figures are consolidated with those fort optical instrt.
ments.

PARAGRAPH ISO.6.,
H. B. 7458.
PAR.

SINATZ AMENDMENTS.

220. Lenses of glass or pebble,

moled or pressed, or ground and pol.

Islied to a spherical, cylindrical, or
prismatic form, and ground and polished p11o or coquille gldlises, wholly
or partly manufactured, with the edges
unground, 40 per centum ad valorem;
w~t the edges ground or beveled, 10
cents lw~r dozen, palts and 885 per
(eutum ad valorein; ottlp ,of glass'not
more than three inches wide, ground
or lilshed on one or both sides to a
cylindrical or prismatic form, Includlug those used i the construction of
gauges, and glass slides for magic la
terns, 3 per centuin ad valorem.

1k

*1

0

WU2LMAIIY .OF" TAJI FY, IN1?ORMATIOIN, 1.21.
ACTr OF Is a

L"
OTOF 1909.

PA. 106. Lenses of glass or pebble,
molded or pressed, or ground and
poltse to Wsopherlcal, cylindrical, or
prisibatic form, and ground and polWished piano or coquill glasses, wholly
or partly manufactured, with the edges
unground, forty-five per ventum ad valorem; If with their edges ground or
beveled, ten cents per dozen pairs and
forty-five per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 107. Strips of glaws, not more
than three inches wide, ground or polshed on one or both sides to a cylindrical or prismatic form, including
those used in the construction of'
gauges, and glass slides for magic lanterns#" fortefiV&' pet ,cebtum' ad vatorer.

'I I

.

PAR. 92. Lenses of glass or pebbh,.
molded or pressed, or ground and polimhed to a spherical, cylindrical, mr
prismatic form, and ground and pol.
ished piano or coquill glasses, wholly
or partly manufactured, strips of glass,
not more than three inches wide.,
ground or polished on one or both sides
to a cylindrical or prismatic .form, inot
eluding those used in the construction
of gauges, and glass slides for magic
laterns, 25 per ventuin adt-valorem.

(See Survey B-i0.)

J

and w.e.-Lenses of glass are fashioned ,from rough
,e8('ip6w6

used chiefly in the manufacture of scientific,, prooptical
fessional,glass
andand
optical
instruments

and goods.
A pebble lens is a spectacle lens made of rock crystal,' which is
harder than glass. A piano lens is a flat plane of glass, while a
cOqull lons is a piece of glass of uniform thickness with concentric
spherical surfaces.
Producion figures for the particular items of paragraph 226 ares
not available, because part or parts of each are reported under Instruments, professional and scientific," and "Optical goods."'
I Stafollows:
as
are
industries
tistics for these
Instrunients,
professional * Optleal
and scig~od.
entifl.

Number of establishment
1919:..

Value of products:

307

...........

...

1014

........ ...................
1014 .................................
1919 ..................................................................

314

3110

*................

.

.

$17,406,000
,135I000

7I
1*000

Imports totaled $169,951 in 1914, $120,29T in 1915, $54,484 in 19164,
and $40,971 in 1917. The, decrease followed the war, with. consequent stimulation of domestic production. Later stati.t44 follow:
y.
ao.aary

.

Val e,

Quanuly.

Duty.,

yalorei,

LEN8E8 OF GLAM OR PEBBLE ANO GROUND AND POLISHED PLANO OR COQUILL
GLASSES, WROJLLY, OR PARTLY MAN UFACTURED.
_____

................

......

4815
am
.,

, .......................... .......... "N
(
,192,1

2,70Pr ul

t"

; ' I' "' "I .... "

V

&80
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;STRIPS OF UIA"t"NOT MOME THAN 3 INCHMS WIDE GROUND OR POLISHED TO A
CYLINDRICAL OR PRISMATIC FORMT.
I

C.ldsr yr.
.....

.....
)
........
1919...
... ..
. , .............
...... .....
1Ml 1*... )....... .. ............... ...

...

I fY~'
QIItY
4r
.

..

..

. ....

.

. ;

Duty.
I ..................

$32
$8,56W
25
25051
7,11
25
9Ol9M 22,W8
9
925....................

. ....

...

Eoport8 not recorded.
PARAGRAPH 2270.

SINATZ AX1D5NT8

H. I. 74506.
PAX 227. Optical glass, or glass used
in the manufacture of lenses or prisms
for spectacles, or for optical instruments or equipment or optical parts,
aslenttfic or commercial,, In any and all
forms,80 iper ceturll ad valorem,

AOT ON 1.909.

ACT 0lt 1913.

PAR. 577. Glass plates or disks,
rough-cut or unwrought, for use In the
manufacture of optical Instruments,
spectacles, and eyeglasses, and suitable
-only lor such use:. [Free) Provided,
however, That such disks exceeding

PAL 494. Glass plates or disks,
rough-cut or unwrought, for use In

the manufacture of optical instruments, epectacles, and eyeglasses, and
suitable only for such use: [Free]
Provided, however, That such disks extight InchesIn diameter may be ceeding eight' inches in diameter may
polished sufficiently to enable the char- be polished sufficiently to enable the
acter of the glass to be determined.
character of the glass to be determined.
OPTICAL OLA8) ETC.

(See Survey B-10.)

Dese ipti n and t .- Optical glass is the essential element in the
making of microscopes, field glasses, range finders, gun sights, pensop aiming circles, photographic lenses, etc. it is indisensable
in directing and controllingte fiing o modern artillery in general,
but the quantities needed for range finders, gun sights, trenchperi
Scopes, etc. , are not great in any country even in time ofwar. kIowever, its commercial uses will cause a steady and, increasing, though
limited, demand"
..
Prodwution prior to 1918 was negligible. The failure of German
imports and the necessities of the alied Governments practically
exhausted our supply. In 1917 four manufacturers, assisted by
Goverpnent and other scientists, succeeded in making certain varieties of optical glass for the Army and Navy, and factories were built
and equipped to produce in sUffcient quantities to supply domestic
requirements

The principal materials used are silica sand, soda,

potash, lime, lesd, oxides, baryta, zinc oxide, and borax. In seven
months (April to October, 1918). the production of eight classes of
optical glass wa 47T6
pounds.

'A"

),

,

C"

,

i

-

i

SUMMANIV OF TARIFF tNORMATIOX: I21
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Statistics of tfo4eigri production are not available, but thb potential
power of foreign competitors, is indicated in their export trade and
W,the great advantages they have had in the earlier scientific devel
moment of this product. The statistics of exports of this particular
kind of glass are meager and not reported at all for some countries.
In .1918 Germany export4d optical lass,60 various kinds, valued
at $7,00,172 , lassifieL as follows: Rough optical glass, $271,820;
lenses $2,528,4; and other optical glass, $5,100,578. In the same
year Frnce exported lenses ,vlued at $498,887, and other optical
glass, $18,760.
The manufacture of optical glass requires scientific knowledge bf a
high order as well as exceptional skill. It is one of peculiar technical difficulties, both chemical and mechanical.
English French, and German producers are offering optical glass
of arj-grades and in any quantity for export to the United States.
1mJ9t of optical glass plates and disks, rough cut and unwrought, were valued at $499,364 in 1913 and $612,830 in 1914, falling in 1916, 1917, and 1918 to less than one-half, partly the result of
the ihew domestic industry. In 1913 and 1914 imports from Germany were 50 per cent and from England 27 per cent of the total.
In 1918 the imports from England were 73 per cent, 40 per cent
more than in 1913, Imports from Franice in 1913 were 18 per cent
of the, total; in 1918, 26 per cent. Later statistics for calendar years
follow:

192(6

1 18
unttY (POU................................

u.................. 0..................

. .1.,1
5 1.......

.1

P841o7M4

$410,775

O 9606

months
7
$52594

The above imports are chiefly from. the United, Kingdom and
France.
Export. not reported.,
Important ohaAges in Ccja8iati4o-,,Transferred from free list
(par. 494), act of 1913, and rewritten..
Suggested chane.--Page36, lines 14-16: Provision is here.made
for glass for optical par0 but none in paragraph. 2,8 lor parts of
optical instruments, etc., n. s p. f.
PARAGRAPH
H. IL 7458.

28.

'SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAL. 228. Photographic and projection lenses, opera and field glasses, surveying instruments, telescopes microscopes, and other optical instruments,
and frames and mountings for the
same; all the foregoing not specially
provldedi, for. 35 er Citum:a48, va;.

.

.<

.-
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and field glasses,
PAl. r3. Opera aid*flld glakses, opPAR.' 109. 0a
telescopes,, 1terowcvs-,:pllotogrkphlc tical hI"trnnt. ii.d framee and
and,,projectIo6i leiws and, optWal inw ;wmountlnp for Uire oawe;, all the fore-

strpments, and tnues;, or mouUng,

g4J.g pot qcia!Y provide for. In tOJs

for the Same,, all tle oreolng nt, ,ectonu, $5 per entuw ad' valorei.,
n- ";PA, 94: 8Sdrveybt- instrunents, telespec ally provided for i tlts, *
sco"lee, MIcrosopes,, photographer and
fortytive per century ad *alorei.- '
..
oJection leUs, ,and- frames, and
e
nwointlpg9.for, tbOauke, 2t ~
ad valorem.

.

,

.

PIHOTOGRArIUO AND PROirYPION LHNSEH.

Su(v&,oB-1,),.

*r(8ee

-Optcal instruments are piPnarily us to
e08iptiw an, i($Red
aid or upplement human .visin; hey also include apparatus which
e n4 fQr their operation, on tli assag 4 liht through p reatic
or 1nticular g .,s.
Lenses and risps tre the primary const.ituens of optical ilntrunients. Lenses are used for three purposes; (1) To concentrate and
ditect d ray ot light (searhlight vi nd,autojnobile lenses); (2) to
project perfectly clear jm~go on t sensjtized plate, (photogiOphy)
or screem(mt~~,tnpictures) ; (3) tonlagnify an lmago so that greater
detail may be observed by the eye. The instrument which enarges
small objects at short range is known as the microscope, while thbse
used for examining larger fields of vision located at a distance
Eyeglasses are
field or
opera glasses.
are
known
as telescopes
simple
magnifying
or fieldorglasses
composed
of a single lens for each
eye instead of the combination of lenses found in the adjustable
instrument.
Production.--Prior to the war domestic manufacturers confined
their operations to the production of those instruments which could
l)e marketed in considerable quantities, and manufactured the special
apparatus used by research organizations on special order only, if
at all. ,They depended upon foreign producers for practically the
entire Aupply of optical glass and in a great majority of cases imported finished lenses which could be inserted in domestic counting
without' further manufacture.
Available production statistics are as follows:

;?L!

5
t

+*

h du try.
I,

/,

,

,

ments.tabl.i

...

.

1914
Optical goods ..........................................
Instruments, pro(esional aid scientific ...............

.........................................

"

.,;

...+....

AM

.....

Value ofprodit.
...

..

1I A ,O*
1 4 ,03

)

.

.

1919

1 1614

1019

314

..

W,,718,W)
,50

.......

The optical goods listed above consist, oL sectacle, eyeglas, -and
goggle lenses and mountings. The bulk of the scientific and professional instruments produced fall outside the scope of this paragraph. The total includes, besides surveying instruments, tele1,.

.

,-

*+,

+'

+( .,

,,

.

w'

.
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scopes, microsole8, and like articles, a large variety of electrical,
thermal, and various measuring instruments, sonie ofilwhich were sold
in large numbers.- The. value of cameras, produced included the
*lue 'of the moluiting as' well as the lens, but ift the better grades
of cameras the lens id an important part of the total value, and large
quantities of Auxiliary lenses were produced, the value of whichle
included
in that of other photographic materials.'
,Many oltical
instruments required in war time have little or no
market, during jeace times. Manufactwers' of miscellaneous pparatus are admirably situated tonmanufacture this inaterial because
the work is largely hand labor, and their plants can change from one
class of work to another without loss of time. Some of th iachinerv
used' in the tuanufactire of bulk lines can be utilized to- advantage,
but the operatives do not usually'possess the broad experience necessary for such a rad.,¢al change in product.' The fieeentrance' of
instrunmts f6r 6ducational purposes deprives the hand mpufactur
of a large tart of his market and niust eventually free hin to restrict
production to the lines which can be produced by machine.
Import are shown in the following tables:
!

'Calndat you.

Qusatity.

Ad
"alore

Duty.

,Value.,

rate.

SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS, TELESCOPES , MICROSCOPES, PHOTOGRAPHIIC AND
PROJECTING LENSE8, AND FRAMES AND MOUNTINGS FOR THE SAME.

19 ................................................................
1919 ..............................................
i66,273
1o9
2.............
...............

1921 (0 months) ......... I...................................

. $

40
74,727
2S4,496

26

73,605
18,682
71,1051

25
25

273,921 .......... ..........

OPERA AND FIELD GLASSES, OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, AND FRAMES AND MOUNTINGS
FOR THE SAME.
1915' ...................................................

1914 .................................................
1,18.

1919 ...................................

..............

. , .,692.

1o .....................................................

1921 (9 mouth) ............

'Oct. 4, 1913, to June 30, 1914.

I= ,,387 I 118,68

79,144

63,307
27,700

188,509! 65,8M7

52,141 I 3,0,,

"

35

35
35

.

4145,314

'Fiscal years.

Eixporte of optica instruments in 1914 were valued at $865,074, of
which England took 54 per cent, Canada ,13 per cent and, South
America 10 per cent. The 1916 figures show a value oi $1,018,016;
1916, $2,593,500; and 1917, $2,945,920. Of the 1918total, $1078,839,
28 per cent went to England, 14 per cent to Canada, 17 per cent to
South America, and ,15 per cent to Russia. Export figures for the
greater part of the articles covered by para
25
25sand 228 are
included above, no separate figures being available.
Exports of optical instruments for scentifio purposes were valued
in 1919 (calendar: years), at $1,540,979, in 1920 at $1,355,0012, and for
9 months in 1921 at $698)799., The United Kingdom, Argentina, and
Canada were the principal countries of destination.
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nport

ha eaD4
in dwacatia ,-Two aragraphs, (93 and,94)

of the act of 1913haveeu combaved in 1.1, 7O6.
$ugge 8ted ea4W s --Page, 36, line 19: Paragraph 22, provides for
fsirveying
instrumnts not ,specially provided fio at. 45 per ,cent ad
valorem. Paargraph
860 p#p 64, line W0, provi4es for sureying
instruments wholly or oi chef value of metea, at 40 per cent ad
valorem.

Paragraph 36, furthermore, requires marking, whi
paragraph 228 does not. It might be better to have one provision
for surveying instruments, irrespective of the component, material
V"' of chief value and to treat all aike with respect to marking, If
paragraph 360 should be left as it is, there wi1 probably be controversies respecting the value of the chief component, and, furthernore,, a question will arise whether any of the instruments provided
for in paragraph 228. must be marked although ill of, t4ev a su-1;"
oeptible of being marked and are usually marked.
Azimuth mi'ors, octants and sextants are not within th*s paragraph. (Utied $tatss v. B&s, 6 Ct. Cust. Apple, 438, of lO.)19
PARAGRAPH 229.
HL 3L 7086.

SE2NATR

BXND3iTSx .

PAR. 229. Inadescent electric-light

bulbs and lamps, with or without filaments, 85 per centum ad valorem.'

2

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 109.

glass

**

*

*

* manufactures of
or of which glass
Is the component material of
*

*

*

chief value not specially provided for
In this section, forty-five per centum
ad valorem.
PAR.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 95. *
Incandescent electric-light bulbs and lamps, with or
without filaments, * * *
per

centum ad valorem.

199. Articles or wares not

specially provided for in this section,
composed wholly or In part of * * *
metal, and whether partly or wholly
manufactured, forty-five per centum
ad valorem.
4INCANDESNT NIZOt0 LAMPS.
(See Surveys B-9 and 0-81.)

Daeriptom ind use.-An incandescent electric lamp is a vacuum
(or gas filled) glass bulb containing filaments of some material
with high melting point which an electriccurrent will heat to incandescence. According to the nature of the filaments, the lamps, are
called carbon, metallized carbon, tantalum, and tungten. , The tungsten filament can be operated at a temperature which gives the maxi-

mum amount of light in proportion to the electrical energy used, and
has practically superseded all the other forms.
Prodution-anufacturers of incandescent lamps do not always
make the glass bulbs. In 1916 the bulbs were made by five plants.
with an estimated production of 20,000,000 per month. The bulbs

.SUMMARY. OF:TARIFF INFORMATIONi 1921.

ai. blown into iron.moldsi coated with carbonaceous paste. A high
polish is effected by rotating the blank in the mold,dutring the blower
ing. Mechanical processes simulating the hand method of blowing
have been devised. Many operations are required to complete the
lamp, which, besides the bulb consists of the base, the filament, the,
inside stem upon which the filament is mounted, and the leading-in
wires. A number of companies make the finished lamps. In 1914,.
74,484,059 tungsten lamps, valued at $11,886,854, and 14,092,055 carbon lamps, valued at $1,397,572, were produced. The production of
"Gem, vacuum, and vapor, nitrogen, glower, and tantalmn lamps "
was valued at $2,363,730 in 1914 decreasing about 12 per cent from
1909.. In 1919 the production of all types amounted to $59,372,u0,.
of which by far the greater part was of the tungsten filament type.
Import in 1914 were 1,374,697 carbon lamps, valued at $78,409,
and 6,809,585 metal filament lamps, valued at $552,663 about 10 per
cent of the number of carbon lamps and 9 per cent o the tungsten
lamps produced in the United States. Imports of metal filament
lamps were fairly constant during the war, amounting ,65,154,579
in 1917, though the' valuation $198,025, was, small. "All other,"
which includes bulbs, amounted to $88686 in 1914. Later statistics
follow:
Calmdar yosr.

Quantity.

Value.

Ad

Duty.

valmn
rate.

INCANDESCENT LAM PS, INCLUDING BULBS-CARBON FILAMENT.

797,130

$1, 111

1919..*.6....................................

1918 ................................................

296W005

81, 454

1921 (9monta) .......................................

3782,80

192) .............................................

7,

784

224 60

97, 238 ...

24,438

73,407

P,830 a1.
UP

........

W

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, INCLUDING BULBS-METAL FILAMENT.

1918 ......................

1,163, 26

$32,140

1921 (Omonum) .....................................

2

900o3
, ......

1919........................................
5,133,638
192D...)..................................
:.:...5,35,77

I,, l5

116950
177,743

842

9,971
63,32

V
30

. ...........

ALL OTHWB, INCLUDING BULBS.

1918 .......................................
1919 ..............................................
191(moh)41,934...................... ... .....
1 '(9
21 mont w)..................

$7,034
$2,110
17,147
5,144
90
1250
39
. ; ...................

Imports consist principally of miniature lamps and since the war,
have been derived chiefly from Japan, the Netherlands, Canada,
and the United Kingdom. More recently both Austria and Germany
have resumed exports to this country. Much dissatisfaction has been
expressed with the Japanese product.
Ecporte of carbon lamps amounted to 1,285,858, valued at $172,064
in 1914, about 25 per cent of the production: those of all metal fila-

at"

ORMATIONY 1921.
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iiiejfts number

l 849,261, and were vidued at $219,439. Later, statis-

titpp for tie calendair years 1918-&1921y follow. 4!
ST

7-'-'-'..-

T

i91t~
11, ' ,

iatbon fiiat,tnt:
Nw

b

I

S ,2

i

II, ,

~-

..... ..

Ir0,a
.............

. """....."; ....
' V.
b...............
.......................................
N uber

1 07G60

627t8

510,87

09,JW'

463 851
5116,39

' 163
$11)016;
,4,'674,.
" 31 $,', 01,W
,6I3,6W
,
701
7..........0..............

"5M
W1

The prine.!pul countries of destination were Canada, Cuba, Brozil.
Mexico, Argwitina, and Australia.
8iflcaion.--Electric bulbs and lamps
IImportant c. ugs -61
have been removedrrom paragraph 95 act Qf 1913, including other
of gls , and are proided for ipia separate paragraph.
manufacwt
C'octinj gp s.-In~ndescnt electricq-light bulbs and lanps
having tigsten filaimints might take the cqtmmlative rate imposed
in p gph 806 on Articles containing tungsten. There are adminjstativedfficulties in the enforcement of such a provision.
PARAGRAPH 980.
H. R. 7466.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 230. Stained or painted glass
windows, or, tarts thertf, and all wirrorts, not exceeding in size one hundred
and forty-fotir square Inches, with or
without fraipes or,cases; and all glass
or manufactures of glass or paste, or
of which glass or paste is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for, 30 per centuin ad
valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAj. 95. Stained or painted glass
PAR. 109. Stained or painted glass
windows, or parts thereof, and all mitr- window's, or parts thereof, and all mirrors, not exceeding in size one hundred rors, not exceeding in size one hundred
and forty-four square inches, with or and forty-four square inches, with or
without frames or cases, and all glass without frames or cases; * * * and
or manufactures of glass or paste or all glass or manufacture of glass or
of which glass or paste 11 the compo- paste or of which glass or paste Is the
nent material of chief value, not spe- componient material of chief value, nhit
cially provided for lit this section, specially provided for In this section.
30 iwr c.-ntun ad valorem.
forty-five per centum ad valorem.
STAINED OR PAINTED GLA4S WINIX)WR AND, SMALL MIRROR$.

(See Survey B-9.)

Descriptioa and ues.-The color may be produced (1) by metal
oxides in the melting, (2) by flashing {pait. 224), (8) by applying.
under fire, a solution of silver, and (4) by painting the surface with

-t
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enamels afterwards fused. Stabied-glass windows are usually made
of small pieces of glass colored in any of the ways mentioned and held
together by, strips of lead. Sometimes ptorial effects are obtained
par. 1447, p. 1196.)
hypainting on single pieces of glass. (
Produtwm.-Gross production in 1912 is estimated at about
$7,000,000, which would include articles other than stained-glass
windows. Competition is principally from Germany and Austria
(For mirrors, see par. 223, p. 328.)
Itporto of stained glass, or parts, and small mirrors amounted to
$418,425, the maximum, in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Caleada year.

Value

Ad
vatn
rate.

Duty.

..............................................
..........SK,173
z887#220
1919.....................................

30

191

1921 (90mths).............................................O"

.................

Export&.-Not recorded.
MANUFAOU

OF GLASS OR PASTS N S. F. F.

Decriptin and tue&.-Paste is specially prepared glass, known
also as "stras," from which imitation gems are manufactured. The
requisite qualities of purity, transparecy, and high refractivity are
comprised in the highest degree in lead-flint glass of unusual density
because of the large percentage of lead it contains.
import-s represent the combined figures for manufactures of glass
and of paste n: s. p. f., amounting to $427,391 in 1914. Later statisties follow:
Calendar year.

118 ................................................................
1919...................................................................
1920..............................................................
1 (9 months) .....................................................

Value.

$117,794
121,834
273,295
2~ 863

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

30
so
30

$35,329
361650
811988
.............

AxportO of glass and glassware n. s. p. f. have been as follows
(calendar years): 1918, $5,401,395; 1919, $8,328,944; 1920, $12,874,614; and the first 9 months of 1921 $6,295,511.
Exports have been principally to Canada, the United Kingdom,
Cuba and Mexico.
82304-22-

22
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PARAGR4~L 281,

PAR. 281. malts, frostings, and all

ceramic and lhss colors, fluxes, glazes,

anji enamels, all the, foregoing, ground
or pulverized, 28 per centum ad valorem; in 'any Other form, 35 per

centum ad valoreni; opal enamel or
cylinder glass tiles, tiling, and rods,, 3
per centum ad yalorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAL 50. * * * smalts and frost.
Ings, whether crude or dry or mixed,

PAR. 638.
ma
nailts,
and frosting8, and all ceramic and glass fluxes,
glazes, enamels, and colors, whether

or ground with water or oil or with
solutions other than oil, not otherwise crude, dry, mixed, or ground with wzi.
specially provided for In this section, ter or oil or with solutions other, thany
thirty per centuja ad valdcem; all oil,. not specially provided for In this
glazes, fluxes, - wiaels, and colors section, 15 per centum ad valorem:

used only In t
l-anufacture of cera.
taic, enamele(., And glass articles,
thirty per centun ad valorem; * * *.
PAN. 110. Fusible enamel,, twentyfive per centum ad valorem; opal or
cylinder glass tiles or tiling, sixty.. per

centum ad valorem.

Pa& 576. Glass enamel, wldte, for
watch and clock dials (Free].

PAR. 96. Fusible and glass enainel.
not specially provided for in this se,-

.tlon, 20 per centuin ad valorem: oil!
or cylinder-glass tiles or tiling, 80 pe'r
cenfuntu ad valorem.

P.&H. 403. Glass enamel, whit*, for
wabth and clock dials (Free].

SMALTS AND FRORTINGS.

(See Survey A4 .)
De.cription mid use.-Smalt is a deep-blue pigment made by
fusing the oxide of cobalt with silica and potash td form a glass.
This product is reduced to a powder and used in the arts, although
at present it is largely replaced by cobalt blue and artificial ultramarine. Frostings are made from coarsely powdered thin flakes of
glass and are used for decorative work, signs, and the like.
lmpo&rts and exports.-Separate statistics not given.
CERAMIC AND OLA88 COLOR8 GLAZES, AND FLUXE8.
(See Survey A-15.)

DesMiptimi mid uses.-The ceramic colors, a distinct article of
commerce and essentially different from the paint pigments, are
used in the manufacture of glass, for tie coloring of glaze on pottery and other earthenware, and for coloring enamels. They are
all of inorganic nature and must be able to withstand the temperature in firing the ware. They are chiefly metallic oxides, in general
the same as for coloring enamels. Pottery or earthen-ware is colored
by one of three methods: (1) By applying the coloring materials to
the body of the ware, which is afterwards glazed, a process known as
" underglaze"1; (2) by placing the coloring materials on an already
glazed article and refiring the ware, a process known as "1overglaze ":
and (8) by mixing the color with the glaze and applying the two
simultaneously, known as the "colored glaze" method. The glazes

s=1443Y OFW TA
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used in ceramic .manufactuive are either silicates of the alkali or

ilkaline earths, with ,r without lea4. In other, words, they are
simply aglass., The proportion o lead affects chiefly the melting
point of the glaze. The materials used chiefly for glazing are cer-

tain natural. silicates, such a.q feldspar, china clay or kaolin mixed
with flint or sand, chalk, borax, soda, and lead.,
Produ oth-Data as to domestio production. have not been ob.
tainted, but it is not large. This is due partly to tha comparatively
S11a1l output of hand-decorated china, and to the use of imported
ceramic colors and decalcomanias (see par. 1306) for decorating do.
inestic pottery. Englxnd, France, and Germany have developed
the manufacture of these colors to a high degree.
Import.--Reduction of duty (1913) from 3(0per cent to 15per
cent was followed by an increase in imports of fluxes, glazes, enamels,
and colors, ceramic and glass. The average import during the three
years, 1911 to 1918, was $13,89, and the average annual-revenue for
ihe same period under the 30 per cent rate was $4,07. In 1915-16
the average was valued at $67,460, and the revenue was,$10,119 per
year. In 1917-18, owing to war conditions, the imports and consequently the revenue were considerably lower. Later statistics follow.
ONzes, fu

, ewaanos, and olors, eramko an4 gloaW.
-.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918..............................................
1919............................................
WO ..............................................
1921
(9 months) ......................................

Ponds.

...........

26,841
,20

2, 791

Value.

Duty.

$21,854
$,260
30,137
4,531
63,8
9,51
31,510 ...............

Ad

valkum
rate.
Per cat.

a5
is

1

Export.-None recorded.'
ENAMEL

(See Survey A-15.)

/)eeripton and u48e8.-Enamel is glass applied by fusion as a

coating to any substance which will bear the necessary heat, especidly to metals and to pottery. Commercial fusible enamel comes
ii) the form of cakes, plates, lumps, or powder, and is of various

colors according to the amounts of various metallic oxides used in
its composition. Its use may be decorative or to reduce porosity or
to protect the surface from oxidation or other chemical action. The
art of enameling pottery, glass, gold silver, and copper is very old,
h)1t industrial applications to iron an steel are comparatively recent.

The process, however, has rapidly developed, especially in making

kitchen and hospital utensiLs, bathtubs, and stationary washstands.
Although enamels may, e' used with ,pottery, the, term is usually
iuiderstood,-to mean an application,to metallic bodies, usualy steel
or cast iron. The fact that enamel must Adhere to steel and resist
the abuse common to cooking utensils make necessary other qualities besides those of ordinary glass. For example, the requirement
that. it should adhere firmly to a metal body necessitates as nearly
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as possible ,a similar coefficient oftezpansioni Enamels are used
chiefly a a protective coating, which will resist the action of alkalies,
acids or other chemicals, and withstand the strain of impact and
rapid changs of temperature., They are also used for decorative
purposes. namels are complex silicates or boro-silicates of sodium,
potassium, calcium, and aluminum. In addition they contain vari.
ous metallic oxides to produce opacity or color. The principal
materials are quartz and flint, which supply the silica; fluorspar,
which supplies calcium or lime' feldspar, which is a complex double
silicate of aluminum with soAium, potassium, or calcium; borax
or boric acid. The ingredients of the enamel vary with the re.
sult desired, and materials other than those enumerated are used

in special cases. Tin oxide is one of the most important and ex-

pensive materials and usually constitutes from 5 to 10 per cent of

white enamels. Cobalt is used for blue; manganese for violet and
brown; nickel for gray; copper or chromium for green; uranium or
titanium for yellow; hind iron, selenium, or gold for ied enamels.
Produtdion.-In 1914 there were 77 establishments engaged in

enameling with a production valued at $2,168,000; in 1919 the cor-

responding figures were 74 and $2,646,000.
Import. amounted to $18,028 in 1914 and to $8,052 in 1918. The

largest amount in the period 19081918 was $21,481, in 1909. Later
statistics follow. (See also ceramic and glass colors, glazes and
fluxes, p. 388, and white glass enamel, infra.)
Calendar year.

Value.

1918................................................
1919 ................................................
1920 ..................................................
....
1921 (9months) ...............................................

Duty.

84,106
0821
17, 727
3,545
3.1....
331
8,28
,478 ............

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per

winf.

20
20
2

Export.-None recorded.
WHITE GLASS ENAMEL.

(See Survey A-1W.)

Description and uUe.-White glass enamel, a fusible enamel, is
suitable for watch and clock dials, and is often used for scale dialk,
thermometers, faces of steam gauges and speedometers, novelties,

and for lettering signs on glass.

Prodution.-Before the war enamel for watch and clock dials was
obtained chiefly from Switzerland and, France; other white enamel
has been made here for some years. Some dial enamel was produced

during the war. Figures, however, are not available.

Imports of white enamel for watch and clock dials in 1914 were
valued at $18,84. In 1918 the value was $10,465; in 1919 (calendar
year),,$16,778; in 1920, $6,49; and in nine months of 1921, $2,006.

r

E'Trort.-None recorded''
K..
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GLASS TILIW.

DesWription and u8e8.-Glass tiles are used for walls and for floors,

especially where the tranm

ion of light is desired, Opal tiles have

usually by cryolite, feldspar, or aluminium•
awhite Opacity, imparted
compound.
,
Production.-There are several domestic manufacturers of glass

tiles and opal glass, but no statistics are available,
hnportshave.not exceeded $00 in any one year,
Empart#.--None recorded.

G$NEa" Nor"

ON PAAOR"afH.

lmportant chmes in claifoation.--Glass enamel, white, for
watch and clock dials is exempt from duty under the act of 1918
(par. 493). That paragraph and the provision for fusible and glass

enamel (par. 96) are cotnbmned in this paragraph with paragraph 63
of the act of 1913.
Suggested ch4anes.--Page37, ine 10: Insert comma after "opal."
PARAGRAPH 983,
XL 706.

SNATZ AMXNDX=NAT

PAR. 282. Marble, breccia, and 6nyx.
In block, rough or squared only, 65
cents per cubic foot; marble, breccia,
and onyx, sawed or dressed, ovpr two,
Inches In tWhcknes $1 per cuabie foot;

slabs and paving tiles of marble,

breccia, or onyx, containing not less
than four superficial Inches, If not
more than one inch in thickness, 8
cents per superficial foot; If more than
one Inch and not more than one and
one-half Inches In thickness, 10 cents
per superficial foot; if more than one
and one-half inches and not more than
two Inches In thickness, 18 cents per
superficial foot; If rubbed in whole
or In part, 8 cents per superficial foot
in addition; mosaic cubes of marble,

brecei,

or onyx, not exceeding two

cubic inches in size, if loose, onefourth of 1 cent per pound and 17 per
centum ad valorem; if attached to paper or other material, 5 cents per superficial foot and 26 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT Of 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 111. Marble and onyx, In block,
rough or squared only, sixty-five cents

PAl. 97. Marble, breccia, and onyx,
in block, rough or squared only, 50

thickness, one dollar per cubic foot;
slabs or paving tiles of marble or onyx,

Inches In thickness, 75 cents per cubic
foot; slabs or paving tiles of marble

per cubic foot; marble and onyx,
awed or dressed, over two inches in

",I

cents per cubic foot; marble, breccia,
and onyx, sawed or dressed, over two
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or onyx, containing not less titan four
superficial Inches, If not more than
one lcb iA thickness, 6 cents per
superficial foot; If more than one Inch
and not more thari one and one-half
evts per superIltehes In thickness,
ficial foot; If more tha poe and one,.
half prices ad not ore than two
Inclies in thickness, 10 ctmts per superftcial foot; If rubbed in whole or in
part, 2 cents per supelctal foot in
addition., momic cubes of marble or
onyx, not ezteeding two cblc incht-s
In sle, if 1pos, 2D per -tttw ad va.
lorem: Itf attached to ptrr,'or other
lore.
material, 85 per centum a

containing not less than four super-

ficial inches, if not more than one Inch
in thickness, eight cents per superflcIal foot; If n)ore than one inch and
not more than one and one-half Inches'
in thickness, ten cepts per superficial
foot; if more than one and one-half
Inches and not more thaa two inches in
thickness, twelve and one-half cents
per superficial foot; If rubbed in whole.
or In part, two cents -per superfeleal
foot In addition; mosaic cubes of marble or onyx, not exceeding twc. cubic
Inches in size, If loose,, one-fomgrtb of
one cent per pound afid twenty 'per
centum ad valorem; If attached to
paper or other material, five, cents per
superficial foot and thirty!,ve ,per

/*

*

centum aid, valorem.

i
(See Survey B-11.)

DeOriptiona d ues.-This paragraph covers marble, bretcia, and
onyx used for monumental and structural work. Marble is a crystalline limestone; onyx used in building, is a marble having the appear.
ance of real onyx. Breccmi wnmiswt. of fragments cemented together
by natural processes. It usually is (but may not be) marble ill
chemical composition bit itis included in the $roj p be e of simnilarity of use. Marble slabs of superior quality are used for ornamental purposes, but inferior grades arealso largely u d for iterior
finishing, as sanitary or fireproof material. Breccia and onyx are
used almost entirely for decorative, purpose& Mosaics-and; paving
tiles are flooring materials competitive withc eamlc mosiacs and
other flooring ties (par. 02).
Produt moof buil in and monumental marble in 1914 was valued
at $7,871,978 and in 1917 at $6,100,280. Competition is chiefly on the
stones used for interior work. Separate statistics are not given for
mosaic marble, which is included in "all other." Brecciii is not
reported separately in domestic production; onyx marble in 1915
amounted to 4,574 cubic feet, valued at $19,270,,
I and came from Utah.
Kentucky and New Mexico.
DetaileA statistics for 1918 and 1920 are given in the following
table:
Marble sold in the United Htates 1* 1918 and 1920.

I=

1918

Use.

Building stone:

ouhxror....... cubic fee..,

Interior.............. do#
DressedExterio

do....
, do....

Intoro..
eor ......erlor...d..
Tot
Totalint

Total building ston..do....

Qunuty.

Value.

Quantity.

178,000

A=1

$274,704
879,975

875,31

894,849

151,490
174, a
A.5

vea.

1.81

147,090

162
1,SM,
851,480

aoo

10i,420
iO1,400

1,654,084

09 396

10ON O

A^ a10

,683, 200

660, Sli

I

m

2

f

I-

S2

It 4, .6

Averse
value.

V2.0O
2. 6

K.37
3.48
4.04

,, .-. V
001, .46

IBiUding sto ukre may be omewhat i- than given and Monumental atone somewhat moreM
some o the Tnnesse producers were unable to divide their produt soordInE to n.
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19b.

ti e U#uted State*+j 1918 ad 1920-4Jnttiued.
1918

'

1920

Usae.

Quantity.

Monu ntalstone..
Ro............ ube feet..
DreSe ................. do....
Total mumatal stone,
cubic
Total b
Menta
mulefort4'

.................
fe(s
and monu.
'cubicffog..
4s..ibrttows..

Total marble Sod:

Cub
..............
Sh rttonS
.............

Value.

34,

,20

66,06
OW

,

713,912

2,947,288

1,5K= ,00

1*,432

3,75,60

I,1U0
296,2
5,406,380

...........

Average
value,

1

Qu entity.

Average
value.

5'.00
NO,440

3J,68,001

187,40

341

L1

'1,170,100

5,945,610

&06

&.26 2,316,00
L 76
231,600

10,616P,601
Ws3,964

450
to5

1.6
17.96

640,660

Value.

5,06,000

11,0g0,6

U1,00 .........

7.10

3.2

25.0.

BuidiftA1intamU may be somwbat asthan tiaand monumeatal tone wsoht moet as
was""
W A oWvIW bs product soading to use.

,Appm
oitely.9
tWy ... pofo
saw

The marb)j industry is zepresented by quarrymen who sell tleir
product in jI1 stages from the rough block to the article ready for
use, and by the manufacturers who buy either domestic or foreign
raw material. It is between these two classes that competition is
most severe, as very little manufactured marble is imported.
The domestic marble deposits of commercial value are confined'to
the northeastern and southeastern United States and to limited areas
on the Pacific slope. Deposits of onyx exist in the Mississippi Valley, but high-grade material, is rare. The quarrying process is simple and requires no permanent buildings, and only a small amount
of equipment unless the material is dressed by the producer. hr this
case rough sheds are erected and pneumatic machinery installed.
The ten ency is toward large production units with manufacturing
facilities located at the quarry.
European deposits of marble are of high grade, and contain many
fancy, varieties not available in the United States. The quarries of
Italy and Greece have been operated for centuries, but the product is
still considered the best for certain ornamental and sculptural work.
There are extensive deposits of onyx marble in Mexico, but development has been slow.
lmport8 of marble, breccia, and onyx, rough, dressed, and in slabs,
were v t-ad at $1,068,132 in 1914. During the war shipping restrictions and export embargoes reduced foreign trade in these articles
to a minimum.
Imports of rough blocks were valued at $997.734 in 1914 and un-

lbbed slabs at $47,841. Dressed marble and rubbed slabs are imported in comparatively small amounts.
The imports in 1914 equaled 13 per cent of the domestic production of building and monumental marble and 32 per cent of that
used for interior work. From 1910 to 1914 there was a slight annual
decrease in imports. Italy furnishes fully 80 per cent of the marble
imported, the remainder coming from France, Greece, Belgium,
Spain, and other countries. Onyx is now imported mainly from
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Mexico Imports. of loose moaic cubes were valued at $42,94 i
1914 and those attached to some material at $976. Later statistics

follow:
Marbe aed breoa.
Quantity.

Colmuar y6a.
IN. BLOCx,

lout ad

Duty.

VOue.

OU,
OvlormU

ROUOHf, OR 8, UARICD ONLY."

56,378
104p/
M,

$222,839
W
5 840

1918
......................................
&.............. .........
19 ...........
...................

112,757
200,W4

4W ..........
2..................
1921
( moths)
9
........................................

48815
4................
1,
28,192
o, 158
308,725

25.31)
17. M

38,4...1&
.

SAWED OR DRESSED,. OVER 2 INCHES THIO.

.-.......
m

.............
........ .......

'fi **o*GU
1920

In

..... .......................
.... . I
1061 ......

" .... "...

"SLBS.OR PAVING TILES CONTAININO NOT LESSTHAN 4 SUP9kRIItA~t-INCHE, NO'T

MORS THAN 1 ICNK Tor.UNUBBED.

......................

....................... -.

1919........................................

I

13 ,(ta

................
9.

0.........

....

....

..

t b i

....... i

.

.

4617
74,"

40,588

...

$1.477
1

7 896
22,1

4,481

2,431

29.74
2.(4

-10.91

8...................................,
, 0
a,m ..... .. ......

SIABS OR
PAVING TILES
CONTAINING
NOT LESS THAN 4 SUPERIO1AT. INCHES. NnT
•
/
;,
MORSE THA,4
I IN Ca TWK,-RUBBBD.
11..........*...........................3,102

.................................................
...........................................

0119to

.......................................

19,583
2,239

1,184

$218

3947
5,004
2,331

1,587
179

25.C,'

31.01
7.6q

10 a .......... ..........

LABS OR PAVING TILES, ETC, MORN THAN
IAND NOT MORE THAN lj INCHES THICK
UNRUBBED.

leis..
......................................

*...........
1918 ..............................................
........................

11 (9mano) ...........

8'61

6;213

8550

8,77
1,322
1, 424

844
886
407

2,435

3;30 ......

33. 75~
28.25
20.41

.........

tSLABS OR PAVING TILES, ETC., MOREUTAN
NRUB11
B AND
D. NOT MORB THAN 2 INCHES TIUCK-

1019 ..................................................
1920................................................

1921 (9 months) ........................................

1I27
146

1,839

$474

81M

14

11

2&96

12.20

'
1,163 ....................

MOSAIC CUBES OP MARBLE OR ONYX LQOSE.
NOT EXCEEDING I CUBIC INCHES IN SIZE-

......... .........................

.............. ........ . .

....
(
)....... ... 0.0..6-0004...........
.... .18,221
1921 (9 Mouths).................................

,

+

+/

Ia

54. 4
22,93

...

1,1

20.00

8,64

30.00

......
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Quantity.

blenderr ym.
T

192106,

j 2,040
.41
W
7211

....................

439,57:~ .... 1,
30, W4, ,97
2,9"4 5 ....

4
1072
50
.....

PAVING TrILE CONTAINING NOTLES8 TUIAN 4SUPERFICIAL ?INCS, )WAS
THAN 1 AND NOT MORE THAN 11 INCHES TIOK-'UNRUBBED.

1,,,.... .........
191) . ..

4nunam

Duty.

IN BLOCK, ROUOH, OR SQUARED ONLY.

.....
iM .....
0
1
19 ....... .........
BLAS
S

Value.

......................

. ......................................

.

. ,2I0

.4 1

,462

8,2:.

', 2&0
......

Fa1port of stone, including marble unmanufactured, have been
as follows: 1914 $676,728; 1918 (calendar year), $552,281; 1919,
$770,$M9 1920, $'74,442; 1921 (9 months), $425,614.
PARAGRAPR 288.
K.E& 740.

SENATE AXBNDXENTS.

PA. 23. Marble, breccia, onyx, alabaster, and jet, wholly or partly manufactured into monuments, benches,
vases, and other articles, and articles
of which these substances or any of
them is the component material of
chief value, and all articles composed
wholly Or in chief value of agate, rock
crystal, or other semiprecious stone,
except such as are cut Into shapes and
forms fitting them expressly for use
in the construction of jewelry, not
-plclallyprovided for, 40 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

P" . 112. Marble, breccia, onyx, alabaster, and Jet, wholly or partly manufactured into monuments, benches,
vases, and other articles, or of which
these substances or either of them is
the component material of chief value,
and all articles composed wholly or in
chief value of agate, rock crystal, or
other semiprecious stones, except such
as are cut into shapes and forms fitting
them expressly for use in the construetion of Jewelry, not specially provided
for In thlssecton, fifty per centum ad
valorem.

PA. 9. Marble, breccia, onyx, alabaster, and Jet, wholly or partly man-

ufactured into monuments, benches,

vaees, and other articles, or of which
these substances or either of them i

the component material of chief value,
and all articles composed wholly or in
chief value of agate, rock crystal, or
other semiprecious stones, except such
as are cut into shapes and forms fitting
them expressly for tse in the construction of Jewerly, not specially provided
for in this section, 45 per centum ad
valorem.

I SUMMARY
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ARTICLES OF MARlIi,, BMOCIA, ONYX, ETC.

(See Survey B-11.)

Stone manufactures include, besides tombstones and monuments
made of marble and kindred stones, a large and diverse list
such as commercial and religious statuary, paper weights, inkwells.
table top, and jet spangles for ornamenting textiles and millinery
goods. The manufacture industry aside from the production of
monuments is of very minor importance. Stone monuments are
reduced in allparts of the.United States. The plants are usually
= else to burial grounds but some large quarry organizations
ship to distant domestic markets. Desk and novelty articles are
roduced as a side line by manufacturers of monuments, as well as
y makers of novelties, and also on special order. The manufacture of jet is a important industry, in many parts of Europe but
not here. The" tone-working industries of Greece and Italy have
been famous for centuries because of their fine marble and excellent
workmanship" k,

Tombstones,-monuments and grave markers can) usually be cut
eliminateindustry
hand.
by stone-working
and
the domestic
this pointwhich
extent. Up tomachinery,
to a large
workfinished
can compete favorably with European goods, but in carving, which
j4rduqers, possess a considerable
is entirely handwork, Europ
advantage because of their 1ow r-piced labor. There are standard
ornaments; such as. stone urns, cherubs, angel*, and other symbolic
figures of foreign manufacture, which command a r ady sale, but a
large part of the ornamentation of plain monumental work is done
on special consignment, which can not be anticipated, and so foreign
competition in this branch of the trade is not serious.
In 1914 there were in the United States 4,901 establishments
,engaged in marble and stone work, with an output valued at $107.055,000; in 1919 the corresponding figures were 4,208 and $127,-993,000. The production of monuments and tombstones was valued
At $40,976,682 In 1914.
ABTICI.S OF MAIfILE AND IIfEOCIA.

De8cription and u86.--Large articles, such as monuments, benches.

and mantelpimces, axe frequently made of marble and, breccia. (For
sculptures, see pars. 1447 and 1685, pp. 1195 and 1478, respectively.)
Productimw.-The only available statistics are for marble montiments and tombstone, which in ,1914 were valued at $40,977,000.
Imports, derived Chiefly from Italy and France, were valued at
$224,742 jn 1914. Later.statistim follow;
bleundar
- .,
,
. ' year.

ii

I.i

...
1 0."

....

"'

V

.o)........................

:

Ad

*
*

"Value.

'

A 4 , .
.. ..... # .......
. .
" ...... ........

Duty. • 'valorein
rate.

P.rc..

...

J921.(9 Mao)........................................

45

3,78

37M

86;17 .........

45
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,'wports of manufactures of stone; including marble, n. s. p.1.,
are destined chiefly for Q4nada, Cuba, and the United Kingdom.
Statistics have been as follows (calendar years): 1918, $1,208,164;
1919, $1, 0,997;; 1920, 458,764; 1921 (9 months) $1,355d85.
De#Mrptio and ti.-Similar articles are made from "onyx
marble" as from marble and breccia, but the use of real onyx
(banded ,chalcedony) is confined to smaller ornaments.
a
Produion figures are not available. (See "Articles, of agate,
p. 348.)
ImpPrt- were. valued at $1,902 in, 1914. France is the principal
source of supply, Later statistics., follow,:,
Qeleadayea.

Valu.

am

Lo..........................s0

Ad
ntalun

Duty.

8L7

Percet.
46

1to ....
.......................................................
2,50
1,332
(9mont03).. ...........
............................
8,707 ..............

4

Eport#.--Not recorded separately.
ARTICLES OF, ALABASTER.

Dc Niption and ute..--Vqses, lamps, and other interior ornaments
are made of alabaster, a translucent gypsum. It is too soft for ,exterior decoration.
Productio.-There is no dQmestic alabaster. Values. of articles
male from imported material are not available.
Impor, mainly from Italy, averaged about $15,000,; but were
$51,05 in 1914. Later'statiAtics ollof ;
Value.

Oueon year.

1918.................

191........

....

...........................

..................................

1921 (9 months) .........................................

55,304

1,

Duty.
*
82,387

• l,4

alem
rate.
Per ewU
45

1742..............

Export.--Not recorded separately.
ARTICLES OF JET.

l)esriptoi and se8.--See paragraph 1592.

Imports in 1914 were valued at $15,790 (more than double any

year since 1908) and in 1918 at $2,160. Imports from France repre-

sent the largest values. Imports in 1920 (calendar year) were
$26,149, and in nine months of 191 $18,557. In the latter year sn~all
amounts were received from Germany zind Czechoslovakia.'
,

, i-

348
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o AUTX.,,,,

(Sep Survey 13-1.)'

De""to ad mea.--Besides ornaments, many industrial articles
are made of agate (a variegated chalcedony), such as scale bearings.
mechanical bearings and supports, mortars, and balls for water
meters.
Production of agate and other varieties of chalcedony averages
about $9,000 annually. In 1915, however, the value increased to
$23,262, but was Only $7,580 in 1918. These figures represent the
value of chalcedony, not of the manufactured artilce& It is*estimated that most of the domestic agate is used for jewer.
Import' of articles '(other, than Jewelry) noade of 'agate were
valued at $20,165 in 1914. Germany normally supplies about 80
per cent, most of the remainder being derived from England and
France. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yar.

Value.

Ad
valorem

Duty.

rate.

1918 ...............................................................
1919................................................
M..............................
............................
191 (Vmonths) ....................................
........

.

Por am.
2,374
45.
3,072
45
,445
48.
243 ..............

$5,276
6,=
.

Ezports.--Not recorded separately.
ARTICISS O MCK CRYSTAL
(See Survey B-11.)

Desrlptianand uses..-Rock crystal is a clear and colorless quartz.
Wedges and prisms in some optical instruments, ornamental jars,
boxes, and vases are frequently made from it. Because of its puity,
it is used in the manufacture of special glasses where cost is not
considered.
Productionwas valued at $4,046 in 1914 and at $2,022 in 1918. No
statistics of the manufactured articles are available.
Imports of articles made of rock crystal averaged about $4,000 until
1913, when they increased to $19,982, falling to $1,846 in J.914. France
and Germany usually supplied the greater part, but in 1913 over
$11,000 worth came from England. -More recently there have also
been imports from China and Japan. Later statistics follow:
year.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Pr -.
it9

1,0

M ...................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................................

",M
61,794
O,5 ..........

Ea'pors.-Not recorded separately.
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De8criptiwiand uwe&.-There is no scientific differentiation between
precious and semijlrcious stones. Specimens of the same mineral
species vary so widely that one may be 'precious" and another
"semiprecious" Corundum, of which the ruby and sapphire are
varieties, represents over 50 per cent of. the value of all gems pro.
duced in the United States A large proportion of the corundum
minerals finds industrial use as abrasive material and for mechanical
bearings and pivot support% especially in watches.
Productionstatistics can not be given, as there is no definite classification;
Imports of "other semiprecious stones" were valued at $9&5 in
1909, $18,528 in 1913, $3,405 in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Value.

Calendar year.

1918 .....................................................
019 ........................................

Duty.

Ad

valorem
ratW

5,935

46
2,671 IPer eot.

4,752

2,138.1

46

45
6,317
14,038
8
86......................................
....... ..........

1929
.........................................................
1921 (g mouths) ........... ,

EAport.--Not recorded separately.
PARAGRAPH 384.
SENATE AXENDXBNTB.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 234. Burrstones, manufactured
ur bound up Into millstones, 18 per
eprntulli ad valorew.

ACT 0F 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 13. Burrstones, manufactured
or bound up into millstones, fifteen per

PA. 438. Burrstones, manufactured
or bound up into millstones [Free].

eentum ad valorem.

BURRSTQNES, M[UAMZON89 Z10.

(See Survey B-3.)

Description and u8e8.-Burrstones or millstones and the closely
related quarry products chasers and dragstones, are natural quarried
stones which are used ior grinding purposes. Millstones were formerly used for grinding grain, but have been replaced by modern
grain-milling machinery. This has been somewhat offset by the
growing use of chasers and dragstones for grinding mineral products, such as feldspar, quartz, an -pigents Chasers are similar in
composition to millstones, but are larger in size and by being made
to run on edge curl the material; millstones are run horizontally
and the materials are ground between two stone.
Production of millslones (burrstones) and related quarry products has varied widely.. New York and Virginia are the chief pro-

ducers

850
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The value of the output in -successive years has been as follows:
1912, $71,414; 191T,, $43,489; 1918, $92,514; 1919, $66.972; 1920,
$63,325,
imports of millstones since 1913 have varied from $15,000,to
$20,000; in 1917 they were about 40 per cont of 'the domestic production. tRecently, at 'east, the imports have come principally from
France LaTr statistics for calendar years follow::
lots
entIty ......................

1919.1

toS .........

143

..... '.Of.. , ..... .. :....
. .......... .

$17,300
1

IM

9o21
1

45

$73

$1 ,

,,678

Exports not recorded separately.
Important changes in eZawifleatioi.-Transferred from the free
list, act of 1913 (par. 438).
PARAGRAPH 285.
H. B. 7456.

SENATE AMBNDXBNT8.

PAR. 235. Freestone, granite. .,idstone, limestone, lava, and all other
stone suitable for use as nionumental
or building stone, except marble, brec.
cia, and onyx, not specially .tovjded,
for. hewn, dressed, or polished, or
otherwise nanufactured, 40 per centum
nd valorem; 'unnanufactured, or not
dressed, hewn, or polished, 15 cents
lier cubic foot,
ACT 0F 1909.

ACT 0F 1918.

PAR, 134. Freestone, granite, sand.
stone, limestone, and all other monumental or building stone, except
marble, breccia, and onyx, not specially
provided for In this section, hewn,
dressed, or polished, or otherwise man,ifactured, fifty per centutn ad vaoen; unmanufactured, or not dressed,
hewn, or polished, ten cents per cubic

PA& 99. Freestone, granite, sandstone, limestone, lava, and all other
stone suitable for use as monumental
or building stone, except marble, breccia; and onyx, not specially provided
for in this section, hewn, dressed, or
polished, oil, otherwise manufactured,
25 per centum ad valorem; unmanufactured, or not dressed, hewn, or polished, 3 cents per cubic foot.

rot.

PAR. 551. Curling stones, /

lWree].

*

PAR. 470. Curling stones,

*

*

[Free],
SAND8TONE AND FUREMONE,
(See Survey R-11.)

Description avd u8e.-Sandstone ii a sedimentry. rock composed
of sand (usually accumulated under water) and a calcareous or
siliciouscement, deposited, from subsurface waters. White, gray, and
red are the principal color variations. The value varies with the
eolor and the uniformity and, size of the; individual sand grains.
Freestone is a variety of' sandstone, or gand-lime stone .so, called.

$UMh1AJY OF TARIFF INFORMATION
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1921.

because it call be cut and shaped easily, Adnong the important stones
sandstone ranks third as a building stone, first for flagging, and
second for paving and curbing.
The following table show-s the uses of sandstone sold ill the United
States in 1918 and 19O:
.

,"

.918

Buildingstone ...................

I

w-

c.ubictet..

Quantity.

Value,,

Quatlty.

973,990

$5W,474

1,812,680

VAlue.
$1,619,724

Approximate equivalent In sbort tons............

75,85
7
....
14,W ...
;
Apoiut dq aetI hr o ........... .21,49""
a,00.:............
" ,;o""
8760............m
i
lfaoequvan
.....
sh
........
numberr:

PaiOg

Curbg ................ , .................oubio fed. - 2,188',419
s~ "'1.148,091
".2.2 .,On #,509
7S,"6
Appo Xmate equivalent in short too ............
rle

S

....................................cubic feet.
xmte equivalent

in short tons .............
sone........................
...... sort to..

bblJ..................................

do ....

---- --- .:......do
do ....
Other ............................................ do....

43,800

798,934

......

.37..72"
65,9W ............

3o6,

am

,890

403,71

,85,100

6,492

565

1,2904874

Total (approximate quantities in short tons).....j

2,060........

58 460........
$82,831 1, ,108 1,3 94270
2,0486321
1050221
1IF95
1,888,334
8,355
20,327

..........................................

,01,4 apo

4529,398

1,096,390

88,770
5,010

153,2e
1,582256
22,029

3,343,000

7,810,290

Produwtionstatistics are given as follows:
Quantity.

Value.

Short tone.

1916

191S ...

........................................

1919 ..

...................

.

.......

..........

4,81, 50

$5,603,778

...

,000

5,52,421

...........................................

!2 ........................................................................

2,823,270

,283,84i

,33,00

7, 10,290

Impor8 of these stones suitable for building were valued at $72,207
in 1914. Later statistics follow:
lFreesto, sandetsoe, limestone, lava, and aU other monumental or building
stone, except grate, marble, breota, and on , s.
*. 1. f.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

lquiva.
Duty, ! valorens.
lent ad

UNMANUFACTURED, OR NOT DRESSED, HEWN, OR POLISHED.
Cubk fed.

1918 ............................................
1919 ............................................
19 ...............................................
1921 (9 months) ...................................

13,37 0
13,807
110,940
4 ,716

per COWt.

$14, OA
$401
2.85
.14,228
414
2.91
98, 327
3,328
3.38
48, 083 ......... ..........

HEWN, I)RESSED, OR POLIWSHED, OR OTHERWISE MANUFACTURED.
1918 ....................................
1919...................................
192.,.. ...... :. .:.:.

:::.:.I:II:J:.....

.........
.
.... ,9
....... . .21,44417,822

1921 (9onths)........................................ ...... 27947

1,444
531
4:4060

25.00
26.00
25.00

..............

A'wpo't.-Not separately recorded. (See par. 282, p. 345.)
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(See Survey B-41.)

Demoiption and u80.-Granite is an igneous rock, formed from
liquid material after a long period of slow cooling. It consists of a
mixture of crystals of quartz, feldspar, mica, and other minerals, and
the color ranges from gray white to gray black. The combination
of light and dark minerals gives the rock a mottled appearance that
varies with the percentages of the different minerals and the size of
the individual crystals. Granite is very durable, and takes a high
polish that brings out the beauty of the crystal structure. It is the
most important monumental and building stone. The quantity and
value of granite sold for various uses in 1918 and 1920 are shown as
follows:
1920

1918
Use.

Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

Building stone (rough and dried)......... cublo feet.. 2,771,013 $2,349,796 4,893,880
411,170
Ap roxlmate equivalent in short tos.. ......
232.770
3,379,330
cubic feet.. 3,358,431
Monumental stone ..................
283,910
282,000
Approximate equivalent In short tons...........
32, 23, 270
............
number of blocks.. 25,923,526 +...,...
Paving .......
..
272.
260
351, 260
Anproximate equivalent in short tons ..............
382,000
134, 381
997.950
Curbing and fla
g ....................... cubic feet..
33,000
...........
62,100
Approximate equivalent in short tow..............
90,760
140,472
Rubber ..
..............
.... short tons..
525,470
624,94
480,666
Riprap ......................................... do ....
Crushed stone .................................... do .... 2,089,473 2,683,440 3,016,960
18,370
64,232
Other stone ...................................... do....
171,944
Total (quantities approximate, in short tons) .....

3,827,400

14,406,423

Vglue.
$4,492,482

o..........

11,543,255
7,52, 40

...........

154,036
478,128
4,831,776
116,757

j 4,760,000 J24,954,908$

P2'oductiom-The granite deposits of present economic importance
are located near the Appalachian continental plateau. the most valuable occurring at the northern and southern extremities of this area.
Another area of growing importance includes the western Lake
States. Granite +production was reported from 31 States in 1919;
Vermont, Massachusetts, North Carolina, Maine Wisconsin, Minnesota and New Hampshire produced the bulk of the supply.
The following table gives statistics of production:
Quantity.1

...
........ .
m+....
..............
1914...................................
.....
1918......................................
1917 .............................................................
1918 .............................................................................
1919 .............................................................................

Value.

Value.
Short tons. Quantity.

9,270,800
5,564,200
3,827,400
4,221,220
0

$11,225,179
17, 456, 8,0
15,544,957
14,466, 423
19,345,714

imports in 1914 were valued at $157,211, nearly all hewn granite
for monumental work, chiefly from Scotland. Later statistics
follow:

14
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Calendar year.'Qatt.

!*.
k

Vale.:

ltatt

UNMANUFACTURED OR NOT DRESSED, HEWN, OR POLISHED.

118 .............
.........

..................

Cubk t.

28,240

1919
.............. ...............
.
192D...................................
1921 (9 months)
.................

23,240

$14,

17,7

43,8MS

4 I

42,182

Z 92jZ4441

Per est.
.82

$847

07

.92

1,314

....

............

3.12

HEWN, DRESSED, OR POLISHED OR OTHERWISE MANUFACTURED.
1918....................................................
1919 ...........................................
...........
1920 (9 mr..........
............................
...........

192109mb)..................I..............

.......

A'xport.-Not separately stated.

Th"i'[See

1,"~
9,0 1

108,

10,9

1 21f
2,496

25.00
25.00

.27,01896
1 2.0
........ 2..00

(See par. 232, p. 345.)

par. 204,,p. 262.];

LAVA: TRAP ROCK (BASALT AND REL ATED ROCKS).

Ietriptieon and we,--1,1 rock pf volcanic origin i. la a, of which
there are Wany varieties. (See also par. 12 , p. 26$.)
Trap VQckis. an igneous rock formed by( a rapid, going oft!ie
iiiolten Iava. The rck is fine grained and shows itth or no crystal
structure. The color ranges from white to black. The nneis ap-,
plied to any fine-grained lava or dike rock.
The chief use of trap rock is in crushed- form for road metal or
I)allast. Small amounts are used for rough building stone, although
not if other materials are available, as this rock has no definite
cleavage planes and breaks with a jagged fracture. It finds some
in
,se paving.
Production.-Trap rock for building material is produced irreglilarly by several, States) but Masachusetts and Connecticut are the
ony localities reporting continuous operation. .
Statistics of production of basalt and related rocks (trap rock)
-ire given in the following table:
Quantity.
NIA ............................................................................
1917 .............................................................................
1418.............................................................................
11119
.............................................................................

1o .................

. ...........................

...........

.............

Short tons.
10,233,640
9,103580

6 859,200
7,410,770

$7,666,297

7 570,8

7, 782, 280
8,944,8

9, 219i 200 1.2,12 0 14

Imports.-(See Sandstone and Freestone, p. 351.)
Riports.-Not separately recorded. (See par. 232, p. 345.)
82304--22----28

Value.
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Inmportit camges in casifwatio.-The provision for curling
stones, exempt from duty under the'act of 191.3 (par. 470), has been
dropped.
PARAGRAPH 280.
H. L 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 286. Grindstones, finished or
unfinished, $2 per too.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 115. Grindstones, finished or
PAR. 100. Grindstones, finished or
unfinished, one dollar and seventy-five unfinished, $1.50 per ton.

f-smits per ton.

GRINDSTONES.
(See Survey B-3.)
Deeciipti-wt and ue.-The term "grindstone" usually refers to
the natural quarried stone. Pulpstones are heavy grindstones used
for grinding wood in making pulp and paper, andweigh from 2 to 4
tons.

Production.-The value of grindstones and pulpstones produced in
1917 was $1,147 784 as compared with $766,140 in 1916. Ohio has
always produced 85 to 90 por cent of the total. Grindstones have a
serious competitor in grinding wheels made from artificial abrasive.
(See par. 1415, p. 1121.) Later statistics of domestic production are

as follows:
1918

.................................. ortton8..

M22

1919

M8,086

1920

53,4

Imports were $139,386 in 1913. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Vle

Dty

EFuivalent ad

valorem.

1918 ...................................................
1919 ..................................................
120 ...................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

ToN.

2,134
1,628
2,070
373

Pecent.

55,283
$3,201
5.79
50,551
2,442
4.S3
77,048
3,114
.4.04
67,633 .....
. .........

A".rport8 largely to Canada and Cuba have been for calendar years
its follows: 1918, $210,889; 1919, $297,068; 1920, $424,322; 1921.
$2225349.
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PARAGRAPH 287.
SENATE AMENDMENT.

H. X 7456.
PAR. 237. States, slate chimney
pieces, mantle., slabs for tables, roofIng slates, and all other manufactures
of slate, not specially provided for, 17
per centum ad valorem.
ACT o

ACT OF 1913.

1909.

PAR. 116. Slates, slate chinmey
pieces, meftels, slabs for tables, rooting slates, and all other manufactures
of slate, not specially provided for In
thlS section, twenty per eentum ad valorem.

PAL 101. Slates, slate chimney
pieces, mantels, slabs for tables, roofing slates, and all other manufactures
of elate, not specially provided for in
tWis section, 10 per centum ad valorem.

SLATES.

(See Survey B-11.)

Description and us.&-Slate is a fine, compact rock with easy
parallel cleavage, much used where smooth slabs are required. About
three-fifths of the slate quarried in 1917 was used for roofing. Mill
stock, slates 1 to 3 inches thick used for structural and sanitary
purposes, is second in importance. Other uses are for electrical
switchboards,, blackboards, and billiard-table tops. Ground slate is
made of slate-cutting waste. The granules are used as a coating for
composition tar shingles, and the flour goes into linoleum, paint, and

wall finishes.
Piyduetion.-Domestic slate deposits are of a high grade, and
besides supplying the home market furnish a considerable tonnage
for empdrt. aver 99 V r cent of production originates in the States
north and east of Virginia. The quarries require little machinery,
as it is .more economical to split the rough blocks by hand. The
dressing sheds contain trimming knives or finishing shingles and
rotary planers for truing the surfaces of thick slabs. The industry
wfas formerly conducted by many small operators, but the present.
tendency iA6iward extensive organization.

Although slate quarry-

ing is a domestic industry in most countries, Welsh slates have long
been-exported. They meet active American competition, however, in
the foreign markets.
The value of the slate sold by quarrymen in 1920 was the largest
yet recorded for this material but this fact does not indicate any de('ided revival in the slate industry as- a whole, for the quantity of
roofing slate sold was only 8 per cent more than in 1879, the year
of the lowest recorded sales (367,857 squares), and 72 per cent less
than in 1902, the year of the largest recorded sales (1,435,168
squares). The average value, per square, however, was $..35 in
1879. $3.46in 1902, andS8.90 in 1920. ,
The total quantity of mill stock sold in 1920 was an increase of 88
per cent over the quantity sold in 1919, but 24 per cent less than that
sold in 1918, the record year.
The slate sold in 1920 was produced at well-established quarries in
Maine, Maryland, New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Virginia.
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Slate sold in Ae,. U#,ai

$Aga, 191&-4920, by uses.

RooAng slte.

MUstock.'
that0tTef

Yea.

Number of
(guare

Vl

Vue.

1918 ...... 338,87
RI,408,~4
1917 ......
70k%87 3,411, 740
1918 ......
379,817 2,219,131
191t.....44,337 $85,87
3, V4, 58
1Mn.....392

square.

feet)..

sc
4.85 5,478,151
&84 4,841133
.79
,46k000
& .n90
9,910,000

Averag6

Vue.

valueer

1170
1:7' 249
1,49,164
1,74
3,147,281

M2
.23
.31
.24

.32

uses

(lu).

7 W
1,0 977
1,123,82
1,161,8W
X5 (

3
96679
3
5,749,837
4,41,12)
5O 0348
8,723,442

I For 1919 and 1920 total output ofmill stock ingiven. Prior to 1910 bulletin, blackboord, and school
sto matter was Lnoluded under Other uss."

Imports were greatest in 1912, $11,042. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

1918 ..................
...........................
1910 ......................................................................
192) ..........................................
19M (9months).................... ............ t*,

Aa1oDuty. Mmrate.

4512
461

453

Percent.

10

10
I0

Exports of slate, other than roofing, for the year 1917 were valued
at $204,590, over 80 per cent being for school slates and pencils.
Exports of roofing slate principally to Canada, Australia, and the
United Kingdom, have ien as follows: 1914, $188,057;:'(calendar
years 1918-1921) 1918, $65,24; 1919i $55,164; 1920, $122,105; 1921
(9 months)', $6,818.
PARAGRAPHS ,28.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

238. WAteh (.lystals, 40 pe'

eentuim il villoreiu.

ACT OF 1909.

kOT, OF 1913.'

'AR. 192. * * * paris of watehes,
per centum ad Valorem;

•' * * forty

•

*

a
of watch,.
'AR. 161. *
* 1rt$
* 80 per centum ad valorem;

WATCH CRYSTALS.

(See Survey C-26.)

De8 erption and u8e.-Watch crystals are too familiar to require
description.
Produtio.-Before the European war watch crystals were not
made in the United States, the American supply being received
chiefly from France, Germany, Switzerland, nd Austria.-, After thie
war began they were received froni Japan and Switzerlknd. the
former country being the chief source of supply.

0
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In 1915 the Macbeth-Evans Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., undertook
the manufacture of watch crystals, but witl poor success, and subsequently discontinued their manufacture. Shortly afterwards the
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., built a plant and began
the manufacture of crystals, with fair success. The crystals made
by this company are said to be accepted by the trade as equal to the
European crystals and as better in quality than those imported from
Japan. In 1918 the Waterbury Clock Co. manufactured 14,070,960
watch crystals.
There are said to be certain difficulties attending the production of
watch crystals that explain why the industry has never progressed
in this country.
"Glass is of such a nature that uniformity of product can not be
counted' on, making most uncertain the cost of the material itself.
"The grinding and shaping of the crystal in its manufacture is
Lot on such positive lines that the required size can be obtained.
"The more extended the business the greater the opportunity of
utilizing off sizes, otherwise valueless."
Imports.-None separately recorded since 1918.
Export.--None recorded.
Important change* in claoifeatiam.-New specific provision.

31

SCHEDULE 3.-METALS AND MANUFACTURES OF.
PARAGRAPH 801.
H. R. 745e.

8zXATU A=UNDXENTB.

PAR. 301. Iron in pigs, iron kentledge, ,
spiegeleisen .containing more than 1 per
cent of carbon, wrought and cat scrap
iron, and scrap steel, including scrap tin
plate, $1.25 per ton: Proiidod, That
spie leiseu for the purposes of this Act
shall be an iron manganese alloy contaiDing less than 45 per centup of man.
pnese: Provided fudafr, Thkt nothing
shall be deemed scrap iron or scrap steel
except secondhand or waste or refuse
iron or steel fit only to be remanutactured.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

SCHEDULE C-METALS AND MANUFACTURES OF.

PAR. 118. Iron in pigs, iron kentledge

SCHEDULE C--METALS AND MANUFAITURK8 OF.

PAR. 518. * * * iron in pigs, irou

spiegeleisen, * * * two dollars and

kentledge, spiegeleisen wrought iron and
scrap and scrap steel; but nothing shall

but nothing shall be deemed scrap iron or
scrap steel except waste or refuse iron or
eelfit only to be remanufactured by
melting, and excluding pig iron in all
forms.

second-hand or waste or refuse iron or
steel fit only to be remauufactured;
* * * [Free].

fifty cents per ton; wrought and cast scrap
iron, and scrap steel, one dollar per ton;

be deemed scrap iron or scrap steel except

PIG IRON, SCRAP AND 8PIEGELEISEN.
(See Surveys FU-21 and C-1.)

Deswiption and use.-Pig iron is classified as Bessemer, basic,
low phosphorus, foundry, malleable, forge, and the ferroalloys.
The frst three are usually manufactured into steel; the next three
into castings or into wrought iron; and the last are used to purify
and kive certain desirable qualities to steel. Spiegeleisen is nit
alloy of Iron and manganese, having a manganese content between
10 and 45 per cent, the commercial grade in this. countr being
about 20 per cent; a 10 to 12 per cent alloy, however, is aiso marketed in Europe. Iron kentledge is pig iroi shipped on a vessel as
ballast. Wrought iron is the purest form of iron used and can be
forged, rolled, or welded. It is made by puddling pig iron. Cast
iron is pig iron run into molds when molten or reheated and allowed to cool. Waste or old wrought iron and old cast iron, as
well as waste or old steel, constitute scrap. Scrap tin plate is old
or waste tin plate, a form of steel scrap consisting mainly of clippings and valuable principally for the tin which may be recovered
358
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from it. Scrap is largely used in open-hearth furnaces in the manufacture of steel.
Production.-Domestic pig-iron production in 1913 was 30,966,152 long tons out of an estimated vorld total of 72,400,000 tons.
In 1918 it was 39,054,644 long tone, valued at $1,180 759 565, and
in 1920 36,925,987 long tons. Tho leading States are Aennsylvania,
Ohio, illinois, Indiana, and Now York. The output of spiegeleisen in 1913 amounted to 110,33 gross tons; in 1918, to 283,853
gross tons; and in 1920, to 111,449 gross tons.
In 1913 the pig-iron production of Germany was 18,987,039
tons; of the United Kingdom, 10,316,265 tons; and of France
,5,227,378 tons. In 1917 the output of Germany was 12,932 338
gross tons and of the United Kingdom 9,640,936 gross tons. These
countries are also large producers of spiegeleisen and ferromanganese, Germany's output in 1917 aggregating 316,577 gross tons.
Imports during the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
1918
Pig iron (all other): I
........................
Puantity
(tow)
ValI ................................

1919

361 $1,651,185
5,171
$15tM8

Iron kentledge:
quantity (tons) ..............

1920 ~(9 months).

107,547
$40029,,210

20,258
$W
$58,42

...............
....................
27
$1,018

,234
8277,900

269
8,20

63,218
177,293
...................................
.............................. $1,221,765 $3,249,322

134,209
2, 1

27,984
,

{ nantty (pounds) ................................. i4 973,723 11,771,218
1281
il19,l 1
..................
value .............

'6,436
S8,S0
51

'962
8,635

Quantity (tons) ...................................

Value
...............................
Scrap
iron and scra
p steel:
Quantity

.........
ScrmValue
tin plate:

1,969
228,012

'"All other" means pig Iron propr-i e., pig Iron other than spiegeleism, fTrronamneo, iron kentledge, and during some years, ferrosilicon.
'Toni.

Imports of pig iron come Chiefly from England and Canada; and
scrap iron andsteel, largely from Canada.
Exports in the calendar years 1918-1921 of pig iron and of scrap
iron and stool were as follows:
198
1918

Pig Iron;

261,891
1 uantity (tons) ...............................
alue ......................................... . $10,327,178

Scrap iron and steel:
Vytantity (tons) ................................
alue ..........................................

2,160
W8626

1921
(9 months).

11
1919

90
1920

318,718
$11, 722,033

212, 742
89,390,750

2,4801
$068,405

219,250
27,275
$717,325 $6,411,534

27,201
$430,479

No exports of iron kentledge, spiegeleisen, or scrap tin plate are
recorded.
The pig iron goes mainly to Canada, Italy, the Netherlands, and
Belgium, and the scrap iron and scrap steel, to Canada, the United
Kingdom, China, Hongkong, and Japan.
Important changes in casamiation.-Ironin pigs, iron kentledge,
spiegeleisen, wrought iron and scrap iron and scrap steel are exempt

A"
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froM duty under paragraph 518 of the act of 1913. In the act of
1913 ferronianganeseas well as spiegeleisen was placed with pig
iron, but in H, R. 7456 it has been transferred to, the paragraph which
deals with the ferroalloys., The dividing line between spiegoleisen
and ferromanganese was fixedby the War
Board at 45
per cent manganese content. This dividingIndustries
line had never been
definitely determined in trade practice, as standard spiegoeisen has

a manganese content from 18 to 22 per cent and stanaar[ terromanganese a manganese content from 70 to'80 or 82 per cent. Tiemann,

an authority, makes the dividing line 30 per cent manganese.
Suggeotea
change&--Spiegeleisen is a ferroalloy as much as ferromanganese
V
and
ferrosiliccn which are included in the paragraph
devoted to the ferroaloys. It is suggested, therefore, tat s iegeleisen
be transferred from this paragrapb.to the following one. (See Ferromanganese, par. 302, p. 367.)
The Treasury Department held that the provision for scrAp tin in
paragraph 631 of the act of 1913 includes scrap tin plate. The provision fo' scrap steel might be construed to include alloy steel,

especially tungsten steel, a much more expensive material than ordinary scrap steel. In order to obviate this construction a proviso
reading somewhat as follows might be inserted: " Providedfurther,
That alloy steels valued at 7 cents per pound or more shall not be
classed as scrap iron or scrap steel."
Page 39, line 3, H. R. 7456: Change "per cent" to "per centunt'
to agree with usage elsewhere in H. R. 7456.
PARAGRAPH 802.
H. R. 7406.
PAR. 302. Manganese ore or concentrates containing in excess of 30 per
centum of metallic manganese, 1 cent
per pound on the metallic manganese
contained therein; molybdenum ore or
concentrates, 75 cents per pound on the
metallic molybdenum contained tberein;
tungsten ore or concentrates, 45 cents
Per pound on the metallic tungsten containid therein; ferromanganese containing more than 1 per centum of carbon, 2j
cents per pound on the metallic manganese contained therein: Poemided, That
ferromanganese for the purposes of this
Act shall be such iron manganese alloys
as contain 45 per centum or more of manganese; manganese metal, manganese silicon, manganese boron, and ferromanganese and spiegeleisen containing not more
than 1 per centum of carbon, 21 cents per
pound on the manganese contained
therein and 28 per centum ad valoremi
ferromolybdenum,
metallic molybdenum, molybdenum powder, calcium
molybdate, and all other compounds
and alloys of molybdenum, $1.25 per
pound on the molybdenum contained
therein and 17 per centum ad valorem;

SENATE AXENDMBNTS.
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ferrotungeten, metallic tungsten tungsten powder, tungstic acid, and ail other
compounds of tungsten, 72 cents per
pound on the tungsten contained therein
and 15 per centum ;kd valorem; ferrochromium tungsten, chromium tungsten,
chromium Aoilt ttugsten, tungsten
nickel, and all other alloys of tungsten
not specially provided for, 72 cents per
pound on the tungsten contained therein
and 17 per centum ad valorem; ferrosilicon, containing 8 per centum or more
of silicon and les than 30 per centum,
2j cents per pound on the silicon contained therein; containing 30 per centum
or more of silicon and less than 60 per
centum, 21 cents per pound on the silicon
contained therein; containing 60 per
centum or more of silicon and less than
80 per centum, 3I cents per pound on the
silicon contained therein; containing 80
per centum or more of silicon and less
than 90 per centum, 4 cents per pound on
the silicon contained therein; containing
90 per centum or more of silicon, and
silicon metal, 8 cents per pound on the
silicon contained therein; ferrochrome or
ferrochromium containing 3 per centum
or more of carbon, 31 cents per pound on
the chromium contained therein; ferro.
chrome or ferrochromium containing law
than 3 per centum of carbon, and chrome
or chromiupi metal 30 per centum ad
valorem; ferrophosphorus, ferrotitanium,
ferrovanadium, ferrouranium, ferrocerium, ferrozirconium, ferrosilicon, ferroboron, titanium, zirconium, tantalum,
chromium nickel, vanadium nickel,
zirconium, nickel, chromium vanadiuin,
chromium silicon, zirconium silicon, calcium silicide, and all alloys used in the
manufacture of steel not specially provided for, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 184. Chrome or chromium metal,
ferrochrome or ferrochromium, ferromolybdenum, ferrophosphorus, ferrotitanitm, ferrotungsten, ferrovanadium, molybdenum, titanium, tantalum, tungsten
or wolfram metal, valued at two hundred
dollars per ton or less, twenty-five per
,entum ad valorem; valued at more than
two hundred dollars per ton, twenty per
centum ad valorem; ferrosilicon containing not more than fifteen per centum of
silicon, five dollars per ton; ferrosilicon
containing more than fifteen per centum
of silicon, twenty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 102. Chrome or chromium metal,
ferrochrome or ferrochromium, ferromolybdenum, ferrophosphorus, ferrotitanium, ferrotungsten, ferrovanadium,
molybdenum, titanium, tantalum, tungsten or wolfram metal, and ferrosilicon,
and other alloys used in, the manufacture
of steel, not specially provided for in this
section, 15 per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 183. *

*

* metals unwrought,

whether capable of being wrought or not,
hot specially provided for in this section,
twenty per centum ad valorem;

*

* *.

PAR. 154. * * * metals unwrought,
whether capable of being wrought or not,
not specially provided for in this section,
10 per centum ad valorem; * *

*.
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PAR. 118. * * * ferro-manganese,
two dollars and fifty cents per ton; * * **

PAR. 619. Manganese, oxide and ore
AR.

Bt

ofFee.(Free].
626. Minerals, crude

PAR.

*

* *

518.

*

*

IFreel.

*

ferromangnee

PAIR. 540. Manganese, oxide and ore of
-

*

*

*

PAR.

549. Minerals, crude

*

*

*

[Free].
[Free].
PAR. 633. Tungsten-bearing ores of all
PAR. 190. Tungsten-bearing ores of all
kinds, ten per centum ad valorem.
kinds [Free].

chemical compounds,
PAR. 3.
mixtures and salts, * * * not spe-

cially provided for in this section, twentyfive per centum ad valorem;

*

*

.

PAR. 5.
compounds,

*

*
*

*

*
chemical **
mixtures and

salts, * * * not specially provided
for in this section, 15 per centum a(I
valorem.

FERROALLOYS AND ORES OF FERROALLOYS.
(See Surveys C-i and FL-28.)
MANGANESE ORES.

Description rnd uses.--Manganese is not found in the metallic state
in nature; it occurs only in combination with other elements as an
oxide, carbonate, or silicate, oxides being the most common. Manganese ore is the raw material for ferromanganese and spiegeleisen,
products employed in the manufacture of steel. Minor amounts of
the ore are used in chemical and other industries, but 96 per Cent
goes into the making of steel. Practically all steel contains manganese, and of all alloys ferromanganese is used in the largest quantity.
Manganese- alloys when added to steel in proper proportions impart
the essential qualities of toughness and hardness.
Production.-:-Prior to the war we produced less than 1 per cent
of our manganese requirements, the output rarely exceedifig 4,000
tons of high-grade ore. In 1915 production of high-grade ore (metallic
content 35 per cent or more) increased to nearly 10,000 tons; in 1916,
to 31,000 tons; in 1917, to 129,000 tons; andin 1918, to approximately
305,869 tons. In 1919 it fell to less than 56,000 tons, but in 1920
increased to about 94,000 tons. During the war the production
of manganese ore was a profitable industry in many localities, but
only because prices were from three to four times prewar quotations.
Foreign ores are of a better general grade and more easily mined,
averaging from 45 to 55 per cent manganese, as compared with
domestic "high grade" running from 35 to 45 per cent. Operating
costs here are much higher than abroad, American mines being
situated far from points of consumption, and often at considerable
distances from railroads. Domestic resources have been carefully
estimated and found to be insufficient to supply our requirements
for more than a few years. Under normal trade conditions, with a
free movement of ore from foreign countries, domestic manganese
mining can not continue except on a limited scale.
Imports.-Before the war nearly all foreign manganese ore came
from 7British India, Brazil, and Russia. In 1914 these countries supplied 99 per cent-British India, 40 per cent; Brazil, 25 per cent; and
Russia, 34 per cent. After 1915 imports from Russia ceased, the
British India supply was greatly reduced, and Brazil showed large
increases. The mining of manganese ore in Cuba began in 1915; it
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was promoted by American capital, and the entire production was
sent here, 550. tons in 1915 and 67,780 tons in 1918, one-ninth of our
imports. Total imports in 1914 Were 288,837 long tons, valued at
$1,841',472. Imports since 1917, by calendar years have been as

follows:

9ia tity (tons)..............................
ah le..........................................

921
monthshs.

198

1919

491,157

333,933

$15,09,0m

$11,761,021

, 937
$12,230,9M

341,07-:
14,025,

The imports during 1920 came from Brazil, India, and Russia.
Exports.-None reported.
Important ckange8 in c/amification.-Manganese ore is exempt from
duty under paragraph 540 of the act of 1913. In H. R. 7456 It is for
the first time place in the same paragraph with the ferro-alioys and
allowing metals.
Manganese oxide occurring as a natural mineral and exempt from
duty under paragraph 540 of the act of 1913 is covered by the
provision in this paragraph for manganese ore and concentrates,
Manganese oxide made by chemical means, also exempt from duty
under paragraph 540 of the act of 1913, is included in the suggestion
under paragraph 44 that manganese salts and compounds be specially

provided for.

MOLYBDENUM ORE.

De8cripton and ues.--The most important molybdenum ore is
molybdenite, a sulphide of molybdenum. It is a flaky mineral
resembling graphite in appearance. Molybdenum is used in the
steel industry in the manufacture of stainless steel and high-speed
steel and in the chemical industry in the production of ammonium
molybdate and other molybdenum compounds.
Wulfenite is another molybdenum ore containing 26.2 per cent
molybdenum. It is rarer than molybdenite aiid is now relatively
unimportant as a source of molybdenum.
1rodution.-In 1918 there were sold in the United States 861,637
pounds of molybdenum ore or concentrate, valued at $1,253,1700,
und in 1919, 297,926 pounds, valued at $341,814.

Imports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
1918

Quantity (ponds............................
Vale ... . . ............
.......
.

140,22
$123,924

Exports .- None recorded. It is reported

concentrate is exported, but no figures are ail

(9 months).

1919
106, 743
$77,572

"t.

15,639
89,77

24,218
$9,969

some molybdenite

ble.

-

Important changes in dssiicaton.-Molybdenum ore is exempt
from duty as a crude mineral under paragraph 549 of the act of 1913.
In 1-. R. 7456 it is for the first time placed in the same paragraph
with the ferro-alloys and alloying metals.
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Description and usco.-Tungsten metal is found only in the form
of tungstates of iron, manganese, or. calcium, Except in the United
States it is usually accompanied by tin ore. There are four commercial tungsten minerals-scheelite, ferberite, huebnerite, and wolframite. Scheelite is the tungstate of lime. The other three are frequently grouped together as the wo framite series, and range in composition from ferberite (tungstate of iron) to huebnerite (tungstate of
maiganese). The pure minerals of the wolframite series contain
over 76 per cent tungsten trioxide (WO.); scheelite contains about
80 per cent (WO,). The tungsten ore of commerce, however, contains a certain amount of nontungsten-bearing material in addition
to one or more of the above minerals. The standard ore contains
60 per cent (W0 3 ), and this tenor is usually obtained by concentration of low-grade ore. Although the occurrence of tungsten is widespread, the individual deposits are never of large. extent. ' The ore
comes in lenticular shoots and masses, in veins, or irregularly distributed along contacts. The deposits of Boulder County, Colo.,
are narrow stringers; the lodes of the Southwest are usually wider
and can be worked on a larger scale. Lode mining of tungsten does
not differ essentially from the mining of other ores, except that
tungsten rarely is found in sufficient amounts or in shoots regular
enough to permit of systematic extraction. The ores are concentrated
to 60 per cent or more tungsten-trioxide, but the recovery of so rich
a product from ore, usually containing only 2 to 10 per cent, results
in high losses and much waste of tungsten. To increase the extrac*tion, many mills make two grades of concentrate-a high-grade sand
concentrate, containing approximately 60 per cent, and suitable for
making ferrotungsten in the electric furnace, and a slime concentrate
of lower grade, containing about 20 per cent and suitable only for
chemical process.
Of all the tungsten ore now produced, 90 to 95 per cent goes into
the manufacture -of tungsten powder and ferrotungsten for use in
the manufacture of high-speed tool steels. The addition of tungsten
to steel gives it the property of holding its temper at a much higher
heat than that at which simple carbon steels and most other alloy
steels become soft and worthless. Molybdenum has somewhat
ssimilar prperties, and is used to some extent, especially in Europe,
but it has never proved so satisfactory and is now generally used in
conjunction with tungsten, which it replaces only in part.
Production.-The maximum domestic production of tungsten ore
was, in 1917, 6,144 short tons of concentrates, containing 60 per cent
(WO), and in 1916, 5,923 short tons, valued, respectively, at
$6,783,162 and $12,075,417. The 1918 output was 5,061 short tons.
In 1920 the estimated production had dropped to 216 short tons.
The tungsten industry was characterized by a large number of small
independent producers with only a few well-financed companies. A
considerable number of the stronger operators had connections with
manufacturers or consumers of tungsten metal and ore. The largest
producer, operating in California, had a prewar output about 30 per
cent of the total. Fully 75 per cent of the prewar output was by four
Jarge companies, one in California and three in Boulder County, Coh.
The remainder came from a large and constantly shifting group of
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small operators. Domestic production was slightly over 50 per cent
of this country's requirements in 1917, about 30 per cent in 1918, and
in 1919; less than 5 per cent. In 1916 and 1917the combined production of Coloradd and California was 4,582 and 5,488 short tons, 77
and 89'per centof the total output iDthese years. Nevada canie third
with an output considerably less. Arizona was a small but regular
producer. The small production in 1919 (330 short tons) was distributed- among the States of California, Arizona, Colorado, and South
Dakota.
The metallurgical treatment of tungsten ores is as efficient in this
country as elsewhere and far in advance of most otheP countries,
though the foreign ore is decidedly more easily mined. American
labor is superior to that in any other large tumgsten-producing region,
and it is also much better paid. Where the output depends on
a large amount of handwork, as in mines of the Boulder County
type, there is no possibility of producing ore as cheaply as in countries
of low wages. The main dependence of the United States therefore
is on the probably extensive but low-grade deposits of the Southwest.
Imports of tungsten-bearing ores are large. Before the war Germany furnished about two-thirds, besides large amounts of tungsten
metal and ferro-alloy; but most of these shipments were from ore of
other countries, either made into metal or ferrotungsten in Germany,
or better grades reshipped through brokerage to the United States.
In 1913 (fiscal year) a total of 766 long tons of tungsten ore came in,
600 long tons from Germany. In 1917 (calendar ypar) total import
were 4,876 short tons of 60 per cent (WO,), or 44 per-cent of the total
consumption. Statistics for later calendar years follow:
1918

quantity (tons) ..............................

19alue ..........................................

.. 10,491

$11,552,218

1919

1

8,1400

1 8,261,190

*

11921
1920

1,740
8779,593

(9 months).

138
413

Jmported ore or concentrates came from Hongkong, China, Japan,

nnd Bolivia.

Exports.-No tungsten-bearing ores are exported. In the prewar
period some ore was exported to Germany.
Important changes in caLsification.-Tungsten-boaring ores of all
kinds are exempt from duty under paragraph 633 of the act of 1913.
In H. R. 7456, tungsten ore is, for the first time, placed in the same
paragraph with the ferro-alloys and alloying metals.
Suggested changes.-Page 39, line 16, of H. R. 7456: Tungsten ores
and concentrates are customarily sold o4 the basis of their content
of tungsten trioxide (WO) rather than on their content of metallic
tungsten. The assessment of duties on the basis of the tungtsen
trioxide content would, therefore, be more in accord with commercial
practice.
Tungsten trioxide contains 79.31 per cent of metallic tungsten.
On the basis of tungsten trioxide the duty equivalent, to 45 cents
per pound on the mxtetallic tungsten content would be forty-five times
0.7931, or 35.7 cents per pound.
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,,escriptionand wuse8.Ferromanganese is an alloy of mangnese
and iron, the content of the former being 45 per cent or more. Standard ferromanganose contains from 70 to 80 per cent manganese,
The bulk of the ferromanganese produced has a carbon content
varying from 5 to 7 per cent, and is used in the manufacture of soft
steel both as a deoxidizing and as an alloying agent. Ordinary arbon
steel contains from 0.4 to 0.6 per cent manganese. Manganese steel,
however, contains a much larger percentage of manganese (11 to 15
per cent) dhd ferromanganese is largely used in adding the manganese
to the steel.
Ferromanganeae containing less than 1 per cent carbon is much
more expensive than the high carbon product and is made'in smaller
quantities. One grade with about 85 per cent manganese content
is used in the manufacture of certain types of resistance wire for
electric purposes; and also in the manufacture of certain nonferrous
alloys. Another grade is called ferromanganese, but properly is
"spiegeleisen," because it contains only 20 per cent manganese. It
is employed in the manufacture of nickel silver. Both A these low
carbon grades are high priced, ranging from about 60 to 80 cents per
pound.
Production in 1913 amounted to 119,495 long tons, and in 1918, to
333,027 tons.' In 1920 the country's output of high carbon ferromanganese was 2Q5,447 gross tons, and of low carbon ferromanganese,
about half a ton.'
Irnport8 since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
1918

quantity (tons) ............................
le .................................

28,906
4, 300,604

1919

33,022
$4,283,541

1920

59,264
1, 775, 278

(9 months).

6,605
748,14

Imported ferromanganese comes mainly from England. During
the years above tabulated, small amounts were contributed by
Japan, Canada, British India, and Brazil.
ZEports, which are small compared with imports, were, for the
calendar yeara 1918-1921, as follows:
S 1921

19)8

Quantity (toils) .........

.
vtlue

...................

............................

3, 577

$80,087

1910

J$445, W
2,99

1920.

3,454

4W,570

(9mnonths).

604

SM,853

The exported product goes largely to Canada, South America,
and Italy.
Important changes in cla88ification.-Ferromanganese is free under
paragraph 518 of the act of 1913. In H. R. 7456 it is placed with
the ferroalloiys, instead of with "iron in pigs" as heretofore.
The dividing.line between spiegelpisen and ferromanganese has
been fixed at 45 per cent manganese content. Iron-manganese alloys
containing 45 per cent or more manganese, are called ferromanganese,
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and those having a smaller, percentage of pnanganese, spiegeleisen.
There is .lso a division between low carboni,(1 per cent aud less),
and high carbon (above 1 per cent) grades, the former hving a
higerrteof duty.
Suggested canoe&s-Statements have been made to the Tariff Commission that 45 per cent is too high a prcentage otmanganese to
distinguish ferromanganese and spiegelemen, As 1.ie Oro action of
ironmanganese alloys containing over 25 and less,than 70 per cent
of mnanese is small, the precise,
dividing line is unimportant.
Forty-five per cent in H. R. 7456 is that adopted by the War Industries Board. Tiemann, an authority, puts the di4viding, ine at 30
per cent manganese.,
MANGANESE METAL? MANOANESE-SJLICON, AND MANGANESE-BORON.

De8cription.-Manganese metal ordinarily contains 90 to 97 per
cent manganese with a small percentage of iron, carbon and other
ingredients. It is used largely in the nonferrous industries. Manganese-boron is a high-priced alloy containing from 19 to 25 per cent
boron. Its principal use is in deoxidizing bronzes and brasses. Manganese-silicon or silico-manganese has a manganese contentabout
ranging
25
from 55 to 70 per cent and a silicon content averaging
per cent. Its use is practically the same as that of ferromanganese
but it sells at a higher price per ton. It is made in Europe but its
production in this country is very spasmodic.
Production.-There are no statistics concerning this country's
output of these metals and alloys. The production, however, is
known to be very small.
Import.-Not separately recorded. Imports since the war, derived mainly from France, have not been large.
Exports.-None recorded.
Important changes in Cla8ifwtion.-Manganesemetal, manganese-

silicon and manganese-boron are specificly mentioned in H. R.
7456 for the first time. Under the act of 1913 the second is governed
by the 1provision referring to "other alloys used in the manufacture
of steel (par. 102), and the first and third, by the provision for
"metals unwrought" (par. 154).
MOLYBDENUM AND FERROMOLYBDENUM.

Description.-Molybdenum is a heavy, white, malleable, tenacious
metal, softer than steel, and with an exceptionally high melting point.
Ferromolybdenum is an afloy of iron and molybdenum and is used
in making molybdenum steel. Very little pure metal is used. Practically aif-the molybdenum added to steel is first reduced to the form
of ferro-alloy. Where pure molybdenum is used it is generally in
the form of powder. Calcium molybdate is a compoundof calcium
and molybdenum generally containing approximately 40 per cent
molybdenum; it may be used in the manufacture of steel.
Uses.--Ferromolybdenum is added in definite proportions to steel
in open-hearth, crucible, and electric furnaces in the production of
molybdenum steel. It raises the elasticity and tensile strength of
steel and gives it toughness. The addition of 0.25 per cent increases
the elongation of steel from 4 per cent to 45 per cent. Molybdenum
either alone or in conjunction with tungsten, has been recommended
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fdr givin hh-speed ctitting qutdities to Steel, but many manufacturei'h vefouid, it utsatisfotoy fot this, purpose. Considerable
nmolybdenumi'steel s used for rea~axle and crank-shaft material in
automobiles. Molybdenum and calcium molybdate are similarly
used'to add motolybdenui to steel.,
,"Pr cioi'&'-The-lihted' State si probably the world's greatest
. rdticer Of ferroinolybdenuim but no adequate statistics are available. The output, ThoWever, 'amounts to several hundred tons a
Price.--Ferromlybdennni was quoted (November,: 1921) at $2.25
per pound of molybd6numieontent.
Import&.-The imports of molybdenum and, ferromolybdenum,
which are small compared with the domestic production, were
valued at $203 in 1916. Statistics for later years follow:
Calendar year.

,

1918...................
...
*.:......................
1919.............................
..........

Quautity.

Pounde.
72,925
102

.. .. . . .mont..s).....
.....

Vslue.

S19,280

0

Dtuty.

$2,89?

Ad
valorem

Per ccn I.
15
15

,... . . . .........

Export .- Some molybdenum is exported, 'te greater part in the
form of molybdenite concentrate,
.a.iu
.
important c t4.1 dsiftion-InH..R. 7406 calcium molybdate is specially provided for.
TUNGSTEN AND PERIkOTUNUBTEN.

Description.-Puretungsten is almost white and is largely used in
powdered form. ,It -is also employed as an alloy with iron (ferrotungsten), with a tungsten content of about 70 per cent or over.
The value of the ferroalloy rises as the tungsten content increases
and the carbon'dontent diminishesA In August, 1919, the quotations

on ferrotungsten, 70 to 80 per cent grade, ranged from $1.35 to $1.60
per pound of tungsten content. In November, 1921, the quoted price
was 40 to 45 cents per pound of tungsten content.
Tun tic acid is a chemically prepared oxide or hydroxide. Tlhe
name, Towever, is often,. erroneously applied to tungsten trioxide
(WO,) contained in ore.
Uses'-The
of ferrotungsten and tungsten metal i
its addition to principal
tool steel,useespecially'for
"high-speed" tools. When
employed in small amounts (2 to 5 per cent), the steel becomes selfhardening; used in larger amounts (10 to 25 per cent), the steel
remains hard even after becoming red-hot.
Production.--In 1918 the United States was the largest producer
of this important tool-,steel alloy. Complete statistics are not available, but six companies reported their production for 1917 as 1,270
gross tons. For 1918 theGeological Survey reported shipments of
ferrotungsten of domestic manufacture amounting to 2,142 gross tons.
in 19!9, production. ,declined 'to something over 1,000 tons: A
further decline is reported for 1'20. It is manufactured in France,
England,. and Germany., ,prior eLthe war, ,thebulk of the world's
, :- ;
"
output was made in Germany. .

.1
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Price.-Ferrotungsten
is a $2
high-priced
alloy,
the standard
selling
(1917-1919) at over
per pound,
a large
part of grades
which
represents the prico of the tungsten ore concentrate. In 1917 the
average price (f. o. b. Pittsburgh) of ferrotungsten containing 75
851 per cent tungsten was $2.37' por pound, the tungsten ore concentrate alone costing $1.60. In December, 1920, the price of ferihtungsten was between $0.68 and $0.79 per pound of contained
tungsten'ahd a year later had fallen to $0.40, And less per pound of
metal content. The cost of the raw' material-tungsten-boving
ores-is an important factor in the American competitive position.
Impon.
rThe
imports of tungsten metal and ferrotungsten have
varied greatly during the period 1913-1921. The imports were 654
long tons in 1913, and 31 long tons in 1915. Imports increased greatly
after the close of the war and were as follows:
quantity.

Calendar year.
..

Duty.

1921 (9months) ..................................

507,20s

Ad
valorem
rate.
Pu .t.

.
. . P..

........... 1.....i7,719

0......................

Value.

1,10 ,

177,1

180,$371 .......................

is

Exports increased greatly during the war. In 1916 they were
128,718 pounds, valued at $184, 876. During the calendar years
1918-1921 exports were as follows:

quantity
(pounds) .................................
T
A.........................
alu...........
U

1918

1919

1,232,200
$2,545,087

38,130
81,278

1920

1921
months).

4,9
$5,913....

Importadchange8 in ct4am8fcatw.-If H. R. 7456 tungstic acid
is given special mention.
OTHER TUNGSTEN ALLOYS.

Description and we&.--Other alloys of tungsten mentioned in the
proposed tariff law are ferrochromium tungsten, chromium tungsten,
chromium cobalt tungsten, and tungsten nickel. These alloys when
produced 'are made in limited quantities; while they may be employed in making high-speed steel, their principal use is in making
other alloys, e. g., ste lite. Chromium cobalt tungsten which contains
no steel is used as a substitute for tool steel.
Production.of these alloys is very small,
,
Imports and exports not recorded.
in cr Jsfation".-The words "or wolfram metal"
Important c dange
lave been omitted after "tungsten" as unnecessary. The tungsten
alloys above named are specifically mentioned for the first time in
tlis act.
82804-22--24
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De8cription.-Ferrosilicon is an alloy of iron and silicon used in the
rManufacture of steel. The silicon acts as a deoxid'ring agent, reducing blowholes and purifying the steel. The silicon content varies
from 10 to 90 per cent and determines the grade. Ferroilicon containing 10 to 15 per cent silicon is largely- manufactured in blast furnaces, but is also produced in the electric furnace; the higher grades
are produced only in electric furnaces.
Where the percentage of silicon rises above 90 per cent, especially
when over 95 per cei~t, the product is known as silicon metal. Silicon
metal is employed in the manufacture of aluminum castings and to
some extent in the manufacture of other nonferrous alloys.
Production.-The production in 1918 was 297,940 gross tons and
was larger than heretofore, owing to war demands. An estimate in

May, 1918, for ferrosilicon with 50 per cent silicon content was from
100,000 to 110,000 tons per annum. Production in 1920 amounted
to. 235,526 tons. Ferrosilicon is made in Canada, and much is
exported to this country. It is also produced in France, Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, Norway, and Sweden.
Price.-Ferrosilicon with 50 per cent silicon content was quoted in
1919 at an average price of $105.75 per gross ton. In 1920 the price
averaged $85.50, and in November, 1921, it had fallen to about $58.00.
Imports in 1917 were 8,715 long tons. For later years they were as

follows:

Calendar year.

1918 ......

Quantity.

............... : .............................

1919 ................................................
................................................
1921 (9 months).
.............................

Tont.
5,540
10,445
13, 909
3,883

Value.

I

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

Per cent.
$W,740
15
629,382
94,404
15
719,448
107,917
15
203,198 .......................

$424,932

The bulk of the imported ferrosilicon comes from Canada.
Exports, which are relatively -small, are shown in the following
table for the calendar years 1918-1921:
1 18
Quant
......
Vu.t.(tons)
........... f..................
V ue..................................................

4107

$456
$48

1919
1,644

$145,310
$145,

192
632

$41,o57

121
(Omonths).
221

$11,325

The exported ferrosilicon goes principally to Chile, Argentina,
Canada, and the United Kingdom.
Important changes in cdaszficatin.-Ferrosilicon has been graded
according to silicon content with an increasing scale of duties. These
grades are five in number.
Conflicting provisions.-Ferrosilicon containing 8 per cent or more
of silicon is provided for twice in this paragraph, once upon a graduated
scale of specific duties and the other time at 30 per centum ad valorem.
Possibly the latter is intended to be for zirconium-ferrosilicon, for
which no specific provision is made in H. R. 7456.
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CHROMD AND YBRROOEROMX.

Description.-Chrome or chromium occurs chiefly as an oxide in
combination with iron or other elements. The pure metal is hard,
steel-gray in color, and not readily oxidized. It alloys with iron in
all proportions and is used principally in the form of ferrochrome
which iS sold on a basis of its chromium and carbon contents, the
price increasing with the chromium and decreasing With the carbon'
content.
Uses.-Ferrochrome is used extensively in the manufacture of
armor-plate steel, armor-piercing projectiles, bullet-proof steel, highspeed steel and alloys, high-grade castings, stamp-mill shoes and dies,
safe steel, wire, tires, springs, razors, file and cutlery steel, and for
other minor purposes. Hardness and toughness are the principal
characteristics of steels containing chromium.
Production.-An incomplete outline by the Geological Survey of
production of ferro-alloys in the United States gives sales of 3,524
gross tons of ferrochrome, ferromolybdenum, ferrotungsten, and
ferrovanadium in 1916, and 6,066 gross tons of ferrochrome, ferromolybdenum, ferrotitanium, ferrozirconium, and ferrovanadium in
1919. These figures, however, include only a fraction of the production, as an incomplete survey made by the Tariff Commission
showed an output in excess of the figures given.
Price.--Ferrochrome containing 6 to 8 per cent carbon was quoted
in August, 1919, at 32 to 40 cents peripound of chromium content,
and ferrochrome containing 2 to 4 per cent carbon, at 70 cents per
pound of contained chromium. The prices later declined, and in
November, 1921, the high carbon grades were quoted as low as 11
cents per pound of contained chromium.
Imports of ferrochrome were 208 long tons in 1914 and 10 tons in
1917. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.
199.................

Quantity.
..

.......

191920 ....... ........................................
92 ...............................................

1921 (9 months) .................

Value.

Duty.

P
cent......
cent.
Per........

I....n...
Pounds.

92 , 616
3,
514

9 077

Ad
valorem
rate.

$100,404
428,619

. 104,738
....

$15,061
64,293

............

15
1

Ezport.-Some ferrochrome has been exported, but the figures are
not available.
Important change in daw8iflcation.-Ferrochrome is classified with
regard to carbon content in grades containing 3 per cent or more of
that material and those containing less than 3 per cent. The latter
grades become rapidly more expensive as the carbon content is reticed.
FERROPHOSPHORUS.

Description and uses.-Ferrophosphorus is a chemical combination of iron and phosphorus with smaller amounts of other ingredients. Its principal use is in making basic open-hearth pipe, screw
stock, and sheet -bars. Ferrophospliorus restores the phosphorus
content in open-hearth steel to the point desired and increases th
tensile strength and welding quality of pipe steel. In screw
steel more uniform and cleaner cut threads are made possible by the
0
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addition of phosphorus, About 75 or 80,per cent of the ferrophosPhorus now used goes into sheet bars, t4
a sheets; manufacs fin that the, atrii
or tear g apt of the plates or
sheets can be acoomplishef wlt i the umr um loss when ferrophosphorus is used

Production.-No reliable figures are published c'
the pro.
duction of ferrophosphoru in this or other countries. Safes, as reported by the Geological Survey, in 1916 aggregated 12,966 gross
tons, andin 1919 6,706 gross tons.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:,
Calendar year.

1918.......................................
1919.........................................
10
............................................

Quantity.

Value.

pou"O.
2Po4O.
1
0
14,000

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

Per ellit
$1,055
sow
780

$158
$877
117

!5
15

Ekports.-None recorded.
TITANIUM AND FERROTITANIUM.

De cription.-Titanium is abundant in nature. Pure metallic titanium has found no domestic applications of commercial importance.
Ferrotitanium, an alloy of iron and titanium is the form generally
used. The two most prominent.varieties of this alloy, and the only
ones of domestic manufacture, are ferrocarbontitanium, contains
from 15 to 18 per cent titanium, and carbon-free ferrotitanium, contaiw'ng about 25 per cent titanium and some 5 to 6 per cent aluminun.
U8m.--Titanium has been employed in the treatment of pteel rails
made by the Bessemer process, but since he increased use of openhearth steel in heavy rails the demand for titanium for rail use has
decreased. A muchlarger use, however, has been found in the making
of sheet steel, as steel treated with titanium is well suited for galvanizing. The estimated tonnage of steel treated with titanium
was 2,200,000 in 1917.
Production.-The United States is the chief producer of ferrotitanium and titanium. No statistics, however, are available.
Before the war ferrotitanium was made by 15 manufacturers in
Germany, 3 in Great Britain, and 2 in France. Switzerland and
Sweden also manufactured some of this ferroalloy, and pure titanium
was made in Noiway.
Imports a.4d exiport.-There -are practically no exports of metallic
titanium or ferrotianium. The imports have been small and sporadic. The maximum importation was 48 tons, V*alued at $21, 656
in 1912. Importation is principally from England. Later statistics
follow:'
Ad
Calendar yea.

18 .................................................

1919 .....

1920 (..

............................

......................................

1921 (9 Months) ................................

Quantity.

PoW,.

10

Value.

$10

Duty.

volorer"
rate.

$1

12,000

3,317

499

387

713

107

2,1035

801..................

Per ceptt
15
15

.
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'FURVANADWVM.

Description,-Ferraoanaium is an alloy of iron. and vanadium.
American. mnufadturers report a product containing from ,30 to 40
per cent vanadium.
Uses--The vanadium ,in this ferroallov adts as a cleanser and
deoxidizer Qfa steel, bal It and
is employedaftor
forromanganese
the
beyond and
carries deoxidization
ferrosilicon have been added
point obtained by thee alloys. *Ferrovanadium is also used to add
vanadium to the steel; in proportions up to 0.3 per cent the vanadium
toughens and adds to the tensile strength of the steel. Steels so
treated are unusually resistant to shock and ,alternate stresses, and
hence are very usefufor xles, cranks, piston rods, and similar steels.
The automobile is a much stronger machine because of vanadium.
Production.--Schedules returned to the United States Tariff Commission by manufacturers show a yearly output of over 2,700 short
tons during the period 1016 to 1918, inclusive, production having

increased between 700 and 800 per cent since 1910. More forte-

vanadium is produced here than abroad, but some is manufactured
in Germany and England. The world's output is practically under
American control. Vanadium deposits in Peru, Colorado, and Utah
are controlled by American companies. South Africa has lately
produced some vanadium.
Price.--Ferrovanadium containing 30 to 40 per cent vanadium was
quoted during 1919 at $5.50 to $7 per pound of vanadium contained,
and during 1920 at $5.50 to $8.25 per pound. By November, 1921,
the price ranged from $4.25 to $4.50 per pound of contained vanadium. import8 since 1917'have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quastily.

V1 l1e.

I Duty.

Ad

'miozem
rate.

1919.............

............................
19 ...............................
.

11,200

7,989

I'mna.

$21,923

14,331

IPerr c?"I
3,738

2,1

I

1
is

Export amounted to over 1,300 short tons in 1917. For the calen
(lar years 1918 to 1921 they are shown in the following table:
1919,

1918
Quantity (pownds).7 ....
%'Rill$..........................

. ......... ....
.......
W

....

1,312,737
$1,774,

2

64 026
, o,3

s

192D

m9

3$7,M
00

1A88$on

$..

TANTALUM.

Desriptio.--Taitalum is a metallic element associated with
columbium in the minerals tantalite, yttrotantalite, columbite, and
other heavy rare minerals. It is obtained cliefly, from tantalite,
Tantalum is black in color, assuming an iron-gray, luster under

burnisher.
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Us e.-Wrought tantalum is exceedingly hard and tough and has
been used in the manufacture of pen nbs. It resists al ordinary
acids, even aqua regia, hence its great usefulness for chemical purposes. It was formerly employed lor electric-light filaments.
Producaioa.-There are no published statistics but the output is
known to be very limited. Because of their ciose similarity, the
separation of tantalum from columbium is along and complicated
I I
process.
Import&are small; in 1917 they were valued at $2*,000. No imports
are recorded for the calendar years 1918 and 1919. In 1920,6 0 pounds
valued at $54, wore imported, and during nine months of 1921 there
were received 1,229 pounds, valued at $788, from England.
Ezports.-There are no statistics. Exports are probably negligible
OTHER ALLOYS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OP STEEL.

Description and .ises.-Such alloys include a vast number of metals

and alloys used either in very limited amounts or experimentally.
Some alloys enumerated in the act are the following:
Ferrouranum.-Uranium is a heavy and extremely active element.
It is added to steel in the form of ferrouranium. The influence of
uranium on steel is not completely known, but it is said to give
a decided strengthening power and resistance to shock. The igh
price of uranium has deterred experimentation, uranium oxide having brought $3.25 to $3.60 per pound in 1918, and ferrouranium $7
to $7.50 per pound of contained metal. Even in the fall of 1921 the
latter was quoted at $6 per pound of metal content.
Ferroboron.-The qualities of ferroboron are not fully determined.
Boron occurs in the form of borax. Borax is very difficult to reduce
to the elemental state and only small quantities of ferroboron have
been manufactured. Experiments in France showed that remarkably
strong steels are made by un 0.5 to 2 per cent of boron. Its action
is much like that of vanadium.
Ferrozirconium.-This alloy carries 30 to 40 per cent zirconium
metal and sells for $4 to $4.50 per pound of metal contained. Zirconium-bearing steel is reported to be adapted for bullet-proof sheets,
armor plate, and armor-piercing projectiles. Investigations of its
steel-hardening qualities, its fitness for light armor plate on tanks,
.
aeroplanes, etc., are still under way in the trade.
Ferrocerium.-This alloy, 30 per cent iron aid 170 per cent cerium,
is employed as tinder in pocket cigar lighters, gas fighters , and as
igniters for mine lamps. During the war it was also used in hand
grenades and projectiles. Its domestic production probably runs from
1,000 to 2,000 pounds per month-prior to 1917 under Austrian patents,
now under licenses granted American manufacturers by the Alien
Property Custodian. The manufacture of ferrocerium is part of the
pyrophoric-alloy industry of which the incandescent gas mantle is a
widely known product. ihe use of ferrocerium for making stronger
iron castings has been recommended.
. ,In addition to these alloys: are chromium nickel, vanadium nickel,
zirconium, nickel, chromium vanadium, chromium silicon, zirconiui
silicon, and, calcium silicide. - None of these compounds are made in
steady quantiies since they are in an experimental stage of production.
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Production is sifiall and no reliable statistics exist.
Imports of forroalloys and metals used in makigalloy steels other
than those for which figures have been tabldated above, are grouped
in the tables of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce under.
the caption "All other alloys used in the manufacture of steel n. s
p. f." The largest single item is calcium silicide or silicon-calium,
which is imported from France by several concerns that are endeavoring to introduce this alloy into American steel practice as a substitute for ferromanganese and ferrosilicon. Imports since 1917 have

been as follows:

Quantity.

Calendar yer.

1918 ....................................................
1919 ....................................................

1920....................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

Value.

Sy.

PoWn#.
31,920

$5,025

$754

241,029
134,661

23,093
15,209

3,644

19,178

2,501

Ad valo.
rem rate.

Duty.

Per.cenW.

15
is
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NO)TE ON FERROALLOYS AND STEEL-ALLOYING -METALS.

Metals and alloy8 produced in steady quantties.-Many of the
ferroalloys or alloying metals mentioned in this paragraph are produced only spasmodically and for experiment. The following are
manufactured in steady quantities:
Ferromanganese (high and low carbon grades); ferrosilicon; forrochrome (high and low carbon grades); ferrotungsten; ferrovanadium;
forromolybdenum; ferrophosphorus; ferrotitanium; metallic manganese; calcium molybdate; manganeseboron; metallic tungsten;
chromium tungsten; silicon metal; and ferrocerium.
In addition to these, ferrouranuim is quoted regularly on the
market and some authorities say that ferrozirconium is a coming
alloy of importance,

_

PARAGRAPH 303.
H. R. 7456.
P.
303. Muck bars and bar iron,
'sqpuare iron, rolled or hammered, comprising flats not less than one inch wide
iior less than three-eighths of one inch
thick, round iron not less than sevensixteenths of one. inch in diameter, onefourth of I cent per pound; round iron,
in coils or rods, less than seven-sixteenthe
of one inch in diameter, and bars and
shapes of rolled or hammered iron, not
specially provided for, five-tenths of 1
cent per pound; iron in slabs, blooms,
loops, or other forms less finished than iron
in bars, and more advanced thaui pig iron,
except castings, two-tenths of 1 cent per
pound: Provided, That all iron bars,
)1ooms, billets, slabs or loops in the manu-

facture of which charcoal is used as fuel
shall be subject to a duty of three-tenths
of I cent per pound.

SENATE AMENDMENTS..
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'01 1918.'

ACT OFIO
PAR. ] 1i. Bar iron, muck bars, square
iron-rolled or hammered, coinprising flats
not iess than one inch wide nor less than
three-eighths of one inch thick, roundiron not less than seveo-oifteenths of one
inch in diameter, three-tenths of ope en
. ..
per p und.
PARL 120. ;Round iron, in coils or r ds,.
lees than seven-sixteenths of one inch in
diameter, and bars or shapes of rolled or
hammered iron, not specially provided
for in this section, six-tenths of one cent
per pound:
Provided, That all iron in slabs, blooms,
loops, or other forms les finished than iron
in bars, and more advanced than pig iron,
except castings, shall be subject to a duty
of four-tenths of one cent per pound:

, PAR. 103. Muck bars, bar iron, square
'iron, rolled or hammered, rbund iron
coils or rods, bars or shapes of rolled or
hammered iron not specially, provided for
in tbl; section, 5 per centum ad valorem.
"PAR. 518.
*
* iron
in slabs,
blooms, loops or other forms lqss finished
than iron bars, and more advanced than
pig iron except castings, not specially
provided for in this section [Free].

Provided further, That all iron bars,

blooms, billets, slabs or loops, in the
manufacture of which charcoal is used as
fuel, shall be subject to a duty of eight
dollars per ton.
BAR IRON.

(See Survey G-2.)

Description.-Bar iron is wrought iron in the form of bars. The
rough iron bloom coming from the puddling furnace is first rolled into
a flat bar, known as a muck bar or puddle bar. It is then cut into
short lengths and the pieces piled together to be reheated. After
reheating and rerolling the material is-known as refined iron, refined
bars.to improve
There isthesometimes
bars, 'or,andmore
grade. Ina
and rerolling
reheating merchant
thirdcommonly,
second
the process of rolling iron is reduced to simple forms, such as squares,
rounds, and flats. These forms resemble the cross sections of the
material from which they are made-blooms, billets, or slabs and
their final section determines their tiomenclature.
The terms "slabs," "blooms," "loops," and "billets," as applied
to wrought iron, represent earlier stages of production than those of
bars and indicate the shapes the iron assumes before being made
into bars.
Where charcoal is used in the manufacture of bars, blooms, billets,
etc., a purer product is usually obtained, but the cost is much greater.
Production of merchant iron bars in 1917 amounted to 983,926 gross
tons and in 1920 to 663,032 gross tons.' Wrought-iron bars in recent
years have maintained an unequal competition with soft steel, which
is occasionally used in the place of wrought iron. The labor cost
of iron bars is greater than that involved-in the production of steel
bars.
Imports may be tabulated under three general heads: (1) Muck
bars; (2) Bar iron, including flat and square iron and iron in rods or
coils, and shapes or rolled or hammered iron, n. s. p. f.; (3) Slabs,
blooms, loops, etc.
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"followg.t
Imports since 1917 have beenae
l

Ad valo

Quantlty.

Calendar year.

value.

Duty.

rem ate.

MUCK BARS.

1919 ....................................................

1

1920.............................................

1921 (9,montbs) ...............................

Tons.
7

717

47

122,078

$6,10t

Per Cent.

3,114

82,283

6

5

37,73 ........................

BAR IRON, INCLUDING FLAT, SQUAREj ROUND IRON, ETC.
88,205
M2,231

1,049
3,9W

1919 ....................................................
1920 ...................................................

9

1921 (9 months) .......................................

5
5

84,310
28,111

87,720

5

4,388

IRON SLABS, BLOOMS, LOOPS, ETC.

1918 ...........

...............................

1919..: ......................................
1920 ...................................................

PoX.
10,84
401283

816807.............

11457................
13 733

-43,765

Most of the imported iron entering the country in the form of bars
comes from England, Sweden, and Canada.
Export of bar iron for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 have been
as follows:,
~1021
1918
uantity (pound) ............... 4...........
19alue

1919

1920

104,445,768
13624,9
141,942,462
8,4651,224
8,5786,32
8..........................................
5,34,398

(9 months).
28,195,249
$1,143,736

Exports go mainly to Japan, Canada, United Kingdom, Brazil,
and Cuba.
Important ckange8 in classifcation.-Iron in the form of blooms,
slabs, loops, etc., is transferred from the free list of the act of 1913
(par. 518). A distinction is made between iron in the manufacture
of which charcoal is used as a fuel and iron produced with the use of
other fuel.
Suggested cange.-All iron bars, blooms, billets, slabs, etc., in the
manufacture of which charcoal is used are subject to a duty of threetenths of 1 cent per pound. Round iron in coils or rods less than
scven-sixteenths of I inch in diameter and bars and shapes of rolled
or hammered iron not specially provided for are subject to a rate of
five-tenths of 1 cent per pound. All charcoal iron coming under this
paragraph is, therefore, subject to a lower rate of duty than certain
kind of wrought iron which are more cheaply manufactured.
In order to obviate the imposition of higher duties on the cheaper
than on the more. expensive irons, the proviso in the paragraph might
be made to read as follows:
Provided, That all iron bars, blooins, billets, slabs, or loops in the manufacture of
which charcoal is used as a fuel, shall be subject to a duty of not les than (rate per
pound.
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SENATE AMENDXENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 304. Steel ingots, cogged ingots,
blooms and slabs, by whatever process
made; die blocks or blanks; billets and
bars; shafting; pressed, sheared, or
stamped shapes, not advanced in value
or condition by any process or operation
subsequent to the process of stamping;
hammer molds or swaged steel; gun-barrel
molds nqt in bars; alloys not specially
provided for used as substitutes for steel
in the manufacture of tools; all descriptions and shapes of dry sand, loam, or
iron molded steel castings; sheets and
plates and steel not specially provided for;
all of the foregoing valued at not over 1
cent per pound, two-tenths of 1 cent per
pound; valued above I cent and not above
11 cents per pound, three-tenths of 1 cent
per pound; valued above 14 and nop
above 24 cents per pound, five-tenths of
1 cent per pound; valued above 24 and
not above 34 cents per pound, eighttenths of 1 cent per pound; valued above
34 and not above 5 cents per pound, 1 cent
per pound; valued above 5 and not above
8 cents per pound,'14 cents per pound;
valued above 8 and not above 12 cents
per pound, 2 cents per pound; valued
above 12 and not above 1.6 cents per
Found, 24 cents per pound; valued above
16and not above 20 cents per pound, 34
'cents per pound; valued above 20 and
not above 24 cents per pound, 4 cents per
pound; valued above 24 and not above
32 cents per pound, 5 cents per pound;
valued above 32 and not above 40 cents
per pound, 6 cents per pound; valued
above 40 cents per pound. 20 per centum
ad valorem: Jrovtded, That on steel circular saw plates there shall be levied, collected and paid an additional duty of
one-fourth of 1 cent per pound.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 1.31. Steel ingots, cogged ingot8
blooms, and slabs, 1)y whatever process
made; (lie blocks or blanks;, billets and
bars and tapered or b)eveled bars; mill
shafting; pressed, sheared, or stamped
shapes, not advanced in value or condition by any proc(s or operation subsequent to the process of stamping; hammer
molds or swaged steel; gun-barrel molds
not in )ars; alloys used as substitutes for
steel in the manufacture of tools; all deswriptions and shapes of dry sand, loam
or iron-molded steel (.ati gs; sheets and
I)lates and steel not s ecially lrovide(l
or in this section, all oithe abo e valued
at three-fourths of one cent per pound or
less, seven-fortieths of one cent per pound;
valued above three-fourths of one cent

PAR. 613. Steel ingots, cogged inot,.
blooms and slabs, die blocks or blonk.s,

and billets, it made by the Bessemer.

Siem ens- Martin, open-hearth or si 'nilar
lrwO)(es, not containing alloy, such w

nickel, cobalt, vanadium, chromium,
tungten, or wolfram, molybdenum, titanium, iridium, uranium, tantalum,
boron, and similar alloys, fFree].
PARl. 110. Steel bars, and tapered or
beveled bars; mill shafting; pressed,
sheared, or stamped shapes, not ad\van(ed
in value or condition by any process or
operation MUb111quent to the process of
stamping; hammer molds or swaged steel
gun-barrel molds not in bars; all descriptions and shapes of dry sand, loam, or
iron molded steel castings, sheets, and

SUMMARY OF, TARIFF INFORMATION9,1921.
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,-ACT OF 1918.

and not above one and three-tenths cents
per pound, three-tenths of one Sent per
pound; valued above one and threetenths cents and not above one and eighttenths cents per pound, five-tenths of one
cent per pound; valued above one and
eight-tentho cents and not above two and
two-tenths cents per pound, six-tenths of
one cent per pound; valued above two
and two-tentls cents and not above three
cents per pound, eight-tenths of one cent
per pound', valued above three cents per
pound and not above four cents per
pound, one ahd one-tenth cents per
pound; valued above four cents and not
above seven cents per pound, one and
two-tenths cents per pound; valued above
seven cents and not above ten cents per
pound, one and nine-tenths cents per
pound; valued above ten cents and not
alove thirteen cents per pound, two and
three-tenths cents per pound; valued
above thirteen cents and not above sixteen cents per pound, two and'seventenths cents per pound; valued albove
.ixteen cents and not above twenty-four
vents per pound, four and six-tenths cents
l)er pound; valued above twenty-four
cents and not above thirty-two cents per
pound, six cents per pound; value d al'ove
thirtv-two cents and not above forty ('ents
per lound, seven cents per pound; valued
above forty cents per pound, twenty per
v'ntlni a( valorem.

plates; all the foregoing, if made by the
Bememer, Siemens-Martin, open-hearth,
or similar processes, not containing alloys,
such as nickel, cobalt, vanadium, chromium, tungsten or wolfram, molybdenum, titanium, iridium, uranium,
tantalum, boron, and similar alloys, 8 per
centum ad valorem; steel ingots, cogged
ingots, blooms and slabs, die blocks or
blanks; billets and bars and tapered or
beveled bars; pressed, sheared, or stamped
shapes not advanced in value or condition
by any process or operation subsequent
to the process of stamping; hammer molds
or swayed steel; gun-barrel molds not in
bars; aloys used as substitutes for steel
in the manufacture of tools; all descriptions and shapes ot dry sand, loam, or
iron molded castings, sheets, and plates;

PAR. 137. * * * on steel circular

saw plates there shall be paid one-fourth
of one cent per pound in addition to the

*

*

*

and eteel not spe(ially provided

for in this section, aN the foregoing when
made by the crucible, electric, or cenientation piroce, either with or without
alloys, and finished by rolling, hammering, or otherwise, and all steels by whatever process made, containing alloys such
as nickel, cobalt, vanadium, chromium,
tungsten, wolfram, molybdenum, titanium, iridium, uranium, tantalum, boron,
and similar alloys, 15 per centum ad
valorem.
PAR. 105.

*

*

*

crucible plate steel

and saw plates, cut or sheared to shape or
otherwise, or unsheared,* * * 12 per
(.entum ad valorem.
PAtt. 109. * * * metal sheets deco*
*
]5
1 per centuin
rated in colors

ad valorem.

rates provided in this section for steel
plates.

l'PAR. 171.

*

*

*

ingots, cogged in-

rets, blooms. or blanks for the same, with(,ut rear(l to the degree of manufacture,
fihe cent per pound: * * *
'The
-aw.e" refers to wheels for railway purpsies or lrts thereof made of steel and
steel locomotive car or olher railway tires
or parts thereof.J
CRUDE 87EEL, ETC.

(See Surveys

-4 and G-7.)

Description.-The steel ingot is the first solid form which pig iron
takes when converted into steel. When made by the Bessemer or
open-hearth process, it is usually a block about 6 feet long, 1J feet
wide, and 1J feet thick. Blooms, billets, and slabs are usually modifications of the ingot after being subjected to rolling. Blooms and
billets have a rectangular cross section and are square or nearly
so. Slabs are rectangular, with a width at least twice their thickness.
Blooms and billets are rolled into structural shapes, bars, and the
like, and slabs, into plates and sheets. Ordinary steel bars are rolled
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products made from billets and are classified asrounds, flats, squares,
hexagons, ovals, half rounds, or half ovals, according to section. A
die block or blank is a mass of metal attached to a hammer which
falls or is driven violently against a piece to be worked, or is the
anvil block on which the piece is placed. Shafting, pressed and
stamped shapes, and hammer and gun-barrel molds represent forms
of finished iron and steel which have received little or no treatment
beyond rolling, pressing, hammering, or stamping. Hammer molds
or waged steel is steel shaped by a hammer and swage. Steel castings are steel forms shaped by molds into which the molten metal is
poured and allowed to solidify. They may be annealed or machined,
or both, but they do not receive any rolling or forging. Alloys which
can be used as substitutes for steel in the manufacture' of tools are
not at present numerous. The most promising is stellite, which is
composed of cobalt, chromium, and tungsten (or molybdenum), already provided for in paragraph 302. Sheets and plates are pieces
of iron and steel ranging generally from 6 to 200 inches in width and
cut to various leng ths. Plates have a thickness of one hundred and
forty-one thousandths of 1 inch. This thickness corresponds to No.
10 wire gauge. Circular-saw plates are plates made under certain
specifications, circular in form and intended for use as saws.
Production.-The production of steel is usually given in terms of
ingots and castings. In 1914 this production was 23,513,030 gross
tons. The country's output of stee[ in 1920 amounted to 42,132,934
gross tons, of which 40,881,392 tons constituted ingots and 1,251,542
tons, castings. Over three-fourths of the steel output was openhearth and about one-fifth Bessemer, the greater part of the remainder
consisting of electric steel. Of the steel produced in 1920. 6,130,240
gross tons were rolled into merchant bars and 9,337,680 gross tons
were rolled into plates and sheets. The leading foreign producers of
steel are Germany, the United Kingdom, and France, whose output
in
1918 was 14,874,000 tons, 9,591,000 tons, and 1,912,000 tons,
respectively.
rmport..-hnports of articles enumerated in this paragraph are in
some instances difficult to state, because they overlap articles mentioned in other paragraphs. This is particularly true with reference
to steel plate. Roughly speaking, imports may be divided into eight
distinct classes:
(1) Steel ingots made by the Bessemer and open-hearth processes.
(2) Cogged ingots, blooms and slabs, die blocks and blanks, billets
I
and bars, made by the Bessemer and open-hearth processes.
(3) Steel ingots, cogged ingots, blooms and slabs, made by the
crucible, electric, or cementation process.

(4) Shafting, hammer molds, gun-barrel molds, etc.
(.5) Sheets and plates not containing alloys, made by the Bessemer
and open-hearth processes.
(6) Saw plate.

(7) Sheets and plates, either with or without alloys, finished by
rolling, hammering, or otherwise, made by the crucible,
electric, or cementation process.
(8) Crucible plate steel.
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Statistics of importss8ince 1917 follow:

J

Quantity.

Calendar year.

E

Ad

Duty.

Value.

Rates

valorem

STEEL INGOTS MADE BY TUB BESSEMER AND OPEN-HEARTH PROCESSES.
PerCole.
................
1919 .....................
1920 ....................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

........

(')O0GED INGOTS, BLOOMS AND SLABS, DIE BLOCKS AND BLANKS, BILLETS AND BARS
MADE BY THE BESSEMER AND OPEN-HEARTH PROCESSES.
75, 287,681 $1,549, 788
424,677
-18,025,191
348,637
10,2-2,858
32, 462
1,562,533

......................
191 '......................
1919 ...........--------------------------.
1920- - - - 1921 (9 months) ....................................

............
............
............ ............
- ......... ............

STEEL INOOTS, (OOGED INGOTS, BLOOMS AND SLABS MADE BY THE CRUCIBLE,
ELECTRIC, OR CEMENTATION PROCESSES.

17,157 .................

860,232

1921 (9months) .................................

234,904
125,683

1 56,025
3 37891

3,318,726
3,20,56

1919 ..............................................
1920 ...........................................

15

$223, 454

6028,383 51,489,695

1918 .......................................

15
I

SIIAFTING, HAMMER MOLDS. GUN-BARREL MOLDS, ETC.

8,451
,6

1918 ......... ........................................... . 0,29,641
....................................... 3,1,434,123
119.
73,57
1920..
1921 (9 months)........

.............................

$37,478
tt,13
21,084

140
41I2
263,553

95,955 t

44,480 ...........

8
............

SIE'18 AND I'LATES NOT CON'I 'AINING ALLOYS.

I

1918 ....................................................
1919 ................... ..
1931 ..................................................
1921 (9 innntis) ......................................

I

2,269,8631
8.931
1,241
17c 6,99
I:9"0

521,707
$271 342
8
11423
142, 7R4
8
184,240
14,7391
40,354 ........................

SAW PI,ATE.
-I-

19 '. ........ ........................................
................................
9'111
...................
W )J..................................................
11121
(9 intirths) ............ ...........................

12
$2,98
$24, 8.)6I
12
1,.501
12, 5 6 i
12
51
429 i
13- ........................

.96,416
71,149
236
25

>l I,.TS AND PLATFS, EITHER WITH OR WITHOUT AILLIOYS, 1'INISIJEI) BY ROLLING,
IIAMMERINO, OR OTHERWISE.

...................................

19.

.

.

.

S

...............

0....................................................
l 2)
1921 (9 m onths) ........................................

531, 322
1,35,79
232, 392

(39 8,496
136,614

25'1,737
48,262

l20
492

37,761 1
..................

5 a
10D

15

CRUCIBLE P'LATE STEEL.
....................................................
..
.
.
.
,19..
I..................

19.21
(9 m months)........................................

Inchides steel Ingots.

41,893
171,'98
191,256
49,403

12
$1,163
$9,(;90.
12
4,(W8
.38,904
12
4,193
34,940
4,30 ............ ............
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In addition to the above there were imported into the United
States a few tons of crucible-steel ingots in 19f9 for the construction of
vessels and in 1918 and 1920 similar amounts of shafting, shapes, etc.,
for the same purpose.
The greater part of the imported steel in these forms comes from
the United Kingdom, Canada, and Sweden.
Export8.-The United States is a great exporter of steel but most of
the exported material goes abroad in forms more highly finished than
those enumerated
in tfisyears
paragraph.
Exports
billets, ingots, and
blooms
in the calendar
1918-1921
were asof follows:
1921

ty (tons) ................................
.................................

1918

1919

1920

1,786,189
$150,58,151

$19, 258,424
370787

218,873
$12,825,960

(9 months.
8,091
$18,237

During 1920 and 1921 the greater part of this steel wont to the
United Kingdom, Canada, Italy, Belgium, and Japan. In 1918-If
much steel in those forms went also to France.
Important change8 in class8ficatn.-Steel ingots, cogged igots,
blooms and slabs, die blocks or blanks and billets, if made by the
Bessemer, Siemens-Martin, open-hearth or similar processes, not
containing. alloys, are free under paragraph 613 of the act of 1913.
In H. R. 7456 the distinction between steel made by the open-hearth
and Bessemer processes and steel made by the crucible, electricfurnace and Cementation processes in the act of 1913 is no longer
retained. A graduated scale of duties is employed for steels varying
in quality. Specific mention of crucible plate steel is also omitted
but is by implication retained in the provisions for the duties on
high-grade plate steel. The specific provision for saw plate, contained in the act of 1913 is limited in the proposed tariff act to steel
"circular saw plates."
Suqgeted changes.-The provisions for sheets and plates, including
circular saw plates, in this paragraph might be transferred to a separate paragraph including all sheets and plates of the character designated. Paragraph 304 deals with crude and half-finished steel material, and from the viewpoint of the steel manufacturer plates and
sheets constitute finished material.
PARAGRAPH 305.
H. R. 7486.
PAR. 30. In addition to the rates of
duty provided for in this title on steel in
all forms and shapes, by whatever process
made, and by whatever name designated,
whether cast, hot or cold rolled, forged,
stamped, or drawn, containing more th an
six-tenths of I per ceitum of nickel, cobalt, valadium, chromium, tu ngsten, mo-
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lyixienum, or any other metallic element
used in alloying steel, there shall be
levied, collected, and paid 15 per centum
ad valorem: Prodded, That manganese
and silicon shall not be considered as
allowing m~tcrial unless present in the
steel in excess of 1 per centum manga.
nese or silicon: Providedfurther, That an
additional cumulative duty of $1.25 per
pound on the molybdenum content in
excess of 11 per centum, and 72 cents per
pound on the tungsten content in excess
of 1J per centum shall be levied, collected
and paid on any articles containing molybdenum and tungsten.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR, 131. [Specjfic rates according to
value up to 40 cents per pound, above
which 20 percentum ad valorem. No
distinction between alloy steels and carbon steels of similar value.]

PAR. 110. * * * and all steels by
whatever process made, containing alloys
such as nickel, cobalt, vanadium, chromium, tungsten, wolfram, molybdenum,
titanium, iridium, uranium, tantalum,
boron and similar alloys, 15 per centum
ad vaforem.

ALLOY STEEL$.

(See Survey 0-7.)

Description and v8e8.-Certain elements or metals are capable
of purifying steel, and when alloyed therewith, of giving it certain
desirable qualities. These metals are generally rare but add materially to the value of the steel. Alloy steels vary in character and
value. The principal ones are the following:
(1) Nickel steel, with a nickel content from 2 to 4 per cent,
used mainly in the manufacture of high-class structural
steel, forgings, and plates.
steel, with a chromium content of 11 per cent,
(2) Chrome nickel
used in the manufacture of forgings like axles.
(3) Tungsten steel, ordinarily containing either 14 or 18 per cent
tungsten, used in the manufacture of high-speed steel tools,
and with a smaller percentage of tungsteh, in the manufacture
of other tools.
(4)' Vanadium steel, containing lesq than 1 per cent vanadium,
used for automobile parts, subject to repeated stresses.
(5) Molybdennm steel, for the same uses as vanadium steel.
(6) Chrome steel used in small quantities in the manufacture of
ball bearings.
(7) Manganese steel employed in the making of rolls and rails and
other products subject to abrasion.
In addition to these steels there are copper steels which resist
corrosion, silicon steel employed in the manufacture of springs, electric transformers, etc., and zirconium steel which may come into competition with vanadium steel.
The Production of alloy steels in 1920 amounted to 1,660,292 gross
tons.

rhe output in 1910 amounted to 567,819 gross tons or
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about one-third of that produced in 1920. Of the output in 1920,
1,591,939 gross tons consisted of ingots and 68,353 gross tons of
castings. In 1920, 1,283,646 gross tons were made by the openhearth process and over half of the remainder by the electric furnace
method.
Imports.--Much of the imported alloy steels come into the country
in the forms of bars, rods, plates and the like. Some alloy steel
is imported under the general designation "steel in all forms
and shapes by whatever process made, n. s. p. f.," statistics of the
importation of which are given in the table below. (This imported
material, however, includes much steel that does not come under the
designation of alloy.)
Calendar year.

................
1918 .....................
1919 ..................................................
192 .................................................
1921 (9 mo tba) ..........................................

Quantity.
POW&ad
151,424
204,457
883,740
209 90

Value.

$55,648 t
122, 4
371, 147
60,049.

Duty.

$8,332
18,44
56,872
.........

Ad valo.
rem rate.
Percent.
l5
15
15

Important changes in daesification.-A new provision.
Suggested changes.-Insert a comma after "collected", in line 17, on
page 43 of H. R. 7456.
In the second proviso, the word "articles" may apply to tools
made from tungsten or molybdenum steels, and particuarly highspeed steel twist drills, readers, and milling cutters. These articles
are not specially provided for and will therefore be dutiable as manufactures of metal, n. s. p. f. under paragraph 393. They are sold by
the piece and the value per pound varies between wide limits (say
from $1 to $10 or more), and the actual percentage of tungsten may
also vary from as low as 10 per cent to 18 por cent or more. The
collection of a specific duty on the tungsten content would involve
the weighing of the articles and the ascertainment of the percentage
of tungsten. In order to secure a representative sample it would be
necesary to destroy the article or at least injure it by drilling in such a
manner as to lower materially the value of any part actually examined .
The average value of these articles is probably considerably in excess
of $3 per pound, hence the duty at 35 per cent would amount to more
than $1 por pound of metal. The duty collected on the tungsten
content (a maximum of about 18 per cent) would amount to less
than 13 cents per pound, or, slay, an additional 4 per cent ad valorem.
There is some doubt concerning the scope. of this paragraph. 'lh(,
expression "steel in all forms and* shapes not specially provided
for in this Act," is a catchall phrase in paragraph 135 ot' the act of
1897, which was omitted from the acts of 1909 and 1913. Paragralph
305 is evidently intended to embrace more thal that provision in
the act of 1897. If the intention is to limit the provision to the
steels enumerated in paragraph 304, the words "the immediatelN
preceding paragraph" might be substituted for "this title" in line 4,
page 43.
The word "articles" would make the second proviso applicable t,
any product whatsoever; whether unfinished or finished, containing
more than 1 per cent of tungsten or molybdenum.
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PARAGRAPH 308.
SENATE AMENDMENT.

K. R. 7488.
PAR. 306. All motal produced from iron
or its ores, %hich is cast and malleable, of
whatever description or form, without
reprd to the percentage of carbon contaned therein, whether produced by
cementation, or converted, cast, or made
from iron or its ores, by the crucible,
electric Bessemer Clapp-Griffith, pneumatic, Thomas-Gilchrist, basic, SiemensMartin or open-hearth process, or by the
equivalent of either, or by a combination
of two or more of the processes, or their
equivalents, or by any fusion or other process which produces from iron or its ores
a metal either granular or fibrous in structure, which is cast and malleable, excepting what is known as malleable-iron

castings, shall be classed and denomi.
nated as steel.
AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 139. All metal produced from
iPA. 117. All metal produced from
iron or ito ores, which is cast and malle- iron or its ores, which is cast and malleable, of whatever description or form, able, of whatever description or form
without regard to the percentage of without regard to the percentage o
carbon contained therein, whether pro. carbon contained therein, whether produced by cementation, or converted, duced by cementation, or converted,
cast, or made from iron or its ores, by the cast, or made from iron or its ores, by the

crucible, Bessemer, Clapp-Griffith, pneu- crucible Bessemer, Clapp-Griffith, pneumatic, Thomas-Gilchrist, basic, Siemens- matic, Thomas-Gilchrist, basic, SiemensMartin or open-hearth process, or by the Martin or open-hearth process, or by the
equivalent of either or by a combination equivalent of either or by a combination
of two or more of the process, or their of two or more of the processes, or their
equivalents, or by any fusion or other equivalents, or by any fusion or other
process which produces from iron or its process which produces from iron or its

ores a metal either gra ular or fibrous in
structure', which is cast and malleable,
excepting what is known as malleableiron castings, shall be clued and denominated as steel.

ores a metal either granular or fibrous in
structure, which is cast and malleable,
excepting what is known as malleableiron castings, shall be classed and denominated as steel.

STEEL, PROCESSES OF MANUFACTURE.

(See Survey 0-7.)

This paragraph is descriptive only, and its definition of steel is
rather more incusive than the usual trade acceptance. As defined
in this paragraph, steel may have no carbon whatsoever, whereas
in trade practice iron with a carbon content less than 2.2 per cent,
generally-less than 1.5 per cent, but more than a mere trace of that
clement constitutes steel. Steel is characterized by relative toughness, and, when tempered by hardness and elasticity. It differs
from cast iron in that it has a smaller percentage of carbon and
from wrought iron by its freedom from slag. Ordinarily, steel has
also a smaller percentage of silicon than pig iron, although in the
case of certain alloyed steel the silicon content may be relatively
high.
82304-22---25
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At the present time there are f&6e reoognized processes in manufacturing steel: The Aessemer, the open-hearth the crucible, the
electric-furnace and the cementation processes. The Bessemer process consists in blowing air through molten pig iron contained in a
suitable vessel, whereby its impurities are oxidized and removed.
The open-hearth process consists in the oxidation and removal of the
impurities contained in a bath of metallic iron lying on a hearth of a
regenerative furnace, the product being tapped in a fluid condition.
The crucible process produces a steel particularly free from imperfections by melting in air-tight crucibles various grades of iron or
steel with or without the addition of carbon, ore, or other metals.
The electric-furnace process is distinguished by the use of electricity
as the source of heat for the various reactions. The cementation process consists in impregnating bars of wrought iron or soft steel with
carbon at a temperature below their melting point, and is used (chiefly
in England) for the production of high-carboii bars for the manufacture of steel or shear steel.
The Bessemer and open-hearth processes may each asshme one of
two forms-the acid or the basic-according to the lining of the
furnace. In the acid process, the silicon, manganese, and carbon
contained in the pig iron are acted upon, but not the phosphorus and
sulphur. In the basic process, phosphorus is largely, and the sulphur to a considerable extent, eliminated, as well as the silicon,
manganese, and carbon. The basic-Bessemer process is seldom employed in the United States, owing to the relatively low phosphorus
content of American pig iron. -Por the acid-Bessemer process, the
phosphorus content of the pig iron should not be greater than 0.1 per
cent, whereas a typical analysis of pig iron adapted to the basicBessemer process would show a phosphorus content of about 2.5 per
cent. Most of the non-Bessemer domestic pig iron is thus manufactured into steel by the basic open-hearth process, which does not
require so high a phosphorus content. On account of the greater
uniformity and reliability of the steel produced. by the open-hearth
process much of the pig iron suitable for the Bessemer process is now
converted by the acid open-hearth method. Two or more of these
processes may be combined. Thus in the duplex process the metal
is partly purified in Bessemer converters and finally purified in basic
open-hearth steel furnaces.
The Clapp-Griflith process is one form of the Bessemer, wherein the
Clapp-Griffth converter is employed. The pneumatic process is an
obsolete term for the Bessemer and is also applied to a special form
of the Bessemer process for the making of wrought iron (the Chainpion pneumatic process). The names "Thomas," "Thomas-GilchristJ and "basic" are used in Europe synonymously 'with the
basic-Bessemer process, although the term "basic, as has just been
noted, is also used more broadly to include the basic open-hearth
process. The Siemens-Martin process, as the term is ordinarily
used, signifies open-hearth.

Importance ofsteel.-At the present time most of the pig-iron output of the world is converted into steel, the domestic proportioni

being between 80 and 90 per cent.
In the calendar year 1920 the United States produced 42,132,931

gross tons of steel. 'Of this output, 32,671,895 tons were made by the
open-hearth process; 8,883,087 were made by the Bessemer; 72,2615
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tons by the crucible; -502,152 tonsby the electric furnace; and 3,535
tons by miscellaneous processes or processes not named.
Suf/geted changem.-In enumerating the methods of steel manufaclure it is suggested that the five processes now used by commercial
nations be named without the addition of the others. The terms
"Clapp-Griffith," "pneumatic," and "Thomas-Clilchrist" represent
certain specialized types of the Bessemer process, and the term
"Siemens-Martin" is synonymous with open-hearth. If these terms
are included in the paragraph, there is no apparent reason for the
omission of 30 or 40 other variations of the Bessemer, open-heaxth,
and other processes. The phrase "or by any fusion or other process
which produces from iron or its ores a metal either granular or fibrous
in structure, which is cast and malleable, excepting what is known as
malleable-iron castings, shall be classed and denominated as steel"
sufficiently provides for any other possible method of manufacturing
steel.
PARAGRAPH 307.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 307. Boiler or other plate iron or
steel, except crucible plate steel and saw
plate steel, not thinner than one hundred
and forty one-thousandths of one inch,
cut or sheared to shape or otherwise, or
unsheared, and skelp iron or steel sheared
or rolled in grooves, valued at 1 cent per
pound or les seven-twentieths of 1 cent
per pound' valued above 1 cent per pound
and not above 3 cents per pound, five.
tenths of 1 cent per pound; valued at over
3 cents per pound, 20 per centum ad
valorem: Prvded, That all sheets or
plates of iron or steel thinner than one
hundred and forty one-thousandths of
one inch shall pay duty as iron or steel
sheets.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

RAi. 122. Boiler or other plate iron or
stvel, except crucible ulate steel and saw

PAR. 105. Boiler or other plate iron or
steel, * * * not specially provided

jites hereinafter provided for in this
,,I.,'iol, not thinner than number ten
wire gauge, cut or sheared to shape or
,,therwise, or unsheared and skelp iron
,r steel sheared or rolled in grooves, val!ied at eight-tenths of one cent per pound
or less, three-tenths of one cent per pound:
alliedd above eight-tenths of one cent and
linot above one cent per pound, four-tenths
,t onie cent per pound; valued above one
,.mit and not above two cents per pound
five-tenths of one cent per pound: valued
above two cents and not above three cents
pvr pound, six-tenths of one cent per
loud; valued at over three cents per
1,1und. twenty per centun ad valorem:
PW,,d. That all sheets or plates of iron
,r steel thinner than number ten wire
':iueeshall pay duty as iron or fslto,
,PhPtS,.

for in this section; sheets of iron or steel,
common or black, of whatever dimensions,
whether plain corrugated or crimped,
*

*

* and skelp iron or steel, whether

sheared or rolled in grooves, or otherwise,
12 per centum ad valorem.
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IRON AND STEEL PLATES AND SKZLP.
(See Survey 0-4.)

Deicription and uss.-Plates are pieces of iron or steel, principally
steel, ranging in thickness from No. 10 wire gauge approximatelyy W4
inch) to 2j inches, and in width over 7 inches, and cut to various
lengl;hs. No. 10 wire gauge has been used as a line of division
between plates and sheets, the latter being the thinner, but No. 12
wire gauge (if inch) is probably the more common. These divisions,
however, are not in all cases sharply drawn. The principal uses
of plates are for boilers, tanks, steel cars, buildings, bridges, etc.
Boiler plates may be subdivided into flange, fire-box, and extra-soft
steel. Skelp iron or steel consists of long strips-used in the manufacture of tubes and pipes.
Plates and sheets, before special preparation for their several uses,
represent a relatively low stage of steel manufacture. Additional
rolling, cutting, smoothing, polishing, galvanizing, etc., carry further
the process of production.
Production.--Statistics concerning plates and sheets included in
this paragaph are not in all cases available. The production of
plates and sheets, divided almost equally, exceeded 8,000,000 gross
tons in 1917 and 1918. In 1920 production amounted to 9,337,680
grosa tons, of which 4,755,133 gross tons consisted of plate. In
addition to this figure is a small amount of nail plate. A considerable
part of thia plate tonnage consists of material covered by other
paragraphs.
Imports of plates and sheets partly covered by this aragraph are
insignificant compared with the domestic production. Imports since
1917 have been as follows:
Ad

Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ......................................................
1919 ......................................................
1920 ......................................................

1921 (9 months) .........................

Pounds.

145,318
06,96
21,386

.16,472

Value.

Duty.

$10,832
797
2,548

valorem

I rate.

$1,300
96
306

Percrent.

12
12
12

1675...............

In addition to the above there were imported into the United
States for the construction and equipment of vessels 482,790 pounds
valued at $26,318 in 1918, and in 1920, 58,620 pounds valued at
$8,290.
Exports in general far exceed imports. The export figures, however,
do not divide plates and sheets according to use or degree of finish,
except in the cases of galvanized and tinned sheets and plates. The
exports of steel plates are shown for the calendar years 1918-1921 in
the following table:
1918

Quantity (pounds) .......
t1,23,405,734
Vaue.......................$1,878,028

1919

1,42,674
$701,61

192

2,062,947,7 43
7
717

(9 mont1,s)
679,537, 763
$21,
7, 121
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In addition to these exports are those of iron sheets and plates,
amounting in 1920 to 72,032,603 pounds valued at $1,411,143.
The exported material goes mainly to Japan, Canada and the
United Kingdom.
In addition to these exports ship and tank plates, punched and
shaped, were shipped in the calendar years 1918-1921 as follows:
1921
(9 months).
ue .............................
auantty
(pounds) ..................

......

Ml26 307
$14W722
8.5J9,432
1,

438M

19

The principal countries of destination of the above exports were
4
Japan, Cuba, and Mexico.
ior.-This paragraph excludes
Important chane8 in das*i
crucible plate steel and saw-plate steel. The proviso, oinitted in the
act of 1913, has been incorporated with the designated thickness
of by wire gauge.
given
in fractions
of an inch
Suggested
change8.-As
plateinstead
iron and steel may be divided broadly
into plates with specifications and plates without specifications, such
a division might be made in this paragraph. Ordinary tank plate is
plate without specifications. Boiler plate and saw plate are plates
with specifications. These and other plates could be specifically
mentioned with the duties applicable to each; and other plates provided for under a general ar valorem duty. The most important
plates made according to specifications are boiler plate, saw plate,
crucible or electric furnace steel plates, and alloy plates. The last
consist of material of greatly varying chemical constitution and
value.
PARAGRAPH 308.
H. S. 7456.
308. Sheets of iron or steel, common or black, of whatever dimenisions,
and skelp iron or steel, valued at 3 cents
per pound or less, thinner than one
I'PAR.

hudred and forty one-thousandths and

not thinner than'thirty-eight one-thousaiidths of an inch, forty-five one-hun,dredthsof 1 cent per pound; thinner than
thirty-eight one-thousandths and not
thinner than twenty-two one-thousandths
of an inch, fifty-five onb-hundredths of
I cent per pound; thinner than twenty-

two one-thousandths and not thinner than
ten one-thousandths of an inch, seventyfive one-hundredths of 1 cent per pound;
thinner than ten one-thousandths of an
itich, eighty-five one-hundredths of a
cent per pound; corrugated or crimped,
seventy.five one-hundredths of 1 cent
1,er pound; all the foregoing when valued
at more than 3 cents per pound, 20 per
cemitumn ad valorem: Prorided, That all
sheets or plates of common or black iron
or steel not thinner than one hundred and
forty one-thousandths of an inch shall
pay duty as plate iron or plate steel.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 127. Sheets of iron or steel, common or black, of whatever dimensions,
and skelp iron or steel, valued at three
cents per pound or less, thinner than
number ten and not thinner than number
twenty wire gauge, five-tenths of one cent
.per pound; thinner than number twenty
w-re gauge and not thinner than number
twenty-five wire gauge, six-tenths of one
cent per pound; thinner than number

PAR. 105. Boiler or other plato iron oy
steel, * * * not specially provided for in
this section; sheets ofiron or steel, commciJ

or black, of whatever dimensions, whethnc
plain, corrugated or crimped, including
crucible plate steel and saw plates, cut
or sheared to shape or otherwise, or unsheared, and skelp iron or steel, whether
sheared or rolled in grooves, or otherwise.
12 per centum ad valorem.

twenty-five wire gauge and not thinner

than number thirty-two wire gauge, eighttenths of one cent per pound; thinner
than number thirty-two wire gauge, ninetenths of one cent per pound; corrugated
or crimped, eight-tenths of one cent per
pound; all the foregoing valued at more
than three cents per pound, thirty per
centum ad valorem: Protided, That all
sheets or plates of common or black iron
or steel not thinner than number ten wire
gauge shall pay duty as plate iron or
plate steel.
IRON OR STEEL SHEETS, COMMON OR BLACK.

(See Survey 0-4.)

Des cription and ae.--Sheets are wide, thin pieces of steel (rarely
iron) used for roofing, stovepipes, cans and other receptacles, etc.
The ordinary thicknesses range from No. 10 wire gauge ( inch) to
No. 30 (6 inch). The term 'black sheets" is used to differentiate
uncoated sheets from sheets coated with zinc, tin, etc.
Skelp iron or steel constitutes the material used for the manufacture of tubes and pipes.

Production of iron and steel sheets in the United States in 1920
amounted to 4,582,547 gross tons. The country's output of skelp
during the same year was 3,220,289 gross tons. In 1912 the production of sheets aggregated 2,839,880 gross tons, and of skolp, 2,446,816
gross tons.
Imports may be divided into groups as given in the following table:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

valorem

rate,

COMMON OR BLACK SHEETS AND KELP IRON OR STEEL.
Pound.
1918......................................................
1919 ...... )...........................................
90 ....
1921 (9Months)....................................

6,610
20068
217:621

30

I.Per cent.

12
$213
$1,774
12
154
1,287
12
1,555
12,957
54................

CORRUGATED OR CRIMPED SHEETS OF IRON OR STEEL, COMMON OR BLACK, ANIP
KELP IRON OR STEEL.
1919................................................
1920................................................

51
18

$104
33

~

$12
4

12
1

t-

,

f

%

#t

.
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Th6 imports of Wieets of iron or steel come mainly from the United
Kingdom, Sweden, and Canada.
Reports of iron sheets are published by the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce with those of iron plate. These figures and those
for steel sheets may be tabulated for the calendar years 1918-1921
as follows:

Iron plates and sheets:
Quantty (pounds) ......
..........
Value ..............................
Steel sheets:
uantlty (pounds) ........................
Value .....................................

1918 '

1919

91,293,392
$6,315,098

89, 358, 286
$4,837,547

72,032,603
$4,038,289

23,644,89
$1,411,143

366,062, 623
$25, 4, 749

397,525,194
$21,214,62=

379,105, 9W
521,199,524

2262664,879
11. 489, 281

1921
(9 months).

The exports of steel sheets and iron sheets and plates go mainly
to Japan, Canada, and South America.
Important changes in clas&fication.-This paragraph covers a group
of material which has been taken out of a paragraph in the act of
1913 embracing comparatively unrelated articles.
Suggested czange.-In the proviso contained in this paragraph
the dividing line between plates and sheets is fixed at one hundred
and forty one-thousandths of an inch in thickness. This is approxi.
mately equal to No. 10 wire gauge. There is no hard and fast fine of
division recognized in the steel trade between plates and sheets but
there is a tendency to make the line of division No. 12 wire gauge
or one hundred and nine one-thousandths of an inch in thickness.
If it is desirable to follow what seems to be a general tendency in
trade practice, it is suggested that the dividing line between plates
and sheets be changed from one hundred and forty one-thousandths
of an inch in thickness to one hundred and nine one-thousandths of
an inch in thickness. In other words, the material having a thickness
of one hundred and nine one-thousandths of an inch or over would
accordig to this suggestion, be designated as plates and material
having a thickness less than one hundred and nine one-thousandths
of an inch would be designated as sheets. The dividing line in this
paragraph of H. R. 7456, however, was made in accordance with a
Treasury decision rendered after some inquiry (T. D. 34694 of 1914).
In the act of 1909 it was No. 10 wire gauge. (See pars. 122 and 127.)
PARAGRAPH 309.
H. R. 74560.

PAR. 309. All iron or steel sheets,
plates, bars, and rods, and all hoop, band,
or scroll iron or steel, excepting what are
known commercially as tin plates, terneplates, and taggers tin, when galvanized
or coated with zinc, spelter, or other metals, or any alloy of those metals, shali pay
two-tenths of I cent per pound more duty
than if the same was not so galvanized or
coated; sheets or plates composed of iron,
steel, copper, nickel, or other metal with
layers of other metal or metals imposed

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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H. I. 7488.
thereon by forging, hammering, rolling,
or welding, 28 per centum ad valorem;
sheets and plates of iron or steel, poi.
ised, planished, or glanced, by whatever
name designated, Ij cents per pound:
Prodded, ta plates or sheets of iron or
steel, by whatever name designated,
other than polished, planished or
glanced, herein provided for, which ;ave
been pickled or cleaned by acid, or by
any other material or process, or which
are cold-rolled, smoothed only, not polished, shall pay two-tenths of 1 cent per
pound more duty than the rates provided
on corresponding thicknesses of common
or black sheet iron or steel.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 128. All iron or steel sheets or
plates, and all hoop, band, or scroll iron
or steel, excepting what are known commercially as tin plates, terneplatee, and
taqgers tin, and hereinafter provided for,
when galvanized or coated with zinc,
spelter, or other metals, or any alloy of
metals, shall pay two-tenths of one
cent per pound more duty than if the
same was not so galvanized or coated;
sheets or plates composed of iron, steel,
copper, nickel, or other metal with layers
of other metal or metals Imposed thereon
by forging, hammering, rolling, or weldM&forty per centum ad valorem.
AR. 129. Sheets of iron or steel, polished, planished or glanced, by whatever
name designated, one and one-half cents
per pound: Provided, That plates or sheet.
of iron or steel, by whatever name deignated, other than the polished, planished,
or glanced herein provided for, which
have been pickled or cleaned by acid,
or by any other material or process, or
which are cold-rolled, smoothed only,
not polished, shall pay two-tenths of one
cent per pound more duty than the corresponding gauges of common or black
sheet iron or steel.

PAR. 109. All iron or steel sheets,
plates, or strips, and all hoop, band or
scroll iron or steel, when galvanized or
coated with zmc, spelter, or other metals,
or any alloy of those metals; sheets or
plates composed of iron steel, copper,
nickel, or other metal with layers )f other
metal or metals imposed thereon by forging, hammering, rolling or welding;
sheets of iron or steel, polished, planished,
or glanced, by whatever name designated,
including such as have been pickled or
cleaned by acid, or by any other material
or process, or which are cold rolled,
smoothed only, not polished, and such as
are cold hammered, blued, Lrightened,
tempered, or polished by any process to
such perfected surface-finish or polish better than the grade of cold rolled, smoothed
only;

*

* *

metal sheets

*

*

*

coated with nickel or other metals by
dipping, printing, stenciling, or other
process, 15per centum ad valorem.
GALVANIZED SHEETS, PLATES., ETC.
(See Survey 0-4.)

DescriptionanJ uwe..-The greater part of the iron and steel rolled
into sheets, plates, etc., goes through further stages preparatory to
ultimate use. Sheets to be galvaized are annealed and pickled
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reform being passed through the galva i
pt. Tin plate passes
through the processes of black icin or first pickling, black annealing or first annealing cold rolrg, white annealing, and white pickling-or second anneaing and pickling before being coated with tin.
Almost no sheets are marketed as they come from the hot rolls, but
are annealed and sold as black plate or subjected to further treatment before being put on the market.
In the process 6f annealing the material is heated to soften the
steel and make it more ductile, to remove any strain set up by too
rapid cooling, and to refine the grain. Pickling is a treatment with
dilute acids to obtain a clean surface by removing the scale (oxide).
Cold rolling and cold hanunering are forms of cold working by straining the cold metal slightly beyond its elastic limit. It may consist in
(1)slightly reducing the cross-sectional area by rolling, hammering
or drawing; (2) distorting the material by bending or twisting; and
(3)punching or shearing. After cold rolling, the metal is sometimes
again annealed to restore the original softness and ductility reduced
by cold rolling. Polishing and planishing consist of applying various abrasives (such as emery, rouge, etc.) of successive degrees of
fineness.

Galvanized plates and sheets are those coated with zinc by passing
through a bath of that metal molten. Layers of metal are also imposed upon sheets and plates by forging, hammering welding, etc.
Certain brass-plated and nickel-plated steel sheets which are used,
especially in Europe, for cooking utensils and for various other purposes (e. g., candy molds), together with the more costly thermostatic metal, come under this provision.
Production.-The country's output of iron and steel galvanized
sheets in 1920 amounted to 889,668 long tons, or 2,015 255,681

pounds. About 7 per cent of this total includes sheets gavanized
after first being stamped or formed into various shapes. Concerning
the output of plates and sheets which have been pickled or cleaned
by acid or by any other material or process or which are cold rolled
and smooth only, no statistics are available, except in the case of tin
and terneplate covered by paragraph 310. The production of galvanized sheets in 1914 amounted to 1,939 270,738 pounds, of which
131,603,609 pounds consisted of galvanized formed products.
ImportM.-In 1913 the importation of plates, sheets etc., covered
by this paragraph amounted to 28,345,141 pounds, valued at
$973,005, and in 1914 to 49,640,360 pounds, valued at $1,508,843.

Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

GALVANIZED SHEETS, PLATES, HOOPS, ETC.

Potiv~dPer

1918...........................................886,580

1919

..........................................

190 ...............................

158,814

......... . 81,700

1921 (9 mont).....................................

,

5

$193,085

828,963

179,922

26,99

41,432

cem.

1

6,215

208,065....o........

15
.

1
i
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Ad
valorem

Duty.

rate.
FLAT14 OR SHEETS, COLD-ROLLED, AND SMOOTH ONLY.
1918
.........................................
19......................
.

.......
...........

.... .
,.....
.
1921(0months).............. ...................
190

Pou
423,701
17,874

d.
$198,463

94,9M
43,139
21,481

188,312

75,8 7

Per ceni.
s13

297
12,&M
6,471

is
is
1

3,215

SHEETS AND PLATES OF IRON OR STEEL, POLISHED, PLANISHED, OR GLANCED.
1918 ......................................................
1 .919 ot.....................................
1921 (9months) .........

........

PLATES OF IRON OR STEEL PICKLED OR CLEANED BY ACID OR BY ANY OTHER
PROCESS.

192,0........................................445

1921 (9months).................................

$54

5,329

$8

15

785 ............

METAL SHEETS DECORATED IN COLORS OR COATED WITH NICKEL OR OTHER

METALS BY DIPPING, PRINTING, STENCILING, OR OTHER PROCESS.1
1918
...........................................
190.........................88
1921 (9 months) ......................................

6

.

147,099

8
13,88 ....

...

4
10

15
15
..........

SHEETS OR PLATES COMPOSED OF IRON, STEEL, COPPER, NICKEL, WITH LAYERS
OF OTHER METAL OR METALS IMPOSED THEREON BY FORGING, HAMMERING, OR
WELDING.

1o .................................
I21
(9months) .................................... J

8,7810

15

8.1

VIncludes other than iron and steel sheets with nickel or other metals, or deoorated In colors.

Such

she ets under H. R. 7450 would be classed under par. 391 or 39.

. In addition to these imports and those of plates and sheets in paragraphs 304, 307, and 308, there were imported in 1919, 70,314 pounds
of iron or steel plates or sheets made by the Bessemer and openhearth processes for the construction of vessels.
Exports greatly exceed imports. During the calendar years
1918-1921, the exports of galvanized iron and steel sheets and plates
have been as follows:

Quantity (pounds)
.................

Value .............................

1918

1919

1920

153,982, 458

227,609, 237

242,745,1308

$12,80,028 815,223,289

1,727,590

( 1921
(9 months).
102,074, SOJ

$8,709,611

The principal countries receiving this export material were Canada,
Cuba, Argentina, and Mexico. In addition there are other exports
not separately tabulated by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce.
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tfi'ion.-In this paragraph galvanized
Important change in dae
sheets are separated from tin and t#e plate with wbich they are
classified in the act of 1913. The provision in paragraph 109 of
that act for "metal sheets decorated in colors" has been omitted
and the provision for metal sheets "coated with nickel or other
metals by dipping, printing, stenciling, or other processes" is confined to iron and stel sheets in paragraph 309 and zinc sheets in
paragraph 391.
Suggested chages-The attention of the Tariff Commission has
been called to the recent development of the manufacture of
thermostatic metal in the United States. Under the act of 1913 and
under H. R. 7456 this metal is "sheets or plates composed of iron, steel,
copper, nickel, or other metal, with layers of other metal or metals
imposed thereon by forging hammering, rolling, or welding." Thermostatic metal is composer of two plates, welded together, one of
nickel steel (36 per cent nickel) and the other of brass. The principal use of thermostatic metal is the regulation of temperature in
houses, gas ovens, electric ovens, hot water heaters, etc. It is also
used for compensating for changes in temperature where changes in
temperature would affect measurements, as in- speedometers. The
process of manufacture consists of welding the metals in thick plates
and rolling them down to commercial thicknesses. The chief difficulty is in securing an absolutely perfect union of the dissimilar
metals. This product ia much more costly than other products
within the foregoing provision, and might be specially provided for.
PARAGRAPH 810.
SENATE AMENDMENTB.

H. R. 7458.
PAn. 310. Sheets or plates of iron or
steel, or taggers iron or steel, coated with
tin or lead, or with a mixture of which
these metals, or either of them, is a component part, by the dipping or any other
process, and commercially known as
tin plates, terneplates, and taggers tin,
1A cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 130. Sheets or plates of iron or
steel, or taggers iron or steel, coated with
tin or lead or with a mixture of which
these metals, or either of them, is a component part by the dippigor any other
process, and commercially known as tin
plates, terneplates, and taggers tin, one
and two-tenths cents per pound,

PAR. 109. * * * and sheets or plates
of iron or steel, or taggem iron or steel,
coated with tin or lead, or with a mixture
of which these metals, or either of them
is a component part, by the dipping or
and commercially
any other proCe,
known as tin plates, terneplates, and
tagger. tin, and tin plates coated with
metal, and metal sheets * * * coated
with nickel or other metals by dipping,
printing, stenciling, or other process, 15
per centum *Avalorem.

TIN OR TERNE PLATE*
(See Survey 0-4.)

Description and use.-Tin plate consists of black plate coated with
tin; terneplate, of black plate coated with a mixture of tin and
lead-genirally in the proportion of one to two. Taggers tin, or
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"taggeM," is tin plate which is undersized, i. e., below the gauge of
the lox. The amount of tin in tin plate will average about 2 per
cent of the total weight.
Projutionr.-The production of tin and temne plates in 1917
of
cent consisting
5 per1,436,686
long tons,
aggregated
long ons.
1920 was
outputlessin than
T'he county's
toeiilate. 1,512,145
The United States now leads the world in the production of tin
and tome plate. England, the next greatest producer, formerly supplied the bulk of the world output.
Importe.--The imprtation of tin and temne plate in 1913 amounted
to 28,345,141 pounds (12,654 long tons), valued at $973,005. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar yor.

1918 ............................................
I.................
1919 ....................
1920 .....................................................
..............................
(9
months)
1921

Pounds.
71,403
541,912
878073
718,905

Duty.

Value.

Ad valorein
rat e.

Per cent.
15
8895
85,964
15
10,041
66,944
15
19,075
127,168
1031,332 ......................

The great bulk of this imported material comes from the United
Kingdom and Canada.
Exports of tin and terneplate and taggers tin in 1913 amounted to
164,362,281. pounds (73,376 gross tons), valued at $5,767,043. Exports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
1919

1918
quantity (pounds) ......................
vaue ...................................

579,125,4
294
R85, &'50,

1920

468,127, )4 507, 15, 211
.,545 291
$38,997,U

(9 1921
189, 667, 759
814,695,703

A large part of this exported material went to Japan and Canada.
Important changes in e/asifacation.-Tin and tome plates are
separately from galvanized sheets and other sheets on which
classified
metal is imposed.
Suggested dang .- As paragraph 311 is practically a proviso ,to
310, it is suggested that 3.1 be made a part of paragraph
paragraph
310.
'PARAGRAPH 811.
IL S. 7480.
PAR. 311. No article not specially provided for which is wholly or partly manufactured from tin plate, terneplate, or the
sheet, plate, hoop, band, or scroll iron
or steel, or of which such tin plate, tomeplate, sheet, plate, hoop, Fand, or scroll
iron or steel shall be the material of chief
value, shall pay a lower rate of duty than
on the tin plate, terneplate,
that
or sheet, plate, hoop,nd or scroll iron
or itel rm which it is mae, or of which
it shall be th. component thereof of chief
value.

SENATE AXUNDMENTS.

I
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1013.

PAR. 136. No article not specially providod for in this section, which is wholly
or partly mandactured from tin plate,
terneplate, or the sheet, plate, hoop,
band, or scroll iron or steel herein provided for, or of which such tin plate,
tereplate, sheet, plate, hoop, band, or
scroll iron or steel shall be the material
of chief value, shall pay a lower rate of
duty than that imposed'on the tin plate,
terneplate, or sheet, plate, hoop, band, or
scroll iron or steel from which it is made,
or of which it shall be the component
thereof of chief value.

PAR. 115. No article not specially provided for in this section, which is wholly
or partly manufactured from tin plate,
terneplate, or the sheet, plate, hoop,
band or scroll iron or steel herein provided for, or of which such tin plte,
terneplate, sheet, plate, hoop, band, or
scroll iron or steel shall be the material
of chief value, shall pay a lower rate of
duty than that imposed on the tin plate,
terneplate, or sheet, plate, hoop, band,
or scroll iron or steel from which it is
made, or of which it shall be the component thereof of chief value.

PARAGRAPH 312.
SENATE AMENDMENTSo

H. R. 7450.

PAR. 312. Beams, girders, joists, angles, channels, car-truck channels, tees,
columns and posts, or parts or sections of
columns and posts, deck and bulb beams
and building forms, together with all
other structural shapes of iron or steel, not
assembled, manufactured, or advanced
beyond hammering, rolling, or casting,
seven-twentieths of 1 cent per pound;
any of the foregoing if machined, drilled'
punched, assembled, fitted, fabricated
for use, or otherwise advanced beyond
hammering, rolling, or casting, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 104. Beams, girders, joists angles,
PAR. 121. Beams, girders, joist. angles,
channels, car-truck channels, T, col- channels, car-truck channels, 'WT, columns and posts or parts or sections of umns and posts or parts or sections of
columns and posts, deck and bulb beams, columns and posts, deck and bulb beams,
* *and
building forms, together
and building forms, together with all *
other structural shapes of iron or steel, with all other structural shapes of iron or
not assembled, or manufactured or ad- steel, whether pJain, punched, or fitted
vanced beyond hanunenri(, rolling, or for use, or whether assembled or manucasting, valued at nine-tenth of one cent factured, 10 per centum ad vai6rem.
per pound or less, three-tenths of o.le
cent per pound; valued above nine-tenths
of one cent per pound, four-tenths of one
cent per pound.
STRUCTURAL SHAPES.

(See Survey O4.)

Description and us8s.--Structural shapes are iron or steel rolled for
structural purposes. They are classified into heavy and light-the
latter being those with the leg or web less than 3 inches-and are
given commercial names, e. g., I-beams, channels, joists, girders,
angles, tees, and zees, names largely descriptive of their cross-sectiou
appearance. Nearly 90 per cent of the country's production consists
of heavy structural shapes. They are used in buildings, bridges,
ships, cars, etc. Light shapes are used in the manufacture of agri-
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cultural implements, bedsteads, fences, safes, automobiles, and other
articles requiring light sections.
Productn.-The annual output of structural shapes in 1916 and
1917 amounted to over 3,000,000 gross tons. In 1918 and 1919 production declined, but in 1920 it rose again to 3,306,748 gross tons.
Germany, England, and France are important producers, Germany
producing over 1,000,000 tons of girders in 1914. The output of
Canada increased rapidly during the war, and in 1920 amounted to
over 200,000 gross tons.
The prices of light structural shapes are generally higher per unit
of weight than those of heavy shapes, and under a system of specific
duties the rate should ordinarily be higher to give the same ad
valorem duty. Cost of transportation is a more important element
in the prices of heavy than of light shapes. In remote markets the
cost of shipping structural material may be an important factor in
determining the relative competitive strength of American and foreign
producers. Before the war ocean freight rates from western Europe
to the Pacific coast of the United States were less than the rail rates
from the steel-manufacturing States of the East to the same destination, a circumstance which favored European producers in Pacific
coast markets. During the war ocean freight rates increased
enormously, altering this situation to the advantage of the home
industry.
Imports in 1913 amounted to 6,738 gross tons, valued at $245,156.
Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918......................................................
1919 .....................................................
1 ...................................................

1921 (9 months) .......................................

Pot ..
7,766,735
2,695,638
3,771,611
1,232,389

Duty.

Value.

8394,902
131,669
284,167
110,470

39, 490
13,16
28,417

Ad valo.
rem
rate.
Per cew.
10
10
10

.

In 1918, 45,973,264 pounds, valued at $2,427,739, were imported
for the construction and equipment of vessels; in 1919 there were
32,220,604 pounds, valued at $1,881,019, imported for this purpose.
In 1920 and 1921 the amounts were negligible.
In addition to this imported material; a small amount of structural
shapes entered the country free of duty under the Panama Canal act.
Exports of structural shapes vastly exceed imports. In 1913 these
exports amounted to 366,654 long tons, valued at $16,054,788. In
the calendar years 1918-1921 exports have been as follows:
1918

.......

.... ..u.. .. .. ....
.........................
ty (tns)

..

21,46,232,7292

1919

,16
,360,787

1920

(9mnh)
1921

(9 months).

$8,M,0W 2,4W0,60o
493,633

266,008

The bulk of the exported material goes to Japan, Canada, and

Cuba.

Important changes in casification.-Sashes and frames are omitted
because they are not structural shapes. (Ackerson v. United States,
178 Fed., 1003, of 1910.)
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"Structural shapes of iron or steel, not assembled, manufactured
or advanced beyond hammering, rlling, or casting," are separated
from the material which is assembledd, fitted, fabrcated for use, or
otherwise advanced beyond hammering, rollin or casting."
The expression "tees" in line 21, page 46, of. R.7456, was "T-T"
in the act of 1913 (par. 104), and "TV' in the act of 1909 (par. 121).
Suggested chlanqe.-Page 46, line 24, of H. R. 7456: Change "or"
to "nor" before "advanced."
Page 47, line 1: Strike out "if" before "machined," to agree with
practice elsewhere.
PARAGRAPH 813.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAn. 313. Hoop, band, and scroll iron
or steel, not specially provided for, valued
at 3 cents per pound or less, eight inches
or less in width, and thinner than threeeighths and not thinner than one hundred and forty one-thousandths of one
inch, twenty-five one-hundredths of 1
cent per pound; thinner than one hundred and forty one-thousandths and not
thinner than thirty-eight one-thoucandths
of one inch, thirty-five one-hundredths
of I cent per pound; thinner than thirtyeight one-thousandths of one inch, fiftyfive one-hundredths of 1 cent per ound:
Provided, That barrel hoops of iron or
steel, and hoop or band iron, or hoop or
band steel, flared, splayed, or punched,
with or without buckles or fastenings
shall pay no more duty than that imposed
on the hoop or band iron or steel from
which they are made, bands and strips
of iron or steel, whether in long or short
lengths, not specially provided for, 20
per centtim ad valorem.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 124. Hoop, band, or scroll iron or
steel, not otherwise provided for in this
section, valued at three cents per pound
or less, eight inches or lees in width, and
less than three-eighths of one inch thick
and not thinner than number ten wire
gauge, three-tenths of one cent per pound;
thinner than number ten wire gauge anD
not thinner than number twenty wire
gauge, four-tenths of one cent per pound;
thinner than number twenty wire guge,
six-tenths of one cent per pound: Provided That barrel hoops of iron or steel,
and hoop or band iron or hoop or band
steel flared, splayed or punched with or
without buckles or fastenings, shall pay
one-tenth of one cent per pound more
duty than that imposed on the hoop or
band iron or steel from which they are
made; bands and strips of steel, exceeding
twelve feet in length, not socially provided for in this section, thirty-five per
centum ad valorem.

PAR. 105.

*

*

*

"

*

strips of iron or

steel, not specially provided for in this
section;

*

12 per centum ad

valorem.
PAR. 107. Hoop, band, or scroll iron or
steel not otherwise provided for in this
section, and barrel hoops of iron or steel,
wholly or partly manufactured, 10 per
centum ad valorem.
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HOOP8 AND BANDS.

(See Survey 0-4.)
De8cription.--Hoopsand bands are of great length compared with
their width and thickness, the width being not more than 8 inches and
the thickness less than three-eights of an inch. The term "hoop" is
.applied to flats having a thickness varying from No. 13 B. W. G.
inchc) to No. 23 B. W. G. (4y inch) and a width from threeOeighths inch to 8 inches, Owing to their great length, they ar_ coiled
to length letter
atd
wireinrods.
Subsequently
they are on
annealed,
likeDipped
bent backward
itself likecuta flattened
bundles.
S1 the material is called a scroll or scroll bundle. No clear line of
-distinction exists between hoops, bands, and strips.
Hoop or band iron or steel, cut to length, wholly or partly inanufactured into hoops or ties used for baling cotton or any other comimodity comes under paragraph 314. Paragraph 313 applies to
barrel hoops of iron or steel and such hoops or bands as are not
-otherwise provided for.
Production figures of hoops and bands described in paragraph 313
.are not available. In 1917 the entire output of hoops amounted to
.347,186 gross tons; of bands and cotton ties, to 490,893 gross tons.
In 1920 the output of these products aggregated 333,440 and 388,862
-gross tons, respectively.
Imports.-,Imports of *hoop, band, and scroll iron and steel are
,small. In 1913 they amounted to 2,004 gross tons, valued at
$300,161. These figures include some galvanized material. Since
1917 imports'have been as follows.
Quantity.

lender year.

Duty.

Value.

Ad
valorem

rate.

HOOP, BAND, AND SCROLL IRON OR STEEL, x. . i'. v.
:1918.............................................
1919 .................................................
j90 ..................................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................

Pounds.

20,687
55,207

5,410

12,088

$209

5,399

5

Per cot.

72
718
6, 995 ................

153,719

10
10
10

STRIPS OF IRON OR STE4L N.6.,.1.

1918 ......................................

1919 ..........................
1920 .......
..........................
1921 (9 montha)...
.................

......
.
......... .........
.

.. ..

81,085
40,312
35
321
2129

822,478
82,607
1
7,82
on
9W
12
84,480
7,735
8,778....................

In addition to this imported material, there was a small amount of
barrel hoops, fully or partly manufactured, coming into the countr).
Exports of hoop, band and scroll iron and steel in 1913 amounted
to 41,019,908 pounds (6259 gross tons), valued at $798,974. Exports
in later calendar years have been as follows.
1918

Q.an ty (poun)...........

ue......

.........

.........................

113,508,597

7,711,195

1921

1918
1919 .

113, 871,68

1920

119,725,535

$6,875,61,445,155

921on
(9 months).
35,376,W

$1,6,

A laxVe par of t1q, iWxq*te materjal goes to Canada and Bri1tish
Importlt changes ti ca$iqion-inthe abt of 191' no line of
demarcation with reference to width is drawn between hoop, band,
and scroll iron or steel, on the one hand, and'sheets and plates, on
the other hand. In H. R. 7456 a graduated scale of specific duties
is provided tor in the case of hoop, band, and scroll iron or steel, 8
inches odless in width. In the proviso of the paragraph 20 per centum
ad valorem is imposed on band and strips of iron or steel, whether
in long or short lengths, not specially
:"I provided for, Without any limias to width.
tation
Suggested ciane.-Page 47, line 18, of H. R. 7456: Change comma
the provision for bands and
to a semicolon after malel" to separate
I
strips from the proviso.
Dividing lines between'hoops, bands, and strips and sheets and

plates are advisable for purposes of administration; there is none
carefully drawn in the steel trade.
It is also important to recognize the difference between hot-rolled
strips and bands and coldrolled strips and bands, the latter being
a more expensive material.
PARAGRAPH 814

SENATE

M .7488.
PAR. 314. Hoop or band iron, and hoop
or band steel, cut to lengths, or wholly 0)r
partly manufactured into hoops or ties,
coated or not coated with paint or any
other preparation, with or without bucklea or fastening, for baling cotton or any
other commodity, onefourth of 1 cent per
pound.
ACT OF 1909.

MA
NDXIIM

.

-

'

PAR. 12&. Hoop or band iron, or hoop

TAOT
OF 1918.

'PAR. 509. Hoop or band iron, or hoop

or band stel, cut to lengths, or wholly or or band steel, cut to lengths, or wholly of
partly manufactured into hoops or ties, partly manufactured into hoops or ties,
coated or not coated with paint or any coated or not coated with paint or any
other preparation, with or without buckles 6ther preparation, with or without
or fastenings for baling cotton or any buckles or fWtenirnige for baling cotton or
other commodity, thrpe-tenths of one cent any otheitcommodity [Free].
per pound.
HOOPS AND BANDS OUT TO LFNGTHS-COTTON TIES, ETO.
(See Survey --40)

De~criptm and ue.--This paragraph applies particularly to the

standard cotton tie, a strip of steel 1-ineh wide by 4 -inch thick
,used 'n tying ba.of cotton.
(20 gauge) and IIj feet long, chiefly

Once used, they are rerolled and used again.
Productinis part of the output of rolling mills making also hoops,
wire nails, smooth wire, barbed wire, woven-wire fence, bars, spikes,
and similar products. Four plants are located in Pennsylvania, one
in Georgia, and one in Alabama. Ihe annual production is estimated
at 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 bundles of 45 pounds each, approximately
two-thirds of the world's output. E . la~d and Germa 'yarethe principal foreign producers.
82304-22--26
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'91MM".&1w OF TARIFF WbRouATIO*, 19M.

Import of hoop or band ro',' tc. n 191 wore 1,418,688 pounds,
valued kt, $221052. tLatkr st'PktiS*e 1010Qw;
111'

1Q21..(W o.t.bs

.......

. . . .

.. .

.. i ...

.. . . . .

.

. .. .

...

962i

.

Export. are iregular;trhey depend a ost entirely'' upon
the cotton
ft is roughlyestimatedf that in recent
crop and E l
years they have ranged somewh4t over 1,600,000 pounds annually.
Important ehange8 i~n clamsificatin.-Uoop 'or, bau'd 'iron or steel
used for balin cotton or any .other conmmodity bas been transferred
from the free lisofheato 1,913 (par. 509).
PARAGRAPH

8146

83INATZ AMENDXENTB.

IL R. 7458.

PAR. 316. Wire rods: Rivet, Bscw
fence, and other iron or steel wire rqd,
whether round, oval or Square, Orli n any
other shape, nail rods and flat rods up to

six inches in width ready to be drawn
or
rolled into wire or stripe, all the foregoing
in coils or otherwise, valued at not over

4 cents per pound, three-tenths of 1 cent
per pound; valued over 4cents per pound,
six-tenths of 1 cent per pound: Provided,

That all round iron or steel rods smaller
than twenty one-hundredthe of one inch

in diameter h be, closed, and dutiable
as wire: Providd further That all iron
or steel wire rods which have been tempered or treated in ay manner or 4pAly
manufactured shall pay an additional
duty of one-fourth of 1 cent per pound:
Proidedfurther, That on all iron or steel
ban and rods of whatever shape or section which ae cold rolled, bold drawn,
cold hammere, or polished in any way
in addition to the ordinary process of
hot rolling or ammeri, tthe
shall be
paid one-eighth of 1 cent per pound in
addition to the rates pro4ided- on bars
or rods of whatever section or shape.
hi a hot rolled; sad on all strips
pts, or sheets of iron or steelf whatever shape, other than polished pian-*
ished or glanced shoet iroh or shet eel,
which are cold hammered, blued, bIghtened, tempered, or polished .by any
proem to, such perfected, surface finish.
or polish better than the grade ot'cold'
rolled, smoothed only, taere all be
Paid two-tenths of 1 cent perpound.in
addition to the rates provided on
olfe,

stripe, or sheets of iron or steel of cwMt.1

monor blac finishiof 6orf e stind
thickness or value.

-',..~

*.A

O, TAlM

SUMEM
I

AT O

W0 BAU1 ,

ACT 01, 1918.

1909.

Pa&R. 134. Wire rods: Rivet, screw,
fence, and other iron or steel wire rods,
whether round, oval, fiat, at square or in
any other shape, and nail rods, ai the
foregoing in coils or otherwiae valued at
four cents or less per pound, three-tenths
of one cent per pound; valued over four
cents per pound, six-tenths of one cent
per pound: ProWed, That all round iron
or steel rods smaller than number six wire
guge shall be classed and tiutiable as
wire: Provided further, That all iron or
steel wire rods which have been tempered
or treated in any manner or partly manufactured shall pay an additional duty of
one-half of one cent per pound.
PAR. 137. On all iron or steel bars or
rods of whatever shape or section which
are cold rolled, cold drawn, cold hammered, or polished in any way in addition
to the ordinary process of hot rolling or
hammering, there shall be paid one-eighth
of one cent per pound in addition to the
rates provided in this section on bars or
rods of whatever section or shape which
are hot rolled; and on all stripe, plates, or
sheets of iron or steel of whatever shape,
other than the polished, planished, or
glanced sheet iron or sheet steel herein.
before provided for which are cold hammered, blued, brightened, tempered, or
polished by any process to such perfected
surface finish or polish better than the
pade of cold rolled, smoothed only, hereinbefore provided for, there shall bepaid
four-tenths of one cent per pound in
addition to the rates provided in this
section upon plates, stripe or sheets of
iron or steel of common or black finish of
comeondbg gauge or value;
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*

PA. 113. Rivet, screw, fence, nail, and
other iron or steel wire rods, whether
round, oval, or square, or in auy other
shape, and flat rods up to six inches in
width ready to be drawn or rolled into
wire or strips, all the foregoing in coils
or otherwise, including wire rods and iron
or steel bars, cold rolled cold drawn, cold
hammered, or polished in any way in
addition to the ordinary process of hot
rolling or hammering, not specially pro.
vided for in this section, 10 per century
ad valorem: Provided, That all round iron
or steel rods smaller than twenty onehundredtls of one inch in diameter shall
be classed and dutiable as wire.
PAR. 109. * * * sheets or plates
composed of iron, steel, * * * and

such as are cold hammered, blued, brightened, tempered, or polished by any proces to such perfected surface finish or
polish better than the grade of cold
rolled, smoothed only; * * * 15 per
centum ad valorem.
PR. 110. * * * rolled wire rods in
coils or bars not smaller than twenty one,,
hundredths of 1 inch in diameter * * *
when made by the crucible, electric, or
cementation process,

*

*

*

and fin-

ished by rolling, hammering, or otherwise, ** * 15 per centum ad va-

lorem.

*

[No correspondig provision for honreshoe.na rods.]

PAR.

554.

*

*

* * * [Free].

*

horseshoe nail rodm,

WIRE RODS AND BLUED, BRIGHTENED, AND POLISHED PLATES AND
SHEETS.

(See Surveys C-8 and C-4.)

De&cption.--.Iron and steel wire rods are produced by rolling, and

generally serve as a raw material, chiefly for the drawing'of-wie;
they are also used for rivets, horseshoe nails, and other articles.
Strips, sheets, and plates which have been blued, brightened, tempered, or polished, etc., have been subjected to annealing or reheating.
Producion in 1918 of iron and steel Wire rods was 2,562,390 long
tons; in 1920, 3,136,907 long tons. Wire rods are but one among
the numerous semifinished forms produced by the rolling mills
located for the most part in the iron regions centering around Pittsburgh; the industry is one of large-scale ownership. Germany,
Great Britain, and France are the pincipal European producers.
Imports of wire rods in the prewar period were much greater than
during and since the war. 'In 1913 they amounted to 17,352 tons,
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valued at.488,328.:. Later imports of the a Litlesigrouped in this
paragraph are shown as follows:
Cn ry.

'-

v.alu,

Qonuty,

Jv

Duty.

WIRE RODS, RIVZT, SCREW, FENCE, AND OTHER,

1918 ................... ;.............

Poud.•
............... . 18,802,

.

8,114,
_7 I

1919 ......................
.................... !
e,
I0 .....
...........................
..
0,111,168

22,766
1..........
7,514

I

Per ,,.

5,811

2,
227
62,751

10
10

8..................................
80
50,441 ............

1921 monthsh) ..

10

ROLLED WIRE RODS IN COILS OR BARS.

131,35

1918...........................
................................................. 9919
i92. ..............................
, ..................
1921 (9 months) .......................................

20, 839
738,208
41,274

F

$12,678

$1,902

15

63,247

9,487

15

3,732

60

10,445

15

BARS AND RODS, COLD ROLLED, COLD DRAWN, COLD HAMMERED, OR POLISHED.
1918 ....................
1919
.....................................
190 ............ ........................

s921 (9months)...........

255,332
449,645

$31,606
37,074
15,887

2,2 461

................

.290,023

14,251

3,161
3,707
15,58

10
10
1

................

484OR8,EHOE NAIL RODS.

0
1,278

192..............................

192119 months).

...............................

......

IRON OR STEEL BARS, COLD ROLLED, COLD DRAWN, ETC.
1918....... *..........................................

.

1919 ...................................................

1920 ..................................................

1921 monthsh ...............................

90 1

.. .

131

3',W5,

275

3..........
4 302612

s

10
too8
10

1,258

10

3,1 23

PLATES OR SHEETS, COLD HAMMERED, BLUED, pRiGOTENED, ETC-

1920
......................................
1921 (9 months) ..........................

.....

31
213
6...................................
14,491
5,651
a848 I
2,083
1,354. ............

15

Imprted wire rodo come mainly from England, Sweden, and
,

Can~ada.

"

E"port of wire rods in 1913 aggregated 74,823 tons. "Statistics for
the cilendak years 1918-1921 follow:

-

1918

-

Wire rods, steel:
B

,Vqanty
(pounds). .........
alt .......... ....... .........

Ban dr
ot t 1 )IwQ.N
o,,
,,
quantlty
..............
. ./.,
''...',,i.
th V. ;(1pou;d).

__
- M

14 ,

0,

4 - -4-4

1919

,

1920 ,

.I,

,297,517, 621

58,73i,140]

1 241,4W76

1921

(9months)
26 823, ()2'

264,342,316

8,14,;716

.

4,88,

<$$297; am8
-6.6t_-....W... -b- __

26 230

362, 882.607
$12,862 ,59
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The exportsi i i cipally to Japan, Caiada, and the United
Ki~dom.I
Jmnportantchange in~dkwifiation.-oeshoenail rods ar exemupt
from duty under the act of 1913 (par. 554). Plates or sheets of iron
or Teell Which are cold hanmered, blued brightened tempered. ot
polished, of a grade better than that of cold rolled and smooth mate
bar.
-ialbve beon placed n this paragraph, with wire rodsands
Suggested dh ge. As this pragraph' is concerned primarily with
r9ds and':bars, it issuggested that the provision *ith reference t4
strips, sheets, an4'plates be transforrod to a paragraph devote to
such articles. See paragraphs 307, 308, 309, and 313, Suggeste4
changes.i
Page 48, line 9, of H. R.' 7456: Change "classed" to "classified"
to agree with practice elsewhere.
PARAGRAPH 316.
IL R. 7450.

OXNATE AENDM

TOS

,

,

,

PAR. 318. Round iron or steel wire, not
smaller than ninety-five one-thousandths
of one inch in diameter, three-fourths of
1 cent per pound; smaller than ninetyfive one-thousandths and not smaller than
sixty-five one-thousandths of one inch in
diameter, 11 cents per pound; smaller
than sixty-five one-tousandths of one
inch in diameter, lJ cents per pound:
Provided, That all of the foregoing valued
above 6 cents per pound shall pay a duty
of 20 per centum ad valorem; all wire
composed of iron, steel, or other metal,
not specially provided for, except gold,
silver, or platinum; all flat wires and alli
steel in strips not thicker than onequarter. of ono inch and not exceeding
sixteen inches in width, whether in long
or short lengths, in coils or otherwise, and
whether rolled or drawn through dies or
rolls, or otherwise produced, and all other

wire not specially provided for, 20 per

centum ad valorem: Protided, That all
wire of iron, steel or other metal coatW! by
dipping,,gslyanizing, sherardizing, electrolytic or any other process with zinc,
tin, or oier metal, shall pay a duty of
two-tenths of I cent per pound in addition to the rate imposed oni the" wire of:
which it is made; telegraph, telephone,
and other wires and cables composed of
iron, steel, or other metal except gold,
silver, or platinum, covered, with or conposed in part of cotton, jute, silk, enamel,
lacquer, rubber, paper, compound, or'
other material, with or without metal"
covering, 30 per centum ad vilorem; wire
rope and wire strand, 30 per centum ad
valorem spinning and twisting ring, travt
cler, 30 per centum ad valorem: wire
heddles and healds, 25 cents per thousand'
and 30 per centum ad valorem.

,

.

'IV
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ACT 97, A

Q T2F
AIO1

,

PAR.
or stelwigauge,.
wire, not
P"
aller 135.
than Round
numberiron
thirteen

me,cent per pound; smaller than humbe,
teenwire~~~
"dnots=AJer,
pepr pound
thanr lumber iften
gaug%
-wre one and three-fourth. cents
perr po ,tntd:Pr
Thatles
allthan
the fcOn
g
pe
u ad atnot
tirty..
!afivei cent ayaloren;
i
all wire con"ose f iron, steel, or other meta e p
gold or silver, covered with cotton, silk, or'
other material, * * * and all flat wires,
andsteelinstrips, notthickerthannumber
fifteen wire gauge and not exceeding five
inches in width, whether in long or short
lengths, in coils or otherwise, and whether
rolled or drawn through dies or rolls, or
otherwise produced, and all other wire not
specially provided for in thissection, shall
pay a duty of not less than thirty-five per
centum ad valorem: on iron or steel wire
coated by dipping, galvanizing, r)rsinilar
process ith zinc, tin, or other metal,
there shall be paid two-tenths of one cent
per pound in addition to the rate imposed
on the wire of which it is made: Provied
further, That articles manufactured wholly
or in chief value of any wire or wiresprovided for in this ragph shall pay the
maximum rate of duty imposed in tli
seaction upon any wire used in the manufacture of such articles and in addition
thereto one cent per pound: And provided
further, That no article made from or composed of wire shall pay a less rate of duty
than forty per centum ad valorem; telegraph, telephone, and other wires and cables comp6ed of metal and rubber, or
of metal, rubber, and other materials,

;V
<

forty per centum ad valorem;

'4
,

~

*

*

PAR. 114. Round iron or steel wire; wire
composed
of iron, steel,other metal, ex1 cept gold or silver, covered
witli cotton,
4",
*k*bzaei
'anda4ilflat
il)
Oanatrial
asz
nui.be Ofif
wre aue d not, eceeig fve inches in widt, whether in
lon or short lenthe, in coils or otherwise,
an
whether rol ed or draw, through dies
or rol, or oth
produced; tel
h
telephone, an other wire Wand
cables
composed of metal and rubber, or of metal,
rubber, and other materials;iron and steel
wire coated by dipping, galvanizing, or
similar process with zinc, tin, or other
metal; a 1 other wire not specially provided for in this section and articles manufaetured wholly or in chief value of any
wire or wires provided for id this section;
all the foregoing 15 per centum ad valerei; wire heddles and healds, 25 per
century ad valorem; wire rope, 30 per
centum ad valorem.

*

wir heddles or healds, twenty-five cents
per thousand, and in addition thereto,
orty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 199. Articles or wares not specially
PAR. 167. Articles or wares not specially
*
if
provided for in this section, composed provided for in this section;
wholly or in prt of * * * metal, composed wholly or in chief value of
4 . 4 . 4*forty-five
per centum ad valo- ***metal ***
20 per centum
rem.
ad valorem.
WIRE AND WIRE PRODUCTS.

(See Survey 0-8.)

Description and uses.-A large portion of the round iron and steel
wire produced in this country is converted into some other form, such
as wire nails, barbed wire, wire rope, etc.
Of the wire made from nonferrous metals, that of copper is the
most important. Bronze and brass wires also find extended use.
Aluminum wire has to some extent been employed as a substitute for
copper wire for electrical purposes. Examples of other wires and
their many uses are wire of alloys containing nickel used for electrical

6UMMARX,,P:,F._F*

)R-

IW41.

M7

d fr purposes in which resistance t corrosion is imIiiet'o'ee'i~~s
portant; tungten wirefor, 'ncidqscnt
Used
66 i
and wire mid' of '' 1alloy o platinuM ana rhdna
resis1nc

Much of the wire of nferr

meta

s

manufctu of

wire cloth. Wire with a cros s4tiof othe' than round is drawii Wd
special purposes. Thus triangular and lozenge-shaped wire is used
in wire rope to some extent and pinion wire is drawnwire that may
be cut up into gears for clock mechanisms, etc.
Telegraph, =lephone, and other wires and cables include insulated
wire and cables--submarine underground and other-in which rubber
insulation is used.
Wire rope consists of several strands of wire and is used as guy rope
in construction and engineering works and on shipboard. Itis-al'so
employed in hoisting and hauling, and in the transmission of power.
Construction work, mining, and logging are industries which consume large quantities, but near y every industry of importance uses
wire rope to some extent. American engieering has tended to throw
the burden on the rope to a much greater extent than the more conservative European practice would allow.
Covered wire consists of ordinary metallic wire covered with cotton,
silk, paper, or other materials and is used extensively in the manufacture of millinery, novelties, tags, artificial flowers, clothing, and
electrical manufactures.
Spinning and twisting ring travelers are metal rings and bars of
high resiliency used in cotton spinning. Wire heddles or healds are
part of the harness of a loom, the mechanism by which some of the
threads of the warp are raised and others lowered upon each passage
of the shuttle. Thesheddles themselves are formed by wire or string
attached at each end to the shafts of the hammers and having a loop
in the center through which the warp threads are passed. It is estimated that about one-third of the loom harness in use in the United
States is equipped with wire heddles.
Productin.--A preliminary statement of the 1920 census of manufactures with respect to wire-drawing mills shows that the value of
the output of 117 establishments for the year 1919 was $409,058,300.

Of this output $401,376,400 represents wire and manufactures of wire.
The value of the output of steel and iron wire and manufactures
thereof was $264,778,000 and that of copper wire and its manufactures $114,234,200. The output of brass wire was valued at
$16,024,500.
The total production of steel and iron wire in 1919 was 2 50,890
sh6rt tons, an increase of but 3 per cent over that of 1914. The production of coated wire for sale as such in 1919, chiefly galvanized wire,
was 392,925 tons as compared with 374,480 tons in 1914. The
country's output of bare copper wire in 1919 was 193,370 tons. The
total production of insulated wire and cable for the same year was
v~i 1~1%, at $129 623, 100, of which the major portion was -reported by
insulating establishments that purchased the wire. The output of
brass wire was reported in 1919 as 50,521,000 pounded, valued at
$16,024,050, a quantity increase of 28 per cent. 'he output of wire
of other metals amounted to 14,596,000 pounds, valued at 6,339,700.
Included in this total are wires of copper-clad steel, honel metal,
nickel silver, other nickel alloys, zinc, etc. The production of wire
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927,744
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o 5,m2, 16
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19.9................

...

mw

.................

...............................

.......
..................... ......... I

77,774

9,844

86, l

2,088

60p640
.
4, I'"
6

.03
4. (Y3

~

I)

7.590....I..... ,
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. .III...
..
. .I... I.,4. . II.+
.,+
...
I
1919

...
..

..................................................

..........

91
1921 (9 mon~vi)"......

............

.I.
M191 .m9
nmth3+
191
4. .. ..........
. ....... ...........

.2,381

3,357

2 35
3353
............
$,3
,53........... > o...

ALUMINUM WIRE.
. .....

... ......

SM

$941

4..........

.....

15

SUXMA1~? OF TARfrF fl~ORE&TIO1i, josi.
W..

~Ad

Qatity.

Vu"i.

Duty.

vdom
rate.

MANUFACTURNS OF ALUMINUM WIRE.

Onreg.
P~~wsbPC
As.
15
87

0.............. # ...........
92...
...................
....
1021 9 moths) ......

1

,..8...........

BRASS WIRE.

15
.
15

$0
$3,087
...
.340
32.
102..
1
02..
2$283
4,010

.......................................................
1918
.................
...............
1919....
0 0000.
9
...........
2
1

4,433

192 (9 mzptb*) ......................

1,848...

MANUFACTURES OF COPPER WIRE.
....................

1919
..........

1919.......

.........

.

'.

....

190 ........................................

192o..

.........

....

$1 4 7

$,15
52,47.....

2,24$

14,955

•

2,

1...7
1,071

..........

34,04

1

5
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WIRE OF IRON OR STEEL OR OTHER METAL COATED BY DIPPING, GALVANIZING, ETC.

1918 .............................................
29,601
.........
1919 .................................
1920 ...............................................

1921 (9months) ......... .

.....
....................

483,523

14,5.42

4,351
3, 817

15

$853

.

60, 932

573
9,140

15
15

4,808 ......................

TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE, AND OTHER WIRES AND CABLES.

o............................... ............
1918..........
.174,981
............
1919 ............................
327,169
.4....................
190........
830,085
..............
1921 (9n onths)...............

$2,695
5,743
8.861
to ...... ..

$817,964
44,955
59,074
18,504.

"..

i5
15
15

WIRE OF IRON OR STEEl, COVERED WITH COTTON, SILK, OR OTHER MATERIAL.
.............................
1918
1919 ................................................
1920................ .................. ......
1921 (9 months)..............................

....

..
5480
58,276
9,433

15
15
is

$3,422
822
2,713
18,087
31,571 .................

8.
S22,815

WIRE ROPE.
1918

.....................................

119..........................................
1920...................

(.

.

...................

. .men..)..
.... ....
....

49,996
100,932
1,021,221

47,402

. ......

ALL OTHER WIRE,

s.
a.

42,022
5,573
56,038

$6,740
18,577
186,795

.

6,507............

30
30
30

.

88,313
$55,418
.........................
.....
......
....... .......
9,484
63,224
716,88
1919 ......................... ................
20........................ .................
2,5 ..........
J790............
7,0
1,8,5
.............
1921 (9nins

15
i

s1

15

ALL, OTHER MANUFACTURES OF WIRE, X.S. F. r.

1918

.................. ..............

..........

1919 .............................. *............. .... 218,767
595,138
1920.............. ...............................
1921 (9months) ...............................

360, 511

$116,016

161,476
277,648
208

$17,402

24,22'
41,847

...................

15

15
5
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CalendAr year.

R~AT1Q~, 1D2~.

Quantity.

Valm.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

W145 IIDDL3 AND HNALDS.
1918..0*.......0........ 0,9
.......
.
..............
1919 ......
190.........................

TWotuuld.
4
14,985

814,61
72,81)

8685
187

78,701

113,184

28, 298

............

IM(9mouths) .........................................

68,4

102,060.........

Per Offlf.
26
25

......

26

In addition to this imported material, therewere some imports of
wire and wire manufactures for use in the construction and equipment of vessels.
A considerabl p art of the manufactures of wire come from the
United Kingdom,. Canada, Germany, and France.
Efxport&-The exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 of wire
and wire products have been as follows:
1021
1918

Brass wire:
%anlty
lue~ .. (pounds)...................
(.o...........................
Wire rope ................................

Jsulatid wire and cablu ................

1919

1920

09 months).

M15,8,554
6,551,602
.4,760,942 814, 810,357

41,812,713
810,191, 27

10, 14,666
81,973,754

1113
8
ia
M

9 1l5,07
, 3M8

6,874
$132,119

$4,379,478

$2,148,294

426,074,277
824,641,881
2
86,090,491

427,709,910
$2,371,776
, 76, 4M

1748,883
J707, 287
84,226,019

$5 04,029

Wire, n. s. I.1.:
quantity (pounds) ......................
362,177,74
Value..............................$2,704
4Oth1manufactures ow1re n. a.p.
....
$3,77, 127

88,816,212

I88,5M

81,,

,047

87,21,996
0,664, 482
$7,730,872
2,4I1,442

Of the exported
material Norway,
copper wire
goes largely
to the United
counKingdom,
,the Netherlands,
and some
other European
tries; brass wire, to the United Kingdom, Canada, France, and Brazil;
wire rope, to Mexico, Canada, and Cuba; wire, n. s. p. f., to Argentina,
'Canada, Australia, and Brazil; and other manufactures of wire to
Canada, Cuba, Argentina, qnd the United Kingdom.
Importantchanges irn cass jiition.-Corset clasps, corset steels, etc.,
hich are included in the corresponding paagraph of the act of 1913
(par. 114), are omitted here, and given a separate paragraph (336).
pinning and twisting g travelers mentioned in tbiisparagaph are
not in the wire paragraph of the act of 1913 (par. 114). The provision for "wire strand" is also new, as are also the enumerations of
various materials, including "compound," in connection with
cables, etc.
Suggested change.-As there is no fixed line of division between
Ihoops, bands, and strips of iron and steel, and as strips of iron and
:steel are mentioned in the proviso to ,paragraph 313, it is suggested
that the difference between the strips included'in this paragraph and
those mentioned in paragraph 313 be more clearly indicated. (See
"Suggested changes, 'par. 313.)
There is a provision in this paragraph for "all wire composed of
iron, steel, or other metal, not specially provided for, except gold

SVMUAIkY,1
0 ,.TAI4FF ,IF9RUT4r
silver, or platinum," and another for "a ndall other wirenot .s)ciUy
provided for." These provisionWWMAy bQ.,1 cofhc;, in: any elen
as the rate of duty is the same, no necessity i seen for both.
Page 40, lines 19 and 20, of H. R. 7456: Insert a comma after the
word "steel" in line 19 and after "electrolytic" in line 20.
PARAGRAPH 817.

NATZE W

IL R. 7480.

.

PAR. 817. All galvanized wire not
specially provided for, not larger than
twenty one-hundredths and not smaller
than eight one-hundredths of one inch in
diameter, of the kind commonly used for
fencing purposes, galvanized wire fencing
composed of wires not larger than twenty
one-hundredth and not smaller than
eight one-hundredths of one inch in
diameter; and all wire commonly used
for baling hay or other commodities, onehalf of 1 cent per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 135. * * * al other wire not
specially provided for in this section,
shall pay a 4uty of notless than thirty-five
per centum ad valorem; on iron or steel
wire coated by dipping, galvanizing or
similar process with zinc tin, or other
metal, there shall be pad two-tenths of
one cent per pound in addition to the rate
imposed on the wire of which it is made:
Provided further, That articles manufactured wholly or in chief value of any wire
or wires provided for in this-paragraph
shall pay the maximiun rate of duty imposed in this section upon any wire used
in the manufacture of such articles and
in addition thereto one cent per pound:
And providedffurther, That no article made
from or composed of wire shall pay a less
rate of duty than forty per centumn ad
valorem;

*

*

PAR.

645. * * * galvanized

wire

not larger than twenty one-hundredths of
*one inch in diameter and not smaller than
eight one-hundredths of one inch in
diameter of the kind commonly used for
fencing purposes, galvanized wire fencing
composed of wires not larger than twenty
one-hundredths of one inch in diameter
nor smaller than eight one-hundredths of
one inch in diameter, and wire commonly
used for baling hay or other commodities
[Free].

.

GALVANIZED WIRE FOR FENCING AND WIRE FOU BALING HAY.

(See Survey 0-S.)

Descriptio and see.-Wire rovided for in this paragraph is that

used for fencing purposes and or baling hay and other commodities.
The fencing wire is united to galvanized, while the baling wire may
or may not bo galvanized. Barbed wire is provided for in paragraph
1680 and hence is not included in this paragraph.
Production.-The country's output of woven wire fencing and
poultry netting, plain and coated, in 1919, amounted to 312,150

tons, valued at $30,527,000. In 1914, the corresponding figures were
411,460 tons, and $19,795,800.
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lmpora.-'-Import of wi-ev included i this paragraph have been,
since 1917 by cilendar yeasas follows:
"101

Galvamted wire:
ntty (pounds)
t7 q nd

.....................

392, 26

3 19,978

$17,969

123,2

62,657
SINS

"78,13..3

140,05
e
$6,eSM

300
186

85,175
OW
15,09

421,840
,2M

63,46

u . . ...............

............ ............
. 4..
. ,A. .. . . :. .. ... .... ..

', .
irse:. -*. ..
tw
wire:
Balingva
Rumntity (pounds) ............................
value .........................................

$

1921

(9months).
500
$31
7,200
10
$5eB

13,790
$1,0122

Exports.-Exports of woven wire fencing since 1917 by calendar
years have been as follows: 1918, $1,036,730; 1919, $933,143; 1920,
$903,272; 1921 (9 months), $451,823. The principal destinations of
this exported material were Cuba, Canada, Mexico, Argentina, and
New Zealand.
Important changes in' dassification.-Wire coming within this paragraph has been transferred from the free list (par. 645) of the act
of 1913.
PARAGRAPH 818.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.'
PAR. 318. Woven-wire cloth: Gauze
fabric, or screen, made of wire composed
of steel, .brass, copper, bronze, or any
other metal or alloy, not speciaUly provided for, with meshes not finer than
thirty wires, to the Iineal inch in warp or
filling, 20 per centum ad valorem; with
meshes finer than thirty and not finer
than ninety wires to the lineal inch in
warp or filling, 30 per centum ad valorem;
with meshes finer than ninety wires to
the lineal inch in warp or filling, 40 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 114. * * * and articles mannPAR. 199. Articles or wares not specially provided for * this section, coan- factured wholly or in chief value of amv
posed wholly or In, part of * - * wire or wires provided for in this section;
115 pper centum ad iametal * * * forty-five per centum all the foregoing
lorem; *
ad valorem.
PAR. 167. Articles or wares not
cially provided for in this section:
* * if composed wholly or in (biv
*
2
value of * * * metal, *
*

per centom ad valorem.
WOVEN-WIRE CLOTH.
(See Survey C-.)

Description and uses.'-Woven-wire cloth consists of gauze fabrics,
screens, etc., composed of wire with fine meshes and is used largely
for straining and or protection against insects and the like. "F our-

SUMMARY Or TAWN ,URORMA o.Q,

drinier.wires,' or wire cloth sedin papr a4
important iteis,

*%L

4!

,oArz
o otfLn e most

Production.-Inthe'figures of the Federal Census tho coutrylsout.

put of woven-wire cloth is included with that of other woven-wire
products. Excluding woven-wire fencing and poultry nettings, the
output of woven-wire products in the United States in 1919 amounted
to 26,610 short tons, valued at $4,274,200. In 1914 the country'
output was 22,720 tons, valued at $2,822,700.
rmports and ezort.-The imports and exports of woven-wire cloth
are not separately tabulated by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestio
Commerce.
Important c ae. in caeai cation.-Woven-wire cloth was not sep!
arateIy specified in the act of 1913, but was classified among "articles
manufactured wholly or in chief value of any wire or wire. provided
for" in this section under paragraph 114, or as "articles or wares not
specially provided for * ** if composed wholly or in chief value
o
** metal" under paragraph 167.
PARAGRAPH 819.
. 7456.

.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 319. Iron or steel anchors and
part thereof; forging. of iron or steel, or
of combined iron andsteel, not machined,
tooled, or otherwise advanced in condition by any process or operation su-isequent to the forging process, not specially
provided for, 25 per centum ad valorem.
AQT OF

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 123. Iron or steel anchois or parts
thereof, one cent per pound; forging of
iron or steel, or of combined iron and
steel, but not machined, tooled, or otherwise advanced in condition by any
process or operation subsequent to the,
forging proceeds, not specially provided.,
for in this section, thirty per centum ad
valorem; * *

1,,

PAR. 106. Irani or steel anchors or par
thereof; forging of Iron or steel, or If
combined iron and steel, but not mat
chined, tooled, or otherwise advanced in
condition by any process or operation
subsequent to the forhng process, not
peiallyprovided for iuithulwetiaim, 12
per oentur ad.,valoxem;.
*

*

ANOHOR8.

(See Survey,".)
Description.--The making of anchors once' a 'formidable piece of
smith work, is a simple operation With the use of the steam hammerThe shank of'a large ancor is built up by welding together bars of
iron. Although wn y anchors are forged: oast-stee, anchors ae'used
to a considerable extent.
Producion.-There are'no reliable statisticA -s to output, but even
during the war-time expansion in shipbuilding domestic' needs were
amply supplied by American plants. Certain manufacturers reported
to the Tariff Commission that the output in 1920 was only about onequarter the quantity and only one-seventh the value of the 1918 total.
E1ngland is the largest producer.

14
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Impora fof' WoUuniption aile small; Ambunting in 1917 to abosit
48,133 pounds (about 21.5 gross tons), valued at $2,811. Later
statistics fbHOwI:
,71

i

0644 a 7W.
,

,' ' ' ' : ' :

ttty.

",

o

K

.............................................
1918
191...
........................
,
1920
......................................
1921 (5moths)................................5,323

Value.

483 ,
51,064

.

lty.
..

.$1,8112
$
7,216 ,
3,127
35
2,06 ..............

Valdem
ate,
Pop ow.

1

in addition to these imports'there waa a larger importation of
anchors for vessel supplies, construction and equipment of vessels,
and a small amount -or the repair of vessels. In 1918, 105,971
pounds, valued at $4,420, were imported as supplies of vessels; 501,420
pounds, valued at $35,936, for the construction and equipment of
vessels; and 120 pounds, valued at $20, for the repair of vessels.
These were imported duty free, In 1919 such importations fell off
greatly, but 456,449 pounds, valued at $51,432, were imported for
e d
the construction and equipment of vessels.
Ezport.-None recorded. Certain firms, however, do some
export business--especially in smaller anchors--with the Far East,
Latin America, and even in Europe.,
FORGING.
(See Survey 0-5.)

Deription and uwe.-Forgings are metals which have undergone
the process of hammering or pressing into special shapes while hot.
Originally forging was solely a hommering ,process, but with large
masses to be treated, pressing has come into use, especially for making heavy forgings of steel.
Many small articles of common use, such as balls, screws, rivet
blanks, nuts, nails, etc. are forged by machinery. Many articles of
intricate atterns are drop-forged, i. e., a heated piece of metal is
put on a powerr die placed on the anvil of a drop hammer which falling from a height, carries the upper die and stamps the plastic
metal into shape. Such drop forgings are largely used in motor
vehicles for levers, treadles, connecting rods, and the likes
The "finishing process consists in annealing or tempering the
fored material and then machining it.
• rodution.-Forgings represent a vast variety of articles. AccordIng to the American Metal Market the country's output of forged
work done in rolling mills and steel woiks amounted to 1,295,566
gross tons in 1918 and to 534,346 gross tons in 1919. This product
involves such items as anchors, armor plate, axles, eyebars, gun
carriages, etc.
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ImpO~ of ordinary forged iron and steel, i. e., iot finished or 6A.
vancid bond the forging process, ame not large. In 1917
amounted to only $37,302. Later statitics follow* '
"
rate.
.............................. .............. 3.

119..................

............ .........
35..
1,04.
l:,67

1920
..........................................
1921 (9 months)14

184,096
34

51,32
5,103

54,48

1

)

4,212
12
61.................

Inaddition to these imports other forgthe on

tio

equipment of vessels, for the United States Government vad for

diplomatic officers came into the country free of duty. In 1919,
485,777 pounds, valued at $79,152, were imported for the construption and equipment of vessels' 6,583,124 pounds, valued at $754,706,
for the Government of the United States; and in 1918, 43,383,685
pounds, valued at $2,576,831, for diplomatic officers.
Exports.-Exports since 1917, by caendar years, have been as follows: 1918, $27,679,680; 1919, $1,881,814; 1920, $1,833,925; 1921 (9
months)v $358,299. Some of the imNRortant countries receiving this
export 4 material are Canada, France, the United Kingdom, apan,
Italy, Spain, and Mexico.
PARAGRAPH 820.
EL R. 7486.
PAR. 320.

SENATE AMBNDMENT8.

Electric storage batteries and

parts thereof, storage battery plates and
storage battery plate material, wholly or
partly maulWatured, all the foregoing not
specially provided for, 30 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

[Olauable according to component ma[Classable according to component ma.
terial of chief value.]
terial of chief value.]

ELIKOTRO STORAGE BAMfRIES AND PARTS.

(See Survey 0-18.)
Descr#pion and uwe.-An electric battery is an apparatus, consisting of one or more cells, used for the generation of voltaic electricity.
Astorage battery-also called secondary battery and accumulator-is
for the so-cWled storage of electricity. In storage batteries the electrodes are commonly Tead plates surrounded by dilute sulphuric acid.
During the discharge lead sulphate is formed'on the plates, the action,
being 'similar to that of the primary battery. Te action of the
storage battery is, however, reversible, since, byp asking a current
through the battery in the opposite direction, the plates are restored
to their original state, and are again capable of delivering a current.

j"
:.

seer4 plats.
The automb4e
is a
(e ep~U
u r~
pqJtains
Iarg
€
ot,'
batteries.
The manufactureof
plaeindustry
, nd cnfor
t,,t,4i 0 become sa
trympoqtot 9
nections for s ate
lead.
In the storage cell invented by Edison the platesare perforated cases
of nickel containing nickel oxide and finely divided iron, surrounded
by an alkaline solution.
Production.--In 1919 the production of stooge batteries was valued
at $56,648,347, and of parts for storage batteries, at $3,387,805. The
corresponding figures for 1914 were $10,615,150 and $2,465,814.
impr.-None recorded.
Export.-Exports of batteries for recent calendar years were as
follows: 1918,83,178,437; 1919, $5,998,337; 1920, $6,633,542; and
1921 (9months), $3,267,726. This exported material goes principally
to the United Kingdom, Argentine, Australia, and Cuba.
Important changes it" dtifc on.-New. specific provision; the
rate of duty under the act of 1913 depends upon the component
material of chief value.
8uggated-change.-Page 51, line 5, of H. R. 7456: Insert comma
after

"plates."
L. :

, :(;[ ,!
PAR.
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B$UNAT3 :A)BIWEDMNT8.

321. Antifriction balls and rollers,

metal balls and rollers commonly used in

ball or roller bearings metal ball or roller
bearings, and parts thereof, whether fluished or unfinished, for whatever use intended,, 10. oents per pound and 35 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.

PAU. 106. * * * antifriction balls,
PAR. 123. * * * antifriction balls,
ball bearings, and roller bearings, of ball bearings, and roller bearings, of iron
iron or steel or other metal, finished or or steel or other metal, finished or ut'unfinished, forty-five per centum ad finished, and parts thereof, 35 per centum
ad valorem.
valorem.

"

.....

ANTIP

ON BALL$ AND BEARING.
(See Survey 0-6.)

Deqcription and uoet.-Antifriction bearings consist of metal balls
or rollers fitted between two metal cases in such a way that a shaft
may be inserted into the inner case, and the outer case into the bearing
frame, the o6ntat 'between the' two Cases being through balls or
rollers. This arrangement substitutes a rolling contact for the'sliding
contact of the ordinary bearing and thus reduces friction.
The automobile industry is the largest consumer of ball and roller
bicycle
ythe affrds examples of the:. use of: ball bearings.
'bearings;
Some antifriction, bearings are used, in crew j#aks* many machine
,tols, elevators, etc.,'
into,given
both
industry
p6&extensively
industry ha
Thehas
Eurgone
Her and ball.
of'bearin i domestic
poesrPodurtioe.-The
PhilVW h albaig
ateiitii

Import.-Imports, of antifriction bearings in 1917 amounted in
value to over $1,500 000, of which over $1,488,000 consisted of ball

Later

ed from ball, parts, and r0ler being.

bearing as dist'.uisn

statistics foow:

c.1.n4s

yW.

Ad

"j""r,

Dow?,

Value.

ANTIFRIWTION BALLS.

1921m(.

.........

...
.......

BALL
191

... I

, u

44 ..
,10j

XAJiOI.L
$181f 29
34;,1U,

551,286

......... *...

.................
1

pcent.

W

8.....1

..

9.....

..

1921 (9monuhs ...............................................

78.30

.

U
W

......

ROLLER BEARINGS.

1918
............................................................
192.....................

1921
(9months) ...............

....................

..........
..........

5180636
2"

3

87

so

......................

ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS, ETV.* PARTS THBREOF.
1918 ............................................ ..........

......

1919:::....................

.

511, 704
...
950....

833,430

U&

Some Qf the most important contributing nations were Sweden,
Canada, and lately Germany ,

Ezport.-None recorded.,

Impork~rs chaui in ClGs,8fitW.-AntifflctiQ ba~s ndbepring
are treated inAsingle paragraph instead of beig combined as in,00
,
of ron or steel.
act of 1913 with anchors pd for
PARAGRAPH 399.,
IL R. 7486.

8.NDMUNTS.

-SENATE

PAR. 322. Railway fishplates or plice

bars, made of i/ou or steel, one-fodzth of

Icent per pound; all, other railway bans
made of iron or steel, and railway bars
made in part! steel T rail,,aod punched,,-

iron Ior etel flat ral#, eevenfNotitha of
Icentlperpojud.,

,0

418.
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BAM N1WL
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ACT QY, 1918.

.

VAPR.,126. R.ilway, bars, made of iron
or steel and railway bar made in part of
steel, T rails and punched iron or steel
flat rails, seven-fortieths of one cent per
railway fish-plates or splice-bar,
?.pound;
x
made of iron or steel, three-tenths of one
cent pea pound.
IV

PAR. 108. Railway fishplate 'or splice
bars made of iron Or steel,,10 per coutum
ad valore.
PAR. 587. Railway bars, made of iron
or steel and railway bars made in part of
steel, f rails, and punched iron or steel
flat rails (Free].

RAIL SPLICE BARS AND BRACES.
(See Survey 0-4.)

'P.,

Description and use.--Splice bars fishplates, tie plates, etc, are
used for connecting endwise and holding in place rails on a roadbed.
They embrace the general group of rail joints and fastenings, but not
spikes, bolts, nuts, and similar material.
Production in 1917 amounted to 528,403 gross tons, and in 1920 to
575,830 gross tons.
Imports in 1917 of railway fishplates and splice bars amounted to
350 gross tons, valued at $13,116. Later statistics follow:
Celndar y r.

Qutity. Value.
PoK,;4 .

1918 ......................................................
127,000
1919 ...............................................
1,(3,081
1920.....................................1,731,787
Ion1 (9 mo ts).........................................
14,90

Duty.

Ad
valorem

P~
Me .

$5,678
$No
10
29,831
2,M98
10
51,385
5,138
10
1,142 .....................

& ports are much larger. In 1917 the exports of railway track
material, excluding rails and spikes, amounted to $9,108,617. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows: 1918,
$5,582,860; 1919, $9,280,725; 1920, $7,570,236; 1921 (9 months),
$5,751,897. Th principal countries of destination were Cuba,
Japan, France, Brazil, and European Russia.
Suggested chlnes.-In.view of the importance of tie plates, these
should be mentioned, as well as railway fishplates or splice bars,
and "all other railway bars made of iron or steel," designated by the
term "rail braces." The latter term is more spedcfic than the phrase
"all othertorailwav
,.f iron
andtois be
suftciently
imclusive
describebars
withmade
precision
vhator issteel,"
intended
co "ered
in this part of the parrap
-

RAMLS

(See Survey 0-8.)
4.

4

Description and utee.-Rails for steam and electric railways are
heavy
or light,
former 50 Rails
pounds
or more
per linear
the
latter less
than the
50 pounds.
with
a weight
of 85 toyard,
125 and
pounds
are standard for the leading railroads; light rails go mostly into
mining, lumbering, and other industrial operations. Practicilly all
rails are now made of steel. The raw material of heavy rails is the
steel ingot; and of light.rails, largely old heavy rails. Old heavy
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rails constitutethe raw material for splice bars.' Most tails, light and
heavy, are T rails. About 3 to 5per cent of the production of the
rail mill of the United States consists of girder and high T rails for
electric and street railways.
Production-of rails in 1913 mounted to 3,502,780 gros tons, and
in 1920 to 2,604,116 gross tons, nearly 90 per cent heavy rails. Formerly Germany manufactured over 1,000,000 tons of rails per year,
and Great Britain between 800,000 and 1Q00,000 tons, France, Be[
giuzm Rossia and Canada following.
lm u.--mports of bars and rails for railways, small compared
with exports, are shown for the period 1918-1921 as follows:
1918
Iron ral an4 bsr for r4ww,
quantity (tons) ........
.....................
...............
.46

eall and bars for iWwsys, itwi or pert stee:
Quantity (tons) ................

........

$
8,$36

(9

1919

1020

200
$14,014

886
$,83

17,006

44,700

167
s$,A522
17,455

Imported rails come mainly from Canada, a few from Mxeico.
Ezpott.-Exported rails consist of steel. For the calendar years
since 1917 exports have been a follows:
1918,

Quantity (ton) ..............

,

9

"6.............4,87,52,44

.$2,6,6 83,0,85

Value ..................................

1930

(9 months).

as, 4,2

2
1j6,

1610,8

These exports went mainly to Japan, the Dutch East Indies, Brasil,
and China. During the war period a la tonnage of steel rails was
shipped to France and Russia. In the oal year 1916 over half the
te ails exported from the United States were shipped to European
and Asiatic Russia.
Important changes in caesifcation.-Rails, including railway bars
made of iron orsteel, have been transferred from the fee list of the
act of 1913 (par. 587).
PARAQRAR4U
EL

745.

PAR. 323. Axles and parts thereof, axle
bars, axle blanks, and forgings for axles,
of iron or steel, without reference to the
stage or state of manufacture, not specially
provided for, valued at not more than 6
cents per pound, six-tenths of I cent per
pound: Provided, That when iron or steel
axles are imported fitted in wheels, or
parts of whee i, of iron or steel, they shall
|)0 dutiable at the same rate as the wheels
in which they are fitted.
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ACT OP 49M..,

1921.

ACT Or

VAR. 142. Axles, or parts thereof, xe
bars, axle blank, or forgiP for Xle.,

whether (Airo or steel, without fr

PR. 121. Axles, or parts thereof, axle
bms, axle blankl, 9 or Ior.i. s far axles,

whether otironrotoel wthoutference

to the otag, or state of mandaet.e,. not ,to the ste or state

( naAUtctr,

not

otherwise provided for in thisn0stIlou ,'otherwie provided for in . section 10
valued at not .more than six cents per per 9entun d valorem: Protved, Tlhat
pound, three4ourths of, one eent per when iron or steel! axles are imported
pound: Provde, That when Irac oete
8ftted in ,wheels, or parts.of Wheek, of
axles are imported fitted in wheels or the
*rorame e,
4el i wh4 they
the eMlbeditbleat
rate they1
ptsof wheels, of iron or steel, they ;hall
be dutiable athe amierate sesthe whoek are fitted.'
in which they are fitted;
'', I
. ,
.
AXLES AND AXLE'LANKS.

(See Survey C-10.)
Description and use.-Iron and steel axles for every purpose are
included. Axles inserted in wheels come under paragraph 324 or
other paragraphs covering wheels.
PoducJtion of 89,430 long tons, valued at $3,407,271, reported in
1914, relates to that of rolling mills. Of this amount 1,160 tons
were of axles other than oar and locomotive. In 919 the output of
axles, rolled or forged, amounted to 9,80 gr oss tone, valued et
$9,753,000.' Railway axles are roliag-mill pr6d4cts. A small peI
cent of automobile axles was thus made in 1914. These axles,bicycle axles, and wagon and carriage axles of iron and steel are made
chiefly in factories manufacturing the vehicles.
Imports of iron and steel axles in 1914 were 136 long tons, valued
at $17,083. They decreased steadily after 1911 until 1918. Later
statistics follow:.
!

wuty., Vaue.

SC~ndar~ymr, iQ

PotadPer
...
919...
1919

.
.'

6,2
56,

...................................

1921 (. mzao)............................

286

5...

21
,113

318....
W16 107,11

77

Duty.

Ad Twoe-

rei aWe.
PCew.

r

10,712 '

,PAiIdApAt"8241,
IL 7456.';

PAR. 321. Wheels for railway purposes
and parts thereof, of iron or steel, and
steel-tired wheels for railway purposes,
wholly or partly finished, and iron or
steel locomnoti e, car, or other railway
tires and parts thereof, wholly or partly.
manufactured, 1 cent per pound: Prorided, That when wheels for railway purpoRes, or parts thereof, of iron or steel, are
im ported with iron or steel axles fitted in
them, the wheels and axles together shall
1e dutiable at the same rate as is provided
for the wheels when iknported separately.

10

-

109...............

Exports.-None recorded.

'X
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SNATE AMENDMENTS.
O

SUMMARY O TAI"?
ACT OF 1909.

INFORMATION, 1921.
ACT OF 1913.

'

PAR. 171. Wheels for railway purposes
or parts thereo4, made of iron or stel, and
steel-tired wheels for railway urposes
whether wholly or partly fii shed, and
iron or steel locomotive, car, or other railway tires or p th, reo(, wholly or partly
manufacturer, uve and one-fourth cents
per pound; ir ots, cogged ingots, blooms,
or blanks for te same, without regard to
the degree of manufacture, one cent per
pound: Protided, That when wheels for
iilway purposes, or parts thereof, of iron
or steel, are imported with iron or steel
axles fitted in them the wheels and axles
together shall be dutiable at the same
rate as is provided for the wheels when
imported separately.
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PAR. 142. Wheels foi railway purposes
or parts thereof, made of iron or steel, and
steel-tired wheels for railway purposes,
whether wholly or partly finehed, and
iron or steel locomotive, car, or other railway tires or parts thereof, wholly or partly
manufactured, 20 per centum ad valorem:
Provnided, That when wheel, for railway
purposes, or parts thereof, of iron or steef
are imported with iron or steel axles fitted
In them, the wheels and axles together
shall be dutiable at th, same rate as is
provided for the wheeL when imported
separately.

WHEELS FOR RAILWAY PURPosES.
(See Survey C-15.)

Description.-The car wheels in general domestic use are either of
chilled cast iron, cast steel, or rolled steel. A car wheel made with
a cast or forged center piece, about which a steel
tire is shrunk, is
used to some extent. Locomotiye drive wheels are of this type. I
Prodtwtion.-It has been estimated that $,000,000 chilled cast-iron
wheels, valued at $40,000,000, were produced in 1917. According to
the 1920 Census there were produced in 1919, 117,700 gross tons of

car and locomotive wheels, rolled or forged valued at $17,044,700.

Pennsylvania has a larger number of manufacturers than any other
State; Michigan, New I ork, and Ohio follow. European concerns
have not developed the chilled cast-iron or rolled-steer wheels which
are the predominant types here. The bulk of foreign production
has been the steel-tired wheel. Such wheels are likewise made here,
and (According to report) before the war could be produced as
cheaply as in Europe.
Imports of wheels for railway purposes in 1918 (fiscal year) were
valued at $194,316, over five times the value of the imports in 1914.
These figures include wheels, tires, and axles inserted in wheels.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

18 ......................................................
19191..............................
......................................................
192
1921 (9 mo
) ..........................................

Quan Uty.
1,358,263
.M
258,380
7,62

Value.

Duty.

Linda.Per
$09,444
$13, &a
32,440 I
6,488
8,392
1,678
821........

Ad valorem rat&

cei~t.

20
20
20

1iport.-Exports of car wheels have been as follows1 : 1916,
$741,542; 1917, $2,384,973; 1918, $6,889,084; 1919, $11,843,738;
1920, $9,061,305; and 1921 (9 months), $2,577,671. These exports
went chiefly to France, Cuba, Canada, Japan, and Italy.
'1918 and 1917, 66a yon; 1918-1921, ealendat years.'

,a4
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SUMMARY. OF TARIFF INFORMATION,: 1921.
PARAGRAPH 825.

SENATE -A=IEDXXNTS.

H. *. 745,01
PAR.,325. Anvils of iron or steel, or of
iron and steel combined, by whatever
process made, or in whatever stage 'of
manufacture, 1 cents per pound.
*

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

4

PAR. 118. Anvils of iron or steel, or of
PAR. 140. Anvils of iron or steel, or of
iron and steel combined, by Whatever iron and steel combined, by whatever
process made, or in whatever stage of process made, or in whatever stage of
manufacture, one and five-eighths cents manufacture, 15 per centuin ad valorem.
per pound.
VILS,

(See Survey C-9.)

Dewriptio.-Anvils may be either cast or wrought (forged).
They are of several types, the ordinary blacksmith's anvil, the small
anvils used by jewelers and heavy blocks for power hammers.
Production ol wrought anvils in 1911 was estimated at 2,600,000
pounds. An increase indomestic production has followed the declining imports since the beginning of the war and the demand created
by military operations. -Columbus,Ohio is the center of manufacture
in this country. England, GermAny, and Sweden are the principal
foreign producers.
Irnport8 of anvils were 727,502 pounds in 1914. A considerable
portion of the, imports consists of Swedish cast anvils. Later
statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

10,863
1918 ...................................................
1919 .................. .................... 88,961

i2 .................................... 275,806
I92 monthsh) ..............................

34,60

Value.

Duty.

$1,161
14,458

Ad

valorem

$174
,IO

,07S
3W
1 7 ............

15
15

Export.-None recorded.
Uggeted ckange.--Duty at the rate of 11 cents per pound on
jewelers' anvils would be practically negligible.
PARAGRAPH 826.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7450.
PAR. 326. Blacksmiths' hammers, tongs
and sledges, track tools, wedges, and
crowbars, of iron or steel, 19 cents per
pound.

A

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1013.

PAR. 143. Blacksmith's hammers and
sledges, track tools, wedges, and crowbars, whether 0f iron or steel, one and
three-eighths cents per pound.

PAn. 122. Blacksmiths' hammers,tog.
and sledgei, track tools, wedges, and
crowbars, whether of iron or steel, 10 per
centum ad valorem.

6UEMA
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TOOLS.

*BLACKSUMS')

(see 8re

-.

Produdion.-No data are available as to the domestic output of
blacksmiths' hammers, tongs, and sledges, track tools, wedges, and
been large.
to have
known
are1914,
crowbars,
valued at
pounds,
23,340
aggregating in
are these
small,manufactme4
Imports but
$1,661. Later statistics are as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

918
918 ...........................................

919 .........................
1920....................

1921
(9monsw) ...........

.

.

PoN%&
9,8

.
.....

......

ki,911

........

Duty.

Value.

575

8761
503
8,318

5

....

B
532

Ad

valom
rate.
Pr OWs.
10
10
10

Ezport.-Exports of hammers and hatchets are large compared
with imports. During the calendar years 1918-1921 they were as

follows: 1918, $484,679; 1919, $973,547; 1920, $1,303,185;: 1921

(9months), $597,793. The principal countries of destination were
Cuba, Brazil, Argentina, and Australia.
PARAGRAPH 827.
L B.7456.

BUNATB AMENDMENT.

PAR. 327. Cast-iron pipe of every description, cast-iron andirons, plates, stove
plates, sadiron, tailors' irons, hatters'
irons, but not including electric irons,
and castings and vessels wholly of cast
iron, including all castings of iron or
cast-iron plates which have been chiseled
drilled, machined, or otherwise advanced
in condition by processes or operations
subsequent to the casting process but
not made up into articles, or parts thereof
or finished machine parts; castin 01
malleable Iron not specially proviedfor;
cut hollow ware, coated, glazed, or
tinned, but not including enameled
ware or hollow ware containiing electrical

elements; 10 per centum ad valorem.
ACT, OF 1909.

PAR. 146. Cast-iron pipe of every description, one-fourth of 'one cent per
•
pound. '
PAn. 147. Cast-iron andirons, plates,
Stovo plates, sadirons, tailor's irons, hatter's irons, and castings and vessels wholly
of cast iron, eight-tenths of one cent per
pound. All castings of iron or cast-iron
plates which have been chiseled, drilled,
machined, or otherwise advanced in condition by proceme or operations oubse-

SAOT

OF 1918.

PAR. 12. Cast-iron pipe of every description, cast-iron andirons, plates, stove
plates, sadirons, tailor's irons, hatter's
irons, and castings and vessels wholly of

cast iron, including all castings of iron or
cat-iron plates which have been chiseled

drilled, machined, or otherwise advanced
in condition by processes or operations
subsequent to the casting procep but not
made up into articles or fInished machine

parts; castings of malleable iron not spe-
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ImmAWON, 4M1.
ar
S.ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1900

quent to the casting roceu but not made cially provided for in this section; cast
up into articles, sh1 pay two-tenths of hollow ware, coated, glpzed, or tinned, 10
one cent per pou0d more than the rate per centum advalomm.
imposed uipon the cutinp of iron and
"-ironptes h inbefore prvided for.
PAR. 148. CGstings of na leable iron'
not specially provided for in this section,
seven-tenths of one cent per pound.
PAR. 149. Cast hollow ware coated,
glazed, or tinned, one and one-half cent.
per pound.
IRON RATINGS.
(See Survey C-11.)

Description and use.-These articles include (1) a variety of
familiar commodities made of cast iron, (2) castings of malleable
iron, and (3) cost hollow ware, coated, glazed, or tinned. Malleable
cast iron is a crude form of wrought iron obtained by decarbonization.
'The castings are made in the ordinary way from low silicon iron with
little phosphorus and sulphur; they are embedded in oxide of iron or
peroxide of manganese and heated to a red heat until 'most of the
carbon is removed from the surface.
Production.-Available statistics cover only cast-iron pipe, including fittings, with an output in 1913 of 1,266,245 net tons; in 1916 of
1,214,333 tons; in 1918 of 619,673 tons; and in 1920 of 886,515 tons.
Imports.-During the fiscal year 1918 the imports of iron castings
amounted to 3,324,002 pounds, or 1,662 short tons, valued at $181,258.
More than one-half of this imported material, consisted of cast-iron
plates, stove plates and irons, sadirons, tailors' irons, hatters' irons
and castings, and vessels wholly of cast iron. Only a little over 10
per cent consisted of cast-iron pipe and about 25 per cent of malleable
iron castings, n. s. p. f. Later statistics follow:
Ad

Quai4ItYj Vslue.

Calendar year.

Duty. -valorm

CAST-IRON PIPE.
CAST-IRON

1918.................. .. .

*... ..............................
1919.
I ....................

..............
.........

1921 (9montbs).. .................

PIPE,

POUSd*

Per cent1.
10

2W,364

5,074

670,2
27,114

417
41,074
2,0812........

. .. 10
S

6,2Z6

164,94.

CAS-IRON ANDIRONS, PLATES, STOVE PLATES, STC.
$10,331

31O,225 ,$10%3 80

191...........................
.................. 1W,
19.1.................
2,33,84
1 ..................................................

1=(9 (MO

.........

)..............
...

1

2 8
24
81,71... ..............

739,78

10
10
1

IRON OR CAST, IRON PLATES, CJIaSELED) DRILLED, A1T.
.... ....... ......... 119.......

..

..

I .

11 (5mome)...........................
14I

A>

............

"i
....

.......

247

"II

'
07

!.....
431

181.117 .. ..1

IRj.....

10

.31 .. 1.

8UIMAUX. OF.-tMFF 'I1FORAT1O
Caledar

I

r.Qttntoty.,
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, '1921.
Value'

Dulty.,

v

.
Ad

CAST-IRON HOLLOW WARE, COATED, OLWZED, OR TINNED.

S..................................................

3; 6

214,63

1920...............................................

1921 (mou) ..............................

12,

CASTINGS OF MALLEABLE IRON, ar.

1918 ......................
1919 ...........

1920 .............................
1921 (9mont).............

481

so

15,085

is507

631.

199370e''
.........................................

................ 681.42

................

1315283

...................
..... ...........

0

10
10

42

1,7

.......

10

.,.

1235

112a

163

1o

10oi1$

10

WsIM
331
Ue,
10
,1
186,416...............

Ezp r.-Exports, a large proportion of which is in the form of

oast-iron pipe and fittings, are much greater than imports. Statistics
for the calendar years 1918-1921 are as follows:
1919

191$

0 nmtb27

(Wst-ron Aip alt~n

Ml
atypod, .........................

Va," ....

iron and se

1921

1920

........... ., ..............

e.

In23,

6

. sesa',

1.................. .s,

,s.

Ism 70,4

183:24,$07

o9, ee

$61,7,I,752

A 753140

8,0,oti

6,617,92

4,81,al

0,44,2A

The principal countries of destination are Cuba, Mexico, and
Canada.
Important cangen in clasifition.-The exclusion of electric irons
and the limitation relative to electrical elements ae new.
8ugested chngne.-Page 52, line, 25, and page 53, line 1, of H.
R. 7456: If the word or connecting "enameled ware" and "hollow
ware" is not intended to make tie words "'enameled ware" and
"hollow ware" apply to the same, thing, it sholdIbe changed
to "and.".
PARAGRAPH 828.
IL I. 7486.
PAR. 328. Lap-welded, butt-welded,
seamed or jointed iron or steel tubes,
pipes, Aues, and stays not thinner thansixty-five one-thousandths of an inch, if
not less than three-eighths of an inch in
diameter three-fourths of 1 cent per.
pond; iI lees than three-eighths and not
les than one-fourth of an inch in diaineter, i cents per pound; If le' than onefourth ofaninch in diameter, If cents
per pound: JProtiWdd; That no tubes
pipes flues, o; stays made of charcoal
iron sha1l Iay.a'less rate of duty than it
cents per,pound;, cylindrical and tubulai
tanks or vetools, for holding g s, liquids,

8BNATE AMBNDMRNTU.
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SSUMMAW OF TARIFF INFORMATION, II.
SENATE AIKE -MUTo.

M. . 7456.
or other material, whether full or empty
welded cylindrical furnaces, tubes and
flues made from plate metal, whether
corrugated, ribbed, or others reinforced against collapsing pressure, and
all other finished or unfinished iron or
steel tubes not specially provided for
20 per centum ad valorem; flexible metal
tubing or hose, whether covered with
wire or other material, including any
appliances or attachments affixed thereto,
not specially provided for, and rigid iron
or steel tubes or pipes prepared and lined
or coated in any manner suitable for use
as conduits for electrical conductors, 25
per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 151. Lap-welded, butt-welded,
seamed, or jointed iron or steel tubes,
pipes, flues, or stays, not thinner than
number sixteen wire gauge, if not lees
than three-eighths of an inch in diameter,
one cent per pound; if less than threeeighths of an ihch and not less than onefouMh of an inch in diameter, one and
one-half cents per pound if less than
one-fourth of an incin diameter, two
cents per pound: Provdd, That no tubes
pipes, flues, or says, made of charcoal
iron, shall pay a less rate of duty than one
and one-half cents per pound; cylindrical
or tubular tanka or vessels, for holding
ge. liquids, or other material, whether
M or empty,, thirty per centum ad
valor;mi flexible meal tubinq or hose,
not specially provided for in this section,
whether covered with wire ot other material, or otherwise, including any appliances or attachments affixed thereto
valorem;
per furnaCes,
centum ad
thirty
cylindrical
tubes
or flueswelded
made
from plate metal, and corrupted, ribbed,
or otherwise reinforced against collapsing
preure, two cents per pound; all oter
iron or steel tubes finished, not specially
provided for in this section, thirty per
centun ad vAlw . - : ,

PAR. 127. Lap - welded, butt-welded,
seamed, or jointed iron or steel tubes,
pipes, flues, or stays; cylindrical or
tubular tanks or vessels, for holding gas,
liquids, or other material, whether full or
empty; flexible metal tubing or hose, not
specially provided for in this section,
whether covered with wire or other mate.
rial, or otherwise, including any appliances or .attachments affixed thereto;
welded cylindrical furnaces, tubes or
flues made from plate metal, and corruotherwiseandreenforced
gated,
all other
collapsingorpressure,
against ribbed,

iron or steel tubes, finished, not specially
provided for in this section, 20 per centuni
ad valorem.

TUBES, PIPE8p AND TANKS.

(See Survey 0-12.)

Demcntion.-This paragraph covers pipes, tubes*, cylinders tanks,
etc., rade of iron ad steel excepting cast-iron pipes. Whi'e castiron pipes are cast in mokds an thi center is' cored out, welded
pipes are made from narrow plates of steel or wrught iron called
skelp, which is rolled into shape and. the edJ s weded together.
ding is called-buttWhen the edges sumply come together, the
welding, and when they overlap, lap-welding- Riveted pilp, ordinarily made only in large sizes, is requentiy formed imspirals of
sheet iron or steel or by imply curling the sheet so as to make a

.SUMMARY OF TABIF'

INFORMATION, 1921.
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horizontal
the* overlapping edges, in either case, being riveted
,
together. joint,
Productio.-The
domestic output of wrought iron and, steel pipe
and boiler tubes in 1916 amounted to 2,651,058 gross tons and in F19§
to 3,002,725 gross tons. In 1914 there were 36 establishments
engaged in the manufacture of wrought-iron pipe alone, with an
aggregate capital of $39,407,625, employing 8,745 wage earners
whose output was valued at $37655,229. In 1919 there were 51
establishment with an output valued at $84,011,000. Other great
iron and steel producing countries, like Great Britain and Germany,
also have a large output.
Import.-Imports are insignificant compared with production and
exports. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
Ad
Calendar year.

Quantity.

valorem

Duty.

Value.

rate.

TUBES, PIPES, FLUES AND STAYS, LAP WELDED, BUTT WELDED, ETC.
..

1918.......................
r..............

. .

1919........................................

1lo1 (, nonth).. ........

.................

" .( -: m

.....

...

.......

o

...

.

Per ftei.

78,7896

. .

,078,179

89,092

,45458
87,619

17,504

9,806

7.977...

3O

20

............

.... . ......

TANKS OR VESSELS, CYLINDRICAL OR TUBULAR, ETC.
1918Numbe.

1918............................................

.........

8148,58
$280,849 ........
1919 ....................................................
,23
263,878
52,775 ..........
0 ......................................
........
35, 156 I 107,031
9D
:921
(9months)..............................................1 82,054 ......................

FURNACES, WELDED, CYLINDRICAL, ETC.
1918

.....................................

103,474

..................
t............................
02,806
::1 ::.......
:....................
:::::::::.........
,

1921
(9Months) .

.

.

.

$3,047

815,237

17,108
'M

3:421
1,755

20
-2

0

........

. 6,.......

ALL OTHER FINISHED IRON OR STEEL TUBES, . e. t. ..
1918 ....

...............................

817,471

8494

20

8244

20
20

.
119.781520......
5 ,
. . i
0
.........
hi........................
......
3104,012
13,976
2,796 .......20
121(9months).................................. :.
. 296,00
48,031 ........
FLEXIBLE METAL TUBINGO, OSE, ETO.
1918
...................................
.......... .1,221
199 ....................
.231

1
.20 ............................................
1V.l (9 months)..
.........................................

25,45
2,,

I

48
5,2

20

In addition to these, there weft some importations of furnaces,
welded, cylindrical etc. and flexible metal tubing or hose, for the
equipment of vessel. n 1919, 627,071 pounds, valued at $151,041
of the former were imported; in 1920 the imports amounted to
"
59,580 pounds, valued at $8,777.
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Eports.--Exports in the form of boiler tubes have been-since 1917
(calendar year) as follows: 1918, $6,405,728' 1919, $7,916,665;'1920,
$6,077,930;, 1921 (9 months), $3,149,845. Exports of pipes 'and fittings have been as, follows:
1,18
PIP"s

AMJtU^ wrocgh:.
.. .0..........6..6.........

-

f

1919

3,8

, 1

1921

(9 moutba).

190

07

,3,.4

The principal countries of destination were Canada,: Japan, Cuba.
Mexico, and France.
Important changes in dassifiawion.-A minimum rate is fixed for
tubes, pipes, flues, or stays made of charcoal iron, as.in the act of
1909. Special mention is also made of "rigid iron or steel tubes or
pipes prepared and lined or coated in any manner suitable for use
as conduits for.electrical conductors."
Suggested change.-The Tariff Commission has received suggestions that a special provision should be made for large pipes of 25
inches or more in diameter which are made by curling sheets and
plates and welding the joint. These articles are distinctly different,
oth as regards method of manufacture and even uses, from the usual
forms of pipes and tubes. As regards manufacture they are doubt'less more similar to tanks which are dutiable in this paragraph at
20 per cent ad valorem. Such articles could be provided for by inserting "less than 25 inches in diameter and" after "if" ir line 5.
-page 53, and by inserting the words "pipes and" after "tubes" iii
line 17, page 53.
In lines 4 and 10, page 53, tubes, pipes, flues, and stays, are named,
whereas in line 14, tubes and flues, in line 17, tubes, and in line 21,
tubes or pipes only are mentioned. "Or" between' "tubes" and
"pipes" in line 21 indicates the use of two terms for one class of merchandise, but this inference is negatived by the absence of "or" between "tubes" and "pipes" in line 4.
If tubes and pipes are to be treated as distinct articles for tariff
purposes, and the foregoing recommendation for a special provision
for pipes of 25 inches or more in diameter, should be adopted, the
words " and pipes" should be inserted in line 17 at page 53.
On page 63, lines 5, 7, and 8, Of H. R. 7456, strike out "if" to agree
with sfinilar provisions .elsewhere.
PARAGRAPH 829.
IL B. 7456.

SRNATA AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 329. Chain and chains of all kinds,
made of iron or steel, not lea than three*
fourth* of one inch in diameter, I cent per

pound; less than three-fourths and not leas
than three-eighthe of one inch in diameter,
1 cents per pound; los than threeeighths and not lees tian five-sixteenths

4

SUMMARY IO TARtFF INFORMATION, 1921.
N

. 746, i
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of one inch in, diameter, 21 centa per
pounds less than five-sixteenths of one
inch in diameter, 4 cent" per poud;
chain and chains of all kinds, of l=e or
steel, not specially provided for, 25 per
centum ad valorem; sprocket and ma.
chine chains, of iron or steel, and parts
thereof, 3O per centumad valorem; anchor

or stud link chain, two inches or more in
diameter, J cents per pound; less than
two inches in diameter, 2cent. per pound:
Provided, That all article manufactud
wholly or in chief value of chain shall not
pay a lower rate of duty thsn that imposed upon the chain of which it is made
or of which chain ,s the component
material of chief val ie.
AOT 0)' 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 150. Chain or chains of all kinds,
made of iron or steel, not less than three.
fourths of one inch in diameter, seveneighths of one cent per pound; less than
thiee-fourths of one inch and not les than
three-eighths of one inch in diameter, one
and onefeighth cents per pound; les than
three-eighs of one inch in diameter and
not low than five-sixteentha of one inch in
diameter, one and six-eighths cents per
pound; les than five-sixteentha of one
inch in diameter, three cents per pound;
but no chain or chains of any description
shall pay a lower rate of duty than fortyfive per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 126. Chain or chains of all kinds,
made of iron or steel, not specially pro.
vided for in this section, 20 per centum ad
valorem; sprocket and machine chains,
25 per centum ad valorem.

CHAINS.

(See Survey 0-12.)

Dection and uwe8.-Structurally, chains made of iron or steel
may be divided into (1) those with. each link a single piece of metal
and(2) those with each link made of several pieces of metal. The
first are used generally for fastening objects together or supporting or lifting weights. Such chains, if small, are chiefly mad'by
machinery, but larger sizes are usually handmade. Chains for cranes,
ships' cables, dredges etc., have each link welded by hand, often both

formed and welded /roun the rolled bar iron. Tiose of the second'
class are known as sprocket or driving chains and are used for transmitting power, In, certain of. these each link is made of several
pieces of metal connected 'by rivets' bolts, or. steel screws, and so
formed as to engage with the teeth asprocket wheel. Tho bicycle
chain is a fiiihar examplle.
Stud-ink chains are those with &bar.or rod across the width of the
link.
Prodizdion.--The United States ia
oage
producer of chainsmado
of iron or,steol, but qtstisticsare no 4 le. A representative of
an important, producer estimat the .investment, in the chaim in,,.
dust 1 ,in 1918 at $5,000,000 and, the country's normal output st.

$1S

,000.
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Import-Imports of -chains are small compr6d-, with exports.
During the years 1918 and 1919 there was a large importation for the

construction and equipment of vessels, In th 'taWllation".)Ulow
imports are given both by kinds and uses:
Calendar year.

1*

,Quantity. yor.Ad
Vaue.

Wenda

Duty.

mlrew
rate.

CHAIN AND CHAINS, OTHER THAN SPROCKET AND MACHINEi OF IRON OR STEEL,
N. S.P.

.

PoPop

da.

1918 ............
I..................................
1919.............................................

61799M7
141,8M5

1921 (9 Mots)

1..............,.5.....
Ip47
9, U71.............

9 ................................................... .449,403

si),98
16j 70t

88,187........
3,W4
20

44,M6

8,911

CHAIN AND CHAINS1 t TIIR THAN SPROCKET AND MACHINE A F94 T09,CONSTRUC'
TION AND EQUIPMENT OF VESSELS.
'
191............................5,08
1919;...........................

I=............

........

,.............................

9,0,8

1021 (O-mts)......................................

W40

$6342...........
78..................

j93 ..............

CHAIN AND CHAINS, OTHER THAN SPROCKET AND MACHINE FOR SUPPLIES OF
VESSELS.

1 0 ............. ....................................
1919 ....................................
341""21

8-, . .
.
0.
. .....

CHAIN AND CHAINS, ETC., FOR THE UNITED STATES, N. 2.

U.

J J.. . .

1919 ...................................................... 2,U 1 W 172, 4

SPROCKET AND MACHINE CHAINS OF IRON AND STEEL AND PARTS THEREOF.

19 ........................................
1919

...........
.~no~s............
......................

5PROO~IT AND
CHAINS FO~R
TU
"
' 1CHINE
....
.V 888B.

9.......................

12,2

1,7

54,19

447
42,4,7

, 7
111..2........6.

6774

"1,802

6,0W0

2

STRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT OF

i.

xporto.---Exports of chains have been since 1917 by calendar years
as follows: 1018, $1,940,000; 1919i $3,318,565; 1920,: $$,335,637:
1921 (9 months), $1,950,797. The princip4 countries of destination
were Canada, Japan, and 0ub! ,
Important change in de#fwaton.--There is special mention of
anchor or stud-link chain and a inimum duty for articles manufacwholly ok in chief value of chain..
tured
Suggested
ckango.-Sprocket and machine chains and parts thereof,
and anchor and stud-link chain, being provided for eo nomine, would
naturally precede chain and chains of all kinds in the order of arrangement of the articles iii this paragraph.

S"MM
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A provision for weldless chains might be advisable unless it is
intended that they should come within the specific provisions for
chain and chains of all kinds of certain diameters at specific rates of
dU specific'proviion should be made tot weldles chains, it 'should
follow the provision for anchor or stud-link chain..
PARAGRAPH 380.

SBNATU

IL R. 7480.

NNDXNTB.

PAR. 330. Nuts, nut blanks, and
washers, of wrought iron or steel, six.
tenths of 1 cent per pound; bolts, with or
without threads or nuts, and bolt blanks,
of iron or steel, I cent per pound; spiral
nut locks, and lock washers, of iron or
steel, 30 per,dentum ad Yalomew.

AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 144. Bolts, with or without
threads or nuts, or bolt blanks, * * *

washers, 5 per centum ad valorem; bolts

P~Ai. 123. Nuts or nut blanks, and

whether of iron or o'teel, one and one- of iron or steel, with or without threads or
eighth cents per pound.
nuts, or bolt blanks, * * * 10 pa
IAR. 162. *
* nuts, and wash- centum ad valorem; spiral nut locks and
er * * * of wrought iron or steel, lock washers, whether of Iron or steel, 30
threefourths of one cent per pound.
per centum ad valorem.
BOLTS, NUTS, AND WARS jOF iRON OR STEEL.

(See Survey C-ll.)

Decrption and sse..-These artioles-nuts, bolts, washers spiral
nut locks, etc.-and their uses are for the most part well known.
The word "blank" used in connection with nuts and bolts signi4ies
a piece of metal that has been prepared for manufacture into these
various farms. The term" wsher "deiotes a ring of metal or 'forated plate used to distribute pressure to prevent motion or play.
Spiral nut locks are special devices for locking a nut, as on a bolt,
so that it may not be looseed by jarring.
Poduction.--In 1914 the output of bolt, nuts, rivets, and washers
was valued at $23,403,000, in addition to that of builders' hardware
which was valued at $24,280 000.
Import.-IMport. are smail compared with exports, and since 1917
have een as follows:

V"

Dy

Ad

NUTSO NUT BLANKS, AND WASHERS OF WROUGHT IRON OR ST2EL.
I

1918..

191

.. ...

. .. ... .. .... . .

00........
..... ........ .. ................

1923 .... .............................

19,21
(9 months) ....................

I

I

P"86.

Sl

36,338
06,309

16,207

147, M

,076.

I

I

!

I

$76
,11,t512
T)
..............

I

6

402: ,

WI N!A AtW, W.
Qi 4JNIF
48g.
SMMXT9r

Qun tIAd
Vaue.,,!

itty..

• .,Qttsntjt)%;,,

(Wendar yw.,

"W M

BOJfTe, WiTH 98 WITHOUT THREADS O4UT, QJ BOJT OLAjBK, A"$D7J91XD
.... SVoR
o IN0I BLAXtB, ZT.,
1918 ..................................................
. ..
Ii

(9

110,308

1"
. .........
: .................. : .... : ........ .:......" 147,: 30
. ...
" "1.......
m }.......................

8,23

17,43
,148'6
32 IN

$826

1,748
,7 /

Per cent.

10

..

. 10
l
..

•PIJUs
L NUT LbcKs AND LOCK WASHERS.
101..............8..........
1919 ................................
9.............
19 ............................................
.

192 (9 wt a)..........................................

2W0
700
1,86

8

$18~
28
761

29

.U

16
8
228

30
30
30

E&por.-Exorts of bolts, nuts,, rivets, and washers have been
since 1917 by calendars years as follows:

S........................

..

f"""""
03

The principal countries of destination were Canada, the United
Kingdom, C~ba, Argenti4, Mexico, ,nd British Indio..
Im-porta

changes
gei in caiss

io-Hinges and hinge blanks,

which are included in the corresponding paragraph of the act of
1913 (par. 123), are omitted. The phrase "of wrought iron or steel"
is added and applied to, "nuts, nut blanks, and washers."
8ugestr4 ekha e.-Hinges and hinge, blanks might be classified

with the articles mentioned:in this paragraph.,
S:"PARAGRAPH
IL R. 7456.

881.
.

.

PAs. 831. fUt nails and out spikes, of
iron or OWe, exce0c g two inches in,
length, four-tenths of 1 cent per pound;
cut, tacks an4 brads, ho naife and cut
nails, of ittn or steel, no exceeding two'
inches in length, 20 per centum ad
valorem; horsehoe nails, and other iron
or steel nails, not specifyy provided for,
2 cents per pound; nails, spikes, tacks
brads, and staples, made of iron ot steel
wire, not les than one inch in length
nor smaler than sixty-five one-thou.
sandths ofC one inqh in liametor, four-,
tenths of cent per pound; les than one
inch in length and smaller than sixtyfive one-t husandth of one inch in
diameter, theefourtbs of 1 cent per
pound; spikes, tacs brads, and
oftpies
not sP ily provided for, six-tenthsoi
1 cent per pound.

SEMAiT AXaWu)Ez
"

NS,

488.

SUMMATY 07 T"AWF INFORMATION, -1921.
ACT OF 1909.

r

PAR. 159. Cut nails and cut spikes of
iron or steel, four-tenths of one cent per
pound., .
PAR. 160. Horseshoe nails, hob nails,
and all other wrought-iron or steel nails
not opeci lly provided for in this section,
one and one-half cents per pound.
PAR. 161. Wire nails made of wrought
iron or steel, not les than one inch in.
length and not lighter than number
sixteen wire gate, four-tenths of one

PA.

ACT OF 1918.

&54. Cut nails and cut spike. of

iron or steel, horseshoe nail,
*
hobnails, and all other wrouht-iron or
steel nails not specially provided for in
this section; wirestaptis, wire nails made
of wrought iron or steel, spikes, * * *
of iron o steel, and cut tacks, brads, or

sprigs [M..

cent per pound; en than one inch in

length aid lighter than number sixteen
wir puge, three-fourths of one cent per
poung.
o
PAR. 162. Spikes * * * of wrought

iron or steel, three-ourths of one cent per
pound.
Pa. 163. Cut tacks, brads, or sprigs,

no" exceeding sixteen ounces to the
thousand, five-eighths of one cent per
thousand; exceeding sixteen ounces to
the thousand, three-fourths of one cent
per pound.
NAILS, TACKS, AND SPIKES.

(See Survey 0-8.)

CUT NAIL AND OPIKU,.

Production of cut nails during the past three decades has been
decreasing with the extending use of wiie nails. In 1918 it amounted
to 418,811 kegs of 100 pounds each, and in 1920 to 844,583 kegs.
mports are small, and since 1917 by calendar years have been
as folows:
3918[

(poun
ds) .................................

0..

688,167

$3o,s8 1

l19

1,331,678
1,14 ,M970
R7M Io
856,216

1921
00,263
Sk 7"

Export in the fiscal year1918 were 116,406 kegs (100 pounds each);
for 1915-1918 they were 16 per cent of Production; for the four
preceding years, 20 per cent. Later statistics for calendar years
follow:

The principal countries of destination were Ohile, Cuba, China,
and Mexico.,
82804--22---.v8
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.

NAM1~.

De8crition.-The tariff classification embraces horseshoe nails,
the product of a distinct industry (the horseshoe nail manufacturers generally make, no other nail product), hobnails, and shoe
nails to a great extent made in tack mills.
Production of horseshoe nails in 1904 was valued at $2,345,762.
In 1918 there were six factories located in New York, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, and Illinois. The raw material used is nail rods or
wire of soft steel or iron. One company has imported nail rods
from Sweden, an important producer of horseshoe nails.
imeports in the fiscal year 1918 amounted to 310,295 pounds,
valued at $39,279; in 1913, approximately one-eighth of this amount.
Imports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
monthss.

~00I
Export

P76

0S~76

87

were not reported.
WIRI STAPLBB;

Production.-The census heretofore- did not specify wire staples
separately. In 1914 the production of wire tacks, brads, an(I
staples, made in establishnents dirmiVing wire, was valued at $1,324,048. A portion of the producftof Wire staples is manufacture(l
in the tack mills. 'In the 1920' census wire staples figures were
separated from those of wire tacks and brads and the 1919 output
was shown as 68,221,300 pounds, valued at $2,745,000.
Imports in the fiscal year 1918 were 97,559 pounds, valued at
$14,590.' For the calendar years 1918-1921 they were as follows:
1918
quantity
(pounds) ..................................
. ................ ................
V le...........

191

250 $ , 235
0

1920
129960
e7, 964

months).
1°
12
S2

Exports were not reported.
WIRR NAILS.

Production in 1920 was 16,449,506 kegs (100 pounds) of wire
nails, as against 13,559,727 in 1913 and 13,132,814 in 1917. Wire
nails are merely one product of the wire-industry. In 1914 only
8.6 per cent of the total value produced was made by establislments which did not draw wire; 69 per cent was made in the wire
departments of roiling mills, and other concerns. In 1914 Pennsylvania led in the annual capacity of its wire-nail machines; Ohio,
Illinois, Colorado, Alabama, and Indiana followed.,

,%.~-
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Imports for 1914-1917 averaged 4,314 kegs (100 pounds); since

1917 by calendar years they were as follows:
1918
918

ty (pouu
aue..... ..

.....
.4,

.

1919
1..9 -

6 77442

.

6810,813

(9
(, mounthB).
t1921

1920
'920

27,856

8

606,678

$1,6,774

$39,299

Exports' in the fiscal year 1918 were 2,440,098 kegs (100 pounds),
the bulk going to Asia and Europe. Later figures for calendar years
follow:

Quantity (pon d )....................
Vu.............................

1921
(9 onths).

'1918

1919

1920

176,346,045

201,104,501

208,719,608

43,020,325

89,921,121

810,744,69

$11,88039

82,445,515

The principal countries of destination were Japan, United Kingdom,
and China.
Descriptitn and use.-,Spikes are, in general (1) large inails, or, more
specifically (2) nails produced by forging from a bar. 'Cut'pikes are
included with cut nais in the tariff specification; wire spikes are not
so included, but, together with forged spikes, fall under the designation "spikes." The bulk of the forged spikes made are railway-track

spikes.
Production in 1914 by rolling mills was 1,389,145 kegs (200 pounds)
of forged spikes. They are sometimes handmade--in hand forges
as required. In 1914 Pennsylvania was the chief producer. In the
census report for 1919 (preliminary report) the figures for wire nails
and spikes are given together, and were 12,429,200 kegs (100 pounds).

The gieater part of this output, however, consisted of wire nails.

Imports for 1915-1917 averaged 142 kegs (200 pounds). Later

statistics for calendar years follow:

quantity (pounds).....

..................

Value ...................................

1918

1919

1920

523,222

86,699

120,98

16,778

$3,020

$4,742

S1921
J(9 months).

j344

Exports in the fiscal year 1918 of railway-track spikes amounted to
174,160 kegs (200 pounds). Later statistics for calendar years
follow:
!

1918

ntlt(pounds)
Y
...............

'

1919

.......... 22,330,104 $5,487,231

.,.............................................

$sS,078

1921

1920

$7,18,246'

1,07,8

The bulk of the exports went to Cuba, Japan, and Brazil.

( monthss.

15600,718

ii,,m,,i

43,6
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Desrtion and u8e.-Taoks and brad are of two kinds, cut and
wir. Cut tacks and brads fall under this designation; those of
wire (if of iron or steel) are included under "all o'er wrought-iron
and steel nails." "Sprig" is an obsolete word in the trade, formerly
applied to sharp-pointed shoe-heel nails.
Production of cut tacks and small nails in 1918 was estimated at
from 50,000,000 to 60,000,000 pounds, valued at approximately
$6,600,000. The establishments making cut tacks also mannfacture
small nails cut from sheets, and to some extent wire tacks. Massachusetts leads in production of cut tacks.
Imports in the fiscal year 1918 amounted to 97,049 pounds, valued
at $14,512. In the calendar years 1918-1921 they were as follows:
19

. ... . .. . .. ... . . .. .

12(52t).

19

(4=nUty (pounds) ........
Value ......................
_....__
_

.............

............

"

192 1

%

4$9
3

10o,41o10

151,138

151,21

_

$9 _ 52

_

_

72p755

,2_

Ezports in 1913 were estimated as 10 per cent of the production
Most of these exports were shoe nails, ong to South America
Argentina. Later statistics for the calendar years 19.8principally
•
1921 follow:
(9 1921

119
1918
1918919
quantity (pounds)........................
vaue ................... ...............

1
70
j 2644253,6,2
0833

$408092

m

(9months).

7870483
,0

,120

4307.

8972,04:

These exports went mainly to Argentina, France, Brazil, and Australia.
Important changes in das94ication.-Most of the articles enumerated in this paragraph have been transferred from the free list of
the act of 1913 (par. 554): spikes, tacks, brads and staples, n. s. p. f.
are exceptions. It will be noted that most classes of upholstery
nails and other nails and tacks made of or plated with brass or other
metal not iron or steel are still provided for only as manufactures of
metal, n. s. p. f. Such nails and tacks covered with leather or other
material would be clastable according to the component of chief value.
Thero is uncertainty concerning thumb tacks.
PARAGRAPH 882.
HL R. 7488.
PAi. 332. Rivets, studs, and steel
points, lathed, mchined, or brightened,
and rivets or atudu for DonskiddiW automobile tins, 25 per centum Ad valorem;
rivets of iron or eel, not.pecially piovided for, 1 teat perpouzd.

BENATE AMENDMENTS.

SiMlWF,0

1!A3t?

M1ORMLMO

!I

ACT 0OF 1900. PAR. 167. Rivets, studrs

po

, AM, OF 1918.

PAn. 138. Rivets

and steel

487

ML.48

studs, and stel

Wq4, nachined, or br*htene4, point lathed, machined, or bnhtened,
jtsh

and riveta or studs for nonskiddiug auto. amd rivet&or studs for nokddiag auto.
mobile 'tires, forty-five per centam ad niobile tw, and rivets of iron or steel,
not peciallyprovided for in this section,

valorem; rivets of' huh or stetl, not

specially provided for in this section, one 20 per centum ad valorem.
and o~ueoutth cents pW. pound.
,

RW5-aYT4,
1TUDS, AND STEEL POINTS.

(See Srvey 011'.)
Deqd8ption.-A rivet is a headed pin or bolt of metal used to unite
two or more pieces, by passing it through them and heading the plain
end. Ordinary bolts of iron or steel are provided for in paragraph
123. A stud JA a small pin or rod for holding members together or
fitting
parts to'6ne another. The term steel points is nontechnical
and self-explanatory.
Productin.-In Government statistical publications statistics of
rivets, studs, etc., are not. separated from the gener i . of bolts;
nuts, washers, and rivets. (See par. 330, p. 431 for census figures
for 1914.)
.---Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
lin
Ad
Cakudar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Dut

valorem

rate.

RIVETS, STUDS, STEEL POINTS, ETC.
Pouo

191$ ..............................................

t949 ..............................................
92( .........................................
............
1921
(9 m )ntbs)......... :.................. : ..............

Per cent.

1,619

60,35
3,330
3,900

634

$6 I

0

3,700
742
20
681
136 I..........20
325 ............

RIVETS OF IRON OR, STEEL, x.s.,.?.
1618 ..............................................
1919 ............................................

10 ..................................... .......... .

48,381
65,901

2,0

$4,
5,2

1,186

20

Export.-None separately recorded.
PARAGRAPH 83.
EL R. 745W.

SENATE AMDMN.

PAR. 333. Horse, mule, or ox shoes, of
wrought iron or stool, six-tenths of I cent
per pound.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1916.

PAM. 162. * i * * 'horse; mule, or ox
ohoen, of wrought iron or steel, three.
fourths of oew cent pe pond.

PAR. 6M4. * *' * hon, muli or ox
uhoes, ofon or steel, * * * tIfeI

41$

(:.TAWI

8UMX"X3
1HORS,

.W1mmT0,

MULE, AND OX 8HOW.

1 ML
"

Description.-The factory horse or mule shoe usually requires further working by the horseshoer to fit it to the hoof., Formerly he
made the entire shoe from a bar; some shoes are still so produced.
Produdion of horseand mule "oes by rolling mills, etc., was valued at about $9,000,000 in 1914. Hand production from bar iron
(not recorded) was very small. In 1917 horse andI mule shoes were
produced by nine establishments, located in Pennsylvania Ohio, New
Iork Illinois, and other States,, as their principal, or ony product,
two farge companies (one iron and one steel) are included in this
number. Horse and mule shoes are formed by a series of rolling,
bending, and pressing operations, and, to a lesser extent and at a
higher cost, by drop fo ging. The latter mediod is used chiefly in
France, oBelgium, and Great Britain, Qermany, and Canada manufacture by a process similar to ours.
Imports of hibrse, mule; and ox shoes were valued at $16,517 in
1917. They came from Canada. Statistics of imports since 1917

by calendar years follow.-

Ezport8.-Exports of horseshoes for the calendar years 1918-1921
are as follows:

......
(pounds)
quantity
Value .......
.............

....

.........

The principal countries of destination were, in 1919, Asiatic
Russia Belgium, British South Africa, Canada; in 1920, Canada,
Cuba, BritishSouth Africa, and Mexico.
Important changes in clamiftatin.-Transferred from the free list
in the act of 1913 (par. 554) and separated from cut nails, etc.
I

PARAGRAPH 83.

X U. 7450.

SBNATB AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 334. Steel wool, 10 tentw per,'

pound; steel shavings, 5 cents per pound;
and in. addition thereto, on all of the
foregoing, .30 per centum ad valorem:
I'rorda, That in computing the duty
the weight and value of the package shall
be included and the net weight of the
contents shall be plainly marked upon
ACVt,OF 1909..
OAR. 132. Steel wool or steel shavings,
forty. per centum ad valorem.

ACT, OF 1918.
PAR. 111., teel wool or stel s"ingo,
20 per centum ad valorem.

SUMMAU 01r TAB"

JFQRKATMO,

STEEL WOOL AND SHAVINGS.
$

489

l
'r

(SeeSurvey B-.)

DCWiption and ume.-Steel wool consisted of long steel fibers resem-

ar cross section, and are
to wool. Steel wool
shavings
coarse
from
to
fineness
,raded according
and enery
sandpaper
for
i
*
substitute
end
is used as an abrasive,
for certain
them
cloth or punice stone, being regarded as superior to
in
factories,
in
other
building;
used
in
sipbilding,
p o . It is
and in the household.
Production.-No accurate figures of production are available In
1917 the yearly consumptioh was estimated at between 1,000,000 and
1,500,000 pounds, which (imports being cut off) virtually represented
domestic production. Germany and Switzerland are also producers.
Import.-During the war very little steel wool was imported. In
1913 imports were 41,436 pounds, valued at $5,177, and in 1914,
.
27 113 pounds, valued at $3,698.
Durin recent years there. have been no importations of .steel
wool, with the exception of a small amount, valued at $116, which
was imported during the Irs nine months.of 1921.
Ezport.-Nne recorded.
Important changes in d fication.-The proviso is new.
bling cfr-r-ed hir. The fibers are of t

PAR GRAPH 885.0
PAR. 335. Grit, shot, and sand of Iron
or steel; hi any fI", h.enter pid.

40,T

&EN~KN6

SENATE

SR. 745.,
-,

ACT, 0F.,101.

Olo.

PAR. 133. Grit, shot, and sand made of ' ;PA . 112. Grit, shot, and sand made of
iron or steel, that cun be used only as iron or steel, thatcan be used as abrasives,
30 per centum ad valorom4
abrasives, one cent per pound.
GPIT, SHOT, A D 8ANID OF- IRON AND STXEL,.

(Bee Survey B-3.)

Description and ues.--Grit, shot, and iron sand are chilled iron
shot made by heating scrap or pig iron to a fluid state and spraying
it with steam as it runs into a large vat of water. The grit is used
ingrinding rough surfaces of granite, marble, and other stones.
Productionfigures are not available. Before the war domestic consumption was estimated at. 3,200 tons. England is an important
producer of these abrasives.
Imports of grit, shot, and sand in 1914 amounted to 228,454
pounds. Since 1917. they. have ben as follows:
Ad
yea.

Caind
!

QuanUty.

I

,
.................... ..............192,80

1921
(9Mont.......................................

valorem
Maw.

*13,389
489,OiS
a
......
...
18......
............102,1417,71$
1919 ..................

.

Duty.

Value.

*

54,17
6,315

4,M
0
#W
4,774...........

.

30
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Eport.-None recorded.
ijportnt eAanfas in dagas*'tion..-The limitation "that can be
used as abrasives' has been omitted, and the words "in any form"
have been-added.
PARAGRAPH p30.

It 3,74*0.

...

wePIZ

'Til.,

PAL 336. Corset clasps coret stees,.
and drei steels, whether pain or covered
,,25peq
Ue*ia
with cotton, ik, oroth
centumn ad valorepo,
Aft OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 185.
* * corset
'
chls, corset steels, drew steels,
shall
thirty-five
per
pay a 4tyof notlew than
* * * .
cent ad

PAR. 114, * * * corset clasps corset steels, drepo steels, #" * * all the
valorem;
fore on15 per centu ad valorem;

CORsET CLASPS, STEELS, ETo
(See Survey C-S.)

Description and uses.-A corset-clasp consists of two short pieces

of flat steel, one having a flt metal eyelet and the other having
firmly affixed a small metal post so arranged that the eyelet can
be hooked over it. Corset steels and dress steels are short strips of
flat steel wire covered with cotton gauze or other material. The
former is employed as a stiffening for orsets; the latter as a stiffening
for dresses. Fat wire and strip steel are used for making springs
and hands of watches and clocks, corset and dress steels, in the
manufacture of pens, and for many other purposes.
Produdio.-ApproximatelY 15 establishments manufacture these
products. The large industrial centers of New York, Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts are the important producers.
Imports for the fiscal year 1918 were valued at $17,238; they were
over four and one-half times that amount in 1914. Later statistics
follow:
Ad
Candar year.
,
..........

S
108

........
11

....................................

Duty.

valorem

$330,

flO.N

Pt? tnt.
15

.:9

.........- .........................

19 21 ( . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

191g o th )...'

Value.

.........

1
MM7,0 I

231 .
@
W PMA

- . .....
;o l 0o9 ....

rate.

16
15

. ..

ports.---None recorded.
m-ortang changes in dassf8 ctin.-The articles in this paragraph
are classified with round iron or steel wire, etc., in the act of 1913.
The words "whether plain or covered with cotton, silk, or other
material" have been added.
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PARAQRAPH 88.

SBATZ ANNDXMBNT.

L R. 7456.
PAiR. 337. Crd clothing not actually
and pernanently fitted to and attached
to carding machines or to pt thereof at
the time of i'nportation, when manufac.
tured with tenipered or untempered round
iron or steel wire ,or with plted wire, or
other than roqud iron orsteel wire, or with
felt face, woo, face, or rubbe.lac. cloth
containing woO, 35 per CetuA M Valorem.
, "k *

AOTOF 1913.
PAR. 145. Card clothing not actually
and permanently fitted to and attached
to carding mnchmf .or to parts thereof at
the time of impgrt~in, when manufactured with, rqu' ion or, untempered
round steel wire,%etity cents per square
foot; when manufactured with tempered
round steel wire, forty-five cents per
square foot; when manufactured with
)lated wire or other than round iron or
steel wire, or with felt face, wool facei or
rubber-face cloth containing wool, fiftyfive cents per square fopt.

PAR. 124. Card clothing not actually
and permanently fitted to and attached
to carding machines or to parts thereof at
the time of importation,'when manufac.
turqd with round iron or untempered
round steel wire, 1'6 per centum ad valorem; when manufactured With tempered
round steel wire, or with plated wire or
other than round iron or steel wire, orwith
felt face, or wool face, or rubber-facecloth
containing wool, 35 per centum ad v&lrem.

CARD CLOTHING.

(See Survey C-8.)

De8criptiou and use.-Card clothing is a wire-toothed cloth or
leather used for covering the cylinders, rollers, doffers, etc., of a carding machine. Carding is the process of cleanin* and disentangling
the fibers of cotton or wool by actioni of wire-toothed cylinders andis
the first important mechanical operation in the treatment of fibers
preparatory to yarn making. The cloth is measured by the square
foot in the trade..
Productio.-The carding machines (including card clothing) used
incotton-spinning mills are for the most part of domestic production,
but no statistics are available. Much of the carding machinery for
woolen yarn is imported from England, although more than one-half
of that used by domestic manufacturers is pr6duced at home.
Imports for the fiscal year 1918 amounted to 200,035 square feet,
valued at $307,343. England and the United States are the main
producing countries, the former the only important source of imports.
Later statistics follow:
Quantity. I Value.

Ckeedar year.

I Duty.

CARD CLOTRDNG MANUFACTURED WITH UNTEMPERBD ROUND IRON. OR
WIRE,

lis ..........................

....

...... ...

:0:..................................

f,,

so
I44

to$
11tW

Ad

vSlo0m

rats.
TEL

10
ii~

to

log

.

I
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f
Calendar yer,

Z

,

QuatIty.
°

i

!j
• Y#l1w..

Ad

valorem
rate.

;uty.
..

MANUFACTURBD WITH TBWMERD WIWE.
1.18 ......

18
BM lCed.

......18....................................... i

r

21719
0,13

11919......................................................
................
.......................

1ION (mt)...............................2....1...

0...

*

ie1E

Pf CClt.

'[~

tt,

8358,68
4,5

I Putce8
, .

$120 5 N
71,.

in 9Ma
a.............
U

35
3
35

CARD CLOTHING * * * WHEN MANUFACTURED WITH PLATED WIRE.

9 .............................
....... ...............
Ion ( Mu).................
............

22,962

$8,33.

43,60

84,93 ......................

35 ,9W
48,887

I

1931(Bmstbs.....................

48,379
82,275

$6,918

16,93m
288i

35

3
3

&port.-None recorded.,
Imiportant changes of dusifcalioin.-CaMd clotig of all inds is
classified in a single paragraph in H. R. 7456 instead of in two
bracke, as in the act of 1913 (par. 124).
PARAGRAPH
3 Z. 7488.

38.8
SENATE AMUNDMNTS.

PiA. 338. Screws, commonly called
wood screws, of iron or steel, more than
two inches in length, 10 cents per gross;
over one inch and not over two inches in
length,8 cents pet gross; over one-half
inct and not over one inch in length, 5
nei4P 3 gros; onOe-hal iAh And [ess in

nI,

3 cents. per grosi: 1romded,. That

eatch ackage 0 carton shall have conspicuously marked thereon; the number
screws contained therein and the duty
shall not be msemed upon a les number
than so markd.
ACT OF 1918.

ACT, OF :19O94

PtAR. 169. Screws, commonly called
PAR. 140. .$crews, comiponly called
wood screws made of iron or steel, more wood screws, made of incor steel, 25
than two inches in length, three cents. per per centum ad valorem.
pound; over one inch and not more than'
two inches in length, five cents per poutd;
over oue-half inch and uot;more than one
inch in length, eight cents pr pound;
one-half inch and les in Iength, 10 cents
per pound.
WOOD SCREWS.

(See Survey C-8.)

Desription and use,--Serews known in the trade as "wood screws,"
because intended for use in wood, are of mild steel or iron; or of
brass, copper, and zinc wheg protection from rust is desirable.
Produtin.-In. 1914 wood screws, including those made of bra.s
and brolize, were. valued 4t $6,217,000, the output of 12 establishmeats. In 1919tire value was $16,462,000, the output of the same
number of establishments.
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ImPor* of wood screws are small compared with-production.. Since

1917 they have been as follows:
Oa ndaryu'.

,

11

.

*
..........1.

...... ...... .............
*......... ..

vlue.

QnOmtI4.

"

Pow&

.7SM

11,411

7,M 2

99,9

f

Ad
vaorm

Duty.

P~m

~

.

..

E&por.-Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are as follows:
1919

*.1918

Vuntty (grew).. ..........................

J;3,

t us............25

10,41,926

.JVC

Mi,37
716 1i,,

s

(

1e, h1)

.410472
1962605

Important€dange. in das ficatian.-H.R. 74586 divides screws into
four groups according to the length, with a specific rate of duty fox
eaoh group. The proviso is new.
PARAGRAPH 39.
. R. 74586.

SENATE

aAMENMENTS.

PAR. 339. Table, household, kitchen,
and hospital utensils, and sinular hollow
or flat ware, not specially provided forcomposed of iron or steel and enameled
or glazed with vitreous glazes, 5 cents
per pound and 30 per centum ad valorem'
composed wholly or in chief value of
aluminum, 28 per centum ad valorem;
and in addition thereto, upon any of the
foregoing articles containing electrical
hea
elements as constituent parts
thereof, 10 per centum ad valorem.

AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 158. Table, kitchen, and hospital
utensils, or other similar hollow ware, of
iron or eteel, enameled or glazed with
vitreous glasses, but not ornamented or
decorated with lithographic or other
printij, forty per centum ad valorem.
Pn. 199. Artices or warm not specially
provided for in this section, composed
* alumi.
wholly or in part of *
num, or other metal, * * * forty-five
per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 134. Table, kitchen and hospital
utensils or other similar hollow ware composed of iron or steel, enameled or glazed
with vitreous lases; table, kit hen, and
hospital utensils or other sitrilar hollow
are c(.mposed wholly of in chief value

oi aluminum; all the foreging not ape.

cially provided for in thi section, 26 per
centum ad valorem.
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' IOUSBHOW ANkD HOSPITAL. UTNSILS AND HOLLOW ;WARE.
(Soo Surveys 0-15 and C-16.)

Dmecriptiom and ue.-The names of the arti(4es enumerated in this
pararaph suffiiently indicate their description and uses.

Production statistics indicate production of enameled ware to the
value of about $20,000,000 in 1914, conlsisting mainly of enameled
kitchen ware and similar articles.
Aluminum articles, other than castings, manufactured in the
United States in 1914 were valued at $19,597,465, and nearly the
whole amount was consumed at home.
h Imports.-From 1910 to 1913 the imports of table, kitchen, and
hos
iron and nearly
steel declined,
but after the
passage
Of tZeitalactutensils
of"1913ofincreased
25 per cent-from
$667,831
in
1913 to $833,251 in 1914. After 1914 imports again decreased, due
probably to the blockade of Germany ad Austria-Hungary, whence
came three-fourths of the imports in previous years.
Imports in the last nine months of 1014 (fiscal year) of the above
articles made of aluminum were $507,349, but decreased rapidly until
1918. •The war demand by European countries for aluminum metal
was largely responsible for thq decreawd importation., Imports have
come from Germany, Great Britain, France, and Sw~ierlandmostly from Germany. Imports since 1917 are shown below.
Calendar year.

Value.

Ad VAiuDuty. [remrte0

ENAMEL WARE, TABLE, HOUSEHOLD, KITCHEN, AND HOSPITAL UTENSILS, ETC.
1918 ................................................................
1919 ................................................................
1.......................................................1921
TABLE, HOUSEHOLD

KITCHEN AD

S19,497
14,874
2
66,S
467
25
*M,
"I'm
25
29,2
,-onths)
.........................................
.
.......

OPILUTNLS*

WJU14Y OR ikCHIEF VALUE9 OF ALUMINUMd.

*COMPOSSED

los..................................................
11049
$26
2
1,I'm
46
25
1919 ..................................................
19........................................................4Z,2
10,50
2
1921 (9 months)....................................661:,214.........
.......

Epm8 of "ename ware, all other," were valued at $448,789 in
1913. They declined to $271,426 in 1915, and then rose sharply to

$1,282,262 in 1916 and to $2,266,641 in 1917. The leading countries
of destination in '1913 were Canada, Argentina, Mexico, England,
and Cuba. During the war period England became less important
in the export trade.
Domestic exports of aluminum utensils are not reported separately. Exports of all aluminum manufactures other than ingot
metal, plates, and sheets amounted to $1,804,632 in the fiscal year

1918 and to $2,563,164 in the calendar year 1920. More than half
of the exports during the latter year was destined to American
countries. Included in these exports are motor castings, rods, leaf,
wire, and other forms not properly belonging to this paragraph.
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Exports of electrical heating and cooking apparatus during recent
calendar years were as follows. 1918, $686,339; 1919, 81,579,757;
1920, 81,801,127; 1921 (9 months), $1,419,175..
Important chanqem ig dawsft ion.-All the articles in this paragraph were classifed together in the act of 1913. H. R. 7456 clas,
sifies the articles in. two groups: The first, those composed of iron or
steel, enameled or glazed with vitreous glasses, and second, those
composed wholly or in chief value of aluminum. "Household,"
in the first line, and "flatware," in the second line, and the words
"and in addition thereto, upon any of the foregoing articles con.
taking electrical heating elements as constituent parts thereof, 10
per centum ad valorem, are new.
PARAGRAPH 840.
R. 7458.
EL

SNATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 340. Crosscut saws, mill saws, pit
and drag saws, circular saws, steel band
saws, finished or further advanced than
tempered and polished, hand, back, and
all other saws, not specially provided for,
15 Per centun ad valorem; jewelers' or
piercing saws, 40 cents per gross.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 168. Crossut saws, five cents per
PAR. 139. Crosscut saws, mill saws, pit
linear foot; mill saws, eight cents per linear and drag saws, circular saws, steel band
foot; pit and drag saws, six cents per saws, finished or further advanced than
linear foot; circular saws, twenty per tempered and polished, hand, back, and
centum ad valorem; steel band saws, fin. all other saws, not specially provided for
ished or further advanced than tempered in this section, 12 per centum ad valorem.
and polished, five cents per pound and
twenty per centum ad valorem; hand,
back, and all other saws, not specially
provided lor in this section, twenty-five
per centum ad valorem.
SAWS.

(See Survey C-4.)

Description and uses.-Crosscut saws of the hand-manipulated
type vary greatly in character. They are used in logging and in sawing wood for fuel. Drag-saws are similar to crosscut saws, but are
operated by machinery, and are usually used in mills for cutting defective logs or for cutting logs into shorter lengths. Pit saws asr
handsaws used for sawing boards directly from the log. Mill saws
are upright saws operate by machinery and used for rift sawing.
The circular saw of disk shape is commonly used in sawmills and for
sawing wood for fuel. Band saws are continuous bands run over
pulleys and used in sawmills; they require the highest grade of steel
and the greatest care in manufacture of any of the saws mentioned.
A backsaw is a small variety of handsaw. It is used for very fine
cutting requiring a straight or even saw cut. The. blade is so thin
that a strip of metal, usually steel or brass, is necessary along the
back to prevent its buckling. Handsaws, broadly speaking, include
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auch saws as buck, hack, keyhole, plumbers', back, pruning saws, and

many others for special purposes. The most common is the familiar
handsaw used by carpenters and other woodworkers. A jeweler's
saw has a very thin blade, tempered hard, throughout, for cutting
metal, and is used in a frame. Metal-splitting saws, whether of carbon or high-speed tool steel, are classed as saws, although they more
closely resemble thin milling cutters.
Production.-In 1914 there were 100 establishments manufacturing
saws in the United States. Wage earners numbered 4,560; capital
was $15,860,000; wages paid, $3,019,000; cost of materials, $4,714,000
and value of product. $12 517,000. In 1919 there were 112 establishments, and the value of the product was $31 473,000. The States
leading in production in 1914 were Illinois, Rew York, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania.
of sawsstatistics'
embraW1
in this paragraph were valued at $63,570
in Import
1914. Later
follow:
C alo d r

y w.

A vlo-

Calenda yeer.

Vue.

1918 ..............................................................

.4

1419 ................................................
..................................................................
lo
.......
1921 (9 month ).....................................

.78,076

.

$8 473

i 12I
1,640
,90

Duty.
$2,21

ram rae.
Per cod.

8.18
is,
=

12

12
12

..............

Exports in 1914 were valued at $1,474,077, more than half of
which went to Canada, Australia, England, and Germany, the rest
being widely distributed. Later exports by calendar yearhave beei
valuedas follows: 1918, $3,790,416; 1919,$4,851,791; 192Q,$4,455,639;
1921 (9months), $2,020,723. Theprincipal countries of destination
were, in 1919, United Kingdom, Japan, Australia, Brazil; in 1920
United
Kingdom,
Japan,
Canada, Australia.
Im portant
changes
of clasifcaton.-Jewelers'
or piercing saws are
addeo.o
PARAGRAPH 341.
H. R. 7486.
PAa. 341. Steel plates,
plates, electrotype plates,
plates photogravure plates,
graved plates, and plates of
terials, engraved for printing,

SENATZ AMENDMENTS.
itereotype
halftone
photo-enother maand plates

of iron or steel engraved or fUasioned for

use in the production of doigm, patterns,
or impressions on glass in the process of
manufacturing plate or other glass, 15 per
centum ad valorem; lithographic plates
of stone or other material ,engraved,

drawn, or prepared, 20 per centum ad
valorem.

k

~

~

#'~
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ACT O

1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 166. Steel plates engraved, stereotype plates, electrotype plates, and plates
of other materials, engraved for printing
twenty per centum ad valorem; plates of
iron or steel engraved or fashioned for use
in the production of designs, patterns, or
impression on glass in the process of
manufacturing plate or other glae,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem;
lithogrphic plates of stone or other
material, engraved, drawn, or prepared,
* * * fifty per centum ad vidorem.

PAR. 137. Steel plates engraved, stereotype plates, electrotype plates, halftone

plate.,

photogravure

plates,

photo-

engraved plates, and plates of other
materials, engraved for printing, plates
of iron or stool engraved or fashioned for
use in the production of design., patterns
or impreidons on glass in e process oi
manufacturing plate or other glass, 15 per
centum ad valorem; lithoqraphie plates
of stone or other material engraved,

drawn, or prepared, * * * 25 per

centum ad valorem.
PAR. 612. Steel engraved forms for
bonds, debentures, stock certificate.,
negotiable receipts, notes and other secuntie; and engraved steel plates,

* *

*

suitable for use in engraving or printing
[bonds,
res). stock certificates or oer securities
STEEL PLATES FOR PRINTING, DESIGNS, ETC.

(See Survey C-1.)

Description and u8es.--These articles include plates engraved or
prepared fot printing or used 'or making impressions on glass in
roce of manufacture. They may be divided into three classes: (1)
Steel plates engraved for printing and plates of iron and steel engraved or fashioned for use in the production of plate or other glass;
(2)plates, electrotyped, Etereotyped, photo-engraved, etc., and plates
of other material than steel engraved for printing; and (3) lixtographic plates drawn or prepare d, -and wet transfer aper prepared
wholly or party with glycerin and containingimprjnts taen from
I
lithographic plates.
Production.-The latest available figures cover only part of these
materials. In 1914 the country's output of engraved steel and copper
plate, including plate printing, amounted to $13,786,000; photoengraved plates not done in printin establishments, to $15 359,000;
and stereotype and electrotype plates, to $8,154,000. The figures
for the output of lithographic plates include so much other material
as to be valueless in this connection.' England and Germany are
large producers of the several articles embraced in this paragraph.
Import. in 1914 approximated $50,000. Later sta4isic8follow:
Value. "
Dt.
I SDuty.
I

Calendar year.
ENGR.&VED PLATES,
191f ..............................................................

............. . .......

EL,.

... ..... ..................

1921 (9 months) ....................................
........

Valorm
I r eMW

Ad

. s.
$5,139

5771

Ptr c's'.
1

..
........
..
....
I5

1

448
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Vahe.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Ad

v81WM

ENGRAVED PLATES OF IRON OR STEEL ENGRAVED OR FASHIONED FOR USE IN THE
PRODUCTION OP DESIGNS, PATTERNS, OR IMPRESSIONS ON GLASS, ETC.
I

1918.

..........................................

.................
1919.........................
...................................
....

:

Per Coll.

$441

$7

58
9 !

. 9
14

1

ENGRAVED STEEL PLATES, DIES AND ROLLS FOR USE IN ENGRAVING OR PRINTINj
BONDS, &TOCK CERTIFICATE8, ET.
IV$....................................*..

1919 .....................................................
W 9 ...................................
192t (9 mnonths)..........
....

.. ..

..

.. .. .. .. ..

....................
*.............
*.............

lSOI............ ]..........

18, W2)..................

28,761 ............ ..........

44,010 ............ .........

PLA E8, ELECTROTYPE STEREOTYPE HALFTONE PHOTOGRAVURE PHOTO.
GRAVID, AND PLATES dF OTHER MATERIAL THAN REEL, ENGRAVED FR PRINT.
ING.
...............................................
,...

191.

1919 ........................

.............

192D ........
.............................
1921 (9 maomt)............................. ............

$15,369
32,312

72,4M

$2,305
4,847
10,880

15

15
15

LITHOGRAPHIC PLATES OF STONE OR OTHER MATERIAL ENGRAVED, ETC.
1918
1919

..........................................

..........................................

191 (9 months) ..................................

25
IM4
P79
25
120
482
16,474
4,118
25
194 ..............

ExporM in 1914 amounted to $72,752. Exports of plates and cuts,
electrotype, stereotype, or engraved, for later Calendar years have

been valued as follows: 1918, $181,020- 1919, $389,048; 1920,

$535,597; 1921 (9 months) $299,431. Tie principal countries of
destination were, in 1919, &anada, United Kingdom, Cuba, Brazil;
in !r8port
1920, Canada,
United Kingdom, Cuba, Argentina.
c7an,68 fi ca sation.--Steel engraved forms for bonds,
stock certificates, etc., now included in this paragraph are, exempt
the act of 1913
from duty under paragraph 612 ofnamed
in this paragraph are not
S.gestd cAange.--The plates
strictly engraved plates. The words "or otherwise prepared" might
be inserted in lie 6, page 57, of H. R. 7456, after "engraved."
The provision is evidently intended to apply to plates, irrepective
of nlaterial, for printing; a specific provision, therefore, for steel plates
and the words ."and plates of other materials" appear to be unnecessary.
PARAGRAPH 842.
M. . 7456.
PAR.

342. Umbrella and paraol ribe

and stretchers, composed wholly or in

chief value of iron, steel, or other metal,
in frames or otherwise, and tubes for umbreUa, wholly or partly finished, S5 per

centum ad valorem,

SENATE AXENDXEW S.

SUM4MARX D~y TAJYF flIFQRMATION, AML
ACT 0710MPO.
PAR. 170. Umbrella and parasol ribs

and stretchers, composed in chief value
of iron, steel, or other metal, in frames or
otherwise, and tubes for umbrellas,
wholly or partially finished, fifty per
centum a valorem

,centum

UMBBRLLA

(TO

1P8

PA& 141. Umbrella and parasol ribs

sud stretchers, composed in chief value
of iron, stel, or other metal, in frames or
otherwise, .ad tubes for umbrellas,
wholly or partialy finiohed 36 per
ad valrem.

BRS AND TUBBS.

(So Survey 04.)

Descriptionand uses are indicated by the articles themselves.
Prodution.-The United States is a large producer of umbrella and
parasol ribs and tubes. The value of the annual production is estimated at from 81,250,000 to $2,000,000. Althdugh figures regarding
the extent of the output of parts are not available, the production o
umbrellas, parasols, and canes in 1914 was valued at 813,813,353, and
in 1919 at $22,199,000. These completed articles are provided for
inparagraph 1454.
Im orts.-In the calendar year 1918 the imports of metallic ribs,
stretchers, and tubes for umbrellas and parasols were valued at $14
the smallest annual importation on record since 1884. In the fiscal
year 1914, the amount was $28,985. After that year the annual imports decreased steadily until 1918.
Statistics for the years 1919-1921 are as follows:
(sbuds yoar.

-

1919..................
....................
192119 month)

..............
.

Valui
..........

..................................

$7,
s es

2 8,39

Duty.
,733

Ad

valm

pdr tes.

#,m2

U

.4

.............

Exports.-The total amount and value of the annual exportation
of umbrella hardware is difficult to ascertain. It is known, however,
that exports of the domestic product to foreign markets have increased since,1914.
PARAGRAPHI
H.

74N4

PAR. 343. Spring-beard needles, and
other needles for knitting, sewing, shoe,
or embroidery machines of every dcription, not specially provided for, and cro'bet needles, $L15 per thousand and 26
)er centum ad valorem; latch needles
$2 per thousand and 35 per centum ad
valorem; +tape, knitting, and all other
needles, not speclly provided for, bod-'
kins of, metalni
d needle cam or needlebooks furnised -with assortments of
needles or combination of needles and'
other articles, 30 per centum ad valorem.
82304-22-29'

848.
MNATE AMENDNEHTL
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PAR. 164. Needles for knitting or sewing' machines, one dollar per thousand
and twenty-five per centumn ad valorem;
latch needesK one dollar and fifteen cents
per thousand and thirty-five per centum
ad valorem; crochet needles and tape
needles, knitting and all other needles,
not specially provided for in thissection,
and bodkins of metal, twenty-five per
centum ad valorem; but no articles other
than the needles which are specifically
named in this section shall be dutiable
qs nee Ues unless having an eye, and
Att~duadused for carrying a 'thread.
Needle cam Ior needle books furnished
with aoortments of needles or combine.
tions of needles and other articles, shall
pay-duty as entireties according to the
component material of chief value

192L

4o1i1ia.

PAR. 135. Needles for knitting or sewing machines, latch needles, crochet
ne edle, and tape needles, knitting and
all other needles not specially provded
for in this section, bodkins of metal and
needle cases or needle books furnhed
with assortments of needles or combinations of needles and other articles, 20 per
centum ad valorem; but no articles other
than the needles which are specifically
iiamed in this section shall be dutiable as
nepdiles unless having an eye and fitted
and used for caring a thread.
needles 6r shoe
PAP. 555. '
machines fFree.

NEEDLES.

o(ee
survey 0-16.)

Deription, and mue.-The dutiable needles used in the largest
quantities are knitting-machine .needles, sewing-machine needles,
hand-crochet and hand-knitting needles, and tape needles or bodkins.
The latch and the spring-beaid are the two important kinds of knitting-machine needles. A knitting-machine needle has no eye. The
at needle carries the thread by a tiny hook over which the latch,
a proportionately small piece of metal held in place by a rivet,
alternately opens and closes to form each stitch or loop in the operation of knitting. The spring-beard needle is made of one piece of
wire, one end of which is drawn out extremely fine and bent back
alOng the ank, forming a hook much longer andmore delicate than
t e hiookon a latch needle.
Sewine-machine needles ate sufficiently familiar.
Crochet needles have at one end a small hook with which the
thread is pulled through successive loops. Hand-knitting needles
have neither eye nor hook. These needles are frequently-made of
other material than steel.
Tape needles, made with an elongated eve through which the tape
may be easily threaded,have a blunt end designed merely to carry
the ta in *6&out of,Uoles already provided. Th& term. "bodkin "i1s
also appIied to tape needles, but may mean a small puncher or stiletto
without an eye, used simply to puncture the material.
Shoe-machine needles are extensively used in this country tndn are
of two kinds-wax-thread and dry-thread-which differ widely.
The wax-thread needle is eyeless, curved to almost a half circle, and
has a hook near the point, closely resembling the hook of a crochet
needle. It is used exclusively in a machine for sewing the sole to the
upper with a waxed thread. The dry-thread needle is straight, with
0an ordinary sewingand closely
the ipoint,
an eye near
machine
needle
appearance
and resembles
use., The machine using this
needle differs from the ordinary sewing machine only in the shape of
the table holding the article. A dry or unwaxed thread is used
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ordinarily, hence its name. The use of this needle is confined, practically, to the "wing of uppers of shoes; it is not employed for sewing
soles to uppers.
Produclton.-The two principal classes of knitting-machine needles
involve so many differences in construction--chiefly in labor and
factory equipment-that they are distinct industries. In 1914 the
domestic production of latch needles amounted to 46,165,000, valued
at $492,387, while spring-beard needles amounted. to 47,934,000,
valued at $129,397; in 1919 latch needles amounted to 121,000,000,
valued at $3,845,000, and spring-beard needles amounted to 43,000,000, valued at $341,000. Reports of manufacturers of spring-bDeard
needles show production for 1919 to have been over 80,000,000
needles, valued at more than $600,000. Germany is the largest
producer of knitting-machine needles.
The Census includes sewing-machine needles in "all other needles,"
and gave the production for 1914 as 74,635,000, valued at $656,660;
for 1919, as 100,000,000 valued at $1,829,000. According to figures
submitted by manufacturers, this is less than one-half the actual[ production in 1914. Returns made by three of these companies, not
included in the Census reports, added to those figures, give a total
for 1914 of 173,214,000 needles, with an estimated value of $1,500,000.
This represents closely the entire domestic output of sewing-machine
needles in 1914 The United States, Germany, and England produce
practically the world supply. Some crochet hooks are manufactured
here. England and Germany are the leading manufacturers of hand
crochet and knitting needles, but nearly all the shoe machine needles
are a domestic product.
Import.-The largest annual importation since 1910 was in 1913
(fiscal year), 26,751,000 needles, and in 1917 (fiscal year) imports
were less than 1,000,000 needles. Prewar imports averaged about
.50 per cent of the domestic output and were increasing. Sping-beard
needles have been imported less extensively. Most-knitting needles
imported come from Germany.
Imports of sewing-machine needles are smdl, estimated in 1914 as
about 5 per cent of domestic production.
Hand-crochet needles, hand-knitting needles, and tape needles or
bodkins are grouped together with "all other" in statistics of imports
which in 1918 (fiscal year) showed a value of $139,455. The largest
annual importation since 1908 was in 1917 (fiscal year), $171,983,
and the smallest in 1908 (fiscal year), $50,044.
Import of shoe-machine needles in 1918 (fiscal year) amounted to
$3,038, and in 1915 (fiscal year) to $3,217, the maximum.
Imports since 1917 of the various kinds of needles have been as
follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Duty.

NEEDLSS, ALL KINDS.

191.........................................
19 2

.........................................
1(9mot)......................................

............ S,,
............

53,6
W301
I7"'-

j
101,460
106,376

Pe cerd.
20
.......

20
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WendaryearAd
'°Qusatity,

Vlut.

ylorrm

uthity.,

Tate.

LATCH NUBDLES

• ....

... :

Th nrd..

1918 ........... ............ ... ............
1919.......
...........................
19l(9 moths)
......................

1,432

$3413
44,037
05,538

S,6

Per c

.t

9,1

20

,* 19*
's,106[

. .. 20

KNITTING OR SEWING-MACHINN NEEDLES.

1919
............ .
1919
..............
192D

...

...................................

1921 (1
months) ...........................
CROC

,

.

6._1

0

41,1.....
328

i

1U47,031
^ M
4

0. .

20
26

.

INtVNEEDL1MS-CROCHST AND TAPE NEEDLES KNITTING AND ALL, OTHER,
N. S. P. Foe AND BODIN8 OF ULKTA.IA

1018 1.
..............................
.
..
.$119,142
1919 ........................................
.16979
179824
192D........................ .... .
....
38',33
193:917
1921 (9moths)........................, ............

i
35,90
38,583

2

..........

SHOE-MACHINE NIEDLES (FRaE).,

1920.............

...........................

1921(9months)................................1,2

5961j

-'18
4,72

NEEDLE CASES OR NEDLE BOOKS ETC.

1918 ........
.
............... .................
1919 ........
.............................
130, 901

1920....................................
1921 (9month) ............................

Ja, 160
I. 402

412,060

19,937

32,41)

39 ?

0

2

$$;4am.........

Spdng.beard neeltes and other utedles for
knltit sowing, shoo, o ombrodery m&Wns.

Ezports.-It is estimated that somewhat less than one-half of the
domestic sewing-machine needles are exported; other classes of needles
exported are insignificant. Some domestic shoe-machine noodles are
exp'orted, but the extent is unknown."
Exports for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 are valued as follows:
1918, $321,651; 1919, $535,656; 1920, $548,783;' 1921 (9 months),
$2701749. Principal countries of destination were, in 1918, Canada,
Brazil, Argentina; in 1919, Canada, Brazil, Mexico; in 1920, Canada,
Argentina, Brazil.
Important changes in dasift_. io.-Shoe-machine needles are
transferred from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 555), and springbeard needles and needles for embroidery machines are specifically
mentioned. The provision in paagrWaph 135 of the act of 1913 for
needles not specifically named, having an eye and fitted and use(I
for carryinq Athread, has been omitted.
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PARAGRAPH 844.
H. R. 7456.
344. Fishhooks, fishing rods and
reels, artificial flies, artificial bilts,snelled
hooks, leaders or casts, and all other fishing tackle and parts thereof, fly books, fly
boxes, baskets or creelk, finished or 4lnfinished, not specially provided for, except
fishing lines, fli
nets, and seines 35
per centum ad valoren: Provded That
any prohibition of the importation of
feathers in this Act shall not be construed
as applying to artificial flies used for fishing, or to feathers used for the manufacture of such flies.
AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 165. Fish hooks, fishing rods and
reels, artificial flies, artificial baits,
shenled hooks and all other fishing tackle
or parts thereof, not specially provided
for in this section, except fihing lines,
fishing nets *and seines, forty-five per
centum ad valorem.

BENATB AM NDXMNTS.

PAR.

ACT OF 1913.
PAn. 136. Fishhooks, fishing rods and
reels, artificial flies, artificial baits,
snelled hooks, and all other fishing tackle
or parts thereof, not specially provided
for in this section, except
ing lines,
fishing nets aud seines, 30 per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That any prohibition
of the importatipn of feathers in this section shall not be construed as applying to
artificial flies used for fishing.

FISHING TACKLE.

(See Survey 0-15.)

Descriptionand use.-This includes the equipment of the man who
fishes for diversion or on a limited scale. Fishing nets and seines
used for more extensive operations are provided for iin paragraph 1006.
Practically tne only items in this paragraph, that are used in quantity by commercial fishermen are hooks, especially those used in
marine fisheries for trawling and hand-lining.
Production.-The United States, like Canada, England, and some
other countries of a considerable fishing industry, is a large producer
of fishhooks, fishing rods and reels, andsimilar equipment. Statistics
are not available.
Importi.--The average annual imports during the five-year period
1910 to 1914, were valued at $160,101. Over 95 per cent of the total
foreign fishing tackle sold in the United States comes from the United
Kingdom and Norway. Imports. since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

Ad

vwlorem
rate.

FISHHOOKS, FISHING RODS AND REELS, ARTIFICIAL FLIES, ETC.

1918 ....................................

X,.1
'..............P

1919........................................................

1921 (9nonth) .....................................

227,307

....

313,34

43 I7O2
30
.,...................

FISHHOOKS, ETC.--FOR THE EQUIPMENT OF VESSELS,_ETC.

.............................
'
1921(9nnt)

30
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Exports,-None reported.
Important dsanges in classtficdion.-Leaders or casts, fly books, fly
boxes, baskets or creels, finished or unfinished, are added. Feathers
used for the manufacture of flies, prohibited in former acts, are
specifically exempted from the prohibition.
Suggested ckanges.-Page 58 line 3: Insert "fishing" before "baskets" to prevent a conflict with paragraph 413.

-K

PARAGRAPH 345.

.L R. 7466.

SENATE AXE; ,1WENTS.

PAR. 345. Saddlery and harness hard-

wre: Buckles, rings, snaps, bits, sw;vels,
and all other articles of iron, steel, tram.,
composition, or other metal, commonly
or commercially known as saddlery or
harness hardware, 35 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

[No corresponding provision.]

[No corresponding provision.]

SADDLERY AND HARNESS HARDWARE.
(See Survey N-is.)

%%

De.8cription and uee.-The phrase "saddlery and harness hardware" is applied to buckles, rifigs, etc., made of metal and used on
bridles, saddles, and harness.
Production.-In 1914 there were 58 establishments in the United
States manufacturing saddlery hardware, with an output valued at
$4,040,000. In 1919 the number of establishments had declined to
37, but the value of the product had increased to $14,137,000.
Imports and exports.-No separate statistics.

Important changes in ckms8fi aio.-This is a new paragraph.

PARAGRAPH 346.

H. 3.7456.
PAR. 346. Belt buckles, trouser buckles,
and waistcoat buckles, shoe -r slipper
buckles, and parts thereof, made wholly
or partly of iron or steel, valued at not
more than 20 cents per hundred, 5 cents
per hundred; valued at more than 20 and
not more than 50 cents, per hundred 10
cents per hundred; valued at more than
50 cents per hundred, 15 cents per hundred; and in addition thereto, on all of
the foregoing, 20 per centum ad valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 425. Tousers buckles and waistcoat buckles, made wholly or partly of
iron or steel, or parts thereof, valued at
not more than fifteen cents per hundred,
five cents per hundred- valued at more
than fifteen cents per hundred and not
more than fifty cents per hundred, ten
cents per hundred; valued at more than
fifty cents per hundred, fifteen cents per
hundred; and ia addition thereto on each
and all of the above buckles or parts of
buckles, fifteen per centum ad valorem.
[No corresponding provision for belt
buckles, shoe and slipper buckles; clasable according to kind or component material of chief value.] '

PAR. 151. Belt buckles trousers buckles,
waistcoat buckles, * 4 * any of the
foregoing made'wholly or in chief value of
iron or steel; * * * all the foregoing

and parts thereof, not otherwise specially
provided for in this section, 1 per centumi
id valorem.
[No corresponding proviion for shoe or
slipper buckles; claisable accord to
kind or component material of clef
value.]

KLE8.

(See Survey C-20.)

Deacription and use.-These articles include various kinds of
fastening devices used chiefly on men's clothing. Other fasteners
belonging to this eneral group are provided for n paragra h 349.
ProQuai.-No separate figures are published for ucles, but
production
of garment buckles amounts to approximately $1,000,000
annually.
amnnully in 1908 of buckles-belt, trouser,
and waistcoat-made
wholly or partly of iron or steel, amounted to $19,304, and decreased
until 1918. - Germany, Austria, and France are the principal countries
exporting to this country. Imports since 1917 by calendar years have
been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918
......................................................

Quantity.

Groua.

Value.

............
434
17,880
24,524
19...........................
19
120 ......................................................
7349
1 921
(9 months) ...............................................
3

Duty.

Ad valo.

Drem rate.

Per ceL.

$73
15
2,682
16
1,095
15
...... ... ......

Exports are not reported.
Important changes in cassfiWion.-Hooks and eyes, etc.; snap
fasteners, etc.; and steel trouser buttons, etc., which are classified
with belt buckles, etc., in the act of 1913 with an ad valorem rate of
duty, have each been given a separate paragraph, 347, 348, and 349,
respectively, in H. R. 7456.
Shoe and slipper buckles have been inserted in this paragraph,
and all articles have been classified into groups according to value
with a specific rate of duty and an additional ad 'valorem duty.
Suggested chanes.-Page 58, line 17: Substitute a comma for "or"
between "iron" and "steel" and add the words "of other base
metal" after "steel" to make the paragraph include buckles, etc.,
made of any base metal.
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PARAGRAPH 847. 1
NNAtN AOS.

IL A. 7468.

PAR. 847. Hooks and eyes, wholly or
in chief value of metal, whether loose,

carded or otherw"s, including weight

of c;W. cartons, and immediate wrappings and labels, 4&cents per pound and
15 per contum ad vaorem.
ACT OF 1918.

ACT O1 1900.
PAR. 151.
PAR. 180. Hooks and eyes, metallic,
whether loose, carded, or otherwise, in- metallic; *

t hooks and eyes,
all the foregoing and

,

cluding weight of cards, cartons, and im- parts thereof, not otherwise specially
mediate wrapping and labels, four and provided for in this section, 15 -per
one-half cents per pound and fifteen per centum ad valorem.
centum ad valorem.
HOOKS AND EYES.

(See Survey 0-20.)

Description and u.e.-Hooks and eyes are used as dress fasteners.
Production in 1914 of hooki and eyes amounted to 1,076,177 great
gross, valued at $1,$94,745;, and i 1919 to 4,098,000 great gross,
valued at $2,34 00, according to the census report. An important
manufacturer of hoos and eyes estimates the value of production in
I

1914 at $4,000,000.

Imports.--No imports of hooks and eyes are reported for 1918,, but
in 1917 they amounted to 1,061 pounds, valued at $374; and in 1914
to 86,710 ponnd, valued.at S27,878. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

PoNd.I
16
1919..................................................
........
...........................................
1921 (9 moir ) .......................................

Value.

$50
3,401

Duty.

Ad valo.

Per cent.
i
s
$8
610
is
......................

ExporM.-None reported.

Important changm in dcs8ia~on.-Hooks and eyes are classified
with
belt buckles, etc., in the act of 1913 with an ad valorem rate of
duty.
df. R. 7456 provides a specific and an ad valorem rate of duty on the

articles, whether loose, carded, or otherwise including weight of
cards, cartons, and immediate wrappings and labels as in 1909.
PARAGRAPH 848.

N. X. 7456.
PAR. 348. Snap fasteners and clasps,
and parts thereof, by whatever name

known, or of whatever material composed,

not plated with gold, silver, or platinum,
and not mounted on tape, 40 per centum
ad valorem; mounted on tape, 45 per

centum ad valorem.

SENATE AE

MMNTS.

AOT ON 190.
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ACT 01. 1918.

PAR. 151. * * * snap fasteuers and
PAR. 427. * * * sup fasteners, or
clspe, or parts thereof, by- whatever clasps by whatever name known, anef
name known, fifty per centum ad valo. the foregoing made wholly or in chef
remi;
* * althe
value of iron or steel*;
foregoing and parta thereof, not otherwise
specially provided for in this section, 15
per centum ad valorem.
[Snap fasteners and claps composed of
metal other than iron or steel, dutiable
as manufactures of metal, Par. 167, 20
per centum ad valorem.)
SNAP FASTNNF.R8 AND OLASPS.

(See Survey 0 20.)

devices chiefly
Description and use.-These articles are fasts
for clothing, and are used as a substitute for buttonshooks, and eyes,
buckles, and pins.
Production.-In 1914 snap fasteners and clasps, or parts of,
amounted to 91,957 great gross valued at $714,492. Production
was estimated by a well-informed manufacturer in July, 1919, to be
at the rate of about 1,500,000 great gross annually, valued at approxi.
mately $6,000 000.
Import.-The value of imports increased steadily from $11,064
in 1910 to $130,078 in 1914. Then came a sharp drop to $18,994
in 1915, a slight further decline in 1916, and a, recovery to $34,315
in 1917.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
jQunty.

Calendar year.

VAN

Duty.

SNAP FASTENERS AND CLASPS, AND PARTS THEREOF, ETC.
1918 ..........................................

Nrnabrr.
............

1919 .....................................
0...... ............
1920...........................................
po
1921 (9months) .......................................

841

M

f$27

is1

,11

3,963
2,351
7,000 .................

1s

BRA88 SNAP FASTENERS AND CLASPS, OR PARTS OF.
1918 ..............................................................

1919...............

............................

IWO...... ..........................................
1921 (9 months)......................................

.

$524
18
6678
11
",

$106

2)

4

30

2,22. !..........30
............

Export.-Official statistics of exports are lacking, but it is stated in
Commerce Reports, March 1, 1918, that exports to Brazil reached a
la e volume in 1917.
important changes in claa ficatWn.--Snap fasteners and clasps are
classified with belt buckles, etc. in the act of 1913 (par. 151), with a
limitation to such as are made wholly or in chief value of iron or steel.
The restriction to mounting on tape is new.
Suggested dcanges.-If snap fasteners mounted on tape are distingu ed from those in bulk, it is suggested that snap fasteners
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mounted on cards be similarly distinguished. The mounting on
cards is common with respect to the style of fasteners imported in
the past. The mounting of the cheaper grades abroad is dons by
mahinery while in the United States all mounting is done by hand.
PARAGRAPH 849.
3. X. 7450.

OBNATS AM.NDMENTS.

PA. 349. Metal trouser buttons, except steol and nickel bar buttons, onetwelfth of 1 cent per line per gross; steel
trouser buttons, one-fourth of 1 cent per
line per gross; buttons of metal, not
sp ally provided for, three-fourths of
1 cent perline per gross- and in addition
thereto, on all of the Yoreoing, 10 per
centum ad valorem; metal buttons em.
bosed with a design, device, pattern.
or lettering, 35 per centum ad valorem:
P
, Th t the term "line" as used
in this paragraph shall mean the line
button measure of ogk4ortieth of one
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF- 1913.

PAR. 11. * * * steel trousers butPAnL 427. * * * metal'trousers buttons (except steel), and nickel bar but- tons, and metal buttons; all the foregoig"
ton, one-twelfth of one cent per line per and parts thereof, not otherwise specially
gros; * * * steel trousers buttons, provided for in this section, 15 lxr
one-uurth of one cent per line per gross; centum ad valoem.

A

*

*

buttonsof

* * metal, not

voided for in this section,

Uorth of one cent per line per

,and in addition thereto, on all the

articles in this paragraph,
aoregoig

fifteen per centum ad valorem; * * *
buttons ofmetal, embossed with a di
device, pattern, or let
erti
per centum ad valorem;
METAL BUTTONS.

(Se T. 1.8.4.)

Description and use.-The industry includes practically every kind
of metal button, from the most ordinary button of sheet iron, made
automatically, to the expensive gold button, made by hand. There
are sew-on trouser buttons; tack buttons, put on by machine;
bachelor buttons put on by hand; uniform buttons; and buttons for
women's and children's clothing.
Production.--Oonnecticut, New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts,
and Rhode Island are the leading States in the manufacture of metal
buttons. Production in 1914 of steel trouser buttons amounted tu
535,207 gross, valued at $307,802- other metal trouser buttons, to
252,248 gross at $44,150; metal buttons, not including troumr or
collar or cuff buttons, to 872,563 gross, at $456,485.

SUWMAIY 0
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Imporl,.--Before the war trouser buttons were imported from
Germany and Austria. They were inferior in quality and workmanship, but were 30 per cent cheaper than the domestic product.
Gold-plated collar and link buttons were also imported from Germany.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Q=atity.

yin.

COend

o,..
-4.......I...

1921 (1mouts)..................................

4,150"

TO46
8
31,

Ad
v"oMn

f

METAL BUTTONS, TOTAL, ALL KINDS.

l1x ......................................................

Duty.

VYah.

4,141
27,40
17,7

is
1s
13

022

.......4,13

METAL TROUSER BUTTONS, EXCEPT STEEL AND NICKEL BAR BUTTONS, ETC., OTHER
METAL.
230
19189..............................................
20
1918 ...............................................
14020
.................
19.............................
..
1921 ( months)........................................

is
0
3O
is
20
37o
630
i s1
4,33
13 ......................

STEEL TROUSER BUTTONS.

191

....................................

3

Sol
64

10 .................................................
......................
1921 (9 Months)

44

is

is
97
..............

ALL OTHER METAL BUTTONS, V. a. r.v.
1l .....................................

3,728!

ll91.......................................2,7P33, 653
I W........................................
1921 (9
l)...).................................20,0.

11,094

3,818

8104

572

1

15i
3,EJ
2,706
is,1in2......:.....

Ezports.-All kinds of metal buttons were being exported in 1918,
but doubt was expressed as to whether this trade could be held in
competition with the cheaper foreign goods after the war. In 1918
(fiscal year) exports of buttons, other than pearl, amounted to
$1,503,865. These figures, of course, cover more than metal buttons.
Important kange in clasfcartion.-The provision in the act of
1913 (par. 151) has been enlarged.
Suggested changes.-" Exceptstee." should be put in arentheses
as in paragraph 427 of the act of 1909, unless nickel bar buttons are
also intended to be excepted, as appears by paragraph 427 of the act
of 1909 not to be the case.
The duties on some embossed buttons might be less than the duty
on plain buttons under this paragraph. In the absence of a specific
provision therefor in this paragraph, parts of buttons of metal
1411 Whict imposes a rate of 38 per
would come within par&a
'entum ad valorem. This rate might be more than the rates imposed
ii paragraph 349 on finished mete buttons.
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N. A. 7468.

OBNAT

Amu

MITI

A,

PAR. 350. Pin. with solid he&d, without ormentation, including hair, safety,

hat, bonnet, and shawl pins; and brasm
copper, iron, steel, or other basic metal

pins, with heads of glas, paste, or fusible

enamel; all the foregoing not plated with
gold or silver, and not commonly known
as ,.welry, 28 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1913.
PAR. 188. Pins with solid heads, withPAR. 158. Pins with solid heads, with.
out ornamentation, including hair, safety, out ornamentation, including hair, safety,
hat, bonnet, and shawl pins any of the hat, bonnet, and shawl pins; any of the
foregoing composed wholly o bran4 cop- foregoing cornpoeed wholly of bras copper, iron , or other base met , not per, iron , seor
other base metal, not
plated with gofd or silver, and not com- plated with gold or silver, and not commonly known as jewelry, thirty-five per monly known as jewelry, 20 per century
ad valorem.
ceutum ad valorem.
MB.

(See Survey G-8.)

Produionof common or toilet pins in 1914 amounted to 641,121
pounds plus 1,825,873 packs of 3,360 pins of steel wire, and 1,186,397
pounds plus 1 638,035 packs of 3,600 pins of brass wire, with a combined value of $1,248,757. Some firms report output in pounds and
others in packs. Production of hairpins was 9,242,012 gross, valued
at $528,362; and of safety pins, 4,744,303 gross, valued at $936,663.
Production of common or toilet pins in 1919 amounted to 2,799,000
pounds plus 1,342,000 packs of 3,360 pins of steel wire, valued at
$1,521,000; and 741,000 pounds plus 1,089,000 packs of 3,00 pins
of brass wire, valued at $1,2§9,000.
Production of hair pins was 24,310,000 gross, valued at $1,481,000;
and of safety pins, 8,428,000 gross valued at $2,977,000.
The total value of common pins, hairpins, and safety pins produced
in 1914 was $2,713,782, and in 1919 was $7,248,000. Connecticut
leads in the manufacture of articles covered by this paragraph.
The leading foreign producers are France, Germany, and England.
Imports of all pins covered by paragraph 350 amounted to $235,571
in 1914.. Imports have been mainly from
England and Germany.
Imports of pins with solid heads, without ornamentation, etc..
have been, since 1917, as follows:
caledar year.

Vaue.,

Duly.

Ad

vraeo,

rate.

Per~a "

1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................

1921 (9 m ths) ...................................................

8104O0h)
IN),:1
161,142
W, 173

32,23Z18

E
.por.-Before
the war American manufacturers produced some
pins for export, but England and Germany held most of the export
trade. After 1915 there was a better foreign market for Americaii
pins but American producers had difficulty in supplying the domestic demand and made little effort to develop the foreign trade.
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Important change. in 4dswflcation.--The first clause of this paragraph enumerates pins, but does not mention the mateWial or mateils of which they are made. The second clause classifies brass,
copper, iron, steel, or other "basic" metal pins with heads of glass
in the same group.
o :6.c
snges.-Page 59, line 20 of H. R. 7456: Change "basic"
PARAGRAPH 851.
IL 1t. 74e".
1BN3AT2 AXENDNI

in.

PAx. 351. Pew, metallic, not v
yciall
provided Lo, 12 cents per gr; with nib
and bare in o piece, 1b cent pogrom

AOT OF 190.

ACT 01 1918.

PAR. 186. Pen, metallic, except gold

PAR. 156. Pen, metallic, not specially
pens twelve cents per gros; with nib provided fot in thi section, 8 centa per
and barrel in one piece, fifteen cent per Irou; with nib and barrel in one piece,
grown.
12 cto per grof

(See Survey 0-24.)

Description and uwee.-This aragraph relates to metallic pens
other than gold. Pens are maJe prncipally of steel, but there is a
rrow'ag demand for gold pent; because more flexible and of greater
lurabilty. "Fountain pens" have attained wide use in r
t yews.
Produdion.-The domestic manufacture of steel pens began in 1860,
when the knowledge of the quality of metal best adapted for their
manufacture was acquired. Most of the steel used has been imported
from England and Sweden. Five establishments, with a capital of
$870,601 and 573 wage earners, manufactured steel pens n 1914.
Materials used were worth $117,113, wages amounted to $243,043,
and the value of the product was $513,498. Steel pens valued at
$160,068 were also produced by establishments classified under other
industries. The value of the product of five establishments in 1919
was $1,706,000. A prewar estimate credited domestic production
with 2,500,000 gross.
Imports.-Imports of metallic pens, n. 9. p. f., in 1914 were 698,642
gross, valued at $174,044. Later statistics follow:
Caladar year.

Quantity.

Value,

Duty.

.Equla.
Jeut ad
va~orl.

PENS, METALLIC, WITH NIB AND BARREL IN ONE PIECE.

Orm..

.....................................

942

12,06
5,1U2 j

.................................................
............
......... 0.........

(9mcmtba) ........................................

$2,839
12.2U2

$113
1,445

9,(P4

017

1,740

3,77 ...............

Pr~e.

3.96
11.57
0.79

ALL OTHER METALLIC PENS, X. P.1.

18 .............

........................

lt I (9m#t..)........................................

9i 0 ............................................

72, liP
I

1,1

$193,00
D
265,066

4,6
45,S

3.6?
1.

to,= ......................
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Expors in 1914 were 295;525 gross' valued 'at $116,501 going to
the United Kingdom, British India Germany, and Canada.. Later
exports of metallic pens (except gold) have been as follows (calendar
years):
9 8
199

.1.ntlty (gross) ........................

I

....

1920
,

3

1098677 9$0

1921 (9
months).

,740

The principal countries of destination were: In 1919, United Kingdor, British India, Brazil, Cuba; in 1920, United Kingdom, Brazi,
British India, and Cuba.
PARAGRAPH 852.
SENATE AMENDMENT.

H. R. 7486.
PAR. 352. Penholder tips, penholders-

and parts thereof, gold pens, combina-,..
tion penholders comprising penholders,
pencil, rubber eraser, automatic stamp,
or other attachments, 25 c.,nts per gross
and 20 per centum ad valorem; mechanical pencils made of base metal and not
plated with gold, silver, or platinum, 15
cents per go and 20 per centum ad
valorem: ProIded, That pens and penholders shall be assessed for duty separately.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 187. Penholder tips, penholders
and parts thereof, five cents per gross and.
twentyfive per centum ad valirem; gold
pens, twenty-five per centum ad valorem;
* * combination ilenholders, comprising peholder, pencil, rubber eruner,
automatic stamp, or other attachment,
forty per centum ad valorem: Provided,
That pens and penholders shall be
asesed for duty separately.

UCT OF 191..
PAII. 157. Penholder tips, penholders
and parts thereof, gold pens, *
*

combination penholders, comprising penholder, pencil rubber eraser, automatic'
stamp, or other attachment 25 per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That pens
and penholders shall"be aseke for dUt)
separately. ,

"PENHOLDERS,

ETC.

(See Survey C-24.)

Description and ue.-A penholder tip is the end of a penholder
designed
holder, for holding a pen, and made as a separate part of the penGold pens are superior to steel pens in flexibility and durability
and are essential in fountain pens, the gold being alloyed with silver
and copper and protected by an iridium point.
Combination penholders consist of tubes made to hold a reversible
tube at either end, in one of which is a penholder tip with or without
pen and in the other a lead pencil, rubber eraser, or other attachment.
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Mechanical metal peneili have a hollow center throughout the
length for insertion of pencil lead, one end of which protrudes to
form the point of the pencil which may be regulated mechanically.
Productu.-In 1914 there were 12 manufacturers of gold pens,
with 246 wage earners, a capital of $408,228, wages of $174,209, cost
of materials $301,893, and value of product $642,461. "In 1919 there
were 15 manufacturers, with an output valued at '$1,804,000.
lmporte.--In 1914 imports of penholder tips were 15,420 gross,
valued at $16,615; and of combine ion penholders, $11,257. -Imports
since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

PENHOLDER TIPS, PENHOLDERS, AND PARTS THEREOF.
Gross.

1918...........................................

1919 ............................................
1920.................................
..........
1921 (9 months) ....................................

8,054

89141

9

4,419

$1,105

Per a*.

,82
62,50
7..
2,434 ....
224...............

,1331

25

25
25

COMBINATION PENHOLDERS COMPRISING PENHOLDERS, PENCIL, RUBBER,
ERASER, ETC.

1918
..........................................
1919................... ....................
192.................................
::::

........

1921 (9 months).....................................................

0 088

........31 ... 1,-35
357
1,441

2,689

Per CeWa.
8
847-

. 2625
25

Very low gold pens are imported. In 1920 there were but 19
recorded, valued at $362.
Ez,'ortM.--In 1914 exports of penholders were 79,648 gross valued
at $18,056, of which $57,446 worth went to Europe (mainly England), $10,914 to North America, $7,576 to South America, and
$3,120 to all other countries. Exports of penholders for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 have been as follows:
1918
quantity gross ) ..................................

Value ...........................................

9,6

$114,031

1916

112,674

$200,354

1920

107,042

$223,376

1921(o

59,542

$146,046

The principal countries of -destination were: In 1919 United
Kingdom, Canada, Brazil, Argentina; in 1940, United Kingdom,
Canada, Argentina, British India.,
Importarn cian e8 in da 'stieaion.-Aprovision for mechanical
p)encils, not platedwith precious metals, is added. (Other mechani-

(fal pencils are dutiable under par. 1449 or par. 1428.)
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PARGIAP
It R. 74J08.

WiNATE AKRNDXENT$.

PTa. M63. Fountain ''ens,, fountain.
pen holder,, t gaphic, pens, and

ptotheren, v
a not more than
$2per dozen, 2 cents per dozen; valued
at more than $2and not more than $6
per dozen, $1.50 per dozen; and inaddionthereto, on all of the fo o , ,26
per cent ad vAlorem: Providd, That the
value of cartons and fillers shall be in.
eluded in the dutiable value.

.

ACT OF 1909..

ACT OF 1918.

PaR. 187. * * * fountain pens
stylographic pen, thirty per centum ad

PAR. 157. * * * fountain pewe aiid
stylographiq pens;;
*
25 per

valorem;

.

centum ad valorem:

*

* *

FOUNTAIN PEN8, ET0.
S
(See Survey 0-24.)

Decription and ues.--Stylographic pens, like fountain pens,
have a reservoir to hold the ink. -The point of a stylographic pen
is tubular and pencil shaped, with a needle playing in it which
releases the ink when pressed on the paper. This form of pen is
especially useful for manifolding with carbon paper.
Produ tion.-In 1914 there were 55 manufacturers of fountain
and stylographic pens, with 1,154 wage earners, a capital of $3,269,809, wages of $717,533, cost of material $1,614,145, and value
of product $6,865,074. In :1919 there were 56 manufacturers with
an output valued at $15 ,9 97 ,00 0 .

Imports in 1914 of fountain and stylographic pens were valued at
$51,526; later imports of fountain pens, fountai4-pen holders,
stylographic pens, :and parts thereof have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 ................................................
1919 ............................. , ...................
1 .............................
.
1921 (9 months) .................

Quantity.

Orote.
817
1,881
2,380

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Per Cei.
$4,408
$1,102
25
12,169
3,042
25
70,083
17,521
25
51,482............

Ezprts.-In 1914 the exports of fountain pens were 332,935,
valued at $326,966, about two-thirds going tq England and most
of the rest to Canada, France, and Brazil. Exports of fountain
pens for the calendar yQars, 1918-1921 have been ad follows:
1918
Quantity (number) .............................
..........................................

161,399
$123, 952

1921

19(9
423,908
$49517

months)
46,300
$518,410

147, Ur
$197,50

SUNMARY O;?,ITA31IFF I VORMATION, 1921,
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The principal countries of destination were, in. 1919, Canada,
British India, Denmark, Spain; in 1920, Italy, British India, France,
Spain.'
Important changes in 4assftcation.-Fountam-pen holders, are
specifically provided for, also "parts". Cartons and fillers are
included in the dutiable value. The value of these pens has been
limited to $6 per dozen.
Suggested chanes.-No provision has been made for fountain
pens, ete., valued at more than $6 per dozen.
PARAGRAPH 854.
H. I. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 354. Penknives, pocketknives,
clasp knives, pruning knives, budding
knives, erasers, manicure knives, and all
knives by whatever name known including such as are denominatively mentioned in this Act which have folding or
other than fixed blades or attachments,
valued at' not more than 40 cents per
dozen, 40 per centum ad valorem; valued
at more than 40 and not more than 50
cents per dozen, 1 cent each and 30 per
centum ad valorem; valued at more than
50 cents and not more than $1.25 per
dozen, 5 cents each and 30 per centum ad
valorem; valued at more than $1.25 and
not more than $3 per dozen, 10 cents each
and 30 per centum ad valorem; valued at
more than $3 and not more than $8 per
dozen 20 cents each and 30 per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than $8 per
dozen, 30 cents each and 30 per centum
ad valorem; blades, handles, or other
parts of an' of the foregoing knives or
erasers shall be dutiable at not lees than
the rate herein imposed upon knives and
erasers valued at more than 50 cents and
not exceeding $1.25 per dozen; cuticle
knives, corn knives, nail files, tweezers,
hand forcops, and parts thereof, finished
or unfinished, by whatever name known,
40 per c4ntum ad valorem: Provided,
That any of the foregoing, if imported in
the condition of assembled, but not fully
finished, shall be dutiable at not less than
the rate of duty herein imposed upon fully
finished articles of the same material and
quality, but not less in any case than 15
cents each and 35 per centum ad valorem:
Provided further, That all the articles
specified in this paragraph, when imported, shall have the name of the maker
and beneath the' same the name of the
country of origin die sunk conspicuously
and indelibly on the shank or tang of at
least one or, if practicable, each and every
blade thereof.
82304-22--30

0
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ACT OP 1909.

AOT OF 1913.

PAR. 152. Penknives, yocketknives,
clasp knives, pruning knives, budding
knives, erasers, manicure knives, and all
knives by whatever name known, includin such as are denominatively mentioned in this section, which have folding
or other than fixed blades or attachments,.
valued at not more than forty cents per
dozen, forty per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than forty cents per
dozen and not exceeding fifty cents per
dozen, one cent per piece and forty per
centum ad valorem; valued at more than
fifty cents per dozen and not exceeding
one dollar and twenty-five cents per
dozen, five cents per piece and forty per
centum ad valorem; valued at more than
one dollar and twenty-five cents per
dozen and not exceeding three dollars
per dozen, ten cents per piece and forty
per centum ad valorem; valued at more
than three dollars per dozen, twenty
cents per piece and forty per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That any of the foregoing knives or erasers, if imported in the
condition of assembled, but not fully finished, shall be dutiable at not less than
the rate of duty herein imposed upon
fully finished knives and erasers of the
same material and quality, but not less
in any case than ten cents each and forty
per centum ad valorem: Providedfurh,
That blades, handles, or other parts of any
of the foregoing knives or erasers shall be
dutiable at noi less than the rate herein
imposed upon knives and erasers valued
at more than fifty cents per dozen and
not exceeding one dollar and twenty-five

PAR. 128. Penkuivee, pocketknives,
clasp knives, pruning knives, budding
kni-ves, erasers, manicure knives, and all
knives by whatever name known, including such as are deziominatively mentioned in this section, which have folding or other, than fixed blades or attach-

cents per dozen; *

*

ments,

* *

*

all the foregoing, whether

assembled but not fully fifished or
finished; valued at not more than $1
per dozen, 35 per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than $1 per dozen, 55 per
centum ad valorem: Provide, That
blades, handles, or other parts of any of
the foregoing knives, * * * or erasers

shall be dutiable at not less than the rate
herein imposed upon the knives, * * *

and erers, of which they are parts.
* * * Providdfurer,-That all arti-

cles specified in this paragraph shall,
when imported, have the name of the
maker or purchaser and beneath the same
the name of the country of origin diesunk conspicuously and indelibly on the
blade, sha4k, or tang of at least one or,
if praticable, each and every blade
theieo.
[No corresponding provision for the
other commodities.]

* Provided.further,

That on and after October first, nineteen
hundred and nine, all the articles specifled in this paragraph shall when imported
have the name of the maker or purchaser
and beneath the amme the name of the
country of origin die-sunk conspicuously
and indelibly on the shank or tang of at
least one or, if practicable, each and
every blade thereof. * *
[No corresponding provision for the
other commodities.]
PENKNIVES, POCKETKNIVES ETC.

(See Survey C-13.)

Description and uses.-The distinctive feature of the pocketknife
is that the blade folds into the handle. All such knives, as well as
other knives named, are included under paragraph 354.
Production of penknives and pocketknives was valued at $4,177,000
in 1914. Domestic manufacturers ordinarily specialize in a particular article, and generally all stages in manufacturing are performed in the same establishment though there is some trade iii
parts. Factories in Germany and 6 reat Britain, on the other hand.

81UMMUTY O
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specialize in the parts, and the final manufacturer is often simply an
assembler of parts. ' The structure of these knives is complicated, and
they are demanded in almost endless variety. In addition, the in(lustry is one requiring highly skilled hand labor which commands
higher wages than are paid in Europe. The nature of the product,
which largely resists the'use of machine processes, renders inapplicable our characteristic advantages in production.
New York, Connecticut, Ohio, and Pennsylvania lead in tho
domestic manufacture of penknives and pocketknives. Germany,
Great Britain, and France, each sending some output to our market,
zre the principal foreign producers.
Imports in 1914 were valued at over $1,300,000 (31 per cent of the
domestic production), and at $57,000 in 1918. Preceding the war
Germany fumished 80 per cent and Great Britain 16 per cent of
these imports. Very cheap knives, retailing from 5 to 10 cents, form
the bulk of the imports. mportation of the best grades, penknives
particularly, is also important. Imports since 1917 have been as
follows:
SEquiva-

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Value.

lent ad
valorem,.

PENKNIVES, POCKETKNIVES, ETC., FIN1hED-TOTAL, ALL KINDS.

1918 ......................................................
1919 ......................................................
1920 ......................................................

DOWe.

85,841
97,1586
314,424

1921 (9months) .......................................... 41,W

Per cent.

$37,976
68,443
299,034

582,189
139,217
581,831

00,649

48.20
49.16
51.40

....

..........

ETC FINISHED, VALUED AT MORE
I1ENKNIVES, POCKETKNIVES, CLASP KNIVES )0,E.
THAN $1 PER
1918 ................................................

14,661

$48,041

$25 3231

55

165,342

476,970

202, 3331

55

1919 ................................................

2898

1921 monthsh) ...........................................

179,619

1920 ..................................................

98,588

400,8 7 ......

.I..........

PENKNIVES POCKETKNIVES, CLASP KNIVES, PRUNING KNIVES BUDDING
9ETC., FINISHED, VALUED AT NOT MORE THAN $1 PER DOZEN.

0,80

IS..............................................

1919
...............................................
1M ...............................................

1921 (9mon s)..........................................

68,170
149,02

241', ,

65

54,23

KNIVES,

35

$8
812,6821

,4,

40,629
104,851

35

14,220
36, "1

1460671 ............ ..........3

ENKNIVES, POCKETKNIVES, EC, ASSEMBLED BUT NOT FULLY FINISI1EDTOTAL, ALL KINDS.
1918..............................................
1919......................................................
....................................
1920..............

5
12

09
5.00

'ENKNIVES, POCKETKNIVES CLASP KNIVES, ETC., ASSEMBLED BUT NOT

FULLY

921(9months) ....................................

7,1601
6

838
128

66

21
1,573

2

593
84
..................

FINISHED, VALUED AT MORE THAN $1 PER DOZEN.
1919...........................474
.....................................
199
20............................................

j
.8:1

(9 months) ..........................................
1921

827

128

$2,3011
$1,288
12
21,
1,585
770 ........... .....

5
5
..
55
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Quantity.

Calendar year.

a.

j

Duty.
Value.Value.ul

lent aII
valorin.

PENKNIVES POCKETKNIVES CLASP KNIVES PRUNING KNIVES, BUDDING KNIVES,
ETC., ASSEMBLED BUT NO FULLY FINISiED, VALUED AT NOT EXCEEDING $I
PER DOZEN.

6,6%

1918.....................................................
1920
..............................................

$4,M

s1,339

3

81

KNIFE BLADES, HANDLES, OR OTHER PARTS OF-TOTAL, ALL KINDS.
1918 .............................................
.................
199
......................

. .

693
107

................. . 3,92
........
1192120..........................
................................ 5,692
(9 months

$1,534
112

2,853
201

1,972
4,237

808

..............

5W,
7
54.91

40.97

KNIFE BLADES, HANDLES, OR OTHER PARTS OF, VALUED AT MORE THAN $I PElt
DOZEN.
1918 ......................................................

1919 .....................................................
192 ..................................................
1921 (9 month) ................................

444

107
176
402

S2,678

204
587

$1,473

112
323

1,611..............

KNIFE BLADES, HANDLES, OR OTHER PARTS OF, VALUED AT NOT EXC REDING 11
PER DOZEN.
1918....... I ..................................
192
..................................

1921 (months) ...............................

249
3,730

17581
1,385

592.............

4

Exports.-Exports are very small and statistics are not available.
Important changee in claws*if

on.-The articles are separated into

six classes, according to value, and compound rates of duty are pro-

vided which increase with the value of each class. Cuticle knives,

corn knives, nail files, tweezers, hand forcepox, and parts thereof, are
specifically provided for. Razors and razor blades and handles have
been classified in a separate paragraph (358). Scissors and shears,
and blades also have been classified in a separate paragraph (357).
A provision has been made that if any of the articles in this palr,-

graph be imported in the condition of assembled, but not fully
finished they shall be dutiable at not less than the rate of duty herin
imposed upon fully finished articles of the same material and quality.

but not less in any case than 15 cents each and 35 per centuni ad
valorem. There is also a provision that blades, handles, or otlier
parts of the knives and erasers enumerated in this paragraph shall be
dutiable at not less than the rate imposed upon knives and erasers
valued at more than 50 cents and not exceeding $1.25 per dozen,
while the act of 1913 provides that these articles shall be dutiable at
not less than the rate imposed upon the knives and erasers, of which
they are parts. Provision in the second proviso for the name of the
purchaser has been omitted.
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PARAGRAPH 855.,
H. R. 7480.

ISNATB AMEND]BNTB.

PAR. 355. Ta&le, butchers', carving,
cooks'j hunting, kitchen, broad cakefruit,
pie,
slicing, cigar, butter, vegetable,
cheese, canning, fish, carpenters' bench,
curriers',drawing, farriers, fleshing, hay,
sugar-best, beet-topping, tanners', plumber8'1 painters', palette, artists', shoe and
similar knives, forks, and steels, and
cleavers, all the foregoing, finished or unfinished, not specially provided for, with
or without handles of mother-of-pearl,
shell, ivory, doer, or other animal horn,
silver, nickel silver, or other metal than
iron or steel 16 cents each; with handlesof hard rubber, solid bone, celluloid, or
any pyroxylin, casein, or similar material, V cents each; with handles of any
other material, if less than four inches in
length, exclusive of handle, 3 cents each;
iffour inches in length or over, exclusive
of handle, 8 cents each; and in addition
thereto, on all of the foregoing, 35 per
centiun ad valorem: Provrdd, That all
articles specified in this paragraph when
imported, shall have the name of the
inaker and beneath thp sane the name of
the country of origin die-sunk legibly and
indelibly upon the blade in a place that
shall not be covered.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PA. 154. Table, butchers', carving,
cooks', hunting, kitchen, bread, butter
vegetable, fruit, cheese carpenters
bench, curriers', drawing barriers , fleshhay, tann
lumntrs',
s
P ltte, artis s ', an A ho k nves, for
fork,k
Ind steels, finished or unfinished; if im.
sorted %ith handles of mother-of-pearl,
shell, ivory, silver, nickeled silver, or
other metal than iron or steel,, fourteen
cents each; with handles of deerhorn, ten
cents each; with handles of hard rubber,
solid bone, celluloid, or any pyroxyline
"Iaterial, four cents each; with handles
of any other material than those above
mentioned one cent each, and in addition, on all the above articles, fifteen
per centum ad valorem; any of the
knives, forks or steels, enumerated in this
paragraph, if imported without handles,
forty per centum ad valorem: Protided,
That none of the above-named articles
shall pay a less rate of duty than 40 per.
centum ad valorem: Provided, That all
the articles specified in this paragraph
when imparted on and after October
first, nineteen hundred and nine, shall
have the name of the maker or purchaser and beneath the same the name
of the country of origin indelibly stamped
or branded thereon in a place that shall
not be covered thereafter.

PAR. 130. Table, butchers', caming,
cooks', hunting, kitchen, bread, butter,
vegetable, fruit, cheese carpenters

bench, curriers', drawing farriers', flesh-

ing, hay, tanners', plunLers', painters',
palette, artists' and shoe knives, forks
and steels, finished or unfinished, without handles, 25 per centumn ad valoren;
with handles, 30 per centum ad valorem:
Provided, That all the articles specified
in this paragraph, when imported, shall
have the name of the maker..or purchaser, and beneath the same the name
of the country of origin indelibly stamped
or branded thereon in a place that shall
not be covered thereafter.
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De8q_ption and u8e.-The name of the article indicates its use.
Producio.-The Census recorded the production of "table" and
"other" cutlery at $8,863,000 in 1914. Later figures for these cldes
of cutlery are not yet available. Preliminary Census fgr for all
classes of cutlery and edge tools for 1.919 show an output valued at
$62,526,000. About 30 or 40 per cent of this value is covered by
articles in this paragraph. New York, Conn.eticut, and Masachusetts are important producing States.
Steel cutlery is largely superseded by plated ware, for the manufa(-

ture of which the American factory methods are better adapted than
to that of steel table cutlery. Domestic production of the latter does
not supply the entire market.
Impo-rt in 1914, of which table cutlery formed the bulk, were
valued at $333,576. Prior to the war Germany and Great Britain

together (about equally) furnished 80 per cent and France almost all
the rest of the imports. In 1920 these ratios were not greatly differ-

ent, except that Japan furnished a rather considerable amount. Later
imports of cutlery have been as folloWr6,
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Vahui

Duty.

vWlorem

TABLE, CARVING, COOKS', KITCHEN, ETC., WITH HANDLES.

1918 ............................................
1919
.......................................
1I ),...............................

IM . .

. .

...........

Dozen.

03

F 191
7W
96I,

Per eml

W,76
, 7

0 . ..

4 2..10
210
1296
2......
23,70
70
;711

30

.........30
...................1
. ................

TABI, E, CARVING COOKS' KITCHEN DREAD BUTTER VEGETABLE FRUIT, AND
CHEE8 KNIVES, FORKS, AND 8TE*L-WITILO tT RANDLE'S

1
.18..........
............... 57
1919
.............
...........................
53241
....... ..
.............
....
12O).........

8112

1921 (a months) ...............................

1 21 .

BUTCHERS', HUNTINO,qA4PENTERS', BENCH KNIVES,

1913...'

........................:.. ..................

1919..................................................

1920.................................................

1921 (9 months) ..................................
BUTCHERS'

45,002,3

45,31

,

2'

2

.

TC.-WITH HANDLES.

6,1828345,89
11,003

8,

225

45,376

Es,8.
13,813

87,913.............

3
30

30

HUNTING CARPENTERS' BENCH. CURRIERS' DRAWING, PARRIERW

FLESHINd HAY TANNERS', PLUMBERS', PALETTE, ARTISTS', AND SHO0

WITHOUT HANDLES.

......................................................

1919.....................................................
................................................

1921(9 months) .....................................

60

$214

5,1

6,354

267

,2,

721 1

KNIVES-

s5

180
1a81

2
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E&pork of table cutlery were valued at only $168,623 in 1914.
Export. since 19)7 by calendar years have been as follows:
1918

!91t

I 20

(9months).

The principal countries of destination of table cutlery were, in
1919 Brazil, Argentina, and Norway; in 1920, Brazil, Argentina, and
Sweden.
The principal countries of destination of all other cutlery were,
in 1919, Canada, Brazil, Argentina; in 1920, Canada, Cuba, B&:si!.
Important changes in
sification.--Cake,. pie, slicing, cigar
canning, fish, sugar-beet, beet topping, and similar knives, and
cleavers are added. The articles are divided into four classes,
according to kind or length of handles, and compound, instead of
ad valorem, rates of duty are given Lk each class; provision for the
name of the purchaser a8 omitted, and: the naiie of the maker is
required to be die sunk, instead of stamped or branded, on the
article.
PARAGRAI I $0.
H. R. 7468.

,,SNATX AM"!ND M

eTI.

PAR. 356. Planing-machine knives,
tannery and leather knives tobacco
knives, paper and pulp mill knives,
roll bars, b6dplates, and all other stocktreating parts for pulp and paper machinery, shear blades, circular cloth
cutters, circular cork cutters, circular
cigarette cutters, meat slicing cutters,
and all other cutting knives and blades
used in power or hand machines, 85
per centum ad valorem.,

AMT OF 1o00.
[No corresponding proviuion.J

ACT OF 1913.
[No corresponding provision.)

POWER, OR HAND MAMCINE KNIVES.

Description and ueee.-Planig-machine knives are used mainly
on wood-working machines, and rarely for metalworking. Tannery
and leather knives are employed to remove the flesh and hair from
leather skins, and to split leather. These knives are known as
fleshing. shaving, whitening blades, and bark knives. Paper and
pulp mill knives are made of a straight piece of steel and ised on
"roll" or "fly" bars of beater engines, and on chippers and cutters.
Slitter knives are of circular form and used in paper machines for
slitting, or cutting, the paper lengthwise. A roll bar is a metal
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cylinder about 4 or 5 feet in diameter with heavy knives parallel
with the shaft fitted into its face; A bedplate is A',series of steel
plates standing on edge and bolted together.fTbe "stock," or
rough paper material passes between the revolving "roll bar" and
the stationary "bedp ate" to be cut up. The names of the other
kinds of knives mentioned in the paragraph indicate the kinds and
their uses.
Production, import, and exports.-No data available.
Important ckanges in dasication.-Anew provision.
PARAGRAPH 857.

SENATE AMNDMNTS.

N. R. 76.
PAR. 357. Steel laid scisr and shears,
and blades for the same, finished or unfin.
ished, 10 cents each and 30 per centum

ad valorem; all other scissors and shears,

and blades for the same, finished or unfinished, valued at not more than 50 cents
per dozen, 3 cents each and 36 per centum
d valorem; valued at more than 50
cents and not more than $1.75 per dozen

15 cents each and 35 per centum ad

valorem; valued at more than $1.76 per
dozen, 20 cents each and 35 per centupa
ad valorem: ProvWided, That all articles
specified in this agraph when im.

pre, shal have we

of the maker

and beneath the same the name of the
country of origin die-sunk conspicuously
and indelibly on the outside of the blade

between the aew or rivet and the handle.
ACT OF 1969.
PAR.

152. * * * Providedfurtia, That

on and after October first, nineteen hundred and nine, all the articles specified in
this paragraph shall when imported have
the name of the maker or purchaserand beneath the same the name of the country of
origin die-ank cnspicuouy and indelibly on the shank or tang of at least one
or, if practicable, each and every blade
thereof. Scissorw and shears, and blades
for the same, finished or unfinished,.
valued at not more than fifty cents per
dozen, fifteen cents per dozen and fifteen
per centum ad valorem; valued at more
than fifty cents and not more than one
dollar and seventy-five cents per dozen,
fifty cents per dozen and fifteen per centurn ad valorem; valued at more than one
dollar and seventy-cents per dozen, sev.
enty-five cents per dozen and twenty.
five per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 128. * * * Sciow andshears,
and blades for the same, finished or uu
finished, 30 per centum ad valorem: Proiddfurthe, That all articles specified
in this paragraph shall, when impoiled,
have the name of the maker or purchaser
and beneath the same the name of the
country of origin die-sunk conspicuously
and indelibly on the blade, shank, or tang
of at least one or, if practicable, each and
every blade thr-

SUMMLAR
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Description and we.-Shears are distinguished from scissors only
by their greater length.
Production of scissors and shears, including clippers, was valusA at
$2,500,000 in 1914. Manufacturers ae located in Connecticut, New
Jersey, New York and other States. The domestic producers of
shears supply the domestic market and export as well. The making
of "laid" shears--attaching a steel cutting edge to backs and handles of malleable iron-is an A&-en.can process, not successfully
applied abroad. Of scissors, except cheap cast scissors, domestic
manufacturers supply only a small portion of the market. Germany
was the most important producer of scissors prior to the war.
Imports were valued at $775,000 (31 per cent of domestic production) in 1914. Before the war Germany was the source of 16.5 per
cent of the imports, while 83 per cent of the 1918 imports, largely
scissors, came from Japan. In 1920 (calendar year), however, 90
per cent of the quantity and 87.5 per cent of the value of the total
imports came from Germany. Recent imports of all kinds of scissors
and shears, and blades for the same, finislied or unfinished, have been
as follows:
Quantity.

Oaendar yur.

191 ......................................................

1919 ..................................

1921 (9months) ..........................................

t

Do".

26,3&0

3

I0;o6

VaJU&

Duty.

$01,317

827,305

78', 105

1. . 6.

166,340

Ad Vro.

Per 11m
s0

o

so
..

ExporR.-- American-made shears are exported to all parts of the
world.-No figures are available.
Important e ,nge in c/assfit
tio.-Steel-laid scissors and shears,
and blades for the same, are separately provided for. Other kinds
tre divided, according to value, into three classes. The act of 1913
fixes a straight ad valorem rate of duty on scissors and shears, and
parts thereof, regardless of kind or class. The requirements concerning marking are different.
Suggesteichanges.-Nailclippers, barbers' clippers, animal clippers,
shep shears, and pruning shears might be added.
Was it intended to impose a specific rate on each of the two blades
constituting a part of scissors or shears while the same specific rate
would be iinposed on the finished article I In other words, was it
intended to make the specific duties on the blades alone twice that
on the scissors or shears?
Does "outside of the blade," in lines 12 and 13, page 63, mean
one blade or both blades?
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PRAGRAPH 88
BENATS AXZNDXNBNTB.

H. R. 746.

PAR. 38. Pzo, finished or unfin.
ished, valued at les than $2 per dozen,
10 cents each; valued at $2 an ethan

$3per dozen, 12 cents each; valued at #3
and less than $4per dozen, 16 cents each;
valued at $4or more per dozen, 20 cents
each; and in addition thereto, on all of

the,!

, 30 per eeatum .d valorem;

Thanudles unfinished razors
Po
and blades (except for safety razor),
safety razo, and safety-razor handles
and f ames, shall pay no less duty than
that imposed on fnsed razo 'valued
at
per dozen: Provided ter, That
finished or unfinihed b=ades for safety
razors shall pay a duty of 1 cent each and
30 per centum ad valorem: Providedfur.
tha, That all articles specified in this

paragraph, when imported, shall have
the name of the maker and beneath the

same the name of the country of origin

dieounk conapicuously and indelibly on

the blade or Auk or togof each and
every blade and on ifety reors and

parts thereaL

ACT OF 1909.
PAP.. 152.

'

ACT OF 1913.

razors, finished,

lied #t leas than one dollar per dozen,
thirty-dive per centum, ad valorem;
valued at one dollar and. les than one
dollar and fifty cents per dozen, six cents
each and thirty-five per centuin ad valorem; valued at one dollar and fifty
cents and less than two dollars per dozen,
ten cents each and thirty-five per centum
ad valorem; valued at two dollars and
less than three dollars pe; dozen, twelve
cents each and thirty-five per centum ad
valorem; valued at three dollars er more
per dozen, fifteen cents each and thirtyfive per centum ad valorem: Provided,
That blades (except for safety razors);
handles, and unfinished razors shall pay
no lees duty than that imposed on finished
razors valued at two dollars per doren:
Providdfurther, That op and after October first, nineteen hundred and'nine,
all the* articles specified in this pargraph shall when imported have the
name of the maker or purchasr and
beneath the same the name of the country
of origin die-sunk conspicuously' and
indelibly on the shank or tang of at least
one or if practicable each and every
blade tereof. * * *

PAR. 128. * * * razors, all the fore-

oin, whether assembled but not fNlI.y
n! ed or finished; valued at not moi,,
than $1 per dozen, 35 per centum ad valorem; valued at more than $1per dozezi.
55 per centum ad valorem: Providid.
That blades, handles, or other part of
any of the foregoing * * * razors.
* * shall be dutiable at not lh.-.

than the rate herein impoed ulpn
of which
the * * * razors, * *

they areparts. -* * * Provided urhi.

That all article specified in t paregraph hall, when imported, have the
name of the maker or purchaser aud
beneath the fume the nameof the country
of on die-sunk conspicuously andl
indelibly on the blade, shank, or tang o,
at leat one or, if practicable, each ad
every blade thereof.

)RS.

(See Survey 0-13.)

Production of razors (safety and straight) was valued at over
$5,000,000 in 1914, New York leading, among manufacturing State.
Germany and Great Britain are the clief foreign producers.
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The best German and English straight razors have a reputation for
superiority, which rests on the great tecw ,ical proficiency of Sol inge
and Sheffield. Since the war, however, American manufacturers have
produced a razor of comparable quality. But the safety razor, by
methods of quantity prouction not fully applicable to ihe straight
razor, has offset any disadvantage Ameiica ias suffered in producing
the latter.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $473,000. The bulk of these in
quantity was of the cheapest
des not manufactured here; in
point of value, tho imports of the highest grades were of more. importance. Both the cheap and the better grades come from Ger.
many but only the better grades from Great Britain. Imports since
1917 have been as follows:
la~n.

Casndr Few.

Quauty.

Value.

DutF

Equlve-

Duty.

tent ad
Svalorem.

RAZORS, FINISHED AND UNFINISHED-TOTAL, ALL KINDS.

191................................
1919...............

.......

. 6-4.............2
.......

5318

1ox...................
......................... 101,411
4:2N
1921 (9months) ..........................................

$24,086
47,=8

$13,203
ON,011

64.6

3O,132
2081
37,80 .... . ..........

RAZORS, FINISHED-VALUED AT MORE THAN $1 PER DOZEN.
1918.............

1920..................................
1921 (9monUa) .....................................

824,068

.,294

..........

67,16l
87,687

$a36

37,675
206,621
55
305,11%..6...... ..........

RAZORS, FINISHED-VALUED AT NOT MORE THAN $1 PER DOZEN.,
1918 ......................................................
1919
..........
......................................

190.......................................

1921 (9 months) ..........................................

24
964
5,790
13,724

$1
6
5
6&4
22
35
35
,5W
s
4,457 I
12,#778 .................

RAZOR HANDLES, UNFINISHED RAZORS, AND BLADES, ETC.-TOTAL, ALL )INDS.

I

1918.....................................
........
1919 .............................................
I
1920 .............................................
192 (9 months)..................
0.................

9,469
6,724

804,436
22,939

15,943
33,181

64, 300
12,224
28,8
,80O4

e09
53.29
54.48

HANDLES, UNFINISHED RAZORS, AND BLADES, ETC.-VALUED AT MORE THAN $1
PER DOZEN.
1918 ............................................
1919 ............................................
1920..............................
; .......................
1921 (9 months) .......................................

8,489

$43,739

10,192

47,56 .. ,.1

4,480
3,22

20,979

11,489..

$24,056
11,538

..........

55

."

U

1!ANDLES, UNFINISHED RAZORS, AND BLADES ETC.-VALUED AT NOT MORE THAN
$1 PER DOZRN,

$097

190.....................................................
1921 (9 months) ..................................

5,751
29,95

1,90
I:2M6

$244

35

66
35
443
35
.. ... .. ... .
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Ezportk.-Exports in 1914, were valued at $472,000 ' in 1918, at
$2,355,000, largely of safety razors. Although straight razors are
exported, production in the United States does not satisfy the domestic demand. The values of exports for the calendar years 1918 to
1921 are- as follows: 1918, $1,905,385; 1919, .$41150,803; 1920,
$5;716,089; 1921 (9 months), $1,134 956. The principal countries of
destination in 1920 were France, Belgium, United Kingdom, and
Denmark.
important changes in cla8sification.-Razors are divided, according

to value, into four classes, as against two classes in the act of 1913.
Safety razors and safety-razor handles and frames have been included
in this paragraph and shall pay no less duty than that imposed on
finished razors valued at $2 per dozen. Blades for safety razors are
classified separately. There is a provision that "handles, unfinished
razors, and blades," etc., shall pay no less duty than that imposed
on finished razors valued at $2 per dozen, while the act of 1913 provides that blades, handles, or other parts shall be dutiable at not less
than the rate imposed upon the razors of which they are parts.
Suggested changes,-Page 64, line 3: Insert "or indelibly etched"
after the words "die-sunk" because if the name of the maker and
country of origin is die-sunk on a safety-razor blade, it spoils the
blade. Strike out hyphen between die aud sunk to agree with paragraphs 354 and 361.
PARAGRAPH 859,
H. R. 7406.
SENATE AXEND XNTS.
PAR. 359. Surgical and dental instru.

ments, or parts thereof, comrn wholly
or in part of iron, steel, copper, brass,
nickel, aluminum, or other metal, fin.
ished or unfinished, valued at not more
than $5 per dozen, 60 cents per dozen;
valued at more than $5 per dozen, 12
cents per dozen for each $1 per dozen of
such value; and in addition thereto, on all
of the foregoing, 35 per centum ad valorein:
Provided,That all articles specified in this
paragraph, when imported, shall have
the name of the maker and beneath the
same the country of origin die-sunk conspicuously and indelibly on the outside,
or if a jointed instrmneat on the outside
when closed.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 199. Articles or wares not apevially provided for in this section, composed wholly or in part of iron, steel,
lead, copper, nickel, pewter, zinc, gold,
silver, platinum, aluminum, or other
metal, and whether partly or wholly
manufactured, forty-five per cuntum ad
valorein.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 167. Articles or wares not specially provided for in this section; if
composed wholly or in part of platinum,
gold, orsilver, and articles orwares planted
with gold or silver, and whether partly
or wholly manufactured, W0 per centuil,
ad valorem; if composed wholly or i ,
chief value of iron, steel, lead, coppl,
brass, nickel, pewter, ziiw, aluminum, u
other metal, but not plated with gold ui
silver, and whether partly or wholly.
manufactured, 20 per 'enturi ad'valoreI.

0
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SURGIOAL INSTRUMENTS.

(See Survey 0-30.)
Description and u8e.-The bulk of the surgical instruments made
in the United States prior to 1914 was what is known as soft-metal
goods, i. e., those composed of brass, copper, or nickel silver. Steel
instruments were never produced in this country in quantities before
the war.
Production.-Manufacturers of surgical instruments must produce a
large number of different styles of each class of instrument and,
therefore, can not place production of any one type on a quantity
basis. Surgical instruments in 1914 were produced by about 40
establishments, and the total value of the production was
roughly $1,400,000; of this amount $1,000,000 represents the value
of soft-metal goods and $400,000 the value of steel instruments.
The war caused a great expansion in the industry in this country,
as no German instruments had been received since the early
months of 1916. The product of American factories in 1917 was
valued at $3,385,000, of which $1,927,000 represented soft-metal goods
and $1,458,000 steel instruments. The number of workmen employed
increased from 958 in April, 1914, to 2 128 in April, 1918.
Imporw.-Practically 80 per cent of the steel instruments used in
the United States were of foreign manufacture, chiefly German. The
war caused a shortage which has been somewhat relieved since the
beginning of 1917 by the importation of steel instruments from Japan.
Japanese instruments are on the whole of inferior quality and often
are defective.
Ezport.-In the fiscal year 1914 exports of surgical and medical
instruments amounted to $206,421 of which nearly three-fourths
went to Canada. During the war tlere was at times a considerable
demand from Europe for certain classes of instruments, and exports
to other parts of the world also increased rapidly. Statistics for the
calendar years 1918 to 1921 follow:
1918 ......................................................
1919 ......................................................
1920 ......................................................

1921 (9 months) ............................................

$171,282
854,279
848,370

422, 5t16

About one-half of the exports have gone to Canada; the remainder
has been rather widely distributed.
DENTAL INSTRUMENTS.
(See Survey B-10.)

Description and u8e.-Dental instruments are made almost exlusively of steel and include a large number of standard tools.
Although there is some demand for instruments of special design,
it isnot comparable to that for surgical instruments.
Production.-The dental appliance, instrument, and supply industry
produces sufficient material to furnish the home market, and exports
large quantities of its products to all the world's markets. Dental
instruments are more nearly standardized than surgical instruments
and can therefore be manufactured in quantity.
Imports.-There is practically no importation of dental instruments.
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Ezport.-The export business absorbs a considerable proportion
of the entire production, a proportion which is estimated at over 35
per cent. These exports amounted to over $1,100,000 in 1913,
and to almost $10,W0,000 in 1919.
Important chianges in dassification.-A new provision.
Suggeded chanles.-It has been represented that because of
competitive positions surgical and dental instruments might
different
be separated.
country of origin die sunk" should be made to rea
"the name of 1he country of origin die sunk."
To assure the classification in this paragraph of scissors and other
surgical instruments, specially provided for elsewhere in H. R. 7456,
words "of all kinds whatsoever" be initi ugested tht the
alter the word "'instruments" and before the comma in line
serted
6 at page 64.
Page 64; line 6: Change "or" to "and" before "pirts."
Page 64, line 15: Strike out hyphen between die and sunk to agree
with paragraphs 354 and 361.

PARAGRAPH 360.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 360. Philosophical, scientific, and
laboratory instruments apparatus, utensils, appluces (including drawing, ourveying, and mathematical instruments),
and parts thereof, composed wholly or in
chief value of metal, and not plated with
gold, silver, or platinum, finished or uninished, not specially provided for, 40
per centum a& valorem: Provided, That
all articles specified in this paragraph,
when imported, shall have the name of the
maker and beneath the same the country
of origin die-sunk conspicuously and indelibly on the outside, or if a jointed instrument on the outside when closed.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 650. Philosophical and scientific
apparatus, utensils, instruments, and
including bottles and
preparations,
boxes containing the same, specially imported in good faith for the use and by
order of any society or institution incorporated or established solely for religious,
philosophical, educational,. scientific, or
literary purposes, or for the encouragement of the fine arts, or for the use and by
order of any college, academy, school, or
seminary of learning in the United States,
or any state or public library, and not for
sale, subject to such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe
[Free).

SENATE AXNDMENTS.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 573. Philosophical and scientil,
appatarus, utensils instruments, and
preparations, including bottles and boxv-;
,containing the same, specially imported
in good faith for the use and by order oi
any society or institution incorporated or
established solely for religious, philosophy
ical, educational, scientific, or literary
purposes, or for the encouragement of thu
Ine arts, or for the use and by order of a"N
college, academy, school, or seminary (,f

learning in the United States, or any St al,'
or public library, and not for sale, anl
articles solely for experimental purpoges.
when imported by any society or institli
tion of the character herein described,
subject to such regulations as the Secr.
taryof the Treasury shall prescribe IFre,

IPreparations cluable under H.R. 7456 according to component materials.
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ACT OF 1018.'

AOT OF 1900.
PAR. 653. * * * vases, retorts, and

PAR. 578. * * * vases, retorts and

of, composed of plitiuum, for chemical
1" (Freej.
PAR. 191. Articles or wares not specially
provided for in this section composed
wholly or in part of iron, steei, lead, copper, mckel pewter, zinc, gold,, silver
platinum, afuinum or other metal, anA
whether partly or wholly manufactured,
forty-five per centum ad valorem.

of, composed of platinum, for chemical
lateel.
uses
PAR. 167. Articles or warcs not apecially provided for in this section; if composed wholly or in part of platinum, gold,
or silver, and articles or wares plated with
gold or silver, and whether partly or
Wholly manufactured, 50 per centum ad
valorem; if composed wholly or in chief
value of iron, steel, lead, copper, brass,
nickel, pewter, zinc, aluminum, or other
metal, but not plated with gold or silver,
and whether partly or wholly manufactured, 20 per centum ad valorem.

other apparatus, ,vessels, and parts there- other apparatus, vessel, and parts there.

PHILOSOPHICAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND LABORATORY UNSTRUMENTS.
(See Survey B-10.)

Description and use.-The term "scientific instruments" covers a
large variety of articles intended for the accurate observation and
ineasurement of natural phenomena. Most important among them
are engineering, physical, chemical, and medical instruments of
various kinds, used for the measurement of weight, volume, length,
heat, temperature, light, color, and time.
Produ&iown in 1914, excluding medical ar.d surgical instruments,

Avas reported as valued at $15,000,00. In general those instruments

which before the war had a sufficiently large market to permit largescale production were produced here successfully; but certain instruments of high precision, for which the demand was not large and for
which skillful hand labor was necessary, were imported. Oermany
with a world-wide reputation based upon skilled land labor trained
for generations, was the chief producer. During the war, however,
foreign competition was removed and domestic production expanded
in volume and variety.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $704,496. These figures include

certain articles in addition to scientific instruments, such as chemical
ware and exclude scientific instruments not admitted free; hence they
%annot properly be used in comparison with production and export
igrurcs. Of the imports in 1914, 80 per cent came from Germany; the
remainder mainly from Enland and France. In 1918 about 84 per
ceiit of the imports came from Eug land, Japan, and Canada. In
1914 imports o vases, retorts, and other apparatus, vessels, and parts
of, composed of platinum, for chemical uses wore valued at $82,000;
total imports of platinum and manufactures of platinum, including a
small quantity of ore, were valued at $3,982,708. Later imports have
bveli as follows (calendar years):
1918

11,tilVale retorts, and( other apparatus, vessels,
uld parts of, for chemical use:

Quantity (ounces, Troy) .................
........
Va lue .................................
$2,750
i'0ilriopical and scientific apparatus, etc., all other,
..............................................
$51,972

1919

1920

22
$2,672

781
$78,67

$71,453

$151,334

(921uts)

58
$6,718
$142,314
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Exports of scientific instruments, other than those used for medical,
surgical, and optical purposes, in 1914, amounted to $689,366, more
than one-half of which went to Canada- the remainder was widely
distributed. In 1918 the exports were destined mainly to Canada,
England, France, Russia, Chile Japan, and Spain.
Exports of manufactures of platinum in 1914 were valued at
$71,1, about 75 per cent of which went to Canada, and nearly tll
the rest to Germany. Exports of scientific instruments for recent
calendar years have been valued as follows: 1918, $2,921,474; 1919,
$3,550,261 ;1920, $3,995,484; 1921 (9 months), $2,266,598.
Impo lant dWi ir da88fwtion.-This paragraph makes dutiable philosophical or scientific instruments or institutions.

Labi,-

ratory instramonts, apparatus, and appliances (including drawing.
surveying, and mathematical instruments), and parts thereof, comeiposed of metal, finished or unfinished, and not plated with geld,
silver, or platinum, have been added. The proviso is new.
_b fliting p.--Surveying instruments are mentioned in
both p
aphs 228 and 360; parts of surveying instruments are
provided for only in paragraph 360.
Suggt4 cange..--"Surveying" might be stricken out of paragraph-360. This might, however, resort the specific provision for
surveying instruments to those that are optical. If it should be
desired to have all surveying instruments wholly or in chief value
of metal specially provided for the word "surveying" should be
taken out of pararaph 228 and left in paragraph 360.
"The name of' should be inserted just before "the country of
Under the wording of this paragraph, philosophical, scientific and
laboratory instruments, etc., wholy or in chief value of gold, silver,
or platinum, would be included although such instruments, etc..
plated with precious metals are excluded. If it should be desired
to make the exclusion complete, insertion of the word "base" before
"metal" in line 21, age 64, would accomplish the purpose.
Page 65, line 1: Strike out the hyphen between die and sunk t,
agree with paragraphs 354 and 361.
PARAGRAPH 361,
H. R. 7406.
PAR. 361. Pliers, piucers, and nippers
of all kinds, finished or unfinished, four
inches in length and under, 8 cents each;
over four and not over six inches in length,
10 cents each; over six inches in length,
12 cents each; and in addition thereto on
all of the foregoing 25 per centum ad
valorem: Proided,That all articles specified in this paragraph, when imported
shall have t e name of the maker and
beneath the same the name of the country
of origin die sunk conspicuously and indelibly on the outside of the joint.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

anKMZl O1 TTAMx

k I

ACT OF 1909.

kinds wholly or partly manufactured, 30
per cetum ad volorem.

kinds (except blacksmiths' tonp, surgical
and dental instrunrAets or parts thereof),

wholly or partly manufactured, eight

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 166. Nippers and pliers of all

of all

PAl. 198. Nippers and pli
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cents per pound and terty per centum ad
valorem.
NII7R8 AND PLIMA.
(See Survey G4.)

Description and uses.--Nippers and pliers are tools ordinarily
having two lever handles and two jaws working on a pivot, for grasping or cutting sms ! objects. Pliers have numerous forms and sizes
for many purposes. 'wo of the most important uses are in bending
and cutting wire anti in screwing or unscrewing gas burners or gas
pipes. They are muc aployed by linemen, electricians, plumber,
mechanics, farmers, - nd in the household. Weavers' nippers are
composed of two narrow strips of steel welded together at one end
and having sharp cutting jaws on the othor, and are used by weavers
while the cloth is in the lom or to clear the cloth of loose ends after
it comes from the loom. Nippers differ from pliers generally in
having cutting jaws approximating semicircles in form and meeting
only at the ends. A pincer differs but little in form from a nipper,
but is commonly distinguished from it in trade. A pincer is designed
only for grasping and not for cutting, as, for example, carpenters'
pincers and farriers' pincers. Pincers and nippers are less extensively used than pliers.
Production.-There are according to nonofficial report, 32 firms
manufacturing pliers and 16 firms making pincers, but no official
figures of output are available.

The value of domestic production

has been estimated at from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 for 1914, and
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000 for 1918.
Imports in 1914 of nippers and pliers of all kinds amounted to
$144,818. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

.19
..................................
1/, ..........................................................
.. ...
.....
o .....
I..v...

Quantity.

Number.
. ........... 0

Value.

$10, 2
5
. 4030333
91,0D!
,45 1

(9
(9................................................226,457.
1 t )...........

SAd valodrerate.

Duty.

Per cent.
30

1,01
3

30

.............

Exports.-&Ex port statistics are lacking, but all classes of nippers
pliers, and pincers have been exported in recent years. It is estimated

that 21 per cent of domestic production is exported.
Important changes in clastfication.-Pincers are added. Pliers,
Pincers, and nippers are divided into three groups, according to
length. The proviso is new.
82304-22---31
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PARAGRAPH 80.

L R. 7480.

SUNATR AXM)1W

X .M

PAR. 362. Files, file blanks, rasps, and
floats of all cuts and kinds, two and onehalf inches in length and under, 25 cents
per dozen; over two and one-half and not
over four and one-half inches in length,
4 cents per dozen; over four and onef and under seven inches in length,
621 cents per dozen; seven inches in

length and over, 771 cents per dozen.
ACT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1013.

PAR. 1.55. Files, file-blanks, rasps, and
PAR. 131. Files, file blanks, rasps, awl4
floats, of all cuts and kinds, two and one. floats, of allcuts and kinds, 26 per centwii
half inches in length and under, twenty- ad valorem.

five cents per dozen; over two and onehalf inches in length and not over four and
one-half inches, forty-seven and one-half

cents per dozen; over four and one-half
inches in length and under seven inches,
sixty-two and one-half cents per dozen;
seven inches in length and over, seventyseven and one-half cents per dozen.
FILES, FILE BANKS,

RASPS, AND 'FLOATS.

(See Survey C-IS.)

Descriptionand uses.-Files are made in varying sizes. Those with
raised points, instead of linos, are technicaly known as rasps, and
are used by carpenters, horseshoers, and shoemakers.
Files grade according to fineness. The "cuts" in general use for
12-inch files are classified as follows: First, or coarsest, rough;
second, middle; third, bastard; fourth, second cut; fifth, smooth; the
finest, dead smooth. Files are used for abrading, reducing, or
smoothing metal, ivory, wood, marble, or other resistant material.
Floats are single cut files of the coarse grades for use on soft
metals, wood, or ivory.
Production.'-In 1914 there were 48 establishments manufacturing
files, with 4,349 wage earners, a capital of $11,327,000, wages of
$2,135,000, cost of materials $1,595,000, and value of product
$5,608,000. In 1909 there were 57 establishments and the value of
product $5,691,000. In 1919 there were 50 establishments and th,
value of product $17,617,000. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
New Jersey are among the leading producing States.
Imports.-Imports, have been small compared with domestic
production and exports. The greatest from 1907 to 1920 were in
1914, when imports amounted to $101,949, which was 1.82 per cett
of domestic production. Most of the files entered at New York
during the six months from July to December, 1919 came from
Switzerland, which country is admittedly the sotirce of files, of high
quality.

Sweden and, more recently, Germany, are also importillt

sources of imports. Later imports of files, file blanks, rasps, 1a11d
floats of all cuts and kinds have been as follows:

I
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..
9

I

~

Calendar year.

Quantity.

.
.3. ......................................
1 V1
.............................
( Mn IhS)..

Value.

31,713
3129
197lr
83,396

48$
Ad valo.
Duty.

rei rata,

841,34
$0,34
,
49, Am
12,4N
2
M
25,118
100,471
96,278 ....... .....

Exports for many years have been large. Official statistics are not
available prior to the fiscal year 1918 when exports of files and
ritsps were valued at $3,681,457. of whicA $1,653,933 went to Europe.
The five leading countries of destination were: Italy, British India,
Australia, England, and Russia in Europe. Exports of files and
rasps for recent calendar years have been valued as follows: 1918,

$3,285,385; 1919, $5,181,792; 1920, $5 550,619; 1921 (9 months),
$2 155,940. The principal countries of destination were, in 1919,
British India, Australia, United Kingdom, Brazil; in 1920, Brazil,
United Kingdom, Denmark, British India.
Important changes in cla~sijxation.-H. R. 7456 divides files into
four groups.

H. R.7486.

PARAGRAPH 868.
BRNATB AMENDURNTB.

PAR. 363. Sword blades, and swords

and side arms, irrespective of quality or
use, wholly or in part of metal, 40 per

centum ad valorom.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 153. Sword blades, and swords

and side arms irrespective of quality or
use. in part of metal, fifty per centum ad
alorem.

ACT OF 1913.
PAI. 129. Sword blades, and swords
and side arn, irrespective of quality or
use, in part of metal, 30 per centum ad
valorem.

SWORDS AND SWORD BLADES.

(See Survey C-13.)

Description and use.-The term swords, sword blades, and side
includes bayonets, daggers, foils and foil blades for fencing,
411)(other small arms, but not revolvers and parts thereof, which
'11 specifically enumerated in the provision in paragraph 366 for
ins

pistols, whether automatic, magazine ort revolving, or parts thereof
tm l fittings therefor."
lProductwn.-Figures for production are not available. The most
e-sential of these articles is the bayonet.
Imports have been continuous, but small-in 1914 (fiscal year)
Vlued at $15,212. Later imports have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

lA .................................................................

NOumber.
460

1 .

I

. ......

....................................................

1,2101iziwi1ths) ...................................

1'hxports.-Not recorded.
of lmyonets to Europe.

6,641
39,026

Value.

N , 737

969

Duty.

$821

289

valorem
Ad rate.
Per cent.
30
30

8,%4
2,425
30
2605C
5 .3 ...........

During the war there were large exports
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PARAGRAPH 864.

H. A. 7458.
Pa. 364. Muzzle-loading muskets,
shotguns, rifles, and parts thereof, 20 per
certum ad valorem.
AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 156. Muskets, muzzle-loading

shotguns, rifles, and parts thereof, twenty.
five per centum ad valorem.

OUNATZ AMN

aDMN
.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 132. Muskets, * * * muzzle.

loading shotguns and rifles, and parts
thereof, 15 per centum ad valorem.

MUZZLE-LOADING GUNS AND
(See Survey C-14.)

IFLZS.

Description, ue*, and production.-The musket, muzzle-loading
shotgun, and muzzle-loading rifle are old forms of firearms whose
domestic manufacture has been practically discontinued.
Imporms.-Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 ...........................................................
1919 ........ ?

.........

......

..............................

92 .............................................
1921
(9 months) ............................................

Value.

.

S1
W

1,214

12,670
301

Ad
valorew
rate.

Duty.

$123

Per CId.

15

15
1,900
15
......................
182

Ezport8.-None recorded.
Important changes in clasification.-Air rifles were included in the
corresponding paragraph (132) of the act of 1913, and are classified
with toys in paragraph 1414 of H. R. 7456.

H. R. 745.

PARAGRAPH 86.
SE ATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 365. Double or single barreled

sporting breech-loading and repeating
shotguns, rifles, and combination shotguns and rifles, valued at not more than
$5 each, $1.50 each; valued at more than
$5 and not more than $10 each, $4 each;
valued at more than $10 and not more
than $25 each, $6 each; valued at more
than $25 each, $10 each; and in addition
thereto, on all of the foregoing, 35 per
centum ad valorem; barrels for sporting
breech-loading shotguns and rifles, further
advanced in manufacture than rough
bored only, $4 each; stocks for sporting
breech-loading shotguns and rifles, wholly
or partly manufactured, $5 each; and in
addition thereto, on all of the foregoing,
40 per centum ad valorem; on all parts of
such guns or rifles, and fittings for such
stocks or barrels, finished or unfinished,
45 per centum ad valorem: Provided,
That all sporting breech-loading shotguns
and rifles imported without a lock or locks
or other fittings shall be subject to a duty
of $10 each and 40 per centum ad valorem.
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AOT 07 1918.

1909.

PAir. 157. Double-barreled, sporting,
breech-loading shotguns, combination
shotguns and rifles, valued at not more
than five dollars, one dollar and fifty
cents each anti in addition thereto
fifteen per centum ad valorem; valued at
more than five dollars and not more then
ten dollars. four dollars each and in
addition theryoo fifteen per centum
ad valorem each; valued at more than
ten dollars, ix dollars each; double
barrels for sporting breot h-loading shotguns and rifles, further advanced in
manufacture than rough bored only,
three dollars each; stocks for doublebarreled sporting breech-loading shotguns and rifles wholly or partially manufactured, three dollars each; and in addition thereto on all such guns and rifles,
'alued at more than ten dollars eah, and
on such stocks and barrels, thirty-five per
,entum ad valorem; on all other parts of
rich guns or rifles and fittings tor such
stwks or harrels, finished or unfinished,
fifty per centum ad valorem: Provided,
That all double-barreled sporting breeh.
loading shotguns and rifles imported
without a lock or locks or other fittings
shall be subject to a duty of six dollars
each and thirty-five per centum ad
valorem; single-barreled breech-loading
shotguns, or parts thereof, except as
otherwise specially provided for in this
section, one dollar each and thirty-five
l)er centum ad valorem; * * *.

Par. 138. Breech-loading shotgun
and rifles combination shotguns and
rifiee, .anparts thereof and fitting
therefor, including barrels further advanced than rough bored only;.
35 per cen tum ad valorem.

BREECH-LOADING SHOTGUNS AND RFLESS.
(See Survey 0-14.)

Descriptionand use.-Commercial firearms may be divided broadly
into three classes-rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Rifles fire a single
bullet and may be equipped with a magazine carrying a number of
cartridges, which are fed into the tiring chamber by the return motion
of the breech mechanism after the exploded cartridge case is ejected.
Their distinguishing feature is the spiral grooving of the barrel.
Shotguns fire a charge of several small shot. They may be singlebarreled, double-barreled, or magazine repeating, and are used almost
entirely for sporting purposes.
Production of shotguns, rifles, pistols, and parts thereof, in 1914
amounted to $10,544,000, and is known to have increased enormously
during the war. Exports alone in 1918 were valued at nearly five
times the entire domestic output in 1914. The value of firearms produced doubled in the 15 years previous to 1914 and increased 25 per
cent in the 10 years prior to 1914. .At the beginning of the war
practically all production of commercial firearms was stopped, and
during its progress the supply became exhausted. Practically the
entire industry is located in "Connecticut, Massachusetts, and'New
York.
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Import.-impoits li general have decreased since 1902, at which
time they reached a maximum. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
t

OaIndar yer.
_

__

_

_

_

Quantity.
_

_

Ail

Value.
Irat.

Duty.

valorem

DOUBLE.BARRELED AND COMBINATION SHOTGUNS AND RIFLES.

Nsube.

1918 ....................................................

1919 ...................................................

.

2................................................

1921 (9 months) ................................

22

Iit67,
3,218

$1,619

184

9,196

2,423

Per Celi.

Awl.0. 1,762
8,37...............

1,21

SINGLE BARRELED, ETU.
1918 ................................................... ..
1919 ..................................................... .
120 ................................................
1921 (9 months) ....................................

18
244
7,678
2,179

I

228
5,907
6,8,&
39, 719

$80
2,067
2 W,967

ALL OTHnR PARTS OF GUNS, PISTOLS, OR RIFLES, AND FITTINGS FOR STOCKS, ET('

1918 ............................................ $10,931
1919 ...........
...................................
19 .............................................
.........
1921 (9 months) ................................ ................

3,82

1,9
6,041
2,114
31
9,884 ........... ..........

BARRELS FOR SPORTING BREECH-LOADING SHOTGUNS AND RIFLES, FURTHERI

ADVANCED IN MANUFACTURE THAN ROUGH-BORED ONLY.

72
1919.........................................0

210

STOCKS FOR SPORTING 13REECH.LOADINO SHOTGUNS AND RIFLES, WHOLLY Olt
PARTLY MANUFACTURED.

1920 .

1921 (9

.

. ................................

...

1

25
....................................
.onths)

$91!

30

.

.

... .........

Export.-Exports during the four years previous to the wajr
amounted to between three and four million dollars annually, of
which approximately one-half went to Latin American countries.
In the fiscal year 1914, the exports amounted to over 30 per cent of
the production. Exports of rifles and shotguns for the fiscal yetr
1918 amounted to $37,299,450, and those of all other firearms were,
valued at $11,541,913. Statistics for the calendar years 1918 to
1921 follow:
~1921
1918
Rifle and shotguns... ..............
$21,014, 509
All other flrerms
....................... 8,&5,963

1919

1920

$13,414, 93j
419,221

$3,456,431
711,67

(9 months).
$W,fBJ

321,O(0

The principal countries of destination of rifles and shotguns wer,,
in 1918, England, Russia in Asia, France; in 1919, Russia in Asia,
Russia in Europe, Belgium, Canada; in 1920, Canada, Australia,
Argentina, and Brazil.
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tion shotguns and rifles are. divided intobiW o"ases4,soomdg to
value, wit 8p=c duties for each clss dau additional ad voloreni

duty on all classes.
Repeating shotguns aud stocks for shotguns and rifles are mentioned
inH. R. 7456, and pistols, which are in the same paragraph with shot,guns and rifles in. the st of 1913, are provided for in paragraph 368
of H. R. 7456. The provision for repeating shotguns a now.

Sugged-ed dhanges.-Provision is made for shotguns and repeating
rifles and combination shotguns and rifles, and for barrels for sporting
breech-loading shotguns and rifles, but none for barrels for repeating
shotguns, etc. Nor is provision made for shotguns, rifles, and combination shotguns and rifles that are not sporting. If it should be
desired to have the paragraph applyas well to arms of those descrip-

tions, the word "sporting" should be omitted from page 66 of H. R.
7456, lines 1, 8, 10, and 15.
There is doubt whether "repeating" embraces more than shotguns.
PARAGRAPH 84W*.
H R. 7466.

OBNAT

AXUNDEENT.

PAR. 366. Pistols: Automatic, ma ine,
or revolving, and parts thereof and fitting
tlierefor, valued at not more than $4each
$1.25 each; valued at more than $4 and
iiot more than $8each, $2.50 each; valued
at more than $8 each, $3.50 each; and in
addition thereto on all of the foregoing,
25 per centumn a4 valorem.

ACT OF 1909.
PxAR. 157.

*

*

ACT OF 1913.

pistols, automatic,

PAR.

133.

*

*

pistols,

whether

magazine, or revolving, or parts thereof, automatic, magazine, or revolving, or
seventy-five cents each and twenty-five parts thereof and fitting therefor, 35 per
per centum ad valorem.
centumn ad valormm.
'ISTOLS.

(See Survey C-14.)

Description and uses.-Pistols fire a single bullet and are rifled.

They may be single shot (used chiefly for target practice), revolving
1c'1led revolvers), or automatic, in which the used shell is ejected, a
nv w cartridge inserted from the magazine, and the arm cocked autoinutically I)y the action of the recoil.
Production.-There are no separate figures of production of pistols.
Inport of pistols and parts thereof for the calendar years 1918 to
1921, have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Number.
...................................................
1 19................................................

...

................................................
1921
(9months) ........................................

21
2,270

597
127,1 02

$165

$58

Ad

valorom
rate.

Per cent.
35

13, 421
4,697
35
169,217
69,228
35
452,302 ........................
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In 1921, Spai supplied the bulk of the import. mad smaller quan-

tities came roirm an and Belgium.
&porte of revolvers a pistol for the calendar years 1918 to 1921
have-been as follows: 1918, $592,078; 1919, $512,145; 1920 81,337,400; 1921 (9 months), $446,059. The principal countries of destination were, in 1918, Italy, England, Canada; in 19191 Canada? United

Kingdom, Argentina, Brazil, Japan; in 1920, Argentina, Brazil, Cuba,
Uruguay, and Canada.
Important changes in claeification.-In the act of 1913 pistols were
included with shotguns and rifles at the same rate of duty. They are
divided into three classes according to value, with a specific rate of
duty for each class and an additional ad valorem duty.
PARAGRAPH 867.
M.

.

7456.

PAR. 367. Watch movements, whether
imported in cases or otherwise, assembled
or knocked down for reassembling, if hasv,
ing less than seven jewels, 76 cents each;
having seven aud not more than eleven
jewels, $1.25 each; having more than
eleven and not more than fifteen jewels,
$2each; having more than fifteen and not
*more than seventeen jewels, unadjusted
$2.75 each; having seventeen jewels and
adjusted to temperature, $3.50 each; havig seventeen jewels and adjusted to
three positions, $4.75 each; having seventeen jewels and adjusted to five positions,
$6.50 each; having more than seventeen
jewels, adjusted or unadjusted, $10.75
each; watchcases and parts of watches,
chronometers, box or ship, and parts
thereof, 35 per centum ad valorem; all
jewels for use in the manufacture of
watches, clocks, meters, or compasses, 10
per centum ad valorem; enameled dials
for watches or other instruments, 3 cents
dial and 35 per centum ad valorem:
or, , That all watch and clock dials,
whether attached to movements or not,
when imported shall have indelibly
painted or printed thereon the name of
the country of origin, and that all watch
movements and plates, lever clock move.
ments with jewels in the escapement,
assembled or knocked down for reassembling, and cases shall have the name of
the manufacturer and the country of
manufacture cut, engraved, or die-sunk
conspicuously and indelibly on the plate
of the movement and the inside of the
case, respectively, and the movement and
plates shall also have marked thereon by
one of the methods indicated the number
of jewels and adjustments, said numbers
to be expressfd both in words and in
Arabic numerals and if the movement is
not adjusted the word "unadjusted"
shall be marked thereon by one of the
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methods indicated, and none of 1
0said articles shall be delivered to
w.
porter unless marked in exact conlorwity
to this direction: Provide further, That

only the number of the jewels which serve
a mechanical purpose as frictional bear.
ings shAll be marked as herein provided.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 192. Watch movements, including: time-detectors, whether imported in
cases or not, if *having not more than
seven jewels, seventy cents each; if
having more than seven jewels and not
more than eleven jewels, one dollar and
thirty-five cents each: if having more
than eleven jewels and not more than
fifteen jewels, one dollar and eipty-five
cents each; if having more than fifteen
and not more than seventeen jewels, one
dollar and twenty-five cents each and
twenty-five per centum ad valorem; if
having more than seventeen jewels, three
dollars ech and twenty-five per centum
ad valorem; watch cases and parts of
watches, chronometers, box or ship, and
parts thereof, forty per centum ad val.

PAR. 161. Watch movements, whether
imported in cases or not, watch cases and
parts of watches, chronometers, box or
ship; and parts thereof * * * all
jewels for use in the manufacture of
watches, clocks, or meters, 10 per cantum

orum;

*

* * all jewels for use in the

manufacture of watches or clocks, ten per
centum ad valorem: enameled dials for
watches or other instruments, three cents
per dial and forty per centum ad valorem:
Proided, That all watch and clock dials,
whether attached to movements or not
shall have indelibly painted or printed
thereon the country of origin, and that all
watch movements, lever clock movements with jewels in the escapement, and
cases of foreign manufacture shall have
the name of the manufacturer and country of manufacture cut, engraved, or diesunk conspicuously and indelibly on the
1,late of the movement and the inside of
the case, respectively, and the movements shall also have marked thereon by
one of the methods indicated the number
of jewels and adjustments, said number
to be expressed both in words and in
Arabic numerals; and none of the aforesaid articles shall be delivered to the importer unless marked in exact conformity
to this direction.
I

ad valorem; *

*

* enameled

dials

and dial plates for watches or other instruments. 30 per centum ad valorem:
11rovided, That all watch a clock dials,
whether attached to movements or not,
shall have indelibly painted or printed
thereon the name of the country of origin,
and that all watch movements, and plates,
lever clock movements with jewels in the
escapement, whether imported amembled or knocked down for reamsembling,
and cases of foreign manufacture, shall
have the name of the manufacturer and
country of manufacture cut, engraved, or
di.osunk conspicuously and indelibly on
the plate of the movement and the inside
of the cae,. respectively; and the movements and plates shall also have marked
thereon by one of the methods indicated
the number of jewels and adjustments,
said numbers to be expressed either in
words or in Arabic numerals; and if the
movement is not adjusted, the word
"unadjusted" shall be marked thereon
by one of the methods indicated: and
none of the aforesaid articles shall be
delivered to the importer unless marked
in exact conformity to this direction.

WATCHES, CHRONOMETERSp DIALS, AND PARTS.

(See Survey 0-26.)
WATCHES AND CHRONOMETERS.

Description and uses.-The chronometer, a timepiece of great
accuracy, is used on ships or wherever precise measurements of time
are required. It differs from the watch in its escapement, which is so
constructed that the balance is free from the wheels during the

vibrtion ; abd also in being fitted Aithasomponsatgreater pwtt
g adjustment to prevent expansion by heat or-contraction by cold
'0li4idl;
from affecting the movements. I 0-41*,e spring is
that of the watch is spiral.
The watch is a small portable timepiece or timekeeper that may be
worn on the person. It is operated by power stored in a coiled spring,
and is capable of keeping time whei held in 4ypositin.'
Modern watch movements require the use of gold, nickel, brass,
steel, and jewels of sapphire, ruby, and garnet. #Watch cases are made
of gold, silver, nickel, brass, and gun metal, and of various alloys
known under trade names as silveroid,: nickel silver aid the like.
Produd o .- The principal watch-producing centers are in Massachusetts and Illinois; most of the clocks are manufactured in Conneotiout and New York. u 1914 there were 119 establishments, emploing 23,328 wage earners, manufacturing watches and clocks and
teir parts. The capital invested was $6 ,470,000, and tbe value of
the product $35,237,431, of which $23,267,620 represented the value
ofwatches and parts. Of the 119 establishments, 15 were engaged
primarily in the manufacture of watches with a total capital invested
6f $30,388,700, 31 establishments were engaged in the Manufaoture of
watch cases with total capital invested of11 220,024, and 25,establishments were aged in the manufaoture of parts of watches and
clocks with a total capital invested of $;296,290. The cons,gumption
0.f watches in 1914 Was approximately $1,200,000 =oro in'value than
the domestic production.
Imports of watches and parts of watches for 1911-1915 averaged
$6,729,898, annually. ,The -latest importation :of. chronometers
19
d tismallest in
giaI aamount n to Si,109,
g4,
sice 1907 .*
1907, valued at $1,738. Later statistics follow':'
uanutyis

""f

,

v*

#

bity.

~Ad
valo-.

r=rate.

WATCHES, COMPLETE.

percent.

SYumbeF.
I018.....................

191........................
1910...... ....
1921
(9months) .

.............................

0..

.0.........

$3,532 570 $1,059,771
........

1084,123

1,2,32
.
0.
84t 07
..................................

3,19, 3

,28,498
1,768,50

9S5,W0.

9
.........

30
30
3
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WATCH MOVEMENTS.
1918

1919

..................................
.....................................

1 ...........................

1921 (9 months) ........

;

.......................

......................

......... $4,191,237 $1,267,371
,316, 262 6 506,207 1,951,580

,10t131

821,007

f,813',446

, ,30

30
30

3,228,280.......

WATCH CASES AND PA1TS OF WATPH90, XCBPT DIAV."

$1,
191,743 $37,623
1918.........................................
1180,361 364,108
.
1919. .............................................
............. 1308,09392 .97
2.....................................

1921 (9 months) ..........

s088?,781......... ........
1,............

30
30
30
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Calendar year.

?fORMATION1
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1919
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...........

1019............ .........

[Ad valo.
MOtS

Duty.

Value.
Orein

Quantity.

.lO

del

12L

... .... •........

'

4,0#

4 082

07

m

30

$1,94

i3,O 1

30

. 0..............

CHRONOMETERS, ETC., FOR THE SUPPLIES CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT, AN'
PAIRS OF VES8EIS.

RE-

1918...........................................................

$21,974.................

1921 (9 months) ...........

46,9321......... ..........
v
2317-59.1 .................

1919 .............................................................
1920...................................................... ............
i............................

............

6,161.................

Foreign watches come chiefly from Switzerland.
Exportm.-From 5 to 7 per cent of Ameican-made watches is
exported, chiefly to the United Kingdom and Canada. Exports
increased a little in 1919 and 1920, but fell off in 1921.
Exports since 1917 of watches and parts thereof have been by
calendar years as follows: 1918, $1,804,88; 1919, $2,273,045; 1920
$2,145,463; 1921 (9 months), $659,999, The principal countries of
destination were: In, 1918, ,Canada,
land, Australia; in 1919,
Canada,' Uazited kingdomm, Argentina, China, Australis; in 1J920,
Cauada,,Unaited Eingdom,Cub , Argenia aid Australia.
Juw~rJs.

De(,,ipqio.-Jeweli used in the manufacture of watches, clocks,
and meters include va6os"kinds of stone
te, garnet sapphire
diamond, ruby, and IlZo the synthetic or manufactured ruby and
sapphre.

Prodtc n.--arcely any jewels are produced in- the 'United
States, chiefly because of the lack of skileid workers and experience
in jewel manufacthue. Fully 95 per cent of the consumption of
watch and clock jewels is imported, principally from Switzerland,
Germany, sad Italy.
Import are from England and France in addition to the countries
mentioned, The annual average for the 121year period 1907-1918, was
$707,932. Imports in later years of jewels for use in the -ianufacture of Wat6hes, clocks, meters oropomses have been as,follows:
, lerndlrye.

190
.....
..
1 M1
.. ..,

.....

... .

.-" . . . . . . . . . . . ..

. '. -,.-*.. ...
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....

.

.

....

.

. ... . . . . . .., . . .
1921 (9Montos). ........... . .. ....
.... . ..;...........
.....

Value.

.

. .•.
. .

1!14,077
1,341,473
1,853tl115
1,217,772

JDuty,

yAd
alo.

rm rate.

-P&cow.:
$N4,308
10
1341141
10
185,311 ,
10
. ...........

Export.-None recorded.
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Description and uwea.-A dial is the plate or face on which the
pointer or index moves for the purpose of indicating time, revolutions,
pressure, points of the compass etc.
Produce n.--Most domestic dials are produced in Waltham, Mass.
Import.-Between 70 and 95 per cent of the annual imports come
from Switzerland.
Impor- since 1917 of enameled dials for watches or other instruiments have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Number.
1918.....................................................
..
1919.....................................................
38,108
1920 ...............................................
52 784
1921 (9 months)..
............................
139,54

Value.

.28.
14,085
18,487
44.65

Duty.

2,18
4,211
5,40

Ad valo.
Per cent.

30

30
30

..Fport8.--4one recorded,.
WATCH CRYSTALS.

t1?or dission
'0:'

V
I

s)e

par. 238, p. 3W6.]

0NEBAL. NOTE8 ON PARAGRAPH.

Imp'tai, canges in dta sif~t .- In H. R. 7456 watch movements, whether imported in, cases or otherwise, assembled or knocked
down for reassemblihg, have been divided into eight classes, according
to the number of jewels and adjustment of each movement, with
specific rate of duty on each class and an additional ad valorem rate
si duty,; watchcases and parts of.watches, ,cronometers, box or
hp
parts thereof, are classed together,..,
Lever cock moveMents, etc., which were classed with the above
articles in the act of 1913, have been provided for in paragraph 368
of H. R. 7456.,
Time detectors have been omitted from paragraph 367 of H. R.
7456, but might be said to be covered by paragraph 368.
Jewels for compass are specifically mentioned in H. R. 7456
(par. 367).
H. R. 7456 has an additional provision that ony the number of
jewels which serve a mechanical purpose as friqtional bearings shall
be marked.
o,,iting
aagrap4s.367 and 308: The provisos to
these two paragraphs contain in part similar provisions, but differing
in some requirements.
Sugge.8t clungs.--This paragraph includes in the first proviso
"lever clock movements with jewels in the escapement, assembled or
knocked down for reassembling, but omits them from the purview
of the par aaph. Paragraph 368 relates to clock movements.
Page 67, lines 4-8 of page 67 of H. R. 7456: There is apparently
no provision for 16 jewels adjusted. If it is intended to include them
wi
vi the 17 jewels, "having seventeen jewels and" might be striokeI)
out in lines 6, 7 and 8.
"For reassembling" requires determination of use, which is difficult
"assembled or knocked down" appears sufficient for the purpose
in view.
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PAR. 368. Clocks and clock moi
ments, and clockwork mechanisms, cam
or uncased, whether imported comph
or in parts, and any device or mech.nl
having an essential operating feature J
tended for measuring time, cc the flows
of water, gas, electricity, or similar um
or for regulating or controlling the ape,
of arbors, drums, disks, or similar uses,
for recording, indicating, or performii
any operation or function at a predetA
mined time or times, any f the, foregoii
whether wholly or partly complete
knocked down for reamembling (in whi(
condition they shall be appraised at t
valuation of the complete article); cas
and casingo for clockwork mechanisms in
ported separately; all the foregoing,
per centum ad valorem; and in additic
thereto, upon any of the foregoing rtic4
or parts thereof, havin jewes, but n(
more than two jewels intheescapement,
each; having more than two but not mo
than four jewels, $2 each; having moz
than four jewels, $4each; if without jem
Oes in the ecapement and valued at nc
over $1.10 each, 35 cents each; valued a
more than $1.10 and not more than $2.2
etch, 70 cents each; valued at more tha
$2.25 but not more than $5each, $1eacb
valued atmore than $5but not more thi
$10 each, $2 each; valued atrmore thai
$10 each, $3 each ; all parts and material

for use in any of the foregoing im,porte(

separately, and not specially provided for
40 per centum ad valorem: 'Proftdd,Thai
all dials and the front or back plate of th,
movement frame of any of the foregoin
when imported shall have the name of the
maker, t e country where manufactured,
and the number of jewels, if any, indeli.
bly stamped on the most visible part ol
sam;,but it such mar
are in whole
or in part sufficiently similar to the trade
name of an established American manufacturer as to be liable to deceive the user
in the United States, entry thereof shall
bq denied if such trade name or trade.
mark has been plod on file with the collector of customs.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 192. *, *

* lever clock move.

ments having jewels in the escapement,
and clocks containing such movements
one dollar each and forty per centum ad
valorem; all other clocks and parts there.
of, not otherwise provided for in this section, whether separately packed or other.
wise, not composed wholly or in chief
value of china, porcelain pauian, bisque,
or earthenware, forty per centum ad va-

..

..

ACT"

O

.

:

'

PAR. 161. * * * lever clock. move-,
ments having jewels in the escapement,'
and clocks containing such movements,
all other clocks and parts thereof, not
otherwise provided for in this section,
whether eparately packed or otherwise,
not composed wholly or in chief value of
china, porcelain, parian, bisque, or
earthenware, 30 per centum ad valorem;
* * * time detectors,

15 per centum

I
AOT OF 1909.OA? 1!A

A2~GE~, M1B~s
,:t) ",

AOT OF 1913.

loremn;
elfa*ieT
e
d"ai for ad valorem; eameed4 dals and dial
watches or other instruments, three cents latest for watches or other instruments,
er dil and forty per centum ad valorem:
er centum ad'vaorem: 1

[See proviso to par. 367, H. R. 7456.1

[See provio to par. 867,,H. R. 74P6.1

LOOKS.

(See Survey G-28.)

DescriPtionand ue.-Modem clock movements require the use of
gold, nickel, brass, steel, and jewels of sapphire, ruby, and garnet.
Clock cases are made of wood, metal china, porcelain, parian, bisque,
marble, earthenware, stoneware, ana crockery ware.
Production.-Most of the clocks are manufactured in Connecticut and
New York. In 1914 there were48 establishments engaged'in the mailufacture of clocks, with a total capital invested of $13,564,482, and 25
establishments engaged in the manufacture of parts of watches and
clocks, with a total capital invested of $1,296,290. The production
of clocks and parts for 1914 amounted to $11,969,811. The production of clocks exceeded the consumption by about $600,000. In 1919
therewere 46 establishments with a total output valued at $23,380,000.
tmporte.-Before the war clocks were received chiefly from Germany, and since the war mainly from France, Switzerland, and the
United Kingdom. The importation :of clocks, and parts of clocks
during the five year period 1911 to 1015 shows an annual average of
.$794,389; of this amount clocks and parts received from Germany
averaged $586,407, or 73 per cent. After 1915 the imports decreased
rapidly until the fiscal year 1918. The imports from Germany in 1918
were valued at only $12. However; by 1920 the imprti from that
country increased to $115,023. Statistics for the years 1918 to 1921

follow:

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

LEVER CLOCK MOVEMENTS HAVING JEWELS IN THE ESCAPEMENT, AND CLOCKS
CONTAINING SUCH MOVEMENTS.
1918 .
........................................
1919
.........................................
1920.......................
..............

19M (9months) ...............................

Xsmab
002
81
1,2
i,98

2,01

$4,629
2,291

21

$1,320
687

1,7

Per cent.
30
30

................

ALL OTHER CLOCKS AND CLOCK MOVEMENTS', ETC., AND PARTS OF (EXCEPT DIALS).
1918.........

...................................

22
$14,47
1919 ......................
140,537
42161
192 .........
...........
.........................
'A
191(9 mouth$)......................................78988......"............. 150249 .

30

30
30

0UMNM
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EFpots.-,-A largepercentage of the exports of .aloc aidparts of
clocks has gone to the United Kingdom and Caadai The expots
from- 110,to 1915 :averaged about $1,500,000, und fromI910 to I118
about $2,500,0,O
.Exports since 1917, have ben' by calendar years
asfollows: 1918- $2,147,980; 1919, $8,920,514 Ip1020, *4,897,072;
and 1921 (9 months), $2,136,505.

;

Exports. of gas, and water meters were. 1918, $43,001; 1919j,
$763,691; 1920, $705,037; 1921 (9 months), $629,269; and of elec
trical meters and measuring instruments, 1918, $1,887,925; 1919,
$2,891,307; 1920, $2,676;538 1921 (9 months), $2,347,921.
The principal countries of destination for clocks and parts of clocks
were Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, and Argentina., Electrical meters and measuring instruments went principally to Japan,
Canada, the United Kingdom, Brazil, and Australia.
Important,dsangoe in

graph below.

8ass8ation,

etc.)-See General Notes on Para-

TIME DETEOTORS.

Description and uwe.-A time detector is a watch or clock used for

obtaining time records of watchmen's rounds.
Prodution.-Time detectors are largely made by hand. The
variety in,styles and sizes, and the small number sold, preclude the
use of automatic machinory in their manufacture. ,
Imports.-During the nine months October 4, 1913, to June 30,
1914, imports were valued at $27,476. Later statistics follow:
Ad

Calendar year.

quantity.

Value.

Number.

1918..........................................................
1919...................................................
1920.............................................

1921 (9 months) ..................

.........

19527

151

4601

$,0
1,324

Duty.

$759
79
199

valorem
rate.

Per cent.

35,251...............

15
15
15

Ezports.-None recorded,

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.
Important dekngee in daee8iciion.-Lever clock movements having

jewels in the escapement, and clocks containing such movements, all
other clocks and parts thereof, etc., are classified with watch movements, etc., in paragraph 161 of the act of.1913. Clocks and clock

movements are given a separate paragraph in H. R. 7456 with the
special mention of cases and casings for clockwork mechanisms,
which were omitted in the act of 1913. The following clause is also
inserted in this paragraph: "any device or mchanism having an

essential operating feature intended for measuring time, or the flow-

age of water, gas, electricity, or similar uses, or for regulating or con-

trolling the speed of arbors drums, disks, or similar uses, or for
recording, indcating, or performing any operation or' function at a

predetermined time or tiines."

Clock movements, which were all in one class in the act of 1913,

have been divided into three groups according to the number of jewels

in the movement; and of movements without jewels, into five groups
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according to value. Each group or class ha in addition to an ad
valorem rate of duty, a specific rate of daty.
The provision n the proviso "but if such marliAs ore in whole
or in part sufficiently similar to the trade name of an established
American manufacturer, as to be liable to deceive the user in the
United States, entry thereof shall be denied if such trade name or
trade-mark has been placed on file with the collector of customs" is
new.
Suggeted ckang.--The proviso states that "dials, etc., * * *
when imported shall have the name of the maker, the country
where manufactured, and the number of jewels, if any, indelibly stamped on the most visible part of same; * * *

"

This

clause might be as follows: "Provi&d, That all dials, whether
attached to movements or not, when imported, shall have indelibly
painted, printed, or stamped theren the name of the country of
origin, and the front or back plate of the movement frame of any of
the foregoing, when imported, shall have the name of the maker, the
name of the country where manufactured, and the number of jewels,
if any, indelibly stamped on the most visible part of same; but if
such markings are in whole orin part sufficiently similar to the trade
name of an established American manufacturer as to be liable to
deceive 'the user in the United States, entry thereof shall be denied,
if such trade name or trade-mark has been placed on file with the col-

lector of customs."

If the name of.the, maker and name of country of origin are to be
marked upon clock cases, provision should also be made therefor.
"For reassembling" requires determination of use, which is difficult;."assembled or knocked down" appears sufficient for the purpose in view.
PARAGRAPH 869..
SENATE AMENDMENTB.

H. R. 7456.
PAR.

369. Automobiles,

automobile

bodies, automobile chassis, and parts of
automobiles, not including tires, 25 per
centum ad valorem: Proidd, That if
there be imported into the United States

AY9f thq

inr

articles nsnuctured

1i or exportd from any country which
iipose a duty eater than 25 per centum
ad valorew upon similar articles exported
from their United ,States, there shall be

levied, paid, and collecteOl upon such arby sch country iin such articles im-

ticles'a duty equal'to the duty impoe

porte 4roma the Uited States, but not
to exceed jn any case 50 per centum ad
,valorem.
ACT O ~r
0O.
'PAR.

141. Automnobiles,

and

AOT, 0o 1918.,
PAR. 119. Automobiles,

v'alued

at

fnihoed part of,ay dithe foregoiog, not $2,000 or more, and automobile bodies, 45

including tires, forty-five per centum ad

per contum ad valotem- automobiles
valued at lessthan $2,000, 30 per centui
ad valorem;,automobile chassis, and finished parts of automobiles, not including

tires, 3o per c~litum ad valorem.

91
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(See Survey 0-10.)

Descriptionand use.-Automobies may be divided into two general
clauses--passenger and comm ercial. Unofficialrepor'ts gave registered
motor vehicles in the United States (Dec. 1, 1921) as 10,000,000, of
which 1,000,000 were trucks or commercial oas,.and the remainder
passenger cars. In 1921, 83 per cent of the cars m use in the world
were in the United States.. The license fees paid amounted to
$102,034,000. The domestic gasoline production for 11-,months of
1918 is officially given as 3,278,568,498 gallons.
Produetion.-The summary of the Census Bureau concerning the
automobile industry for 1919 states that reports were received in
1919 from 315 establishments with products valued at $2,387,834,000, as compared with 300 establishments in 1914 with products
to the amount of $508,230,000. Of the total value of products in
1919, about 56 per cent, or $1,332,076 000, was reported by the 68
establishments located in Michigan. The total number of automo-

biles manufactured in 1919 was

1 683 ,938 ,

valued at $1,555,129,000,

as compared with 537,039 in 1914, valued at $465,058,000, an increase
nearly three fold in number and more than that in value. In
1919 the total number of automobiles included oni 3,034 electric
and 406 steam propelled machineS, while in 1914 there were 4,669
electric and 401 steam automobiles manufactured. The $533 068 000
reported as the value of bodie:sand parts represents only such bodies
and parts as were produced for sale by establishments engaged in the
manufacture of complete autohobilesi and does not inc lde the value
of bodies and parts made by establishment. making no automoblwp.
Relative production figures are given in the following table.
1914

1919

Type
Nwhiber.
Passenger vehicles ......................
Business vehicles ......................
All othervebici, ., . ,, ,,
Total.
T

f..

.......

.

...

Value'

634438 5418,096,000
24 172
40, 278 000
11,084,000
2,..9

.

,,

Number.
1, 3,349
120,914
,

6

Value.
$1,318,8,000
212,204,000
14,887,000

88,

. ... ........

Fluithenbre,: in 1919; the manufacture of 5,012. automobiles and
80 trailers to the value of $8,067,562, and in 1914 4,258'automobile
valued ,it $;296,6ws, -Were: rerlted, byI establishments engaged
primariyinoth&erindustrits."'"

,

'"'

,

Impo:.-+-The imports'of~automobil and partsreached a~ium
in 1907,; thereafter itdeclitekd until 1918. Since 1918! inportd'havi
inrdaed :rpidly, amounting ;,in 1920. to, over, $2,0)00,000, ,which,'
nevertheless, is1only about one-tenth of 1 per cent of ,the 4omestice
production failthit year, Bor the .War. the: prinipl, soureaof
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imports were France (which ,An ed',about half), Great Britain,
Germany, and Italy. Imports for later years have been as follow:
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PAjtT8 OF AUTOMOBILESB, NOT INCLUDING TIBBS.
84,747
....
115, W
199....~.................
... m238,781,807W
..............
19. ............................
1l1 (O months) ..............................
......................

30
30

In 1920 Canada supplied about one-third of the imports: onethird came from Englad, and consisted almost entirely of parts.
A considerable portion of the remainder was from France.
The importations of automobile engines are small, being in 1919
and -1921 as follow~i;191%-8 ,valued at,8185; 1921 .(9 months), 2
valued at8$1,232.
_.porw-re. Expotts for the year 1916, the lastyeabefore the United
States entered the war, were $122,633,710, amounting to about 13
per:cet of ,th domestico prod otin. k,,&te %Rsa year 1918 they
adtdeclined to. 1114,266,875, or 6bout; 9per cent of the production.
Inithe, fiscal year .1920, exports kad,iuiereased to- $298,219,875,
or 13, per -cent of ,production t.Tart. of,; automobiles,, other than
iensn,
andik.reaaie~tW in the calendar yea. 1920 shw a value of
$86,1981013, is compared with $6,624 232 in 1914, kxzorttatistics
for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 follow:
..
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cowinidalautomobila:,
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.... ............. ,..,........
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8,641
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mm
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;, 6 4V
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.
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14 $1jj,'it 001187,37V8.4II
. AM
,
t0
6,
$
v,
.,."a
j aC z
alue ............................ .......... .............. ..............
,
"
.2,
Passenger chassis:
4A
11,797
Quantity (number)...
$12,561,897 I$2,239,866
..............
Value ....................... ;.
Automobile engines gasoline:
30,581,
a1,358 , K 03,
number ) .......................
Quantity ..................................
t ,, o 57
$4,)t
"80 , $1i
I|s30,813
7
Vtdue,..
,
$
Parts of automobiles (not Including engines
I

and

uantfty (nm()........................

....................................

$33,,0 $42,682,16

886,198,018

W X,

I Included In automobiles, parts of," prior to 1920.

The.'principal countries of destination in 1920 were, -in order of
magntude, the United Kih4bmi nada Austraa atidt NeW .ZI
zil .
lana, Cuba, Argentina, andiii
Important changas in dwAsaifon.-I H. R. 7456, "automobiles,
automobile bodies, automobile e as6(si and parts of automobiles,
foil vs:
ardacied tog pher. Auwprov
not
inclu Ie ginlprl,
If there
to t Uted St,a" ny of thef:egoi
esh"
d iW:ot exort;tfroi any cOubtt
articles maiuf '
r_~
i u 2 v,l orem upox
a uygreatg, ha 5per ceI
e'vied, paid, and
exported from the United States, there 'sh l
collected upon such articles a duty equal to the duty imposed by
such country upon such articles imported from the United Stat.,
but not to exceed in any case 50 per centum ad valorem.
The word "finished'. in-parWaph 119 of theact of 1913 is omitted
before "parts of automobiles,"
Suggest change.-age 70, lines 1 and 2, of H. R. 7456: Chang
"levied, paid, and collected,'. to "levied, collected, and paid" to
with usual practice.
If it shall be d0W'd ohve unftilsh -bodie',and, othe'parte of
automobiles come within, this paarph inid of 'being elsesifled
that
of chief value itoris suggested
according to Component materialwhether
be
fed," 1)fined
the wor& "all te foregoing,
inserted after the word "automobiles" in line 21, page 69.
PARAGRAPH 870.
X. 3.7480.

SENATE AM'pD

TiS.

PAR. 370. Airpl nis, hydroplaes,
motor boat., and part tl ow 80 Per
centum ad valorem.

ACT oR 1909.

ACT O 1913.

[No correponding provision; clamable
[No corresponding provision; clamable
acleorin.to
at
of'dbifte&*rding
aomccot
.
val ue .] to component mater of..chif
i
valu e

AIRPLANES.

Production.-Statistics of the Bureau of the Census show that
reports were received from 31 establishments engaged ia the ,aircraft
industry in 1919 with products valued at $14,372,643; as compared
with 18 establishments in 1914 with products valued at $789,872. Of
the 31 establis ments report fog'the year 1919 10 were 10c*ted in
New York, 4 in Ohio, 2'each in California, ieus h~hsetts, and
Missouri.
Summary of etatitic* of the aicrqft industry, 1919
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........ .

TOtej value of products., .........

...................

31
$14, 372,643

............................
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Value. .........................................................
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230

$4,580 016
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AU other products, inudmig partean repair work .....................
MOTOR

$4,667.505

OAT.

4 '1919 tberewere built by private establishments 1,159 Motor
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it 06 b ,t1 #
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.destinition follows:, 01

,of +a'rplane
Brazil,
Frlinco, azid _Argntin;i
airplanes,
the Unitsed Peru,
Kingdom,
Hong-o7
and Canada;
of zotor pars,.
boata

about one-haltWent to LatiAea'can counties"
'---lImporlU chre_# in/ zee{dct.T q his is a rie pi'maph,, ' Un.;
aooriii to the, oomponent,
the' act~
ofi 1 !13'.they.
der
material
of chief'
value .are Alassifld
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'I,
,
,
ugeited chanes,-The Word'!' thereof" iofline 7, page 70, might
be changed to "of the foregoing" to prevent possible restriction' to
motor boats, "the immediately' preceding commodity .' Consideration
offinished
theparagraph
discussion
be given
might
under also
paragraph
369toand
of
371.
.. ando unftnised
,. partsa
:,O

'

SUMKAZ

OF .AlUF t R1FU&hTON, 1W.
PARAGRAPH 871.

"ANATI AX*NN)NUUTS.

W.I. 74N.
Pan. 371. Bicycles, motor cycles, and
finished Pa of bicycles and motor cycle, 30 per centum ad valorem: Pro=i,

That if there be-imported into the Vnited

State. any of the foregoin articles manu-

from any
in or exported
factured
thancountry
30 per
a duty greater
which imposes
centum ad valorem upon similar articles

exported from the United States, there
"lIii be levied, paid, and collected upon
'I to the
equal
articles
such
podby
sucha duty
country
upon
suchduty
articles
mprte from the United States, but not
to exceed in any case 50 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAn. 120. Bicycles, motor cycles, and
PAn. 141. * * *bicycles, and motorcycles, and finished part. of any of the finmhed parts thereof, not including tires,
foregoing, not including tires, forty-five 26 per centum ad valorem.
per centum ad valorem.

BIOYOLU AND MOTOR CTOLS.
(See Survey'0-14.)

DcTcip n and ta.-Bicycles and motor cycles are used to a considerable extent by'worlunen and others as a means of transportation
to and from work. Both are used commercially for the delivery of
olie~dorganizazensate and small parces of merehatdise,
tions or patrol and special duty. Motor cycles are of grts. value for

military as well is police Purposes. Po

tl:

ynd ma,

es of 20

homepower are made, and side car are provided with a seatig capacity of two or more, and are equipped with tops, wind ahilds, and
Upholstery.
Production of bicycles in 1914 was 398,899 machines, valued at
$5,361,230. The output in the year ended August 31, 1918 was estimated by the War IidstriesDoard as 507,207. The production of
motor cycles for the sag period was estimated as 53,700. In the
calendar year 1914 the Iutput was 62,793 machines, valued at
$1.2,308,447. The production of bicycles in 1919 was 470,675 ma, ,34 l and the number of motor cycles was
chines, ,valued at, &12 277
59,214, valued at $16176,065,'. During ,the period 1914 to 191P the
bicycle industry again showed. apid growth, much greae tha, taat
t product of the bi.iycle
tvaluheof,
total
of the motor cycle. .;
1919. Jther
and
,$3,105,996,in
1014
in
$22,234,262
Industry. was,
1919.
in
$2#206,743
and
iM,1914
$4,647,798
produced of bicycles
industres
ImpoU.-Imports
increased up: to the time of
the war; they were chiefly fiom.England, but a portion, came from
Germany.
IImports in 1914 of, bicycles and finished parts were valued at
$205,062, motor cyles,and finished parts at $55,869.
.
Later statistics follow:
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Export.-Exports of bicycles, tric cle, etc., in the fiscal year 1918
amounted to $1,366,747 and in 1914 to $608,931; which was 10per
,ent of domestic production. Motor cycles exported in 1918 numbered 10,599, valued at $2,364,785, having increased from 6,410,
valued at $ 234,194, in 1914. The exports in 1914 equaled 10 per
cent of the domestic production. In the ye 1919, 4 per cent of
the domestic production of motorcycles and about 21 per. cent of
domestic production of bicycles were exported. Exports of bicycles
tricycles, etc., for the calendar years 1918 to1921 have been valued
as follows: 1918, $1,540,920; 1919, $3,2341915; 1920' $4,725,643; 1921
(9months), $1,353,234. The principal countries destination were
in 1918, Japan Norway Can.as, Italy- in 1919, United: Kingjomi
Japan Denmark Netherlands, in 1920,Ja pau, Sweden, UnitedxLg
dom, Netherlands. Exports of motorcycles for the Calendar years
1918 to 1921 have been as follows:
_

_

_

_

Vglue
..................................
uanty
(number) ...

_

.1.

_1918

[4X1

11:
212

481

190
$10,71

:o

I:

M8
W78~ $3011,8
9,0

The principal countries of destination were, in 1918, Australia,
Italy; British South Afric&; ifi 1910, Netherlandr/ Austrais, Norway, British South Africa; in 1920, 8wedeni N eheioAndsi
tralia,
United, Kingdoi.'
Imporo~ta cd*ge# i~t~
etfiasi L"-The wood& inathinltding
tires' areomitte, ndthe pr.ov is new.,
.
Su getedc
e.,-Page '0, line 14, f H. 1I 7450: Ohage levied,
paid, ,and tollecied'f to 'levied, collected, ,and paid"' t agee with
usual' ptatice.
If the suggestion under paragraph 369 that both finished and
unfinished-parts of automobiles be specially provided for should be
adopted, there is a question whethertnfinishid parts of bicycles and
motor cycles should not be specially provided for in this paragraph.
Bicycles and motor cycles in line , page 70, might be changed
to "the foregoing," if the suggestion under paragraph 370 should-be
adopted.

OJMARTY AN MAM W.',flWROAT1q 1M2

PARAORAPUM 872.

a. 7'4$~.

Ux~i~

';A

PANR. 372. Steam engines and steam
tpes
of mvue tools,

marine tools an

eplju4dery rm-bes, including shuttles

for 3~i~and embroidery machines,,
machine. -for
ceniakif mclj"~
ta and nettings,
Inaki late dr
and all other machine or parts thereof,
ly pro
finished or unfinished not e
&0-I'
a6Mu:
videdJ4
Prowd, That machine tools as used in
is parspaph shall-beheld t0 mean any
machine :opemting otler than ,by hand
over .wlii(h. emplopt
.. on
.
.. tool- for work
metal.

,
'X"

,

T.lll

......
.

'. .

ACT OF 1909.

..

.

ACT OF 1018.
ptea

-ngi)qq1"t

&ichirjery'2~

3

j~t&a

inkmchiue tools,

cmtvputgpreen

1

1

machine

thirty pe.r eentum broii,
ma~hns,' ar ,Ie-iaking
oAd all steam .e
m and: acbmesi, including n1tOZ eafor,mking
a4,:vaIprejp4, ,t Me. 'fi
per
la'inel8,.or
rot_.,n95
,
X, n,,n
Cent utn ag yal"--- ,*a'
tol- se
lib.es for li l" Td1lde'dntnUA
rat p&if blfeldto men
'a
- ,if
hittlng, fqit-fhre peNventuimr
rem' Io-Idd."
t
,: hoq
That all.em. any. macldii&,o, eted, by tror than
bv40o !y
ouinee
anq -Lever,. or, ;Go- hand power which,, employ ,a -tool ifor
throi~~~gh
acio ~vines"
Wb-ukn workinygw ipal.
i.YPARt,
j4,
8 1ewing.naclmes,
.otil ohly oi'tlie we
of 'n clothn
lbe
; "'
half, 6iim' sepaktorgY'alue at; ikt'exceedfiffltdWit)
.th
,
whetherhdr im'ortkd in
ift Wported jxaotvito JRaaIWy first ,n64
Atticl"I or,! wv not apetefr llPf
d
4pFyr',
:67.
providd for'e.th.a section,* * *

ifb

fill

.i'

*

STEAM ENOINS, STEAM
. .

O noA/i.

bnwh
lint
ly chid'rue of

iron, steel, lead, copper, .bras, nickel,
pewter, zinc, aluminum, or other metal,
but not plated with gold or silver, and
whether partly or wholly manufactured,
20 per tentum ad valorem, (Covering
Pui
rtof machine toolsej
OO(MOTIVES, MAOMNE TWoLS, ETC.

. -,i

, ,:

. .

!, p = ."Q,! , ".
, j as":

Dev.'.ioi ,-.eawengines -may be desoib.as pri movers
y,, premnro, or,kinetic eai.rgy of stim to
.which uttili'ot e:honA

generate power; reciprocating and rotary engines ard steomI turbines

ar included in .t iW.designation. Staw locomotiwe are of two
iidusriallocomotives.
engine. ad pasp
railroad
standard
general
ger, freight and
further
distingulshd
Railroadclasses,
:eagipsare
switching engines, ,The a es euumorated in t .paragroph are
certain specialized types producing widely varying coMModities or
utilities.:. : 'h term 'a" m ine tools? ,has niot vey: 4efinit .or, fixed
od,.t proi, design
enmachiri,
, w& mndrive~
!a~ssqf
meaning.
cozmidlerblo
numbers with.a
gre~t
pf5 artioe
l~e,iphg~eOn type
S
ib ,,

ptuniv

041If hIdto
Tar.
1,

4.

rt

T)

Immnt.1 otherwiepopsbly dutiable-a machues

ers, nut tappers, gear cutters, and spring-meiking machM±. Th

are. styled 'specpa" machine, _ley, uuula.wn
a corn-.
pleted productor one requiring little subseuent finishing.-out-The other
claes.properlycal ud hine'tools, consists of'pomudriven forming
or"Naping machines which are not special, but are ada ptable for all
kinds of work within their sp~q 9,0 shapes of 1e4talstclkor raw
material. Machine tools are 'so e 6d in the act of 1913 as to
include both the above c aep.
" fetal-working nachu6rr" is a term a applied to power-operate4
maching 'or wo4g metals in the-form of bars rods, wire, plat,
sheets, or casting;but excluding machinery used in t he produbtioi4
the metal in the forms mentioned. Metal-working machinery, as
ordinarily understood,- dos-not iiicludx iiachines or tools for use in
the hand trades, like plumber's and tinsmith's tools and watchmaker's, lthws, hojrli-g-iUwm machinery, cranes, hoists, etc.
Embroidering and lace-making machines and machines for makin
lace
curtains,
neti, orOther
net curtains
textile,
ma*,ey..
kiads ofare highly
il,"specialized,
ierywhich as
provided' 'fr un er thee bsketc abuse and 'ConStitute one- of the
largest imports in the machinery group, are included in the nqw,
paragaph 'under. ,All
'
other machines."' Printing machinery, calci
latingmachiaes, electrical machinery, cream separators, cigaretp mnchinery, baker's machinery,tiva
andi~ts&in
candy-makin
'machinery may also
this group
be mentioned as of competi
Production.--In 1914 steam bcomotives valued at $46,968,144,
were madoctureiip 33 establish ents, and all other steam engines,
valued At',, $30,498638, Ji 243. establishments.

The. value of

steam engines made in 1919 was $72,047,000. The produidtion of
printing presses in 1914 amounted to $8,396,508, the output of 88
establishments :,Manufactured n:etalworking mIt winery for 1914
was valued at $48,866,186, of which $31,446,660 represented machine
tools. Thp census figures for 1919 show an output of metal-working
machifies valued at $212,225,000. / The census reports production
of textile machinery valued at $30,437,689 in 1914 and $121,006;000
in 1919, but gives no separate figures fof embroidering and lace-.
making machinery and dAchis-l 'Mald g lac curtains, nets, or
net curtains. Lace and embroidery machines are not made in the
United States.
Both Eiglan4 and Germany are important producers of the
articles in this paragraph. Before the war Germany had a large
foreign trade in maphine tools ai -oxpQrted :to the United States.
England was a great producer and exporter of textile machinery.
rports.-The imports of steam engines in recent years have been
negligible as compared with the domestic production. Imports
were $1831539 in 1912 Lnd $13,945 in 1917. Imports of steam
locomotives have been negligible, ranging from 1, valued at $3,324
in 1915 to 21, valued 'ato$170,037, in 19186(fiscal year). Imports of
machine tools were $306,096 in 1914 and $100,685 in 1915. Imports
of embroidery. and lace-making machines, etc.,. were $1,792,216 in
1911 and $434 041' in 1914. 'Imports of printing, presses were
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Epor.-Exports of steam engines were $2,112,337 in 1913, and
$594,916 in 1915. Exports of steam locomotives were $6,442,674 in
1913, and. $2,116,866 in 1015, * Those. of. machine tools were
$14,011,359 in 1914, and $84)835,410 in 1917. Exports f rint.g
presses were $2,487,277 in 1914. In 1914 the exports o?textile
machinery' gregated $1,611,279. There wore no exports of embroidery and-1acet-makijn machines, etc. Exports have been, as
follows:
IOUO
$:"-..
.
"
""
"
1918

1M2

1919,

( 1921i.

8t..ni loeomotves:

...............
1,062
Va...........................
$7,04,02
$276, 9728
Quantity (number)..

Machine to s ..........................

$11,6Z,360

1,711
$58.60j47

794
46,600

312.40000 $13,901,243

4,140,439

Cotton looms:
u tlty
... (mber)....................
lue.78

2788

Teoule mII1ry, all ot ........................................
$M

Cream saep:ofto:
,uanity (number)....... . ...

Blue ...............

Plil tnPlSmeS ...........

All

.

p*,80

..... . .....

.....

21,822

22,480

24,915

,$841171 $1,01,821
WF,2
08,

11, 106,298
23,711

j78,,

8,,0

$1,402,8%8

M

$281,210

$7,500,714
7,342

7;417
516,125
$60,6fa,72

The exports of steam locomotives have been principally to the Far
FAdt and Latin America,: but, some num oer hasbeen sent to France,
and' formerly both Spain and Russia were important customers.

tfr P3 nufacturing centers of
t to m
Machine tools are 0xpQrd
Textil" machineryy. s exported
a d VC
a n "na
Europe and to
t9(,,Qisa and Japan i d,,,a.o (special types) to Canada and the
United Kingdott, Canada, -Argentina, France, Australia, and New
Zealand are the principal markets for the cream separators exported.
In addition to the above classes of-machinery, there are a great many
different kinds of machinery that fiVre largely in our export trade,
but which are not imported iii stufl'ct i entity to warrant the publipation .ff peparateo statistics. The destinations of these different
the machine,
but
to thetable
nature
of 6isme,.
assesof vary,
of of
exports
by, alnjidar
ted according
in the following
uiiost
the iten
year are consigned to Canada, Great Britain, Japan, or France:
Mincellaneoue machintry.
1918

I
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$5,799, 88
83363. 49
Dy amos or generators ...............
2 749, 7A . ,0$4,77
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2 9
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Motors .......
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2, 9. 300
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-...................
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315,337.
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Engine and parts of1.
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Internal-combustion engines8
=
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All other engines .................
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Boilers
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All other
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* Flourand glst millmachinery ...........

,

Power m

420,8
nci.es.
..................
269,136
All other ..........
8
..
......
239,3
Aw mowerS...........
Mletal-workin acbinery--P
9,853,507
.......
then......................
0,161,876
All other ................ .............
3
3,978,664
Mhlnk machInery
Oll-well machinery................ 2,759,286
8,730,338
All other ...............
1,67,622
Papr and pulp mill machinery ............
Pump andpumping machinery .......... 6008,010
1,438,110
Rerigerating machinery.............
712,003
..................
Wr, dmills........
IIncltdwin addtlaat.imactdos a few itomi (e g. telephones

not clse as machis hu thtt

,ns m

aflsute# owanI

86,105,247
.1,129,733
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3,670,.045
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" 2105,61,.479
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I37,849'
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1 NA, A,4
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8,406,891
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4,415,467
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24 40,286
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$7,796,305
3,601, 419
13,421,550
707,719
4 438, 773
-713 798

,979,976
23 419,052
2,325,498
3,431,129
238,004
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(9 months).

480. 158
32.86.,433
- '.
6,790,47
6,490, 8W
622,194
974
.1,517,537

?W, 0,4p

2,4
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1920

3,314,473

134,

2......
8K9,535
2,881,445

2, I

1

,410,576

4,431,019
8,096,288
22,15,874

370,809
950,173
105,553
1, 04,985
4,320,,M4
10,
222,849

2,376,802

1888,201

, 012; 727

2,044,264

796,058
399,736
478,683

1,136,770
903,78
455921

787,213
312,401
395, 073

10,136,877
6,494,060
3,406
0

7,576,123
8,946,490
18,830,377

2,643,649
1,000,958
9,724,201
9978 87
,583,510

1,18,763

1,386,892

6 22 284
8,990,9
2,262,015
3,958,873
8 048,697
10,690,224
13,684,468
9,067,458
1,415,789
2,141,110
3,820, 062
1f574,734
2,258,750
1,091,648
and electrical apparatus) that are strictly
3,618,972
9,26,319
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machine tools, for shuttles for sowing or. embroidery machines, and
for all other machines or parts thereof, are new.. ,.Printing prew ,
which are specially providedfor in paragraph, 165 of the act of 1913,
and cream separators valued at.not exceeding $75, whih arespecially
mentioued ,in
that aci are noti
441 ot.machineshave
paragraph
rovided,
boon:taifene
or sewing
.7456.for inShuttles
,
from the free list (parts of sewing machines).
"l othor,
teru
the
far-reoeh'
There is doubt as to how
or parts thereof, finished or--unfinished," i* intended ,to bet.1 'Many
inqumes have been received in regard to the inclusion of certain
articles in the provision, such asprting presses, combination typewriter and adding machine, and cream separators.
Electrical, telegraph,* and telephone alaratus, appliances, etc.,
absence
have .ala been th e subjectr. of numerous mqumpne. f. . ._the
para.
within
come
will
articles
such
enumeration
of a more specific
value
child
inor
wholly
manufactures,
as
7456
R.
graph 393 of H.
I, of:
!ph.
phragm
tli
wtl4
machines
as
classable
unless
metal,

., 740.

PARAGRAP11 878.
SENATE AMENDMENT.

PAR. 373. Shovels, spades scoops, and
draiuag" tools, 'aid'-part :thereof,.: tomposed wholly orii'hief value of iron,
lead, cop*,- brass, nickel,. alumisteel,
fim , or 'other meial, whether Pimtly or

"
''

'

.

'

-

.

wholly fimnufactured,' 25 i centum Ad

valorem.

cnni4
e,&e
AdT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 199. Articles or wares not specially provided for in this sectioncom,or
posed wholly or in part of iron, steel,
lead, copper,'iickel, pewter, zinc, gold,;
silver, platinum, aluminuni, or other,
or ,wholly
partly
and, whether,
metal,
ad
per ct!mpi
forty-five
manufactured,
..
valokem.

_____

¢

'

'

..

PAR. 167. Articles or wares not speciallyprovidedforinthis section; * * *
if composed wholly or in chief value of
W.ron, deel, lead, copper, bras, nickel,
pewter, 4ine, alunintim, or othermeta,
wholly
partly,? orvalorern
' A**, ad whethercentum
manufactured,2Orr
* . all .lh(r ag Ciu1 AlR ..
p't
ttial implementof any, kind and decip
,,ther, 7,016ee lly 1.emti upe
,'h, [,]-.e V;m
wheher
hern
pair paMf
pat, in~lt~dingm

Exempt under Par. ,40 If held to be agrletural implements; oth&erwi

Chines not specay provided for, Par. 372, H. R. 748.

possbly dutiable s ma-
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SHOVILs, awal:S 8000,5, zITO.

,,.P~rodudiom,---Statistics of the Bureau of the Census as to the production of these articles are not available, although the production
of shovels, spades, scoops, and hoes was estimated at $4 714,000
~914.
The following,
es were obtained from the tariffhiearings
In -.1921 before.the: Jmmittee on Ways and Means. The productive
capacity of the 20 plants scattered throughoutt the county is from
1,000,000 te "1,250,000 dozens per annum, .which at the present
*verage market price ofshovelswould amount to between $10,000,000
ad'$12,00%,000.
Import.--Statistics are not available. Apparently there has been
gomeiimpoitabion from Oaiada,. as Canadian shovels when polished
ar admitted free -of duty as agricultural implements -.(Tariff hearingsW. &M.,192i.)-)
*xpor-Thle. -prixicipal countries of destination of exports of
ahovel-and ,apades, were:! In 1918, Chile, Mexico Argentina, Peru,
.Cuba;-1ii 1919;Argentia,:Brazil, Chile, Mexico; in 1020, Argentina,
Afxico; Cuba, i ndthe Philippie Islands.- Exports since 1917
by calendar years have been;valued as follows: 1918, $680,591;, 1919,
*1j898ji01;,192( $1,i4,291, .1921 monthshs, $500,080.
. /1por ,n. cs 4
iition.-4A now provision,.
',I~I

- il '

,

PA

87.

.,

ndalloyso tf, Wdi w ichahlumim
is
comnent material ofchief value,
in crude orm,5 cents per pound; in
plates, sheets, bars, rods, circles, disks,
blanks, strips, rectangles, and square 9
cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

AOT '0 1913.

PAR. 172. Aluminum, aluminum scrap,
and alloys of any kind in which aluminum
is the component material of chief value,
in crude form, seven cents per pound; in
platee, sheets, bars, and rods, eleven
cents per pound; *

and alloys of any kind in which aluminum
i the component material of chief value,
in cru&d form, 2 cents per pound; aluminum in plates, sheet, bars, strips and
rods, 3j cents per pound; *, 4.

PAR. 143. Aluminum, aluminum scrap,

ALUMINUM.

(SeeSurvey 0-16.)

Description and' es-Aluminum is the lightest of the common
metals. It is white, strong, very malleable, slightly softer than silver,
And can be drawn, punched rolled, extruded or spun into almost any
form. Highly nonorrodibie, it is but slight affected by the atmosphere or by vegetable acids.: One of the important uses of aluminum
ist aesadeoxidizer insteel manufacture; another is in the form of
*ire for transmissio ,lines and other electrical purposes. Large
quantities are consumbW in automobile manufacture, partly as sheet

OVArtWr 'OF TAIMf
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and pat ly in the forn of casting., Aluminum vessels and utensils
are used in the household and in breweries, sugar refineries, :and
chemical works..: There is a contderablezonsumption in the nmiki'
of novelties. Aluminum foil is used to some; extent as :a substitute
for tin.1 The metal is. use4 in important alloysi notably, with magi
nesium tin, copr, me,jad nie e
....
Ptowion.-A thee alhu
i
ownmanufactured i: made from
purified,bauxite (see par, 207)- itn 'eletrit furnaces. Th production
is a matter of companies ather:than of nations., The North AmeeoA
output comes from one American company, which',dveloped its
process of manufacturer, introduced the vmetal on the mArket,,ad h
built up ,anenormous bisineas. Three large'financial 'grOupsi involving Fren Dh, 'British, and German capital,' eottrol soie 14, proL
ducing oMRies in Europe. There is also a small independent com
pany in Itay andanother m Nqr*9y.' Prior to the war the European
producers
were wellThe
organized
and;controlled
rodietioti ad prices
on
the Continent..
oitstandin'g
featuproepentsiutioz
de.pialiy
Mdcig cotnies, aiid
is the war-time expansi.'Id Ial p
in Germany.

'

:

-

,

The successful production of aluminum involves heavy expenditure
for plant and requires. dependable supplies ofraw,.xnateriids (especially bauxite), adequate transportation facilities, and cheap electric
power. The American ,omupavayias, all theaQ eOsontia" but, is at
some disadvantage compared with the foreign companies in the cost
of assembling its bauxite, and coal at East St. Louis for purification
and the subsequent transportation of the purified material to thb
various eastern reduction works,, where it is made into meixtal. I.b

addition to its large holdings of bauxite deposits in Arkansas tib

Aluminum Co. of Aineica owns extensive deposits in Guiana. &tilization of these South American ores, which may be refined at Baltimore, should reduce the disadvantage of the domestic producer as
regards the supply ot raw material. Extensive deposits of high-grade
bauxite in southemFrance afford cheap raw material for most of the
European plants, whose operating cost in many. works is probably a
little less than in the United States.
The war demand for aluminum resulted in an expansion of capacity
here, which now exceeds normal demands.. Prior to the war the
domestic consumption exceeded production. Continental countries,
notably France and Great Britain, are equipped to produce in excess
of European requirements.
There is a large quantity of secondary metal produced from scrap,
amounting in 1917 to about 25 per cent of the total consumption.
Plates sheets, bars, strips, and rods can be grouped together as
semifinished shapes obtained either by rolling or extrusion..
The production of aluminum grew.,f"om 60 090 pounds m 1890 to
7,000,000 pounds i .1960, 40,000$000 pounds in 1910, 90,000,00
pounds in, 1915, 110,000000O pund's i 1916, and approximately
130,000,000 pounds in 1929,* Whe ,value of t'he product amounted
to $2,000,000 in i900, Aout o;o00,oo0 in 9rs, and pproxima .
$40,000,000 in 1920.: Thi exceptional rapd increase i productioii
placed the UnitedStates far tle ee of Utbe mn1-prQ1uc'n
outputiforls
is
6ro0ued
:Ji)thh
countries. Fully one-half of he
country.

7<

A,

'
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k1 prior toi _91.4- woro large fom Caada ad 1 Wpreaented
eY rp~ant r~1atiou, Qfthe
Ae
hga~c1 producer,
awbok,
of, S.wpean
,
benefit.
vnth,
ately oported
I-lu
, '4w,
h sjWfanipoItation
A waoo:
Qicompetitiv m~talfror.
fn

If.

0o44 np- *DPAM& th0ie r)MPor4f aU.4Ss of alninux wr
nuar-by
wr.pderived,
for a small ,ramountiof
off, except
cut
QLdrawback.
!benefit from
nlt gl,wgth
4 xpottd
ppuntrde
Imports, 94ptes,.B et, b~rs, trp; ad r.d,, .chio0y.from; Ger_sound,,
vau ds,,$654,765
n,iAd4; pngl~ad reahobed,2,77&,804
i 1914.. .Those,:.oi i.mgot. ware tU3,11,756 pounds, in. 1908 and
in 19134, i_'ce, the armiat
26,9,354 pounds,' vaoied4
We increased fairly stoadilyexcept for a
sticeim rts ,of aJuminum hV
Lew, montba i,199, and early in, 1920, when European req rements
no
leavebeen
and have
so as oftoalexeed production
expa ded
tenpogarily.
otal sin 19.18
peum
Imports
surplus
for export.
derived principal, , from ,jg aandnd France;, small quantities come
from. Wtzerland, Norwoy, and Germany. Germany ias furnished
We Wy *anufactured forms of aluminum.
elgress
the bulk of the
since 1917 have been as IoUows:
countries
Total imports from all

V2"

Oa4i&rs.Qu~ntit7.

'4

value.

IW'ORUDS IFORM, SORAP, AND ALLOYS OF AN1, KIND, ETC.
0..... ....
"
04
-1 690 14. -, , 754.
$33,780

ALUMINUI,

................................................

.. .....

Duy

.......

......

..

,

9

,-.l,687 I

. ......-..... ,., .. , , ......................... .

52780

4. 9074

..........13,3Z,6 .

,0t,874

266,o525

.......

1kALki1U)k,1N BXR80 6TRIPS, ANP I ODS.

.......
... .............

91.44,149

ALUMINUM PLAS; AID SH3E

"
" .....

.:-

' 1,9,496
16'"'0.....
2082
21 697
481,321
!

.. : '' .......
.
.... ": "...................

"". $15

.21,133

199292180

11545

:

$18,846

104,376

In aditidf-to the nports listed ahovi a fair amount of aluminum

circles 4e hljbited'"frohA oermany. These are, however"iwncluded

, xi the statistics of All othern*aiiactires of aluminum as iven
m r dOor. .omoihed'form *as not exizzov,
ported' in any considerAble quanlity prior to 1914. It that year the
exports of all kinds of aumiunfi metil and manufacture 0qe valued
e nd and hih prices abroad resulted
Tie ernormnouw.
,101,90
,.iit11lr
einreaaein
. xorts 4ui the wr.-I , he fisclyear 1918,
valued
and all -and I,
zxmeta~l,1' Oh"ptte
itt, Te INpdrtd
d'4 f ort"..
, o &
%8,p0rt
sheets
11}
$8.V|I/i*7
1oi tb i,V3,64 'tounide, ith.i valu6 of $783,886, .and of all

other manufactures of aluminum, $1,804,832. Practically all the
ingot metal was sold to the allied governments.

i*
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~
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Later export figures for the calendar years; 1918 to 1921 are given
in the tables below.
,1916
Alunminum, Ingot metaland
= loy

J f
19

120.

•11

..
41 M 4,458,196 7i=,71,
Quantity (pounds) ..................
al
ue................
...
$7,478, 14 $i14,9
$2,244,
Aluminum, plates and dets:
167 '(ri 76
_ft/D,
,82 173
ds)............................ .
uantty ( pou
...............................

.

.

$,

90

7

J(9mouiths)

1

t

60
6

I

a

The principal countries of destination were as follows: Of ingot
metal and alloys-in 1918, Fran e, Italy, Japan; in 1919, Japan,
France Canada, Italy; in 1920, united Kingdom, Japan, Canada,
Netherlands. Of plates and sheet.--in 1918, Italy, France, Couadaj
in 1919, Denmark, France, British India, ,Brazil;.m 1920,. United
Kingdom, British India, Germany, Canada.
Important changes in Cla8sifiCtion.-,-Aluin-Um

blanks, rectangles, and squares has been added.

circles, disks,

Suggeatcd ohanges.-No provision is made for aluminum foil, which
is imported in large quantities. This product; is thinner than sheeta
but not so thin as leaf (provided for in par. 379) and is used for
wrapping chocolate, etc.
PARAGRAPH .75.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AXENDM NTS.

PAR. 375. Metallic magnesium and
metallic magnesium crap, $1 per pound;
magnesium alloys, powder, sheets, ribbons, tubing, wire, and all other articles,
wares, or manufactures of magnesium,
not specially provided for, $1 per pound
on the metallic magnesium content and
20 per centum ad valorem.

AOT OF 1909. .

.A

T OF -9141',

PAR. 172.* * * magnesium,* * *
I**j"
'"
j"m
*
and alloys of which said metals are the and alloys of which 1 metals are the
component material of chief value, three component material of* ehief value,
cents per pound and twenty-five per per centum ad valorem.
centum ad valorem.

METALLIC MAGNESIUM, METAL& AND ALLOYS.

Description and uses.--Magnesium is the lightest Qf the known
metals that withstand atmospheric corrosion. It is silver-white,

tough, malleable, and, when heated, ductile. There are three forms

on the market: (1) A silvery powder or gray granular substance, (2)
narrow ribbon, and (3) round or square sticks. Flashlight powder
used in photography comes.in the first class, and powdered magnesium, on account of its intense white light, rich in chemical rays,
82304--22-----33
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is much used in various pyrotechnical mixtures and in explosives.
Ribbon is used chiefly in chemical laboratories and for the ignition
of thermite. Magnesium in stick form is used in alloys, both as a
constituent and as a deoxidizer or scavenger (especially for nickelcopper alloys), as a dehydrating agent for oils and co .-tar derivatives, and in various electrolytic processes (as cathode). The growth
in the quantity and diversity of the consumption has been very
rapid, and is likely, to continue with the lessening of production cost.
'Te
most important alloys of magnesium are those containing
alumiu' widely used in airplane and automobile construction.
Elektron i:,%tal, an alloy containing nearly 95 per cent magnesium
and a little zinc, has found a variety of applications in Germany and
has been introduced into th e Ufited States.
Production of metallic magnesium is a new industry in America.
Prior to the war the limited demand was supplied from Germany, the
sole producer on a commercial scale. Domestic production by three
firms began in 1915, with 87,500 pounds, valued at $440,000, and

sold at an average price of $W5per pound. The price declined a little
in' the following year,, and production decreased slightly. But in
1917 the quantity increased to 115,813 pounds, and in 1918 to
284,188 pounds, valued at $615,217. The latter output included considerable magnesium, powder, which increased the average value to
$2.16 per pound, whereas. magnesium in stick form was sold at from
$1.85 to $2 per pound.
Import.-Prior to the war the entire supply of this country came
from Germany. Imports since 1918 of metalic magnesium, metals,
and alloys have been as follows:'.
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1919..........................................
19.........................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................

Potu.
13,230
2,76
26, 041

Value.

Duty.rem rate.

Percet.
25
$13,583
3,396
25
26, 055
60,264
23,158 ......................

Export.-There are no published statistics of exports of magnesium. Reports of producers to the Geological Survey indicate that
there were sold to the Allies in 1918 between 50,000 and 60,000
pounds, which probably constitutes almost the total export of domestic materiaL
Important Chan ge8

c

watf

n.-"Magnesium and alloys,"

bearing an ad valorem rate of duty, were 9,rouped with barium, etc.,
in paragraph 143 of the act of 1913.
sigtemed change.-Unless barium, calcium, sodium, and potassium and their alloys, provided for in paragraph 143 of the act of
1913, were intentionally omitted they should be added to this
paagraph.
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'PARAGRAPH 876.

SENATE AXBNDXENTS.

H. R. 7400.
PAR. 376. Antimony, as regzlus or
metal, Ij cents pet"pound.

ACT OF 1918.

AAT -OF 190.
PAR. 173. Antimony, as regulus or

PAR. 144. Antimony,

metal, one and one-hidfeents per pound; nnta, e
lorem;

*
*

*
*.

as regulus or

10 per ceutumn ad vs-

ANTIMONY.

Description and uees.-Metallic antimony unalloyed has few industrial uses, since it is very brittle; but it enters into many valuable
alloys, especially with lead and with tin, into such as type metal (par.
389), pewter and Britannia metal, and in bearing metals. Its chief
importance is as a hardening agent for lead and in shrapnel bullets.
The term regulus, , relic of alchemy, although still used to describe
refined antimony metal, is superfluous.
Production.,-The chief sources of the domestic antimony supply
are China and Japan, but there is a considerable production of
antimonial lead in domestic lead smelters. The annual requirements of antimony prior to the war were, roughly, 7,000 tons, about
one-third being supplied by the silver-lead smelters, the remainder
from imports consisting chiefly of metal. During the war the con-,
sumption increased to 20,000 tons, of which slightly more than onethird was-derived from antimoniallead and antimony metal smelted
in the United States. !,
The production of antimony metal from domestic ores and antimony, metal contained in antimonial lead produced by domestic
smelters ikas. follows: 3,898,000 pounds in 1912, 11,050,000 pounds
in 1915, and 6,034,000 pouiids in 1917. In 1917 the production of
antiinonyirom domestic ores was 517,013 pounds; from antimonial
-lead, 5,518,000 pounds; and from foreign ores, 4,880,419 pounds,
making a total from all sources of 10,915,432 pounds.
Chma dominates the antimony situation by its large and cheaply
mined deposits. The. Chinese companies, together with a few
Japanese smelters which also treat a portion of the Chinese ore, contributo 60 per cent of the world output.
Imyort.--Prior to the war over 60 per cent of our antimony
supply came from Great Britain, whereas in 1918-19 it came almost
wholly from the Far East. The imports of antimony metal (including aso a very little needle antimony) amounted to 13,110,426
pounds, valued at $736,420 in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ..............
..........................
.......
1919
...
....................
.......
.........
1921 ...........................................
1921 (9 months) ..........................................

Pounds.
28,292,934
14,318,793
19,633,904
14,994,842

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Percent.
$3,065,619
$306,562
10
1,021,587
102,15
10
10
121,638
1,216,376
5= ,923 ......................
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The principal countries of origin were China, Japan, and Canada.
Ezort -There are no appreciable exports of domestic antimony.
Foreign exports, however, have been an important item, especially
during the warperiod, when New York became an important secondary market. The exports in 1916 were 3,018,251 pounds and only
989,477 pounds in 1917.
:Important chang68 in cla 8sftion.-Antimony :as'regulu or metal,

has been separated from antimony matte. Antimony matte is not
provided for as such in H. R. 7456, but a provisions appears in paragraph 1509 for "needle or liquated antimony, but only as to the
antimony content."
PARAGRAPHS 377.
X. R, 74560.

SENATE AMBNDMRNTB.

PAR. 377. German 'silver, or nickel
silver unmanufactured, 20 per centum
£w1 vadorem.
ACT OF 1909;

-ACT OF 1913.,

PAR. 174. Argentine, albata, or GerPAR. 145. Argentine, albata, or German silver, unmanufactured, twenty-five man silver, untanufactured, 15 per
per ceutum ad valorem,
centum ad valarem.,
GRMAN 0SILYR.
(See Survey C-19.),
Descripio and use.-German silver and nickel silver are names
applied lo an alloy of nickel copper,, and zinci which is prepared

largely
a base metal
eleotroplating
.(especially
in the
better
class of as
silver-plated
ware)forand
as a substitute
for silver.
Considerable quantities are also used in the form of sheets, wire, and rods
where a strong, white, rust-resisting metal is required. Nickel silver
exists under a great number of, names. The proportions of the constituents vary considerably, but nickelor copper Is generally of chief
value.
Production.-The United States is the principal producer and consumer of nickel alloy; 'England and Germany,; also important producers, use a large part of the product in s'dve-plated ware for
export. The chief item of' cost of this alloy is' the raw material, but
the price of virgin metals is not a, handicap t6 domestic manufacturers as compared with foreign producers.
No estimates of total production are available, as it is ordinarily
prepared from the co~istituent metals at, the plant of the consumer
antdis therefore not common commercial product except in manufactured forms, such as sheet, rods, etc.'
Imports of unmanufactured German silver consist almost exclusively of scrap from Canada, amounting to $4,014 in 1916.

Later

statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Qtantity.
Pounds.

1918 ......................................

................

1919 ............................................ *.........
1920.....................................................
1921 (Omonths) ........................... ..............

.

3,074
200
2,448

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Per cent.
$
15
429
64
15
330
60
p)
527 ........... ..........
$51
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Exports in 1914 were valued at $38,691, increasing in 1917 to,
$410,295, of which over 75 per cent went to Canada. Exports for
the calendar years 1918 to 1921 were valued as follows: 1918, $227,439;
1919, $389,000; 1920, $589,508; 1921 (9 months), $395,952.. The
principal countries of destination in 1918 were Canada, Japan, cad
Brazil; in 1919 and 1920, Canada, Denmark, and Argentina.
Important chungs in cWstfiation.-"Argentine' and "albata"
have been omitted. They are practically obsolete terms. Nickel
silver has been inserted in this paragraph.
PARAGRAPH 378.

OXNATZ A MDNT&

H. R. 74M6.
PAR. 378. Copper in rolls, rods, or
sheets, 2j cents per pound; copper engravers' plates, not ground, and seamless
copper tubes and tubing, 7 cents per
pound; copper engraver's plates, ground,
and brazed copper tubes, 11 cents per
pound; brass rods, heet bras, brass
plates, baw, and strips, Muntz or yellow
metal sheets sheathing, bolts, piston

rode, and shafting, 4 cents per pound;

seamless brass tubep and tubmg, 8 cents
per pound; brazed' brass tubes, brass
ang!,s and channels, 12 cents per pound;
bronze rods an4 sheets, 4 cents Iper
pound; bronze tubes, 8 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 176.

Copper, *

ACT OF 1913.

* *

called

braziers' copper, sheets, rod, pipes,
and copper bottoms, two and one-half
cents per pound; sheathing or yellow
metal of which copper is the component
material of chief value, sud not composed
wholly or in part of iron ungalvanized,
two cents per pound.
PAR. 199. Articles or wares not. specially provided for in this section, composed wholly or in part of * * * metal,
and whether partly or wholly manufactured, forty-five per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 147.

Copper,

*

brass

*

* *

called

braziers' copper, sheets, rods, strips,
pipes, and copper bottoms, sheathing
or yellow metal of which copper is
the compon'U material of chief value
and not composed wholly or in part ;I
iron ungalvanized, 5 per centum ad
valtrem.
PAR. 167. Articles or wares not
*
cially provided for in this section; *
if composed wholly or iti chief value
of

*

*

*

*

*

and

whether partly or wholly manufactured,
20 per centum ad valorem.
PER.

(See Survey 0-19.)

Dewription and uses.-The definitions of plates, sheets, and strips
of copper are the same as those of similar products of steel (par. 307).
Copper rods and copper wire have been noted (par. 316). Copper
and yellow metal (brass) sheathing for wooden vessels was once an
important outlet for copper, but the increased use of iron in shipbuilding has reduced this consumption to a negligible fraction of the
total consumption of sheet copper and brass. Wire, rods, and rolled
plates are the most important forms, since these are used in the
electrical industry, which consumes 50 to 60 per cent of all the
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copper used. Sheet copper is used in the manufacture of cooking
utensils. Copper pipes are used in stills, water heaters, and con-

deisers.
Produdir.-The United States is the leading producer: of.copper,
and refinies large quantities of foreign ore -and metal. The total production of new refined copper in 1917 was 2,432,385,290 pounds,
more than two-thirds from domestic ore. There are no data as to
sheets and plates, but the quantity is doubtless 10 per cent of the
total. The total output of copper products in 1914 was $82,841,246,
divided approximately as follows: Wire, $53,000,000; rods, over
$6,000,000; sheets and tubing, over $17,000,000; all other manufactured products, about $5,000,000. The quantity of copper produced at smelters, as compiled by the Geological Survey,, aggregated
1,310,972i580 pounds in 1919, compared with 1,150,137,192 pounds
in 1914. Primary copper of domestic origin produced at refineries
was 1,441,643,000 pounds in 1919, compared with -1210,423,000
pounds in 1914, while total refined copper, primary and secondary,
of both domestic and foreign origin, is reported at 1,863,580,000
pounds for 1919, compared with 1,565,708,000 pounds for 1914, a
five-year increase of 297,872,000 pounds, or 19 per cent. The
copper products of both smelters and refineries, the gold, silver,
and other metallic contents of ore and bullion treated, and the
sundry by-products of the respective establishments, were valued,
in 1914, at $444,022,000, and in 1919 at $632,897,000, an increase
of $188,875,000, or 42.5 per cent.
Import.-Imports of rolled copper plates, sheets, pipes, and copper
bottoms were $62,176 in 1914 and $81,446 in 1917. Imports of
copper since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Iuty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

COPPER IN ROLLED PLATES, CALLED BRAZIERS' COPPER, SHEETS, RODS, STRIPS,
ETC.

1918 ............................................
1919 ........................................
192 .........................
1921 (9 months) ..........
........................

Poandse
347
1,031
3,549
3
510

Per cewt.

$143
7
713
36
1,43
73
5,901.................

5
5
5

COPPER PLATES, ROLLED
SHEETS ETC., FOR SUPPLIES, CONSTRUCTION
STC.
AND EQUIPMENT OF VESSELS.
1918...........................

1919 ............................

..............

..............

23218

11,62

$7,306

4,482

COPPER RODS AND STRIPS.
19................................

l9w ...........................................
II9 (9 months) ..........

.........................

2,373 J9
8,712

$16$5

2.3.........
,= ....

.5

........
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
' rate.

COPPER PIPPS.
1919
.............................................
10w2..........................
....... ... .........

1921 (9months)

.............................

10,217

,829

4

00

5*1
1

$2=1I

5

...........81

COPPER PIPk8 FOR SUPPLIES, CONSTRUCTION, AND EQUIPMENT OF VESSELS.
1918............................
1919.........................

84,............
%183
$24, 112........ .........
14,848
132.. .........

Exporte.-Exports for' 1913 were: Copper 'plates and sheets,
61,050,138 pounds, valued at $10,028,960; copper rods and wire,
41,459,901 pounds, valued at S7,217,166.' Exports of copper sheets,
pipes, plates, brazies, and copper bottoms were $8,753,920 in 1914
and $32,976,942 in 1917. Exports went to all the manufacturing
countries of Europe. Germany was the laIgest buyer of plates and
sheets. The United Kingdom has been the largest buyer of domestic
copper wire. Since 1913, however, important markets have been
developed in South America and the Far East. Exports since 1917
by calendar years have been as follows:
1918

1919

Coppca plates and sheets:
quantity (pounds) ................................ .. 19,471,58413,784,4265

1920

1921 (9

months)

799,148 4,118,195

NaBue ............................................... &%677,408 $4,0'
0 49 1 $0, %858 $1,09%81

Copfer pipes and tubes:
,:antity (pounds) ................................
ue ............................................

4,109,226
1,845,

,3,99
$2,20,895

4, 899, 223 2,0028
$1,757,382 $899, 518

Exports of copper rods were not recorded before July 1, 1921.
During July, August, and September there were exported 7,322,267
pounds valued at $976,032.
BRASS AND BRONZE,

Deaernption and ue.-Brass and bronze are the most important
alloys of copper and zinc. They are made up into a large number
of forms, and as sheet, strip, rod, wire, pipe, tubes, or castings they

enter into practically every important idustr. These alloy are
easily machined, spu , and stamped, and resist corrosion. They
are therefore suitable for use in many places where it is impossible
to use iron or steel. Brass and bronze find a multitude of uses in
the trade. They are used for boiler and condenser tubes, for bear.
ing bushings, for railings on passenger ships and war vessels. They
are also used in the plumbing trade, in the manufacture of build

ers' and cabinet hard-ware, in the manufacture of brass bedsteads
in the brass-spinning industries producing cartridges, ornaments1
articles, and in an extensive line of electrical fixtures. The consumption of this class of material is increasing yearly.
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Produdion,.--ln 1914 the capital invested in all branche" of the
industry amounted to $95,827,707 and the manufacturing establishments gave employment to 37,627 persons. In that year, out
of a total of $131,503,724 in brass and bronze products, 26 millions
was in plates and sheets, 16 millions was in inrots and rods, 6 rillions was in wire, 10 millions was in pipe and tubing, and the rest
was in other manufactured products. Estimates of production in
brass-rolling mills in 1919, furnished the United States Tariff
Commission by manufacturers, range between 200,000,000 and
1,000,000,000 pounds. The value of the output was doubtless
in the neighborhood of $250,000000. The Census Bureau reports
that ul classes of brass, bronze, and copper products from 992
establishments in 1914 amounted to $162,199,000, and from 1,119
establishments in 1919 amounted to $487,707,000.
1m rs.--Imports of brass and bronze rolling-will products were
$598,&41 in 1914, $264.425,inii916, and $620881 in 1920.
E "pot.-The
valued the exports of bass bars, plates, sheets,
etc., averaged- $1,000,000 during the fiscal years 1912 to 1914, inelusive, and the value' of the efports bf all other manufactures of
brass averaged $4,500,000 a yeir during the same period. The
exports of brass bars,1917.
sheets,
etc,,ofwere
$6,149,183
in 1915
exports
"all other
manufactures
and $121,368,019' in plates,The
of brass were $12,810,37 in 1915 and $259;980,247 in 17. The
exports of manufactures of bronze were $333,589 in 1915' and $1,586,553 in 1917. In 1920, Canada, Netherlands, and Brazil and
Argentina were the principal countries of destination. During the
war period large quantities were shipped -to France, Italy, and even
England, but with the resumption of European production on a
peace basis, this trade largely disappeared. Statistics for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 follow:
1921
(9 months).
Brass bars, plates, sheets, et¢.;
quantity
(pounds)........................989,717
Brass pipes and fittings ........................

.

7,770,871

5,73

I...
7,3 8 $1,413875 $2,141,217

4
$892984

Principal countries of destination were: In 1918, Italy France,
Canada, injted Kingdom; in 1919, Canada, Italy, Denmari, Brazil,
France; in 1920, Canad, Netherlands, Argentina, Brazil.
Important change in desifiwation.--All of the articles in paragraph 147 of the act of 1913 appear in one classification. In H R.
7456 there are eight, groups. (opper strips, pipes, and copper, bottoms have been ;omitted. All of the paragraph beginning with
con-or engravers' plates, not ground, except sheathifig, has been
Suggest ckn 1es.-Page 71, line 251 of H. R. 7456:: Ch-ange
engraver " to engravers" to agree with usual practice.
Specific provision might be made in this paragraph for nickel
silver sheets and strips amd rods :
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PARAGRAPH 879.
H, R. 745i.

'SNATS AMENDMRNTS.

PAR. 379. Bronze powder, powdered
tin, brocades, fitters, and metallic., 16
cents per pound; bronze, or Dutch metal,
or aluminum, in leaf, 8 cents per one
hundred leaves. The foregoing rate applies to leaf not exceeding in size te
equivalent of five and one-half by. five
and one-hal inches: additional duties in,
'the same proportion shall be s
o4
leaf exceeding in size said equivalent..
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 175. Bronze powder, brocades,

ACT OF :1913.
PAR. 146. Bronze powder, brocades,

flitters, and metallics, twelve cents per flitters, and metallics; bronze, or Dutchpound; bronze, or Dutch-metal or alumi- metal or aluminum, in leaf, 25 per
U0, in leaf, six cents per one hundred

leaves.

centum ad valorem.

BRONZE POWDER, ETC.

Description and use.-Bronze powder is a pulverized metal varying
incolor from pale yellow to dark red; the color depends chiefly upon the
proportions of the copper and zinc. It is sometimes made from brass
clippings, or "schrote," which are hammered for hours to reduce
them to a powder. Brocades are of the same quality with the same
tses. (G. A. 5113, T. D. 23635, of 1902.) Metallics or metallic
flitters consist of small particles of lame, used chiefly for the manufacture of_ wall paper. Flitters are made by reducing thin sheets of
brass to flakes; this material is sprinkled over surfaces to produce a
sparkling effect. They differ from bronze powder only in that the
latter has been hammered for a much longer period and is, therefore,
more finely divided and more expensive. Aluminum bronze powder
is a silvery pigment made by powdering aluminum foil; this foil is
often substituted for tin foil for wrapping food products, teas, soap,
chewing gum, and similar articles. rThe powder is used in the manufacture o? certain explosives. The various bronze powders are used
chiefly with a size or in oil, as a piment in finishing brass b6ds, gilt
rames, radiators, and other articles in imitation of gold or silver.
Dutch metal in leaf is produced from Dutch metal, a high-copper
brass containing about 80 per cent of copper, by rolling or beating
into sheets of the required thinness; it is also used as an imitation of
,old leaf.
Production.-Prior to the war about one-half the domestic supply
of bronze powders came from five plants, most of which were situated
near New York; the remainder was unported. During the war,
domestic production increased so as to supply all domestic requireRients and leave a small surplus for export. The number of plants
increased from five to nine. Whereas, normally, American plants
.ave the advantage as regards cost of raw material, large accumulations of scrap metals have since the war given an added advantage
o the German producers, who shipped large quantities of bronze
lowder to this country in 1920 and 1921 at prices materially lower
han American costs production as reported to the Tariff Clommisiion by the manufacturers. It has been stated that 65 to 70 per
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cent of the cost of bronze powder is represented by the cost of producing the schrote or thin brass clippings.
The production of bronze and aluminum leaf in this ountr is
negligible. Germany is the center of the industry which is largely a
household occupation. Aluminum leaf was made in the United States
prior to 1911, but its manufacture was discontinued before the outbreak of the war and was not revived even when prices increased.
Imports of bronze powder, etc., in 1914 were 1,403,091 pounds,
valued at $406,849. Theimnort of Dutch metal in leaf was 792,578
packs (100 leaves to the pack), valued at $110,316. The 1914 figures
are fairly representative of the prewar importations. The. imports
of aluminum leaf decreased after 1910 to only $1,41 in 1914. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
•

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Valti.

"I

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

BRONZE POWDER, BROCADES, FLI'TER8, AND METALLICS.

.. ...................................................

1 .....................................................

1920................................................

;.....

1921 (9 months) ..........................................

3 412

$19.106

$4,776

511, 133

22 293

57,23

10,50

"45,302
6

24,03S

Per end.

25

8,00

25
25

185,588..............

BRONZE OR DUTCH METAL IN LEAF.

118 .....................................................
1919...................................................
1920 ......................................................
1921 (9 months) ...................................

Ivo.

313,748
- 157,258
M,000
103,243

$96,014
$24,228
25
46,698
11,674
25
87,5
21,809
2
19,287..............

ALUMINUM LEAF.

1918 .................
1019 .....

....................................

;...........................................

1920..........................................
1921 (9 months) ..................................

68,546
74,685

$5,198

$3,798

69,23

83, 785

18,741

25

3,846

15,382

263,389

25

2

17,308
.

.

&ports.-Ni.no recorded.

.

io.-The act of, 1913 provided an
ad valorem rate of duty on all these articles, which were grouped
together. Powdeled tin has been inserted in H. R. 7456 and the
paragraph has been divided into two groups with a specific rate of
duty for each, and: the size of the leaf specified.
Important Aa.rges in dasswif

H. R. 7456.

PARAGRAPH 880.
SENATU A3NDKENTS.

PAR. 380. Gold leat. F0 cents per one

hundred leaves, The forego'rg rate applies to leaf not excixwing in size the
equivalent of three and three-eighths by

three and three-eighthi inches; additional duties in the same proportin shall

be ssesed on leaf exceding in site said,
equivalent.
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ACT OF 1909.
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01 1913.

Pa. 177. Gold lef, thirty-five cents
PAN. 148. Gold 1;eaf, 35 per centum ad
per one hundred leaves. The foregoing valorem.
rate applies to leaf of not exceeding in
size the equivalent of three and threeeighths by lhree and three-eighths inches;
additional duties in the same proportion
shall be assessed on leaf exceeding in size
said equivalent.
GOLD LEAF.

Description and ue.-Gold leaf is obtained by hammering thin
sheets of gold between the leaves of a book. Ten or more colors are
produced-by melting pure gold with various alloying metals. The
resulting bullion is cast into bars, which are rolled out into ribbonlike strips; these ribbons are cut into pieces of the requisite size (I
inch square), placed between leaves of vellum and the whole, bound
inleather covers, is beaten with a hammer. The thin sheets are then
taken out, cut to a size, interleaved with goldbeater's skin, bound in
a goldbeater's mold (par. 1574), and again beaten. There are three
such beatings, all by hand. The finished leaf is cut into sheets 3f,
inches square, and 25 leaves are placed in a book, which measures
31 by 31 inches. Twenty of these books make a pack (500 leaves).
The leaf is used for gilding, especially for window signs, decorating,
bookbinding, and dental purposes.
Prodution.-There were 79 establishments producing gold leaf in
1914, about one-half in New York. Certain of these manufactured
some silver leaf, also some composition leaf. The total value of the
product, gold and silver leaf was $2,432,000, and the cost of materials used was $1,452,000. Manufacturers state that because of high
wages they can not beat the gold out thin, and tjnat the cost of making
bullion is therefore greater here than in the foreign countries.
Imports of gold leaf were $32,482 in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

91.................................................
'919 .................................................. ....
920 .....................................................
-21(9 months) ..........................................

Quantity.
100 kNea.

2,110
59
44,502
38,000

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorun

rte.

Per CMw.

$1,160
$406
35
43
15
36
36
31,88
11,154
50,063 ......................

Exports.-No domestic gold leaf is exported, but some foreign leaf
s made up into rolls and exported to Canada, with benefit of
.1awback.
Important changes in dassifcwation.-The provision for size of leaf
new.
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PARAGRAPH 881.
1LH.
3,7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 881. Silver leaf, 5 cents per one

hundred leaves.

*

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 178. Silver leaf, ten cents per one
hundred leaves.

PAR. 149. Silver leaf, ,30 per cenfum al
alorera.

SILVER LEAF.,

De8criptior and u8s.-Silver leaf or foil is made by beating, as in
manufacturing gold leaf (par, 380), but isIin much less common use.
Statistics of d
i production are included in those fok' gold leaf,
s' the entire Output is from establishments producing gold leaf.
Productiom.-2-lver leaf is now a minor product, as aluminum ,af
is used instead.
Imported of silver leaf in 1914 were 6,814 packs valued at $4,353,
double, the quantity for 1913. Later, tAtistiog follow:
Calendar year.

191

Quantity.

100 leava.

.............................................. 705

120.............
.........................
1021 (9 months) ..........................................

.

Value.

$W,9

11,52S

3,931

375

.254

Ditty.

$179

valoreif

rate.

Per (n.

3)

1,179

30

''Eiports.-No silver leaf is exported.
Suggested changes.-Page 72, line 20 of H. R. 7456: Should there
not be a provision for the size of the leaf as in the case of leaves iprovided for in paragraphs 379 and 380?
PARAGRAPH 882.
EL R. 7456.

SENATE A*BNDXENTS.

PAR. 382. Tinsel wire lame or lahn,
made wholly or in chief value of gold
silver, or other metal, 10 cents per pound
and 30 per centum ad valorem; bullion
and metal threads made wholly or in chief
value of tinsel wire lane or lahn, 10.
cents per pound and 35 per centum ad
valorem; ribbons, beltings, toys,, and
other articles made wholly or in chief
value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn, and
india rubber, bullions, or metal threads,
not specially provided for, 45 per centum
ad vilorem woven fabrics, fringes, and
tassels, made of any of the foregoing, 55
per century ad valorem.

d
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ACT 0 ,1909.

'525

AOT OF 1913.

PAR, 179. Tinsel wire, lame or lahn,

made wholly or in chief value of gold,

PAR. 150. Tinsel wire, lame or lahn,

made wholly or in chief value of gold
-silver, or other metal, five cents per silver, or other metal, 6 per centum ad
pound; bullion and metal threads made- valoremi

wholly or in chief value of tinsel wire

lame or lahn, five cents per pound and
thirty per centum ad valorem; fabrics,

* * * ribbons, belting, * * *
toys, ot other articles, made wholly or in
chief value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn,
bullions, or metal thrpads, fifteen cents
per pound and sixty per centt:m ad
valorem.

bullion and metal threads

made wholly or in chief value of tinsel

wire, lame or lahn,' 25 per centum ad
valorem; fabrics, ribbons, belting, toys,

or other articles, made wholly or in chief
value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn, or of
tinsel wire, lame, or lahn, and india rub-

ber, bullion, or metal threads, not spe

cially provided for-in this section, 40 per
centum ad valorem.

T/NSEL WIRE, ETC.

Description and me8.-Tinsel wire, lame or lahn, and bullion:
"The testimony discloses the fact that both lame or laln, and
bullions, begin their existence in the form of tinsel wire. This is
round wire composed principally of copper or brass, and usually
coated with a bright metal, such as gold, silver, bronze, or foil. The
article in this form is well known under the name of tinsel wire in
trade and commerce and also in tariff nomenclature, and is devoted
to various distinctive uses.
"Lame or lahn is produced b drawing the round tinsel wire through
metal rollers, whereby it is fWattened into various widths. At the
same time it is generally subjected to an ornamental corrugating
process, or to a coating or coloring process. When thus flattened and
corrugated, or coated or colored, the article no longer bears the name
of tinsel wire in trade and commerce or in tariff nomenclature, but is
known as lame or lahn.
"Bullion is produced by subjecting lame or lahn to a twisting
process whereby it is permanently brought to a hollow spiral form.
In thiA form the article no longer bears the name of lame or lahn in
trade end commerce or in tariff nomenclature, but passes under the
name of bullion only. When imported into this country it is said
to come in lengths of a yard or less. When applied to use, it is
strengthened by means of a core of cotton or other fibrous thread running lengthwise through its center." (Un.ited States v. Vit, 8 Ct.
Cust. Appls., 290, 292, 293, of 1918.)

Tinsel thread and string are lame or lahn wound around a cotton
or silk core. They are used in the manufacture of tinsel fabrics.
Tinsel fabrics, products, etc., are articles in which tinsel products,
usually lahn or thread, are used to produce a metallic effect in
the finished work. The tinsel thread gives a glistening effect and
throws the pattern into -sharprelief.
Tinsel wire is manufactured into lame or lahn, bullion, threads,
and the very flexible electric drop cords. Lame or lahn is wound
around a cotton core in the manufacture of tinsel string used to tie
fancy bundles, and tinsel thread is used in the manufacture of fabrics
and trimmings. It is 'used direct in tho manufacture of Christmas
tree ornaments and tinsel decorations for the theatrical profession.
B3ullions are used in the manufacture of fringes, tassels, and military
uniform insignia. Tinsel fabrics and trimmings are used in the
manufacture of uniforms and women's wearing apparel. especially
in dresses to be worn on the stage.
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Production.-There is only a small domestic production of tins.el
wire or lame, the consumption being largely supplied by France and
Germany. A large proportion of the more finished products is factory made in this country. In Europe much of this work is done iii
the homes. Prior to the war almost the entire supply of tinsel wire,
lames, tinsel threads, and a large part of the toys, ornaments, fabrics, and trimming were imported. All of these products are now
produced in considerable quantities in the United States. There
is now one large manufacturer of tinsel wire and two largo manufacturers of lames and tinsel thread. The domestic Christmas-tree
ornament industry is now capable of supplying the domestic demand
for this class of goods.
Imports.-Prior to the war all the tinsel wire and lame, and a large
part of the fabrics, toys, and ornaments, made wholly or in part (of
tinsel, were imported. The imports in 1914 of tinsel wire, lame or
lahn were $146,793; of bullion, metal thread, etc., $89,448, of
fabrics, ornaments, toys, etc., $657,490. Later statistics follow:

f

ICwandor year.

uantity.

Value.

Ad

Duty.

valoi eni
rate.

TINSEL WIRE, LAME Ot. iAHN, MADE WHOLLY OR IN CHIEF VALUE OF GOLD; 8IN Eit
OR OTHER METAL.
1

...........................

7

.........

19198..............................................
1921 (9montbs)..... ..........................

1

M
lw ..
183'

37,6

71

,43

1

S
8,887
7 198

1

6

4

1,............914
8

BULLIONS AND METAL THREADS MADE WHOLLY OR IN CHIEF VALUE OF TINSEl.
WiRE, LAME OR LAHN.

1918................................................

1910.,........................
A..................
1920............................................
1921 (9 months) ...................................

............2
3W, 292
437,W39
263,309

.,2

SUoo i

1,120,3%8
2M,099]
2
1,116,507
29,101
2
657,91.......
I .,...

FABRICS RIBBONS, BELTING TOYS OR OTHER ARTICLES MAPS WHOLLY OB I.
CHIEF VALUE OF TINSEL WIRE, LAME OR LAHN, AND INIA RUBBER, BULLION,
OR METAL THREADS.
1918.....................................
1919.............................

1920 ...
1921 (9months).............

Yard#.
I...... ............ 816557
1$138,.218
909,M8

1,276,29
.............. ........... ,,

16,231
383,8Z6

510,496.

to
40

Exports.-None.

Important changes in casication.-In the act of 1913 there are

three groups: first, tinsel wire, lame or lahn, made wholly or in cbief
value of gold, silver, or other metal; second, bullions and metal
threads, made wholly or in chief value of tinsel wire, lame or laliu;
and third, fabrics, ribbons, beltings, toys, or other articles, made
wholly or in chief value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn, or of tinsel wire,
lame, labn, and india rubber, bullions, or metal threads not specially
provided for. Each group bears an ad valorem rate of'duty.
H. R. 7456 places spe ific and ad valorem rates of duty on each of
the first two groups, but retains an ad valorem duty on the third
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group. Fabrics are omitted -from the third group and classified with
the following articles which have been added to the paragraph, all
bearing an ad valorem rate of duty; woven fabrics, frifges, and
tasels, made of any of the foregoinr.

Sugqet cange.-Strike out "lalm" because omitted elsewhere
inthe bill. The actof 1913 provides for articles of tinsel wire orlame,
or of tinsel wire, lame and india rubber, bullions or metal threads.
Paragraph 382 leaves out articles made -wholly or in chief value of
tinsel wire or lame.
In this paragraph there is one rate of duty on ribbons,, beltings,
toys, etc., and another rate on woven fabrics, fringes, and tassels
"made of any of the foregoing." It is suggested'that these two be
combined with one rate of duty, particularly as the coat of manufacture of ribbons and beltings is usually more and not less than that
of woven fabrics. In general the narTower , fabric is made the
higher the cost per square yard, and ribbons should, therefore, carry
fully As high a rate as woven fabrics. , In the act of 1909 (par.
179) specific provision was made for laces, embroideries, braids,
galloons, trimmings and ornaments made wholly or in chief value of
tinsel wire, lame orlahn, bullions or metal threads. These enumerations were omitttd in the corresponding provision (par. 150) of
the act of 1913 and are omitted from paragraph 382 of H. R. 7456.
The suggested exclusion of this paragraph from the operation of
paragraph 1430 of H. R. 7456 makes advisable specific provision
in paragraph 382 for those articles. The absence of the words ornaments or trimmings in paragraph 150 of the act of 1913 led to a decision that trimmings in chief value of lame or bullions, were dutiable
as articles composed in chief value of metal (United Stae v. Veit,

8 Ct. Cust. Appls,, 290, of 1918).

PARAGRAPH 888.
L 3. 74608.

BNATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 383. Quicksilver, 35 cents per
pound: Protided, That the flasks, bottles,
or other vessels in which quicksilver is
imported sall be subject to the same
rae of duty as they would be subjected
to if impen fed empty.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 189. Quicksilver, seven cents per
PAR. 159. Quicksilver, 10 per centum
pound. The flasks, bottles, or other yes- ad valorem. The flasks, bottles, or other
selsin which quicksilveris imported shall vessels in which quicksilver is Imported
be subject to the same rate of duty as they shall be subject to the same rate o duty

would be subjected to if imported empty. as they would be subjected to if imported
empty.
QUICKSILVER.

Description and uue.--Quicksilver or mercury, although a metal,
isliquid at ordinary temperatures. Practically all the supply comes
from sulphide ore notably cinnabar. The ore is invariably reduced
at the mine, thereore is not an article of commerce. In 1917 one-half
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of our mercury, was used in mk blsting'caps for high explosives
•and for drugs and chemicals. It is also extensively used in the hat
and fur industry, in thermometers and barometers, Wgold and silver
amalgamation, and for other purposes..,
befo
,Prdi .- Owing to foreign competition, production before the
war was decreasing, biWt war prices again led to ,an expansion of the
industry.. In 1905 the' United Statos was the leading producer, with
30,534 flasks of 75 pounds each; this fell to 16,648 flasks in 1914,
and rose to 36,159 flasks in 1917. About 66 per cent of the production in 1917 was in California and 33 per cent in Nevada, Oregon,
Idaho, Arizona, and Texas. Estimate I production for 1921 was
6,339 flasks, of which all but 101 flasks wcre produced in Texas and
(alifornia, each State fu'nishing about one-half of the total. The
world's supply in 1,913 was about 117,0004 flasks, of which Spain
produced 31.3 per cent, Italy 25.2 per cent, Austria 20.6 per cent,
the United States 17.3 per cent, and, other countrikp 5.6 per cent.
The cost of domestic production before the war was greater than in
Spain, Italy, and Austria, because of lower-grade ores and higher
labor costs. The domestic ore averages not over 0.5 per cent quicksilver while that of Spain runs 8 per,centj that. of Italy 0.9 per cent,
and that of Austria 0.65 per cent.
-Import of quicksilver before 1911 were small, but in 1914 aggregated. 444j873 pounds, valued at $192,609. Later statistics follow.
-

Calendar year."

Quantity.

Pounds.

1918 ......................................................
1919 .....................................................
1920....................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

503053
797,613
1,02647
28,003

Value.

Dity.

Ad
valoreni

rate.

Per ccN.

$533,408
S53, 341
10
791,228
70,123
JO
10
971,510
97,161
329 145 .....................

Et!ts -PrOr to,. 910 'the United States.made rather large
exports of mercury. This situation was reversed in 1911. Exports
dwindled'to about 300 flasks compared with an average of over
4,200 flasks shipped annually during the preceding four years.
Soon after the outbreak of.the war exports began to increase rapidly.
The exports in 1917 of 850,603 pounds were the greatest in the
history of the industry. Exports since 1917 by calen-dar years have
been as follows:

untty (pound).............................

ue............................................... .

1918

1019

32,340
.. 20

683 004

3

1920

116,493

$129,993

1921

monthshs.
16,067

110,99

The principal countries of destination were: In 1919, Japan,
Honskong, Swe en, Can#da, ~enxnark; ,in 1920, Japan, Canada,
ng
(
q
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PAR.'384. New types, 15 per centum

ad valorem.

*CT OF 191 .

ACT OF 1909.
P-ai. 160.
PAR. 191. * * * new types, twentyfive per centum ad valorem.
ad valorem.

'

*

types, 15 per centuin'

TYPES.

Dscription and Ue.-Types are slugs of metal contaning on one
end raised dies of letters, ilguresi or typographicl signs They are
used for setting up type compositionfor printing, or as a form from,
which a stereotype orteecrotype im&esionii taen.
Produ ion.-There were
establishments engaged in 'type'
founding in 1914, withra production valued at $2,320,000. Domestic
output exceeds consumption.
mports.-Imports of type fron all sources are small, and consist
mainly of special fonts for foreign-language, publications. ,They are'
derived principally from Germany,! Ji an, and China. Imports of
new type in 1914 were 60)343 pounds, valued at $9,866. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ................
1919 ....... . ..................
10 .................................................
1921 (Pmonths)..; ................................

Quantity.

...

.

Value.

1360~ '14,089
17:0 "
5,018
10,89
2,
12,08

Duty.

Ad
valorem
row.

1510
is
8,O
is
1,
..15
...............

Ezpdrte pf type amou.Jted to 614,421 pounds, valued at $219,491,
in 1914. Later, statistics by, calendar years follow:,
(9month).
...............
. ........... $
278,081
au
................
#.................
; g,6834
MM,SWMI8t,

uantty (Pounds)

4

43s,3o

The principal countries of destination were: In 1919, Canada,
Mexico Cuba, .United Kingdom, Argentina; in 1920, Canadi, Mexico,
Cuba, Philippine Islands, and Peru.,
Important hage. in c afication.--f'Types" has been changed to

new types," and "type metal" has been transferred to paragraph
389.
8
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PAR. 385. Nickel, nickel oxide, alloy

W!
y kind in which nickel is th# com-

nent material of chief value, in pigs or
, or similar forms, 0 cents per
pound;in bars, rods, plates, sheets, strips,
strands, anodes, or electrodes, 30 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 185. Nickel, nickel oxide, alloy
of any kind in which nickel is a cornponent material of chief value, in pigs,
ingots, bm, rods, or plates, six cents per
pound; sheets or strips, thirty-five, p r

PAR. 155. Nickel, nickel oxide, alloy
of any kind in which nickel is a component material of chief value, in pigs,
ingot., bars, rods,, or plates, 10 per
centum ad valorem; sheets or strips, 20

centum *4valorem.,
,,;

por centurm ad valorem.

', I~NICl .ZL,:.

in alloys
principal
use absorbing
of nickel is
Jue.-iThe
one-hall
the
is the most
important
of De8criptionnd
which nickel steel
output. Nickel is also used in cheap jewelry (particularly watches),
y appliances, and cooking
in, German silver, :nickel plating, lraor
and table utensils. Nickel oxide is used in Edison storage batteries
and in the manufacture of glass. The salts are largely used in electroplating; also in the hydrolysis of fats into solids suitable for soap
making, etc. Nickel ingots,- bars, rods, and plates axe the raw materials from which wire (round, square, and flat) is made. Plates arc
used elso in electroplating. Sheets and strips are the relatively thin
forms' ofnickel. To distinguish sheets from strips arbitrary lines of
demarcation have been adopted by the Treasury Department, as
follows: , Sheet, over 7 inches in width and 0.14 inch or less in thickness; strip, 7 inches and under in width and A inch and under in
thickness..Thin sheets of nickel are welded on sheet iron and steel,
ard
ae said t6 wear better than electroplated sheets.
Productown.-The United States'produces no' nickel from domestic
materials except as a by-product of copper refining. The production
from this source in 1918 was 882,000 pounds, valued at $401,000.
This country is, however, the greatest producer of refined nickel in
the world, with an output of about 70,000,000 pounds per year by
which
hopany
easily dominates the industry through the
bne eastern
ownership f the largest Canadian mines and smelters and by its
large refining works in New Jersey. In 1918 the company began
refining some of its nickel in Canada. Canadian nickel is also refined in Wales, and French company produces nickel from New Caledonian ores and matte. The latter is also employed by a smaller
American producer of the metal. The production of nickel in 1914
was-35,098,958 pounds, valued at $12,284,625, and in 1915 was
56,566,890 pounds, valued at $22,626,756. The production of nickel
oxide in 1914 was 1,692,000 pounds and in 1915 was P,764,000 pounds.
The production of nickel as a by-product in the electrolytic refiniig
of copper was 846,000 pounds in 1914, valued at $413,000 an(I
1,644,000 pounds in 1915, valued at $538,222. ,
/lrnport.--In 1914 nickel, nickel oxide,- alloy of any kind in which
nickel is a component material of chief value, in pigs, ingots, bars,
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rods, or plates was imported to the amount of 109,213 pounds, valued
at $44,146. Imports of shots and strips amounted to $6,851 in the
fiscal year 1014.' Later statistics follow:
Calendar ye,

Quantity.

value.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Duty.

NICKEL OXIDE.

'sd

Por
1918......................................................
1919 ................................................

1920 ............

............................

1921 (9moth)........ .......................

10,902

1,078
215

22,347

$3,221
M

65

l c0t
$322

10

32

10

8,432:
, ...........8 J

10

NICKEL AND ALLOYS OF ANY KIND, ETC., IN PIGS, INGOTS, BARS, 1LODS, OR PLATES.

1918 .......... , ........
...
...........
1919............
......................
1920..........
............
..............
:921 (9months) .............
.....................

40

i

$8

7,258,992 2,53,030
256,303
6,05,753
2,193,286
219,3
1,4 ,603,
482,381 ...
..

0

......

10
10

NICKEL SHEETS OR STRIPS.

1918 ....................

1919 .......................................

....................
10,162

8,881
4,889

$1,376

978

20
20

Ezports.-Exports in. 1914 amounted to 28,895,242 pounds,
valued at $9,403,708. Prior to, 1914, 'exports went chiefly to the
Netherlands, France, and the, United Kingdom. Exports. of nickel,
nickel oxide, and matte since 1917 by calendar years have been as
.
,'' I
follows:-. "

quantity
(pounds) ........................
. value ...........
....... I.................

j.,
, ........

The pincIpal countries of detmation wore, In 1919,. France,
Japan, United Kingdom, Belgian, Italy; in 1920, Belgium, Japan,
Switzerland, France, United K dm.
Important changes in da8sitfimh.--In the act of'1913 (par. 155)
the articles mentioned in this paragraph are classified ;n two
groups as follows: First, nickel, nickel oxide alloy of any kind in
which nickel is a component material of chief value, in pigs, ingots;
barn, rods, or plates; and second, sheets or strips. In H. R. 7456,
bars, rods, and plates have been transferred from the first group
into the second group. "Or similax.forms" has' been added to the
first group, and strands, anodes, and electrodes have been added to
the second group.
mentioned h
Suggested einge.-Wire is a form of nickel not mentioned ere.

It has also been suggested that tubes be provided for in this paragraph.
Nickel Shot, an important commercial product, might also be
mentioned in this paragraph unless it shall be desired to exempt it
from duty.

4

~,g
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'iPARAGRAPII8fD.

PAR. 386. 1in in bars, blocks or pigs,
and grain or granulated and scrap Uu, 2
cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 695. * * * tin in bars, blocks,
ig, or grain or granulated: * * *

PAR. 631. * * * tin in bars, blocks,

pigs, or grain or granulated, and scrap
Fj.
tin:,* * * [Free).
[See also paragraph 1670, It. It. 746.1
[See also pagph 1670, H. R. 7456.]
TIN IN BARS) BLOCKS, FIGS OR GRAIN, OR

,Y

GRANULATED.

DeRcription- and duees.-Tin in bars, blocks,.-and pigs is commercial
tin cast into convenient shapes, and only partially refined. Grain
or granulated tin has been tested for its purity at the smelter and
ip a finer grade. Tin is used chiefly as a protective coating for
other metals fnd iMthe making of alloys, especially bearing metals
and solders. A considerable quantity of pure tin oxide goes into
white enamel. By increasing the proportions of lead, a-uminum,
zinc, antimony, copper, cadmium and bismuth in alloys of these
metals with tin, the latter has been considerably conserved. A
complete substitute for tin is not known.
Production.-This is one of the few metals not found in the United
States in deposits of sufficient purity aid extent to justify a domestic
mining industry. Domestic snielters de -)end upon Boliviah ore and
lacking this source of supply would probably be obliged to suspend
.erations.., Ores from all-othe known deposits of workable size are
either inaccessible or are not exported because of prohibitive export
taxes or local transportation charges. Less than 100 tons of tin
are annually recovered from domestic ore-'all of which is from
Alaska, whereas the smelter output from imported ores may be
taken at about 12,000 tons.
Imports in 1914 of tin in bars: blocks, pigs, or grain or granulated
were 100,177 962 pounds, valued at $39,422,479. Prior to 1915
about one-half were transshipments from England. and only since
1914 have shipments &M6 direct from the Dutch East Indies, with

increasing amounts from the Straits Settlements. Later statistics
by calendar years follow:
1918

Quantity (pounds).... .................
Value................
............

142,78,763
$92,29,799

1919.192
8,718,525

$50,90,126

(9 months).
125600,278

$73,440,872

34,0S3.M

$1,175,031

These imports came 'mainly from the Straits Settlements, United

Kingdom and Dutch East Indies.
Expor.-'Exports of tin in pigs and oxide of tin; were 301,213
pounds in 1915; and 798,288 pounds in 1917. Exportsof tin in pigs,
bas), etc., since 1917 bY calenlar year have been as follows:
1918
1Q19

",*
............... I.........
. .....
4...
0033
v...................
'
...........
(uds1
u192$ty

611,77t

3920

(9months),

1 411 151

2 125,721

1921

prinip4MPour
The Canada,
xi
Asia,
Rum4ia.,

ei

'i, j919, Russia in
f destin
ion,. .wefe,
Mexico, Cuba,
'Canada,
in 1920,
den;
SORAPTflf

",

Description and uses.4'-Considerable tin is recovered from scrap
metals, bronze, solder, pewter, and electrotype metal,' and some from
old tin; cans and containers. Tin plate scrap, now admitted as scrap

tin,l is specially mentionedin par. 301 of H. R. 7456.
Producion.--Praotically no clean tin scrap or tinplate clippings are
wasted, but it,is difficult to collect and transport old tin cans and
containers, and .with;,no sale for the residue, (black, tin 'plate). the
output from this source is greatly curtailed. The tin content of the
average tin can and container is about 2per cent.' Detinners formerly
recovered from 60"o 70 pounds, of tin from a long ton of scrap, but
only 40 to 45 pounds are now regained, and from used cans only
29 to 30 pounds.-,. The produttion" of secondary 'tin was 4,535 tons
in 1914 and 7,42 tons in 1918. The production of secondary tin
in the form of alloys was 7,912 tons in 1914: and 16:695 tons in 1918.
The total value was $8,887,158 in 1914 and $41,381,000 in 1918.
Imports in 1914 were 10,778,343 pounds, valued at 861,490; in
1918, 17,718,044 pounds, valued at $115,963. These imports, which
came mainly' from Canada and Mexico, consisted almost wholly of
scrap tin-plate (see paragraph 301), and since 1918 have been so

designated by the Department of Commerce.
Exports in 1914 were valued at $75 426;in 1917, at $140,996. Prior
to '1914 scrap tin was exported chieAy to Germany and Belgium; the
1917 exports practically all went to Japan.
Important changes in dusRiftcation.--These articles were transferred from the Free List of the act of 1913 (par. 631).
PARAGRAPH 887.
H. R. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 387. Bottle caps of metal, collapille tubes, and sprinkler tops, if not
decorated, colored, waxed [acquered,
enameled, lithographed, electroplated
or embossed in color, 25 per centum ad
valorem; if decorated, colored, waxed,
lacqu.'red, enameled, lithographed, electroplated, or embossed in color, 40 per

centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 196. Bottle caps of metal, if not
colored, waxed, lacquered, enameled,
lithographed, or embossed in color, onehalf of one cent per pound and forty-five
per centum ad -valorem; if colored,
waxed, lacquered, enameled, lithographed, or embossed in color, fifty-five
per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 164. Bottle caps of metal, col.
lapsible tubes, and sprinkler tops, if not
decorated, colored, waxed, lacquered,
enameled, lithographed, electroplated, or
embossed in color, 30 per centum ad
valorem; if decorated, colored, waxed,
lacquered, enameled, lithographed, electroplated, or embossed in color, 40 Vp"
centum ad valorem.
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BOTTLE (091, OOLLAPMIB

TUJJZS,, xo.

Decripton and uwe8.-Bottle caps may, be made of paper or
metal. Metal bottle caps may be those familiar on beer and sodawater bottles or the decorative foil caps wound around the cork
and tops of wine bottles to keep them air-4ight. It is this fine
foil cap, made, largely of lead, that is referred to here.
Collpsible tubes are the metal containers for tooth paste, photographer's paste, shavimg cream, etc., which may be pinched together
and rolled up at the bottom to force out the contents atthe top.
Sprinkler tops are perforated metal cape or stoppers for bottles
from which liquids, such as perfumery and toilet waters, are sprinkled.
Productioa.-In 1913 four domestic factories, none of them west of
Chicago, were manufacturing bottle caps., There were about 100
factories in all Europe-25 each in Germany, France, and Austria. Seven American factories in 1913 manufactuied collapsible
tubes; two, sprinkler tops; and two others, both collapsible tubes and
sprinkler tops. Consumption of bottle ce~ps is estimated to be from
25 OOOOQO to 60,000,000 caps annually. . Production of collapsible
tubes was estimated at about $500,000 in 1913 and in 1920 from
$15,000,000 to $20,000,000.' Production of- sprinkler tops was
estimated atabout $300,000 in 1913, and at several milliow-dollars
in 1920. Automatic machines are used in American bottle-cap
factories, but much skilled labor is-said ,to be required in coloring.
Imports.-In 1914, imports of bottle caps, collapsible tubes, and
sprinkler tops amounted to $597,458. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Vale.,

Ad
-valor,m

Duty.

'

rate.

BOTTLE CAPS, COLLAPSIBLE.TUBEE AND SPRINKLER TOPS; NOT DECORATED, C01.
-. o

1918 ...........................

1919...............

1920 ..........................

1921 (9m t ..

..

..........

... ............................ ..........

%',

$2,668..

.

..........

.

$266

.

.1,238

800..
S"7

3

371

.2

BOTTLE CAPS, COLLAPSIBLE TUBES, AND 8PRINKLLRTOP8-DECORATID, COLO iED,
1918 ..............................
................
1919 ..................................................
1920..........................
. ........ :................929 :
1921 (9 month.) ..........................................

Eat&p1.-None recorded;

$280M
13,992
a
4 067

11,3
6,5 7
3719

1. ..
40
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PARAGRAPH 888.
SRe.NA221 &*ZNDNUNtlS.

PAR. 388. Lead-bearing ores and
mattes of 4l kinds, 1j cents per pound
on the lead contained therein:. Provi
That such duty shall not be applied to the lead contained in copper
mattes until after two.thousand tons of
such lead shall have been imported in
any one year, to be allocated under rules
and regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury: Provided fur.
their, That on all importations of leudbearing ores and mattes of all kinds the
duties shall be estimated at the port of
entry and a bond given in double the
amount of such ,estimated duties for the
transportation of the ores or mattes
lby common carriers bonded for the
transportation of appraised or unappraised merchandise to properly equipped
smunpling, or smelting establishments,
whether designated as bonded warehouses or otherwise. On the arrival of
the ores or mattes at such establishments they shall be sampled according
to commercial methods under the supervision of Government officers, who s all
be stationed at such establishments, and
who shall submit the samples thus ob,
tained to a Government assayer, designated by the Secretary of the Treasury,
who shall make an assay of the sample
by wet asay without deduction and report,
the resuh to- the proper customs officers
and the import entries shall be liquidated.
thereon. And the Secretary of -the
Treasury is authorized to make all iecessary regulations to enforce the provisions
of this.pstagraph.
ACT OF 1909.
PAX.. 181. Lead-bearing ore of all kinds,
one a-d one-half cent per pound oi the
lead contained therein: Provided, That
on all importations of lead-bearing, ores,
the duties shall bW estimated at the port
of entry, and a bond given in double-the
amount of such estimated duties for the
transportation of the ores by common
caniers bonded for the transportation of
appraised or unappraised merchandise to
properly equipped
mplibUg or smelting
establishments whether diignated tos
bonded warehouses or otherwise. On the
arrival of the ores at such establishments
they shall be sampled according to coinmercial methods under the pervision of
government office-m, who shall be stationed at such establishments, and who
shall submit the amples thus obtained
ta government imyer, designated by
th~e. S etary of the Treasury, who sa
make a proper ay of the sample and

ACT OF 1918.1
PAR. 152. Lead-bearing ores of all
kinds containing more thai 3 per entum
of lead,: cent per pound on the lead
contained thateii: Prodd, That on all
importatons of lead-bearing ores the
duties'shall, be estitnated' at the' port
of entry, and a bond given in double
the amount of such estimated duties
Ior the transportation of the ores by
common carriers bonded for the transportation of appraised or unappraised
merchandise to properly equipped anipling or smelting establishments, whether
designated as bonded warehouses or other.
wise. On the arrival of the ores at such
establishments they shall be sampled socording to commercial methods under the
supervision of Government officers, who
shall be stationed at such establishments,
and whq s
submit the samples thus
obtained to aGovernmentmae, dehiEnat by the Scrtvy of the Treau,

.ertctestos
officers,"
.
and't

SI

li

who shall make a,prol
entdi e

aay of the

be sample and report the result to the proper

liquidate thereon, except in case of ores
that sholl be removed to a bonded warehouse to be refined for exortation as
provided by law. And the etaur of
the Treasury is authorized to make all
necessary .reutions to enforce the provisions of this paragraph.

customs officers, and the import entries
shall be liquidated thereon, except in
cie of ores that shall be removed-to &
bonded warehouse to be refined for ex.
portation as provided by law., "And the
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
to ,make all necesay relations to
enforce the provisions p1 thAs paragph.

LEAD-BEARING ORES AND MATThS,
(See Survey 4-21.)

Decription and weo.-The typical lead ore is complex. Most
mines produce lead with silver, zinc, and various other metals.
Besides supplying metallic lead, the ores are used as carriers in the
smelting pross for the recovery of gold and silver. Lead sulphate
and sinilar lead pigments are made to an increasing extent directly
from the ore. Mattes are mixtures of artificial sulphides produced
in smelting. Lead-bearing mattes invariably contain iron and
sulphur and generally copper, silver, gold, and other metals in such
amount as to exceed the value of the lead contained.
Production.-The United States is the leading producer of lead
ore. Australia, Spain, Germany, and Mexico are next in order
named. These five countries produce fully 80 per cent of the world's
output.
The United States is also the largest consumer of lead metal.
Before the war, consumption practically equaled the production.
In addition however, Ainerican smelting and refining works pro!,ce refined lead derived from foreign chiefly Mexican) ore and
vYsPe bullion for export, the output of this lead am~uoting to about
2J per cent of the domestic business. By virtue of the provision
ior bonded smelting, this traffic, although frequently
caredon with
the smelting of domestic ores, is entirely distinct, as far as the tariff
is concern.
Since 1870 production of lead has increased steadily. The output from domestic ores in short tons was, in 1880, 97,825; in 1890,
143,630; in 1900, 270,824; in 1910, 395,313; in 1918, 539,905; and
in 1920, 424,433. The capacity of domestic furnaces for smelting
lead ore was rated in 1918 at 5,521,000 tons.
Imports and ezpor4 -The lead content of ore imported, 1910 to
1918, inclusive, averaged over 38,000,000 pounds annually. Less
than 121 per cent was imported for consumption by payment of
'duty, and more than one-half of this amount was exported with
benefit of drawback.., The average net consumption, therefore,
amounted annually to only slightly more than 2,225,000 pounds of
lead. Thus in this nine-year period less than 6 per cent of the total
lead content of imported ore was actually used in the United States.
The total net revenue in the nine-year period was only $187,766.29.
and the average yealy revenue wasleas than $21,000.,
Practically no lead ore o, either domestic or foreign origin is exported from the United States. Tlv lead imprted in the form of ore
,br treatment m b6nded works for expo does not compete with the
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product of domestic mum, o pt i. foreign markets. Until the'
war, however, practically no lead of domestic origin was exported.
The 1Wrt"expbOtU tof0d6iestic lead durin t war period were a
result of war conditions, the curtailment of Eu'opean supplqs from
Australia and Spain, and the unprecedented. demoud. ..Broadly speaking, the only countries that coIpete with domestic
output in the domestic ore market are Mexico, CaInda, and Chile.
Except locally, serious Competition comps only fromt MeXico, but this
is becoming less of a factor since the development of smelteries in
Mexico nearer to the sources of supply. Mexican lead ore, however,
is a potential factor. It is of high ade, enerally rich in silver, and,
except for the duty, can be obtamed c eaper than domestic ore.
Mexican lead deposits are controlled almost entirely by American
companies, chief among which are the American Smelting & Refining
Co. and the American Metal Co. Mexico is the only country having
large knowii deposits of lead that is not producing to practically its
full economic linit, and which can, therefore, largely increase production.
Imports of lead ore containing more than 3 per cent of lead (lead
content) have been, since 1917, ,as follows:
Calendar you.

1918
..............
1919 ..............

..........

...........

Quantity.

Value.

POUns.
6 064, 902

$344,080

4, 106 823

1920 ................
.........................
13,701w 499
1921 (9 months) ..........................................
5,4'/1,833

Duty.

196,363

ltd
valorem.

Percent.
45, 476 ..........

30,801

15.61

908,619
102,754
11.81
54, 762 ......................

These imports came mainly from Canada and Mexico.

Important changes in dwssicion.-The act of 1913 provides for

lead-beatn ores of all kind containing more than 3 per centum of
lead. H. R. 7456 provides for lead-bearing ores of all kinds, and
includes "mattes" in the paragraph and also in the proviso. The
proviso omits the following words:. "except in case of ores that shall
be removed to a bonded warehouse to be refined for exportation as
provided by law" after the words: "and the import entries shall be
liquidated thereon." The following is a new provision: "Provided,
That such duty shall not be applied to the lead contained in copper
mattes, until after 2,000 tons ofWsuch lead shall have been imported
in any one year, to be allocated under rules and regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury."
The provision for wet assay without deduction is new. This
change will be considered in connection with Title III, Section 315.
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 191.

-PARAGIRAPI 889.
H. X. 7466.

SU3IATS

X~~N9

PAR. 389. Lead bullion or base bullion,
lead in pigs and bare lead dross, re.
claimed leAd scrap lead, attimoniW
lead, antimonial scmp lead typo meta,
Babbitt metal, solder, il alloys or cow.
binations of lead not pecially ovided

for,'21 cents e

r oml tnhladcn

tainted there;
in sheets, pipe
!hot, glazier's lead, and lead wire, lead
in any article or material not specially
,.rvided for, 2* cents per pound

ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF- 1909.
PAR.

181. Lead dros, lead bullion or

base bullion, lead in pigs and bas lead in'
any form not specially provide for in
this section, old refuse lead run into
blocks and bars, and old scrap lead fit
only to be remanufactured; all the foregoing, two and one-eighth cents per
pound; lead in sheets, pipe, shot, glaziers'
lead and lead wire, two and threeeighths cents per pound.
PAR. 191. Type metal, one and onehalf cents per pound on the lead contained
therein;
**.
PAR. 649. Pewter and britannia metal,
old, and fit only to be remanufctured

PAR. 153. Lead dreo, leAd bullion
base bullion, lead in &gs and bars, lead i
any form not speci Ay -provided for in
this section, old tafUwe lead run in 10
blocks and bars, and old scrap lead Iiit
only to,be romanufactured: lead inrsheets
pipe, shot, glaziers' lead, and lead wire
all the foregoing, 25 per centum ad va
lorem, on the lead contained therein.
PAR. 160. Type metal,

*

*

*

15

per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 572. Pewter and britannia metal
old, and fit only to be remanufactured
[Free].
[Free].
PAR. 637. Typ, stereotype metal, elcPAR. 702. Types, old, and fit only to be
trotype metal, linotype composition, all
remanufactured [Free].
and fit only to be ref tho
ree];i
u~ied ,F.old
fact oI
,a4u

.

. •LEAD.

(See Survey 0.-21.,)

Dewr0i n ad use-.-The chief consumption qf lead is in the form
of whitead for paint. Large quantities are used in pipe and sheet,
and in shot and bullets; lesser quonitico in bearing " tals, solders,
and other whitemeta1'aloys.
''he market grades are () dosilverized, (2) "soft," and (3) antimonial leWl.,. Load bullion or base bullio, is metallic lead containng old and silver, diffeiing,frQm, maretlead, in that it must l)e
desilverized or refined. Lead pigs and bars-usually about 3 feet
long and weighing from 80 to 110 pounds-includes all merchantable

iorms of pig lead whether virgin (produced direct from ore) or of
secondary origin, and whether soft, desilverized, or base bullion.
Lead dross, made in recovering the metal from its ores, is valueless
except as a source of lead and the minor amounts of other metals
which it may contain. The chief source of antimonial lead (provided for in the act of 1913 as "type metal") is from. the refining of
lead bullion;- as the name implies it is lead alloyed wth a certain

amount of antimony. Type me@ is an alloy of lead and antimony

with small amounts of thi and is used for the manufacture of type.
Babbitt metal is representative of a large group of bearing metals

!UMMLRY OF TAIFF IFORMATION, 15L
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containing lead and antimony to which may be added copper, zinc,
or ohfer metallic substances. Solder, an alloy of tin and lead, is
used-for joining metals together.
Pro&tcon.-The United States is the largest producer and consumer of lead. Since 1875 it, has been practically independent of
foreign supplies, with a domestic production very nearly equal to
consumption. Although large amounts appear in the import statistics, ht.le foreign lead is ultimately absorbed in the United States
as most of the ore and base bullion imported is treated in bonded
works withOtit payment of duty, and the larger part of the imports
upon wh~i~ duty is paid is eventually reexported, generally with
benefit of '4(jback. For instance, we carry on a large smelting and
refining busmess in bond, treating by far the greater part of the
Mexican outpt., In 1918 more than 550,000 tons of lead were obtained from( 4 estic ore, and 109,159 tons from foreign ore, the
total outpu(')ig 659,888 tons, valued at more than $97,000,000.
The 1917 output was 635,669 tons worth about $112,000,000. The
value of the products of the lead smelting and refining industry,
including the gold, silver, and copper contents of the ores and bullion treated, was $171,679,000 in 1914 and $192,655,000 in 1919, an
increase of $21,076,000, or 12.3 per cent. The value of products of
smelting only was $64,695,000 in 1914 and $70,973,000 in 1919.
The value of products of refining was $107,884,000 in 1914 and
$121,862,000 in .1919. Primary lead smelted or refined was valued
at $563;810 in '1914, as compared with $485,112 in 1919. Utah is
the leading State in the industry.
Smelting and refining are centralized in a few strong companies,
almost one-half the output of refined metal being controlled by one
large producer. The independent producing companies are highly
integrated, have ample capital, and substantial ore supplies.
The production of antimonial lead from domestic ore was 19,371
tons in 1915 and 10,777 tons in 1918. Production from foreign ores
for the same years was 3,853 tons and 7,793 tons, respectively. The
production of alloys of lead in 1914 was valued at $19,179,976.
Import.-Of the various forms in which lead is imported, the most
important is base bullion. In the fiscal year 1918 the maximum
importation of pigs, bars, etc., was over 19,000,000 pounds, which
compares ivith 150,000,000 pounds of lead in base bullion, In 191-3
and 1914 only a few hundred thousand pounds were imported, showing an enormous fluctuation in the imports of both classes of the
metal. This was due largely to political conditions in Mexico, the
only important country of origin of both classes of imports. The
imports from all other countries are small and, excepting those from
Canada, sporadic. Mexican lead is refined in bond and shipped
chiefly to Great Britain.
Practically the entire imports of antimonial lead or type metal are
produced in bonded smelting works fmim the refining of imported
lead base bullion, mainly from Mexico. The type metal is withdrawn for consumption, as provided for in Section IV, paragraph N,
subsection 1, of the act of 1913. Imports have fluctuated widely; the
maximum was in 1907, nearly 12,000 tons of antimonial lead, valued
at more than $1,300,000. There were no imports in 1916, and 105
pounds, valued at $20, in 1918. The imports of type metal fit only
to be remanufactured were 329,825 pounds, valued at $20,822, in
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1913, and 6,964. pounds, vali otd $1,6lL, .n J 18, The rmpQt
anufacw
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.
I918
$13,1,J
and"
1915
tures were $63,512 in

;,

follow;

'

:

..

Vt.
Inty.

da yea.

um

aty.
.

LEAD BULLiON OR BASE BULLION (JEAD OONTINT).,

..............

........
.9...37.....

Poundsh.
,&W,071
31,790,9M
6,81,82
6092,348

:::::.......... ......
........

..
......
..
1919..............
(o nt.............................
..
.. ....................

9

.........
0.oo
., ,>~

Per eU.25
25
.29,73i
1,130,937
25
835,1W0
0,60D ..............
3,1,51701,3

$180,676

0,0l7f

..

t.. .

N.S. 1. Ti, OLD REFUSE LEAD RUN INTO
LEAD IN PIGS AND BARS LEAD IN ANY FORM
FIT ONLY TO BE REMAIJVFAOTURED
LEAD
SCRAP:
OLD
AND
BARS,
BLOCKS AND
CONTENT)..
(LEAD

1
56,8M

... ,13,95
1918............... .................... .....
............................................ 10,174,115

415 04

13i,4 ...

2.

103,77

ta............
92
,S~9lf9194

is*9

LEAD SHEETS (LEAD CONTENT).

,W

.
..............
1919
.................................
.
........
0 ..................

$2

Ro

7

.

I921(9o3ths).

Z127
25

..............

LEAD PIPE (LEAD CONTENT).
,892

......................................

1918

1019...............

........................

1 .............................................

$24
1,8'5 514149 '
81,07

25

$156

25

37

2l,

1,364

CONTENT).
LEAD SHOT, O/AZlER'S LEAD, AND LEAD WIRE (LEAD

191 .. ............................
121 (9 months) .......

no$25 :...............

s

.. .....

IL

48

.

........................

TYPE METAL (LEAD CONTENT).
513,166
1918 ......................................................
......................................... ............ 11,000,498

1919

.

15

391

122,40I

25,781,5431 1,349,495

202,424

........
..........
1921 (9months)............................... 39,208,

1920 .....

$35,

816,642

.

.

1,109,217........

PEWTER AND BRITANNIA )4ETAL, OLD AND FIT ONLY TO BE REMANUFACTURED.
1918...

...................................

2,129

.................. 13 ,
............
..............................
9

1919 .........................

........
1920
1921 (9 months) ...........................

,

i,6 ............ .........

METAL AND LINOTYPE COMPOSITION.
TYPRt STEREOTYPE AND HLECTROTYPE
OLD AND FIT ONLY TO BE REMINUFACTURED'

108..... ..........................
:i

' .
0
1019.

...
..........

IVA
1ThesImp"ot
4I

16

':........

. . .. . . . .. . ....................
...................................

4iuc*~a

, 100

, 3s. ......... ...........

;

1, 1 ,

1 1 4 ............ / .........

3:2,297

...

uro MX O& 16
ncflipSO
L"

t

fX

1,0 k .........

.

.

84,00 ......................
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Expor.-For 10 year pri6r tb i914he're are no records of the
export ,4 .ometic, pig lead. However, domestic smelters were
treating and exporting a considerable tonnage of foreign lead. A
large amount of domestic lead was exported during the war period.
In the fiscal year 1918, more than 1&7,000 tons of pig lead (from bbth
foreign and domestic ore), valued at $17,400,000, were exportd, tle
maximum of domestic lead being 96,50 tons in 1915.
No appreciable quantity of antinonial lead or type metal is
exported. The exports of Babbitt metal were 1,010,651 pounds,
valued at $181,958 in 1914. Later exports for the calendar years
1918 to 1921 have been as follows:
1918

Lead pigs, bars, etc., produced from domestic
ore:

Quantity (pore

A)....................

Vue......................

83,60222

$6,803

,roduced from foreign ore:
Load ps
(pound).................108,688,854
antity
75,v
S"
alue
.....................
Babbitt metal:
Quantty(pounds) ....................
Vlue . ............................

2 20193
3122

",1919

21,01,6

$14, ,

81,018,688
441479,28
2,114

,

~

•.

500,713

s)1921
.
~0(9 n4onths).

0 ,223

97,32

$63,3

9 80
. 3 3,,563
$,70 2j871,806
2 371-908
9",470

631,981
$1,9

The principal countries of destination in- 1920 were Brazil, Japan,
Canada, the United Kingdom, Cuba, the Netherlands, Argentina,
Mexico, and the Philippine Islands.
Important change in da&4ftcation.-Antimonial lead, antimonial
scrap lead, type metal, Babbitt metal, and solder have been included
in this paragraph. Type metal is transferred from a separate paragraph m the act of 1013 (par. 160). The rate of duty baa been
changed from ad valorem to specific.
Pewter and Britannia metal, old and fit only to be remanufactured (par. 572), and type, stereotype metal, electrotype metal,
linotype composition, old and fit only tobe remanufactured (par. 637),
are transferred from the free list of the act of 1913.
The provision for "lead in any article or material not specially provided for" is new.
s.-The added provision "lead in any article
Confliing pr*
or material not specially provided for" conflicts with the provision
in paragraph 393 for manufactures wholly or in chief value of lead,
not specially provided for.
Suggested cidnges.8-No provision is made for duties on alloys used
with lead in any of the articles provided for in this paragraph. Onehalf of solder is ordinarily tin.
There is doubt whether the 2j cents per pound is to be imposed
on the lead or on the total weight of the sheets and pipe and articles
thereafter enumerated. The main bracket Specifically imposes duty
on lead in pigs, etc., on the lead.,content. If the intention is to
impose duty on the lead content of lead in sheets, etc., it is suggested that the words "on the lead contained therein" be inserted
after the word "pound" in line 6, page 75. If, on the othef hand.
the intention is to impose duty ont the gross weight, it is suggested
that the words "on the oss weight of the sheets or other articles
or materials" be inserted after the word "pound' in line- 6, page 76.
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PAPAGRAPH 8904

.P'_
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PAR. S90. Zinc-bearhig ore oi al kin
contaiWIWmotla 10 pwcentmocsinc r
ted free tAduty;,cantaioi g
o
beW~
6
snail
10 per centum or more of zin and ls I,,,
than 20 per ceAtum, one-half of 1 cent pe
pound on: the zinc contained therein
contain 20 per.eentum or more of zin,
and less-than 25 per centum, 1 cent pe
pound on, the zinc contained therein
containing 25 per centum of zinc, or more
1j cents per pound on the zinc contained
therein: Povidd, That on all import r
tions of zinc-bearing ores the duties shah
be estimated at the port of entry, and i
bond given in double the amount of such
estimated duties for the transportation ol
the ores by common carriers bonded foi
the transpr4tionotappraisedor unap
praised merchandise to properly equipped
sampling or smelting establishments,
whether designated as bonded warehouses
or otherwise, On the arrival of theores
at such establishment. they shall be
sampled according tocommercial methods
under the supervision of Government
offers, who shAl be stationed at such
establishment., and who shall submit the
samples thus obtained t6 a Government
sasayer, designated by the Secretary of
the
i Twury, who shall make an asay of
the armple by wet assay without deduction and re ortthe resudt to the proper,

cusitns office,

AT

and, the import entries

shall be liquidated thereon. And the
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
to nmke all necessary regulations to enf9r.e the provisiops of this paragraph.

Abi07? 1909.

ACT

01913.

PAR, 162. Zinc-bearing ores of all kinds,
including calamine, 10 per centum ad
valorem upon the zinc contained therein:
Proved, Tat on all importations of
zhnc-bearin ore the duties shall be estimated at we jrort of entry, and a bond
given in double the amount of such estimated duties for the transportation of the
ores by common carriers bonded for the
transportation of appraised or unappraised
merchandise to properly equipped sampling or smelting establishments, whether
designated as bonded warehouses or othertherein: Proided, That op, all importa- wise. On the arrival of the ores at such
tions of zinc-bearing ores the duties shall establishments they shall be sampled
be estimated at the port of entry, and, a according to commercial methods under
bond given in double the amount of such the supervision of Government officers,
estimated duties for the transportation of who '4iall be stationed at such establishthe ores, by common carriers bonded for ments, and who shall submit the samples
the transportation 'of appraised or unap- thus obtained to a Government assayer,
praised merchaiide to properly equipped deignated by the Scretary of the Treassampling or Lsmeltin estoblihments, ury, who shall make a proper asy of the
whether d
e as
. bonded WS"? sAmple, an4 report the result to the proper
ho usa or o0-r- i
Oni the arrival ot custon oficedr, and .the iirapt entries

SPAR, 1i98. Zinc-b g ore of all kinds,
including calamine, containing less than
ten per centum of zinw, shall be admitted
free of duty; containing ten per centum
or more of zinc 'and less than twenty per
centum, one-fourth, of' one cent per
pound on the zinc contained therein;
containing twenty per centum or more of
zinc and less than twenty-five per centurn, one-half of one cent per pound on
the zinc contained therein; containing
twenty-five per centum of zinc, or mored4
one cent per Pound on the zinc containe
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the ores at such establishments they shall
be sampled according to .on..ercia
methods
underwho
the supervision
of govern,
shall be stationed
at
ment officers
such establishments, and who shall submit the samples thus obtained to a gov-,
emnment, assayer, designated by the
Secretary of the Treasury, who shal
make a proper assy of the sample, and
report the result to the proper customs
entrshalb
ofcers, and the import
liquidated thereon, except in case of ores
that shall be removed to a bonded warehouse to be' refined for exportation as
provided by law. And the Secret, of
the Treasury
to make
all
the pro.,
necessary
r is authorized
ne to enforce
visions of thsparagrph.

040

1918.

shall be liquidated thereon, except in
case of ores that shall be removedto a
bonded warehouse
to be
for ex.e
as provided
by refined
law. And
portaWion
Secretary of the Treasury. is authorized
to make all, necemsry regulations to
enforce the p~eipos of thi paragrap5.

ZINO-BRAMNG ORE8.

(See survey 0-176)

Decription and u .- Zinc ores separate ihto the following classes:

(1) Calamine or carbonate ore fand concentrates, approxiniately 40
per cent zic with small amount of other metallic elements; (2)
blonde or sulphide ores and concentrates, afpproximately 60 per cent
zinc with small amounts of other metallic elements; (3)sulphideore0
and Concentrates, tocky Mountain products averagmig between 3$
and 50 per cent zinc with relatively high content of iron and'sulphur;
(4) complex sulphide ores containing up to 35 per cent'zinc, but
averaging about 20 to 25 per cent 9f zinc associatedwith other metals
besides iron, and includinle
I4
copper.' Itnusual Varieties Ofzinc
minerals are found .ii important qu'i4nties only 'at Franklin Furnace
N.J., a deposit unique in the character of its ores which. are used in
the Production of zino oxide and of 'zinc metal of exceptional purity.
It is operated by one company and is not a factor in the general cnsideration of the industry.
Ores of the first two classes rqely have any precious-metal value
class 3 usually contains some precious metal while class 4 almost
invariably crmes precious metal. The first three classes are
smelted for the production of spelter; the fourth class is a middling
product usually sold to concentrating plants for further mechanical
separation. More recently a market has begun to develop for such
ores in making eletrolytic zinc 'and for igneous concentration., In the
Missouri ore schedule only two classes of ore are distinguished. Blend
is sold on the basis of a 60 per cent zinc content, calamine on a basis Of
40 per cent. The chief use ef zinc ores is in the manufacture of
specter (zinc metal), but an increasingly large amount is used domestically for the direct manufacture of zinc oxide and other piginents and zinc dust. A large tonnage of sulphuric acid is derived as
a by-product in the making of spelter from blnde.
Prdudion.-The United-States is the largest producer of zinc ore,
as well as of metal, other countries producing in the following order
in 1917: Germany, Australia, Mexico, Canada, Italy, Japan, Spain,
Siberia, and India. The greater part of the zinc resources as well as
reduction works of Germany are transferred to the new State of
Poland. Domestic proportion of the world's output has increased

frQm about 2'0pei ceit in the early nineties to about 60 per ent during
the war. .-Thi output of domestic zinc mines; in .1917 was 710,972
short tons-eight tims the annual output of 25' years
ago, increasing
by over 50,
pnt' since 1914. It wa estimated at,627,100 short
Zinc
ZMAnWing a well as smelting has been peculiarly fiee from large
combinations of capital, andwith the exception of perhaps a half dozen
exceptionally large producers, most of the zinc mines are operated
independently. Zinc production was reported frown 23 tatfe in 1917e1.
Over 80 per cent of the total output howevericame 'ronsix
districts,
nmnely: (1) Missouri, Kansas, and Oklahoma;. (2) New, Jersey; (3)
Montana; (4) Wisconsin; (5) Colorado; and (65 Idaho. 'Thet is
the largest producing region in the',world, n, rent yo"rsyielding
about one-seventh ofthe total outpuL',
Since the location of zine-reduction-works is determined by availability of fuel and labor supply rather than by proximity-tci ore deposits, zinc ore and concentrates are-tranported long distances. The
ore from North American mines must be transported largely by rail,
the ores of other countries by water, 'thus Australian concentrates normally go to European works for treatment. Geogiaphical position
consrams MaX.co and Canada-until very recently the only countries
shipping us ore-to market their Ores in the United States. Except
f9r South America, whose resources are not yet gauged, they 'alone
are likely to compete actively in our zinc-ore markets. ' Few of the
Canadi mines possesses advantages over thosa'located adacently
in the United$ta s, costs of laboi and.supplios being nearly the same.
The Canadian mines are not much
richer and are a little farther away
from smelting centers. In Mexico, however, there are large deposits
of high-grade zinc ore which eventually may provide enormous supplies at extremely low cost. Despite 16, .,gb freigh *ates, the low
cost of production makes it'possible to deliver the or at Mississippi
Valley smelteries for less than muvh of the outputt from our mine,
even of that section.
'
u
f
o mns
Imimpor.-Mexico is the most important exporter of ore to the
United States. The quantity greatly increased until the disturbances
in 1911. The most important factor aside from market conditions
is the Mexican situation, which involves large potential tonnage.
The average annual customs on the zinc contents of all ore during
1910-i18'was $146,136.72, deducting the drawbacks. ' The average
annual net consumption of, fore4in ore (zinc content) during this
nine-year period was. 16,698 short tons, the average general import
being' 44,742 tons.'~n the fiscal year 1918 the total was 24,809 short
tons of which 18,426 tons came from Mexico and 5,173 tons from
Cinada. 'The generalimports were 7242 tons in 1914, and 127,433
tons in 1916. Later imports of zinc ore, including calamine (zinc
contents) have been as follows:
•

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

fDuty.

Ad

valorem
rats.

1918 ..

.......
...
.....
I=..................................

(0uonbu)............

............

.

1

13

-

,::..
1 ......

01,440
0p,145
181,
6

10
10

.... .. ..........
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The imports came mainly from Mexico and Canada.
Exports.-AM the domestic ore exported is high-grade willemite
from New Jersey, used for high-grade spelter in Europe. From 1910
to 1915 exports of zinc ore ranged from 15,000 to 20,000 tons; in
1915 they declined to some 3,000 tons, and in the fiscal year 1917
to 71 tons, but increased in 1918 to 1,203 tons.
Important
clunge inasdewifation.-"
has been
omitted
the following
words
have
this paragraph
unnecessary andCalamine"
from
been omitted from the proviso: "except in case of ores that shall be
removed to a bonded warehouse to be refined for exportation as
provided by law." The duty is ad valorem in the act of 1913.
* R. 7456provides a graduated scale of specific rates depending
upon the per centum of zmc contained in the ores, zinc ores containlessIthan 10 per cent of zinc to be admitted free of duty.
The provision for wet assay without deduction is new.
Su.g ested chanfes.-It hts been represented to the Tariff Commission that a provision might be inserted in this paragraph for zincbearing ore containing 40 per cent or more of zinc, since the zinc in
excess of such percentage is more valuable per pound than ore
containing a smaller percentage of zinc.
PARAGRAPH 391.
OXNATE A
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 391. Zinc in blocks or pigs and
zinc dust, If cents per pound; in sheets',
It cents per pound; in sheets coated or
plated with nickel or other metal, or
solutions, 1* cents per pound; old and
wprn-out, fit only to be remanufactured,
1 cent per pound: Provided, That for a
period of two years beginig on the day
following the enactment of this Act the
rates of duty shall be as follows: On zinc
in blocks, pigs, or slals, and old and
worn-out zinc fit only to be remanufactured, 2 cents p,&. .jun4; zinc in sheets.
plates, strips, or coils, plated with nickel
or other base metals, or in fabricated
form, and zinc dust, 21 cents per pound.

ND3M

TS.

ACT OF I909.
ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 194. Zinc in, blocks or pigs and
PAir. 163. Zinc in blocks pigs, or sheets,
zinc dust, one and three-eighths cents and zinc dust; and old and worn-out zinc
per pound; in sheets, one and five-eighths fit only to be remanufactured, 15 per
cents per pound; in sheets coated or centurA ad valorem.
plated with nickel or other mlal, or

PAR. 109.

*

* *

metal sheets

*

*

*

solutions, one and three-fourths cents per coated with nickel or other metals. by
pound; old and worn-out' fit only to be dipping, printing, stenciling, or other
remanufactured, one cent per pound.
process, 16 per centumi ad valorem.
ZINC IN BLOOK8S, PIGSj AND SHEETS.
(See Srvey G-27.)

Descriptionand uses.-The zinc of commerce, more or less impure.,
cast from molten metal into slabs blocks, plates, or ingots, etc., IS
called speler. The chief uses of zinc are for galvanizing, brass making, and sheet rolling. Sheet zinc is used in large amounts for dry
82304--22---W
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batteries in automobile ignition, telephones, etc., and is of growing
importance as a building material. In most structural uses zinc
heet may be replaced by the cheaper zinc-coated (golvanized) iron
sheet; but where resistance to the atmosphere is the important
requirement, pure zinc is claimed to be ultimately cheaper. An
important amount of shelter is consumed in the desilverization
(refining) of silver-lead bullion. Zinc in the form of shavings (from
sheets) or as zinc dust is used for the precipitation of gold and silver
in the cyanide process. A certain amount is used in the making
of zinc white (French process oxide) and other pigments, although,
these are more often in this country prepared directly from the ore.
The salts of zinc are also made from the metal, although generally
from metallurgical by-products and scrap.
Produdion.-The UNited States is the world's largest producer and
consumer of zinc, its prewar output (300,000 tons) being about onethird of the total. The supply is derived almost exclusively from
domestic sources, and, except during the war, exports have been
small, although the bonded smelting privilege is extended to zinc
ores and large supplies o- cheap raw materials are available in
Mexico. The American industry is highly competitive. Over 75
per cent of the zinc smelting is by nine companies, four of which
control 48.7 per cent of the total. There is a large excess of smelting
facilities in the United States, but they are not favorably situated
for conducting a bonded-smelting *business on foreign ores, and
because of the higher cost of domestic ore--due in part to railroad
freights--little export business in the metal produced from this
ore is probable. The European smelteries, located at or near seaboard, -hive an advantage as regards cost of ore delivered at their
plants, although the ore is derived in large part from distant regions,
notably Australia. The spelter they produce is the main feature in
the world trade.
Domestic production of spelter reached its maximum in 1917, when
the total was 669,573 tons. At the average price for the year this
output approximated $119,184,000. _Producti6n decreased to 517,927
tons in 1918. The total capacity is about 864,000 short tons per year.
Approximately 40 per cent of the output is in' the vicinity of the
JOD-ia district, centering in southwest Missouri and extending into
Oklahoma, Kansas and Arkansas. Illinois ranks next, with froni
25 to 35 per cent of the output. Large individual plants are located
in Pennsylvauia, Colorado, Montana, and other States.
The F deral census shows that the production of specter in 1909
amounted to $34,206,000, in 1914 to $53,538,000, and in 1919 to
$103,103,000 which is an increase of $49,565,000, or 92.6 per cent
over 1914.
he production of zinc sheets and strips was 90,425,811
pounds in 1915 and 117,252,951 pounds in 1917. Primary zinc produced at the smelters, as reported by the Geologicd Survey, increased
from 353,049 tons in 1914 to 465,743 tons in 1919, an increase of
31.9 per cent. Illinois is the leading producing State with Oklahoma
a close second.
Imports of zinc have averaged les than 1 per cent of the'domestic
production since about 1900. The imports of 1912 (10,860 short tons)
were exceptional, due to a generally prosperous state of the domestic
zinc industry, high prices, increasing consumption, and a slight lag in
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production. Imports before the war were chiefly from Germany;
smaller amounts came from Belgium, but shipments from both were
sporadic. The large imports in 1921 came ii mostly in March and
April from England, Belgium, and Germany (via Holland). Imports
since 1917 have been as ollows:
Ad

Calendar year.

_

_ _

__

Quantity.
_

_rat.
_

Value.

Duty.

valorem

ZINC IN BLOCKS OR PIGS.
1918 .......
1919.........................437
1920 .....................................................
1921 (9 mouths) ..........
......................

78
s

3,%

i

2,284
343
17
3
62,26 ..............

is
is

$29
4
249
371
614
92
477,617 ..............

15
1
1j

101
13,00401

ZINC SHEETS.
1918 ..................................................
1919 ............
..........................
19 ......................................................
1921"(9 mouths) ..........................................

142
2,072
7,572
13,057,221

Exports were not large prior to the war. They went to Canada,
with occasionally large shipments, representing excess production, to
Great Britain. Exports approximated 5,000 tons per year for the five
years immediately preceding the wax, the maximum being 9,730 tons
in 1912. The maximum exportation of spelter produced from
domestic ore was 183,656 short tans. in the fiscal year 1917; as well
as 54,209 tons from foreign ore smelted in bond. England has been
one of the best customers for American spelter and sheets. France,
Italy, and even Belgium have bought spelter since 1917, and since
1918 Japan has also absorbed some quantity, while Canada has been
in the market from time to time. Zinc sheets are shipped to all
the above countries and also to South Africa and Lain America.
Exports for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 have been as follows:
191

1919

Zi, cat in pigs, slots, etc., produm*d rm
domutlc
................................
unty
(pounds)..................
132,.6,0,3
736, so 8,64,163
219,491, 983
fro11
prodi'i
etc.,
slabs,
Zinc, cst In pip,
foreign amS,
uantity (pounds) ..................
40,04,871
24,338,26
s .
...........................
4,OS
$It ,481
Zinc rolled in sheets strips, eta.:
uantity (pound) .......
27,70, 910
39, 24, 616
IN6,6

j08,212,00

1980

512,9,144
148,091,422
58,22, 8765
$4.331,.620
23,7T4 197
A2829
Sul294

1921

bw as
21

W
on96

Important changes in dkmscifation, etc.-See General Notes on

Paragraph, page 549.

ZINO DUST.

Description and ues.-Zinc dust consists of metallic zinc in the
form of very fine, almost impalpable, powder. The most important
type is ordinary furnace blue powder, a by-product of the retort smelting of zinc ores. Furnace blue powder contains 80 to 90 per cent;
standard" fumed dust, 92 to 94 per cent; while "atomized" averages 98 to 99 per cent. The last two are made from spelter.

0
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The important use of zinc dust is for sherardizing, a process of coatthe dye
ir other metals with zinc. Large quantities are used in gold
and
of
extraction
the
industries and in the cyanide process for
its
through
uses
minor
of
silver from ores. Zinc dust has a variety
agent.
reducing
a
extraordinary chemical activity as
Production began in 1910, amounting to only 69 tons. The output
increased steadily to over 1,000 tons in 1914. In 1918 it was 6,995
tons. Twelve companies make zinc dust always as a by-product.
Most manufacturers make only blue powder. A New Jersey zinc
four
company makes a fumed product from spelter. There are o4y
in
plant
one
of
exception
producers of atomizuA zinc. With the
Western
Middle
or
Eastern
Colorado, the whole output comes from the
States.
GerMost European zinc smelters sell zinc dust as a by-product. with
war,
the
before
man and Belgium were the chief producers
smaller amounts produced in France, Egland and otherzinc-smelting
market
countries. Germany was the dominant exporter to the isworld
estabfairly
industry
as well as to the United States. The domestic
shelter.
of
that
does
as
basis
lished and its future rests on the same
chiefly
Imports.-Before 1909 the domestic supply was importedwas
imsupply
the
of
cent
from Germany. Even in 1913, 85 per
tons
2,808
were
powder)
ported. Imports (ald in the form of blue
in 1913. Later statistics follow:
Ad
yea.

Caed.

y~r.
Qgantlty.

.rate.
Calen~r

Value.

192D...............

.

....................

.........

.

...........

.

...

valorem

Per cent

Pouw.

1918 ...............
1919......................

Duty.

8,165
1".5

3,864

1 ,362
6,75
,27

5

883

931

1

is
15
5

The princip A countries of origin were: In 1918, Japan; in 1919,
United Kingdom, Canada; in 1920, United Kingdom.
Ezports.-No exports re ported
Important changes in ciai friction, etc.--See General Notes (in
Paragraph, page 549.
OLD AND WORN-OUT ZINC PIT ONLY TO BE REMANUFACTURED.

Production and use.-Large quantities of secondary spelter are
recovered from old metal and drosses. The output of secondary zinc,in
tons
including that recovered in the form of brass, was 116,200 shelter.
primary
of
output
domestic
the
1917, equaling 17.3 per cent of
mix these
Part of this secondary metal is recovered by smelters Which
smelters
such
two
are
There
ore.
second" materials with low-grade
and
Pennsylvania
in
each
one
and
in New Jersey, two in New Y-0rk,
nre
now
metal
zinc
secondary
of
California. The largest recoveries
(derived
in the form of resmelted brass. Zinc dresses and skimmings
commerce.
of
articles
important
are
works)
chiefly from galvanizing
They are not all sed for spelter, but large quantities are consumed
in the production of zinc chloride and other salts and lithopone.
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Imports.-Except in abnormalyears, receipts of old zinc fit only
to be remanufactured and derived from various nonproducing countries exceeded the imports of virgin metal. From 1914 to 1921 old zinc
was almost the only zinc metal imported. Later statistics follow:
CaIensr.
1918 ................................................................
...............................................................

1 9 . .... ..................................................

1921 (9 MMUh) ..............................................

Quantity.
47,79M
. 74,786

8,9 4
1,121'

Value.
2

Duty.

,06
2,2

1086

So
317

167

341..........

Japan, Canada, and Cuba were the principal countries of origin.
Eiports.-No exports have been reported.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important cknqe in c sication.-Zinc sheets, which were classi-

fied with zinc in blocks, pigs, and zinc dust in the act of 1913 have
been given a separate classification. Sheets coated or plated with
nickel or other metal, or solutions, has been added to the paragraph.
A provision has been made that for two years after the enactment of
the act, zinc in blocks, pigs, or slabs, and old and worn-out zinc shall
bear a duty of 2 cents per pound; and zinc in sheets, plates, strips, or
coils, plated with nickel or other base metals, or in fabricated form,
and zinc dust shall bear a duty of 21 cents per pound.
The provision in paragraph 109 of the act of 1913, "metal sheets
decorated in colors," has be n omitted.
Suggested change.-No provision is made for zinc in slabs after two
years, and also none for zinc in plates, strips, or coils if the provision
for them should be held to be a part of the proviso. Consideration
might also be given to the relative differences in rates of duties. If
these materials are not intended to be a part of the proviso, such intention should be made clear. The part of the proviso beginning with line
14, page 76, might be made to read "the rates of duty on zinc in blocks,
pigs, or slabs, and old, worn-out zinc fit only to be remanufactured, shall
py 2 cents per pound" (then the semicolon). In any event, the provisions beginning with the word "Provided" in line 12, and ending
with the word "pound" in line 18, might be reconstructed to conform
more closely to the language of the purview contained in lines 8 to 12.
Special reference maybe made to the words "coated or plated" in
lines 9 and 10 as against the word "plated" only in line 17, in connection with sheets and the words "metal or other solutions' in line 10,
and "base metals, or in fabricated form," in lines 17 and 18.
There is doubt whether the.proviso continues to the end of the
paragraph. If it does, no provision is made therein for slabs, plates,
strips, or coils, imported after two years from the enactment of H. R.
7456. If, on the other hand, the proviso ends with the semicolon
after " 2 cents per pound" in line 16. page 76, there are two provisions
carrying different rates of duty on zinc dust and zinc in sheets plated
witl nickel or other base metal.
Zinc in sheets, not coated or plated, will be subject to a duty of If
cents per pound, as against 2 cents per pound on zinc in blocks, pigs,
or slabs, and old worn-out zinc fit only to be remanufactured, for a
period of two years following the enactment of H. R. 7456.
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PARAGRAPH $NO2.
IL

s=MATU AM

. 7456.

,11ilIIS.

PAR. 392. Print rollers and print blocks
used in printing. stamping, or cutting
designs for wall or cr~pe paper, linoleum,
oilcloth, or other material, not specially
provided for composed wholly or in
chief value ;I iron, steel, copper, bram:
or any other metal, 30 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 199. Articles or wares not specially provided for in this section, composed wholly or in part of iron, steel,
lead, copper, nickel, pewter, zinc, gold,
silver, platinum, aluminmn or other
metal, and whether partly or wholly
manufactured, forty-five per centum ad
alorem.

PAR. 167. Articles or wares not ape.
cially pr,,;-vided for in this section; if
composer wholly or in part of platinum,
gold, or silver, and articles or wares
plated with gold or silver, and whether
partly or wholly manufactured, 50 per
centum ad valorem; if composed wholly
or in chid value of iron, steel, lead,
copper, bran, nickel, pewter, zinc,
aluminum, or other metal, but not
plated with gold or silver, and whether
partly or wholly pancfactured, 20 per
centam ad valorem.

PRINT ROLLJR

AND PRINT BWOKS.

Description and uses.-Print rollers and print blocks have the
pattern carved or engraved on blocks'e
derally of wood-with
the patterns outlined in copper or brass ribbon, and the solid surface
fill with felt. They are used in printing, stamping or cutting
designs for wall or crApe paper, linoleum, oil loth, or 'oter material.
In block printing each color dries before the next is applied while
in roller printing all the colors follow one another umnediately.
The best wall papers are printed from blocks manipulated by hand.
The cheaper wall papers are printed by machinery.
Producton.-None recorded separately.
Imports.-None recorded.
Exjprt.-None recorded.
Important changes in d"ssift.ztion.-New paragraph.
PARAGRAH 898.
11 R. 7468.
PAR. 393. Articles or wares not specially
provided for, if composed wholly or in
chief value of platinum, gold, or silver,
and articles or wares plated with platinum, gold, or silver, or colored with
gold lacquer, whether partly or wholly
manufactured, 45 per centuin ad valoren;
ff composed wholly or in chief value of
iron, steel, lead, copper, brass, nickel,
pewter, zinc, alumiinum, or other metal,

but not plated with platinuma, gold, or
silver, or colored with gold lacquer,
whether partly or wholly mauufactired,
55 per centum A valoiam.

SENATE AXINDM.NTB.
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1909.

PAR. 199. Articles or wares not specially provided for in thi section, com.
posed wholly or in part of hvn, steel,
lead, copper, nickel pewter, zinc, gold,
silver, platinum, aluminum, or other
metal and whether partly or wholly
manuactured, forty-five per centum d
valorem.

PAR. 135.

**

P/ ded furt,

That articles manufactured ?wholly or in
chief value of any wire or wires provided
for in thib paragraph shall Pay the mximum rate of duty unposed in thi section
upon any wire used in the manufacture of
such articles and in addition thereto one
cent per pound: And provided further
That no article made from or composedo
wire shall pay a less rate of duty than,
forty per centum ad valorem; * * *.
PAR. 144.

*

* * finished hingescr

ACMl

PAR. 104.

OF 1918.
*

hes, frames,

ofiron or steel,
lOper
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 114. * * * articles manual.
tured wholly or in chief value of anywir
or wires provided for in this section; all
the fmgoig 15 per centum ad valorem;
*0

*

PiA. 167. Articles orwarm notspecially

provided for in this section; if composed
wholly or in part of platinum, old or sil-

ver and articles or wares

;lated
with

gold or, silver, and whether partly or
wholly manufactured 60 per contum ad
valorem; i composed wholly or in child
value of iron, steel; lead, copper, bra,
nickel, pewter, zinc, aluminum, or other
metal, but not plated with gold or silver,

and whether partly or wholly manufactured, 20 per centum ad valoem.

binge blanks, whether of iron or steel, one
PAR. 470. * * * quoits, and curl.
and one-eighth cents per pound.
iun4tone handles [Free].
PAR. 5,1. * * * quoits, and csra4
P1A0.578. Platinum
in
i-stone handles [Freej0
sheets, wire, * *
Free
seR. wire,
i3, * * *0Ptinum
r.
PAR. 612. * * * engraved steel
sheetis,
IMOO].
0 * * dies and rolls, suitable for use

in engraving or printing bonds, stock ce
tifkates of other securities [F ee],

FINISHED OR PARTLY FINISHED ARTICLES MADE OF METAL NOT
OPEMIALLY PROVIDED FOR.
(See Surveys 0-29; C-30; and "31.)

Par&graph 393 embraces all finished and partly finished articles
manufactured wholly or in chief value of metal and not specially
provided for in the other paragraphs of Schedule 3 of Title. .
Production.-The United States is a large producer of most of the

articles included in this paragraph. Thus there were recorded in

the census of 1914 values of such lrducts as follows: Stoves and
ranges, $55,108,000; gas and oil stoves, $21,449,000; steel springs,
car and carriage not made in steelworks or rolling mills, $11,595,000;
products of boiler shops, $27,140,000; brass and bronze products,
$123,580,000; silverware, $19,786,000; and silver-plated ware,
$18,484,000.
England, Germany, France, and Japan are important producers of
iron and steel manufactures; France, Germany, and Japan, of bronze;
and France and England, of articles made of gold and silver.
Imports for the fiscal year 1918 were valued at over $6,000,000,
the most important item being airplanes (metal chief value), $423,980;
other manufactures of iron and steel n. s. p. f., $1,741,205; manufactures of brass n. e. s., $241,293; manufactures of bronze n. s p f
$196,660; manufactures of nickel n. e. s., $116,858; metals and
metal composition n. s. p. f., $752,950; and manufactures of silver
n. e. s., including metals plated with silver, $200 997
Most of the manufactures of aluminum under this provision have
come from Canada and the United Kingdom, but since 1920, Germany

has been the main source of supply while increased quantities have

also been imported from Switzerland. The statistics for brass as
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are now
given below also include some brass manufactures that
specifically provided for in paragraph 378 although most of the
imports in the spring of 1921 consisted of art metal goods and miscellaneous articla3 such as oil cups. Canada, the United Kidom,
and France furnished the greater part of these products. Imports
of bronze manufactures, n. s. p. f., are derived principally from
and art
and consist inmainly
of statuary
Japan,
France, The
and copper
Germany
metal goods.
manufactures
this group
are diverse
in
character and in 1921 were imported from France Switzerland, Italy,
Canada, China, and the Netherlands. Both the gold and silver
manufactures n. s. p. f. (including a variety of tableware, ornaments,
etc but not jewely) come mainly from France and England. The
lead manufactures imported are almost wholly of English origin
whereas manufactures of tin (and tin-plate) are imported from
England and Germany in about equal proportions with small amounts
from France. Nickel manufactures include various nickel-plated
wares imported from Germany, France, and Switzerland. 'The
small imports of railway cars and of carriages n. s. p. f. have in
recent years been derived wholly from Canada. The larest item in
the group is that for other manufactures of iron and steel, which
comprises a heterogeneous variety of tools, locks, lighting fixtures,
and miscellaneous articles of iron or steel and derived from every
country of the earth.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Va"w

Calndar yar.wtt.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

ALUMINUM-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF.

1918. .

Per ent.

............................................................

--....
a1919 ...............................
...........
190 ...........................................
I=9 onhs ..... .............................

20

20
4,1581
8D ,307
20
401,63?
alW .... ...i.....
'2,19

BRASS-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF.

loll
.....................................................
1919 .............
.....................

............ I W
,2

4,0 ..........

...........................................
1921(9 months) ..........................

......
............

.

BRASS-MANUFACTURES

3

4

.42

3W,1

.

OF N. S. F. FOR SUPPLIES REPAIRS, CONSTRUCTION,
AND EQUIPMENT OF VESSEL.

11 ..................

1919 .............................................

199 ....................................................

. ..

................

1921 (9 months) ..........................................

1187,3440 ............
.
....................
18.44............
, 4..........

BRASS-MANUFACTURES OF, N. S. F. F.-FOR THE UNITED STATES, x. z. a.

191 ....

1921 (9 months) .......

...

:
1.7........................
: :

3,..............7
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Quantity.

Calendar yer.

Valne.

Ad

vakwm
rate.

Duty.

BRONZE-MANUFACTURES OF, x. a. P. r.

1919. .......................................
..... 2; ...
22
2 2 $122,472
m ,r
........
191 ....................................

, 73122

2

824,494

..........
,
. ........ 1
6............
4

1I, . . . . . . . . ................................................
1921 (9moDth ) ..........................................

CARS-PASSENG R AND FREIGHT, AND PARTS THEREOF.
1911
.............................................
1919......... 0.............
1920.......o......... ......... :o....

1 9 mouths) ......................................

$12,152
3,478
60

12,430
06
174

6,440 . .......

30
20

.........

CARRIAGES, OTHER VEHICLES, N. B. 8., AND PARTS THEREOF-METAL CHIEF VALUE.
1918 ...................................................

1919 .............................. .

1920............

........... ..........

.

..................................

um
7,936

20
0

$m8
1,587

0

2327

COPPER-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF, N. &.F.P.
1918.....................................................

1919

.

1 .......................................

...
.
.....................................

1921 (9months) ................................

.............

......
o............

$53,130

6.1,2m

23,36

43m.

20

8)0,8

,1

2

46,473

30

COPPER-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF N . P. F.-FOR SUPPLIES, CONSTRUCTION,
AND EQUIPMENT O? VESSELS.
1918 .................................................................

1919 ..................................................................

1920 ..................................................... ...........
...............
1921 (9 months) ..........................

54,141...............

156,311 ...............

2,728 ...... ..
.......
............ ..........

GOLD-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURtE8 OF, OR PLATED WITH.

Be
130424
...................................................... i 0,80
1918
30
1 5,44
4
1 9 .................................................... .........
,332 ............ I..........
"
1921 monthsh) .............................................
.. s..
.

•

1918 ......

SILVER-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF, OR PLATED WITH.

1918
..........
......................................
1919........... ....................................
1 0......................................................
121 (9 mono*) ................................................

............ $1100M
,
222
M319

555,394
111,159

.

(so

am, 417

371,641

IRON AND STEEI.-MANU FACTURES OF, X. S. F. F.
$5082....
1918........................................................52,516,664
s3,9121...
......... .1, 934,738
1919..............................................
W6,(W .....
.j %25,$ W
......
W1 .............................
(9 months) ............................ 2#103,2M .1 ..... I.....
19,21

IRON AND STEEL,-MANU FACTURES OF, N., S. P. 7.-FOR SUPPLIES, REPAIRS, CONSTRUCTION, AND EQUIPMENT OF VESSELS.
1918......................o................................$400,5.................
..........
1,26,16
.....
o....................................
1919 ........
.....
377,417......
..... ...............
1920...........................
7o,01)........ .........
o.... ............
1921 (9months) ...............................
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Qunutity.

Caeldar year.

Vahw.

Ad
valoreni

Duty.

rate.

IRON AND STEL--MANUFACTUREB OF, N. S. P. F.-FOR TUB UNITED STATES,I

91......................................................

1

............
0.61 6.I.

.

14,1

............. ..................

.

q.

.. ..

3

:.............

LEAD-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF.

111 ....... ..............................................

............

1921( (mantbs) ....................

........
r

1919 ......................................................

,

,313

723

17,187

0833

3,437

........... S.....................................
21,328
4
8

466..

....

METALS AND METAL COMPOSITIONS-MANUFACTURES OF, X. a. P.1.
1.........................................
1................................................
19W
.......
.
.........
.

19 (9months) ...........................................
METALS,

M, 214
121
3,272,714

.

$13, NO
187,615
5450.

.

ETC.-MANUFACTURES OF, N. 8. P. F.-FOR SUPPLIES, CON8TRUCTI()..
EQUIPMENT, AND REPAIR OF VESSELS.

1918...................................................... .......
1919 ................
.................................
1W................................ .........

1921 (9mon ).......................................................

4.....

466604

7616

..........

.

......

23,611 ............

IAIETALS, ETC.-MANUFACTURES OF, N. S. P. F.-FOR THE UNITED STATES, I. B. s.

18..,...... ........................................

1919 ...................................................

........

. .............

061.......
iiii~:

102

NICKEL--ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF.

I198........................

1919.....

..................................

1920............................

1921 (9 Months) .......

.....

5V7

17,112

400

.

,317

96

721

991
3a

1918 .................................................
1920......................................................

8

$2,747
5,433

12 (9month) ..........................................

2

19 I(9months) ..........................................

8 021,672!

6....................

PEWTER-MANUFACTURES OF, . a..
1918 .....................................................
1919........... ...............................
120 .................................................

0 362

85,562

2W0,464

w

8631
196
117

-

w ............ ..

PLATINUM WIRE.
1 $412
1161

96 8 ............

"
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Ad

Qutiy. Value.

C&War year.

Duty. vaorm
rate.

PLATINUM-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF.

198 ... :...................
.................
1918 ........ ......

... ......:::::..'........
. ..... J 1 847

.821
9W........................................

............

1921 (9months)..........................................
TIN FOIL.
11.8.......................................................
1919 .............................................
1920 ........................................

A,+92

3
PerC04~

,1919
10,78

1,411
6,139

50
s0

47
6,121

9
1,224

20
2D

. ...................

*

............
............

3,7, ............ I..........

192, (0month) ..................................................

TIN-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURE$ OF.

.....

1919 .....................................................
....
........................................

I $10,513
o,,9,

190 ......................................................

.. ......
1921
(9months).....................................................

,10375..........
+
20

8
17,
,2873i.........
#. ..........

s ,

ZINC-ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF.
.9;........................-......
19 ....................................

.,70
.
..
1921 (9mota)............................................
Mos.............................................

7.
$3

3."

3

Exports coming within the scope of this paragraph "ratly ,.,oed
imports. Brass manufactures exported ia the fiscl year 1918 were
more than $56,000,000; manufactures of gold and silver, other than
jewelry, $565,406; and of platinum, $33,557. These figures do'not
correspond with the tariff classifications, and some do not wholly
apply to the articles described. They are given to lustrate the large
-xportation of products included in this paragraph.
Exports for the calendar years 1918 to 1921 have been as follows:
1919

I918
Aluinrum- l o
'Ler
manu aur et .........
%r(, lamps .....................................
lrais+-a other manudtwun of ...............
HronP--manub ures of, n. s. p. f .............
'arb for .teamradI ys, pamnpr
Quantity (number) .......................

"alue ....................................

ars for tUsm railways, ftrelght aud other:
tuntity (number) ........................
Valup .....................................
Ar for otlw ranlways:
Quantity (number) ........................
Value ..............................
ar.,rfor raillways--paru of, except (i! wheets

lw1921
(9 months).

$1,80,3X
14,130
$17,071,094
1,2 7,032

$3, 145,430
16,836
$9,
43, 554
$1,W60,
085

$2,53,164
25, (a
810,541,116
$1,390,141

$1,900,363
9,1,%
$4974,209
1832,206

ss ,o0

99

104
$1,006,540

123
$1,171,674

125
$1,016,704

8, 0V
11,53 ,00

$57,473, V4

27,317

21,651
$37,189,684

6,415
10,3S70,877

22
2,621
$1,192, 403

2,913
$1,6N,672
..............

arriage8:
quantityy (number) .......................
Value .....................................
otf jjnudur of, ai. S. P. f
"Per.-ii
11ard
ware, build:
lingua and otr ..........................
LOCks ......................................
Other ......................................

1920

6,4651
$3,600,012
$13,189,911

1,123

5,041
$5,00,149
$9,047,510

50

1 0
W5,25
$5,285, 143

1,152
$112, 505
64,657,12

$154,154
$6,040,086

$3,054,640

,091,$12
2,191,702
2,104,406

3, 260,435
4,145,325
4,367,126

4, , 974
6,367,214
0,216,666

1,840,190
1,927,279
3,006,360

$57,356

4,
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1921
(9 months).
$1,428,615
$41,160,907
$1,824,128

$2,319,498
$48,035,213
$2,156,392

$3,386, 068
$55,672,390
$3,586,251

1 594,163
$29,842,889
81,084,374

$3,6,838
$2 152, 692
518,800
401, 294
1,3,R142
22,112,293
1703,724
50, 571
...
$2,467,481

$3,400,849
$2,412, 287
779,259
738, 24V
2,278,921
3,228,454
2) 60,715

$1 822,040
258,60,6
438,591
86, 66S
2,311,Oe
4,976
2 476 599

83,644,268

$4,314, 9
$1,875,991
1,337,032
1,429,5W
3,24,45
75,344
5 937,301
8"7, 179
$4,736 I8

$1,878,193

4,402, 039
,545, 074
1,613,862
1,006,818
14 382,767
9 140 700
8,133
722671 1

4,425, 507
1,478,935
18,94 325
1$I,0 67,W

2,303,369
I,18, 790
7 318,722
bii, 18

Interior-wiring suppies, icluding fixtures
Iron and steel-au other manulAotures f.......
Lead-manufacturos of ........................
Metals and metal oomposition'J-aU other man.
f
ufactures o ..................................
Nickel-manufactures of .......................
Radiators and house-heating boilers ............
Safes ..........................................
des
scales and balan ....................
.......
Shells and projectiles, empty .....
Stoves and ranges .......................
TW e........

.........

o..

..

...

nplats-all other manufactures of .... .
Tools, n. e. s.:
Augers, bits, and drills ....................
Axas .......................................
Allother .........................
.
Zino--all other manufactU of .........

Important change8 in ,c

863,447

_302,267

following&words have
.iatm.-Tho

been inserted: "platinum" after the words "mnd articles or wares

plated with " "or colored with gold lacquer" idter the words "gold,
or silver" and in the third and seventh lines; and "platinum"
after the words "but not plated with."

H. R. 7450.

PARAGRAPH 894.
ORNAT29 AMBNDMBNRT.

PAR. 394. No allowance or reduction of

duties for partial los or damer in consequence of rust or of discoloration shall be
made upon any description of iron or
steel, or upon any article wholly or partly
maUsdtr-l of iron oi steel or upon
any manufacture of iron or steei.
P
AOT OF 1909.
PA . 138. No allowance or reduction
of duties for parial lose or damage in
consequence of rust or of discoloration
shall be made upon any description of
iron or steel, or upon any article wholly
or partly manufactured of iron or steel,
or upon any manufacture of iron or steel.

ACT OF 1918
PAR. 116. No allowance or reduction

of duties for partial loss or damage in
consequence of rust or of discoloration
shall be made upon any description of
iron or steel, or upon any article wholly
or partly manufactured of iron or steel,
or upon any manufacture of iron or steel

SCHEDULE 4.-WOOD AND MANUFACTURES OF.
PARAGRAPH 401.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 401. Timber, hewn, sided or
squared otherwise than by sawing (not
less than eight inches square) and
round timber used for spars or in
building wharves, one-half of 1 cent
per cubic foot.

A A, OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

S'IJnULE D.-WooD AND MANU-

SCHEDULE D-WOOD AND MANUFACTURES OF.

FACTURES OF.

PAR. 200. Timber, hewn, sided or

squared otherwise than by sawing
(not less than eight inches square)
and round timber used for spars or in
building wharves, one-half of one cent
per cubic foot.
PAR. 713. Woods:

*

*

a red cedar

PAR. 647. Wood: * .* * timber
•
* a hewn or sawed, sided or
squared; * a * [Free].
PAR. 648. Woods: * * * red cedar

(Juniperus virginiana) timber, hewn,
sided, squared, or round;

a

a

a

[Free].

(Juniperus Virginiana) timber, hewn
sided, squared, or round;
IFree].

BMS.

Desiription and ues.-Hewn timber is timber squared and dressed

with the axe or adz. It was formerly much used in the construction
of the walls, posts, and floor beams of buildings, and is still occasionally so used. Archaic houses are still seen with solid walls of
hewn timbers piled one above the other and with clay stuffed between
the joints to keep out the cold, wind, and rain. The chief use at the
present time is for railroad ties. Logs are also often roughly dressed
with the axe to fit them for ocean transportation.
Production.-Nofigures available.
Imports of hewn timber not segregated from imports of sawed
timber.
Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are shown in the following table:

Important changes in Cdssij cation.--The act of 1913 placed
"timber, round, unmanufactured, hewn or sawed, sided or squared"
on the free list. In H. R. 7456 "timber, hewn, sided or squared other557
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wise than by sawing (not less than 8 inches square)" is made dutiable,
thus returning to the classification of the act of 1909. Specific provision was not made in either the act of 1909 nor in H. R. 7456 for
sawed timber nor for timber less than 8 inches square.
£Suggeoted. chkange.-Explicit provision might be made for sawed

timber and for all timber less than 8 inches square. If it is desired
to make these items dutiable, a provision might be added to paragraph 401. If it is desired to place them on the free list, they could
be specifically mentioned'in paragraph 1683.
ROUND TIMBER USED FOR SPARS OR IN BUILDING WHARVES.

Descriptionand uswe.-Use and description indicated in the title.
Productin.-No data available.
Import.-Not segregated.

Exportg.-Not segregated.
Important change in c0as8ifloation-This item is not specifically
provided for in the act of 1913. Such timber is exempt from duty
under the provision in paragraph 647 "for logs, timber, round, unmanufactured." The classification in H. R. 7456 is a return to the
classification of the act of 1909.
PARAGRAPH 402.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 402. Logs of fir, spruce, cedar,
or Western hemlock, $1 per one thousand feet bourd measure: Provided,
That any such class of logs cut from
any particular class of lands shall be
exempt from such duty if imported
from any country, dependency, provInce, or other subdivision of government which has, at no time during the
twelve months immediately preceding
their importation into the United
States, maintained any embargo, prohibition, or other restriction (whether
by law, order, regulation, contractual
relation or otherwise, directly or indirectly) upon the. exportation of such
class of logs from such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government, if cut from such
class of lands.

ACT 0 1918.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 712. Wood: Logs and round

unmanufactured
pulp woods,

*

*

timber,
*

including

not specially

provided for in this section [Free].

PAR. 647. Wood:

Logs,

round, unmanufactured, * *
woods,
* *
[Free].

*

*

*

puli,

LOGS OF FIIt, SPRUCE, CEDAR) WESTERN HEMLOCK, EW.

Demviption and ume.-The woods enumerated in paragraph 402
are softwoods furnishing lumber for general building construction;
especially is this statement true of the Douglas fir. Aside from
general construction work, spruce is by far the most important of the

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMA
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pulp woods, hemlock is also an important pulp wood, and cedar
because of its high power of resistance to decay, is especially adapted
to use as shingles and telegraph, telephone, trolley, and electric-light
poles. The red cedar is aLso used for manufacturing chests for storingclothing, its pungent odor affording a protection against moths.
Productio..-Douglas fir (the most important conunercially of the
found
are of
woods
red other
cedarparts
and western
hemlock,Oregon,
firs),
and some
the inland
chiefly western
il Washington,
empire. Spruce is widely distributed throughout the whole northern
portion of the United States. There are also other species of cedar
having a wide distribution. On the whole, however, the paragraph
relates to woods of concern to the Pacific Northwest. The following table I shows in board feet for the year 1918 the total cut of each
of the woods mentioned in paragraph 402 and also in board feet
and in percentages the cut in the States of Washington and Oregon.
cut
Total feet).
(board

, 819,141,000
980,61,000
230,476,000
348,117, 000

Dougias fir ................................. I ...............
.........................
pruce.....
.......................................
cedar..
Western hemlock .........................................

Total .................................................

7,378,26,

Cut in Waslngton and
Oregon.
Borf.P
Board fee.

Pmerfntawe

6,476,911,000
491,664,0)0
148, 176, 00
343, 52,0(N)

94. I
50.1
64.
0&8

8,400,9,000
60

87.8

Import#of logs of fir, spruce, cedar, and western hemlock are not
segregated from the imports of other logs. The distribution of these
species in Canada however, is somewhat similar to that of the United
States. Douglas Ar, western hemlock, and western red cedar grow for
the most part in British Columbia, and hence importations of logs
of these species would presumably compete with logs of the same
species in Washington and Oregon. Spruce, however, and other va.
rieties of cedar grow also between the Rockies and the Atlantic seaboard and are ported into States all along the northeast boundary.
Especially are large quantities of spruce logs imported as pulp wood,
many of the pulp and paper mills in the Northeast being dependent
in whole or in part upon such importations for their supply of raw
material.

Export of fir for the calendar years 191.8-1921 are shown in the
tiot segregated.

following table. Export of logs of the other species specified are

1918
8,6
Quantity (H feet) ............................
V'alue..................................$128,627

1919
4,94

8114,93

month).
1921
4,98
460

$2 ,405
443

' Figures from Bulletin No. 845 United States Department of Agriculture, Production
Oflumber, lath, and ahingles to 1618.
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Important change in c1W&ssifcatint.-Logs of spruce, one of tile
most important of the pulp woods, are provided for in paragraph
402 of H.R 7456, with logs of fir, cedar, and western hemlock in
a new provision.
Pulp woods, specifically exempted in paragraph 647 of the act of
1913, are made conditionally free of duty in this paragraph.
PARAGRAPH 40A.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. S. 7456.
PAR. 403. Brier root or brier wood,
ivy, or laurel root, and similar wood
utunanufactured, or not further advanced than cut into blocks suitable

for the articles into wh('hh they are intended to be converted, 10 Ier centui
ad valorem.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
['AR.

202. Briar root or briar wood,

ivy or laurel root, and similar wood
uninanulfactured, or not further advanced than cut into blocks suitable
for the articles Into which they are intended to be converted, fifteen per centurn ad valorem.

PAR. 168. Briar root or briar wood,
ivy or laurel root, and similar wood
unm dnufactured, or not further advanced than cut into blocks suitable
for the articles into which they are iiitended to be converted, 10 per centui
ad valorem.

BRIER ROOT.

(See Survey N-26.)

Desiption, uses, and production.-Brierroot or brierwood, used
in making tobacco-smoking pipes, is the root of the white or tree
heath (Eivca arborea) of southern Europe. Ivy root is the American laurel which grows in the southern United States. The brie
root is exclusively an imported wood. Attempts have been male
to use the ivy or laurel root, growing chiefly in North Carolina, as
a substitute. It has'not proved satisfactory.
Import in 1914 were valued at $241,493. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

Calendar year.

Value.

1918 ..................................................................
$825,6 5
1919 ................................................................. 1,150,371
982,52
1920 ...............................................................
10,6m
1921 (9 months)....................................................

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate

$82, 569

115,637
98,286

Exports.-None.
Suggested ckanges.--Page 78, line 6, of H. R. 7456: Omit the
comma after "ivy,' as ivy is the some thing as "laurel root."

8UMbfttW
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PARAQV-PH 404.
SENATE ANEND).BNTS.

RL. B. 7W5.
PAu. 404. Cedar coZmL'ercilly known
as Spanish cedjar, lgrAuW-vit, lmIoewood, ebony, box, granadilla, inahogany, rosewood, satinwood. Japanese
white oak, and Japanese Iaple, In the
log, 10 per centuw ad valorem; in (ie
form of sawed boards, planks, deals,

and all other forms not further rnnufactured than sawed, 15 per centum ad.
valorpimn: veeers of wood and wood
unmanufactured, not specially pro.
vihled for, 2Q per ,ceontumn ad valora.
ACT 01 1909.

ACT 0

PAR. 203. Sawed boards, planks, deals,
and all forms of sawed cedar, lgnuinvltte, lanc*wood, ebony, box, grandilla,
mahogany, r(sewood, satinwood, and
all other cabinet woods not further
manufactured than sawed, fifteen per
centum ad valorem; veneers of wood,
and wood unmanufactured, not specially provided for in this section,
twenty per centpm ad valorem.
PAR. 718. Woods: Cedar, ! lignumvite lancewood, ebony, box, grans-.
dill , mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, and all forms of cainet woods,
In the log, rough, or hewn only, *
[Free .

1918.

PAL 169. Cedar commercially known
as Spanish, cedar, lignur-vit* lance.
wood, ebony, box, grantdlla, mahog
any, rosewood, and satinwood; all the
foregoing when saw.d Into boards,
planks, deals, or other forms, and not
ipeclally provMed for In this section,
and all cabinet .woods not trther manufactured than .wed, 10 per centum
ad valorem; veneers of wood, 15 per
centum ad valorem.
P
648. Woods: Cedar, Including
Spanish cedar, ll ,,um-vltie,lancewood,
ebony, box, granadilla, mahogany,
rosewood, satinwood, and all' forms of
cabinet woods, In the log, rough or
hewn only, * *
[Free].

CAB1[ENm WOODS.

(See Survey Pl-1.)

Description, uses, and production.---Cedar, commercially known

as Spanish cedar, is not, strictly, a cedar (Cedrus), but the Cedrela
odorata,a large tree growing in Mexico, Cuba, and the West Indies.

The trunk may attain a diameter of 5 feet. It bears panicles of
pale yellow flowers and a fruit somewhat like pecan nuts, and suggests the walnut rather than the cedar. The wood, however, resembles cedar. It is brownish red, soft, fragrant porous, and durable.
The Cuban supply is rapidly vanishing, and Mexico is now the chief
source. It is imported in los, flitches, and bolts, and used for cigar
boxes, boats, and to some extent for cabinet-work,, Its porous struc.
ture assists the cigar to season and its odor improves the flavor.
Lignum-vitv is wood derived from the Guaicum fwUinale, a slo.
growing.tree of Jamaica, Trinidad, St. Luciaf and the West Indies.

Th heartwood is of a dark greenish brown; the sapwood, yellow.
It is remarkable for its. hardness, toughness, and heaviness. Each

layer of fibers crosses the preceding diagonally, obscuring the annual
rings. It weighs 76 pounds to the cubic foot-heavier than water
(62.5)--and is imported in billets about 3 feet long and 1 foot in.
diameter, chiefly fmrom Cuba, Jamaica, and Santo Domingo. It is
used in making sheaves for pulleys, rulers, pestles, tenpin balls, ship
82304--22----86
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blocks, and various articis Of turnery, and, in the Bahamas, for
door hinge&
Lancewood is from two small, slim West Indian trees (Bocagea
vnrgata and Bocagea lawcifolia) growing about 30 feet high and
1 foot in diameter, and from several other trees. It is remarkable
for its strength and ebaticity, and is used for carriage poles and
shafts, fishing rods, and bows. It is imported chiefly from Cuba,
Guiana, and Brazil, principally in the fori of poles, frequently 20
feet long and 6 to 8 inches in diameter.
"Ebony" applies commercially to several hard, black woods. The
best ebony is derived from the Diospyros ebenum., a large tree of
India, Ceylon, and other tropical countries. Logs from 10 to 15 feet
in length and with the heartwood 2 feet in diameter are common in
this speci& Bastaril ebony (Jacaranda ovoifolia) comes from
Brazil. "Ebonies" come also from Mauritius, Egypt, Zanzibar,
Madagascar, and Jamaica. A fairly ge d quality is obtained from
the American species (Diofpyros virgttuana and DwpyrR teaana).
It is used for inlaid work, veneers, and the black keys of pianos.
Box is a small tree (Bua8 sempervireuw) growing wild in the
south of Europe and parts of Asia, attaining a height of 20 feet.
The wood is heavy (68} pounds per cubic foot when dry),-of a paleyellow color, remarkable hard and strong, and of a fine, regular,
compact texture susceptible of a beautiful polish. It is apt to split
in lifting, hence is seasoned in dark cellars for from three to five
years. W for delicate ware is soaked in clear, fresh water, boiled,
wiped, and buried in sand or bran. It is valued by the turner and
carver for flutes, flageoleta, mathematical iistruments, etc., and for
wood engraving, It is imported from Spain, Portugal, Circassia,
Georgia, and elsewhere. An inferior variety, the Minor ca or Balearic
box (Bu.ruu balearica),is imported in large quantities from Minorca,
Sardinia, Corsica, and Turkey. The root is also used.
Granadilla wood (not the vine, granadilla, bearing fruit) is derived from a large tree, 80 feet high and 2 feet in diameter, in British
Honduras. The name is also applied to the wood of the Jamaican
or West Indian ebony tree (Brya ebenus) and to woods of uncertain
origin from northern South America. It is a hard, dark.red wood
with a beautifulfine grain, easy to Work, and is used for furniture,
house decorations, and especially for flutes.
"Mahogany is the name given to the wood of a considerable number
of trees, the most highly esteemed being the Swietenia mahogani, a
large tree of the family Meliace,' which attains a height of from 60
to 100 feet and a diameter of 6 feet or. more. It flourishes in Cuba,
Jamaica, the West [ndies, Central America, and sparingly in southern Florida: It grows either on rich, moist soils, or on rocky land.
Inthe former camb the wood is coarse grained and inferior; in the latter case it is a rich, reddish brown, varying widely in its shades and
markings, atid susceptible of high polish. It is uwed extensively in
cabinetmaking, loth solid and as a veneer. The name is also applied
to woods resembling "true" mahogany-e. g., African mahogany
(KZAha sewgalensi ), having a tinge of pink, in contrast with the
American variety; the padouk (Pterocarpue Tdio /) of India and
Burma; the Cedrela Toona of Itdia- some species of Eucalyptus in
Australia; and the" mountain" and 4 valley mahr gany of the west. er United States. Importations come chiefly from England (in
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transit), and from Mexico, Cuba, British Honduras, and British
West Africa.
Rosewood tomes from various trees, such as the Brazilian Mimosa,
several species of Dalbergia, and woods found in Jamaica, Africa,
Burma, Malabar, and Australia. The principal supplies are from
Brazil, the Canary, Islands, East Indies, and A.frica. 'Rosewood,
when sawed or cut, yields the odor of roses, and varies in color from
a reddish brown to purple or almst black, often beautifully marked.
Because of its oily character it is difficult to fix with glue. It is
second only to mahogany as an imported furniture wood, and is used
as a veneer for pianoforte cases, table tops, and expensive furniture.
Light, artistic drawing-room furniture and musical instruments are
made of the solid -wood.
Satinwood is the name given a wood of white color and fine grain,
susceptible of a high polish. The best variety is derived from a tree
(Pa1inariumguwwwm) of the West Indies. It is also derived from
the East Indian tree Chlowy/oy swietenia, and from tho Zanthoxy/am cribomum, growing in. Florida, Santo Domingo, Porto Rico, and
and for
the Bermudas. Satinwood is much used by cabinetmakers
- I
marquetry.
Import.-The cabinet and other woods mentioned in paragraph
404 are virtually all foreign woods imported largely from Central
and South America, from Japan, and from the West Indies. They
are imported both in the log and as sawed lumber. Imports in the log
for the fiscal years 191.4 and 1918 are shown by the following table:
1914

1918

Species.
Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

.

...............

.......
Box................ ......... .....
...............
Cedar, including Spanih cedax.
Ebony .............................
.....
........
OranadUla ......
...........
LUgnum-vitv ................

24,317

842,96
iiiii
8,8121
........
:, .""i:iii~'

97,746 .
......... *

4,9'

................................
Mogny
Rosewood. ............
...............................................

Value.

............

.'2,,51
13,718

.10,3415 ............

Satinwood .............................................
Walnut ............................................
All other ...............................................

408
2,626 1 S2,9W
........ 0,78D~ ...

18

M

8295

938...
88,

0 ........... .7,112, 2

Ntal ........................................... .I

When imported as sawed lumber they are not segregated by species. Total importations of boards, planks, deals, and other forms of
sawed and cabinet woods from all sources are shown in the following
table:
1914

1918

j

1918

Quan- Value Quan. Vale Qun. Value
tity. per M. tity.

cubs..a.........................................
Japan .................................................

central Amert (including Mexico) ...................

All otber .... 16-4 .....................................
Total (or j.verago) ...........................

per U.

tity.

per M.

I fMie
Mifed.
1,570 $4&2D 6,732 /3t20
1,85r $4.00
1.20 10,54551 71.2 1 1o
1,4z
&5 2,004 1 796
49 37.10 1t529
140~ 93.80
186 71.90
884 5.30
4,306

4210 17,991 137.6

4,163

63.30

564
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Observe: (1) The large proportioD of the trade with Cuba, Japan,

and Central America; (2) the great increase from 1914 to 1916 and
the falling off in 1918; and (3) the increased in imports from Japan
in 1916 and the falling off in 1918.
Later statistics of the imports of the woods mentioned in para.
graph 404, both in the log and as sawed lumber, follow:
Cabinet woods i 14 log, rough or Aews otnv.
Quantity.

Cawndar yoa.

Unit value.

Value,

BOX.
..........

30,410.
65 325

1918..........................................................
978
1........................................ #..............

W

U

57

t
76.93

84,48
0all 2

1,2901

I9 ................................................
1M9(9
(Baoths)..................................

CEP)ARt INCLUDI1NG SPANISH CED)AR,
9,844

191...................................

..............................

8,611

'........ .....
19923............).....:........6
I= 9 ==zatbv) ...........................................

~610

1919.

$wet8

IM1,213

68.97
8&48

693,789

7574

254

6G&W

38%,1131

EBONY.
11 ............................................

......

71,83

4.......

432

1919 ......... : ........ ...............................

1,115
61

.............
1 ....................................
192 (9month) .............................................

t..............

10,64J

9161
6834
11709
245.30

LANCEWOOD.

1919 ...........

..........

.

1920......... ...........

2

i

........ ..... ........

~

*88

LIONUM-VITS.

1918......................
.................................
1919................
920 ................................................
1921 (Vmonths) .........................................

178, G

1oi.M

kb,
848,379

$a 26

14, 760
4,33

2,166
694

67.32
61.86

MAHOGANY.
1918 ........................................................
1919..........................................

1020 ................................... ......

42,6.41

43,588
62,02

4, ,2 i
M75
7,,191

,589
32&0

1921 (9 months) .......................................

92.91
138.7.5
10.92

ROSEWOOD.

1918......................................................
4
1,265
2.................................................

1919 ..................................................

1911 (9 moths) .........................................

539

3

S.............
847
$79. W)
9 )52 i
105.63
143
137,
96.02
762

SATINWOOD.

............. ".........
1918
..........................
1919 .........................................................
1920.

h.).......

.......................................

1921(9 months)...........................................

1i

81

28

5,73.
8,431
2,828'

104.14

104.0
101. 00
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Cabinet woods in the og, rouqgh or hewn ony-Continued.

f Qlautity. I

Ca ndat yar.

Valw.

Unit val,.

WALNUT.

I

.....................................................
1919 ..........................................
.........
1
.....................................................

1921 (9months) ... &
................................

30
38,255
207
8003
4380,551

.1..00j

32

1

SIM a
in 46
2040

8 71

CABINET WOODS, x. si. r.
1918 .........

1

.........

.....

............................

1921 (9 months) .....

.... 4.............................

$347,354

.

7 M,
J".......3,020

71........................

316,657

10486

TOTAL CABINET WOODS IN THE LOO, ETC.
1918 ......................

......... ..........................

..............

1 1 '
, 25,,2(W''..;............

,349333
............
19 ...............................
..........................................................
IM
........................ **
..**
.....
**:: 51
1921 (9 mont,, ............ 0............

4,478,720 .....

.
.....

Boards, plmks, deal, and other aawed Spanish cedar; Ugnum-vt, lancewood, ebont, bow, graeadille, maAogmuy, rosewood, satedoo, end alt other
cabinet woods not furtherr manufactured than sawed.'
Quantity.

Calendar ye.

191
..... ...................................
1919............................................

1 9...........................................
1921
(P uths)
...............................
0fthe eiuiporta, oonsiderablepurt

ValuG.

,S;18

3,10
12,613
6 09

111

#

Unit v"le

i64

Duty.

2_0,W&07
817,60
6.1

1, 61
8P. 24
99,170
10.00 ..............

mminLreofdntyfromthePhppinat-ikbmt 20 percent in 1M0

E orto.-None recordL"

Important changes in qu/ak

tion.--This paragraph is in part

a transfer from the free list (par. 648) of the 1918 act. The words
"rough, or hewn only" are omitted after the word "log." Red
cedar (JUMpertMs wvirgo a), mentioned in the previous acts, is not
mentioned in H. R. 7456; on the other hand, Japanese white oak and
Japanese maple, not mentioned in the previous acts, are added to the
list in H. 1746. The term "cabinet woods," comprehending woods
of that nature not specially provided for, is omitted.
VZNZM Or WOOD.

(See Survey D-1.)
Deaription.and wse.--A veneer is a thin sheet of wood, often a
valuable cabinet wood, used for gluing to the surface of an inferior
wood to improve the appearance of the exterior. Veneers are also
used for manufacturing ply wood. Two or more layers of veneer
are glued together, the grain of each layer running crosswise to the
grain of the layer to which it is glued, thus increasing the strength
and preventing warping and splitting. Ply wood is much used in
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the manufacture of furniture and boxes. Veneers of cheap woods
are used in the manufacture of baskets. There are three methods of
making veneers, (1) by a peripheral slicing, (2) by longitudinal
slicing, (3) by sawing.
Productio.-The census shows, for 1909, 637 establishments enaged in the manufacture of veneers, consuraing 435,981,000 board
feet of lumber for this purpose, and for 1919, 362 estalishments
consuming 637,520,000 board feet of lumber. These figures include
veneers of both imported and domestic woods. Of the domestic
woods one of the most important is red gum--30 per cent of the
total in 1909 and 41 per' oent in 1919. The industry is widespread.
Among the most important States may be mentioned in order of
rank-Arkansas, Delaware, Wisconsin, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, New York North Carolina, lUinois, Indiana, Kentuc
y Missondi, Georgia, Washington, Michigan, Maine, Louisiana.
and i~outh Carolina.
Imports of veneers of wood declined during the war from $23,981
in 1914 to $8,567 in 1916 and to $5,669 in 1918 (fiscal year). Later
statistics follow:
Val"

Calendar year.

$17,M
1,526

1918...................
.............................
1919.............................................
......

112..............................

uq

~

........

1921 (0monus) ......... ..........................I

2,771
b8's
584

3U .

. .

Ad valorm

IS
5:)

...........

I's

Exports.--Not serrated.
FOIL

WOOD UNMANtIFACTURED NOT~ ESPECIALLY PIIOVIW

Description,we, and prodctioi--No data.
Impqrta are shown in the following table:
.

.akda.

191 .................. .. ...
1 ...............

.......

....................
........................

n1 (9mot ) ......................................

,

value.e .

uty..

1442

$,814

,

..

.......

9.'12

. 52414
7
t&3

........

Important changes in cassification.--The provision for "wool
unmanufactured, not specially provided for," is new.
Spanish cedar, lignum-vitm, etc., further manufactured *than
sawed, are not specifically provided for. Spanish cedar, lignuinvitae, etc., further manufactured, thaw sawed, would be covered by
a provision for "wood inanufactured, not specially provided for.'
which might be inserte4 bWfon "and manufactres" of wood" iii
paragraph 414.
,,g geskd cla
wtge--Page 78, line 1.6 of H. R. 7456:'Insert
after 'veneers of wood" and omit the comma after "uncomma
manufactured."
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PARAGRAPH 4050.

H. & 7438.

SENATE ANXNDIXNM.

PAx. 405. Paving pats, railroad ties,
and telephone, trolley electric-light.
and telegraph poles of cedar or other

wood.$ 10 per centum ad vatqova.
ACT Of 1909.

ACT of 1918.

'11&:.2 . Paving posts, railroad ties,
and telephone, trolley, electric light,
and telegraph poles of cedar or other
woods, ten per ceatum ad valorem.

PAR. 170. Paving posts, railroad ties,
and telephone, trolley, eloctrlc-ligkt,
and telegraph poles of cedar or other
woods, 10 per centum ad valorem.

PAVING Po1.

Description, we., nd productio-'Nodata available.
Imrot* have been as follows:
Caiqnda yw.

Quantity.
|

2 ...................................
lfI (0r o n) ........
... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

Value.

Ui value.

valcma
Per €s4,

pbeT.

17,357
I,?Pt

Ad

Duty.

4 142
I,.

.

824
f .

. .

$414
..........

.. 1

Exporte.-Not segregated.

8#uqgeeted ckame.--It is' suggested that "p *
omitted from separate enumei-ation and a ,od for duty as" pots*
under paragraph 406. There will be no change i the rate of dttyPOLUS.

(See Survey D-2.)

Descriptifn and use8.--The most important wood used for posts
and poles-about two.-thirds of the total-is cedar, in luding northern
white, western red, and southern white. Other woods used are chest
nut, oak pie, cypr&s, Douglas fir, tamarack, redwood, osage or
spruce, juniper, hemlock, and locust. Cedar is preferred because of
its resistance to decay in the ground. Poles are from 20 to 60 feet
and upward in length. Top diameters, always specified, var from
4 to 6 inches in 20 80 foot lengths,and from 6 to 10 inches in
lengths of 40 feet and over. StE.el and concrete poles and steel towers
compete to some ew;tent. Underground conduits for wires ahd trolley
systems also serve as substitute.
Western red cedar grows in mixed stands with the Douglas fir in
Montana, Idaho, and the Pacific Northwest. Northern Idaho produces more poles than any other, region of equal extent. Northern
white cedar is found distributed over New England and the Lake
States, and furnishes the major portion of cedar poles. Southern
white cedar is found along the Atlautio coast. Cyjpress, with high
resistance to decay, is found abundantly in the Gulf States especially
Louisiana and Florida.. Competition is active between the region
mentioned. Shipments of western red-cedar poles compete with thi
northern white-cedar poles of New England and the La States 14
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the middle western and eastern markets. *In Tenneee, Kentucky,
Virginia, and Pennsylvania western red cedar competes with the
locally produced chestnut and pine poles, even finding its way to
the Southeastern States to compete with the eastern red cedar,
cypress, and pine.

, The only foreign competition of consegence is with Canada. In
British Columbia western red cedar grows in-pure stands, making the
logging of cedar poles less dependent upon conditions in the Douglasfir trade. The extent of this competition is affected by the policy of
the Provinces of Canada imposing restrictions upon the exportation
of logs. Intermittently these restrictions are practically abolished in
British Columbia, thus subjecting the logging interest to more active
competition, but tending to the advantage of shingle manufacturers
and others using cedar logs.
Prodctin.--An estimate made by the Forest Service places the
number of poles annually produced at 4,250,000, consuming 55,000,000
board feet of hardwood and 200,000,000 board feet of soft* ood timber.. Poles are quoted per linear foot, according to the length and
top diameter. In May, 1921, prices of western red-cedar poles in
the Nelson market ran from 4 cents per linear foot for a pole 10
to 20 feet long and 5 inches in diameter at the top to 12 cents per
linear foot for a pole 55 to 60 feet long and 8 inches in diameter at
the top. Assaming for an average pole a length of 30 feet and a top
diameter of 7 inches and a price of 81 cents per linear foot, the total
value of the poles produced would be $10,625,000.
lmportO of paving posts, railroad ties, and telephone, trolley,
electric-light, and telegraph poles (not separately enumerated) in
1914 were valued at $409,449; in 1916, at $145,799;, in 1918 (fiscal
year), at $347,910. Virtually all came from Canada. Later statistics
follow:

PAVING POSTS, RAILROAD T

.

.is
..... ..

......

V410.

Quwntly.

(asOeour yet.

...

Ad

.

'

vslxmw

Uut vu& - Duty.

A
I AN% TELEPON
1 TROLLEY, XLZCTRJC LIGHT,

m o I..........

.I

........

27,1,.....

POLES, TELEPHONE, TROLLEY, RLEVT8IC LIOT, AND TELEORAPH.
lint..................................
...................................
I

9,7
In
15& 2

$182,412
oQ300

3

1921 (9 moutb) ..........................

0,

12.82
2.16
S.
X5,6

18,241
a0ON
........

PCr eat.
10
10
..........

ExporM are not wegregtd from logs and round or hewn timber.
RAILGAD

TIE.

(see Survey D-2.)
iption and we.-.-Railroad ties are the pieces of timber laid in

De
tUm ground crosswise to the rails and attached to them by spikes.
They an made either of hewn or sawed timber, the former being
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much the more generally employed. They are either treated or untreated with preservative before being used. If untreated, comparatively few woods pose sufficient resistance to wear and decay, but
by far the best is white oak. Other woods used are locust, osage
orange, cypress, chestnut, and the heartwood of long-leaf pine.
When trate by being inclosed in large steel cylinders and subjected, under heavy press,
to solutions of zinc chloride or creosote until thoroughly impregnated, the list may be greatly extended
and will include the black and red oaks, beech', birch, maple, elm,
gum, ash, hickory, s,
hackberry, poplar, cottonwood, sycaWore, loblolly, short-leaf pine, Douglas fir, tamarack, hemlock, and
white cypress. Thus preservatives make possible the utilization of
much inferior timber release the more valuable woods, and greatly
extend the average life of ties. Untreated ties last on an average for
7 or 8 years; treated ties, from 20 to 30 years.
Whether treated or untreated, oak still holds first place, about onehalf the ties being of this wood. Oak, southern pine, Douglas fir,
cedar, chestnut, and cypress compose about 85 per cent of the total.
Railroad ties are the only wood products of first-class commercial
importance for which there are no satisfactory substitutes. Concrete,
steel, and leather wabse have been tried only to be abandoned. Some
of the patent steel ties are satisfactory, but the expense is prohibitive.
Produwtioa can only be estimated. An estimate (1915) based on
consumption, after making allowance for imports and exports, places
the number at 1264000,000 with a value of $63,000,000. A recent esti
mate made by the Forest ?5rvice (year not stated) places the number
of hewn ties at 87,000 ties, consuming 2,100,00(,000 board feet
of hardwood and 525,000,0 board feet of softwood. The quantity
of timber consumed for railroad ties exceeds that for any single use
except lumber. The proportion of treated ties increased from 17
per cent in 1909 to 38 per cent in 1915. As the life of treated ties
is much longer than that of the untreated ties, this movement is in
the interest of the conservation of one of our most valuable hardwoods--white oak. The economy, of treated ties is evidenced by the
steady falling off in the total idemand-148AO00 in 1910, 126,.
000,000 in 1915, 87,500,000 according to the recent estimate by the
Forest Service.'
Imports of railroad ties were not segregated from paving postA and
telephone, trolley, eledtric-light, and tele ph poles until 1919. For
the years 1919, 1920, and 1921 they are sown in the following table:
Ad

Caendar yew.

1919.........................................
19 ....................................

Quamtty.
Nuwbe.

482,368
,026
1921 (9 mouths).......................732
66
1,

Valub,

PIM, 257
85,887
4

Unit valus.

Duty.

77
1=65,
1
.86
118,6m
.9.....
.........

IThe Forest service ntmniate. however, does not include sawed ties.

vlorem
Per Cert.
.

10
10
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Exports of railroad ties in 1914 were 5,123,004, valued at $2,564,543.
The most important country of destination was Canada-3,492928.
Other countries of importance were Mexico, Peru, and Honduras.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:

2,794,471
l,917..m8

...................

StyT(numb)

Suggerted changeo.-A judicial decision (MitcheU Cro. v. United
Sae, 10 Ct. Cust. Appls., 104 of 1920) makes advisable insertion
of the words "finished or unfinished" after "woods," .
PARAGRAPH 406.

SENATE JANNDXBNTS.

M. X 7i58.

I PAR. 406. Hubs for wheels, posts,

heading bolts, stave bolts, last blocks,
wagon blocks, car blocks, heading
blocks, and all like blocks or sticks,
roughhewti, sawed or bored,' 10 per:
centuin ad valorem.
ACT OP 1909.,

ACT 0F 1913.

PAR. 20. Rubs for Wheel, posts,
heading bolts, stavebolts, last blocks,.
wagon, blocks, oarblocks, .heading,
blocks, and all ik1e block or, sticks,
roughhewnt sawed* or bored, 'twenty
per centum ad valorem.,
of wood
PAL 565. Y.ence Posts ;tloA
IFree]

PAL 47. Wood:,r* * * fence posts,
* *, * . hubs for wheels,, posts, headlng bolts, stays ,bolts, last blocks,
wagoli blocks oar blocks, heading
blockS, rind all Ilik blocks or sticks,
' rough b6wn, sawed, or bored; * S *
not, spcIally, provided for intib see[FIW].&.

HUM ,RO-.WHEELY,PO8Tq
": * "

ET(C.-,

.LT)

" "(See'Surv'ey

"

ad wes.-hi , iterns, i pargraph 406 are rough,
PDesrption&
- of wood suitable for the
i plaid kind
Uhaped bolts Qr blocks o
.
purpose enwumerated.
data available..
.tim-No
PYrde
Imports are shown in the following table:
C.len, r

ia.

uAntity.

,iO

Vahle.

Unit value.

FENCE POSTS.
1914 .......................

................

1918.............................................
1919.......................................
1921 (gmonttu) ..............

'FL..V year.

....

....

49A,207

1.
1,W,744
2O

M2,901

80.08

39,70

.10

133
201,750

.10
.13

HUBS4 FOR WHEEL , POT% HEADING BOLTS, ETC.

19113..............................................................
1,88 j5 0.10
. ..........................................................
1(
.......... 1I,331,190
..
...
...
.
...
A.................
1919 .............
192. '. ........................................
1921(9

...
er.1thh)

tP1ScaYMa.

fluuAbkifrm

144,768

..............

.
y....
t.....

July 1,to Octe1l1. Puty colece4,lOS.

A go1o.uty....
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Exports.-Not separately enumerated.
Important cha4ze in cliflcatio .- Fence posts, specifically
enumerated in the act of 1913, are not mentioned in H. R. 7456 and
would probably come within the general term "posts." All of the
items mentioned in paragraph 406, H. R. 7456, are on the free list,
paragraph 647, of the act of 1913.
&U99eatedckange.-In the acts of 1909 (par. 206) and 1913 (par.
647) the provision is for oar blocks rather than oar blocks.
PAPAGRAPH 407.

U. R.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

7456.

PAR. 407. Pickets, palings, hoops, and
;taves of wood of all kinds, 10 per
centum ad valorein.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 208. Pickets, palings and staves
of wood, of all kinds, ten per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 215. * * * mantifactures of
wood * " * not specially provided
for n this section;, thirty-five per
centum ad valorem. ,

PAR. 176.
of wood *

*
*

Anufactures

*

not specially pro.

*

vided for in this section, 15 per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 647. Wood:

*

*

*

pickets,

pallugs, Staves, * * * (Free].

PICKETS, PALINOX8jOOF$, AND STAVES.
(For staves see also Survey D-2 and par. 409, p. 574.)

l)e. option and umeR.-Pickets and'palings are the upright pieces
used in making wood fences and for other purposes. Hoops and
staves are used in making barrels, hogsheads, casks, etc..
Prodw 4 -A, rcent estimate' by the) Forest Service placs the
annual production of tight-staves at 286,000,000 staves, of;tight
heading, ab. 21,000,000 sets; of slack staves at 1,010,000,000 staves4
of slitck- heading at 61000,000 sets;of hoops at 883,000,000 hoops.
Data'as to pickets and palingsnot available..
lm rts in, 1914 'and in recent years are shown, in the following
table:
Qm
,

IyVit

Unit value.

2, f 0"0 T AND PALING

1914.......................... ......
1918 ............
.4:077
1919.
..........
.......
....
1920......................
. ..
192 (9months) ..

,

8..4...............
273,921
41,21482,976
52,645 ,,58,14
,'789
1, 7

Duty

,

8.04
8.2
11.
10.4

$7.84
..............
..............

'WOOD ATAVES.
19l~~4~
. ...
I941 ...........
1914
iiii...

..

.............

............. . ........

Nu~mber.
.......

. ,....,.-...
.......
.. . *.
1920...........................
4
1921 (9montha)...................,700

Im

year

1803
34....

us4,sa
j7
Ili,,'
1,50 fiv

4.

W140

I

...

Oi

00

..

?....
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Expor& of staves in 1914 were 77,150,535, valued at $5,852,230.
Exports of pickets and palings are not enumerated. Later statistics
for calendar years follow:
mntbo).

191$
1919(9
0untty (OLnbor)...............

..

81, 667, 702

S* 630

S82688, 710

$13,10,8
77 $15$408,334

e.......................................332

27,0o0177-

$,078,631

Important cah4ge in Cla8iflcation.-TAe items mentioned in this

paragraph, except hoops, are on the free list, paragraph 647 of the
act of 1913.

II

'

PARAGRAPH 408.
H. R. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA. 408 Shingles, 50 cents per thousand.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT Ol 1918..

PAr. 209. Shingles, fifty. cents pelt

thousand.

1?Au. 647. Wood: * *
* * *

8h1gle,

[Free].

"SHINGLES.

(See Survey FL-87.)

Prodwciop.--Shingles are among the important wood' products
and have given rise to considerable triff controversy. They are produced from several kinds of wood and m nearly all the States, but
over 70 per cent of the output is of Wstern red cedar in the State of
Washington alone. In 1912 the total output was 12,087,6850O;' of
these 9,500,908,000 were of cedar (western red and white) and 1,311,750,000 were of cypress, two woods particularly suitable because ,of
their resistance to decay Other -woods in ;order of importance
(amounts in millions of shingles) were: Yellow pine 578 (i..
578,000,000 shingles); redwood, 447; white pine 69; chestnut, 45;
western pine, 30; hemlock, 29; and spruce, 8. in 1911 the States
producing over 100 000,000 shingles were (amounts in millions)
hington, 7,745 (i. e., 7745,000,000 shingles); Louisiana, 800;

Maine, 559; Michigan, 510; California, 404; Oregon, 392; Wisconsin,
324; Georgia, 256; Florida 167; North Carolina 161; Alabama, 148;
and Arkansas, 146. It wifl be seen that the industry centers in the
Pacific Northwest the South, the Lake States, and the State of
Maine. 'The four States, Washington, Louisiana, Maine, and.Micbigan each typical of these regions,. produce about 80 per cent of the
total output. In recent years the production has declined. The year
of maximum production was 1909 (14,907,871 thousand). In 1919
the production had fallen to 9,453,000 thousand. In Washington
alone production has fallen from 8,879,000 thousand in 1909 to

6,133,000 thousand in 1919. Production in British Columbia is increasing (725,000 thousand in 1908; 2,412,000 thousand in 19119).
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In the United States the red cedar grows in mixed stands with' the
Douglas fir. As the cutting of'Dougsas fir is the preonderant log.
bolts and logo are somewhat of the nature of a
cedar
interest,The
going
sqpply of raw material for the shingle mills thereiby-product.
fore depends upon condition in the fir trade. Other factors are the
proportion of cedar in the timber being logged and the proportion
of cedar logs used for other purposes than shingles. When there is a
curtailment of output on the Part of loggers, because of the low price
of fir, cedar logs,. become scarce. It also sometimes happens that
there is a strong demand for cedar logs for sidingor other purposes.
In either case the shingle manufacturers have difficulty in obtaining
raw material, and at times have been compelled to shut down. A
considerable proportion of the shingles are made from bolts derived
from dead stumps left in cut-over nd. This is especially true in
the "straight shingle mills " (mills producing shingles only). Logs
are more extensively used in the "combination mills" (mills producing other products as well as shingles).Import8 were 895,038 thousand, valued at $2,190,170 in 1914 and
1,878,465 thousand, valued at $5,453,951 in 1918 (fiscal year), virtu.
ally all from Canada. Later statistics follow:
Quanity.

Caleudar year.
Io9........ :...

191.0 .........

....

. ......

..........................

........

................................

...........................
1921 (9 months)
Do.'. ..................
. .........

.......
..... ..

TUnit V,4".

Va,11

1,I 6 0

$6,62",o92

ft 10

1,
it r4,09

7,4M
4,274,,'8S

4.8
US

1,41

19

. X120

All other.

White Vline.

Export in 1914 were 46,964 thousand shingles valued at $112,463.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1921

1918
umtlty (tho~ua)... .....................
.........................

Vaue

1919

1920

19,892

16,143

4,237

$95,892

W9, 480

$190,638

monthss.
16,985
$103,5a

Competitive condition .-There is active competition between
shingle producers in Washington and British Columbia. Costs of
prodaction are about the same, American producers having an advantage in some respects and Canadian producers in others. In both
regions there is great difference in the costs of production among

individual mills.;
Ifemportant changes in cW&gifation.---Shingles have been transferred from the free list, paragraph 647, of the act of 1913.

j
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PARAGRAPHi 409.
H. S. 7456.

SENATE AMBNDXEITS.

P,.i. 409. Cask., barrels, and hogsheads (empty), sugar-box shooks, and
packing boxes (empty), ant packingbox shooks, of wood, not especially pro.
vided for,, 15 per centum ad valorpm.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 210. Casks, barrels, and hogs-,
PAR. 171. Casks, barrels, and hogsheads (empty), sugar-box shooks, and beads (euipty), sugar-box shooks, atI)
packing-boxes (empty), and packing- packing bo4es (eupty), and packingbox shooks, of wood, not specially pro- box shook, of wood, not specially provided for In this section, thirty pot vided for in this section, 15 per centumi
centum ad valorem.
ad valorem.;

CASKS, BARRLA, AND HOGSHEADS.
(See Survey D-2.)

Des -ipbi and uwes.-Casks, barrels, and hogsheads are classified
as tight or slack cooperage, according as they are designed to hold
liquids or solids. Semitlght cooperage for butter, lard, paste, paint.
mincemeat, etr., is also recognized. For tight cooperage, especially
for. alcoholic t.quids, white oak was until recently almost the only
wood used for staves. With the growing scarcity of white oak,
coopers )ave tried other woods, as cypress red oak, and gum. As
late as 1911, however, white oak constituted over 60 per cent of the
total. For slack cooperage there is a much wider choice, red gum.
fine, beech, elm, chestnut, spruce, ash, maple, and oak being in the
ead. The wood used depends much upon the purpose of the container; e. g., the wood for butter tubs must be free from odor or
taste, and for flour and sugar must be superior to that for fruit, vegetables, or cement. For headings the preferred woods are bass.
gum, pine, and elm; and for hoops 86 per cent are of elm, other
woods used being birch, red oak, maple, ash, and hickory. Substitutes are becoming increasiuagly important. Crude petroleum was
formerly transported in wooden barrels. Use is now made of the
pipe line, steel tank car, tin case, steel barrels, etc. For tight cooperage an annual release thereby of 5,700,000 barrels is estimated. In
slack cooperage, cotton and jute sacks replace barrels for flour and.
sugar. (.arton packages are also gaining favor. The total annual
substitution is estimated at 35,000,000 barrels.
Prohwtion in 1914 follows: Establishments, 1,59; wage earners.
17,128; capital, $36,690,031; wages, $9,160,583 ($468 per capita):
value of products, $50,017,320; value added by manufacture, $17,073,637. Tight cooperage appears to have increased from 1905 to 1911.
the output of staves rising from 240,000,000 to 360,000,000. Allowing
21 staves to the barrel, this gives 17,133,000 barrels in 1911. Output
has declined since 1911. Slack cooperate increased until 1909, and
then decreased, the number of staves in 1911 being 1,328,968,000.
which, allowing 15 staves to the barrel, accounts for 88,597,800 barrels. In the manufacture of casks, barrels, and hogsheads the leading
States are New York, Illinois, Virginia, Ohio, and Pennsylvania; but
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I

for the manufacture of cooperage stock i(staves, hoops, and heading)
the States producing the timber lead--i. e. staves for tight c operage,
Arkansas, Tennessee, New 'ampshire West Virginia, Missisippi;
cooperage, Arkansas, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Virstaves
ginia, for
for slack
headings,
Arkansas, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin;
for hoops Ohio., Indiana Michigan. The different parts of a barrel
are assembled from widely separated regions.
In recent ycars there has been a decline in the output, both of
tight and slack cooperage. The decline in tight cooperage is doubtless chiefly due to prohibition. The decline in slack cooperage is
probably chiefly due to the substitution of other forms of containers
The following tables, showing this decline, are from the preliminary
comparative reports of the census.
TIGHT COOPflAGL

Number of establishments in 1919, 449; in 1909, 638.
Production.
190

1919

Kind.

Aggregate................................
S aedto l
..........................
pand tice ....................
pridwine........
......
3
Mi on .............. .................
Half-batrmelmd keg ........................
Pork .......................................
All other ..................................
Bucked and split ...............................
Hewed .....
..................
Beer and ale
..........................

Staves

Heading

Rtoves

Heading

piecess).

(sets).

(plees).

(sets).

35, 825, 000

24, 271, 000

79, 231, 000

20, 691,000

34812,000
2,1,o

24, 85, 000
i, 034,000
14 31600

341,259000

19,736,00 I

, 000
8. 780, 000
10,248,000
5, 763,000
1,193,000
3,269,000
61,000

15%,48 -O0
,93000
a O

107,000

11,

4,000

6,1

19,

000
it1 %p70

..

,000

o0

13,457,040
9906,0

9,1A2,00 )
2,208,0 I

1,0

I,6, 001)
393, 0
4a99,0 I

15$1040000.........

.

0, 321, 000 .......

9,000

1,47,000 "...,

SLACK COOPERAGE.

Number of establishments, 1919, 744; 1909, 1,506.
Production.
Kind.

1919

190',)

Staves (num ber of pieces) ...............................................
Reading (number offsets ...
.
.........................
Hoops (number of p1

1,121,321,000
87, 81, 000
141, 571, 000

Imports in the fiscal years 1914 and 1918 were as follows:
_____________-___

-

Barrels, eesks, and hogshoasL (empty)
..............................
Barrels, ca,'ks, and hogsIeads, confining mineral water .........................
Barrels or boxes of foreign manufacture, containing fnit..................
Barrels or boxes of growth and manuaeture of United States, containing fruit....

1914

2,029,598,000
140,234,000
373, 793, 000

J

1918

$2,180
$41,220
135
4
485,970
375,222
2,77........
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Importations of barrels, ciwks, and hogsheads, as such (unused),
are insignificant. Those imported as containers of fruit may be used
again, and so add to the supply. It is impossible to say just how
important this trade is, as thhe ba'rels are not segregated from the
nImports of staves am increasing. Later statistics follow:
boxes.
Barrels, caAks, and hOg4scjds, empty.
Cla"

Quwatity.

yea.

Value. CEquivalent
Volt value. Duty.

9d

I

1918...................................
1919.......................117
1920...........................W.US
2,7&
1921 (9 monus) ......................

3145

Talone.

1.

O0,847
380
6,47
3%6.3.06,7681-9
1..
..............
,407,1

1. 00

14.9

Eaports for the fiscal years 1914 and 1918 were as follows:
1914

1918
$471, 280

ltogshewds and barrels, empty .................................................
Ioperage and shook .......................................

Hed0 ..............................

..

. ............... ...

4t,626

I Not segregated. •

Exports greatly exceed imports, indicating that in cooperage production the United States has a comparative advantage. The export
trade in barrels is widely distributed going to Argentina, Mexico,
the East and West Indies, Canada, and Cuba. Exports of staves and
headings much exceed the value of completed barrels. This trade
also is widely distributed, going to France, the United Kingdom,
West Indies, Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Germany (before the war),
and Canada. Statistics for the calendar years 1.918-1921 follow:
i
1919

1918

1921

1920

12

monthshs.
IIOGSHEADS AND BARRELS, EMPTY.
SI

Ti
621,4 44

1,95,790

$821,4

ValOe .OO...................................$633,102
COOPERAGE SHOOKS.

Qualltity (number) .....................

1,642,150

Valli..............................$4,427,935

2,8587 71
$8,48,09

l1746,90
$8,916,140.

+[
i+1
i++
++.-

I

305,715
$11616,194

SUGAR-BOX SHOOK PACKING BOXES, PACKING-BOX BROOKS.

(See Survey D-2.)
De&80ription andues.-The term "shook" applies to a bundle of
staves ready for assembling into cooperate or of boards shaped and

ready for nailing into boxes, the object being convenience in ship-
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ment.. Substitutes for wooden boxes and shooks are the fiber container and veneer package or box. It is estimated that the fiber box

in 1914 removed the need of approximately 1,070,000,000 feet (board

measure) of wood for wooden containers, and the veneer box replaced 750,000,000 feet suitable for box shooks.
Productionin 1914 was as follows: Establishments making wooden
packing boxes, 1,174; wage earners, 38,548; capital, $61,693,856;
wa es,$18,206,067 ($432 per capita); value of products, $86,566,807;
value added by manufacture, $33,727,160. States of most impor-

tance, producing together about 56 per cent of the output, were I11inois, New York Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, New
Hampshire New Jersey, and Virginia.
Import8 of sugar-box shooks, empty packing boxes and packingbox hooks in 1914 were valued at $6,165; in 1918 fiscall year), at

$49,145.

Later statistics follow:

Sunit
Quantity. I Vlue

('alendar year.

value.

Nu

vr,a

......
9..........8.... .8**
19 ... ................................
488,603
1920...............................
1,
409

1921 (9months) .......................

DOty.

111,047 .......
184,838
80.38
203,087
.19

89 r,072 47,44

Equ.1'alent
lvaorem.

Petocent.
11,8 5
27,695
30,388

5.

0
18.00
14.97

.53 ...............

sportss of box shooks in 1914 numbered 1,270 477, and in 1918 (fiscal year) were 2,511,223, shipped mainly to duba, Mexico, United
Kingdom, Canada, and Argentina. Records of exports of containers carrying merchandise, were they available, should be added to
these figures. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
1919(9

months).

BOX SHOOK.
Value ........................................

$2,737,865

82,820,541

24,248,761
136,102

ALL OTER 8110OKS.
(11iintity (number) ...........................
Value....
...............................

363 4261
8758;:359

479,585
&545#,707

179,663
4158,940

PARAGRAPH 410.
H. R. 7456.
ol

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

I'Ai. 410. BoxEs, Inirrels. and olier
dv[s

C('O

ll~ing

o, oltgs,

|l

OIIs,

limes, grapefruit, shaddocks or ponieo.s,. .i )pr (' lttlil :d valor l Protided. 'r1l1t the thinl wood, so called,

Comprising the sides, tops, and botoillis of orlalige and 44111( 1 lOoxes of
the growth
I
mnullfalictl im( of he
'il*ejti 8111!s. ,(Xl)o1'Vd i s orang and
1(
h-1i1oli box sloks, itay be rc,1iiported
in (mlpleled form, tilled with oranges

82304-22----87

122,904
$76,975
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H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS°

and lemons, by the payment of duty
lit one-half the rate imposed on similar
boxes of entirely foreign growth and
manufacture; but proof of the Identity

of slich shooks shall be made under
regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 211. Boxes, barrels, or other
articles containing oranges, lemons,
limes, grapefruit, shaddocks or pomelos, thirty per centum ad valorem:
Provided, That the thin wood, so
called, comprising the sides, tops and
bottoms of orange and lemon boxes of
the growth and manufacture of the
United States, exported as orange and
lemon box shooks, may be reimported
in completed form, filled with oranges
fnd lemons, by the payment of duty
at one-half the rate imposed on similar

PAR. 172. Boxes, barrels, or other
alcles containing oranges, lemons,
limes, grapefruit, shaddocks, or poinelos, 15 per centum ad valorem: Provided, That the thin wood, so called,
comprising the sides, tops and bottoms
of fruit boxes of the growth and maimfacture of the United States, exported
as fruit box shook, may be reimported
In conipleted form, filled -with fruit,
without the payment of duty; but
proof of the identity of such shook
shall be made under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

boxes of entirely foreign growth and

manufacture; but proof of the identity
of such shooks shall be made under
regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury.

BOXES BARRELS, ,TO.t CONTAINING CERTAIN FRUITS.
(See Survey D-2.)

Production.-Previous to 1909 a considerable business had developed, especially in Maine, of manufacturing wood fruit-box shooks
(sides, tops, and bottoms) and exporting them in a knocked-down
condition. They were assembled by foreign fruit merchants, the ends
and the middle piece added, and then filled with fruit. Estimates
of the manufacturers placed the business at about 3,000,000 bundles,
which were valued at $150,000. This business has greatly declined in
recent years.
Imports, " when of the growth and manufacture of the United
States," in 1907 were valued at $109,088; in 1909, at $64,323; in 1913,
at $15,815; in 1914, at $2,778. "When of foreign growth and mannfacture," in 1907, $204,160; in 1909, $247,819; in 1913, $348,620; in
1914, $535,974. Later statistics follow:
l1trrels or boxes containing oranges, lemons, limes, grapefruit. 8haddocks or

pornelos of foreign growth. or manufacture.
Calendar year.

1918 ....................

Quantity.

....

.. ..

1919 .......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 inonftl) ......................

Value.

Unit value.

Per c nf.

iNumber.i .; S-174, M2
,
1, 6:12, 50
1-35,379

522, 196
5.t, 149
240, 93

v'al(,rell.
Equivalent
D~uty.Duy ad

S

.31
.33

Vil, 916
77,
367
75, .11.5 I
..... o......

V2
1I

........

In the years 1918-1921 there were no imports of the sl)ecitied fruits
in boxes or barrels of domestic manufacture.
A'xpot8.-No data.

Y
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Suggested ch4zge8.-Page 79, line 9, of H. R. 7456: Insert "or"
between "limes" and "grapefruit," strike out "shaddocks or ponielos," and make one word of "grape fruit" to agree with paragraph
743 of schedule 7.
Should not thin wood of boxes for limes and grape.rit be included
if it is desirable to continue the proviso at allI
This paragraph requires wood for orange and lemon boxes to be
grown in the United States as well as that the boxes shall be, manufactured in the United States, whereas paragraph 1514 does not re.
quire that articles to be exempt from duty shall be both of the
growth and manufacture of the United States.
PARAGRAPH 411.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 411. i.emes wrought or
factured from rattans or
whether round, flat, split, oval,
whatever form, cane wrought or

naimreeds,
or In
ianu-

factured from rattan, cane webbing,

and splI;t or partially manufactured
rattan, not specially provided for in
this section, 20 per centuni ad valorem.
For the purpose of asess'ig duties,
hand-inade reeds or cane shall be held
to be comparable In value to machine(ut reeds or cane of corresponding size.
Furniture inade with frames wholly
or in part of wood, rattan, reed, bamboo, or Iiialaei.t. and covered wholly or
in part with rattan, reed, grass, or
fiber of any kind, 50 per centuin ad
valo.jein, .,Idit lanjboo. 2 cents per
pound: osier or willow, includ ng eilp
of id split willow, prepared for
basket Imiaker's use, 25 per ('eni
aid(
valorem: all articles not specially provided 'for, wholly or partly nianufae.
tired of ra ttani, hitnloo, osie', or , Iflow. 40f per centumn ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

'AR. 212. Chair cane or reeds
wrioughit or manufactured from rat-tl is or reeds, tel per centum ad
vitlorem, osier or willow, Including
ipj of and split willow, prepaed for
biusket makers' use, twenty-five per
'eJtrUm ad valorem; manufactures of
osier or willow and willow furniture,
forty-five per centum ad valorem.
i'Ait. 215. House or cabinet furniture
wIolly or in chief value of wood,
wltolly or partly finished, and manu-

PAR. 173. Chair cane or reeds
wrought or manufactured from rattans or reeds, 10 per centum ad valorem; osier or willow, Including Milli
of and split willow, prepared for
basket makers' use, 10 per centuin ad
valorem ; manufactures of osier o' willow and willow furniture. 25 per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 176. House or cal)inet furniture
wholly or In chief value of wood,
wholly or )artly finished, and lninnufactures of woo(l * * * not Specially provided for in this se('tioi). 15
per centum (d valoren.
'AR. (148. Woods: " * * rittan.
I*'(1,& ll111111 fa('tlre'(,
* * * i) tle

fnlettil'('

Of wood

*

*

cJielly provided for in
hi'ty-ive per ('clitunl ad(1
l'
713.
-1ll. Woods: *
I'4'le.s in nui a(ture(i. *

*

not sp(-

this section,
valorein.
* * rattan,
' * in ti
than

I'ulil, or not fiurther advanced tllan

viit ito lengtls suitable for sticks for
1lflhti'(1h0s, parasols, sunsha(hs, wlilps,
li'illig ro(Is, or walking 'anis IFree].

('ut Into lngthis suitable for sticks foir
niiibrellas. pa rasols, siinshd.'s. whips.
fislill g rods, or walkIing ('"nli's, IT'rev).

I'tizll

mnot
"1'

further aidvanced
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RATTAN, WILLOW, AND MANUFACTURE8 OF.

(So Survey D-.)
Desvcripion and ue.-Rattan and willow may often be used for
similar purposes.
Rattan is the trade name for the long, slender, trailing stems of
plants of the genus Calamus of the family Palmacew. These stems
vary from the size of a goose quill to more than 3 inches in diameter.
They sometimes grow to a length of over 200 feet, climbing the
loftiest trees by means of recurred spines beneath the leaf stalks.
The smaller sizes are called "rattans" in commerce; the larger,
Malacca canes. The rattan flourishes in southern Asia and adjacent
islands, some species in Australia and Africa. Its fibers are extraordinarily tough and strong. The surface of the stem is of a tawny
yellow or brownish color, covered with a flinty deposit of silica
capable of resisting acid, making it valuable for covering containers
of sulphuric acid. When split into strips, it is used for caning chairs,
couches, etc.
The inner fibrous tissue, known as "reed," is of a dull-gray or
reddish white color. It may be split into strips of great tensile
strength and elasticity, when it is used in basketry and braided work.
Rattan is gathered from the forests by natives, cut into lengths of
12 or 16 feet, seasoned, doubled, and tied in bundles in lots of 100
canes, the unit of commerce. It finds domestic use in the manufacture of baskets for fruit dealers, gardeners, florists, hucksters, potters,
and grocers; also for clothes andcoal baskets, cars for balloons, rustic
chairs, latticework, doormats, brooms, and whips. When impregnated with caoutchouc, it is a substitute for whalebone in corsets.
The larger canes are used for walking sticks, whip, and umbrella
handles, and light furniture.
There are some 200 species of willow several of which, suitable
for making baskets and furniture, are known as "basket willow."
It is cultivated in this country to a considerable extent, especially
near Liverpool, N. Y., whence comes about 90 per cent of the willow
clothes baskets. The withes are reaped in the autumn and, for
Iasket or furniture work, may be either "sap peeled" or "steam
peeled." The former, of a beautiful, pure white color, are preferred for fine wares, white steam-peeled withes, of a dull reddisli
color, are cheaper and involve less hand labor. 'As the greater part
of the American product is steam peeled, hand-peeled willow is imported in considerable quantities, though domestic rods of as gool l
quality could be produced by equal care in peeling and sorting.
Productionin, 1914.-Rattan and willow furniture: Factories, 85:
persons engaged in industry, 2,559 (2,262 laborers); capital, $3,371.218; wages, $1,281,141 ($566 average per capita) ; value of products.
$5,022,089; value added by manufacture, $3,008,310. Baskets wd
attanand willow ware: Factories, 419; persons engaged in industry.
5,302 (4,574 laborers); capital, $4,590,515; wages, $1,922,965 ($421
average per capita) ; value of products, $6,578,468; value added by
inanufacture, $3,579,183.
About one..third of the output is from New York. Other important

States are Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, California, and Pennsylvania.
Of the $6,578,468 given as the value of "baskets and rattan an,1
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willow ware," it is estimated that approximately $3,000,000 is for
"splint" baskets and $1,500,000 for baskets of rattan and willow;
the rest, for small wares. The factories are few the manufacture of
rattan and willow baskets being a "household industry," often carried
on by "putting out" on contract the material to be made into baskets.
Machinery is little used; a jackknife and a scroll saw to fashion the
wooden bottom are about all required. Because of the hand labor
necessary and the general high wages, manufacturers find it difficult
to compete with foreign makers. Before the war importations came
chiefly from Germany, and in the United States the industry is
largely carried on by families of German or other European descent.
In the case of small fancy baskets, raffia, sweet grass, and some other
substances may be regarded as substitutes for rattan and willow;
at the other extreme, the cheap splint basket is a substitute. Each
of these type s, however, has its own field. As between willow and
rattan, willow serves well when great strength is not required, as for
the clothes basket. For coal baskets, the tough fiber of the rattan
is preferable. Rattan and willow furniture compete with each other
and with furniture of other materials.
Imports for the fiscal years 1914 and 1918 were as follows:
1918

{ 1916

$1,210.390
$1.79i,239
Rattan and reeds (unmanufactured) ............................................
450,S13 I
202, S58
('hair canes or reeds wrought from rattan or reeds ...............................
Oswr or willow:
95,4v3I
144.629
l'reparel for basket makers' use.......................................
25, 21
10.46
Ma,mfactures of, except furniture ...........................................
2,944
.............................. 2:61
Willow furniture.................

Rattan and reeds are imported manufactured front the East Indies and split, cut, and prepared by factories, chiefly in Massachusetts. New 1Jersey. and New York. for the manufacture of baskets,
furniture, and for other wares in Massachusetts. New York. Chicago,
etc. The split and otherwise prepared cane is also .imported, and
comes in competition with the product of factories splitting and preparing the cane in the United States. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

\ .Iuc.

Daty.

A01 rale-

RATTAN AND REEDS, UNMANUFACTURED.

191.

.....................................................

191........

......................................
. . ..

l'Pr C1pit.
i
11, 30S. 465..................

872,371........

1920................................................................
.
1921(9 m onths) ............ ..................... .................
, 17
CHAIR CANE OR REPD, WROUGHT OR MANUFACTURED FROM L.ATTAN OR REED)'.
1918 ..............................................................
1919 ........................................................
190..............................................................
1921(9 months) .................................................

$214 2t+
29, 265
1. . s

$21.
30
,24,1.)2
lN.651

10
10
10

13,21...............
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Value.

Calendar year.
OSrER AND WILLOW PREPARE)

Duty.

Ad "ale.
I rem rate.

FOR lJASKXT-M4Kil8"' USX.

l712j41

1918 ............................................................

1919 ...........................................................
192.................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................................

304,61
284,611
.i
05"

$7,203

30,470
^8,451

10

10
10
............

WILLOW FURNITURE.

1

25

*,b13

............................................................

,25

9 ............................................................

28:114

12 ............................................................

25

771

$2,276 .............. ............

1921 (9 months) .................................................

MANUFACTURES OF OSIER AND WIILOW, EXCEPT W!ITOW FTRNITUR',.
52,365
59,459
3,461
13,845 j
7,=58
3 ,067
428..............

...........................
......
1918..................
...................
1919 ................................
1(M ............................................................
,
1921 (9 months)...........................................

25
25
25

Exports of items mentioned in paragraph 411 are not segregated.
Important changes in ciasiflcmihon.-This is partly a rephrasing of
paragraphs 173 and 648 of the act of 1913, and partly new. The new
provisions concern cane webbing, the basis of duties, furniture, and
split bamboo.
('onflictiug provision .- The omission from B. R. 7456 of the
specific provision in paragraph 173 of the act of 1913 for willow
furniture raises a doubt whether such furniture will come within
paragraph 411 as a manufacture of willow or within paragraph 414
as house or cabinet furniture.
suggested chage.-Page 79, line 20, of H. R. 7456: Strike out
the "s" from "rattans."
Page 79, line 24: Strike out "in this section" to agree with practice throughout the title.
Page 79, line 24, and page 80, lines 1-3, of H. R. 7456: The meaning of this sentence is not clear. Ad valorem duties are assessed
upon the value of the imported articles themselves as returned by
the appraising officers.
Page 80, line 8, of H. R. 7456: Change "basket maker's" to
"basket makers'."
PARAGRAPH 412.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
I'All. 412. ToLipthl'ckl

of wood or ,tlitr

veg,,t iile sub.stance, 25 per
iiml(
valoe'ii
u)tl1cliers'
skWel' of wood, 25 etiitt
41110(.

I W'ilit

J)l(pk(''per

hliou-

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

P.%R. 213. Toothpicks of wood or
other fvete'able sulbistall(e, two cents

PAR. 174. Toothpicks of wood! or
other vegetable substance, 25 per
centum ad valorem; butchers' and
packers' skewers of wood, 10 cents
per thousand.

per

one

thousand

fiften
0and

per

emitum ad valorem; butchers' and
packers' skewers of wood, forty cents
per thousand.
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TOOTIPIV 8K
AND SKEWERS.

(See Survey D-.)
i)e8ciption and u8e8.--Toothpicks of the most familiar form have

a square or rectangular cross-setion. The imported toothpicks,
often made of orange wood, have a circular cross-section and are of a
higher grade. Skewers are used for holding meat together.
IProdtwtion-Both wood toothpicks and Skewers are manufactured
in large quantities by comparatively few establishments making use
of hI specialized machinery. The birthplace of the wood-toothpick industry is Dixfield, Me., and Maine is still the most important
producing State. There are also factories in Massachusetts, Vermont
New York, and some other States. The lumber annually consumed
is estimated at 10,850,000 feet, of which 51.4 per cent is basswood,
32.9 per cent is paper birch, 11.1 per cent sugar maple, and 4.6 per
cent yellow poplar. The annual production is estimated at 54,000,000,000.
The principal skewer factories are located in Maine, Massachusetts,
Nw York, and Tennessee. The best woods are hickory and oak,
though other woods are used.
Imports of toothpicks were valued at $4,551 in 1914, and at $3,421
in 1918; of skewers, at $20 in 1914 and $992 in 1918 (fiscal year).
Toothpicks come chiefly from Japan, Portugal, and Italy. Many of
the imported toothpicks are of orangewood, of a circular crosssection, polished, and of a higher grade than the American product.
Later statistics follow:
JIzEqulvislent
Quantity. IValue.

Qalenda ywa.

Unit Volue1

adloe.

. Y

WOOD TOOTHPICKS.
............

$1,03

1919 ....................................... ............

2

191s ........................................
1921

2

I::::::::

57

2...00s~
Per cent.
25.00

523
25.00
,09 .........
........... ..........
i 77 ....................................
(9months)...................
BUTCHERS' AND PACKERS' SKEWERS.

1918 ..........................
1919............

.................

... .. .

1920 ..................................
1921 (9 months).....................

755

50

584
228

1519
33

181

so. 69
.66

175

5

1.17,
68
-7V9............

14.55
15.15

8.56
,82

Exportit not segregated.
Suggested ohange.--Page 80, line 13, of H. R. 7456: Change

"and "to "or" between

"butchers'

and "packers'."
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PARAGRAPH 418.
"SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PA. .113. Porch aid window blinds,
baskets, curtains, shades, or screens
of bunilbo, wood, straw, or compositions of wood, not specially provided
for, 2.5 p4r centum ad valorem; if
stained, dyed, painted, printed, pol.
Wished, grained, or creosote, 80 per
efntum Hd valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 214. Porch and window blinds,
baskets, curtains, shades, or screens of

PAR. 175. Blinds, curtains, shades,
or screens any of the foregoing in
chief valup of bamboo, wood. straw,
or compositions of wood, not specially
provided for in this section, 20 per
centuin ad valorem: if stained, dyed,
painted, printed, polished, grained, or
creosoted, and baskets iWchief value
of like material, 25 per centuin ad
valorem.

bamboo, wood. straw, or compositions

of wood, not specially provided for in
this section, thirty-five per century ad
valorem; if stained, dyed, painted,
printed, polished, grained, or creosoted,
forty per centum ad valorem.

BLINDS, CURTAINS, 8HADE8

AND SCREENS.

(See Survey D-4.)

Deccrption and u8es.-Blinds, curtains, shades, and screens are
made herein large quantities dnd in many forms. The paragraph
includes the well-known wooden blinds with rigid slats; Persian
blinds with movable slats which rotate to control the light and view;
Venetian blinds, or flexible inside window screens, that may be raised
or lowered, having horizontal slats, fastened on a webbing, that may
be turned to admit or exclude Ii lit; wooden frames supporting
screens of muslin, paper, etc., usually movable, so that they may be
placed before a window, a fire, or an object which it is desired to
conceal; porch screens constructed of parallel lengths of bamboo
hung with small spaces between them, permitting a limited view
from the porch, but not from the street- and other forms made from
bamboo, wood, or straw, excluding view and light.
Production.-Figures are not available for blinds, curtains, shades,
and screens. Of varied types, and produced in connection with
numerous other articles, their segregation would be .difficult. Observation, however, indicates that the annual production is very large
and an element of muchimportance in the woodworking industries.
Imports of porch and window blinds, curtains, shades, or screens
of bamboo, wood, straw, or compositions of wood in 1914 were valued
at $543,500, and in 1918 at $29,320. Later statistics follow:
PLAIN.
Calendar year.

1918 ..............................................................
1919 ..............................................................
1920 ..............................................................

1921 (9 m months)...................................................

Value.

$5,747
10,108
23,282

Duty.

$1, 146
2,022
4,653 i

Ad val()rem rate.
Per cent.
20
20
20

10.936 .............. ..........
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STAINED, DYED, PAINTED, PRINTED, POLISHED, GRAINED, OR CREOSOTED.
Value.

Calendar year.

1918 .....................................................
1919 ..............................................................
19W .............................................
I.................
1921 (9 m months)..................................................

Duty.

Ad valo.

rMtn rate

I Per rtnt.
7, 931
81,95
25
21,559
5,388
25
46, 800
11,700
25
22,6 7 .........................

Expor1s for the se items are not segregated.
Important change in clkssifcatiOn.-The wording of paragraph

175, act of 1913, is "blinds, curtains. shades, or screens, any of the
foregoing in chief value of bamboo, wood, straw or co positions of
woo d." I R. 7456, reveling
to the wording of the act of 1909, reads
"porch and window blinds, * * * curtains, shades, or screens of
bamboo," etc. The phrase "in chief value" has been omitted.
Suggested chtinge.-The words "wholly or in chief value" might
be inserted after the word "screens" in line 16, page 80, H. R. 7456,
to make the provision more specific.
BASKETS.
(See Survey D-4.)

Description and ue8.-Baskets are made in many forms and for
divers purposes, including wood baskets, coal baskets, market baskets,

clothes baskets, and ladies' work baskets. Various materials are
used-willow, rattan, and "splints" of ash, maple, oak, beech, birch,
etc. They are classified in the trade as (1) fancy baskets, such as
silk-lined sewing baskets, jewel cases, and baby bassinetls;' (2)
"staple " baskets of willow or rattan; and (3) "splint" baskets made
of a thin wood veneer and used as containers for fruit or as cheap
market baskets.

Prbduetio7.-Inthe census for 1914, baskets and rattan and willow
ware are united in a single classification. The total output is placed
at $6,578,468, of which it is estimated about $3,000,000 represents
splint baskets, $1,500,000 baskets of rattan and willow, and the remainder other articles of rattan or willow ware. Preliminary figures
of the census of 1919 place the value of the combined output of
"baskets and rattan and willow ware" at $11,831,000.
Splint baskets are made, as a rule, by small factories, using ash,
maple, oak, beech, birch, and gum. The pieces are prepared and
fitted and made ready to be nailed together near the wood supply,
and to save freight are sent in "knocked down" form to shops near
the retail market. Splint baskets are a peculiarly Americax product,
with little or no foreign competition. Canada is the only source from
which they might be imported, and it is doubtful if manufacturers
there possess any advantages over domestic makers.
The making of willow and rattan baskets is largely a handicraft
or household industry, few establishments properly being termed factories. Some of the "work is done by "putting out" material on contract, or in little shops in the rear of stores -here sold; very little
machinery is used. Willows equal to those imported are grown in
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America, but are usually not so thoroughly dried or so carefully
sorted, and are steam peeled, which gives a brown color after a brief
time. French willows are sap peeled, a process which is laborious but
causes them to remain a brilliant white. -The American manufacturer is therefore compelled to import the raw material for the better
grades of baskets. Much handwork is required in weaving, and it is
difficult to obtain American labor at wages permitting competition
with foreign production.
Import of baskets of bamboo wood, straw, or compositions of
wood were valued at $853,409 in 1914 and at $479,803 in 1918 (fiscal
year). Germany was the chief manufacturing country. During
the war Japan began to take the place of Germany. Imports come
also from I rance, iBelgium, Austria, England, and China. Later statistics follow:

'jQuantity.

Calendar yea.

Value.

JUnit
value.

Duty.

BASKETS, BAMBOO.,
1918 ......................................
1919.........................

o................

1920............................................
1921 (9 months) ................................

..
1856,104
1,6614
4,50,373
3,90,779

$21,994 ........
18I,37I
87,372
729,478
622,887

......

$63,71

$0.101
45,840
16
180,644
.10 ..............

BASKETS, STRAW.
19190 ........................................

60,796

12,674

1921 (9 months) ...............................

658,575

94,221

14

32,113

.14 ..............

BASKETS, WOOD AND COMPOSITIONS OF WOOD.
1919....................................
i9 .................................

M1 mouthsh) .....................

1,479,524
8,029,788

J 4,42,02S

$375,282
1,378,20

781,948

$0.2
.17

$5
91,343
340,294

.18 ..............

I Figures for 1918 include "baskets of bamboo, wood, straw, and compositions of wood."

Important changes in ckawiflcation-Baskets are included in both
parts of the paragraph.
Suggested chmne&.-Page 80, lines 15-17, of H. R. 7456: Baskets
of palm leaf have been held in the absence of a specific provision therefor classable as manufactures of palm leaf. As palm leaf is of the
same class as bamboo, wood, and straw, would it not be well to add
palm leaf to the enumeration of materials of which the articles in this
paragraph rnay be made?
This provision placing a different rate of duty on merchandise
when stained, dyed, etc., makes it very difficult of administration,
especially in the case of baskets. Baskets are received in a large
variety of designs and sizes and in order to ascertain whether dutiable under the first or last part of the paragraph an examination of
every number is necessary.
One rato for baskets, blinds, etc., whether plain or stained, dyed.
painted, etc., would facilitate th examination and appraisement of
this c]ass of merchandise.
Page 80, line 16, of 11. R. 74156: Change "or" to "and" between
"shades" and "screens" and iiz ert a comma after "screens."
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PARAGRAPH 414.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. I. 7456.
VAR. 414. Houte or cabinet furniture
wholly or in chief value of wood,
wholly or partly finished, and maniufawtures of wood or bark, or of wh:ch

wood or bark Is the

collponent 111a-

terial of chief value, not specially provided for In this section, 25 per ceiltuli

ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

i'Ai. 215. House or cabinet furniture
wholly or In chief value of wool,

PAR. 176. House or cabinet furniitire wholly or in chief value of wood,
wholly or partly finished, and manufactures of wooti or bark, or of which
wood or bark is the component niaterial of chief value, not specially provided for in thIs section, 15 per centuin
ad valorem.
PAN. 647. Wood: * * * kindling

wholly or partly finished, and manufactures of wood or bark, or of which
wood or bark Is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for In this section, thirty-five per
('clntul

ad valorem.

PAR. 603. Kindling wood [Free].

PAR. 712. Wood: * * * hop poles,
* * ship planking; all the fore.
going not specially provided for in this
*

section [Free].

wood, * * * hop poles, hoop poles,
* * * ship plunking, broom handles,

sawdust, and wood flour; all the foregoing not specially provided for In this
section [Free].

HOUSE OR CABINET FURNITURE.
(See Survey D-4.)

Deciption and uwe8.-The term "furniture" includes a considerable number of familar articles of household or office use, as chairs,
tables, lounges, bedsteads, dressers, etc. It is classified by use as bedroom furniture, kitchen furniture, dining-room furniture, drawingroom furniture. It is also classified by styles, as Old Colonial, Chippendale, Morris, and Mission.
Production.-The furniture industry takes high rank among domestic manufactures. The following table, giving figures for 1914,
segregates material and certain kinds of articles, such as metal, rattan, and willow, to show the relative importance of these "substitutes." Store and office fixtures and refrigerators are included,
though not always classified as furniture.
Items.

Wood other I Rattan
and1
than rattan
willow.
and willow.

Mclal.

2,251
.5
173
Establishments .........
108 143
2, 559
14, 980
Persons in industry.....
12,50
96,417
2,262
Wage earners ...........
$7,955,682
51,674,815 $1,281,141
Amount paid in wages.
567
$633
81N3
A erage annual wage..
('ati ................
ai
$196,819,858 $3,371,218 $35,231,002
$187,926,550 $5,022,089 $34,439,087
Va'ue of products.
$102,483,512 $3.008,310 $16,403,098
Value added ..........

Store and
office fjx.
tlres.

Refrlg
orators.

3
134
19, 945
6,481
16,642
5,617
$3,572,334
S10,94:278
$636
$V155
$32,462,705 $14,511,158
$38,318,031 $15,051,794
$22,324,347 $7,70S,402

Total.

3,326
152,108
1.33,498
$75,388,250
5.506
$282,395,941
$280,757,557
$151,927,669
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Preliminary figures from the 1919 census place the number of
establishments at 3,153 and the value of products at $573,785,000.
-The lumber consumed in the manufacture of furniture in 1916 was
944,677,807 board feet, oak being 45.6 per cent of the total. Other
woods used were, in order of importance, red gum, maple, birch, yellow poplar, chestnut, basswood, and beech. In all, 71 different kinds
are employed. The most important foreign woods were mahogany
(1.7 per cent), lignum-vitc (0.06 per cent), satinwood, and rosewood
(each representing less than 0.01 per cent of the total). Foreign
woods, of considerable importance in the finest grades of furniture,
are insignificant with respect to the industry as a whole. The producing States rank as follows: With respect to value of furniture
produced, New York, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Indiana,
Wisconsin, Ohio, Massachusetts; with respect to board feet of lumber
consumed, North Carolina, Illinois, New York, Indiana, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Ohio.
Imports fell in value from $1,017,201 in 1914 to $333 358 in 1918
(fiscal Year). The chief sources are France, Italy, the United Kingdom, Canada, Hongkong, and Japan. Formerly Austria-Hunga'y
and Germany exported largely the cheapest grades, France and Italy
the finest grades. Later statistics follow:
Value.

Calendar year.
1918 ...............................................
1919 .. ............................................
1920 ....................................................................
1921 (9 months) ......................................
.............

$219,441
469,48
1,856,623
1,395 742

Duty.
32,120
68,142
275,522

Exports of nonmetal furniture in 1914 were valued at $6,529,249;
in 1915, at $2,923,203; in 1918 (fiscal year), at $3,938f778. Exports
fell off greatly during the war, reaching low ebb in 1915. The markets of chief importance are Canada, Argentina, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Brazil, Chile the United Kingdom, British South Africa, Australia, France, and Italy. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
~1921
1918

1919

1920

(9 mnh)

monthshs.
Chairr.....................................
Ofce and store fut
ritu
...................
t
u
All other ...................................
Total .......

..................

.

$1 201,207

$1,W3 766

$2,400,335

1,744,683
4,41 539

$95,770
899, 971

1,909, 983

3,534,226

4,93 429

8,581,557

3,745,627

501,478
1,831,481

872170
2, 59, 493

It will be seen that imports are considerably smaller than exports.
indicating ability of American manufacturers to compete, but that
imports are increasing relatively to exports-about 6 per cent in
1918 to about 37 per cent in 1921 (nine months). This gain in imports may be due in part to the rapid depletion of our hardwood
forests and consequent increase in price of domestic hardwoods'
It will also be noted that exports and imports, while considerable in the aggregate, are both small as compared with domestic
production. In 1919 exports are less than 1 per cent of production.
'See report on Senate resolution 811 (1920), "Timber depletion, lumber prices, lurnber
exports, and concentration of timber ownership, p. 9.
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Foreign trade in furniture is small compared with the domestic
trade, because (1) furniture is bilky and, rates being charged by
space, expensive to transport; (2) in transshipment, in lifting cargo
in rough weather, and in passing through hot and moist areas it is
liable to breakage and deterioration, especially the finish; (3) most
countries have raw material and competent artisans; and (4) highrade furniture is little psed in other countries as compared with the
United States.
MANUFACTURES OF WOOD OR BARK, N. S. P. F.
Import and export.-The following tables show the imports and
exports of certain articles for which no special provision was made
in the act of 1918:
Import.

Calendar yea.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Unit value.

Ad valeto.
remrate.

PICTURE FRAMES.
1918 ................................
1919 ................................
1920 ................................
1921 (9 months) .....................

Number
162
3,359
62,873
16,856

Per Cent.
$13.38
$325......
9.42
4,749
1.24
11,736 ..........
2.36 ........................

$2,168
31,652
78,294
39,865

CHRISTMAS TREES.
M20..............$2,3
.1,748
..............
1919...............
1 0............
: .......... ....... .....................
1918.................

.

1921 (9months)........

..

$2023

10

6; 02

10

6,175

10

21
214: .........
.
..........................

MANUFACTURES OF WOOD OR BARK, N. s. .r.

$1,02,084 ...............

1918.

1919......................................1,452,973

1920...........
.......
1921 (9 months) ......................

. ........

$150016..........

....

3,124,291 .48,157.......

2,.... 8

....

207,696........

........................

Exports.
I1918
Woodenware ...................................
$164,756
7
Trimmings, moldings, and other house furnishI
362,825
ings .........................................
146,987
Incubators and brooders ............. %.........1
Implement and tool handles .............
• 1,310,431
Doors, sash, and blinds .................
1
380,332
255,378
Boat oars ai paddles ..........................
503,64
Leading ..................................... 1
9,360, 888
All other manufactures o( wood..............

1919

1920

$529,321

$470,356

521,254

75,943
232,297
3,097,609
1,224,80
69,371
1,028,026
19,961,221

122,521
3,114,641
50,726
392,494
591,021

14,748,109

1921

(9 months).
352,679
119, 335
10433, 151
882, 958

215, 298
164,99
8,677, 073

Surgye8ted changes.-Were kindling wood, hop poles, hoop poles,
ship 'lanking, br"oom handles, sawdhlst, and wood flour, in paragraph 647 of the act of 1913, intentionally omitted from II. R. 7456?
A provision for "wood manufactured, not specially provided for."
inserted before "and manufactures of wood" in 'this paragraph
would cover wood manufactured but not advanced to the stage of
an article having a distinct name or use.
Page 80, line 4: Strike out "in this section" to agree with practice elsewhere.

SCHEDULE 5.---SUGAR MOLASSES, AND MANUFACTURES OF.
PARAGRAPH 501.
H. R, 7456.

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

PAR. 501. Sugars, tank bottoms,
sirulm of cane juice., inelada, concentrated melada, concrete and concentrated molasses, testing by the polarlscope not above seventy-five sugar degrees, and all mixtures containing
sugar and water, testing by the polariscope above fifty sugar degrees and
not above seventy-five sugar degrees,
1I
cents per pound, and for each additional sugar degree shown by the
polariscopic test, four one-hundredths
of I cent per pound additional, and
fractions of a degree in proportion.

ACT OF 1909.
SCHEDULE E.-,SUOAR

MOLASSES, AND

MANUFACTURES OF.

PAR. 216. Sugars not above number

sixteen Dutch standard it color, tank
bottoms, sirups of cane Juice, melada,
concentrated melada, concrete and concentrated molasses, testing by the
polariscope not above seventy-five degrees, ninety-five one-hundredths of
one cent per pound, and for every additional degree shown by the polariscopic test, thirty-five one-thousandths
of one cent per pound additional, and
fractions of a degree ii proportion;
and on sugar above number sixteen
Dutch standard in color, and on all
sugar which has gone through a
process of refining, one cent and
ninety one-hundredths of one cent per

ACT OF 1913.
SCHEDULE E.--SUGAP
MOlASsEs,
MANUFACTURES OF.

AN1)

IPAK. 177. Sugars, tank bottoms, sirtps of cane Juice melada, concentrated
melada, concrete and concentrated molasse.s, testing by the polariscope not
above seventy-five degrees, seventyone one-hundredths of 1 cent per
pound, and for every additional degree
shown by the polariscopic test, twentysix one-thousandths of 1 cent per
pound additional, and fractions of v

degree in propx)rtion: ' *

* * Pro-

tided, That the duties imposed in this
paragraph shall be effective on and
after the first day of March, nineteeni
hundred and fourteen, until which
(late the rates of duty provided by paragraph two hundred and sixteen of the
tariff Act approved August fifth, ninepound; * * *
[No corresponding provision for all teen hundred and nine, shall remain in
mixtures containing sugar'and water.] force: Provided, however, That so
[For dralnings and sweepings see much of paragraph two hundred and
sixteen of an Act to provide revem.
par. 503, H. R. 7456.1
equalize duties, and encourage the nidustries of the United States, and for
other purposes, approved August fifth.
nineteen hundred and nine, as relaht'.
to the color test denominnated as Numiher Sixteen Dutch standard in color.
shall he and is hereby, repealed: Provtided further, That on and after the
I

Sugars, tank bottons, sil-ups of cane Juice. melada, concentrated melada, concrete'

and concentrated molasses testing by the polariscope not above seventy-five degrees.
one and sixteen one-hundredths of I cent per pound, and for every additional degree shown
by the polariscopic test, four one-hundredths of I cent per Pound additional, and fractows
of a degree in proportion: Par. 20, emergency tariff act of 1921.
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first day of May, nineteen hundred and
sixteen, the articles hereinbefore enu.
inerated in this paragraph shall be adwitted free of duty. [The lnbt proviso was repealed by the act of April
27, 1916, eh. 98.1
[No corresponding provision for all
mixtures containing sugar and water.)
[For drainings and sweepings see
par. 503, It. R. 7456.1

SUGAR.
(See Reports T. 1. S.-9 and 16, and Survey KWI.)

This paragraph embraces refined sugar and raw or unrefined
sugar in any form which might be used commercially for the manufacture of refined sugar.
Description and uses.--Pure sugar (sucrose) is a definite chemical

compound (C11H
220 11 ) derived from the juices of several plants,
especially the cane, beet, maple, and palm. Sucrose, in varying degrees of purity, is the sugar of commerce and the tariff.' There are,
however, more than 100 substances known to chemical science as
"sugars," but differing from sucrose in composition and properties.
Of these, the most important commercially are dextrose and levulose
(C. 1 2 0), found in certain fruits and in honey. Dextrose is also
manufactured from starch as a constituent of glucose and grape
sugar. Tank bottoms are the settlings from sugar solutions and are
the impurities found in molasses tanks. Melada is another name for
cane sirup, and, like molasses, may be "concentrated" by boiling
down to a thick granulous mass, which hardens upon cooling. The
United States consumes (1920) over 4,500,000 tons of sugar per year
(more than one-fifth of the world's consumption), about one-sixth
of which iQbeet sugar. The per capita consumption in the United
States, which has increased from 18.2 pounds in. 1865 to 91.5 po-nds
in 19 0, ranks high, and is now exceeded but slightly, if at all by
only a few countries-the United Kingdom, Mexico, Denmark, kustralia, and New Zealand. About three-fourths of the American consmnption is used directly in the household; the remainder in various
forms of manufacturing, e. g., soft drinks, condensed milk, bakers'
products, canned fruits, and tobacco.
Raw and refined sugar: Nearly all the sugar produced by the factories in Cuba, Porto Rico, and Hawaii and about two-thirds of the
product of the factories in Louisiana are raw sugar--that is, it still
contains molasses and other impurities adhering to the crystals. An
increasing proportion of the Louisiana product is carried beyond the
raw stage and marketed as "yellow clarified," "plantation granulated," and other forms suitable for final consumption. The great
1)ulk of the sugars imported from Cuba consists of raw centrifugal
sugar, the polariscopic test of which ranges approximately from 920
to 970. The selling basis is 960, with allowances up or down from
the basic price, according to test. By far the greater portion is pur(hased by the refineries and after being purified and decolorized be-

comes "refined" sugar. Refined sugars as turned out by the large
cane-sugar refineries consist of two general classes-hard refined
sugars, such as granulated, powdered, cube, loaf, etc., the polariscopic
test of which will approximate 1000, and soft refined sugars ranging
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from about 800 to 90°'in polariscopic test. The latter sugars vary in
color from a light yellow to brown and have some of the sirup or
molasses adhering to the crystals. They include the "brown" sugar
of commerce. The beet-sugar factories produce hard sugars only.
Prodiwtion.-Before the war the world production had reached
20,603,000 short tons, 11,169,000 tons of cane and 9,434,000 tons of
beet sugar. The chief sources of supply were, in order, for cane
sugar, Cuba, India, United States (including insular possessions),
Java, Ja pan, Argentina, Australia, Mauritius, Brazil the West Indies; for beet sugar, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Russia, France, the
United States, Italy, and other (chiefly European) countries. War
conditions caused a decrease in the production of beet sugar and an
increase of cane sugar. By 1919-20 the production of beet sugar had
decreased to 3.665,689 tons and the production of cane sugar had increased to 13,425,230 tons, a net decrease from the prewar total of
3,512,081 tons. From 45.8 per cent of the total, the production of beet
sugar had decreased to 21.4 per cent. The present world production
(1920-21) is 18,490,308 tons-13,200,163 tons cane, 5,290,145 tons beet.
The United States derived (1921) 53.9 per cent of its supply from
domestic production and 46.1 per cent from importations.' Average
annual production for the five-year period, 191.-1919, was as follows
(figures represent thousands of tons and percentage of total consumption): Cane sugar, continental United States, 245.3 (5.8 per
cent); Porto Rico 379.2 (9.0 per cent,,; Philippine Islands, 119.6
(2.8 per -cent); iHawaiian Islands, 587.7 (14.0 per cent); Virgin
Islands, 9.0 (0.2 per cent). Beet sugar, continental United States.
788.6 (18.8 ver cent); total, 2,129.4 (50.6 per cent). Cane sugar in
continental United States is produced almost exclusively in Louisiana and Teas; beet sugar in California, Colorado, Utah, Idaho.
Michigan, and 13 other States. The proportions of domestic sugar
increased from 13 per cent in 1865 to 48.8 per cent in 1918, falling to
37.3 per cent in 1920.
The following table shows the number of establishments, number of
wage earners, capital investment, amount paid in wages, average
annual wage, value of products, value added, tons of sugar produced,
and value of sugar produced in the cane and beet sugar industry in
the continental United States, as reported by the census of 1914:
continental
United
States.
Establishments ................................
wag earned ............................
Capital.............................

WaSWs.............................

Beet sugar.

Cane sugar.

259
60
22,882
7,997
$315,677,889 $142,181,326

181
3,632
$3,9,624

$5,99 967

W470
Average annual wage ........................
Value of products
.................... $373,609,2
Value added............................ .$52,196,361
Tons of sugar produced ..................
4,.41,408
Value of squarproduced ................
$33,034,123

f a
$6,

882,006,210
$21'206,849
743,473
$58,590,408

i,

$21, 65,378
$5,677,1IM
264,801
$18,947,683

Refining.
18
1 11,253

510499,819
$7,823 37
$289,398,715
$25,313,357
3,333,134
I286,495,974

Preliminary figures from the census for 1919, showing a coi"parison between the output of the industry in that year and in 1914,
follow:
Derived from Weekly Stntist1cal Trade Jottrnal, Jan. 12,, 1922, p. 15.
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MANUFACTURE OF CANX SUGAIL

Reports were received from 202 establishments in 1919; from 181
establishments in 1914. Of the 202 establishments reporting in 1919,
189 were located in Louisiana, 6 in South Carolina, 8 in Florida, 2
in Georgia, and 1each in Mississippi and Texas. The following table
shows the manufacture of cane-sugar products in 1914 and 1919.
Value.

Quantity.
Product.
1919
Total oane~sugar products ..........
unad.

Clarifted .................................

Brown ......
Mol

.

s ...................................

Sm .......................................

1914.

$67p,741,320

$21,635, 373

18,947,685
4,228,80

_.._........

Pounds.
450,95,838
71, 627, 346

Pounds.
S2,801,993
107,187, 416

46,
59, 085
9,547,378

258, 293, M

182,149,649

28,53,156

11., 154, 404 229,648,364
w..................

Ra

1919

1914

,,2101,.18,574.

20,058,248

6,739,978

20,675,260

2,420,833

All other product.. ............. ................................

6,7426

9,808,968

7,616,147

381,410

849,593

4,868,740

;021,517

2,024,296

56,477

,,190

609,6

MANUFACTURe OF BET SUGAR.

Reports were received from 85 establishments in 1919, from 60
establishments in 1914. Of the 85 establishments reporting in 1919.
there were 16 each in Michigan and Utah, 14 in Colorado, 10 in California, 8 in Idaho, 5 in Ohio, 4 each in Nebraska and Wisconsin and
1each in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, Washington, and Wyoming. The Following table shows the output of
various beet-sugar products in 1914 an 1919.
Value.

Quantity.
Product.....
1919
Total beet-sugar products ...............

1914

..............

Pound..
Pound.
1,426,891,315 1,486,947,817
Sugar
...........................
1,421,914,425 1,479,466,899
.....................
Granulated
8,48s918
Raw ............................
Glon.
G4,V978,80
alln.
...............
429
28,461,291
18
O81,
MolasS .......................................

....................
....................
.......
Moist .....................................

All other products ..........................

1919

1914

$149,15, 8

2 62,03, 210

138 099, 693
137R 852,387

68,590,4e6
68,351,324

2,364, 63

1,638 192

2,082,631 ............

,798,412

2,094,863

,106,030
..............

88.844
2,89,224

38 101
383,689

6,501 .48

247,306

,

8

239,142

1,1i0,75

SUGAR REFINING.

Reports were received from 20 establishments in 1919, and from 18
establishments in 1914. Of the 20 establishments reporting in 1919,
5 were located in New York, 4 in Pennsylvania, 3 in Louisiana, 2 each
82304-22----88
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in California, Massachusetts, and New Jersey, and 1 each in Texas
and Georgia. The following table shows the product of sugar refining in 1914 and 1919.,
Value.

Quantity.

Product.
1919

1914

Total for the industry .................................
Pos&.

Refined sugar ..........................

7,042,905,337

...............................

....

Molasses and sirup ..............................
8iup
..............................
All other product
................................

Gozllon.

5,916,

1919

1914

...
Pounda.

$730,98,706

2.,39.1.

,666,268,04
odallone.

713,567,395

285,495,974

..............

678,771

,802,995 .............
38,144,320 ...............14,637,830
F2
102,710

3,284,279
618,43

Imports.-Formerly sugar was imported from many sources,
among the most important of which were Cuba, Java, and Germany.
Since 1903, when, in connection with the reciprocity treaty, a preferential rate was given to Cuba, imports from other sources have
dropped off. Now over 95 per cent of the imported sugar comes
from Cuba. Importations consist almost exclusively of raw sugars,
ranging in polariscopic test from 750 upward, over 90 per cent,
however, being of sugars testing between 950 and 971. In 1914
imports were:Beet sugar, 1,184 tons, valued at $70,829; cane sugar,
2,A1,179 tons, valued at $101,415,499. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

I

Value. . Unit value.f

I

qvalent

Duty.

I

I

I.... ..

BEET 8UGAR.
Pounds.

1918 ...............................

380

1919 ...............................
1920 ...............................
1921 ...............................

1,180
3,332,165
7,970

83

$0.09

108
6,316,687
849

84

Per cent.

12.8.

.09
14
.17
492,981'|
.11 .................

12.96
7.81

CANE SUGAR.'

1918 ............................... 5,147,93,431 $241,949W

f 05

192....................... 7,702 78, 240 9, 206,6W

12

1919 .....................

6,99,676,648

390,677p144

1921 (9 months) .................. .. 4,771,427,650

216,689,423

.60

50,392,91 ............

87,

, 0 ........

7%170,330........

.04 .......

..........

Included In the Imports of cane sugar shown In the above table are the following
Imports admitted free of duty from the Philippine and Virgin Islands:
Calendar year.
1918 ..................................................
1919 ...............................
P ...
...
...
1920 ............................................................
1921 (9 months) .................................................

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
151, 668,106 1$7,103,712
196 319, 609
9,328,574
318,156,663
46,636,117
9 28 374
O
9,
1, 45" 618

Unit value.
$0.05
.05
.14
.06
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In 1920, it will be noted, imports of beet sugar i'ose to 36,332,165
pounds from only 1,180 pounds in 1919 and 380 pounds in 1918. In
the same year imports of full-duty cane sugar showed a noteworthy increase-from 137,228,888 pounds (about 2 per cent of the
total) in 1919 to 1,948,358,618 pounds (about 25.3 per cent of the
total)in 1920. These heavy importations of full-duty sugar (cane
and beet) were made possible by the high pices prevailing in 1920.
Ordinarily the Cuban preference of 20 per cent has been nearly sufficient to exclude all but Cuban sugars. The exceptional conditions
of 1920 made it profitable to import sugars from other sources over
the duty.
The following table shows by months the quantity and value of
dutiable cane sugar imported during 1921:
Month.

Quantity.

Pounds.
January............254,505,311
February........... 502,279,208
March .............
821,904, 235
841,168,244
ay ..
..........
843,28,005

June..............

36,385,734

Value.

$15,553,984
28,457, 466
39,525,122
40,511,233
28,445,919

12,389,733

Month.

Quantity.

Pounds.
July ..............
237,718,074
August ............. 50, 04,947
September .......... 281,485,513
October ...........
303,002,856
November.....
.. 4'5,70,063

Deember .......... 358,177,684

Value.

$6,604,752
14,721,202
7,744,241
7, 605,968
9,861,890

7,894,514

&port8.-None of the domestic product (unless Philippine Island
sugar is regarded as domestic) and no raw sugars are exported. A
portion 'of the imported raw is refined for export, the refiners using
the imported sugar rather than the domestic: product in order to
obtain the benefit of the drawback. This business, only 1 per cent
of sugar receipts in normal times, became important during the war,
rising to 12 per cent of the total receipts in the period 1915-1917.
Exports of refined sugar in 1914 were 25,44$ tons, valued at
$1,839,983; in 1916, 815,075 tons, valued at $79,309,147; in 1918 (fiscal
year), 288,241 tons, valued at $38,761,686.
In -normal times the countries of chief importance in the export
trade were the United Kingdom, Panama, Mexico, and Newfoundland. During the war several European countries, which had pre.
viously relied upon domestic production or importation from the
Central Powers and Russia, became important purchasers from
American refineries. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921
follow:

uantity (pounds) ......... ............
, ..............................

1918

1919

407,29,324
5 27,08,687

1,75,407,678
,14 407,
, 67

1920

8

385
94,87,05

(19month)
984,488
842,961, 91

The above exports are of refined sugar, including maple sugar,
which, as already stated, had previously been imported as raw sugar,
the exporter receiving the benefit of drawback. Drawback is also
obtained on the export of other products than refined sugar in the
preparation of which imported raw sugar has been used. Among
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such products are chewifig gum, cocoa, confectionery, preserved
fruits, dairy products, and tobacco. The magnitude of this business
may be judged from the following table, showing exports of raw
sugar subject to drawback and drawback received thereon for the
calendar years 1918-1920:
1918

Exports of Imported raw sugar (pounds)3
....................
Drawback received..

90
13, 772,814

1919

1,497,,239
$14,987,1'

1920'

1,388,396,878
$13,456,823

Important change in clasiflatio.-Sugar drainings and sugar
sweepings, specifically mentioned in the acts of 1909 and 1913, are not
so mentionedin H. R. 7456. In their place and more inclusive is a new
item for "all mixtures containing sugar and water, testing by the
polariscope above 500 and not above 75".'' Mixtures- containing
sugar and water, testing by the polariscope 500 or less, are not specifically provided for.
In the acts of 1909 and 1913 the dividing line between" sugars"
and "molasses" is placed at 56 sugar degrees, whereas in H. R.
7456 (par. 501) this dividing line is lowered to 50 sugar degrees.
Sugars, molasses and sirups are placed in the same paragraph in
both the acts of 1909 (par. 216) and the act of 1913 (par. 177),
whereas in H. R. 7456 they are separated, sugars and some girups
appearing in paragraph 501 and molasses and other sirups in paragraph 508.,
Conflicting provisi.mo-There is a conflict between paragraph
501 and paragraph 503. The same material might come within the
provisions of paragraph 501, "sirups of cane Jumce, melada, * * *
testing by the polariscope not above' 75 sugar degrees," and "all
mixtures containing sugar and water testing by the polariscope above
50 sugar degrees and not above 75 sugar degrees, and the provision
testing above 48
of paragraph 503, "molasses and sirups * *
per centum total sugars." There is also a conflict between the provision in paragraph 501 for "sugars" and "all mixtures containing sugar and water," and the provision in paragraph 504 for
"maple sugar and maple sirup," and the provision in paragraph
506 for "sugar candy and confectionery."
Suggested change8.-The dividing Tine between raw sugars and
molasses in the tariff laws has for many years been placed at 56
sugar degrees. This dividing line is lowered to 50 sugar degrees in
H. R. 7456. No adequate reason for this change has been found,
but on the other hand strong objection to it can logically be made
because the edible grades of molasses will frequenty test above 50
degrees. (See also discussion under par. 503, p. 599.)
Tank bottoms, sirups of cane juice, melada, concentrated melada,
and concrete and concentrated molasses enumerated in this paragraph
are mixtures of sugar and water with impurities and are therefore
covered by the new provision in this paragraph for such mixtures,
and might be omitted. It is suggested to avoid possible litigation
that the words sirupss and other" be inserted before "iixtures"
in line 5, page 81, of H. R. 7456, and the words "of, or" inserted
after "mixtures."
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T words "all the foregoing not specially provided for" should
The
be added after "seventy-five sugar degrees,") page 81, line 7, H. R.
7456, to avoid conflict with paragraph 504, which provides for
"maple sugar and maple sirup," ad with paragraph 506, which
provides for "sugar candy and confectionery."
With all these changes the paragraph would read:
PAR. 501. Sugars testing by the polarlscope not :t)o'e seventy-five sugar le-

grees, and all syrups and other mixtures of or containing sugar an] water,
testing by the polariswope above fifty-six sugar degrees and not above seventycents per
five sugar degrees, all ,the foregoing not specially provided for,
pound, and for each additional sugar degree shown by the polariscopic test,
of 1 cent per

lpounid,

ad:litional, and fractions of a degree in pro-

pol'tion.

Page 81, line 1 (title of schedule 5): Insert a comma after "sugar."
PARAGRAPH 502.
H.

. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

'AR..502. Any I)ersi n manufacturing
or reltn ag in the United States sugar,
testing by the polarlscope over ninetynine degrees, produced from beet or
cane grown in the continental United
States. shall for each pound so nmanufactured or refined during any pionth
in any Statei Territory, or the District of Columbia, be permitted to Import, at any time before the expiration
of nine months after the last day of
suhi month (for the sole purpose of
being manufactured or refined by him
in such State, Territory, or District),
two pounds of sugar testing by the
Iwniailscope not above ninety-six degrees, at, three-fourths of the rate of
duty.to which such sugar would otherwise be subject. The Se'retary of the
T roasury shall Wnake all regulations
neeessary for the enforcement of this
flltrag.aph, Including the taking of
Ionds to secure colnl)lnlce with Its
prwovisions.

ACT OF 1909.
INo corresponding provision.]

ACT OF 1913.
[No corresponding provision.]

REDUCTION OF DUTY ON IMPORTED RAWS TO REFINERIES USING DOMESTIC
RAWS.

General comwrent.-Paragraph 502 is new matter, having no cor-

responding provision in previous acts. The concession as to rate
of duty provided for in the paragraph is open to refiners who
make use of domestic raw sugar for the purpose of refining. Beet
sugar manufacturers and Louisiana refiners could undoubtedly
avail themselves of the privileges of the paragraph. Doubt has been
expressed whether the seaboard refineries could do so. The imported sugar must be refined in the same State, Territorv. or District
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in which the domestic raw sugar is manufactured or refined, and
some have interpreted the paragraph as requiring that the domestic
raw sugar must also be produced in the same State, Territory, or
District in which it is refined. If the latter interpretation holds,
the seaboard refiners would be precluded from the benefits of the
palagraph, as raw sugar is not produced in the Atlantic seaboard
States. On the oth- hand the paragraph may be interpreted in
such a way as to permit the seaboard refiners to import foreign
sugars under the concession as to duty, on the basis of Louisiana or
other domestic raw sugars which they may have refined.
Production-As the provision is new there are no previous statistics as to production under the paragraph. It has been suggested
by members of the trade that some beet sugar factories in Michigan
and some cane sugar factories in Louisiana might avail themselves
of the privileges of the provision. It is thought that beet sugar manufacturers in other regions would be precluded from the benefits of
the provision by freight costs on imported raws.
Inport&.-The total beet-sugar production of Michigan averaged
for the three years 1918-1920 about 284,000,000 pounds, and the total
cane-sugar production of Louisiana and Texas averaged for the same
years about 385,000,000 pounds, a total of 669,000,000 pounds, or
about 300,000 long tons. If this domestic production were made the
basis for importing foreign raws under the provisions of the paragraph, it would appear that the maximum tonnage of imported raws
on which the concession could be allowed would be 600,000 long tons,
or about I8 per cent of tie total imports. As it is doubtful to what
extent Michigan beet-sugar manufacturers could refine raw cane
sugar without extensive changes in their machinery, and as it is unlikely that the total output of Louisiana raws would be made the basis
of imports, it is probable that the actual imported tonnage subject to
the concession in duty would be much less than the above figure,
Eaport&.-It is unlikely that there would be any exports under the
provision as refiners would find it to their vantage to export
sugars refined exclusively from imported raws and obtain the drawback of 99 per cent of the entire duty paid, rather than to export
refined sugar made partly from domestic raws.
Important chunge8 in c sWflcdaion.--The provision is new.
ASuggeded changes.-Page 81, lines 14 and 21, of H. R. 7456: The
word "sugar" should be inserted before the word" degrees" to make
the reading conform to the wording of paragraph 501.
PARAGRAPH 508.
H.

. 7456.

AR. 503. Molasses and sirups testIng not above 48 per centuni total
sugars, twenty-five one-hundredths of 1
cent per gallon; testing above 48 per
(entum tot ! sugars, two hundred and
seventy-five one-thous.andths'of 1 cent
additional for each per centum of total
sugars and fractions of a per ventum
in proportion.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

216. *

*

i
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ACT OF 1913.

molasses testing

not above forty degrees, twenty per
ventun ad valorem; testing above
forty degrees and not above fifty-six
degrees, three cents per gallon; testIng above fifty-six degrees, six cents
per gallon; sugar drainings and sugar
sweepings shall be subject to duty as
molasses or sugar, as the case may
be, according to polariscopie test.

PAB. 177. * * *

molasses testing

not above forty degrees, 15 pdr centun
ad valorem; testing above forty degrees and not above fifty-six degrees,
2* cents per gallon; testing above fiftysix degrees, 4j cents per gallon; sugar
dralnings and sugar sweepings shall
be subject to duty as molasses or
sugar, as the case may be, according to
ilwariscopic test: * *

MOLASSES AND SIRUP.

(See Survey E-1.)

l)eseIption and u8e8.-Molasses is a by-product of the sugar industry. It is what remains of the juice after the principal impurities
have been removed, the juice boiled down, and the greater part of the
sugar content crystallized and removed by centri fugation. Sirup is

a direct product of the cane juice, containing all the sugar, but freed
from some impurities and boiled to the desired consistency.
An exception to the description given is to be noted in "fancy"
-and "extra fancy" molasses produced in the West India Islands,
chiefly Barbados. In this variety cane juice is concentrated to a thick
sirup after treatment which converts a portion of the'sucrose content
into invert sugar, but from which none of the sucrose has been extracted. The introduction of modern methods into the manufacture
of raw sugar and consequent reduction in the supply of edible molasses resulted in the above-mentioned "fancy" product which is
known commercially as molasses.
This product differs from sirup of cane juice in that the latter has
been concentrated without any process of inversion and might profitably be converted into sugar by continuing the process of evaporation,
while the former, by reason of the large percentage of invert sugar,
would yield comparatively little crystallized sucrose.
Molasses is produced from both the beet and cane, that obtained
from the beet being unsuitable for human food Bett and low-grade
cane molasses (blackstrap) are used in the manufacture of industrial
alcohol and as a cattle feed. Cane molasses is also used in the manufacture of rum.
Prodwtion.-In 1914 20,675,260 gallons of cane molasses, valued
at $2,021,517, 2,420,633 gallons of cane sirup, valued at $609,696, and
26,000.000 gallons of beet molasses were produced as by-products in
factories whose principal output was sugar. Sirup is also manufac-

tured as a major product in several of thie Gulf States on farms and
in small factories making no sugar. Later statistics follow:

OMolasses testing not above forty degrees, 24 per centum ad valorem; testing above
forty degrees and not above fifty-six degrees, 31 tents pdr gallon; testing above nity-six
degrees, 7 cents per gallon; sugar drainings and sugar sweeping* shall be subject to duty
as molasses or sugar as the case may be according to polarisoopic test: I'ar. 20, emergency
tariff act of 1921.
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Commodity.

k.,

0a

Year.

Unit.

Quantity.

Beet mollssss ...............................
1917-18 Ton .........
C
a...................................
19*-1 G do .
Caneu
1.......Ir.............
192021
..

..

Value.

239,338

$7,000,00
..............
4307W,000........

'Figures from completed schedules secured by the Tariff Cotmuission.
'Figures from Statistical Abstract of United States, 1920, p. 229.
,Department of agriculture estimate.

For preliminary figures from the census of 1919 showing production of sirup and molasses as by-products of the sugar industry, see
under "Sugar," paragraph 501.
impor. have rapidly increased in recent years from 51,410,71
gallons in 1914, valued at $1,774,719 to 130,730,861 gallons in 1918
fiscal year), valued at nearly $9,171,833. Imports of molasses for
the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Gallm.

1918 ..................................
1919 .................................
1920 ............................................
1921 (9 months) ................................

M142,
6811
118,842,094
161,177,519
57,633,168

Value.

$10,326,611
4,161,210
5,081,610
3,443,083

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.07
$1,193,329
.03
409,166
.014
507,66i
.02 .............

The above table shows total importations of all grades of molasses.
If segregated by the grades provided for in the, Act of 1913, the
average annual importations for the three years 1918-1920 were:
(1) Molasses testing not above 40 degrees, 139,289,062 gallons valued
at $5,6701762; (2) testing above 40 degrees and not above 56 degrees,
1,555,771 gallons valued at $847,111; (3) above 56 degrees, 10,642
gallons valued at $5,268.
A comparatively small quantity, 20,792 gallons in 1920, is imported free of duty-all from the Virgin Iglands. Of the dutiable
imports by far, the greater part is from Cuba-148,084,934 gallons
out of the total of 161,156,639 gallons in 1920. The imports from
Cuba, however, are a low-grade molasses, blackstrap, used largely
in the manufactre of industrial alcohol and as an ingredient of cattle
feed. A high-grade molasses is imported in considerable quantities
(728,925 gallons in 1920) from Barbados. Recent imports of sirups
are as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.
Pounds.

153,953
753,918

1918...................................
..........
1919.........................

120 ............................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

.

1,86 ,129

346,410

Value.
$6,483
35p,069

81,102
10,033

Unit value.
$0.04
.06

Duty.
$871;
,660

.05
6,013
.03 ..............

Emports.-The most impoiant countries of destination for molasses are the United Kingdom, Canada, and the West Indies. The
United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and the Netherlands
are the most important purchasers of American sirup. Prewar exports (fiscal year 1914) are compared with shipments during the,
calendar years 1918-1921 in the following table:
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1919

0

(9 months).

MOLASSES.
002 ,441 1

tl

..............

17,498

5,41,2

,8 ,784

44,828,149

51,190,911

51,311,217

$1,097,480

1

4

40
&M3,582

SIRUPS, IYCLUDINO MAPLE S IRUP.

.............

11,30,528

3,1R4,2901

$I1,491,M3 82,912,121

18,731,848

299,244

8,594,

$4,184,177

4,322,652

1187729

Important change in clansifatio.-In the acts of 1909 and 1913
molasses testing not above 400 by the polariscope was subject to an
ad valorem duty. If testing above 409 it was subject to a specific
duty, the specific rate being twice a's high when the test was above
560 as the rate when the test was between 400 and 561. In H. R.
7456 a new method of assessment for duty is introduced. The polariscopic test is abandoned, sirups, previously not coupled with molasses,
are put in the same classification with that article, and the duty upon
both is based upon total sugar content, a specific rate per gallon being
levied when the total sugar content is not above 48 per cent, and an
added specific rate for each percentage of sugar content above 48.
Conflwting provision.-There is a conflict between the provision
of paragraph 503 for "molasses and sirups" and that of paragraph
501 for sirups" and "mixtures containing sugar and water ' and
the provision in paragraph 504, for "maple sugar." The same article
might be assessed for duty as a "sirup" or as a 11niixture. containing
sugar and water."
There are three fairly distinct articles of commerce to be provided
for under the general head of "Molasses, sirup, and other mixtures
containing sugar and water." To make clear the distinction it is
necessary to distinguish first between "sucrose " and "invert sugar."
Chemically speaking there are a considerable number of substances

known as "sugars."

The sugar of commerce, is sucrose

(C 2H 220,,).

The process of manufacturing sugar consists in the extraction and
crystallization of sucrose from the juice 'of the cane or beet. After
the extracting process has been carried as far as is economical there
remains a liquor containing a small quantity of unextracted sucrose
and a considerable quantity of "invert sugar." "Invert sugar is
a mixture of two other sugars, "dextrose" and "levulose," both having the formula C1 1 2A . Sucrose and dextrose both have the
property of rotating a beam of polarized light to the right, while
levulose rotates it to the left. The combination of dextrose and
levulose in equal parts, i. e., invert sugar, rotates it to the left, and,
if mixed with sucrose, tends to neutralize the action of the sucrose.
It follows that a molasses or srup may have a considerable percentage "total sugars" and yet show a low. test by the. polariscope. The
polariscopic test alone, therefore, applied i previous "acts, is not a
proper test for molasses and sirup which contain invert sugar. The
introduction of the test by content of total sugars is a step in the
right direction, but the dividing lines in paragraphs 501 and 509 are
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not so chosen as best to correspond with commercial practice. This
leads to the three types of products referred to above.
(1) Blacwktrap,-This is a by-product of the process of manufacturing sugar by the modern method of the vacuum pan and centrifugal machine. Blackstrap contains, besides the concentrated impurities remaining in the liquor after the sucrose has been extracted, a
small amount of unextracted sucrose and a considerable amount of
invert sugar. The polariscopic test therefore is low, 260 to 361, but.
the total sugars may run as high as 56 pe cent and usually run above
48 per cent. Blackstrap is not suitable for human food, but is valuable for cattle feed and for the manufacture of industrial alcohol.
Since it is not customarily bought and sold at a price on a sliding
scale based on the analysis but rather at a fixed price per gallon it
may properly carry a specific duty. Paragraph 503 is faulty as it
stands, as the dividing line, 48 per cent, cuts into the blackstrap instead of separating all blackstrap from the next general commercial
grade, edible molasses and sirups. As blackstrap, for the purposes
for which it is used, is, not appreciably more valuable when its total
sugars run above 48 per cent, while the rate of increase for assessment
of duty is made very rapid (e. g., for only 1 per cent above 48 the
rate of duty would be more than doubled) the practical effect of the
provision would be to cause importers to have the blackstrap tested
before shipment, and if the test ran above 48 per cent to dilute it
until it was not above 48 per cent.' The additional freight charge
caused by useless water would be much less than the additional duty.
If the importation" is uwd in cattle feed the dilution increases tie
danger of fermentation.
(2) Edibl mo sses and sirap.-The quality and price of the
edible grades of molasses and sirup are determined primarily by the
flavor and color rather than by the percentage of total sugar. Therefore a fixed rate of duty expressed in cents per gallon would be more
in accord with commercial practice than a sliding scale of duties
based on the percentage of sugar as provided for in H. R. 7456 (paragraph 503). ' The recommendation given below as to the dividing
lines between blackstrap molasses, edible molasses, and high-grade
sirups from which granulated sugar might be made is based upon a
study of the analyses of Many typical samples.
(3) S.irupg of polar8Copi test above 56.-Only a small fraction
(probably less than 1 per cent) of the edible molasses on the market
tests more than 56 degrees by the polariscope. However,, a concentrated cane juice containing little invert sugar and testing above 56
degrees might be imported for the purpose of making refined sugar,
if the rates of duty on such sirups were substantially below the rate
on raw sugar. They should therefore come under the same provision
as that for raw sugar in paragraph 501. Actual experience under
the acts of 1909 and 1913 demonstrates that there is no danger that
the intended duty on raw sugar will be evaded by the importation
of sirups testing below 56 degrees by the polariscope.
Although the polariscopic test is not suitable for distinguishing between blackstrap and edible molasses for reasons explained above,
nevertheless it is a good method of testing sirups intended for or suitable for use in the preparation of granulated sugar. The specification recommended has been in use for tariff purposes for many years
and is in accord with trade practice and should be retained,
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The words "not specially provided for" should be added to avoid
-conflict with paragraph 504 "maple sirup."
In the last part of paragraph 503 as it now stands it is not clear
whether the additional rate is per gallon for each additional per
,centum of total sugars.,
sug eted okeaes.--Paragraph 503 might accordingly be changed
to read:
Molass" and sirups and other mixtures of or containing sugar and water,
not specially-provided for, containing not above 56 per centum of total sugars, ,cents per gallon.; containing above 56 per cent of total sugars and testing by
the polariscopa not above 50 sugar degrees, -- cents per gallon.

PARAGRAPH 504.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1'AR. 54. Maple sugar and maple
-sirup, 4 cents per pound; dextrose
testing not above 90.7 per centui and
dextrose sirup, 11 cents per pound.
Sugar cane in its natural state, or
unmanufactured, $1 per ton of two
thousand pounds; sugar contained in
-dled sugar cane, or in sugar cane in
any other than its natural state, 75
per centum of the rate of duty applicable to manufactured sugar of like
lIlarlscopic test.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 217. Maple sugar and maple
sirup, four cents per pound; glucose
or grape sugar, one and one-half cents
per pound; sugar cane in its natural
state, or unmanufactured, twenty per
centum ad valorem.

MAPLE 81RU'

PAR. 178. Maple sugar and maple

slrup, 3 cents per pound; glucose or
grape sugar, lj cents per pound;
sugar cane in its natural state, or unmanufactured, 15 per centum ad valorem: Prorided, -That on and after
the first day of May, nineteen hundred
and sixteen, the articles hereinbefore
enumerated in this paragraph shall be
admitted free of duty. [The proviso
was repealed by the act of April 27,
1916, chapter 93.)

ANID MAPLE SUGAR.

(See Survey E-2.)

Des-gcption and uses.-Maple sirup and maple'sugar are derived
from the sap of the maple tree and contain sucrose, identical with
that in the juices of the cane or beet. Refined maple sugar is indistinguishable from cane sugar. Maple sugar is prized, however, because of the impurities which give it a characteristic flavor, hence is
not refined. f-iides its well--known uses as a confection and for
table purposes, a large part is employed in the manufacture of tobacco products. It is said that this industry consumed half the domestic crop in 1913.
Production.-Maple sirup and maple sugar are produced chiefly in
New England and in the North Atlantic and Lake States-New York,
Ohio, and Vermont leading. The total output in 1910 was 4,100,000
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gallons of sirup and 14,100,000 pounds ofssugar, valued at $5,200,0(H);
in 1918, 5,000,000 gallons of sirup and 13,000,00 pounds of. sugar,
In 1919j because of unfavorable weather conditions, there was a
marked decline-3,900,000 gallons of sirup and 10,400,000 pounds of
sugar. More detailed statistics are shown in the following.table:
Totalbasis,
on
Percentage
Pretg
jugar
Maple sirup. Maple sugar. 8 pounds to in form of
sugar.
gallon.-

Year..

190............................................
1910 ............................................
1917 ............................................
1918 ............................................

1919 ............................................
1920 ............

Gallons.
2,058,611
4,100,118
4,286,100
40905,24

Pounds.
11,928,770
14,000,206
10, 838, 650
13,270,865

Pounds.
28,381,658
46,911,550
45,127,450
52,512,977

41.9
30.0
23.9
25.3

7,528,640

36, 373,080

20.7

8154,
4
10,1 8I882

................... 3 605,55

41,04,533

24.K

It will be seen that the output fluctuated considerably -from year to
year, one reason being the dependence of the industry upon seasonal
conditions, some years being much more favorable to the flow of sap
than others. The table shows a tendency to market an increasing
proportion of the product in the form of sirup.
Import of sirup and sugar in 1914, chiefl from Canada, wete
2,095,983 pounds, valued at $163,047; in 1918 (fiscal year), 5,049,474
pounds,
valued at $909,412. Statistics for the period 1918-1921
follow: Calendar year.

Quantity.

1919 ....................................

.

1919 ..................................
1920.........
..................

1921 (9months) ...................

Pounds.
3,87
11I
4277300
7607,634

1 . 115

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

aduvalent
Per cent.
14.2

K50
.) 973

$0.21

$114)213

1,189,695
1,812,102

.28
.24

12R, 319
228,229

28,96

10.79
12.59

.18 ........................

Import are derived almost exclusively from Canada.
Export8 are not segregated. Exports of maple sugar are included
under the heading, 1.Sugar, refined, including maple sugar." Exports of maple sirup are included under the heading, "Sirup, including maple sirup."
DEXTROSt AND DEXTROSE SIRUP (REFERRED TO IN PREVIOUS ACTS AS GRAPY.

SUGAR AND GLU0SE.)

(See Survey E-2.)

Description,and use..-Glucose and grape sugar are manufactured

from starch and are therefore usually made by firms which also make
starch for sale. In the United States the raw material for the conl-

hined starch-glucose industry is usually corn, although potatoes and(
wheat are used to some extent. In Europe potatoes are the most imnportant raw material. In the process, starch is boiled with dilute
hydrochloric acid thus causing the starch to combine chemically with
water, which converts it into dextrin, maltose, and finally dextrose.
The product is then neutralized, decolorized, and concentrated by
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evaporation. If the boiling with acid and the concentration by evaporation are stopped at a relatively early stage a liquid sirup known
as glucose is obtained, whereas if both these operations are prolonged,
a solid sugar known as grape sugar is obtained.
Glucose is a colorless or slightly amber-colored sirup,.with about
one-half the sweetening power of sugar. Mixed with cane sirup or
maple sirup, it is a familiar article of table use. It is also known
as corn sirup. It is extensively used by tanners, bakers, and brewers, and in the manufacture of jellies and confectionery. Grape
sugar is used in the manufacture of vinegar and in brewing; also,
as a reducing agent in many industries and in silvering glass.
Production of glucose in 1909 was 769,700,000 pounds, valued at
$17,900000, and of grape sugar, 159 100,000 pounds, valued at
$3,600,000 Preliminary figures from the census of 1919 show the
value of the glucose (including all sirups) produced in that year
to have been, $80,608 000; grape sugar (157,76,000 pounds) $9,315,000. The industry flourishes chiefly in the corn belt-Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and Missouri. The most important factories are in
Argo, Ill., and Edgewater, N. J. Though less favorably located with
respect to the domestic corn supply, Edgewater, in addition to being
nearer eastern and European markets, is advantageously situated
with respect to imported Argentine corn, which is often cheaper than
the American grain and contains more oil--corn oil being an important by-product of the industry.
- This industry lends itself to the economies of large-scale production and has been subject to persistent attempts at monopoly. A
pool was arranged in 1885, which continued, with intermission,
until 1890. Consolidations Were effected in 1897 in 1902 and in
1906. The last consolidation, under the name of the Corn Products
Refinini Co., still remains the dominant figure in the industry. Its
dissolution has been ordered by the courts.
Imports.--mports of glucose are comparatively small, the largest
since 1910 being 268,592 pounds, valued at $8,345, in 1911. Later
statistics follow.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ......................................
1919 .... ... ............................
1920 ..............................

Pounds.
104,557
40,267
.60

Value.

56,331
3,04
5

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.V16
$1,17
.07
453
10 ............

Equivalent
ad
valorem.
Per eont.
18. 58
14.90
11.20

In only one year since 1910 have imports of grape sugar exceeded
500 pounds. No imports are recorded for 1918, 1919, or 1920.
Exports.-About one-eighth of domestic glucose is exported. In
1914 the exports were 162,680,378 pounds, valued at $3,766,289; in
1916, 148,523,098 pounds, valued at $3,772,860; in 1918, 80,970,749
)ounds, valued at $4,949,159. The exports decreased durn the war
to less than one-half, but the rise in price increased the value. The
destination of the exports was widespread, including all the principal
countries of Europe, several countries of South America, Canada,
Cuba, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. From one-half to
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four-fifths of the trade was with the United Kingdom. Exports of
grape sugar in 1914 were 36,850,496 pounds, valued at $799,685; in
1916, 37,883,089 pounds, valued at $962,101; in 1918 (fiscal year),
16,887,557 pounds, valued at $1,045,512. , Over 90 per cent of the
export trade wag with the United Kingdom.
Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:

J

(9 months).

1

1618199

GLUCOSE,
Quantity (pounds) .......................

42,740,417

Value ....................................

$1
'S,9,S815

230,380,7611447

0,

479,032

1

GRAPE SUGAR.
4..5..73.

Quantity (pounds) ........
_____

____

___

I1,79

36, 238,948

1

17,738,137

$31,074,0

1

4 03,4

Important changes in clasniflcation.-In previous acts the substances referred to in paragraph 504 as "dextrose testing not hbove
99.7 per centum", and "dextrose sirup" were called respectively
"grape sugar" and glucosese."
Suggested chanqes.-The term dextrose refers to a definite chemical substance (C,-,-O ) and may properly apply to the substance
referred to iti paragraph 505 as "dextrose testing above 99.7 per
centum." The substances which will be assessed for duty under
paragraph 504 and referred to as dextrOse testing'not above 99.7
per centtun" and "dextrose sirup" are commercial products, containing, it is true, dextrose but containing also other substances.
The first is known to the trade as "grape sugar" or "corn sugar"the second'aS"' glucose." The normal composition of glucose, exclusive of water, is abqut 45 per cent maltose, 35 per cent dextrin, and'
20 per cent dextrose. It is questionable whether in framing a tariff'
act which has to do with commercial products it is preferable to depart from commercial terminology, especially when the chemical term
substituted represents only a minor ingredient of the commercial
product in question.
The following wording is suggested: "Grape sugar or cereal sugar
or corn sugar or potato sugar, and glucose or corn sirup or potato
sirup, [rate] per pound.
SUGAR GANE.

Production and uWes.-The cane from which sugar is obtained is a
species of grass, requiring from 18 months to 2 years to mature sufficiently to yield the best results, and hence can be best produced in
tropical climates. In no part of continental United States, except
southern Florida (a sugar region of potential promise , is continuous growth of the cane through 12 months of the year possible.
The other Gulf States, though growing cane, are somewhat at a disadvantage, because the season is seldom longer than nine months.
The superiority of a mature cane for sugar extraction is shown by
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the .fact that in Hawaii the average yield of sugar per ton of cane is
245.6 pounds in Porto Rico, 221.9 pounds; in Cuba, 229.1 pounds,
while in Louisiank' it is only 143.3 pounds; Louisiana and Texas,
however, are important sugar-producing States, furnishing 5 per cent
of the total domestic consumption. Sugar cane is also grown in the
other Gulf States, but mainly for making sirup, for which purpose a
mature cane is not so necessary.
lmpmor..-Because of thebulk of cane in comparison with its
value, it is unprofitable to transport it any considerable distance for
manufacture. For this reason the foreign trade in cane is necessarily
of small importance. Imports in 1918 (fiscal year) are given as having a value of $689,392. Statistics for the period 1918-1921 follow:
Value.

Calendar year.

$623,564

1918..................4............

Duty.

ad valorewm

$93,535

15. W

15.0W
59,743
398,284
14.96
49,577
"31,502
309,628 ...........................

1919 ..................................
I= ..............................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................

Export.-None recorded.
ohange.-Page82, line i, paragraph 504. If the:words
Suggested
u
"or unmanufactured" after the words "in its natural state" Shall be
considered necessary the same words should be inserted in line 14
after the words "in any other.than its natural state." The words "or
unmanufactured" are apparently unnecessary in either place.
PARAGRAPH 505.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

. 7456.

H.

1.Al. 505. Adonite, firabinose, dulcite,
galactose, inosite, inulin, levulose, mannite, d-talose, d-tagato.", ribose, meltbose, dextrose testing above 99.7 per
centum, mannose, mnelitzitose, rafflnose,
rhamnose, salicin, sorbite, xylose, and
other of the higher saccharides required for Acientific purposes, 50 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 591. Salicin [Free].
66. Salilcin [Free].
PA. 5. * * * all chemical and
PAR. 3. * * * all chemical compounds, mixtures and salts, * * * medicinal compounds. preparations,
not specially provided for in this sec- mixtures and salts * * * not spetion, twenty-five per centum ad va- clally provided for in this section, 15
PAR.

lorem;

*

.

per centum ad valorem.

VARIOUS ,' SUGARS."

io and u c.-The items enumerated in paragraph 505
D6scr8
are for the most part substances belonging to a class of carbohydrates
chemically known as sugars. They are not, however, used as foods
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nor do they have an industrial or economic relationship to commercial sugar. They are in fact highly refined chemicals, used primarily
for bacteriological testing and medicinal diagnosis.
Two of the substances included in the list in paragraph 505 are
not sugars at all; inulin is a variety of starch, and salicin is a
glucoside..
Prodwtion,-These substances are extracted from various vegetable materials on a small laboratory scale and are commonly sold
in bottles containing a fraction of an ounce. Before the war they
were not produced for sale at all in the.United States, but since the
outbreak of the European war two American firms have undertaken
the manufacture of some of them. The annual demand for these
rare sugars is very small, probably not more than u fe'v hundred
pounds a year for any one of them, with the possible exception ol'
salicin.
Imports during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914, were as follows: Salicin, 4,200 pounds, valued at $15,234; mannite, 451 pounds,
$1,129; dulcite, 77 pounds, $559; adonite, arabinose, inulin raffinose,
rhamnose, xylose, each less than $100 worth imported. There is no
record that any of the others were imported at all. With the exceptionoof 1914, the several items in paragraph 505, excluding salicin,
were imported under a basket clause and were not segregated. The
following table shows the imports of salicin since 191T:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value,

Unit value.

Pounds.
1918 ....................................................
1919 ....................................................
192 ..............................................
...... ....

1921 (9 months).

................................

729
35
2,72

230

7,046
4,264
32,396

1080

$.66
11.65
11.69

4.70

EJpport.--Not recorded.
Important changes in.claszflation.-The items in paragraph 505,
with the exception of salicin, are for the first time specifically
provided for. Salicin was on the free list (par. 591) of the act
of 1913. The other items were assessed for duty under the general provisions of paragraph 5, "Alkalies, alkaloids, and'all chemical and medicinal compounds, preparations and salts, and combinations thereof, not specially provided for in this section, 15 per centum
ad valorem."
Suggested change&.-Paragraph 505, page 82, line 20: Strike out
the word "melitzitose " and insert "melezitose" to correct a misspelling. It is suggested that these names be rearranged in alphabetical order for convenience in reference.
Paragraph 505, page 82, lines 21 and 22: The phrase "and other
of the higher saccharides required for scientific purposes" is objectionable for several reasons. In the first place, the word "higher"
would exclude some of the simpler saccharides known as "monosaccharides," which logically belong herein and which it is probably
intended to include herein; and in the second place, the phrase "for
scientific purposes" would require the customs authorities to determine the use for which the import is intended which always gives
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difficulty in administration; and thirdly, and most important, this
provision is probably too broad because it might be held to include
maltose or malt sugar and lactose or milk sugar, which are not elsewhere more specifically provided for. Lactose or milk sugar was
specifically provided for on the free list in the act of 1913 (par. 547),
ut was omitted from the present bill with the intention of throwing
it into the basket clause in paragraph 5, dutiable at 25 per cent. In
th3 usence of this provision in paragraph 505, malt sugar would
probably also be dutiable under paragraph 5 at 25 per cent. Neither
malt sugar nor milk sugar ate, from an industrial point of view, in
the same class with these rare sugars referred to in paragraph 505
and should not be classified withthem. If specific mention for lactose or milk sugar and maltose or malt sugar is made elsewhere, then
it is suggested that in lines 16 and 17 the phrase " and other of the
higher saccharides required for scientific purpose" should be
stricken out and there should be inserted the phrase "and other
saccharidesnot specially provided for."
It is further suggested that the whole of paragraph 505 should be
transferred to schedule 1 and inserted between paragraphs 81 and
82. Although the products provided for in paragraph 505 are chemically sugars, they are not used for food or confectionery and have no
industrial or economic relationship to commercial sugar, but are
highly refined chemicals used primarily for bacteriological testing
and medicinal diagnosis and logically belong in schedule .1 with
other chemicals and drugs.
PARAGRAPH 506.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA. 506. Sugar candy nd all con.
t'-tionery not specially provided for,
vitd on sugar after being refined, when

tlnctuMed, colored, or in any way adulterated, 30 per centum ad valorem;
'the vilute of the inmmedlate coverings
other than the outer pck'ng case oi
ther covering shall be Included In thi
dutiable value of the merchandise.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 219. Sugar candy and all conf[ctionry not specially provided for
in this section, valued at fifteen cents
per pound or less, and on sugars after
being refined, when tinctured, colot'ed
or in any way adulterated, four centA
per pound and -ffteen per contum ad
valorem; valued at more than 15 cents
per pound, fifty per centum ad valorem. The weight and the value of
the Immediate coverings, other than
the outer packing case or other coverirg, shall be included in the dutiable
weight and the value of the merchan-

PAx. 180. Sugar andy and all con,
fectionery not specially provided for in
this section, valued at 15 cents per
pound or less, 2 cents per pound;
valued at more than 15 cents per
pound, 25 per centum ad valorem. The
weight and the value of the immediate
coverings, other than the outer packing case or other covering, shall be included in the dutiable weight and the

0is-.

82804--22----O

vdlue of the merchandise.
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SUGAR CANDY AND CONF

JMIONPIMYO N. 8. P. F., ETC.

(See Survey F-2.)

De8criptimt.-The distinction between confectionery and certain
food products is not always easily drawn. The figures in the next

paragraph follow the classification. of the Census Bureau, and include under "confectionery" candy apd confections, cake ornaments,
popcorn balls and cake, chewing gum, salted nuts, and stuffed dates,
but do not include the products of establishments making primarily
chocolate and cocoa.
Productim--To the value of total output in 1914, $154,000,00M,
may be added $17,000,000 for the allied product chewing gum.
The industry is widespread, but centers in dew Yor, Massachu
setts, Pennsylvania, and Illinois, four States producing a little more

than one-half the entire domestic output.
Preliminary figures for the 1919 census show 3,148 establishments
engaged in the manufacture of confectionery, with products valued
at $447,800,000. In value of output the rank of States was: New
York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisoonsini, Missouri, California, Maryland, New Jersey.
Import8 from Germany in 1912 aggregated799,000 pounds and
from Austria-Hungary 215,000 pounds, about 64 per cent of the
whole. Other important sources are-the United Kingdom, France.
Netherlands, Spain, Italy, Russia, and several Asiatic countries.
The total annual imports for 1911-1914 decreased from an average
of 1,486,000 pounds, valued at $265,000, to 714,000 pounds, valued at
$126,000, for 1915-1918.

, Imports

for 1914 were 1,671,806 pounds.

valued at $294,019; for 1918 (fiscal year), 301,796 pounds, valued at
$64,588. Statistics for the period 1918-1921 follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Pound.
1918 .......................................

1919 ..................................
192 ..................................
1921( month) .......................

180,

39,376
1,229,325
442.602

Edvalm.
Per eel.

$27,399

195515
371,796
122. 2

$O.15

.23

.30

.28

$6,039

22.Oi

21. 1
23.49
......................
42,317

7345

Export increased during the war from an annual average of
$1,200,000 during the preceding four years to an annual average of
$1,800,000. The exports for 1914 were valued at $1,329,147; for 191S
(fiscal year), $1,856,751. The countries of chief importance in the
export trade are the United Kingdom, Canada, Cuba, the Philippine
Isands, Australia, South Africa, Panama, and M3xico. Statistic$
for later calendar years were as follows: 1918, $1,225,928; 1919, $12.305,082;, 1920, $6,255j476; 1921- (9 months), $1,239,233..
hnIportant change 'it&cla8iAation.--The act of 1913 divides confectionery into two classes.. The clause "and on all sugar after'
being refined, when tinctured, colored, or in any way adulterated," is
added. The provision for "weight," in the case of outer covering is
omitted as unnecessary.
Suggested ck4nges.- -Omit "on" before sugar in the second line of
the paragraph.
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Paragraph 506, page 82, line 25: A duty 6f 30 per cent on "sugar
after being refined, when tinctured, colored, or in any way adulterated," will be less than the duties imposed in paragraph 501 on raw
or refined sugars whenever the dutiable value of sugar is less than
7.2 cents per pound. Pulverized sugar is sometimes mixed with a
small percentage: of, starch for the purpose, of preventing caking
Granulated sugar is sometimes colored for confectioners' use. Such
adulterated sugars would come under the provisions of this paragraph. An addition of tincture or coloring matter or other adulterant might permit the importation of sugars at less than the rates
imposed in paragraph 501.
lWaragraph 506, page 83, lines 1-3: Strike out all of the paragraph
after the words I ad valorem" in line 1. This entire sentence is unnecessary because coverings of goods carrying ad valorem.duties are
dealt with by general provisions, or if an exception shall be made in
case of these goods the word "only "should be inserted after "coverings" in line 1, and the words "other than the outer packing case
or other covering" should be stricken out of lines 1 and 2.

V

SCHEDULE 6.-TOBACCO'AND MANUFACTURES OF.
PARAGRAPH 601.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.,

PAR. 601. Wrapper tobacco, and filler
tobacco when mixed or packed with
more than 50 per centum of wrapped
tobacco,' and all leaf- tobac the prod.
uct of two or more countries or dependencies. when mixed or packed togther, if Unstemmed, $2.10 per tiound;
If stemmed, $2.75 per poukid; filler
tobacco of the kind known as Turkish,
$1 per pound; filler tobacco not specially provided for, if unstemmed, 45
cents per pound; if stemmed, 60 cents
per pound: ProvMed, That filler tobacco, not specifically provided for,
commonly used without removing the
stem shall be subject to the same duty
as stemmed.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
F.---TOBACCO AND MANUFACTURES OF.

SCHEDULE F.-TOBACCO AND MANUFA(-

PAR. 220. Wrapper tobacco, and filler
tobacco when mixed or packed with
more than fifteen per centum of wrapper tobacco, and all leaf tobacco the
product of two or more countries or
dependencies when mixed or packed
together, if unstemmed, one dollar
and eighty-five cents per pound; if

PAR. 181. Wrapper tobacco, and filler

SCUEDULS

TUBES OF.

t

tobacco when mixed or packed with
more than 15 per eentujp of wrapper tobacco, and all leaf tobacco the
product of two or more countries or
dependencies when mixed or packed
together, if unstemmed, $1.85 per
pound ; 1 If stemmed, $2.50 per pound;
stemmed, two dollars and fifty cents filler tobacco not specially provided
per pound; filler tobacco not specially for li this section, if unstemmed, 35
provided for in this section, if un- cents per pound; ' if stemmed, 50 eents
stemmed, thirty-five cents per pound; per pound.'
[No corresponding provision for toIf stemmed, fifty cents per pound.
[No corresponding provision for to- bacco of the kind known as Turkisi.1
bacco of the kind known ps Turkish.J
TOBACCO.

Deeoription and.use.--Tobacco of commerce consists of the dried.
cured leaves of Nicotiana tabaemm and N. rwtia (with or without
the midrib or stem), commonly known as leaf tobacco, and its various
manufactured products intended for smoking, chewing, or snufling.
The green leaves are subjected to curing, which removes most of the
water, and usually to fermentation or aging in preparation for manti-

i1

$2.85 per pound, par. 25, emergency tariff act of 1921.
$3 per pound, par. 25, emergency tariff act of 1921.
Recent# per pound, par. 25, emergency tariff act of 1921,

4 50 cents per pound, par. 25, emergency tariff act of 1921.
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fracture into cigars, eigarette-S, plug, twist, and various types of
granulated, fine-cut, and Cut-plug tobaccos.
P*ouctmw,-The United States is the largest producer and exporter of tobacco, growing nearly one-third of the world's crop, now
estimated at 4,000,006,000 pounds; other leading countries are India,
China, Russia, Austria-Hungary, the Dutch East Indies, the Philippines, Japan Turkey, Cuba, and Brazil. World production in 1912
(latest complete figures) was as follows:
(in 1,000 pounds.)

United States (except PhilAustria"Hungary --------- 188, 189
Ipplues) ------------979, 355 Germany -------------85,741
Brazil
(i91) .. _.
54,468
Russia -----.-----------237,406
France----------:
49,
884 British
India ----------450,000
Italy
....-----....
89;688 Japan
------------93, O
Turkey -----------68,894 Other countries less than
Dutch East Indies---__
182,427
40,000,00 pounos298, 748
Philippine Islands--,_
05,o219
(Puba (estimatd) --------- 42,080
Total---------2,83,740
-,

The production of India and China is very great, but for the most
part is consumed locally. In international trade the tobaccos of the
United States, Cuba, the Dutch East Indies, Turkey, Bulgaria,
Greece, the Philippines, and Brazil are of most significance. Tobacco
culture is highly specialized in this country and several distinct types
(for different uses) are grown in well-defined areas. Different
types of foreign and domestic tobaccos are largely noncompetitive.
In 1920 a crop of 1,508,000,000 pounds was produced on: 1,894,00O
acres,. about 56 per. cent in Kentucky and North Carolina, and 34
per cent in Virginia, Ohio, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, South Carolina.
and Tennessee. Establishments engaged in its manufacture in 1914
numbered 13,951, employing 178,872 wage earners, receiving wages
of $77,856,000; with 'capital qf $303,840,000; cost of materials, $207,184,000;' and value of products, $490,165,000 (latest available figures).
The number of retail tobacconists in 1918 was 823,000. In 1920 large
cigars consumed 183,000,000 pounds; small cigars, 2,500,000 pounds:
large cigarettes, 141,000 pounds; small cigarettes, 17,000,000 pounds;
smoking tobacco, chewing tobacco, and snuff, 306,000,000 pound
Revenue. froi tobaeeo.-Manufactured tobacco is universally an
important source of public revenue and in some 18 countries (including France, Italy, Spain, Japan, Austria-Hungary, and Sweden)
State monopolies have been founded for this purpose. Great gains in
the revenue are said to be thus realized without adding to the consumerls price. Distribution is concentrated in a single revenue agency,
retaining the profits of wholesalers and retailers and saving the expenses incident to competition. In France ex-soldiers are preferred
and given a fixed commission for the work of retail distribution in
lieu of (or supplemental to) pensions. In the fiscal year 1921 our
internal revenue from tobacco aggregated more than $255,000,000over $135,000,000 from cigarettes, $52,000,000 fiom ig1ars, and $65,000,000 from "manufactured tobacco." To offset the heayy internal
taxes, compensatoiy duties are levied upon imports plus an additional
percentage for protection. In 1920 these duties yielded $34,000,000.
of which $30,000,000 was from unmanufactured tobacco. The ad
valorem equivalents are-sometimes Over 180 per cent.
,f
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Itpm8 of manufactured and unmanufactured tobacco in 1920
totaled 68,000,000 pounds, valued at $75,000,000, leaf tobacco making up 88 per cent of the quantity and 78 per cent of the value of
the whole. Generally our imports are high-grade leaf tobacco used
in making cigars vnd cigarettes. From Cuba we receive chiefly cigar
filler and relatively small quantities of cigar wrapper; from Tlurkey,
Greece, and Bulgaria (Turkish or cigarette tobacco), the Dutch East
Indies (cigar wrapper), and the Philippines (cigars' and cheroots).
Manufactured' imports, other than from the Philippines, consist
chiefly of high-priced cigars and cigarettes.
Export, in 1920 were valued at $288,700,000, of which leaf tobacco
constituted about $245,000,000 and cigarettes about $36,000,000. Leaf
tobacco has been an important export since the settlement at Jamestown, averaging in recent years more than 400,000,000 pounds. The
so-called " ark fire-cured" 'and "bright" or "flue-cured" types of
Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and the Carolinas constitute the
greater portion of leaf exports. Their average valuation price, is
tower than that of the imported product, but the volume of exports is
much larger. Exports have been chiefly to England, France, Italy,
Germany, Australia, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Canada.
WRAPPER TOBACCO AND FILLER TOBACCO.

De8rptnand tes,--The typical cigar-wrapper leaf- -thin, light
in weight, of fine texture, elastic, and of proper color, size, and
burning properties--is readily distinguished from typical cigarfiller lea and from the American cigarette tobacco. Wrapper, especially the. lower rades, is not so easily distinguished from binder
grades, and in the less typical grades it may be difficult even to distinguish wrapper and filler. As a rule, the same locality does not
produce cigar wrapper, binder, and filler of equal excellence. The
type of leaf required for domestic cigarettes is quite different from
cigar leaf.
Prodwuction.-The Sumatra wrapper is conceded to be the standard
of excellence, largely because of its "covering capacity," 1 pound
providing wrappers for 500 or more cigars. A similar grade is growni
in Java, andCua produces a fine cigar wrapper in limited quantities.
The well-known " broadleaf" wrapper is extensively grown in the
Connecticut Valley; the "Havana seed" wrapper is grown tjere also,
of
proportion
greater
extent isinofother
a limited
and
A highgrades.
binder andThefille'
the sections.
however,
thesetotypes,
trrade wrapper (from Cuban seed) is extensively grown under artiRcial shade in the Connecticut Valley and in the vicinity of Quincy.
Fla., the total production now averaging 6,000,000 to 8,000,000 pounds.
Cigar binder and filler types are grown in large quantities in Cuba,
the Phil'ines, and in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, and New
aroma and excellent flavor proof high
York. in"Turkish"
duced
Macedonia,tobacco
in Asiatic
Turkey, and in the islands of tho
bears a relation to the cigarette industry analogous to that of
Cuan tobacco to the cigar industry. Typical cigarette leaf is grown
in large quantities in Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia; burley
also being used in increasing quantities in cigarettes, and other type.q
adapted to chewing and pipe-smoking tobaccos and for export are
grown chiefly in Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, Ohio, and Maryland.
Yjgean,
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In recent years a relatively small amount of cigarette leaf has been
grown in California from Turkish seed.
Import.8 of wrapper tobacco during 1910-1914 from Sumatra and
Java (thrpugh Amsterdam) averaged abot 6,000,000 pounds;-filler
leaf from Cuta, including some wrapper and binder grades, averaged
25,000,000 pounds. Before the war large and rapidly increasing
quantities (reaching 20,000,000 pounds) of leaf, designated "Turkish
tobacco," were imported from Macedonia and Asia Minor for cigarettes and fancy smoking mixtures. During the war notable quantities of cigarette tobacco came from Greece and China. Detailed
statistics for the years 1918-1921 follow:
Value.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Quantity. i
WRAPPER TOBACCO, ETC., UNSTEMMED.

os .. ................
1919..9
1919m ...............

......

1921 (9 mn

............
. . . . . . .
...........

t...h..s
..

Pounds.

4,393,631
4,861,440
6,963, 954

)
......

$5,888,695 i
$7,707.471
7,437,751
8,956,463
11,137,579
12,857,362
15,693,684 ..............

, 533,681

WRAPPER TOBACCO, ETC., STEMMED.
1918 ................................
1919 ..............
..

1920

..................................................

191 (9months) ..........

.'.......

$70,095
$53,016
20,601
8,961
101
205
20,772 ..............

206,095
10,302

82

........ 16,365

FILLER TOBACCO, sq.s. P. F., UNSTEMMED.1
1918 ................
1919
...............
1920..................

1921 (9 months) ..........

.
......................

........

.................

FILLER TOBACCO, N.

33,287,472
35,972,123
. 'R38,033,019

30,273, 215

$21,980,576
$10,013,031
29,860, 717
11,829,457
33, 76, 720
12, 520, 272
26,66,, 5.52 .........

V., STEMMED.'
p.,

1018 .........................................................
1919 ..................................................
1920 ............................................
1931 (9 months) .....................................

9,117,160
9, 1l ,800
11,418, 293
7, 019, 677

$8,20W,&06
$2,944,636
9,641,154
3,576,076
13,170,$3
4,374,834
9,143,M45 ..............

TURKISH-TYIPE TOBACCO (CIGARETTE FILLER).'

1918..............

.............................

1919 .........
.................................
1920 .......................................... ...............

23.682, 514
46,326,607

3-,

757

$19, 48, 352
41,362,524

34,545,169

SN 2M.
., 83
16,214,312

13, 891,765

Includes Turklah-type tobacco.

General Imports from countries producing Turklsh-type tobacco.

Under the emergency tariff act (par. 25) wrapper tobacco, and
filler tobacco when mixed or packed with inore than 15 per centum of
wrapper tobacco, and all leaf tobacco the product of two or more
countries or dependencies, when mixed or packed together are dutialble if ilnstenmned at $2.35 per pound if st(mled, at $3I'l
per pound.
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The following table shows imports of leaf tobacco suitable for
cigar wrappers during nine months of 1920 and 1921:
Quantity.

,Value.

Months.
I=2

1921

PouW4.

Poufds.

. 251,695
...............................
January ............
Pebru3 ..............................................
30, M4
*......................... 10,716
it .
....
i...........
A ri0.........................................
.
.
,492
ay~~ .. *-*****
. ":...
.191.7w9
July..
...............................
August ..........................................
September .......................................

882,979
1,50,85
1,615,56
2,148,620

19W

1921

265,26
402,869
419,654
420,428
107,622

W11038
393,737
20,390
60,875
231,208

670
,
84,526
547,616
9H 378
61,26

447,964
788,2M
96, 746
165,144

I 1,385,246
3,018,418
3,319,372
4,114,728

808,163
1,823,68
1,740,882
342, 1,s

Exports of cigar leaf tobacco were inconsiderable until the war.
There has been an expanding foreign demand for the bright fluecured type; other exports have continued stable. England and continental Europe are the chief purchasers. It is estimated that fully
80 per cent of the country's production of fire-cured leaf and Maryland tobacco (about 60 per cent of the flue-cured) and nearly 50 per
cent of the dark air-cured types are exported. Exports of leaf
tobacco since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
91921
(9 months).
uantity (pounds) ......................

ue

................

........

403, 871,275

$122,50,787

765,913,164

M,438,483

407,662,124

4,87,
W is7

403,88,0 3

F1a729,79

Important c/mages in claiflation.-The tariff acts of 1909 and
1913 provided that when a bale of mixed filler and wrapper tobacco
contained more than 15 per centum of wrapper tobacco the entire
bale should be dutiable at the wrapper rate, which at the present
time is six times as high as the duty on fillers. H. R. 7456 changes
the percentage of wrapper from 15 to 50 per cent. It does not, however, affect the present practice of assessing duties on mixed bales
when the percentage of wrapper is within the prescribed amount; in
such cases the wrapper and filler tobacco are assessed the rates of
duty provided for each class. Mixed bales of wrapper and filler are
imported almost entirqly from Cuba where leaves suitable for wrapper are grown on the same plant with the filler grades and where iI
is not the general practice to sort these two kinds.
In addition to t-he foregoing alteration, two provisions have bee"
added to this paragraph--one for "filler tobacco of the kind knowji
as Turkish," and another for "filler tobacco, not specifically provided
for, commonly used without removing the stem." Both provide for
the cigarette tobaccos coining chiefly from Macedonia, Samsoun.
Smyrna, and the islands of the Aegean.
Suggested changes.-There are two important changes to be considered here. One relates to the provision for "filler tobacco comimonly known as Turkish," which would be difficult of.administration.
and, moreover, includes substantially all tobacco used without re-
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moving the stem. So-called Turkish tobacco is grown in Greece, Asia
Minor, Bulgaria, and Roumania, and similar kinds are grown in
South Africa, Italy, China, and California. Types of Turkish tobacco grown in the various producing sections differ so widely that it
would be difficult precisely to define the term. Turkish tobacco is
commonly used without removing the stem and without special provision therefor would take the rate for stemmed filler tobacco by
virtue of the proviso to this paragraph. If, however, the provision
for "filler tobacco commonly known as Turkish ' were eliminated
the rate on such tobacco would not be so high as that now given for
it in this paragraph.
'Ihe other important change to be considered is the provision for
wrapper tobacco. The tariff provisions regarding wrapper tobacco
for many years have resulted in constant administrative difficulties
since it is almost impossible accurately to differentiate some types oi
wrapper from binder and filler. This is illustrated by the St.
Elmo case (t. Elmo rigar Co. v. United States, 7 Ct. Cust. Appls.,
153, of 1916), wherein eight tobacco experts estimated the percentage of wrapper in identical bales at from 15 to 90 per cent. As a
remedy for the difficulties arising from basing the duties upon any
percentage of wrapper tobacco in bales containing both wrapper and
filler, it is proposed thatduties might be levied upon tyes of tobacco
such as Sumatra and Cuban. This proposal will per aps be more
clearly understood if a suggested rephrasing of paragraphs 601 and
602 be submitted, as follows:
PAR. 001. Leaf tobacco of the type commonly known as Java or Sumatra; leaf
tobacco the product of two or more countries or dependencies, when mixed or
packed together; and wrapper tobacco not specially provided for; all the foregoing, unstemmed [rate]; stemmed [rate].
PAR. 602. Leaf tobacco of the type commonly known as Cuban, unstemmued
[rate]; stemmed [rate]; filler tobacco not specially provided for, unstemmed
[rate]; stemmed [rate].
PAR. 003. Turkish and other tobacco commonly used without removing the stem

[rate].

Reasons for sugge8ted reoe8ifloaion, i. e., for the adoption of
new prot'ts*ns for Cuban and Sumdra or Java tobacco and the
omin mn of 8peoatldutiea on mixed bales of wrapper and #ler.
(1) Cuban and Sumatra or Java tobacco are distinctive; each typo
is &uigeneris. Only wrapper tobacco is imported from the Dutch
East Indies, but of the imports from Cuba, such tobacco constitutes
only about one-half of I per cent.
(2) Cuba produces relatively little of the grades of wrapper acceptable to the American trade. Cuba itself hardly produces sufficient of the better grades of wrapper for its own large export trade
in. fancy .cirs. The Cuban climate and soil are not adapted to
wrapper tobaccos, and attempts to produce wrapper under shade
have met with little success. The production of 'clear Havanas"
in the United States has declined within recent years, and highpriced Connecticut wrapper has to a large extent replaced Havana
wrapper in the finer grades of cigars.
() It is the relatively unimportant proportion of wrapper from
Cuba that has caused most of the difficulty in the administration of
the tobacco duties. The declared imports of wrapper tobawco are
about 7,000,000 pounds; Cuba ships about 100,000 pounds, or 1.5
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per cent and the Dutch East Indies nearly oll of the remainder.
The declared imports of wrapper from Cuba are only about one-half
of I per cent of the domestic wrapper consumption.. Of a total
production of about 8,000,000,000 cigars they would cover only
some 30,000,000. Cuba is virtually the sole source of imported cigar
filler of the Cuban type. The Cuban type of filler is in great demand for.'lending with domestic tobaccos and for the manufacture
of clear Havana cigars. There it is not the general practice to sort
wrapper and filler; the same plant produces both. Moreover, no
definite standard exists for wrapper tobacco. .Nearly ever Cuban
bale contains a few leaves suitable for wrapper. Some are clearly of
wrapper grade; others are of indeterminable quality, which manufacturers 'will variously appraise as wrapper, binder, or filler, according to the quality, size, and shape of cigars they produce. After
the tobacco is baled in Cuba fermentative changes occur in the leaf
which alter its quality. Moreover, manufacturers whose output consists of "seed and Havana cigars" use imported tobacco only for
filler.
(4) The change from 15 to 50 per cent proposed in H. R. 74ti
does not obviate the fundamental administrative difficulty of differentiating wrapper and filler.
(5) Under the existing law, if a bale contains not more than 1"
per cent of wrapper, the wrapper and filler pay the duties respectively provided for each class. If, however, it is found., to contain
more than 15 per cent of wrapper, the entire bale takes the wrapper
rate, six times as high as for filler. In such a contingency, after the
customs appraisers have gone to the trouble and expense of examining 10 hands in every bale, in accordance with present requirements,
the bales are often exported in preference to paying the wrapper
rate on tobacco consisting largely of filler. ,
(6) If the indicated rephrasing of paragraphs' 601 and 602 were
adopted, the administration of the tobacco schedule would be greatly
simplified; regulations under paragraph 602 of H. R. T456, which
would doubtless continue to require the examination of at least 10
hands in every bale of Cuban tobacco, would be rendered unnecessary. Only the first sentence of that paragraph, which defines
wrapper, need be retained. In actual practice, the requirement that
"at least one bale, box, or package in every ten" shall be examined,
and "at least 10 hands in each examined bale, box, or package" is not carried out. In Turkish tobacco, for instance, the importations consist of anywhere from 2 to 50,000 bales covered by
one invoice. It is unnecessary to examine, 10 hands in every tenth
bale of such shipments, wherein there is never any question as to
classification, because Turkish tobacco is all of one type. Similarly.
all the imported Java or Sumatra consists of wrapper; here also the
examination is not necessary. In the case of Cuban tobacco, the
Treasury regulations require the examination of every bale.
(7) The adoption of the Sumatra or Java classification will prevent similar complications from arising in the case of tobacco from
the Dutch East, Indies. It is in this type of tobacco that the tariff
problem chiefly centers. There are indications that complications
similar to those in the Cuban trade may here develop.
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(8) Catch-all provisions are added for wrapper and filler tobacco
not specially provided for; these general provisions would take care
of the relatively small quantities of imported tobacco that do not
fall under the three important distinctive classes, i. e., Java or Sumatra wrapper, Cuban filler, and Turkish leaf.
It has been suggested -that the, Cuban and Sumatra classification
may be discriminatory between different countries. But the classifications-refer to types, not to geographic boundaries; moreover, they
merely continue ratios of duty long in effect and simplify the language of the bill.
Reasons for the change in I. R. 7456 from 15 to 50. per cent as a
dividing line between wrapper and fller tobaeeo.-(1) Under paragraphs 601 and 602 of H. R. 7456 Cuban bales, like all other imported tobaccos containing less than 50 per cent of wrapper tobacco,
would pay wrapper duty on the wrapper content and filler duty on
the filler content; whereas the proposed reclassification would provide one rate only for Cuban leaf tobacco; regardless of the proportions of wrapper and filler. Separate duties for such tobaccos have
been customary in the tariff legislation of this country.
(2) Unless the duty on Cuban tobaccos be raised above the present
duty on Cuban filler, the change in classification will involve the
abandonment of certain revenues heretofore collected upon the relatively small quantity of wrappers imported from Cuba.
(3) As in the case of the suggested reclassification, the change
from 15 to 50 per cent provided in H. R. 7456 would permit the importation of the intermediate grade of Cuban tobacco and thereby
increase the customs revenue and permit manufacturers to make a
higher grades of cigars. At present only the typical wrapper and
the typical filler grades of Cuan tobacco can be imported, because
the bales of other Cuban tobacco when classified as wrapper are usually returned to Cuba or exported to some other country. The tobaccos that would be most affected by the change from 15 to 50 per cent
as a,dividing line between wrapper and filler tobacco are Cuban.
(4) Neither the suggested reclassification nor the change from 15
to 50 per cent would have any effect upon the importation of Sumatra tobacco, since virtually no Sumatra fillers are imported and
Sumatra tobacco packed with other tobacco would be subject to the
provisions in lines 7 and 8, page 53, of H. R. 7456, treating leaf tobacco the product of two or more countries or dependencies, when
mixed or packed together, the same as wrapper.
If the distinction between wrapper and filler tobacu, in paragraph
601 as passed by the House of 'Representatives shall be continued,
the following changes should be made:
Page 83, line 13: Strike out comma after "tobacco" to agree with
line 11, and change " specifically" to " specially" to agree with the
usual form.
Page 83, line 14: Insert a comma after "stem,"
Page, 83, paragraph 601, lines 11. 12: The rate on stemmed filler tobacco is not proportionate to the rate on unstemmed filler tobacco
in the ratio of 35 cents to 50 cents in the acts of 1909 and 1913. There
is a loss in stemming of about 40 per cent between the weight of the
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unstenuned and stemmed tobacco. One hundtd pounds of unstemmed leaf tobacco-when stemmed would weigh about 60 pounds.
Sixty-five cents instead of 60 cents per pound wotild be a nearer
equivalent to the existing rate.
PARAGRAPH 602.
H., I

7456.

ORNATE AXENDRMNT.

PAR. 602. lihe term "wrapper tobacco" as used in this title means that
quality of leaf tobacco which has the
requisitecolog, texture, and burn, and
is of sufficient size for cigar wrappers,
and the term "filler tobacco" means
all other leaf tobacco. Collectors of
customs shall permit entry to be made,
under xueo and mwulations to be prescribed by the 8ec-ctOry of the Treasury, of any leaf i ofcco when the invoices of the same halll specify in detail the character of such tobacco,
whether wrapper. or filler, Its origin
t.Ad quality. ]In the examination for
classification of any imported leaf tobacco, at least I bale, box, or package.
in every 10, and at least 1 in every
invoice, shall be examined by the appraiser, or, person authorlzed by law t9
lat
east
make such 'examination, and
t0 hands shall be examined In each
exauined bale, box, or packages
ACT OF 190.
PAR. 221. The term wrapper tobacco
us used in this section means that quality of leaf tobacco which is suitable for
cigar wrappers, and the term filler tobacco means all other leaf tobacco.
Collectors of customs shall not permit
entry to be made, except under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary
of the Treasury, of any leaf tobacco,
unless the 'Invoices of the same shall
specify In detail the character of such
whether wrapper or filler, its
tobacco,
origin and quality. In the examination
for classification of any imported leaf
tobacco, at least one bale, box,., package In every ten, and tit least one in*
every invoice, shall be examined by,
the appraiser or person authorized by
law to make such examination, and at
least ten hands shall be examined In
each exanined bale, box, or package.

ACT OF 1913.

'AR. 182. The term wrapper tobaeof
as used in this section means that'quality of, leaf tobacco which has the requisite color, texture, and burn, and is
of sufficient size for cigar wrappers.
and the term filler tobacco means all
other leaf tobacco. Collectors of customs shall not permit entry to be made,
except under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, of any leaf tobacco, unless the invoices of the same shall specify in detail the character of such tobacco.
whether wrapper or filler, its origin
and, quality. In the examination for
classification of any imported leaf to.
bacco, at least one bale, box, or package
in every ten, and at least one in every
Invoice, shall be examined by the appraiser or person Authorized by law to
make such examination, and at least
toti hands shall be examined in each
examined bale, box, or package.

suggested change.-See Suggested Changes. paragraph 601. pa)g&r
616.,
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PARAGRAPH 603.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

l'AR. 603. All other tobacco, wanufactured or unmanufactured, Including
scrap tobacco, not specially provided

for, 55 cents per pound.

ACT'OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAit. 222. All other tobacco, manufactured or unmanufactured, not specially
provided for In this section, and scrap
tobacco, fifty-five cents per pound.

PAR. 183. All other tobacco, manufactured or unmanufactured, not specially
provided for In this section, 55 cents
per pound; scrap tobacco, 35 cents per
pound.

TOBAC(X)s

IN.

8. 1. F.

/eecription and u8em.-The term scrap tobacco includes the broken
fragments of leaves which are the by-product of stemmeries and also
th clippings which accumulate in working cigars. "Scrap" denotes
bodi raw and manufactured products. There is a marked increase
in the production of chewing tobacco made from scrap, considerable
quantities of cigar leaf being used for that purpose.
Various other types and forms of smoking and chewing tobaccos
come under this paragraph-granulated, fine-cut, and long-cut, types
used for rolling cigarettes; pipe smoking and chewing, made lroni
various combinations and blonds of domestic and imported tobaccos.
The flat plug, heavily sweetened western plug, and twist are also important forms of manufacture in which large quantities of licor'ice,
sugar, honey, and flavoring materials are used.
ProduetiotOf. scrap, plug, and other forms of smoking and chewing tobacco is very large. In 1920 there were produced 22T7,000,000
pounds of smoking tobacco, 139,000,000 pounds of 1 12,000,000
pounds of twist, and 9,000,000 pounds of fine cut. Wit the exception of scrap, nearly all. of these are made from the flue-cured, the
burley, and the dark air-cured types. (other, than cigar leaf), together with certain quantities of imported tobacco. In general, this
class of manufactures, requires considerable special machinery and
equipment. The demand for pipe and cigarette preparations seems
to be increasing at the expense of chewing products.
Import of scrap from Cuba and the P lippines are considerable.
Imported Cuban scrap is used as filler in low-priced cigars to give
them the distinctive "Havana" flavor. Limited quantities of manufactured tobacco used for a special class of trade are imported under
this paragraph, mainly from the United,Kingdom, Italy, China, and
Hongkong. Imports of scrap in the fiscal year 1918 aggegated
3,829,834 pounds; the total value of "all other manufactures of"
was about $130,)00. Detailed statistics of imports follow:
('ale|nta

J f
Quantity

yea.

Value.

Duty.

SCRAP TOBACCO.
1910 ........................................................

1,438,510

1921 (9 mont).........................................

1,210,271

1,48,61
.'M
.........
.......... ......... ................... ...... ... I 2.
,8 ,

44,921

72

759,116 4M79163.0,0
6..
. .
.........
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Calendar year.

Quanltty.

Value.

Duty.

ALL OTHER TOBACCO. UNMANUFACTURED.

PNund..

1918..................................................
46,86
1919............................................... ..............
2,784
1A20 ............................................................
. 5,271
19921
(9 Monthsi)...........................................
31,218

$37,467
52,69
14, 88
17,661
as, 5
20,795
17,969 .........

ALJ, OTHER TOBACCO, MANUFACTURED.
1918 ...........

......................................

1919.........................................
1920 .........................
...
1921 (9 months) ..................................................

k'xport8

189,684

$104,863

$102,491

157,5
117,720
85,420
1..........7................
17,,075
18 4
173,247
1V,
W593 ........

since 1917 by calendar years are tabulated as foUows:
1918

1919

Smoking tobacco:
Quantity (pounds) .................
340,220
,p606 4,8g7,721
Value ........................................... . 1; 999 13,026,780 $2,19% 713
PlugQuantity
tobacco:61
45364
5 4 &0 41
(Poundsh) ................................

u ............................................

All other tobse0e, umlufactured:
Value
...............................

O5 744484
$484841 $1,710, 527

1921(9

1920

687, 661
$1,847,416

5
1908)453

04 W
$43 520

Important ohange8 in cla8iflcatio,-Scrap tobacco, and tobacco.
n. s. p. f., have been classed together, at the same rate. In the act of
1913 there was a difference of 20 cents between the duties upon these
two classes.
Suggested cr"ge.--Paragraph 603: The rate of 55 cents per
pound on manufactured tobacco being lower than 60 cents per pound
on filler tobacco, stemmed, might lead to the importation of manufactured tobacco for use as filler tobacco, and thereby to the esape
from the difference of 5 cents per pound in the duty.
Manufacturers assert that the proposed duty upon scrap tobacco
is disproportionately high, in comparison with filler tobacco.
PARAGRAPH 604.
EL R. 7456. ,

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 604. Snuff and snuff flour, manufactured of tobacco; ground-dry, or
damp, and pickled, scented, or otherwise, of all descriptions, and tobacco

stems, cut, ground, or pulverized, 55
cents per pound.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 228. Snuff and snuff flour, manPALz 184. Snuff and snuff flour, manufactured of tobacco, ground dry, or uiftietured of tobacco, grouhid dry, or
damp, and pickled, scented, or other- (Jamp, and pickled, scented, or otherwise, of all descriptions, fifty-five cents wise, of all descriptions, 55 cents pr
per pound.

,mund.

PAP. 606. Tobacco stems [Free].

PAR. (32. Tobacco stems [FreeJ.
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TOBACCO SNUFF, ETC.

DesoMption and tae8.--Snuff 'is made chiefly from the darker
grades of -the heavy. fire-cured, type of tobacco admixed with stems
and fats pepper, sand etc. The principal classes are (1) rapper
or French snuff, used for inhaling; (2) maccaboy, foi inhaling and
chewing; (3) Scotch, Swedish, Polish, Copenhagen, etc., for chewing or dipping. The Scotch types are strong and practically free
from ad ded flavbring materials. Manufacture consists essentially
in fermenting, drying, and grinding under special conditions.
Production was 37,000,000 pounds in 1918 and 26,000,000 in 1920.
It is made in large quantities in France and in other countries.
Import of snuff, chiefly from Italy, are fairly constant at about
30,000 pounds, valued at per pounal. Imports since 1917 of snuff
and snuff flour have been as follows:

sI

Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ........................................................
1I19...
1920
...I ....................
1921 monthsh)
.................................

Pounds.
33,157
26,244
23,880
437

Value.

Duty.

$16,727
$18,219
13, W9
14,430
10,500
13,130
11,420 .......

Ewport are not separately recorded.

Important. chMge8 in cZam8fwation.-A new provision has been
added for tobacco stems, cut ground, or pulverized. When not so
prepared, they remain free oi duty (see par. 1671, p. 1457).
Suggested ckanges.-Page 84, paragraph 604, lines 10, 11: Strike
out "of all descriptions" and insert in line 9 after "flour" making
the paragraph read: "Snuff and snuff flour, of all descriptions, manufactured of tobacco, ground dry, or damp, and pickle, ,scented, or
otherwise and tobacco stems, cut, ground, or pulverized, ,55 cents
per pound.
PARAGRAPH 605,

H. I. 7456.
PAR. 005. Cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
of all kinds, $4.50 per pound and 25
per centum ad valorem, and paper
cigars and cigarettes, including wrap.
prs, shall be subject to the same

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

tiess as are herein Imposed upon
cigars.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 224. Cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
of all kinds, four dollars and fiftcents

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 185. Cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
of all kinds, $4.50 per pound and 25

ad valorem, and paper cigars and cigarettes, including wrappers, shall be
subject to the same duties as are
herein imposed upon cigars.

cigars and cigarettes, Including wrappers, shall be subject to the same
duties as are herein Imposed upon
lgars.

per pound and twenty-five per centum

per centum ad valorem, and paper

CIGARA, CIOARETTE89 AND

OOTS.

TDescrptionand wie.-The cigar is ma;C three components, viz.,
the filler or body, the binder which serves to retain the form of the
filler, and the wrapper which covers and imparts finish to the cigar.
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Cigars are of many sh
e and sizes, but average about 21 pounds
of leaf to 1,000 cigars of
most popular size. -The highest priced
cigars are shaped and rolled by hand, whereas cheroots are usually
made by machinery. Until recently, medium priced cigars were
handmade, except the shaping of them in molds. Cuban tobacco is
conceded to produce the finest cigar, and the "clear Havana," or'allCuban cigar is the standard of excellence. The "seedand Havana"
cigar is made of Cuban filler, a domestic binder, and Connecticut
broadleaf wrapper. The lower priced cigars have for filler a mixture
of Cuban and domestic leaf or domestic leaf alone, a domestic binder,
and, chiefly, a Sumatra wrapper. The domestic shade-grown
wrapper has come into extensive use for both the higher and the
medium priced cigars. Cheroots are largely made of tobacco not
usually classed as cigar leaf.
The principal classes of American cigarettes are (1) those made
entirely from domestic leaf, chiefly the bright flue-cured, and, to a
lesser extent, burley; (2) the "Turkish blend," made of mixtures of
domestic and imported cigarette tobacco; (3) the "Turkish" and
"Egyptian" cigarettes, made from the products of Macedonia and
Asia Minor, designated collectively as "Turkish tobacco." The manufacture of cigarettes involves elaborate and complex machinery,
special and fancy brands being made by hand. Flavoring herbs.
cascarilla bark, corn husk, etc., are sometimes used. Some cigarettes
have mouthpieces of paper, cork; or other material. Cigarettes vary
in weight, but the most popular size approximates 3 pounds to 1,000.
P/otwtion of large -igars amounted to about 7,00000,000 and
7,917,000,000, and of snalJ cigars to over 844,000,000 and 633,000,000
in 1918 and 1920, respectively. The greater portion consists of popular priced grades of doninstic tobacco except, perhaps, the wrapper.
The "seed or Havana" cigar also has accounted for an extensive
branch of the industry. The manufacture of "clear, Havana "cigars.
from Cuban leaf is an important industry in Tampa and Key West,
Fla. Cigar production has not increased, greatly in recent years,
and manufacturers have declined in number. 7Domestic output of cigarettes, especially of the "Turkish blend" class, has grown remarkably, in 1908 being less than 7,000,000,000; in 1919 over 53,000,000,000.
In 1920 the production was 47,000,000,000, a recession from the high
point of the previous year.
Imprt of cigars average per annum about 600,000 pounds froin
Cuba, with increasingly large quantities from the Philippines-about 4,200 000 pounds; in 1918. Itmports of cigarettes are small.
averaging 15,000 pounds before the war, mostly from Mexico, the
Philippines, and Egypt. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
MCIARS AND CIITROOT# OF ALL KINDS.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

119.............................................................
1920...
)..............................
1921 (9rnmths).. .............
.............

4.43,531

11,040,43

A
*

01,381 1,17
8400......

f

Duty.
2,74,426
,334,960
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CIG.%RETTEFS AND PAPER CIGARS,, INCLUDING VRAPPHS.
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

POu"&
10,39

1918.....................................................

1919 .....................................................
.
1920... .... %....I....
....
1M1 (0 ptm0U) .... ... I........

...
......

...

i

9,SSS

23,678

$18,830

25,852
84,M6

28

$12,085

180260

73,296

.......

EpOr of cigars and cigarettes are unimportant, except to
taking nearly
these
China
and the
StraitsinSettlements,
years
sincecountries
1917 by calendar
1918. Exports
6,000,000,000
cigarettes
have been as follows:
1918

1919

1920

991ntm)

(9 WOWt).

unl ()...............

.......................

22,900

booe5

%361~ 4,O1

l
411 $1,088 0 $1,4,175
- . ..............................................
Cigarette.
•
6,2m,782
Quantity (M)..................................... 12,145,580 16,211,769 1,8,870
-35,97,74$12,070,887
Value.........
............................... 823, 7,922 38,070, 41

92304-22---40

SCHEDULE 7.-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND PROVISIONS.
GENERAt,

•

NoTs.--In a report entitled "Suggested recleassification and revision of tariff schedules relating to agricultural products and provisions," prepared by the United States
Tariff Commission and printed by the Ways and Means Committee, many changes
were suggeted in the wording sequence, and arrangement of the agricultural schedule.
New provisions were inserted, unimportant or unnecessary clauses were eliminated,
and the paragraphs were refrained in the light of customs litigation and decisions, as
well as of clanges in. commercial nomenclature. Nearly all of these suggestions
were embodied in the bill H. R. 7456. Attention is directed to the "fact that the
document above referred to explains these changes in greater detail than is here possible, and gives conversion equivalents and other incidental information that may
be of use in the framing of a export&
tariff bill. It also contains an appendix giving sas
of production, imports, and

Important changes in da
lfration applicable to the entire schedule.--

With a view to a more logical and orderly presentation, the agricultural paragraphs have been entirely rearranged, under general captions such as "Meat animals and their products," "Fish and fish
products," under which the particular paragraphs have been placed
m alphabetical order.
S.uqgested cange.-The general headings referred to above have
been omitted from the bill H. R. 7456. Without them the arrangement and sequence of the provisions are not so effective. It is
therefore suggested that they be inserted in the appropriate places
in this schedule. The headings in question are:
Meat animals and their products.

Dairy-products.
Birds, poultry, and poultry products.
Other live animals and animal products.
Fish and fish products.
Cereals and cereal products.
[Fruits and fruit products..
Nursery and greenhouse stock.
Nuts.
Seeds.
Vegetables and vegetable products.
Miscellaneous.
PARAGRAPH 701.
H. R. 7466.
PAR. 701. Cattle, less than two years

old, 1 cent per pound; two years old or
over, 11 cents per pound; fresh beef and
veal, 2 cents per pound; tallow, one-half
of 1 cent per pound; oleo oil and oleo
stearin, 1 cent per pound.
626
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ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
A018DIULS G.-AGRICUL rURAL PRODUCTS

MZDVL

G.-Ao

OWiCTvAL PRODUCTS

AND PROVISIONS.

AND PROVMSJNs.

PAR, 619. * * * cattle, * * *
PAR. 225. Cattle, if less than one year
old, two dollars per head; all other cattle [Free].'
if valued at not more than fourteen dollars
per head, three dollars and seventy-five
cents per head; if valued at more than
fourteen dollars per head, twenty-seven
and one-half per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 545. Meats: Fresh beef, veal,
esh beef, veal, * * *
PAR. 285.
* * * [Freel. 2
one and one-half cents per pound.
PAR. 622. Tallow [Free].
PAR. 290, Tallow one-half of one cent
.
per pound- * *
PAR.3. * * * exprensedoils, *

twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 640. Oleo stearin

[Free].

PAR. 44.*

*

all other animal

oils, * * * 15 per centum ad valerem. (Covered oleo oil.]
PAR. 562. Oleo stearin [Free].

CATTLE.

(See Survey FL-25.)

Decription and u8es.-The cattle industry is of two general types.
One is primarily for the production of dairy products, with a secondary

yield ol beef and veal. The other concerns itself principally with beef
production. The first type prevails throughout the farming regions,
the second on both range and 'farm. Approximately equal proportions of the domestic beef supply are contributed by the western
ranges and by the farming regions.
Production.--On January 1, 1921, the number of cattle (exclusive
of calves) on farms and ranges was 66,191,000, of which 23,321,000
were milch cows. No other country possesses so many cattle,
except British India, and the statistics for that country include a
large number of water buffaloes. From 1907 to 1914 there was a
steady decline in the number of beef cattle. In the West this decline
resulted from the direct and indirect effects of homesteading; in the
farming sections it was largely due to the competition of other types
of agriculture. During the war the number of beef cattle greatly
increased, but market statistics indicate that the present number is
little laTger than in 1914.
The distribution of beef cattle depends largely upon cheap feed and
pasture, hence the region west of the Mississippi is more than twice
as important as the country eastward. The Corn Belt shows the
greatest density of cattle, largely because of the fact that feeder
cattle from the West are shipped in for fattening.
In the number of dairy cattle there was a slow but steady growth
during the period of the decline in beef cattle. Dairying has progressed at te expense of beef production especially in or near areas
of dense population and to some extent elsewhere. Wisconsin, New
York, Minnesota, Ilinois Iowa, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Michigan
rank in order in the number of dairy cows.
if ports of cattle were relatively small for a number of years prior
to 1910; they consisted largely of feeders brought in from Mexico,
Cat, except fer breedlug 30 per ceutum ad valorem. (Par. 12, emergency tariff act of 1921.)
iZbeor y.l, 2cents per pound. (Par. 14, emergency tariff act of 11921.)
Fresh rroAn
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although pure-breds from England were also imported in some numbers. After 1910 the internal troubles of Mexico greatly stimulated
shipments from that country. Of the 872,093 headimported in 1914,
Mexico contributed 72 per cent and Canada nearly all of the remainder. Thereafter imports from: Mexico fell off rapidly, Canadian
shipment. replacing them. The Canadian receipts consist largely
of stockers and feeders. (For imports of pureo.bred stock, see par.
1507, p. 1231.) Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have
been as follows:

Tota1
Num ber .....................................
53,189
Value ..................................... 52.5,170,588
Bulls:
Number...........................
4,10

842,395
$53,290,078

192
2,0....

13 ,840

Value ......................................
Cows =y or milk:
Nu be ...............

$

8,000

5178,ON
457,87

Value ....

All otber Cattle:
Number............................
Value.
..........................
$24,739 ,5 1

1921
(9tmonths).

1920

1919

1918

Cattle.

1.050am
$51,787,872

379,114
2,418,804

114,353
$4,301,800

3,3

480, 8
S

52,283
696

4, 479

717

0,331

371,333
$SM,083,219

13,210
$4,033,18

t Jgly 1to Dec. 31.
SJan. I to June 30, oQwsand bulls were included with "All other"'; they wore 0,ported separately after
June30, 1918.

Statistics bearing on imports of cattle udider the emergency tariff
act are presented below:QMItity.

Value.

Month.
1920
umber.

January ...............

..............................

February .............................................
marh..

2 ,971

24,590

1921

1920

1921

Nuwaber.

17,468 $1,924,945

8,068

2,003,097

.. ...................................
16 766
11,677
98, 336
ril ........
... I ...
......
p9,874
21,674
809,791
MAy
........................................
18,094
14,498
40, 239
June; .,
Free I.....
24,381
392 1,101,417
"....
.........................
Dutiable .............
3,7 0.............
l , l , o t1
,. 18 333
1,
.e. . .
Jul .
Jl ................................. . D t
18,333
8
0, .
O,
uta
ble.............
5,049
...
eptmbe
1..
8
1,10, 4 0 I.
152 2,323,063
Free...32,071
Aq...........................I
.Dutiable.!* ............
10,796 ............
JFree I..
43, 055
52 3,740,570
Septmbe ".
... .......
...................
Dutiable.. ............ ,
18,70 ............
48..... 105 4,200,844
.,880
........
...
Noebr r~~nh
................
)tbl............gg........i
;6
j
Freae
.
.....
0I0!
7
,
~t|
1
Dutiable.
:......
37,707.
"**"
..........
4610
76 3;5W,;814
Deebr..........................{ree....
Dutiable.. .............
13,718 ............

1,137,503

14,501

674,277
742,760
476,696
80,408
45,2371
4
1,5
71P510
,415
IA162
199,359
18,135
.30167
24,836
55,23
787,001

55,308
271,974

a"Cattle and sheep and other stock Imported for breeding purpoe shall be admitted free of duty" (par.
15# em gewy U
t
glaet of 1921)i No separte olaaficatiohlor "Cattle for breeding purposes" from Oct
3,1913,1 to J~ne, 1921.

Export8 of cattle declined from 593,409 head in 1904 (of which 65
per cent went to Great Britain) to 18,000 in 1914. The latter went
chiefly to Canada, Mexico, and Cubp.. During the World War
cattle exports were relatively unimportant, but since 1918 there has
been a considerable increase. The largest numbers went to Mexico,
owing to the depletion of the Mexican herds. Some shipments have
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also gone to Europe. Exports since 1917 by calendar years have
been as follows:
19181919
Number..... ...............
Val e .................
................

17,290
1,02,758

69,,50
$6,439,521

1920
5,302
$10,752,525

(9 mnthfls).
161, r08
$10,318,513

Important changes in dasgifeation, et.--See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 632.
FRESH BEEF AND VEAL.
Description and vucs.--Carcass beef is placed on the market in
three conditions--chilled, frozen, or unrefrierated. The greater part
is chilled or frozen, according to the conditions of shipment. Chilled
beef is kept in refrigerator cars and is shipped at temperatures
ranging from 320 to 380 F. At these temperatures chemical and bacterial action are greatly retarded and beef sides and quarters may
be kept in good condition for from 30 to 60 days. Meat is frozen solid
at about 160 F., the growth and reproduction of bacteria being thereby arrested. Experiments indicate that it may be maintained in
wholesome condition for three years and probably much longer.
On the average the weight of meat obtained is somewhat over
one-half of the live weight of the animal but the amount received
for meat is usually about 80 per cent of the total value of products,
Production by packers in 1919 was 4,932,000,000 pounds of fresh
beef, valued at $847,000,000, greater in quantity and much greater
in value than the output of 1909, 4,200,000,000 pounds, valued at
$327,000,000. Concentration of operation and control is pronounced
in the packing industry, especially in cattle slaughtering. Of the total
slaughter of cattle in 1916 by interstate slaughterers, 81 per cent was
in 12 largepacking centers-24.5 per cent in Chicago, 14.7 per cent
in Kansas City, 10.2 per cent in Omaha, 8.7 per cent in St. Louis, and
5.2 per cent in New York City, In 1916 five great interests are
reported to have handled 82.2 per cent of the cattle slaughtered by
interstate slaughterers. These tendencies result from conditions in
the raising and-marketing of live stock and the very great economies
in large-scale production especially in the utilization of by-products.
Location in the corn beit makes possible great saving in freight of
finished products as compared with transportation of live animals.
Imports advanced from 4,150,139 pounds in 1913 to 175,740,155
pounds in 1914; this was just as the country was changing from a
beef surplus to a beef deficiency. Imports increased to 182,000,000
pounds in 1915, 72 per cent coming from Argentina and most of the
rest from Uruguay, Canada, and Australia. In 1916 and 1917 there
were sharp declines in imports. It is reported that thet krge American packing interests controlled the production of 63.3 per cent of
the chilled and frozen beef exported from Argentina in 1914. Im-,
ports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows.
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1918

Fresh beef:
utIt (pounds) .......
.22,50194
Feveal:
ve t p. ud).....
. . ..
Fresh
,
uantty (pou
.ds
..

.

$3,974,092

e ........... .........................

j

1919

,20' (9months).

33,58,241

4,20, 057

18,518,540

4,873,15

9,662,I048

3 614,4

t .394,

9, 121

$199,353

, 16,93

81,013,472

$2,431,9M
B6,981

81,896,277

About 80 por uent of the relatively small imports in recent years
have come from Canada.
Below is given a comparison by months for 1920 and 1921 of beef
and veal, which are provided for in paragraph 14 of the emergency
tariff act of 1921:
Quantity.

Value.

Mouth.
1920

January ..............................
_FOb
........
..........
.
mar
............... ...
............... .........
April ...................................................
y
n
........ ......................
ly........................................

1921

Pounds.

Pounds.

2,717,414
2,276,408
2,981,915

4, 3, 228
1,167,706
1,741,384

4,1378
5,819,305
2 778 844

3, 293,252
1,8,55,874
1,922,534

1613,510
222,0 3
%6,946
373,038
4,906
.125,212
208,168

2,065,56
3,M1, 848
3,361,417

92, 7
7 779
736,808

337,674

5,196,400

. 5,80068

OtO261

13

November .........................................

, ;437,271

2,158633

1921

$409,33
3^8,459
46 ,03.9
1,0 608
739,915
914,044
471,342

2,571,947

August.....................................5,618,896
De mber ..............................................

1920

3,111,482
3,421,681

971,937

300,234

340,1IN

234,978

353W,624

354,477

Ezprt.-This country practically dominated the foreign trade
in fish, chilled, and frozen beef 15 years ago, but by 1914 only
6,300,000 pounds were exported, 5,500,000 to Panama. Argentine
exports have steadily increased, displacing those of the United States
which formerly supplied the United Kingdom. During the war
American exports again increased under the stimulation of European
war demands. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
19181919

uatt(pounds)........

:............. 514,341,52

.... .........................

8109,605,363

1920

174,426,999

89,049,148

$40,280,747

$17,564,887

(9 months).
960116
$1,41,707

In 1919 the United Kingdom received over 40 per cent of our
exports; in 1920 Belgium and Germany were the most important
markets.

Important changes in classification, etc.-See General Notes on

Paragraph, page 632.

-

TALLOW.

Descriion and uees.--The term "tallow" includes the fats from
sheep and cattle. The larger part of the tallow produced in the
United States comes from the fat of cattle, the yield 1b)ing 50 pounds
from a steer to 1 pound from a sheep or goat. The edible fats of
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beef are handled much the same as hog fats. Oleo stock is merely
a high grade of edible beef tallow, used in making oleo oil and stearin.
Oleo oAf is used in the manufacture of margarines and is also heavily
exported, especially to Holland. Edible tallows are also used in
making sausage suet puddings, mincemeat, and similar products.
The inedible tallows, produced from city butchers' scraps and from
the fat of diseased and fallen animals, are used in soap, leather
dressings, greases and in the technical industries,
Produteion.-The output of tallows in the United States in 1917
was '259,509 000 pounds. If 153,188,000 pounds o'f oleo produced in
1917 are added, tallows rank fourth in production of all fats and oils.
In 1920, 263,990,000 pounds of inedible and 37,353,000 pounds of
edible tallow were produced.
Imports of tallow in the fiscal year 1918 were unprecedented, being
98,176,560 pounds, valued at $14,365,676. The raw tallow imported
(mostly from Canada) was over six tunes the exports. The average
imports for 1911-1914 were only 1,299,025 pounds; in 1914, 3,371,833
pounds. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
19i8

............

unty (pounds) .......
u

.... .......................

51 885, 808
,444, 230

1919
12,096,189
$1,812,903

1920
1,874,637
S 841,70

1921

(9 moatlw).
1,058,429
$1,0108,429

New Zealand, Australia, Argentina, and Canada were the principal
sources of imports in 1919 and 1920.
Exports of tallow, as such, decreased from an average of 28,900,000
pounds for 1911-1914 to 5,014,000 pounds in 1918 (fiscal year.)
Elxportation of oleo oil, the most important tallow derivative, siilarfy decreased. Much more oleo oil s exported than raw tallow,
the average being 113,759,000 pounds for 1911-1914. Holland, the
largest importer of American oleo oil, manufactured it into margarines'
for the European trade. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
uantty (pounds) .................
.........................

4 222,657
.. WS, WY1

1919
38,953, 783

19,20

20,691638
$2, 950, 675

(9 months).

10 74,517
154

Exports in 1919 and 1920 went largely to the United Kingdom,
France, and the Netherlands.
Important change8 in dsification, et.-See General Notes on

Paragraph, page 632.

OLEO STRARIN AND OLEO OIL.

Description and uses.-Oleo stearin is a joint derivative with oleo
oil from edible tallows. The stearin is separated from the oil by a
"'graining" process, which consists in running the melted tallow into
large truck tanks; it is then wheeled into a graining room and kept
for a day or so at the crystallizing temperature of stearin. After
the solid stearin is removed, the mass is pressed in hydraulic or lever
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presses. The oleo oil is used in margarines and the solid Stearin as
for lard compounds, also
a, base for lard substitutes and stiffer
Most of the domestic
candles.
and
to a less extent in oleomargarines
stearin is produced by the large-scale packing establishments hav.i
special equipment for the purpose; the smalJer packers do not ordinarily convert tallows.
Producion.-In 1920 the production of oleo oil amounted to 132.000,000 pounds and that of edible animal Stearin (mostly oleo st6rin)
pounds.
69,000,000
to Imports
of oleo
stearin, principally from Argentina and Uruguay,
ranged from about 900,000 pounds in 1916 to over 9,500,000 pounds
in 1918, Later statistics for calendar years follow:

1956,71
iW4,122

.............
Qantity (pound) ........
. ............
.....
..
e

1920

1919

'1918

962,857
$180,690

2 358,206
675.156

( 1921
365,334
$28,171

Exports.-In late years the United Kingdom with its greatly
enlarged oleomargarine industry has rivaled Holland in importance
"stearin
Exports
oil. steal
of oleo
exportstig
our y
as a destination
ytito
"go, goofmostly
anma
fro
of oleo
ani~maltats",forlargelyco
from
Canada, Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France. Exports
for calendar years 1918 to 1921 have been as follows:
1921

1920

1919

1918

(9 months).

0leo oil:
11, 5,164
. $15
I9, 9 ,321 ,32 2,025.
340

(pounds).................
Quantity
.....................
V le............
stein from animal fats:
......
ty (pounds)

...........

....

•$2,291,

10,50,24.1

160

20,854,724
$4.171,151

74,38,34
0
$16,WjOS
17,512,978

$3,487/,578

X00,150316
$12:0W,941
2,258,155

0, 191,814

Important change in dassification, etc.--See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important change in clas8iftation.-Cattle and the principal cattle

products (other than hides); separated in previous tariff acts, have
been brought together in one paragraph. The duty on cattle,
which in the act of 1909/was upon the per-head basis, according to
age, is based in H. R. 7456 on weight (pound) and age (less than
two years old and two years old or more). Most of the higherpriced heavy animals would come within the latter class.
Cattle were on the free list (par. 619) of the act of 1913 and are
dutiable under paragraph 12 of the emergency tariff act of 1921.
Fresh beef and veal' were on the freelist (par. 545) of the 1913 act
and are dutiable 'mdsr paragraph 14 of the emergency tariff act.
A new provisioa i.,made foroleo oil; and oleo steari is transferred
from the free list (par. 562), act of 1913.
Tallow: is exomptfrom duty under the act of 1913 (par., 622).
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Suggmied c4 sng.-H. R. 7456 provides two sets of duties upon
live cattle, based upon weight; one for animals below two years of age
and the other for animals two years old or over. These rates are more
flexible than the former rates per head. These duties, however,
bear more heavily upon the lighter and cheaper Mexican cattle
than upon those originating in Canada. If specific duties should
be retained, another method would be to base the duties upon ani
mids falling under certain weights; (1) one rate for animals weighing
1,050 pounds or more; (2) one rate for, animals weighing less~han
1,050 and not less than 725.pounds; and (3) a third rate for anirials
weighing less than 725 pounds. The first group takes in aniAals
of feeder type which often are butchered immediately, as ell as
butcher cattle. Some feeder cattle that are not fleshy enough for
immediate slaughter, except under unusual market conditions,
also would be included but this division deals with approximate
fairness with the butcher and heavy feeder types. Tie second
group would include light and medium weight feeder. It would
also include relatively unimportant numbers of light butcher cattle.
The third class covers stocker cattle-animals brought in for more
or less prolonged grazing before finishing for slaughter.
With a duty of 2 cents per pound upon fresh beef and veal, a
proportionate rate for the first class wouldapproximately be 1.1 cents
per pound live weight; for the second class 0.9 cent, and for the third
class 0.8 cent, based on normal live-weight values.
In view of? the fact that cattle and the principal, productss thereof
are grouped in paragraph 701, provision might thefe be made for
"beef and veal, prepared or preserved in any manner, not specially
provided for. This would include such products as corned beef
and canned beef, which otherwise would be dutiable under the
general provision in paragraph 706.
PARAGRAPH 702.
H. I. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 702. Sheep and goats. 1 cent per
pound; fresh mutton, it cents per pound:
fresh lamb, 2 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR, 22.8. Sheep, one year old or over,
one dollar and fifty cents per bead; less
than one year old, seventy-five cents per
head.
PAR. 229. All other live animals, not
specially provided for in this section,
twenty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 85. Fresh * * * mutton.

PAR. 619. * * * sheep, and all other
domestic live animals suitable for human
food not otherwise provided for in this
section [Freel.
PR. 5. Meats: Fresh * * * utton, lamb. * * *[Free

lamb,

*

per pound.

*

*

one and one-half cents

s Sheep; Ono year old or over, $2per bead; less than one year old, 11 per head. (Par. 13, emergency
tariff act of 1921.)
Fresh or froten mutton, lamb, 2 ceiltsper pound. (Par. 14, emergency tariff act of 1921.)
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SHEEP AND GOATS.

(See Report ou the Wool-groIng Industry.)

Production.-In actual number of sheep the United States ranks
fourth among the countries of the world, but in the number relative
to the population it is far below other countries, notably New Zealand, Australia, Uruguay, and Ar entina. Since 1900 the number of
sheep
capita has
steadily
(barring
a slight
increase
during per
the war).
In 1900
there decreased
were 39,853,000
animal
of shearing
age, in 1920 only 34,985,000. The number of goats, on the other
hand, rose from 3,000,000 in 1910 to 3,500,000 in 1920. In the far
West the decline in the sheep population has primarily been due to
the effects of homesteading; in the farming regions it has resulted
largely from the competition of other farm enterprises.
Sheep are especially adapted to rough land; goats to dry shrubby'
regons. Goats do well where sheep can not exist unless fed. Texas
leads in the number of goats with 1,707,000 head, New Mexico 'being
second with 227,000. Texas also has the largest number of sheep.
2,552,000; it is followed by California with 2,356,000 and Ohio with
2,103 000. Michigoeis the only other State east of the Mississippi
that has more than i000000 head. •
Imports of sheep were negligible prior to 1914, when 223,729 were
brought: in 92 per cent from Mexico and the remainder largely from
Canada. burig the later years they were for immediate slaughter
and were chieflyfrom Canada, while the goats were mostly from Mexico
and the West-Indies. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918

(9K 1921
tonthe).

1919

I

h uantty (number) ........................
alue
......................................

150,203
$1,653,717

$2,473,386

Z34,774

172.906
$1,730,272

63,117
$0,071

,uantty
(number) ....................
alue........... ...............

43,749
$120,294

8,63
$20,871

11,648
$51,141

290
$00

Goats:

The table below, showing imports by months for 1920 and 1921.
indicates the effect of the emergency tariff act I upon imports.
Month.
January ..............................
February.
..................................
March...........
..
April
...................................
May ...........................
....................
f lleo ......
.,

Quantity.

1920

8,811
3,2U8
247
1,783
1,114
8*....

1921

I=

-Value.

INumber.
6,232

$127,381
Q4

1,241
1.234
418
1,815
49
10
1.
- dutable
free~l!
.... .......-"f,iii
July .....................................
84
dutib
.
118
Ausyt ................................. re.
........ ...... 9,967
Sdutiable
7
free .............
etber........................
31,931
dutiable ..............
3
18,607
...........
fdutble
oe....e......................
67
$.0
.
r...................free
11,3
dutiable..............
92

47,693

*Atl

1,483

AA

I
I

16,145

-

1921

"

41
W
4,0
Af
10,000

12,925
24,330

7,781
3,446
10,411
211
538

24..
W;

4,821
2,024

....24..85

4,414

165

371,079

..........."
lb&%711

163,35

95
87,939
6,139
A,905
3,850
l0,20

&"'1Cattleand sheep and other stock Impo'led for breeding purpose shll be admitted free of dutty."
No separate rlasltkatlon for sheepe, for breedng purposes," priot to June, 1921.
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Exports of sheep and goats have never been more than negligible
in amount. The average annual value of sheep exported during the
period f6r 1913-1917 was $99,606. The demoralized market of 1921
permitted the shipment of 106,000 head mainly to Mexico; the bulk
of those export in 1919 also went to that country. Exports of
sheep since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
191,R
Number .......................................
Vlu .
..............................

7,962
8120,882

1919

1921
im 19o (9 Month).

34,531
$3M9,974

48,878
$571,690

105,922
M,283

Important changes in classiftation, etc.-See General Notes on

paragraph, page 636.
FRESH MUTTON AND LAMB.

Production in 1914 was 629,232,690 p6unds, valued at $74,675,627,
495,000,000 pounds in 1909, 460,000,000 pounds in 1904, and 400,000,000 pounds in 1899. In 1919, production had declined to
501,201,000 pounds with a value of $120,451,000. Of the sheep
slaughtered in 1916 by interstate slaughterers, 86.4 per cent was
liandled by the five big packing companies, 63.4 per cent in Chicago,
Kansas City, Omaha, and New York City.
Imports.-After the removal of the duty in 1913, imports of mutton
in 1914 increased from 212,843 po Uns in the previous year to
9,705,923 pounds and of lamb from 12,722 pounds to '3,026,372
pounds. These imports were about 2.5 per cent of the domestic
production. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1919

1918
Fresh mutton:
Quantity (pounds) ...............
Value .............................
Fresh lamb:
Quantity (pounds) .......

145
24,594
.......

Value ..............................

85,741

$129,694

3&,42
4,851,758

81,001,830

1921
9mouts).

1920

23,468,107
23,48, 97 8
77,700,214

$10,087,676

10139
15,241,200

$1,639,468

The greatly increased imports in 1920 consisted largely of British
surplus stocks from New Zealand.
Below is given a comparison by months for 1920. and 1921 of
imports of fresh mutton and lamb provided for in paragraph 14 of
the emergency tariff act of'1921.
Quantity.
1990
1921

Month.

Pound.
Pound,.
804,61 13,884,205
850,243 4,980,140
744,174
415,96
2,358,&58
63,380
ay..................................5253,952
47,387
Jun ................................
.. 2,033,2D0
103,82
.............................. 5,181,525
113,80
August.............
13,9,578
817 243
January ................................................
February ....... ......................
arch...................................

...

Nobr

...........

O.1.301.33
.....................

......
18,40,700
1 ,8,347

1,418,z1

Value.
1920
$180,599
189,405
178,075
411,252
539,813
282,978
701,227
1,971,72

,18,4

1921
$1,304,914
594,741
50,533
10,311
7,o23
12,712
20,8
146

a2.m
0

3, 191,8W

212,397

1X2;76

28,933
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Export.-Before the war the proportion taken by the United Kingdom decreased from 43 per cent in 1909 to 10 per cent in 1913; and that
by Canada increased from 16 to 80 per cent. New Zealand is the
most important exporter, shipping 212,000,000 pounds in 1911.
Argentina, Australia, and Uruguay export more than this country.
Exports of mutton (except canned) for the calendar years 1918-1-921
have been as follows:
1919

1918

..............
- tjYPue

...................

1920

815

00 164

3lo7g,409

8'132

3,f7

&758,5

(9m t
(9 onths).
6,40,199

.$I,193,m

In 1919 Canada took 86 per cent and in 1920, 51 per cent of the
total exports.
Important change in dassifition, etc.-See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH,

Important change in clasfation.-Mutton and lamb are put in

with sheep in accordance with the general plan
the
same paragraph
in this schedule. A new specific provision i made for
of grouping

goats, and the rate upon sheep is put upon a basis of live weight,
rather than per head as in the act of 1909 (par. 228)'.
Freshnutton and lamb were-on the free list (par, 645) of the 1913
are dutiable under paragraph 14 of the emergency tariff
act
and1921.
act of
Sheep were on the free list (par. 619) of the act of 1913
and are dutiable under paragraph 13 of the emergency tariff act of
May 27, 1921.

uggeete4 changees.-Under the emergency tariff act sheep less than
one year old are dutiable at $1 per head, one year old or older at $2
per head, while H. R. 7456 bases the duty upon live weight-I cent
per pound. There is much less need for a duty per pound of live
weight in the case of sheep than of cattle. (See par. 701.) Owing
to the character of the sheep and lamb market, a flat rate per head
may be applied to both sheep and lambs; the much higher price paid
for lambs per 100 pounds virtually offsets the lower price for sheep;
the weight of which, per head, averages much greater than that of
lambs.
The limited outlet for dressed mutton, compared with dressed
lamb, also suggests a single classification for the two products. The
same rates as on sheep and lambs may be applied to goats and the
rate on fresh mutton and lamb may with approximate justice be
applied to goat meat.
Provision might 'also be made for mtton and lamb, prepared or
preserved,
tke
a care of such product as canned mutton.
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PARAGRAPH 708.
SENATE AM

I. R. 7486.

ZTDWNTO,

PAR. 703. Swine, one-half of I cent per

Iound; fresh pork, three-fourths of 1 cent

per pound; bacon, hams, and shoulders,
of pork, prepared or preserved, 1 cents
per pound; lard, 1 cent per pound; lard,
compounds and lard substitutes, 20 per
contum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

:"-#u. 226. Swine, one dollar and fifty
Nul per head.
P it. 284. Bacon and ham, four cents

PAn. 619. Swine, * * * [Freej.
PA.4. Mest:Fres

ppound.

*

**

pork,

PAR. 285. Fresh. * * * pork, * * *
bacon and hams; * * * ree
on
one-half cents per pound.
PAR. 528. Lard, lard compounds, and
Lard, one and one-half cents
?AV:.
IMrreapoding provision for lard lard substitutes [Freo].
compounds and lard substitutes.]
SW[NE.

Producion.--TheUnited States is by far.the most important swineproducing country in the world, the number on farms, January 1,
1919, being estimated as 75,587,000, a steady increase from about
59,000,000 in 1914. This increase was influenced by demands during
the war. By January, 1921, the number haddecreised to 66,049,000.
About one-half of the hogs are found in the corn belt-Iowa, Illinois,
Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Indiana, and Ohio. These States convert corn into pork which, because of its much greater. value, can
better bear transportation charges.
Imports.-With the removal of the duty of $1.50 per head, there
was an increase from 1,547 head in 1913 to 96,429 head in 1914,
valued at $1,473,357. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

Number .........

.............

Value .............................

1918

1919

7,474
$185,617

$75,25

20,657

1

1

1,090

$22,s868

1921
(9 months).

1

1,399

$,218

In 1920, 86 per cent of the imports were from Canada.
Exports.--The export trade in live swine, except pure-bred stock,
is confined for the mbst part to neighboring countries. Exports since
1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
--

•1921

1918

Number .....................................
Value ........................................

.

10,30

$33,729

!

1919

24,74.

$63,911i

1920

Sip 55, 250
723,784

(9 months).

W85

$1,471,708

I Pork dutiable at 2 oents per pound. (Per. 14, emergency tariff act of 1921.)
IMeats of all kinds, prepared or proved, n. s. p. f.,7per centure ad ralorem. (Par. 14, emergicy
tariff act of 1921.)
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In 1920, 86 per cent of the exports went to Cuba.
Importnt cMange8 in ckaeieftaion, etc.--See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 642.
FRESH PORK.

A4"

Production.-Over 44,000,000 hogs were slaughtered in 1919 and
the production of dressed pork was 2,112,000,000 pounds, valued at
$532,000,000, an increase from 1,877,000 000 pounds, valued at
$226,000,000 in 1914. Pork packing is wed adapted to small establishments, therefore concentration is much less marked than in the
slaughter of other food animals. Of the hogs handled in 1916 by
interstate slaughterers, 18.4 per cent were slaughtered in Chicago, as
compared with 24.5 per cent of the cattle.
imports of fresh pork previous to 1914 ranged from 130,000 pounds
to 260,000 pounds. With the removal of the duty in 1914 they rose
to 4,700,000 pounds, and in 1915 to 16,200,000 pounds, almost all of
which came from Canada. From 1916 to 1918 (fiscal year) imports
declined to less than 2,000,000 pounds annually. Later statistics for
calendar years follow:

a tty.(po.ds)

....

......

: .......

2,779,361

i,716,989

435 ,1

1,41,009

5110,397

$11,092

•001,051

$37M,396

(9 m3921 )
(9moniths).

1920

1919

1918

Below is given a comparison of imports, by months for 1920 and
1921 of fresh pork, provided for in paragraph 14 of the emergency
tariff act of 1921
Quantity.
Month.s90

Pounds.

Pounds.

..................................
...............................

December ............................. :............

37, 492
33,183
138,539

127,155
231,013
46,249
69,611
148,410

January ................................................
February ..............................................
Msrceh .................................................
April .........................................
I
May. ......................................
June................................................
July ............................................
August....................................
.
................................
....
8epten~ber

October
November.

Value.

30,207

68,058

33,877
47,959
50,6M0

=,355

11,916
20,410
6

47

6,(
228,180

4,6
873
107,847

88i
810
125p, 114

12

P,504
53,817
11,369
18,747
41,792
13,029
11, 85
16,991
18,664
1285M
W, 188

39,341

50,896

j

90

12

3983

$12,763
16,517
36,460)
9,869
8,739
11,231
2,70M5
4,42
7,ag
206
1%,770
22,978

Exports of fresh pork are uninportant compared with exports of
other pork products. Before the war they ranged from 1,040,00)
to 2,597,000 pounds, but in 1916 expanded to 63,005,000 pounds.
The United Kingdom took 26,402,000 pounds and Canada 32,962,00)
pounds. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
1919

191)4

uantity (pounds) ...................
aue.. ............................

11,l
a

. . .

, 90

635

1

1920

~

28~7,7

347,9

1

I21

(9 monts).
4,44:'

00 Z6

,
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In 1919, 82 per cent of the exports went to Canada while in 1920
the United Kingdom took 51 per cent and Canada 33 per cent.
Important ckaiges in d if6tion, etc.-See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 642.
BAOON AND HAMS.

Imports before 1914 ranged from 400,000 pounds to 650,000
pounds, but rose in 1914, with the abolition of the duty, to 2,131,000
pounds and in 1915 to 7,533,000 pounds (96 per cent from Canada).
Later statistics, for calendar years follow:
1918
Pun t

1919
2 608,235
Viii, 730

(unds) .....................
187/1387
................................ ~
6so

1920

(9 months).

754,735
$284,219

182,412
$5683

Nearly 90 per cent came from Canada in 1920.
Below is given a comparison of imports, by months, tor 1920 and
1921 of bacon and hamsI provided for in paragraph 14 of the emergency tariff act of 1921.
Value.

Quantity;
Month.

January

.............

February.....

2
* POU26R.

March ..............
.............
April ...................................
i
May ................................................
June ..................................
July ..........................................

August ............................................

J 1921

20

1921

I Poamuw.

$25,554
5,
782
59,100
I........ 7,375
15,4 1
47,483
29,041
14,411
9,t9
113,580
49,317
27,831
13,5(
'38,401
8,754
11,063
3,81]
7,291 .......
3,522.........
102,025............
31,218 ...........
80,550

23,772

73

Oetem ........................... ....................

60

November.

41998

33,061.........

22,537 .........
Octobr...4...............3547.........186234?
.................................

Deember ......................................

13,174 ....

........

917........
,953........

Elxport..-The United States is by far the leading country in the
export of hams and bacon; Denmark follows, but is far below, and
Canada is next. Exports of bacon before the war ranged from
152,000,000 pounds in 1910 to 208,000,000 pounds in 1912. Exports
of hams, shoulders, and bacon reached an unprecedented figure in
1918 (fiscal year). Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921
follow:
1921
(9 months).
Bacon:

0s
004 rl?,B27
......... 1
Vau (pounds)...............
90, 297494 S636,675,572
ntty (pounds)....................i 104,788,081 1
Hams and shoulders, cured:
quantity
(p&un1)
.
37, 213,041 *17
896,&795,63.
185,248,755
.........................
.8...
A88$
1
7
$0,7,6
'Included In "All other, prepared or preserved axmts," after May, 1921.

,n
354,74,660
17,948,909

.0A
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In 1920, 63 pbr cent of the hams and shoulders and 54 per cent of

the bacon exported went to the United Kingdo., France, Germany,
and the Netherlands, and Belgium also received important amounts.
Importnt changes in dassification, e.--See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 642.
LARD.

Viecription and uees.-Lard is America's most, important fat,

butter excepted. The term includes prime steam, neutral, leaf,
and all lards made from hog fat exclusively. By far the larger part
of the output of big packig plants is prime steam lard, produced
by the live-steam method of rendering the chopped fats. Leaf lard
is kettle rendered from the leaf fats that surround the kidneys.
Neutral lard, or "neutral," is kettle rendered, but at a lower tempractically
no hog
lard,in sooleomargarine.
that it retains Large
peratureandthan
o
is ordinary
used largely
quantities
Favor,
lard are chilled and pressed to separate the stearin from the olein
and palmitin. Stearifi is mixed with ordinary lard to give it firmness
in warm weather and to make a base for margarines; it is also used
in making candles. Olein or lard oil is used in signal lights and
miner's lamps and as a lubricant.
Production of lard in 1914 was 1,119,188,675 pounds, valued at
$120,414,007, a decrease of 10 per cent compared with 1909, coinciding
with a greatly increased use of lard compounds and substitutes for culinary purposes. The figures given do not include the output of small

butchers nor that of farmers, estimated at perhaps 1,000,000,000

pounds. Under favorable conditions the, output can be quickly
increased, as instanced by the increase in the number of swine on
farms from 67,503,000 in 1917 to 71,374,000-in 1918. In 1919production rose to 1,373,000,OQ) pounds, valued at $416,000,000.
Impor!8 of lard are insignificant compared with production or
export, having reached the maximum of 1,131,998 pounds, including
compounds and substitutes, in the fiscal year 1918, with, 230,816
pounds as the average for the four years previous. Under a duty of
Ij cents per pound 4,117 pounds were imported in 1913 and 125,63C
pounds came in. duty free in 1914. Later imports of lard, lard COnlpounds, and lard substitutes for calendar years are as follows:
1918

......
/
uantity(poud)
V a. .u . . . . . . . . . .................

....

I

80D, 77.

!y.. .
$182,1

1919

$1,042,9

I=

14, 4,

$3,099

(9 moi1hq).

741
$7I41_

Exports of lard in 1920 (calendar year) were 612,000,000 pounds,
valued at $143,000,000, about 21 per cent going to the United
Kingdom, 20 per cent to Germany, and 15 per cent to the Netherlands. Exports decreased during the war. The average for 1915--

1918 was 434,954,000 pounds, compared with 502,211,000 pounds

for 1911-1914. Higher prices, difficulties of trans-Atlantic shipping,
and loss of exports to Germany (normally about 30 per cent) prof-

ably explain the decrease.

Before the war lard was by far the most

important export of the meat-packing industry. Exports of neutral

lard were 6,307,000 pounds in 1918 (fiscal year) as compared with
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the minm of,62,317,909 poundsin'1912.' Statistics of'exports
since 1917 by calendar years follow:
mUths).
uatity (pounds) ........

45 ,17,$)
11 9

.'... .......

NoutMl la:

.,.

(ptu).
..

............

01

901,811i

14,9II X 9,44

............... .............
...

2,780

,7,137

1

_249,
9

143,87441
22,02

2
$1__,05_.,

4 7227(8

2O,,oeo

Imporont changes in' Ck48t action, de.--See General Notes on
Pararph,page 642'.
LARD SUJI5TTU'fl

D LARD OMUND.

Description and uwm.-Lard substitutes and lard compounds, are
of t*o type--(i), those containin abase of animal fats, and' (2)
those made entirely from veetable' oils by a process of hydrogen.tioni '.The first is made -bi i heatoedvegetable oil with a proper proportion of melted hog or beef fats; thii is quickly chilled and
violently beaten to give- it the appearance of natural lard. The
second, from vegeta
oils is a recent development. The refined
and bleached oil is subjected to s hardening process in which reduced
nickel is employed to effect a combination of the hydrogen gas and
liquid glyceIdes. The oleins of, the, oil are changed into stearins
which are solid at ordinary temperatures. By this process most ;$
our tremendous production of cotton seed oil -has been made available for use as a cooking fat.
Productionof 1,173,446,000 pounds of lard substitutes was reported
in 1917, an increase of 146,313,000 over 1916. 4The moot important
constituent of this lard substitute was cottonseed oil, of which
1,069,214,000' pounds were used; 55,000,000 pounds of stearin,
34,000,000 pounds of soy-bean oil, 17,000,000 pounds of vegetable
stearin, and 12,000,000 pounds of peanut oil were also employed.
Besides an enormous increase in the output of lard substitutes, the
variety of oils used therein has also increased. Of the materials
used in producing lard substitutes in 1918 less than 10 per cent were
imported.
imports of lard compounds and substitutes are combined in the
statistics with the imports of lard.
Exporto of lard compounds and substitutes decreased during the
war, averaging 65,500,000 pounds for 1911-1914 and 52,500,000 for
1915-1918. Statisticsof exports for the calendar years 1918-1921
follow:

02304-22--,41

I-

M2
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14-1020 Oubarewived;22. er cntof .the total exports,; Mexieo,
19per cent, and the United Kingdom; 13Lper c~nt.::
important changes in lawifca w"n, etc.e below.
GZNoZ"L NOTUS ON PARAGRAPH.

Important clange8 in c asifiption.-Swine are transferred from the

free lit of the aet of 1913 (par, 619). Several provisions for hogs
,and hog products have been, combined in one paragraph.' Nepessakily their tariff problems require joint consideration. A new.provision b. been added for shoulders of pork. To avoid conflict, and
.e. ,,of possible. substitution,, lard .eompouds and lard uhstitutes xempt from duty under'the act of 1913' (par. 528), w. assessed
the same duty as hydrogenated oils provided for in paragraph 52.
Fresh pork ad bacon nAd hams, were o ,the fne list (par.. S45) -of
the act of 1913. The emergency tariff actof 1921' (oar. 14) imposes
a duty on cneats of all .kinds,preparo4 or preserved, n. s8.p. f. , ,
,Sujgeted dnges.-!-Pickled or cured. porkwhich is in part dutiable
under paragraph 706 constitutes by Iar the largest item in our pork
trade. To maintain the general phA of bruini together the prn,houereofpork,prepared
&
eipal hog products, it i sugg"tedtat
orpreserved/" be replaced 1y ",'allother pork, prepare or prievred,
.,
nd ,not specillyprovided for,"
PA G APH 70C
H. R.-7459&;_

8SNAT:P .AMEIXNS

Pi. 704. Reindeer meat, 20 per centurn ad valorem; venison aid other game
not specially provided 'for, 1J, ents per,

ACT ot: 1909.

ACT OT 1918.'

PAR. 297. Venison, and other game, It
venison and ether
PAR,. 285. , *
game, exet birds, one ansi one-half cents pr pound;.: * *
cents per poun,.
[No corresponding provision for r in- INo corresponding prvision for reindeer meat]
deer meat.]

REINDEER MEAT.

Descriotion and wes.-Within the last decade reindeer have become the principal source of meat supply for the natives of Alaska.

The skin is highlyprized, for clothingon account of its frost-resisting
qualities. The Alaskan reindeer is a domestic animal which is
able to live on the moss and other sparse vegetation of tihe Arctics.
The average dressed weight of the carcass is 150 pounds. The meat
is not a game" variety, but has a distinctive, fine flavor ,And in
quality has been classed with beef and mutton.
Production and imports.-Reindeer are not native to Alaska;
imports from Siberia have formed the basis of herds vehich now
number about 93,000 animals. Three4ourths of these are owned
by natives. There is now an increasing surplus over local require-

A
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ments. In 1920 shipments' to "the Unted -States amounted to 1,600
carcasses, weighing about 250,000 pounds, valued at $60,000. Reindeer are also produced in Scandinavian countries.
Important changes in ds-if8icion..--See General Notes on Para.

grapi below.

-,

.,

V 418ON AND OTHER GAME.

'.

'

Various Federal and,State statutes!place certain, limitations on' the
commerce in game, defining hunting seasonsproviding for hunting
licen's" d tag jimits, and condition the obsession, sale, and
export of game. The Criminal Code of March 4, 1909 '(35 Stat.,
1137) prohibits the importation or, interstate transportation of
certain noxious animals and birds and of animals and birds illegally
imported or killed or shipped in violation of State laws. The act of
May 25, 1900, subjets foreign game to State laws prohibiting sale,
etc., and paragraph 347 of the act of 1913 prohibits the importation
of plumes, feathers, skins, etc., of wild birds, except for scientific
or
educational purposes. These laws tend to restrict the commnerce
inganie..
Imports in 1913 of-venison reached the maximum of -294,315
pounds, valued'at $46,739; of all other game except birds, 448,570
pounds, valued; st $31,763. In 1915" imports of "game birds,
dressed," were valued at $15,354. Later statistics follow: '
*

,aie

Quaotity.

Vaiae.

ft iy.

VENISON,

loll.;
.... .............
191j

..........
*....

.

......

192..............
...................
1921 (9 months)..................................

Pounds.

44t8
18 82

7 9W8
41,54

41406,5,t oo

~

Prci 0
7

2,517

.i 0

8.03
....

'AIL OTHERk GAME EXCEPT BIRDS.

1918................
1918
1919....................
1921 (9months)..................

......

.
..........

96,042
508,740
, 478

88,97
$ 4411
8,7
:3
107,5 ..........

10.057

11.02
.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Importani changed in d~ssifiwation.-In this paragraph relating to
game other than birds (par. 712) a new specific provision has been
made for reindeer meat which resembles game in use.

SuygFeded cha-Ange.-Page 85, line 5, of H. R. 7456: Insert "except
birds' after "game."
;,
-
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PARAOJIAPU 70o*,

H. R. 7480.
PA. 705. Extract, of meat, Includin

fluid, 15 cents per pound.

ACT O 1909.

A(CT OF 1913.

PAR. 287. Extract of meat, not espe
cially provided for In this section, thirty
five cents per pound; fluid extract of
meat, fifteen cents per pound,, but thie
dutiable weight of the extract of meat an(I
of the fluid extract of meat shall not Inelude the weight of the package in whicl
the same is imported.

PAR. 228. Extract of meat, not ape.
cially provided for in this section, 10
cento per pound; fluid extract of meat, 5
cents per pound,'but the dutiable weight
of the extract of meat and of the fluid
extract of meat shall not include the
of thepaekp in
isweight
iopqrtd.
+ which the same

MEA4T XXTRAOT.

De8iptiou and s8.-Meat extract is obtained by boiling meat
withkwater, andconentrating the evaporated portion after the removal of fats. It is now largely a by-product of packing houses.
In cooking, pannig, and soak meats the meat juice are dissolved
to a considerable extent in the: water; by evaporating this waer +th
meat extract is obtained. Fluid extractO.f meat is the same as meat
extract, but less con ptrated.. A true meat extract contains only
ingredients of meat soluble in hot water. A standard commercial
variety shows 58.5 per cent organic matter, 21.5 per cent inorganic
matter (salts), and 20 per cent water. Bouillon cubes, fluid, and
semisolid extracts of meat are sold under various trade names.
Gelatin, blood, albumen, (: meat fiber are added to some extracts of
beef, and sometimes the albumen is more or less peptonized. True
meat extract has very little if any food value and can not be regarded
as concentrated meat, but possesses marked stimulative and restorative properties, Being rich in cooked meat substances, it is used for
flavoing soup$.
Import, in 1918 (fiscal year) were 12 pound of fluid and 1,401
pounds of all other meat extracts. Since 1912 imports have not
exceeded 200,000 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

tvalom

Duty.

FLUID EXTRACT OF MEAT.

Pou14d

1(918 .................................................

43

1919....................................
192 ................................................
1921 (9 months) ...............................

$71

13,000

17,342

2,642

2,367

133

$2
630
127

162..................

Per cent.
3.03
3.75
5.37

ALL OTHER EXTRACT OF MEAT.
A4918 ...........................................

919.....................................

192 .............

1921 (9 months). ......

........................

o........................

I

:

5,68
12,003
,46

62592

58,747
$58
6.39
11,240
1,200
10.67
43,990
6,259
14.23
23,U ...................
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lmportant$change8 inda88ifimtio.-The provisions for fluid extract
of meat and a,1 other meat extract, separately provided for in previous
acts,mae here grouped together. The exception concerning Weight of
as imnecesomitted
1918 iswould
228 of the
in paragraph
packages
be taken.
rate,actnetofweight
under a specific
sar, ecause
I/ gested c 3ge.-The words "including fluid" ma be omitted,
since the:term "extract" appears to be sufficiently inclusive.
-PARAGRAPH 700.
M R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. '706, Sausage casings, weasands,
intestines, bladders, tendons and integuments, not specially provided for; meats,
fresh, prepared, or preserved, not specially provided for, 15 per centum ad valorem:
Provided, That no meats of any kind shall
be imported into the United States unless
the same is healthful,* wholesome, and
fit for human food and contains no dye,
chemical, preservative, or ingredient
which renders the same unhealthful, unwholesome, or unfit for human food, and
unless the same also complies with the
rules and regulations made by the Secretary of Agriculture, and that, after entry
into the United States in compliance with
said rules and regulations, said meats shall
be deemed and treated as domestic meats
within the meaning of and shall be subject to the provisions of the Act of June
30, 1906 (Thirty-fourth Statutes at Large,
page 674), commonly called the "Meat
In3pectiou Amendment," and the Act of
June 30, 1906 (Thirty-fourth Statutes at
Large page 768), commonly called the
"Food and Drugs Act," and that the
Secretary of Agriculture be and hereby
is authorized tomakerulesand regulations
to carry out the purposes of this provision,
and that in such rules and regulations the
Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe.
the terms and conditions for the destruction of all such meats offered for, entry
and refused admission into the United
States unless the same, be, exported by
the consignee within' the time fixed
therefor iii such rules and regulations.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

'PAR. 512. Bladders, and all integu-

PAR. 419. Bladders, and all integu-

mals * * * crude, dried or salted for

mals * * * crude, dried or salted for

ments, tendons and intestines of ani- ments, tendons and intestines of anipreservation only, and unmanufactured, preservation only, and unmanufactured,
not specially provided for in this section not specially provided for in this section
[lFrpe)
[Fr eji.
PAR. 23.
* * fish bladders * * *
PAR. 385. * * * unmanufactured
other than crude or dried or salted for articles not enumerated or provided for
preservation only, valued at not above in this section, a duty of 10 per centum
ten cents per pound, two and one-half ad valorem,
*
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cents per pound; valued at above ten
cents per pound and not above thirty-five
cents per pound, twenty-five per centum
ad valorem; valued above 'thirty-five
cents per pound, fifteen cents per pound
and twentyper centum ad valorem; **
PAR. 286. Meats of all kinds, prepre
or preserved, not specially provided for
in this section, twenty-five per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 667. Sausages, bologna [Free].:

,.,
ACT OF 1013.
wea Isands l within this provision.
'T. D. 35886 of 1915;' United States V.
White, 8 Ct. Oust. Apple., 115, of 1917.
Sausage casings come within paragraph
419 above. (Abstract 197414, T.D. 29288,

of 190.)]

moats -of all ind. ,
PAR. 545.
prepared or preserved, not specially providid for in this section [Free] Providd,
however, That none of the foregoing meats
shall be Oimitted into the United States

unless the same is healthful, wholesome
and fit for human food and contains no
dye, chemical, preservative, or ingredient
which renders the same unhealthful, unwholesome or unfit for human food, and
unless the same also complies with the
rules and regulations made by the Secretaryof Agriculture, and that, after entry
into the United States in compliance with
said rules and regulations, said imported
meats shall be-deemed and treated as
domestic meats within the meaning of
and shall be subject to the provisions of
the, Act of June thirtieth, nineteen hmhundred and six, (Thirty-fourth Statutes
at 'Large, page six hundred and sevent.four), commonly called the Meat Inspec-

tion Amendment, and the Act of June

thirtieth, nineteen hundred and six
(Thirty-fourth Statutes at Large, page
seven: hundred and sixty-eight). commonly called the Food and Drugs Act,
and hat the Secretary of Agriculture be
and hereby is authorized to make rules
and regulations to carry out the purposes
of this paraWaph, and that in such rules
and regulations the Secretary of Agriculture may prescrib the terms and conditions for tle destruction for food purposes
of all such meats offered for entr and
refused amniasiod into the United States
unlem the same be, exported by the consignee within the time fixed therefor in
such rules and regulations.'
SAUSAGE CASINGS, ETC., AND MEATS PREPARED OR PRESERVED N. S. P. F.

Description and ue.-Under this head fall pickled and cured beef,
pickled pork, canned meats, sausage, sausaFe casings, scrapple, head
cheese, livers, sweetbreads, etc. Beef that is dried, salted, orpickled
has lost its former prominent position in trade in favor of chi ed and
frozen beef; pork is, however, most in demand when it is salted,
pickled, curd, or otherwise preserved., Canned meats, of which
there are mnny varieties, are increasing in commercial importance.
Productionof pickled and cured beef for 1899-1914 showed a steady
decline, from 137,000,000 pounds to 91,000:000 pounds; while pickled
and cdred pork remained fairly steady, amounting to 3,138,000,000
pounds in 1899 (including bacon and hams) and, to 2,929,000,000
Meats of all kinds, prepared or premved, u. . p. f. 26 pr ontum ad valorema.. (Par. 14, emergency
b.

tariff act of 1921.).
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pounds in 1914. The production of canned meats increased from
112,000,000 pounds in 1899 to 160,000,000 pounds in, 1914. In 1919
790,703,000 pounds of sausage and 102,281,000 pounds of sausage
casings were produced in packing houses.
Imprts in this class of products are relatively much less important
than exports. Imports of canned corned beef ranged in value from

$118,000 in 1915 to $36,673,000 in 1918 (calendar years). In the
latter year doubtless a large part of the-imports consisted of American
goods returned from Europe. Statistics of imports for the calendar
years 1918-1921 follow:
1918
tlJ8"ty3uds) ......................

aluebeef.
............................
Canned

1919

6,417

71,72

,77

5,3

4,3

$719

ue ......poun. )......................... ......
.. ;7 ,1

Other canned medts:

Other pre
r prwed
85,3
12,3
2 937,392
,0......2........1379,3
................
hds)
Ow
%dai.
us
...................
...........
08
Sausage casngs-intestines, goe.:

0 n tty (poud )......................... .........
V lue .....................................
. 3 , 0

8ausqe casings -weaands or ox gullets:
fjnltity (pounds) .... .

11 23, 02,
$6,69,412

....

Bladders, Integments, tedonsito., orund
$4
manufactured:
,untty
poundsp) ................. .......
e....................................."'
"i
Livers, sweetbreads, etc.:
........

07;
o

-.

....
..................... ... ....""ii08"
Vlue ...... ....
. 8)...............
..............

1921
'(9 months).

1920

1

S

204,28

90,;01

so,

4,0
1978,183
119

8,
1 29
517

12,137,01
,0 ,347

174, 328

7,1 2,056
4 o,20
124848

$

f "

9uantity
(pounds) ............. ................sr
Value ......................................

l

1W388

1__

b81;0

3532074

s

8W,607

tolegs sad snails: "..

u Utty(poxds..................... ..............

W i0e ................

81,11

0,587

406

...

20 40

6,058

73,77

78
$11020

24;814

6.1.....................
$10W

Below is given a comparison by months for 1920 and 1921 of
imports of several items provided for in paragraph 14 of the emergency tarff act of, 1921:
Value.,

Quantity.
Month

:

1920

1921

1920

1921

BOLOGNA 8AUSAGELi
January ...............................................
February..................
...............

Pound..
15,004
7,39

Pound#.
18,009
8 845

April .................................................
Py...........
.........................
June
.........

10,450
1,508
0

6,98
8,106

March

...................................
July .~~~~~~......
......................................
..... ' .... :

3,034

18,9W

..
.

$10,120,
3,270

2,173

$7,282
1,788

8,479

6,004
3,152
1,125
3,708
8250
2.........
..............

.........

July........................
.......
65,143 ... &........ 359.........
August ....................................
25,
726
.. ,261
3,72722.
September ............................................
October........................
.........
19,251........
12,612........
November................................12,573 ........
97
........
December...........
.......
42,300.........
13,889........
I

Included in "All other prepared or preserved meets" after May, 1921.
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Value.,

4iwt,

I

I

mouth.
192

1928 1~21
- • ':

January.....

'

......

' "

Fe84r,118
...... .

'

.

....

.

..

...........

Pornd.

July ...................................................
August ...
............................
September
October ...........................................

,02,738
2,20,70
1,808,110
752,866
857, 04

09,931
758, 288
729,727
470,289

942,01
1,03,014
413,05
634,874

7,082
458,075
430, 806
355,729

622,838

870,877

277,715

4F, 90

404,

876,952

770,259

November ......................................

{

Pound.
704 399
74F,098
I ,12, W
63,983
88,09
1,044,134

899018

......

Juno ...................................................

""

"

AUSAGE CASINOS.-'

'

1921

.......................................
emmber.

439,880
;3281
'
800,,010

W5,282

I
M,23
41 ,310
36561
80?, 733

31,680

382,610

ALL OTUJR PREPARED OR PRESERVED MEATS.
$116,93
8082
38,5
Jaur............ ..............
183, 572
,50147
851, 959
....................
;
.......
F
44 271
.
MW&h ..............................................
88,084
4 767
7'Q
205,4
....... ............................
7,.88
982,222
a . ..:..........
....................................
Jun.
W
.77 20,4,77
.................... 1, ,74
July..
u
. ............ a........................
533,
82,782
7788

September.......................................

October ...........................................
........................
November .......
December .............................................

4, 80S

500,1%

123W

6210, 984
2, 2,56
1 732
18
736
2781
28,687
98,792

96, 40

139,57
163,714
477,889

8523
;
281,620
817,941

,779 ..........
.....

14 882

285,18
53,702
574,708
498, 98
00
,
1,398, * 1 44

CANNED MEATS.

... .,
.
.............
uly ............... ...................................
.... .....

Juy t ...............................................

fttem

............................................

ber.............................
oemtober ......................................

...............

.

89242............
7 502 ............
712

.,417
embe...... ....................................-

De-ember,

,,

12,297+

........
,

2441
1,755
2,510

5,583
3....

3,08

255.

Ezports of canned beef before the war ranged from 3,464,000 pounds
(minimum) in 1914 to 14,804,000 pounds (maximum) in 1910. The
United Kingdom is normally the largest purchaser; smaller amounts
goto British Africa, the Philippines, Belgium, and Panama.
Exports reached the unprecedented figure of 97,343,000 pounds in
1918 (fiscal year). Exports of pickled and other cured beef also rose
during the war reachiR$ the maximum, 58,053,000 pounds in 1917.
Normialy the United Ingdom takes about 25 per cent; Newfoundnext.
andTGena~ny
land
, Exports
of pickledrank
pork
fluctuated from 63,460,000 pounds in 1916
to 33,221,000 pounds in !918 (fiscal- years), with Catiada and the
United Kiigdom the most important destinations. Exports of canned
and other sausage increased to 15,026 449 pounds in 1918 (fiscal year).
Most of this increase went to France, but normally more goes to Cuba.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:
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191•
Canned iUsagv
Quautty (pounds) ...................
Valuesausage::..........................
All other
Quantity
(pounds)
................. ...
Value
.........
.....................
Beef pickled, and other cured:
$uantlty (pounds)., ...............
- '.$. ...................
. ..........

Bed canned:

..

GZasi

......

ty (pounds) ....

....................
Pork pickled.,
(hatity (pounds) ........................

value..................................

Pork canned:
...................
ty (pounds) ;...............
Vaue .............
.........
8ausge

np:

r
~ound)....
. Value .....................

All other meat products, canned:

Value ............................. ]
Ali other meqt prodiuts-eucept canned:
Valuo .....

;..........................

1921
(9 months).

6,349602
1,8,199

8,198, 3
,761,944
,

7,168,291
$2,34,884

2060,M,
b719,80T

Si6 020,354'
12#,M
r/
..
44, , 020
f7,921,220

13, 911,N0
8,286

4,888,143
$1,
670,

0
420, 04, 721
"$8,739,141

10,509,096
$4,IV, 674
8 -,
2,771,176
P,8W,165

$51,498,010

53,$07,32W

t00%7, 964

23,70,0

36 671,60

81,55, O7

34,113,875

88,632,518

38,708,841

5, ';S
7,342
$9,

5,791,
706
422,s4

194
5802 241
l

IQ41,47,163

u$

.....
............

1 o

55,78,11

819p W

$lN,,

$6, 948,892

$11,842612

,128,557

,171,518g

1

,4,6

25,647,

$7070*024

42
26,
4, 477028
SD,Uts 2,28*187
$5,8jo, 5

4,937,391
32,611~,W

18,968,576
$2,IN, 557

0, 480,
$ ,

$7,189,,689

A3433 70
757,318
DSos

O

25,568,832
j ,s , W

83,M, 1t
$3,894830

Important chanuuw in da88ifWation.--SpecifiQ provision is made for
sausage casings (free under paragraph 419, act of 1913, Abstract
19744, T. D. 29288 of 1908) and weasands, dutiable as an unenumerated unmanufactured article (United State8 v. White, 8 Ct. Cust.

Appls. 115, of 1917; T. D. 35886 of 1915). The other articles were on
the free list (pars. 419 and 545) of the act of 1913.
Suggested clTanqe.-To maintain the general plan of the rearrangement of 'the Alp-cultural Schedule, sausage casings, weasands, intestines, etc.,'might be provided for in a paragraph separate from meats
n. s. p. f.
If specific provision should be md. for prepared or presrved beef
(par. 701), prepared or preserved mukhon (par. 702), and prepared
or preserved pork (par. 703) a provisir might be inserted in this
paragraph for sausage by insertion oi we words "including sausage."
PARAGRAPH 707.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE A.ENDX8NTS.

PAR. 707. Milk, fresh, 1 cent per glon;
sour milk and buttermilk, one-hal of 1
cent per gallon; cream, having less than
30 r centum of butter fat.S cents per
gallon: having 30 per centum or more of
butter fat, 10 cents per gallon.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 247. Milk, fresh, two cents per
gallon: cream, five cents per gallon.
[No corresponding provision for sour
milk and buttermilk.]

ACT OF 1913.
547. Milk and cream,
I
JNo corresponding
provision for sour
milk and buttermilk.]
PAR.

[Free].

0

' Milk, fresh, 2 cents per gallon; cream, 5tents per gallon. (Par. 23, emergency tariff act of 1921.)
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MIL K AND) OURA.

(See Survey G-7.)
W,!

Decriptienand tuis.-Milk and cream are among the most important of foods, furnishing from 16 to 18per cent of the nourishment
of the a'Yerage American family. In the value of its annual output
the dairy industry approximates the production of wheat. International trade in unmanufactured milk and cream however, is very
small relative to the country's total supply and demand. Because
of its limited keeping quality the niaxiiium distance that milk can
profitablV be shipped is about 500 miles. The great bulk of the
imports moves from eastern Canada to the New England States.
Production of milk in 1920 was 89,658,000,000 pounds valued, at
about $2,000,000,000. The number of milch cows increased from
18,150,000 in 1910 to 19,672,000 in 1919. Since that year there has
been a slight decrease.
Import in 1913 of fresh cream amounted to 1,247,000 gallons
valued at $1,068,000; of fresh milk, 46,000 gallons valued at $6,900.
Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
.8 992
.

19&

1919

Fresh mik:
,9,8
• .nt (PUM )............. .........
lue .......................... .... ..
fecream:
Presh
4uanu

(glos.................74,31
...........
.....
Cj am-preserved or condensed or sterilized:
quantity (pounds) .......................

2,7 ,3o40

M
7, 073

73,89

SValue.....

.

703

1921

192D ,(9
2 ,5 7

Months).

6i22,4

*,781
[M 8

931,1416
$111,130

1,597,160
-$2,079,63

1,533,573
,92,051

240,290

&52,631
13,30

~77, $32,92

s66
*0

Below ig given a eomParison by months for 1920 and 1921 of fresh
milk and cream, provided for in paragraph -23 "of the omergenoy
tariff act of 1921',
Quantity.
Month.

'.

January ................................................
February ..............................................
....
.........................
March .................
April ..............
May......................
................
June ...
... ........................................
July ....................................................
August .................................................
September
..................................
October.....................................383,823
November.........
December ............

...........................
.
.
........

Value.

.

1920
=

1921

G o ..

(7talow.

145,924
120,363
160,167
234179
42724*
726,006
545,464
683,925
54,000
424,003

$76,970
52,226
75,367
19,046:
211,120
"/799
19:200
612,4
371,378
28.3674 I

$69,662
43,022
72,
129,131
270,370
488,446
372,699
425,633
404,977
314,091

01,230
20,674

389, 044
310,00

17, 092
1

248,55
71,098

198,159
141,196
169,95
221,961
843,
473,853
457,614
703,150
625,078

1920

1921

Exports of milk and cream, other than condensed, in 1913 were
valued at $474,000. Later exports by calendar years are as follows:
1918, $528,607; 1919, $1,729,884; 1920, $381,626; 1921 (9 months),
$366,417,
Important changes in cla88fication.-To avoid litigation, new spe-

cific provisions have been made for buttermilk and sour milk, although
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little of either is imported. Milk that has, soured in transit is sometimes sold for its butterfat content. Cream varies greatly in butterfat
content and thus in value. The new provisions for a heavier duty on'
cream having fIore than 30 per cent butterfat coitent is an attempt
to maintain speific-rather than ad valorem xates and yet distribute
the duty more nearly according to the relative value of the products.
Milk and cream were free of-duty under the act of 1913 (par. 547)
and milk, fresh,. and cream are dutiable undere paragraph 23 of the
,,
emergency tari act of 1921,
Suggested cangme.-In view of the fact that imports of sour milk
and buttermilk are insignificant, the specific provisions therefor
mightmilk.
be dropped and, tie word "fresh eliminated in connection
with
There are administrative difficulties in determining the percentage
of butter fat in cream imported on the frontiers.
PARAGRAPH 708.
H.' B. 7456.

SENATBEA

XENDXENTS.

PAR. 708. Milk, condensed or evaporated: In hermetically sealed containers,
unsweetened, 1 cent per pound; sweetened, 1 cents per pound; all other, 11
cents per pound; whole milk powder 3
cents per pound; cream powder, 8 cents
per pound; and skimnmed milk wder
I cents per pound; malted, milk, and
compounds of or substitutes for milk or
cream, 20, per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1913.

PAR. 248. Milk, preserved or condensed,
or sterilized by heating or other processes,
including weight of immediate coverings,
two csjnts per pound; * * *.
[No corresponding provision for the,
other commodities.]

PAR. 547. Milk and cream, including
milk or cream preserved or condensed, or
sterilized by heating or other processes,
* * * [prsee]s
f t
. No corresponding provision for the
other commodities.]

CONDENSED OR EVAPORATED MILK AND RELATED PRODUCTS.
(See Survey G-7.)

Description and use8.-The tremendous growth in recent years in
the production of preserved milk has resulted from the demand for
milk without the bulkiness and perishability of the fresh product, and
from the perfection of methods of manufacture. Water constitutes
about 87 per cent of the weight of fresh milk. In contrast to the
local distribution of fresh milk there is .an extensive domestic and
foreign trade in the condensed, evaporated, and powdered forms.
In 1919, nearly 6,000,000,000 pounds of milk, or over 10 per cent of
the total amount used for manufacturing purposes, was used in the
production of the condensed and evaporated article. This was more
than the amount used for cheese and about one-seventh of that consumed for butter.
"Milk, preserved or oondenmd or terilized by heating or other processes, including weight of immediate
coverings, 2 cents per pound. (Par. 24, emergency tariff act of 1921)
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Both skimmed and unskimmed milk are condensed and evaporated.
Condensed milk is distinguished from evaporated milk largely bythe
fact that as a finished product the former contains about 40 per
cent eane sugar. Evaporated and condensed, milk ite put up rn
small cans for household, hotel, and restaurant trade and. also in
I
bulk for ice-cream manufacturers, bakers, etc.
The value of the various milk products varies widely with the degree
amounts
relative(3.5
table
showsoftheaverage
:The following
concentration.
of
per- centof
pounds
from 100
produce obtained
various
butter fat) milk:
40
. .. .....
Evaporated milk (unsweetened)
36-40
Condensed milk (plus 16 pounds of sugar).. ..............
.............. -25-34
Evaporated bulk milk ..............................
12.5
.....................................
Whole milk powder ...
4.8
..........
..............
............
Cream powder........
7.6
And skimmed-milk powder ............................................
8.2
Skimmed-milk powder ....................................................
4.2
..................................
And butter ...........

Milk powder is made by evaporating whole or skimmed milk to
dryness. In appearance it closely resembles wheat flour. ' Skimmedikpowder,because of its superior keeping qualities, is produced
in larger quantities than the full-milk product.
Pr6ducton of condensed and evaporated milk increased from
1,676,000,000 pounds in 1918 (fiscal year) to 2,94,000,000 pounds
valued at $293,000,000 in 1919. In 1920, with tle falling off of both
foreign and domestic demand, production declined to 1,559,000 000
pounds. The following table indicates that canned evaporated whole
milk and condensed whole milk are the articles of outstanding importance in this group. In contrast to the general decline in 1920,
it is interesting to note the increase in production. of filled milk
(evaporated skimmed milk modified with foreign fats) and also the
increase in powdered milk.
Productionof milk preparations,1918.-19M.4

1919

1918

j

1920

Sweetened condensed milk:
s k ed ........... ........... ..................
...............
Unskimm ed ...... ..........
Bulk gos
.........
#...........
8ki
e
Unskimmed ..........................
Unsweetened
Case od-evaporated milk:
lmed..................
........
rme
............... .........................
Un
k
C

Bulk goods8m
.................... .............
......................
Unskimmed ....
milk modified with
for eign fat:
Evsporated
skimmed
.............
Cuse goods ...................
...............
Bulk goods ...............
Sterilized milk (canned like condensed) .......................
...............
Canned or evaporated buttermilk ...
...................
Powdered whole milk ......
Powdered skimmed wilk ...........................
Powdered cream ......................
Malted milk ................................
Dried or powdered buttermilk ....................
IFrom

411,225,0000

4

,000

12 049,000
918,438,000

7, 232 000

2 t,000

61,79,000
36,910,
OO

O, 442,ooo

41 034,000
f,591000
0; 2K8000
6,534,000

2,748,000
4,415,000
2?, 3, 000

25,432,000

33;078 000

654,000
15,854,000
,341, 000

dig rs of the Bureau of Market, U. S. Depurtmmt of Agriculture.

4223,000

23, 524,000

3)2, 000 ,0! 979,5,528,000
1,159,217,
873, 000

,782,000

183,612,000

7, 700, 00

340, 391, 000

,262,000

K 661.000
592,000

17, 49,000

5,79,o

84,32,000
4,044,000

2,517,000
5,623,000
32,539, 000

1I0.334,000
41; 893, 000
309, 000
19, 715, 000
51704, 000
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Imports of proservedi condens:ed or evaporated milk in 1920 came
largely from, Caneda and the Netherlands. Statistics of imports
since 1917 by calendar year areas: follows:
''

"

11018

1919

........ ........... '191'184'

..........

1,eaI

14

'1,2 2g0

Below is, given a comparison, by months, for 1920 and 1921 of milk
preserved or condense, provided for in paragraph 24 of the emergency tariff act of 1921:.
Quantity.
"r

M onth . , ..

.

1920

. .

Value.

1921

. . .

. ..

1920

Pouede. PoruS.5
' ,162,669
1,8,294 1,00,135

January ..................................
February ....................................

$M,526
219,528

c.1092
, 1

$51,134
227,930

7218

Arl .................................... .......... 1436,056 1,1
702,811....
.268439M
...
......................................
4,1627
36681
July ...................................................
718
623,398
August ................................................
806
September ...............................
1,190 632
October.
.'
.......
......
1,560,298
November
..........................
978 867
December ..........
. . ....
. :6p,20

1921

526

O38 I
p'76
676,6
,387928
180,575
18868
147 756
,

94 067
8,601
34963
43,390

19, 612

41$,394
110 07
109,378
368

1..4......,1.
,
146,081

7,539

133
679

Exports of condensed milk increased tremendously, being
551,139,000 pounds, valued at $72,825,000 in 1018 (fiscal year), as
compared with an average of 15,773,900 pounds for 1910-1914. In
1918 (fiscal year) the United Kingdom, France Belgium and Cuba
were the principal destinations of exports. Statistics for the calendar
years 1918-1921 follow:,
I
1918
Condensed and evaporated milk:
uantty (pounds) ...............

51,1,74

1921
1919

1Q20

82,414

)

(9 months).

(

......
. . . . .7
$..
1 W ...... ....................
Sweetened condensed milk:
unt (pounds) .........................
()
(1)
277,132,114
72 001, 481
.....................................
...
..
547,6j6 4 51 2 3,
,3
Unsweetened evaporated milk:
14 ,129, 067
133, 9A5 868
(1)
O
Quantty (poftnds ) .. .. . .'......... .......
Ve ......................... ........... ,.1 $16,672,; 32 $1,493, 458
Powdered milk:
33a812039
7,1%177
(1)
%q tity(pounds) ............ i.4 ..........
S ............. ................................ ... )
5 79,754$1,124,594
1SWeetened

condensed, unsweetened evaporated, and powdered milk not separately'reporteduntil 1920

Important ehanga9 in dasification.-Milk or cream preserved or

condensed or sterilized by heating or other processes was free under
paragraph 547 of the act of 1913, and milk, so prepared, including

the weight of the immediate coverings, is dutiable under paragraph
24 of the emergency tariff act of 1921. In previous laws all milk
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preparations, including products differing widely in value and in the
amount of raw milk used per pound'of product, were grouped together
and were dutiable at the, same. rate. The present classification distinguishes them, and the duty is distributed more nearly according to
value. The first two clauses cover condensed and evaporated canned
milk,*- The "'all other" clause covers condensed or evaporated bulk
milk, which is usually condensed to a greater degree than the canned
product. The lastclue provides for "filled milk" (condensed
skimmed milk in which other fat has been Substituted for the butter
fat) and for other milk preparations.
Sugf&td cdangtw.--Iu view of judicial constructions narrowg the
word 'compounds" it might be well to insert after the, word, '' com-

pounds," in line 21, page 86, of H. R. 7456, the words "or mixtures,"
making the phrase read "compounds or mixtures of or substitutes
for milk or cream."
"All other" is indefinite;# "in other containers" might' be substituted.

PARAGRAPH 7090.
H. R. 7460.
PAR.

SENATE AEUNDXENTS.

709., Butter, 8 cents per pound;

oleomargrine, 8 cent, per pound..
ACT OF 1909.

ACT O

1918.

PAR. 245. Butter and substitutes therePAR. 195. Butter and butter substifor, six cents per pound.
tutes, 2j cents per pound."1
BTEH A"D OLSOMARGARINE.

(Se Survey 1-7.)

Description and ue&-Butter is by far the+most important milk
product. In 1919 it constituted two-thirds of the combined value of
condensed milk, cheese, and butter. One hundred pounds of average milk (3.5 per cent butter fat) produce about 4.2 pounds of butter. In the large markets butter is carefully graded, the quality
being determined according to certain standards based on flavor,
body, color, amount of salt, and condition of package. Imports compete more directly with one or more of those well-defined grades
according to their quality.
Oleomargarine, the legal term under the internal-revenue oleomargarine act of 1886 for all butter substitutes, may be divided into
three classes-(i) that made exclusively of animal oils and fats
(chiefly oleo oil ond neutral lard), (2) that made of a mixture of animal and vegetable oils, and (3) that exclusively of vegetable oils
(mostly coconut, peanut, and cottonseed oils),. In, 1920 about I per
cent of the total production was of the first class, 46 per cent of the
second class, and 53 per cent of the third class. An internal-revenue
tax of 10 cents per pound is imposed on colored oleomargarine and
one-fourth of 1 cent per pound n uncolored. In consequence the
"Butter and substitutes therefore, Ocents per pound. (Par. 21, eme'acy +riat ofi-9l.) Qiconar.

prine inpckasg of lees than 10 pounds prombIted by att of Aul+2 IC86,

1,0 .,
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latter makes, up 96 per cent 6f the, amount produced. The internal
revenue tax on imports of both colored and uncolored is 15 cents
per pound in addition to the duty, and, import in packages contain,O
ingls than It0 p ounds are prohibited.
.- Thequantity of butter manufacturedin"factories rose
rod
from 420,126,546 pounds in 1899 to 769,809,781 pounds in 1914 and
to 938,505,382 in 1919. The leading States in 1914 were Wisconsin
(116 149,000 pounds), Minnesota (h1 165,000 pounds), and Iowa
Farm "and factory output was about
(92,405,000 'pounds).
1706 000,000 pounds in 1914 and 1,649,000,000 pounds in 1919.
ihe
factoryy
output has increased, while the farm production has
diminished. Production of butter substitutes was 95,397,000 pounds
in 1912 and 370,730,000 pounds in 1920.
imports of butter and butter substitutes form a small part of our
consumption. Normally Canada and Denmark are the chief sources.
In 1917, 523,573 pounds, valued at $197,767, were imported-from
Canada, 311,257 pounds; from Denmark, 149,078 pounds; and from
New Zealand, 50,400 pounds. Later statistics follows:
Equlva-

,

aenfdaryear.

1918...........

........................

1919 ..........................
...........

..... ....

Quality.

Value.

Ddty.

lontad
valorm.

Pousnds.
1,470p 114

$616,176

436,978

Fe? Mg.i
7.16

34,8

1921
(9months) .................................... 12,06,04

5.00

14018

,961,960 3,1,97
S.............

V5
5,12 ,14

5.0

..............

Over 50 per cent of the imports in 1920 came from Denmark.
Canada, Argentina, and the Netherlands were the other important
sources.
Below are statistics," by months, for 1920 and 1921 of butter and
butter substitutes provided for in paragraph 21 of the emergency
tariff act of 1921:.
Value.

Quantity.
Month.

............................
January ......
..............
February ................
March ..........................................

1920

1921

Po.n...
3834,135
1,096,813
81840

Pious&$

1920

192L

1%843
033,162
1,784,985
=

$1,831,708
807,8M
751

)188,032
1933,884
1748 1,56911
149886 1,2%427
12
3F
'
11, 944
1,858,409
1,925,560 1,419,82

13,5
86926
6,211
142 90

3,811,905
1,6,938
4,281&

1.................................. 50066020 1,70222 2663 33,. 6,44
471 ,19
4,37
:_7 , 700

M ................... ........ ......................

K 659
.............................. 8.311,404
August.........................2,737,265
........ .,674,064
September r......................
2,456315
Ocoe................... ........
.............. ........ 2,78,84
November......
Juky;...........3,18........

December .....

... ......................

4,3,754

2,0

,966

06983
82,18

711e0
..

Ezports.-From1909 to 1913 this country ranked twelfth among exporting countries. Denmark averaged 195,530,000; Russia, 150,294,00 ; Australia, 77,859,000; the Netherlands, 75,133,000; and
the United States, 4,125,000 pounds., Exports increased greatly
1

Iu u arn for butte only, beginning MuY# 1921.
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during the war, being, 26,835 092 pounds in 1917, of which 20,839,000
pounds went to the United. Kingdom and 1,323,653 to. Canada.
Exports of oleomargarine increased from 2,967,000 pounds in 1913
to 5,561,000 pounds in 1917, with. the British West Indies the best
customer. Export. since t917 ly calendar years have been, as
follows:

Butter:

.u.....

...

......

41slwAS
4M8 $10, 144
I17,
$17,3%8

01Oamargarne:

.... :::............
......
:pounds

16,

74903

7480

K,80,12

Important change in
Oleoma
.' is used
instead of "butter substitutes.'
Su.geted changes.-In order to assure the classification of all
butter substitutes under this paragraph, the words "and other
butter substitutes" should be added after "oleomargarine."
PARAGRAPH 710.

SENATE AXE*DXENTo.

. B. 7486.
PAR.

710. Cheese, valued at less than

30 cents per pound, 5 cents per pound;

valued at 30 cents or more per pound, ?5
Pe centum ad valorem; cheese substitutre, 5 cents per pound.
AMT OF 1913

)LOT 0r 1909.
PA.

246. Cheese,

and substiltutes

therefor, six cents per pound.

PAx. 196. -Choose and.susiues' ee
for, 20 per centum ad valorem."

CHEESE.

(See Survey G-7.)

Description and we.-Cheese is made by separating the curd or
casein and portions of the fat and other constituents of milk from the
whey. There' are more than 150 varieties. The principal kinds of
hard cheese are Cheddar English Cheshire and Stilton, the Dutch
Edam and Gonda, the Schweitzer (Swiss), and the Italian Parmesan
and Gorgonzola. Of the soft cheeses, the principal are Brie, Camembert, Neufchitel Limberger, Philadelphia cream, and cottage. Some
fancy brands of cheese are made by mixing with cream, butter, or
oils. Many foreign cheeses are now successfully made here, but more
than nine-tenths i the familiar standard variety, Cheddar, of which
there are three grades-" full cream,", from whole milk; "skims,"
from skimmed or partly skimmed milk; and "filled," in which oleo
or neutral lard is substituted for butter fat.
u Cbees , and substitute th

,or23 per osatum &4v;iorep, (far, 22, eamrguogy teaf act of 1921.)
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Filled cheese, marketed as full-cream cheese, was formerly a serious
form of, adulteration or substitution. An internal-revenue tax of 1
cent por pound is now levied on the manufacture of filled cheese and
8 cents per pound on imports. At present practibally none is produced here, and none is imported.
Production in 1914 was 370,278,599 pounds of factory cheese, valued
at $50,377,018. Of this, 332,690,891 pounds were "full cream" and
18,318,437 pounds "part cream." In 1909, 97.1 per cent of the
product was made in factories; in 1914 there were 2,843 factories.
Wisconsin produced 55.6 per cent of the total in 1914 and New York
26.4 per cent. During 1909-1914 the total production increased by
59,152,282 pounds or 19.01 per cent; the increase in Wisconsin was
39.07 per cent and the decrease in New York was 7.2 per cent. In
1919, factory production amounted to 475,331,000 pounds, valued at
$137,281,000, while the amount produced on farms amounted to only
6,600,000 pounds, valued at $2,300,000.
Imports of cheese from 1911 to 1915 averaged 50,499,356 pounds
per annum. In 1918 (fiscal year) Argentina supplied 83.9 per cent.
whereas before the war Italy and Svitzerland led, nearly one-half
comin from the former (Parme;an and Gorgonzola) and one-third
from te latter (Schweitzer). A large proportion of these imports
are fancy foreign varieties not extensively manufactured here. Imports increased from 48,449,902 pounds in 1913 to 64,497,471 pound
in 1914, with, duties of $2,906,947 and $2,532,742, respectively.
Later imports of cheese and substitutes therefor have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pounds.

,931,975
7,39W 520

1918 .........................................
1919 .........................................

1920 .................................................. 14,59,403
15,5784

1921 (9 months) ..............................

Value.

Duty.

$2,740,146
3,005,420

$547,995
00, 504

5,74

Ad

valorem
rate.

Per cent.

20
20

1,047,564

,106,274..................

20

In 1920, 62 per cent came from Argentina, 10 per cent from France,
and smaller amounts from Italy, Switzerland, and Canada.
Below is given a comparison by months for 1920 and 1921 of
cheese and substitutes therefor, provided for in paragraph 22 of the
emergency tariff act of 1921:
Value.

Quantity.
Month.

January ...............................................
February .............................................
March .................................................
April .......................................
......
May ...............................
......
June.....................................
July .................................................
August ................................................

September
October

..................................

....................................
.........
November................
December...................................

.

1920

021

Pounds.

Pounds.

1,155,278
667,497
1,335,924
740 158
2,307.554
1.822,027
1,042,791
660,963
.. 91,450
1,780,698
1,739,351
1,780,034

1$844,115
713.324
1,342,192
1,558,123
1,469,677
1,691,860
1,253,505
8,091,008
2,570,827
3,962,650
3,90,147
3,398 876

1920

458,429
221,492
483,1 5
187,130
810,282
661,205
381,14
241,689
323180
629,868
640,186
18, 607

1921

$661,438
226,668
466,874
505,871
465,717
528,964
353.666
1,057,019
847,9W
1,203,140
1,215,689
1,144,297

"Figures are for cheee only, beginning July, 1921.

82304--22----42

Al
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Exports increased from an average of 4,915,501 pounds for 19101914 to 52,527,576 pounds for 1915-1918. In 1912, an average year,
the United Kingdom took 3,822,735 out of a total of 6,337 559
pounds. Other important purchasers were Canada, the British West
Indies, Panama, Mexico, and Cuba. During the war most of the large
increases went to the United Kingdom-55,399,101 out of 66,050,013
pounds in 1917. Exports since 1917 by calendar years have been

as follows:

1921

1918

1918
tity pounds4.............................
al: .........................................

1919

48404672
$11,735*206

14,159, 721
$6,849,677

1920
16,291,29
$5o04,20

(9 months).
10,437,719
2, ,072

Important changes in elassification.-A specific duty is imposed on
the cheaper varieties of cheese. Imports valued at less than 30 cents
per pound are those which compete with the great bulk of domestic
production. The many varieties of imported cheese have so wide a
range in value that a simple specific duty might bear lightly on the
most expensive and heavily on the cheapest. The method of different specific rates on different classes of cheese can not well be applied
because there is no way of definitely classifying the varieties according
to value.
PARAGRAPH 711.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 711. Birds, live: Poultry, 2 cents
per pound; all other, valued at $5 or less
each, 50 cents each; valued at more than
$5 each, 20 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 289. Poultry, live, three cents per
pound; * * *

PAR. 229. Poultry, live, 1'cent per
pound: * * *

PAR. 510. Birds and 'land and water
PAdi. 416. Birds and land and water
fowls [Free].
fowls, not specially provided for in this
section [Free].
POULTRY.

Descriptionand uses.-Most of the specialized poultry farms are in
the Atlantic and Pacific coast sections, near the great centers of
population. The demand is largely supplied by general farms, where
pout-raising is incidental to other farm operations. Cold-storage
Facilities and rapid transit have greatly influenced the poultry industry, in equalizing prices and making possible the importation of
foreign products.
Production of poultry has increased but little in recent years. In
1909, 488,468,364 fowls of all kinds were raised. Of these 461,000,000,
or 94 per cent, were chickens; the rest consisted of geese, ducks,
turkeys, and pigeons. In 1920, 474,000,000 chickens were raised,
which would indicate about 500,000,000 fowls of all kinds. About
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half of the chickens were raised in the North Central States, i. e., in or
adjacent to the corn belt. Four times as many chickens were raised
in this region as in the North Atlantic and Pacific States, where the
greater number of the specialized poultry farms are located.
Import.-Following the reduction of the duty on live poultry
from 3 cents to 1 cent, imports of live poultry in 1914 were 954,624
pounds compared with 366 854 pounds in 1913. There were large
increases during the war. the annual receipt of live poultry during
1911-1914 averaged 602,418 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

........................................
1918 .......
1919 .................
1920 ................................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................................

IPounds.
f

676,765
1,326,440
1,592 9.52
'373, 498

Value.

$160,842
315,710
425,222
89,267

Duty.

$6,768
13,261
15, 929
.........

Export of poultry and game (not segregated) amounted to 1,241,144
pounds in 1918 (fiscal year)-1,090,288 pounds of which went to
the United Kingdom, 71091 pounds to Panama, and 23,861 pounds
to Canada. The value oi exports for later calendar years was as follows: 1919, $4 560,278; 1920, $7561748; 1921 (9 months), $936,873.
Important c;inges in classification.-See General Note on Paragraph below.
BIRDS, OTHER THAN POULTRY.

Descriptions and uses.-The principal birds coming under this
provision are canary birds, the imports of which are of relatively
small value, and also some high-priced birds such as parrots.
Production.-No statistics available.
Imports have ranged in normal years from 300,000 to 600,000.
About 60 per cent of th&es have been canary birds. Some of these
birls are of so little value that it would be difficult to determine the
basis for an ad valorem rate. Others are rare birds which are sold at
high prices. Import values for recent calendar years have been as
follows: Birds-1918, $16,387; 1919, $47,599; 1920, $244,432; 1921 (9
months), $182,253. Fowls, land and water-1918, $507; 1919, $4,762;
1920, $9,217; 1921 (9 monthss, $4,153.
Exports are not separately stated.
Important changes rn classiftcatio .--See below.
GENERAL NOTE ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in classifcation.--A dutiable provision for live
poultry (par. 229, act of 1913) has been combined with the free-list
provision for "birds and land and water fowls" (par. 416 of the act of
1913) and the heading "Birds, live" added.
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PARAGRAPH 7,12.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7466.
PAR. 712. Birds, dead, dressed or undressed: Poultry, 4 cents per pound; all
other, 20 per centum ad valorem; all
the foregoing, prepared or preserved in
any manner and not specially provided
for, 22 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 289. Poultry,
five cents per pound.

*

*

dead,

for the
Other
corresponding provision
[tNo commodities.]

PAR. 227. * * * game birds, dressed,

30 per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 229. Poultry, * * * dead, or

prepared in any manner, including the
weight of the immediate coverings or
containers, 2 cents per pound.
[No correspondin provision for the
other commodities.]

BIRDSj DEAD.

Description, uses, and productio.-See paragraph 711.

Imports of dressed poultry during 1911-1914 averaged 419,940
pounds. Later statistics folloW:
Quantity.

Calendar year,

Value.

Duty.

Equivalent ad
valorem.

POULTRY, DEAD OR PREPARED IN ANY MANNER.

Pounds. Iper
1918 ....................................................
6...............
..........................
1919...

1920 ..................................................
1921 (9months) ...................................

391, 633
,412,297

2,867,097

$177,846
230771

1,200483

S7,833
8 246

ceni

4.40
3.57

5,342
...... 4.78
.

GAME BIRDS, DRESSED.
1918

.......................................

1919 ..................................................

..... .........................................
1920
1921 (9 months) ......................................

...

7

.9

7,o9*

14,413
9,634

30.00
$314
$1,047
30.00
1,186
3,952
30.00
2,961
9,871
3,194..................

Exports are not separately stated.
Important change in, casswjfiaion.-Parts of two paragraphs of
the act of 1913 (227 and 229) have been combined to avoid uncertainty with respect to the scope of "game" birds; the clause regarding containers has been eliminated as unnecessary and a separate
provision has been made for poulti'y, etc., prepared or preserved,
to take care of a wide range of high-priced specialties such as at'
de foie gras, and also such products as canned chicken, goose liver
paste, etc.
a
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PARAGRAP1K 718.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 746.
PAX.. 713. Eggs f poultry, in the shell,
6 cents per dozen; whole eggs, egg yolk,
and egg albumen, frozen or otherwise
prepared or preserved, and not specially
providd for, 4 cents per pound; dried
whole !eggs, dried egg yolk, and dried
egg albumen, 15 cents per pound.

ACT OF 1913.

AOT OF 1909.

PAR. 4. Dried egg albumen, 3 cents
P.R. A56. Eggs, not specially provided
for in this section, five cents per dozen. per pound.
PAR. 203. Eggs frozen or otherwise
PAR. 257. Eggs, dried, fifteen cents per
pound: eggs, yolk of, twenty-five per prepared or preserved in tins or other
centum aI valorem; albumen. egg or packages, not specially provided for in
*. this section, including the weight of the
blood, thrme cents'per pound; *
immediate coverings or containers, 2
cents per pound; frozen or liquid egg
albumen, 1 cent per pound.
PAR. 204. Eggs, dried, 10 cents per
pound; eggs, yolk of, 10 per centum ad
valorem.
PAR. 478. Eggs of poultry, * * *

[I1re].

EGOS OF POULTRY.

Production.-The domestic production of eggs reaches enormous
figures: In 1909, 1,575 000,000 dozen were reported, valued at
$281,000,000. Farm sales amounted to $150,000,000. In 1919
production amoiqnted to 1,654,000,000 dozens. Although egg production is usually a by-product enterprise, there are large numbers
of poultry farms and ranches in regions climatically and economically
favorable, and especially near dense populations, as in New Jersey,
the southeastern counties of Pennsylvania, and at Petaluma, near
San Francisco. Cold storage and refrigeration in transit have revolutionized the business, making possible the commercial shipment of
eggs from Hungary, California, and even China, to Atlantic markets.
Production is largely seasonal; a surplus is produced during the four
months beginning with April, placed in cold storage, and marketed
during the succeeding months of comparative scarcity and higher
prices. The annual receipts of cities such as New York and Chicago
approximate 150,000,000 dozens, and of St. Louis and Cincinnati

50,000,000 dozens.

Import of eggs in the shell during 1911-1913 averaged about
1,000,000 dozens. The removal of the duty of 5 cents per dozen
in 1913 was followed by a great increase in imports from-Hungary,
from Russia (via Germany), and especially from China, which
subsequently became the chief source of foreign supplies with the
loss of European sources during the war. From 1914 to 1921,
inclusive, the average annual importation amounted to 1,906,000
dozens. In China 2 to 3 dozens can be bought at seaports for the
price of 1 dozen here; when carefully selected and handled, these
eggs can be placed on the American market and sold to bakers,
who use principally cheaper grades known as "seconds." Chinese
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eggs are marketed chiefly at New York., Since 1917 imports of eggs
in the shell have b"n, by calendar years, as follows:
1918

Quantity (dozens)..

.. .. ...........
Value..................................

728
,85

1919

1 4735

1920

(9 month).

, Ii079
W79o9
421352

Exports.--The annual exports of eggs of poultry have varied from
15,400,000 dozens to 38,327,000 dozens between 1912 and 1921,
and have averaged 28,600,000 dozens. Previous to the war they
went principally to Cuba, Mexico, Panama, and Canada. A part
of the exports to Canada were regraded and forwarded to England.
During the war heavy shipments were made direct to England,
but during 1921 these virtually ceased; Cuba, Mexico, and Canada
again are the chief customers. Exports of eggs since 1917 by calendar
years have been as follows:

Quantity
Value.. (dozens) .....................

1918

1919

1920

9278
$8,4214

38, 789, 470
$18,812,231

28,841,772
$13,569,144

1921
(9 months).
21,195,249
$8,735,772

Important changes in ek1wscaion.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 664.
FROZEN EGGS.

Description and -9e.---Of the three methods of preserving eggs
removed from the shell-(1) freezing, (2) drying or desiccating,
and (3) adding preservatives-the first two produce food if the
material used is wholesome, while the third gives a product known
as "liquid" eggs or liquid albumen and yolk, which, under the pure
food aid drugs act, must be denatured, or rendered unfit.for other
than
industrial frozen
purposes.
Commercial
eggs, frozen albumen and yolk (eggs that are
graded broken, and frozen in large containers, the whites and yolk
being Arst either mixed, when whole eggs are desired or separated
in the case of the other products) are extensively used by establishmonts (principally cakp -bakers) which consume large quantities of
eggs. There is a large demand for the separated albumen and yolk,
as well as for the whole egg. Apart from being cheaper, the frozen
product has advantages over the shell egg inlong distance transportation; its importation in this form saves space and storage,
.and eliminates breakage and other waste.
Liquid eggs liquid yolk, and especially liquid and dried albumen
are used in the industries, the firt two in tanning leather, while
albumen is extensively used in the textile industries, in finishing paper,
sensitizing photograplueplates, and thickening inks.
Produei .- Most of the "egg-breaking' plants are located near
the important sources of raw materials, chiefly in the Middle West.
In manufacture, the commercial grade of "seconds" is employed.
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The industry furnishes an outlet for, and prevents the loss of, millions
of dozens of inferior eggs, -which, though still wholesome, often
may not be profitably transported or stored. Indicative of the
importance of this industry may be cited the fact that 15,800,000
pounds of frozen eggs, equivalent to about 14,000,000 dozen fresh
eggs, were reported in cold storage in September, 1918, at the close
othe principal breaking season.
Imports of frozen eggs were negligible prior to 1914' in that year
those :of frozen eggs amounted to 2,647,974 pounds, valued at
$305,232, and of frozen albumen to 259,587 pounds, valued at
$4,067. Imports increased steadily thereafter until their prohibition
effective from June, 1918, to February, 1919. After the removal of the
prohibition the volume of imports again increased. Egg products are
imported almost exclusively from China, where the industry has rapidly
developed under American, European, and Japanese capital. England, the center of the egg trade, usually has taken the greater
part of Chinese exports. American receipts are chiefly at New
York, Seattle and San Francisco.
Statistics of imports of eggs and egg products follow:
SEquivalent

CAlendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

$1426296

821, 9M

150 932

183,747

lad Vao.

WHOLE EGGS, FROZEN.
1918 .........

1919...............

..........................

....................

1= ...................................................

1921 (9 months) ........................................

Pound.

1,099, 251

8,1604,87

9, 7,3

1 6,707, 62

619,784

Per cen.

1&45

82,094

11.95

1 22

92284 ........................

YOLK OF EGGS, FROZEN OR DRIED.
1918 ................................................

1919 ................................................
2........................................
1921 (9months) ...........................

7,132,207

6 3,847 12,204,140
2,849,259 $220,309
2 92
9,109,7,74 t o444 344306

9,017,52

........

10.00
10.00

2 47128..................

EGG ALBUMEN, FROZEN OR LIQUID.
I00 aO

1919 ..............................................
1920 .........................................

1921 (9months) ..............................

2,73,271
3,113,008

4,00356

I0* I I

On

I

OAI

399,843
25,7M3.
82,42831,130

997 ................

44
&4

Export.-None recorded.
Important changes in da8sificatio.-See General Notes on Para-

graph, page 664.

DRIED EGGS.

De8criptionand uses.-Either the whole egg broken out of the shell,

or the white and yolk separated, on being subljected to the application
of heat, have the water content (about 73 per cent) reduced by
more than 90 per cent; thus a pound of the dried product equals
from 36 to 40 eggs in the shell.
From 10 to 11 eggs in the shell will make 1 pound of frozen or onethird pound dried egg. One pound of dried egg equals 3.5 pounds of
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frozen or liquid whole egg, or 3 dozen shell eggs. One pound of dried
albumen is equivalent to about.7 pounds of frozen orliquid albumen.
One pound of dried yolk is equivalent to about 2 pounds of frozen
or liquid yolk.
Dried eggs have a wider range of usefulness than frozen eggs,
since the dried product can be used in the household, and in camps,
etc., where fresh eggs and refrigerating facilities are not available.
Dried eggs are also used somewhat in hospitals and other institutions.
Dried whole eggs and yolks are mainly consumed by pie and pastry
bakers; dried albumen by cake, pie, and pastry bakers and confectioners. Quantities are also used in the arts.
Produdion.--In the United States the drying industry is of little
importance as compared with that of freezing eggs. It has virtually
ceased since 1916 owing to competition with China.
Imports of dried-egg products, almost exclusively from China,
increased enormously after the reduction of the import duties.
American plants operating in China supply only a small part of
domestic consumption. Prior to 1914 imports were negligible, the
domestic demand being supplied by domestic manufacturers. In
1914 the total imports of dried-egg products amounted to about
1,700,000 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Value.

Quanitty.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Emdvalem.

DRIED EGGS.

......................................
1918.
.......................................
1919
..........................
192.)...........

1921 (9 months) .....................................

Pounds.II

36 ,189
2,643,302
.. 2,719,276

.. 1,20, 802

$124,785
1,
587
1,251,843

$88,819
330
271,928

Per cerd.

29.34
16.92
21.72

599,271 ........................

DRIED EGG ALBUMEN.

1018
.
1919............................................

$1,533,107
2,311,979
4,148,522
4,060,361

1921 (9 months) .......................................

1,958, 9

12 ..................................................

2,719,64 ,041,96

169,359
121,811
81,687

1,626,19 ............

4.52
2.91

2.68

Exports of yolk and canned eggs have never been of more than
slight importance. They were valued at less than $50,000 inprewar
years. Recent exports which have gone largely to Great Britain,
have been valued by calendar years as follows: 1918, $718,066; 1919,

$131,747; 1920, $309,651; 1921 (nine months), $126,575.

Iriportantchanges in classifiatin.-See below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in cassfication.-Paragraphs 4 (chemical
schedule), 203 and 204 (agricultural schedule), and 478 (free list) of
the act of 1913, all relating to eggs and egg products, have been combined in one dutiable paragraph in the agricultural schedule of H. R.
7456. This combination is warranted by the nature and uses of these
products. The more definite term "eggs of poultry, in the shell" has
been substituted for "eggs of poultry" (par, 478, act of 1913) or
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"eggs, not specially provided for in this section" (act of 1909), in
order definitely to include all eggs in the shell, whether or not treated
by a preservative. The adjective "whole" has been added to the
provisions for dried and. frozen eggs to differentiate them from the
separated yolk and albumen; separate provision has been made for
dried and frozen egg yolk, and the clause with respect to containers
has been dropped as unnecessary.
PARAGRAPH 714.
H. I. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 714. Horses and mules, valued at

not more than $150 per head, $30 per
head; valued at more than $150 per head,
20 per contum ad valorem.
ACT -OF 1909.
PAR. 227. Horses and mules, valued at

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 186. Horve. and mules, 10 per

one hundred and fifty dollars or les per centum ad valorem.
head, thirty dollars Per head; if valued
at over one hundred and fifty dollars,
twenty-five per centumn ad valorem.
HORSES.

Description and uses.-This paragraph a plies only to horses of
common stock. Animals of recognized breed, immigrants' teams, and
animals imported temporarily for show purposes are free. (See pars.
1507 and 1508.) The average farm price of horses reached $104 in
1918, but declined to $82 in 1921. Prices of five or six classes are
quoted on the Chicago market, in 1920 ranging from an average of
$88 for "southern chunks" to $242 for "drafters."
Production.-The total number of horses on farms and elsewhere
declined from 23,016,000 in 1910 to 21,492,000 in 1920. Most of this
decline was in the number not on farms. The decrease was no doubt
chiefly due to the increased competition of motor cars, trucks, and
tractors. The registration of motor cars in 1920 was 8,370,000 and
of trucks 842,000, while in the same year 163,000 tractors were sold
in the country.
Imports of horses, principally from Mexico, Canada, France, and
Belgium, reached the maximum in 1914, after the reduction of the
duty from 25 per cent to 10 per cent. In that year a total dutiable
import of 23,866 horses was valued at $924,417, producing a revenue
of $107,191. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ......................................................
1919 ......................................
1920 ......................................................
1921 (9months) .........................................

Quantity.

Number.
3376
4,188
3,835
. 2237

I

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Per cent.
8432,221
$43,214.
50,964
50,084 .
.
562.l36
68,131 .........
34 34. .....................

Exports reached 357,553 head in 1916. In that year France received
52.4 per cent of the horses, the United Kingdom, 13.6 por cent, and
Canada, 23 per cent. The exports to France and Italy were large

s
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Exports since 1917 by calendar years have been as
1918
1919

Number ...............
Value ..

1920
1990'

1,170
19,691
$9,858,47.....858398

1

1921
(9 nontI8).

14,338
12,716,489

10, 10
51,885,63

In 1920, half of the exports went to Canada. Other important
destinations were Mexico, Cuba, and the United Kingdom.
MULES.

Production.-Statistics show a steady increment in the number of
mules on farms, the increase being from 4,210,000 in 1910 to 5,451,000
in 1920. The average farm value in January, 1921, was $116.
Texas has 792,000, and Missouri, Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas, and
Alabama each have over 300,000 mules.
Imports reached their maximum in 1914 after the reduction of
duty, numbering 16,992, with a value of $428,380. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ......................................

11 .............

...........................

19 0.....
.
. ...................................
1921 (9months) ........................................

Quantity.

Value.

Number
1,428

41,94

560
490
132

24,448

Duty.

$4,195

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per cent.
10

2,5 ..........

43,228
4,275 ..........
16,245 ...............

Exports increased from an average of 5,125 for the years 19101914 to 136,689 in 1917. Canada, Ouba, and Mexico were the important destinations before the war, but in 1915 the United Kingdom
received 61,160. Exports since 1917 by calendar years have been as
follows:

Number......................................
Value.................................

In 1920, of the total number exported, Mexico received 57 per cent
and Cuba, 22 per cent.
PARAGRAPH 715.
H. R. 746.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 71-5. Black or silver foxes, $350
per head.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 229. All other live animals, not
specially provided for in this section,
twenty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 187. All live animals not specially provided for in this section, 10 per
centum ad valorem.
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BLACK OR SILVER FOXES.

Description and Ue.-The black or silver fox is raised in captivity
for its beautiful and valuable pelt. The fur is especially prized for
neckpieces and muffs. Only in recent years has the industry been
developed in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, New York, Massachusetts, and other northern States, but it has flourished in Canada, especiallv in Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Quebec for the last 40 years.
Ordinary pelts range in price from $50 to $200 or $300, while the
better pelts bring as much as $1,000 to $1,200. A common price for
a pair of good breeding animals is $2,500, although poorer animtrals
are sold as low as $500 per pair.
Production.-In April, 1921, there were over 200 fox farms in the
United States, having about 5,000 breedig animals. The number
was doubtless considerably increased during the year. In Canada
there were 424 fox farms in 1919, possessing 7,181 silver foxes,
valued at $3,111,000.
Imports consist mostly of breeding animals from the eastern
Provinces of Canada where the breeders' association has established a
stud book for pure-bred animals. No separate statistics of imports
are available.
Export.-None recorded.
Important ckange8 in ca8ification.-Newspecific provision.
PARAGRAPH 716.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 716. Live animals, vertebrate and
invertebrate, not specially provided for,

15 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909,

PAR. 187. All live animals not specially
FAR. 229. All other live animals, not
specially provided for in this section, provided for in this section, 10 per centum
ad valorem.
twenty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 619. * * * all other domestic
live animals suitable for human food not
otherwise provided for in this section
[Free].

LIVE ANIMALS, N. S. P. F.

Production figures are not available.
Imports were valued at $153,373 in 1916 and $152,983 in 1917,
yielding revenues of $15 337 and $15,272, respectively. Detailed
statistics for later years follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

I I

Value.

I

Duty.

valoAd in
rate,
Ire

ASSES AND BURROS.
1918 ......................................................
1919 ......................................................
1920 .....................................................

Number.

236
45
39

S9370
361
616

Per cent.

10
$937
9 .........
34 .........
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Quantity'.

Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

Ad valo-

DOOS.

1101$
840

... ...
19979......................................
........................................
1919

2489

10
4,685
48,850
1,235
0.9.......................................
38,892..................
1,069

1920
1921 (9 Months) ..................................

ALL ANIMALS NOT SPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR.

1918 ...................................................
..........................
1919 .............

5,13.

5,436
4,931

1 920...
...................................
1921 (9 months)........................

$91,316
208,592

$9,132
2848..

1*
.....

14)
35,142
851,424
89,083..................

Exports of all other animals (including fowls), for calendar years,
have been as follows: 1918, $288,645; 1919, $464,702; 1920, $702,218;
1921 (9 months), $797,318.
Important change in clasiiication.-The words "vertebrate and
invertebrate" have been added to make the provision applicable
to bees, snails,' frogs, lizards, etc., as well as to quadruped animals.
Domestic live animals for food are exempt from duty under paragraph 619 of the act of 1913.
PARAGRAPH 717.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 717. Honey, 21 cents per pound.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 259. Honey, twenty cents per

PAR. 206. Honey, 10 cents per gallon.

gallon.
HONEY.

Description and mes.-Commercial honey is divided into two
classes-comb and extracted. Comb honey and the better grades
of extracted honey are used for table purposes, while the darker
and the poorer grades of extracted honey are used in the manufacture
of fancy cakes and biscuits. Honey possesses a special property
which preserves and extends the keeping qualities of foodstuffs.
Invert sugar is the baker'A substitute for honey.
Production on farms was 61,099,290 pounds in 1899, 54,814 890
pounds in 1909, and 55,224,061 pounds in 1919. These figures include
only the farm production. If the production in small towns and on
small farms be included, the total would approximate 150,000,000 to
200,000,000 pounds. Beekeeping is a side line with many farmers
and gardeners, but is gradua y becoming more important as a main
enterprise.
Imports of honey for 1910-1914 averaged 104,517 gallons, valued
at $57,195, principally from Cuba, Mexico, and Haiti. Following
the reduction of the duty from 20 cents to 10 cents per gallon,
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imports in 1914 declined to 75,079 gallons, valued at $38,665. They
increased greatly during the war, but were in large part reexported.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

0..............................
.
1918 ..............
1919
............................................
190 ..............
1921 (9 months) .....................................

Gallon.
151. 4
211M
93.216
111,707

Value.

Duty.

$14,340
237,820
279,860
19,304
1,23,759
85,037
7N,9.........

In 1920, imports from Cuba amoUnted to over 40 per cent of the
total; those from the Dominican Republic, to 16 per cent; from Haiti,
to about 10 per cent.
Exporte for 1910-1914 averaged $154,325. They were $135,669 in
1914, over 55 per cent going to Germany. Later statistics for
-calendar years follow:
1919
198199

Quantity (pounds) ....................

alue................................

11,598,857

$2,223,396

9,076,02

$1,95, 091

1920
i

1 539 878
$265,352

(9 months).
1921

1,147,049

$141,100

In 1920 the United Kingdom received 28 per cent of our exports;
the Netherlands, 21 per cent.
Important changes in lassiication.-The unit for levying duty has
been changed from galloni ' to "pound."
PARAGRAPH 718.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H.' B. 745e.

PAR. 718. All fish, fresh, frozen, or

packed in ice, not specially provided for,
1 cent per pound.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 271. Fresh-water fish not specially
PAR. 483. Fresh-water fish, and all
provided for in this section, one-fourth of other fish not otherwise specially proone cent per pound.
vided for in this section [Free].
PAR. 272. * * *; herrings, fresh, one-

fourth of one cent per pound; eels and
smelts, fresh or frozen, three-fourths of
one cent per pound.
PAR. 273. Fish, fresh,

*

*

*frozen,

packed in ice or otherwise prepared for
preservation, not specially provided for
in this section, three-fourths of one cent
per pound; * * * mackerel, halibut, or
salmon, fresh,* * * one cent per pound.
FISH, FRESH, FROZEN, OR PACKED IN ICE.

Description and uses.-Under thi, paragraph are included all fresh
fish except shellfish, sea herring, and tuna. Because of the variable

*
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habitat of many fish it is difficult to classify them except arbitrarily,
into the groupings of fresh-water or salt-water ah. The places of
capture will, in a general way, determine whether they are of the
fresh or salt-water varieties. Herring and cod are the world's most
important fish.
The average consumption of fish per capita in various countries
is as follows: The United States, about 20 pounds; Japan, 200
the United Kingdom, 65 Canada, 57; Sweden, 52; Norway, 44; and
Denmark, 39 pounds. The United Kingdom leads the world in the
amount'and value of fisheries products; Japan, Norway, the United
States, Canada, and France follow.
Produation statistics are not uniformly available for recent years.
It is estimated, however, that the present annual catch of United
States fisheries amounts to 2,500,000,000 pounds, with a value of
at least $85,000,000. In 1908, the latest year for which detailed
statistics have been obtained, the total was 1,893,454,000 pounds,
valued at $54,031,000. Oysters ranked first, comprising 29 per cent
of the total value of the 1908 catch; the fish next in importance were
salmon, cod, shad, lobsters, clams, squeteague, and halibut. The
fisheries of the Atlantic coast division contributed nearly two-thirds
of the value of products, an output which corresponds to the proportion credited to this division of the total national capital invested in
fishing vessels and boats and to the number of persons engaged. Of
the domestic fresh-water fish the more important are the carp, lake
fish.
andof white
perch, fish
perch,
herring,
the Great
mostyellow
important
is the
or cisooepike
herring trout,
The lake catfish,
Lakes region the catch in 1908 being 41,118,000 pounds, valued at
$989,000. The carp led the fresh-water fish, with 42,763,000 pounds,
valued at $1,135,000.
In 1908 the catch of cod was 110,054,000 pounds, valued at
$2,914,000; of shad 27,641,000 pounds worth $2,113,000; of the common weakfish or squeteague, which is abundant along the Atlantic
coast, 49 869,000 pounds, valued at $1,776,000. Ha ibut is found
in the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the 1908 catch being
34,441,000 pounds, valued at $1,562,000. Menhaden, the most
abundant fish found in domestic waters is valued mainly for oil
and guano; the catch in 1908 was 394,776,000 pounds, valued at
$893,000. The mackerel catch was 12,103,000 pounds, valued at
$848,000; that of herring, 125,050,000 pounds, valued at $796,000.
Imports of all fish, in the fiscal years 1913 and 1914, were valued at
$15,330,280 and $18,758,743. In the calendar year 1920 the imports
were 262,671,266 pounds, valued in foreign markets at $34,122,423.
Of this total, shelh (chiefly crab meat from Japan and lobster from
Canada) constituted $6,345,233. Cured or preserved fish amounted
to 168,723,182 pounds, valued at $17,241,478, the principal items in
this group consisting of cod, haddock, hake, and pollock, chiefly from
Canada and Newfoundland; sardines, chiefly from Norway, Portugal,
and France; herring and mackerel, chiefly from the United Kingdom,
Canada, Newfoundland, and Holland. Fresh fish, exclusive of shellfish, amounted to 113,174,345 pounds, valued at $10,535,712, and
were received mostly from Canada. The great bulk of the imported
salmon, halibut, and smelts are received in the fresh state; most of
the im orted cod, haddock, hake, and pollock are cured or preserved,
and the herring and mackerel are pickled or salted.
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More detailed information concerning imports since 1917 of fresh
fish are given by calendar years imthe following table:
1918
Fresh-water
fish:
entity
.....................
a1lue
.(p (pounds).
ouns).....................
In ice:
packed
or
fresh frozen,
Halibut,
Quantity
po ).........................
vaue ......................................
Cod, haddock, hake, and pollock, fresh, frozen,
or packed In Ice:
Quantity (pounds) .........................
Value ......................................
Smelts, fresh or frozen:
Quantity (pounds) .........................
value ......................................
Salmon, fresh, frozen, or packed In Ice:
Quantity(pounds) .........................
Vue ......................................
Mackerel, fresh, frozen, or packed In ice:
Value ......................................
Quantity
(pounds) .........................
Eels fresh or frozen
$uantity
(pounds) ................... .....
Value ......................................

1920

41,442,
824
3,20,435

46,790,144
$3,818,07

46,316,440
$4, 486,248

33,395,968
$2,801,917

16,783,
$2,079,580
94

17, 471, 88
$2,3,
06

17,
$2R,685,5
604,8134

16, 63, 092
$2,181,C
S2

11 350, 424
i723,513

9 146,618
W88,187

8 301, 218
$449,176

7 294 426
$321,011

5 154, 783
6 202, 948
Wi,WO
50
583,814
,696

284,641
$7,8152

4 357, 995

15,192,708
W91,707

13,748,948
826, 067

5,649,599
$884, 216

9,401,631
$979,237

6 087,238

6io
57Wi87
8 073,698
64

5 378 807
544

4 315
00,910
86

388,
049
W :3206

459,059
$47,632

68$,
2,7
$69,058

10,
787
$14,288

30,088,176
$1,206,896

14,973,55
812,651

7 108,789
i58,408

Other fish, n. s. p. f.-fresh, frozen, or packed
In Ice:
Quantity (pounds) ..................
6910 ,
Value .................................. .
,25
Total fresh fish (except shellfish):
Quantity (pounds) ......................... 113,00,70
Vaue ......................................

1921
1 (9 months).

1919

.,

$9,073,944

135,605,168

$10, 29, 719

113,174, 345

$10,535,712

87,231,399

$7,964,517

Of the 1920 imports of "fish, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice," freshwater fish amounted to 41 per cent in quantity and 43 per cent in
value. The following fish amounted to the specified percentages of
quantity and value, respectively: Halibut, 16 and 25 per cent; cod,
haddock, hake, and pollock, 7 and 4 per cent; herring, 7 and 2 per
cent; smelts, 6 and 7 per cent; salmon, 5 and 6 per cent; mackerel,
5 and 5 per cent; and all other, n. s. p. f., 13 and 8 per cent.
Exort of all fish in the year 1914 amounted to $12,842,173, of
which salmon, chiefly canned and cured, constituted about 80 per
cent and oysters 5 per cent. In 1920, exports were $31,498,507, of
which salmon was less than half. Between 1914 and 1920 a large
export trade developed in other canned and cured fish, such as canned
tuna and sardines, and cured or preserved cod, hake, haddock, and
pollock, the prewar exports of which had been small.
Our exports of fresh fish have been relatively small. Exports of
"fresh fish, except salmon V in 1914 were 6,534,460 pounds, valued
at $366,871, most of the shipments going to Canada and Cuba.
Unknown quantities of fresh salmon are included in the export classification "salmon, except canned and pickled," under which was
recorded in 1914 a total value of $2,195,309. Later export returns,
for fresh fish, follow:
1918

198119
1919

Fresh fish, except salmon:
Quantity (pounds) ................................ 8 922,815 10,162,596
vau. ........................................... s&2,968 b9o
Salmon
(except canned and pickled):
Value......................................... $313,637 $842,464

0
0

1921
(9 months).

9 82,892

8,8,1

7 451, 706

$359,304

$320,588

575,8
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Important changes in classifieion.-The
aganh are exempt from duty under aragr
With a view to simplification, afresh
herring, and tuna), whether fresh water or
been provided for in this paragraph.

1921.

fish covered by this parh 483 of the act of 1913.
ish (except shellfish sea
salt water varieties, have

PARAGRAPH 719.
SENATE AMENDXENTS.
H. I. 7456.
PAR. 719. Salmon, pickled, salted

smoked, kippered, or otherwise prepares

or preserved, 25 per centum ad valorem,
finnan haddie, 25 per centum ad valorem;
fish, dried, salted or unsalted, 11 cents
per pound; fish, skinned or boned, including herring skinned, in bulk, or in
immediate containers weighing with their
contents more than thirty pounds each,
21 cents per pound, including the weight
o the immediate container with the
contents.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 273. Fish,

*

*

*

smoked, dried,

salted, pickled, * * * or otherwise
prepacd for proservation, not specially
providel forin this section three-fourths

PAR. 216.

*

*

*

all other fish, except

shellfish, in tin packages, not specially
provided for in this section, 15 per centurn ad valorem; * * * fitch, skinned or

of on, cent per pound; fis, skinned or boned, I of 1cent per pound.
boned, one and one-fourth cents per

PAR.

483. * * * all (,thor fish not

pound; * * * salmon, * * * pick- otherwise specially provided for in this

led, or salted, one cent per pound.,

section [Free].

SALMON.

(See Survey G-19.)

Description and uses.--Salmon, finnan haddie, herring, mackerel,
cod, haddock, hake, and pollock, and other fish, dried, salted or unsalted, skinned or boned, and prepared or preserved, are included
under this heading. The salmon is preeminent among canned fish,
sardines and tuna ranking next. Tle two last named are dutiable
under paragraph 721.
Production.--The salmon is caught in immense quantities in the
rivers emptying into the Pacific, from San Francisco to the straits in
Alaska, the industry centering in Alaski and on the Columbia River
and Puget Sound. Five general species are packed, varying in size,
in color and texture of the flesh, and in flavor. The red or sockeye
and humpback or pink comprise over half of the canned salmon.
Other brands are chum or keta, coho or silver, and king or spring.
The prejudice against the paler varieties arises from appearance
rather than quality.
In 1918 the domestic catch of salmon was 613,910,343 pounds, of
which Alaska contributed 516,723,167 pounds and the Pacific coast
States the remainder. The products of the salmon fisheries are either
canned or mild cured, smoked, pickled, or sold fresh or frozen. 'Tlie
great bulk of the catch is canned, and of this canned salmon the United
States packs about 90 per cent of the world's output. In the census
year 1919, the domestic pack of canned salmon was approximately
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300,000,000 pounds, valued at $56,467,000; the production of mild
cured salmon was about 13,747,000 pounds, and of smoked and dried
salmon 5t,574,273 pounds. The Alaskan output of pickled salmon in
1918 was about 11,370 000 pounds.
Imports in 1914 of salmon other than fresh, were 1,173,261 pounds;
valued at $90,783. Practically all of such imports were'of pickled
or salted salmon from Canada. Imports since 1917 by calendar years

follow:

Calendar year,

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

SALMON, PICKLED OR SALTED.

Pound#.

1918 ......................................................
1919 ............................................
1920 ..........................................

Per coal.

$81,984 ......................
163,350 ...........
117,248 ............ ..........

637,622
1,004,978
718570

1921 (9 months)..................................................

SALMON IN TIN PACKAGES.
1918 .................................................
1919
........................................
1920 ............o.................................

1921 (9 months) ..........................................

2393,566
274,572
1,50,319

80,160

$346,5
348,708
237,026

$51,983
52,306
3355

19, 896 .......

15
15
15

..........

SALMON, DRIED OR SMOKED.
1918 .....................................
1919 ..........................................
1920 ......................................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................

179,555
828,101.................
139, 736
27,161
3 3
64
193,279
47,556.................

Exports of canned salmon in 1914 were 87,750,920 pounds, valued
at $7,799,293; and of all other salmon, fresh or cured, $2,195,309.
Later statistics of exports for calendar years follow:

Salmon, canned:
Quantity (pounds) .........................
Value ......................................
Salmon, pickled:
Quantity (barrels) ..........................
Value .....................................
All other salmon...............................

1(9
months).

1919

1920

91,101,734
$13,149,307

109, 750,672
$2W,
644, 706

64,832,363
$12,186, 733

28,402,776
$4,287,849

2,185
$55,097
$313,637

22, 256
Z947,694
$842,464

28,636
$1,402,681
$359,364

22,305
$1,155,011
$320,569

.

Important changes in classification.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 675.
FINNAN HADDIE.

Description and uses.-Finnan haddie is a lightly pickled and
lightly smoked product of the haddock.
Production in 1919 was 6,707,687 pounds, valued at $579,000, compared with 4,095,693 pounds, valuedat $2,759,000 in 1914.
Imports and exports.-Not separately stated.
82304-22----43
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FISJI, DRIBDt SALTED, OR UNSALTED.

Description and ses.-This group includes chiefly the cod, had-

dock, hake, pollock, and cusk; they are generally known as ground
fih, and are characterized by a low percentage of oil in the tissues,
the oil being stored in the livers. Large quantities are further prepared by sknnng pnd boning.
Prodtion of all smoked or dried fish amounted in 1919 to
39,362,345 pounds, with a value of $5,733,000. This census classification, however, appears chiefly to include smoked fish. The bulk
of the dry salted fish seems to have been reported under "salted or
pickled fish" (see Production, p. 679).
Import returns do not segregate dried and other cured forms. The
chief items in the inports of dried fish, however, appear to be the cod
and related fish, and herring. The following table gives a comparison for the fiscal year 1914 and for later calendar years of imports
of dried fish, exclusive of salmon. (In a number of instances the
import returns do-not separate dried from other cured forms.)
1918

1914
Cod haddock, hake, and pollock, dried, smoked,
ted, or pickled:
..............
Quantity (pounds) ...
Value....................
.....
Halibut, dried or smoked:
...............
Quantity (pounds).
Value .............
Herring, dried or smoked:
Quantity (pounds).................
pn.......................
au
Other fish, dried or smoked:
Quantity (pounds)................
aue...............................

1919

1920

moths).

38,446,163 i87, 020,t67 $7,167,84 14, 229,8 $ ,157, 7f
$1,988,970
40, 565
74,348
97,231
85,514
36,683
$3,08
0 ,783
$11, 375
$10, 899
$1,930
8,002,304
$218,897

4..q7R. 4

7,679,010
,517,150

279 12,173,130
4$,,$966
212 I, 0ee ,6M!
7 4,941,
$23,300 $I342 246

A 1~l 01I~

-Wit,;044 b7;_i5

10to735
t10Q 16475 15179,197

Exports, likewise, do not segregate dried fish. The available data
for recent years are quoted below:
1 1918

1919

1l.r20

19"21

(9 mollthls)

Cod, haddock, hake, and pollock, dried, smoked, or
cured:
14,799,291
Quantity (pounds) ................................. 31,404,648 42, ,
336
Vale
..............................
$4,221,858 $6,560673
818'"
I$1,4'27,698
Herring, dried smoked, or cured:
Quantity (pounds) ................................ 4,295,251 5,164,727 7,863,51 1 I 3,469,290
$199,61
Value .............................................. $437,991
$0 416
$ , 32(

Important changes in classification,.-See General Notes on Para-

graph, page 675.

FISH, SKINNED OR BONED.

Description and use8.-Fish falling under this class represent an
advanced state of preparation, chiefly of the group cod, haddock,
hake, and pollock. -Itis probable that the item of greatest importance
under "fish, skinned or boned," is the cod.
Production of boned fish in 1908 amounted to 38:307,000 pounds,
valued at $3,526,000. The output of cod, boned, was 90 per cent in
value and 84 per cent in quantity of the total. Herring and haddock
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were the other two fish of some importance; pollock, hake) and cusk
were reported in small amounts.
Imports increased from 2,382,914 pounds in 1913 to 3,154,899
pounds in 1914, and in value from $176,742 to $244,775, respectively,
the greater part probably coming from Canada. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

1918 ....................................................

Quantity.
Pounded.
,
8

1919 .................................................. 2,871,551
1920 ................................................... 3,177,318
1921 (9inonths) .......................................
2,028,401

Value.

Duty.

advalorem

1Per
$17,812

CC*.

P4INS
&.03
136,442
21,537
4.93
442 362
23, 30
5.39
2M,
......... 0.
.
39

Export.-None recorded.
Important change in clasification.-See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in cla88ification.-Most of the fish enumerated in
this paragraph come within paragraph 483 of the free list of the act
of 1913. The provision for salmon is intended to include salmon,
whether canned, smoked, or prepared or preserved in any manner,
except when packed in oil or oil and other substances (see par. 721).
Fresh salmon is included in paragraph 718, with all other fresh fish
n. s. p. f.

A new provision has been outlined for finnan haddie. This fish has
not been specially provided for in former tariff acts.
The clause "fish, dried, salted or unsalted," is intended to cover
the group, cod, haddock, pollock, hake cusk, and stock fish (a
Norwegian dried, unsalted product) and any other fish similarly
prepared.
Trhe clause "fish, skinned or boned, including herring skinned, in
or in immediate containers weighing ***,"
includes
fish listed in paragraph 718, in an advances state of preparation.
When packed in containers of 30 pounds or less, they would be
dutiable under the second provision in paragraph 721; and when
green or wet salted, under the last provision of paragraph 721.,
Sieggcted changes.-The new plan of fixing duties upon gross
weight may avoid some losses to importers through the occasional
opening of barrels to verify the net weights stamped thereon. It has
been represented to the Commission, however, that assessment of
(luty upon brine would tend to reduce the quantity of brine and
impair the quality of the imported product.
bulk

PARAGRAPH 720.
H. R. 7456.

PAn. 720. Herring and mackerel,
pickled or salted, whether or not boned,
when in bulk, or in immediate containers
weighing with their contents more then
thirty pounds each, 14 cents per pound,
including the weight of the immediate
container and the brine, pickle, and salt.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 193.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 272. Herrings, pickled or salted,

PAR.

483. * * * all other fish not

one-half of one cost per pound; otherwise specially provided for in this
* *.section [Free].

PAR.

273.

4

*

*

mackerel, * * *

pickled, or salted, one cent per pound.
HERRING AND MACKEREL.

De cplion and Ues .- Herring is sold fresh to a limited extent,
only. The bulk of the catch is sal ted or pickled, and smoked, sold as
bloaters, or hard smoked and dried. The last named are further.
prepared by skinning and boning. A small quantity is preserved
by canning. The immature herring is the fish used for sardines in
the Maine sardine industry. A cured herring industry using the
Scotch method of salt curing has been developed in Alaska during the
past few years. The product is the equal of the Scotch cured herring.
Mackerel, taken on the North Atlantic Coast, are extensively marketed as fresh fish. The surplus, after the fresh fish markets of this
country are supplied, goes to the salters for preparation as salt
mackerel. In localities remote from fresh fish markets the catches
are generally salted. A relatively small quantity of mackerel is
preserved by canning.
Production.-Herring are taken in greatest abundance on the North
Atlantic coast and on the Pacific Northwest coast from Puget Sound
to Alaska. Fresh herring taken off the New England coast in 1919
amounted to 97,630,195 pounds, valued at $589,093. The catch off
the Pacific coast was 2,906,033 pounds in 1915. The products of the
herring fisheries in Alaska in 1917 amounted to $562 002. The domestic catch of mackerel is taken chiefly off the New _England coast.
In 1919 the fresh mackerel from this region amounted to 14,527,950
pounds, valued at $1,451,490.
The total production of salted or pickled herring for continental
United States and Alaska in 1919 amounted to 18,823,979 pounds,
valued at $1,101,000 compared with 22,150,974 pounds, valued at
$669,000 in 1914. The total production of salted and pickled mackerel in 1919 amounted to 5,162,900 pounds, valued at $1,006,000,
compared with 6,224,313 pounds, valued at $520,000 in 1914.
Import8 in 1914 of herring, pickled or salted, amounted to 93,769,564
pounds, valued at $3,373,249.

In the same year imports of mackerel,

pickled or salted, amounted to 31,496,847 pounds, valued at $1,729,718. Later statistics, for calendar years follow:
1918

Herring, pickled or salted:
Quantity (pounds).........................
Value ......................................
Mackerel, pickled or salted:
.Quantity (pounds) ...........
'alue .............................

,564, 421
$37 616
1 ,8 40
15,088,402
$1,894,785

1

1919

6,024, 884
4,883,693
1' 111
19,129,330
2,389,769

'1
1920

1921
(9 months).

50,449,414
8,157,010

30,588,329
$1,929,169

19,884,291
$1,868,540

6,330,
$149,305

33

Exvorts.-Not shown separately. See "Fish, n. s. p. f. pickled

or salted" (par. 721).
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Important change in clasification.-Fish covered by this paragraph
are exempt from duty (unless boned) under paragraph 483 of the
act of 1913. Paragraph 720 includes salt and pickled herring and
mackerel, when in packages weighing more than 30 pounds each;
these are usually packed commercially in half barrels and barrels
as the Scotch-cured herring. Herring and mackerel in barrels and
half barrels also come from Norway and Holland. The paragraph
is so worded as.to obviate the necessity, in determining the dutiable
weight, of opening the packages in order to weigh the fish, exclusive
of the container, frine, pickle and salt.
"Whether or not boned" has been added in order to include in
this provision, rather than in paragraph 719, such products as Bismarck herring, rollmops, roulade, etc., in pickle or spiced pickle,
when in packages conforming to the sizes specified.
When herring and mackerel of the above descriptions are imported
in containers weighing 30 pounds or less, they are intended to come
within paragraph 721.
Suggested chn.es.-The fish paragraphs have in general been arranged according to the degree of advancement in the preparation
of the products. For this reason paragraphs 719 and 720 should be
transposed. (See also Suggested changes on page 675.)
PARAGRAPH 721.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

Pi. 721. Fish (except shellfish), by
whatever name known, packed in oil or
in oil and other substances, 26 per centum
ad valorem; all fish (except shellfish),
pickled, salted, smoked, kippered, or
otherwise prepared or preserved (except
in oil or in oil and other substances), in
immediatecontainers weighing with their
contents not more than thirty pounds
each, 20 per centum ad valorem; in bulk
or in immediate containers weighing with
their contents more than thirty pounds
each, Ij cents per pound, including the
weight of the immediate container with
the contents.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

I'PA. 270. Fish (except shellfish) by
whatever name known, packed in oil, in
bottles, jars, kegs, tin boxes, or cans,

PAI. 216. Fish, except shellfish, by
whatever name known, packed in oil or
in oil and other substances, in bottles,
jars, kegs, tin boxes, or cans, 25 per
centum ad valorein; all other fish, except shellfish, in tin packages, not specially provided for in this section, 15 per
centuin ad valorem; * * *
PAR. 483. * * * all other fish not
otherwise specially provided for in this
section [Freel.

shall be dutiable as follows: When in
packages containing seven and one-half
cubic inches or less, one and one-half
cents per bottle, jar, keg, box, or can;
containing more than seven and one-half
and not more than twenty-one cubic
inches, two and one-half cents per bottle,
jar, keg, box, or can; containing more
than twenty-one and not more than
thirty-three eubi(, inches, five cents per
bottle, jar, keg, box, or can; containing
more than thirty-three and not more than

seventy cubic inches, ten cents per bottle,

jar, keg, box, or can; all other fish (ex-
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ACT OF 1909.

AO

Or 1913.

cept shellfish) in tin packages, thirty per
centum ad valorem; fish in packages
containing less than one-half barrel, and

not specially provided for in this section,
thirty per centum ad valorem; * *

PAR. 272. Herrings, pickled or salted,
smoked or kippered4 one-half of one cent
per pound- * *
IPA. 273. kbh, * * * smoked,
dried, salted, pickded, * * or otherwise prepared for preservation, not po-

daily provided for in this section threefourths of one cent per pound; *
mackerel, halibut, or almon, * * *
pickled or salted, one cent per pound.

CANNED FISH, EXCEPT SHELLFISH.
(See Survey G-19.)

Description and use.--Sardines, tuna, and anchovies make up
nearly all of the total of fish packed in oil, or in oil and other substances. The sardine is by far the most important. The Maine
sardine is prepared from the small herring; the California sardine
from the pilchard, a fish closely resembling the French pilchard.
The sprat, pilchard, and brisling, used in Europe for sardines, are
usually imported canned in oi. Anchovies packed in oil are imported
in small amounts. The tuna is the only important American fish,
except sardines canned in oil.
Olive oil, peanut oil, and cottonseed oil are used in the preparation
of the sardine, either as a frying substance or for canning. The
variation in prices of sardines is largely due to varying met ods of
preparation, and to different costs of cottonseed oil and olive oils.
Various sauces are also often added to impart flavoring.

Producion.-The output of domestic sardines amounted to
5,012,199 cases in 1914, valued at $6,238,933. In 1919 the output
was 5,777,935 cases, valued at $20:258,565. A small amount of the

sardines is not canned in oil, the fish being smoked and prepared
with sauces, usually mustard and tomato. The canning of tuna fish
in pil has assumed considerable proportions recently, in 1914 amounting to 437,090 cases valued at $1,638,675, and in 1919; 874,380 cases,
ued at $5 710,188. About 63 per cent of the sardines were packed
in Maine and the rest in California. All of the tuna is packed in
California. Anchovies in oil are not packed in this country.
In 1919 the output of other canned fish (excluding clams, oysters,
salmon, sardines: shrimp, and tuna, elsewhere separately given), was
valued at $2,234,000. Among the more important items in this
group are canned shad and canned roe, mackeral, and herring.
Irport8 in 1914, of canned "fish in oil, or in oil and other substances" were $3 220,696. These consisted lately of sardines from
Norway, Portugai; France, and Spain, an d of relatively small quantities of tuna and anchovies in oil.
Of other canned fish, imports in 1914 were: Canned herring,
4,643,158 pounds, $373,648; canned mackerel, 579,239 pounds,
$41,514; other canned fish (excluding the fish above enumerated, as
well as salmon and shellfish), $761,100. Later statistics follow:
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quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

CANNED SARDINES, TUNA, AND ANCHOVIES.
Pounds.
1918 .............

119....

60,4

1920 ...............................
1921 (9 months) ........

11734813
, 827, 424

..........

Per ce.
183,419

1,948,154

,316022
708,163

$45,85

25

8

25

408,638
.

25

,05

CANNED HERRING.
1918 .........................................
1919 ..........................................
1920 ....................................................

1921 (9months)

...

343,468
1,080,820
2,903,701

............................

$30,172
147,414
434 731

$4,528
22,112
65,210

77,508
78,53

$8473
11,856

81,271
1,748

257,794

4,068 ......................

1,2 ,92

18 ,31 .......

........

15
15
16

CANNED MACKEREL.
1918..........................
1910 .............

.

120 ....................................
1921 (9 months) .......

......................

372,200

15

* 15

8,237

5,918

18

CANNED FISH, m. s. P. Y.

1918 ........................................
1919 ..................................
9,148,855
1920 ........................... ............ 7,920,204
1921 (9months) ............................ 3,091,694

f

24,978
$37,048
1,498,771
224,518
1,462,441
219,3 6
85,768 ............

15
15
15
.

Export statistics are not available for fish packed in oil. Canned
fish (except salmon and shellfish) were valued at $118,836 in 1914.
Later statistics for calendar yea follow:
1918
Carmed fish, except salmon iand shellfish:
Value ....................................

$8,609,313

1919

$8,755,074

1920

$8,183,729

1921
(9 months).

$1,043,276

ALL FISH, PREPARED OR PRESERVED, N. S. P. F., IN BULK; ETC.

Description and uses.--This is a catch-all clause for such prepared
or preserved fish, shipped in bulk, as do not fall under the more
specific provisions of other paragraphs relating to fish. Among the
chief items under this general provision are pickled or salted cod,
hake, haddock. and pollock, as well as halibut similarly prepared.
Production of saltedor pickled fish in 1919 was 119,613,388 pounds.
Two of the largest items therein, herring and mackerel, are provided
for in other sections (see pars. 720 and 721, fish in containers of less
than 30 pounds); the production of cod was 63,551,903 pounds, valued at $12,687,000; haddock, 7,491,146 pounds, $815,000; and a
group designated as "all other" 24,583,460 pounds, $3,628,000. A
large proportion of the fish classified as "salted or pickled" by the
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Census appears to be of dry salted fish, especially cod, haddock, hake,
and pollock. These are included under paragraph 719 on page 674.
Import statistics are not sufficiently detailed to segregate such fish
as would fall under this provision. Recent statistics for some kinds
of pickled fish follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

ALL FISH, N. S. P. F., PICKLED OR SALTED.
i/Pounde.j
•
1918 ........................................................................
1919 ............................
....................
1920
......................................
1921 (9 months)..............................................................:

4,470,852
7,823,87
4,99,532
1,164,777

$272,523
696,478
389,040
105,798

HALIBUT, PICKLED OR SALTED.

1918 ...............................................................

1919 .........................................................................
1920 .............................................................
1921 J9 m onths) ................................................................

88

70,316
240,8 78
6,400

$108

8,030
17,016
1,249

Exports are combined with other classifications.
Important changes in cwssification.-The words "in bottles, jars,
kegs, tin boxes, or cans" have been omitted, since mention of the
method of putting up "tin oil, or in oil and other substances," appears
sufficient without specification of containers.
The clause "all fsh (except shellfish), pickled, salted, smoked, kippered, or otherwise prepared or preserved (except in oil or in oil and
other substances), * * * is intended to include all fish not
specially provided for.
Use of the term "canned" has been avoided because of possible
difficulties of interpretation. A division at 30 pounds has been made,
for the reason that while many of these products are packed in small
containers, others, such as anchovies andherring, are packed in large
hermetically sealed cans, and sold in such large cans to the retail
trade, to grocers, etc.
The provision for fish in containers weighing over 30 pounds is
intended to include fish in bulk, bundles, and large containers, and
avoids the necessity of determining what weights constitute a half
barrel or a barrel. Cod, hake, haddock, pollock, and cusk when
green or wet salted, in bulk, come within this general provision.
Suggested changes.-See under Suggested changes on page 675.
PARAGRAPH 722.
H. R. 7456.
PA. 722. Crab meat, packed in ice or
frozen, or prepared or preserved in any
manner, 26 per centum ad valorem; fish
paste and fish sauce, 28 per centum ad
valorem; caviar and other fish roe for
food purposes, packed in ice or frozen,
prepared or preserved, by the addition
of salt in any amount, or by other means,
28 per centum ad valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1909.
PAR. M3. *

*

*

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 201. * * * fish paste or sauce,

fishpaste or sauce,

25per centum ad valorem.

forty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 216. * * * caviar and other

PAR. 270. * * * caviar, and other

preserved roe of fish, thirty per centum preserved roe of fish, 30 per centum ad
valorem; * * *
a valorem. ,
[No corresponding provision for crab
[No corresponding provision for crab
meat.]
meat.]
CRAB MEAT.

Description and uses.-The demand for fresh crab meat, such as
the lobster, has become so great that now only a limited quantity is
canned. A few canneries are located around Norfolk, Va. The
crab is first boiled, then the shells are cracked and the meat removed
by picking, by centrifugal force, or by compressed air. It is packed
in two grades, the large clear white meat and the mixture of small bits
and of dark meat.
Production of canned crab meat in 1908 was 789,000 pounds, valued
at $166,000. The crab catch off the Pacific Coast States was 3,563,837
pounds, valued at $196,715, in 1915; the South Atlantic catch was
458,065 pounds, valued at $28,583, in 1918; and the New England
catch was 1,869,866 pounds, valued at $54,821, in 1919.
Imports of crab meat in 1913 amounted to 2,819,752 pounds,
valued at $448,247. Practically all crab meat now comes from
Japan. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1921

1918
Quantity (pounds)
.............................
antle .......................................

1919

3,1154,183
$1,02 ,413

2

1920
915

$1,08,

(9 months).

4,078,980

1 723,719

4 $2,16,08N

748,773

Exports.-Nono recorded.
Important changes in classification.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 682.
FISH PASTE AND FISH SAUCE.

Description, wses, and production.-Fish paste and sauce are condiinents especially prepared as a seasoning or dressing for fish.
duction statistics are not available.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1919 ..................................................................
1919 ..................................................
1920 ..................................................................
1921 (9 nionths) ................
......................................

Value.

Duty.

Pro-

Ad
valorem
rate.

$1 ,009
$3,941
........... 31,597
7, 93
54,105
13,526
32, 792 ......................

Per ceN.
25
25
25

Exports.-Not separately recorded.

Important changes in classificatio.---See Gendral Notes on Paragraph, page 682.
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CAVIAR, AND OTHBR FSH ROE FOR FOOD PURPOSES.

Description and uses.--Caviar is the roe of the sturgeon and other
large fish, prepared in several grades as afood. Next to the sturgeon,
the spoonbill catfish or paddlefish yields the highest grade of caviar.
The a e demand has led to the use of the roe of other fish, principally the shad and herring. Many of these preserved roes resemble
sturgeon caviar in color and texture, but are not labeled and sold
as caviar without qualify names to indicate their source. A
product similar to caviar from the roe of pollock has recently been
marketed.
Production statistics are not available for recent years. The
sturgeon found in the Mississippi Valley, in the GreatLakes region,
and on the Atlantic seaboard being almost extinct, the greater part
of American "caviar " is necessarily the roe of other fish. In 1908
the domestic output amounted to 217,000 pounds. valued at $95,000.
Florida reported 135,000 pounds, valued at $16,000. In 1919 a
total of 26;768 cases of fish roe valued at $174,268 was canned in
this country.
Of foreign production the highest grades and the largest quantities of the cheaper grades have in the ast been manufactured in
Russia, principaly on the Volga River. Besides the several varieties
of sturgeon utilized, the roe of the pike perch is used in the manufacture of a red caviar, and of the dog salmon for what is known
as keta caviar.
Imports of caviar in 1913 were valued at $184,745 and of other
preserved roes, $13,180; they increased to $213,320 and $27,182 in
1914. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
..........

53409

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

s10,2no

Per cent.
30

CAVIAR.

Ioa....1........................................

1919 ....................................................
19 ............ ......................................
1921 (9 months)..........................................

, ,91
41,01

7,715
8,793

26,755 ......

2,314
19,738

........

30

30

OTHER PRESERVED ROE OF FIS11.
1918 ..........................................
1919 .............................................
lo1920 ...........................................
1921 (g months) ...................................

............
131,908
120,979
~475

30
$2,557
S%524
30
10,741
35,804
30
9,629
32,0W
233 ..................

Exports of caviar and other preserved roe of fish in 1909 (the
last year they were separately given) were valued at $14,883, anld
went mostly to Canada, Cuba, and Central American States.
Important changes in clasfication.--See below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PAXAGRAPH.

Important changes in classification.-A new specific provision has

been added for crab meat. This product is imported in large quantities, chiefly from Japan and from Norway.
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"Fish paste and fish sauce" have been transferred from paragraph 253 of. the act of 1909 (par. 201, act of 1913) with a view to
including in this section of the tariff all dutiable fish and fish products.
The portion of the paragraph relating to caviar has been so worded
is entitled
as to include roe of fish other than the sturgeon, which
to be called "caviar " without a qualifying name. It will include
Tarama" (Russian for red caviar, made from roe of the pikeperch), "Glossar" (name applied to fish roe preserved with the
sac intact), and other fish roe, qualified by the name of the fish
from which taken, when prepared or preserved for food purposes
by any manner or means. The clause "by the addition of salt in
any amount" in connection with the preparation and preservation
of fish roe has been inserted to include cases where it has been held
that 10 per cent of salt must be present to constitute preservation
by salt (T. D. 37701, of 1918), and where the presence of a quantity
o? salt sufficient to preserve in New York during the winter but
not during the summer was held not to constitute "pPeservation"
(Mascahledes v. United Stales, 6 Ct. Cust. Appis. 399, of 1915).
PARAGRAPH 723.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS

PAR. 723. Barley, hulled or unhulled,
15 cents per bushel of forty-eight pounds;
barley malt, 40 cents per one hundred
pounds; pearl barley and barley flour,
2 cents per pound.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913,

PAR. 230. Barley, thirty cents per
PAR. 188. Barley, 15 cents per bushel
bushel of forty-eight pounds.
of forty-eight pounds.
PAR. .231. Barley malt, forty-five cents
PAR. 189. Barley malt, 25 cents per
per bushel of thirty-four pounds.
bushel of thirty-four pounds.
PAR. 232. Barley, pearled, patent, or
PAR. 190. Barley, pearled, patent, or
hulled, two cents per pound.
hulled, 1 cent per pound.
BARLEY.

(See Report T. I. S.-20.)

Description and 'u~es.-The better grades of barley are required for
inalting purposes, and, to a small extent, in the manufacture of
products such as pearl barley; the lower grades, which constitute the
bulk of the crop, are largely fed on the farms where grown. While
the malsters have taken most of the commercial crop, the great invrease in barley production is due to its use as a feedstuff on farms.

Production.-The barley crop increased nearly threefold from 1891
to 1920 (average per annum, 1891-1895, 77,000,000 bushels; 19161920, 203,000,000 bushels). The 1921 production was 151,181,000
bushels. The principal producing regions, which also yield the best
brewing barley, are the Dakotas, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and California.
Imports of barley are insignificant except when the domestic crop
is short or of poor quality. Ontario produces a superior grade of
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brewing barley and formerly supplied us annually from 8,000 000 to
[11000,000 bushels; but the American tariff of 15 cents per bushel,
being higher than the normal ocean freight, the Canadian surplus
usually moves to England. Imports since 1917 have Jbeen as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Bushel.
1018.
.................
....... 36170
1919 ........................ 14,941
1920 ...........................................
347,897
1921 (9 months) ....................................... . 2 414

Value.

Equivalent
ad
valorem.

Duty.

$05, 69
$55,225
17,298
2,241
.27,M
52,186
22... .....
.

Per cent.
9.12
12.96
9.89

Exports of barley for 1909-1918 ranged from 1,500,000 to 27,000,000

bushels. Ordinarily over 90 per cent of these exports originate in
the Pacific 6tates. These produce excellent brewing barley, but the
rail rates prevent a large eastern movement, except when prices are
unusually-high. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:

anty(bushels).............................
.0............... .5.

1918

1919

1920

80,219
377

37,011,840
$53,832,319

17 854,227
)1F6,189

( 1921
(9 montlis)
20,410,876
$16,836,595

In 1920, the United Kingdom received about 80 per cent;, Belgium,
8 per cent.
Important changes in classification.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 686.
BARLEY MALT.

(See Report T. I. S.-20.)
Description anl uses.-Barley malt is prepared by steepin the
grain in water; this causes it to soften and swell. It is then allowed
to germinate or grow sprouts, the germination being arrested by drying
and curing in kilns. During germination the enzyme diastase is
developed, the final malt being to some extent soluble. In the
subsequent brewing processes the crushed malt is attacked l)y the
enzymes and converted into soluble compounds. From I t)ushel of
barley are produced 1.1 bushels of malt, Malt sprouts, a l)y-product,
are used as a feedstuff.
Malt is used chiefly in the brewing of fermented liquors, and to a
smaller extent in the manufacture of distilled liquors. Since the
enactment of prohibition legislation it is findin a Iarge and rapidly
increasing outlet in the manufacture of near-beer and other noiintoxicating beverages.

Small quantities are used in making valriols

breakfast foods and malt preparations. The consumption in 1915-16G
of malt and its equivalent in barley was as follows:
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Manufacture of fermented liquors .....................................

Manufacture of distilled liquors ........................................
Total .................................................

...............

.

malt.

Equivalent
in barley.

Bushels.

Bushel.
A2439,9

5, 683,970
i4, 480, 588

4,073, 258

62,164,58 58 613,178

Production.-Imports being negligible (less than $20,000), these
62,164,558 bushels of malt plus exports amounting to.about 2,000,000
bushels may be assumed to represent the domestic production.
While the greater part was made from barley, use was also made of
corn, rye, wheat, and other cereals. In 1914 there were 97 malting
establishments, whose materials cost $39,000,000, and the value of
whose products reached $48,000,000. A considerable production of
malt by brewers is not reported. In 1919, production of all malt
(chiefly barley was valued at $39,340,000.
Imports.-No imports are recorded for 1919 and 1920. In 1918
and the first nine months of 1921 they were as follows: 10,847
bushels, valued at $19,212, and 3,580 bushels, valued at $2,026.
Exports of malt averaged about 210,000 bushels annually during
1910-1914 and moved chiefly to Canada. During the war the
exports rose over tenfold. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
j

1921

1918
Quantity (bushels) .............................
Value.........................................

1919
0896,
7
10, 4 941

$1,694651

192 0
4,250,627

1,

(9 months).
7,85,360
206, 564

In 1920, Argentina received 19 per cent; Brazil, 15 per cent; the
Netherlands, 8 per cent; Italy, 8 per cent.
Important changes in classiaton.-See General Notes on Paragraph, -page 686.
BARLEY, PEARLED, PATENT, OR HULLED.

(See Report T. I. S.-20.)

Descriptionand uses.-Hulled or pot barley is prepared by grinding
off the outer cuticle or husk. When the grinding is carried further
so that the grain is reduced to small round pellets, it is termed earl
barley. Patent barley is pearled or pot barley reduced to flour.
Pearled barley, the most important of these products, demands
a high-grade grain-large, spherical, free from weather damage, and
unbroken. Large, two-row varieties are grown for pearling.
Production statistics for barley products are not available, but
pearled, patent, or hulled barleys amount to an insignificant proportion of the crop. Four bushels of barley (48 pounds per bushel)
yield 100 pounds of pearl barley and approximately 90 pounds of
feed.
Imports of pearled, patent, or hulled barley have increased steadily,
coming from Europe, especially from Germany. From 489,244
pounds in 1907 they rose to 1,826,213 pounds in 1914. During the
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war imports dropped to about one-half the prewar level. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar ywr.

Quantity.

Value.

Po1,3.
1019

Duty.

I,q4V m
14
aor,nI,

1,n1.

nt ) ............. .......
.... .
. ......
.....
142,819 ......
28,
............
......
,.........
06 2 16-f
1921 (9 montlai)...............7...I.............3
7o

,

Pt6

1,428

5.

1,70

4.74
. .....

Exports were not separately stated prior to 1918. The following
statistics for barley flour are for the calendar years 1918-1920:

uantIty (b rrels).................................................
aluh I. ..............
4.... *4...... 0...... ......... . . .*.I
Figzrew orethe pwWo July 1 to Do*. , t191s.

In 1919, the United Kingdom took 62, per cent; Belgium, 19 per.
cent; Austria-a, mgar, 9 per cent.
Important dange*in dasfW*ftio,.--See below.
GENERAL MOTS ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in dalamj ion.-ThreepWagraphs of the act of
1913 (188 -190) relating to barley and barley products have been
combined; the provisions for barley have been extended definitely
to include the whole grain, whether unhulled or hulled (pot barley).
the -husk being of no value; the duty upon barley malt has been
changed from the bushel to a weight basis; and "barley flour," the
commercial designation, substituted for patent barley.
PARAGRAPH 724.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENT.

PAR. 724. Buckwheat, hulled or unhulled 30 cents per one hundred pounds;
buckweat flour and grits or groats, one-

halfof l cent per pound. I,

.

AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 24. Buckwheat, fifteen cents per
bushel of f6rtyeight pounds; buckwheat
flour, twenty-five per oentum ad valortm.

PAR.[FreeJ.
435. Buckwheat and buckwheat
flour

BUOKW14NAT, DUOKWHEAT PLOVR, EC.

De8smcption and ueea.-Buckwlwat is a quick maturing, poor soil
crop. The grain is chiefly cultivated as a feed and for the production
of buckwheat flour. A byproduct in flouring (middlings) is
esteemed by dairy en as feeod r cows, because of the high protein
I

t
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content. The plant is sometimes cultivated as a source of nectar
for bees.
Production.-Buckwheat is native to Europe and Central Asia.'' It
is found wild in China and Siberia and is grown wherever grain crops
are cultivated. In 1908 the domestic yield on 803,000 acres was
15,874,000 bushels, valued'at $12,004,000; in 1921, on 671,000 acres,
the yi@ld was 14,079,000 bushels, valued at $11,438,000.
Imports (grain) in 1913 amounted to 62,979 bushels, valued at
$38,829; in 1914, to 191,396 bushels, valued at $152,350. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
1918

1920

(

1921
mouthshs.
190,864

403 3737,

uaantity (buhs)...........................
alue.................

1919

$734,11

.....

$450,810

$317,389

$220,801

Exports of buckwheat in 1910 were 158,160 bushels, valued at
$103,138, but declined to practically nothing in 1911-1914. In 1915
exports, going chiefly to the Netherlands, rose to 413,643 bushels,
valued at $396,987. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
utty (bushels) ..............

ue

.

.

........................ ....

....

.

1,420

1920

1919
188,M074

454

S1921

9m ).

2, 240
29, 093
W64,48 $411,310

Of the 1920 export, 80 per cent went to the Netherlands, 8 per cent
to Belgium, and 6per cent to Canada.
important clang in dwafifcaiona--See General Notes on, Paragraph, page 688.,
BUOKWHMT FLOUR.

D&cription and uvsa.-In Europe buckwheat flour is consumed
chiefly by the poor. In America itis generally popular in the form of

buckwheat pancakes.
Produaion of buckwheat flour decreased from 176,081,891 pounds
in1909 to 125,622,189 pounds in 1914, valued at $4,663,561 and
$3,754,857, respectively. New York and Pemsylvania mill more
than two-third of the domestic grain. In 1619, buckwheat flour
production was 90,137,407 pounds, valued at $5,244,000.
1morts of flour increased from 35,788 pounds in 1913 to 402,966
pounds in 1914, valued at $960 and $10,282, rispectively. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:

Exports are not separately stated.

Imotant dcanges in rafication.-Seepage 688.
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GENERAL NOTES ON ?ARAGRAPH.

Important changes in c &s*icion.--Buckwheatand buckwheat
flour are transferred from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 435).
The provision for buckwheat has 1pen extended definitely to include
the hulled as well as the unhulled grain upon the same dutiable basis
the unit hits been changed from "bushel" to "himuded pounds;'
and grits or groats are specifically mentioned.
PARAGRAPH 725.
H. R. 7466.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 725. Corn or maize, including
cracked corn, 15 cent. per bushel of fiftysix pounds; corn grits, meal, and flour,
and similar products, 30 cents per one
hundred pounds.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 235. Corn or maize, fifteen cents
per bushel of fifty-six pounds.
PAR. 236. Corn meal, forty cent. per
one hundred pounds.

PAR. 465. Corn or maize (Free].'$
PAR. 466. Corn meal [Free].

CORN.
(See Survey FL-11.)

U .e-It
is estimated that 80 per cent of the domestic corn crop is
consumed on farms and does not enter the channels of trade. The
commercial crop is distributed in approximately the following proportions: Consumed in flour and grist mills, chiefly for human food,
but also for stock feed (census of 1914), about 6.5 per cent (180,000000 bushels); in glucose and starch factories (census of 1914), 1.6
per cent (44 000,000 bushels); in distilled spirits (1915), 1.2 per cent
(32,000 000 bushels); in fermented liquors, 0.5 per cent (14,000,000
bushelsS, exports (average for 1911-1915), 1.4 per cent (39,000,000
bushels)- fed to live stock not on farms, 5.4 per cent (about 150,000,000 bushels).
.Productio.-The United States produces over 70 per cent (3,000,000,000 bushels) of the corn crop of the world. Domestic consumption takes about 98 per cent of this. The 20 per cent which
enters trade represents largely the surplus, over farm consumption,
of the North Central States; the great bulk of this moves to the
Eastern and Southern States. The easten seaboard markets
receive the imported corn. The commercial supply varies greatly,
rding to the price and volume of substitute feeastuffs, the merantable quality of the crop, and the condition of the live-stock
markets.
Imports of corn or maize during 1914-1918 (fiscal years) ranged
from 2,000,000 to 11,000,000 bushels almost entirely from Argentina.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:

IsCorn or mal,

15 cents per bushel of 58 pounds. (Par. 4, snmergecny tariff act of 1921.)
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(0swuftw)'
quantity tlu(busaelb)
.............................
......
........
; ..................

* 151,;U3
J

In 1920, the imports from Argentina amounted to 90 per cent of
the total.
General imports by months for 1920-1921 are as follows:
Qua ntlty.
Month.

1920

RBusel.
January ...............................................
40,293
February ..............................................
156,945
Mah
.....
..................................
139,429
April ...............................
Io ......... 291,465
May ..............
......................
238,045
J1u6 .................................................. ,937,204

Juy
...........................................
AtU list
.........................................

......

September .............................................

October ...............................................
November .............................................
December.............

...................

2,340,41
1, 0 ' 1

1,066,449

608,064
12860W
Reo, 12

Value.

1921

3,226

7,379

A

41,707

1920

$379,526
184, 790
197,132
295,170
286, 61
1,135,368
3, 04, 534
1,530, 755
1,306,824
640,798
127,337

52,100
VA
17,0~5

17,8f71

472
1,08

107,198

1921'

$15,142
2,83
862
46,320
54, 98
V, 751
27,252
6, 804
3,488
481
1,074

5,112

Eqport..--Notwithstanding the preeminence of the United States
in corn production, exports for 1909-1913 averaged only about
41,000,000 bushels, one-third of the exports of Argentina, whicb
produces only one-sixteenth as much.-, The American cp influences
the meat, rather than the grain, markets of the world. Our exports
of pork and lard, which far exceed those of any other country, tend to
keep price'of corn upon an export basis. Because of comparative
softness and higher moisture content, corn of the United States is
inferior in shipping qualities to the Argentine product. Exports since
1917 by calendar years have been as follows:

........................
(bushes).............................
antlty
421ue
............

In 1920, Canada received 57 per cent; Cuba, 11 per cent; and
England, )10
per cent.
Important changes in cla8sifcation.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 690,
(OtN X/EAL,

,

Decription and u.es.--The character of the several corn products
(corn meal, etc.) is affected by the content of the different parts
of the kernel as in wheat milling. The skin
or hull
the
cent of per
51 per(about
cent of the corn kernel by weighty contains about
crude fiber in the kernel; the endosperm (about 84 per cent of the
kernel) contains about 90 per cent of the starch; the germ (10 per
cent of the kernel) about 80 per cent of the oil.
82804-22--.44

A

..
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Produdion.-By the modern roller process the grain is first freed
of chaff and foreign material, then the germ and part of the outer
hull are removed, and the degerminated material passes through a
series of rollers and screens. 'he various forms which the product
may take as a result of the latter processes are fine flour, corn meal,
fine grits, coarse grits, and hominy. The separated germ is crushed
for the-oil, whichhI a rge, and increasing market (see par. 45), and
the by-product, germ meal, is a valuable live-stock feed. Owig to
its high content of oil, the presence of theigerm in cornumeal teuds to
make the product rancid. The United States is by far the largest
manufacturer of corn products. The absorption of corn by four
and grist mills in 1919 was 113.768,512 bushels. Among the products
separately listed are corn meal, 10,683,878 barrels; honiny And grits,
288,525,592 pounds. The manufa-ture of fermented and distilled
liquors absorbed about 759,000,000 pounds of grits and other corn
products in 1916.
import, of corn m al, prior to 1919,. seldom amounted to $1,000.
Since 1917,- by calendar years, they have been as follows:
.

191

qUtvty (100 pomih) ......

1919

1

.......

7..........

1920

1920

,-

7

I

1921

(9 montb).

30,757

5

$39s234

&pork'during 1,914-1918 (fiscal years) ranged between$1,000 000
and '$20,C00;000 'in value. Later statistics (for calendar years) of
"corn meal.and corn flour" follow:
1

IN

1

$

(9~o

~

a

0 ................
*t71,.

In 1920 Egypt received 48 per cent; England, 7 per cent; and
Jamaica, 7 per cent.
Importat c/hnge. in d"80ifion.-ee below.
GENBRAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Impoftnt, cknge in dlaifiedion.-*-Corn, or maise exempt from

duty under the act of 1913 (par. 465), is dutiable under paragraph 4
of tb emergency tariff act. Corn meal is transferred firomthe free
list of the act of 1913 (par. 466). New specific provisiots are added
for cracked corn and corn grits; flour,, 4d similar products.

I'

~
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PAR. 726. Macaroni, vermicelli, nQo-

dee, and dmilar alimeatary pa
cents per pound
.
"AC

.t...

.

ACT 01918gl.

.01490-9,'

PAR. 237. Macaroni, vermicelli, and all
Pzn. 191. Macaroni, vermicelli, and all
similar preparations, one and onehal! siWiar,preparations, 1 oent per pound,
centa per pound.,
MACARONIP VERMICELLI, NOODLES, ET."

(See Survey G-.3.)
Description and use8.-Macaroni, vermicelli, spaghetti, and similar
edible pastes are made from the coarse flour or meal (called semolina)

of hard varieties of wheat. Aswheat of high gluten content is, tequired, duruim or macaroni wheat--grown principally in Russia,
Algiers, Montana, and the Dakotaa-is preferred. The semolina is
mixed with hot water; worked into a stiff paste or dough, kneaded,
then placed in a cylinder pierced with hols corresponding to the
diameter of the desired product, forced through, cut into suitable
lengths, and dried.

'

.

t --

Producion.--In1914 there were 373 manufacturers of "macaroni,
vermicelli, and noodles," tha output being about 300 000,000' pounds,

valued at $12,884 000, besides $400,723 reported by bakers and other
manufacturers. In 1920 production was estimated at about 450,000,000 pounds,which'tepresented the product :f about 500 separate
estalt"f
aouthmenteprs.

The manufacture of edible pastes is greatest in Italy and France.

These foods are prepared in most Italian households but there is a

marked trend toward factory production. Durum weat is imp6rte
from the United States and returned ai edible paste.
p'orte
Imp'rte during 1910-1914 (fiscal years) ranged between 100,000,000
and 125,00,Q0 pound; valued &t from S4W00,000 to $5,500,000,
with a customs revenue of about $1,500,000. Over' 95 percent game
from Italy, and most of the remainder.'om ance jD
the war
imports dwindled 'to !, than. 1 per cent of the prevous volume.
Later statistics follow:
1yeAr.

Qountty.

1g18...............................
1919.......................
..... ... ...... . V,0
10 ....................................................
_06,168
1921(Qmonths) ........................................
1,079,8

Value

Duty.,

ad
valm~R

26
$
113
$41,22
$4,069
IF187
062
7.51
122,921 .......................

In 1920 the bulk came from Japan and Hongkong.

Ezports are not separately stated.

Important changes in dasiation.-"Noodles" havb been added
because they are not prepared in the same manner as the other prod-
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ucts enumerated in paragraph 726. "All Similar preparations" of
the act of 1913 has been changed to similarr alimentary pastes,"

a term generally applied to such preparations.
PARAGRAPH 727.
H. R. 7408C.

SBNAT1 AXNDXUNTS.

PAR. 727. Oats, hulled or unhulled, 10
cents per bushel of thirty-two pounds;
unhulled ground oats. 32 cents per one
hundred pounds; oatmeal, rolled oats, oat
grits, and sinila oat products, 60 cents
per one hundred pounds.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PR. 238. Oats, fifteen cents per
PAR. 192. Oats, ( cents per bushel of
bushel.,
thirty-two pounds; oatmeal and rolled
PAR. 239. Oatmeal and rolled oats, one oats, 30 cents per one hundred pounds;
* * *.

cent perpound; * * *

,[No- corresponding provision for un[No corresponding proviion for un.
hulled ground oats.]
,hulled ground oats,]
OATS'.

'"

(See Report T. 1. S.-20.)

Deswreptin and uses.-Ap proximately 85 per cent of our oat crop

is fed to live stock, principally horses; 4 per cent becomes oatmeal
or some similar product; and the remainder is sown or exported.
Oat straw is used for feeding purposes. The 6at crop is sometimes
cut for hay, or is pastured, or turned under for green manure. Nearly
70 per cent of the grain is consumed on the farm where produced; but
the remaining 30 per cent, the commercial crop, exceeds in volume
the world trade in oits. Its markets are very elastic, being dependent
upon live-stick conditions and prices of *om; hay, and qther competing feedstuffs.
.,Production.--The American"cr9p is normally around 1,500,000,000
bushels, exceeding that of any other country; 75 per cent is grown in
the North CentraF States, whose surplus, with the small excess grown
in the Pacific Northwest, supplies the deficiencies of the South and
East as well as the exports. In foreign countries,oats are used to a
larger extent for human food.
Imports for 1897-1913, principally from Canada, undor-a duty of
15 cents per bushel, exceeded 1,000,000 bushels only in years of domestic crop shortage. In 1914, under a duty of 6 cents per bushel,
coinciding, with a harvest of about 300,000,000 bushels less than the
p receding year, about 22,000,000 bushels were imported, chiefly from
Canada gut also from Argentina. Later statistics follow:

1918 .......

Calendar year.

Quantity.

I................................

1,461,621 $1,2I, V3

1919 ...................................
.....
.
.. ..........................
(9 onths.) ...............................

'i

Value.

609........
,
,131
4 ,W
8,549,111
8,728,134
3,081,10
1132,m.3

Duty.

1u f$87,62

X,
3,W
403,88
..................
.

Eqvalorem.

Per cent.
7.78
6.16
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In 1920, 95 per cent of the imports came from Canada, and 4 per
cent from Argentina.
&pork fluctuate greatly, according to domestic and foreign lar.
vests. Although the domestic crop nearly doubled in 20 years,
exports declined from over 40,000,000 bushels in 1900 to less than
3,000,000 bushels in 1914. Considerable exports from the Pacific
States went to Europe in 1914. Dung the war exports increased
enormously. Later statistics follow:
1919

1920

24,47
$40,43, 204

12,877,874
$12, 3,104

I9S
Quantity (bush ) ..................
VOaWu............................$

,
8,221,637

1921
(9 outhb).
,474,291
$1,280,941

In 1920, France received 49 per cent; Belgium, 20 per cent; Cuba,
12per cent; and Canada, 10 per cent.
Important changes in da8sf8icatio.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 694.
OATMEAL AND ROLLED OATS,

Description and uses.-Oatmeal rolled oats, and similar preparations are milled from hulled and kiln-dried oats, 10 bushels pro.
ducing one barrel (180 pounds) of oatmeal. For these products highgrade, plump, heavy white oats with thin hulls are preferred. Oat,
meal and similar products, are consumed largely as breakfast foods
and are also used for feeding stock.
Production of oatmeal by merchant flour mills in 1914 was 30,451,581 pounds, valued at $757,804, principally inNew York and Wisconsin, and of rolled oats (including otherbreakfast foods) 92,676,085
pounds, valued at $2,932,238. In 1914 approximately 50,000,000
bushels of oats went into merchant flour mills manufacturing oatmeal,
and 23,000,000 bushels into meals prepared chiefly for live.stock feed;
10,000,000 to 15 000,000 bushels were consumed by custom mills.
I 1920, oatmeal production was 28,120,649 pounds, valued at
$1,101,000.
Import values of oatmeal and rolled oats are normally less than
$50,000. Statistics of, imports since 1917 follow:
I
!uvaen

Calendar year.

quantity

Value.

Duty.

I0L)osnds.i
1918
...... ........
1919 ....................

...........................

I
I

..........................

1921
(9 months) ................................

104,217
4,463
6,1
3,784

advalx'em.
Par ef~U.

$857,080
$31,266
38,770
1,339
3958
2044
30,613 .............

&.64
81,

&.79

......

Exports of oatmeal and rolled oats for 1913-1918 (fiscal years)
ranged from 16,000,000 to 347,000,000 pounds, valued at $569,000 to
$17,500,000, and went principally to the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

. I IIt,I,I

4

4N

allMKAftyfOy TAfUFY!1,,NYO11KAT1ONj% 19041 .

6941

In .1920; the Unitediingdom repeived 47, per ,cent; the Nether-

lands, 18 per cent.
A.1

..

mporkint:change * -asifica4Qni-So below..

,!mp
hulr v

.

n

i ca /'ti, i

-rThe wvrds

hulled or un-

4if
eaveadded povisos have a!o0i been added for un-

hulled ground oats, oat gits (Sc tch 16atineal)"avid aimilii oat
products.

PARAGRAPH 7298.
HL.

. 7486.

ORNATB AMUNDXENT8.

P .m. 728. Paddy or rough rice, I ce4t
per pound; brown rice (hulls reioved).
1 cents per pound; milled rice (bran"
removed), 2 cents per pound; broken
rice, and rice meal, flour, polish, and
bran, one-half of 1 cent per pound; all
the foregoing not specially provided for.
'IAOT

AOT O1 1913.

OF 1909.

PARt. 240. Ricei cleuked, tvwo ceuta per
pop ndj uncleaned rive, or rice free of 1le
otiW hull ad still Iaq
the in ner
cuticle on, one and ois fot6 h nt INed
pound; rice flour, and rice meal, and
rice broken which will ;pae through A
number twelve wire sieve of a -kind prqscribed by the SeCretary of the TiessflLy,
one-fotirthof one cent peround padd
Q u -,Um
the pet,
outer
b having
O
rieo
pound-.
of one cent
fourths

PAR. 193. Rice cleaned 1 cent per
pound; unclea4ed rice, or nce free of the
outer hull and still having the inner
cuticb on, of I cent per pound; rice
flour, and nee meal, and rice broken
wAich will pa through a number twelve
sieve of a ind proscribed by the Secretary
of or
therice
Treasury,
per pound;
padd;
havig *thecent
outet hidl on,
| of 1-cent per pound. 7

*

RIOB.

( 11,

, (See Survey 0..)

. Productio.-The domestic rice crop nearly doubled between the
years 1908 and 1918. Of the 40,000 000 bushels harvested in 1918,
Louisiana prtduoed 18,000,000, and Texas, Arkansas, and California
each more than 7,090,000 bushels. Rice culture has developed
rapidly in these States, especially in California but has been nearly
discontinued
the South
AtlanticIt division,
where
was Kown
is a special
formonce
of agriculture,
supply.
nearly
all theindomestic
requiring unusual equipment and a considerable plant investment.
Because of overproduction and low prices, the crop. of 1921 was
reduced to 35,105,000 bushels.
Growers generally uiarket the product as "rough rice," that is,
in the eonditiox it leaves the thresher retaining dirt and other foreign Y
substances. Specially equipped mnils in the growing regions take
this rough rice, clean itf remove the outer shell or hull, the inner

If Rice, cleaned 2 cents per pound, except rice cleaned for use in the manufacture of canned foods, on
which the rate of duty shalg be [ cent pe potud; tncleaned rice, or rice free of the outer hull and still havil
the inner cuticle on, 1 cents per poutid; rice flour, and rice meal and rice broken which will pass through
a number twelve wire sieve of the kind prescribed by the Secreary of the Treasury onb'tourth of I cent
paddy, of rice baviny the our hull on, thrbfourths oi-l cen$ per pound. (Par. 9,emergencY

satyMM
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cuticle or bran, and sometimes polish the grain. Table rice is
usuallyretailed at standard prices which do not fluctuate with the price
changes of rough rice. In 1914, 59 rice-cleaning establishments,
capitalized at $12,000,000, prodded 'the value of $23,000,000.
A bushel (45 pounds) of rough rice yields 28 or 30 pounds of clean
or,l hulled
the remainder
consists
chaff,ofpolish
or flour,
bran,is
other'rice;
l-prodqcts.
'46ut
20 perof ent
the grain
weight
Compared with the enormous crops and exports of the Orient, the
domestic
is insignificant.
with the
exception
of certain production
kinds imported
to meet specialHowever,
requirements,
the American
output supplies substantially the entire domestic demand, and permits an export of over 400,000,000 pounds.
Imports..-Of the 269,125,342 pounds imported for consum tion in
the fiscal year 1914, over' one-half'(140,649,985 pounds) fails under
the tariff classification of "floitr, meal and broken rice, which will
pass through a No. 12 wire sieve." This is known as brewers' rice,
and was received, not from the growing regions, but principally
from the rice mills of Germany and the Netherlands. This grade is
a by-product of rice'miSit, the domestic production in 1914 being
only 70,373,855 pounds (about 10 per cent of the total clean, rice),
the 1916 consumption reported by brewers being 141,219,292 pounds.
Imports of clean or table rice in 1914, fogowing the reuctioi of the
duty from 2 cents to 1 cent per pound, were 73,744,997 pounds, skout
four times those of the preceding year. They came largelyfom the
Netherlands and China. The imports were due, in some degree, to the
demands of our foreign population. Imports in 1914 of uncleaned
or ric free of the outer hull and still having the inner cuticle
on' (brown rice), totaled 52,677,863 pounds, and of "paddy, or rice
having' tho outer hull on," 2,052,497 pounds, a large part going to
Hawaii. Later statistics follow:

I
Calenar"yea.

QmUty.

Ya"u.

Duty.,

Equival1ent
d

PADDY, O4 RICE BJAVINO THE 'OUTER HULL ON.

...................................

1919
....................................
1920.
. . . . ..
1921 (9 months)...... ..................................

219381
55,610
143,
1,510

$1,400

182$

4.2$

a84
4.87
i11,79
1,8 ............
837
4.4'
.......

UNCLEANED RICE, OR RIVE PRE* OF THE OUTER HULL, ETC.

.......... ....... .....

....... . .

1919 ......................................

..

(9*onta)...~.......................

58,250,0 0 $,o24,s,7

28,9 8,225 2,199,888
28 NO637
IF053

2,400,299
8g6,92

- 6.006

1201

178,472

7."4

1M
,

S7W1.2

CLEANED RICE.
1918...................
........
6...........
1919....
..........................
1920.......... ...........................

1921 (9monL
ts) ................................

88,579,582 $3,08O,575
28,443,098 1,933,129
21,540, 43 2,240,103

13,M ,353

$885796
284,431
215,405

a22
14.71
9.82

758,10 ............ ............

696

60MMARY OF, TARIFF INFORMATIONI1.,
Calesndar year.

j~it~.J

'I

I Duty.

Yalue,

sI4Arvaeft

BROKEN RICB.

..........
..........
"......... 7
1 12424,2
t
191..............
. . l t to......
1:
.........
A '0,576
,7
192............................
776,7"..41,600
*

'RICE

,713
727
727 1
1,942

7.8
. .87
.. 6

MEAL,

11..............
.....................
1919 .....................................
192..
.. .................. .9. ..........

94,827
313

.

194,073

1921 (9months) .....................

114,748

2,84434

2371

834
22
4.4
. ..............

10,916
*

4W

I'
1,.

RICE FLOUR.

1918..............
................................... I 708,9
1 ...........................................
91
......... i
6,397

1
.......................
19l1 (..on )

0..
............
"

64,40
4"'6

02,
72, 907

4,20
1, S

,406
32,99.

....

58
252

16

General 'imports of rice are given by months for 1920 and 1921
aafollow:

UNOLEANBD RICE, INCLUDING PADDY.
January ................................................

February.............................................

March ..............................................
Jpru ..................................................
July ........................

.........

August .................................................

Septombe ..........

...................

October ..............................
November ............................................
December .............................................

Pourtdu.
749,786
W9,436
3,312,873
3,607,159
1,137, 600
2,049,400
3,562,796
3,269,815
2,674,360
,051 094

3,30W 110

422
1,338,761
3,36800
3 22D
1,57,844
758,344
59455
fim
318,272
826,704
1,175,393

78k624

8

72,38
315,83
334,920
101,787
19'92
S0 898
7W,705
20,74
7,196
3M

237

V51,380
62,282
68,189
151,986

170,041

00,271
34,894
29,284
17,147
47, 012
94,879

03,213

OLENED RICB.

January ............... ......
......
March..
........................
. ..
...............
AMr.....
ay ........... . ....................................
June...u........................
...........

July
.............................................
August...................................
..
.. . . ... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Sepembr..0.
October...........................................
November .............................................
December ...........................................

143,776
190, 211
233,281
71 398
1W, 719
72,012
351,041
194,320
184,350

619S

8UMMARY ,OF TARIFF INFORKAIION, 19l.
Quantity.
192D

Value.

1921

1021

1I=

RICE FLOUR, RCg MAL, AND BROKEN RICE,

Po046.

Januna ...........................................
FO u 7 .....................................

March
...............................................
AJ .......................... 19........................
Key ................. 0....
June..........................
JulY ......... #.. 0... -4 .......
August ...............................................
September .............................................
tolxt................................................
November .............................................
Deoembor ........................
.*........

44,20
0,106
30,098

Poun.
84,,34
0832
2

1 82
Wb2
47,707
89,06
9............................
6,156
21,644
42,129
576,079
42,213
302, 44
166,816
27,187
48,372
49, 172
82038
70,848
79,100
80,572
76,453

$6,348
75
,4

loom
1,7
1,740

3,90
17,467
3,416
2,718
36,8V
25, 1,
3,000
5,511
7,521
7,=09

3:740
4o431
3,180
3,4W0
4092
3 1"
5 202
6,540
6,5

In 1920, the principal country of origin was Japan; which furnished
us 93 per cent of our imports of uncleaned rice. The bulk of cleaned
nee came from Hongkong (70 per cent); 22 per cent was from French
JndoChina. Imports of rice flour, rice meal, and broken rice from
Hongkong amounted to 50 per cent, from Canada to 20 per cent, and
from Japan to 18 per cent of the total.
Elxpo of rice for the year 1914 were 18,223,264 pounds, chiefly to
Cuba (under a preferential customs treatment) and to Mexico; and
of rice bran and polish, 4,191.062 pounds. Toward the close of the
war exports of rice rose tenfold. Later statistics for calendar years
follow:

ty (ponds)...................
.......
t...........

....

1913

1919

187,932,77b
$12,424,710

376,875,571
$14,77b,622

1
392,812,85M
$37,409,176

(9months).
489,439,850
$16,738,322

In 1920, Cuba received 16 per cent of the exports; Germany, 14
per cent; the Dutch East Indies, 8 per cent; andCanada, 7 per cent.
lWortant change in d flcaion.-The provision has been shortened, simplified, and made to conform to general usage.
Suggested cae.--' All the foregoing not specially provided for"
is an unusual phrase for the conclusion of a parrph, and is apparently unnecessary in order to exclude from thi paragraph rice
cleaned for use in the manufacture of canned foods (par. 1643).,

X. ,R. 7480.

PARAGRAPH 729.
BXNATZ ABND]ENTS..

PAR. 729. Rye, 10 cents per bushel of
fifty-six pounds; rye flour and meal; 80
cents per one hundred pounded

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 241. Rye ten cents per bushel;
rye flour, one-haf of one cent per pound.

PA2. 689. Rye and rye flour [Free].

~

V

a98

60kUMAUr,

(1 TA1VF iXOlHtATIOXIJ,, 1921.

Descriptionand uee.-Rye is a cereal grain of relative unimportance
in the United States compared with wheat, corn, or oats. The grain
is used both for human food and for stock feed; the plant for soiling,
occasionally as hay, as a cover crop, and for green manure; the straw
as bedding for horses, in packing fruit trees, pottery, etc., in making
straw articles, and i paper. Rye is often mnied with wheat bran,
qr oats Aho
feo and with dar by products as a satisfaotory
feed for hogs.
Productit.-About 96 per cent of the world's rye crop has been
produced and consumed WEurope. It is the principal cereal of the
_wore northern regions whose climate is not well suited for wheat.
In 1908, 1,948,000 acres, yielding 31,851,000 bushels, valued at
$23,455,000, were'under cultivation here; this increased to 6,185,000
acres, yielding 89,103,000 bushels, valued at $134,947,000, in 1918.
In 1921, however, production dealiood to, 57, 18,Q0 kisiels,
valued at,$40,680,000.
S-.Importe of rye (grain) rose from 45 bushels in 1913 to 36, l6 in 1914,
valued at $61 and $23,223, respectively. Later statistics for calendar
years follow.:,

Qu, tty (

) .

5 :071

.1919

.

1902 0

1 253

8
04,'
sit D 8"1
Fports of rye were 2,222,934 bushels in 1914. The United King

va"1,,,. ..

............ ..............

dom, Italy, and Norway were the principal buyers. Later statistics

for calendar years follow:

1918

... ............

.........

.. .

.

" 1921

8,131,

In 1920 Fiance purchased 21 per cent;, Belgium, 19 per cent; Germany, 12 per cent;Netherlands, 12 per cent; and Canada, 11 per cent.
in i casi.-See General Notes on ParaImportaW
,graph, page 699.
RYB FLOUR.

Description and uees.--Rye, constitutes; the chief bread grain of
over one-third of the inhabitants of Europe. Its use in the United
States is relatively small. About one-third of the domestic rye is
made into flour.
Production increased from 1,532,139'barrela in 1909 to 1,937,385
barrels in 1914, valued at $6,383,538 and $7,845,213, respectively.
Wisconsin, .Minneeota, New York, Pennsylvania an IIIois milled
about 85 per cent of the output. In 1919, rye-flour production was
I
.
2,527,752 brrels;,walued at $21,236,000iI

Imports of rye flour were 117 -barrej in 1914.
calendar years follow:

~tyu~:w

.......

..

......:,-#:

10

Later statistics for

;

203%W
M

ift%944'

M4

.J

xport Were 8,2981barels ifn 191 I.Later statistics for: calendar

yeats follpw:

(9 mo .th)
f. tiatiy (barrels)....... .
. ..... ........

...........

..........

144,075
$15,449, 730

1,288,030

383,748

M,,44,0
M~8$,

47,82
$331,930

In 1920 Norway received 78 per cent, Getnnan 'yO
per cent, and,'
Belgium, 4 per cent.
'Important hnen9in dsiftati&.-See bbow.'"
GENERBAL NOEMO~ ?&A4RAP'H.
1iMpOrtant ehaflgea 1i eassticatiot--.-Rye and ry6 flour aire- trans.ferred from the free list of ,the,at of 19IS (p1t. 50). Rye meal has
beenadded.
.
I'

PARAGWAP,

70.

P&H. 730. Wheat, 25 cents per bushel
of sixty pounds wheat flour, semolina,
crushed' or cracked wheat, and similar
wheat products not specially provided
for, 50 cents per one hundred pounds.
ACT 0F 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAx. 242. Wheat, twenty-five cents per
bushel.
PAR. 243. Wheat flour, and semolina,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem.

lina and other wheat products, not spe-

PAR. 644. Wheat, wheat flour, semo-

c" pil
provided for In t"as section (Free):
Prvd That wheat shall be subject to
a duty of 10 cents per bushel, that wheat
flour shal be Subect to a duty of 45 cents
per barrel of 198 pounds, and semolina,
and other products of wheat, not specially
provided fori thissection, 10 per centum
id valorem, when imported directly or
indirectly from a country, dependency,
or other subdivigon of government which
imposes a duty or wheat or wheat flour
or
semolina
i'jprted from *the, United
6
States,'

SWtiart f adt
~tOf Mi'l)
er buhel, pv. I; wheat flourand semolln,20perentum ad valorem, (Par. 2,emer.
gen-y

If

700'
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AY OF TARIFF INFORMATION,

WHEAT.

(See Report T. I. S.-20.)

Ducriptioniand use.-Three principal kinds of wheat-hard, soft,
and durum--are recognized commercially. Hard wheat is preferred
for bread flours; soft wheat for pastry, biscuits, and crackers; and
durum wheat a very hard variety with a high gluten content, for macaroni and odler edible pastes. Innililing practice it is customary to
mix different types of wheat to obtain Hour of vying grades. Color,
weight, and strength are the princips1 standards by which wheat is
judged. In addition to its familiar uses, wheat is also employed for
the edible pastes, in starch manufacture, in various breakfast foods
and especially in semolina- the low grades or "feed wheat" and
the by-products of flour million are used for live-stock feed. About
85,000,000 bushels are required annually for reseeding.
Production.-The average annual wheat crop during 1911-i919 was
about 795,000,000 bushels, with , farm value of $1,085,000,000. The
United States
is thedistributed,
world's largest wheat producer. Although wheat
growin
is widely
about hlf the crop is from the west
North Central States. Of the hard wheat, the spring varieties are
produced chiefly in the Dakotas, Minnesota, and Montana, snd the
hard winter varieties largely in Kansas and.parts of adjacent States.
Durum wheat is grown principally in Montana and the western part
of the Dakotas. -Elsewhere soft heats predominate. Of the world
production of 3,500,000,000 to 4,000,000,000 bushels, Europe yields
about one-half, but it also (excepting Russia, Hungary, and Roumania) absorbs the bulk of world exports. The world cropis largely
of the soft varieties, that of the harder, wheats being confined chiefly
to Russia, Canada, and the United States.
A
Imports fluctuate greatly. They come almost entirely from Canada, which produces chiefly hard spring wheat of excellent quality..
During 1897-1913, with a duty of 25 cents per bushel, imports exceeded 100,000 bushels only in years of shortage or poor quality in the
domestic hard-wheat crop. Later statistic's folow:
Calendar year.

3'.antlty.

Duty.

Value.

1918................................
..........................................
,. ................. ................
1919

144
001
7, 9Z3, 8M5 14,0 :5,234
............. 33,17,0,47,417
8M, 60 75, ,IN24 1,63

Im.........................................

1921 (9months) .... ....

............................

........ 18$ ,2u 30, W,

"6"...........

In 1920 imports from Canada amounted to 95 per cent of the total.
General imports are given by months for 19 ! and 1921:
j

Mouth.

Quantity.
1920

January........
.........................
February ......................................

76,22R
684,02
65154
2M

March
...........................................
....
April ...................................................
ay

June..

..............

474,81

.................................
283, 010
........
100,334
July................. .........
Auguit.........................................3W,4827
September...
...............................
1,842,897
Ocobe
.....................................
November ..................................

December ....................................

*

.

980 2 149
95,578

11 236112

,~

Value.

-

1921

1920

4, 04,
4,403,712

$1,739,399
1,8072, 270

$7004,877
7,467,382

902,667
89, 807
713,689

1,358,871
11,017
200,842

3,018,994
132 68
I#,177 984

22,88,007
19,61, 00

1,001, 777
1,246,454

2,871,043
4'461,304

230,6Q
81,031

878,115
1,184,776

1,463,m
W,.248

815,89D2
4,672,925

0, 247 12002750

1921

4, 64;020
6,825,
112

889,15
113,996

2 4A86o

GSUXMART, OY TAIUFF M1FORMTIOX, 1921.L0

,E.ports of wheat constitute fmrnj 1 to 37 per cent of the dQmestic
production during noi4qil years. .u inreasing proportion tikes the
form of wheat flour rather than of .gain. Exports of grain move in
considerable volume to many countries, chiefly to the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Germany. From 1910 to 1918 (fiscal
years) they ranged from 34,118,853 to 259,642,533 bushels, valued at
$80,000,000 fo $333,000,00). water statistics for calendar years
follow:

anty (bu" )..........

Value ............................

..........

f

1918

1919

1,,177,0

1 ,06,470
6

1920

( 1921
(9 months).

27,34
M,9,

9o6

50M612,978
6, 218

Important eha nme in dmasification.-See General Notes on Para-

graph, page 703.

WHEAT FIoOUR.
(S"ee Report T. 1. S20.)"

Description and uees.--In, the modem flour mills wheat is first
thoroughly cleaned and scoured, and then subjected to a succession
of grindings or "breaks" between several sets of rollers (usually
fo'A), in which the grain is slowly broken and the outer layers of
hull or skin (producing bran, middlings shorts) sifted away. The
flour producMin the various breaks is b lended in standard grades.
About 72 per cent of the wheat is usually received in the form of
flour, 4J bushbels of No. 2 hard wheat (270 pounds) making 1 barrel
of "straight" flour (196 pounds) and 70 pounds of feed, with 4pounds
of loss. Two main commercial types of flour are (1) the soft, starchy
flours from sort wheats and (2) the granular flour from hard wheats,
the latter producing a larger quantity of bread per unit of flour, as
well as a lighter loaf. Graham flour is the unbolted wheat meal
ground from ihe whole kernel, while whole-wheat flour contains all
of the kernel except the bran.
"
Production (f wheat flour in 1914 was 116,403,770 barrels, valued
at $543 839 00), from 546,000,000 bushels of wheat, The two rinoipal milling 'States were Minneota (27,132,153 barrels) and Xansas
(12,777,582 barrels). While there were 6,876 wheat-flour mills in
1914, the indwuitry is large-scale, over,,60 per cent of the flour Qutput
being ground in 218 ae mills, each produecixg 100,000 barrels or
more. In 1919jdomestic production of.wheat flour was 132,478,513
barrels, valued at 81,436,589,000.
Import values of weat flour averaged $500,000 in the years immediately preceding the World War. The were almost exclusively
from Canada. -Import since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918.

.................................................

1919 ..................................................
M... ).......................................

191(9 mouths) .............................................

Quantity.
Barrels.
170,962

-

Value.

I1, 18, 07

17,523
181,207
779,788
8 , 930

79,764

Duty.

$472

337
193

6,708943..........

7?02

St)MAoy OF EARF

1imavlAtjoit, 1921.

"In 1920, imports from Canada, amounted to 95 per cent of the
total. General sports arehown.below by monthslor 1920 and'19210

Iauuary................................................
February .............................................
March ...........................................
....
A ..

aJune ..............
.......................................
........
........... ........................

July ..............

.............................. ;

Au...t ...
.
..
.
Octber'e
b ..........................
.................
September
........

Novembw. ..............................

No"mb

t

"..,

..

29,011
27M,
11,524
22044
30 283

220,443
2 ,32i
174,44
118,944

4 7,8
6, 2871

26,397

17,871
14 527
MA

6,8

. . ...........

%270

3,007
3,5
5 1
3-1

0,190
294,838
148,008
257 1246

237
Q
474,, 6"8
344,301
175,98

, 1M , 67

$1,979,933
1,7 6,10
1,475,533
1, 174
4

349874
070
17,534

14,80
W,
$91t
27,110

828$2 4,88
4249
8..... 27'smA 284

Exports of flour for 1910-1918 (fisedg years) ranged from about
9,0000000 to nearly 22,00,000 barrels, valued at $48,000,000 to
$245,000,000, going to many countries, in largest quantity to the
United Kingdom, Later statistics fp calendar year follow:
1918,
1919

920,

(Pmouths)

In 1920 the United Kingdom received,16 percent; FoQld and
Danzig, IIp cen
,t.
Important canges ,im cka4u ion.--See Genea Notes on Paragraph7 pop 703..
8FJ(OLfIA..

ee urveY-.)it

DecrptO i and u &Seni4is a coarse, granular-mealwt
the bran removed, made frog hard Varieties of wheat. It is exten.sively used in macaroni, spaghetti, and other edible pastes.' The term
4i
seniori ni" s also applied to the' particles retained in the bolting
tijachine o .the flour minl.' 'Sueh particles are used in soups, puddings, etc. Some cereal beakfast foods are also made from semolina.
'S.statistics
are not available. This country is one of the
largest producers and exporters of durum;and hard wheats, and sup'plies most'of the'semolina for domestic use. ,
I'mbport values ofsemolina rose ftrom lesi than $3,000 prior to 1914
to about $30,000 in later years. JimportW since 1917 have been as
follows:,

,, '7",,

SU-MMARY OF

ARIFF INFORMATION,

IM161

IAd
QUi4 yM.

Qutty.

valorva

SEMOLINA..

r

I S...=.
...

Duty.

Valta

..........

. . ...............

1

............
O
$ ,

l

...

,..

CRUSHED WIEAT.

i

..........

montht ) ..

. ..
.......

78
6W,351
-411474

.

I ,1U
Islas

,P30

S&
to
. 00 ..........
..
.....

111.00

Reports are included in "All other breadstuffs."
Important cAang. in dafuioation.-See below.
0EN~rAL NOTX8 ON P4AURAPH*

Important change. in comdefication.-Wheat, wheat flour, semolina,
and other wheat products not specially provided for, were condi.
tionally exempt from duty under paragraph 644 of the act of 1013.
The products specifically enumerated are dutiable under. paragraphs
I and 2 of the emergency tariff act of May 27, 1921.
The duty upon wheat flour, semolina, and similar products has
been changed to a weight basis.
This paragraph specifically includes crushed or cracked wheat.
To avoid possible conflict with by-product feeds (par. 731), with
cereal foods and preparations (par. 733), and with biscuit. and other
baked articles (pat. 734), the word "other" before "wheat products"
in paragraph 644 of the act of 1913 was changed to "similar" in this
paragraph,

_____

."

PARAGRAPH 781.
al R. 745.

SENATE AMENDXENTB.

PN. 731. Bran, short", and other byproduct feeds obtained in milling wheat
or other cereals, 15 per centum ad valorem per ton; hulls of oats, barley buckwheat, or otbr grans, ground or unground, 10 cents per one hundred pounds;
dried beet pulp, malt sprouts, and brewore' grains, $5 pr tovt; mixed feeds. consisting of an
iture of grains or grain
products with oilc&ke or oilcake eal, or
molamwe, or other foedatff#, per fentum.
ad ;1arm.,,
AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 239. *.* oat hulls, ten cent. per
PAR. 192. * * ' oat hulls, 8 cents
per one hundred pounds.
hundred pounds.
No corr 0 pnd g provision for the
oer commodites.)]r
nd[g Provision for the
corre
other

~l

*4~j

7.04

SUMMABY -OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
BY-PRODUCTS OF MILLING. RTC.

Description and wes.-This provision covers the by-products of
milling-such as bran, shorts, middlings-used chiefly as feed for
animals; dried beet pulp; malt sprouts and brewers' grains; mixed
feeds; and fillers such as hulls., Hulls are used as a filler or roughener
in some grades of feed for live stock.
Produdion of bran and middlings in 1919 was 4,760,957 tons,
valued at $211,467,000; of feed and offal, 4,563,553 tons, valued at
$262,736,000. The domestic production of dried beet pulp in 1919
was 976,501 tons, valued at $4,829,568.
Import values of bran and middlin from 1914 to 1918 (fiscal
years) ranged from $750,000 to $2,260,000; imports of oat hulls from
$165,649 to $220,000; Canada is the chief source of imports. Since
1917, imports of feedstuffs have been as follows:
Calendar y.

,,

quantity.

,

't

Valuo.

1;\ Duty.
*i' ,

quva.
. vlem.
lt ad

kPAN AND MIDDLINGS.
1918Toma.
1919.............................................

. .:.. ...................
..........................
.. ::: ....
' ' ;::::

~perrewi.
....
o t .....533 .i...
1:10.427
", * 1,
1,O9717
.......
41,0P
w 1, ,.4 ....
45,07

BREAD8TUPM8, NOT SPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR (ANIMAL FOOD).

1918 ......
1919..........
...... .

..................................
............
......................
.......... .....
...........

, 13Iol'"
270

2, 3

,1,31

1921(m ).................

1 287

145@

.....

408

1

&1
5.00
. 00
15.00

.. ....

DRIED BEET PULP.
2,829,975
,489,968

1918.....................................................
1919 ...................................

48,
102 ....................................................
................. 8.....
1m (9Oontb)............

$47,247
49,0

14,725
49,20I

69,
44
641
581.........

10.0
10.00

10.00

OAT HULLS.

1918 .........................

.. .........
.........

191(Omontbs) .........

......

..............

...........

i

I

19,9

218,0W6
$ud.

$431,61
1,1o
I. 381,
8,, 769
22, 213.
180,81 258214

W1,0

&.01

...27,489
.5
.
. ..7.20
, ... ........
1,03

Exports of mill feed for 1910-1918 ranged between $i000,000 and
$4,000,000, in the earlier years going chiefly to Germany. Exports of
bran and middlings varied in value frbm $70,000 to $400,000. Later
I
J
statistics for calendar years follow.
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION. 1921

Brn and mnddlnp
t (ton ) .........

.........
.
Value ........... ..... +....... ...... .:1

Dried g

and

...
to ............
nsprouts: ..............

Vol-ae. ...........

...

1918

1919

U
, 7372 -

114o
W4,517

,

401

.....

Quinty(tois) ...

1on

10

9,......52
12,124

'0 4 0
9,77i

141

inMO the principal countries of destiation.for bran and mid.
clings were, Cuba (3T per cent), Canada, (28 per cent), and. Mexico
(14 p cent); for dried grains and malt. sprouts, Sweden (88 per,
cent), Denmark, (6 per cent), and Canada (2 per cent);; for mill feed,
Cuba (66 per cent), Canada (13 per cent), and,Mexico ( per cent).
Important chane in du on.- To the prntpecfic, provision for oat hulls, transferred from paragraph 192 of the act of
1913, has been added a clause rela
toi uls of other grains. A
new specific provision has been made for dried beet pulp, malt
sprouts, brewers' grains, mill feeds and mixed feeds. The substantial extent of the import trade in these products and the fact that it
has been diffic!At to determine their dutiibl status, appear to warrant
specific provisions.
Suggested ange.-In the clause "bran, shorts * * * 15 per
centum ad Valorem per ton" the words" per ton" should be omitted.
Page 90, line 11, of H. R. 7456: Put "dried beet pulp." ffter+
"brewers' grains" to avoid a construction applying the word "dried"
to malt sprouta and brewers' grains as wel as to beet pulp. Strike
out "and" before "brewers' grains" and insert it before "dried."
Page 90, line 13, of H. R. 7456: "Oilaeke" in two places is set up as
one word, whereas in paragraph 1623, page 191, line 21 "oil cake!
appears as two words, and"oil-cake" qualifying "meal" is a comI
pound word.
Page 90, line 14, of H. R. 7456: The rate upon mixed feeds compose"of gain or grain products and other feeds is 6 per cent ad
valorem.. The rate upon dried beet pulp in the same paragraph is
$5per ton, or 15 to20 pe cent ad valorem As a result it would be
possible to mix beet pflp with by-product feeds of barley or other
by-product feeds and ship them in at the lower rate.

P.

PARAGRAPH 782.
H. R. 7408.
NDNATX M.IDM T
732. Screenings, scalpinp, chaff,

or sco hiring of wheat, flaxseed, or other

grins or see&1: Unground, 75 cents
ton; ground, $1.50 per ton: PMrovd,
at ecreenig, dirt, and other'foreign
matter mixed with grains or seed. pro.
vided for in this title shall pay the mine
rate of duty as the gram or seeded: ProvWfdurthe, That When grains or seeds
obtain more than 5 or centum of any
one foreign matter dutiable at a rate
higher than that applicable to the grain
or seed the entire lot shall be dutiable at
such bigherrate.

S,
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

'[No orrisponding provision.]
BSCRENING,

[No corresponding provieiop.j

-ETC., OF, WHEAT, *'LAXBEED, ETC.

Descript and we8.--Screenigs, chaff, and scourings are byproducts obtained by grain elevators, millers, and also from the farm

thresher. They consist of foreign grains, underdeveloped kernels,
weeds, wild buckwheat, flax, etc. They are used principally for live
stock and poultry feed, either directly or after going through various
stages of separation, or after being mixed with molasses or other
feeds. 'In the large grain centers some companies specialize in the
purchase, further separation, and distribution of elevator screenings.
Productionstatistics are not available.
Import* since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar yer.

Quantity.

Vahle.

Dtity.

Ad
vaTorem
rute.

FLAXSEND, OR LINED SCREENINGS.
1918 ..........................................
9,049,70
1919
..........
........... ................. 2 ?,
08, 06
1920....
.... ........................
,01,310
1o21 (9mab)..............1,8,0

PounduPer

570, 02
1 14267 ,

80,090
14,28
1,,0

cent.

10
10
10

1,3............

SCREENINGS NOT SPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR.

685,719

1919..

191.
.........................................
l O..... .........
.......

19 O o.........
)

:"....
.....

.. ,,......

.. 81,490,446
1,064,309

:...... ...........

,3,76

8113,140

o71,30 ..

,1,,616

. 6 .:1SS
..

10

. . 10

429.,52

542....
., i.........

.................................
•~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~%6
M, 76
.......................
,......

521
W,57

36,641......
0;,mxs
..........

~356

67434$

006.......
..........

WBASAT SCREENINGS.

IOU (9m tba).....................

.......

a1W
Fiur covr id hrm Jul 1 to Dec. 31, 1918

.:

01

Impoanf change. in dassfictio.-The three clauses in this paragraph are neWv and designed, to meet an increasing, trade and certain
trade practices that have developed. The provision as to, allowance
for dift and impurities is an aplification and extension, of a similar
provision in paragraph 212 of the act of 1913, and the final provision
as to mixed grain was adopted to prevent evasions of the duties in
mxing separable grains.
S
0 Suggested cang .- Was it the intention in fixing the rate on screenetc., to make the rate higher on unground than on Found in
ordr to discourage the importation of injurious weed see? If so,
should not the rates be reversed I

-At
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFOWATION, 1921.
PARAGRAPH 788.,
H. R. 74M8.

ORNATE

8.NTB.

PAR, 73. Cereal breakfast foods, and
similar cereal prepa ons, by whatever

Dae, known pc

further thau

,aadntAWpsandly
17 per centwn. ad Waea...,provided'for,,
ACT OF 100.

ACT OF 1913.

[No corresponding provision.]

[No corresponding proviaion.I

CEREAL BREAKFAST FOODS.
Description and uwe8.-This paragraph includes cereal foods processed further than milling. Milled products, such as cracked wheat
oat grits, and corn meal, are dutiable under other provisions. Cereal
breakfast foods, in general, consist of an important integral part of
the husked kernel or "meat," but in certain cases they may be more
or less of a by-product of another preparation, to which heat is applied and slight amounts of seasonimg added to give a desired flavor.
Examples of the more important cereal brealast foods are corn
flakes and shredded wheat. A large number of cereal preparations
are on the market. Usually they ae sold under patented trade
names.
Producion of breakfast foods of all kinds amounted in 1914 to

92,676,085 pounds, valued at $2,932,238, and in 1919 to 96,501,673
pounds, valued at $4,350,000. .
I.mporis are not separately stated.
Exports since 191? by calendar years have been valued as follows:

1

190

1910
ola
f

AUoe

raUos (other than

"meal
and

.........................

1

.... 6 , ,8

,9,138

8,761057
8805,72

1921
(9mW ths).

$?T,19,o91
4,44

$3

45

80ff,80

In 1920 Germany received 28 per cent of the exports of cereal.
preparations, other than oatmeal and rolled oats;" England, 21 per
cent; and Canada 6 per cent. Of "all other breadstuffs," 18per
cent went to Finland; 11' per cent each to Belgium and Canis;
and 10 per cent each to England and the Netherlands.
PARAGRAPH 784.
H. R. 7458.
PAR. 734. Biscuits, wafers, cake, cakes,
and similar baked articles, and puddings,
all the foregoing by Whatevex name
known, whether or not condning chocolate, nuts, fruits, or confectionery of any.
kind, 28 per centum ad valorem.

-

, ", " S , i .

ONATE AMENDBKNTI.
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SUMMARY OF'TARWFF INFORMATION, iD1.
ACT OF 1909..:.'

PAR. 244. Biscuit.,: * t* *

i :,iAOT
wafers,

and similar articles, not specially provided for in thiB section, twenty per centurn ad valorem; biscuits, wafers cake.,
and other baked articles by whatever
name known, composd in whole or in
part of eggs, or any kind of flour or meal,
or other material when sweetened with
sugar, honey, moasses, or other material,
or combined with chocolate nuts, fruit,
br confectionery of any kind, or both so
sweetened and combined, and without
regard to the component material of chief
value, valued at fifteen cents per pound,
or les, three cents per pound and fifteen
per centum ad valorem; valued at more
than fifteen cents per pound, fifty per
contum ad valorem.
PAR. 708. Wafers, unleavened or not
edible [Free].

OF 1918.

PAR. 194. Biscuits,

* -* *

wafers,

cakes, and other baked articles, and puddings, by whatever nsme known, contaning chocolate; nuts, fruit, or confectio bey of any kind, and without regard

to the component matertolof chief value,

25per centum ad valorem.
rAf. 417. Biscuits, * * * and
wafers, not
ppmislly provided for in this
section
iFree].
PAR. 40. Wafe,
edible [Free].

BISCUITS, WAFERE8

unleavened or not

CAKEt ETC,

De crption.-This paragraph includes a large number pf food
specialties. Many of these preparations are not comnercially produced
in the United States. The Statistics do not permit of comparii0n of the
numerous products, nor are competitive ahd noncompetitive' imports
differentiated. Wafers, composed of wheat flour and water only,
are used as a vehicle for pills and other nauseous medicines, and in
sacramenta! observances.,
Production.-In 1914 there were 166 maiufacturers of biscuits and
crackers, with an output valued at $89,484,000; 25,797 other establishments, producing ' all other bread and bakery products'? (bread,
pies, cakes, pastry, etc.), reported an output worth $402,409,000.
Imports of wafers, unleavened or not edible, in 1914 were $32,816.
Previous to the war Germany supplied about 60 per cent of the
imports, and the Netherlands, France, and the United Kingdom
most of the remainder.
Imports of, bread and biscuit before the war ranged in value from
$200,000 to $300,000, chiefly from the United Kingdom, Germany,
and Japan, but declined greatly after 1914.. Imports since 1917
have been as follows:'
BREADt BISCUITS, AND WAIERS, Xa.

Calendar year.

Quantity. I Value.

1918......................................................

1919 .....................................................
192D...... .......
.....o .
..........
i121 (0 months) ..........................................

P. ?.I

$62,381
176o699

1,218,960

Duty.

IAd

valorem
rate.
Per cent.

.i~iii!
..........

8,s861 1i

I This clasuiication includes par. 1522-Bred: Pro
, Thatho article shall be exempted from duty
to bread unless yst was the leavening subtle used in its preparation. -
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BB8AD)t
VIT$ WAFERS, CAKES, AND OTHBR-BAKICD ARLTIGCI, AND PUDDINGS,
BST,o
CONTAIJW0
I CHOCOLATE, NUr$, TRUITv, OR CONFECTIONERY OF ANY KIND,
£1.0.
Ad
"edad yr.

,QuahtLty.'

Duty.

Value.

~Per
...........................................
0,325
1919..........................................96,146
267,101
l .................................................

...,.... .

S(9mon s)..............................

, is

,
i
27, 8211
67,0

valorem
r w.

$2,456
6 964
21:757

......................

25
25
25

In 1920 the Imports of "bread, biscuits, and wafers, n. s. p. f.,
came prinijBally from England (32 per cent), Canada (31 per cent),
and Japan 25 per cent). Imports of "bread, biscuits, waders, etc.,
containing chocolate, nuts, fruit, etc:" wore from England (40 per
cent), Japan (23 per cent), and the Netherlands (15 per cent).
"
Exports in 1914 were valued at $728,447. They moved to almost
every country, but chiefly to Oceania, British Africa, and Canada.

later statistics of' bread and biscuit follow:

Quantity (pounds)...,. .......
Vluel..............

............

. ..

.

f

192t

1919

1920

8,58,Sol

12,827,005

18,765,498

7,804,005

$1,271,701j

$2, 06,447

139731,879

51,29,38

1918

In 1920, the exports went chiefly to Cuba (29 per cent), England
(16 per cent), and Mexico (8 per cent).
lmportant change ifn dassificaton.-This paragraph combines three
paragraphs of the act of 1913, paragraph 194 covering biscuits,
wafers, cakes, etc., when containing chocolate, nuts, and fruit, and
paragraphs 417 and 640 of the free list, covering biscuits, bread, and
wafers, not specially provided for, and wafers, unleavened. Ordinary
commercial bread, however, is kept on the free list (par. 1522).
Suggested changes.--Page 91, line 5, of H. R. 7456: "Fruit"

would be better than "fruits" and in accord with prior acts.
FRUIT AND FRUIT PRODUCTS.
GENERAL.

Impotait change&. in cds8ifcation.-In provisions of the acts of

1909 and 1913 relating to fruits and fruit products, there are duplications and conflicts between provisions of a Aeneral character as
well as between general and particular provisions. Furthermore,
the general character of many of the clauses renders it difficult to
obtain statistical information with regard to, the conditions aind
volume of imports.
'The reclassification has been made with a view to segregating the
principal fruits by giving separate paragraphs to the more important
ones; the general or basket clauses have been narrowed, and the
wording of the provisions condensed and simplified.
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The use of the woi ".canned" has been avoided throughout this
schedule. It is believed that the more inclusive wording, fprep4red
or preserved," adequately describes such products. For most prepared or preserved fruits ad valorem rates have been adopted because
of the great variation in their values and because of the fact that
when shipped in glass containers such containers would also require
appraisa for tariff purposes.
PARAGRAPH 785.
H. Bg. 745. .

.

..

PAR. 73M. Apples,.geen or ripe, 25
cents per bushel o 50 poids; dried,
desiccated, or evaporated, 2 cents per
pound; otherwise prepared jor preserved,
and not specially provideft, 2 cents
per pound,

NATZ AM3NDX" jT8.
,i

-

V.

",

ACT or 1909.

ACT 01 1OW-,

PAR. 274. Apples,
*
*
green
p
or
ripe, twenty-five cents per buahel; *
all edible fruits, * ' * when dried,
desiccated, evaporated, or prepared in
any manner, not specially provided for
in, this section,. two cents per pound;
*

*

U

.. .

fruits of all kinds preserved or

packed in sugar, or having sugar added
thereto, or preserved or pwked in
molasses, spints, or their own juices, if
containing no alcohol, or containing not
over ten per centumw of alcohol, one cent
pe, pound and thirty-five per ceotum ad

, Worenx;. *

.

APfl.,

PAR. 217. Apples,

*

*

*

green or

ripe, 10 cents per bushel of fifty pounds;"
* * * all edible fruits, *
* when
dried desiccated, evaporated, or prepared in any manner, not qeially provided for in this section, I cent per
pound; * * * fruits of all kinds preserved or packed in sugar, or having
sugar, added thereto or preserved or
pvked in molases, spirits, ,r their own
Wlces, if containing no alcohol, or containig not over 10 per centum of alcohol,
20 per centum ad valorem; * *

0OLEEN OR EWM.

(See Survey G-20.)

De8ription and, we-.-Tho apple is by far the most important
fruit, being grown practically throughout the country. The cultivation of long-keeping varieties, increased storage falties, and improved methods of dI.tr bution render apples available the entire
year. Great quantities are evaporated or canned and a considerable
portion is made into ufdermented juice, vvinegar, apple butter, and
other products.
. Production.-The estimated annual crop for the years 1910-1914,

inclusive, averaged approximately 66,000,000 barrels. The greatr
part is consumed localy. Western New York, the Pacific Northwest, and the Shenandoah-Cumberland district grow -over one-half
the commercial crop., Canada is the principal foreign grower, the
production of other countries having no important bearing on the
world markets. Production since 1917 has been as follows:
IS&pple, 3 enQp

' bushel, ,(Par. 2, inrm tegd[ !t o 191.)
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*p

74, 6K000 330,000 126,8,000
S,89~w6

............

....

1) ^,,0
0 1o000

, 6o0 , ) ,

9 .........................................................
........................................................
1920..............
............................
10 ..............

Vilus of
si V uopi,
...

__

,

u,

/

30^09000

90000

Imports for the prewar period 1910-1914, inclusive amounted
annually to about 42,000 barrel, valued at $41,000.s Imhports for
.
later years have bein as follows:

1918
...................................................
1919....................................

661

0%332

4 2
381,

19M ..................................................

04083

710,486
896A
941

74, 42

1921 (Omont) ..............................

y...

Vs

,Q t~t7,

.,I

y W .

ix
a

624

46, 3
3;1 6

4973..................

H6
9.61

&port values up to 1918 ranged between $5,000,000 and $8,000,000.
Shipments went chiefly to the United Kingdom, Canada, and Norway.
The United States is the largest exporter of apples. Later statistics
for calendar, year follow .
. ,,:,
1918
zlmuUty (bisi).

.................

Important ha"n

....... "

87491.

$13203

191

a

,

1,712,34
7

91
$14,,2t

1
1,797,711

0^7P

(9 Mawth).
1,417,618

•4^

,657

in ckfwation.-Se General:Notes on Para-

graph, page 712.:,
APPLES'' DRIED, DESIIAThZ), OR ZYAPO6ATRD.

,8, Survey 040.)
Description and ue.-Both the drying and canning of fruits are
seasonal
industries, and local in the sense that, owing to transportation
charges. and the perishable ohqActer (f fruit, .f tries are located
in the producing sections and specialize in certain types of fruit.
The preserving industries, whose output has doubled Within the past
10 years, have helped to stabilize the market conditions for these
fruits and have exerted a powerful influence in increasing the volume,:
improvin the. character, and enlarging .our international trade in.
fruit. TRe basic principles of canning are. sterilization, to kill decy
germs, and sealing, to. prevent', contamination. Usually only the'
best grades of.fruits are canned.
Apples are preserved extensively-by various processes of drying
and evaporating, the dried fruit being ised largely by bakers and als
in home consumption.

i,1
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Produdion in 1914 was 54,957,003 pounds, valued at $2,889 406,
valued
at $7,082,125.
and in 1919, 50,309,7Q2 pounds,dried
a York
co. New
apples.
and California lead in output of
Im;port are usually msgnilcant in quantity and come almost entirely from Canada. Owing to a short domestic crop in 1921, imports
were larger than usual. Figures for the years 1918-1921 follow:
WadsN ymi.

,

... +,++*.+...€..

Quantity.

+ . .. ..

...... .........

1# 1 9 mt~l

1

Vslu.

'

~

• +

...............................

Duty.

Mal=

4

0b3+

. . . ......

....

".*&perts go, chiefly to the United Kingdom and, the countries of
northern Europe. Statistics of exports since 1917 by calendar years
follow:
lei$

34,04

.......
.......

10%
S,6

monthshs.
49,1
log)
$418
147I336

Important
graphi
below. chang. in cdeso cation.-See General Notes on ParaAPPLE,

PREPARED OR PRESERVED.

Description and uwea.-Apples are preserved in large quantities by
cannin. The fruit is used for baking and as a desert.,
Prodtdion.-New York, Maine, and the Pacific Coast States lead
in the prouction of canned apples. In 1914 production was 1,514,939 cases, valued at $2,392,289, and in 1919, 2,447,927 cases, valued
at $9,081,698. (The standard case contains 24 No. 3 cans, the net
weight of the "ontents of the case being 441 pounds.)
Imports are unimportant and come mostly from Canada.
Export figures are not available, being included with all other
canned fruits.
Important changes in cdassification.-See below.
(ENiURAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.,

Important change in aheifcation-Apples have been provided for
in a separate paragra h, to which has ben added specine provision
for dried apples and for apples otherwise prepared or preserved, now
dutiable as 'all edible fruit. when dried, desiccated, or prepared in
any manner, or as fruits of all kinds preserved or packed in sugar, or
having sugar .-added thereto, or preserved or packed in molasses,
spirits, or their own Juices." The phrase "otherwise prepared or
preserved" is especially designed to include canned apples. Fruit
butter, jams, etc.,of all kinds are specially provided for in paragraph
748.

SUMMAY OF TAI3WF fl"OMAON, 1921.
PARAGRAP"
L 2.
&7466.

18
SzNATX ANTB.

PAR. 736. Bananas, 2 cents per bunch;
dried, desiccated, or evaporated, and
banana flour, 4 cents per one hundred
pound.
ACT O 1909.

ACT 0jP 198o3.

PAR. 671. Fhat
or dried,
'

*
green,ripe,
PAR.488. ftt
* Wwatnrip.,
not' pecially pro- or dried,
* not special provided for in thi section [Free.
vided for in this section [Free.
PAn. 217. * * * all edible frtit
* * when dried, desiccated evapo-

rated,

*- *

*

not specially pro.

vided for in this section, 1 cent per
pound; * *
BANANAS.

De8cription and v e8.---The banana is imported almost entirely in
its natural state and may be eaten raw or cooked. Usually it is the
underripe fruit which is cooked before the starch has been converted
wholly into sugar. The- Martinique is the most common variety.
Banana flour, meal, and dried banana are used to a limited extent,
As most bananas are grown in the Tropics, the success of the industry
I
1
is largely a question bf transportation. - Production.-A few bananas are grown in Florida, Louisiana, and
California;,'Florida, produced, 10,048 bun4ces, valued at, $5,638, in
1009, and 6,405 bunches, valued, 4$8,010, in 1919. Statistics for the
other States are not' available. The great sources of sIpply are
Cen tral America, Jamaica, Mexico,, Cuba, and Colombia. IqOi0
are available for dried bananas or banana lour
I
Imports in 1914 were 48,691,224 bunches, valued'at $16,897,823/
Nearly one-third of the imports now comes from 1tonduras; Jamaica
Costa Rica, and Panama furnish nearly, one-half; Colombia and
Guitemala are also heavy exporters; Cuba furnishes abqut 5 per
cent. Imports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
(1 month).
QuantIty
(bunch) ........
..................
v ...............
.................

... [

3007,603
m,

ss80,098
s

39,319,56
, ;

33,7o91O
m
o ;

Export.---None.

Important changee in clwRijfi caon.-Bananas were exempt from

duty as fruit not specially provided for under the acts of 1909 and
1913 (pars. 571 and 488). New provisions have been added for
dried bananas and banana flour.
U99ested change.-Specific provision might be made for plantains, a species of banana, but commercially a different fruit. (See
par. 749, p. 742.)

% _-4
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OXNAMH
PA. 737. Berries, edible, in their nat.
ural condition or in brine, I cent pei
pound; dried, desiccated, or evaporated,
2J cents per pound; otherwise prepared
or preserved,,a49l nqt opeciadly provided
$or, 20 per contui ad valotin.

ACT '

1909.

I
r

-

M

A T OF 1913.

P^At. 274. * "
berries, edible, in
PAR. 217. * "
berries, edible, in
their natural condition, one cent per their natural condition, J cent per
quart; cranberries, twenty-five per cen- quart; cranberries, 10 per centum ad %aturg ad valorem- all edible !! * , ber- lorem; all edible * * * berries, when
ries, When dried, desiccated, evaporated, dried, desiccated, evaporated, or preor prepared in any manner, not specially pared in any manner, not specially proprovided for in this section, two cents per vided for in this section, 1 cent per
pound; * * * fruits of all kinds pre- potind; * * * fruits of al kinds preserved or packed in sugar, or having served or packed in sugar, or having
sugar. added thereto, or preserved or umgar added thereto or preserved or
packed in molses; spxirtp ,or their own paked in molames, spirits, or their own
juices, if contaning no alcohol, or con- 1Uice, if containing no acohol or containing not over ten per centuni of alco-. teining 4ot over 10 per cen6lum o alcohol,
hol,
one ceit per pound'and thirty-five' 20 per centumm ad valorem; ,
.
pervcentumad.valorqnz,
*. * * ,

BERRIES EDIBLELN ThUSI NATURAL 0o0DT,(ro$

Description, ue,"and producion.--Strawberries are extensively
used as a freph fruit, for catining, and in making preserves and marmalade. The fruit is kept frozen for use as flavoring in ice creams
and at soda fountains. The juice is also used as a beverage, for
flavorings etc. The very perishale nature of the fruit niecessitates
quick. utilization after it ripens. "No other berry is so widely grown
in America. The cropof 1909 amounted to over 255,000,000 quarts,
valued at about $18,000,000. In 1919 production was only 177,000,000
uwA. Maryland, New York, New Jersey, Miwo'-, Michigan Ten2essee, Arkansas, and Callfoiia are the principal reducing states.
The commercial crop follows rather definite ': andes thus, atrawberries from Florida move northward during v'inter, but later are supplanted by the crop produced farther north.
The term "blackberry" usually includes, for market purposes, the
dewberry, an early ripening variety. These berries are used primarily
fresh, though oonsideyaIe quantities are canned and made into
jam, pre3erves, etc. They are widely grown, there being a number of
centers of commercial production. The crop of 1909 amounted to
over 55,000,000 quarts, valued at nearly $4,000,000. In 1919 about
40 000,000 quarts were grown.
Tree ,eneral types of raspberries are recognized-the red, black,
and purple. ' They are used in the fresh state, for canning; and in
making preserves, jams, etc. Black varieties are dried. 'Purple
varieties are'of particular value for canning, because they retain their
form and color longer. The 'crop of 1910 . amounted to nearly
50,000,000 quarts.

The anberry is a hybrid between the Pacific coast trailing blackberry anl the raspberry. It is too acid for use in the fresh state, but

loses much of its acidity when cooked, and therefore is used in pies,
etc. It is extensively canned and dried, and inor asingly large quan-
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tities are consumd, in the manufacture of unfermented 'juice.. The
eommercia cultureof the loganberry is confined to the Pacific Coast
States. In 1909 the productiou, including rapberries,.was about
61,000,000 quarts, valued at over $5,000,00. The production of
loganberries alone in 1919 was about 12,000,000 quarts.
'here are two types of gooseberries, the English varieties and those
from the native wild species. The latter are superior in flavor, but the
English berries, on account of their larger size, meet with greater
favor in the market. The susceptibility of the English varieties to
mildew has largely restricted their growth here. Gooseberries are
of jelly, conserves, as pie filling, etc.
used rinci pally for the mIn
ripe,
are prized as a fresh fruit. (For
The English berries, when fully
p. 716.") In 1909 the crop
"
Currants,
see
quarantine regulations
at 417 000k,. The gooseValued
amounted to, over 5,000,000 bushels,
berry is better adapted to the northern and middle latitudes; it does
not thrive where the summer eason i ,long and hot. There are
some centers of commercial production in New York, at various points
in the Northern States, and on the Pacific coast. The fruit is more
.
widely grown for home uses than for commerciW pw
Import of this group of berries for 191 1-9,18ranged from 1,000,000
to 2,000,000 quarts, valued at $100,000 to $160,000. Iater statistics
follow:
Celsadar ysr.

Quanty.

1918 ....................................................

772,144

1,8 9,823
...... ..............
1919 ............................
1920........................................2,78,554

1921 (Omonth)

..............................

,53,9

Value.
3,704

249,371
31,009

D~uty.

a i
Pit&At.
4.61

$3,861

3.67
3.64

9,149
1,893

217pM ......................

Exp rts prior to 1918 were between $500,000 and $800,000, and
went chiefly to Canada. Exports since 1917 by calendar years have
been as follows: 1918, $887,561; 1919, $1,181,742; 1920, $791,505;
1921 (9 months), $621,504.
Important dangerin damfwation.--See General Notes on Paragraph,
page 717.
BERRIESt DRIED, DESICOATID, EVAPORATED, OR OTHERWISE PREPARED
OR PRESRRVED.

Descriplion, uys,:,and produ.ion.-Statistics as to the quantities

of berries dried are not available. In comparison with other dried
fruits the amount is not largo. Berries are usually preserved by
canning. The States of CalifOrnia, Oregon, Washington, New York
and Michigan lead in this industry. Census, returns for 1914 ad
1919 show production figures as follows:,
I ,
onned bea.

.919'

1
quantity.

1914
Value.

Quantity.

Value.

8788,614
080,397
4S2,161
910,657
1425 --"
8213,8!
151 6M
6 30
..................
Blueberries ........
$76
343, W
503
. 02
Gowseberrles..... ................. ....... ! .........
A17
3,
SM
..
.........
27364
2l.
Loganberrieq...........................
I137,
414,632
.f419 47tW9
.................................
Rapberrie.
557, 51
18%919
.............. .1, 097 3 V3 4
trawberris.................
Total ..................................... 2 347,213 1, 4V, 126 1,833,449 1 ;4O 724

Btackberries ...........................

1St4mdard Con contains 24 No. 2es ad 1w not wolWt of oontents Isapproximately 30 pounds.

7.18
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Import of canned&berries are insignificant and not epuately shown.
Imports, of dried berries are likewise small; detailed gures for the
latter are given below:
.. ,+4+

,

Qua W

indp ye.,

+++ .. , . 18Wdo
++ ......

Vb

96.#0.0
...
.. . .....

YW

1918 ....................

....... ............. +..........

t~oo.
1921 .... m)........
.... . ...................

.00$*0-#...
..

.

...

X\+time,++
5,506?i

4:ty...
+

, 1 ,'3in

i77 09
. ...

l

l

4.7-7

+
33ty.,
+,

28, 802
2, 0.7

I

sM
17

.14
.1.

Exporo of dried and canned berries are not shown.
Import
tion.---See
, page 717.ancUttgos
0
+ incasl
,:
, , +General
+ Notes
'+ , on Paragraph,
,
Dcription and wee.-The cranberry is the fruit of a low bush

growing naturally in moist locations, frequently in decidedly bbggv
regions. Commercial production is restricted t9 the North. It isuse
prImarily for sauce or jelly.

7

Production centers chiefly in three districts-the Cape Cod region
of Massachusetts, the eastern part of New Jersey, and central
Wisconsin. Statistics of production for the years 1918-1921 have
been as follows:
1918

~~t~ty
.............

4,

.....................................

..

....... .

35;00

79100

1919

1It0

3000

49000

$4, 00

,140

1921
373,0OW)

0,192, 0

Imported are extremely small in amount; being. only 84 in 1918,
8177 in 1919, and $209 in 1920.
Exports are not separately shown.
Inmportant change in daseification.--See General Notes. on Paragraph, page 717.
++>+.

•

URRAMT.

De8cription and use.-Currants are used principally in making

jelly and small quantities are employed in making conserves. Spiced
currants are used for pie filling, etc. Few are consumed fresh because
of their sharp acidity. Because of the relation which' currant and

gooseberry plants of all varieties bear to the white-pine blister rust,
stringent quarantine regulations limit the regions for growing currants
or gooseberries. In the absence of these plants the disease is not
perpetuated.

P auction in 1909 was over 10,000,000 quarts, valued at $790,000,

and chiefly in the Central and Northern States. Production in 1919
amounted to about 7,700,000 quarts. The currant grows farther
north than many other small fiuits. It withstands drought fairly
well, and is a home-garden fruit in the Great Plains area where lack
of moisture restrict, many other fruits and berries.
, Imports and exporo are not separately shown. '
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192.

o.-Berries,
(paei green, ripe, or dried,

list (par. 488, actof 1913)., The

rate upon .the, fr1 b rrea, h4$ beeu changed from the quart to the
poun-d, basis in acortan. with common usage in the trade,
Jmports hve been so small that the specific provision for cranberries has boon dropped.
PARAGRAPH 788.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 738. Cherries, in their natural
state or in brine, If cents per pound;
maraschino cherries and cherries prepared
or preserved in any manner, 20 percenfum ad valorem.

ACT OR I9M9.

AOT OF 1918.

PAR. 274. *' *
or

,
e;**

' cherries,
* * *
PAR. 217.*
*
cherries, * * *
twenty.fivek
per. green or ripe, 10 cents per bushel of
f~:
ol1
fts centskinds, pre,
4
fifty pounds; * * * fruit. of all kinds

served or packed in sugar, or having
sugar added thereto, or preserved or
packed in molasses, spirits, or their own
Juices, i containing no alcohol,, or containing not over ten per ouitum of alcohol,
t

one cen r r

centum ad valor n

d hlrty-fivq per

* *

*

PAR. 571. * :
fruits in brine, nut
"Aly provided for in this section

preserved or packed inMugar, or having
sugar added thereto or preserved or pack

in molasses, spirits or their own juices,

if containing no alcohol, or containing
not over 10 per centum of alcohol, 2
per centum ad valorem;

s

*

*

PAR. 488. * * fruitsin brine, not
dly provided for in this section

.kecription ard uLsea.-'-Two distinct types of cherries are grownthe sweet and the sour. Too acid to be pleasing in the fresh state,
the sour cherries hre principally used for culinary purposes, for
sauces, and especially or pies. A considerable portion of the crop
is canned and distributed-to restaurants, pie bakers, hotels, etc.
Sweet cherries are consumed fresh, but' large quantities are used in
canning and in making maraschino cherries. Both sweet and sour
cherries have various other food uses, as in ice creams, icings and
soda-fountain products. Food-preserving companies operate iarge
plants in some of the cherry-growing regions.
Production, *hile extensive for home use, is restricted commercially
to a few sections. The sour cherry, being hardier, is more largely
grown. The crop in 1909 was about 4,126.099 bushels. Commercial

production is now largely in New York, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Colorado, and the Pacific Coast States. In the Pacific States the crop
is mostly sweet elsewhere chiefly sour. In 1919 the domestic production of cherries was 3,945,749 bushels, valued at $14,166,176.
The production of canned cherries in 1919 was 1,362,832 cases,
valued at $8,451,029; in 1914 production was 543,213 cases, valued
WCtrrin In a raw state, pimrved Inbrinsorotblsrb, 3 cents pw pound. (Ptr.17,O
st of 10fl.)

A

~

tswgfl taff
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at $1,628,975. (Acase consists of 24 No. 2 cans, the average weight
of contents being about 31 pounds.)
Imports o fresh cherries are small and oome chiefly from Canada.
Cherries are usually imported in brine and suh, chries conistitute
substantially. all of the fruit in brine for which statistics for calendar
years are given below. Exact, quantities of glac6, candied, and
maraschino cherries imported are likewise not separately shownr, but
it is estimated that approximately 2,500 tons are annually imported
from Italy and Spain.
Imports of fruits in brine (except citron) have been, n calendar
years, as follows:

tityponds)..................................

S

O

K 71

1,3824

Under the emergency tariff act (May 27, 1921) "cherries in a raw
state, preserved in brine or otherwise ,"were made dutiable separately
from all other fruits. From May 28 to September 30,1921, 1,570,768
pounds, valued at $285,585, were entered for consumption.
Exports.-None recorded.
Important chan in cdasication.-All the provisions for cherries
haveleen combined in one paragraph. The provisions for "fruits in
brine" (par. 488, act of 1918), rather than that for "cherries, green or
ripe" (par. 217, act of 1913), has been held to be the proper classification for cherries in brine. There is, moreover, doubt concerning
the percentage of brine under such classification, For these reasons
specific provision is made for cherries in brine. A special provision
is also included for maraschino cherries dutiable under the act of
1913 (par. 217) as fruits preserved or packed in spirits.
Sqgeted clug.--Specific provision might be made for sulphured
cherries some of which are imported. The first bracket of paragraph
738 might be amended to read, "Cherries,in their naturalstate, sulphured, or in brine, rate,'
PARAGRAPH 789."

B. R.7450.

SENATE AKNDM

OTS.

PAR. 739. Cider, 10 cents per gallon;
vinegar, 6centsperproof glon: povinItA

vinea
That the standard proof oM

be 4 per centum by weight f acetic acid.

AOT O1 1909.
Pit. 255. Cider, five cents per gallon.
iPAt.
29. Vinegar, seven and one-haf.
cents per proof gallon. The etanda-d
proo for vinegWshatll be taken to be that
strength which requirm thirty-flve grains
of bicarbonate of potash to neutralize one
ounce troy of vinegar,

11,
,,

0i 7t! , k -" '

-,

,.. _ I

ACT0O

1918.

PAR. 202. Cider, 2 cents per gallon.
r 4 cents per proof
PA. 236. Vi
pro for vinpar
gallon. The n
sbllbetakentobethat strength which
requires thirty-five pains of bicarbonate
of potash to neutralize one ounce troy of
vinegar.

U
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Description and teo.---ider is the juice of apples or other fruit,
obtained by grinding the fruit to a pulp and pr -wniamill. It
is chiefly used as beverage and in the m
of viegar.
Produion.-In 1914 there were 430 manufacturers of cider in the
United States, with a product valued at 82,244 618. New York J1inois and Kentucky lead in its manufacture. in 1919 a total o 522
establishments reported a product valued at $7,243,000. Besides
this, 19,400,000 gallons, valued at $9 ,7 00,000 were made on farms.
Many households manuacture for consumption or sale, but there
has been a marked trend toward factory production.
Imports of cider since 1917 have been as follows:
Caen4aryr,

1918.......................,.....Z
1919 ...............
.
I=~~~
:::

QuanUty.

.
.
.
.:...::.....
........
~0,3

1921
( on )....................................

;M

14,197

ValuO.

Duty.

Aso
&~

4,137
14

$a

let ad
Per Ceis.
L92

1.

as
1097

1.81
so W......
..........

Exports in 1912 (the last year n which they were separately
given) were 63,882 allons, valued at $10,460. About 90 per cent
went to the United K
;o.
Important changes in dasification.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 720.
VINEOAR.

Description and usu.-Vinegar is usually derived from beer, cider
malt, glucose, sugar, or wine, though bacterial action and the removal
of the alcohol by oxidation. It consists essentially of dilute acetic
acid and is used chiefly as a temporary preservative.
Production on farms in 1909 was 7,246,632 gallons. Factory
production was reported as worth $5,566,274 in 1914. In 1919
vinegar mae on farms amounted to 8,600,000 gallons, valued at
$2,600,000. There were 198 establishments engaged in factory production of vinegar in 1919 with a total output valued at $17,437,000.
Imports in 1913 were 303,376 gallons, valued at $84,855. In 1920
over 40 per cent came from Great Britain, the other most important
sources. being Canada, Japan, and Hongkong. Later statistics
follow:
omdaryw.
l9i8 .........11 . .41
1919...............

.

Quanuty.

....
..........

......................................

10(

.. .mo .

..............

Value.

P1.OUO.

.

,4
4
02,038

.

i

i .

o'F

o

8014
89,028

2

Duty.

I33

8 M
7,708

lent ad
vlortm.

Per am.

7.02

.79

&W

..............
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Exports in 1914 were 425,666,galons, valued at $25,112. Thy go
chiefly to Canada, Panama, Mexico the Philippine Islands, and the
VoiteI Kingdom,
w Lter . eport Agure for calendar years, ire
4 buiad as follo**)
Th.

(0mes).
__

__

__

__

......
__
__ .....

2

__

9K 912

_
Value_ .............

imporant c?&anrSee itow.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important clwngee ia daessfiation.-The two paragraphs relating
to cider and vinegar have been combined. The standard proof for
vinegar, as given in the acts of 1909 and 1913, is antiquated. In
the proposed substitute the present method of determining the
strength of vinegar is utilized, and the standard given corresponds
to that of the Department of Agriculture.
PARAGRAPH 740.

H. R. 7486.

SENATE AXNDXBNTS.

lPAR. 740. Oltrons and citron peel,
crude, or in brine, 2 cents per pound;

candied or otherwise propa"e or prm,
served, 4 cents per pounds orange and
lemon peel, eMde, or in brine, candied
or otherwise prepared
poreved,,i

centsperjofud.'-

AOT OF 1O.

ACT 07 1913.

P',4. 178. Orange po l oi lemon peel,

PAR. 221. Orange peel or lemon peel,
two 'preserved, 6indied, or dre, . 1 cent per
cent. per pound;, dtron or cifron peel, pound; *
dtron or citron peel,

preserved, candied, or dried, *

' *

preerved csvgted, ir dried, four cents preeerved, candiled, or dried, S cen, per
Pe- pozt --I
pound.
PAR. 571.
*
t rulteini ine, not
PAR, 488.A *
fuits in brine, not
peialir provided' for in this sectio'
cIaly provided for in' this section
PAA.,11. Orangeiand lemon peel, not
P.Az. 663. ,Onme atd lemon peel, not
preserved, candied, or dried [Fr]e.
preserved, candied, or dried [Free).
OTRON OR CITRON PEZL,- PRISERUVE

OR OANIWID. ..

DeCipeio and wm.-The citron is a lemnonlike fruit, with rind
thick and tender, and is preserved or candied for confectionery and
for culinary purposes. The term "citron" is also applied to a
variety of idon the rind of which is used for preserves.
Productio.-citrons are grown in California and Florida, but more
extensively in the West Indies and southern Europe. California
produced 2,002 Voxes of citrons, valued at $8,008, in 1919. Production figures for, Florida are not shown. Most of the candied
citron comes from Mediterranean countries.

SUMMARY 01 TABF IN OMAM
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Import# in 1914 of citron in brine amounted to 2,482,940 pounds,
valued at $106,677;' and of candied citron, 849,657 pounds, valued
at $66,849. Later figures follow:
Calendar yma.

Quantlty.

ad=a1m

Duty.

Value.

CITRON IN DRINE.,

IPosed'
3,021,90

1918.................................................

I,857

11.....................................
190.....................i...........

12 (9 month

)........................................

f

3,4,

2514,70

Por cel.
V71,214................
2915................
6~............

246 6.

.

.

.

CITRON OR CITRON FEEL, PRESERVED, CANDIED, OR DRIED.
1913.....

.....

1919
.............. ....................
m ................ ............................
.................

1921 (9 oot. )............. *

..

"'"

41,681

4.24

653

$8,4M

S"6,231

106, 407
314

. I.

S.78

6

17,513....

.

7.5211

Ezpor .---None recorded.

Important Mangei ittclawifnctiol.-See General 'Notes on Para-

graph, page 722.

ORANGE AND LEMON PEEL.

Description and ua .- Orange and lemon peels are used in a
candied or preserved state for confectionery and culinary purposes.
The United States Pharmacopxsia recognizes two varieties of orange
peel. (1) Bitter the dried rind of a sour, inedible fruit, deep orange
in color, and with a thick and spongy rind. . It is not grown here.
The bitter orange peel is used for flavor medicines. (2) Sweet,
the outer rind of the ripe edible fruit. When dried it resembles bitter orange peel and it is used principally as an aromatic and as a
source of essential oils. Lemon peel is also from the fresh fruit; it is
usually not dried, but is valued for its oils and for its flavoring
Prdu in-The domestic lemon and orange growing industries
do not r6cover the by-products as extensively as in European practice;
the peeiis preserved- to Some extent in California and Florida, but
statistics are not available.'
I ports of dried orange and lemon peel were 563,666 pounds,
valued at $34,004 in 1914. Later statistics follow.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

adval.

ORANGE AND LEMON PEEL, NOT PRESERVED, CANDIED, OR DRIED.

1918 ................................

191 ............................

10

PON**.u
.
.............
, 0
............

.21,700

1921 (9mcetlaa)~61

875..

Pve ft.
...................
31,67 ....
4,138 ................

4,90 ...........

1,3..............
W....................82,6

BUMAY, orTAaJFF
-:ajm.

isjy

1NPORtMATIOX?,k"UM.

j

I

t

j

.,Vi u"

AND LIMON Vt3th PRUX8RVXD, CANDID,

04NO

ft# M
k972

1018...........................................
1919 ...............................
.......

..... " ' "

..

OR DRIED.

$ 13,104
143

$ON
1W1

834

Ezports.-Noue re worded.
Important canga -in daeection.-$e below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.
Imp1rt4f cAiangu in d8aifiction.-The acts of 1909 and 1913

contain provisions for unprepared orange and lemon peel (par. 641,
act of 1909, and par. 863, act of 1913), as well as provisions for
prepared orange, lemon and citron keel and citron (par. 278, act of
Furthermore consierable quanti1909 and par. 221, act of 1913).
under
the
provision for "fruits in rine"
have
been
imported
ties
(par. 571, 4wtof,1909,, and par. 488, ac ofA.913). The several paragraphs relating to peels have been combined, and duties imposed
upon the crude peel and peels in brine as well as upon the prepared
product.
Sugqeted chqzges.-Page 91, line 24;, page 92, line 1: Insert "or
dried' after "in brine."'
,
PARAGRAPH 741,
39L U. 7458.
SZNATEC AXBNDMXNTS.
PAR. 741. Figs, fresh or dried, 2 cents
per pound' prepare or pieserd in any
an,
0 per cetum so valorem;.
dates, I center pood.

ACT OF 1913.,

ACT O 1909.
PAIR.274.

fru soallkindepwe

*

served or packed inmgat,or having sug-r
added there.t orpreerve ator packed in
molases, *rito, or their own juices, if
contani g no alcohol, or containig isot
over tennr ceotum of alcohol, one cent
per poun and thirty.fiv per ceatumd
valorem; ***.
PAR. 175. Fin, two and one-half cents
data, one cent
per pound; per pound; * *

*

NAt. 217.

*

fritsj

of al kinds

presed or packed in sugar, or having
sugr added&thereto or preserved or
packed in molases, spirits, or their own
uices, if containing no alcohol or containing not over 10 per centum o alcohol,

201e centum ad alorom; *
Px. 218. Pip, 2 cents per pound;
*

* *

date,

1 cent per pound;

FIG.

Descriptionand uees.-Two types of figs are grown-the Adriatic,
chiefly in the South Atlantic and ulf States and the Smyrna, in California. The Adriatic is also grown in California and is still a large

proportion of the crop; the Smyrna, planted only in recent years,
is becoming increasingly important. Small quantities, commercially
negligible, are also grown in Arizona. The huid climatic conditions
of the South Atlantic and Gulf States produce a very Perishable
fruit, fermentation setting in within a few hours after picking, unless

0 %1

.kvMmuyZ

723

or: TAilr INOMAMO, 11921.

Special precautionst are taken. As it has been impracticable to ship
e fresh fruit long distances except under effective refrigeration, it
is used in the home or-in near-by markets, large quantities being
cane4 oraskl
ispru
led.Iwth. 8omthem States east of Texas
there-is little omhard pastkng; but almost every rural and urban home
raises a family supply, someof which is canned locally. In the Gulf
coast region 6f Texas there are many fig orchards, the fruit of which is
practically all canned. , InOaliforinis the crop is largely dried and
packed for the trade.
Produdion.-California produces practically all of the figs grown
commercially in this country. In 1909 her production amounted
to 33,000,000 pounds viped.,pt $716,0Q00 In 1919 it was about
26,460,000 pounds, vaiu at $2,762,000.
mp, *Lor 1915-191&6(fiscal years) averaged 1.2,103,184 pounds,
valued
at war
$612,432,
lesscame
thanfrom
theSmyrna
prewar inaverage.
Asiatic
Before the
most ofconsiderably
the dried figs
Turkey. ae quantities are still reeived from Smyrna and also
from Greece, Spain, Italy, and Portugal. Imports since 1917 have
been as follows:
('alendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

ad v:pe=.

romut.Ptr

1918
9,913,73
1919 .............................................
......
........................ 18,011,85
1920 .............................. 3 1,074,93
1921 (9 months) ...............................

9,246157

1702,3 8
3,210,649
3,890,782

troll.'

1198,275
300,233

28.23
11.32
15.9?

821,499

S7 ,478 .....

............

Ezports.-'None.
Important change. in cdas#fwa!ion---See General Notes on Paragraph, page 724.
DAT8.

Description &nd use8.--Dktes are raised in the warm, dry, interior

valleys of California and Arizona, important producing sections being

the Coachella and Imperial Valleys ill California, and localities in

the vicinity of Phoenix, Ariz. This is an infant industry and development is relatively slow, because of the difficulty in securing offshoots
from-desirable varieties.
Produadio does not justify shipments in carload lots. In 1919
Californi& produced 144,992 pounds, valued, at $28,998. Arizona
produced 42,812 pounds, valued at $10,703.
imports during 1913-1917 averaged 28,066,867 pounds. Asiatic
Turkey has always -been the chief source, supplying in 1920 about
75 per cent -of the imports. Statistics of imports since 1917 are as
follows:

.

o

ar.

Quantity.

*

1918 ................

1919 l~dO
...... ... . .........
....

I921 (9monum ...........

VWU9.

Pw.

.. .........
. ..

...,
......

024, Q

84628
28,582,114

Duty"

487,8W

990
1,8 ,2

Ei

PU 1

•

$100,249
O

200,0m801
285,82

.

20.5

A081
15.67

........ ........... A 325#,
8
,340,843 .......
..............

Zzrta.-None reported.
ange in cWa#fcion.-See General Notes on Parape
Imornt
graphi,
page 724.
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iOZNR'AAL

NOT8i

jjXOERAnQ6J9P4
ON PARAGR

H.

lmporta4j:,catnls jn clqsicatilA.-Figs and dates have been

The provision %or. ip s been
brought together inonparagr.p.
wit the ch= rr ,+P the trade and
made more specific ,to
more nearly to reflect variations in value,..
SuggeekZ dwnges,--For dates, as in+the' case of fig, provisioti
might be made for the fruit fresh o- dried, and, prepared o.
preserved.
PAflAGUAPH'742.
813NATS

IR. 7440.

j.

PAR. 742. Grapes in barrels or othex

4

,

packages, 25 center per cubic foot of the
capacity of the packages; raisins, 2 contu
per pound; dried curntapad other dried
grampes, 21 cents per pounId.

ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.
R6. 275. *

*

%aM3ZPXT09

raisins and other

dried grape, two and one-half cents per
cumnt,, Zgut or
pound; I
other, two cents per pound; * *
PAR. 276. Grapes in barrels or other
packages, twenty-five cents per cubic foot
of capacity of barrels or packages.
.

raiM and other
*
PAR. 218.
dried grapes, 2 cents per pound; * *
currants, Zante or other, If cents per
*
pound;r-p*
PAR. 219. Grapes in barrels or othwr
packed, 25 cents per cubic foot of th,
capacity of the barrels or packages.

GRAPES.

V
t

Description and us.-The grapes produced in the United States
most widely
bunch grapes,
(1) Native
of three
are
chiey disconfned
grapes,the
or European
the vinifera
(2)types.
tributed;
California; (3) the muscadino grapes, raised principally in the South
Atlantic and Gulf SEtates. Growing the muscadine is prunarily, a
home industry although some commercial vineyards have been maintained in the past or making wine. The regional distribution of
these different types is detemimmed by climatic adaptations.
Production.-The native American -bunch grape are widely grown
outside of California and the South Atlantic and Gulf States, here
the other types are chiefly produced. There are commercial producing centers, such aa the Hudson River Valley, the lake region n
central and western New York, northwestern Pennsylvania, northern
Ohio, southwestern Michigan, and smaller districts elsewhere. Home
vineyards are general. There are no adequate statistics of the native
bunch grapes or the muscadine. The vinifera representt a large
investment in California. Data of acreage are dilficut to secure, but
230,000
of table
the best estimates
_. grapes,
in .Californi,
grapes
of wine
acresacres
140,00050,000
and about
raisi grapes.
a indicate
'~~~ acres of rain
alone. Estimates of returns to the grape industry of California for
the year 1019 are: Wine grapes, $15,000,000; table grapes,
$18,000,000; raisin grapes, $42. 00,000; total, $75,500,000. Shp
ments of fresh rapes from California were about 6.360 cars in of1913
and more than 2,8 1919. The total domestic production all

-i

~
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kinds of grapes in 1919 was 1,258,420 tons, valued at $95,586,021.
Of this amount California produced 1,027,822 tons, valued at
$65,780,628. In; 1919 a total of 87,644 cases of grapes, valued at
$514,219, were canned, mostly in California.
Imports of grapes amounted to an annual average of. 1,048,815
cubic feet (packed in barrels), valued at $1,227,171 for 1914-1918
(fiscal years. They have ranged from 2 237,730 pounds in 1908 to
533,599 pounds in 1919. Thi ie are aely late-ripening, long-keeping, European varieties mostly from Spain. Some quantities are
also brought in from Canada and the West Indies. Statistics of
imports since 1917 follow:
Quantity.

Calendar yer.

1918 ..........................
1919...................................
9m................... .............

1921
(9mo0th)............

ubic fed.
87,851
333,m
g1,664

..............

.........................

191,480

EiuIv

Value.

Duty.

SM0,747
843,620

$186, 9N,
133,400
247, 81&

t1*U

Per ct.

,A, 8
376,431 ........

16.82
1&81

1 70

........

E&ports,-Not recorded separately.
lm~porknt
change in dcasiif ion.--See General Notes on Para,rraph,
page 726.
RAISINS.

Decriptim and weo.-Raisins are dried grapes of certain varieties
of the vinifera or European type. While producible from many
kinds of grapes, particular qualties are recL for raisins of high
e, and few varieties possess these qualities in a sufficient degree.
e raisins most prized are the Alexandria and the Sultanina.
Production is confined, commercially, to California, where conditions are favorable to desirable raisin varieties and where sun drying
is feasible. Output has steadily increased for several years. The
pack has ranged from 254,000,000 pounds in 1915 to 395,000,000
pounds in 1919. Production varied from 125,000,000 pounds in
1910 to 196,000,000 pounds in 1914. California produced 293,300,581 pounds in 1919 vjdued at $35,544,262.
Imports in 1918 were only 949,285 pounds, valued at $157,486, with
an average of about 3,500000 pounds du.nn 1910-1914. Normally
the imports, mostly from Spain and Asiatic Turkey, are unimportant
compared wih production or exports. In 1920 imports, were unususlylarge; over 55 per cent came from Spain. Statistics of imports of raisins and other dried grapes follow:
Quanftuty.

CalIendar year.,

191........
.

.

Pound..
198 ...........................
......
202J672

.

........................
...

.*.

.

1is357,us
,8
97

ont)..........................12,83067
.(9

Valu.

D~

qUty.

P~v en*.
39,966

391,018
1

$4,068

27,141
810,488
.

It 701 ............

1&08.

&94
1.94

Exports rapidly increased, up to the enactment of the Federal prohibition law, reaching a maximum of 110,183,033 pounds in 1919.

~i.
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Canada, the Unitd Kingdom, Japan, and Austraa& were the prm-

cipal countries. of destination. Exports ofi ra&iei and otler, dre
grapes since 1917 by calendar yearn have bnee as f(QlloWs:

a .........

0,312,X!''
:.. . l

3207
. U4," 110 1.. M

.. ..

' "' . .

,

13,
4,3 - , ,,0,:,500*
... ,%
............... ..........
O
$, 668,
...

,".......

,,..

,

,

,S" "

--

6

Important changes in cdaasfatn.-See Genetal Notes on Para.

graphic below.

DRIED CURRANTS; ZANTE OR OTHER.

Deecriptih& and uwe.-The Zante or currants of commerce are in
fact the dried product of certain varieties of European grapes, domestic production of which has been negligible. Recent experiments indicate that this type of grape can be grown commercially in California.
The dried cu-rant is used for culinary purposes.
Production has been inconsiderable, but sinal commercial plantings
ar being made/
Import, from 1907 to 1917 have ranged from about 80,000,000
rounds to 39,000,000 pounds. These imports came almost entirely
from Greece. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Nlendit Tya.

'

"
1

......

IWl (9mo0t) .

.

.

.

.

...

Ddtj.

adtvolt".

Per cent.

'

Potund#.

'

..........................

.....

VslUo.

3,907,411
. 5..
..

$5%311
0, 57;1s ,4' , 2WP
13,567,OO30
Mf47
491
6,078,
56, WO,84

64 4

,042 6,70.

113

96
1.7

................

Important cnqeq in+cla si atn.-See llow.
GENERAL NOThS ON PARARAPH.

,

"Importan ckane4 in daasication.-Freah grapes have been combined with dried grapes, raisins, and dried currants.
The provision here for dried cuirants covers only dried currant,
grapes of the Zante and other varieties, which are similar in nature'
to raisins. Garden currants are a different fruit, being more nearly
related to berries. Trade in garden currants is unimportant. Such
currants, in the absence of specific provision tberefor, have been
held to come within the provision for berries in their natural condition.
"Other dried grapes consist mostly of wine grapes, imports of
which have recently much increased.
The provision for assessing duty on grapes per cubic foot of the
capacity of the package has been retained because most of the
imported grapes are packed in cork dust2 making difficult the determination of the actual. weight of fruit without spoiling the fruit.

V
.,PARAGRAPI!

M.

I. R.7480.

ENATIR .1i

Paa. 743. Lemons, 2 cents per pound;

l1me.

po0und. orange.

ad grapefuit,
cent
"
• per
+

"

"NXNTs.

, ,

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

277. Lemons, -one and oAe-halV', 'PAf.
M220.
Lenons, ' limes, oktnges,
ceilto per, vQund;p ranges, limes, gp .ragMpeftuit, ehaddocks, and pomelos in,
fruit, ihaddocks, or pome~q&. one ce4
ckaPe of a capacity ollonle and .one-,
per pound.
fourth cubic feet or Jes, 18 cents per
package; in packages of capacity exceed.ing one and one-fourth cubic feet and
not exceeding two and one-half cubic
feet, 35 cents per package; in packages
exceeding. two and one-hall and not
exceeding five cubic feet, 70 cents per
package; in packages exceeding five
PAiR0

* of

cubic. feet or in bulk,
pound ..

',

1 cent per

LEMONSJ

Detcriptirn,a4d ue8.-Ihe lemon, even more than the orange,
requdisa a'rn climate, relatively free 'from fr , "Lemons are
pickett' tt +.acertain' "lz, virying rm
!W21 'inche in dianieter,and stored in curing rooms, somi times two or threemonths, unil a,
typical
i acquired.,
cAre must be exercised in
l.
,yellow
packing,'
p]I* color
and marketing. Oreat
Beaideg th' familiar uses .of the
fresh fruit, there":ar important by.4roduti, include* pitrate of
lime, and citric acid.
Production.-Commercial cI vEtion, of the' lemon is confined to
California, where production incr"s ed' from 2,756 000 boxes in 1909
to 6,551,000 boxes valued at $19,000,000 in 1619. ' Florida also
grows some lemons, chiefly for home use. Production in this State
amounted in 1919 to 31,204 boxes valued at $93,612.
Import8 for 1913-1917 (chiefly from Sicily) fluctuated from'
100,000,000 to 176,000,000 pounds, with values from $2,062,030 to
$6,981,635. -.Lemons are entered in packages of varying size, but
most of the imports are received in boxes whose contents exceed If
but do not exceed 2f cubic feet. Statistics: of imports since 1917
by calendar years follow:
1918

Vau ...............

DUty.

1919

1920

(1921

$4
1., U0
43f, N2 A,C 629
......................
WiA
R2
"M.

..........

.....

1 "4,7

The following statistics show* the value of lemons imported by
months for 192-0 and 1921 under the operation of the emergency
tariff act.,

.
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04,0M
u.y............. .. ...........
$ 7,64
=.
a..............
.au u
7,4 3 14116
4;X
~ 07'0232
~~Au~
7
etmo...............
March~
~ry........~ $A.............
W
2 440
AUA t .
.
8
32,3
February .....................

pril.........................30I;747

My......................
ru

n.............

.

70

617 Ocober ...................
78,8 November .
.........
4,142
Deoemb ....................
er

,

84,343

4,6

24,491

Exports for 1914-1918 (fiscal years) ranged from .70,000 to 193,000
boxes valued at $3 08,70 7 to $1,088,000. Over 85 per cent go to
Canada. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

Im page
rans730.
changes in d4mificaion.-Se General" Notes on Paragraph,
IMBS.

Description and usee.-imes are a variety of citron, and are used
for the same purposes as the lemon. They also yield citrate of lime
and citri acid. The trade demandssizes from I I to 1 inches in
diameter.
Produdion.-The tree, less hardy than the lemon tree, is commercially restricted to warm, localities in Florida. California has successfully cultivated some home orchards, but produced only 136 boxes
in 1919. Production in Florida for 1909 and 1919 was 11,302 and
27,725 boxes, valued at $12,457 and $97,040, respectively.
Imports largely from the West Indies, are shown for calendar
years in te following table:
.191$
Value
.......
D ty...

.......

...........................

.

1

74

8,438

192 1
(9 months).
I ,4

091,781
$84,240
l8,747 ............

Eports.-None recorded.
Important changes in claasficaion.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 730.
/

ORANGES.

Description and uses.-The important orange-growng sections of
this country are in California and Florida; smaller areas are in
Arizona, Texas, Louisiana Alabama, and Mississippi. The crop
requires a warm climate, relatively free from frost. The trees begin
tog
1ear the third year, but not in commercial quantities until the
fifth or sixth year; they bear profitably from 20 to 40 years. The
industrUy is hghy specialized. The fruit is picked very carefully,
to avoid bruising, and is assorted into several grades in packing
houses. By means of mechanical sizers the fruits of each grade are
divided into the different commercial sizes. There are by-products,
including orange marmalade, candied orange peel, orange vinegar, etc.
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1921.

Production of oranges in recent years ha varied from approxi.
lately 10000,000 to 24,000,000 boxes-7,000,000 to 17t000,O00
boxes in California, 3,000,000 to 6,000,000 boxes in Florida; the
remainder in Arizona, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.
The uantity and value of the cresp in the two States of California
and Florida for later calendar years follow:
1919

............................

va.lue, e...........................

1W9

o000 17
X

,

18F4,488,=0

AM4,90,0

1921
An3,80,0W0

Imports of oranges for 1914-1917 varied from approximately

$50,000 to $100,000. The heaviest shipments came from the West
Indies and Japan. Later statistics for calendox years follow:

..................

Puty ............................

1921
(9Months).

991920.

1918

790
M.
3250

20e

2,601

& ,371
3
1 256 ..............

Reports for 1914-1918 ranged from 1,500,000 to 1,800,000 boxes
valued at $3,800,000 to $4,480,000. The larger shipments were to
Canada. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
I

(boxes)
•ty ..............................

s4ue ....................................

Importanicluwges in d
page 730.

.....

857,15

$,7,420

1g1

1

$7

1 0

46

4

1,17, 4

#0,o
61 a

(9 months).

1

n "6,4,

70

)oction.-&eGeneral
Notes on Paragraph,
ORAPEFRUIT.

Description and e&e.-Florida is the most important grapefruit
producer. This fruit is also raised commercially in California, but is
of minor importance compared with orange ana lemon holding's. It
is grown commercially in Arizona to a small extent, and is also
found in home orchards in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Ala-,
bara. Its important use is as a breakfast fruit.
Production in Florida has increased from 1,061,537 boxes in 1909
to 3,158,431 boxes in 1919, the latter crop beig valued at $6,158,941.
California produced 122,515 boxes in 1909 and-465,085 boxes valued
at $930,170 in 1919.
Imports, practically all from Cuba, are shown for calendar years in
the following table:
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f&pra.oImlpozta
it None
ck recorded
.ng,.d'ifcatiim-ee'below
. ,.*

,"

,

iXG

m
conqes U d8siqbf.-Tho duty hasbeen.smnphed
Cporta
by changing from the complicated package to thi pound basis.
The terms "shaddocs" and "pomelos" have been dropped because
they are merely synonyms for grapefruit.
PARAGRAPH '744.
ORNATE AX WDMRWTB.

IL St 7
PAR.

744.' Olives'in brine, green, 20-

cents pgalon; ripe, 20 cents per gallon;

vzI7 stuffed, 30 cents per gllon;
ripe olive ' 4 cents per pound.
ACT ,OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 275. *

.are,. ke,

* olives, in bottles,
tins. or other packw, con.

PAR. 218. * * * olives, 15 cents per
gallon."

cents per goon..
OLIVC86

Description and ves.-The products of the industry relating to
this fruit are pickled olives (green or ripe), salt-cured olives, pitted
or stuffed olives, and olive oil.
Production-The fruit is grown in a warm, dry climate, free from
frost, and its produce ion requires skill and long experience in culture.
Tho! tree *begins to bear coimercially when 5 to 7 years old, and
may be productive for several centuries.
Domestic olive culture is cotfihed to California and small arees in
Arizona, with a total acreage of about 1 per cent of the Spanish or
Italian crop. Only reccntl has the industry been firmly placed, and
its present status is due largely to improvements in growing and
handling, 'especially in pickling the ripe olive', in which the United
States has Virtually a monopoly.' Competing countries have not produoed ripe olives, partly because of the presence of the olive fly which
honeycomibs the ripe fruit. Domestic producers have had little
success pickling Freen olives.
Spain, the principal source of our imported olives, grows chiefly
those used for pickling, while those grown for oil predominate in
Italy, whence is normally derived most of the olive oil. In the
domestic industry, pickles and oil are largely joint products, the
ctdls and injured ripe olives being processed for oil and the, better
grades pickled. Olives for oil, usually grown without irrigation, are
being abandoned for the more profitable ripe olives. The competition of foreign oils is a strong trade factor.
"olvp. in soluskas,

n

m

.4

ts per p=4. (Par,28,enegecY

731.1
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In 1921 there were in the United States about 40,OQQ, acres in
olives, of which between ,20;000 and 40,000, acres ,were beariW.
About 50 per cent of the olives were pickled, and the remainder were.,
salt-cured, pickled green, or crushed for oil. The pickled ripe olives
amount to over 1,000,000 gallons annually. The output varies with
fluctuations in yield and in the percentage suitable for pickling.
In California production in 1909 was 16,132,412 pounds, valued at
8401,277, and in 1919, 17,564,020 pounds, valued at $1,405,121.
According to the California Olive Association production of pickled
ripe olives and salt-cured olives for the last three calendar years
was as follow:
1918
,pe

Pickled ripe oiuv* ...........

..

p

1920 '

8,910,000 10,791,000
000

..............

Sout-ctured olivo ..............................
'EstimateL

1919

do...

2,147,1000

6,980,000

10

198

1,49,000

Growerse timate the average value of present bearing lands, both
good ,and bad, at $750 per akte,(for 1921) and nonbearing lands
at $500.

,

Both the pickling and the oil processing are performed ip specially
equipped packing plants, sometimes in connection with olive groves.
There were 26 commercial pr6oeemingp)ants int California and Arizona
in 1921 and half of. these were equipped for making olive oil. As
the packing season last only three or four months, these establish*ments usualy engage in canning other products, In the Mediterranean countries olives are generally grown and, processed as a
family enterprise, and brokersbuy, assemble, and grade the product'
at gathering stations. The pickling process consists in fist noutrtalizing with an alkali (usually lye) the tannic acid of the olive, After.,
which the product is aerated to "settle" the color and impart the characteristic black tinge. The lye is then washed off; the olives placed
in brine solutions, and later banned. , The price varies with the size
of the olives.
Imports, principally from Spain, ranged during 1910-1917 between
3,000,000 and 5,000,000 ga'dons, about five times the domestic crop.
They consisted of the h4'hest-priced product, green olives, mostly
queens" or lag
o-sizd ves, and included relatively but a small
amount of the lower-priced Mirnzanilla or smal oive. The shipments are largely in bulk, being bottled or packed here. The bottling
and packing
and the pitting and stufW ng of imported olives is a
censiderable
industry.
The revenue range from $500,000 to $860,000
during 1910-1917. Later statistics follow:.
calaedat yar.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Equivaaint

I

1918 .................
1921(9

..... ....

.....
.4,28.,244
,nths)....

....

222....
6U
2..........
U ,224
63 2 4$1,27,475
8, 475 1

83,704
94,03

,*7

2

I

Pe tent39
25

isJ5
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The following statistics show the quantity and value of olives
imported by months for 1920 and 1921 under the operation of the
emergency tariff aet: '
Value.

Quantity.
a-

-_-

Month.

1921

io
Jajiuary ............................................

Februay......................................
Are........

...........................

661,497

04
640,A641

Ji le ...................................................
July ...................................................
August .................................................

september .............................................
October ................................................
November .............................................
December .............................

431,066
2n, 706
619,746
18,767
1M644

217,617

s$d0%
233
63
4$k1

69,89M
151,096
160,940

771,401
746,481
M,309
256,784

OK6,606
33 ,50
176,207
264,217

217,740

401, 04
686167
3M 44%

76,o27
207,762
142,721

63,137
270,0
116o15
K9114

IM61

12, 40

1k

333,937

zporti.-None recorded.
Important cIng -in . ficaion.-Because of the distinctive
trade in ripe, green, and pitted or stuffed olives, special provision has
been made for each of these classes.
PARAGI4APH 74.

8BNATR AIND)M BN.

HX. A. 74M0.
PAR. 745. Peaches and pears, green or

ripe, one.half o Iper cent per pound;
dzied; deicvated, or evapomted, 1 coat

per pound; otherwise prepared or preserved, and not specially provided for, 20
per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1918.

AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 274.*

* * pehe,

* *

*

AR. 217. * *

*

peache

*

*

and pear, green or ripe, twenty-five cents and peare green or ripe, 10 cents per
ty pounds; * * * all edi.
per*buhe; *:'or r*1f edible ruit., bushel of tj
*
hen dried, desic* when dried, desiccted, evapo- ble fruits,
rated, or prepared in: any manner, not cated, evaporated, or prepared in any
specially provided for in this section, two manner, not specially provided for in this
cents per pound; * * *' frUitt of all section, 1 cent per pound; * * * fruit.
kinds preserved or packed in sugar, or of all kinds preserved or packed in sugar
having sumar added thereto, or preserved or having sugar added thereto or preserved
or packe in molasses, spirits, or their own or packed in moles, spirits, or their own
juices, if containingno alcohol, or con- juices, if containing no alcohol, or containg notover ten per centum of alco- taining not over 10 per centum of alcohol,
hol, one cent per pound and thirty-five 20 per centum ad valorem; * *. *.
per centum ad valorem; * *
PEACH8, GREEN OR RIPZ, DRIED AND CANNED.

Description and uses.-Peaches are dried and canned in large

quantities, are used fresh, and are made into marmalade and other
90
products. In California, the State of largest production, alb
. .
.
per cent of the crop is canned or dried.
Produce ion.-The annual peach crop, about one-halt of which is
commercial, ranges between 35,000,000 and 53,000,000 bushels. Al-

738
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though centers of production are widely distributed, California produces a mwh larger proportion of the commercial crop them any
other one Sae; New Tork, Georgia, Arkansas, and Washington are
also importnt, peach-growing States. Canada, Argentina, and Ger-.
many are lae producers. In 1919 production of canned peaches
reached a toa of 7,706,855 caevalued at 846,516,225, compared
with 3,407,906 cases in 1914,valued at $9,585, 773. California pro..
duoed praotically all of the domestic dried peaches in 1919, thetotal
output amounting to 73,379,19&-pounds, valued at $12,109,624i
Production figures by calendar years for peaches, green or ripe,
are as follows:

$5,7,0
3073000

0 45,0200
W045
.4io~t~h1)........
... ................ ;.....$659,O0
arm ,val.e,
346000 ,96,0,00
"6,76000

Imports of freb1 peaches are not separately shown. The geographical distribution and nature of the fruit make the Lake Ontario district in Canada the only source of import; but as the Ontario fruit
ripens at a time when our markets are usually fully supplied, there is
normally little to induce importation. Statistics of imports of
peaches, quinces, cherries, plums, and pears, green or ripe, follow:
Calendau year.

Quantity.

1918 ...................................................

1919 ...................................................
9(IM....... )...... ..........
1921 (9 mn ths).. .................... ...............

4,3

.

21,602
43.18,0 8

Value.
M3

119, a
2

Duty.

Equivalent

W

&.40

M

15

0m 4 109

8

L 81

38 .....
...

('herrks in raw ate were provided for in the amorgmy tariff act; bhsar*
MIay 29 to Sept. 80,indusive.

included bor from

Imports of the various kinds of dried fruits, never large, have not

been separately reported. Statistics for the group follow:
(aldar Year.

Quantity.

91 ...........................
.............
199...........................
192 ....................................................
1921 (9months) ........................................

VaUe.

D u ty.

ullt

Pogo&'
9,139

511,268

8691

Pe cW.
&a

64,W

101,077

6,450

&40

9 068
7409M

162,6
9,47n
10,960 ............ A...

.

Exports of fresh peaches are insignificant, because of their perishable nature. However, dried and canned peaches are exported in
considerable amount to the United Kingdom and in lesser amounts
to Canada, France, and Cuba. Export statistics by calendar years for
each follow:
1918
leacbes, dried:
quntity (pounds).....................
?alue................................
Peaches, canned:
Value .....................................

4a83959
54466
$1,176* 547

• 1919

9,

I

1920

1921
(9 months).

3
IYJ
,2,3
.8,
M156,7
so46,0
4
ik40,850
a%342,319
8,467,6 4

1784
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Impoifgnr

graph halW4.
Description, and wee.-The pear is.used -principally fresh although
onl"rg quantities are canned or dried, the latter operation "T
ductedvomercially only mizCalifornia. , Pear blight, , series tre
disa wio can not be controlled by spraying, prevents, the donltic
cultivation of pears in considerable areas.
Production.-While pear trees are widely.planted for hom& use,
important commercial production is confined to about 11. States,
nearly one-half of this crop being grown in California. Although the
pear is grown throughout the world, it is produced primarily for
domestic consumption. In 1919 production of canned pears reached
a total of 1,951,374 case, valued at $14,202,963. California produced 5,750 tons of dried pear in 1919 and about 2,500 tons in
1920 .
i
a y*s
'oenr -or ripeigiven,
ripe , q foi caendar
*inof
Prodiuc
years, in
flonof
t~l*

(b

1

.

...

.....

.

12,993,00
17,9 000

1,1

0
000

1,80,000
$06000

10, M0,000
$18,342,000

Import.-Not separate!,y shown, (See p. 733.)
Ezport_, largely the Kieffer variety, now chiefly grown in New
Jersey, Delaware, and some other sections, amount to about $1,000,00, and go principally to the United Kingdom and Canada. Exports
of green and ripe pears since 1917 by calendar years have been valued
as folows: 1918, $928,841; 1919, $1,764,671; 1920, $2,202,121; 1921
(9months), $1,134,223.
Canned pears to the value of $5,113,738 were exported in 1920,
and to the value of $2,696,223 during the first nine months of 1921.
Over half went to the United Kingdom; Cuba and Canada were the
next largest purchasers.
Important changes in cass8wcation.-See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.
Imptrtant changes in c asst)iion.-The specific provision for
quinces has been eliminated. The total imports of the grouppeaches, plums, cherries, and pears, green or ripe-are not large, and
quinces are believed to constitute an insignificant proportion of the
I°
total.
A new provision is here made for dried peaches and pears, and for
peaches and pears otherwise prepared or preserved, now dutiable
under the provisions in paragraph 217 of the act of 1913 for fruits,
dried, preserved or packed in sugar, etc.
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PARAGRAPH '146.
L R. 74 6.

SNATB

XN

TS.

PAR. 746. Pineapples, three-fourths of
I cent each; pineapples, prepared or prmsein!d in any manner, 8 cents per

pound.

A.OT 01P 190.

PiR. 274.'
* fruits of all kinds
preserved or packed in supr, or having
sugar .dd thereto, or preserved or
pac. _ i molses, spirits, or their own
JuiON 4 i contain, no alcohol, or con.
tainin4 ,ot over ten per centum of alco.
hol, one cent per pound said thirty-five
per centtpn ad valremn;
pineapples (Ok.

eed in their own juice, not

, spilts,'or molsis added

AOt o

1918.

PAR. 217. *
fruits of all kinds
preserved or packed in su , or having
sugr -added thereto or preserved or
packed in mola a, spirits, or their own
juices, if containing no akohol, or containg not over 10 per centum of s-ohol,
20percentumadvalorem; * * * '-pneapples preserved in their own juice, 20
per centum ad valorem.

° ?AX.'222. Pineapple., I
prehb or
0 costs parcaibicfo of
ehtrakve Per. eentumi ad-." otker packs,
buik,, per tlu .
PAR. 279. Pinespli, .in bal. nd
other pck", eIt cents per t-ubic foot
of the capacity of }h k,or packages; in
bulk, eight do(WAN per thu d.
..
aIrng',

Descriptionand uee8.-Pinearsples used asfresh fruit, as a canned

product and in several fruit drinks. It is uually packed in slices
chunks, or crushed or grated form, with a siriup or with the juice of
the fruit alone. The orainay canned pineapple of commerce has
water added to the juice and su ar. The cores are preserved.And
used by confectioners. Thl fruit varies gMatly in aize,
or, and
value.
Produairn commercially is in Hawaii, in Porto Rico, and in
Florida.' The cold weather of 1917-18 and a disease known as "pineapple wilt" reduced Florida's crop from 400,300 crates, valued at
$499,118 in 1914, to 26,016 crates, valued at $110,569 in 1919.
The planting of pineaplile slips on virgin soil where possible, and
the use of better cultural methods are gradually restoring the industry. Since 1900 production in Hawaii has rapidly increased. Beginning in 1901 with 2,000 oases of canned pineapple the output expanded to 5,071,976 cases, valued at $18,997,975 in 1919, The value of
the Porto Rico crop in 1919 was $319,493. In 1919 a total of 156,755
cases of pineapple valued at $1,365,484 were canned in continental
United States, practically the entire amount being packed in Maryland. The largest foreign canning center is Singapore. The pineapple industry is also important in the Philippine Islands, Siam, and
the West Indies.
Import values of fresh pineapple amounted to $1,220,571 in 1913.
Fresh fruit is received chiefly from Cuba. Imports of pineapples
preserved in their own juices averaged $112,354 from 1909 to 1913;
in 1914 they were $206,736. Later statistics follow:
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.
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tau.....(.moduli)
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.

.... ..23I"o, 10,1

......
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22'143
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,322 .....

It should be noted that the bulk of the preserved pineapples are imported wider the clasification "fruits preserved in suar/' eto. (see
p. 741), which ire not ubdivided as to the various fruit,
Expo*hin 1920 were valued at $3,025,522, and went chiefly to
Cna, the United Kingdom, France, andBelgium.
Cannery waste (pulp1 cores, etc.) consists of a variety of fruits, but
is r01gly pineapple. In 1920 exports of this product amounted to
1,248,320 pounds, valued at $78,834' these went chiefly to the
United Kigdom, Canada, and the Netherjands.
Slmportant changes in dssification.-The two provisions of the act
of 1913 relating to pineapples have been combined, the dutiable
basis for fresh pineapples paced on a piece basis, and the descriptive
provisions for the preserved fruit shortened and simplified.
8gud
cang.-At the hearings before the Finance Committee
(vol. 1, pp. 3103 and 3107) it was stated that pineapples not in bulk
are imprted in standard crates of 1.96 cubic feet, containing from
18 to 49pineapples. The larger pineapples are more valuable, sometimes selling for two or three times as much as the smaller sizes; a rate
per pineapple therefore, bears more heavily upon the lower priced
product. This paragraph might accordingly he changed to readPineapples, [frae] per crate of 1.96 cubic feet; in bulk, [rate) per thousand.
PARAGRAPH 747.'
,H, R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 747. Plum., prune, and pru.
nelles, green or ripe, one-hall of 1 cent
per pound; dried, one-hal of 1 cent per

pound; otherwie prepard or preserved,

and not qecially provided for, 20 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT or 1913.

PAR. 217. * * * plums, * * *
PAR. 274.* * * plums, * * *
green
or ripe, 10 cents per bushel of
green
or
ripe,
bushel; ***alltwenty-five
edible fruits,*
cents per* fifty pound.; * * * aIl edible fruits,
when dried, desiccated, evapoat., or * * * when dried, desiccated, evapprepared in any manner, not specially orated or prepred in any manner, not
provided for in this section, two cents specially provided for in this section, I
per pound; * * * fruits of . kinds cent per pound; * * * fruits of all

preserved or packed Ins ,r or having kinds preserved or packed in mgr, or
uawr added thereto, or preserved or having

Wgar
added thereto or presrved

ItMMARV -01 IAM"PMRO*A
i'AOT 00! f9OM , I~
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7
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MOi;

A0~Oip

.

la
W, or their
.ked in m1n.w, .pina or.toeir own' e pat d
.contii
no aoo, or
.
0
n lcoho,
14J1 0cong no
not, over 10 er centtml of
taliignot ,6Vr' tan pr ieontum' ofV c6hi
alcohol, one Cent r pound dtkrty- alehoi ,0 per centum ad; .alom,;
Par. 218. * * * plume, prue, oad
V plume, Prunes, and
N. 275.-*. prunolee, Icentper pound;
prqnelis, two pents por pou
0

4'

Of: RPE."

PLUMSOREBN

Description and ause.-Three main types of plums are grown in

America-the European or Domestica the Japanese, and the numerous native species. The European and Japanese types are used principally fresh and for canning; the native plums, to a limited extent
fresh, especially for culinary purposes, for canning, marmalades,
jellies, etc. Certain European' plums, the damsons, for example,
are used entirely for preserves and marmalades.
Production of plums and prunes in 1909 was 15,480,170 bushels, the
Pacific States yielding over 80 per eenf. In 1919 production amounted.
sometypes are
valudproduction
at $41,9Q0,000,
to
varieties
of theThe
European
what19,500,000
regional,bush4ls,.
commercial
being c!iy in New YorkiMrchigan, Ohio, California, and the Pacific
Northwest. The native species are hardiest and more widely. dietributod..
In 1919 a total of 571,521.caes of plums, valued at $2,228,183, was
canned as compared with 288,326 cases, valued at $438,238, in 1914,
About two-thirds of the pack is canned in California. •
Import, of plums, prunes, and prunellos are small averaging about
$50,000 from 1910 to 1014,' and come principally from Canada.
Later statiutics.-follow:
-

Quantity.

('alendaf 3ear.

91 ...........................................
1919...........................................
.
.
..........
I ..............

921 (9i.onths) ............

........
........

..............

15 (VO;

62, 227
145,9.56
47,76.5 r

Duty.

Valuo.

&d

Valorem.

~

$151 1 Per flat.
3.6
622:
3.74
lt1,51
t10, 70it; . ...........
1 Vj0 ......
3097
84I, M~q

Exported of this group are not separately shown except for dried
prunes. (See Prunes) '
Important cwjres in c #ification.--.See General Notes on Para-

graph, page 738.

PRUNES.

Descriptn and uee.-Prunes consist of certain varieties of Domestica or European plums, which can be dried without fermentation or
removal of the pits-the 'horticultural characteristic which differentiates a prune from a plum.
and
in California
are grown chiefly
i Waehngton.
for nt-in
Produition.-Prunes
the fruit
In California
and to a small ext
Oregon
is largely sun dried; in Oregon and Washington, wholly by artificial
heat. The crop vaies widey--in 1919 the domestic production was
8280-22----47
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136,377,066 pounds valued at $18,253,691, of which amount California
produced
about
85 of
perprnmeevalued
cent.
I A total
of 273,710
cases
at $1,271,410 was canned
in1919; of this amount Oregon put upover 40 per cent, and California and Washington most of the remainder.
pmspr statistics are not separately shown fcw prunes. (See
Phu* p. 737.)
Ezport. averaged about 80,000,000 pounds from 1910 to 1914.
.They go chiefly to the United Kingdom, Canada France, and the"
countries of northern Europe. Later statistics 6 y calendar years
follow:
1918

ntly
(pounds) .............................

1 921

1919

Y,n 112

109, 72M,
267

$2, 177,970

$13S,?

1

montUt).

76,138,779
$11,738,312

1,31%
$1,821, 167

Impwftnt.dsanj#e in du8iiati.-Seebelow.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Impriant'ckango' in daesj aion.-Parte of two ar raphs

relatmg to plums, prunes, and prunelles have been con
and
'Iae apparealy dupcato provision for plums in paragraphsined;
274 and
275 of the act of 199 and paragraphs 217 and 21 of the act of 1913,

1 bea corrected.

PARAGRAPH 7i8.
AL R. 7456.

BUNATZ AXIBINNNTS.

PMR. 748. Pickled fruits and nuts, and
sauces of all kinds, not specially provided
for; biomflits, sweetmeats, and all jellies
jams marmalades, fruit butters, and
similar products, 28 per centum ad
vaorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT O 1pi,3.

PAR. 263. Pickles including pickled
nuts, sauLes of all kinds, not specially
provided for in this section, * * *
forty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 201. Pickles including pickled
nuts, sauces of all kinds, not specially
provided for in this section,
25
per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 274.

*

*

comfits, Vweetmeats

and fruits of all kinds preserved.or backed
in sugar, or having sugar added thereto,
or preserved or packed in molasses, spir.
its, or their own juices, if containing no
alcohol, or containing not over ton per
centum of alcohol, one cent per pound
and thirty-five per cent ad valorem if
cfntainiW over ten per centum of alcohol
and not specially provided for in this
section, thirty-five per centum ad -lorei and in addition two dollar and fifty

=Centst proof galon on the alcohol con,

wain
f con of ten per coutumo;
J~ofhwc all Irindi.~thrty4ir, per Centum
id ,alorni;

PAU. 217. * * * comfits, sweetmeats,

and fruits of all kinds preserved or packed
In sugar, or having iupr added thereto or
preserved or packet I in molasses, spirits,
or their own juices, if containing no
alcohol, or contijning not over 10 per
centurn of .,' ohol, 20 per centum ad

valorem; if containing over 10 per centum
of alcohol and not specially provided for
in this section, 20 per centum ad valorem,
and in addition 2.50 per proof gallon on
the alcohol contained therein in excess
of 10 per centum; jellies of all kinds, 20
per centum ad valorem; * *
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Production of pickles and ,uce was valued at $45,303,671.in 1914;
New York,' Penhsylvania, and Illinois leading. in 1919 a ,ttal of
507 establishments reported a product valued at 878,843,545.

Import values of pickles, including pickled nuts and sauces, of all

kinds, not specially provided for (except fish paste or sauce), before

the war ranged from $915,549 to $1,246,240. These products come
chiefly from Japan, Italy, United Kingdom, and Hongkong. Later
statistics follow:

Calmdaryer.

Value.

1918 ........
;...........................
I....................
1919.
............
.............................
190................................................................

jm27
1,116,324
1,40 9

1921 (o mootS) .............................

1,24

Duty.

Ad
vaiarem
rat.

$8;,324
27
367, 214

Ptr ed.
2
26
25

................

Reports of pickles, sauces, etc., amounted to 8928,611 in 1914.
lie United Kingdom, Canada, Mexico, and Cuba are the principal
buyers. Later statistics (for calendar years) follow: 1918,$1,129,98;
1919, $2,039, 641; 1920, $2,273,059; 1921 (9 months), $1,382,143.
Important change. in, c siation, etc.--See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 740.
OOMFTS, SWEETMEATS, ET5.,, PRESERVED IN SUGAR, ET.

Production of those commodities is not stated separately. In 1914,
however, the value of preserves, jellies, and jams made in factories
was $15,033,346. Lare quantities put up for consumption in the
home are not included. In 1919 the value of all preserves, jellies, and
jams put up in 205 establishments was $05,458,000. This amount
doesnot include the output of other factories that may manufacture
these products in small quantity along with other products, or factories that may reclaim some of their by-products in this way.
Impor of comfits, sweetmeats and fruits, etc., containing not over
10 per cent of alcohol, average $639,576 during 1909-1913. Fol
lowing the reduction of the tariff, sports amounted to $818,435 in
1914. These came largely from Franoe, England; ItQy, and the
West Indies. Later imports by calendar years have been as follows:
1915

1919

199D1

1921
(9 months).

Value.....................................
Duty ....................................

533,913
68,:763

1664,1371
l07,6

$1,34

78
W

I$ 42,494
..
..........

Inelies comfits, sweetmeats, etc., containing over 10 per cent of alcohol, u follows: $110 altue, $101
duty, M.11 per cntum ad valorem.
21cl"1es $100 worth of vomfits sweetmeats, etc., contaning over I0 per eit of alcohol. Imports of
comfits sweetmeats, ete., continuing alcohol averaged 780 gallons valued at $3,816 for 19-1913. They
d1ne afttr the war.

Expots.-Not separately stated.
Important changes in cdassifiwaion, etc.--See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 740.,
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lmpii4 4eragd $58,545 from 1909 to 10130' Later,Istatistics by
c4denarer follow.:
1918

Val

Duty ......-e.

72721

......

19)9

t67

707

192

.U423,

,

(9mqq1)

$too, 14

Import duainge in d ms~iio, etc.--See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important c a.nge8 .in cas iation.--The provision in paragraph
201 of the act of 1013, for "pickles, inluding pickled nuts, and sauces
of all kinds, not specially provided for in this section" has been
changed tQ "pickled fruits and nuts, and sauces of all kinds, not
opcialy provided for." This chased provision has been combined
wi pq.t.of paragraph 217, act of 1913, for "'comfits, sweetmeats,
je,Iii:*.'es , ,z ,kinds * * -"Tnab
. T proviso hs been axpanded to include "jams, marmalades, fruit butters, and similar
products."
6
• °
, #
Cfliding poii.-H. R. 7456 has made separate provision
for the more unportant fruits, including their dried and prepared or
preserved forms; in consequence, there may be conflict between the
provision for "pickled fruits" and the provisions for particular fruits
prepared or preserved. Likewise "sauces," although placed in a
paragraph relating to fruits, consist largely of .veg table products
sueh as soy, shoyu, and chutney. Further, the provision for comfits and sweetmeats may conflict with the several provisions for particular fruits prepared or preserved, as well as with the general provision in paragraph 749 for "fruits prepared or, preserved," and
"mixtures of two or more fruits.
Suggested onges.-These conflicts might be avoided by striking
out te provisions for '!pickled fruits and. nuts, and saucesof all
kinds, not spcially provided for; omfits, sweetmeats and," page
93, lines a nd 4; by mnsrti, the words "or pickled" alter the woid
"brine" in paragraph 749, line 7, page 3'
substituting a semicolon for the colon after the word 'Ppound" in line 7, page 95, paragraph 759, and inserting the words 'pickled, or otherwise prepared
or preserved, and not specially provided for," followed by a colon,
thereafter; by inserting the words "sauces of all kinds, not specially
provided for, ' followed by a semicolon in paragraph 773 after the
words "not specially provided for" in line I2,page 97, and by omitting the words "comfits, sweetmeats, and" altogether from H. R.
7456.
It is furthermore suggested that the words "and similar products"
in this paragraph, lines 5 and 6, page 93 be omitted. With these
changes this paragraph would read:
All jellies, jams, marmalade, and fruit butter Irate].

11
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PARAGRAPH 749.
H. B. 7406.
SBNATB AXUNDXBNTB.
PAR. 749. Fruits in their nattiral state,
or in brine, dried, desiccated, evaporated,
or otherwise prepared or preserved, and
not specially provided for, and mixtures
of two or more fruits, 20 per centum ad
valorem: Provided; That all provisions of
this title for fruits and berries prepared
or preserved shall include fruits and
berreo preserved or packed in sugar, or
having sugr added thereto, or preserved
or packed in molasses, spirits, or their

own juices.

AOT OF 1909.
PaR. 274.* * * quinces, * * *
all edible fruit, * * * when dried.
desiccated, evaporated, or prepared in
any manner, not specially provided for
in this section, two cents per pound:;

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 217. * * * quinces,

*

. *

all edible fruits, * * * when dried,
desiccated; evaporated, or prepared in
any manner. not specially provided for
in this section, 1 cent per pound; * * *
* * * fruits of all kinds preserved or fruits of all kinds preserved or packed in
packed in sugar, or having sugar added sugar, or having sugar added thereto or
thereto, or preserved or pecked in mo- preserved 'or packedinmolassee, spirits.
lasses, spirits, or their own juices, if con- or their own juices, if containing no
taining no alcohol, or containing not over alcohol, or contai ing not over 10 per
ten per centum of alcohol, one cent per centum of alcohol, 230 per centum ad
pound and thirty -five per centum ad
alorem: * * *.
valorem; * '*
PAR. 488. Fruits or herriks, green, rip,
PAn, 571. Fruits or berries, green, ripe. or dried, and fruits in briW, not speialJy
or dried, and fruits in brine, not specially Provided for in this section [Fre]e.
provided for in this section [Freel.
ALL OTIhER FRUITS,

FRESH, DRIEDO'OR PRESERVED.

Dewriplion and uses.--This paragraph relates to a large number
of fruits and fruit preparations, whid individually enter into a small
import trade. ,
"ProdAtionstatistics are given in the following table:
1919
tQuan
rt

....

.............

pounds..: 24,19,828

.i10th'dried ruits...............do

fruits,..................
Aprct
a. o. p. V.
Olhrennd
ruts..................

-4

.... J 37,852,258
css.
d ...

-*
"u.

1914
Quantity.

56,034,807

,2

,615,*

0,384,934 147,19,970

3,939,768
|25,1 (7, 772
9
8ann7,
16, SU 2,701,348

Vqlue.

1,061,816
685
SW

L57
.40(h )61
3,000
6,

Imports of "all other" fruits and berries, green, ripe, and dried,
have been, by calendar years, as follows: 1918, $65,424; 1919,
$139,379; 1920, $127,665; 1921 (9 months), $175,138.
EzportM for calendar years have been as follows:
1918

AD her Wruts &Jied .... .................
Apricots, dried:
..
O Uty (OUd) .................
vS=.dn
............................
Au ote
mmed tmt&.....................
......
ADl
othe imervd

I,

1919

on52
8 ;362,57,461
o8
37,143,8

1920

$2,168,279
1 ,,1
9,M, 258

76,7o
18,W6,3 W $81,750
1,
4 ISO
04
1!1134,M I, 84,1,M,
two"
58s3M V
$1,;8

1921 (9months).

1i112,,9
17,784,882
13,361,88
50,M99
W
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Important changes in cia /fc4on, etc. -See General Notes on
Paragraph below:
PLANTAIN.

.

DeScription and uwes-The plantain is a species of banana. It
has a coarse texture and is not so sweet as the ripe' banana. In
tropical countries it is used extensively. if speCific PrOViSion is not
made for it in other paragraphs (see Bananas, p. 713) it would be
dutiable under this basket clause.
Production.-There is no production in the United States. British
Honduras, via New Orleans, is our principal source.
Imports were valued at $50,276 in 1914. Later statistics by calendar years follow:
1918

qusaltty(bur*) ...............
..........

J

1919

.............. '+V116,805
12A713

1921 (1months)

1920

20

$41,424

Mw59got

1

179,16

.0,431

Important change in c¢zo8sication, etc.---See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in clasification.-This paragraph combines two
provisions of the act of 1913-paragraph 17, a dutiable catthall
clause for edible fruits prepared or preserved, and paragaph 488, a
free-list provision for fruits and berries, green, ripe, dried, or in brine.
The last-named provision has given rise to much litigation.
A proviso has been added to the effect that the provisions for
fruits and berries' shal include such fruits, whether preserved in
Sugar, molasses, etc., "
A new provision has also, been added for mixtures of two or more
fruits.
Conflicna!i Pr. m -n.--Theprovision, for "mixtures of two or
more fruits " might be construed to include fruits in their natural
state, n. s. p. f., and afford an opportunity for evading higher specific
duties.
Sg,ested chanes.-For the reasons stated under the subheading
"Con ting provisions," under paragraph 748, the words "or
pitelded" might be inserted after the word ' brine" in line 7, rape 93.
to agree with paragraph 773, the words "in any other way 'sould
be inserted after the word "preserved" in line 8, page 93, and the
word "otherwise" before "prepared" in line 8, page 93, be stricken
out.

With a view to the avoidance of possible conflicts of this paragraph
with eo nine provisions for fruits, prepared or preserved, it is
suggested that the word "specific" be inserted before "provisions
inline 10, page 93.

S.

,.

,
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748

PARAGRAPH,760"

I

ORN ATE AMENDXBNT8.

H. R. 7456.

PAR. '150. Berries. -sd fruits, of .all
kinds, anr-dimia pucqs, preparedor
preseTve4in !4, ner,
containing
per centum or sWre Of alcohol shall pay
in addition to the ratee provided in ti-

title $5 per rXoo gallon on the alcohol.,-,
cot tn41hersiu; Pmovidad, koto.a,
That nthliig in this Act sogll be con.

atrued i, pe-rmitting the linportatIon of'
intoxicating liquor' in violation of th i

eigh teeuth;.xnieudwmt to the Cowtitub,
tion,
or &uyAct of
in t4.
enforcejnent.i,
"0i.Cogres eoate4
•

AOT 0

"

U

..

1909.

ACT OF 1913

U,

fruits'of. all kinds
PAR. 217. i * * fruits * * *
*
spirits, pre
d r packedin * * * 4#iri*
* *itcon
* not,
Rf cound
* *
net
over teu' pr centumnofalcohol, one cent' over 10 or centum dalcoholf 20 per
PAR, 274.

+

,reserved or packed in

per pound and thiry-five per centum ad
valorem; if Ontii
over ten per cent.
um of a
no special ly provided
for in this ctiuo, thi ty-five per contur
ad valoren and in-, dltion two dollars

centum ad valorem; if contahlg ovet

loper cent um of alcohol and not specially
providedfowrin this section, 20 per oentum

ad, valoren 1, And. in addition $2.50 per
proof gallo n on 'the alcohol 'conta neq
and fifty cents per proof gllonon the therein in excesie of'110 'per centm,

alcohol contained theeioii excess of ten
percentui"

*

**

*

FRUIT

PRH8ERVA ID!N ALOOHOL, ETO.

Imports and BaxpQrt.-See paragraph 737, p. 716.
lmport.nt change in la8sificatwn.- A separate paragraph has been

here provided for fruits preserved in alcohol, and the wor g of these
provisions has been changed more nearly to accord with prohibition
leg nation . Such legislation applies to in6xicatin& beverages, and
not to, fruit. Owing to natural fermentation, frfits may contain
one-half of 1 per cent or more of alcohol. For this reason, and because of difficulties of administration, the penalty clause was applied
to fruits containing 5 per centum or more of alcohol.- The final
proviso has been added to avoid conflict wifth laws respecting the)
enforcement of prohibition legislation..
Suggested change.-It is suggested that the words "and similar
products" be eliminated, being unnecessary. It is difficult to determine what products are "similar" to fruits. and berries preserviA in
alcohol.
Because of the varying value of the alcoholic liquors in which fruits
may be packed, and the difficulties of administration, an ad valorem
rate appears preferable to the rate per proof gallon for tho penalty
clause.
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GINIRIAL.

Imports of all nursery and greenhouse stock provided for in para.
graphs 751, 752, and 753 are admitted only under the license and
inspection of the Federal Horticultural Board of the Department of
A culture. Because of the danger of inporting insect peste and
plant diseases, this license is granted only for such stock as can not
be produced
in sufficient
quantities
within plant
the-United
All
other
bulbs, seedlings,
cuttings,
and similar
materialStates.
are under
an absolute quarantine. In view of these conditions, the specific
tariff provisions relating to the items under quaantine have been
eliminated- the small quantities of quarantined propagating stock
that are allowed entry, under special regurations; wod-be, dutiable
under the basket clauses.
Specific duties are suggested by New York customs officials for
most of this material bieause of difficulty in determining market
values and in identifying different varieties of bulbs.
The two paragraphs in the dutiable list of the 1913 act relating to
nursery, audgreenhouse stock have been rearranged into. three paragraphs. 'The first paragraph, covers bulbs and flowers, the second
relates chiefly to ornamental shrubbery, and the third to fruit stocks.
Par sph 489 of the act of' 1913, relating to tropical .and semitropical fruit plants, is eliminated from the free list, as this item, is
provided for in the suggested new paragraphs. +The items in paragraph 595 of the act of1913, "bulbs and bulbous roots, not edible
and not otherwise provided for in this section; * * * coniferous

evergreen seedlings," are also provided for in the suggested reclassification. ParaoPh 510 is also eliminated, snmce feiu o roots have
been imported for a number of years and none are like y 'tobe
imported.
PARAGRAPH 751.
H. 3. 740.

ORNATE A MNDXENTS.

PAR. 751. Tulip. narcssus, and hyacinth bulbs and lily of the valley pips, $4
$1pe
bulbs,clumps,
0jp= huMUd', crocua valley
Ir thousd lil of the
thousand- lily bulbs, $4 per thousand; all
other bulbs and roots, root stks. corms,
tubers axd herbaceous perennials, imported for horticultural purposes, 20 per
centum ad valorem; cut flowers, fresh or
preserved, 25 per contum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909..

AT,OF 1918.

PAR. 263. Orchids, palms, azales, and
all other decorative or greenhouse plants
and cut flowers, preserved or fresh,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem- lily
of the valley pipe, tulip, narcissus, 6 egoia,. and gloxinia bulbo), one dollar per
thousand; hyacinth, astilbe, dielytra,
and lily of the valley clumps, two do Jars

PAR. 210. Orchids, palms, ayalea indica,
and cut flowers, preserved or fresh, 25
per centum ad valorem; lily of the valley
pipe, tulips, narcism, 'begonia, and
gloxinia bulbs, $1per thousand hyacinth
bulbs. astilbe, dielytra, and lily of the
valley clumps, $2.50 per thousand; lily
bulb and calla bulbs or corms, $5 per
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ACT 07 1

ACT OF 1MZ.

,90

and fifty cents per thousand; lily bulbs
and calls bulbs, five dollars pet thousand;
peony, Iris Kwmplerii or Germanica,
canna,,dahlia, and amarylis ,bulbs,,,ten
dollars per thound; all other bulbo.
bulbous roots or cornm which are culti-.,
vated for their flowers or, fotijg, fifty
cents per thousand.

thousand herbaceous peony. Iris Kaemp4erri or 4 ermanici. cana, dahlia, and
amaryllis bulbs, $10 per thousand; all
other bulbs, roots, root stocks, cor,
and tuber. which are cultivated for their
flowers or foliage. 50 cents per thousand:
Provid, That all mature mother flowering bulb imported exclusively for Prop.

PAn. 588. Hop roots for qpdtivation .

P'm
p

sall be ad

mee

alob
r(+
duty.ed
.
(Free].
Pn. 510. Hop' roots for iultivatioa
bulbi
IN and bulbous
PAR. 668.
roots, not edible and not otherwise pro-- IFreel.
u andbulbouh
b*,
*
vided for -.in this -sction;

(Froel.

,

-BULBS,

,

rooW ot edible and not othents.pro-

,

videoe
RO,

for, in thins section;

*

*

0

Description, uses, and production.-Tulip bulbs are used largely for
outdoor bedding to -give vivid, spring-ifower effects, and also by
florists, for forcing Production to a limited extent has begum in the
Pacific, Northwest and Michigan.' They can, be grown in some
sections on the Atlantic seaboard, but because of hand labor required,
the European-grown, stock is the cheaper. Domestic production of
merchantable stocks in 1920 was not less than 1,000,000 bulbs.
Most bulbs are grown -in Holland.
Narcissus bulbs are used largely by florists for forcing as cut
flowers, also in the indoor window garden and for outdoor planting,
both in formal beds and in open woodlands and meadows. Many
varieties are grown in increasing number .long the Atlantic oadst,
in the Pacific Northwest, and in Michigan. They ar .native to
various parts of Europe and Asia. Holland is the most important
producer, but some imports are from GreatBritain and one important
variety comes from China. The most important early forcing
varieties are of French origin. Cheap labor has undoubtedly determined the present trade relations, though less hand labor is required
than in growing some other bulbs.
Hyacinths are low-growing bulbous plants used largely for spring
bedding elects, and by florists in vast quantities for forcing for
winter blooms. Three to five years are required to grow full-sized
bulbs. A few bulbs have, been grown experimentally in the Pacific
Northwest, but great labor cost entailed by many handlings, has
delayed commercial production. The one grower engaged in the
production of the Dutch stocks operates on a small scale. Two
classes are imported-the Dutch and the Roman; the former from
the Netherlands and the latter from the south of France.
Lily of the valley is a small, dainty spring flower. It is grown as
a hardy garden plant but lately by florists, lor forcing at all seasons.
The "pip".is a bud capable of producing a flower stalk with its
accompanyin roots, while "clump'' denotes several of these together,
not separated and sorted. Production in this country is in its
infancy, but is being attempted in several localities. From two to
three years are required to produce a crop. The plants grow wild
in many parts of imrope, but practically all commercial pips are
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grown in two limited,'areas in Germany, on specially'adapted soil
under expert cultivation.
The ,rocu belongs to the same natural order as the iris but is a
very. different plant., It is grown mainly in beds and borders, is
naturalized, and is adapted to cool greenhouse culture. The varieties are prized mostly for their gorgeous display and the earliness of
their. appearance in the spring. Some vaneties blossom before the
now disappears, others produce flowers in autumn, but it is the
sprig flowering kinds that we import almost entirely ,There is'no
domestic supply, although the stocks are easily produced.
The lily family contains many species pized for their size pnd the
beauty o their flowers. The principal ones are Liuism lonlorum,
called-Bermuda or Eastet hly, of which there are many varieties;
Lilium speo¢otum, or show li; and Liium candidum, or Madonna
lily. These and many other species are used for outdoor culture in a
forced by florists for spring
aojiuuJy
small way; they are als
flowers. Practically none of thelbs used for forcing are grown
here, but some for garden use are domestic. Lilium lngiforum is
grown extensively in Bermuda and Japan; Lilium 8pecW*ustm, mostly
in Japan; and Liium candidum, large in southern France; many
varieties to a limited extent, in weetq rEurope. Domestic production has been greatly stimulated in the pat 2 years.
The calla lily is much used b, florists for forceui, as a house plant,
and as a common garden planting the warmer sections of the country.
The corms are grown on a large scale outdoors in Calfornia, where
many of the blooms are also marketed. Domestic stocks are rapidly
supplyig the demands of the trade.
all other bulbs and roots, root stocks, corms, tubers, and herbaceous
perennials including such flowering stocks as dielytra, astilbe, iris,
begonia, canna, gladiolus, dahlia, amaryllis, and peony are now
-excluded from thfa country by quarantine regulations.
lmpor4 since 1917 have b4n as follows:
ymdl.

..

Quantity.

Va.ue.

F vaem.

D

LILY OF TUE VALLEY PIPS, TULIP, NARCISSUS, BEGONIA, AND OLOXINIA BULBS.
........ .........................

1918......

1919

....................................

t9o. ..........
121(9mox l )

.

........
j778
............................

IPer cent.

TAOIIII4
$$74
10,7IN

4176

18,194

7.71
6.786 I
5.66
63,176
5.33
107,778
2,023,552
10474'l18 ........................

1,118,841

HYACINTH BULBS, ASTILBX, DIBLYTRA, AND LILY OF THE VALLEY CLUMPS.
1918...............................

1919.........................................
1920........................ ......... ...........
1921 (9 months) .....................

..........

11490

0426,316

1,1
22443

748k8

$43725

4;44 130
79f#

6.75

7.65

8.54

771,020....................

LILY BULBS AND CALLA BULBS OR CORKS.

44
I9N8..............................................
...... .................. "..............
lo1(9

*78,4

*I4

18.02
'..

PEZONY,

intI.

EUEIACSOUSt IRIS

,....
tn. ...........

Value.

Quantity.

Calendar yer.

Duty.

Equivalut
aR

Duty,

OR OECMANI{A, cANNA, DXILI",AND
0KEMPFERI
AMARYLLI8 BULBS.

!
;. ....
,........
....
J36, m ' 4,49 0c
... . ....
.. :..L.:. . .... [
,
1"
O

.
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BULBS, MATURE MOTHER FLOWERING IMPORTED EXCLUSIVELY FOR
'IJNO PURPOSES.

....
.............................................

'1&,
1-7....
a
ROPAGA,

"....
.....

..................
.................
..
a ........
.:..........
..............................
....

!!
iii[i~
iiii]i
.........
............
A61 ............

on

,70
1831
.1
_98
AL~LOTHER BULBS, ROOTS, ROOT STOCK$, CORMS, AND TUBERS WHICH ARE CULTIVATED FOR THEIR FLOWERS OR FOLIAGE.

1

4.90
,38 , 0 3 i$1A,776
su5
.
,9
57~ 910 1, 4,
ON4 1:28I6
12.R
2M,2
L27
953.........
...........

1918 ....................................................
1919 ..............................................
1...............................................
1921(9months) .............................

ORCHIDS, PALMS, AZALEAS, AND ALL OTHER DECORATIVE OR GREINHOUS1E PLANTS
PRESERVED OR FIESr.
NuMbn',

1918......................

1919................................... ..
10...........................
............
1921 (9 months) .............................

$48381
150,420
31,818
36

144..714
,834
70, 13

87100

....., .. ....

25.00

...

The following table indicates: the nupaber of bulbs of each. kind
imported under the quarantine regulations for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1921:
rcus,

Country of orign.

Hya enth.

LIly.

L Of Narcissus.

Tuwih

AO

! f

Bermnuda.. *.'.........

Canary Isands .......
8; 172
China..
........
!
England ........
1, 0 ............ .........
3,282
40,00,04 88,91........
Frnee...r .......
193,283
856,850
Germany .............
15,8^-,175
Holland .............
2,749,89w
?sow
175
Ireland .............. !,0 k 00 A owli
,1OO
............ ............
Italy ..........
.... ... ... .
9,'w ............ ,........
la in ................
...........
Total ........... 6,614,8W6 1
l I22 03 3,0 k
77,958,196 155,075,343 4,7**W

..........
...........
............

f

I

Export.-None recorded.
SImportqnt cangee in cdlamei
Paragraph, page 748.

ion,

t.-See General Notes on

748
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Destription aidua .-- Fresh cut flowers are used in large quantities, the business in reenhouse flowers probably amontn to
$60,000,000. Preserved flowers, notably palm leaves, are used to
some extent.
*Produdion.--Cut flowers are extensively produced in the United
States; a few concerns attempt putting preserved loaves on the
market. Canada is the only country from which we import fresh
flowers in quantity.' Dried flowers come from southern France and
Cape Colony; palm leaves from Japan, formerly via Germany, where
thVy were dyed.
Imports were valued at $24,681 in 1914. Later statistics follow:

Ad
Osldar y'ar.

1918 .............................................................
1919............
.
.
.
.
19)D
.........................
19M (9 months) ........................................

Duty.

Value.

.

.....

.

88, 13,170
.3
39,254

rate.

Pjr (till.

**

.

vsloreM

1,4

9,818

..........

...

Exports of cut flowers were valued at 8121,287 in 1914. Practically
all go to Canada, Later exports for calendar years have been as
follows: 1918, $173,991; '1919, $171,407; 1920, $180,789; 1921 (nine

months), $120,504.

Important change in dassication,et.--See below.
oGNBRAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Importra dcanee in dassication.-"Tulip" has been substituted

for "tulips" of the' act of: 1913 (par. 210). "Tulips" in the act of
1913 was applied to the flower (Maltus v. United State, 6 Ct. Cust.

Appls., 525, of 1916; United Stares v. Ameriean Express Co., 8 Ct.
Cust. Appls., 195, of 1917).

Some varieties of bulbs and roots named in the act of 1913, but
which are now under quarantine, are omitted. Imports of these

have never been important and should the quarantine be lifted they
would be caught by the general provision inparagraph 751. The
provision in the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 510) for hop roots is

also oiitted.

The provision amateure mother flowering bulbs imported excii-

sively or propagating purposes" has been eliminated in order to

p administration. This term has no definite meaning inthe

trade and has been a source of litigation.

Suggeted change..-Nutserymen have suggested that hyacinth
bulbs be not grouped with tulip, narcissus, and lily of the valley
pips for the reason that hyacinth bulbs are considerably higher in
price than the other three.
It is also suggated that the provision for lily of the valley clumps
(groups of lily of the valley pipe in earth), which are now excluded
by quarantine, be eliminated. "Clumps" added to the general provision in paragraph 751 would catch any future importation of lily
of the valley or other clumps.
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The revised paragraph might read as follows..
PAR. 75l. Tulip, lily, and narcioui bulbs, and lIly of tho va lyj pipe, $4 per thou.
sand; hyacinth bulbs, $- per thousand; crocus bulbs, $1 per thousand; all other
bulbs and roots, root stocks, clumps, corms, tubers, and herbaceous perennials, imported for horticultural purposes, 20 per centum ad valorem; cut flowers, fresh or
proerved, 25 per centum ad valorem.

PARAGRAPH 752.

ENNATZ AMMNDJMNTS.

H. R. 7486.
PAR. 752. Sedliaga and cuttings of
M.fanetti, muitiflora, brier, rugom, and
other roes, $2 per thousand plants; cuttiog, seedlings, and grafted plants of
other deciduous or evergreen ornamental
trees, shrubs, or vines, including greenhouse plants, 20 per centum ad valorem.

0

40?7 OFr .1913.

AOT OF 109.
PAR. 264. Stocks, cuttings, or seedlings

PAR. 211. Stocks, cuttings, or seedlings

thousand plants; *, * * rose plants,
budded, grafted, or grown on their own

$1 per, thousand lat; * * *r
plants, budded, graWted, or grown on their
own root. 4 cents each; stocks, cuttings,
orna*
and, seedlings, off al
mental trees, deciduous and evergreen
And. all * * *
e
shrubs, and
shrubs, plants, ad vines commonly
known as nursery or greenhouse stock,
not specially provided for in this section,
16per centn a-d valorem. ,
PA. 595., * * * coniferous ever-

of * * * Manetti multiflora and briar of * * * Manetti multiflora and briar
rose, throe years old or lo, one dollar per rose, Rosa rugosa thre yeaus old or loss,
roots, four cents each: stocks, cuttings
and seedlings of all * 0 * okbamental trees, deciduous and everteen
shrubs and vines, and all trees, shrubs,
plants, and vines commonly known as
nursery or greenhouse stock, not specially
provided for in this section, twenty-five

per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 68. * * * evergreen
lings; * * * [FreeJ,

seed-

green seedlings; * * * [Freej.

UO819 PLANTS FOR STOCKS.

Description, ues, and Zrodua'n.-Manetti is a varieV of rose
used as a stock upon which to bud or graft other more desirable
varieties, both for garden and greenhouse culture. Production is
rare here because of the ease of securing cheap foreign-gTown stocks
from northern France, Belgium; and adjacent regions. Multiflora
brier, and rugosa are roses used by some.nurserymen instead of the
Manetti as stocks on which to graft or bud named varieties of roses.
Imports of Manetti for four years preceding the war averaged about
Other varieties are not stated separately.

5,000,000.

In the fiscal

year ended June, 1920, of 3,514,636 rose plants were inrorted.

Roses used as stocks including Manetti, multiflora, brier, and rugosa

are imported under unlimited permits 'of the Department of A culture. All other varieties are imported only under special permit
and in limited quantities for propagation.
Imports of rose plants, budded, grafted, or grown on their own
roots, are as follows:
--

Calendar yin.

jQuantity.
_

Nu'mber.I
81,236
1918 ...................................
. 143,48
1919 .......................................
28,0
1920....................................................
1921 (9months) ...............................

Valu.

_

_valorew.

Duty.

Equivalent
ad

r

S 7
1,091
19, 5,730
1,143
3151
5,018 ...........

Per Celli.
'7.37
3
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The following table indicates the number of rose stocks i rted
under the quarantine regulations for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1921:
Country of orAiu,

Holl~~~~d.,2
. .......
......

. ,

RO
stocks.

Country ot Min.

•wb

. . ...... ...............
..
_
010
Tow .................... ..........
[ 5,g3 , IV.

Export.-None recorded.

Import

change. in daseication, d.--See General Notes on

Paragraph, page 751.

PLANTS.

Description, uses, and production.-The rugosa rose, an ornamental

shrub for garden planting, in Europe is used as a stock for grafting.
It is grown b all nurserymn handling ornamental shrubs.
hrniamenta trees are used for street, park, and home-gromd
planting. They are produced here and in France and in other
sections of western Europe. Many different kinds of ornamental
shrubs are used for park, cemetery, and home ornamentation. These
shrubs are generally produced here in nurseries the kinds varying
with the region. Western Europe, especially rance furnishes a
supply for propaating purposes only. Various kinds of broad-leafed
evergreens are found, ma ily in the warmer sections. Most sections
produce these shrubs in nurseries. France, Belgium, Holland, and
other parts of Western Europe cultivate them extensively.
lmport* in 1916 of ornamental trees were over 2,000,000; of ornament4l shrubs, over 4,000,000; and of evergreens, 2,500,000. The
plant quarantine of the Department of Agriculture now prevents the
importation of these plant materials.
ExportM are insignificant. They are excluded from many European
countries.
Impotnt page
change
Paragraph,
751. in dassification, etc.--See General Notes on
NURSERY AND GRUENHOUSS TOOK,

iN. s. P. F.

Description and uses.-" Nursery and greenhouse stock" is a blanket
phrae,, probably including many different plants grown in small
quantities.
Production.-Many of these plants are grown to some extent in the
United States. Western Europe and Japan are notable producers.
Import# since 1917 have been as follows:
Fruit and oamen

tru,

deciduow and evergreen shruU and vine, and all trees,

shub, plans, and vines commonly known as nurser or grnhouse sto,

Ad

Calmdar yar.

quantity.

Thou..ms.

11 ..................................................................
4,64
191P......................................................

lo0 .................................................

1921 (9= w ) .............

............

n. s. p..

. ......

-- ,

701

Valus.

Duty.

8211,57
572,564

831,736
85 8$3
01200 18513

......

valoreii
rate.
Per co ,U.
15
15

15

..........
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751

&ports of nursery stock were valued at $315,065 in 1914, and
went for the most part to Canada. This stock is excluded from
some European, countries. Later exports have been as follows
(calendar years): 1918, $239,621; 1910, $405,270; 1920, $405,006;
1921 (nine months), $266,363.
Impornt changes in das#ication,ek.---See below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPHI.
Important change in clasiicaion.---Coniferous evergreen seedlings.

on the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595) are made dutiable.
Suggested change.-Page 94, line 7, of H. R. 7456: Change "other
roses' to "other rose stocks." Strike out "plants" as redundant.
Page 94, line 8: Insert "or budded" after "grafted."'
Page 94, lines 9, 10: Strike out "including greenhouse plants" and
insert "and all nursery or greenhouse stock, not Re eially provided
for." This change will cover nursery or greenhouse stock not
specially provided for in paragraphs 751, 752, or 753.
The tariff and legislative committee of the Society of American
Florists and Ornamental Horticulturists requests restoration of the
three-year limitation for rose plants. The term "not more than
three years old" would perhaps be better than "three years old or
less." At present practically all imported rose stocks are less than
throe years old.
With the above changes, paragraph 752 would read:
Seedlings and cuttings of Manetti, multiflora, brier, rugosa, and other rose stocks,
'll the foregoing not more than three years old, $2 per thousand; cuttings, seedling,
and grafted or budded plants of other deciduous or evergreen ornamental trees, shruba
or vines, and all nurery or greenhouse otock not spe ly provided for, 20 per centum
ad valorem.
PARAGRAPH 7580
H.

,. 7456.

SENATE AMDENTS.

PAR. 753. Seedlings, layers, and cuttings of plants f'r '*pple%,cherry, pear,
plum, quince, or other fruit stocks, $2 per
thousand plants; grafted or budded fruit
trees, cuttings and seedlings of grapes,'
currants, gooseberries, or other fruit vies
or bushes, 20 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT .OF 19181

PAR. 211. Stocks, cuttings or seedlings of Myrobolan plum, ifahaleb or
Mazuzd cherry, * * three years
old or lees, $1 per thousand plants; stocks,
cuttings, or seedlings of pear, apple,
quince, and the Taint Julien plum, three
years old or lees, $1 per thousand plants;
* * stocks, cuttings, and seedlings
thousand plants; * * * stocks, cuttings and seedlings of all fruit * * * of all fruit * * * trees, deciduous and
trees, deciduous and evergreen shrubs evergreen shrubs and vines, and all trees,
and vines, and all trees, shrubs, plants, shrubs, plants, and vines commonly
and vines commonly known as nursery known as nursery or greenhouse stock,
or greenhouse stock, not specially pro- not specially provided for in this section,
vided for in this section, twenty-five per 15 per centum ad valorem.
centum ad valorem.
,
PAR. 264. Stocks, cuttings, or seedlings of Myrobolan plum, Mahaleb or
Maziard cherry, * * * three years
old or les, one dollar per thousandplant.;
stocks, cuttings, or seedlings of pear,
apple, quince and the Saint Jujien plum,
three years old or les, two dollars per
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SiUMM.[ARY Oi 1A.

AQT OT 1018.,

AOT OT 1909.
PAR. 572. Fruit plants, tpic and
semitropical, for the purpose offprop.ation or cultivition [hFeeJ.
,

PAR. 489..it pat,
p
semitropicl, fr thle purpef propag.
tion or eultivatioh [Free).

8TOOKS, CUTUINGS, AND SREDLINO9 OF A14L FRUITSN. &S1'P. V.-

Description and usea.-This collection of plant material includes
the stock used by nurserymen in the propagation of fruits. Largo
numbers of seedlings used fot budding or grafting stocks for apple,
cherry, pear, plum, quince,, or other fruits are imported- by -urserymen,. but under plant-quarantine regustio;, of the Department of
Agriculture;. .These regulations resetict ino.'ts of, grafted or budded
fruit trees, vines, or. bushes to Dew) varieties or to those not artilable
in this country.
Prod djo. -iroat nurnbena of apple and other seedlings from
imported seed (largely from France) are grown here for stock purposes. The growin#of fruitotree.seedling stocks other than peaches
is chiefly by specialistsilocated principally near -Topeka, Kanis. We
have a native supply of peach pits, land nurserymen who propagate
peach trees grow their own, seedlings.
Import statistics do not adequately segregate the different kinds of
plants for detailed consideration, For a period of seved or eight
years prior to 1915 the imports of pear, apple, quince, and St. Julien
plum seedlings had range from 14,211,000 to. 26,743,000; in 1918
imports were 3,606,000, valued at $27,305; in 1919, 3,821,000, valued

at $35,269; and in 1920, 4,00s,000, valued at $90,752. Imports of
myrobolan plum mahaleb or mazzard cherry (MAa;ni mtnd r),
ard brier rose (Rosa rugoea, see below) were 24,695,000, valued at
$128,314 in 1914; and 10,886,000, valued at $82,118 in 1918;
8,144,000, valued at $99,033 in 1919; and 9,141,000, valued at
$242,142 in 1920. The foregoing data for 1918 and later relate to
calendar years.
Import, for consumption of the various fruit stocks since 1917
have
n as follows:
V#aue.

Qusatity'.

Calendar year.

Duty.

MYROBOLAN PLUM, MAHALEB OR MAZZARD CHERRY MANETTI MULTIPLORA,
AND BRIER ROSE, ROSA RUGOSA, 3 YEARS bLD OR LESS.
10,8
lpO,

1918s.. ......... ................. I............... ..... ..
1919......

S..........

........

.

..................

..............

9,141

9(monh) ..........................
PEAR, APPLE, QUiWZE, AND TH

121(9

b )...........

.......

242,1421

1,0,h

9lit

2,6......

3J8

.........

ST. JULIEN PLUM, 3 YEARS OLD OR LE8.

.............................................
1...............
191(....................................

118
0 s1s I Per ct13.2
MS,ns
11o,
IS , , ' 1441
.22

144

.

3,606
$7,30W5
3 .32
13,821
1.....
,06

9

0

,

ge

13.21
10-6
4.42

4,0M
*762
............
........
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Calendar ywtr.

Quantity.

Value.

I

Duty.

FRUIT PLANTS, TROPICAL AND SEMITROPICAL, FOR TUB PURPOSE Of PROPAOATION OR CULTIVATION.
191........

...............
1919.................

.

I

~

I.......
....

..

Pe..
o

..................
1,256......... ........

i The following table indicates the umber of fruit stocks of eac&
kind imported under the quaranti o regulations for the fiscal ye
ended June 30, 1921.
FhW stoa s.
Country o~twiin.

Appla.
Austria ......................
C ota
Rica. ..............
otaR ....................
Hollnd..... . . ............
Holland............
Italy .............................

cbwry.
i,818

Pear.

PlUL

AR otib
rult.

...........

100

4,1(3

toes ,.,......

............ st; ,

am

10,000
...........

8ootland.........................
Total .... ........... *..........4,9A0I 1^3

Exporta.-None recorded.

8,-6-

12,38UkI

1D0SiVJ0~ ~

-

Important change in dassiction.-Fruit plants, tropical and

semitropical for the purpose of propagation or cultivation, on the
free list of te act of [913 (par. 489), are made dutiable.
All fruit-stock material has been combined in this paragraph. A
few varieties of fruits named in prior acts are omitted. Special pTovision for material under quarantine has been dropped since the
small quantity of quarantined propagating stock allowed entry under
the special regulations will be dutiable under the general provision
in this paragraph.
Suggested kAnge.-Page 94, line 11, of H. R. 7456: Strike out
"plants for" and in line 13 strike out "plants" as redundant.
Page 94, line 12: Change "or" to "and" before "other."
Page 94, line 16: Insert "plants" after "vines."
PARAGRAPH 754.
IL R. 7456.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PaR. 754. Almonds not shelled, 4
cents per pound; shelled, 12 cents per
pound.
ACT OF1 09.
ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 280. Almonds, not shelled, four
PAR. 223. Almonds, not shelled, 3
cents per pound; clear almonds, shelled, cents per pound; almonds, shelled, 4
six cents per pound;
.
centsperpound; * * *.

828ot=*

-- 4s
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ALMONDS.

(See Survey G-4.)

Deecripon and ues.-Almonds are of two kinds, the b'stter and
the sweet. Bitter almonds are cultivated to a limited extent in the
Mediterranean region. The nuts are used in making fla\oring
extracts and prussic acid. That which enters most largely into
commerce is the sweet or edible almond, native to Mediterranean
countries and southwestern Asia. The nuts contain a bland, fixed
oil of agreeable flavor, and are used in confectionery (especially in
sweet chocolate), in deserts, and also in emulsion that forms a pleasant
diluent drink. It is as edible nuts, however, either as uishelled,
shelled, or as "salted almonds,'- that they are chiefly used.
(For dscumon of shelling'percentag see Survey (G-34.)
Production in the United States is limited to California, which
reports, for 1920, 2,408,040 almond trees of bearing age and 1,407,901
trees not of bearing age. At 75 trees per acre, tiis is equivalent to
32,107 acres of bearing and 18,772 acres of nonbearing orchards.
The acreage has increased largely in recent years. The parent yield
is low per acre, principally because aumy trees are just beginning to
bear. Few domestic almonds are sold in the shelled form, while
imports are for the most part received in this form. Statistics of
production since 1917 are as follows:
1ots

1919

1IO0

.,
...........
" .. ..

1921

;....... ......

Imports of shelled almonds in 1913 amounted to 12,655,057 pounds
and to 13,896,621 pounds in 1914. Imports of alnonds not shell'd
amounted to 5,501,059 pounds in 1914., Both kinds come mostly
from Spain,. Ity, and AFnce. Later statistic follow:
Cledr yw.

Quanuty.
tJ

VeuLI

Duty.

Ea

vlorein

ALMONDS, SIIELLID.

$944, 69
I 15
,
21,106,848 5, 600,
3918 ....................................................
119 ....................................................
I 26,517,377
9,7M1,
'1,000,97g&
10.4V
177
5,8
657
months).................................I!,
1921
(9
1 0........
9
.......................
........... 11,W,12
,3&,100 ............. i. . .0,

ALMONDS, NOT SHILLKD.
191 ..........................................
1919 ..........................................

.......

I10.............................................

1.1.(M M)...................................

8,147,240
850W,
739
6 ,3 00 j 1,08 714

407

,

, 04

41

....

$84,417
10,482

,8

to. W
17 2

........
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fRports.-None recorded. (See par. 759.)
Important ckangee in dawfication.--The principal nuts have been
iven separate paragraphs; several that were formerly caught in the
gasket clause have been specifically named and the operation of the
general or basket clause correspondingly limited. (See Survey
G-34 entitled "Almonds, walnuts, pecans, and other nuts.)
PARAGRAPH 755.
. S. 74k.

SENATE

I- -

!

B.

PAR. 765. Cream or Brazil nuts, I cen
per pound; filert, not shelled, 2 cents
per pound; shelled, 5 cents per pound;
chestnuts, including matrons, in their
natural tate, dried, or baked, oae-ll of
I cent per pound; prepared or pruwved,
and not specially lrvidod for, 15 cant
per pound; pignolis nuts, I cent Per
pound; pistache nuts, 1 cent per pound.

ACT OF 1900.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 281. Filberts * * * not
PAR. 224. Filberts * * * not shelled,
shelled, three cents pew pound; shelled, 2 cents per pound; shelled, 4 cents per
five cents per pound.
pound.
PAR. 283. Nuts of all kinds, shelled or
PAR. 226. Nut. of all kinds, shelled or
unshelled, not specially provided for in unshelled, not specially provided for in
this section, one cent per pound; but no this section, I cent per pound; but no
allowance shall be made for dirt or other allowance shall be made for dirt or other
impurities in nuts of any kind, shelled or impurities in nuts of any kind, shelled or
tinothelled.
unshelled.
PAR. 635. Nuts: Brazil nuts, cream
PAR. 557. Nuts: Marrons, crude; * * C
nuts, marons crude, * * * (Free). (Free].

CREAM OR BRAZIL NUTS.
(See Survey G-34.)

Descriptionand tas.-The cream or Brazil nut, used largely on the
table and in confections, is almost entirely imported.
Production.-The nut is a native of the Amazon and Rio Negro
River valleys. The tree is too tender for cultivation in the United
States.
Imports in 1914 amounted to 11,431,531 pounds Practically all
imports come from Brazil. Later statistics follow:
CAImds yar.

S...................................

IQuanuty.

1.

.

W07, 7

13,026,4

1923
(9monU.............................. I

Value.

2,007, i9O

"

I

Duty.

Eqd vMul

i$124,011

17.77
1.00
7.52
.... .

4M,219,

1,734,0
W . . 130,M5.
1.,436, 00 ......

Exports.-None reconled.
Important changes in dassifttion.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 757.
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FILBERTS.

(See Survey G-34.)

Description and usea.-Filberts, are also known. as hazqluutf and
cobnuts. Native hazels are rather widely distributed, but thel uropean varieties are not cultivated to a great extent in the United
States. Hazelnuts yield about 50.per cent of their weight in a bland,
fixed oil, often called "nut oil," which has drying properties that
make it useful to painters; it is also a'bawe for expensive perfumes.
Production.--ome of the European varieties have been grown here
experimentally but not as yet commercially.
Ymprts in 1914 of filberts, not shelled, were 10,836,072 pounds,
valued at $841,019 and yielded a revenue of $220,669; of shelled nuts,
1,798,147 pounds, valued at $278,974 and yielded a revenue of
$74,080. These came chiefly from Spain, Italy, and Turkey in
Europe. Asiatic Turkey formerly was an important:.source of
shelled nuts. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:

aendar year.

Quantity
FILI3ERT, NOT 8HiI

1918.........................................

1919................................................14,
1920 .................
..............................
1921 (9 months) ......................

;...............

4

.

ent

,LED.

Pound9.
295,565

$9 4,64i

$165,911

5279 2,977,8
2,100,184

14,884,604
3,847,210

291288

297,613.
510,014. ..........

Per 'nd.
16.78
.......

9.78
fi7

FILBfERTS, 811lEII.EI).

1918 ....................................................
1919 ...................................... .......
1920 (9m
...................................

1921 (9months)

..............................

3,754,801
3
1 1,
4,71 ,293

2,328, 866

$820,62
092,
1,279,(03

402,509

$150 ,192
13,730
181,452

....

18.3
12.43

........

Important changes in ctassifiation,--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 757.
CHESTNUTS, INCLUDING MARRONS.

(See Survey G-34.)

Description, uses, and produdion.--Wild chestnuts are grown
throughout the eastern part of the United States and in some localities are marketed in relatively large quantities. In the last few years
a fatal fungous disease has attacked chestnut trees in practically
every section of the country.

The chestnut is cultivated in Spain

Italy, and other southern European countries where the nut is very
sweet, acquires a large size, and-is known as the marron.
Imports of crude marrons amounted to 18,849,257 pounds in 1914.
They now come chiefly from Italy a few are imported from Spain.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:
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quantity (pounds) ..........................
Naine .......................................
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2 141, W
$10,169

Export.-None recorded.

Important changes in dassification.- See General Notes on Para-

graph below.
PIONOLIA NUTS.

(See Survey G-34.)
De8cription, uses, and production.-Pignolia or pine nuts are the

seeds of a considerable number of both American and foreign pines.
The nuts are marketed without the shell and in appearance somewhat
resemble puffed rice. The kernels are very rich and form an important article of food in some countries. A few species of American
pines yield edible nuts, but the domestic product is commercially not
important. Southern Europe, Chile, and Mexico produce quantities
of the nut.
Imports.--Some pignolia nuts are imported; statistics of imports
are, however, lacking.
Export.-None recorded.
Important c .nmes in classcation.--See General Notes on Para-

graph below.

PISTACHE NUTS.
(See Survey G-44.)

Dacriptica,uee, and production.-The pistache is a small, greenfleshed nut used chiefly in flavoring and for coloring ice cream and
confections. It is also excellent to eat when roasted and salted.
The nut is grown only in a very limited way in California and certain
semiarid regions of the Western States. It is cultivated chiefly in
the Mediterranean countries and southwestern Asia.
Imports are not segregated from all other nuts; it is estimated they
have amounted to about $250,000 annually.
Exports.-None recorded.
Important change in dassfijcation.--See below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.
Important changes in dasstfication.-Marrons, crude, are free of duty

under paragraph 557 of the act of 1913. Parts of three paragraphs of
the act of 1913 (224, 226, and 557) have been combined, so as to bring
together such nuts as are produced to a small extent in the United
States. The specific provision for cream or Brazil nuts, d.Lopped in
1913, has been restored, since the trade is of considerable dimensions.
Provisions have been added for prepared or preserved marrons, to
include among others, baked mawro..s, and for pignolia and pistache
nuts. imports of these nuts are of considerable proportions, and
specific provision seems desirable.
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PARAGRAPH 756.
H. R. 748.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 756. Coconuts one-half of 1 cent
each, coconut meat, Iredded and desiccated or similarly prepared, 4j cents per

pounce .

SACT 0

909.

ACT O1 1913.

PAR. 278. * * * cocoanut meat or
PAR. 221. * * * coconut meat or
copra desiccated, shredded, cut, or sim- copra desiccated, shredded, cut, or similarly prepared, two cents per pound; ilarly prepared, * * * 2 cents per
PAR. 635. Nuts: * * * cocoanuts in
the shell * * * [Free].

pound.

PAR. 557. Nuts:

the hell * *

*

*

*

[Free].

coconuts in

CCONUT$j.
(See Survey A--li.)

Description and tse.---The coconut is a tropical fruit of a species of
,the pal tree, The nut both ripe and unripe, is used extensively as
,.an edible fruit- the milky center as well as the outer meat being
nourishing food.' Most, of the whole nuts imported are used in the
manufacture of shredded coconut for confectionery. and culinary pur,/
t,,
poses.
. Prod ion in continenital United States in 1919 was limited to the
Florida crop of 613,000 nuts, valued at $43,000. In 1919 Porto Rico
produced 24 608,000 coconuts valued at $1,001,460.
Imports of coconut in the shell in 1914 were valued at $2,150,500,
and in 1918 at $2,792,165. Of the 1920 importation (91,164,605 coconuts) Panama furnished 21 per cent; Jamaica 17 per cent; Trinidad
and Tobago, 24 per cent; and Honduras, 16 per cent. Importations
since 1917
Iby alendar years of coconuts in the shell hav e been as
follows,

1918
uantity (number) .............
lue .... . ...............................

1919,
86,081, 922
"t0WA 282

Im 1"1 (9
months)

I 91,$232216(60

42,4495,981
$1,15, 902

Exports.--None recorded.
Im-portant clangee i4 cl. iLsyuation.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 759.
OOCONUT MEAT, 'SHREDDED AND DESICCATED OR- SIMILARLY PREPARED.
(See Survey A-11.)

Descriptionand We.-Coconut meat is prepared for food purposes
by shredding and artificial drying, either with or without the edition
of sugar. The domestic demand is made up of the package or household trade, and the requirements of manufacturing bakers and confectioners for bulk goods. The package trade is supplied by domestic
producers who manufacture and pack shredded coconut from nuts
imported from the West Indies and Central America. Unsweetened

SUMNM0Y.OX TAAJIW
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shredded, opnut.,prepalr . Ceylon n4qrp largely. into t. boulk
trado.
Produrin.- -Domestie produoti is imated at froia 20,0000
to 25,000,000 pounds annually.

Imp"

.

=

'

.

1

reached a :totallhi !914of.9,307,924 :pounds, valued at
$742,701. This product oomes cbiefIy fro= the :British East JadiM.
Statistics of imports since.191 7 are as follows,
..
,Q
QU4t0 calendar
y. ' Value.

year#

Equivalint
uty,

Pound,.
1918 ................................
..................
1919.............................................
1920..
.......................
1921 (9 months) .............
...........

19,987,576
28,900,376
3031022
D
21,351,135

d
valoetep.
Per Ceni.

52,46 513
99, 761
3972,016
578,008
4,879,685
612,620
1914,122.........

1,28
14.55
'12.65
.........

Ezports.-None recorded.
Important chwge in cla.sification.-See below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important Change4:.i4 Cd siaion.--Ooconuts have been tranuferred from the:free list,(par. 557) of the 1913 act, "Co ra"is
omitted here because the w6rd is not applied in trade to the sliredded
meat of the coconut, but is confined o the unshredded meat as.oil
material, which is covered by. paragraph 1620 of H. R. 7466.,
PARAGRAPH 757.
H. R. 7458.

SENATE AXENDMENTB.

PAR. 767. Peanuts, not shelled, 3 cents
per pound; shelled, 4 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 282. Peanuts 6r ground beans,
unshelled, one-half of one centper pound;
shelled, one cent per pound.

PAR. 225. Peanuts ot ground beans, unshelled, *of 1 cent per pound; shelled, *
of 1 cent per pound-..

PEANUTS.
(See Survey G-36.)

Description and uses.-The bulk of the domestic peanut crop is
used in the manufacture of peanut oil (see par. 45) peanut butter,
confectioner's and baker's goods, and as roasted and salted peanuts.
In 1916 approximately 4,000,000 bushels went into peanut butter
and about 7,000,000 bushels were crushed into 50,000,000 pounds oi
oil. Cottonseed oil mills manufacture peanut oil, using the same
equipment. The meal left after extracting the oil serves as the basis
for a high-grade cattle and dairy feed. The peanut is a soil im"Peanuts or ground beans, 3 cents per pound. (Par. 6, emergency tariff act of 1821.)
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prover; and gives a valuable hay crop. Where the boll-weevil has
interfered with the growing of cotton, the peanut production has
increased rapidly; and its culture is possible on millions of acres of
southern soils adapted to tWis crop.
SProccto.-From 1899 to 1918 the acreage ,in peanuts rose from
516,654 to 2,291,000 acres the yield from 11,964,000 to 54,434,000
bushels, and farm values rn $7,270,515 to $95,829,000. Tbhisincrease was due chiefly to the growing market for peanuts and their
products, to the realization of the usefulness of the crop as a soil
improver and to the handling of the crop by machinery. In Virginia
and orth Carolina peanuts are grown largely for confectionery purposes; farther South, for oil and for forage. In the Gulf States the
increase in production has been very marked.
Production during recent years has been as follows:
••t

u!t

(pounds)

1919

.............................

1920 ,

78, 279 0

841,474,000

,0o

4,258,0

................................

1Q21

846,465,0C0

2,288,0(4

Imports have greatly increased since 1913, notwithstanding the
great expansion in domestic production. The increase of shelled
peanuts coming from southern France, Spain, and Japan has been
the more pronounced. Japan supplies atlout three-fourths of the
unshelled nuts, chiefly absorbed 'in the Pacific States, far distant
from important domestic sources. Larger imports are made in the
form of peanut oil. Since 1917 inyports have been as follows:
'

Calendar you.

Equiva-

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

lent ad
valorem.

PEANUTS OR GROUND BEANS, NOT SHELLED.
Poundi.
1918 .................................................
1,719,276
119
.5,883,828
1920...................................7,222,480
4148
.............................
192 months) .

8117,427
368,184
4,095
247,08.9

i Percea.
88,447
5.49
5.48
20,1891
4.22
27,084
..................

PEANUTS OR GROUND BEANS, SHELLED.

191 ...................................

............ 60,811,453

1919 .....................................................

2..................................................103
1lox
(9 months)
.......................................
months)........................
18,82;49

|25,521t105
38931p,465

3, 946,

2,000,778
9,84885
1,80 0

45,086

191,408
770644
.............

11.-.

9.57

7.89

The following statistics show by months the quantity and value
of both unshelled and shelled peanuts imported in 1920 and in 1921
under the operation of the emergency tariff act:
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Quantity.

Value.

Month.

PEANUTS, NOT SHELLED.
January ............................................
February ..............................................
Sarch ..................................................
A2ril. ..............................................
%y.......................0 ...
June ........................................
July...............................................
August

September ...........................................

POU, .
158, 844
70,781
,e,153
, 794,87
1,094,88
1,40 130
797,933
20 1
165,509

October ................................................
November .............................................
memberr .............................................

32,610
27,010
79, 726

POUR.
85,951
815,249
816,199
84,
0 6,240
503
381,91(1
8,830
14,420
818,8
283,330
43,517
1,582400
100,094
08,572
784,991
137,05
32,09
38,574
58,989
2,278
97.......................63....................
21,
1601,
11944
67,00

59,610
2,508
28 310

12,851

2,248
1,993
4,624

3,135

1

,013
267
,845

PEANUTS, SHELLED.
January ................................................
February...............
..............................
March ................................
2
5.
Ar ... ..........
.. ................
may ...................................................
June .........................................
July ..........................................
August ............................................
September ...................................
j
October ................................................
November .............................................
December ...............................................

,324, 542 1,230,145
$809, 154
16 , 276,079 2, 0,165 1,67,067
,31,065 4, 86 220 2,830,484
27,042,490 15,177,797 2,789,852
1 ,385, 788 10,257,514 1,574,968
6 ,03,32
1,683,2=
081,213
1,859,085
361,769
184,954
4 825,83
55,437
38,5m
130,720
10,707
18,841
52,85M
4,468
49,028
21,37
14,069
780
55,87
85

08395
122, 138

18,991

862,903
392,459
68,335

11,3
2701

1,09
381

4,948

Exports range between 10,000,000 and 20,000,000 pounds and move

chiefly to Canada.

Figures for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:

Important change in cakssification.--The term "ground beans" has
been eliminated as unnecessary. The effectiveness of a duty upon
peanuts is to a considerable degree conditioned by the duty upon
peanut oil, for which the great bulk of the importedpeanuts is used.
PARAGRAPH 758.
H. R. 7486.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

758. Walnuts of all kinds, not

shelled, 2j cents per pound; shelled 71
cents per pound; pecans, unshelled, 1
center
Ipo1111(. . pound; shelled, 2 cents per
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 281. * * * walnuts of all kids,

PAR. 224. * * * walnuts of all kidds,
not shelled, 2 cents per pound; shelled,
4 cents per pound.

not shelled, three cents per pound;
shelled, five cents per pound.
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ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 283. Nuts of all kinds, shelled or
unshelled, not specially provided for in
this section, one cent per pound; but
no allowance shall be Miade for dirt or
other impurities in nuts of any kind,
shelled or unshelled.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 226. Nuts of all.kinds shelled or
unshelled, not specially provided for in
this section, 1 cent per pound; but no
allowance shall be mide for dirt or other
impurities in.nuts of any kind, ohelled
or unshelled.

WALNUTS OF ALL KING.

(See Survey G-34.)

Description and ues.-The Persian walnut, commonly called the
English walnut, is very popular as a table nut and much used in
cakes and confections.
Production.-Because of climatic requirements profitable commercial production is restricted to Pacific Coast States, chiefly to southern California. The California crop in 1919 amounted to 59,091,390
pounds, with approximate valuation of $14,181,934. Total production
in pounds has been as follows: 1918, 40,230,000; 19:9, 59,091,390
($14,181,934); 1920, 4,000,000.
Imports of walnuts not shelled averaged for 1913-1917, 20,561,194
pounds per annum. Imports of shelled walnuts in the same time
averaged 14,029,644 pounds. Imports came principally from France,
Italy, and Chile, and recently in increasing quantities from China.
Statistics of imports since 1917 are as follows:
Calendar Y , WALUTS,,
N

IQuantity.
]
t

Value.

I Duty.

VLo.rem

1Equvalent

WALNUTS, NOT SHELLED.

Pos 'as.

1918 .....
..................................
3,875,316
1919........................................16,87,276
,1920..................
...........................
17,339,096

1921 (9 months).. ....................................... 1,980,108

M0,311
3,161,334
2,662,268

$77,507
333,346
346,782

Per cent.

15.22
10.54
13.03

1192,093 ........................

WALNUTS, SHELLED.

.......
.191

................................ 9,6 ,103 $3,604,601

1919 ........................................... 9,800,7
13,97,1
...............................
1921(9 months
...

5,001,689

I

$66,584

32,030

10.46
7.84

10. 5
658, 917
6,562,709
, 8 581 ......................

ExportM.-None recorded.
PECANS.

(See Survey, G-34.)

Description and u8e.-The pecan is widely distributed throughout
the Gulf States, and is one of the most important American nuts.
Formerly a large proportion was gathered wild, but orchards of the
better varieties are now cultivated and may be expected in the
coming years to produce an increasing quantity of thin-shelled nuts.
Production in 1919 amounted to 31 808,548 pounds valued at
$7,792,086. Texas produced over half die crop; Oklahoma, Georgi'
and Louisiana had the next largest crops.

SUM A1XY 01 ,TAILIFF INFOBAMTIONI, 1921.

Import# of;pecans in 1914 amounted to 2,621,161 pounds. They

come Almost entirely from Mexico,
Calendar year.

1918; ...........

1919 ............
.
19 .....................

1921 (

Later statistics follow:

Qualntty.

...
; ............
............
.
..............................
20

Q months)
.....................................

. 1,239,717
1,791,265
2,194,20

61,247,

aEqvWW

Value.,

Duty.

$143,816
226,629
283,396

$12,307
17,943
21,9 ,

9,M .....................

t

.85
7.
7.74

.

Exporte.-None recorded.

Important changes im casification.--Special provision has been
made for pecans as the volume of the trade seems to warrant it.
Su#qgeste change.-In order to carry out the general plan of

having separate paragraphs for the important nuts, in an alphabetical
arrangement, it is.suggested that pecans be taken out of this paragraph, and given a separate paragraph, between peanuts and walnuts.
PARAGRAPH 759.
H. 1. 7450.

SENATE A ENDM

rNTS.

PAR. 759. Edible nuts, shelled or unshelled, not specially provided for, I cent
per pound: Pro'Ie, That no allowance
shall be made for dirt or other impurities
in nuts of any kind, shelled or unihelled.

AOT og ;Gig.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR.' 226. Nutt of all kinds, shelled or
PAR. 283. Nuts of all kinds, shelled or
unshelled, not specially provided for in unshelled, not ipedially provided for in
this section one cent pr pound; but no this section, 1 cent per pound; but no
allowance shal be made for dirt or other allowance shall be made for dirt or other
impurities in nuts of any kind, shelled impurities in nuts of any kind, shelled
or unshelled.
unshelled.
ALL OTHER NUTS, N. S. P. F.
.or

(See Survey G-34.)

IhnJort statistics given below include Vpgnolia and pistache nuts and

all others not mentioned specifically in the tariff act of 1913.
Quantity.

Calendar year.

value.

Duty.

Equivalent
ad

NUTS, SHELLED OR UNSHELLED, x. s. P. r.

Pounds.

1918 ............................................. 984,062
2,183,097
1919........................................
1920........................................
3,709,902

1921 (Omonthsa)..........................

:......

2,5n8, 431

$20, 816
581,100:
882,6U3

$9,832
21,812
.37,6M

634,329........

Per cent.

4.81
3.72
4.27

OLIVE NUTS, GROUND.
................................................... - 1.
..
.
192o..........................................
........
1921 (9 months).................................... ........

$
t7
M0
129
19
1600
13220
.
00
1............
............

7'4
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'zporte go chiefly to Canada. They include almonds, walnuts

pecans, and all other nuts except peanuts. Exports of individual
varieties have not in the past been large; in consequence, they h7e
not been separated by customs authorities. Late statistics for
calendar years follow: 1918, $541,641; 1919, $1,462,408; 1920,
$857,123; 1921 (9 months), $526,548.
Impotnt change. in c1asification.-" Edible" excludes from this
paragraph nonedible oil nuts. Nearly all of such nuts are covered
by specific provisions, with a general provision (par. 760) for oilbearing materials.
Sugeted changs.-For the reasons stated under the subheading
confcting provisions" under paragraph 748, a semicolon might be
substituted for the colon after the word "pound" in line 7, page 95,
and the words "pickled, or otherwise prepared or preserved, and
not specially provided for, [rate]" followed by a colon, be inserted
thereafter.
SEEDS AND 8TOOKS.
GBNBURAL.

The dutiable and free provisions for seeds and stocks imported for
industrial purposes, for replanting, or as spices have been rearranged
into three dutiable paragraphs:
760. Oil-bearing materials.
761. Grass seed.
762. Other field and garden seods.
Seeds used chiefly as spices have been transferred to the spice
paragraph (780); roots, root stocks, and seedlings to the paragraphs
relating to nursery and greenhouse stock (pars. 750-752); and a nunber of new provisions have been added. For the details of these
changes and additions see paragraphs 760, 761, 762, as well as the
others cited.
PARAGRAPH 760.
H. 3. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 760. Oil-bearing seeds and material: Castor beans, one-half of 1 cent
per pound; flaxeed, 25 cents per bushel
of fifty-six pounds; poppy seed, 32 cents
per one hundred pound.; sunflower seed,
2 cents per pound; apricot and peach
kernels, 8 center per pound. /

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 266. Seeds: Castor beans or seeds,
twenty-five cents per bushel of fifty

IAR. 212. Seeds: Castor beans or seeds,
15 centsper bushel of fifty pounds; flaxseed orlinseed * * , 20 cents per
bushel of fifty-six pounds; 4 poppy seed,
15 cents per bushel of forty-seven pounds:

pounds; flaxseed

or

linseed

,

twenty-five cents per bushel of fifty-six
oUnds; poppy seed,
bushel;
0** fifteen cents per
PAR. 280. * *

* apricot and peach

kernels, four ,tents per pound.
PAR.

eed;*

888. Fee&: *

*

* * [Free].

H JFI5um4, 0emtsIr

buPe

flower

*

*

*

PAR. 223. '
*
apricot and peach
kernels, 3 cents per pound.
PAR. 595. Seeds: * * * flower *

sseeds;

fty-dx pxds. (Pur.3,

* *

[Free].

emwrncy tariff act o 1921.)

* *
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OA8TOR EJANS OR SEES.
(See Survey A-' I).

Description and u8es.-Castor beans or seeds are employed principally for oil manufacture. The oil is used for industi purposes,
as a medicine, and as a lubricant for airplanes.
Production is cheaper perhaps in India and other Asiatic countries.
than elsewhere, and is insignificant here chiefly because of the large
amount of hand labor required, especially in harvesting. Efforts in
1918 to grow these beans to supply oil for airplanes met with little
success, because of the inexperience of agriculturists, unseasonable
conditions, and other causes.
Imports averaged annually 838,861 bushels for 1910-1913. They
came mainly from India and parts of Asia. Later statistics follow:
(Waedar year.

Quality.

19i .............................................
1919 .............................................
1921 (9 month)

........................................

D~

I

..ila

8I ,157

$2,327,061

61^0,88

& 52

1,W2
9,307

2097,148

IS%= I

&43

1,133,824

1= ....................................................

Vilue.

540 318

8,488,702
4

1,3

4.87

............ ............

In 1920, about 65 per cent of the imports were from Brazil, and
about 13 per cent were from England.
Important changes in clantsiction, etc.-See General Notes on
Paragraph, page 769.
FLAXSEED OR LINSEED.
(See Report T. I. S.-20.)

l)e8criptwn and uwe.-Flaxseed or linseed is used almost exclusively for making linseed oil. The by-product, oil cake, is a valuable
feedstuff and fertilizer.
Production of flaxseed has beensteadily declining. It has been
essentially a frontier crop thriving on the frontier and moving with
it. It has been unpopular because of flaxwilt and other factors
apart from the competition of more profitable crops. The domestic
production declined from 25,856 000 bushels in 1909 to 8,112 000
bushels in 1921. The Dakotas, Montana, and Minnesota produce
nearly all of the output of the United States.
lmporth during 1910-1913 averaged 6,909,209 bushels per annum.
ILter statistics follow:
Calqudar year.

hi

... . ..

. .

..

.

. ..

.

.

........................

1l9

!1ev19 ....................................................
(9m nh .......................................

q

ilntity.

121,397,597
14,)Mk42
24L,610, 786
S,59, 517

Value.

Duly.

$t32,618,623 $,479,519
44, 3, 39
2, ?'O,MM
74,519,675
4, 923, 33
13, ,W,0J

Equivalent
ad valorem.

Per cew.

7.60
0.33
.61

766
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In 1920, 92 per cent of the imports were fromArgentina.
Flaxseed is dutiable at 30 cents per bushel of 56 pounds under
paragraph 3 of the emergency tariff act of 1921. General imports by
monlh for 1920 aud, 1921 have been as follows:

1W9

.............................
...
,
.
.

h............
Y= aa~........

192t

B.. ..
2,1 , 2,7

2,0

Noumnber ....... ..
:........ :....................3, 406,98
lee
.............................................
,070,713

1921

Jiuakk..
30380 69,702,&2

1,ad2 735s
Mach........................2,253,533
SApril
............................................
1,703,011
I, = 11
4 ,
M............-........ ..........
.4253,319
sty..................
..............
2,312,742
July ............. -496................. ..........
.,7T,9i
1,09.10 1
August ................................................
September
...........................
2,00', A40

Ooeber ........................................

1low

$1,19
it
8,71*4 7
9W6,070
7.0"1,524
1,091,68
&
6,5,3,160
01q,
&4, 3
"WqS
O
1,7283M 13445,4W0
1r0,5""N43,6,9
776,03
AW644181 ,
1,Ho, 5 0 5, 251,974

59S,

,447 648,0

1,576195
1, ,

.,948,534

3 ,1,1

3,9621921
3, 958,441

P21,519
e2,U3
1,564,7"2J
797
1,O8,
1,641, 7W,
6,301
12t:'.
1,219,941
3,136. 2 i

1,073, VN
, 10, 1

2,8119,414
2,
x.i

Exports are relatively insignificant. Statistics for the calendar
years 1918-1921 follow:
1919

1918

_Quantity (bushels) ...........

26,508

1920

16,5

V......,

125,143

1921 (9 monti.

1,7.53
$112,037

$,

In 1920, 68 per cent of the exports went to'Canada and 26 per cent
to the United Kingdom,
Important changes in dassification,etc.--See General Notes on Par-

graph, page 769.

POPPY 89ED.

Description and uses.-The most important is the white or oil
poppy, noted for its yield of opium and the bland, fixed oil obtained
from the seed by crushing. It is native to most warm countries.
The seeds contain no opium and yield about 40 per cent oil. The
oil cake is used for fertilizer and for feeding cattle.
Production.-The poppy plant is grown extensively Asia Minor.
Persia, India, Egypt south Russia, and northern France. The seed
from Manchuria is of low quality.
Imorta for 1910-1914 averaged annually 66,084 buslels. France
and aermany were the principal countries in which popy seed was
crushed. Later statistics follow:
Calnarywr.

1915...........................................
9 0 .................................................
1IA (9 montba) .....................................

Important change4

Paragraph, page 769.

Quantity.

2
1
59,51
66,012

Value.

Duty.

ad rlhvIi'DZ

1.
It,937
!.91
131
27,231 ........... ............

in clasijtfiCtion, etc.-See General Notes oil

.
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SUNFWNR 83We.

Description and ueu.-The sd is the product of the sunfower
plant. It yields an oil that is an ingredient in certain high-clan
paints used by artists. It is also used for feeding purpose.
Import are not separately stated but are inuded in
or
seeds."I
lmportang changes in da8faici.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 769.
APAIOOT AND PBAO(

KIRNEL.S.

Decriptionand u.ee.-The principal use of these fruit kernels is in
the production of apicot and pbach kernel oil. In preparing the
fruit for drying it is split open and the pit removed. The pits are
used quite extesively in Califoria for fuel, and during the war were
employed in ma
charcoal for gas masks.
Produdion.-The source of these kernels is primarily the canning
factories and, in California, thb apricot and peach drying yards.
import averaged annually 22,874 pounds for 1912-1916. Later
statistics follow:
QuauUty,

Calendar year.

v1us.

Pouns.
1918.................................................
1919.................................................
1920 ...............................................
1921(9 montbs) ........................................

Duty.

IouL

i

Per rcW.

2411
1W,117
17, 233 P( t .n
38416
7847
1,152
14.0
6,216
14,4"
1,9"5
1&
36
30, 411
7,70 ........................

Important changes in dasfwcation, et.--See General Notes on

Paragraph, pap 169.
OIL-BEARING 8ezDe, N. s. P. F.

The following seeds, not specially provided for in H. R. 7456, are
used chiefly for oil:
COTTONSBED.

Description and uste.---Cottonseed, from the fibrous cotton plant,
is used principally in making cottonseed oil; the residual cottonseed
meal or cake is used for cattle feed and fertilizer. Cottonseed hulls,
used chiefly for feeding cattle, and linters (for gunootton, mattresses,
etc.) are less important by-products. About 540,000 tons of cottonseed for planting are require annually by farmers in the Southern
States.
Production of cottonseed averages nearly 6,000,000 tons per annum
in the United States.,
Imports in 1914 were 4,446 tons, valued at $66,035. Later statistics
for calendar years follow:
1918191

quantity (pounds) ...................
\ale .............................

8
914, v

77,940,
0,, 697
$1,77t, 135

I

I1921

76, 597,2X3
$1,290,520

49,371,380
$255, 57

168
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Export of domestic cottonseed amounted in 1914 to 8,171 tons,
valued at $215,115. Before the war most of the exports went to
Germany. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
*

q

.,tiiy (pm6d )............

:

..

qa , ............................. : !1,170f

1t

1,741,3

lvi,

'

'4s

74

f(imosth")

lt

,

,,s0,91,

U

9,47, 74

I IU

In 1920, about 75 per cent of the exports went to Mexico and about
9 per cent to the Barbados.
Importai$ changes in dassification.-See General Noteson Paragraph, page 769.

Description and uaes.-llempseed when crushed yields an oil used
in making soap and an oil cake serving as cattle feed. The seed is
used also as feed for poultry ad cage birds and for sowing.
Production.-Hemp is native to temperate Asia, but grows also
in Europe, India, and Canada. Kentucky supplies practically all
of the domestic output. In 1909, 5,416 bushels were gather fromi
516 acres; the acreage increased to 42,000 in 1917. Further figures
are unavailable. China and Japan furnish large quantities, of no
value for seeding, which is used or poultry feed.
Imports in 1914 were 2,031,438 pounds, valued at $38,315. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
(9 nionth4"

Rquantily (pottnd)...................
value ............

.............

20,12
. .24

3j108 047

60 WOS

142,177

F 1',904

$12.'

Important cknyg in c #fwcion.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 769.
RAPESR3D.

Deecription and wsw.-Rapeseed is used for planting, oil, and feed.

Rape produces an abundance of green forage valued highly by
farmers for feeding or grazing live stock and pottry. It is grown to
some extent in practically every State, The seed together with
millet, canary and hemp seeds used also in bird-zsee mixtures.
Rapeseed is so crushed for oil.
Production.-It is not produced here commercially. Prior to the
war our supply came from England; during the war it came from
Japan, where large quantities seed less desirable for planting pur
poses are produced.
Import. in 1914, an average year, were 5,970,937 pounds, valued
at $211,301. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

769
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Slots

~~aanttty

Impotni cha"n

lots

250
17.
357

.

imJO

ba* W

137,
32

101 ($=cawu).

MW2l

2

2S,

1,
575

in dassifiwion, ei.--See below.
OGNBRAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Imported chaDnge in da4sifi(tion.-Three provisions relating to
oil seeds and materials have been combined in this paragraph. The
duty on castor beans and poppy seed has been changed Vrom the
bushel to the pound basis and a provision added for sunflower seed
which is exempt from duty under the act of 1913 (par. 595).
Suggested ckangcs.-It is suggested that provision be made by

namo. for cottonseed, hempseed,-rapeseed Chinese or Japanese tung
nuts, perilla and sesame seed, and soya beans, and that a general
provision be added for oil seeds and o'l-bearing vegetable materials
not specially provided for. If these articles or any of them should
be exempted irom duty, they should come within paragraph 1620;
if, however, a duty is imposed they should be provided- for in this
paragraph.
(See also pars. 762 and 1026.)
PARAGRAPH 761.
IL R. 74".

SENATE A

M MNTB.

PAR. 761. (rass seeds: Alfalfa, 2 cents
per pound; alike clover, 3 cents per
pound; crinmon clover, I cent per pound;

red clover, 3 cents per pound; white

clover 3 cents per pound; clover, not
specially provided for, 2 cents per pound;
millet, one-half of I cent per pound;
timothy, 2 cents per pound; hairy vetch.
2 cents per pound; spring vetch, 1 cent
per pound; all other grams seeds not
4,1peciAly provided for, 2 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PA. 668. Seeds:
* * all
*
gram seeds; * * * not specially pro-

R .95. Seeds:* * * all * * *
gram seeds; * * * not specially pro-

vided for in this section [Freej.

vided for in this section (Freej.

GRASS SEEDS.
AI.FAFA 88EN).

lescriptiqu and uses.--The quantity of alfalfa seed used annually

in the United States for planting is estimated as more than 25,000,000
pounds.
Production is very uncertain and is commercially localLed in South
Dakota, Nebraska' Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Calilornia, an(lArizona. Excessive rains or drought
82%4---2'2---49
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and injury to the crop inflicted by grasshoppers, alfalfa weevil, and
other insects affect the production.
Imports in 1914 amounted to 7,4311.261 pounds, valued at $740,810.

Much of it comes from Turkestan, but is inferior to the domestic seed.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:

1
1918
t

ud ).........................

e..............................

167,487
41,7

.

1921

1919

I0

8,241,948,
$1,828,581

(9 months).

12,110 131
A 23

1 680,007
W8531,481

Export8s,-None specifically recorded.
CRIMSON C1,OVRA SEED.,

Description and u8es.--Crimson clover seed is used solely for plant-

ing, American farmers sowing annually over 4,000,000 pounds.

Production here of crimson clover seed, although greatly increased
during late years, does not equal requirements. It is produced succesafully inTennessee (2 500,000 pounds in 1919) and lightly in Alabama, North Carolina, Virginia Maryland, and Delaware.
Imports averaged annually 6,266,737 pounds for 1914-1917. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
1921

(9months).

uan
t...........
... .........
Q
uty (pmd)

%,323 87,948
1178

429,770
632

4,681,
al,:,
i,7912
554

19................9,923
$.9...

$i

Exports are not, separately stated. See statistics under "Clover

seed, n. s. p. f.," page 772.
RED CLOVER SEED.

Description and ume8.-In the United States red clover seed is used
exclusively for planting, the estimated annual requirement being over

100,000,000 pounds.

Production is principally in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon, and Idaho. The
amount decreased during the war. Government officials and large
seed dealers agree that there is a world shortage of red clover seed.
The wholesale price has ranged from $15 to $50 per 100 pounds.
Imports for 1913-1917 averaged 11,989,767 pounds per annum.
In 1918 (fiscal year) nearly all came from Italy, France, and Canada.
Before the war Germany was the most important source. Later
statistics for calend,. r years follow:
1918
uanty (pow ds)............
....
........
al ....................................

1919

33
7,3025,591
$1781,111
3 $2,4006

119'20
12,092,711
484

1921

'

(9wonths).
15, 640, 39,
$2,233,,Y;
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In 1920 imports were chiefly from France, about 54 per cent, and
from Italy, about 35 per cent.
Exports are not separately stated. See statistics under "Clover
seed, n. 9. p. f.'
AL8KR CLOVER SEED.

Descriptiom and uee.-he seed of alsike clover, used primarily for
planting, was employed more extensively in 1918 and 1919 than
formerly, probably because of the scarcity and higher price of red
clover seed.
Production.--Most of this seed is grown in Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Idaho, but production is
not sufficient for domestic requirements.
Imports in 1914 were 5,349,156 pounds, valued at $804,092, and
came chiefly from Canada. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
Quantity (pounds) ........................

....................................

, 078038
81,j409,08

1919
7 071 58

$2433

1920

1921 (9months).

2,10,m

46,19

780

Export are not separately stated. See statistics under "Clover

seed, n. s. p. f.'"

WHITE CLOVER SEED.

0

Descriptionand ues.-White clover seed used primarily for planting, is sown extensively in pastures and on lawns together with other
clover and grass seed. Compared with the extent to which the crops
are grown, however, little seed is required-probably not over
1,000,000 pounds per annum.
Producton.-Wisconsin, Idaho, and Illinois produce most of this
seed. In Illinois it is mainly a by-product of redtop seeds. Some of
the .supply is obtained from Canada.
Imports in 1914 were unusually large; 1,122,551 pounds, valued at
$207,088. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
Quatitity (ponds) .............

.

...

Value ........................................

1919

84, 412

$15,9e2

1920
529,8

$99, 737

540,825

$160, 783

1921 (9months).

I

1,151,417
W$299,
128

Exports are not separately stated. See statistics under "Clover
seed, n. s. p. f."
CLOVER 8EED, N. 8. P. F.

Description and uses.-Sweet clover, white flowered (Meilotus
alba), is becoming important as a cultivated crop. It grows wild
throughout most of the corn belt, portions of the Rocky Mountain
States, and on the black lands of Alabama and Mississippi. It is
valuable in restoring waste lands to profitable cultivation. Its increasing use for hay and pasture has created a strong demand for
the seedl.
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Production is quite large, but data are not available. Sales by
dealers in 1919 were double those of 1917 or 1918. This plant has a
wide adaptation and produces seed abundantly. Seed is produced
commercially
Oregon, Idaho,
Utah, and
Colorado,
Kansas,
South
Dakota,inKentucky,
Mississippi,
to a less
extentNebraska,
in some
other States. Canada also produces sweet clover seed and during
1919 relatively large quantities were imported from that country for
planting.
Imports of clover seed designated as "all other" amounted to
6,034,673 pounds valued at $515,143 in 1914. Later statistics for
calendar years follow:
1918
1919

Quantity (pounds).......................1
V ue
(pou
.........................................

,789,649|
,76

19

4,777,328
$1,308,48

0

4,742,892
$1,299,808

( months).
8 146,97
' 73,529

In 1920, imports of all varieties of clover seed, except red, came
principally from France (43 per ;ent), and Canada (33 per cent).
Exports of clover seed, -for calendar years, since 1917 have been as

follows:

1918
Qulty (p(onds)................

valit,e ...............

1 920

1919

5,985,26

:::::........
::
$1,838,124

7,3,749

monthss.

4,985,695

,3 , 3,
3

1,2,140

3990,790

b787.590

In 1920, exports went principally to Canada (about 21 per cent),
to England (about 20 per cent), and to Denmark (about 19 per
cent).
MILLET SEED.

De8crip ion and use -About 25,000,000 pounds of millet seed are
annually sown for hay and forage. Large quantities are also used
in poultry feed and bird-seed mixtures,.
Production is sufficient for planting purposes. Kansas, Missouri,
Texas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, the Dakotas, Iowa, Tennessee, and Colorado produce the bulk of the seed.
Imports from 1914 to 1918 were relatively sina ll. The Orient
supplies a part of domestic requirements for poultry and bird-seed
mixtures. Statistics bf imports since 1917 by calendar years follow
1918
1

uantity (pounds).......
ant

ou d...................

.

.....

1920
............................

14;

1, 7,2,

Ir,

91919
19mnt
5

8,7
$3,653

214,
6,
)i

TIMOTHY SEED.
ke8criptimt atid ue. ,-Timothy
is America's greatest cultiviil

hay grass. The seled is used solely for planting.

P
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Production of timothy seed annually exceeds our planting needs.
Most commercial timothy seed is produced in Illinois, Indiana Ohio
South Dakota,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Utah, and
,
Idaho.
SImports were not separately stated prior to 1918, but were included
in "All other grass seeds." Since 1917 imports by calendar years
have been as follows:

Quantity (pounds).................

j

V8l119...........................

8845

8,4

12309

(92onths).

1920

1919

1918

,1

5424

1,0

555,401

Expork in 1914 were 12,480,294 pounds, valued at $688,118. They
go mostly to Canada. Later statistics, for calendar years, follow:
1918
Quantity (pounds).......................

34

Ve,154.....1.....3,4271

(9 monts).

12

1919
13,340,358

13,

13413

U18632

I

717

,0

V'Jl~lTOBEZD.

Description and uses.-Vetch, both hairy (winter) and common
(spring) are grown here for hay and forage, and the seed is used for

planting. The hairy or winter variety, is considered much more
valuable, except perhaps on the Paciic coast, but high prices in

recent years restrict its use.
Production.-Hairy,or winter vetch seed is difficult to grow, small
quantities being produced only in Michigan in connection with, or as
a by-product of, rye for grain. Most of the hairy vetch seed comes
from Russia, but quantities have been small since 1914. The Willamette Valley in Oregon produces most of our common, or spring vetch

seed. The demand for this species, although the price is lower,
rarely exceeds production and little is imported.
Imports of hairy vetch in 1914 were 3,405,750 pounds, valued at
$135,875; and of spring vetch, 630,881 pounds, valued at $24,085.
Later statistics, for calendar years, follow:

lliiry vcl seeds:

1920

1919

1918

1921

(9 months).

Quatitity (pounds) ......................

225, 023

461, 84

\ alue ................................

$20, 381

562,194

1213, 150

j101,410

Quantity (pounds)
Nalue .........

M, 852
$10, 8W5

273,S14

612, 002
$14,195

266, 765
$11,105

spri.ig etch seeds:

...........
..................

21,50

$17,432

1,618

oRASS BRED N.S. P.P.
Description and uses.--A few other kinds of
included in this section are imported.

1
Se(eds
n. s. p. f.
Canada lue-grass seed, prac-

grlass

tically all from Ontario, Canada, is used for planting. It was formerly
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used to adulterate Kentucky blue-grass seed. Kentucky blue-grass
seed is used for sowing, principally in pastures. Sufficient is produced in Kentucky, Missouri, and Iowa for domestic requirements.
Very little is imported. A mixture of alsike clover and timotLy
se is extensively sown for hay. Although this mixture is
ely imported, there is also a limited domestic production.
d grass seed used for sowing in pastures and meadows, thrives
in shady places. kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, and Virginia produce the
greater part of the requirements. Large quantities formerly were
imported from New Zealand, but the strain is inferior. Redtop seed
gives a valuable hay and pasture grass especially on wet and acid soils.
It is used mostly in mixtures with alsi'e clover and alsike and timothy,
and is a constituent of lawn and turf grass mixtures. Illinois pro.
duces the greater portion of the supply; Iowa and Missouri also produce fairly large quantifies. Very little is imported. English ryegrass seed is used. in meadow and pasture mixtures and also in turfgrass mixtures. It is imported from Europe. Italian rye-grass seed
used for the same purpose as English rye grass, is normally imported
from Europe; in recent years a variety has come in quantities from
Argentina.
Jmport8 of "all other" grass seed (including timothy, treated above)
amounted to 23,350,147 pounds, valued At $742,941 in 1914. Germany furnished the bulk in 1914, while in 1918 (fiscal year) Ireland,
Russia, and Canada furnished about 75 per cent. Later statistics for
calendar years follow:
1918
_quantity (pounds) ..............
Ve...

.....

.........................

I

1910

1921

192

(9monthA).

5

8,771,617

6,777,120

7.63, 75I

iovJ93

$1,15,274

81,019,417

933, 337

Exports in 1914 were 5,156,801 pounds, valued at $600,368, chiefly
to Germany, Canada, Great Britain, and the Netherlands. Later
exports of grass seeds (except clover and timothy) for calendar years
are shown as follows:
1918
Quantity (pound.)...............
'alue ................................

..

1919

1920

2,952,193

4,440,490

4 252,152

542,704

$717,102

j812,801

I

1921
3,f,7,2 1
$514,

In 1920, exports were principally to Canada (31 per cent) and to
England (17 per cent).
GENERAL NOTE ON PARAGRAPH.

Important chanles il classifcatwn.-New specific provision; the
seeds covered by this paragraph are exempt from duty un(e' the
provision in paragraph 595 of the act of 1913 for "all grass seOds."
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PARAGRAPH 769.
OUNATB AMSJDXBNTB.

IL. . 7406.

PAR. 762. Other garden and field seeds:
Sugar beet, 1 cent per pound; other beet,
4 cents per pound; cabbage, 12 cents per
pound; canary, 1 cent per pound; carrot,
4 cents per pouad; cauliflower, 25 cents
per pound; celery, 2 cents per pound;
ale, 6 cents per pound; kohlrabi, 8 cents
per pound; mangelwurzel, 4 cents per
pound; onion, 20 cents per pound; parsley,
2 cents per pound; parsnip, 4 cents per
pound; pepper, 15 cents per pound;
radish, 4 cents per pound; spinach, 1 cent
per pound; tree. 8 cents per pound;
turnip, 4 cents per pound; rutabaga, 4
cents per pound; flower, 4 cents per
pound; all other garden and field seeds
not specially provided for, 20 per centum
ad valorem: Provided,That the provisions
for seeds in this title shall include such
seeds whether used for planting or for
other purposes.
, AM' OF 1909.

I

PAR. 668. Seeds: * * * canary,
• * * cauliflower, * * * cotton,
• * * fenugreek, hemp, hoarhound,
mangelwurzel, * * * rape, Saint

John abread or bean, sugar beet, sorghum
orsugarcaneforseed;
*
allflower
* * * seeds; * * * all the foregoing
not specially provided for in this section

[IFree].

lPAR. 266. Seeds:

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 595. Seeds: . * * * cauliflower,

celery, hemp,
* * hoarhound,
* cotton, mangelwurzel,
* * * fenufreei
rape, Saint John's bread or bean,
sorghum, sugar beet, and sugar cane for
seed' * * *allflower
* * * seeds;
* * * all the foregoing not specially

provided for in this section [Free .
PAR. 212. Seeds:

* * * oil seeds

oil seeds

not specially provided for in this section,
20 cents per bushel of fifty-six pounds;

pounds; * * * mushroom spawn, and

seed, I cent per pound; canary seed, I

* *

*

not specially provided for in this section,
twenty-five cents per bushel of fifty-six

spinach feed, one cent per pound; beet,
except ,ugar beet, carrot, corn salad,
parsley, parsnip, radish, turnip and rutabaga eted, four cents per pound; cabbage,
collard, kale and kohl-rabi seed, eight
cents per pound; egg plant and pepper

* * * mushroom spawn, and spinach

cent per pound; * * * beet (except

sugar beet), carrot, corn salad, parsley,
parsnip, radish, turnip, and rutabaga
seed, 3 cents per pound; cabbage, collard,
kale, and kohl-rabi seed, 6 cents per
pound; egg plant and pepper sed, 10
seed, twenty cents per pound; seeds of cents per pound; seeds of all kinds not
all kinds not specially provided for in specially provided for in this section,
this section, ten cents per pound.
5 cents per pound: Provided, That no
allowance shall be made for dirt or other'
impurities in seeds provided for in this
paragraph.
OTHER GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS.
SUGAR-BEET SEED.

Description and uses.-The sugar beet, closely related to certain
varieties of garden beet, is grown almost solely for the production
of sugar. Tie roots yield sugar the first year, but seeds are not
pro(luced until the second year.
Produdion of sugar-beet seed in 1916 was 5,539,000 pounds.
Because it was difficult to import seed during the war, the seed
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acreage was increased; nevertheless Jhe production of 1921 decreased
to 3,575 000 pounds. Idaho, Colorado, Utah, California, and Michigan
lead. Aeet-sugar manufacturers, who control the supply, endeavor
to carry sufficient seed to meet requirements for one or two years
and thus provide against emergencies.
Imports in 1914 were 10,490,089 pounds, valued at $804,209-86
per cent from Germany 6 per cent from Austria-Hungary, and 3.5
per cent from Russia. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

Quantity (pounds) ..................
Vlue

...............................

1920

1919

1918
4,298,375
$1,341,341

9,830,008
$2,137,001

1921

(9 months).

,4,0
$

46,10

?,

In 1920 about 40 per cent of the imports came from Germany,
about 38 per cent from the Netherlands, and about 19 per cent from
Denmark.
Important change in da8ssfication.--ugar-beet seed is transferred
from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595).
BBET SEND (EXCEPT SUGAR BEr AND MANGELWURZE).

Description and wse&.--Beet seed is used primarily for planting i1
this country, nearly 500,000 pounds of the garden variety being sown
annually.
Productan increased rapidly during the war-mi 1916, 200,000
pounds; in 1-918, 2,609,000 pounds, but in 1921 decreased to 180,000
pounds. California leads; smaller quantities come from Washington
and Connecticut.
Imports in 1914 were 1,076,525 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Poun&.
1918 ....................................................
1919 ...................................................
1920 ...................................................
1021 (9 m onths) ........................................

351,52
160,962
238,111
152, 84

Value,

Duty.

v lorem,
Per cwf,

$10,548........
$173,037
4.46
4,829
108, 233
14.IV
50,35.3
7,143
23,940 .......................

CABBAGE 8EFi).

Description and use8.-Cabbage, one of our principal truck crops.

is a common home garden product; over 500,000 pounds of seed are
required annually.
Production commercially in 1916 was 217,000 pounds; in 1918,
157,000 pounds; and in 1921, 224,000 pounds. Long Island and
Puget Sound are the cabbage-seed producing sections.
Imports averaged 251,927 pounds for 1910-1913. Deninark awl
Holland were normally the principal exporting countries. Lat r
statistics follow:
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I

('aliidar vest.

.-.

Quantily.

Value.

Duty.

Equivalt

ad vQwlO-.

................

Pounds.
1918 ....................................................
1919 ....................................................

1 20...................................................
9
1921
(9 m nnths)
..............................
.......

114,973
168, V51

390,741
1",240

!Ptr cim.
$196,370
357, 53

2W,3.4
92 3120

,

S6,59"
10,137

3.51
2.83

23,44

7 83

.......

CANARY SEED.

Description and uses.-Canary seed, from an annual grass of that
name, is native to the Canary Islands, southern Europe, northern
Africa, and Asia. It has been naturalized in England and parts of
the United States, and is cultivated as a food for cage birds in the
south of Europe, especially in Germany and England. A fine flour
prepared from this seed is used in sizing high-grade cotton and silk
goods.
Imports were 4,503,280 pounds in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Equivalent

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pound.

1918...................................................
3 244p W2
7
1919.......................................5,954,44
190......................................
5, 29922

1921
(9
months) ...........

................... 5,228 15

Value.

3D2

551,143
311,192

Duty.

ada-

Per ca.

$16,223&5,

29k745
485

&5

306775 ................

CARROT SEED.

l)escription and uses.--The carrot is a vegetable grown in home
and market gardens. Some of the large-rooted varieties are grown
under field culture for stock feeding. Probably 450,000 pounds of
carrot seed are sown for these purposes.
Production increased from 634,000 pounds in 1916 to 2,125,000
pounds in 1918, but in 1921, declined to 70,200 pounds. Practically
all domestic carrot seed is produced in California.
Imports averaged 144,056 pounds for 1910-1913.; they came chiefly
from France. Statistics of imports since 1917 are as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918............................ ......................
1919 ....................................................
1920.........................................
1921(9I olifi s
.................................

Pounds.
27,758
15, 0
69,428
33,633

Vale.

D1l3.

Equi alent
ad va1.rem.

Per cent.
$23,901
$-3
3. 18
2.49
18,IK,9
470
2,OS3
13.18
15,807
9,46t .........................

CAUIIFLOWEt SEED.

Description and uses.--Cauliflower seed is used primarily for planting, about 7,500 pounds being used annually for home and market
gardens.
Productionof cauliflower seed is negligible, because of unfavorable
climatic and soil conditions. It is produced more successfully in
Holland and Denmark, where the domestic supply is obtained.

0
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/ireorts averaged 9,834 pounds annually for 1913-1917. Statistics
-of imports since 1917 by calendar years are as Tollows:
1911

l9l5
quantity (POW4M)...

192

12,141

8U&S

$146,o1

. .......................

i

~1921 (9Months).

1gi9g
3

8240
57,919

Important changes in dosu#fication.--Cauliflower seed is transferred
from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595).
('ILIRY 8lD.

Dtecription and ue.--Celery seed is used largely for planting, and
also as a condiment.
Produion of celery seed commercially has increased from 5,200
pounds in 1916 to 65,000 pounds in 1918, and in 1921 was 45,800
pounds, practically all in California. Market gardeners assert that
imported French-grown seed of some varieties, notably Golden SelfBlanching, produces plants more nearly true to type.
Import for 1910-1913 averaged 147,764 pounds annually. Later

statistics for calendar years follow:

IBISIBI
1919

INS

lauuty (pouad) .........................
......................

.....

231

101

• IOX
020

(9 months).1921

3

20,252

............

importad changes in clasification.-Celery seed is transferred from
the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595).
KALR 8131).

De8cription and u8e.-Kale is grown in family and truck gardens
and is used as a vegetable or "greens," also, especially the Siberian
kale, as a forage plant for live stock and poultry. The quantity of
seed required for planting is estimated at from 50,000 to 65,000
pounds.
Production is mainly in New York, Washington, California, and
Connecticut. The commercial production in 1916 was 29,000 pounds;
in 1918, 16,700 pounds; and in 1921, 29,700 pounds.
Imports were 31,806 pounds in 1913 and 38,073 pounds in 1914.
Later statistics follow:
Equliva-

Calendar year.

1918 ...................................................
1919 ...................................................

low ...................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

Quantity.

Pouu.

9, 858
1',866

77,069

29,190

Value.

$7,419
12,062

20,572

Duty.

$591
1,132

lent ad
valoreiu.
Per cet.

4,624

8,499................

7.97
9.39

22.4S

SBKUM
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KOIIL-R&3! WdI3ND.

Description and u.-e-Kohl-rabi is &vegetable forming an edible
bulb," popular in home gardens, and grown somewhat by truckers.
Its weed tre used solely for planting. The plants are stored in pits, or
otherwise protected from freezing, as are cabbage, beets, carrots, etc.
Import in 1914 were 15,612 pounds, valued at $4,283, about an
average quantity. Later statistics follow:
Calnderar.

Quatlty.

!

Volta.

Duty.

PO%.

......................................

1921 (9 m ths).....................................0,o

17,109

%728

E1r1

Valrma.
Per co..

10,M

1=

19,

1,364 '
4,.4..........

.39

113

MANOELWURZX,. (MANGRL BKEr) 8EED.

Descriptionand uses.-Mangelwurzel seed is used in this country for
plan ting. The root provides a succulent feed for dary cows and other
farm live stock.
Production of mangelwurzel seed, very small prior to 1918, was in
that year 286,974 pounds. The seeding requirement is about 320,000
pounds. Commercial growers have had excellent success with this
seed, and the industry seems fairly well established, California and
Washington leading.
Imports are not separately stated.
Important change in dassifcation.-Mangelwurzel seed is transferred from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 596).
ONION BEED.

Descriptiown and us.--Onion seeds are produced from the flower
stem of the plant the second year. The bulb is usually set out in the
spring of the second year and the seeds are harvested when mature.
Productin.-In 1919, 2,618,000 pounds of onion seeds were produced. In 1920 and 1921 production declined sharply to 800,800
a id 334,000 pounds, respectively.
Imports are nA separately stated, but are included with "all other"
seeds.
Important charge in cl ssif8cation.--New specific provision.
PARSLEY SEED.

Aescription and uses.--Parsley is used for garnishing meats and
(other foods and as a condiment. The seed is also crushed for its oil.
Production is in California, the annual average being 88,000 pounds.
In 1921, 27,500 pounds were produced.
Imports during 1916--1918 averaged 58,116 pounds, running somewhat below domestic production. Later statistics follow:
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t

calendar yearanyVle.uDuty,
Po,,
1918 ...................... .f .............................
. .
1919 ...............................................
10m .............................

1

(9
2 m1

62,713

11.

..

ot
) .....................................

9

179 774

0.....................

€€w.

.Per
$12, 764

64,86

0$,7?171

21,43

5

1 . 19
7.63
51

9N,

|:.
,i 1

.... ....

...... 11

PASNIP BIND.

Decription aid uses.-Parsnip is a root crop grown in home and
market gardens for table food and on farms for live stock. About
120,000 to 150,000 pounds of the seed are used awaually for planting.
Production, mainly m California, amounted to 67,000 pounds in
1916, 167,000 pounds in 1918, and 25,700 pounds in 1921.
Imports averaged annually 102,557 pounds for 1913-1917. Later
statistics follow:,
C

Quantity.

end ar.

PWSLob
9681
43,817
17,015
toals

1918 ...................................................
1919 .................................................
190 ................................................
1m (I Months) .................................

Valu.

Duty.

SW
4,65
l,31
2,6037
50
3431
,45? ................

Equialent

Pv ce s.
6.10
4.97
I.6

PEtPPER SEND.

Descriptionand ute8.-Peppers are grown in home and market gardens for use in condiments, sauces, pickles, etc.
Production.-Pepper seed is easily cultivated in many sections of
the country. The commercial output, omitting that retained for
home sowing, was 17,000 pounds in 1910, 56,000 pounds in 1918, and
99,200 pounds in 1921. New Jersey, Georgia, Mississippi, and California lead in production.
Imports in 1914 were 11,536 pounds, valued at $4,879. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ........................................... ......
1919 ....................................................
1 0....................................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................

RADISJ

Pounds.

13,778

6,420

2,060
5,4151

Value.

Duty.

aEivalorem

Per cent

$1,377 1...........
12,183 1
6.3.
642 1
9,748
9.13
205
2,245
....
4,185 ............

SEED.

Description and uwe.-The radish is grown extensively in home
and market gardens. Over 800,000 pounds of radish seed, used
solely for planting, are sold annually, not iniuding the seed front
home gardens for local use.
Production in 1916 was 720,000 pounds; in 1918, 1,935,000pounds;
and in 1921, 258,000 pounds. Radishes produce seed the first season. California and Michigan are the chief sources of supply.
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Imports during 1910-1914 averaged annually 491,097 pounds.
Much of the seed formerly came from France. When that supply
was cout off, domestic growers planted larger acreages, and since 1918
considerable quantities have been available for export. Imports
since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calsmdrar.

Value.

qivln

,Duty.•

I Pdr en.

pow*&.
is ..................... .........
191,........................................

.

8
IIIN2

........

..

i ....................................................

320,487

144,02

1219M u) ......................................

85,64
24,X

7169%

31,02

$2,470
3$47

9:61..

4.4
L 21

12. 9

NPINAOE 62D.

De8cripton and we.--pnach seed is used solely for planting;
About 800,000 or 900,000 pounds are sown annually.
Productionof commercial spinach seed increased from 45,000 pounds
in 1916 to 1,650,000 pounds in 1918, but in 1921 decreased to 24,700
pounds.
Imports averaged 1,241,757 pounds annually during tht) period
1910 to 1914. Later statistics follow:
Quantity. 1 Value.

Calendar year.

i Duty.

'Percentl.

. "
Pou
....

1918 ...........................................
IM9 ......................................

" 1)007,39 i
1,139,143

1921 (9 mo ths) ........................................

627,700

ad
valorem.

,93
12, 574

$10, 670
11

Lot
8.59

, 231 ........................

TRES SKZDS.

Description and ues.--Tree seeds, both coniferous and hardwood,
iire largely produced in this country on a commercial scale for
reforestation purposes, by either State or Federal organizations.
Although occasionally florists or nurserymen are interested in the
trade in tree seeds, the project in this country is largely under
government supervision.
Production.-No accurate statistics regarding the production of

tree seeds are available.
Imports are not separately stated, but, are included in "All seeds,
ns. p. f., page 784."
in classiftcatioi.---New specific J)roVisioll.
- changes "ortint
TURNIP AND RUTABAGA SEEDS.

Description and uses. --Turnip and rutabaga are root crops grown
extensively in home and market gardens for food purposes, and on
farms for live stock. The seed is used solely for planting and about
2,000,000 pounds (1,500,000 pounds turmp and 500,000 pounds
ri tbaga) are required annually.
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Production.-Wasnton, California, New York, and Connecticut
are the leading producing areas. The commercial output of turnip
seed increased from 20,000 pounds in 1916 to 200 700 pounds in 1918
but declined to 59,000 pounds in 1921. Production of rutabaga
seed increased between 1916 and 1918 from 3,800 pounds to 27,300
pounds.
Imports for 1914 were 1,580,713 pounds compared with an average
of 1,173,613 pounds for 1910-19i3. Later statistics follow:
i[

Calendar yer.

Quantity.

Value.

Equivalent

Duty.

ad
Valorem.

Pound.
1918 .......................................

1,751,876

drtt
5520,S

5.6
W,6

1919
.............................................
1,810,479
68 1
64,314&
1
192)........................................1,8,00
42,T2
S;S3Q
1921 (9mouths) ................................. 997,3 0 '2 ...... ...........
FWbWB SXXD$.

Descriptionand uses.-Flower seeds are used for planting purposes.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $295,195; in 1918, $142,152; 1919,
$269,376; 1920, $656,379; 1921 (nine months), $189,577. (Statistics
for 1918-1921 are by calendar years.)
Important ,hangs in cassA on.-Flower seeds are transferred
from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595).
COLLARD SEED.

Description and uswe.--ollard, a favorite vegetable in some of the
Atlantic and Gulf States, is used in much the same way as cabbage.
The seed is used solely for planting.
Production.-Collard seed is easily produced wherever the plant
is grown as a vegetable. Most commercial seed is produced in
Georgia. Data are not available as to the output, but it appears to
be sufficient to meet domestic requirements.
Imports averted annually 2,359 pounds from 1915 to 1918.
Later statistics follow:
Equivalei

Calendar year.

Quantity.

1919 .................................
.................
1920 ................................................
1921 (9 months) ......................................

Pounds.
1,05 0
50
112

Value.

Duty.

ad vaiorei

Per cent.
1,86
3.43
13
23. O
21 .......................

Important changes in dasification.-Specific provision dropped.

imports being small.

CORN-SALAD SEED.

Description and ues.-Corn salad is used as a garnish and for
salad, as is parsley or cress. The seed is used in the United States
primarily for planting.

Only small quantities are imported.

8UMIV_
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Imports for 1915-1918 averaged annually 4,118 punds, valued
ate statistics
at $741--somewhat lea than the prewar average.

follow:

Calendar year.

Quantity.

0..............
19111......................................
....................................................

3, U7
7273

119 ..................................................
1921 (9 mn ths) .............. t

Valu.

Duty.

;1, 276
8 79

$10
3

519

C15,

h...............

at
7. 87
LIS

7.87

.......................

Important change in daseification.--Specific provision dropped,
imports being small.
EGGPLANT BEEP.

Description and utew.-This vegetable produces a large, purple,
egg-shaped fruit, and is grown extensively in family and market
gardens. Seed for planting is produced here in sufficient quantity
to meet domestic demands.
Import in 1914 amounted to 886 pounds, valued at $836. Later
statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pound.
1918 ..........................................
1919 ...........................................
1920 ....................................................

iIs3O
on
525

1921 (9months) ........................................

Duty.

Value.

$121
2105

$135

96
55

9

M valent
Per am.
&a
4.56
.

Important changes in dassifcation.--Specific provision dropped,
imports being small.
WVoUGR33K BRD.

Description and use.-Fenugreek, allied to clover, is cultivated as
a fodder and for its strong-smelling, oily seed, used as a flavoring substance of patent stock feeds. It is native to eastern Europe and
western Asia.
Imports in 1914 were 1,619,230 pounds, valued at $29,601. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:

1

1918
Qu

tity (pounds).....

......................

Vlu ........................................

1

1

96

'

1919
118.083

$89,
s1,824

1920
1,199781

,

,042

11921 (9months).
159,225

$3,824

Important changes in classification.-Fenugreekseed is on the free
list of the act of 1913 (par. 595). Since this paragraph, as revised
in H. R. 7456, includes only seeds primarily used for sowing, fenugreek is not specifically mentioned here. It is apparently covered
iy paragraph 1562 as a drug seed.
MUSHROOM SPAWN.

Descriptionand uses.-AMushroom is the popular name for various

sp)ecies of edible fungi.

It is the fruiting body of the fungus, the
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result of a more or less matted growth called the spawn, consisting

of numerous white threads disseminated through the soil. The coinmercial spawn comes in bricks or flakes- these are made of horse
manure impregnated with the fungus.. Parasitic fungi sometimes
interfere with mushroom culture and cause serious losses.
Imports for 1910-1914 averaged annually 279,064 pounds. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

191$ ...............................................
1919.............................................
1920...............................................
1921 (9 months) ...................................

PoUMS.
1,215
23, 275
19,098
18 440

Value.

Duty.

a ore

Per UI.
$671
$132
23.14
92
23
25.17
5
1
35.04
3,183 .......................

Important changes in clas8ification.--Specific provision dropped,
SORGHUX BID.

imports being small.

Decription and uee.-Sorghumn includes sweet sorghum and grain
sorghum, the latter mostly kafir feterita, and milo. Sweet sorghum
seed is used only for planting; the seed of grain sorghum is used for
feed and for making alcohol and yeast, as well as for planting.
Productiom.--Sorghums are grown extensively, principally in the
southern half of the Great Plains area. Production m Kansas, Texas,
Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona in 1915 was
114,460,000, bushels, with a farm value of $51,157,000; in 1918 only
66,396,000 bushels, with farm value of $99,848,000. It is cultivated
in Europe, India, and other parts of Asia.
Imports are not separately stated.
IMportant ihangee in classiftcation.-Sorghum seed is on the free
list of the act of 1913 (par. 595). It is not mentioned specifically in
Hf. R. 7456.
ALL 633DB N.8. P.1.

Imports of all seeds not specially provided for under the act of
1913 are shown as follows:
Calendar year.
191

............................................

Quantity.

Value.

Pounde.
253 463

$205t335

$12,672

526,89

274,544

20,310

1919.......................................................

338,310

1921 monthsh) ....................................................

335,808

92 .............................

i ................................

254,287

Duty.

18,915

221,757 ...........

Export of seeds, except cotton, grass seeds, and flaxseed, for
calendar years, are as follows: 1918, $2,031,776; 1919, $2,771,836:
1920, $2,187 318; 1921 (9 months), $795,856.
In 1920 about 29 per cent of these exports went to England and
about 22 per cent to Canada.
8UGAR-ANF, FOR SE1.

Descriptionand uses.-Sugar cane does not yield much fertile seed.
The seedis used principally for the development of new varieties and
i
strains.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, '1921.
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Production figures are unimportant. "
Import statistics are combined with "seeds, including bulbs, and
bulbous roots, etc.," and are insignificant.
Important changes in clas
ation.-Sugar-cane for seed is on the
free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595). It is not mentioned specifically
in H. R. 7456, imports being small.
ST, :OHN'8 DREAD OR DEAN.

Decription.-St. John's bread or bean (also called locust bean and
carob) is brown, leathery fruit pod 4 to 10 inches long, containing a
gummy pulp, about 60 per cent sugar. The seeds are bitter and of
no use except for planting.
Production.-The locust tree bearing this fruit grows in the Mediterranean region, and is being introduced into California. No production figures are available.
Imports are not separately stated.
Important changes in cassifwcation.--St. John's bread or bean is on
the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595). It is not mentioned specifically in H. R. 7456. I
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in clasefcation.-The provisions for garden and
field seeds, oter than grass seed, that are used chiefly for replanting
have been combined and alphabetically arranged. (See pars. 212 and
595 of the act of 1913.) The provisions for cotton, hemp, and rape
seed on the free list (par. 595) of the act'of 1913 have been omitted.
The provisions for collard, corn salad, eggplant, hoarhound, mush.
room spawn, sorghum, and St. John's bread have been omitted from
specific mention -because relatively unimportant. )Fenugreek, being
chiefly used for medicinal or drug purposes in stock feed, has likewise been omitted. It is apparently provided for in paragraph 1662
as a irug seed.
The proviso in paragraph 212 of the act of 1913, prohibiting allowance for dirt and impuiities in seeds, has been eliminated, since it has
been incorporated in paragraph 732, with a similar proviso for grains.
A clause has been added to the effect that the provision for seeds
includes such seeds for whatever purpose used.
Provisions have been idded for onion and tree seeds.
Suggested ckanges.-Provision for shrub seeds might be added to
tree seeds, to avoid possible conflict.
The catch-all clause for all other garden and field seeds includes
a wide range of seeds of minor importance, whose dutiable value it
is difficult to determine. For this reason the American Seed Trade
Association has requested that specific duties be retained. Figures
submitted by a leading importer show imports under this group of
161,871 pounds, valued at $53,099, average value per pound about
33 cents (from 1911 to 1921, inclusive).
Page 96, line 10, of H. R. 7456: Change "title" to "schedule.",
(See also paragraph 760.)
82304--22-50
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PARAGRAPJ4 768.
WRNATZ AXWND. EN? #

H. R. 740.
-PAR. 763. Beans, green or unrip,, onehalf of 1cet por pound; dried If cents,
per pound; in brine, prepared or pre.
imid in any manner, 2 cents per pound.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 249. Beans, forty-fi'e cents per

bushel of jpixty pounds.

PA&. 261. Beans, *I * * prepared or

PAR. 197. Beans, * * * not ape.

eially provided for, 26 cents per bushel of
sixty pounds."

PAR. 199. Beans * * * prepared or
preserved, or contained ia tins, jars, bottes or similar packages, two and one- preserved, or contained in tins, jars, bothail cents per pound, including the ties, or similar packages, including the
weight of immediate coverings;

* * *, weight of *immediate
* *. coverings; I cent per

pound;
PAR. 606. Soya bpans rFte].

BEANS.
(See Survey G-.)
GINERAL.

D -2°n and us.-This group embraces principally dried,
but also green and pod beans, soya leans, and canned or prepared
beans.,
Many varieties of beans, largely, serve special purposes: Lima
beans, for cooking; the white or navy bean, for baking; large white
beans for soups; cowpeas (par. 765) and broad beans or live-stock
feed. Besides its uses for fodder, silage, and soiling, the bea plant is
a valuable cover crop and soil renovator..I The Oat bulk of the
commercial crop employed almost exclusively, or human food,
is marketed as dry beans; the culls are fed to live stock, and the
straw is consumed as roughage or fertilizer. Green or unripe beans
(including string beans). enter only into a rather local or seasonal
trade when not canned or preserved in brine. White beans are preferred for food, most colored beans selling at lower prices The cief
use of soya beans is, as a raw material for soya bean oil and cake.
preparations provided for
into certain oriental food
also enter7.:
They
-. among the six largest beanm paragrav
United States ranks
Prodidon.n-The
producing nations; tlhe domestic harvest of dried beans in 1918, when
production was.greatly stimulated by war demands, was 17t397,000
ushels, with a farm value of over $90,000,000; the planted area was
1,744,000 acres, about two and on&-half times that of 1909. In
1921, only 9,118,000 bushels were produced. The commercial crop.
comes from a few sections of dense production; of the record crop of
1918 California produced approxiiately one-half, Michigan about
one-fourth, New York and Colorado most of the remamder. In
California, Limas and small whites are the principal varieties; il
Colorado and the Southwest, pintos and pink beans; in Michigan
and New York, the white, or navy bean.
h6 fu, 2 mt. pe pound, (Par, 5, emorgoooy tm sot of 1921.)
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In 1919 the commercial acreage in green beans was 71,970, and the
harvest was valued at $8,031,449; the harvested area of soya beans
in 1921 was 188,000 acres, and the yield 2,815,000 bushels;
BRANS, PRBPARSD OR PREBIRVED.

Dec8ri tion and uses.-White, Lima, and stri beans are those
principally used in the canning industry. Baked beans are chiefly of
the common white variety. Soya beans also are made into various
food preparations, especially for use by orientals.
Produ tio of canned beaus rose from 77,640,450 pounds in 1904 to
401,350,000 pounds in 1919, valued at $4,133,810 and $39,408,603,
respectively. About 73 per cent were baked beans; about 16 per
cent, string beans; 4 per cent Lima beans; and 7 per cent, all other.
Canning factories are located in the regions of largest production.
Baked beans are produced chiefly in Indiana, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania; string beans in New York, Maryland, and Wisconsin; and
Lima beans in New Jersey, whence one-half of the total output is
derived.
Imports of beans and lentils ranged around 1,000 000 bushels,
valued at about $1,500,000, during 1910-1914, chiefly from Europe.
In the war period imports increased greatly, because of the demand
from the Army; Japan was the principal contributor.
Imports of prepared beans declined from 3,461,541 pounds in 1908
to 800,264 pounds in 1913, valued at $347,476 and $49,933, respectively. Imports rose to 1,081,631 pounds in 1914 and 2,510,722
pounds in 1915, but decreased to 568,460 pounds in 1917. Later
statistics follow:
Caledar
ou.Quantity.

Value.

Equivalent
D Uty. Lsd

BEANS AND LENTILS.
Bushels.Per
ces*.
1918 ..............................................
2,082,850 .8,B864,028
$M0,333
a.87
1919
.............................................
2,309,007
8,32,802
577,144
6.93
1920
...........
j
............
.
.........
"o
.....
;.
.
j
I,
,,
t
,
,
oa
.
7.28
.....
;
IS 7,06396
42271 61440
1921(9 months) ..........................
(9mont~s).......................
...........
SOYA BEANS.
Pouatl.
1,433,319

1918 ...................................

11921 (9
............................
.. .. .. .43 13,8,7800
montb3) .......... ...... .......... 2.........
1920 ..........................
.......
,,l................
192(9 onts)

3,414,625

..

$111,818 ........................
201,496
............
1,5,759 ............
............ [.........
115US3.............

PREPARED BEANS.

199 ...............

.".. ..

..........

.....

1920.......
..........................
192
1(0monts). ..........................

"

S.......................
16,061
432

i

385,443

81,906

89,441

33,006

76,4i2

1.14

3,864

8,019

29,880..........

11.6s

......

10.0
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Since beans are provided for in the emergency tariff act of 1921
(par. 5), statistics' of imports by months for 1920 and 1921 are
given below:
Value.

Quantity.
---

Mouth.

-

1920

1921

Bu e.
492,191
............... ........
January ..........
213,310
February................................
284,0 9
March..................................
April .............................
0 ..
139,648
.....
79,942
.......
............... .......
May
Juy............
'4
Jue......
................ :......2,311
219,644
July....................................
18,20
August ...............................................
109,952
September
............................................
53,308
October ...............................................
.......................
70,371
November ........
38,610
............
Decemb9t ...
..................

1920

Bwe.
38,958 82,300,864
W2,167
30,812
52,114 1,107,766
19,430
477,874
33, 16
298,334
nn
11,212
712,118
070 136
13,369
4,638
4(, 155
8,810
297:350
10,738
1 62,74
24,661
102
2
23,254
11,299

1921
$95,421

79,231
115,203
44,351
4,365
o442152nuz
30,
34,252
11,273
50
18,
44,282
53,475

64,

Exports of canned beans are not itemized. The total export of
canned vegetables increased in value from $782,973 to $6,340,359
from 1908 to 1920.
Exports of beans ranged front 400,868 bushels in 1909 to 4,489,078
bushels in 1918 (fiscal year). Later statistics of the export of beans,
for calendar years, folow:

Quantity (bushels) .................
Value ..............................

1918

1919

1920

2,398,854
$14,228,277

3,795,420
$19,965,787

1,764,735
$7,872,241

19?1 (9months)
1,079,739
$3,673,664

In 1920, 50 per cent went to Cuba, 21 per cent to Danzig, and 14
per cent to Germany.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in can'fcatio;.-Provisions for beans in the
act of 1913 are here combined; and lentils, added in the act of 1913,
have been put in a separate paragraph (par. 765) with chickpeas
and cowpeas. Soya beans, prepared or preserved, appear in paragraph 773. Specific provision has been made for green or unripe
beans (which include/ string beans). The words "in brine" have
been added to prepared or preserved beans in order to make string
beans in brine, for instance, dutiable under this paragraph rather
than under the general provision for vegetables in brine. Bushel
equivalents have been dropped, since the trade is largely conducted
on the basis of weight.
Since no specific provision has been made for soya beans, not
prepared or preserved, exempt from duty under the act of 1913 (par.
660), they would be dutiable under this paragraph.
Suggested change8.-Since the principaluse at soya beans is crushing for oil, it is better to classify them, except when prepared or
preserved, with oil-bearing materials in paragraph 760.
" Figures are for beans and lentils to July, 1921.
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SRNATE ARMDXENTS.

PAR. 764. Sugar beets, 80 cents per ton;
other beets, 17 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT O +1918.

PAR. 250. Beets, twenty-Ave per centurn ad valorem; sugar beets, ten per centtim ad valorem.

PAR.

198. Beets of all kinds, 5 per ce,-

tum ad valorem.'

SUGAR BETS AND OTHER BEETS.

Descriptiona d ue8i--The beet is a root crop consisting chiefly of
mangels, garden, and sugar beets. Mangels and garden beets are
raised for seed, feed,
and table use. Sugar beets are by far the most
..
important.
Production of sugar
beets averaged 5,056,393 short tons during

1910-1914, valued approximately at $28,417,000; in 1920 production
was 8,545,000 short tons, with a farm value of $99 396,000. The
principal producing States are California, Colorado, Michigan, Utah,
Nebraska, Idaho, -Ohio, and Wisconsin. In 1909 the value of the
beet crop, exclusive of sugar beets, was $352,696, about one-third in
the Midge Atlantic States, the remainder widely distributed.
Inports of sugar beets in 1913 were valued at $28,751. Followizg
the reduction of the tariff from. 10 per cent to 5. per cet, imports in
1914 reached, a value of $75,590, but decreased to $30,774 in 1918
(fiscal years).
Imports of mangels and garden beets in 1913 were valued at'83,344,
nearly oneohalf from Cuba; the value rose to $16 772 in' 1914, and to
$14,466 in 1918 (fiscal year.), Later statistics foiow:
Sj

V.
value..

calendar year.

uy
Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

86GAR BEETS.
1918

...............................................

1919
.....................................
1920 ................. ............
1921(9 months) ...............

.................

Per cen.
52,71 $1,429
46149
4,274
951
19,0231
154,227 .......

5
8
5

ALL MOTHER BEETS.
1918 ..............

..............................

.

; ...................................

1919

...............

.

1920
............................................. ..............
1921 (9 months) ...........
.
.
.........................

<A

$10,160
20,341
39,704
42,073

$M
1,016
1,PM
. .......
i..

Percert.

6
6

790

790
8tVMJA3Y
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PAR. 765. Chickpeas or garbanzos, 1
cent per pound; cowpoe, one-haf of 1
cent per pound; lentils, 2 cents per
pound; lupine, one-hldf of 1 cent per
pound.

AOT OF 1909.

AOT' OF 1013.

(No corresponding provision. ChickPAR. 197. * *
lentils, not apepeasand cowpeas claasbleas peas; lentils cially provided for, 25 cents per bushel of
and lupine claable as vegetables.]
sixty pounds.
(No corresponding provision for the

other commodities. Chickpeas and cow-

peas cla able as pea; lupin clamable as
vegetebkw.]
CHICKPEA8, OOWPRASP LENTIL81

T.

(See Survey G-8.)'

Dgescptio and use.--Chickeas or garbazos are used as a vege.

table and in soups-in the United States chiefly by Latin-Americans.
The great bulk of the domestic crop of cowpeas is used for feeding
purposes, but some varieties, notably the Blakeye, are utilized for
food, in both the green and dried form. The lentil, the seed of a
leglnninous plant similar to the bean and peawis largely used in soups
and pures, chiefly by foreign residents. Lupines, the seed of a
legummous plant, rich in protem, are used for feed and to some extent
for food, particularly by Europeans.
Productin.-Chickeas or garbanzos are extensively produced in
Mexico and Spain, but the American production, is largely confined
to a small acreage in Caifornia. That State also 'produces a small
crop of lentils, and most of the commercial Blackeye cowpeas. The
great bulk of the domestic requirements of chickpemi and lentils, and
substantially all of the lupines used for food, are imported. The
South, especially the Southeastern States, devote several millions
of acres to cowpeas nearly all for feeding purposes. In 1921, the
harvested acreage of cowpeas was 1,133,000 and the yield 9,581,000
bushels.
Import of these legumes are not separately stated.
Experts.-None reported.
Important changes -in daaw)ication.-New specific provisions for
chickpeas, cowpeas, and lupines, the dutiable status of *hih has been
the subject of litigation., The first two have been held dutiable as peas,
though botanically and commercially distinct products.- Lentils have
been transferred to this paragraph from paragraph 197, of the act of
1913, for beans.
Suggested charges.-The proper spelling is "lupines."

4t
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PARAGR&PR7TC6
- .IL7404

NBNAT8 &IBNDJM TS.

Mushrooms, fresh, or dried
or otherwise prepared or preserved, 33*
per centum ad valorem; truffles, fresh, or
dried or otherwise prepared or preserved,
25 per centum ad valorem.
:PAR. 766.

AOT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1918.

PAR. 251. * * * mushrooms, and
truffle, prepared or prese ed, or contamed in tins, jars, bottle, or similar
packages, two and one-hal cents per
pound, including the weight of immediate coverings- mushrooms, cut, sliced, or
dried, in undivided packages containing
not lees than five pounds, two and onehalf cents per pound.

PAR. 199. * *
mu m
and
truffles, Including the weight of 1mm.diate coverings, 2* cents per pound.

MUSHROOMS AND TRUMI7CS.
(See Survey G-9.)

Description and umes.--Mushroons, and truffles are food luxuries,
since they possess but little food value relative to their price. Mushrooms are very perishable and are imported only in the canned and
dried form, whie most of the domestic product is marketed fresh.
About one pound of fresh mushrooms goes into an 8-ounce can, while
about 5 pounds are required for one 6& of dried. But the prices per
pound of canned and 4ried are about the same.
Productionof mushrooms has increased considerably in recent years.
It is estimated that between 5,000,000 and 6,000,000 pounds were'pitducod in 190."
Truffles are not commercially grown in this country.
Imports of ihushrooms and tffies in 1914 'were 9,188,177 pounds,
and in 1917 4 419,374 pounds, valued respectively at $1,306,818 and
$1,462,510. About 80 per cent are fromFrance. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

Qdantlty.
Pounds.

191 .......
.................... .............
1,290 114
1919
................
.............................
2,084,676
1920
.....
........................... 3132, 842

1921
(9uonts)....

...............

..

.

8,271,30

Van.o.

Duty.

15,4,917
32,253
1,354,337
,117
11,521,307
8,321
1,135.60 ..................

1A"a
Per cem.

6.14
3.86
5.13

Expots.-None recorded.
Suggested chanqes.-In view of the fact that in the agricultural
schedTles of H. R. 7456 specific rates of duty have been adopted
wherever they were possible, attention is invited to the fact that such
rates are feasible in the ease of mushrooms and truffles.
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IL; IL 7466.

i

OENATMl AXNDXBNTS.

PAR. 767. Peas, green or dried, 76 cents
per one hundred pounds; peas, split, 1
cent per pound; peas, prepr or prserved in any manner, 2 cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR.
251.* * * p-s
* * *
PAR. 199. * * * pewa prepared or
prepared. or preserved, or contained in preserved, or contained in tini, jars,
tusw, jre, bottles, or similar packages, bottles, or sQtjilar packages, inludiug the
two and one-half cents per pound, in- weight o, idinediate coverings, I cent
cluding
pound; * * *.
ings; •* the*.weight of immediate cover- perPAR.
209. Peas green or dried, in bulk
AR. 262. Pease, green, in bulk or in or in barrels sacl, or similar packages,
Larrels, sacks, or similar packages, 10 cents per bushel of sixty pounds; split
twenty-five cents per bushel of sixty peas, 20 cents per bushel9f sIxty pounds;
pounds; seed pease, forty cents per bushel peas in cartons, papers,, or other similar
of sixty pounds; pease, dried, not specially packages, including the weight of the
provided for in this section, twenty-five im"nediate covering, j cent per pound.
cents per bushel; split pease forty"fiv6
cents per bushel of sixty pounds; pease in
cartons, papers, or other small packages,
one cent per pound.
AS.

(See Survey 0-8.)

Decritio and ue.-Peae included in this provision are of the
field vanety. They arq grown for, human food and for stock feed,
for canning, forae, green manuring, and seed. The green garden
peg is used inth& resh state; dried peas are usedin'soups and pures,
and, sometimes are baked like beans; split peas are used in soup, etc.
For prepared or preserved peas, two varieties are used, the smooth,
round pea, known asthe early or Alaska type, and the wrinkled sweet
pea, not quite spherical. The two have distinct flavors, the latter
being generally sold as sweet or sugar peas.
Production.--The pea is native to Asia and South Europe. It is
cultivated both as a field and garden crop in many parts of the United
States, principally in the South Atlantic and east' North Central
States. In 1909 the product was 7,129,000 bushels of dried peas,
voluedjat over $10,000,000, while the crop of green peas approximated $3,000,000. The estimated production of dried peas for seed
in 1918 was65912,00 pounds, or over 1,000,000 bushels. In 1919
the commercial are in green peas was 103,686 acres and the harvest was valued at $7,164,988.
Production of canned peas in 1914 was 264 787,520 pounds, and
in 1919, 279,771,810 pounds valued respectively at $15,089,047 and
$25,073,220. Wisconsin and New York supply about 65 per cent of
the total.
!mports of geen or dried peas were 611,666 bushels, valued at
$,1.0,61 m i944; of split peas, 261,353 bushels; valued at $332,271,
Other peas'in cartons, papers, or other similar packages amounted in
1914 to 35,000 pounds, Valued at $3,025.
Imports of canned peas in 1914 amounted to 4,504,729 pounds.
valued at $344,ii3, French peas constituting the bulk.
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Later statistic follow:
valorem.

"y

, 114 JULIC OR IN BARRELS, SACKS, OR SIMILAR PACKAGES.

PEAS, lRf1l

1918 ....
1919 ........

..

....
.......

1921 (9montl )

Jiu~h~iePer
032,414 82,130,697

.........

.....

I920..

2

Dulyp

Vlutt.

Quantity..

,

(Wendst Felr,

708,810

..
....

....

...

673,397

.

39,650

$63,207
70,881
57, 340
'

2,037,182
2,084,882
1,380,487 .

min.
2.96
2.79

2.71

PEAS, (wwE N, IT BULI OR IN BARRELS, SACKS, OR SIMILAR PACKAGES.

19 9*
1920................
.
1921 (9 months)

8......... 16,426
......

...... .

.

..

.

.

..

,713

$1,42

3.1
498
407
2.81
17,616
16,778. ......................

4,981
4,067
4, 778

1606

8,495

$37, 60

SPLIT PEAS.
1918................
1919 ...........
.........
1921 (9 monts).

.

:........

-..

:

..........

FRAS IN CARTONS,
1918.......................

1919......................

PEAS, PREPAREDP QR P818f1V8p
.*

.....

PAPIER, 0

.

$1,99

4.61

38,222
2,090
21,238 ................

6.47

4,722

80,078

&W

SIMILAR PACKAGES.
U

2,7

J

806

$T6

502

147

1.41

7

40
I2
..............

1,457
1.... 1, ..

t1CONTAINED IN TINS,, JARS, BOTTLES OR SIMI1-

LAU PACKCAGES.,
..

1920......~..1..
1921 (9Mo'0"nths).
i

23,00

10, 460
8819

...........

1920..........................
1921 (9mo ts)..

198. .

.......
.......

........
.....

49,123
402,916
.1913,408
11,984
.....
,M

.

.

........

$4,504
84,446
"270,858
1860
K

$491
10.91
4,029
t.77
19,135
7.06.
.... ............

In 1920, 78 per cent of imports of dried peas came from Mexico.
Exports o0dried peas in the fiscal year 1918 were 266,824 bushels,
valued at $1,34 ,818; these went largely to Belgium, England, Canada, Norway, wad frane, Jarlier or more complete figures are unavailable. tUports, siu 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
Iola

919

1918

(uantity (bushl)s........
e.......... .. ....

191

.....

'....

322, 452

' $1,689,47

476,106

$2,664,611

I=

1920
296,679

1921

(9 month&).
92,813

$1$
415, 62$397,497

In 1920, tafada received 22 per cent; Germany, 15 per cent;
and Poland and Danzig,
Cuba,
pot ceit; Ergland, 13 per cent;
_
cent.
11 oyr 14
ct nges i classification.-The provisions of the act of
1mportart
1913 (pars. 109 4nd 209) for peas, green, dried, split, and canned (prepared or prserved) hafe been combined and the provision (par.
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199) regarding the inclusion of the containers'in the dutiable weight
has been dropped. Likewise, the clause (par. 209) regarding peas
in cartons and similar packages has been ciminated imports in this
'form being insignificant. Fifially, the rate of duty Las been placed
upon the basis of weight rather than measure, since the tiade is
largely so conducted.
Specific provision has been made in paragraph 765 for chickpeas

and

cowpeas.

PARAGRAPH 768.
H.

OENATE AMENDMENTS;

. 7486.

PAR. 768. Onions, 75 cents per one

hundred pounds; garlic, 2 cents per
pound.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 208. Garlic, 1 cent per pound;
PAR. 261. Onions, forty cents per
bushel 'f fifty-seven pounds; garlic, onions, 20 cents per pushel of 67 pounds.",
one "jIor pound.,
ONIONS AND GARLIC. -

(See survey G-15.)

De8cription and uses.-Besides its wide culinary use, the onion is
an important ingredient of many sauces and relishes. Of the numerous viieties those of Italy, Spain, Mexico, California, and the Beimudas are specially noted for size and quality. Garlic is an onionlike
bulbous plant, native to Central Asia and the Mediterranean region.
It may be used in the fresh state as a condiment, and as an ingredient

in some sauces.

Productim.-In 1910 there were 47,625 acres under onion cultivation, producing a, crop valued at $6,709,047. The corresponding
figures for 1921 were 55,829 acres, producing a crop valued at $26',966,000 and amounting to 12 652,000 busiels. New York, Ohio,
and Texas grew about one-third of the output. The growing o1
Bermuda onions has been attempted in southern Texas, and has
become a successful and important industry. 'Commercial production
of garlic in the United States is very small.
Import of onions in 1914were 1,096,781 bushels, valued at $890,508,
and in the calendar year 1920, 1,818,514 bushels, valued at $2,362,316.
In the latter year 78 per cent came from Spain and 10 per cent from
Egypt. In 1914, 9,282,302 pounds of garlic were imported as
compared with ,688,000 pounds in the calendar year 1920. In the
latter year Italy furnished 50 per cent; Spain, 29, per cent; and
Mexico, 14 per cent. Our Latifi population consumes the greater
part. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
"Onions, 40 cnto por buslhl of flfty-evn pounds. (Par. $6jomnoytWif t 0f;21.)

AWVMM"TY 01 TA37 M-oaMo.W1O,94.
Calendar yt.

qu~atity.

795

Values.

Duty.

8214,013

862, 193

ONIONS,

1919 .................................................

2 2,381

11 ............................
.......................
92
...... ................................
.......

740

1,017,13
14

074,874

X.04

148,000

14. 57

002 ,17 ...

GARLIC.

1 ...........................................

....... 3,991,80

1 .............................
91
..........
1920..........0................
1921 (9 monta),o ....................................

219,39,91
3..........

99,37
870,320
704
,614 ..

7,088,410
4,W,977

&

7.51
8.84
.........

General imports of onions, included in paragraph 8 of the emergency tariff act, are given by months for 1920 and 1921 in the following table:
Quantty.

Valve.

Montb.

January ......................
........
.br
...............
................

.
.

MArc......... .............................

rl ............

August ......

...... ..

.

.

.

.

..................................

,

.

B 2D73.
.
20,133
03,732

54,59
15
19,261

f,4

104, 942
.43,37

September .......................
......
8.7 4
October ........................................
.1.
177,742
November ..............
..................
119, 396
December..,... .... ...
...
............. 6,29

I

9,M
7,2

8

8 970,926
/ 8 6,62l
13259
,3I2
4 9,760
Z'62,
836

1U,076

11),60

12,175

1M6026

PoIM

22,01

281,965
300,447
652,883
442,413

72,804
183,94
12, 642
50,249 |

AW20
35,34
721?,061

094I

Exports of onions increased from 386,322 bushels in 1914 to 534,192
bushels in the fisca'year 1918, and in value from $435,953 to $788,584.
About 50 per cent of the sports go to Cuba and 25 per cent to Canada.
Later statistics, for calendar years, follow;

,ue

(. ...................

lmortant dange in ckzstfieaion.-'The basis of duty on onions
has been chan g from bushels to pounds to conform to commercial
usage.
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PARAGRAPH 760.

I. R. 7456.

SBNATN AXBNDXNTS.

PAR. 769. White or Irish potatoes, 42
cents per one hundred pounds; dried, de.
hydrated, or desiccated- potatoes, 31 cents
per pound; potato flour, 1J cents per
pound.

ACT OF 1909.

A0T OF 1918.

PAR. 265. Potatoes, twenty-fivo cents
per bushel of sixty pounds.
PAR. 480. * * * articles manufactured, in whole or in part, not provided
for iu this section, * * * twenty per
contum ad valorem. ' (Abstract 23912,
T. D. 30901, of 1910.)
eNo corresponding provision for dried,
do ydrated, or desiccated potatoes.]

PAR. 581. Potatoes, and potatoes dried,
desiccated, or otherwise prepared, not
specially provided for in this section:
Prorided, That any of the foregoing speci.
fied articles shall be subject to a duty of
10 per centum ad valorem When imported
directly or indirectly from a country, de.
pendency, or other subdivision of governmet which imposes a duty. on such articles imported from the United States.28

WHITE OR IRISH POTATOES.

(See Report T. I. S.-20 and Survey G-33.)

Descriptionand use.-The chief domestic consumption of potatoes
is, of course, in the familiar table uses. Relatively small quantities
are used for starch for potato flour, and for dried or riced potatoes.
Large quantities oi cull potatoes are fed to swine and other animals
on American farms. Potatoes are employed extensively in European
industries, principally in making starch, dextrin, alcohol, glucose, and
lactic acid; corn, which is in tChis country usually cheaper, is here
substituted for these purposes.
*The fresh potato is from 75 to 80 per cent water. Potato flour consists of the whole potato except the peel, washed, cooked and dried,
ground and bolted. It is used chiefly or mixing with bread Sours, also
for soup and other food products. Dried or dehydrated potatoes
in the form of chips flakes, or "rice," contain all the potato except the
water and peel, and are used almost entirely for food.
Production and prices of potatoes fluctuate greatly. Between 1916
and 1920 the harvest ranged from 287,000,000 to 430,000,000 bushels.
Though widely cultivated, the bulk of the commercial crop is concentrated in Aroostook County, Me., western New York, western Michigan,
Minnesota,
Colorado,
and central California. Each of the
potato
crops-the
"early,"Idaho,
th, "seed," and the "late "--enter into
a distinct market. Early potatoes are grown principally in the South
and move northward, seed and late varieties move southward and
eastward. Europe produces about 90 per cent of the world's harvest,
its physical and economic conditions being well suited to this crop.
Domestic manufacture of potato flour-began about 1917,. and in
1918 in five factories the production was about 2,500,000 pounds.
Sixteen plants were producing dried or dehydrated potatoes in 1918,
chiefly for Army use, with an output of about 7,000,000 pounds..
Imports of potatoes from the principal producing countries have
been barred by quarantines since October, 1912, only Canada and the
Bermudas shipping without restriction. Shipments of potatoes fromn
* Potatoes, 26 cents per bushel of sixty pounds. (Par. 7, emergncy tariff act of 1021.)
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the Bermudas are from 150,000 to 200,000 bushels annually; from
Canada, about 200,000 to nearly 6,000,000 bushels annually since
1914. In 1920, 85 per cent of the imported potatoes came from
Canada and 13 per cent from Denmark.
Imports of both potato flour and dried potatoes amounted to about
550,000 pounds, valued at $17,000, in 1914. Normally these imports
caine chiefly from Germany and" the Netherlands. In 1920 48 per
cent of dried and desiccated potatoes cane from Canada and 40 per
cent from the Netherlands. Statistics of imports since 1917 are as
follows:
Quantity.J

Calendar yeezr.

Value.

Duty.,

POTATOES.

1918 ...........................................................
1919 .........................................................
1920.................................................

1921 (9months) ................................

1,38,37,88
8
(aP$76oS
6,54,68
5,907,084
, 061,718 12, 68,4
5934

..... 1,28,715 1,890,90

0....

POTATOES, DRIED, DESICCATED, OR OTHERWISE PREPARED.

1918 ................................................................
1919 ...............................................................
1920 .........................................................
1921 (9months) .............................................

Pound.
4M9,61
188,897
3,421,405
3,461 746

$115,58
811367
480,194
7
310,496
6
140,996 .........

Dried potatoes are dutiable only when Imported from a country which Imposes a duty on potatoes
Imported-from the United States.

Since potatoes are provided for in the emergency tariff act of
1921, a comparison of general monthly imports for 1920 and 1921 is
given below:
Quantity.
month.

1920

january ................................................
February .....................................
March ..........................................
April ..........................................
May
................................
July .................
August .................
September......;..\..........
October
Novemb.

........
....

..............................
............................

1921

Value.
1920

494,532
294,754
024,158
1,179,597
I118,008
899,837

384,173
219,872
33g,999
317,638
172,843
23,805

887,98
87,730
1,314,285
3,061,036

Z3, 696
443,170
615,612
321,334

116,249
160, 536
136,8651
69,448

245,781
396,401
681,893

68,400
268,847

5,122
65,214

3,332,006
1,204, 94
178,

427,353

308,544

1021

8317,760
235, 007
281,163
191,791
164, 441
41,867
6, 077

59,221

101,678
141,063
143,408
76,212

Exports for 1910-1918 (fiscal years) were between 1,000,000 and
4,000,000 bushels, chiefly to Cuba and Canada. Later statistics (for.
calendar years) of exports of potatoes, except sweet potatoes, follow:

Quantity
(bushels)
\'iltie ........
. .......................
. .. .....
... . .

198

sv

6FTARF lwrOaMtlOs, 1=6.

In 1920, 65 per cent of the exports went tCuba and,0per cent
to Canada.
prw
oC
a 2
Important changes in dcZ&sfiion.--Potatoes covered by this paragraph were conditionally free under paragraph 581 of the act of 1913.
-.Potatoes are dutiable under the emergency tariff act of 1921'(pat. 7).
The
R, 7456
has been
from bushel
measure
to a rateof
rate perduty
100in.
pounds
to conform
to changed
trade usage.
The paragraph
has been restrictedspeciflically to white or Irish potatoes since thepotato
provision has been held' to embrace sweet potatoes, a commercially
distinct product. Imports of sweet potatoes and yams are restricted
by quarantines. . Such as are allowed entry wouldbe dutiable under
the provision for "vegetables, not specially provided for."
Specific provision has been made for potato flour.
PARAGRAPH 770.
L R. 7456.
SENATE AMENDM

,TS.

PAA. 770. Tomatoes in their natural
state, 1 cent per pound; tomato paste,
28 per centum ad valorera; all other,
prepared or preserved in any manner,
10 per centum ad valorem.
LOT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1918.

PAR. 262. Vegetables * * * prepared * * * not spedally provided
for in this section, * * forty per
'centum ad vslorem.
.[No correepondingprovision for tom[.
toes in theii natural state; claseble as
vegetables.]

pare' * * * not specially provided
forinthis section,
**25 per
centum ad valorem.
[No corresponding provision for toma.
toes in their natural state; classable as
vegetables.]

PAR. 200. Vegetables,

*

*

*

pre-

TOMATOES.

Descriiption and uses.-The limited keeping quality of the tomato
restricts the trade in the raw product. For this reason and because
of its popularity for many uses it is the most widely canned of all
vegetables. It is packed whole, and as pulp, pur6e, and a mixture
of whole tomatoes and pur6e. Tomato pur6e is the whole tomato
with skin and seeds removed and concentrated to a little less than
half its bulk. It is usd. as a basis for soups and sauces. Tomato
paste is heavily concentrated tomato produced by evaporating pulp
in a vacuum kettle or by first making pulp and then draining it.
Production.-For 1919 the Census reports that the commercial area
in tomatoes was 316,000 acres, with a harvest valued at $38,675,000.
A preliminary estimate of production in 1921 gives 1,044,000 tons as
compared with 1,648,000 tons in 1920. The falling off was largely
in canning stock, In 1919 the value of canned tomatoes produced
was $38,068,000; of tomato paster $1,301,000; and of tomato pulp,
$3,819,000.
Imports of raw tomatoes are not separately reported. Some are
grown by Americans on the west coast of Mexico for export to the
United Staes during the winter season. Some are also imported
from the West Indies. Shipments in the season 1920-1921 were

.4'J
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estimated at over 20,000,000 pounds. Imports of canned tomatoes,
mostly of tg ~to
pat ifron Italy, are given below:,*
Calendar year.

1918
1919.

Quantity,

Value.

Dox. cons.

$6,743
1..161 9,620
235060
6,056
.

....................................

..........

Ad
valojen

Duty.

rat.

$1,686
2p405
91, 514

Peru ot.

5..............
,07
3 ,634 ......................

28

25
26.

Expor4s of raV tomatoes are not separately reported. In 1920, 66
percent, of the exports of canned tomatoes went to Cuba. Export
values of canned tomatoes have since 1917 by calendar years been as
follows: 1918, $479,260; 1919, $2,127,896; 1920, $1,079,582; 1921'(9
months), $332,650.
Important changes in . sfiction.-New specific provision.

Suggested change.--Widely different rates are provided for tomato
paste and oth" canned tomatoes. In view of the fact that the
waste may be packed in varying degrees of concentration, it may
e possible to avoid the higher rate by shipping products such as
pur6e, pulp, etc. The dividing line between tomato paste and tomatoes prepared or preserved, is.41so not clearly defined, and the pro-

vision may therefore be difficult to administer.
PARAGRAPH ,71.
H. I. 746e.

5E1NAT3 AMEWMS.

PAR. 771. Turnips, 12 cents per one
hundred pound..

'ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

[No 'orresponding provision; cb1le
as vegetables.].

[No correponding provisions; classtbll.

as vegetablei]

TURNIPS.

Description, uses, and production.-The turnip is a vegetable of
relatively minor importance in this country, only about 4,000 acres
being planted in 1919.
Imports come from Canala, largely through Buffalo. Figures for
the years 1918-1921 are given below:
Calendar year.

1918 .....................................................
1919 .....................................
..
19 .................................
................
1921 (9 montb) ................................
IJul~y

Quantity.,

F1.M.231
2155,243
1,8 843
668$278

Value.

Duty.

Per ceW .
144,373
172,656
15.
790 164
118,526
15
711,425
100,714
15.
174,278 ...... .........

I to Dec. $1.

Ezport are not separately reported.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Important changes in clas8ifiection.-New specific provision.
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PARAGRAPH 72.
SENATE AMENDMENT.
O

H. R. 7456.

PAR. 772. Vegetables in their natural
.tate, not specially provided for, 20 per
centum ad valorem: Protvd, That in the
assessment of duties on vegetables no
segregation or allowance of any kind shall
be made for foreign matter or impurities
mixed therewith.
ACT 01 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

254. Cabbages, two cents each.
269. Vegetables in their natural
PAR. 215. Vegetables in their natural
state, not specially provided for in this state, not specially provided for in this
section, twenty-five per centum ad section, 15 per centum ad valorem.
PAR.
PAR.

valorem.

VEGETABLES IN THEIR NATURAL STATE N. S. P. F.

Description and use8.-The common cabbage, kaleekohlrabi, cauliflower, broccoli, and Brussels sprouts are all of the same family.
They are perhaps the most important of more than a score of vegetables of minor commercial interest included in this paragraph.
Cabbae serves as green fodder for cattle,, in addition to its use as a
food for man, and a dye known as cauline may be made therefrom.
Produdion of cabbage in 1919 from 123,994 acres was valued at
$21,848,112. It grows in every State, and in 1920 twelve Statts
reported a production of 820,750 tons, valued at $25,266,000. Complete production statistics for "all other vegetables" are unavailable,
but in' 1919 nearly 1,000,000 acres were devoted to these crops.
In 1919 the commercial acreage and vah:e of harvest of the more
important vegetables were reported by the Census as follows: Asparagus, 30,244 acres, $5,102,135; cantaloupe and muskmelons, 78,436
acres, $10,766,591; celery, 20,148 acres, $9,462,277.; sweet corn,
271,584 acres, $17,297,561; cucumbers, 51,643 acres, $8,579,102:
lettuce, 21,544 acres, $8,535,093; ' watermelons, 159,088 acres,
$10,466,133.

Import of cabbage in 1913 were valued at $262; in 1914, at $22,875.
Imports decreased during the war. Imports of all other vegetables
n. s. p. f., valued at $998,565 in 1913 and $1,083,458 in 1914, came
chiefly from Canada, Italy, Cuba, and Belgium. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem

rate.

CABBAGES.
1918

191.92
o ........................................

I,

IPer

.15
............
12

cent.

1,92

..
1.
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Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Ad

va

Duty.

SWEET POTATOES.

....
mo the........... ............
"
.......... .......
1...........................................
12.............................

lol

1921 (91915BE8I
MOUths) .........

....

,

.............
T~
NATRA

~

1,

.......
77............
IQ.zr
84TE

VZGETAELES IN THEIR NATURAL STATE, YIL?.P.

1918......................................................
1920

I2 ( Montt)...............................................

...

....
.

. |

$1,131,479 $1
1,833,31S

,0

....

.
Xr,4

..

.

Exprt. of "all other' vegetables in 1914 amounted to $1,712,000;
in 1918, $2,204,464; 1919, 83,237,09; 1920, $2,807,439; 1921 (9
months), $2,441,250. (Statistics for 1918-1921 are for calendar
years.)
the destination of 80 per cent of the exports.,
1920, CanadaIn
in c ftatiom.--The provision for nonallowmnc
ange.was
Importaniz4
for foreign matter or impurities is new and designed to simplify ad
mnistration.
PARAGRAPH 778.
H R. 7486.i

#XNAT5 AMNXNTB.

PAR. 773. Vegetables, if cut, sliced or,
otherwise reduced in size, or if parched or
roasted, or if pickled, or packed in balt,
brine, oil, or prepared or preserved in any
other way and not specially provided for;
soya beans, prepared or preserved in any
manner; bean stick, miso, bean cake, and
similar products, not specially provided
for; soups, pates,, balls, puddig , h~ah,
and all similar forms. composed of vegetables or of vegetables and meat or fish,
or both, not specially provided for, 25 per
centum ad valorem.

-OT OF 1909.
PAR. 252. Vegetables, if cut, sliced, or

otherwise reduced in size, or if parched

or roasted, or if pickled, or packed in salt,

brine, oil, or prepared in any way; any of
the foregoing not specially provided for
in this scdon, and beau stick or bean
cake, miso, and similar products, forty
per centum ad valorem.
[No corresponding provision for the
other commodities; soya beans clasable
as beans,]

J,

ACT OF 1918.
PA. 200. Vegetables, if cut, sliced or
otherwise reduced in size, or if parched or
roasted, or if pickled, or packed in salt,
brine, oil, or prepared in any way; any of
the foregoing not specially provided for
in this section, and bean stick or bean
cake, miso, and similar products, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
[No corresponding ,tovision for the
other pommdities; soya beans classable
as soya beans or as vegetables, prepared.].
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VZORTABIS PRWPAIiD OR PRESERVED.

Deieen tion and use.-This paragraph covers all prepared and
preserved vegetables not elsewhere provided for. It embraces
principally canned vegetables, ,but also those preserved in brine,
oil, etc., and packed in kegs, boxes, and similar containers. It also
provides for fancy food preparations of vegetables or of vegetables
inixed with meat or Uf!s. Our cwaning and preserving industry
exceeds that of any other country, but Asiatic and European food
specialties are imported largely' or resident aliens. In preserving
supplies of perishable commodities during the seasons of surplus for
periods of scarcity and i ertnding -the range of markets, the industry saves vast quantities of foodstuffs, and tends to stabilize prices
and conditions ofdistibution.
Bean Stick or' beaA cake is an oriental food product made from
ground and fermented soya beans. Miso is a cooked and fermented
combination of rice and soya beans, generally used in making soup.
Prod.dio',of dannedvegttables. (exclusive of beans, 'peas, and
tomatoes) in,1019 *as "vaued at $56,904;000. -While. caning and
preserving i carried on extensively, ;their,industry 'is local, factories
being located near those sections where the vegetables are grown.
CalitUiiaproduoes about 98 per cent of the panned aspaagus;,more
tbaAi 80 per cent, of the canneidcorn was packed in the seven States
of Illindis) Indianai Iowa* Maine, Maryland, New' Yorki and Ohio;
while Maryland far exceeds any other State in canned tomatoes.
Imports in 1913 of vegetables prepared or preserved were valued at
$2,218 365; they rose to $2,681,247, in 1914,,but declined during the
war. taly furnished the greater'portion, but considerable quantities
came, from'Frarnd* Spiin ,uaid Belgium. Imports of bean stick or
bean cake and miso were valued at $73,097 in 1911, soya bean cake
constituting about 70 per cent. Edible bean cake and mlso are imported to meet the demand of the oriental population.. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

VEGETABLES, PREPARED OR PRESERVD

1919 ..........

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

4

Pounde.
Per cet.
............................................$4 , 241
$114,810
25
, .....
........
.........
2,
,
t
,
4
O ,
.. To'1',37s72
2,'
.. ...........

191
..................
12.................

1921 (9months)..................

............. 11,01,210

1,178,001..............

BEAN CAKZ, QR DEAN ATIOC, roe, cR SIMILAR PRODUCTS.

1918......................... ...
1919.
.
..........
19..........
........
l'fl 9fl°fW).....................

.

.........

$121,29 $,3
32.
25
3,519,14
47,681
01,563
25
2,2720
19133
49,833
25
2
123 .....
1.....1.,09
..........

Export values of all canned vegetables in 1910-1914 ranged from
$783,000 to $1,822,000. The United idom and Canada were
the chief markets. Later statistics, for calendar years, follow:

"A'

A A, '.''

*

8U*ASY
.IWF
ADF +,

ORXATIO Ij

...

.1 an ........

.....

C
, nveptbles,
d..............
AlNo.le,
mood..............
(exc.pt oot",

.

soul%, tmioe .................

L

lot#

lots-

173jfr*1....
' 1"
0.......

,

,

,US,8U34

10,659,4H64

I, .9m

19
010

.

.

,420,248

1,282,320

Important change in da~iation.--New specific provision has
been made for soya beans, prepared or preserved. Some retain
their identity as beans. These have been exempt from duty as soy&
beans. There is also a new provision for vegetables With or without
meat orfishl ialthe. fami ofsoups,-hash, eto.,,.
Sugpm'ted #Ange.-9.Fe the reasons stated under the subheading
Convicting provisions" under p ra h 748, the words ,'sauces
of all kinds, not specially provided for,' followed by a semicolon,
might be inserted in this paragraph after the words "not specially
oddbth
, 71. +
provided for" in line 19
Conflict with paragrapi
4 ig
imposing
same rt, of. duty-on' vegetables, prepared or preserved, and fruits
prepared or preserved.
PARAGRAPH '"74,
SENATE' AMENDMBNT.

H. R. 7456.
PAR., 774..jloqm corn,

per ton.

ACT 91 lo0.
perPAR.
on ..238.,13

c

''

ACT

•.

F. 19A3.

? .. 434. Broom corn[FreJ.

"three
dollar
.

JOB0OM ORN.
Des8cption and use.-Broom corn belongs to the sorghum group
of plants. Two kinds, "standard" and 'dwarf," are commonly

grown. The dwarf is produced in the semiarid regions of the Southwest, the standard in the more humid, sections o6 Illinois, Kansas,

Oklahoma and Texas. -The standard brush is 18 to 30 inches long,
used lately in carpet brooms- the dwarf makes a brush 1 or 2 feet
long such as the wlisk and btr small brooms. Special equipment
in te form of drying sheds, threshers, a balers, is required ia
broom-corn production.
Production of broom, corn, in 1920 was 33,900 tons, valued at
$4,263,000. The principal producing States are Oklahoma, Illinois,
f
I
Kansas,, Texas, and New Mexico.
Imports of broom corn for 1910-1914 ranged from 186 to 7,622 tons.
Austria-Htmgary was formerly the chief source.
Later statistics for calendar.years follow:
1918
Quantlty(to=) ............................
Value .............................

I

,

2,399

ass,

1910,
3
00,200

I20
1,
78t715

1921 (9months).
49
941

so4
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In 1920, 97 per cent came from Kwantung leased territory.
Export during 1910-1914 ranged from 3 000 to 4,000 tons, valued
at $327,000 to $461,000, and went chief to Canada and Cuba.
Later statistics, for calendar years, follow:

s

ityt
ns)........

,.....
...

In 1920, 79per cent went to Canada and 18 per cent to Cuba.
erred from free list,
ee in dassifcation.--T
Impornt
paragraph 434, act of 1913.
PARAGRAPH T75

H. 39. 7488.

SNAT

MwbTS.
--

PA%. 775. Acorns, and chicory and
dandelion roots, crude, 1j cents perpound; ground, or otherwise prepared, &,
eents per pound; sll coffee substitutes
and adulterants, and coffee essences, 8
cents per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 230. Chicory root, raw, dried, or
undried, but unground, I cent per pound;
chicory root, burnt or roasted, ground or
granulated or in rolls or otherwise prepared, and not specially provided for in
this section, 2 cents per pound.
PAR. 33. Dandelion root, aid acorns
prepared, and articles used as coffee, or a8
prepaid,aid article used as coffee, or as Substitute for coffee not specially prosubWstitutes for coffee not specialty pro- vided for in this section, 2 cents per
:
vided for in this sCtion, twQ and one-half pound. ,ce nts per p un d.
d i ,r 44 0 e: PAR. 389. Acorns raw, drid or undried, but un4und [Free]. ,
&t- raw, drd r
.PAa. 48Acor
PAR. 478. Dandelion roots, raw, dried
dried, but un Mund [Free].
SPA 5N4. Dandelion roots, raw, dried, or undried, but'unground [Free].
or undned, but unground [Fee].
PAR. 291. Chicory root, raw, dried, or
undried, but ungroid, one and one-hf
or
root,orburnt
pound;or chicory
cents perground
in rolls,
granulated,
roasted,
or otherwise prepared, and not specially
provided for in this section, three cents
per pound.
PFR. 294. Dandelion root and acorno

ACORNS, AND 6I1UOORY ANtD DANDELION ROOTS, ITO.

Deocrij tion and u~es.-Dandelion root and dried acorns, ground, are
among the substitutes for or adulterants ofcoffee. Other substitutes
are chicory, parsnips, carrots, beets, various cereals, and saccharin
fruits, such as roasted figs, dates, and raisins. The regulations under
the pure food and drugs act, requiring proper branding, discourage
the use of stich substitutes and adulterants.
Dandelion root is also used as a bitter material in so-called tonics

and blood purifiers, chiefly proprietary.
Productin.-.-Dandelion root is collected for commerce in various
European countries where the plant is both wild and cultivated. It
s grown extensively as a garden plant in America. but wild supplies
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are more than sufficient for, domestic medicinal purposes. The lowpriced foreign product has taken the market, but domestic dandelion
appeared during -the war'scarcity.
Practically all of the domestic chicory is grown in Michigan18,196,000 pounds in 1919. It has been grown also in California,
New York, Wisconsin, Nebraska, and Connecticut.
Import of dandelion root and acorns, prepared used as substitutes
for coffee, were 132,262 pounds, valued at $17,780 M 1913, and 162,487
pounds, valued at $15,481 in 1914. Practically allcame from Germany and Austria. Imports of dandelion roots for the fiscal years
1909-1918 averaged annually 87,205 pounds, valued at $11,555.
In 1920, of the imports of raw chicory 49 per cent came from
Belgium and 29 per cent from Germany. Recent statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar ye.

I Duty.

Value.

EquJvh~nt
Iv
.HqW

*

DANDELION ROOT, CRUDE.

1918.
.
......
........
191.........
........................

....
t
1921 (moltbo)0

...............................
9

99,431..2.,084
17,,.0.

.. i

M1..........
9M

1,

.....

.......

2077

ACORNS% RAW VUT UNGROUND.
1919
.............................
.......
.....
..
192D...................
o...............s.*...............

1921(montb )........................................

10001
18161

." ...
, " ..........
i ...........
... ...

4 ............. ........ """

1101

CHIcORY ROOT, RAw, DRIED, OR UNDRIED, BUT UNGROUND.

102 monthshs).

............

... ..............

,_

.....
1....

54

ESSENCES OR EXTRACTS OF COFFEE.

1918 ...

...........

.............

.11o

1919 ...................................
1.
. ...............................
)
. .(.mont
.............................

13,924
. 2,855

525
6,824

82

71

,678 ......

278
.......

L8
40
;...

DANDELON ROOT AND ACORNS, PREPARED, ETC., N.a. w..
918..

...........

..................
.

................. ..........
.

.
.......

..

4,684

1671

84

18.0

2 517
8,083

1,324,
8,506|

0
474

L.
I1

1921 (92
mo.t.s................... "...........1,,9

010...............

CRICORY ROOT, GROUND OR'OTHERWISE PREPARED.,
1919.................

......................

1920 (9
..........
..............
.............
1921
montl sl).+.:222
.. +.......................

581

1,750,3781
1Th383

129,910
13,77A

83,018
S.
..................

Export are not separately recorded'.
Important chne i d"ss fication.-Two dutiable and two free
paragraphs relating to coffee substitutes and adulterants have been
here combined antra new item, coffee essences, added.
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PAR. 776. Chocolate and>ocoa, 'sweet-,
ened or unsweetened, powdered, or otherwise prepared, 174 per centum ad valo.

rem, but nQt less than 2 cents peq pound;
cacao bte;, $4cents pe pound.
A'CT, OF 1909 .

ACT OF 1913.

* PAR. 2%2. Chocolate and cocoa, pre.
PAR. 231: Unsweetened chocolate and
pared or manufctured, not specially pro- cocoa, prepared or manufactured, not
Mded
for in this section, valued at-not special]ly provided for in t section, 8
over fifteen OentG per pound, two and one- per cen tumad valorem. Sweetened ehochalf cents per pound; valued above fif. late avi! cocoa, prepared or manufac.
teen and not above twenty-four cents per tured, not specially provided for in this
pound, two and one-half cents pet pound section , valued at 20 cents per pound or
and ten per centum ad valoren"; valued less, 2 cents per pound; va.lued at more
above twenty-four and not above thirty, than 2C) cents per pound, 25 per centum
five cents per pound, Aive cents per pound ad 'vale rem. The weight and the value
and ten per centum ad valorem; valued of the immediate coverings, other, than
above thirty-five cents per pound, fifty the out or packing case or other covering,
per centum ad valorem, The Weight and shall b ificluded in the dutiable .weight
value of all coverings, other thai plain and the*value of the merchandise.- •
wooden, shall be included in the dutiPAR. 232.. Cocoa butter orcocO butterable weight and value of the foregoing ine, * * * and all substitutes for
merchandise; powdered cocoa, unaweet cocoa biutter, 31 cents per pound.
ened, five cents per pound.'
PAR. 293. Cocoa butter or cocoa butterine, * * * and all substitutes for
*
cocoa butter, three and one-half cents per
pound.
OHOOLATE AND COCOA.

Description and u8e8.--Chocolate and cocoa are derived from the
cacao being or crude cacao (par. 1548). After being cleaned, sorted,
blended, and roasted, the crude cacao is crushed inte small fragments,
termed "chocolate nibs," from which the shells or husks are removed by a winnowing process. The nibs are then ground into a
molasseslike product wohih hardens upon exposure to air. This is
the unsweetened chocolate ("chocolate liquor" in the trade) of this
_aragraph. Confectioners and bakers take most of the marketed
product, and a considerable proportion is used as cooking chocolate.
The great bulk of this liquor is further elaborated for sweetened chocolate or cocoa powder and butter. The removal of all but about 20
per cent of the nature fat content, enabling the product to powder,
distinguishes cocoa froin chocolate. There is much demand for this
fat or cacao butter.
The familiar sweet chocolate is prepared by milling or stirring the
liquor, adding sugar and cocoa butter, and sometimes other ingredients and pouring the semifluid mass into molds to harden or "cake."
There is a growing market for Swiss or milk chocolate, which involves
merely the addition of powdered milk. In the manufacture of cocoa
and cocoa butter the chocolate liquor is subjected to hydraulic presure, a large part of the oil or fat expressed, the pressed mass passed1
through a fine sieve, dried thoroughly, and canned or packed.

Proaucion.--The output of the cocoa and chocolate industry in-

creased about tenfold from 1$95 to 1918. In 1914, 316 factories (ex-

clusive of confectioners) had a capital of $24,000,000 and a product
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valued at $36,000,000. The industry islocalized in the Eastern States,
four plants producing about half the domestic output. Automatic
machinery is employed almost exclusively and raw materials constitute the principal Item of cost. In 1917.tha49 largest factories
reported the following production, which is substantially the total for
this country:
roUM

Cocoa powder ...............

-

56, 241,869'
17, 348, 012

Cacao butter ..............

Sweet chocolate...........68,835,847I

OPltl

W

Cooking cho" t ...........13, 725,617
Chocolate liquor ........... 16, 635, 892
Chocolate coating ........... 75,373.052

In 1919; the total value of the products of the 48 establishments
was $139,000,000, divided as follows: Chocolate.cakesi sweetened and
unsweetened, $51,000,00; chocolate liquor and coating, $36,000,000;
chocolate, including milk chocolate,.$12,000,000; cocoa, $24,000,00(;
cacao butter $14,000,000; all other products, $2,000,000.
IreportO of chocolate (largely unsweetened) are chiefly from Switzerland. Values declined from $845,639 in 1907 to $379,876 in 1914,
due to the sale of Swiss patents to an American concern and the
erection d a branch factory here by a leading German manufacturer
to avoid import duties.
Import values of cocoa were $373,888 in 1907, $379,876 in'1914, and
$483,740
in "Dutch
1917. Holland is the principal competing country, ,with
the product
process" cocoa, desi ned for the high-grade trade,
and falling almost entirely under the classification "powdered, unsweetened."', Late'statisticS!follow:
~C440~rArW

~

j

Quanttjvsl

DPoyQ"

COCOA OWBTSEV1.

.............. ...

..................

...

... ... /

PO
M ,

8,2

15292

COCOA, UNSWEETENED,
1 .............................
1
9
.......
.
191 ..........................................
9

191 (9 o

................................

...

715,,3

I.;.

.,.

- ,... ...

1,745

,
.

1 ..................
98.

,

"Mm

................................... .... .i.770) ,

1........

38
29,901

71,524

, .... . .,.

.

....

.

.

37,128

880,551

.

-

..

$160
2!?752

198,287 ......

,7

..

.

100
8.00

.......

8.00

CHOCOLATE, 8WRETSNED.

S.
..............
919.................................. ..
92
19months) 12*284623
.......................................

1921

iO

O A

,

,
.8f 531

9530
4j6

16010

W....u

$1,1 ............
4; 3 ............

$,6
1
D

.,

,.

223,405

......

...

.

CHOCOLATE, UNSWEETENED.

1918 ....................................................
........
........ ............ .. ....

2,246

1921 (0 months) .......................................

28,798
80,679

1,190

$86

o..

8o9

48

.00

.00

1838
1009
&.00
15,310 ....................
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Calew1~ ypr.

QJaz" t.

v'ue.

Duty.

qQajonm

C' AO BUTTR AND 3U58TITUTZ014Bi .
...................................
8.
.1919

920...............

.........

I= (9 MOnth)... -............

Pound,
049
8,170

.........

2,39

1.
14'

e,,
12.24
11.27

6107
286

,70

4W

98,99................

4..8,318

..

.,

1872

73.

In 1920, 60 per cent of the cacao butter came from the Netherlands
and 30 per cent fromGermany,
E, t during 1910-1914 were valued at $800,000 to $500,000.
Later sttistor
calendar yeas, follow:
i18
19.

Owno and abooolate, prp" or wanuiso..
ue .69...................
OwualV butten
'
.

..

+:

....... ..

,

..

..

.

1919l

1920 ,

,Of, R16

47 $21,380,01
,

3

. . ...

K-03

... .

7

(Omontha).

87,788
5680

720
$i

00

•

W:,,

M....

In 1920, 50 er cent of he'cacao butter went to Canada and 20
per cent to Belgium. The latter country also took 44 per cent of
the manufactured cocoa and chocolate.
Important chan~ in daeaifatio.-The two paragraphs relating
to cocoa, chocolate, and cacao butter have been combined and simplified. The graduated specific and ad valorem duties upon cocoa
and chocolate-have been replaced with an ad valorem rate, a minimum specific rate begin provided to prevent dumping of low-priced
products, and the provision with respect to containers eliminated, being
unnecessary.
The provisions for "cocoa! butterine and "cocoa" butter substitutes
have bien eliminated, and the spelling changed to the correct form,
cacao butter, to avoid confusion wth Icoco "butters made from cocoanut oil. The provision for refined deodorized cocoanut oil is also eliminated; the article falls within the general provision for cocoanut oil in
paragraph 50, HER. 7456.',
PARAGRAPH
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

M??.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

777. Ginger root, candied, or

otherwise prepared or preserved, 15 per

centum ad valorem.

AOT OF 1909.

[No corresponding provion; cable

as sweetmeate.J

ACT OF 1918.

[No corresponding provision; clasmable
as sweetmeats.]
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GINGER ROT, OANDIED OR PRESERVED.

De ipti and wa.-Candied or preserved ginger root is a delicacy
or "oonft" resulting from the addition of heavy rich srups or coatingT of sugar to the cleaned and specially prepared root. In certain
sections of China the preserved root is prepared in small earthen
jars, in which manner it is shipped to this country.
Production.-In thiA country the candied ginger root is an important.
product of certain candy manufacturers and confectioners.
Imports.-In 1914, 478,058 pounds of ginger, preserved or pickled,.
valued at $36,434, were imported. About 95 per cent came direct.
from China or Hongkong. Later statistic follow:
Ad
Oeen.da~~r.

•Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
191..........................24791
1919.....................................................
6N5O
M
190................
f......S 4 Ot6
1921 (9months) .............
..............
48

30,11O
10 0
1249 SU
.......

Duty.

16,028
0,186
M172!
.

valorm
rate.
Per ca*
1
W

Important cwUnge in daf),aio.-New specific provision.
PARAGRAPH 778.
IL I.

7456.

SENATE A

MENDXMNTS.

PAR. 778. Hay, $4 per ton; strw,. $i

per ton.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 258. Hay, four dollars per ton.
PAR. 267. Straw, one dollar and fifty'

cents per ton.

I

PAR. 205. Hay, $2per ton.
PAR. 213. Straw, 50 cents per ton.

HAY AND STRAW.

(See Report T.L S.-20.)

Use.-About four-fifths of the domestic hay is consumed on farm
where grown, while the trade is in large part due to the demand for
horse feed in the urban centers. TinotIy, the principal variety of the
Northern States is preferred for this purpose.
Production.-The crop of tame hay, approximately three-fourth.
of which is raised in the Nortlorn States, averaged over 80,000,000
tons iL the' years 19141 to 1918i and its farm value was over
$1,000,000,000. Production in 1921 was-81,567,000 tons of tame hay,
and 15,235,000 tons of wild hay, the farm value of the two being
$1,090,776,000.
Imports of hay fluctuate according to domestic crop conditions..
From 1910 to 1914 they ranged from 96,763 to 699,213 tons. Partly
because of quarantines, whichrohibit imports from nearly all countries, and, also beoaus6 of. the
cost of transporting so bulky a
product, Canada is the ;only 'oreigncompetitor in domestic mfrkts.-

20
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Shipments move om the eastern provinces to adjacent eastern mar,kets and consist principally of timothy. Later statistics follow:
Calendaryear.

1918.............
.........

Quant. ty

.... ,.
,............ ...

49g21 (0inonths). ,

.

*.*."
.......

Value, .

Duty.

87
o 1 106
06,
-tiff,

., ...........

3..

,

*6

4,10

t

87 4
41$-/,t
.. ,.

"

10.
10a

.... .. .... ;......

ExportMs ranged from 50,151. to 60,720 tons during 1910-1914.
'They went chiefly to Canada and Mexico. Later statistics) for calaendar years, follow:

2

j

1918

_Quantiy (tows) .............................

.................................

4030

1919.

I920

32,142

63,154

$M, 975

$1,797,396

1921(9months).
,

36,9(),j

839,1,

PARAGRAPH 7r790
SENATE AMENDMENTS

H. &.7466.
PAR. 779. Hope, 24 cent pr pound;
hop extract, $1.50 per pound; lupulin, 75
-cntsper pound.
ACT O1 1909.

ACT 0F 1913.

PAR. 260. Hops, sixteen* cent. per
pound; hop extract and lupulin, fifty per
.centmn ad valorem.

# lupult, 0 per centum
hgop extract, and
ad valorem.

PAR. 207. Hope,) 14e:cnte per pound;

HOPS iZT0.

De8riptiom and se.--The hop is a perennial twining herb of the
ettle fairly, which produces burs or "hopm," used in brewing. The
yellow, resinlike pollen covering the base o6f each hop is calledlupulin
and imparts the bitter taste to beer, while the amount in the hop
practicay determines its value, The chief substitutes for the hop
are imported hop extract and lupulin, occasionally also quassia,
gentian, and camomile. The last three impart an unpleasant, rough,
and bitter taste to beer. Hop extract is the essence of the hop in a
semisolid form. Hop extract and lupulin are seldom separated from
the hop in this country. The two commodities are combined in the
-statistics.,
The quantity of hops consumed b brewers declined from 42,000,000
pounds in 1917 to 6,000)000 pounds n 192%, including hope used to
make "cereal beverages,"
i. 2 i
Produc&ion.-In 1921 production was 29,140,000 pounds, valued at
$7,117,000, on an area of 28,000 acres. Of the total crop, California
produced about 50 p r cent; Oregon, 30 per cent; Washington, 18
per cent; and New York, 2 per cent. In 1915, 52,980,000: pounds
were produced.
.mport. of hops in 1914 were 5,360,748 pounds, valued at $2,775882,
with revenue, of $857,719;46 per cent from Austria-Hungary and
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53 per cent %1
ih Germakiy. Imports of hop extract: nd lupulin
were vidued at $49,451 in 1914, and at $24,059 in the. calend r year
1920. Later statistics (for hops) follow:
Calendar year.

1918..................................................

1919 ....................................................
1920 .....
...........................
1921 (9 months).............................

Quantity.

.106,7il

379,405

4,07,9,
1419409

V&ue.

Duty.

a'ulvalent
Iorm

M,8 P17,074
1gOOU .0,705
2,4
.693;088

27

.....

1920, 29 per cent of the imported hops came fromBelgium, 28
perIncent
from Czechoslovakia, and 23 per cent from Germany.
Export of hops in 1914 were 24,262,896 pounds,, valued at
$6,953,529, 90 per cent to England and 5 per cent to Canada. -Shipping conditions and short supply greatly reduced exports from 1916
to 1919. Statistics for the c endar years !§!8-1921 follw:
!

?ala.

ty(ponds .....
..

In 1920, England took 69 per cent and Ireland 14 per cent.
PARAGRAPH 180.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 780. Spices and spice seedst.
Anise seeds, 2 cents per pound, caraway
seeds, 1 cent per pound; cardamom seeds,

10 cents pek pound; cassia, cassia bude/

and cassia vera, unground, 2 cents per
pound; ground, 5 cents per pound; cloves,
unground,, 3 cents per pound;, ground,
6cents per pound; clove stems, unground,
2 cents per~poand; -ground, 5 cents per
pound; cinnamon and cinnamon chips,
unground, 2 cents per pound; ground, 5
cents per pound; coriander seeds, onehalf of 1 cent per pound; cummin seeds,
I cent per pound; curry Ond curry powder,
2 cents per pound; fennel seeds, 1 cent per
pound; ginger root, not preserved or
canqied, unground, 2 cents per pound;
ground, 5 cents per pound; mae, unground, 4 cents per pound; gound, 8
cents per pound; Bombay, or wild mace,
unground, 18 cents per pound; ground,
22 cents per pound;1 mustard seeds
(whole), I cent per pound; mustard,
ground, prepared in bottles or otherwise,
5 cents per pound; nutmep, unground, 2
vents per- pound; ground, 5 cents per
I)ound; pepper, capeicum or red pepper

SENATE AXBND~rNTS.
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or cayenne pepper, and papriki
ground, 2 cents pur pound; grove
cents per pound; black or white p
unground, 2 cents per pound- groin
cents per pound; pimento allspicea
ground, 1 cent per pound; group
cents per pound- whole pimi
packed Z brine or In oil, or preps
preserved in any manner, 6 cen
pound- sage, unground, 1 cent per 1
ground, 3 cents per pound; turmei
cents per pound; mixed spices, and
and spice seeds not. specially prc
for, including all herbs or berb fea
glae or other sxa# packages, for cu

use, 20 per centum ad valorem: .I'r
That in all the feong no alle
shall be made for dirt. or other h,
matter: Provided furore', That th
portation of pepper, shells, roWu
unground, is hereby prohibited.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT O

1918.

PAR. 266.Sed:* * * seeds of all
PAu.212. Seeds:* * *;carwayseed,
kinds not specially provided for iiI this, -I cent per pound; anise seed, 2 cents per
section, ten cents per pound.
pound; * -* * seeds of all kinds not

specially provided for in this sectinn, 5
cents per pound:- Proviid That no allowawe shall be made for i or other impurities in seeds provided for in this
paragraph.

PAR. 668. Seeds: Anise, .*
PAR. 595. Seeds: Cardamom, * * *
carawry, cardamom, * * * Cora nderv coriander,. * * * cummin, fennel,
cummin fennel,
*
,mus- * * * mustard, * * * [Free].
tard,* *.0*(Aepl.

PAR. 235. Spices, unground: Casia
PAR. 298. Spices: Mustard, grota id or
prepared, in bottles or otherwise,, ten buds, cassia, and cassia vera; cinnamon
cents per pound; capsicum or red pe Pper, and cinnamon chips; ginger root, unor cayenne pepper, two and one -half ground and not preserved or, candied;

cents per pound; sage, one cent per pcund; nutmegs; pepper, black or white; capispices not specially provided for in this cum or red'. pepper, or cayenne pepper;
section, three cents per pound.
and clove tem, 1,cent per pound; cloves,
. PAR. 679. Spices:. Csi, cassia vera, 2 cents per pound; pimento, I of 1 cent
and cassia buds; cinnamon and chilA of; per pound; sage, I cent per pound mace,
cloves and clove sterna; mace; nutx1.gU8 cents per pound; Bombay or wild mace,
pepper, black or white, and pimentoe; ald 18 cents per pound; ground spices, in
the foregoing when unground; g'ingeZ each case, the specific duty per pound
in the foregoing part of this
root,
[Free). mnd not preservei d or enumerated
. diedunground
parsrph for unground .spie, ad in
addition thereto a duty of 20 per centum
ad valorem; mustard, ground or prepared,

in bottles or otherwise, 6 cents per pound;
all other spices not specially provided for
in this section, including 411 herbs or
herb leaves in glassor other small packages
for culinary use, 20 per centum ad
valorem.
PAR., 471. Curry,, and curry powder
PAR. 552. Curry, and curry poi rder

(Feel.

PAR, 634. Turmeric (Free].
[Free]. for w
698. Turmericprovision
PAR.corresponding
[No
[No corresponding provision for whole
hole
pimientos; dutiable as vegetables pre pimentos; dutiable as vegetables pro*s.1
pared..

8UMAIY, OF TAUFF ORKATIOJ, W91,
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Decriptwn, ua,and prodttion.-Anise is the seed of an annual
plant native to Egypt and other Mediterranean regions. It is cultivated in the south of Europe, South America, India, Cuba, and in,
Germany, especially around Erfurt, where a large quantity is produced. Anise is used as a spice, in the preparation of liqueurs, and
a a.me.dicinal stimulant. Oil of anise, a volatile oil obtained by
crushing and distilling the seed, is used for similar purposes. Anise
has a warm, sweetish taste and an agreeable odor.
Imports averaged annually 1,083,339 pounds from 1910 to 1913.
Later statistics follow:
C amdaryesr.

Quantity.

1918 ...............................
1919 ................
90....................
................
1921
monthsh) ..
. ............................

Value.

Duty.

Sdquvaln.

PoN*&.
Per cent.
275,625 '$,482
56,612
14.71
494,456
89,721
9,88
11.02
425,34 1 87,144.
8,617
12. 6
2
9,6W0.....
...........

CARAWAY 821D.

Description, tses, and prodution.-This is a grass seed growing
wild in Europe and parts of Asia, and cultivated in Burope and
America. 'The grass bas a branching stem from 1 to 2 feet high,
finely divided leaves, and dense, whitish flowers. The seed is used
medicinally, and as an aromatic condiment by distillers, confectioners, and perfumers in the preparation of liqueurs, cakes, scented
soaps, etc. Caraway oil, fragrant and volatile, is obtained by crushing the seeds and distilling with water. It serves the same purposes
as the seed.
Imports averaged 3,279,230 pounds from 1910 to 1913. In 1914
they declined to 1,909,300 pounds, compared with 3,691,831 pounds
in 1913. Later statistics follow:
Equvale!

Caladaryear.

1918 ....................
1919 ........................

................

Quantity.
Pounds.
382,581

...........
2,013,887
1920...................................1,8W,687
1921 (9months) ........................................
2,6 -,121

Value.

$151,355
370,343

1,901
132,921

Duty.

$3,82
20, 139

valre

Per cent.

2.53

5.44
18,876
1286
................

Desription, uses, and produdion.--Cardamom is the fruit of
various species of East Indian or Chinese plants of the ginger
family. The true official 6irdamom is native to Malabar and cultivated in India. The fruit is threeocelled and contains numerous
small seeds, which form a pleasant, pungent spice used as a condiment and as medicine on account of its cordial and stimulative
qualities.
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Imports in 1914 were' 80,782Vpounds, ,valued at $72,148.
statistics for calendar years follow:
*i

lot

%UV .........W.
I...

.. ...

220,
7

.

147

Late'

IV

199,1. . I

0

28 2

Important changes in datsjcaion.---Cardamom seed is exempt from
dutyundor'paragraph 595 of the-act oft1913. ':,,,'::,
0A81A BUA AND OASI!

.

Descqrption and mses.-Cassia buds are the dried, 'uipe, fruit of
the cultivated tree innamomum cassia, and are used as a spice, tile
flavor differing slightly from cinnamon. They are of little commercial
importance. ,Cassiais the dried bark of the same tree and is used
as a spice, in the preparation of incense, and for the production of
the essential oil for flavo
material. Good cassia is sweet and
aromatic,.with a flavor resembling that of cinnamon.
Producion.-This spice comes from Canton and Hongkong.
There is no probability of its production here.
Imports of unground and ground cassia buds steadily declined
from 638,979 pounds in 1908 to 23,367. pounds in 1913. In 1915,
200 pounds of ground buds were imported, and in 1917, 139,224
potiid. Imports of' unground and' ground cassih increased from
a,692,300 pounds in' 1908 to 7,151,605 pounds in 1913. *A total of
9,019,350 pounds was imported' in 1917. After 1914 the ground
spice ranged fiom 200 to 24,800 pounds a year., Later statistics
foll1bw:
Calendar year.

Quantity, .Ve

Dut'.

qOrem.

CASSIA'BUDs UNGROUND.-

445,647
18,851
250,842
$99, N6

1918 ...................................................
1919...................................................
1920.................
...................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

17,713
1,645

$4,45
180
2,|08

28,487

20,53

6.5

11.45
9.47

CASSIA BUDS, GROUND.
19 I

....

.

,,,,,....,......

................

............
.

.,....

" 24,8I
801

,....j

I

7~753f

lii

,,799

tV

MU.

I

2.3.20

CASSIA AND CASSIA VERA, UNGROUND.
1918 ....................
I ......
1919..............................
192 ............. .........

.......

1921(9 Mnt#$.,.

7,665,048
a"9,996
8,33o,867
608,68
770,844
M.....3.............5,,81

0,44

8186 m0

8 ,309
,42

32780......... .......

12AS$

10.40

&2

CA8SIA ANDCASSIA VERA, GROUND.
1919...................
19................
.............. ..........
1921 (9 months) ........................................

I'.

140

100

68,010

8
1,487

f

7
2

24.83

367

...... ...............

SUMMARY OF TAMUFF INFORMATION# 1921.

81

In 1920, of the total imports of cassia and cassia vera those from
Hongkong were 38 per cent, from' Dutch East Indies 32 per cent,.
and rom China 27 per cent.
Exportm were not separately Stated.
CORIANDER SED.

Description,umee, and' Vr~dwt.-C riander a native of theEouth
of Europe and of the East, is naturalized in England and in some
parts of the United States. The seed-is used as a flavor in cooking
and as a s-iwn 4 and carminative. It is popular among the Germans, who put it in bred and liquors. suga-coated coriander seeds
are used as confections.
Importekin 1914 were 1,238,4 0 pounds, valued at,'$6,!58., Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
.
1918
uantity(pounds)...,.........
...........

......
.......

229,,015
,417

1919
6 , 252
*12,151

1920
2,13,979
,5w
0

1921 monthshs.
720,774

ImportzAn change da**itirn.--Ooiander-see64 s transferred
from the free list of the act of191 (par. '695).
CUMMW SED.

Description
usee.-Cummxin
seed, (*)stituting"
the cumipnn
of,
It .i' employed
in the
and carminative.
is aznd
stimulative
pharmacy,
making of currypowder and in veterinary medicines.,
Produa.iw.-There is no production here; the seed is imported,
Imports in 1*14-were 530,350 pounds, valued at $31,709.' Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
1918

1919

( .................. ............
, • ,y
1 18,6
.........................
,7

1920

1 i4,8B
357,990

11921 (Month).
s%

Important change in dausifimio.-Cummin seed is transferred
from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595).
CURRY.

Description, uses, and produdion.-Ourry is a kind of sauce or
relish, made of meat, fish, fruit, eggs, or vegetables, cooked with
spices, such as cayenne pepper, coriander seed, ,inger, garlic, etc.
It is very popular in the eastern Tropics especially miIndia, where it
originated. Curry powder, the mixture o spices used for making
curry sauce, is composed of "inger, cayenne pepper, tu rmeric, and

coriander seed, to "which salt, cloves, ground cinnamon, garlic,
scraped coconut, etc., may be added.
Inprtq in 1914 were $11,807, about 95 per cent of which came
from the United Kingdom. Since 1917 imports by calendar years of
curry and curry powder have been as .follows:

V.
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191
d) .......................

ut ty(Po

. .........
. ........

........

1919

•

25,075

i.

9

log

1921 (mouths).

1J2

1 449

41,118

8,132

$14,m

Important change in cla*fimion.-Curry and curry powder are
transferred from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 471).
flNWRL 8BUD.

Description,ues,andprodutn.-The fennel grows wild in southern

Europe, and is cultivated in both Europe and America. The aromatic
seeds are used as a condiment and as a medicine,
Imports in 1914 were 207,135 pounds, valued at $12,299. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:

-.. .

..

,
sin~

......

.... ......................

,6

(9

ta).
8"

28,M

78,075

161 W

1

1920

1919

1918

1,3

2,6

7,5

Important ch nges in clasfication.-Fennel seed i4 trsnderred from
the fiee list of the act of 1013 (par. 595).
CINNAMON.

Description and use8.-Cinnamon is the dried bark of cultivated
varieties of Cinnawmum'zemylanicuim.: Its quality vexies with the
age of the bark and the geograp~lcal source. Chips re coarse and
inferior in quality. Cinnamon is used as a spice end in making
incense; its essential oil is distilled for use in IPerf rnry and slice.
Production.-Large quantities are produced in (olon, the Spice
Islands (Moluccas), China, Java, the Thilippines, ad around Singapore.
Imports of the ground and unground were 520,4539 pounds in 1908
and 1,405,832 pounds in 1913. Imports of ground cinnamon have
been, negligible. Small amounts from the Philippines are admitted
free. Later statistics follow:
Quauitity.

caudaruar,

Vslue.

I or m.
Euy.

D

UNOROUND CINNAMON.
.....
...... .................................
191199.................
.............. . .............

1920

..................

1921 (9m otba). ....

*'

............. ......

198Pound
..
. .
8115,16
675,7p
O 0,
4 ,$9

673,478
^..01.

.................

.
4,4.t

8,7$6

178,714 '

,-4...........

j Per cnt.87
3.77
7

GROUND OtNNAMON.

1918 .........................................
........
........
1919.............
........ . .................
.... .......
........ .................
.... (9mon
19 1( mont
1W

'38
902
1,480

817
54

23

8

2

A

25.
24.31

24.22

.,7

Dwiripion and isum.-Clove stems, their dried stem of the flower
buds of. (Jarophyus aromautp,, have a legitimate use inY the pro,
duction of oil of cloves.
Cloves are the dried flower buds of Caryophyu. aromaticue.. The
clove tie grows to a height of 12 to 20 feet, and rarely attains 40 feet.
Cloves produce spice and the essential oil of cloves, used as a spice
as a peifume, and ad a source of the chemical eugenol in turn used
in making vanillin. The last named is one of the chief flavoring
substances of vanilla and, together- with coumarin, is used to make
artificial vanilla flavor.
Producion.-4loves grow in the Spice Islands, the Malay, Penin.
sula, Sumatra, the West Indies,, and Mascarene Islands.
Imported of cloves during, 1009-1913, while cloves were oxi the free
list,, averaged per, annum 4,463,048-pounds, valued at 516,830
Ground'cloves have not been imported appreciably', since: they .war
made dutiable.
Imports of clove stems were 293,316 pounds in 1909 and 32,830
pounds in 1913, thenon the free list. Imports in 1914,when dutiable,
were only 243 pounds, but reached 57,160 pounds in 1916. Later
statistics follow:
CaMdW

.M.

Qunty.

vU.

D,. U

1T315

" OVZOO UNGROUND,

.......................................
lo ...................................

c~~ov~s,
woarnw
Pon..P

4,473,26
, 5,3 $1,341,1
1,3,211

1921( m tb) ........................................

-3

89465
,292

uo,..

7.46
7.6

145o

CLOVES, GROUND.
1919...............

1919 .......

.....
......... .... .. . . .....

...............................

OLOVI STEM,

............................

.

.0......

UNGROUND.

....
...
.. .. ' .. ....
. too, 0..__
%:
_ : '*
1918....................................

1921 (9mot.........

.

2.

33,132

$4,'"278 t4

",p

1"

: .'.....
,
-o .............
10 0 1

7931
.75

j.7.....
1 ....

CLOVZ STSMS, GROUiND.
..................

n .....................................................

2,16
100

W82
1120
2 ...

Ito
.6

X6

In 1920 the imports of cloves, unground, from England were 50
per cent of the total and from British East Africa 35 per cent.
Exports are-not separately shown.
82804-22--W
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.iiekeription and use.--Ginger is ,the washed and dried, or deewrtiegrownin
eatod,'4nddried,,rhizonme of.inziber o 'finak.The
maica
Jamaica has particular qualities of excellence and
Prod
n, -4
-The, plant is an herbaceouspperennial, cultivable more
widely ,than most spticesin the Himalaya Mountains of , Wig to an
altitude. of 4,000 to 5,000 feet, in the Canton (China) region, in the
Malay Peninsula,- in northem.Australia, in West .Africa, the West,
Indies, and Central America.. A high grade8, equaling the Jamaica
product, is being experimentally produced in Florida.Sjmport of ground and ungreund root totaled 7,856,401 pounds,
valued at $406,197 in 191346 On the ground root a tariff of l cent per
pound plus 20 per cent is-laid and the maximum importt has remained
below 6,000 pounds except in 1917, when it reached 361,050 pounds.
Later statistics follow.-r,
': u ntltv,

yer. ,
. a!emdsr
,

u

dvlue.

.

UNGROUND GINGER ROOT.

1919 19&
..."........

. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .....
...

199.....................................

....

Ira9mo t )................................

Powuns.
4,627,135
4,979,923
7,103,115
3, 80, 109

32,092
570,856
1,021,763
375,752

$4, 271
49,799 |
71,031

Ptrcnt.
11.1.4
8.72
6.9

..
.
....
.....
.

GROUND GINGER ROOT.

lots

...

..

.

....

.........
19.199............
........................
.........................
.

.

.

.

...

1921 (9 moths).

r5,425
310
3,352
3,7M1

332

36
M20

$120
10
200

36.54
2P.01
24.1

2........... .......

The bulk of the imports of giner root unground comes from
England (41 per cent), ,-British india (15 per cent), British West
Africa (16 per cent).'
MACE (NoT wMw).

Descriptionand umem.-Mace, the dried arillus of Myristicafragrai.q,
N
as a spice. "Nutmeg,"
is used
p. 820.)
Produdion.-($ee
Imports were 611,004 pounds, valued at $244,117, in 1913. With
a duty of 8 cents per pound on ngound mace the 1914 importatioii
Imports of ground mace
fell to 287,926 pounds, valued at $3,162.
since 1917 have beeny
unground,
tre insignificant. .,Imports of mace,
as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

....

1918
................................
1919 .................................

19

..........................................

Pounds.
3037
534,109
'28,724

4.3 M9

1921 (9 months) ...... t ....................

.4

Value.

, ,41
71,507

Duty.

24,670
42,911

171,791
42,298
92 ,142 . ..... ....

adV1le1,
Per e'nt.
25,11T).

24., "
.......

SUMMARY OV; TARIFF: INORM.ATIONP 192!,
W;LDUKAqH.tt

Pescrtipon, uses, and' rduction.--Bombay or wifl mace ls the
arillus of the fruit of Myristica' malabarica. The
seed is oblong,
tawny, and hairy, longer than the true nutmeg and as broad. The
shel! i black and wrinkled loitudinally, and dhe kernel yields a red
oily juice. The seeds are valued only for the oil or as an adulterant

for true nutmeg. The arillus is used for adulterating mace.
Imports sitqce 1913, when a tariff of 18 cents.per pound was assessed,
on the unground article, have been insignificant. Later statistics
follow:
Value. Duty.Equivalent

Quantity.

Calendar yqar.

Value.

Duty.

vaiorem.

UNGROUND WILD MACE.

1918 .........

...............................

1920........ ..........
1921 (9molth,)...........

........................
...

1,73

$1"0

4,839

59

373

.

84.

51 ..................

1439

GROU14D WILD MUCJ.

192...

...
.......... ............... .......... "Slo

1 ( mont).

....................

... .

. 8.

.

uo.

. ........

.

MUSTARD SEED.

l)ewription and um.-Mustard seed is ground into powder to make

the common table mustard. It is used also for seeding.

Production.-Mustard grows wild in middle and south ern Europe
and western United States,. where it is also cultivated. In 1909 the
seed production of California was 3,168,270 pounds.
Imports in 1914 were 11,543,941 pounds, valued at $370,964.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:

1919

191
lue ....(pounds)......
; .......... .-.............
..........

1,7 ,,m 21 mm
31

192 (Vmths).

1920-

004
0

li, , W~

Thirty-two per cent of the imports come from Japan, 31 per cent
from England, and 11 per cent from Denmark.
Important Changes in a)s&ijio.-Mustard seeds are transferred

from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595).
GROUND MUSTARD.

D ription and usmeg-Black and white mustard produce- seeds
which ar6 ground into powder to make the common table mustard.
The two varieties when mixed make the best product. Mustard has
medicinal qualities, as"a rubefacient. The white plants are used
for salads and the curled for g"'ens.
Produwtion.-Data for und ot prepared mustard are lacking.

0

890

I9i,

SUMMARY' OF TARIFF UNFORMATIOW,

Imports in 1913 were 1,433,118 pounds, valued at $383,710, with
revenue of $143,81. Latir imports of mustard, ground or prepared
iWbottles or othewrw , are as follows
" '1 " ':

1ie......

0."Vawy
:1,;"

.~

880,27

19 '9...... ... ............................. 1I 5
1021(

.....

'

:V

l

Povndepo
8640

PC.*.

$no,832

.14-57

76 7118
;0,0721

i 755~
1

tg,44).................

x,D
ty.,

~

11.21

9,7

21

Ninety-seven per cent of'the above imports come from England.

Important chnge8 in caesification.-Mustard seed is transferred

from the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 595.).

Decription and ue8.-Nutmeg is the dried seed of Myitica
ofraran. The tree is somewhat bushy, growing to a height of 30 or
40 feet. The fruit, the nutmeg of commerce is used as a spice.
Production.-It is a native of the eastern Mioluccas (known as the
Spice Islands), Banda Amboina, Gilolo, and western New Guinea, and
Scultivated in the Malay Peninsula, ianzibar, and the West Indies.
Impoar were 3,458,339 pounds in 1913 and 4,201,872 pounds,
valued at $661,012, with revenue of $42,018 in 1917. Later statistics
follow:
Quantity.

'Oenda yw '.'

1918............................. ...
1919...............................................
1W20.................................12,1

8,679,0001

519, 2

I

"

NUTMRGo,

1919......................................

1920
1921 (9Mo)...................................

868,77

I0
,98on

8 I791,081

1921 (9moutbi).................................2,174
--

"Duty.

Valte.

N'UTrMGT
VNGROUND.

,279

.20

I

W"

,

&0
5.83

P479

36 II

411

I.0....
.....

ROUND.

,000

24

5

23.85

11
1,766
24.70
'0S1...............

The bulk of the imports of nutmeg,, unground, comes frm the
Dutch East Indies (39 per cent), Netherland, and the British West
Indies."
CATNNE PEPPER.

Dew'iption and ue.--Cayenne (or red) pepper is the dried ripe

fruit of whil
some species
capsicum. , Cayenne
is a hot, pungent, red
Pper
paprika of
is mild.
,
.

Prudtim ._,ae cayenne peppers are cultivated extensively in
the East Indies, Zanalbar, Japan, Africa, Mexico, and continental
United Stats. War conditions stimuilated'cultivation of,red pepper

in the United States, especially in southern California
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Im.portaveraged about 5,000,000 pounds from 1909 to 1913., Iu
ports in 1914 were 6,522,463 pounds of ungrouwd and 1,322,308

of ground, totaling nearly 8,000,000 pounds. Later 3tAtis
pounds
tics follow:
Quantity.

Value.

Cdlenw yow.

fDuty.
4

!

UNGROUND CAYENNE PEPPER.

1

918........

1919 ............
9 .........
1
..............
1
192 (( Months)

;854,7

......

$3w7,

1 399
,940 2 46
221,398
M
1.........................

1...9.......... •1,74,735
..................

&.26

a7
> 438
9,

7

.

1

GROUND CAYENNE PEPPER.
1

....
918..............
...... .........
.......... ................................... .....

1921(9 Moth$) ..........

.........

6,8678
1,88;6W

.,

S04.824
BA3,040
5

$123,432
137,484
221

~411

....2
30 '"738:............
0..............

Of the unground pepper the largest proportion comes from the
Dutch and British Eat 'Indies. Spare ships most of the ground
article.

4

PAPRIKA.

'Description and ees.--" Paprika" or "sweet pepper," is sometimes
mistake for "red pepper)'. Paprika, such as hungarianpaprika,"
paprika' is also
has a peculiar mild ung4cy and flavor "Sp
p
h
adav
known in the trade,
and Ckina.
Spain,
Hungary,
in
cultivated
is
Production.-Paprika
"Cayeine
in
included
are
of imports
.1•1"
I of paprika
rid) pepper."
(orImports.-Statistics
and 1'.sul4-,
capsicum"
before."
su# --1chagee.--Omit I"pepper"
stitute "paprika," transferring "and" from in front of paprika to
follow "paprika, kingg this provision read:
Paprika and capsicum or red pepper or cayenne pepper, unground.
DLLkCE PEIPUR.

Decript"in and uses.--Black pepper is the dried immature berry
In makPiper nigrm.
berry
mature
the dried
and whitepopper
white pepper the"
as a by-product.
areofobtained
shells"
"Pepper
ing
The shells'have been used as an adulerant of black pepper.
Produdcio-The pepper plant is strictly tropical, bemg succepsfully cultivate oniW between latitudes 200 N. and 200 S in the Spice
Islands Borneo, Ceylon, Sumatra, tropical Africa, ianzibar the
Malay eninsula, Java, India, Cochin-China, and southern China.
It requires a heavy rainfall.
Impomt of unground and ground black or white pepper in 1913,
while on the'free lst, were 27,568,317 pounds, valued at $2,855,18.
In 1914, under a duty, they were 21,959,367 pounds, valued at

822
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$2,!97,"45,. with revenue of $181,133. Ground pepper' inports: in
1917 were negliiibl-4187, 182pounds. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yer.

ianmtty

Value.

f Equivalent ad

Duty.

UNGROUND BLACK PEPPER

1 .......................

.............

1......................................

..

-.

. :2.

lox"( mou
) ...........................

1918..............

20312641

.

Pound..per
55,000,161

8,209,676

cew.
62

01,70iO

26,10

.21

7226872&g0
3,842,710
8.......................

M,7 ............ ............

2,740;301

GROUND BLACK PEPPER.

.........................

1919......................................

........

#,,on

,

.............

12578

$,183

835

24.40

_,162

22.43

-

44,99
..~ Is;=
I=:..........................
1*
.......
Pq ~ ~ .................
~ .......~... months
s

24.05
10,812;............

The sources of imports of pepper, black or white, unground are as
follows: Dutch East Indies 40 per cent England 26 per cent, British
Straits+S,tlements 14 plr "at, Neterlands 13 per cnt.
IMICNTO (AWAercE).
Description and uwes.-Pimento or allspice is the dried, nearly ripe

fruit of Pimenta o0cin Hs. The fruit is a white or purple one-seeded
drupe about the size of'a pea. When ripe it'haa a sweet pulp which
hms 1st muchof its aromatic- prop erty, and so it is gathered unmature. It is used as a spice and to distill aromatic oil *fpimento.
Prodtuion.--The tree is native o the West Indies, growing in calcutois -soil on the islands of COba, Haiti, Trinidad, th smaW islands
of the Caribbean Sea, and in Mexico, Costa Rica, and Venezuela, but
..
is moat abundant in Jamaic
SImport o unground pimento for 1909-1913 averaged 6,148,742
pounds, valued at $210,158.' Later sttistiosfollbw:Value.

Calendar yar.

Duty.

8,68,125.ue8,
,

;)

++

,.

.

.:.

.. .. :, . ......... ,.. ++.

.............0.. u s1

.

AON".

#,
2 a,
........
9,15

-

l~taa
0

Dty.87

IPer
.-

a

117':

+

.

2,M$
JWS6-06
. O ..........

-

few.
9.87

GROUND PIMENTO,

.... 82,84
98.......... ......... ............
1919~~~~~2........... ..
566
.........................
................... .
mo, )'. ............

,-t-1:.

A"

879
,

,2

7

. . ... .

,1,784.62
2.79
..

8

SUJMMARY OF UWIFP INFORNrATIO~y, 1920.

Descri
and ues.--Pimiento re sweet peppers, picked .when
ripe.
They
are
packed inipil in
fancy dressings, usuaUy
and eondiiment&,
, amal!.cans
.• for uaejn a~aS,
P
ion.--Until xeoently canned p mientos used in this country
were aloti entirely of foreign orgn. 'In more ree, t years some of
-the SouthiAtlantic.States have begun to grow pimitos for canmng
purposes.

lmporte.-Imports are included in "all other canned or preserved

vegetables."

...G.

Description and uses.--Sage, the dried leaf of Salvia of.cinali., is
used as s spice, particularly in flavoring sausages.
Production.-The plant is. cultivated in the TemperatW Zone, the
spice quality becoming inferior in the warmer regions. Our homegrown sage is superior .to the Austro-Hungarian article imported
before the war and much of the Italian and Greek product imported
recently. Domestic production of dried sage is estimated at 30,000
to 40,000 pounds.
Importduring
of unground
sage Imports
averagedof 1,363,199
pounds,
at
$23,268,
1909-1913.
ground sae
are i valued
cant.
Later imports of unground sage are shown as fol6wO:
"

....

1919 ...
1920
1921 (,Mon

Calenudar year.
: '"
ft.,tit~~

"...

191
,,

'

"

'

''P

....
,: ... ...................

(un
Quanr ."

.... .....
.........

ouns.

1,291,547
........................
.98D,390
.2,275,005
.....................................
f4}.237
.........................

j.,.,;. ......... . . ...... .

ValUe.'
O: ,

Duty.
Daty.

11 44L 6

14 6

yaen
A~quivI1

W

488

A.
,

4:902.

4,1M ...... 11,3764
"I... . "...

194,68O

TURMeRIC ROOT.

De8cription,and usee.--Turmeric root is a vegetableproduct native
to India, and cultivated largely in tropical climates. rtis sold in the
form of dry powder, an ,used pri6ipallyin-coloring mustard; it
is also, employed as a dye in foods and pharmaceutical preparations.
This root as a peculiar odor and a warm, bitterish, slightly aromatic
taste. In the Jst'it is employed as an ingredient of curry powders;
The coloring principle -of turmeri is called curc min
Production.--In, the preparation of turmeric,,the root is cleaned,
boiled, dried, and the? outer skin' rei oved.- It comes chiefly from
India and Chin;, and is tot produced in this country.',
Import values of turmeric. for the period- 1910-1918 averaged
$51,42. Later'statibtics for calendar years follow:
1918
Quantity (pounds) ................

~.

..........
.

.......
11,21

'1919

J

1,0
, 229
$K3,&52 I

92

1,215,057
$,141

1921 (9Months),
4,-,362
415,05

Important clung.. iv daasification.--Turmeric is transferred from
the free list of.the act of. 1913 (par. 634).

-qv '4,Wtl
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HOARUOUND ISlED.

,Diveripti and wse.--Hoarhotmd (or liorehound) belongs to' the
imnt family. The seed is used only for flavoring.'
Produwti .- Hoarhound is native to southern and eastern-Europe.
The0 white variety grows in America, but no record of seed production can be found, Dealers -usually handle, the imported sedJ
Of hoarhound are mcluded
bempo
• •• under "spice seeds n,; s. p. f.,"
below.
AM!, OTHER SPICES AND SPIC 8EDS, N. S. P. 1., INCLUDING HRBS OR "RBDLEAVES.

import# under this head are uniportant, the average annual
value from, 1909 to' 1Q13 being only $6,823. After the duty was
changed from 3 cents a pound to 20 per centum ad valorem, the
average valdeper annum of sportss from 1914 to .1918 (fiscalyears)
WI"_
/ j;,460. ater statistics follow:
'WnI

Qutty.

VoW..

Duty.

M
1"91

mon

)......

,

$1,813

'$1

The principal sources of imports are Jamaica, 30 per cent; British

East Africa, 18 per cent; England, 13 per cent.

EXports have in recent cidendar years been as follows: 1918,
$480,508; 1919, ;588,462; 1920, $516,171; 1921 (nine months),
$150,982.,,,
The bulk of the exports are as follows: To Canada 30 per cent, to
Mexico 15 per cent, to Cuba 6 per cent.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

m!nportortdchange.in4
-ensit.-The
several provisionsfor spices
"nd
seeds
chiefly
used.
as
spices
hive,
been,
and alphabetically rearranged. Instead: of the proseut comimed
speific duty- upon unground spices, ad combined specific, and ad valore4 otesr upon
ground spices, specific rates have been adopted tbxoughout. Transfers from the free list of the at of 19: C4rdamom, coriander, cummini fennel and, mustard -seed :(par,, 6Q5);, ourry/ and curry powder
(par. 471); and turmeric, (par, 634). ', There are nw provisions for
paprika, mixed spices, and. wholeal44acanned pients., The ilportation of pepper -shells 's prohibited. These have no cndimental
value and are used for adulterating pep er The detection of this
adulteration involves an expenditure ofYtume and 'expense on the

part of food-control officials that is out of proportion to the importance of the trade. Allowance for dirt or other foreign matter is
prohibited.
'if
uq1etd cdnp&ne.--"Aniseed" is the preferred spelling for "anise
seed.'
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
PARAGRAPH 781.
X R. 746.
PAR. 781. teaaew,
valorem.

SRNATZ

0.DDXNTS.

25 per centwn ad
ACT bIF 1918.

PAR. 268. Teazels, thirty per centum
-PAR.214. Teazels, 15 per centum ad
ad valorem.
valorem.
TEIASEL5.

Deecriptio&and te.-The flower heads or teasels of the teasel
plant are covered with stiff, hooked bracts, which, when dried, are
used by woolen mills to raise a nap on woolen cloths. Teasels are
arranged on a cylinder so that their recurred hooks catch the fibers
of the woolj causing them to stand up and form a nap. While strong
enough for the work, the teasel hooks are sufficiently elastic to prevent breaking the cloth. The plant is a biennial in its second year
a bush about 6 feet high. Its main stalk produces the strongest
and largest or" king" teasel; the larger branches, the "queens' or
"mediums"; and tie smaller, branches, "buttons" or the smallest
teasels. "Kings" are used on blankets "buttons" on broadcloths.
Production.- Onondaga County, N. . raises almost, the entire
domestic supply' of teasels; they are grown to a small extent in
Oregon. 'In-1909 only:162 acres were devoted to this crop (110 acres
in New York), with a production of 78 tons and a 1am alue of
$13,760.
Imports of teasels, largely "kings," re 41most exclusively from
France, and range in value between £1 ,00t0 d $76 000. Southern
France produces the most wiry hooks known, useful {or deep-napped
woolens. Imports since 1917 have been As follows:
Ad
Calendar year.

191 ................................
..................
1919.. ......................................................
.
1920 ...................................
.....................

1921 (9 months) ................................................

Ezports are no longer separately reported.

"~h~

Value.

611,
88
2
2,0w
32,6.

5

Duty.

6

1783

3;801
4,945

valorem
rate.

Per awt.

...................

15
15
15

SCHEDULE 8.!mPIRI

WJNA AND OTHER 13EVXRAGES.

PARAGRAPH 801.
H. B. 7450.

SENATE AMENDXENTi.

PA. 801. Liqueurs, as,detied in the
National Prohibition Act, when imported In :compliance, with the proyislons- of, that Act, shall be, dutikkble.
at the iates hereinaf#eTr provided, In
thWs title.

ACT- Oil 19:

"ACT 0? 1918.
H-$p.- sP]tlT,

8S{HiUI.K

"Wuxsi

.OTIM ER
Bawr.

'[No cotresponding provlsion. j .

P*ge1,

1

e

of

11.

AN i

- (.NdO()rrespoidling provisidn.,

1745 ; hrt
nse

,"Aot,"pr any subse-

quit act," sp as ,ine lud e.iny later law than.the national prohibiPPtALGRAPH 8~.

it'.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAR. 802. Brandy and other spirits
manufactured or distilled from grain
or 'other materials, cordials, liqueurs,

arraek, absinthe, kirschwasser, rittafla,

aind bitters of all kinds- coot ining
spirits, and compounds and preparations of which distilled spirits are the
component part of, chief value and not
specially, provided for, $5 per proof
gallon.
ACT OF 1909.

AOT 0ff 1918.

PxR. 300. Brandy and other spirits
manufactured or distilled from grain
or other materials, and not specially
provided for in this section, two dollars
and sixty cents per prbof gallon,
PAR. 802. On all compounds or preparations of which distilled spirits are
a component part of chief value there
shall be levied a duty not less than
that imposed upon distilled spirits.

manufactured of distilled from grain
or other materials, and not specially
provided for i' this section, $2.00 per
proof gallon.'
PAR. 239. On all compounds or preparations of which distilled spirits ar,
a compone'it part of chief value there
shall be ,evied a duty not less thai'
that lmlysed upon distilled spirits.

PAR. 237. 3rardy and other spirit"

Imported spirits
Internal-Menue
taz. are subJet to the duty miVrsed by this paragraph as well as to (he

826
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SUMMARY

1F ,TARIFF IN1FOBMATI(),

P'a. 33. Oordials, i iqeurs, prrack,
bsinthe, kir*hwaser,' ratuita, fitd
other spirituous beverages or bitters
of all kinds, containing spirits, and not
specially provided for In this section,
two dollars and sixty cents per proof
galloiL

$27

1921.

* 240.. Cordials, liqtjeurs, qrrack, ab4lnthe, kirschwasser, rataa, and Qther
spirituous beverages or bitters of all
kinds, containing spirits, and not
sp cially provided for in this section,
$2.00 per proof gallon,

DISTILLD SPIRITS.

Imports under this paragraph. since 1917 have been as1follows:
Caendar year.

Quantity. Value.

Duty.

BRANDY.
/

•[Proof

gaooR.!

1918 ..................

o02,5

191.
.................
1192 .........................................
2monhs). 1((9

.

1921
........................
(9monthsN

).,14.800

.............

63,9
28,462

$447,38

3 208
0
16,2
62, 272

2

$3=, 219

171,117
73,o41

.........

G]IN.

191.8
1918 ................................................

..........

1919.................
1929.
1921 (9 months) ..........

.....

,. .......

23,04
1,471
7,021
12,04

$:9,9%1
3,115 !
17,854

#97,619
3,847
18, 2

29,622 1

$34,670

$39,428

REM.
1918

1919 ...........................

........

..

.

.

........

..

1

33,660

29,639

69,148

1921
(9months.,,........ ...............
-"-31:' ....
:_" -;;" t . . ... ' ' . 44S ..........146,416
"..
1...................

.

.............

......

,446

26,637

(.ORDIALS.LIQUEURS, ARRACK ABSINTHE, KIRSHWASFR RATAFIA, AND OTHER
SPIRITUOUS BEVERAGE ES OR, BITTERS.
198............. ..............
...............
9......................................
.....
..- ..
19,20
.. .........................................
1921 (9 moinths)...................................

F

280W

12,820
49,915
9,10

$68,(

40,790

$96,123

33,332

196,325
129,779
274,706 .............

COMPOUNDS OR PREPARATIONS OF WHICH DISTILLED SPIRITS ARE$ COMPONENT
I

PARI'I OF CHIEF VALUE, N. a. P. ,

1920 ........................

.
816
62

216

WHISKY.
..
1918.......................................................I
1919...........................
..............................|
1921
(9moths)..........

. .....................

243,121
136,7651
137,384
118,632

876,301
300,:30

$830, 5,0
437,216
764,929
626,083

306,443

SPIRITS, MANUFACTURPD OR DISTILLED, N. a. P. i., FROM GRAIN.
1918
.............................

16,0481

$27149

J

SPIRITS, MANUFACTURED OR DISTI! ED, N. .?. F., FROM OTHER MATERIALS
(RXCRI ' GRAIN).
1918 ................................
1919 .........................................................
1920
.........................................................

1921
(9months) .................................

35,W3

$03,792 1
151

$120,46
23

328
t

SUtMMAY 0; TMAILFF INORMATIOIN, 1921.L

since 191$ by calendar years are shown in te following

Acporte

~b~e.~
,

190

1919

1918
F

(O 12s)1

WU8KX-9mOUInts,
V u.

0...................

0.............

I7
2*7,44.,0
, $3.2/0

a ,171
,125

J 56,3174,121n

13083

a"0,,

,

WHISKY-RYE.
ue

(proo....................................72

M
NO0,0P,660,88

RUM.

............
(prof galons)
=!atiy
........
.....................

$184,3

191,197

120,19

$179,70

9,93I

267

90,68

18,I00

92 944

-8,447

ALL OTHER DISTILLED SPIRITS.

Vali

r.................

..........

3,822 5R,3 $2,big

Importantckange8 in laiomn
l
.- Paragraphs 237,239, and 240,
act of 1913, have been combined in this paragraph.

PARAGRAPH 808.
H. B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 803. Champagne and all other
sparkling wines, $6 per proof gallon.
ACT 07 1909.
PAx. 306. Champagne and all other
.sparkling wines, in bottles containing
each not more than one quart and more
than one pint, nine dollars and sixty
cents per dozen; containing not more
than one pint each and more thm onehalf pint, four dollars and eighty cents
per dozen; containing one-haif pint
each or less, two dollars and forty
cents per dozen; in bottles of! other
vess.ls containing more than one quart
each, in addition to nine dollars and

sixty cents per dozen bottles, on the

quantity In excess of one qua"*, at the

rate of three dollars per gallm; but
no separate or additional duty hall be
levied on the bottles.

ACT 0

1913.

PAR. 243. Champagne f nd a' oIwher

sparkling wines, in bottles containing
each not more than one quirt aiid
more than one pint, $9.60 per dozen;
containing n t wore than one pint
each aind mdre than one-half pint.
$4.80 per dozen; containing one-half
pint each or less, $2.40 per dozen; in
bottles or other vessels containing
more than one quart each, in addition
to $9.00 per dozen bottles, on the
quantity In excess of one quart, at the
rate of $3 per gallon; but no separate
or additional duty shall be levied of)
the bottles.

SUMMABY OF TARIFF WIORMATIONj
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SPAIKLINGI WINESO.

,1

ImporMs of wines containing not more than 24 per cent of alcoholchampagne and all other oparking,:in bottles-4ince 1.917 are shown
in the following table:
CWmhnr~r,~

Quanti.

j

Va1

Dutt.

ZUv*

CONTAINING ONE-HALF, PINT. OR IaSs.
Dora

N,,

191.................... ........
1919..............................
192 .........
....... ......................
192
(ouoh,).................
"i':......

".... .........
..............i8
109.. ......
,.........

6°I6
T.

CONTAINING MORD, THAN ONE-HALF AND NOT MORn THAN ONs PINT.
.'g.,........... .. .........................
1919....................M

,......88,603
IM58

m O

1921 (9/mo"th.).....................
471.

.m
42.08

47,9806

CONTAINING MORS THAN oN0PIT AND NOT MORS THAN'ON QUART.
1918 .........................

1921( B(m'

08.1471

. ..... .. .. .

$It21k,173

B

....
:.
............ ...

1278,463

107

211 ---

.9? "

MW40

45. 00

fit, ........
1
~

......
a

Imports of champagne and other sparkling wines-quantity in
bottles or vessels in excess of' quart p Wr
bottle or vessel-were 808
gallons in 1918, since when no importshave been recorded,.
Eamporth of all wines for the calendar years 1918-1921 are show,
,1918
Quantity (glloa).....................
Value .............................

121

109

3,225,048
2,0,815

4, 6,4251
$4,74,705

4573 587
1179,341

15.474
J714

Important changes in classiflcat.-The duty has been put entirely on the gallon basis, instead of on the basis of one dozen bottles
with a gallon basis for quantities m excess of one quart (par. 248,
act of 1913) ; and the provision exce ptig the bottles from a separate
duty has been dropped (they would Ne dutiable at one-third the
regular rates under par. 809).
PARAGRAPH 804.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAs. 804. Still wines, Includingglnger
wine or ginger cordial, vermuth, and.
rice wine or sake# and similar beverages not specially provided for, $1.2Z
r gallon: P'h rited, Thatay 0, the'
1

&
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SUMMARY'OF TABJFF IUNfORMATION, 12.

XL A. 7"0.

8i..XATX ABNDXBNTIO.

foregoing articles oWpeQ .O this,..
paragraph whep. Imported '0o00taining

more than 24 per centum of alcohol.

shall he classed as spirits and pay
duty accordingly.

ACT.,01 1913, 1
PAR.

307. Still wines, including gin.

PAR.

244. Still wines, including guii

ger wine or ginger cordial, vermuth, ger .wine, or' ginger cordial, vermutni,
and rice wine or sake, and similar and rice wine or sake, and similar

beverages not specially provided for In
this section, in casks or packages other
than bottles or Jugs, if containing fourteen per centum or less of absolute
alcohol, forty-five cents per gallon; if
containing more than fourteen per
centum of absolute alcoho siXty cents
per gallon. In bottles or Jugs, per
ease of one dozen bottles or Jugs, containing each not more than one quart
and more. than one pint, or twentyfour bottles or Jugs containing each
not more than one pint, one dollar and
eighty-five cents per ease ;*ad any 'e&,
cess beyond these quantities found in
such bottles or Jugs shall besubject to
a duty of six cents per pint or fractional part thereof,- but no. separate or

beverages not specially provided for
in this section, in casks or packages
other than bottles or Jugs, if contain-

Ing 14 per centum or less of absolute

alcohol, 45 cents per gallon; if containing more than 14 per centum of
absolute alcohol, 60 cents'per gallon.
In bottles or Jugs, p0er case of one
dozen bottles or Jugs, containing each
not more than one quart and more
than one pint, or twenty-four bottles
or Jugs containing each not more than
one pint, $1.85 per case; and any excess beyond these quAntitie6 found in
such bottles or Jugs shall be subje-t
to a duty of 6 cents per pintor frac-

tional part thereof,, but no separate or
additional duty shall be assessed on

additional duty shall be assessed on the bottles or Jugs: Provided, Thut
the bottles or Jugs: Provided,That any any wines, ginger cordial, or vermutni

wines, ginger cordial, or vermuth iW- ',ImWt*d containing more than 24 ler
ported containingmore tuin twenty- centum of alcohol shall be classed a-,
four per centun of alcohol shall be spirits and pay duty accordingly:
classed as spirit and pay duty $ceod-.
Ingly:
STILL WINES.

Imports of all still wines containing not more than 24 per cent of
alcohol have been as follows since 1917:
Value.

Calendar year.
Calendr YO&'.

1918........
9..
1920

192t(9 mot)

$4,794,324
1,27,793

................. ..........................
...

............

........................................

,9262

........

K

Duty.

Equivalent

d valorern.
,30,390
832,402

Pr nt.
41.7
41.1

...........

important changes in Choswif'ation.-The duty has been put en-

tirely on the gallon basis instead of partly per gallon and partly )e
case with a pint basis for excess quantities (par. 244, act of 1913)
and the provision excepting the bottles andjugs from a separate

duty has been dropped (they would be dutiable at one-third the
regular rates under par. 869).

The provision requiring wines,

cordials, brandy, etc., to be packed in packages containing not less

than one dozen bottles or 4ugs, or be assessed as if the package contained at least one dozen has been eliminated; also the Specific pro.
vision for regulations determining the percentage ofalcohol in wines

and fruit juiou.
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SUMMARY OP'TARLPF ISIORMATION, 19ft.
PARIAGRIAPH :805.

N'aS. 85 Ale, porter, stoit, beer, and
dliid mitt extract, $lper gallon; malt
extract, Old. O0,
o
v.)W.lUed,
per
ient~llll ud valoreml
.
,.

ACT 07 10M.

AOTvi 67,1918'.,

PAR. 808. Ale, Porter stout, and beer,
In bottles or Jugs, forty~flve cents per.
gallon, but no separate or additional
duty shall be assessed on the bottles or
Jugs; otherwise than In bottles or Jugs,
twenty-three cents per gallon.
PAR. 809. Malt extract, fluid, In casks,
twenty-three cents per gallon; In bottles
or Jugs, forty-five cents per gallon;
solid or condensed, forty-five per ceatum,

PAi 245. Ale,.porte, stout, and beer.
In bottles or Jug, ,45, cents per gallon.
but no separate or additional duty
'sbll be assessed oib the bottles or Jugs;
otherwise than In bottles or Jugs, 2P
cents per gallon.
PAR. 248. Malt extract, fluid, in casks
23 cents per gallon; in bottles or Jugs,
45 cents per gallon; solid or condensed,:

-

45,per centum ad valorem.

ad valorem.
MALT. LIQUORS.

Impot of malt liquors since 1917 have been as follows:
(M.,. ye.

Quantity.

..................
...
1919 ..............................
...
1919...............I...00

11,9968

Vae.
i 10o

Duty.
8'9

8,884

Expork of malt liquors since 1917 by calendar years have been as
follows:
1918

1019 "

(9months)

IN BOTTLES.

uaiitity
(down quarts)..........
Sate..........................................J.

1077,93

1,09,1

3718121

700,

IN OTHER COVERINGS.

Quantity (gallons) ..................

1

Value .................................

97, 160

si, 479

36,638

$18,474

11,388

$7,390

1,4

$1,450

important oA0uge8 in cesedifation.-One rate has been provided

for ale, porter, stout, beer, and fluid malt extract, regardless of the,

character of the containers, and the provision excepting from separate duty bottles and jugs containing ale, porter, stout, and beer has
been dropped. i(They would be dutiable at one-third the regular
rates under par. 809) The articles contained in this paragraph
were covered by two paragrapha in the aot of 19b9 (808 and 309) an4
in the act of 1918 (245 and 240).

:$82
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Do ci'ip
ad"us.'--Two distinct articles are known as malt
extract. One is a strong, heavy beer used both as a beverage and as
a tonic; the other, a viscous, semisolid substance, containing about 45
per cent solid matter and less than 2 per cent alcohol, used medici.nally and as an emulsifying agent. A form of the latter, easily con-

vertible into, beer, by, the addition of yeast, sugr,waterte, has
recently appeared on.the market,,

Impot* of fluid malt extract were valued at $1 187 ;in 1914 and

of solid and condensed malt extract at $767.' Nearly all came from

-the Unitei ,1ngdom..

Later statistic

iMow.

QtiMnty.

Calendar year.
4

Value,

Duty.

lent ad

FLUID IN BOTPLES.'

1........................................

2......................................

1921 (9 nmths) ....................

IPer

0490.

..............................

........

...........

CPUd.
90.00

.............

3, 4.3i

4

..
)... $1,450
. 11.25
.

1,927

..................

FLUID IN CASKS.

.....

""M
. ............
.. ...'........
*Ifohapota o*uld

A72..........

malt extrod in cubk in 1918 and 1919.
SOLID OR CONDENSED.

.... .......

.........

5.

,

I

19st (Omonths)...........................

Ill .

3

.

PARAGRAPH 806,
H. I.

7456.

'A. 806. Cherry juice, prune juice,
-or prune wine, and all other fruit Juices
and fruit sirups, not specially provided
for, containing less than one-half of 1
per centum of alcohol, 70 cents per
gallon; containing one-half of 1 per
centum or more of alcohol, 70 cents per
gallon and In addition thereto $5 per
proof gallon on the alcohol contained
therein.
ACT Ot 1909.
PA. 810. Cherry juice and prune
juice, or prune wine, and other fruit
juices, and fruit sirup, not specially
provided for In this section, containIng no alcohol or, not more than eighteen per centum of alcohol, seventy
cents per gallon; if containing more
than eighteen per centum' of, alcohol,
ewmty cents, per gallon and ia addi.
tion thereto two dollars and seven
cents per proof gallon on the alcohol
.contained therein.

SENATE AXENDMENTS.

ACT 0F 1913.

PAL 247. Cherry Juice and pruu(
Juice, or prune wine, and other fruit
Juices, and fruit sirup,, not specially
provided for in this section, containing
no alcohol or not more than 18 per
certun of alcohol, 70 cents per gallon;
if containing more than 18 per centum
of alcohol, 7b'cents per gallon and In
addition thereto $2.07 per proof gallon
on tWe alcolo! couttned thereln.

8UMMOTI (
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!,:VMMY JUICE,
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:19,1.

MAN" .4~
WOM2T1
PRUNS JUOEt VM,

*
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Description and use.-e-Cherry juice' and)other fruit quioes ae ob.-

tained-by pressing or' crush.mg the fresh frut;the efrllp$ are made
by mixig sugar with the fr it...Nonacoholic juices.or co, biatios
of them', and especially ,rapejuicat
1 ae widey used as.beverages,
fruit sirup& and" crustal uitsin -flavoring oda water and otort
"soft, drinks" and confections. Fortified fruit jMices, made b the
addition of from 15 to '17 percent of,4cohol to preventlfe ent4ttion,
are ut~izo*d entirely in m"
cordials and other alcoholic beer"
Prune juice, similarly made is used in blending w
and 4sior-ingchewintobaco.,' ,n
',
whIi * and: fi.1
-POodutio of nonaicohihc fruit ju1M and srups ioezie"6, th'e
domestic output being wholly _consumed here. JUices. made abroad!
*re usually fortified. In 191 theoutput of grape juice was 5,QO0.O0O
Salons made principally in Ne* York "aidia o. CalifoM i 41con.
tribute OPly 15C,0gallni,,the
peaI grapea .own m that
State not being adapted to this purpose Some competition in cherry,
blackberry, raspberry,, and Other fruit juices may be expected fromFrance, temany and Audtria-where methods of manufacture and
handling are highly developed-w'en a satisfactory substitute is provided for the alcohol used to mrqevt tqrpentation.
Inp rts of cherry and othei fruit
and sirups in 1914
6595 ga!!os, valued at, 0,795 ;,of pjuices
weu4o ce o wine, 4,932 were
gallons, va ued at $17,468. 'i,
r 'the war + e.cqljp inias wer
derve ejifly. from' -Francs., oquw~y O'd A vfst' .
rJXtSsuq
191
'aIve
fruit le, ,n pirps
ei
o1
wlows:
: +. .. ..

"y' • #.

+e.p

ll t

.............................................
1920...............................................'4

T

$P
7

414.

$
1 ,6

Impotant okenge8 M'Oasli cautc.-The dividing: line as' to alco-'
holic content has been ++~changed
"+, ~
~from
~"".n19
~.+,per
e tent
,
, 66,,.+
,
,
,
tO'' one-halt'of
. pr",
,,
cent.
]PARAGRA..

]a0;it 1456.

,r.
E

T AINxxs

PAR. 80 .,soada
Ginger
ale, .aud
ginger
beer,
lemlonade,
, wa tr,
.Otwlar
beverages containing no alcohol, aad
beverages containing less than one-half'
of 1per centum of alcohol, not specially
provided for, 15 cents per galon.
PAR.

ACT 01 1909.
311. Ginger ale, ginger beer.

ACT 01 1918.

Pa& 248. Ginger ale, ginger beer,
lemonade, soda water, and other slni. lemonade,
soda water, and other similar beverages containing no alcohol, lar beverages
containing no alcohol, in
In plain green or colored. molded or

plain green or colored, molded or

884.

UUF
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SUMMARY "O

ACTOF 109,

.

ACT OF 1913.,

pressed, gkw bottles, containing each
not more, than tawee-fourths of a, pit,
eighten cent* per dosen; containing
wore ihin three-fourthsof a pint each
and not more.-than one aud one-half
pints, tXventy-egbt cqpto per do*Wea;
but, no: sepa.*gte, or ,adoJtlonal duat
sIhll be iseessed on the bottlesi if
imported otherwi. than in'plain grM
at. colore, molded or praised,- glass,
hottpsior! # stw bottles :cmqtatng
more than one and one-half pints each,
fifty cents per gallon, and in addition
th6retWduty shall bd'Mcoictedon the
bottles, or Other coverings, at the 'rates
which wopld be chareble there, if
Imported ,e-pty.. Beyer5es pot sp6-:
ciall provided for containing not more
than two per entutu 1of alcohol shall

beamed for, duty, under this pars.
. A
1W

.

-

,

NFOMATIbi#, Ini

-.

,

presstd, glae bottles, containing each
.nat more, than one-half plnt 12 cents
per'dozen'; containing each more than
one-half pint and not more than threefourths of a pint, 18 cents per dozen;
containing more than three-fourths. of
a plit each and not more than one-and
on-balf Pints, 28 cents per dozen; but
n' separate or additional duty shall be
iosessed ion the bottles; if* iported
otherwise than In plain green or colored, molded or pressed, glass bottles,
or in such bottles containing more
'than ope and one-half pints each, 50
tents per gallon, and In. addition
thereto duty shall be collected on the
bottles, or other coverings, at the rates
which would be chargeable thereon if
'imported empty. Beverages not spe-

tally provided tor containing not more

than 2,per eentum of alcohol shall be
assessed -for, duty uader-,this para-

grapoI.

SOFT

i.

oRNx

DeamPton and wee.-.Gingr ale or'gihger beer is made by, add-

ing a small quantity of ginger or capsicum extract nd sugar to
water. Folr 'lemon*de orlemon beer; citric acid or lemon juicee is
similarly used. Soda water, seltzer; 'and' vichy 're Waters impregnated with carbonic acid gas. Other nonalcoholic or "soft" drinks,
such -as root beer, orangeade, sarsaparilla, fruit phosphates, cream
soda, birch beer, juniper ale, pop, lemon soda, and various wellknown proprietary drinks consist mainly of sweetened carbonated
water with some flavoring matter. Near-beer, hop ale, and similar
cereal beverages are also included.
Productnof carbonated beverages and "soft" drinks in 1914 was
valued at $58,401,000, derived from 5,463 establishments capitalized
at $58 ,000 employing over, 15,000. persons, ,paying wages of
$8,864,000; and using materials valued at $26,779,000. In 1919 the
output of 5,112 establishments was valued at $130,673,000. These
fig res include artificial mineral waters and lime and grape juices.
e industry is well established in every State-New York, Pennsylvania,. Georgia, Ilinoqs, Massachusetts, and Aabana leading in
the order named.
Import of ginger ale and ginger beer in 1914 were valued at
$74,515; lemonade, soda water, and similar beverages imported were
valued at $65,740. Later statistics follow:
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Value.

calnw yw.

Duty.

HOIOER
ALE AND oINOER BEER.
...............
19............................
..
.. ..............
.........
...
Igoe....
...................
(

,

......... J

1, S !

.

.

03,43
6,037
11,92
...........

LEMONADE, SODA WA ER, AND SIMILAR BEVERAOSS.
.. . .. . . .....
. . .. .

19

....

1021(mt

....

e ..... : .

-,......
...

....

.. . ..,... . .

....

. ......................
. ;.

)

,

,-

A

-TsW

,172

9..6.

W.................

Export s f "other beverages,' comprising cider,' ginger ale, mineral water, and soda watr, amounted t6 $375,919 in 1914 and $509,872ii1918.
,

Important hkage. ift
e~$fwtio.-The duty has been put entirely on the gallon basis instead of partly per dozen bottles and

partly per gallon (par. 248, act of i913)., The alcoholic con-tent of beverages not specially provided for has been changed from
"not more than: 2 per centum" to "less than one-half of 1 per,
centum." . The provisions for duty or exemption from duty on bottles have been eliminated. The bottles would be dutiable at one-.
third the regular rates under paragraph 809.
P.&BAG~IAPH 8O~8.
.

. 7456.

SENATE A

1DENTS.

PAR. 808. All mineral waters and all
imitations of natural bilneral waters,
and all artificial mineral waters not

speclaly provided ,for, :10 cents per
gallon.

ACT 0F 1909.
PAR.

312. All mineral waters and all

imitations of natural mineral waters,

and all artificial mineral waters not
specially provided for In this section, in bottles or Jugs containing not
mo're than. one pint, twenty cents per
(lozen bottles; If containing more than

o"e pint and not more than one quart,
thirty cents per dozen bottles; if Imported in bottles or in Jugs containing
more than one quart, twenty-four cents
ler gallon; if imported otherwise than
In bottles or Jugs, eight cents per gallon; and in addition thereto, on all of
the foregoing, duty shall be collected
upon the bottles or other containers
at one-third of the ptes that would
le charged thereon if imported-empty
"r

separately.

ACT 0 1913.
PA. 249. All mineral waters and all
Imitations of natural mineral waters.
and all artificial mineral waters not
specially provided for in this section, in bottles or jugs containing not
more than one-half pint, 10 cents per
dozen bottles; it containing more than
one-half pint and not more than one
pint, 15 cents per dozen bottles; If
containing more than one pint and not
more than one quart, 20 cents per
dozen bottles; Itf imported in bottles or
In Jugs containing more than one
quart, 18 cents per gallon; if Imported
otherwise than in bottles or Jugs, 8
cents per gallon; and In addition
thereto, on all of the foregoing, duty
shall be collected upon the bottles or
other containers at one-third of the
rates that would be charged thereon
if imported empty or separately.

SUTAMAJIY OF. TA!jtFFr IJOXUAT1Oj; 1-1
XMU,$JRAL WATERS.

De8ciption.-MineVai ,Water.
bottled for .tae or medicinal use, is
the commercial name of spring and well. water having mineral contents poasesing physiological properties.
Artificial mineral waters and imitations of natural mineral waters,
made by adding sodium or magnesium sulphates, hydrogen sulphide,*
or other sulphureous or saline substances to water, are often of
marked therapeutic vlue and wide*
4s,
..
Production of mineral water in 1916 was 55,928,491 gallons,
valued at $5,735,085, and obtained from.. 802 commercial springs in
41 States or Territories, chief among them Wisconsin (25 per cent
of the total), New York (12 per cent), California (8.7 per cent), and
Maine (6 per cent).
Import of, -natura.and, .a;'oia1 minerL wItW , were 3,364 676
gallons",Xllaed at, $065,ThM im!lo9,4 1
1(40~lo~,~.i~
$624,302 in 1916. Germany,
an Austria were rierly
the, princip4 so
o,e tatti
It
-

Ciarr

...................

O.

...........

)VSW.

Doty.

....

Eaport.-Large quantities of .a few-domestic waters are exported,
but statistics are not available,
,
Important cA4ZngeS in& -Rfiacn-'.The'duty has been put entirel yonth# galon basisinstead of partly per dozenbottles or Jugs
and partly per gallon (par. 249, act of 1913). The provision for
duty at one-third the regular rates onbottl ad
ther !containers
has been dropped from this paragraph.
biThe ad jugs would
be dutiable- at one-third the regular rates under paragraphs 809.
PAR.&RAPH 809.
H. 3. 1456.

,

. 8ENATS A1X)=WkX

.

PAR. 809. When any article provided,
for In this title Is Imported'in bottles
or jugs, duty shall be c6lfectedr upon,
the bottles or jugs at one-third tie rate
provided on tihe bottles or Jug Itlifported empty or separately.
ACT O? 1909.
[No corresponding provision.J

AO T O 118.1
(No corresponding provision.J

Important Chang in claoa tkim-T his is a new general provision.
Suggested ohanges.--Page 101, line 10, of H. R. 7456: "Title"
should be "schedule."

-:TFAj"GRAFR
H. R. 7456.

H.~~
I.

46.ITr
4wSbJT.

PAU. 810. Each and every gauge or
wine gallon of measurement shall be
counted as at least 1 proof gallon; and
the standard for determining the proof
of brandy and other spirits or lquors
of any kind when Imported shall be
defined In
the same as.that jhlIAjt,
the laws relating to internal revenue.
The. secretary, of -the Treasy, in, his
discretion, 'may, atthorize the, ;scertaiument, of the. proof, .of, wines,
cordials, or other liquors and fruit
Juices by distillation or otherwise, in
cases where It js impracticable to as!
certain such proof, by the means. pre,
scribed by existing law or. regulations,

PAs. 801, Eac4 and every gauge or
wine gallon of measurement shall be
counted as at least ,one proof, gallon;
and the standard for determining the
proof of brandy and other spirits or
liquors of any kind, imported shall, be
the same as that which Is defined in
the laws relating to internal revenue;
ProvkWjdd That it shall be lawful for
the Secretary of the Treasury, in l4
discretion, to authorize the ascertain
ient of the proof of wines, cordials, or
other liquors, by distillation or other.
wise, in cases where it Iaimn, atisle
to ascertain suchproof by tie means
prescribed. by existing: law or reals
tons: * 0 *.

IAI, 289., h4gch and every gauge or
wine 0014 of leaoUreMneit sal be
counted aat lfSt ,oite prOOt gallon;
and the 07t4oard tor determiing the
proof of brandY and Other spirits or

liquors. of ay 4d luported shallU be
the aWe, Ae that which is defined in
isterpai revenue:
the lva'r relatingIt to
Provdd, %%at, slial be lawful for

the Seretry of t e 'reary, in his

discretion, to authorize the atscertaiment of thO proof of wines, cordials, or
other lqaorfs, tY distillatib or otherwise, h2 case Wfere it-Is pWracticable

WtoM
n u~ Proof by, the Meftos

prescriled by exlt1Vg law O reguations:
*

PARAGRAPH $li
H. R. 7456.
l'A. 811. Nolower rate or amount
of dutY" shall be levied, collected, anI
paid on th articles enumerated In
paragraph 802 of this title than that
tixed by law for the description of first
proof;. biqt jt shall be ihcrvased in proportion for any greater strength'than
the strength of first proof, and all
imitations of brand,; pilots, or WIU4
iniported by any names wiiayer shall
bx, subject to the highest rate of duty
provided for the genuine articles iv,'we'tively intended to be represented.
nd In no case lesm titan $5 per gallon:
Provided, That any brandy or other
spirituous or distilled ilqUoriuported
In any sized cask, bottle, jug, or other
packages, of or from any country,
dependency, or province under whose

SBI1sA.TS

DgN
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SICATE

IL 3. 7480. .'
laws duillar sixed casks, bottles, jugs,
or other packages of distilled spirits,

wine, or other beverage put up or filled.

in the United States are denied enthrace into such country, dependency.
or province, sall be forfeited to the
U"nilted States.

.

AOT 0

PAH. 304. No lower rate or amount of

duty shall be levied, collected, and
paid on brandy, spirits, and other
spirituous beverages than that fixed
by law for the description of first
proof; hut it shall be Increased in
proportion for any greater strength
than the strength of first proof, and
all Imitations o brandypr spirits or
wines Imported 'by ainyi- anies whatever shall be subject to the highest
rate of duty provided for the genuine
-rticles.respectively ,Intended to be
represented, and in no case less than
one dollar -and seventyfivecenti per
gain.

.
R"

MND ET

.

ACT OF 190 .

L.

1L

1913.,

PAR. 241. No lower rate or amount
of duty shall be -levied, collected, anl
paid' on brandy; spirits, and other
spirituous beverages than that fixed
by .law for the description of first
proof; but It shall be- Increased In
proportion for any greater strength
than the strength of first proof, and all
Imitations of brandy or spirits or
wines imported byiany. iames whatever shall be subject to the highest
ate of duty, provided for the genuine
arttles respectively intendedid. to be
represented and in no case less thain
$1.75I per gallon.
m.

.1.

And provided furPAIL 238. * o
And provided for,
Pxa.301. "
ther, That any brandy or other spirituthere,
That
any
brandy
other spirituIn ally
imported
os' .or distilled liquors imported in ous or distilled liquors or
o
any, o silled
packor
other
Ony sized' cask, battle, Jug., or other sized- cask, bOttle, Jug,
packages,' of or from any couantiY, de; ag,,"*of' or ,from any country, depondency, or province under whose pendency, 'or province under -whose
laws similar sized casks, bottles, Jugs, laws' similar sized casks, bottles, Jugs,
or other packages of distilled spirits, or other packages of distilled spirits.
wine, Or othr beverageput up or filled mine. or other beverage put up or filled
in the "United States are' denied ei- itt tht United States are denied en-trance into such' country, dependency, trance into -such country, dependency.
or province, shall be forfeited to the or province, shall be forfeited to the
United States; and any brandy or other United States; and any brandy or
spirituous or distilled liquor iraported other spirituous or distilled liquor liiIn a cask of less capacity than'ten ported :n a cask of less capacity than
gallons frown any country shall be, for- ..fen gallons front any country shall be
forfeited to the United States.
felted to the United States.

lmportnt Cwtange8 in dasifleation.--This paragraph is made up

of paragraph 241 and part of paragraph 238, act of 1913. The provision for the forfeiture of brandy and other spirituous or distilled
liquor imported in a cesk of less capacity than ten gallons has been
eliminated.
Suggested chanxge.-Page 102, line 3, of H. R. 7456: Should not
"title" be "schedule"?
Pan 102, lines 9 and 10, of H. R. '466: "Proof" should apparentlybeinserted between-" per" and "gallon."
PARAGRAPH 812.
H. R. 7458.
PA& 812. There shall be no constructive or other allowance for breakage,
leakage, or damage on wines, liquors.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
,

SUJA14"Y' OF: ,TAP4FF INF9WTIO$1 J99.
cordials,, qr dotl.!ed spirltg, except
that when it shall appear to the collector of customs from the geuger's
return, verified by an affidavit by the
Imported to, be filed wl~htn five days
aftei the delivery of the merchandise,
that a cask or package has been broken
or otherwise Injured In transit from a
foreign port and as it res tMtheteof
a part of Its contents, amounting to
10 per. centUm or wore of, the total
value of the contents of the said cask
or package in its condition as exported, has been lost, allowance therefor may be made In the liqidatlon of
the duties.
ACT OF 1910.

ACT 0F 1909.
PAR. 307.

* *

And provided fur-

PAl. 244.

* *

And provided fur.

ther, That there shall be no construc- Mori That'thee shall- be no, constructive or other allowance for brpakage,- tive, or other allowance for breakage,
leakage, of damage on wiiweS, liquoM.- leakage, -or damage on wineq, liquors,
cordialsor d| !llgl spirit*

* *

cordialai or.-distilled spirits, except
that when it ilwIl 4w tqpp0h0Uector of customWIfrbmtlie gaugers return, verified by an affidavit by the
Importer to be filed within five days
after the delivery of the merchandise,

that a cask or package has been broken
or otherwise injured in transit from a
foreign port and as a result thereof
a part of its contents amounting to 10
per century or more of the total value
of the contents of the said cask or
package in its condition ss exported,
has been lost, allowance therefor may
be made In the liquidation of the
duties. * * *.2

PARAGRAPH 818.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

'AR. 813. No wines, spirits, or other
liquors or articles provided for in this
title containing one-half of 1 per
('ntuln or more of alcohol shall be
imported or permitted entry except oln
a permit issued therefor by the Comuissloner of Internal Revenue, and
aniy such wine, spirits, or other liquors
or articles imported or brought into
the United States without a permit
shall be seized and forfeited In the
ane manner as for other violations
of the coltoms laws.

'Thls proviso concluded with the following sentence:

"Wines, cordials, brandy, and other spirituous liquors, including bitters of all
bay rum or bay water, imported in bottles or Jugs, shall be packed in packages
be paid
shall thereto,
In eachor package,
bottles
or Jugsbottles
one dozen
not
less than
addition
Ju andorinduty
at least
one dozen
contained
package

kinds and
containing
such
as It shall
duty

would be chargeable thereon It imcollected on the bottles or jugs at the rates w
ported empty. The percentage of alcohol in wines and fruit juices shall be determined
by
relation prescribe."
shall
of
the
Treasury
the
Seretary
manner
as
Insuch

840

OF AlUT

VYMARTaH

[No corresponding provislom I

rl5FOM TION, 191
[No corre~nding proyl5Iodj

A wWgea in c/auuifcatim.--.The provision is new." Title"
Import
cAae--Page 108, line 6, of H. R. 7456:
&ugeuted
ahoul be "shedue"
PARAGRAPH 614.
H. A. 7456.

UNATZ AXZNDENBTP.

PAR. 814. The Secretary of the Tressury is hereby authorized and directed
'o make all rules and regulations necessary for the enforcement of the provisions of this titi.

A

190o.
o looT

[INo corresponding provislola

or 191.
(No correouding provision.)

The provision is new.
Importt cka. m ce..
Stsggkdcean
.-.
P
age
108,
line
15, of H. R 7466: "Title"
- . should be, ehsdm~uh.Y

SCHEDULE 9.-4TTON MANUFACTURES?
PARAGRAPH *OL.
It. W 145&
PAR. 901. Cotton yarn, including

warps, in any form, not bleached,
dyed, colored, combed, or piled, of numbers not exceeding number 40, one-fifth
of I ceuit per number per pound; extceding number 40 and not exceeding
number 120, 8 cents per pound and,
in addition thereto, one-fourth of 1
vent p r number, per pound for every
number in excess of number 40; exee ling number 120. 28 (ents per
pound: Provided, That none of the
foregoing, of numbers not exceeding
number 100, shall pay lew duty than 5

per (entutn ad valorem and, in addition thereto, for each nuwbe;i onefifth of 1 per cenitum ad valorem; nor
of numbers exceeding number 100, less
than 25 per centum ad valorem.
Cotton yarn, including warps. in any
form, bleached, dyed, colored, or plied,
of numbers not exmeeding number 40,

one-fourth of I cent per number per
iound; exceeding number 40 and not
,,x(wetlng number 120, 10 cents per

pound and. in addition thereto, three.

tenths of 1 cent. per number per pound
for evet number in excess of number
40; exceeding number 120, 34 cents
per pound: Prorided, That none of the
foregoing, of numbers not exceeding
number 100. shall pay les duty than
7 per centum ad valorem and, In addl-

tion thereto, for each number, onelifti of 1 per tnitun ad valorem: wr
(f numbers exceeding number 100, less
than 27 per centum ad valorem.

Any of the foreguing yarns, it

CO(Ihbh4, shall pay ill addition to the

rates of duty provided In the preceding

iiaragraph, If exceeding number 9 and
not exceeding number 40. I cent per

iound: if exceeding number 40, 2
cents per pound.
Cotton waste, manufactured or
otherwise advanced In value, cotton
card laps, sliver, and roving, 5 per
"elitlln ad valorei.

$NATZ AXW)
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATIONj 1921.

ACT O3 19W0.
iuItIlUlX l.--CO

" MANUVACTUaMS.

Pa."31&. Cotton thread and carded

yarn warps or warp yarn, In single
whether on beams or in bundles,

s4keins, or cop or in any other form,
except spool thread of cotton, crochet,

darning, and embroidery cottons, hereInafter provide" 'fr,' not, colored,
bleached, dyed, or advanced beyond
the condition of singles by grouping
ur twisting two or more single yarns
together, two and one-half cents per
pound on all numbers up to and ineluding number fifteen, one-sixth of a
cent per number per pound on all
numbers excetling number fifteen and
up to and including number thirty,
and one-fifth of a cent per number per
pound on all numbers exceeding number thirty: Prorided, That none of the
foregoing shall pay a les rate of duty
than fifteen per centum ad valorem;
.dored. bleached, dyed, combed, or advanced beyond the condition of singles
by grouping or twisting two or more
single yarns together, whether im
beams, or in bundles, skeins, or cops,

or In any other form, except spool
thread of cotton, crochet, darning, and

embroidery cottons, hereinafter provided for, six cents per pound on all

numbers up to and including number

twenty-four, and on all numbers exceeding number twenty-four and up to

ACT OF 1918.
8tao01UL19 l-CoMN MANUvACTUIS.'
PAlN. 250. Cotton thread and carded
yarn, warps, or warp yarn, whether
on beams or in bundles, skeins, or
cops, or In any other form, not combed.
bleached, dyed, mercerized, or colored,
except spool thread of cotton, crochet,
darning and embroidery, cottons, hereInafter provided for, shall be subject
to the following rates of duty:
Numbers up to and including number
nine, 5 per ceutmw ag valorem; exceeding number nine and not exceeding
nuumber nineteen, 71 per (entum ad vitlorem; exceeding number nineteen anti
not exceeding number thirty-nine, it,
per centum ad valorem; exceeding
number thirty-nine and not exceeding
number forty-nine, 15 per kvntum ui
valorem; exceeding number forty-nfit.
and not ex(vedlihg number fifty-nine.
171 per centum ad valoren; exeeding
number fifty-nine and not exceeding
nwnber seventy-nine, 20 per centum ad
valorem; exveeding number seventynine and not exc.eding number ninetnine. 221 per centum ad valorem; exceeditg number ninety-nine, 25 lxcentumn ad valorema. When combel.
bleached, dyed, mercerlzed, or ivlored.
they shall be subject to the following
rates of duty: Numbers up to and it,cluding number nine, 71 per cent:uni ad
valorew; exceeding number nine awl

number eight.;, one-fourth of one cent not exceeding number nineteen, 10 ir
per number per pound; on number ceutum ad valorem; exceeding uumi,r
eighty 51nd up to number two hundred, nineteen and not exceeding number
thre-tenths of one cent per number thirty-nine, 121 per centum ad va
per pound; on number two hundred lorem ; exelling number thirty-ni,'i
and above, sixty cents per pound, and and not exceeding number forty-nine.
oie-tenth of one cent per number per 17J per centum ad valoreni; exceeding
pound additional for every number in number forty-nine and not exceeding
excess of number two hundred; cable- number fifty-nine, 20 per centuni ad
laid yarns or threads, made by group- valorem; exceeding number fifty-n in,lug or twisting two or nmre grouped and not exceeding number seeOmor twisted yarns or thr**ds together, nine, 221 per cewtum ad valorem; ex.
not colored, bleached, or dyed, four- teedhig number seventy-nine and not
tenths of one cent per number per e.x*ding number ninety-nine, 25 per
pound; colored. blevchlld, or dyed, centum ad valremn; exceeding numh)-r
nine-twentieths of one cent per num- ninety-nine, 27 per centum aW vs.
ber per pound: Piorided further, That iorem. Otton waste and flocks, manusaid threads a(d yarns. colored. factured or otherwise advanced i,
bleached, dye l combed, advanced be- value, cotton card laps, roping, sliver.
yond the condition of singles, and or roving. 5 per tentum ad valoremn.
cable-laid yarns or threads, as herein.
before provided, except those (other
than cable-laid threads and yarns)
fitter than number one hundred and
forty shall not pay a less rate of duty
than twenty per centum ad valorem.:
'7 cents per Pound0In addition to the rates oi duty imposed thereon by existing law. ii
imposed by par. 17 of'the emergency tariff act of May 21, 1921, on manufactures of whibh
cotton havitn a staple of 11 inches of more in length Is the component material of cbiof
valo.
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ACT OF 1918.

And provided further, That all the
foregoing threads and yarns as herein,
before provided, when mercerined or
subjected to any similar pros, shall
pay, In addition to the foregoing sl*edfc rates of duty, one-fortieth of one
ef~t per number per pound; cotton
card laps,. roping, sliver, or roving,
thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
Cotton waste arid flocks, manufactured
or otherwise advanced In value, twenty
lpr celtumU ad valorem.
C(Y)N YARN.
livei,'oft, T. 1. 8.-1Z)

Iec.iptino and ues.--Cotton yarn is spun from roving, and may
be of upland, American staple, Egyptian, sea-island, or other cotton;
it may be carded or combed, ring spun or mule spun, made with
varying degrees of twist from extra soft up to extra hard; it may be
,nbleached, bleached, printed, dyed, or colored; plain or finished
(gassed, mercerized, prepared, polished); and it may be in the single
or doubled or cabled. There are many varieties of cotton yarn, and
several modifying adjectives are required for the precise identification of any particular count. The relative values depend on various
factors, but particularly on the material used and the count to which
spun.
Number or count of yarn means the nmuber of 840-yard hAnks
required to weigh 1 pound. No. 1 cotton yarn measures 840 yards
to the pound and No. 100 cotton yaxn measures 84,000 yards to the
pound; the higher the count, the finer the yarn.
Prodvwt6on.-In quantity the United States ranks, first, followed
by the United Kin dom, British India, Japan, France, Germany,
Russi*, and Italy. In 1914 domestic production amounted to 2,170,578,612 pounds. Of the 2,467,914,386 pounds domestic output in
1919, the makers consumed about 75 per cent. Of the 625,071,000
punds, valued at $460,479,X0, offered for sale in 1919, the knitting
industry was the largest purchaser. In domestic spiwiing the norIal limit isJ about 100s warp and 120s filling, while 93 per cent of
the output consists of coarse and medium counts not above 40s. The

United Kingdom leads ii number of spindes and supplies a major
portion of the line and special yarns used hiL international trade,
ImP,,rts are less than 0.4 per cent of domestic consumption the
maximum being 10,46,304 pounds in 191. During the 3 fiscal
years ended June 30, 1920, imports averaged 4,964,20 pounds, valued

it,$3425,668 per annum. Imports wei-e 6,853,235 pounds, valued
at $4,092,072 in 1914. The larger xrtion consists of two-ply un-

1leached yarns mule spun in England from Egyptian cotton. About
60 per cent are gassed or otherwise finished. Lace yarns. mostly
"prepared" or flattened for use in brass bobbins, constitute the
leading import. The second largest import is of soft-spun yarns
for mercerization and for combination with silk in knitting and in

the weaving of broad and narrow fabrics. The main count imported

is two-ply 78s, and the rain competitiverrange is from 58 to 78s.
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Imports are sdippleziental rather than competitive, and as the
domestic industry develops the average ,count "portod teadily
tends upward. The tariff plays a minor part in this trade.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:

JQuntity.

OlIdar yw.
18.................................................
*#.* ...................
19D........
1990.................................

I, (9montm) .....................................................

Duty.

V1t1u

PON"$.
3,976,200
2,9UM910?
%99W

86,336,35
7
,1

$1,470,781
1,80,126

71,0,7
.. ,446..4.
, ,7
.......

,238,4311

Exports of cotton yarn were valued at $716,086 in 1914. During
greatly,
exceeding
the mainly
war they
and
sinceare
" Exports
of have
countsincreased
under 40s,
knitting
yarns imports.
leading.
Argentina, Car.,.da, Hongkong, and.Colombia were the leading buyers
in
1920.
.'-Exports
for the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
1819

1918

W!!...unds).............

13,%,0
ON

I

(m
1990

34,099,300
t,

1ii~

110,7 W

M89*~
MU4800*014,90
*4,46,44

Important change in okw8i'wd --Paragraph 901 is intended
to cover all types and varieties of cotton yarn except the special
yarns which are put up in short lengths for use in handworkl It
does not include any sewing thread. Since sewing thread and yarns
for handwork are more specifically provided for in paragraph 902
it is runecemry that paragraph 901 should note their exception; the
phrase used in the 1918 act (par. 250) "except spool thread of cotton
crochet, darning and embroidery cottons, hereinafter provided for"
has therefore been omitted.
Since paragraph 901 relates solely to cotton yarn, it is appropriately headed "Cotton yarn, including warps, in any form." In most
foreign tariffs "cotton yarn" is considered inclusive and exclusive.
but to prevent any possibility of the courts' construing cotton yarn
in the form of warps (a number of ends gathered together, sized or
not sized, on beams or in balls or other form) as further advanced
than cotton yarn, there have been added the words "including
warps." The phrase "in any form" has been substituted for the
present wording (par. M,0) act of 1913) "whether on beams or in
bundles, skeins or cops, or in any other form" as being simpler an([
full* as inclusive.
As in previous acts, cotton yarns have been classified as "basic
and "advanced," each with its own progressive rates of duty. The
basic term "not bleached. dyed, colored, combed, or plied," refers
solely to grey carded single yarns. Advanced yarns include those
that are bleached, dyed, colorid, or plied, and an additional duty is
imposed when they are combed. Te term " colored" is use if]
addition to the term "dyed" in order to cover printed yarns, and
also yarns which are made of two or more rovings or two or nore
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yarns only one of which maybe dyed. The term, "plied" means that
two or more yarns ha ve been twisted together to ,form ply yarp,.
The act of 1013 provides no dAierontial for ply yarns which in the
gre are dutiable under the basic rates;. in if.Rk 7450 a diflereuti4l

isprviddi for ply yarn as was, the case inthe act of 19W. This

differential, however, is not intended to include grouped yarns. Im-,
ports ofgrquped yarns, that is, single yarns wound together with",
are small And almost entirely for use in, electrical wre
out t.z
coverfThere is apparently no object in, including, roupe yar.
tpe mre
yarns inoe t. ot per pound of!
withp
usually less than the cost of singl.end winding
he more en
Obtained m a
weight
wound,
4v : together side%- side the greater the

d hence, e I",thenit coot.

not only two or more single yarns
The term I"plied "' inc!b
twisted ,together but aso cablqd yarns made by twisting together
two or more pl yarns. The act of 1909 provided a further differential for cabled yarns over ordinary ply yarns, but this has been
omitted for the reason that practicaly a l imports consist of fine
cabled yarns, particularly 130/9 and 140/9, known as harness-twine
or-heald yarn, needed for making loom harness for the silk industry;
these must be made so carefully and are required in amounts so small
that domestic manufopturets do not find it profitable to attempt their
manufrcture.
The progressive rates are levied, atin preceding acts on the yarn
count, tha is,.the number of 840-yard hanks that weigh I pound.
The higher the count the Iiner the yarn, and, other things being equal,
the higher the prcentage of labor vots therefore the duty increases
progressively, with the yarn number,. The progressive rates on advanced yarns are higher than those on the&basc gray single yarns,
and increase at a faster rate of progression. Group progression was
used in the act of 1913, but, as it' involves a jump in the rates of duty
between each group, individual-count progression used in the act of
1909 is more logical. In thorevised classification both basic and adn up to and including No.
vanced yarns have one rate of prog
40, and another and steeper rate of progression above No. 40 up to
and including No. 120, above which the, rate becomes stationary.
The change in the rate of progression, on both basic and advanced
yarns, at No. 40 is made because that number marks the normal ringspinning limit of yarns made from short-stapled upland cotton not
over 1A inches in ength. Above. No. 120 there is rarely any domestic
yarn made for sale; the stoppage of the advance in duties at this
point should stimulate the production of lace, fine ply voices, knd
other goods which recujre extra high:count yarns not produced in
this count .
it is li naisable- to break up the smooth rate of progression and
complicate the paragraph by inserting a flat rate of duty on coarse
yarns up to 10s, &t,impoits of such yarns are small, being less than
1per cent of the total yarn import. Aside from a few special knitting
yarns, they consist mainly of turkey-red yarns for border and name
work on towels; these towel yarns are in demand because they are fast
dyed rather than because tiey are low priced. There is likewise no
object in changing the rate of advance of duties at 15s, 20s 24s, or 80s,
such as ourred in tariffs before the American industry attained its
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fill growth, and the same rate of progression can wtl be used front
the coarsest up to No. 40s.
The act of 1909 provided a cumulative differential for yarns subjected to mercerization and the act of 1913 included mercerized yarns
in the advanced classification. • Testimony secured by the Tariff Commission shows that skein mercerization is as cheap in this country
as abroad, and that warp mercerization is considerably cheaper here:
also that this was the normal condition prior to the war. Such being
the ease, it has been deemed advisable to omit any differential for
mercerizing, particularly as none has beenused for other finishing
processes such as preparing, polishing, or gassing.
The act of 1909 (par. 313) provided a minimum ad valorem rate of
15 per cent flat for all single gray yams and * minimum ad valorem
rate of 20 per cent flat for advanced yarns not exceeding No. 140.
above which there was no minimum. H. R. 7456 substitutes progressive ad valorem minimums for both basic and advanced yarns
up to No. 100,' above which the rate remains stationary. (For more
detailed discussion see Char. VI of Tariff Information Serieb, No. 12.
entitled, "Cotton Yarn.")
is apparently no provision for unSuggeSted cAnges.-T,
bleached combed yarns up to No. 9. There is also doubt whether
the provision beginning "any of the foregoing yarns," page 104, line
17, relates to the first part of the paragraph. If it does not there is
no provision fbr any unbleached combed yarns. It is suggested that

lines 17 to 21, page 104, be omitted and the word "combed" be inserted after the word "colored" in line 5, pag 104, which would
make the part of the paragraph relating to" bleached, dyed, et<.,' exactly complementary to the first part of the paragraph relating to
"not bleached,
'yed,
etc."
0oMN CARD LAPS, SLIVER, AND ROVING.

Descriptin, uses, and production--Raw cotton in the bale is
opened in the mills and there partially cleaned and made into laps.
usually 40 inches wide and about 18 inches in diameter. These laps
are then run through the card and drawn down into a loosely coitipressed but untwisted ropa called a sliver. After further attentition and cleaning a small amount of twist is inserted in the sliver.
which thereuponbecomes roving, and this is further attenuated anl

twisted into yarn. The amount of cotton card laps, sliver, and roving
produced for sale in 1919 was 4,260,000 pounds, valued at $1,956,000.
lmporte.-Laps, sliver, and roving are ordinarily not articles of
commerce, owing to the difficulty of handling them without damage
and because spinning mills have their own preparing machinery.
Imports are usually negligible. In 1914 they amounted to $867.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 were asfollows:

ow8
O1
I.

]POUNd
....................... "
Valu. ...........
Duty ...........
'Ilee

10,000 poun,

.::1..

...

.....................

'

.:I 1 A ,W612
81, ON
4,027..
.... ,:..

, 23 j...........

valued c8 0,000, from Philpphi hns.

84
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Exporta,-None remorded..
COMN WA8M, MANUFACTURERS OR OrHUWISE ADVANCED IN VALUE.

Deseripmtio, utee, and podtwtio.-Waste occurs in each process
of manufacture. A part of this waste is remanufactured in the .mils
where made and part is sold for manufacture elsewhere. Waste Is on
the free list (par. 467), but when bleached, dyed, manufactured, or
otherwise advanced in value is dutiable under this parpl .,
Imports in 1914 were 45,141 pounds, Valued at $2,182.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-190 were as follows:
_It___

Duty ....................................

.......

lt

1960

t

...........

EKportm.-Nore recorded.
o
Sug/,qested ekange.-*-The deletion of the phrase "cotton waste,
manufactured or otherwise advanced in value, not specially provided
for," is suggested, with the intent that all cotton waste, in whatever
condition, shall fall under paragraph 1557. Imports are insignifi.
cant and will undoubtedly continue eo, whether dutiable or free.
Cotton waste which has boen.made into card laps, sliver, roving,
yarn, or finished articles, wili, of course, take, the same rates as apply
to such merchandise made from raw cotton.,
PARAGRAPH tO.

HL 3 745.

$MZATZ AM

4NM3N

PAR. 9W'. Cotton sewing thread;
rocketet. tiarnig, embroidery, and knit'
uiig cottons, put up for hanlw~rk, Ia
I
lh'gtlis not exeeuling eight hundred
iiad forty yards ; one.ialf of I cent per
hundred yards: Provided, 'That none'
Of the foregoing shall pay a lew rate
of duty than 17 nor more than .33A
Im'r

entlluin aidl valorem.

In oio cie,

'lliiil the duty be aw0etl on a less
jiiilwber of yards than is marked on the,
glNlmN as hllimorted.
ACT 0? 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 314. Spool thread of cotton,
,rochet, darning, and embroidery cottons, on spools, reels, or balls, containing on each sl)ol, rel, or ball, not ex'eedlng one hundred yards of thread,
six cents per dozen; exceeding one
hundred yards on each spool, reel, or
ball. for every additional hundred
yards or fractional part thereof in ex-

PAx. 251. Spool thread of cotton,
crochet, darning, and embroidery cottons, on spools, reels, or balls, or in
skeins, cones, or tubes, or in any other
form, 15 per centum ad valorem.

ees of one hundred, six cents per

dozen spools, reels, or balls; If in
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AOT OF 1913.

ACT 0' LOO".

skeins, cones or tubes, containing less

than siz hundred yards each, one-half
of one cent for each one hundred yards
or fractov*1 part thereof: Prov,
t4hIn go' case sthU the duty be a*6n * levumber of yards

thmdeIs mrkedr,

ow thej* f tw to"w

~

..

going
l Melyot Guty
than twenty per etMtn ad ialoiea.
6NS."

COTON' SWING TUJZWAD AND "CO

(See Report T. I. S.-12.)

DeOMiption andee.--Co.,n sewing thread is ply or cable yarn
that has been finished by polishing; it is usually either bleached or
dyed. It may be two, three, or four-ply, or six-cord cabled; the last
named is usually put up on spools for thi retail trade and the former
on tubes cones, or large bobbins for the use of garment makers,
The count of cotton yarn indicates the arber of 8-yard hanks

required to weigh I pound. &wing thread, however, is numbered
or. lettered

arbitrarily, and the sa.ie is true of one, class of cotton
yarns, namely, those known as " cottons." This trm refer
olely to
yarn, usully soft spund in two, three, four, or eight fold, put up
n .rt length o handwor-n.ot to those put up in the longer
lengths customary for-machine work. Knitting cotton is similar to
crochet, darning, and embroidery cottons, the four terms often being
used interch angebly.
Productionof cotto tkA ad in-1914 was 26,507,028 pounds, valued
at $22,917,099; in 1919 it ws#roqrdo4 as 50j6,000 pounds, valued at
$57,12M,000, but included a considerable quantity manufactured on a
contract -bas,for, hichte cost of materials was not included in the
value of products. The reduction of "cottons " for handwork was
not recorded separatel fr other cotton yrns. For these reasons
exact comparison with imports is *n osible.
The Uited, Kingdom is the only arge exporter of cotton sewing
thread, thoughha su tantial amount is normally exported from Germany and smaller amounts from Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, France,
and Japan.
import of cotton sewing thread and "cottons" during the 30 fiscal
years ended June 80, 120, averaged in value $798,089 per anv.um.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $p,0 846.
Later statistics follow:

.....................................................

3 $1,871,M
1,851,957

'gi ..............................
1........ba)

..............
..............................

~

9,474,98
6~3

. .......
toIudes 188,88pound., Vuiis4 at 64^4,U nds t-eww

a t

.

4o

,

277.794
...........
32

.
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Imports of cotton sewinf thread, which aremnaU, ewue man
from ingland; imports of cottons" for haindwok, io4 !arge.y
from Alsae, constitute the bulk of t!e imports Ir 4e tbihPwatswjt
Export of cotton sewing thread and "cott*E'
iiuly, t forer,
are luger than imports.' For the last four calendar yeoris exports

have been, valued as follows: 1918, $024$776; 48W, $4Ae$67,709;
1920, $4,471,iT11; 1921 (9 monthSy, $1,0~8,8W4 , *;II 1
The chief purchasers of American qottoqn qewwig Irad in
were Canada, Philippine Islands, Cubs, Mexico, anAInstralis. 1042Q
Impefta dhauu i
uin,
arwgraphQ
We
moverq
sewing thread, for hand or machine work, and special yarnas cotton
which
ane put -up in short la
for handwork. Thwo two
W
A --o8
gods ane grouped, & -tl rewm thyOw a e IWiUF
or lettered arbirarily. without refereno.to tle true yarn jo0t. 141
stead of the progressive rates based on the yarn cough, a,*id in
the preceding paragraph for cotton yarns intended
for machine
work, there has bee adopted a system of progressive rtes.based on

the lenth. The kat'rte hundred
re
yards, rulta in the

dutypr
pound advancing in proportion to the fineness of the yarns for
handwork and likewise in proxT%,,ion to the fiMeM of the sewing thread.
"Cotton sewing threa ,, the first clan ol articles here coved, is
the term agreed upon by both manufacturers &d importer.
$pool
thread of cotton," as used in precedgig ta , ws a misomrAS
ports of oottmltread, when intended for use by: garment makers,
are put up on tub cones, or large bobbins, instead of on
Ipls.
"Crochet, darning, embroider , and knitting cottons,. put vp
for
handwork," clearly d ethe particular class of cotton yarns which
are excepted farom the provIsIoUn of the preceding. prrph,
on cotton yarn and here specificay provided for because of -he arbitrary
numbering ordinary empboed. The provisions of the acts of 1897
190, and 191 are extended or at least clarifid by tbv aditiop oi
the word "knitting." "Knitt4g cottons" .re so similar to other
Ucottons" or soft4pun yarns here provided for that the labeling
is
often "Cottons for crocheting, embroideriug, or kniti,"
yet
under
the act of 1918 it is possible to levy a different rate on the same yam
if invoiced as knitting cotton from that which would apply were it
invoiced as crocheting cotton. This anomuay is avoidedby the use
of the above wording.
The term "cottons" had its origin in the fact that most of the
short lengths of yarn used for banidwork ane of a soft and loosely
twisted or cottony" character, and although some are fully as hard

twisted as ordinary yams for machine work the use of the term.

"cottons" instead of " yarns" implies that this provision is limited
to yars for handwork By the use of the specio wording
up
for handwork" confusion of meaning is avoided and short "put
lengths
of yam put up for m
.chine
work an prevented from
in
under this paragraph. Practically the only short lengthscoming
of
yarn
used in machine work are the minute bobbins known
ochifi or
bobbin yarns, which are wound on a bare spindle and as
used on em.
broidery machines to fasten in place the embroidery yarns proper.
As these schiffi yas, whatever their length, are similar to yarns
used in machine knitting and other industries and are numbered
=80.--X--4
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according to the true yarn count, they should be dutiable at the progrivs rates provided i paragraph 901. It is not intended, that
aniq yars used for machiniw
iould be imported under the proVimons of paragrsph tO .
lh
Ordinl 7 it, *snot economically fe sible to use as short lengths
for machine work as ar preferTed for handwork, and a clear line
of dem aration between ordinary yarns for machine work and specal y
for hdaiwork is afforded by the phrasing "in lengths not
exceeding 840 yards. Yarn in lengum or-more, than 840 yards, if
imports for handwok would be dutiable under H. R. 7456 as
.r
ry otto ya. The appramir at New Yo'k however, states
that such importations ore rare and that 840 aris, which is the
legt
. Of oe hank as used in cottan yam nmubering, is, the logical
pon of dewwfction- betm yarns for machine work and, yans
for haadwork
The act of 1909 bracketed together sewing thread and yarns for
handwork and assessed a rate ofr cents per dozen spools o not over
100 yards each on either class put up on spools,rels or balls, and
a rate of one-half cent per 100 yards on either put, up in skeins.
cones, or tubes. The two rates come to the same thing, one-half cent
per 100 yards, but the arrangement is illogical in that no distinction
is drawn between the two dissimilar articles "sewing thread" and
"yarns for handwork," whereas a distinction is made as to the
entirely immaterial matter of the way the two should be put up for
sale. Thenew wording is designed to improve import statistics, in
that there will be separate records for sewing thread and yarns for
handwork, irrespective of how each may be put up, Coitn yarns
in short lengths for handwork are imported in substantial amounts,
whereas imports of cotton sewing thread are small.
Both minimum and maximum rates of duty have been provided
for articles in paragraph 902. The provision, also used in the act of
1909, that the duty shall not be levied on a les number of yards than
is marked on the goods as imported, is again inserted as a preventive
measure against the fraudulent marking of lengths.
Sujrueeted chauge.-Attention may-be called to the fact that the
rate of one-half cent per 100 yards on cotton sewing thread makes
the duty per pound higher than that provided for in paragraph 903
on any countable cotton cloth, including Jacquard woven fancies.
For instance, a No. 24 six-cord thread made of No, 50 yarn has a
finished length of about 6,760 yards per pound, and a No. 60 threecord thread made of No. 50 yarn has a finishd length of about 13.520
-yards per pound. The duty of one-half cent per 100 yards wold
mean a duty of 88.8 and 67.6 cents per pound, respectively, on sixcord and three-oord sewing thread made from No. 50 yarn. In contast, the specific duty on cotton cloth, printed, dyed, colored, or
woven-figured, with No. 50 average yarn count, would be 28.5 certs
per pound, and the specific dti on No. 50 cotton yarn, printed.
dyed, colored, or plied, if combed, would be 15 cents a pound.

.BUXJUAYJOF, rtF1 UINFOMATlO.,
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PARAGRAPH 908.
H. L 74NM.
PA&, 903. Cotton clotll, not bleached,
printed, dyed. colored, or woven-fig.
ured, containing yarns the, average
numberof which does not exceed number 40i forty one-hundredths of 1 cent
per average number per pound; exteding number 40, 16 cents per pound,
and, in addition thereto, fifty-five onehundredths of 1 cent per average numher per pound for every number in ex(es of number 40: Provided. That
none of the foregoing, when containing
yarns the average number of which
does not exceed number 100. shall pay
less duty than 9 per centum ad valorem
and, in addition thereto, for each numher, one-fifth of 1 per centum ad
valorem; nor when exceeding number
100. less than 29 per centum ad
valorem.
Cotton cloth, bleached, containing
yarns the average number of which
loes not exceed number 40, forty-five
one-hundredths of I cent per average
number per pound; exceeding number
40, 18 cents per pound and, in addition
thereto, three-fifths of I cent per average number per pound for every number in excess of number 40: Provided,
That none of the foregoing, when containing yarns the average number of
which does -not exceed number 100,
shall pay less duty than 18 per centum
ad valorem and, in addition thereto,
for each number, one-fifth of 1 per
c(nitum ad valorem; nor when exceedlg number 100, less than 33 per
(entun ad valorem.
Cotton cloth, printed, dyed, colored,
or woven-figured, containing yarns the
average number of which does not ex,.eed number 40, fifty-five one-hundredths of 1 cent per average number
per pound; exceeding number 40. 22
etts per pound and, In addition
thereto, sixty-five one-bundrtlths of 1

(-ent per average number per pound

for every number in excess of number
40: Provided, That none of the foregolng, when containing yarns the average number of which does not ex(eed
unber 100, shall pay Ie'-s duty than
13 lr centum ad valoiem and, for
',aich number, one-fifth of I per centum
at] valorem; nor when exceeding number 100, lems than 33 per centum ad

valorem. Plain gauze or leno woven
'otton nets or nettings shall be classlied for duty as cotton cloth.

8
O

ATE AXZNDN3NTL
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAx. 315. Cotton eloth, valued at not
over seven cents per square yard, not
bleached, dyed, colored, stained,
painted, or l)rint d, and not exceeding
fifty threads to the square inch, counting the warp and filling, one cent per
square yard; if bleached, and valued
at not over nine cents per square yard,
one and one-fourth cents per square
yard ; if dyed. colorel.'.stained. * * *
or printed, and valued at not over
twelve cents per square yard. two cents
per square yard: cotton cloth, not
dyed, colored, stained,
bleached,

'.AI. 252. Cotton (Rik, not bleachel,
dyed, colored, stained, painted, printed,
woven figured, or mercerized, containIng yarns the average number of which
does not exceed number nine, 74 per
('entui ad valorem; exceeding nuinter nine and not excotding number
nineteen. 10 per centuin ad valorem:
exceeding number nineteen and not
exceeding number thirty-nine, 121 per
ecntuw ad valoren; excellng nuinber thirty-nine and not elertling nulnher forty-nine, 14per tentuin ad valorem; exceedi- ouniber forty-nine
1nd
uot exce e' 4 number fifty-nine.
20 per rentai . .o valorem;- exceeding

painted, or printed, exceeding fifty and
not exceeding one hundretl thmads to
the square Inch, counting the warp number fifty-nine awl not exceedhig
and filling, and valued at not over nuinmer seventy.uie, 22J per centuin
seven (PClIts8 pr Sqiiil'e yard, not ex- adil valoren ; ex(eeding number teventyeeedlng six s(linire yards to the pound, nii.e and not exceeding uundwer ninetyone anl one-fourth cents4 Ier .'quare nine, 25 per centumn ad valorem; exyard; exceeding six and not e~xceellug veeling number ninety-nine. 271 per
nine square yards to the pound, one centun ad valorem. Cotton cloth when

and one-half cents per Fquare yard; bleached, dyed, colored, stained, * * *
exceeding nine square yards to the printed, woven figured, or mercetized.
pound, one and three-fourtl cents per containing yarn the average number
swua re yard ; cotton cloth, ndk bleachel, of which do* not exceed numlr nine.
dyed, colored, stained, iu~fnted, or 10 per centuin ad valorem; exceeding
printed, not exceeding one hundred
threads to the square inch. counting
the warp and filling, and valued at
over seven and not over nine cents per

niuidr nine and, not exceoding nuii.
her nineteen. 121 per ututum ad valoran; exceelhg number nineteen aiui
tat exre"eling numuber thirty-nine, 15

square yard, six cents per square yard.
but not less than twenty-five per

tvtling number ninety-nine. 30 p1r
oentumn ad valorew; plain gauze or
ln- Woven cotton nets or nettiigs.
shall he classified for duty as cottoi
cleth.

square yard, two and one-fourth cents per cintuni ad valormn; exceetiilw
per square yard; valued at over nine nutulwr thirty-nine and not xceeding
and not over ten cents per square nuitiber forty-nine, 20 wr centuni all
yard, two and three-fourths cents per valorean; exceeding iiunber forly-nin,.
square yard; valued at over ten and and not exceeding number fifty-nine,
not over twelve and one-half cents per 224 tper centuat ad valoreiu; excoediug
square yard, four cents per square nunwt er fifty-nine and not exceeding,
yard; valued at over twelve and one- number seventy-nine, 25 per centum ad
half and not over fourteen cents per valorem; excee"dig number sevent. square yard, five cents per square yard; nie and not exceeding number ninetyvalued at over fourteen cents per nile. 274 per centum ad valorem; vx
centun ad val-rem. cotton

eloth.

ex-

ceeding fifty and not excelling one

hundred threads to the square inch.
counting the warp and filling, If
bleached, and valued at not over nine
cents per square yard. not exceeding
six square yards to the pound, one

and one-half cents per square yard;
exeeling six and not exceeding nire
square yards to the pound. one and
three-fourths cents pe.r square yard:
exceeding nine square yards to the
pound, two and one-fourth cents per
.4l1a1ri yar'i I: ,otIn cloth, not exceedinz on1 hundred threads to tip square
inch, ountiag tie warp and tilling, if

bleached, and value at over nine anl
not over eleven rents per square yard.
two and three-fourths cents per square
yard; valued at over eleven and not
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over twelve cents per square yard,
iour cents per square yard; valued at
over twelve and not over fifteen cents
per squure yard, five cents per square
yard; valued at over fifteen and not
over sixteen cents per square yard, six
cents per square yard; valued at over
sixteen cents per square yard, seveu
(ents per square yard, but not less than
twenty-five per centuw ad valorem;
cotton cloth, exceeding fifty and not
exeiLfig one liundred threads ;o the
.4uare mich, counting the wnij and
filing, If dytd, colored, stalne,
' *"*
o'r prinled, and valued at uot over

twelve cents per square yard, not ex.eding six square yards to the pound.
two and three-fourths cents per square
yard; exceeding six and not exceeding
nine square yards to the pound. three
and one-fourth cents per square yard;
exe ditng nine square yards to the
lound, three and one-half cents per
square yard; cotton cloth, not exceed-lug one hundred threads to the square
Inch. counting the warp and filling, if
dyt.l, c:htiled, stained,

*

*

*

or

printed, and valued tit over twelve and
not over twelve and one-half cents per
wiuare yard, three and three-fourths
ts l| per square yard; valued at over
twelve and one-half and not over fift,+n cents per square yard, Ave cents
ier square yard; valued at over fifteen
arid not over seventeen and one-half
vints per square yard, six and one-half
(vats per square yard; valued at over
seventeen and one-half and not over
twenty cents per square yard, seven
and one-half cents pet square yard;
valued at over twenty cents per square.
yard, nine cents per square yard, but
not less than thirty per eentum ad
valorem.
PAR. 316. Cotton cloth, not bleached,
dyed, colored, stained, painted, or
printed, exceeding one hundred and
not exceeding one hundred and fifty
threads to the square inch, counting
the warp and filling, and not exceeding
four square yards tr. Ihe pound, one
and one-half cents per square yard;
exceeding four and not exceeding six
square yards to the pound, two cents
per square yard; exceeding six and
'lot exceeding eight square yards to
the pound, two and one-half cents per
luare yard; exceeding eight square
yards to the pound, two and threefourths cents per square yard; any of
the foregoing valued at over nine and
'ot over ten cents per square yard,
three cents per square yard; valued at
over ten but not over twelve and onehalf cents per square yard, four and

t
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three-eglths ('ents per square yard;
valued at over twelve and one-half and
not over fourteen cents per square
yard, five and one-half cents per square
yard; valued at over fourteen and not
over sixteen cents per square yard, six
and one-half cents per square yard;
valued at over sixteen cents per square
yard, eight cents per square yard, but
not less than thirty per eentum ad
valorem; if bleached, and not exceedlng four square yards to the pound,
two and one-half cents per square
yard; exceelug four and not exceedIng six square yaris to the pound,
three cents per square yard; exceeding
six and not exceeding eight square
yards to the pound, tlee and one-half
cents per square yard; exceeding eight
Pquare yards to the iound, three and
three-fourths cents per square yard;
any of the foregoing, bleached, and
valued at over eleven and not over
twelve cents per square yard, four and
one-fourth cents per sqm.-e yard;
valued at over twelve and not over
fifteen cents per square yard, five and
one-fourth cents per square yard;
valued at over fifteen and not over sixteen cents per square yard, six and
one-half cents per square yard; valued
at over sixteen and not over twenty
cents per square yard, eight cents per
square yard; valued at over twenty
cents per square yard, ten cents per
square yard, but not les than thirtyfive per centum ad valorem; if dyed,
colored, stained, * * * or printed,
and not exceeding, four square yards
to the pound, three and one-half cents
per square yard; exceeding four and
not exceeding six square yards to the
pound, three and three-fourths cents
per square yard.; exceeding #Ix and
not exceeding eight square yards to
the pound, four and one-fourth cents
per square yard; exceediung eight
square yards to the pound, Ifour and
one-half cents per square yard; any
of the foregoing, dyed, colorl, stained,
*

*

*

or printed, and valued at

over twelve and one.-half but not over
fifteen cents per square yard, five and
one-fourth cents per square yard;
valued at over fifteen and not over
seventeen and one-half cents per
square yard, seven cents per square
yard; valued at over seventeen and
one-half but not over twenty cents per
square yard, eight cents per square
yard; valued at over twenty cents per
square yard, ten cents per square yard
but not less tian thirty-five per centum
ad valorem.

Mr 0V1 1918.

I.
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PAL 317. Cotton cloth, not bleached,
(Iyed, colored, stained, painted, or
printed, exceedig one hundred and
fifty and not exceeding two hundred
threads to the square inch, counting
the warp and filling, and not exceedlng three and one-half square yards to
the pound, two cents per square yard;
exceeding three and one-half and not
exceeding four and one-half square
yards to the pound, two and threefourths cents per square yard; exceeding four and one-half and not ex eding six- square yards to the pound.
three cents per square yard; exceeding
six square yards to the pound, three
and one-half cents per square yard;
any.of the foregoing valued at over
ten and not over twelve and one-half
cents per square yard, four and threeeighths cents per square yard; valued
at over twelve and one-half and not
over fourteen cents per square yard,
five and one-half cents per square
yard; valued at over fourteen and not
over sixteen cents per square yard,
six and one-half cents per square yard;
valued at over sixteen and not over
twenty cents per square yard, eight
cents pc,, square yard; valued at over
twenty cents per square yard, ten cents
per square yard, but not less than
thirty-five per centum ad valorem; if
bleached, and not exceeding three and
one-half square yards to the pound.
two and three-fourths cents per square
yard: exceeding three and one-half and
not exceeding four and one-half square
yards to the pound, three and one-half
cents per square yard; exceeding four
and one-half and not exceeding six
square yards to the pound, four cents
per square yard; exceeding six square
yards to the pound, four and one-fourth
cents per square yard; any of the for,'going bleached, and valued at over
twelve and not over fifteen cents per
.iuare yard, five and one-fourth cents
per square yard; valued at over fifteen
and not over sixteen cents per square
yard. six and one-half cent,; per square
yard; valued at over sixteen and not
over twenty cents per square yard,
eight cents per square yard: valued at
over twenty cents per square yard, ten
rents per square yard. but not less than
thirty-five per centum ad valorem; if
dyed, colored, stained, * * * or
printed, and not exceeding three and
one-half square yards to the ponnd,
four and on-fourth cents per square
yard: exceeding three and one-half and
'ot exceeding four and one-half square
Yards to the poInd. four and one-half

'
'
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cents per square yard; exceeding four
and one-half and not exceeding six
square yards to the pound, four and
three-fourths cents Ir square yard;
exceeding six square yards to the
pound, five cents per square yard; any
of the foregoing, dyed. colored,
stained,

*

*

*

or printed, and

valued at over twelve and one-half
and not over fifteen cents per square
yard, six cents per square yard;
valued at over fifteen and not over
soventeen and one-half cents per square
yard, seven cents per square yard;
valued at over seventeen and one-half
and not over twenty cents per square
yard, eight cents per square yard;
valued at over twenty cents per square
yard, ten cents, per square yard but
not less than forty per centum ad

valorem.

PAR. 81& Cotton cloth not 'bleached,
dyed, colored, stained, painted, or
printed, exceeding two hundred and
not exceeding three hundred threads
to the square Inch, counting the warp
and filling, and not exceeding two and
one-half square yards to the pound,
three and one-half cents per square
yard; exceeding two and one-half and
not exceeding three and one-half
square yards to the pound, four cents
per square yard; exceeding three and
one-half and not exceeding five square
yards to the pound, four and one-half
ceats per square yard; exceeding five
square yards to the pound. five cents
tler square yard; any of the foregoing
valued at over twelve and one-half
and not over fourteen cents per square
yard, five arid one-half cents per
square! yard; valued at over fourteen
and nft over sixteen cents per square
yard, six and one-half cents per square
yard; valued at over sixteen and not
over twenty cents per square yard.
eight cents per square yard; valued
at over twenty cents per square yard,
ten cents per square yard, but not les
than forty per centum ad valorem; if
bleached, and not exceeding two sn4
one-half square yards to the pounL.
four and one-half cents per square
yard; exceeding two and one-half and
not exceeding thz'e and one-half
square yards to the pound, five cents
per square yard; exceeding three and
one-half and not exceeding five square
yards to the pound, five and one-half
cents per square yard; exceeding five
square yards to the pound, six cents
per square yard; any of the foregoing,
bleached, and valued at over fifteen
and not over mixtem ents per square
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yard. six and one-half cents per square

yard; valued at over sixteen and not
over twenty (Peats per square yard,
,ighit vents per square yard; valued at
over twenty and not over twenty-five
vents per square yard. eleven and onefourth tnts per square yard; 'valued
at over twenty-live cents per square
yard. twelve and one-half cents per
square yard, but not less than forty
per centum ad valorem; if dyed. col,,red. stained. * * * or printed, mnd
not exceeding three and one-half
square yards to the pound, six and
.ne-fourth cents per square yard; excedlng three and one-half square
yards to the pound, seven cents per
square yard; any of the foregoing,

dyed,

colored,

stained,

* 0 * or

printed, and valued at over seventeen

itnd one-half and not over twenty cents

iMr square yard, eight cents per square
yatrd, valued at over twenty and not
over twenty-five cents per square yard,
eleven and one-fourth cents per square
yard; valued at over twenty-five cents
ier square yard, twelve aid one-half
eents per square yard, but not less
thon forty per centum ad vlorem.
PAR. 319. Cotton cloth not bleached,
dyed. colored, stained, painted, or
printed, exceeding three hundred
threads to the square lch, counting
the warp and filling, and not exceedhig two square yards to tte pound,
four cents per square yard; exceeding
two aud not exceeding three square
yards to the ptund, four and one-half
c-ents per square yard: exceeding three
and not- exceeding four square yards
to the pound, five cents per square
yard; exceedng four square yards to
the smund, five and stie-half cents per
Nijuare yard; any of the foregoing
valued it over fourteen and not over

sixteen cPnts per square yard, six and
"MKn-halfcents per square yard; valued
,it over sixteen and not over twenty

cnts per square yard. eight cents per
iunare yard: valued at over twenty

"nd not over twenty-five celtt

per

.quare yard, eleven and one-fourth
,-uts per square yard; valued at over
twenty-five cents per squire yard.
twelve and one-half cents per square

yard, but not less than forty per
vPntum ad vakrem; If bleached and
iiot exceeding two square yards to the
und. five ceats per square yard; ex,'+ding two and not exceeding three
'VInre yards to the pound, five and
,',e-half cents per square yard; ex,velling three and not exceeding four

square yards to the peund. six cents
per square yard; exceeding four
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square yards to the pound, six and
one-half c*nts per square yard; any of
the foregoing, bleached, and valued at
over sixteen and not over twenty cents
per square yard, eight cents per square
yard; valued at over twenty and not
over twenty-five cents per square yard,
eleven and one-fourth cents per square
yard; valued at over twenty-five cents
per square yard, twelve and one-half
cents per square yard, but not les
than forty per centum ad valorem; If
dyed, colored, stained,**
*or
printed, and not exceeding three
square yards to the pound, six and
one-half cents per square yard; exceeding three square yards to the
pound. eight centss per square yard;
any of the foregoing, dyed, colored,
stained, * * * or printed, anti
valued at over twenty and not over
twenty-five cents per square yard,
eleven and one-fourth cents per square
yard; valued at over twenty-five cents
per square yard, twelve and one-half
cents per square yard, but not less
than forty per centum ad valorem.
O0UNTABLE cioN OJAflI8.
(See Survey I-8.)

Deeoiptin and use.-Cotton cloth is a term used to include all
loom-woven fabrics in the piece if over 12 inches in width, whether
made on a plain loom or on looms with dobby, Jacquard,. or other
special attachment. Paragraph 903 includes all cotton cloths exmore specifically provided for elsewhere: Lapcept the follow,
pets and swivel (par. 905); sateens woven with 8 or more harness
(par. 90); tire fabrics (par. 905); filled or coated cotton cloths.
ificluding tracing cloth, oilcloths, and window hollands (par. 906):
waterproof cloth (par. 906); those containing silk or artificial silk
(par. 907); Jacquard woven upholstery cloths (par. 908); pile fabrics (pr.909) and table damask (par. 10).
The main points of demarcation between cloths are the yarn
counts and their spacing (ends and pick e
square ich), the
weave, the weight, the width, and the finish. All o, these affect the
cost, but the average yarn count is, in most cases, the primary costdetermining factor.
All cloths are included in the five-color classification: unbleached.
bleached, printed, piece-dyed, and yarn-dyed. According to weave.
cloths maly be divided into plain fabrics (including plain-woven.
twill, and sateen), figured fabrics (made with the assistance of
special attachments such as dobbies, Jacquards lappets, or swivels).
and pile fabrics. The majority of cotton clotfs are plain, made of
unbleached yarns not over 40s count, have between 80 and 0)0)
threads per square inch, and are between 25 and 45 inches in width.
Prodiutiom in 1914 of woven goods including plain, figured, a"(1
pile fabrics (but excluding narrow fabrics of 1§ inches and under),
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amounted to 6,818,540,681, square yards, valued at $489,985,277, from
672,754 looms, of which 30.9 per cent were automatic. Corresponding statistics for 1919 were 6,2384000, square yards (1,819,980,000
pounds), valued at $',48 7 ,723 ,000i produced on 691,738 looms, of
which 51.8 per cent were automatic. The United States has more
automatic looms than are contained in all other countries& The
main cotton-cloth producing States are MXssachusets South Carolina, North Carolina, Rhode Island, and Georgia.
Import. of countable cotton cloth ar leW than I per cent of do-'
mestic consumption. Annual imports during the 30 fiscal years
ended June 80, 1920, averaged 58,916,680 s uare yards valued at
$0,10,821. Imports in 1914 were 58,621,496 pounds, valued at
$11028,829. The United Kingdom has always supplied the bulk
of such cotton cloths as were required from abroad, particularly
dyed linings (including venetians); fine, plain white goods, such as
muslins, cambrics, lawns, and voiles; high-g de gihams; piques;
and fancy shirtings and dress goods. Switzerdan supplies fine
white goods, such as lawns, organdies, and dotted Swiss; and France
supplies principally plain and novelty dress goods. Imports from
Germany are mainly novelty dress goods. Imports from Japan are
chiefly of the specialty known as" Japanese crepe.
Imports of cotton cloths are supp] mentary, rather than directly
competitive, and are confined largely to goods of a qualit or finish
different from the domestic. Investigation by the Tariff Commis.
sion shows that the bulk Of the imported cloths are sold. on the
American market at higher prices than are obtained for the nearest
comparable and competitive domesic cloths. Certain cloths, such
as dotted Swiuse, and transparent organdies of extremely fine yarz
count, are not made here at all.
lRecent statistics of impqrts follow:
Calendar yar.'

1918 ................
1919 ...
....................

Quantity.

, ,
..............
.... .................

............................................
1921 (9 month)I .....................................

Vae.

ra¢e
lsrd*.
37, 450,688 112. 509,751
47,7.84..4...
8002
1Ti041 ,6

Duty.

$ 2

913,6k

642

9,857#SS?

7643539W...34,435,...

Include 2,144,088 uqukre yards, valued at $4,422,170, under the

wgmency tarit act

Exports have exceeded imports in every year since 1875, and the
net result of American foreign trade in countable cotton cloth during
the fiscal years 1821-1920 was a favorable trade balance of almost half
a billion dollars. This is shown as follows:
One hwured Slaw. of twports and export of countable cotton cloth.
Total
imports,

fisol years.
1J21-1875 ..........
I -920M
................................

..

.

$583,867,993
331,939,762

Total I 21-19,.............................915,80,7&5

I Unfavwable.

Total
exports.
$156,955,090
M
, 238, M0I,77
75, 37
1,394,670,466

Balance ot
Uade.
$427

,903
15,614

478,62,711
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Exports during the 30 fiscal years 1891-1920 averaged per annum
120,087,28 linear yards, valued at $10,861,189. Exports in 1914' were
414,860,013 yards, valued at $28,844,627. Exports now include a
great variety of fabrics, not only coarse-yarn sheetings, drills, denims,
and cotton trousering and inediun-yarn prints, sateens, ginghams,
and voiles$ but also fine-yarn goods such as India linens and.Prsuia
lawns, and fancy. fabrics including -those, made with silk and
artificial silk ornamentation.' Duri the past decade themain purchasers have been the Philippine Islands, Cuba, Chinal Central
America, Canada,, Colombia, and Mexico ,•.
Exports for the calendar years.91&"l921 ,were As folows.:,
lQ20

1981919

,

y(ao
,.

. ..

. .

...........................

I

.,

1,

76m

(9

).,

uj

_osication.-Paragraph
90a hovers all
Important okanyes in
cotton cloth in the piece, not specially provided for. Thefabrics here
included are known as " countable cot&)on cloths,", because the' threads
have to be counted in ascertaining the average yirn' &u~unt on which
the pro sive duties are btsed; this term distinguishes them, on
the one ad, from the eo nomine -cloths where the threads do not
have to be counted in ascertaining tke dut , and, gn the other, from
It1.
articles made of cotton cloth. i
Countable cotton cloths have been divided into the three classesnamely, basic, bleached, and printed, dyed .oored, or woven-figured.
e., plainThe basic classification includes only unbleached plain (i.
woven, twilled, or sateen) cloths, listed as "not bleached, printed.
dyed, colored, or woven-figured." The word "colored" is used, in
addition to the terms "printed ' and "dyed," in order to cover cloths
made with printed, dyed, or partly dyedyarns.
The term "stained" has been omitted as tautological. A stained
cloth must necessarily be dyed either in the yarn or in the piece and
would undoubtedly be covered by the terms "dyed" or "colored."
The appraiser at' New York has no record of any cloth listed as
stained. The term "painted" has been omitted as of no effect, because such cloth is more specifically provided for in paragraph 906
as "coated" cloth. The appraiser at New York states that in his
opinion no administrative difficulty will ensue because of the omission of the two terms mentioned.
The differential on mercerized cloth has been omitted because of
representations made to the Tariff Commission to the effect that
cloths are mercerized more cheaply in this country than abroad.
In levying progressive rates of duty on cotton cloth it is necessary
to set up some standard on which to base the progression. Under
preceding acts experience with double standards, such as the thread
count and weight, and triple standards, such as thethread count.
weight, and value, has demonstrated the advisability of using the
single standard of the official average yarn count derived by simple
arithmetic from the thread count and weight. Any standard that is
adopted must be more or less arbitrary, because of the many types of
cotton cloth, but conversion costs vary more in conformity to the
variation in average yarn count than to any other factor or group of
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factors. Theaverage yarn count as a standard on which to base progressive rates of duty is therefore the most scientific and equitable
that can be devised; and it has the further merit of being easy of
administration, The same standard is used in the act of 1913, but
with group progression, entailing a jump in rates of duty between
successive groups of cloths, and with ad valorem rates. There have
been here substituted individual count progression and specific rates.
Cloth duties have usually been stated in terms of cents per square
yard. "Cents per pound" has been substituted as being easy of application and as facilitating the correct adjustment of duties to
values. In whatever terms stated, prices on cotton cloth are primarily based on the pound, since both cotton and cotton yarn are
sold by the pound. Yarns and cloths are so closely related that progressive rates of duty on the one should be adjusted with regard to
the other; this is difficult unless a common base is used, and the only
one possible is the pound.
Over 90 per cent of the domestic cotton yarns and of cloths made
therefrom do not exceed No. 40; this narks the ordinary ringspinning limit of short-staple upland cotton of not over I-& inches
in length. For cotton cloth, as for cotton yarn. it has therefore
been deemed advisable to have one rate of progression apply up
to No. 40 yarir count, and to use another and somewhat steeped' rate
of progression on cloths made of finer arns.
For each of the three divisions of clo there are provided not only
progressive specific rates of duty, but also minimum ad vrtoreni. rates.
As the main competition from abroad is on cloths with average yarn
counts between 40 and 100, the minimum ad valorein rates of duty
:re made progressive up to No. 100 and thereafter remain stationary.
PARAGRAP IK 904.
H. 39. T450.
I'. ii. 904. The trnri cotton (.1oih, or
cioth, wberevwr used it this schedUle,
linless other se sweeially prov(led for,
Qi,,ll be held to Include all woven
frabri,'. of cotton, in the piee. whether
figured, fancy, or plaini, mind
shall lnot
inii(Ile any article, finished or unfinished. Iniade froit eottoii cloth. in the
:S,'srlf aininelit or the conlltimon of the
,'lolh or yrn upon which the dutioc
;ItpSNl upon cotton cloth are Ind, to
d'piend, the entire fabric and all parts
flhercof shall be included. The average
umalier of the yarn it cotton cloth
herein provIled for shall be obtained
by making the length of the thread or
.varn t4 betmiual to the distance e'ovvreC( hy It in the cloth it the condition
as imiported, except that all clipped
threlds shall he mneasured as if coni1111111s; li (outing the threads all

IlY yarns shall be separated into
,iiugles and the count taken of the total
singles; the weight shall be taken after
nnly oxmssfye sizing is removed by boilIng or other suitable process.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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PAi. 820. The terni cotton cloth, or
cloth, wherever used in the paragraphs
of this schedule, unless otherwise specially provided for, shall be held to
include all woven fabrics of cotton in
the piece or cut in lengths, whether
figured, fancy, or plain, the warp and
filling threads of which can be counted
by unraveling or other practicable
ieatus, and shall not include any article, inAished or unfinished, made from
cotton cloth. In determining the count
of threads to the square inch In cotton
cloth, all the warp and filling threads,
whether ordinary or other than ordinary, and whether clipped or unclipped,
shall be counted. In the ascertainment of the weight and value, upon
which the duties, cumulative or other,
imposed upon cotton cloth are made to
depend, the entire fabric and all parts
thereof, and all the threads of which
it Is composed, shall be included. The
terms bleached, dyed, colored, stained,
mercerized, painted, or printed, wherever applied to cotton cloth in this
schedule, shall be taken to mean respectively all cotton cloth which either
wholly or in part has been subjected to
any of these processes, or which has
any bleached, dyed, colored, stained,
mercerized, painted, or printed threads
in or upon any part of the fabric.

ACT OF 1913.
P,&s. 258. The term cotton cloth, or
cloth, wherever used in the paragraphs
of this schedule, unless otherwise soecially provided for, shall be held to include all %oven fabrics of Cotton, in
the piece, whether figured, fancy, or
plain, and shall not include any article, finished or unfinished, made frown
cotton cloth. In the ascertainment of
the condition of the cloth or yarn upon
which the duties imposed upon cotton
cloth are made to depend, the entire
fabric and all parts thereof shall be
included., The average number of the
yarn in cotton cloth herein provided
for shall be obtained by taking the
length of the thread or yarn to be
equal to the distance covered by it hn
the cloth In the condition as imported.
except that all clipped threads shall be
measured as if continuous; in counting
the threads all ply yarns shall be separated into singles and the count takeii
of the total singles; the weight shall
be taken after any excessive sizing Is
removed by boiling or other suitable
process.

Important change in cla8.ifcatio&n.-Paragraph 253 of the act of
1913 is adopted almost without change as suitable phrasing to
define the use of the official average yarn count as the basic standard
of progression. The phrase "in the paragraphs of" is omitted a'unnecessary.
The first sentence of parag;'aph 904 defines cotton cloth and states
that it does not include any articles made from cotton cloth. The
second sentence states that, in ascertaining the condition of the cloth
for dutiable purposes, the entire fabric and all parts thereof shall
be included; this wording is clear and there has been no litigation
as to its meaning.
The average number of the yarn is next stated to mean the number
as ascertained by the "straighit-line I"method, whereby all yarn in
the cloth is considered as lying in a straight line without regard
to contraction. This official average-yarn count is easily ascertainable, by simple arithmetic, from the number of single threads l)eisquare inch and the wei ht. The Treasury has not only statedI
rules governing the calculation, but has published tables wherein
it can be found for any cloth without calculation.
Since by the straight-line method of paragraph 904 the yarli
length and the cloth length, in any given weight of cloth, are regarded as being the same, whereas the yarn length, by reason ol'
the threads having to bend around each other, is actually greater
than the cloth length, it is obvious that the official average yarn
count will, except in the case of clipped fabrics, be less than the
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actual average yarn count This, however, does not affect its value as
a standard between different cloths.
It is to be noted that the expression "except that all clipped
threads shall be measured as if continuous" raises the average yarn
count (by,reason of the use of the actual weight of the fabric after
it is clip .together with a longer length of yarn than is actually
contained therein) of all fabrics with clipped threads. This serves
to raise the rate of duty above that which would apply to a cloth
constructed in the same way but not clipped, and thus automatically
provides:a differential for atny extra cost involved in making clip
spot fabrics.
PARAGRAPH 905.
H. 1. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

iAR. 905. Cotton cloth with extra
tlreads introduced by ineons of the
lappet or swivel' shall be dutiable at,
the rate on the base cloth and, in adlition thereto, 7j per, centuni ad
'alorew.
Cotton sjfteens, woven with eight or
more harness, shall pay, In addition
to the rate on cotton cloth, 10 per
v'entum ad valorem.
Tire fabric or fabric for use in peuinatic tires, Including cord fabric, 25,
per centutn ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0F 1918.

PA. 828. In addition to the duty or
duties Imposed upon cotton cloth by
the various provisions of this section,
there shall be paid the following cumulative duties, tile intent of this paragraph being to add such duty or duties
to those tO which the cotton cloth
would be liable if the provisions of this
paragraph did not exist, namely: On
all cotton cloth in which other than
the ordinary warp and filling threads
are used to form a figure or fancy
effect, whether known as lappets or
otherwise, one cent per square yard if
valued at not more than seven cents
pcr square .yard, and two cents per
square yard if valued at more than
;even cents per square yard; on all
cotton cloth mercerized or subjected
to any similar process%one ce t per
square yard.

PAR. 262. * * * tire fabric or fabric suitable for use in pneumatic tires,
• * * made of cotton or other vegetable fiber, or of which cotton or, other
vegetable fiber is the component material of chief value, or of cotton or
other vegetable fiber and india rubber,
* * * 25 per centum ad valorem;

PAR. 830.

*

*

*

tire fabric or

fabric suitable foe use in pneumatic
tires. * *

*

made of cotton or other

vegetable fiber, and India rubber, or
of which cotton or other vegetable
tiber Is the component material of
ehief value, * * * forty-five pcr
eentum ad valorem; 0 * "*
[No corresponding provision for cot[No corresponding provision for the
ton sateens.]
other commodities; see par. 252.]
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iW, ir= AND, SWIVILJ; SATENS; TIME FABRICOB.
(See Survey I-4 and .eport.T. I. $.--1O.)'

Detption and uweR.-Lappets are cloths ornamented in zigzag
patterns by extra warp threads introduced by means *ofneedle Cmrs.
Lapets are Usually cheap fabrics which have a certain limited
demand for curtain and dress use. Swivels are cloths ornamented
in snall spot or figured patter's by extra filling threads introduced
bya serieisof small shuttles operated by rack and pinion. After the
regular shuttle carrying tlhe ground filling has been thrown through
the shed of the warp, a special shed is opened for the introduction of
the mall shuttles carrying the decorative threads and each of these
in its traverse covers only the 4itanq required ior the figure to be
produced. Each swivel shuttle can, if desired, carry a different
color; a single figure will, however, seldom exceed two colors. The
most staple form of swivel goods is the "dotted Swiss," consisting
of one-co or or white dots on a one-color or white lawn ground.
Cotton cloths which are constructed in the same maier as silk
satins, with the object of producing a smooth and lustrous surface.
are termed sateens. In sateens the face is practically all warp or all
filling, according to whether it is a warp sateen or a filling sateen, and
the interlacings of the yarns predominating on the face are so scattere(I
as to prevent any obvious twill or other design, and to permit the
face yarns to float loose between points of interlacing. The long
floats lying side by side hide the interlacings and deflect the light
in one direction, thus giving the smooth lustrous effect., This luster
is improved by mercerizing, schreinering, and other special finishSateens are plain cloths made on ordinary cam looms
ing process
harness; where there are a large number of
more
or
five
using
the ,dobby-head lift is substituted. Venetian
inch
threads'to the
woven with eight or more harness and
mainly.sateens
are
linings
linings.
silk
resemble
finished to
Tire fabric, or fabric for use in pneumatic tires, includes various
types of cotton cloths used, together with rubber, in making automobile tires. Cord fabric, is a peculiar type of tire fabric, consisting
of a number of cords held parallel by occasional picks of filling; ti
typical cord fabric has 26 ends per inch of 23/5 ply yarn cabled 3.
fold, and 21 picks per inch of 23s single yarn. These fabrics are
usually woven in wide widahs, particularly the 48, 54, and 60 inch.
Production of lappets is not recorded, but is known to be small.
Cotton swivels are not now made in the United States. Production
of twills and sateens in 1914 amounted to 392,109,000' square yards.
valued at $32,892,000, in 1919, to 424,478,000 square yards (131,537.000 pounds), valued at $101,057,000, but it is not shown how much
of this consisted of sateens woven with 8 or more harness. Prior
to the war 8-harneas venetians were largely imported, but the demands
4
is now mainly supplied by domestic mills.
square yards
121,745,000
was
duck
tire
of
1919
Production in
tire fabrics
other
of
and
$143,086,000)
at
valued
(128,174,000 pounds),
$32,602,000.
at
valued
pounds),
(29,917,000
yards
36,806 000 square
The United States produces over 80 per cent of the automobile tires
of the world, and a corresponding amount of the tire fabric.
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Import, of lappets, swivels, and sateens are not separately recorded. It is known, however, that lappets constitute a minor item,
whereas swivels and sateens are among the most important of the
countable cotton cloth imports, although the importation of the
latter, mainly 8-harness venetian&, has declined before the increasing
domestic competition. Venetians are almost entirely from England,
whereas cotton swivels- are mainly the ptioducts of hand looms in
Switzerland and France.

Imports of tire fabrics amounted to 2,542 yards, valued at $4,72,.
in 1919; and to 48,46 square yards, valued at $55,687, in 1920. Imports during the first nune months of 1921 were 8,017 square yards,
.
,, ,
valued at $837.
Exports of the three classes of cotton cloths here mentioned are
not recorded separately. Exports of 8 harness warp sateens are
known to be fairly substantial. Exports of tire fabrics are probably
small, but there is a large export, particularly to Europe, of auto.
mobile tires into which such fabric enters.
Important olxaige in d
.ation.-Paragraph 905 provides special rates of duty, higher than those applying under the provisions
of paragraph 903, to three special types of cotton cloths, viz, to
lappets and swivels, to sateens woven with eight or more harness, and
to tire fabrics.
Lappets and swivels are given a differential over other cloths of
the same construction and weight in order to compenmate for any
extra cost involved in their manufacture. The act of 1909, in paragraph 823, likewise provided for such differential "on all cotton
cloth in which other than the ordinary warp and filling threads
are used to form a figure or fancy effect." This provision appled
to three, and only three, types of cloth; that is (1) cloths in which
extra warp threads are introduced by means of the lappet attachment, (2) cloths in which extra filling threads are introduced by
means of the swivel attachment, and (3) cloths in which certain
threads are allowed to float, t6 be afterwards removed by shearing or
clipping. The third class is, as previously noted, given a differential
by means of the provision in paragraph 904 that all clipped threads
shall be counted as if continuous. This leaves only. two cloths of
the 1909 grouping, viz, lappets and swivels, and these' are here provided for oy name and given a differential rate of duty that is cumulative on the basic cloth. In applying this cumulative rate it will be
necessary to ascertain the number of threads per square inch in the
basic cloth, together with the weight after the extra figuring threads
are removed, in order to ascertain the official average yarn count and
the regular duty applicable thereto under paragraph 908, and then
to add thereto the cumulative differential rate here provided.
The second part of this paragraph providing for a cumulative
differential on sateens woven with eight or more harness, is an entirely new provision. It is intended particularly to cover venetians
and grey goods to be finished into venetians. Venetians are dyed
and mercerized and schreinered cloths of close texture, most of them
being 8-harness sateens, which are used for various purposes, par.
ticularly for linings. Prior to the war cotton venetians were almost
entirely imported and constituted the largest item in the list of
82304-22--4
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countable cotton cloths. Their manufacture in this country developed during the war and is now substantial.
The third section of this paragraph covers tire fabrics. Heretofore
these have been provided for in the "small wares" paragraph, but as
they are wide fabrics they are more logically placed here as special

cloth&.

,Suggetted orange .-- The advisability of a special differential on
sateens woven with eight or more harness is questionable. The manu.
facture of venetians is now firmly established, and it would seem that
such cloths should be dutiable under paragraph 908 at whatever pro.
gressive rates are provided for other countable cotton cloths Since

venetians constitute one of the largest items of imported countable
cotton cloths, the levying of additional duty would mean a substantial
increase in the average rate of duty applicable to countable cotton
cloths. .It would also necessitate the examination of every sateen to determine whether it is made with eight or more harness, and this
would add considerably to the work of customs examiners. This provision might well be omitted, with the intent that all cotton sateens
fall under paragraph 908.
PARAGRAPH 906.
3L AL 74M.

ENATZ AZENDXENTS.

PAR. 906. Tracing cloth, 5 cents per
square yard and 17 per centum ad
valorem; cotton window hollads, all
ollcloths (except silk ollclotha and
oilcloths for floors), and filled or
coated cotton cloths not specially provided for, 8 cents per square yard and
17 per centun ad valorem; waterproof
cloth composed wholly or in clhef value
of cotton or other vegetable fiber,
whether or trot In part of India rubber,
5 cents per square yard and 20 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT 07 190.
P"

M21. 0*

* Ootton cloth filled

or coated, all oilcloths (except silk oil.
cloths and ollcloths for floors), and cottoif window Hollands, three cents per
square yard and twenty per centum ad
valorem; tracing cloth, five cents per
square yard and twenty per centum ad
valorem.
PAu. 847.
* waterproof cloth
composed of cotton or other vegetable
fiber, whethLr composed in part of In.
dia rubber or otherwise, ten cents per
square yard and twenty per centum ad
valorem.

(See opposite Par. 908 for painted

cotton cloth, omitted there where stars
appear.)

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 254. * * * tracing cloth, 3t
per centum ad valorem; cotton cloth
filled or coated, all oilcloths (except
silk ollcloths and oilcloths for floors).
and cotton window hollands, 25 per
centum ad valorem; waterproof cloth
composed of cotton or other vegetable
fiber, or of which cotton or other vegetable fiber Is the component material
of chief value or of cotton or other
vegetable fiber and india rubber, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
[See opposite Par. 903 for painted
cotton cloth, omitted there where stars
i,
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UPBOXAL CLTHS (COATED, FILED, OR WATERPROOF).
(See Suryey 1-4.)
GENERAL.

Paragraph 906 covers special cloths (filled, coated, or waterproof),
wW'ch were provided for in preceding acts with very similar wording.
Since tracin cloth, window hollands, and oilcloths are all fille,
coated, or filled and coated, those not specifically mentioned are provided for in a basket clause: "and filled or coated cotton cloths not
specially provided for."
A filled cloth is one in which all the interstices are filled flush with
-the top of the weave with a filler of starch or other material, the
whole being smoothed down in the operation of the filling machine
so as to leave the we
evident through the starch or other materials applied. The
makes the cloth opaque or nearly opaque,
and adds to the wei
and stiffness. Among the various filling
substances are starch, china clay, chalk, plaster of Paris, white lead,
glue, Glauber's salt, and glucose. Typical examples of filled cloths
are window hollands and heavily sized rey shirtings.
A coated cloth may be more or less filled in the interstices, but the.
primary requisite is that the surface be coated with o plaster finish
at the expense of the face. The coating materials coii.nist of varnish,
paint, pigments, etc. Typical examples of coated cloths are those
used in the sign-painting trade, and those used for tags, bookbinder's;
cloth, and imitation vellum, green cloth" (a fabric treated with
a solution of copper and wax and used in making artificial flowers),
artificial leather, and the like. A coated cloth is usually, but not
necessarily, opaque. Transparent goods such as tracing cloth and
near glass" (used for covering goods on the counter and for making certain styles of lamp shades) are classed as coated cloth.
TUNING CLOTH.

Descriptionand wee.-Tracing cloth is a plain-woven cloth, almost
always of cotton, that is processed by filling and coating to make a
smooth transparent fabric glazed on one side but dull finished on
the other, that will take ink without blurring. It is used by drafts"ljen, architects, and engineers in duplicating drawings of plans for
buildings, machinery, and construction workin general. The transparent cloth is placed over the original plan and the lines inked in;
this is then put over blue-print paper and exposed to sunlight, or
to such high-power artificial light as the arc or the mercury globe,
in order to secure blue-print reproductions. Specially prepared tracing paer, although not so durable as the tracing cloth, finds consi erable use as a cheaper substitute.
ProductiAon.-The manufacture of tracing cloth in the United
States was inaugurated about 1906 by a firm which ceased production in 1914. Another firm started in 1911, developed to a point
where it supplied about half of the domestic demand, but closed
down in 1921. In both instances the failure to survive was due to
the preference of the,trade for the old-established British brands;
right or wrong, they regarded the domestic article as of inferior
quality. Another company now being formed will undertake inanufacture in 1922.

8&8
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Imports are almost entirely from England, mainly from orie
firm which is an amalgamation of several firms manufacturing
various types of coated and filled cloths. Tracing cloth was first
mentioned in the act of 1909. During the period from August 6,1909.
to June 30, 1920, inclusive, annual imports averaged 2,339,565 square
yards, valued at $484,414. Imports in 1914 were 2,051,698 square
yards, valued at $847,028.
Later statistics; follow:
C(aenit.- year.

191S8.......................................................3,
........
1919.................. ..........................
1920 ....................................................

Quantity.

Value.

037,2M6
1,348,99M
2,753,12

8961,077
6.)
1,167,082

60,377

191 (9 monthls) I......................................................

Duty.

323
$1'AS,
140,942
0, 125

271,854 ............

1Includes 3,745 pounds, valued at 812,407, under the mergency

Exports are not recorded.
"XTTON WINDOW IfOfldit,

Decription and twe8.-Cotton window hollwds are used in making roller shades for windows and doors. They vre ordiary cotton
sheetings which have been filled to make them more or less opaque.
and are finished by bleaching, or dyeing, and beetling.
is not recorded, but is steadily increasing and supplies
Prodction&
the great bulk of the domestic demand.
imports'aremainly from one Sootch firm, which has a long-established trade and which finds a limited market, at a higher price thaii
the domestic, on the basis of superior finish. These goods, which
are mainly in ecru and other light shades, are finished slowly and
carefully with old-fashioned wooden faller beetles, whereas domestic goods are, as a rule, beetled by quicker-actioned steel hammers.
Cotton window hollands constitute the bulk of the goods which
are brought together in import statistics under the title "cottoni
cloth filled or coated, all oilcloth s (except silk oilcloths and 6ilclotlvs
for floors), and cotton window hollands.1' Annual imports of this
class of goods during the period August 6, 1909. to June 30, 1920R
inclusive, averaged 2,197,164 square yards, valued at $350,383. In
1914 they were 3,018,050 square vards, valued at $420,775.
Recent figures for such incluslve imports have been as follows:
Calendar year.
........ ........
19IS ...............................................
1019 ..............................................................
1920 .............................................................
1921 (9 months) I ..................................................

Quantity.
I',I835
612,764
930,2
3 ,020

Value.

Duty.

$47,713
$190,M 8
5 '!113
219,. 50
' ,
322,410
140,409 ..........

'Includes 1025&3 pounds, valued at 810,518, under emergency tariff wt.

A'xport, are not recorded, but are substantial. Australia is o1
of the main markets and is reported to prefer American-made
window hollands in the deeper colors because these are mineral dyed
and faster to sunlight than any produced in Europe.
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Description atd uwa.-The oilcloths included in paragraph 906
are for covering tables, shelves, and walls, and for upholstering automobiles, carriages, couches, etc. For the first-named purpose a thin pliable cotton cloth, usually of light sheeting or printcloth, is used. This cloth is covered with several coatings of linseed oil benzine, ocher, or other pigments, china clay sometimes
being added for weighting, and is usually finished by printing and
varnishing. Oilcloth for upholstering is known as enameled cloth
and is made on a cotton base of sheeting, duck, twill, or sateen, which
is sized, coated, and varnished; specially engraved rollers are usually
employed to impress on the surface grained finishes of various kinds.
Produwtion in 1914 was 59,358,872 square yards of table oilcloth,
valued at $6,025 348, and 18 357 097 square yards of enameled oilcloth, valued at $2,495,255. Production in 1919 of oilcloth made on
a cotton back consisted of 39,842,000 square yards, valued at $13,J.47,000, of table, shelf, and wall oilcloth, and, 8,461,000 square yards,
valued at $3,421,000, of enameled oilcloth.
Imports are not recorded separately but are reported to be small.
Eaport of "oilcloth and linoleum other than for floors" were
valued at $666,684 in 1914 (fiscal year), and at $1,281,&07 in 1918,
$1,936,544 in 1919, $3,618,835 in 1920 (calendar years), and at $1,191,189 for the first nine months of 1921.
FILLED OR COATED COTTON CLOTHS, N. H. P. F.

1)esription and uwe8.-Among cloths falling under this clause are
artificial leather made on a cotton base, book cloths, buckram and
similar cloths stiffened by filling or coating and used for padding
suits, "green cloth" used in artificial flower manufacture, tag cloths.
imitation velluma, heavily *sized shirtings, "near glass," and various
other specialties.
Productionin 1919 of artificial leather consisted of 3,33'2,000 square
yards, valued at $3,923,000, of pyroxylin coated textiles; and 10,I00.000 square yards, valued at $4,821,000, of other than pyroxylin
cated. Production of other specialties here included is not recorded.
sportss are not recorded separately but are reported to )e small.
EXports are not recorded.
WATERPR(OOF CLOTH.

Description ad uses.-Waterproof clot s under paragraph 906
include all those made of cotton or other vegetable fiber, with or
without the addition of india rubber. not otherwise specia.lly mentioned.
Waterproof cloths are used for raincoats, auto tops. dress shields,
infants' wear, in hospitals, and for many other purposes. Any cloth
that is impervious to water, or that is substantially so and intended
to turn water, may be classed as a waterproof cloth. Some fabrics
invoiced as waterproof cloths and held to be so dutiable are simply.
(1lose-woven cotton cloths which have undergone no special treatment;
others are made by cementing together two cloths (such as the dupleX
fabric made of a printed cloth and a dyed cloth and used for raincoats) that are otherwise not waterproof. The waterproof cloths

I
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used in domestic trade have for the most part, however, been subjected to various finishing processes, the nature and extent of which
are dependent on the service that is expected of the particular goods.
Productionof waterproof cloths in the United States is large and]
constantly increasing. There are no data #s to the extent of the
output, but it is known to run into millions of dollars.
hmpo-.to were 258,207 square yards, valued at $88,427 in 1914.
fiscal year. Later statistics follow:
Valendar year.
1918 ...............
1919 ...............

lg.............

Quantity.

.................................................

..................................................

...
I .............
..............
............................. :.

1921 (0 months) I...

I Includes 1,313 pounds, -Aued at $3,245,

W 4
61172

Valu.

f

Duty.

$190 ,279

"9,146 .

16% WOX 12L, 105
6g,75M 73,5M86.

$4,5
,7

80, 2

under th* emergeny tariff at.

PARAGRAPH 907.
H. U. 7456.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAR. W07. Cloth in chlef value of cottin, contaliuiug milk or artificial milk, 8

cents per square yard and 17 per

centum ad valorem: Provided, That
none of the foregoing shall pay a less
rate of duty than 33h lwr centum ad
Valorein.

ACT 0

1909.

ACT 01*1918.

Pa 321. Cloth, composed of cotton
or other vegetable fiber and silk,
whether known as silk-striped sleeve
linings, silk stripes, or otherwise, of
which cotton or other vegetable fiber
is the component material of chief
value, eight cents per square yard
and thirty per centum ad valorem:
Provided,That no such cloth shall pay
a less rate of duty than fifty per
(ltllll

l ] v lorciui.

*

*

PAR. 254. Cloth composed of cotton
or other vegetable fiber and silk,
whether known as silk-striped sleeve
linings, silk stripes, or otherwise, of
which cotton or other vegetable fiber
is the component material of chief
value, * 0 * 30 per centum ad v'lorem ; * * *

*.

OTTON CLOTH (X)NTAINING SILK OR ARTIFICIAL SILK.

(See Survey 1-4.)

Descripto'n and uses.-Cotton-weaving mills are large users of
silk and artificial silk for the production of such fabrics as silkstriped shirtings, sle've linings, and voiles, and fancy ginghams and
other fabrics containing silk figures. Cotton mills now dominate the
trade in many lines of silk-andT-cotton fancies. In recent years artificial silk has been employed as a substitute for silk in the ornaineitation of various types of cotton cloth.
Productionfigures are not separately recorded, except in the cise
of one type of cotton cloth silk-striped shirtings, of which there wetre
33,866,000 square yards (5,854,000 pounds), valued at $12,379.(0),
produced in 1919. The total is much larger than this, as there kis
been a marked and steady increase in the use of silk and artici:f
silk by the cotton industry. The silk industry is also a large user
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of cotton, but mot silk-and-cotton mixed pods produced in silk mills
hs ve silk as the component material of chief value.
Import*are negligible as compared with the domestic production.
During the 30 fiscal years ended June 30, 1920 imports averaged
only 149,683 square yards, valued at $48,397.

In 1914 they were

213,147 square yards, valued at $67,264.

Later statistics follow:

Calendar year.

1918 .........................................................

1919 ..........................................................
192 .......................................................

.

1 7.

84:61
.19,833

276,206

1921 (9 month) I.............................................
Include 13,18 pounds, valued at $A,491, under the emt

Duty.

Value,

Quantity.

0

6

1,550

46,M D0
113,478

70,05

$18,465

14,574
34,043

...........

y tariff act.

ExportO of cotton cloth containing silk or artificial silk are not
recorded separately, but are larger than imports.
lInportantchange in clafsicftion.-Two changes have been made
in the wording previously in use.
The phrase "or other vegetable fiber" has been omitted in order
to confine this paragraph exclusively to cloths in chief value of
cotton; this was done in consonance with the desire to restrict, so far
as feasible, each schedule to the material to which it relates and
also because there are few imports of cloths in chief value of any
v'egetable fiber, other than cotton, which contain silk or artificial
silk; if imported, such cloths should fall under schedule 10.
The second change is the inclusion of cloths, in chief value of cotton, which contain artificial silk. Under the act of 1913 such cloths
fell tinder the basket paragraph of the cotton schedule. One reason
for their inclusion here is to avoid the administrative necessity of
(etermining whether the stripes or other ornamental effects in a cloth
,(hieflv of cotton are silk or artificia! silk.
'rhe wording has been shortened by the omission of terms such as
"silk-striped sleeve linings" and "silk stripes," as these are fully
(overed without specific mention.
PARAGRAPH 908.
H. R. 7456.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAI. 908. Tapestries, and( other Jac,q(rd woven upholstery cloths, in the
piece or otherwise, composed wholly

,Win chief value of cotton or other
vegetai)le fiber, 30 per centum ad
\,-f1oreilI.

ACT OF 1909.

IPut. 326. *

mother

Jacquard

*

*

ACT OF Y,913.

tapestries, and

figured

upholstery

goods, weighing over six ounces per
square yard, composed wholly or in
,hi(ef value of cotton or other vegetable

PAR. 258. *

other Jacquard

*

*

tapestries, and

figured

upholstery

goods, composed wholly or in chief
value of cotton or other vegetable
fiber; any of the foregoing, in the piece

fiber; any of the foregoing, in the piece or otherwise, 35 per centum ad valoor otherwise, fifty per centum ad va. rem;
*
lorem.
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(Oee Survey I-41)
Dee*iftion and umee.--The term "Jacquard-woven upholster),
cloths," includes two classes of cloth: (1) -Heavy fabrics, such as
tapestries, brocades, brocatelles, damasks, arnvures, and "pocket
cloths," which are used not only for covering furniture, walls, seats
cloths," which are used not onlj for covering furniture, walls, seats
in railway coaches and in inclosed automobiles, but as wall hangings,
portieres, pillow tops, table covers, and mantel and bureau scarfs:
and(2) light-weight clipped fabrics, such as madras musliu, used
mainly as curtains. The pa aph, as worded, includes only cloths
of cotton or other vegetable fiber woven on a Jacquard loom and
intended for upholstery use. These Jacquard-woven upholstery
cloths usually have patterns of much larger size and more elaborate
character than those used in Jacquard-woven cloths fo'r dress use.
The words "or otherwise" after "in the piece" extends the meaning
to include tapestry panels and also curtains and other articles made
from Jacquard-woven upholstery cloths.
Prodwtio%of cotton tapestries in 1914 was 10,188,000 square yards,
valued at $5,412,000; and in 1919, 21,656,000 square yards (9,580,01
pounds), valued at $1,157O00. The production of madras muslin
and other Jacquard-woven upholstery cloths is not recorded separately. Philadelphia is the main center of production.
ImpOrt. during the period from August 6, 1900, to June 80, 1920.
inclusive, aver ged $608,68 in value per annum, with no record as
to quantity. This figure includes substantial amounts of Jacquard
figured net and lace which were, by judicial interpretation, permitted
entry under paragraph 258 of the act of 1918.
Imports in the fiscal year 1914 was valued at $634,617.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918...
.........
......
......
.....................
1919 ............................................................
1,195,9Z3
120 ................................................................
fi,111, 494
1921 (9 rnonthq) I ...................................................
3,42, 892

Value.

IDuty.

$413 420
422,269
2,tMW I

1,768.9741

6141.
147,7'i
,.

I Includes 110,079 pounds, valued at $260,018, under the emergency tariff act.

Export8 are not recorded.
Important ehange8 in cas8ifcation.-The wording of the two pl'n-

vious acts-" tapestries, and other Jacquard figured upholstery
goods "-has been changed to "Tapestries, and other Jacquard woven
upholstery cloths." This was done to prevent Jacquard figured nets
and laces, which logically should be dutiable at the higher rates provtided for net and lace, from being entered at the rates here povided
for special types of Jacquard woven cloth. The act of 1909, by the
proviso "weighing over six ounces per square yard," accomplishel
the same ends, but the omission of this weight limitation in the 1!112
wording led to decisions which have permitted large amounts of
goods to come in at a lower rate .(35 per cent) than is imposed on
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nets, netting, and laces (60 per cent) in the lace paragraph (358,
act of 1913). Plain net now pays 60 per cent duty under the said
paragraph 358, but the more expensive Jacquard figured net, if for
curtain use, is admitted under paragraph 258 of the act of 1918 at
35 per cent ad valorem. Domestic manufacturers oppose the rein.rtion of the weight proviso, which would throw madras muslins
into the countable cotton-cloth paragraph, and the wording of para,
graph 908 puts madras muslin with heavier woven Jacuard clothS
and yet excludes net and lace, which are provided for in paragraph
1430 at higher rates of duty. The Jacquard is an attachment that is
used on looms braiding machines, lace machines, etc., to attain fancy
effects, and all fabrics so made are Jacquard figured. Only cloth is
woven (net and lace are "made," not woven and the operator of a
lace machine is known as a "lace maker" and not as a weaver), and
further strength is added to the use of the word "cloth" by employing" Jacquard woven" in place of "Jacquard figured."
Pagraph 258 of the act of 1913 includes not only Jacquard
figured upholstery goods but also cotton chenille and articles made
of Jacquard woven goods. Specific mention of these has been omitted
because of their small import~nce. Cotton chenilles have gone out of
style, being mainly replaced by tapestries and other goods for upholstering, and imports are negligible. Their omission here permits
them to fall without specific mention under the pile fabric paragraph 909. Imports of "Jacquard fired manufactures of cotton"that is, articles made of Jacquard figured cloth, not specially provided for-are also normally small; they include a variety of articles
of little importance individually, and omission of specific mention is
with the intent that they fall under the basket paragraph 920.
PARAGRAPH 909.
H. I. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

l'AR. 909. tile fabrics, composed
wholly or in chief value of cotton, includiing plush and velvet ribbons, cut
(ir uinwUt, whether or not the pile covers
ttie whole surface, an(l manufactures.
ini ily form, miiade or cut from ('ottoi

pile fabrics, 331

vahoreni;

per

terry-woven

centutli

fatbrics,

ad

coin.

los(ed wholly or in chief value of cotton, and manufactures, In any form,
1lade or cut froin terry-woven fabrics,
2'5 lier centunt ad valorein.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF. 1913.

I'AR. 325. Plushes, velvets, velveteens,
crduroys, and all pile fabrics, cut or

PAR. 257. Plushes, velvets, plush or
velvet ribbons, velveteens, corduroys,

Iunlt.

whether or not the pile covers •(and all

the entire surface; any of the foregoilig composed of cotton or other vegerlahbe fiber, except flax, not bleached,
(lyed, colored, stained, painted, or
printed, nine cents per square yard
and twenty-five per centuin ad valo-

pile fabrics, cut or uncut,

whether or not the pile covers the
entire surface; any of the foregoing
composed wholly or in chief value of
cotton or other vegetable fiber, except
flax, hemp, or ramie; and manufactures or articles In any form, including
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AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

rem; if bleached, dyed, colored, stained,
painted, or printed, twelve cents per
square yard and twenty-five per centum
ad valorem: Provided, That corduroys
composed of cotton or other vegetable
fiber, weighing seven ounces or over
per square yard, shall pay a duty of
eighteen cents per square yard and
twenty-five per centum ad valorem:
Provided further, That manufactures
or articles in any form Including such
as are commonly known as bias dress
facings or skirt bindings, made or cut
from plushes. velvets, velveteens corduroys, or other pile fabrics composed
of cotton or other vegetable fiber, shall
be subject to the foregoing rates of
duty and In addition thereto ten per
centuin ad valorem: Provided further,
That none of the articles or fabrics
provided for In this paragraph shall
pay a less rate of duty than fortyseven and one-half per centum ad valorem.

such as are commonly known as bias
dress facings or skirt bindings, made
or cut from plushes, velvets, velveteens,
corduroys, or other pile fabrics composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber,
except flax, hemp, or ramie, 40 per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 264. * * * bathmats, * * *
wash rags or cloths

* *

* any of

the foregoing made of cotton, or of
which cotton is the component material
of chief value, not embroidered nor in
part of lace and not otherwise provided
for, 25 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 358. * * * coach, carriage.
and automobile laces, * * * 60 per
centum ad valorem.

COTTON PILE FABRICS AND MANUFACTURES OF.

(See Survey 1-4.)

Demriptiou.and u8e.-Cotton pile fabrics may be divided into two
broad classes: (1) Velveteen, corduroy, velvet, and plush, and (2)
Turkish toweling and other terry-woven fabrics. The production of
both classes of fabrics in the United States has been steadily increasnile fabrics consist of a foundation cloth covered in whole or iH
part by short projecting ends or loops made with an extra set of
threads. In the case of velveteen and corduroy this extra set of
threads consists of filling whereas in the case of velvet and plush it
consists of warp. Filling piles orp always cut whereas warp piles
may be either cut or loop (unctcj. Terry-woven fabrics are md(le
by a different method from that used for other pile fabrics ani
usually have uncut loops on both sides of the cloth.
Velveteens are used for dress and upholstery purposes, also for
handbags and shoe tops, and for lining jewelry and silverware boxs.
Corduroys are velveteen cords; the finer varieties are used for cliil
dren's clothing and (ress fabrics, whereas the coarser rarities zi'r
used for riding trousers and skirts and for suits of men engaged in
rough labor and field sports. Cotton plushes are used for cloaks, as
upholstery material, etc. Terry cloths are used as Turkish towelin f
and for bath robes, wash cloths, bathroom mats. etc.
Manufactures o1 pile fabrics here dutiable include, particularly.
portieres and other articles used for upholstery and decorative )III
poses. They do not include any wearing apparel as this is imn're
specifically provided for in paragraph 918..
Productionof cotton pile fabrics in 1914 included 29,129,000 sqti Iv
yards of velveteens, velvets, plushes, and corduroys, valued at S,-

540,000, and 75,799,000 square yards of terry-woven fabrics valuedI -,t
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$9,805,000; in 1919, 20,444,000 square yards of velveteens, velvets,
and plushes, 19,863,000 square yards of corduroy, 31,506,000 square
yards of Turkish towels and toweling, and 442,000 square yards of
other terry weaves, a total of 72,255,000 square yards (43,686,000
pounds), valued at $51,251,000. The main producers of cotton velveteens, corduroys, and plushes are Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New York; the main producers of Turkish toweling
and other terry weaves are North Carolina, Georgia, and Pennsylvania.
Impor!.8 of cotton pile fabrics during the 30 fiscal years ended June
30, 1920, averaged 5,250,351 square yards, valued at $1,815,449 annually. The record import was of 15,917,514 square yards in 1897.
Importfi in 1914 were 4,100,503 square yards, valued at $2,204,224.
Importb of manufactures of cotton pile fabrics were first recorded
in 1898 and during the fiscal years 1898--1920 averaged in value only
$45,659 per annum. With the continued development of the domestic industry the field for foreign pile fabrics of cotton has been
narrowed down to those of exceptionally high grade and to specialties such as hand-cut velvets. Although imports fluctuate, the tendency is downwards.
Imports of cotton pile fabrics since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

191R......................................................

1919 ................................................................
120........................................
...
1921 (9 months)' ..............................................

ar
7 47,7
9 ,385
189,209

Value.

Duty.

M 07$.,8

712,032

284,813

244, 749 ...........

I Includes 11,988 poutnds, valued at $29,522, under the emergency tariff act.

Imports of manufactures of cotton pile fabrics since 1917 have
been as follows:

Value ..................................................
)uty ..................................................

1918

1919

$19,398
7,759

$55,854
22,342

1920

1921
(9months)'.

$179,960
$0, 381
71,984 ...........

'Includes 2,505 pounds, valued at $7,446, under the emergency tariff act.

Export of cotton pile fabrics are not recorded separately but are
substantial. An indication is afforded by the Canadian statistics
which for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, show imports from
the United States of cotton velveteens, velvets, and p lushes valued
at $320,246; of towels valued at $285,995; and of toweling in the web
valued at $37,268, although. there is not shown how much of the
two latter items were terry woven.
Important changes in casiflatw.-he term "cotton pile fabrics" is used as inclusive, and specific mention of flushes, velvets,
Velveteens, and corduroys has been omitted as unnecessary. Terrywoven fabrics are also pile fabrics, but as they are cheaper articles
they are provided for by name at a lower rate of duty than is apl)lied to other pile fabrics of cotton. As heretofore, the paragraph

•J
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includes manufactures of pile fabrics. To secure the inclusion of
manufactures of pile fabrics which properly belong here, particularly Turkish towels, terry-woven bath mats and wash cloths, and
velvet polishing cloths,the phrase "nor made of pile fabrics" was inserted after the provision for towels, etc., in paragraph 911.
PARAGRAPH 910.
H. R. 7456.
PAiL

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

910. Table damask, composl

wholly or in chief value of cotton, and
manufactures, in any form, composed
wholly or in chief value of such damask, 28 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PA. 881. Cotton table damask, forty
per centum ad valorem; manufactures
of cotton table damask or of which cotton table damask is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for In this section, forty per
centum ad valorem.

PAR. 263. Cotton table damask, and
manufactures of cotton table damask.
or of which cotton table damask Is the
component material of chief value, not
specially provided for in this secti,
25 per centum ad valorem.

COTTON TABLE DAMA8K7 AND MANUFACTURES OF.
(See Survey 1-4.)

Description and uwes.-Damask fabrics are usually woven on Jacquard looms, although some varieties are made on dobby looms, and
show ornamental patterns, usually elaborate in character, such as
fruit foliage, scrolls, and vases. The figures in the patterns are made
exchanging warp for Cling surface and vice versa.
by
Thealternately
surface threads of the figures lie at right angles to the surface
threads of the background, and the rays of light falling on the
fabric aee dispersed and the pattern is brought out in bold relief,
even though the entire fabric be white. Damasks for upholstery fall
under the provisions of paragraph 908; damasks dutiable under paragraph 910 are restricted to the specific class known as table damask.
While these are generally bleached goods, some are made in colors.
e. g., Turkey red damask, made of red and white yarns. Cotton table.
damask, although mainly Jacquard woven, is made of coarse yarnts.
between 16s and 30s, from ordinary upland cotton. Cotton table
damask is cheaper than linen table damask, for which it is substituted, and is being made in this country in increasing quantities.
Cotton table damask refers to the woven cloth; the principal maiw
factures are table cloths, napkins, and doilies.
Production in 1919 amounted to 27,400,000 square yards (1W.495,000 pounds), valued at $9,507,000. North Carolina, Geori':.
Massachusetts, and Maine are the leading producers.
Imports during the 30 fiscal years ended June 30, 1920, average]
in value $463,875 per annum. The values imported in 1914 amountel
to $503,341. The record import, so far as values are concerned. was.
in the fiscal year 1920. a total of $1,662,643, of which $796,727 coosisted of cotton table damask in the piece, and $865,916 of manufa,
tures thereof. Quantities were not recorded, but taking into con-
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siteration the high prices of 1920 it is probable that the $759 491
worth imported in 1904 was the high-water mark as to quantity. The
scarcity and high price of linen have led to the increased use of cotton
table damask. Statistics of imports since 1917 follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

COTTON TABLE DAMASK.
..................................
1919..............................................1

191...........................................................

1921(9 months)...............................................

JS~rsd
284 W1,148, U9

j

574,06 1

M 70
56,496
M7 ,6

$161, 42
141,4t
151,=

40,9M

$114,90

8174 ...........

MANUFACTURES OF COTTON TABLE DAMASK.
1...........................................................

1919...........................................................
1920 .................................................
...........

4

5,
934,371

156,496
233,593

1921 (9months) ......... o...............................................602,O01.........
IIncludes 13 874 pounds, valued at $17,687, under the emergency tariff act.
3 Includes 8,6 pounds, valued at $8,70, under the emergency tariff act.

Ewporte are not recorded but are known to be fairly substantial.
Important canz'es in casifloation.-This paragraph covers the
same class of goods as those provided for in paragraph 263 of the act
of 1913, that is, cotton table damask and manufactures of; the
wording has been clarified and condensed.
Suggested oheange.-Various types of cotton cloth, such as muslins Chinese nankeens, coarse colored cottons, and cotton duck, have
in the past been made dutiable at relatively high rates during certain periods, and have then dropped back to a tariff level with other
cotton cloths. Cotton table damask affords an example of a cloth
on which the same procedure might be followed. It is made of coarse
counts, the domestic industry supplies the great bulk of the demand,
and there is a substantial export. The Tariff Commission is unable
to find any reason for the eo norine designation of this cloth at a distinct rate of duty particularly as the progressive rates of duty levied
on other countable cotton cloths under paragraph 903 cover many
.acquard fabrics of much finer yarns and higher percentage of labor
cost. Specific mention of manufacturs of cotton table damask
might be continued for purposes of statistical record.
It is therefore suggested that paragraph 910 be reworded "Manufactures of cotton ta-ble damask, in any form, composed wholly or
in chief value of cotton," with the intent that cotton table damask
in the piece fall under the progressive rates qf duty in paragraph 903
without specific mention.
PARAGRAPH 911.
H. R. 7456.
PAI. 91'. Quilts or beds reads, coni]msed wholly or in chief value of cottoll,Wovel of two or nioro sets Of
wnrp threads or of two or more sets

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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H. R. 7486.
of filling threads, 30 per cuntuni ad
vaorem; other quilts or bedspreads,
wholly or in chief value of cotton, 20
per centuni ad valorein; sheets, pillow-

cases, blankets, towels, polishing cloths,

dust cloths, and mop cloths, composed
wholly or in chief value of cotton, not
Jacquard figured or terry-woven, nor
made of pile fabrics, and not specially
provided for, 20 per centum ad
valorem; table and bureau covers, centerpleces, runners. scarfs. napkins,
and doilies, midde of plain-woven cottou cloth, and not nxecially provihel
for, 23 per centum 1d valoren).
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
(No corresponding provision.]

PAR. 264. Towels.

*

*

quilts.

*

blankets, polishing cloths, mop cloths.
*

*

* sheets, pillowcases,

*

* 0

any of the foregoing made of cotton,
or of which cotton is the component
material

of chief value,

not

cm

broldered nor in part of lace and u,,!
otherwise provided for, 25 per cen mi
ad valorem.
[No corresponding provision for t!1,
other coiinmodtles.]
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES OF OlMN.

Deaoription and uses'--Quilts also termed bedspreads, coverlets.
and counterpanes, are used as bed covering. The four main types are
Marseilles, satin, crochet, and dimity. The first three are Jacquard
woven, usually in elaborate designs of bold character. All four are
loom-woven fabrics, which are usually finished by bleaching, and
with hemmed or bound edges. Honeycomb and Alhambra quilts are
of the same class as crochet quilts. dil5ering principally in the tyle
of design used. The term "quilts" also includes padded bed coverings, such as the comfortable. Sheets are made of plain-woven cloth.
cut and hemmed in various sizes. Pillowcases are made of plain-woven
cloth, some of it tubular, cut to appropriate lengths, sewed, :nd
hemmed at one end. Towels covered by this paragraph refer to
ordinary plain and huck towels and do not include Jacquard-wovei
towels or Turkish towels. Blankets covered by this paragraph refer
to ordinary plain or twilled blankets, and do not include Jacquardwoven blankets. Polishing cloths are small squares of napped cotton
fabric, usually flannel, used in the household for polishing and
dusting metal, glass, and wood; also in the harness tiade and in the
automobile-accessory business. Polishing cloths 'made of velveteen.
such as is used for polishing silverware, are dutiable under paragraph'
909. Dust cloths are similar to polishing cloths. but are given specific mention because heretofore dutiable under the basket paragraph. Mop cloths are used for scrubbing and may be either plain
or leno woven; the filling is usually of cotton waste, jute, or other
cheap material. The phrasing "table and bureau covers, centerpieces, runners, scarfs, napkins, and doilies" is used to cover a clas-
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of imports known in the trade as "Japanese blue prints," consisting of articles made of coarse sheeting which has been stencil-dyed in
indigo, and imports supilar thereto. w
1919 of bedspreads
and(12,700,000
quilts (crochet,
Marseilles,
andProduction
satin) wasin24,072,000
square yards
pounds),
valued
at $10,245,000; of sheets -and pillowcases, 20,817,000 square yards
(5,019,000 pounds), valued at $3,369,000; of cotton blankets of all
kinds, 96,621,000 square yards (42,321,000 pounds), valued at $32,640,000 of towels and toweling (not terry woven), bath mats, wiping
and polishing cloths (not pile woven), 43,327,000 square yards
(20,809,000 pounds), valued at $16,786,000. The production of dimity
and ripplette quilts is not recorded. Japanese blue prints are also
not separately shown in production statistics. Such articles, made in
imitation of Japanese designs, were first manufactured during the
war, but as the basic cloth is better made than the Japanese, they
lack the "oriental novelty" of the imported blue prints and reach
a somewhat different class of trade.
Impos in the fiscal year 1914 of quilts and blankets were valued
at $116,892; polishing cloths, mop cloths, wash -cloths, at $68,077;
sheets and pillowcases, at $4,836. Imports of huck towels are not
recorded separately from imports of Turkish towels, but the total
for towels and bath mats was $154,326 in 1914; most of these were,
terry woven.

Imports of household articles of cotton during the

.alendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

I

Value.

J

Duty.

COTTON BLANKETS AND QUILTS.
Number.

1918 ...............................................
1919 ................................................
1920................................................

1921 (9months) I...............................................

144,926
168,85
074

5,476
8,817

4.5, 90$

.

232
42204
96,769

147,433 ............

COTTON SHEETS AND PILLOWCASES.
1018 .
.....................................................
1919 .......................................................
1920 .................................................
1921 (9 m onths) I..................................

.
.............

815 3 .. .$3,.
1,634
1
22,317
5,298
21,042 ............

...
16,946
18,265

COTTON TOWELS AND BATH MATS.
11S ...................................................
01 .....................................................

I(20 .........

................................................

11,21(9 months) 'I

.........................

..............
**236

$3951
$14,849
49,940
12,487
10 ,682
27,171
48,513.........

927

410,489
205, 554

COTTON CLOTHS FOR POLISHING, MOP CLOTHS, AND WASH CLOTHS.

1918..............................

..........

1920.......................................................
1920 .......
(9 months)
Y31
9moth)4 ..............................
........... ..............

Includes 10,315 pounds, valued at $10,915, under the emergency tariff act.
Includes 752 pounds valued at $6026, under the emergency tariff act.

Includes 2,973 pounds, valued at J2,676, under the emergency tariff act.
Includes 1,902 pounds, valued at $707, under the emergency tariff act.

~

7,555

$1,889

7,023
37, 723

1,758
9,431

2837
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Ewporte are not recorded, but are substantial. Their volume is indicated by Canadian statistics which show imports from the United
States for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, valued as follows:
$285,932; sheets and pillowcases, $125,595:
Bed quilts or sp
blankets, $2527,2; also $285,995 worth of towels, the greater part
of which however, may have been of Turkish towels. It is obvious
that, with t6i exception of Japanese blue prints, exports are larger
than imports of the articles covered by this paragraph.
o
.- In the act of 1918 a number
ImporMt CAM ift ck
of articles were removed from a basket paragraph of the preceding
act and provided for eo nomine in paragraph 264. Paragraph 911
is a revision of this paragraph. It comprises four brackets.
The first two brackets cover cotton quilts and beds reads of all
kinds, composed wholly or in chief value of cotton. It is intended
that Marseilles and satin quilts shall be asspaed one rate of duty.
and all other quilts another and lower rate.
The third bracket covers sheets, pillowcases, blankets, towels, polishing cloths, dust cloths, and mop cloths, wholly or in chief value
of cotton when not. Jacquard or pile woven1. Ordinary cotton bland.
kets are Lere dutiable but Jacquard woven cotton blankets will fall
under basket paragraph 920. Ordinary cotton towels. includingt
huc are here dutiable; Turkish towels are dutiable under paragraph 910; Jacquard woven towels, not terry, fall under paragraph
M. Ordinary polishing cloths are here dutiable; those made ot
velveteen, such as Selvyt, are dutiable under paragraph 910. Dust
cloths have booe taken out of the basket paragraph and given specific
mention. Mention of bath mats and wash cloths is omitted because
imports are almost entirely terry-woven fabrics which will be dutiable under paragraph 910. Mention of batting has been omitted.
letting it go back under the basket paragraph, because imports art,
small and this article does not properly belong with the others here
enumerated.
The fourth bracket is entirely new and has been inserted, not fwr
the purpose of securing a higher rate, but to insure statistical record
of the Iargest items now included under the basket paragraph.
These are IJapanese blue prints" and similar articles. These "bhit,
prints." such as covers, centerpieces, etc., are usually stencil-dyed
with reproductions of Mount Fuji, rural scenes, flowers, foliage.
birds, etc., the basic cloth being mainly coarse sheeting.
0

PARAGRAPH 912.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 912. Fabrics with fast edges not
exceeding twelve inches in width, and
'articles made therefrom; tubings, garters, suspenders, braces, cords, tassels,
and cords and tassels; all the foregoing composed wholly or in chief
value of cotton or of cotton and India
rubber, and not specially provided for,
25 per centum ad valorem; spindle
banding, and lamp, stove, or candle

wickhig, made of cotton or other vege-

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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table fiber, 10 cents per pound and 121
per centum ad valorem; boot, shoe, or
corset lacings, made of cotton or other
'egetable fiber, 15 cents per pound
and 12J per centuin ad valorem; loom
harness, healds, and collets, made
wholly or In chief value of cotton or
other vegetable fiber, 25 cents per
pQuIl and 20 per centum ad valorem ;
labels for garments or other articles,
composed of cotton or other vegetable
fiber, 50 cents per pound and 20 per
centum ad valorem; belting, for machinery, composed wholly or in chief
value of cotton or other vegetable fiber,
or cotton or other vegetable fiber and
india rubber, 20 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

830. Bone casings, garters,
suspenders and braces, and

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 2M2. Bandings, belts, beltings,
bindings, bone casings, cords, tassels,
tubing, any of the foregoing made of cords and tawiels, garters,
*
cotton * * ' and india rubber, or suspenders and braces, and fabrics
of which cotton * * * is the com. with fast edges not exceeding twelve
ponent material of chief value, and not Inches in width, all of the foregoing
timbroidered by hand or machinery, made of cotton * * * or of which
forty-five per centum ad valorem; spin- cotton * * 4 Is the component ma,lie banding, woven, braided or twisted terial of chief value or of cotton
lamp, stove, or candle wicking made
and india rubber, and not em* 0*
of cotton or other vegetable fiber, ten broidered by hand or machinery; spincents per pound and fifteen per centum dle banding, woven, braided, or twisted
ad valorem; loom harness, healds or lamp, stove, or candle wicking made of
collets made of cotton or other vege- cotton or other vegetable fiber; loom
table fiber, or of which cotton or other harness, healds, or collets made of cotvegetable fiber Is the component mate- ton or other vegetable fiber, or of which
rial of chief value, fifty cents per cotton or other vegetable fiber is the
pound and twenty-five per centum ad component material of chief value;
valorem; boot, shoe, and corset lacings boot, shoe, and corset lacings maae of
nade of cotton or other vegetable fiber, cotton or other vegetable fiber; and
twenty-five cents per pound and fif- labels for garments or other articles,
teen per centum ad valorem; labels, composed of cotton or other vegetable
for garments or other articles, com- fiber, 25 per centum ad valorem; beltposed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, ing for machinery made of cotton or
fifty cents per pound and thirty per other vegetable fiber and india rubber,
,oitum ad valorem; belting for ma- or of which cotton
other vegetable
eliinery made of cotton or other vege- fiber is the componentormaterial
of chief
table fiber and India rubber, or of value, 15 per centum ad valorem.
which cotton or other vegetable 5ber
PAR. 358. *
* coach, carriage,
Is the component material of chief and automobile *laces,
* * * 60 per
value, thirty per centum ad valorem.
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 349. * * * bands, bandings,
**

helts, beltings, bindings, cords, * * *

ribbons, tapes, webs, and webbings;

* * * all of the foregoing, composed

wholly or In chief value of cotton,

* * * or other vegetable fiber, or of
(l ,ttol,
* * * or other vegetable

!iber and india rubber, or of cotton.
*

* * or other vegetable fiber, India

,ubher. and metal, and not elsewhere
,Ipectaly provided for in this section,
82304-22---56
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H. I. 746.

BONATZ AMENDMENTS.

sixty per centum ad valorem: Pro.
Wted, That no article composed wholly
or In chief value of one or more of the
materials or goods specified In this

paragraph, shall pay a less rate of duty

than the highest rate Imposed by tis
section upon any of the materials or
goods
of which the same is composed:
*
* .,
COTMN SMALL WARES.
Desemiption and'U8es.-Paragraph 912 includes narrow woven

fabrics which have not been ornamented after leaving the loom,
manufactures of such narrow woven fabrics,, and certain articles
made by braiding or twisting together yarns or threads. Thae
"small wares" are confined mainly to those of which cotton is the
component material of chief value. Similar small-wares paragraphs
are to be found in-the other three textile schedules.
"Fabrics with fast edges not exceeding 12 inches in width" is an
inclusive term for narrow woven fabrics, as distinguished from cloth
which is a woven fabric over 12 inches in width. These narrow
woven fabrics, such as tapes, ribbons, bandings, beltings, bindings.
webbings, etc., are made on narrow-ware looms which produce Ia
number of them simultaneously by means of numerous small shuttles
positively driven by means of a rack and pinions. Articles made
therefrom include bands, belts, cartridge belts, gun slings, webs.
saddle girths, etc. Tubings are tubular woven products of the narrow-ware loom; they are used in stem work for artificial flowers.
as bone casings in corset manufacture, and for various other purposes. Garters, suspenders, and braces are articles made from narrow
fabrics, usually from elastic webbings which are woven with elastic
threads in the warp. Cords are made by braiding or cabling thrte
or more threads. Tassels are pendent ornaments ending in a tuft
of loose threads or cords. Cords and tassels are formed by securing
tassels to cords. Spindle banding is used on spinning machines iii
transmitting power to the spindles; one type is a cord made by braid1ing or twisting together rovings or yarns, whereas another type is i
narrow woven tape. Wicking for candles is usually a twisted or
cabled yam; wicking for oil-burning lamps and stoves may be either
braided or tubular woven. Lacings for boots, shoes, and corsets
may be round, flat, or braided; they are usually made on the braiding machine. Loom ,harness consists of a number of heddles or
healds, each with an opening or eye tied in the center, stretched
side by side on a flat frame; it is used on the loom, after the warp
threads are drawn through the heddle eyes, to govern the order in
which the warp threads are interlaced with the filling during wea"ing. Healds are mr., 3 from harness twine to form constituent parts
of the loom harnow Collets are cords used to hold the loom harness
in position on the loom and are made of either flax or cotton. Woven
labels for use on garments or other articles are made on a ribbon
loom with Jacquard attachment. Belting for machinery is, in the.
narrower widths, made on webbing looms; the wider widths differ
from the other woven fabrics under this paragraph in that they arV
made on heavy fly-shuttle looms..
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f'roductiot&
in 1919 was valued at $40,724,000, as against $11,525,000
in 1914. It includes $15,196,000 of round braids (including sho and
corset laces); $15,104,000 of tape and webbing (not elsewhere speciflied); $626,(00 of banding, belts, and belting (not over 12 inches in
width); $624,000 of labels, woven figured; and $424,000 of spindle
banding.
ImportA in 1914 were valued at $844,552. Imports for the calendar
years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918
Narrow aree .......
...
.
..
$782,217
Garters, supenders, and br0os
(
Cords and tassels ......................................
Wicking, end spindle bending ................
1 15,044
11,718
Icing,boot, shoe, and corset ..................
i 11,o
Loom hamcm, helld* andooilets ..................
8,339
Labels for garments ...............
Bdlting for machinery..............

W..6(,
249

1919
$332,421
22,364
17,582
7,930
1,640
16, 193
5,831
550,970

1920

192'1

(9months).

*275.797
$133,227
31P.94. 86696
4 1W
2 0
8,045
-6,220
10,794
11,55
12,188
10,137
27,921
35,406
804,353

196,092

I Includes Imports recorded as ,'fabrlos with fast edges not eiweding 12 Inches in width," "bndlnlg,
findings, and bone easngs" and "belts and beltings."
s Included In (1)without iesrpae reword.

Eaiporta are not recorded. Canadian statistics show imports from
the United States for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, amountng to $289,994 for cotton tape, $89,348 for braces and suspenders,
6,447 for lamp wicks, and $174,717 for cotton belting.
Important oAwze in clasi cio&n-This is the small-wares paragraph of the cotton schedule, and, with few exceptions, is confined
to products of the narrow-ware or ribbon loom and to articles made
from such products. It is therefore appropriately begun with the
words " Fabrics with fast edges, not exceeding twelve inches in
width, and articles made therefrom." In both manufacture and
trade woven fabrics wider than 12 inches are known as cloth.
Fabrics with fast edges not exceeding 12 inches in width necessarily include all narrow woven wares and it is not necessary to
mention bandingi', beltings, bindings, webbings, tapes, ribbons, or
other specific articles. Narrow strips cut from cloth can no. be so
includedbecause they are not made with fast edges, and they would
be dutiable as the cloth of which they are made. Articles made
from narrow woven fabrics necessarily include bands, belts, webs,
etc., without specific mention.
The term "tubings" has been retained because such narrow woven
fabrics are a special form of narrow wares in that they are woven
as tubes and therefore have no edges. "Bone casings" has been
omitted because it is included under the term tubings. Specific
mention of '"garters, suspenders, braces" is retained to avoidtheir
being classed as wearing apparel. "Cords, tassels, cords and tassels"
are specifically mentioned because they are not woven fabrics and
have heretofore been listed with woven small wares. The peculiar
wording of this provision is due to a judicial decision that, for tariff
purposes, a cord with a tassel attached is not a cord or a tassel but
both.
The revised wording confines the provisions of this paragraph on
the above articles to those composed wholly or in chief value of
cotton or of cotton and india rubber. Small wares of vegetable
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fibers other than cotton belong in the small-wares paragraph of
Schedule 10 in a few instances paragraph 912 includes by specific
mention small wares of other vegetable fibrs, mainly because of their
small importance and for ease of administration.
Narrow wares ornamented by embroidery or lace are more specifically provided for in paragraph 1480 and it is not necessary to
note such exclusion from this or other paragraphs
In addition to the foregoing, this paragraph assigns a special rate
of duty to spindle banding and to wicking. This rate applies irrespective of how these goods are made and-it is not necessary to say
"woven, braided, or twisted." Separate rates are also provided for
boot, shoe, and corset lacings, by whatever process made; for loom
harness, healds, and collects; for labels for garments or other articles;
and for belting for machinery.
The principal difference between pararaph 262 of the act of 1913
and paragraph 912 of H. R. 7466 is not in the class of articles ineluded, but in the wording which clarifies the phraseology relating
to narrow woven fabrics and articles made therefrom.
"Tire fabric or fabric suitable for use in pneumatic tires" does
not properly belong with small wares, as it is a specially constructed
cloth that is usually 48 inches or more in width. It has, therefore,
been more appropriately placed with other special clothe in para.
graph 905.
PARAGRAPH 918.
H. B. 7450.
PA.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

913. Knit fabric, in the piece,

composed wholly or In chief value of
cotton or other vegetable fiber, made
on a warp-knitting machine, 35 per
centum ad valorem; made on other
than a warp-knitting machine, 23 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT Of 1909.

ACT 0F 1918.

[No corresponding provision; duti[No corresponding provision; dutiable under basket paragraph 382, at able under basket paragraph 260, at
45 per centum ad valorem.]
30 per centum ad valorem.]
O(I'TroN KNIT FABRIC.
,

(See Survey 1-6.)

Deoription and aos.-The article here covered is cotton knit
fabric in the piece. There are several varieties, but essential differences exist between those made on warp-knitting machines and those
made on circular or on flat weft-knitting machines. The structure
of a warp-knit fabric is composed of any number of warp threads
as in a woven fabric, but held together by interlocking loops instead of
by other threads. The resultant fabric has only a slight stretch,
will not ravel, and can be produced with such fine, closely knit loops
that it is difficult to distinguish from a woven cloth. A variety often
known as "atlas cloth" has been especially developed for gloves; by
means of a finishing process, called su~ding it is made to resemble
chamois or similar soft-finish leathers. Further improvements have
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resulted in the duplexing process, a union of two thicknesses of the
fabric, whereby the suled surface appears on both sides. Other
cotton knit fabric is usually made on circular knitting machines,
which operate rapidly and produce the fabric in tubular form. Underwear, cheap4.r grades of gloves, and other garments are cut from
fabric knit in this manner. Special types of knit fabric are made
for lining rubber shoes and a thin, cheap grade is used for covering
meats.
Production.--Practically all of the glove establishments make their
own sued fabric, so that very little is offered. for sale. Hence the
census figures for 1919-165,000 square yards, valued at $380,000-represent only a small proportion of the total, which was estimated
at over 1,000,000 square yards for that year. The warp-knitting in,
dustry is of comparatively recent origin in the United States, as
prior to the war practically all su~ded gloves were imported. The
manufacture of knit mtton fabrics for garments is an integral part
of the knit-garment industry andprobably the entire production,
which, because of the size of this industry, must be enormous, is consumed in the knitting mills.
imports and exporks.-None recorded.
Important chm ge in clasifwation.--Thisentire paragraph is new.
Knit cotton fabric in the piece has not been specially mentioned in
previous tariff acts but because of the growth of the knit-goods in.
dusty, and especially the manufacture of fabric gloves, in this country, it has been deemed advisable to include it here. Imports under
this paragraph may never be large, but there is the possibility that
"atlas cloth" will be imported from Germany, where a superior
quality can be produced at less cost. It seems desirable to secure
statistical enumeration so that any development of this trade can be
made known.
PARAGRAPH 914.
H. 1. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

'AR. 914. Gloves, composed wholly
r it chief value of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, made of fabric knit
on a warp-knitting machine, 40 per
,viitui ad valorem; made of fabric
huhi on other than a warp-knitting
machine, 33 per centum ad valorem;
madetof woven fabric, 23 per centum
ad valorem.

ACT 01 109.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 828. * * * Men's and boys'
Cotton gloves, knitted or woven, valued
at not more than six dollars per dozen
pairs, fifty cents per dozen pairs and
forty per centum ad valorem; valued
at more than six dollars per dozen
pairs, fifty per centum ad valorem.
[Women's cotton gloves, not being
sPecifically provided for, were held
dutiable as cotton wearing apparel,

PAn. 260. * * * Gloves by whatever process made, composed wholly
or in chief value of cotton, 35 per
centum ad valorem.

tnder paragraph 824, at 50 per centum
ad valorem.]
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(NVYrON 6IA)VY.S.
(See Survey 1-41.)

Decripatn and ues.--Cotton gloves made of warp-knit fabric
are usually known by the trade name, suMed or chamoisette gloves,

bAcause of the finish which resembles suede or chamois leather. This
fabric, often called "atlas cloth." is finely knit and will not ravel.
(See par. 913.) Other knit gloves are lisle gloves, which include
many varieties of women's dress gloves, made from severely gassed
yarn, and the cheap gloves, made from goods knit on a "circular "
machine, such as are commonly used by policemen and undertakers.
Woven fabric gloves are work gloves of canvas or cotton flannel.
often reinforced with leather, or. for husking, with metal.
Prodwtion values of various kinds of cotton gloves for 1918 were
estimated as follows: Work gloves. $4,000,000 to $5.000,000, the bulk
produced in the Middle West; gloves of circularr" cloth, $500,000:
lisle gloves, $2000,000; and sued cotton gloves, $8,450,000 (1,300,000
dozen pairs). The three last-named classes are made chiefly in New
York State. Before the war the manufacture of cotton gloves was
confined largely to work and "circular" gloves, our supply of lisle
and su6ded gloves coming almost wholly from Germany. Aftor
1914, and until the resumption of trade with Germany, production
grew so rapidly that at least one-half the lisle and practically all
the sued gloves required for domestic use were made in this country. The quick revival of glove imports caused many domestic manufacturers to curtail production.
Imports of cotton gloves during the fiscal year ended June 30.
1914, were 1,528,728 dozen pairs, valued at $2,184,089. These were
mainly women's suMed gloves from Germany. The decreased imports during the war were mainly lisle gloves from Japan. Germany
was again the main source in 1920.
Imports since 1917 have been recorded as follows:
(CiWda ywa.
1918 ............................................................

191) ....................................................

low ....................................................

Quantity.

:

1921 (9 months) ........................................

Do:

pairs.

3680(%38

Value.

D~uty.

544,048

$190,417

10"4,o159
1,378,481

379,328

3

015,

813,00

94,378

2,727,487 .........

I nciudes 327,764.pould, valued at $1,2,147 under the emergency tariff act.

Exports are not recorded.
Important changes in clasifcation.-Gloves composed wholly or

in chief value of cotton or other vegetable fiber are here divided into
three tariff classes, because each class represents a distinct phase of
the industry and presents an entirely different tariff problem. The
description "made of fabric knit on a warp-knitting machine" has
been used in preference to the various trade-marked names of materials. For the same reason "warp-knitting machine" instead of
"Tricot" or other special type of machine has been given because
the former describes a general type which would cover any future,
patents or inventions of similar machines. Few woven-fabric glove.
are imported, but the classification has been added to make the paragraph comprehensive as well as definite.

V
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PARAGRAPH 915.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDXENT8.

PAR. 915. ltose and half-hose, fash.
ioted, seamless, or mock-seamed, fin-

Ished or unfinished, composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, made
wholly or in part on knitting ma.
chines, or knit by hand, valued at not
more than $1 per dozen pairs, 35 cents
per dozen pairs; valued at more than
$1 and not more than $1.50 per dozen
pairs, 45 cents per dozen pairs; valued
at. more than $1.30 and not more than
$2 per dozen pairs, 65 cents per dozen
pairs; valued at more than $2 and not
more than $3 per dozen pairs, $1.20
per dozen pairs; valued at more than
$3 and not more than $5 per dozen
mirs, $2 per dozen pairs; and, in addition thereto, on all of the foregoing,
121 per centuw ad valorem ; valued at
more than $5 per dozen pairs, 35 per
ventum ad valorem.
Hose and half-hose, finished or unftiished, made or cut from knitted
fabric composed of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, and not specially provided for, 23 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAP. 327. Stockings, hose and halfhose, made on knitting machines or
frames, composed of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, and not otherwise specially provided for in this section,
thirty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 328. Stockings, hose and halfhose, selvedged, fashioned, narrowed,
or shaped wholly or in part by knitting.
machines or frames, or knit by hand,
including such as are commercially
known as seamless stockings, hose and
half-hose and clocked stockings, hose
and half-hose, all of the above composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber,
finished or unfinished, valued at not
more than one 'dollar per dozen pairs,
seventy cents per dozen pairs; valued
-it more than one dollar per dozen
pairs, and not more than one dollar
and fifty cents per dozen pairs, eightyfive cents per dozen pairs; valued at
more than one dollar and fifty cents
per dozen pairs, and not more than
two dollars per dozen pairs, ninety
vents per dozen pairs; valued at more
than two dollars per dozen pairs, and
not more than three dollars per dozen
lairs, one dollar and twenty cents per
dozen palre; valued at more than
three dollars per dozen pairs, and not
more than five dollars per dozen pairs,
two dollars per dozen pairs; and in

PAR. 259. Stockings, hose and half
hose. made tn knitting machines or
frames, composed of cotton or other
vegetable fiber, and not otherwise specially provided for In this section, 20
per centunj ad valorem.
PA. 26). Stockings, hose and half
hose, selvedged, fashioned, narrowed,
or shaped wholly or in part by knitting mtchlnes or frames, or knit by
hand, Including such as are commercially known as seamless stockings,
hose and half hose, and clocked stockIngs, hose and half hose, all of the
above composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, finished or unfinished; If
valued at not more than 70 cents per
dozen pairs, 80 per centum ad valorem if valued at more than 70 cents, and
not more than $1.20 per dozen pairs, 40
per centum ad valorem; if valued at
more than $1.20 per dozen pairs, 50

per centum ad valorem.

*

*

*.
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AOT OF 1913.

AOT OF 1909.

addition thereto, upon all the foregolug, fifteen per centum ad valoreim;

valued at more than five dollars per

dozen pairs, fifty-five per centum ad

* isloreni.

COTTON HOOI1,Y.

(See Survey 1-0.)
Description and aes.-Hosiery is of three general. types: Full" fashioned, seamless, and "cut." Full-fashioned hosiery is knitted
flat, shaped by the increase or diminution of the number of stitches
in the width, and selvaed ready for seaming. After the leg of a
full-fashioned stocking is knit it is transferred to another machine
for the formation of the foot. Besides this there are the processes
of seaming and of looping the toe and heel. Seamless stockings are
made in tubular form on circular machines, usually automatic, and
come from the machine complete except for the toe, which must be
seamed or looped. Sometimes a mook seam-is added to such stockings
to make them resemble the full fashioned. Ribbed hose or ribbedtopped socks require two machines for the knitting.
Full-fashioned hosiery fits better and is more elastic than seamless;
but seamless hosiery is cheaper, as the circular machine is more
productive and the labor cost therefore lees.
"Cut" hosiery is an inferior grade of hosiery cut out of long
tubular webs made on large circular machines, or from the good
portions of other kinds of hose spoiled in the making.
Productionof cotton hosiery in 1914 amounted to Gi,409,575 dozen
pairs, valued at $59,631,474; in 1919, to 60,613,000 dozen pairs, valued
at $84,366,000. In 1909 cotton hosiery constituted 91 per cent; in
1914, 82 per cent; and in 1919, 72 per cent of the total quantity of
hosiery produced in the United States. From 1914 to 1919 the
decline was actual as well as relative. A considerable quantity of
women's fine cotton stockings was formerly imported, but during the
wat the extension of flat knitting enabled the domestic industry to
supply all demands, though silk, mixed silk, and to some extent
artificial silk, for various reasons, especially the high price of cotton,
encroached upon the cotton hosiery market. In 1914 Pennsylvania
was by far the first State in production North Carolini was second,
and Tennessee third. The industry in the South is rowing rapidly,
and so far is almost entirely in seamless hosiery. There is very little
manufacture of "cut" hosiery in the United States at the present
time and the salvaging of imperfect hose is probably the only reason
for its continuance.
Import* of seamless and full-fashioned hosiery in 1914 were
1,846,862 dozen pairs, valued at $2,770,781. Prewar imports were
almost entirely from Germany, and consisted mainly of fullfashioned hosiery for women.
Imports of cut hosiery in 1914 were 847,509 dozen pairs, valued at
$178,897. These were mainly from Germany, and consisted largely
of hosiery for infants.
Imports of hosiery since 1917 have been as follows:

1919

1918
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1921.
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Exports of cotton hosiery are much larger than imports. Ex-

ports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
1918
(dam poiw)......................5,574,34
nity
,
1
. . . .....

VSu ..

1919
3
84,414

1920
1 W7,

1921
/(9 months).
8 It,,

The main purchasers in 1920 were England, Cuba, Australia,
France, Argentina, Sweden, and Denmark.
ck io--As hoes and half hose are
ImportkW oanges in
inclusve, the word "stockings" has been omitted as superfluous.
For the sime reason the words "selvedged," "narrowed," and
"frames" have been omitted.- The full-fashioned hose comes from
the knitting machine as a selvedged piece of material and a stocking could not be selvedged except by being shaped or fashioned in
the knitting. Even if designed to apply to the shaped material for
hose not sewed into form the term 'selvedged" would be unnecessary because of the provision for unfinished hosa "Narrowed"
would also mean fashioned as the shape of a fashioned hose is gven
by "narrowing" or decreasing the number of loops in the width at
certain places. A "narrowed" hose is not necessarily full fashioned
but the revised wording does not specify full fashioned nor does it
ve separate classifications to seamless and to full-fashioned hose
hence hose which is seamless but partly fashioned or narrowed would
be covered by the first provisions of the paragraph. The word
"mock.seamed" has been inserted to cover a type of seamless hosiery
that is made to imitate full-fashioned hosiery, although it is hardly
necessary as it would be included in seamless hosiery.
Besides the fashioned and the seamless hose which are given form
on the knitting machines, there is a third general type shaped by cutting from ki.ted fabric and made into tie finished hose -by sewing.
In cotton hosier these are usually made from a cheap grade of fabric
knit on large circular machies or from the good parts of othehosiery damaged in manufacture. Imports of cheap cut hosery are
small, but because they consist largely of one type, infants' socks, a.e
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the industry.
Thecovered
revised by
wording states more clearly theranch
type ofofhosiery
heretofore
the
phrase "not specially provided for."
"Clocked" has been omitted from the revised wording. Clocking
is ankle ornamentation, but there are three types of ose sold as
clocked hose. The first is embroidered by hand or machine, and the
omission of the word clocking here throws these into the paragraph
provided for embroidered articles. The second is made by plating
on the knitting machine, whereas the third, sometimes known as imitation clocking is made by openwork knitting along the ankle. The
as
two last-named classes would be included as-hosiery in any c
it is immaterial whether the plating and openwork is only along the
ankle or all over the hose. The omission of "clocked," thereby
throwing hose with embroidery clocks into the paragraph provided
for embroidery, is in line with the present procedure in connection
with silk hose.
competitive with a special

PARAGRAPH 916.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 916. Underwear and all other
wearing apparel of every description.
finished or unfinished, compossed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, made
wholly or in part on knitting machines,
or knit by hand. and not specially
provided for, valued at not more than
$1.50 per dozen, 40 cents per dozen and
121 per centum ad valorem; valued at
more than $1.50 and not more than $3
per dozen. 70 cents per dozen and 121
per centum ad valorem; valued at
more than $3 and not more than $5
per dozen, $1.20 per dozen and 20 per
centum ad valorem; valued at more
than $5 and not more than $7 per
dozen, $1.40 per dozen and 25 per
centum ad valorem; valued at more
than $7 and not more than $15 per
dozen, $2.25 per dozen and 2.5 per
centum ad valorem; valued at more
than $15 and not more than $20 per
dozen, $4 per dozen and 28 per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than $20
per dozen, 40 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 329. Shirts and drawers, pants,
vests, union suits, combination suits,
tights. sweaters, corset covers and all
underwear of every description made
wholly or in part on knitting machines or frames, or knit by hand,
finished or unfinished, not including
stockings, hose and half-hose, composed of cotton or- other vegetable
fiber, valued at not more than one
dollar and fifty cents per dozen, sixty
cents per dozen and fifteen per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than one
dollar and fifty cents per dozen and

vests, union suits, combination suits.
tights, sweaters, corset covers, and all
underwear and wearing apparel of
every description, not specially provided for in this section, made wholly
or in part on knitting machines or
frames, or knit by hand, finished or
unfinished, not Including such as are
trimmed with lace, imitation lace or
crochet or as are embroidered and iiot
including stockings, hose and halt
hose, composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, 80 per centum ad valoreul.

PAR. 261. Shirts and drawers, pants,
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ACT OF 1913.

not more than three dollars per dozen,

one dollar and ten cents per dozen.
aind In addition thereto fifteen per

centuin ad valorem; valued at more
than three dollars per dozen and not
more than five dollars per dozen, one
dollar and fifty cents per dozen, and
In addition thereto twenty-five per
ventuin ad valorem; valued at more
thin five dollars per dozen and not
more than seven dollars per dozen.
one dollar and seventy-five cents per
dozen, and In addition thereto thirtyfive per centum ad valorem; valued at
more than seven dollars per dozen and
not more than fifteen dollars per
dozen, two dollars and twenty-five
eents per dozen. and In addition there-

to thirty-five per centum ad valorem;
aMlued above fifteen dollars per dozen,
ifty per centum ad valorem.
ACTION KNIT WEARING APPAREL.
(See Survey I-6.)

Ve8cription and tae8.-Knit wearing apparel may be divided into
and "ribbed." Ribbed goods are distinguished from flat
(plain surface) goods by having ribs or wales on both sides of the
fabric. Cuffs, anklets, hosiery tops, etc., as well as sweaters and
other knit goods for outer wear, are made on the rib machine, but
undergarments having smooth surfaces are not ordinarily so produced.
Full-fashioned underwear is the product of a straight springneedle machine, which narrows or shapes the garment to fit the body.
Only the finest grades are made in this way. The ordinary and
cheapest method is to knit the fabric into long tube-shaped material
on a large circular knitting machine, when it may be cut and made
into any type of underwear desired. Such garments are known as
"cut goods," the finishing being the most important part of the
process.
Production of cotton knit underwear in 1914 amounted to
$68.715,752; in 1919, to $143,687.000, about 70 per cent of the value
of all knit underwear. There was no increase in quantity over 1914,
but there was a greater number of combination suits and fewer
separate pieces. Cotton knit outerwear is not a distinct industry.
The cotton is as a rule uked with wool or with silk. Bathing suits
and, less frequently, sweaters are sometimes all cotton. Official returns do not show separately the production of knit outerwear.made
of cotton. New York and Pennsylvania in 1914 were the chief
producers of knitwearing apparel.
Imports in 1914 of cotton knit goods, other than hosiery and
gloves, were valued at $841.983. or less than 1 per cent of domestic
production.
"flat"
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Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Caleander year.
1918 ............................

1...............................

1919 .............................................
919

.... .....

............
1920
......... ................
6-00...........
I 1 (9mo ths) I..................................................
Il

es 4,679 pounds, valued at 818,64, under tbs emsrgea

.

.

.

Doze"i,
97,2

Vakw
-

Duty.
_

0 ,00 1

36,051

S181,001

296,34 1

22,441
2,4Z

86, 90

19,1 to
67,9W
1,300 ............

turti act.

Ewport of cotton-knit wearing apparel are much largr than iwports. The main purchasers in 190 were the United Kingdom,
Norway, Cuba, and Australia.
Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
1919

1920'

K8002,203

#14,087,8W9

1918

Cotton knit underwear.................
Other cotton knit goo&'................

$2,89,486
946, 833

1j 60 996

'Other than hosiery, gloves, and underwear.

2,510, 6

(9 months)
$2,536,434

340,024

%4

lmportamt ckange8 in claoification.--" Underwear and all other
wearing apparel of every description" is broadly inclusive and it is

not neceamry to retain specific mention of certain articles, such as
shirts, drawers, pants vests, etc., as all of these are included under

the revised wording. he phrase "not including such as are trimmed
with lace, imitation lace, or crochet, or as are embroidered" is
omitted as superfluous because these articles are more specifically
provided for elsewhere.

PARAGRAPH 917.
H. 3. 7456.

SENATE AMENDXNTS.

lPAn. 917. Handkerchiefs and ziufflers,
composed wholly or in chief value of
cotton, finished or unfinished, not
hemned, shall pay duty as cloth;
hemmed or hemstitched, shall pay, In
addition thereto, 10 per centum ad
valorem: Protided, That none of the
foregoing, when containing yarns the
average number of which does not exceed number 40, shall pay less than 25
per centum ad valorem; nor when exceeding number 40, less than 80 per
centum ad valorem.

C OF 1909.

AOT OI 1918.

PAR. 3122. Handkerchiefs or mufflers
PA. 255. 'Handkerchiefs or mufliers
composed of cotton, whether in the compoed of cotton, not specially propiece or otherwise and whether fin- vided for In this section, whether finIshed or unfinished, If not hemmed, or ished or unfinished, not hemmed, 25
hemmed only, shall pay the same rate per centum ad valorem; hemmed, or
of duty on the cloth contained therein hemstitched, 80 per centum ad valoremi.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFOMATWO,

1921.
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ACT OF 1913.

AOT OF 1909.
as Is Imposed on cotton cloth of the
lileu description. weight, and count
of threads to the square inch; but
such handkerchiefs or mufflers shall
not pay a less rate of duty than fortyfive per centum ad valorem.

If such

Ialn(kerchiets or mufflers are hemstitched, or imitation hemstitched,
* * * they shall pao a duty of ten

Ix'r ,entum ad valorem In addition to
the duty hereinbefore prescribed, and
in no case less than fifty-five per
vt('0t111 ad valorem;

*

*

*

PLAIN CO'Wf0N HANDKERCHIEFS AND MUFFLERS.

(See Survey I-5.)
J)esription and

ueb.-The plain cotton handkerchief, hemmed or

hemstitched, not embroidered or otherwise adorned, is the Staple article
of largest domestic manufacture and use. Mufflers are of minor importance.
Manufacturers buy the finished cloth in the piece, usually already
bleached or, less f gently, dyed or printed. It is then cut to size and
hemmed or hemstitched, principally by machine, ironed, folded, and
boxed for sale. The cloth used is composed of yarns ranging from
Sto 110s, mainly under 60s for men's handkerchiefs and under 8e
for women's. Domestic cloth is generally used, prices being no higher
than for foreign fabrics.
Produdion.--The domestic output of cotton handkerchiefs in 1914
was estimated at $10,000,000 about two-thirds the value of all hand.
kerchiefs made in the United States. The normal output is probably
greater, as 1914 was a year of reduced operation. As plain and embroidered cotton and linen handkerchiefs are usually made in the same
plant,'it is difficult to treat cotton handkerchiefs separately. The manufacture is centralized in the North Atlantic section, from Rhode
Island to Pennsylvania. Passaic is the most important manufacturing
city and New York the 'principal center of distribution. Large-scale
production predominates, although a considerable portion of this
manufacture is in small shops and by individuals who do the cutting,
hemming, and embroidering on commission.
Import. of plain cotton 'handkerchiefs are usually much less important than those of "fancy" handkerchiefs made of lace or embroidered or otherwise adorned, which are dutiable under paraaph
358 of the act of 1913 at 60 per cent ad valorem. The increase in unportations of plain cotton handkerchiefs in recent years has been, in
part at least, due to the scarcity and hih price of linen handkerchiefs.
imports are mainly from the United Kingdom and Switzerland. Ireland is now the main source, many Belfast handkerchief manufacturers having had to turn from linen to cotton. The finished hemmed
or hemstitched handkerchief has made up the bulk of these imports.
Importations of handkerchiefs in the piece, or cut but not hemmed, are
of minor importance. Imports of plain cotton handkerchiefs in 1914
were valued at $112,499.
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Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Qosnity.

Calendar year.J

Ja
Va

ute.

.....

$A 64

821 524

1008

K452

UNHEM)ED HANDUERCHIS ¥8.

.. ......................
18......... .

19 ....................
..............
lo ................
................
192

....................
(oti)I

.........

Pms.
110o,13ii
27471

31,129
15%083

12,782
384021

HEMMED OR HHUSTITCHED HANDKERCHIEF.
............................................................... 8
1919...............................

,

10 145

*790,244
607,482
142243
S ...................................................
0............
1,481,6
44 0
1921 (9 mou
t
h
s
)'.........................
1,183,8900
ON4,174......
'Includes 60 pounds, valued at $1,797, under lh emergency tariff act.
'Include 67,240 pounds, valued at 44,361, under the emergency tarifW act.

Export, are not recorded. Canadian statistics show imports from
the United States during the fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, of
cotton handkerchiefs valued at $110,745.
Important c/wwg&, in claasiflcation.-This paragraph is intended to
cover all handkerchiefs and mufflers of which cotton is the component
material of chief value, except such as are ornamented with lace, embroidery, etc., and more specifically provided for in paragraph 1430.
As in the act of 1913, one rate of duty is imposed on unhemmed
handkerchiefs, and another and higher rate on hemmed or hemstitched handkerchiefs. The provision that unhemmed handkerchiefs shall be dutiable at the same rate as the cloth of which they
are composed, and that hemmed or hemstitched handkerchiefs shall
be dutiable at the cloth rate plus 10 per cent ad valorem prevents
classification at a lower rate of duty than that imposed on the basic
cloth of the handkerchief.
Minimum ad valorem rates of duty have been provided, one rate for
handkerchiefs made of cloth containin yarns the average number
of which does not exceed number 40. and another and higher rate for
those composed of cloth with finer yarns.
PARAGRAPH 918.
H. B. 7456.
PAR. 918. Clothing andi articles of
wea ring apparel of every dtscsripti on,
manufnetured wholly or in part, comIMsed wholly or In chief value of cot-

ton, and not specially provided for, 33,
per eentumad valorem.
Shirt collars and cuffs, of cotton, not

specially provided for, 25 cents per

dozen pieces and 121 per centurm ad

valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT O 1913.

PAL 824. Clothing, ready-made, and
articles of wearing apparel of every
description, composed of cotton • * *
* * is the
or of which cotton
component material of chief value,
made up or manufactured, wholly or
in part, by the tailor, seamstress, or
manufacturer, and not otherwise pro.
vided for In this section, fifty per
centum ad valorem.
PA. 848. Shirt collars and cuffs,
composed of cotton, forty-five cents per
dozen pieces and fifteen per centum ad

PAl. 256. Clothing, ready-made, and
articles of wearing apparel of every de.
scription, composed of cotton 0 * *
or of which cotton * * 0 is the component material of chief value, or of
cotton * * * and india rubber,
made up or manufactured, wholly or
in part, by the tailor, seamstress, or
manufacturer, and not otherwise specially provided for in this section, 80
per centum ad valorem; shirt collars
and cuffs of cotton, not specially provided for in this section, 30 per centuin
ad valorem.

valorem;

*

*

*.

O(YTUON WEARING APPAREL.

(See Survey 1-5.)

Deseiption awd uges.-Paragraph 918 covers cotton wearing apparel of every description, not specially provided for. Articles specially provided for elsewhere are garters, suspenders, braces, and
other manufactures of narrow wares (par. 912); knit goods (pars.
914, 915, 916); handkerchiefs (par. 917); and apparel ornamented
with lace, embroidery, etc. (par. 1430).
Production.--Separate figures for cotton wearing apparel are not
available, but an estimate based on figures of the clothing trades in
general as recorded in the census of 1914 places the production of
cotton wearing apparel at over $200,000,000 for that year. It is evi(lent that all but a very small proportion of our increasing demand is
supplied domestically.
Imports are mainly from France, with the United Kingdom second
and Switzerland third.
Imports during the fiscal year 1914 and the calendar years 19181921 were as follows:
Cotton wearing apparel.

dollars and sfs.....................
Csmts, not
Clothing
andornamented
articles of ...............
wearing apparel,
n.s.p.I .................................

1914

1918

1919

1920

86,619

$29,316

$24, 035

175,228

841,582

942,487

436,684

1,220,819

832,W89

480,700 1,38,195

"1,

1, M7

1,06,36

is, 9"

Total................................ 1,M, 257 ... ,77

20, 010

4,148

(92ts).

7, M

Exports are much larger than imports. The United States ships
cotton wearing apparel to almost every country of the world. In
1920 the main purchasers of collars or cuffs were Cuba, Mexico and
Holland; of corsets, Australasia, United Kingdom, Canada, and South
Africa; of other apparel for men and boys, Cuba, Canada, Norway,
Panama, Dominican Republic, and Japan; of other apparel for
women and children, Canada, Cuba, and Poland.
Exports during the fiscal year 1914 and in the calendar years
1918-1921 were as follows:
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Od

Corue
w

1918

1914

Cotton wSWin apparel.
.saud 0ga- ..........................

nd
k i .................
appel
Tarh all otl
.....................
TWr.........

11

1,0,078

IQ)

193
1
(9 months).

8810,142
3,8 ,07
1, ,7
41102

5,9aM,887

9o6181, 0 10,082,218
192
m;O01,
, 04724

8,01

11,48743117,399,0191 X140108"
8

2#144, 2
7,584, 50

importad cho e in ca0iflation.-Paragraph 918 covers cotton
wearing apparel of every descr option, not specially provided for.
Wearing apparel wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber other than
cotton has been appropriately 'placed under &hedule 10. The word
"ready-made" has been omitted as unnecessary, because this pars.graph covers wearing apparel, whether ready-made or custom-made.
The words "by the tailor, seamstress or manufacturer," used in
previous acts after the words "manufactured wholly or in part,"
hve been omitted as tautological, since all wearing apparel must be
so made. Mention of india rubber is omitted, and though india
rubber may be present in the goods covered, cotton must be the material of chief value. If india rubber is the material of chief value,
such wearing apparel would be classified as an article of rubber.
PARAGRAPH 919.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 919. Lace window curtains, nets,

nettings, pillow shams, and bed sets,
finished or unfinished, made on the
Nottingham lace-curtain machine, and
composed of cotton or other vegetable
fiber, when counting five points or
spaces between the warp threads to
the inch, 1j cents per square yard;
when counting more than five such
points or spaces to the inch, threefourths of 1 cent per square yard in
addition for each point in excess of
five; and In addition thereto, on all
the foregoing articles in this paragraph, 17 per centum ad valorem : Provided, That none of the foregoing shall
pay a less rate of duty ,than 40 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAP. 851. Lace window curtains,
nets, nettings, pillow shams, and bed
sets, finished or unfinished, made on
the Nottingham lace-curtain machine
or on the Nottingham warp machine,
and composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber, when counting five points
or spaces between the warp threads to

low shams, and bed sets, finished or
unfinished, made on the Nottinghan
lace-curtain machine, and composed of
cotton or other vegetable fiber, when
counting not more than six points or
spaces between the warp threads to
the inch, 85 per centum ad valore'n

PAR. 265. Lace window curtains, pl-
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

the inch, one cent per square yard;
when counting more than live such
points or spaces to the Inch, one-half
of one cent per square yard in addition for each such point or space to

when counting more than six and not
more than eight points or spaces to
the Inch, 40 per centun ad valorem;
when counting nine or more points or
spaces to the Inch, 45 per centum ad

ditiQln thereto, on all the foregoing
articles in this paragraph, twenty per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That
none of the above-named articles shall
pay a less rate of duty than fifty per
centum ad valorem.

* * * nets, iiettings,
* * * and articles made in whole or

the inch in excess of five; and in ad-

valorem.
PAs. 858.

in part of any of the foregoing fabrics
or articles; all of the foregoing of
whatever yarns, threads, or filaments
composed, 60 per ceutum ad valorem.

NOTTINGHAM LACa-CURTAIN MACHINE

PRODUCTM.

De8criptfio and ue8.-Paragraph 919 covers specified products,
composed of cotton or other vegetable fiber made on the Nottingham.
lace-curtain machine. This is a machine that is used in many countries, the name "Nottingham," from its original place of development, being retained to distinguish it from other types of machines,
such as the Levers lace machine, which alsoproduces curtains.
Nottingham lace-curtain machines are made with 6 to 18 points
or bobbins to the inch, making curtains and other goods with 6 to
18 meshes to the inch. Over 60 per cent of the machines used in
the United States are of 8 point or coarser. Each machine is designed to make a specific number of meshes to the inch and can make
no other number. No. 100/2 ply is about the finest yarn used on such
machines and the majority consists of 58/2 to 78/2 yarns.
In making a fabric on a Nottingham lace-curtain machine it is
necessary to have at least three sets of yarns-the main or groundwarp yarn the spool yarn, which interlaces with the warp; and the
so-called "brass-bobbin" yarn, which acts as a binder between the
warp and the spool yarns. For producing special types of curtains,
an additional beam warp or spool yarn ma# be used. The warp
and spool yarns are carried on beams beneath the machine; they
are drawn -u# vertically to intertwist with the brass-bobbin yarns
as the latter, suspended from the beam at the top of the machine
swing like pendulums and are shifted to right or left of the vertical
yarns. The spool yarns are of domestic spinning, as are also most
of the warp yarns, but brass-bobbin yarns of the required character
and finish are not produced in the 'United States. Therefore the
lace-curtain manufacturers, who are the largest importers of cotton
yarns, are dependent on the output of English mills for this essential element of manufacture.
Curtains made of cloth, or of Lever's lace, and curtains (" novety ") of voile or marquisette trimmed with lace, are excluded from
this paragraph by virtue of the Nottingham machine qualification.
Pro(wtim in "1914 of Nottingham lace curtains was valued at
$4,678,847, and of Nottingham lace-curtain nets at $1.258,307; production in 1919 of Nottingham lace curtains was 3.933.000 pairs,
valued at $8,166,000; and of Nottingham lace-curtain nets, 19,465,000
linear yards, valued at $7,616,000. Other products of the Nottingham lace-curtain machine were not recorded separately. There are
82304--22----57
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10 Nottingham lace-curtain manufacturers, operating over 500 machines, of which about 450 are located in Pennsylvania.
Inzport8 of Nottingham lace curtains, pillow shams, and bed sets
were valued at $174,652 in 1914 (fiscal year). Imports of Nottingham lace-curtain nets and nettings fall under paragraph 358 of the
act of 1913 and are not recorded separately.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year,

11
I.....

.

1921 (9 months) ..........

.

D~uty.

144$937

5,240

21,I1

361)813

144,W

58,207

382,634

................

Value.

45:253.........

'Includes 1,718 pounds, valued at $,651, under the emergency tariff act.

lxwprt8 are not recorded.

Important chage in clamsiflcatiam-The wording here used foi
products of the Nottingham lace-curtain machine is the same as that
in paragraph 351 of the act of 1909 except that the words "or on the
Nottingham warp machine," have been omitted because the machine
so designated is really a "warp lace" machine, the products of which
properly belong under paragraph 1430. The classification of the act
of 1913 has been followed in placing the articles here covered under
the cotton schedule because: they are mainly of cotton.
The Nottingham lace-curtain machine makes goods with 6 to 18
meshes to the inch using yarns coarser than No. 100/2 ply. The Levers
lace machine maies goods with 14 to 30 meshes to the inch, and
although it uses a wide range of yarns the greater number are finer
than 100/2 ply. In other words, the Nottingham lace-curtain machine makes the coarser and the Levers lace machine makes the finer
products of the lace and net industry. The products of the Nottingam lace-curtain machine are therefore here made dutiable at a
lower rate than is levied under paragraph 1430 on the products of
the Levers lace machine. The Nottingham lace-curtain industry is
firmly established in this country and has comparatively little foreign competition as compared with the Levers lace industry.
In the preceding wording, as in that of the act of 1909, there are
included nets and nettings made on the Nottingham lace-curtain
machine, whereas in the 1913 act all nets and nettings were covered
by paragraph 358. As about half of the output of the Nottinghaiu'
lace-curtain industry consists of nets and nettings, the .1909 classification is the logical one to follow.
PARAGRAPH 920.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 020. All articles made froin cot.
ton cloth, whether finished or unfin.
ished, and all manufactures of cotton
or of which cotton Is the component
material of chief value, not specially
provided for, 28 per centuin ad valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT 0F 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 320. Curtains, table covers, and
all articles manufactured of cotton
chenille, or of which cotton chenille
is the component material of chief

all articles manufactured of cotton
chenille, or of which cotton chenille
is the component material of chief

value,

*

*

*

composed wholly or

PAR. 258. Curtains, table covers, and

value, *

*

* any of the foregoing,

in chief value of cotton or other vege- in the piece or otherwise, 85 per
table fiber; any of the foregoing, in centum ad valorem; all other Jacthe piece or otherwise, fifty per centum quard figured manufactures of cotton
or of which cotton is the component
at valorem.
PAR. 332. All articles made from cot- material of chief value, 30 per centum
ton cloth, whether finished or unfin- ad valorem.
batting, any of
PAN. 264. *
ished, and all manufactures of cotton,
or of which cotton is the component the foregoing made df cotton, or of
material of chief value, not specially which cotton Is the component maprovided for in tits section, forty-five terial of chief value, * * * and
not otherwise provided for, 25 per
per centum ad valorem.
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 266. All articles made from cotton cloth, whether finished or unfinished, and all manufactures of cotton
or of which cotton Is the component
nmterial of chief value, not specialty
provided for in this section, 80 per
centum ad valorem.
BASKET PARAGRAPH OF OTMN SCHEDULE.

Der8iption aml ues.-Paragraph 920 covers a large number of
miscellaneous articles wholly or in chief value of cotton, none of
which is of sufficient individual importance to warrant specific mention. Among such articles are twine, cordage, and rope; fishing nets
and seines; bags; roller shades; lamp shades; Jacquard-figured blankets; Jacquard-figured towels, not terry woven; batting, wadding,
and mattress felts; etc.
Production.-It is impossible to make up an inclusive total of
domestic output for comparison with imports under a basket paragraph. - However, the production of cotton twine amounted to 13,050,000 pounds, valued at $2,716,000, in 1914 and to 11,340,000 pounds,
valued at $5,597,000, in 1919: cotton cordage and rope, 4,962,000
pounds, valued at $792,000, in 1914 and to 5,763,000 pounds, valued at
$2.207,000, in 1919; cotton batting, wadding, and mattress felts, not
recorded in 1914, to 65,467,000 pounds, valued at $8.272,000, in 1919.
Import were valued at $1,622,258 in the fisal year 1914 and
$2,333,185 in the calendar year 1920. The largest item consisted of
the cloth articles, mainly for table use, known in the trade as "Japanese blue prints."
Exports are not recorded.

Important changes in elasifcation-This basket paragraph is
worded the same as in preceding acts, but its scope is reduced by
the specific provisions made for a number of articles formerly
included. For example, Japanese blue prints, such as table and
bureau covers, center pieces, etc., niade by stencil-dyeing -plainwoven

cotton cloth, are provided for in paragraph 911. Dust cloths

and l)edspreads are also placed under paragraph 911, while railroad
air hose will fall under paragraph 1007. On the other hand, Jac(ilard-figured manufactures of cotton not specially provided for, such
is blankets, towels not terry woven, etc., are included without specific
mention.

SCHEDULE 10.-FLAX, HEMP, AND JUTE, AND MANUFACTURES OF.
PARAGRAPH 1001.
H. B. 7456.

SENATE AXBNDXENTS.

PAR. 1001. Flax straw, $2 per ton;
flax, not hackled, 1 cent per pound; flax,
hackled, including "dressed line," 2
cents per pound; flax tow and flax noils,
three-fourths of 1 cent per pound; hemp
and hemp tow, three-fourths of I cent per
pound; hackled hemp, -including "line
of hemp," 14 cents per pound. -

AOT OF 1909.

J.-FL.x, HEMP, ANL JUT,
AND MANUFACTURES OP.

SCHEDULE

PAR. 333. Flax straw, five dollars per

ton.

PAR. 334. Flax, not shackled or dressed,
one cent per pound.
PAR. 335. Flax, hackled,. known as
"dressed line," three cents per pound.
PAR. 336. Tow of flax, twenty dollars
per ton.
PAR. 337. Hemp, and tow of hemp,
twenty-two dollars and fifty cents per
ton: hemp, shackled, known as "line of
hemp," forty-five dollars per ton.

AOT OF 1918.
SCHEDULE J.-FLAx, HEMP, AND JUT,

AND MANUFACTURES OF.

PAR. 485. Flax straw flax, not hackled
or dressed; flax haciled, known ai
"dressed line," tow of flax and flax noils;
hemp, and tow of hemp; hemp hackled,
known as "line of hemp" [Free].

AX.

Description and ue.--Flax is the oldest of all vegetable fibers of
which we have record as be* applied to the use ol mankind, but
the comparatively recent development of the manufacture of cotton
has tended to prevent expansion in the production of the older material.
Cotton is more pliable than flax, can be manufactured more cheaply,
and can be so finished as to make it almost indistingishable from
linen. Flax has been able to retain a certain demanbecause of its
inherent beauty, strength, and durability, which enable it to endure
repeated handling and washing, with less loss of its sheen and hard
surface and without napping. Flax is used for thread, fishlims,
fishnets, water hose, towels, table and bed linen, handkerchiefs, ind
dress goods.
Flax straw is the dried stem of the flax plant before the extraction
of the fiber. Flax, not hackled, is the fiber that has been taken
from the straw by rotting (rotting away the retentive gum) and
scuthing (knocking out the woody core from the suroundieY
fibers), but which has undergone no further treatment. Iackh'I
flax consists of the longer fibers after the more or less comIl)hte
900
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combing out of the shorter fibers by hand or machine heckling
operations. Flax that has been completely hackled is known as
dressed line, and is used in making thiead and fabrics of the higher
grades. Flax tow for spinning consists of the shorter and less valuable fibers discarded in the heckling operations and corresponds to the
noil of a worsted mill. The coarse and medium counts produced from
such ow form a very important part of the world's output of flax
yams and are extensively used in the manufacture of padding, crashes
and caiiLvas. Flax upholstery tow, used in stuffing furniture and
lining refrigerator cars, is of a different character, as it can not be
spun and is made by merely crushing unretted straw of seed flax or
poor grades of short fiber flax. Flax noils are the short tangled
fibers discarded at the card or the comb in the manufacture of tow
yarns; some of this is used as raw material in the manufacture of lowgrade goods.
Production.-In prewar years Russia, with an annual production
of about 600,000 tons half of which was exported, supplied about 85
per cent of the world's flax. The remainder was produced mainly
in Austria-Hungary, France, Italy, Ireland, and Begum. Courtrai
flax from Belgium is considered the highest grade.
As a result of the World War the production of flax in Russia has
declined to about one-tenth of, the normal, and the world acreage
in fiber flax had fallen from about 4,500,000,to about 1,175,000 acres
in 1920. The war shortage stimulated production in Canada
and Japan, as well as in European countries where flax was
already grown, but the sharp decline in the price of linens in
1921 caused a large decrease in the acreage in fiber flax in all of these
countries. For instance, Canadian acreage in fiber flax increased
from 4 000 in 1915 to 20,262 in. 1920, and declined to 7,300 in 1921.
Ireland had, in fiber flax, 49,000 acres in 1914, 127,000 acres in 1920,
and only 40,000 acres in 1921.
The American acreage in fiber flax was 2,240 in 1911' 1,100 in.
1914; 4,300 in 1918; 6,090 in 1920; and 1,525 in 1921. The States
producing flax fiber in 1920 were Michigan with 3,500 acres;
MIinnesota with 1,000 acres; Wisconsin and Oregon with 700 acres
each, and Maryland with 190 acres.
The hand labor involved in weeding and pulling the flax and in
natural rettig has proved a great obstacle to domestic production
of fiber flax in competition with crops better adapted to the use of
machinery. Attempts have recently been made here and in Canada
to introduce labor-saving devices to eliminate weeding and pulling
by hand, and to provide for artificial retting in central plants.
Yarn spun from domestic flax is used in the manufacture of twines,
shoe thread, and toweling. Domestic flax is not suitable for spinning
high-grade yarns such as are used in the manufacture of table linen,
cambrics, and laces.
The United States is a large producer of flaxseed, but growing flax
for seed is an industr-y entirely distinct from and much simpler
than the growing of flax for fiber. In 1914 the United States had
1,645,000 acres, and in 1921, 1,706,000 acres devoted to the former.
The fiber of flax raised for seed is not suitable for spinning. The
straw of seed flax is used in making upholstering tow of a low grade,
in insulating board, and in rugs for floor coverings.
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Imports in 914 of flax straw were 220 tons, valued at $9,659; of
flax, not hackled, 6,056 tons, valued at $1,497,660; of flax, hackled,
2,590 tons, valued at $1,242,129; of flax tow, 1,322 tons, valued at
$264,303; of flax noils, 96 tons, valued at $8,388; a total of 10,284
tons, valued at $3,022,139. The United Kingdom supplied about
half of the total. Russia and Belgium supplied a large part of the
remainder.
Imports since 1917 for calendar years have been as follows:
1918

1919

1920

1921 (9 months).

Flax.
Quantity.

Value.

TOW.

S

Straw ........
142
Not heckled.
6,020
Hackled..
1,773
Tow.......... 721
Nol ..........
207
Total...

7,89

Quantity.

Value.

TO.
$14,116
4,225,260
2, 8, 428
524,460
39,783
7,362,047

5

Quantity.

Value.

Tow.

Quantity.

Tone.

68
939
2,129
471
313

$25,570
757,060
2,929,002
186,191
99,707

2,084
2:796
1,061
744
107

52, 813
1,825,729
1,676,605
276, 282
45, 520

179
1,011
738
780
4

4,120

3,99,50

6,791

3, 848, 9419

2,712

Value.

l
$9,412
65, 401
813, 532
199,891
1,176
1,586,073

In 1920 imports of hackled flax were supplied largely by Japan,
Canada, and Ireland. Over half of all other flax than hackled came
from Canada; the remainder was in large part from Russia, Japan,
and Italy.
Important changes in classification.-Flax is transferred from the
free list of the act of 1913 (par. 485). The words, "flax, hackled,
including' dressed line, "' are here used instead of the wording " flax,
hackled, known as 'dressed line, which was used in the acts of
1909 and 1913. This change has been made to avoid possible litigation with respect to the extent of the hackling operations. Flax
which has been subjected to either hand or machine hackling is
'hackled flax, but "dressed line" designates only flax which has been
completely hackled by both hand and machine operations.
4

HEMP.

(See Survey FL-16.)

7*,

Descriptionand wes.-Hemp is a term that correctly denotes only
soft hemp (Cannabis sativa), although it is loosely used sometimes iiI
connection with other fibers. Hemp is stronger, glossier, and more
durable than cotton, but more costly to manufacture; in tlese
respects it is similar to flax, but-it is somewhat coarser than flax aind
even more difficult to bleach. Its great strength and resistance to
rotting in water make it an excellent material-for all cordage purposes; its relatively high cost, however, confines its use mainly to tlosC
articles where strength is the prime factor, such as shoe thread,
certain types of commercial twines, tarred riggig for ships, anti
elevator ropes. Large cordage, like ships' cables and hawsers, is
usually made of the cheaper manila.
Hemp (meaning hemp not hackled) is the fiber that has been
extracted from the stem of the hemp plant, by methods similar to
those used in extracting flax fiber, but which has undergone no
further treatment. Hackled hemp consists of the longer fibers
after the more or less complete combing out of the shorter fibers I)y

11;
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hand or machine hackling operations. Hackled hemp is used alone
or mixed with flax in the manufacture of twines, cordage, and fabrics.
Tow of hemp consists of the shorter and less valuable fibers discarded
in the hackling operations; the better grades are carded and spun
into yarns for twines, cordage, and coarse coverings; the poorer
grades are used in caulking ships.
Productim.-In prewar years, Russia, with an annual output of
about 500,000 tons, produced about two-thirds of the world's hemp.
The remainder was harvested mainly by Austria-Hungary and Italy.
The finest quality is produced in Italy. The output from Russia has
greatly declined as a result of the World War.
The United States is a relatively small producer of hemp. It
produced in 1914, 1,339 tons; in 1918, 9,375 tons, and in 1921 about
3,400 tons, which constituted 16 per cent, 72 per cent, and 30 per
cent, respectively, of the domestic consumption in the same years.
Prior to the war,, Kentucky had the principal yield. In 1921 Wisconsin reported about two-thirds and Kentucky about three-tenths of
the 11,000 acres devoted to hemp.
Imports in 1914 of unhackled hemp were 7,880 tons, valued at
$1,443,994; of hackled hemp, 451 tons, valued at $83,911; of hemp
tow, 262 tons, valued at $40,250; a total of 8,593 tons, valued at
$1,568,155. Italy was the main source, followed by Russia.
Imports since 1917 have been, by calendar years, as follows:
1918

Hlemp.

Quantity.

Tone.

Not tackled.

3,394

Tow
.........
llackled
........

8
255

1919

Quantity.

Value.

31,650,3

t

Tons.

1,403

33,270
3.510is

1 1,698

Total ... 3,735

1920
Value.

$821,062

1921
t (9 months).

Value.

Quantity.

ToW.

l

value.

ToWs.

7,117

$2,792,337

5407

$94,310

86
607

20,764
413,365

12
713

3,602
637,432

3,2M,466

8,132

1,687,4,

113,460
19,048

95,670

In 1920, over half of the total imports were from Italy; Canada
and England were the next leading sources of imports.
Exports are not recorded.
Important changes in. classiflWtion.-Hemp is transferred from the
free list of the act of 1913 (par. 485). The words shackledd hemp,
including 'line of hemp,' have been substituted for the wording
"hemp, tackled, known as 'line of hemp,' " which was used in the
acts of 1909 and 1913. The reasons for the change are the same as
those stated above for the wording relating to hackled flax.
PARAGRAPH 1002.
H. R. 7456.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAR. 1002. Sliver and roving, of flax,

hemp, ranie, or other vegetable fiber, not
specially provided for, 13 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 341.

*

*

*

ramie sliver or roy-

iig, thirty.five per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 270.

*

*

*

ramie sliver or r oy-

ing, 15 per centum ad valorem.
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SLIVER AND ROVING OF VEGETABLE FIBERS N., . P. F.
(See Survey J-1.)

Description and use.--Sliver is a continuous strand of fiber in a
loose, untwisted state, and roving is the same thing with a slight
twist inserted preliminary to spinning into yarn. Ranmie sliver and
roving, mainly prepared by hand, come from China, Prior to 1914
Germany was the largest consumer and France and the United States
the next largest. Flax and hemp sliver and roving are products of
intermediate mechanical processes in a series ending with the spinning
of the yarn.
Produion-.No gures are available regarding domestic production
of liver or roving of flax, hemp, or ramie, as these are partial manufactures and, excepting the ranie, not regular articles of commerce.
Imports of sliver and roving of flaxhemp, or ramie are small.
Figures are available only for imports of sliver and roving of ramie,
which in 1914 amounted to $6,707. Later imports have been as
follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

JValue.

Duty.

Potusda.
1918 .........................................
1919 ...............................................
...............................................................
10

1921 (9 months) ....................................................

.

497
21,711

4,873

$4
3,093
18,499

$1
464
2,775

31. .........

Exports are not recorded.
Important change. in dusifiation.--Sliver and roving of ramie were
provided, for in preceding acts (par. 270 of 1913 and 341 of 1909) but
sliver and roving of other vegetable fibers, except cotton, were not
mentioned. Paragraph 1002 provides for sliver and roving of all
vegetable fibers, with the exception of cotton (par. 901) and jute
(par. 1003).
PARAGRAPH 1008.

H. R. 7456.
PAR.

1003: Jute yarns or roving, single,

coarser in size than twenty-pound, 2J
cents per pound; twenty-pond up to but
not including ten-pound, 4 cents per
pound; ton-pound up to but not including
five-pound, 5J cents per pound, fivepound and finer, 9 cents per pouna; iute
sliver, 1J cents per pound; twist, twine,
and cordage, composed of two or more
jute yarns or rovings twisted together the
size of the single yam or roving of which
is coarser than twenty-pound, 3J cents
per pound; twenty-pound up to but not
including ten-pound, 5 cents per pound;
ton-pound up to but not including five-

pound, 6* cents per pound- five-pound
and finer, 11cents per pound.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 338. Single yarns made of jute,

not finer than five lea or number, one
cent per pound and ten per centum ad
valorem; if finer than five lea or number,
thirty-five per centum ad valorem; yarns
made of jute not otherwise s ecially pro.
vided for in this section, thirty-five per
centum ad valorem.
(No correspondi_ provision for twist,
twine and cordag.]

PAR. 267. Single yarns made of 'ute,

not finer than five lea or number, 15 per
centum ad valorem; if finer than five lea
or number and yarnsmade of jute not
otherwise specially provided for in this
section, 20 per centum ad valorem.
fNo corresponding provision for twist,
twine and cordg.)

JUTE YANS AND CORDAGE.
(See Survey 1-I.)

Descriptionand se.--Jute yarns may be divided into two classes:
(1) Those made from long ut6 and (2) those made from jute butts
and rejections. In manufacturing,' the long 'ute is first opened,
graded, and batched, after which it is put through a softener, a
breaker card, a finisher card, two draw frames, and a roving frame,
and then spun into yarn on a flyer or ring spinning frame. These
yarns are used in weave
burlap and other jute cloth, in the manufacture of wool carpets (being employed in the foundation and other
threads which do not appear on the surface), and in making the lower
grades of cordage. Jute butts are subjected to fewer processes and
are spun into very coarse yams which are consumed mainly in bagging
for covering raw cotton and in the lower grades of cordage. Jute
yarns are numbered according to the weight in pounds of a fixed
length of 14,400 yar4s; the higher the count the coarser the yarn.
This method is the opposite of the yarn-numbering systems used in
the cotton and worsted trades where the base is a fixed weight.
Twist, twine, and cordage are made by doubling or cabling single
yarns. Jute twist is a term usually employed for jute ply yarns
intended for weaving. Jute twines are harder twisted ply yarns
which 'are used most extensively in tying up bundles of medium bulk.
They are commonly called after the trade that uses them-fodder
twine, for tying up odder; paper makers' twine, for tying up bundles
of paper; box twine, for btuidling box hooks, etc. Jute cordage,
other than twines, is employed as a substitute for manila and sisal
in halter ropes, plow ropes, and baling ropes; it is also extensively
used as cores in steel-wire cables.
Production.-British India is the largest producer of jute yam; but
most of the yarn manufactured is consumed in the :X where
produced for making burlap and twilled bags, and exports in the form
of yarn are small. in the Indian fiscal year 1921, when exports of
Indian jute yarn were relatively large, they amounted to only 4,554
tons as against an export of 825,004 tons of jute cloth and bags.
Dundee, Scotland, which ranks second to Calcutta in manufacture,
is the largest exporter of jute yarn and cordage. Total exports of

jute yam and cordage originating mainly in Dundee, but recorded as
from the United Kingdom, amounted in the calendar year 1920 to
43,533,800 pounds, valued at about $10,524,000.
In 1920 American mills used 110,752,000 pounds of long jute and
104,375,000 pounds of jute butts as against 128,312,000 pounds of
long jute and 114,389,00 pounds of jute butts in 1914, Considering
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that waste in manufacture is balanced by the oil and water added
during manufacture, the output of jute yarn in 1920 was approximately 215,000,000 pounds as compared with 243,000,000 pounds
in 1914. This quantity was mainly used in mills where it was spun
for manufacture into twines, cordage, and cotton bagging. The
amount used in burlap manufacture is insignificant. The sales of
jute yarn in, 1919 amounted to 56,570,000 pounds, valued at
$11,269,000, as against 69,827,000 pounds, valued at $7,358,000, in
1914. The wool-carpet industry is the main purchaser of jute yarns.
The production of jute twine in 1919 was 52,398,000 pounds, valued
at $10,904,000, as compared with 55,282,000 pounds, valued at
$5,268,000, in 1914. The output in 1919 of jute rope was 40,716,000
pounds, valued at $9,327,000, and in 1914, 26,814,000 pounds,
valued at $2,079,000.
Imports of jute yarns, including single and ply, during the 30 fiscal
years 1891-1920, averaged per annum 1,771,710 pounds, valued at
$105,120. In recent years about three-fourths of the total have
consisted of single yarns not finer than five lea; that is, yarns weighing
9.6 pounds or more per spyndle of 14,400 yards. These yarns are
mainly for use in wool-carpet manufacture. Dundee is the principal
source of imports. Entries of jute twines and cordage are small.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Unit value.

Duty.

'Equvalit

SINGLE JUTE YARNS.
1918 .......................................
1919 .....................................
1920 .....................................

1921 monthsh) .........................

Pounds.

18,127
. 61,960
2,28,713
,096,838

$11,419
36,904
498,982

Cenal.

610,039

41.3
71.1
19.7

$2,284
7,314
79,614

29.71
17.41
12.1 I

$1,496
351
1,5891

Per cent.

20
20
16

10.0 ............ I............

JUTE YARNS OTHER THAN SINGLE.
1918 ..............................
1919 .....................................
1920 ....................................
1921 (9 months) .........................

25,181
10,069
64,387
203,911

$7,493
1 766
,843

28,914

14.1 ......

2
211

Exports of jute yarn are not separately recorded. Canadian
statistics show that in the Canadian fiscal years ended March 31.
1920 and 1921, imports of jute and hemp yarns from the United States
amounted to 3,668,690 and 1,751,420 pounds, respectively.

Important change im casfica iqn.-IRoving has been specially provided for with the yarn because in the jute industry much of the
ie
s zpalled yarn is made on a roving frame and is in fact roving.
combining of roving and single yarn avoids any administrative difficulty which might arise in attempting to distinguish between a hardtwisted roving and a slack-twisted yam. Specific provision is also
made for jute twist (ply yam), twine, and cordage, because of their
commercial importance. The classification of such products under
the act of 1913 is indefinite. Twisted yarns fall under the provision
for jute yarns not specially provided for, but' there is some question
as to the classification of finished jute twines and cordage. They
probably come within paragraph 284 of the act of 1913.
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In previous tariffl laws jute yarns have been numbered according
to the lea system; that is, the number of 300-yard leas that weigh
1 pound. In the new. classification jute yarns are numbered according to the pound system; that is, the weight in pounds of a
spyndle of 14,400 yards. This length is equal to 48 leas so that the
one system is inverse to the other; thus 4-pound yarn is equivalent
to 12-lea yarn, 6-pound yarn to 8-lea yarn, etc. This change has
been approved by manufacturers of jute yarns, who have called
attention to the fact that jute yarns, both here and abroad, are
numbered according to the pound system, and that the lea system,
which is used in the linen industry, is never used in connection with

jute.

%

The new classification of single jute yarns divides them into four
groups instead of two as formerly. The former dividing point was
at 5 lea, which is equivalent to 9.6-pound yarn. The new dividing
points are at pound, 10-pound, and 20-pound yam. Since conversion costs increase with fineness of the yarn, expanding the number
of groups creates a more equitable basis of classification. Group
progression is, in this instance, preferable to individual count progression because of the tendency of jute to gain materially in weight by
absorbing moisture during shipment. A gain in weight automatically
changes the count. A 10-pound jutel yarn at Dundee, for example,
might be found to be an 11-pound yarn upon arrival in this country.
PARAGRAPH 1004.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1004. Single yarns, in the gray,
made of flax, hemp, or ranie, or a mixture
of any of them, not finer than eight lea,
; cents per pound; finer than eight lea
an I not finer than sixty lea, 8 cents per
pdtind and one-half of 1 cent per pound
additional for each lea or part of a lea in
excess of eight- finer than sixty lea, 35
cents per pound; and in addition thereto,
on any of the foregoing yarns when
boiled, bleached, dyed, or otherwise
treated, 5 cents per pound: Provided,That
the duty on any of the foregoing yarns not
finer than eight lea shall be not less than
20 per centum ad valorem; on any of the
foregoing yarns finer than eight lea, not
les than 23 per centum ad valorem.
Threads, twines, and cords, composed of
two or more yarns of flax, hemp, or rainie
or a mixture of any of them, twisted
together, the size of the single yarn of
which is not finer than eight lea, 16 cents
per pound; finer than eight lea and not
finer than sixty lea, 16 cents per pound
and three-fourthi of 1 cent per pound
additional for each lea or part of a lea in
excess of eight- fine? than sixty lea, 56
cents per pound: Provided That the duty
on the foregoing threads, twines and
cords shall be not les than 23 per centum
ad valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 340. Threads, twines, or cords,
made from yarn not finer than five lea or
number, composed of flax, hemp, or
raine, or of which these substances or
either of theip is the component material
of chief value, ten cents per pound; if
made from yarn finer than five lea or
number, twelve cents per pound, and
three-fourths of one cent per pound additional for each lea or number, or part of a
lea or number, in excess of flye.
PAR. 341. Single yarns in the gray,
made of flax, hemp, or ramie, or a mixture
of any of them, not finer than eight lea or
number, six cents per pound; finer than
eight lea or number and not finer than
eighty le. or number, forty per cent um
advalorem; single yarns, made of flax,
hemp, or ramie, or a mixture of any of
them, finer than eighty lea or number,
fifteen per centum ad valorem; * * .
[Single yarns not in the gray and not
finer than eighty lea were dutiable at 45
per centum under paragraph 368.]
YARNS, THREADS), AN

TW

PAR. 269. Threads, twines, or eords,
made from yarn not finer than five lea or
number, composed of flAx, hemp, or
ramie, or of which these substances or any
of them is the component material of chief
value, 20 per centumn ad valorem; if made
from yarn finer than five lea or number,
25 per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 270. Single yams, made of flax,
hemp, or ramie, or a mixture of any of
them, not finer than eight lea or number,
12 per centum ad valorem; finer than
eight lea or number and not finer than
eighty lea or number, 20 per centum ad
valorem; fraer than eightylet or number,
10 per centun ad valorom;
'[No distinction made between yarns in
the gray and not in the gray.]

ES OF FLAX, HEMP, OR RAMIE.

(See Survey J-4.)

Description and usc.-Flax, hemp, and ramie are stem or bast
fibers, but differ in that the first two are obtained by rotting and the
last named by decortication. Flax, hemp, and ramie yarns are used
in making thread, cordage, and fabrics. Flax yars, from a finer fiber
than hemp, are used in the United States chiefly for making linen
thread, for weaving fabrics, such as toweling, and to some extent for
fire hose. Hemp yarns are used in cordage and rope, in wool carpets,
and to a small extent in canvas. Ramne yarns, composed of fibers
having a heater tenacity and elasticity than flax or hemp, serve most
extensively in the manufacture of gas mantles. The fibers are pun
on flax-working and similar machinery, imported largely from Bngland. All the ramie and the bulk of the raw flax absorbed here is
imported, but about one-half of the hemp consumed in 1914-1921
was of domestic production.
Threads, twines, and cords are made by doubling or cabling single
yarns. Thread is a slender, well-rounded line, generally polished,
used principally for sewing. Linen thread may be divided into (1)
household threads, usually sold at retail, consisting mainly of threecord and six-cord sewing thread; (2)manufacturing threads used ly
garment makers, shoemakers, saddlers, upholsterers, bookbinders,
etc., made in a variety of ways, some being cabled and others made of
ordinary ply yams.
Twine is composed of two or more yarns or rovings twisted together.
The chief uses of linen twine are as gilling twine for fish nets, and as
seaming twines for sails. Although used to some extent for tying
packages where strength is required, linen twine has been largely supplanted by cotton and jute. Hemp twine Is employed chiefly for
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wrapping -purposes. Cord is most commonly made of cable-laid
yarns, but some is braided, as in fancy sash cords. It is larger than
twine and smaller than rope, and serves for sash cords, clotheslines,

plow lines, etc.

Production.-In 1914 the United States had 67,412 spindles, or
about 2 per cent of the world's total, devoted to flax spinning. No
figures are available showing the total domestic production of flax,
hemp, and ramiie yarns. Production of such yarns for sale only in
1914 and 1919 is shown by the following table:
1919

1914

Yarns for sale.
Quantity.
Hem ..
All other'

..............

Value.

Pouad..

S ..........................
.2,2,

Quantity.

000 Pouad.
,

872,000

Value.

8972,2

I Other than hemp and JWte In 1919; other than Jute in 1914. In reality this consists largely of flax yarn

ie1919; of fta and hemp yarn in1914.

It is certain, however, that the quantity of linen yarn produced for
sale is but a minor portion of the total production. The leading
domestic consumers i. e., the manufacturers of linen thread and
fabrics, produce in their own mills most of the yarn which they consume. While the total production can not be precisely determined, a
rough approximation (for 1914) can be obtained by adding to the
total number of pounds of linen thread and twine produces (shown
below), the estimated number of pounds of yarn consumed in fabrics,
namely, 10,799,628 square yards at roughly 61 ounces per square
yard, or approximately 4,330,000 pounds, and to this the yam produced for sale (mainly to the carpet industry, as shown by the consumption therein of linen yarns), namely, 6,048,317 pounds. On this
basis, something like 29,000,000 pounds of yarn must have been produced, about ten times the importation in'1914. Judging from the
incomplete statistics as yet available for 1919, the production was not
far from that in 1914.
The domestic production of linen thread and twines in 1914 and
1919 was as follows:
1914

1919
Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

Pound.
Pound.
Linen thread .
.............................
4,28
K691,000
,707,868 S,409,135
Ilemp thread
............................ '773 905 '1,572841............ .........
Hemp twine......................................... 7,#9% 000
8(4000
3 771
1,S3 ,354

Flax twine ....... ............................ .

(;

3o6,622....
2 1,01,684

'Derived by subtracting figures for hemp twine from a combined production of hemp thread and twine
(shown in revised return) of 15,725,906 pounds, valued at 5,436,841
'Included with "all other (than cotton, jute, and hemp)," which amounted to 8,634,000 pounds, valued
at $3,273,000. Asstuing the same ratio of flax twine to "all other" as in 1914, the 1916 production would
amount, roughly, to 1,0,00000 pounds, valued at $975,000.

The United Kingdom, which possesses over one-third of the world's
spindles working on flax, is the largest producer of flax yarns, threads
twines, and coids. She also takes first rank in the production of
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similar articles of hemp. Her exports of flax and hemp yarns in 1919
totaled 132,384*000 pounds and in 1920, 63,952,000 pounds, the major
portion of which went to European countries.
In prewar years Germany, because of her success in degumming
ramie, was tie only nation producing ramie yarn on a large scale.
The spinning of ramie yarns in the United Kingdom and France has
made marked advances since the close of the war. The American
output is practically limited to the production of one company.
Imports of single yarns of flax, hemp, or ramie during the fiscal
years 1911-1920 averaged per annum 2,187,819 pounds, valued at
$899,310. Flax yarns made up tie bulk of imports. Imports of flax
yarn consist chiefly of counts under 40 lea. The United Kingdom is
the chief source of our imports of flax yarns. Italy supplies lhe bulk
of the hemp yarns.
The domestic consumption of foreign threads, twines, and cords of
flax, hemp, or ramie normally averages a half million pounds per
annum. In 1909 imports amounted to 446,594 pounds,-or about 2A
per cent of the domestic consumption; corresponding figures in 1914
were 784,932 pounds, or about 4 per cent; and in 1920, 585,449
pounds, or about 3 per cent of the domestic consumption in 1919.
From one-half to two-thirds of the imports are supplied by the
United Kingdom. In the fiscal years 1914-1920, 83 per cent of the,
imports of threads, twines, and cords, practically all linen, was
mme from yarn finer than 5 lea.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Equivavty.
lead

value
vaue.valoreui.

SINGLE YARNS OF FLAX, HEMP, OR RAMIE.

1919 .......................................

Pounds.
507,313
1,316,844

1921 (9 months) ........................

1,128,99W

1918 ..................................
1.20............

1,874,051

...................

511, 909

1,190,669

$0.723

57.3,284

74

252,80M

1,43,932

Per Celli.

20.0
19.2

228,964

.8M

17.7

687,384..............

THREADS, TWINES, OR CORDS OF FLAX, HEMP, OR RAMIE.
1918........................................
............................
1919

..

203, 551
328, 855

1920................................58,449
1921 (9months) ....................

33969

& J33,
149
623,8W

819,813

$1.
1.9M

1.400

345,158.........

3
.

52,
14
24.$i
153,75219196

200,08.

.

2.1.7

Exports are not recorded. Canadian statistics show imports of
linen yarn from the United States, a part of which may have been
transshipped, amounting to 158,070 pounds in the fiscalyear'ended
March 31, 1921; of linen thread, 1,883 pounds; and oT jute and
hemp yarn, 1,751,420 pounds.
Important chan es in clasiftatn.-The provisions for yarn and
for thread have been incorporated in the same paragraph because of
their closely related character. Threads being further manufactured
than yarns, the order of the two paragraphs has been reversed froin
that in the acts of 1913 and 1909. In the classification of yarn, 610
lea rather than 80 lea is made the dividing line between intermediate
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and fine yarns, because the bulk of that produced in this country is
not finer than 40 lea.
Threads have been classified on the same basis of count as the
yarns. In both provisions, 8 and 60 lea are made the respective
diividing points for yarn count. This is in contrast to the acts of
1913 and 1909, which contained a thread grouping apparently unrelated to the yarn grouping. For yarn, 8 and 80 lea were the respective
dividing points; for thread, there was one dividing point only, namely,
5 lea, although the act of 1909 did provide for graduated'duties on
thread made from yarn finer than 5 lea. Logically, the yarn and
thread classifications should be on the same basis.
Distinctions in rates of duty have bewn drawn between gray and

treated yarns, owing to the fact that flax yarn in the gray loses
approximately 20 per cent in weight when4 given 4 full boil. 'Where
the duty is specific, absence of a differential produces an inequitable
result with respect to boiled yarns, because importation of a given
quantity of gray yarn, tobe boiled here, involves pa ment of duty on
approximately 20 'per cent more yarn (in weight) than is paid when
the same quantity of gray yarn is boiled abroad and subsequently
imported with the waste excluded. The loss in weight, however,
where the duty is based on the individual gray yarn count is partly
offset by the automatic increase of the yam count, and hence of the
rate of duty, when the yarn is boiled. A 20-lea gray yarn, i. e., 20 by
300 yards weighing 1 pound, becomes, when given a full boil, 20 by
300 yards, weighing eight-tenths of a pound, or 25 lea. The act of
1913 makes no distinction between yarns in the gray and yarns which
have been boiled, but there is no inequity because the duty is ad
valorem.
8ugqested ckaues.-Paragraph 1004, as now worded, establishes a
differential duty' as between gray and bleached yarn but not as
between gray and bleached thread. Imports of linen thread consist
largely of thread which has been boiled; but there might be some
importation of gray thread, and there is certainly some importation
of gra hemp twine. Likewise, the production of gray linen shoe
thread and of gray hemp twine forms a not inconsiderable part of the
domestic industry. Provision. for the suggested differential will
involve establishment of the thread duties in paragraph 1004 upon a
gray basis and then establishment of additional duties on the finished
(i. e., boiled, bleached, etc.) thread by phraseology corresponding to
that used for the yarns.
PARAGRAPH 1005.
H. I. 7450.
PAR. 1005. Cordage, including cables,
tarred or untarred, wholly or in chief
value of manila si8al, or other hard
fibers, three-fourtis of I cent per pound;
cordage, including cables, tarred or
untarred, wholly or in chief value of
hemp, sim, or other bast fibers, but not
including cordage made of jute, 2 cents
per pound.

SENATE AMEND[ENr.
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ACT OF 1918.

ACT O? 1909.
PAR. 339. Cablew and cordage, com-

posed of istle, Tampico fiber, manila,
isal pa or sunn, or a mixture of these
or any of them, three-fourths of one cont
per pound; cables and cordae wade
of hemp, tarred or untarred, two cents
per pound.

PAR. 268. Cables and cordage, composed of igtie, Tampico fiber, manila,
sIl gr"s or sunn, or a mixture of thee
or any of them, j cent per pound- cables
and cordage made of hemp, tarred un.
tarred, 1 cent per pound.

ROPES AND OABLE8.

(See Survey J-1.)

Description and uwes.-Although the term cordage is used in a

collective sense to include all sizes and varieties of cords, ropes and
cables, from twine to theheaviest cables, anything less than tireesixteenths of an inch in diameter is not cordage in the usual accepttation of the term. Rope is cordage 1 inch or more in diameter,
formed by twisting several yarns into strands, and then twisting
these strands together into a strong line. A cable is a strong rope
not less than 10 inches in circumference, and is formed by twisting
together three 3-strand ropes, the twist being the reverse of that

used in making the constituent ropes. Ropes and cables are made

either by the old-fashioned rope-walk methoA or In up-to-date faetories by "house" machines. When made on compound rope mnachines, which are extensively used, the stranding tLf the yarn is
combined with the closing of the strands into rope, th, process being
essentially one of machine braiding.
Manila, often called manila hemp, is the world's foimmost cordage

fiber. Its great pliability and strength make it par icularly well-

adapted for hawsers, ships' cables, hoisting ropes, and transmission
ropes. The production of manila is a monopoly of the Philippine
Islands. Sisal, like manila, a hard fiber, and ute, a s)ft fiber, are
largely used in the cheaper grades of cordage; istle (otherwise called
Tampico fiber) and sunn are used to a smaller excent. Hemp
(Cannabis sativa) is also used in cables and cordage. A great deal
of it is tarred. The yarns of tarred rope are passed through a taik
of tar heated to 2200 F.; this renders the rope measurably impervious
to water and enables it to resist the ravages of weather. Russion
hemp has long been hold superior for tarred rigging. Untarred hemp
rope is preferred for elevators and dumb-waiters. Sunn, or sun
hemp, is a soft fiber, possessing many of the same qualities as true
hemp but is coarser and weaker. It comes mainly from India.
Very little is used in the domestic cordage industry.
Production.-The tUnited States, with the possible exception of
the United Kingdom, ranks first as a producer of cordage. In 1919
the domestic production of rope and cable amounted to 225,660,000
pounds, valued at $59,369,000, as compared with 198,400,692 pounds
valued at $21,530,858 in 1914, and with 239,031,893 pounds in 1909.

valued at $19,850,635. Of the total cordage production in 1919,
77 per cent was made of hard fibers (manila 58 per cent sisal 12 per
cent, and henequen 7 per cent). Marine rope and cable accounted
for two-thirds of the manila cordage produced. The output of
hemp rope and cable is relatively small, and is not shown separately

in census returns.
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Imports of both hard and soft fiber cordage are negligible
in quantity compared with domestic production and are much
smaller than exports. In the fiscal years 1891-1920 imports averaged
per annum, 880,667 pounds, valued at $113,899, equal to less than
1 per cent of domestic production. Begim~ing with 1916 imports
began to increase and by 1920 had reached 3,714,680 pounds, valued
at $639,421, or about 1.5 per cent of the total output in the United
States in 1919. Previous to 1913, imports of hemp cordage, tarred
or untarred, constituted four-fifths of our small import trade. Since

1913 imports of soft fiber cordage have declined and those of hard
fiber have increased, the latter advancing from 148,048 pounds in
1914 to 3,262,589 pounds in 1920. Be ore the war, the United
Kingdom was the leading source of imports. During 1914-1920
Cuba and the Philippine -slands furnished more than one-half of
our increased imports, for the most part consisting of henejuen
cordage from Cuba and manila cordage from the Philippines.

Imports for 1918-1921 have been as follows.
Calendar year.

Quantity. I Value.

Duty.

ROPES AND CABLES OF HARD FIBERS.
Pound.
1918 ..........
......................................
1919 ..........................................................
1920 ..........................................................
1921 (9 months) ................................................

3,311,307
3,490,761
3,22,589
1,474, 009

$500,242
$13,265
48,432
10,8
58,367
11 190
183,208 ............

ROPES AND CABLES OF HEMP.
1918 ..............................................................
1919 ................................................................
1920 ................................................................
1921 (9 months) ....................................................

472,558
300,9122
452,091
26,004

$107,216
$9
91,773
877
92, 874
1,213
5, 8 ............

Exports in the fiscal years 1891 to 1920 averaged 10,062,857
pounds annually, about twelve times the quantity of imports
The United States ranks next after the United Kingdom as an
exporter of cordage. There probably exists a superiority in the
quality of the exported over the imported cordage. Frior to the war
the former was frequently higher in price than the latter.
Exports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:

Exports of cordage (other than binder twine) made from vegetable fibers.
1918

usntiy (pounds) ................

Value .....

.........................

12,

,

$3,397,064

1919

,

1920

,

$4,31 2109

(9 months).

17,,

41,2

$4,101,25

'80, 13

Our cordage markets, like those of other exporting countries, have
been very widely distributed. The most regular-and prior to the
war the largest--have been Canada, Panama Peru, Mexico, and
Cuba. The 'war greatly stimulated exports to the United Kingdom,
France, and Norway, and there was also a considerable increase in
exports to South America.
82304--22---U

.4 1
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Important chkn gein classifw ion.-The phrase, "cordage, including cables," has been substituted for "cables and cordage," because
cables are merely one, though an important, type of cordage. "Tampico fiber" and "istle," separately enumerated in the acts of 1909
and 1913, are from the same plant. Both are omitted from the new
classification, however, because such fiber is relatively unimportant
as a raw material for cordage and is covered by the phrase, "or other
hard fibers." Manila and sisal are separately enumerated because
of their major importance as cordage materials. The proper term is
"sisal," not "sisa crass."
The terms "hard fibers" and "bast fibers" cover a group well
understood botanically and, commercially. Hard fibers are those
obtained .from the leaves of the plant, as in the case of manila arnd
sisal; bast fibers are those obtained from the stem of the plant, as ii
the case of
jute,
and ramie.
The former are generally
removed
fromlax,thehemp,
lea by
mechanical
treatment
only, and are use
mainly in cordage or other coarse goods; the latter are removed from
the stem by retting or degumming and then beating away the woody
matter, and are generally adapted to the manufacture of finer goods.
The term "hard fiber" does not, however, include sunn, which ]hs
been transferred from the hard to the bast fiber provision, both
because it is in fact a bast fiber and because, in the United States, it
is used in cordage in the same manner as true hemp. Jute cordage,
although made fom a bast fiber, is elsewhere provided for (par. 1003).
Cotton cordage, made from neither a hard nor a bast fiber but from
a seed hair, falls under the basket clause of the cotton schedule
(par. 920).
Manila, sisal, and other hard fibers are free of duty under paragraphs
1575, whereas hemp, the leading bast fiber used in cordages, is dutiab(le
under paragraph 1001. Hemp cordage, moreover, generally sells for
more than manila or sisal cordage. For these reasons, cordage iale
of soft or bast fibers is here made dutile at a higher rate tim
cordage made of hard fibers.
PARAGRAPH 1006.
I. R. 7456,

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1006. Gill netting, note, webs,
and seines, and other nets for fishing, composed wholly or in chief value of flax,
hemp, or ramie, shall pay/the same duty
per pound as the highest rate imposed in
this Act upon any of the thread twine,
or cord of which the mesh is made, and
in addition thereto, 10 per centum ad

valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 342. Flax gill nettings, nets, webs,
PAR. 271. Gill nettinrs, nets, wvlk,,,
and seines slfl pay the same duty per and seines made of flax, hemp, or ranne,
pound as is imposed in this schedule or a mixture of any of them, or of wliIlh
upon the thread, twine, or cord of which any of them is the component maft.rial
they are made, and in addition thereto of clief value, 25 per centum ad valorei.
twenty per centum ad valorem.

8UMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 191.
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(Se3 Survey J-2.)

Description and ue8.--Gill netting, made by crossing threads.
twines, or cords and knotting the intersections to form meshes, is
used in the manufacture of fish or gill nets. . Gill nets are designed
to catch the fish by-gilling, i. e., being of sufficient size to admit only
the head of the fish the mesh slips under and back of the gills, thus
holding the fish. dill webs are pieces of netting that have not been
hung or rigged to ropes. Seines are large nets for sweeping in the
fish. Practically all the netting and nets used in domestic fisheries
are made by machinery. Hand labor is now limited to repairs.
Flax, manila, and cotton, principally the last, are the fibers used
in making domestic fishing tackle. The amounts of soft hemp and
ramie consumed for such purposes are negligible. Gill nets of flax
are used mainly in fresh-water fisheries and in the salmon-producing
areas of, Alaska. The high price of linen twines prohibits their use
in seines. While inferior to flax in strength and durability, cotton
is much cheaper and is more largely used in the domestic manufacture of fishing nets and nettings.
Production in the United States of fish netting, seines, and crab
scrape bags of all materials, as turned out by 15 establishments in
.1914, was valued at $3,088,000, and by 19 establishments in 1919
a1 $5,114,000.
Imports are small, the largest under this classification amounting
to 66,664 pounds in the fiscal' year 1918. In 1920 they totaled
34,906 pounds. 'Impotts are mainly of linen gill netting from the
United Kingdom, entered for manufacture into nets and then reexported with the benefit of the drawback. In 1905-1920 imports
under this classification totaled 395,000 pounds, as compared with
fish nets exported with the benefit of the drawback amounting to
401,000 pounds in the same period. Imports of cotton fishing nets
(dutiable under the basket clause in the cotton schedule) are much
smaller, and come mainly from the United Kingdom a1 Japan.
Record exports to this country from Japan amounted to 43 000
pounds in 1917. Imports of nettings, nets, webs, and seines of flax,
hemp, or ramie during 1918-1921 were as follows:
Calendar year.
1918 ................................................................
1919............................................................
1920 ...........................................................
I,,921
(9 montl) .....................................................

Quantity.
Pouns.i
64,172 i
41,69
o34
28,497

Value.

Duty.

63,192
$13,al
72,984
,246
55,ON
.,816
29,362 ........

Exports are not recorded. Exports of textile fishing tackle from
the United States usually constitute over one-half the value of
Canada's total imports of such articles. In the Canadian fiscal year
ended March 31, 1921 shipments from the United States were
$1,301,519 out of a total of $2,693,537.
Important ckanges in cla8s8*io,.-The new classification revives
the system of compensatory duties contained in the act of 1909 and
abandoned for a straight ad vilorem duty in the act of 1913. That
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part of the act of 1909 reading "as is imposed * * * upon the
thread, twine, or cord of which they (i. e., nettings, nets, etc.) are
made' might lead to litigation, because a netting or net or seine
may be composed of threads or twines of several sizes, each size
being dutiable at a different rate. This difficulty has been avoided
by fixing the compensatory duty at "the highest rate imposed in
this Act upon any of the thread, twine, or cord of which the mesh is
made."
PARAGRAIH 1007.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMNTS.

PAR. 1007. Hose, suitable for conduct.
ing liquids or gaes, composed wholly or
in chief value of vegetable fiber, 26 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 345. Hydraulic or flume hose,
PAR. 274. Hydraulic or flume hose,
made in whole or in part of cotton, flax, made in whole or in part of cotton, flax,
hemp ramie, or jute, fifteen cents per hemp, ramie, orjut., 7cents per pound.
pound.
HOSE FOR CONDUCTING LIQUIDS OR GASES.

(See Survey J-4.)

Descriptionand wes.-The common varieties of hose used to convey
water, liquids, and gases may be divided into three general classes:

(1) Rubber hose, constructed of a rubber tube surrounded by a fabric
covering, the most popular medium for conducting water, the priicipal size (21 inches) being extensively used forfire protection purpose.s;
(2) unlined linen hose which is used chiefly for indoor emergency lire
protection purposes; (3) unlined cotton hose, of which comparatively
Little is mRde em loyed where considerable quantities of water are to
be conduc ted under little pressure, as in mining and railroad work.
N6. 12 cotton yarn is the chief size employed in the production of

rubber hose. Prior to 1914 about two-thirds of the yarn used in the
manufacture of unlined linen hose was line yam and one-third flax
tow; in 1919, about 30 per cent was line yarn and 70 per cent fltx

tow. The bulk of the linen yarns used for these purposes varies
from 15 to 20 lea.

Production of rubber hose in 1914 was valued at $16 854,000, awl

in 1919 at $26,998,000. The domestic production of all-linen water
hose, an enterprise carried on chiefly by firms specializing in that line,
was $477,000 in 1914.
Import of hydraulic or flume hose made in whole or in part of flax,
hemp, or ramie were negligible prior to 1914. Since then there has
been an increase in imports, due in large part to the hih price of flax
yarns on which the specific equivalent of the ad valorem rate has

become greater than the specific duty on the finished hose. Imports
are almost entirely of linen hose. The average annual import of
hydraulic or flume hose during the 30 fiscal years 1891-1920 was
10,530 pounds, valued at $12,381. The United Kingdom is the chief
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source of imports. Imports since 1917 of hose made in whole or in
part of cotton, flax, hemp, or jute have been as follows:
Equivalent

Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ...................................
1919 .......................................

1920 .....................................

191 (9mont s)...........................

Pounds.
76,846
4,5W
,873

62 1

Value.

Unit value.

8$16,199
75,426
147, 682

1 2 &2

slog

1.62

'

1.64

Duty.

453M
3,261
6, 291

valent
vagem.
Per cet.
3.43
4.32

4.26

. .......................

Exports are not recorded separately. Exports of india-rubber hose,
which are large, are not included under this paragraph, because the
bulk of the rubber hose exported has rubber as its component material of chief value. Exports of unlined linen hose, according to statements submitted to the Tariff Commission by manufacturers, were
greater than imports prior to 1918; since that time imports have been
greater.
Important changes in Ca8ication.-This paragraph covers hose
composed wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber. Hose composed
wholly or in chief value of rubber is dutiable, without specific mention,
under paragraph 1437. The new classification has been phrased to
clarify and to expand the scope of the provisions in the acts of 1909
and 1913, which were identical in wording. Inquiry among the trade
indicates that the words hydraulic Gr flume hose, previously used,
do not define a type known in the hose trade. An underwriter's
laboratory states it is not familiar with the terms. A wide divergence of opinion exists in the trade regarding the material from
which such hose might be made. (See Survey J-4, p. 17.) The
suggested provision covers all hydraulic or flume hose, and also
includes air hose. Heretofore the latter has been classified as a
manufactured article according to the constituent material of chief
value.

PARAGRAPH 1008.
H. R. 7450.
PAR.

BRNATh .&XNDXNTS.

1008. Fabrics, compoed wholly

of jute, plain-woven, twilled and all

other, not specially provided for, not
bleached printed, stenciled, painted,
dyed, colored, nor rendered noninflammable, 1 cent per pound; bleached, printed, stenciled, painted, dyed, colored, or
rendered noninflammable 1 cent per
pound, and in addition thereto, 13 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1913.

PAR. 352. Plain woven fabrics of single
PAR. 279. Plan woven fabrics of single
jute yarns, by whatever name known, jute yarns, by whatever name known.
weighing not low than six ounces per bleachTed, dyed, colored, stained, painted.
8'quare yard and not exceeding thirty printed, or rendered noninflammable by

threads to the square inch, counting the any process, 10 per centum ad( valorem.
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warp aud filling, nines ixteenths of one
cent per pound and fifteen per centum
ad valorem; if exceeding thirty and not
exceeding fifty-five threads to the square
inch, "counting the warp and filling,
seven-eighths of one cent per pound and
fifteen per centum ad valorem.
[Twilled, and all other jute fabrics, not
specially provided for, were dutiable at
45 per centum under paragraph 358.]

PAR. 408. * * * plain woven fabrics
of single jute yarns by whatever name
known, not bleached, dyed, colored,
stained printed, or rendered noninflam.
able by any procem;
[Free.

[Twilled and all other jute fabrics,
not specially provided for, were dutiable
at 35 per centum under paragraph 284.1

UNBLEACHED JUTE CLOTHS.
(See Sprvey J-7.)

Description and uwes.-This paragraph includes, with two exceptions, al cloths composed wholly of jute, irrespective of manner of
weave or whether woven from smile or ply yarns. The two cloths
not included are paddings or interlinings (par. 1010) and bagging for
covering raw cotton (par. 1517). Burlap and sacking constitute the
bulk of the world's production of jute fabrics. Burlap is a plainwoven cloth made of single jute yarns, ranging in weight from 6 to
16 ounces to the linear yard. The 40-inch 0-ounce make is usually
taken as the market standard, Burlap is largely used in the manilfacture of b' and for baling merchandise; also for other purposes
requiring a cheap but fairly strong cloth. Wide goods are used as
backing-for linoleums and roofing felts. Eighty per cent of the uirlap consumed in the United States in 1914, and 83 per cent of that
consumed in 1919, was used by bag factories. The American consumption of burlap in 1920 was about 1,000,000,000 yards, practically
all imported, for the reason that burlap is not made here in connie(r-

cial quantities. Sacking is a twilled jute cloth made of either single
or ply yarns and is heavier, coarser, and stronger than burlap. Th,
standard size is 27 inches wide, weighing 16 ounces to the linear yaI'd.
The chief use of %sackingis in the manufacture of bags. The world
consumption of sacking is as great as that of burlap, but the Americaii
consumption of new sacking has been very small because of the levying of higher tariff duties on sucking than on burlap. The largest
export in recent years of sacking to the United States from Indiia.
the main source of both burlap an sacking, was in 1917 and amounlted
to only 5,000,000 yards. The bulk of this was probably for reexport
to adjacent or near-by countries.
Produdion.--Juteburlap and sacking are not produced on a conamercial scale in the United States, being confined almost entirely tu
one or two firms which weave a small amount for baling other
commodities made by them. Although under the acts of 1897 ilal
1909 nonprocessed burlap was subject to a compound duty averagiig
1.65 cents per pound (about 1 cent per linear yard), the ayerage a1d
valorem equivalent of which was 26.75 per cent, American manuf,,turers have considered it unprofitable to attempt manufacture in
competition with India. India has the following advantages: (1 .A
monopoly of the raw material; (2) proximity of material to cellters of manufacture; (3) an abundance of cheap though relativelI
inefficient labor; and (4) layge manufacturing units, equipped wi
the best machinery, managed by experienced Europeans. Duiiig
the emergency created by the war some American concerns undelr-
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took the manufacture of burlap and in 1918 produced 7,292,000 linear yards-their record output, but still less than 1 per cent of the
consumption. As soon as the emergency passed the manufacturers
abandoned burlap-for more profitable lines.
ImPort.-Burap is, used as a covering for farm and factory products during their journey to the consumer, and as the output of American farms and factories increases, so does the demand for burlap.
Imports of burlap for domestic consumption have more than doubled
since the beginning of the century. Imports in the fiscal year 1914
of nonprocessed jute cloths other than cotton bagging amounted to
523,714,285 pounds, valued at $44,481,408. Imports since 1917 have
been, by calendar years, as follows:

9 quantity

(pounds)..
..........
alue ..... (pound.....................

1918

1019

1920

436, 237, 02
$80,013,843

440,237,695
$65,400,820

88,809,189
88,896,470

.1921

(9 months).

349,485,096
131,3 0, 08

Over 99 per cent of the imports are supplied by India and the
United Kingdom, with the former furnishing a constantly increasing
part of the total. Burlap imported from Calcutta is used for bag
material and for baling, whereas that from Dundee consists mainly of
the better grades, such as those used for paddimgs and for wall decorations, or wide goods, such as are used in making linoleums.
Ezports.-None recorded.
Important change in cla8sgfcatio.--Sacking is dutiable at 35 per
cent under the act of 1913 (par. 284), whereas burlap, if not processed,
is exempt from duty (par. 408). Under the act of 1909 sacking was
dutiable at 45 per cent (par. 358), whereas the greater part of the
I)urlap was dutiable at a compound rate equivalent to about 27 per
cent. The price of sacking per pound is normally about one-third
less than that of burlap, and therefore sacking should bear a specific
rate at least no higher than that imposed on burlap. As neither
burlap nor sacking is produced in the United States, the same rate
of duty has been applied to both. In the new classification burlap
and sacking have been separately enumerated in order to encourage
the keeping of separate import records.
JUTE CLOTHS, YARN-DYED, CONVERTED, OR PROCESSED.

Descriptionand u8ses.-The amount of jute cloth woven with dyed
yarns, or converted or processed, is very small as compared with the
amount used unbleached and unprocessed for bag material, for
whaling material, and for linoleum backing. Jute cloths woven in
the grey and converted by bleaching, printing, stenciling, painting,
or dyeing, are used mainly for wall covering and other upholstery
purposes. Jute cloths processed to make them fireproof are mainly
rattice cloths, employed chiefly for ventilating purposes in mines.
Production.-The production of yam-dyed and of converted lute
cloths is not separately recorded. The 1920 production of jute
brattice cloth, according to data obtained from the manufacturers
by the Tariff Commission, amounted to 3 380 876 square yards, with
an estimated value of $899,000. There has been a marked advance
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in the output of jute brattice cloth in recent years; this is due in
large part to its increasing use as a substitute for cotton duck, a
more durable but higher-priced fabric.
Imports under thi classification averaged- 2,092,244 pounds
annually in the fiscal ears 1914-1921. Brattice cloth is the main
import. The United ing dom furnished about two-thirds of the
total and British India the bulk of the remainder. Imports since
1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pounds.
1918 ...............................................................
1919 ...............................................................
................................................
1920.

1921 (9 months) .................................................

873, 229
2,204,041
2, 227,107

88, 179

Value.
$157,941
30, 518
391,694

Duty.
$15,794
35, 052
39,169

92,367 ............

Exports are not recorded.

Important change. in dassification.-The description of the treated

fabrics has been slightly changed.. The word "stained" has been
omitted as unnecessary, as stained cloth must necessarily be dyed
either in the piece or in the yarn, and is covered by the words "dyed
or colored." There are no imports on record of cloth that has been
stained. The word "stenciled" has been inserted because such
cloths may be stenciled and because of some uncertainty as to the
classification of such fabrics. The descriptive terms have been
order of mill operations.
rearranged approximately in the
Suggested chane.--Strike out comma before "and" and the
words "in addition thereto," after "and" page 115, linA 23, H. R.
7456, as unnecessary.
PARAGRAPH 1009.
SENATE AXENDMENTS.

L R. 7486.
PAR. 1009. Woven fabrics, not including articles, finished or unfinished, of flax,
hemp, ramie, or other vegetable fiber
except cotton, or of which these substances or any of them is the component
material of chief value, not specially provided for, 28 per centum ad valorem.

ACT 01F 1913.

ACT OF 190.
PAn. 357. Woven fabrics

*

* * not

specially provided for in this section,
composed of flax, hemp, or ramie, or of
which these substances or any of them is
the component material of chief value,
weighing four and one-half ounces or more
per square yard, when containing not
more than sixty threads to the square
inch, counting the warp and filling, one
and three-fourths cents per square yard;
containing more than sixty and not more

PAR. 283. Plain woven fabrics, not ineluding articles, finished or unfinished,
of flax, hemp, or ramie, or of which these
substances or any of them is the component material of chief value, including

such as is known as shirting cloth, 30 per

centum ad valorem.
PAR. 284. * * * manufactures of flax,
hemp, ramie, or other vegetable fiber, or
of which thee substances, or any of them,
is the component material of chief value,
than one hundred and twenty threads to not specially provided for in this section,
the square inch, two and thre-fourth$ 35 per centum ad valorem.
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ACT 0F 1913.

cents per square yard; containing more
than one hundred and twenty and not
more than one hundred and eighty threads

to the square inch, six cents per square

yard; containing more than one hundred
and eighty threads to the square inch,
nine cents per iiuare yard, and in addition thereto, on all the foregoing, thirty
per centum ad valorem: Provided, That
none of the foregoing * * * fabrics in

this paragraph shall pay a lew rate of duty
than fifty per centun pd valorem. Plain
woven fabrics, not including articles,
finished or unfinished, of flax, hemp, or
ramie. or of which these substances or
any of them is the component material
of chief value, including such as is known
as shirting cloth; weighing lees than four
and one-half ounces per square yard and
containing more than one hundred threads
to the square inch, counting the warp and
filling, thirty-five per centum ad valorem;
weighing les than four and one-half
ounces per square yard and containing
not more than one hundred threads to the
square inch, thirty per centum ad valorem.

WOVEN FABRICS OF FLAXp HEMP, OR RAMIE.

Description and usem.-The major part of the cloths covered by
this paragraph are made in whole or in chief value of flax. Among
the leading types of flax fabrics here covered are dress linens, used
for dresses and summer suits; sheer linens and cambrics, used for
underwear, blouses, and handkerchiefs; embroidery linens; household linens such as sheetings, pillow linens, glass cloth, huck and
crash toweling; and canvas and sailcloth. If paragraph 1012 is
changed as recommended to cover only manufactures of linen table
damask, linen damask in the piece (now covered in par. 1012), will
also fall here. Hemp fabrics consist chiefly of canvas and sailcloth.
Ramie fabrics are used to a small extent for wearing apparel and
uipholgtery.
Producion of linen fabrics in 1914 amounted to 10,800,000 square
yards, valued at $1,766,000, and in 1919 to 14,342,000 square yards,
valued at $3,799,000. These fabrics, of which over a third in 1919
were union goods made of flax and cotton, were coarse linens, mainly
crash for toweling, averaging less than 60 threads to the square
inch. The production of fabrics of hemp or ramie is not recorded,
but is negligible.
Imports in the fiscal year 1914 (under three months' operation of
the act of 1909), of woven fabrics of flax, hemp, and ramie, including
a small amount of unspecified articles amounted to 92,129,629 square
Yards, valued at $14,049,822, with duties amounting to $4,639,160.
The greater part of these imports consisted of plain-woven linens;
a smaller but considerable portion of linens other than plain woven.
Of these latter, the bulk was probably table damask. The importation of fabrics of hemp or ramie is negligible. The subsequent sharp
decline in imports and consequent falling off in the American consumption of linen fabrics have been due largely to the scarcity and
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high prices resulting primarily from the collapse of Russia, the main
flax producer. Imports come, for the most part, from the United
Kingdom, Ireland supplyin the major portion of the light-weight
and better quality linens and Scotland the heavier and coarser goods.
Smaller amounts were furnished by Belgium, Germany, France, and
Austria-Hungary, but these have greatly declined. In the calendar
year 1920 the United Kingdom supplied 92 per cent of the total
import of woven fabrics of flax, hemp, and r-ame. Imports since
1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity. Value.

IDuty.

1
Sq. ,*.
1918.......................................................
21P, 2 90 89, 10d,58 SH sl932
1919 ..................................................
6.... 20,88,537 10,591, 529
3,29, 191
19 ...................................................
35,694,700 21,8 19
6,54,7
1 (9 months)..................................................
5,674
12,352, 215 ............

Exports are not recorded.
Important change in clastifwion.-This paragraph embraces all
piece goods of flax, hemp, or ramie, other than paddings (par. 1010),
pile fabrics (par. 1011), and table damask (par. 1012). Imports consist for the most part of linens of a finer grade than those made in this
country. The value of such goods depends not only on the weave
but also on the quality and finish, and the arrangement here employed
of a straight ad valorem duty, irrespective of the number of threads
per square inch and irrespective of whether plain or fancy woven,
seems to be the most equitable plan.
Suge8ted change.--Strike out "except cotton" in line 3, page 116

of H. R. 7456, because if retained it would require also the exception
of jute. There is no necessity for excepting either cotton or jute,
since both are more specifically provided for.
PARAGRAPH 1010.
HL R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1010. Woven fabrics, composed
wholly or in chief value of flax, hemp, or
jute exceeding thirty and not exceeding
one hundred threads to the square inch,
counting the warp and filling, and weighing not less than four and one-half and
not more than twelve ounces per square
yard, such as are commonly used as paddings or interlinings in clothing, 331 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
[Not specially provided for: If of all

ACT OF 1913.
[Not specially provided for: If of all

jute, dutiable under par. 352, at seven- jute free under par. 408; if of all flax, or

eighths of 1 cent per pound, and 15 per
centum ad valorem; if of all flax or all
hemp, or in chief value of flax or hemp,
dutiable under par. 357 at 21 cents per
square yard, and, in addition, 30 per
centum ad valorem, with a minimum
duty of 50 per centum ad valorem; if in
chief value, but not wholly, of jute, dutiable at 45 per centum ad valorem under

par. 358.)

all hemp, or in chief value of flax, or
hemp, dutiable under par. 283, at 30 pr
centum ad valorem; if in chief value, i,
not wholly, of jute, dutiable under par.
284 at 35 per centum ad valorem.
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TAILORS' PADDING.
(See Survey J-7.)

Description and usm.-Paddings are used as interlinings in coats
and overcoats. About a yard of material is required for a coat.
Fabrics of all linen are considered most suitable as paddings and form
the bulk of consumption. There has been a marked increase since
1914 in the consumption of paddings made from all jute, jute an d
cotton, and flax andjute. Paddings are generally woven in widths
of 22 and 24 inches and vary in weight from 31 to 7 ounces per linear
yard (51 to 11 ounces per square yard). In threads per square inch
those of all jute range from about 40 to 50 threads; cotton and jute
from 60 to 80; flax and jute from 60 to 80; and of all linen from 60
to 100. Paddings in excess of 100 threads are confined to those
made of all linen and form a very small part of the total. Cotton is
not listed among the materials in this paragraph because when it is
mixed with jute in padding the jute is the constituent of chief value.
Production.-The domestic production of paddings other than of
all cotton was begun in 1915. The output in 1918 was 8,540,000
linear yards; in 1919, 4,200,000 yards; and in 1920, 4,150,000 yards.
The production was the output of three companies, one of which
started in 1915 and the other two in 1918. In 1921 the only one of
the three then in operation was weaving paddings of jute and cotton.
Nine-tenths of the domestic output consists of paddings of jute and
cotton, made for the most part from yarn of domestic manufacture.
Imports of paddings are not separately recorded. It is estimated
that the annual domestic consumption is about 50,000,000 linear
yards. Paddings are imported in a great variety of qualities. Most
of them are all-linen paddings; others are of all )iute, jute and cotton,
and flax and jute.
he United Kingdom furnishes the greater part
of the imports, Ireland specializing in those of all linen, and Scotland
in those of all Jute and jute and cotton. Belgium is also an important source of imports.
Exports are not recorded.
Important ch nges in dassficwion.-This is a new paragraph.
Since a great variety of paddings are made in whole or in part of flax,
jute, or cotton (but not in chief value of cotton), and since those of
the same materials differ widely as regards quality, thread count,
and weight, it has been deemed best to draw up a general paragraph
covering all types of padding. The words "woven fabrics" are
used to connect this paragraph with the two preceding, which treat
of unspecified woven fabrics of jute, and of flax, hemp, or ramie.
The number of threads per square inch and the weight per square
yard as-found in this paragraph are in accord with an analysis made
of fifteen representative paddling. (See Survey J-7, pp. 64, 65.) The
paddings analyzed ranged in thread count from 41 threads per square
inch for those of all jute to 103 for those of all flax and in weight
from 10.2 ounces per square yard for all jute to 5.5 for all flax.
Paddings or interlinings are a well-known product commercially and
are easily differentiated rom the general run of other fabrics made in
whole or in chief value of flax, hem,.or jute. Burlap, linoleum backing, and the leading types of jute loths have about 25 threads to the
square inch and are in every way distinct from jute paddings. Jute
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cloths of more than 30 threads to the square inch are practically
limited to those used for upholstering an ipadng purposes, with
these two types distinct from each other. While there are a number
of plain-woven linen fabrics that have the same range in thread count
and weight as linen paddings, the general appearance of such goods
Makes hem readily distinguishable from paddings. The phrase
'such as are commonly used" is employed in order to limit this
paragraph to fabrics used for intorlinings without following up their
actual use and to have the trade as an authority as to what paddings
are. Paddings of all cotton are not mentioned, because paddings of
all cotton are seldom imported, and when cotton is combined With
jute or other vegetable fiber it forms a small part of the total weight
and value.
PARAGRAPH 1011.
ORNATE AM ND)ENT8.

Er. R. 7456.
PAR.

1011. Pile fabrics, composed

wholly or in chief value of vegetable

fiber other than cotton, cut
whether or not the pile covers
surface, and manufactures in
made or cut from any of the

or uncut,
the whole
any form,
foregoing,

33Jper centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 353. All pile fabrics, whether or

not the pile covers the entire surface,

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 280. All pile fabrics, whether or

not the pile cover the entire surface,

composed of flax, or of which flax is the composed of flax, hemp, or ramie, or of
component material of chief value, and which flax, hemp, or ramie is the comall articles and manufactures made from ponent material of chief value, and all
such fabrics, not speally provided for articles and manufactvres made from
in this section, sixty per centum ad such fabrics, not specially provided for in
this section, 40 per centum ad valorem.
valorem.
PILE FABRICS OF VEGETABLE FIBERS OTHER THAN COTTON.

*'
*

Description and uses.-Pile fabrics consist of a foundation cloth
covered in whole or in part by short projecting ends or loops made
with an extra set of threads. Pile made of flax, hemp, ramie jute,
etc., lacks the resilience of pile made of cotton, mohair, or silk, and
when pressed down does not readily revert to its upright position;
for this reason the manufacture of pile fabrics of vegetable fibers
other than cotton is small and confined mainly to specialties, particularly mixed goods for upholstery purposes.
Productionis not recorded.

Imports in the fiscal year 1914 of pile fabrics wholly or in chief
value of flax, hemp, or ramie were valued at $230,222 and manufactures of such pile fabrics at $1,815. Imports are mainly for use as
draperies and furniture coverings. They include some all-over pile
fabrics for use as portieres and hangings, but are mainly furniture
covering specialties showing cut or uncut pile figuring on a bare
(nonpile) ground. They are usually made of mixed yarns, particularly flax and cotton.
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Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
I Quantity. IValue.

Calendar year.

Duty.

PILE FABRICS OF FLAX, HEMP, OR RAMIE.

114...........................................

119......................
19....
0.......

1921'(9 m ots

.

1418
e8

$ 17
1,724
5

$4,2
6g0
21,572

......................
)...
14,33
27,97 .......

MANUFACTURES OF PILE FABRICS OF FLAX, HEMP, OR RAMIE.
1918 ........................................................
1919 ... ...................................................
19 .............. ...........................
1921 (9months)

82s9
8106
1,514
N
15,382
6,153
20................
,375 ........

Export are not recorded.
Important changes in clsficaim.-To render the provision in

this schedule as nearly uniform as possible with the corresponding
provision in the cotton schedule, the phrase "cut or uncut" bas been

introduced and the phrase "made or cut from" has been substituted
for "made from." The suggested provision expands the wording to
cover all vegetable fiber except cotton, as such fabrics logiclly

belong in Schedule 10.

PARAGRAPH 101P.
IL

. 7450.

PAR. 1012. Table damask composed
wholly or in chief vah- of vegetable fiber
other than cotton, PAnd manufacturers co:aposed wholly or in chief value of duch
damask, 28 per centum, ad valorem.
. ACT OF 1909.

SENATE A31NDXB TO.

ACT OF 1913.

[Not specially provided for. Dutiable
(Not specially provided for. Dutiable
under par. 357 at a minimum rate of 50 at 35 per centum ad valorem under par.
per centum ad valorem, or under par. 358 284.]
at 45 per centum ad valorem, depending
on whether weight did or did not exceed
4 ounces per square yard,]
LINEN TABLE DAMASK, AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Descriptionand ue8.--Damask is a woven figured fabric distinguished
by the appearance of the design on the smooth surface without any
contrast in colors. Warp sateen is usually employed for the figures
and filling sateen for the ground. The surface threads in the figures
lie at right angles to those'm the ground, with the result that thelight
falling on the smooth surface is refracted when it strikes the figures
and the pattern is caused to stand out in bold relief. Linen damask,
although mainly Jacquard woven, is usually of coarse or medium
yarns. It varies from 4 to 6 ounces to the square yard, with 96 to
350 threads to the square inch. It is usually sold bleached or cream
colored; a small amount is woven in colors. The standard cloth

*
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width is 72 inches, although some cloths are as wide as 144 iwhes.
It is made up into table covers, napkins, doilies, etc., the articles in
each set being usually made of the same pattern. Napkins range from
20 by 20 inches to 27 by 27 inches; table covers from 36 by 36 inches
to 63 by 63 inches.
Production of all-linen table damask in the United States is negligible; there is a small manufacture of union goods made of linen and
cotton.
Imports are not recorded separately from other linen fabrics.
Export statistics of the United Kingdom show shipments to the
United States of table linen not in the piece in the years 1914-1918
averaging annually $2,313,000, and in the year 1919 valued at
$1,857,000. The United Kingdom is the main source of imports;
Belgium supplies the greater part of the remainder. In normal times
these imports are mainly all-linen, the proportion of union goo(ls
being small. During the war imports of damask fell off greatly and
the highprices tend to cause a larger proportionate use of union
goods. The high .prices also stimulated the substitution of cotton
imitations.
Ezports are not recorded; there are probably none.
Important changes im dassifeation.- h is a new paragraph which
has been inserted mainly to secure.statistical enumeration of imports
of linen table damask, and manufactures of, for contrast with recorlel
imports of similar goods made of cotton.
Suggested changes.-It has been suggested that paragraph 910 of
the cotton schedule be confined to articles made of cotton table
damask and in conformity thereto it is suggested that this paragraph
be confined to articles made of linen table damask. The following
wording, might be used for paragraph 1012:
Manufactures of table damask, in any form, composed wholly or in chief value of
vegetable fiber other than cotton [rate].

Since all woven fabrics of flax, hemp, or ramie, with the exception
df paddings (par. 1010), are combined in a general paragraph (1009),
there is no particular reason why damask in the piece should be
specially provided for. Confining paragraph 1012 to articles' made of
damask, such as table covers, napkins, etc., ready for use, would be
in accordance with the procedure followed in paragraph 1013, which
relates to towels, sheets, and pillowcases, and not to the fabrics from
which made; and in paragraph 1015, which covers only handkerchiefs.
and not the cambrics and sheer linens from which such articles ,rin
manufactured.
PARAGRAPH 1018.
H. R. 7458.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAR. 1013. Towels, sheets, and pillowcases, composed wholly or in chief value
of flax, 28 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
ACT OF 1918.
[Not specially provided for. Dutiable
[Not specially provided for. Dutiabl,
at a numnimum rate of 50 per centum ad at 35 per centum ad valorem under par.
valorem under par. 357, or at 46 per 284.1
eentum ad valotem under par. 358, dopending on whether the weight did or did

not exceed 4j ounces per square yard.]
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LINEN TOWELS, 8HCETS, AND PILLOWCASES.

Description and umss.-Towel; of all flax, or of flax and cotton, are
mainly of the huck weave, comparatively few being terry woven.
The normal range in weight is from 5 to 7 ounces to the square yard.
Imports range from the lower grades with about 80 to 100 threads to
the square inch, competing with domestic products, to high grades,
up to 200 threads to the square inch, which are not made in this
country. The cheaper re
form the bulk .of consumption and
imports. Sheets and pillowcases of all flax, or of flax and cotton, are
made from piece goods, usually weighing from 4 to 4j ounces to the
square yard, and having from 100 to 160 threads to the square inch.
in size, the sheets run from 72 by 96 inches, to 90 by 108 inches; the
usual size of the pillowcases is 22J by 36 inches.
Production is not recorded. About a dozen domestic firms manufacture huck towels of flax and cotton, flax constituting the component
part of chief value; the production of towels of all flax is much smaller.
fhe union towels range from 80 to 135 threads to the square inch.
Production of linen sheets and pillowcases is confined to those made
from imported cloth.
Imports are not recorded. Imports of linen sheets and pillowcases
are small, since it is usually more profitable to import the cloth and
make the finished articles herp; prior to 1914, however, there *as a
fairly large import from Germany. Imports of linen towels are larger;
those of all flax normally constitute about three-fourths of the total.
Prior to the war Germany was an important source, but since then
imports of linen towels have been supplied mainly by Belfast, and a
smaller amount by Scotland.
/
Iporkant chawe8 i'n c148ifiioA.-This is a new provision, inserted mainly to secure statistical enumeration of imports of towels,
sheets, and pillowcases, wholly or in chief value of flax, for contrast
with recorded imports of similar articles wholly or in chief value of
cotton.
PARAGRAPH 1014.
H. R. 7466.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 10J4. Fabrics ith fast edges not
exceeding twelve inches in width, arid
articles made theyefrom, tubings, garters,
s )spenders,braces, cords, tassels, cords

al tassels; all the foregoing composed

wholly of vegetable fiber other than cottoi, or wholly of vegetable fiber other
than cotton and india rubber, and not
specially provided for, 28 per centum ad
valorem; tapes composed wholly or in
part of flax, woven with or without metal
threads, on reels, spools, or otherwise,
afld designed expressly for use in the
manufacture of measuring tapes, 23 per
c'entum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 346. Tapes composed wholly or in
PAR. 275. Tapes composed wholly or
part of flax, woven with or without metal in part of flax, woven with or without
threads, oh reels, spools, or otherwise, and metal threads, on reels, spools, or otherdesigned expressly for use in the manu- wise, and designed expressly for use in
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ACT. 07 1909.

AOT OF 1918.

facture of measuring tapes, forty per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 349. * * * bands, banding@,
belt., belting, bindings, cords, * * *
ribbons, tapes, webs, and webbing4s• * * all of the foregoing, compoe
wholly or in chief value of . * flax,
or other vegetable fiber, or of * * i
flax, or other vegetable fiber and india
rubber, or of * * * flax, or other
vegetable fiber, india rubber, and metal,
and not elsewhere specially provided for
in this section, sixty per centum ad va.
lorem: Provided, That no article composed
wholly or in chief value of one or more of
the materials or goods specified in this
paragraph, shall pay a less rate of duty
than" the highest rate imposed by this
section upon any of the mate
or goode
of which the same is composed: *
.

the manufacture of measuring tapes, 20
per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 278. Bands, banding, belts, belting, bindings, cords, ribbons, tapes, webs
and webbing, all the foregoing composed
wholly of flax, hemp, or ramie, or of flax,
hemp, or ramie and india rubber, and not
otherwise specially provided for in this
section, 30 per centum ad valorem; * * *.

SMALL WARES OF VEGETABLE FIBERS OTHEA THAN COTTON.

Description and ue..-This paragraph covers narrow woven
fabrics which have not been ornamented after leaving the loom,
manufactures of such narrow woven fabrics, and certain articles
made by braiding or twisting together yams or threads. The "small
wares" thus covered are confined to those composed wholly of vegetable fiber other than cotton, or of such vegetable fibers (other than
cotton) and india rubber. For description see the cotton smallwares paragraph (912). Chief among the small wares here included
are jute webbig used for upholstering and liefi'tapes for dressmaking. F lax tape designed expressly for use in the manufacture
of measuring tapes is specifically mentioned.,
Production is not recorded except in regard to one item, Jute
webbing, which amounted in 1919 to 30,856 000 linear yards, valued
at $1,325,000. The domestic production of flax tape for manufacture into measuring tape is confined almost entirely to one company)
whose production in 1919 was about the same as in 1914.
Imports in the fiscal year 1914 of small wares of flax, hemp, and
ramie were valued at $34,053; of flax tapes for use in the manufacture
of measuring tapes at 810,421. Imports in later years have been as
follows:

Small wares of vegetable fiber other than
cotton:
Value ...................................
Duty ....
...................
Flax tape for use in manulacture of measurDau ..................................
.............................
Duty

1921 (9 months).

1918

1919

1920

sm, 889
7,088

$12,492
3,4609

su o"1

826
166

754
151

5, 454
1,091

$11,23
3,721

...

o...........

Exports are not recorded.
Important changes in dasifwation.-The basic wording of thii
small-wares paragraph is the same as used in the other textile schedules; the reasons therefor are statki: under paragraph 912. The
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aragraph as worded covers small wares composed wholly of vegetable
ber other than of cotton, or of such vegetable fiber (other than
cotton) and india rubber. Small wares in chief value of vegetable
fiber other than cotton would therefore come within. the basket
clause of paragraph 1019.
8uggeeted change.-The following wording is suggested for tis
paragraph;
Fabrics with fast edges not exceeding twelve inches in width, and articles made
therefrom;
tubing,coposed
garters suspenders,
and cords
tasms;
all the foregoing
wholly or inbraces
chiel cords,
value tassels,
of vegetable
fiber and
other
than
cotton, or of vegetable fiber other than cotton and india rubber [rate] per centum
ad valorem.

The suggested wording for paragraph 1014 would cause it to be
entirely complementary to paragraph 912 in taking care of small
wares of vegetable fibers ant would render unnecessary any mention
of flax tapes for use in the manufacture of measuring tapes (as they
would be automatically included), unless a special rate is thought to
be necessary for this latter. Imports of such tape are very small and
there is no apparent reason for a specific provision for them. :Imports
of other small wares are also small and the advisability of making
the rates in paragraphs 912 and 1014 the same, to facilitate the work
of administration by avoiding the necessity of, determining the chief
component material by an analysis of small wares made of cotton
and other vegetable fibers, might be considered.
Page 116,hne 25, of H. R. 7451: Change comma to semicolon
after" therefrom," to agree with paragraph 912.
PARAGRAPH 1015.
H. R. 74560.

SENATE AMBNDMBNTS.

PAR. 1015. Handkerchiefs composed
wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber
other than cotton, fislhed or unfinished,
not hemmed 33J per centum ad valorem;
hemmed or hemstitched, 36 per centum
ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 356. Handkerchiefs composed of
flax, hemp, or ramie, or of which these
substances, or either of them, is the cornponent material of chief value, whether
in the piece or otherwise, and whether
finished or unfinished, not hemmed or
hemmed only, fifty per centum ad
valorem; if hemstitched, or imitation

PAR. 282. Handkerchiefs composed of
flax, hemp, or ramie or of which these
substances, or any of them, is the component material of chief value, whether
in the piece or otherwise, and whether
finished or unfinished, not hemmed or
hemmed only 35 per centum ad valorem;
if hemstitched, or imitation hemstitched,

hemstitched,

*

*

*

but not em-

broidered, initialed, or in part of lace,
fifty-five per centum ad valoe.
LUNEN

*

*

but not embroidered, initialed

or in part of lace, 40 per centum ad
valorem.

LANDKROHIZFS.

Decription and us8e.-The plain hemmed or hemstitched linen
handkerchief is used by those who prefer its appearance and wearing
qualities to the cheaper cotton article. Prior to 1914, when prices
8280-22-49
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were normal, the ordinary %linenhandkerchief displaced the finer
grades, of; ottoil handkerchiefs. Practically all of the imports under
this paragraph are of linen, as all the other, leading fibers other
than cotton, with the minor exception of ramie, are not sufficiently
fine or flexible to make satisfactory handkerchiefs. I4nen handkerchiefs are made up into a variety of sizes and qualities, for the most
part from light cambrics weighing from 1.5 to 3 ounces per square
yard, which are dutiable at 28 per, cent a4 valorem under paragraph
1009 of U. R. 7456. _?
,
....Production, of plain linen handkerchiefs from cloth imported in
the piece is far in excess of the imports of these articles. Since 1914
there has been a marked decline in the domestic output owing to the
scarcity and high price of linens. Plain cotton'handkerchiefs probabiy constitute more than three-fourths of the number of bandkerchiefs of all descriptions produced annually in the United States.
The greater number of domestic producers manufacture both cotton
lineni handkehiefs.
gid
Imports
of linen handkerchiefs, hemmed or hexmtitchoed, averaged
$853,902 per annum for the fiscal years 1911-1920. Of the plain iiiported linen handkerchiefs' about 90 per cent are hetustitohed. The
value of imported linen handkerchief s onamented with lace or enbroidery, classified under paragraph 1430 of H. R. 7456 and 'dutiable at
37j per cent, is ordinarily about twice as great, averaging $1,626,047
in the decade 1911-J920. The chief source of imports is the United
Kingdom, principally the north of Ireland. Imports for 1918-1921
have been as follows:
1,

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

.......
$1,160,31
1918.
....................
374,220
3 ,3006
1919 ..................................................
8 8,811 1,8W, 601
1920 ................................................................
.
..........................
M 250 1,312,383.
191 (9 months) ..........

Duty.

.0504,356
286,3US
732,157

Ezports are not recorded.
Important changes in cla8sification.--The words, "or with drawn
threads," which were eliminated from the provision for cotton
handkerchiefsin 1913 have also been omitted fromphis paragraph.
Cotton handkerchiefs hemstitched and ornamented With drawn work
have been held to be more specifically provided for under paragraph
255 of the act of 1913 as "handkerchiefs * * '* hemmed or
hemstitched" than under paagraph 358 of the same act as articless
from which threads have been omitted, drawn, punched, or cut, ai(l
with threads introduced after weaving, forming figures or designs,
not including straight hemstitching." (G. A. 7769, T. D. 35675, of
1 15.) ' In the new classification of paragraph 358 (par. 1430 of H.R.
7456) there is a provision for "handkerhiefs

*

*-

* from whicl

threads have been omitted, drawn punched, or cut, and with threads
introduced after weaving to finish or ornament the openwork, ntt
including straight hemstitching." "Hemmed handkerchiefs have been#
classed with the hemstitched, as was done in 1913 in the case of cot ton
handkerohiefo, because machine hemming and hemstitching fre
cmmoly done in a single operations: The words "or imitation lhemstitched' are superfluous since"such hemstitching is really machine

OUMMUBY
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hemstitching. The words "but not embroidered, initialed, or in part
of lace". are also uwnecessary, since handkerchiefs embroidered,
initialed, or in part .of lt are speolifcally covered by paragraph"

1430 of-H. R.7456.

PARAGRAPH 1016.
SENATE AMENDMENT..

H. R. 74586.
PAK 1016. Clothing, and articles of
weatiib apparel of every description, com-

pos' 1Vbolly or in chief value of vege-

table tiber other than cotton, and whether
manufactured wholly or in part, not
special r
ded for, 33J per centum ad
t collars and cuffs, compose4
valorei:

wholly -lpart of flax, 28 cents per
dozen, t44 in addition thereto, 17 per
centum advalorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 278. * * * wearing apparel
PAR. 324. Clothing, ready-made, and
articles of wearing apparel of every de- composed wholly of flax, hemp, or ranie,
scription, composd of * * * vege, or of flax, hemp, or rtmne and india rubtable fiber, or of which

*

*

*

vege-

table fiber is the component material of
chief value, made up or manufactured,'
wholly or in part, by the tailor, seamstress, or manufactureri and not otherwise
provided, for in this seCtionj fifty per
I
centmn ad valorem.
PAR. 348. Shirt collars and cuffs,

ber, 40 per centum ad. valorem.

PAR. 277. Shirt collars and cuffs, eoimposed in whole or in part: of linen, 80 per
of linen, forty centg pet dozen pieces andi centum ad v0rem.
*

*

1 composed in'whole, or in part

twenty per centum ad valorei. ;,, ; .,.

INEN, WEARING APPAREL.

Descriptio and. u8e.-lThe domestic consumption of wearing apparel, made in whole or in part of linen, has declined greatly since
.1914. Practically all linen wearing apparel, Other than collars, is
either embroidered or in part of lace, and i.4 classified under paraFraph 1430 6f H. R. 7456. Lindn blouses and men's collars form the
1)1k of goods falling under paragraph 1016. In the domestic trade
a collar with one of its several plies made of linen is known as a linen
collar. The consumption of liimnloollanr and cuffs is insignificant as
compared with the consumption of such articles of all cotton. The
lItter form the basis of the domestic trade.
Produdion.-Prior to 1914 large quantities of imported linen fabrics were used by the domestic clothing trade in the manufacture
of ladies' dresses and men's clothing. during the years 1914-1920,
the production of linen apparel, owing to the excessively high pties
o~f flax fabrics, was negligible. In 1921 the consumption was in
excess of 1914-1920, though far below the amounts used before the
war. In 1914 only one domestic company manufactured linen collars and cuffs in any quantity. In 1919-its production was negligible.

4
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Imports consist chiefly of linen blouses and men's collars. Shipments of wearing apparel of all linen were valued in 1914 at $20,343
and in 1920 at $80,819. Linen colart and cuffs imported in the
same years numbered in 1914, 53,370 dozen, valued at $56,629, and
in 1920, 30,703 dozen, valued at $71,980.

have been as follows:

Imports during 1918-1921
Quanty.

Calendar year.

Value.

jDuty.

WEARING APPAREL OTHER THAN COTTON, N.8.J.V.

1918.................................................... .9,045
......
191
....
..........
..................... ............

1020
..........
1921 ..............................................................
(9montlas) .....................................................

$22,816

,656
8 ,86......
819
27,9,131
99

SHIRT COLLARS AND CUFFS IN WHOLE OR IN PART OF LINEN.
1918...........................

1918 ........

1919 ........

....

.......

. ..

............................................

.........................................

1921(9 montu) .....................................

I~..

i37,

;3, 310 !

23,169

M

S8

$!IM

10,76)

C1,746 .........

rmporfant ckha.s in cassicadion.-Linen collars and cuffs, heretofore covered in a separate paragraph (par. 277, act of 1913), have

been added to this paragraph, the quantity entering into the domestic
trade not be'.g large enough for an entire paragraph. The wearing

apparel provision -has been enlarged by substituting the words
"wholly or in chief value" for the word "wholly." The reference to
wearing, apparel composed in part of india rubber has been eliminated,
because imports are small, and would almost always be composed in

chief value of the textile fibers utilized rather than of the rubber.

Conflicting protmion.-Paragraph 1016 conflicts with paragraph
1210 with respect to shirt collars, because both paragraphs provide
for shirt collars "in part" of the particular material.
Suggested change8.-In case the proviso in paragraph 1210 for
shirt collars wholl or in part of silk shall be eliminated, as there
suggested, the convict above mentioned will be avoided.
page 117,. line 18, of H. R. 7456: Strike out the comma after

"dozen and after "and" and omit the words "in addition thereto,"
as unnecessary.
PARAGRAPH 1017
L R. 7458.
PAR. 1017. Bags or sacks made from
plain woven fabrics of single jute yarns or
from twilled or other fabrics composed
wholly of jute, I cent per pound, and, in
addition thereto, 17 per centum ad valorem.

BENATI AM NDNZNTS.
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AOT OF 1918.

PAR.354. Bag or sacks made from
plain woven fabrics of single jute yarns,
not dyed, cdlored, stained, painted,
printed or bleached, and not exceeding
thirty threads to the square inch, counting le warp and filling, seven-eight, of
one cent per pound and fifteen per centum
ad valorem.
[Jute bs or sacks containing more than
30 threads to the square inch, or made
from twilled fabrics, or dyed, colored,
etc., were dutiable at 45 per centum
ad valorem under par. 358.]

PA. 281. Bags or sacks made from
plain woven fabrics, of single jute yarns,
not dyed colored, stained, painted, printed, or bleached, 10 per centum ad valorem.

[Jute bags or sacks, dyed, colored, etc.,
or made from twilled fabrics, are dutiable
at 35 per centum ad valorem under par.
284.]

JUTE BAGS AND

AOKS.

(See Survey J 9.)

Descriptionand ses.-Jute bags are the most popular medium the
world over for sacking bulky commodities. There are two leading
types: (1) Burlap bags, made from a plain woven jute cloth, and (2)
sacking bags, made from a twilled jute cloth, heavier and coarser than
burlap. The domestic production is limited to bags made from imported burlap, entries of which material in 1920 amounted to about
1,000,000,000 yards. Four-fifths of the burlap consumed is used in
American bag factories. (For a description of burlap and sacking cloth,
see par. 1008, p. 918.) The leading domestic use of burlap bags is for
sacking grain, bran, feed, fertilizer, sugar6flour, and vegetables. Sacking bags, which are stronger than burlap ags of the same capacity, and
which weigh about twice as much, enter this country as containers of a
great variety of products, principally raw sugar, coffee, and nitrates.
After the sacking bags have been emptied and repaired, the best are
used to contain vegetables and cottonseed meal, and the poorest for
covering raw cotton, the amounts used in recent years for this latter
purpose constituting about 10 per cent of all such wrapping. The
consufitption of new sacking bags is limited to Porto Rico, which
employs several million a year for shipping raw sugar, principally to
the United States.
Production in 1914 amounted to 388,526,154, and in 1919 to
457,306,416, burlap bags. The production of cotton bags in the same
y ears was 543,311,602 and 506,451,571, respectively. The burlap
)ag and the cotton bag are each so adapted to particular uses that they
(10 not compete except at times when the price of one is very high.
in terms of the other. No sacking bags reproduced in the United
States, largely owing to the tariff, which in the past has imposed a
higher duty on jute sacking than on jute burlap.
Imports of burlap bags (made from plain woven fabrics of single

jute yams) amounted to 48,691,852 pounds in 1920, as compared

with an average of 52,138,628 pounds for the years 1910-1914. ImPorts of new bags are practically limited to those measuring 22 by 36
inches, weighing 12 ounces: these are known as centals, and are used
almost exclusively on the Pacific coast for sacking grain. The consumption of centls averages about 50,000,000 bags annually, of
which two-thirds are supplied by imports. Imports of new bags are
practically limited to centalm, because, in contrast to other jute bags
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of domestic origin, they are standardized, unprinted, and used in
very large quantities. New centals are all supplied by British India
and form the largest part of her exports of inlap bag, which are
small as compared with her shipments of sacking bap. The number
of jute bags shipped from India In the year ended-March 31, 1921,
totaled 397 013,000 sacking bags and 136,895,000 burlap bags.
Second-hand bags, which form a steadily decreasing part of our
imports, are supplied by the United Kingdom. Cotton bags, dutiable
under the basket clause of the cotton schedule, are rarely imported
and then only in negli bible quantities.
imports of burlap bags since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

jQuantity.

Value.

1918 ...........................................................

31, 36, 482 $5 8,820

1 ....................................................
...............................
1921 (9 months) .........

48, 091 852
166

1919 ............................................................

43,042,985

4,53,042

Duty.
$50,63

53,64

749,203
7,493240
2844, ............

Exportseo' all bags of vegetable fibr are normally small and consist
chieffy of cotton bags. .The value of exported bags of vegetable fiber
was $683,483 in 1914 and $5,951,669 in 1920. Argentina, Cuba,
Canada, and the United Kingdom were the leading markets. In
1914, according to special data secured by the Tariff Commission (see
Survey J-.9), exports of jute bags amounted to 500 new and 1,334,000
second-hand bags, and in .1919 to 2,945,300 new and 4,607,000
second-hand bags. The increased exports of new jute bags in 1919
were due to war conditions, as under normal circumstances the United
States can not compete with India in the trade in new jute bags.
Important changes in classification.-In former tariff acts provisions

for bags and sacks have been confined to those made of burlal).
the world production of sacking bags is as extensive as that
Although
of burlap bags,
the former were not specifically mentioned and have
fallen in the basket paragraph of Schedule J. In the acts of 190.9
and 1913 sacking bags, though made from cloth of poorer quality
than burlap, were assessed at a higher duty. The duty on sacking
bags in the act of 1909 was 45 per cent, and in the act of 1913 it is 35
per cent, whereas the duty on burlap bags amounted during the operation of the former act to about 30 per cent; in the latter it is 10 peir
cent. The differential between the cloth and bags in these acts wag
as follows: Between burlap and burlap bags, about 7 per cent in flip
act of 1909 and precisely 10 per cent in the act of 1913; on sacking
and sacking bags, little, since both the cloth and the bags fell under the
basket clause in each act, each being dutiable at 45 per cent in th1w
act of 1909, and at 35 per cent in the act of 1913. In 11. R. 74563.
the same duty is placed upon both burlap and sacking.
The descriptive terms "not dyed, colored," etc., have been onit(d
because imports of such bags dyed colored, etc., have been negligible
Burlap.and sacking bags have been separately enumerated in the
new provision, so that the recording of imports of burlap bags may'
be cou tinued, and statistics may also be obtained on sacking bag:;,.
whichhiherto have not been separately classified in custom statistics.
Suggested chanqe.-Page 117, line 22, of H. R. 7456: Strike out tle
comma after "pound" and after "and" and omit the words "ill
addition thereto," as unnecessary.
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PARAGRAPH 1018.
SXXATX

XH . 7400.

AXMNDXMTs.

PAR. 1018. Linoleum, including corticine and cork carpet, 28 per centum ad
valorem; floor oilcloth, 20 per centum ad
valorem; mats or rugs made of linoleum
or floor oilcloth shall be subject to the
same rates of duty as herein provided for
linoleum or floor oilcloth.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 347. Linoleum, corticene. and all
for floors, made
other fabrics or cover
in part of oil ora similar product, plain,
stamped, painted or rinted, ouly, not
specially provided for herein, if nine feet
or under in width, eight cents per square
yard and fifteen per centum ad valorem;
over nine feet in width, twelve cents per
square yard and fifteen per centum ad
valorem; and any of the foregoing of whatever width, the composition of which
forms designs or patterns, whether inlaid
or otherwise, by whatever name known,
and cork carpets, twenty cents per square
yard and twenty per cent ad valorem;
mats for floors made of oilcloth, linoleum,
or corticene, shall be subject to the same
rate of duty herein provided for oilcloth,
linoleum, or corticene; oilcloth for floors,
if nine feet or le' in width, six cents per
square yard and fifteen per centum ad
valorem; over nine feet in width, ten
cents per square yard and fifteep per

centum ad valorep;

* *

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 276. Linoleum, plain, stamped,
painted, or printed, including corticne
and cork carpet, figured or plain, also
linoleum known as granite and oak
plank, 30 per centum ad valorem; inlaid
l noleum, 35 per centum ad valorem;
oilcloth for floors, plain, stamped, painted,
or printed, 20 per centum ad valorem;
mats or rugs made of oilcloth, linoleum,
corticine, or cork carpet shall -be subject
to the mine rate of duty as herein provided for oilcloth, linoleum, corticine, or
cork carpet.

.

LINOLEUM AND FLOOR OILOLOTH.

(See Survey J-3.)

Description and uses.-Floor oilcloth is composed of a foundation
of jute burlap coated with a mixture of linseed oil, ocher, and benzine.
Several coats are applied to attain the desired thickness, each coat in
turn being dried and rubbed smooth with pumice stone. Floor oilcloth may be plain or have designs stamped, painted, or printed on
the smooth finished coating. Printed designs are now usually applied
by automatic machinery.
Linoleum gets its name from linum (flax) and oleum (oil). A
cement is made of solidified linseed oil, resin, and kauri gum; this is
then mixed with cork dust, and the paste thus made rolled upon a
foundation of jute burlap. If the fabric is to be plain (that is, of a
uniform color), the coloring matter is added before rolling. In inlaid
or mosaic linoleum the colors go through and do not wear away as in
printed oz'stenciled linoleum. Among the leading types of linoleum
are: Inlaid linoleum made in several ways, but generally by cutting
rolls of linoleum cement of various colors into separate pieces, fitting
them into a design on a jute burlap foundation, and incorporating
them into a fabnc by means of hot rollers; granite linoleum made
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from pastes of different colors, the colors remaining separate in the
completed fabric, the assemblage and relation of the various colored
spots and masses being casual; plank linoleums, oak plank linoleums,
or plank inlaid linoleums made by running two separate paste
mixtures, which are not allowed to mix, side by side upon a birlap
foundation, the effect resembling an inlaid flooring; corticene, prepared
like linoleum, but having the linseed oil oxidied differently and
containing rubber also in the composition; cork carpet, resembling
plank linoleum and made in the same way, except that the cork is
not ground so finely, and a larger proportion thereof is used in the
mixture, resulting in a softer, and more sponge-like substance.
Production in 1914 and 1919 of linoleum and floor oilcloth made on
burlap back was as follows:
Quantity.

Value.

Article.

1914
Flo o1dotb ...................................
W~ald linoleum ..............................
Allotherlinoleum ..........................
Total............ o....o...................

1919

1914

1919

8~.pa. 8qurey.a
7,3^ 000 1,211, 000 $1,4K 00
47,01
8,7,W 9840
,
10,043,000
3307,002Z0U000

42$,000
0,3800
17,121,000

18,253,000

27) 01,KMO

49,322000

33143,000

The marked decline in 1919 in the production of floor oilcloth and
linoleum other than inlaid was due in part to the scarcity and high
price of burlap for use as a backing and especially to the substitution
of floor coverings made on felt back for the cheaper grades of linoleum. The last type of floor covering consists of a base of felt paper
saturated with phaltum, painted on both sides with one or more
coats of paint, and printed on the top surface with decorative designs.
The domestic production of floor coverings made on felt back has
made great strides since 1914 when its production was negligible and
limited to one establishment. The output in 1919 was 30,370,00)
square yards, valued at $18,909,000.
Imports.--Imports of*linoleum and floor oilcloth have shown a

marked decline since 1914, in which year their quantity was 4,231,066
square yards, valued at $1,877,324. The bulk of the imports consists
of the highest grades. In 1920 inlaid linoleum constituted 61 per
cent of the total; all other linoleum, 30 per cent, and oil cloth for floors
about 9 per cent. Prior to 1914 the United Kingdom furnishel
about three-fourths of the total, and Germany the bulk of the remainder; since 1914 the United Kingdom has supplied practically all,
furnishing 99 per cent of the total in 1919 and 1920.

ImportM for 1918-1921 have been as follows:

LINOLEUM, ALL TYPES.

.
1918
.....................................
1919
....................................................
18......................10351,497

10 i(9 mrtbs)...........................................

,,"
11,140
228,446

,'
123,S7?
1,176,231

40712

30"9.4
281,687 ....

937
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

J

Duty.

OILCLOTH FOR FLOORS.
1918 ................................................................
1919...............................................................

92
9,353

10 ...............................................................

97,232

1921 (9 months) ...................................................

619

$44
5,638

48,870

1,128

9,374

57............

Export of oilcloth and linoleum for floors have shown a marked
advance in recent years, in 1914 amounting to 163,214 square yards
valued at S60,403, and in 1920 to 2,227,803 square yards valued at
$1,583,392. The leading markets in 1914 were, ih order of importance, Cuba, Australia, Switzerland, and Argentina, and in 1920
Australia, New Zealand, and United Kingdom. Exports consist for
the most part of the lower grades, and since 1917 by calendar years
have been as follows:
1918
3uautlty (square yards) .....................
......
XalU1....................

1919

2,235, 98
2,537, 780
.$1,39,.196
1740,186

1920

1921 (9 months).

2,227, 8=3 .
$i,51,392

$1,191,189O

Important changes in cla~sgfication.-The classification and wording
of this provision have been simplified. The distinction hitherto
drawn between ordinary linoleum and, inlaid linoleum in rates of
duty has been abolished, because while the cost of manufacturing
inlaid linoleum is ordinarily greater than that of plain or printed
linoleum, there is so wide a variation, de pending largely on the thickness of the goods, that a great deal of plain linoleum sells for more
than the low or medium grades of inlaid. The elimination of the
former distinction between the various types of linoleum is approved
by the-manufacturers, who in their brief state: "All of the forms of
our product can now be classified together as a single product and
duties assessed accordingly." (Ways and Means tariff hearings,
1921, p. 2500.)
The distinctions in duties made in the acts of 1897 and 1909 between lineolum of narrow and wide widths have not been reestablished. Width is a cost factor.of much less importance than thickness, or than type, that is, whether ordinary or inlaid. Domestic
manufacturers are also opposed to the revival of the classification
based on width, stating that "this system made a complicated tariff
paragraph and added complications to its administration." (Ways
and Means tariff hearings, 1921, p. 2500.)
The adjectives describing linoleum and floor cloth such as "pdin,"
"stamped," "painted," etc., have been omitted. Likewise the
phrase, "also linoleum known as granite and oak plank" 'has been
omitted as superfluous, since these are well-known types of linoleum.
While corticone 'and cork carpet are two types of linoleum, yet becaluse of certain differences in composition from ordinary linoleum
they have been specifically mentioned to remove any doubt as to
their inclusion in this paragraph.
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Dit5

1019.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAn. 1019. All woven articles, finished
or unfinhed, and all manufactures of
vegetable fiber other than cotton, or of
which such fibers or any of them is the
component material of chief value, not
specially provided for, 28 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 357. Woven * * * articles not

specially provided for in this section,
composed of flax, hemp, or ramie, or of
which these substances or any of them is
the component material of chi6f value,
weighing four and one-half ounces or
more per square yard, when containing
not more that sixty threads to the square
inch, counting the warp and filling, one
and three-fourths cents per squAe yard;
containing more than sixty and not more
than one hundred and twenty threads to
the square inch, two and three-fourths
cents per square yard; containing more
than one hundred and twenty and not
more than one hundred and eighty
threads to the square inch, six cents per
square yard, containing thore than one
hundred and eighty threads to the square
inch, nine cents per square yard, atid in
addition thereto, on all the foregoing,
thirty per centum. ad valorem: Provided,
That none of the forcing articles
* * * in this paragraph shall pay a
less rate of duty thaa ffty per centum ad
valorem. * V *.
PAR. 358. All woven articles, finished
or unfinished, and al manufactures of
flax, hemp, ramie, or other vegetable
fiber, or of which these substances, or any
of them is the component material of
chief vafue, not specially provided for in
this section, forty-five per centum ad
valorem.

ACT O1' 1913.
Pi. 284. kll woven articles, finished
or unfinished, ,pnd all manufactures of
flax, hemp, ramie, or other vegetable
fiber, or of which these substances, or any
of them, is the component material of
chief value, not specially provided for in
this section, 35 per centum, ad valorem.

WOVIEN FABRICS AND ARTICLES N. S. P. F.

Description and uses.-This paragraph is the catch-all sectio[i
of schedule 10. A great variety of miscellaneous articles, none of
which is imported inlarge quantities, will fall under this provision.
Import.-Total imports under this classification, as providld V
I. R. 7456, will be considerably reduced. They will include nettiing
bags and school bags made from jute; bumpers, fenders, and rope nimd(

from coir, a fiber obtained from coconut husks; hamnocks of hen p or

sisal; knotted hemp fiber wound on spools; tennis net- made of hemp:
and sea-grass cord and tagal threads. Statistics showing imports
or production of any of these articles are not available. Im po1s
under the basket clause of Schedule 10, with the exception of fa)IriS
not plain woven of flax, hemp, or ramie (which are li-ted under par.
1009) were as follows during the calendar years 1918-.1921:

SUMMARkY OF
...

Value

Duty..

. .~Io .9|.
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. . . ... . •l

. ..........

'° "

1918
977,04

1, ,675

......................

191..
1919
78493

1,841,576

19w)

I

$10,648,083

1021

(9months)
5#,2$

134

,610t65 ................

Important changes in ,a8gsififtion.-The scope of this provision has
been greatly reduced by the adoption of specific provisions for all the
important products formerly included under the catchall paragraph.
Among these are (1) manufacturers of linen table damask (par.
1012); (2) linen towels, sheets, and pillowcases (par. 1013); (3) jute
cloths made of ply yarns, and jute cloths other than plain woven
(par. 1008): (4) twilled jute bags or sacks, and all jute bags or sacks
dyed, colored, stained, etc. (par. 1017) ;(5) tailor's paddings composed
in chief value, but not wholly, of jute (pari 1010); and (6) jute twine
and cordage (par. 1003).
Suggested ckane.--Since this paragraph is the catchall of Schedule
10, it is suggested that in conformity with the catchall paragraphs of
other schedules, it be made the last paragraph in the schedule.
PARAGRAPH 1020.
H. B. 7456.

ISNATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1020. Common China, Japan, and
India straw matting, and floor covering
made therefrom, 3 cents per square yar
all other floor coverings not specially
provided for, 26 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.'
PAR. 343. Floor mattings, plain, fancy,
Pr figured, manufactured from straw,
round or split, or other vegetable substances,, not otherwise provided for in
this section, and having a warp of cotton,
hemp, or other vegetable substance, including what are commonly, known as
China, Japan, and India straw matting,
three and one-half cents per square yard.
PAR. 344. Carpets,
carpeting, mats
and rugs made of flax, hemp, jute, or
other vegetable fiber (except cotton),
valued at not exceeding fifteen cents per
square yard, four cents per square yard
and thirty per centum ad valorem;
valued above fifteen cents per square
ardi, eight cents per square yard and
ihirty per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 272. Floor mattings, plain, fancy,
or figured, including mats and rugs,
manufactured from straw, round or split,
or other vegetable substances, not otherwise provided for in this section, and
having a warp of cotton, hemp, or other
vegetable substances, including what are
commonly known as China, Japan, and
India straw matting, 2J cents per square
'Yard.
. PAR. 273. Carpets, carpeting,
mats
and rugs made of flax, hemp, jute. or
other vegetable fiber (except cotton),
30 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 293. * * * chenille
carpets,
figured or plain, and all carpets or carpeting of like character or description, 35
per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 384. * * * chenille
carpets,
PAR. 302. Carpets and carpeting of
figured or plain, and all carpets or car- **
* cotton, or. composed in part of
peting of like character or description, either of them wool or cotton], not specsixty cents por square yard and in addi- ially provided for in this section, and on
tion thereto forty per centum ad valorem. mats, matting, and rugs of cotton, 20 per
PAR. 393. Carpets and carpeting of centum ad valorem.
*

*

* flax, or cotton, or composed in

part of any of them, not specially provided for in this section, and mats, matting, and rugs of cotton, fifty per centum
ad valorem.
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FLOOR COVMJINGS OTHER THAN WOOL.

(See Survey J-3.)

This paragraph relates to floor coverings made of vegetable fibers or
vegetable substances. Among these are included floor coverings made
respectively from straw, grass, jute, or other vegetable fiber, and from
rags (usually cotton). By far the most important are those made
of straw or grass.
FLOOR COYVRINGS OP STRAW OR GRASS.

Description and uwes.--Straw and grass floor coverings fall into
three general classes: (1) Common China and Japan straw mats and
mattings, (2) rice-straw mattings and rugs, and (3) wire-grass mattings and rugs, the last named being known generally as "crex"
floor coverings. Common mattings, made on crude hand looms from
certain species of matting rushes woven with a straw, hemp, or cotton
warp, are distinctively an oriental product and are not-iadein the
United States. They are the cheapest of the three classes, RWstraw rugs are made of rice-straw wound about with a binding thread
so as to produce a straw twine which, used as a filling, is then woven
with cotton or other warp They, too, are distinctively an oriental
product and are not made in the United States, though their close
resemblance to the domestic wire-grass rugs has led to direct competition with the grass rugs. Wire-grass rugs are made of a variety of
swamp grass known as wire-grass. The grass is first formed into a
twine in the same manner as the rice-straw described above, and
then woven with cotton or other warp. These rugs are distinctively
a domestic product and are generally of better quality than the ricestraw rugs which compete with them.
Production.-Production of wire-gras rugs in the United States
began in 1899. In 1913 (fiscal year) 6,083,093 square yards were
produced valued at $1,931,067; in 1920, 4,481,73.1 square yards,
valued at $4,206,347.
Imwot8.-During the last 20 years imports of straw floor coverilgs
have declined by more than one-half. During the years 1900-1909
they ranged per annum, between 40,000,000 and 50,000,000 square
yards; during the period 1910-1913, they averaged 27,200,000 Aquare
yards; and during the period 1914-1918, 17,300,000 square yards per
annuH-m. Imports during 1918-1921 have been as follows:
~Equivakn
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Sq.

t
Valu.

Duty.

vi,.

1918 ................................................... 12.,444o
1919 ......................................
15 022.279
S...............................
21827292
1921 (9 months) .......................................
8,a77771

ad
vslorem.
I'erce'd

$310, V79
,018,5Z
3,610, &4
375, 5
6, 421,6 M
ii71
,
1,40,981 .
........

Despite the decline in total imports of straw floor cover,

U. #
"

the

importation of rice-straw rugs (which are the only imports directlY
competing with the domestic grass rugs) has increased. IMp)11
were only beginning to come in prior to the war. Figures compiled

$UAU
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by the Tariff Commission from returns made by leading importers
indicate that in 1919, 5,976,000 square yards, or approximately 46
per cent of our tot l importation of strawfloor coverings consisted of
rice-straw rugs. They constituted slightly more than one-half of our
total consumption of grass and similar (i. e. rice-straw) rugs. (See
Survey J-3, pp. 10, 11.)
As a rule, more than half of our annual imports have come from
Japan. During the period 1914-1919, 94 per cent came from Japan.,
More recently here has been an increase in the share coming from
China. All of the rice-straw rugs, however, 6ome from Japan.
Export# are not recorded. There is, however, some exportation.
Important chanqes in dassficion.--Common mattings are covered
by an eonomie provision (being a wellknown product commercially
and covered by specific provision in former tariffs), but rice-straw
floor coverings are dot specifically mentioned and are made to fall
under the general provision, because it has been found impossible
to work out a description of them which could not be circumvented
by some minor alteration in either construction or content. At the
same time there is no other important type of floor covering imported
in quantity which will fall within this basket provision. Among the
less important types which will come within this general heading are
(1) the floor coverings now falling under paragraph,273, act of 1913
(mainly jute); (2) braided straw floor coverings, classified under the
act of 1913 as "manufactures of straw" (par. 368); (3) woven paper
floor coverings other than those made on ingrain looms, and (4)feltbase floor coverings, unless a separate provision is made for such
felt-base coverings in the paragraph relating to linoleum.
JUT* FLOOR COVSEINOS.

(See Survey J-3.)

Description and wu.--Carpets, carpeting, mats and rugs of vegetable fiber other than cotton (act of 1913, par. 273) consist largely of
jute "carpets and rugs and are covered by the basket clause in paragraph 1020 (H. R. 7456). Jute is so cheap, that its primary use in
oor coverings is as a backing for wool carpets and rugs. Its use as
a filling (the only case in which it is likely to be a component of chief
value) is very limited; consequently the floor coverings containing
jute that fall under this paragraph are of minor importance.
Production.-Production of jute carpets- and rugs in 1914 was
4,862,302 square yards, valued at $1,172,257, and in 1919, 2,289,000
square yards, valued at $1,603,000.
Imports in 1914 amounted to 656,376 square yards, valued at
$185,616. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
Cakeda year.

"'.

',.

1lvi,......................................................76
t1 .................
. ........... .............

1

Quantity.

..........................................
$=m.....................................

,

-

A

'.

- .4

81 0
.......

80,700

3792
61,8U7

Value.

5. 05

0
73,60

Ad

Duty.

valorem

819,520

Per cnt
ceni.30

rate.

22019
Z,052
22'

271.441
81,427
51,628..............

30
30O
30
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Ezport8 are' not recorded.
caition.--Because of the relatively minor
Important hange in de
importance of floor coverings in chief vahte of jute or other vegetable
fiber, specific provision for them has been -abandoned and they will
fall under the basket clause in paragraph 1020 of H. R, 7456.
'MLOR

COVUSRINGQ~ OFW1ON.,

(See Survey -3.)

.

Description and we8.--Floor coverings of cotton, consist mainly of
rag rugs and are provided for under paragraph 302 of the act of 1913.
They will fall under the general, provisionin paragraph 1020, H. R,.7456.
Producti.-The value of :rg rugs produced, in 1914 was $2,786,439

and in 1919,)$505,000:

Imports of cotton carpets and carpeting, n,. pAf.f amounted in
1914 to 134;528 square yards, valued at $16,187. bater imports
have been' as follows:
Calendar year.

1918.............. * ....

1919 .............................
1920 ...
1921 (9 montbg

v
Qu

..............
...........
,

.

...

SIVTsare -.
2215398
31585
10822

Ad
valorem
rate.

a U0
VQuan

D ty.

$10,929
181,23
897,811
60 2

Per cent.
20
$21,19 ,
20
,246
20
79,M2

' 11 1....

....

20

I
'
Exports are not recorded.
Important changes in clqsiffiation.--For reasons similar to those
given in the case of jute'carpeting, specific provision for cotton floor

coverings has been abandoned and they will fall under the general
clause in paragraph 1020, H. R. 7456.
ar
PARAGRAPH 1021.
.SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. B. 7456.

PAR. 1021. Matting made 'of cocoa
fiber or rattan# 9 cents per square yard;
mats made of. cocoa fiber, or rattan, 7
cents per square toot,
ACT OF 19091
PAR.

466. Matting made.o, cocoa fiber

or rattan, six cents per square yard;
mats made of cocoa fiber or rattan, four
cents per square foot.

ACT OFi91,3.
PAR. 371. Mating made of cdocoa fiber
or rattan, 5 cents per square yard; mats
made of cocoa fiber or rattan, 3 cents
per square foot.

COCOA MATS AND MATTINGS.

Description and uses.-Cocoa mats and matting, made from the
fibrous husk of the coconut, are produced chiefly in Ceylon, British
India, the Straita Settlements, and islands of the Eastern Archipelago. The fiber is removed from the husk by soaking and beatmg and is then crudely hand spun by the natives. Machinery is
occasionally used, but the hand-spun yarn is both cheaper and better.
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Cocoa matting is generally in plain or twill weave, without pile.
It is very durable and is used for runners in aisles, corridors, offices,
etc. In this country it is generally made on power-driven looms.
Cocoa mats are usually woven with a pile, but some types are braided
and sewed together.; Tey rwised Asdoormats, autqmqb le mats,
etc. The mats are still largely made on hand looms, although the
use of power looms for the pile mats has been introduced. InIndia,
which is the leading source of imports, manufacture is by hand.
The gi6at harshness of the cocoa fiber has, been an obstacle to
the use of labor-saving machinery, and the industry is handicapped
by labor conditions. At one time the production was carried on
mainly by prison labor; this still obtains to some extent, but it has
been greatly diminished by State legislation.
Matting made of rattan differs from cocoa matting inl manufacttire
and raw material. Rattan is an East Indian and African creeping
palm, the stem of which can be split into slender strands and woven
into basket work, chairs, couches, pillows, mats, and similar articles.
In weaving rattan matting, a simple bamaboo framework is used,
the operation being entirely handwork.
Production of cocoa mats and matting is included by the Census
in production figures for grass rugs and other articles and is therefore not obtainable separately. An inquiry made-by the Tariff
Commission discloses that there are four or five mills using power
looms (also some hand looms)', and that there are several additional
firms making coca mats bn hand lows, these being located chiefly
in Michigan and Wisconsin and specializing largely on mats for
automobiles. Practically no rattan mats r matting are made in the
United States.
Imports of mats aad matting steadily increased prior to 1915, but
fell offsharply during 1916-191A. In 1914, imports of mats amounted
to 1,545,449 square feet, valued at $139,419; and imports of matting
to 114,987 square yards, valued at $34)863. ,Later impots are
recorded as follows:
Calendar year.'

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.,.

lent
valorem. •

MATS OF COCOA FIIQR OR RATTAN.
Squercee*.
.......................................
j
4,639
.......................................
32093
1920.................................................... 2105839
1921 monthsh) ........................................ j 21,005 t0

jPer centt.
645
$139
4215
9,627
294,707
63100
028 ............

21.58
2-2.29
21.44

MATTING OF COCOA FIBER OR R1ATTAN.,
wig ....................................................
1919 ....................................................
1921

190~ ......
onth) ...

Ezport8

4.........................
.................................

are not recorded.

.....

3D, 88
73,401

974
31,546

$1,488
3,670

87,774
12,596

28115
532

4,3
........

92

11.63

9.%12
...........
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SCHEDULE I.--WOOL AND MANUFACTURES OF.
PARAGRAPH 1101.

sIE.ONATE AXIMEnmXTs.

. 74868.

U.

PAR. 110l. Wools, not improved by the
admixture of merino or English blood,
such as Domikoi, native Smyrna, native
South American, Cordova, Valparaso,
and other wols of like character or
description, and hair of the camel 28 per
centum ad valorem: Provided, That the
duty shall not exceed 7 cents per pound.
The duty on such wools, imported on the

skin, shall be 24 per centum ad valorem,
but not to exceed 6 cents per pound.
AOT 0

ACT OF 1913.

19009.

SCHIIDULE K-WOOL, AND MANUFACTURNS Or.

SCEIIULN K-Woouj

AND MANUFAC-

TURES O ,

860. All wools, hair of the camel,
and other like animl akshube
divided, for the purpose of Jfixingshe
duties to be charged thereof, into the

PAR. 650. Wool of the sheep, hair of the
camel, and other like animals and all
wools and hair on th skin of suc5 animals
**
*. 'This Paragraph shall be effective.on and after the first day of Dethree followingclass: * * *
IPAR. 362. Class two * *
hair of cember, nineteen hundred and thirteen,
until which timpe the rates of duty now
the camel * * *.
PAR. 363. Class three, that.is to say, 'provided by shedulW K of the existing
Donskoi, native South American, Oordova, law shall remain in full force and effect
Valparaiso, native Smyrna, Russian fFree].
camel's hair, and all such wools of like
character as have been heretofore usually
imported into the United States from
Turkey, Greece, Syria, and elsewhere,
excepting imroved wools hereinafter
provided for.
PAR. 368, The duty upon * * *
*

PAR.
*

*

hair of the camel,

*

* * of class one

and class two, which shall be imported in
any other than ordinary condition, or
which has been sorted or increased in
value by the rejection of any part of the
original fleece, shall be twice the duty to
which it would be otherwise subject:
Provided, * * * The duty upon
* * * hair of the camel

*

* of

any class which shall be changed in its
character or condition for the purpose of
evading the duty, or ,which shall le
Paragraph 310 provided that"The provisions of this schedule (K) shall be effective on and after the first day of January, nintet,'ll
hundred and foartwen, until which date the rates of duty now provided by 1khedule K of the existing IIw
shall remain in full force and effect. "1
Paragraph 19, emergency tariff act of 1921 provides that"Wool and halro ths kind provided for npagraph 18, when advanced insany manneror byany pro .e,5
of manufacture beyond the washed or soured condition, and manufactures of which wool or hair of the
kind provided for in paragraph 18 is thecomponent material of ohief value, 45oents per pound in addition
to th rates of duty inapoesd there by existing law."
I
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AOT OF 1913.

reduced in value by the admixture of dirt
or any other foreign substance, shall be
twice the duty to which it would be

otherwise subject.

*

4'

370. On wools of the third class
and on camel's hair of the third clans the
value whereof shall be twelve cents or less
per pound, the duty shall be four cents per
pound. On wools of the third clam and
on camel's hair #f the third class, the
value whereof shall exceed twelve cents
per pound, the duty shall be seven cents
per pound.
PAR.

PAR. 371. The duty on wools on the

akin shall be one cent less per pound then
isimposed in this schedule on other wook
of the same class and condition, * * *.

CARPET WOOLS.
(See Report "The Wool-Growing Industry.")

De8cription and use.-This paragraph covers a class of wools
produced by native breeds which have not been improved by crossing
with sheep of either merino or "English" blood. These wools, which
are not competitive with domestic varieties, are coarse and stiff and

usually kempy (having white brittle hairs which resist dyein);
they are often gray, brown, or black. Their lack of fineness, supplefess, and felting qualities makes them unadaptable for ordiary
clothing purposes but peculiarly suitable for carpet manufacture.
Some are employed in coarse blankets, robes, and upholstery cloths,
or, when mixed with better wools, in the manufacture of rough tweeds
or cheviots, but their main use is in.carpets and rugs.
Native unimproved sheep are found in many countries, but most
largely in Asia, European Russia, and South America. Donskoi, a
South.Russian wool, is one of the most important and includes
Savolga, Kasan, Tscherski, and Kuban wools. These are the better
sorts for carpet making and have a long "combing" staple. Native
Smyrna and Syrian wools also aregeneral[y of thehigher trade. "Native
South American wools" are mainly from the "Criolla breeds, which
originated from early Spanish importations and consist of sheep with
apparently little or no merino heredity. Wools shipped from V41paraiso, Chile are known as Valparaiso wools. Cordova wools are
grown in the Provinces of Cordova and San Luis, Argentina. Other
unimproved wools include Central Asian wools such as Bokhara,
Merv, Transcaspian, and Calmuc; East Indian wools; and Chinese
wools. The term also includes various European carpet wools,
particularly wool of the Scotch "blackface" sheep, an animal which
yields a carpet wool par excellence.
This paragraph also covers camel's hair, of which Russia and
China are the two main sources. Camel's hair is imported chiefly
to make the press cloth required in the extraction of vegetable oils,
particularly cottonseed oil.
Production.-Carpet wools and camel's hair are not produced in
the United States, with the possible exception of negligible amounts
82304--22----Wo
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of wool such as used by the Navajo Indiana in'making blankets and
ru r.

It.

reports of ",lass 3," including the carpet wools here covered, and

camel's hair froih Russia, averaged, per annum, 91,097,535 pounds
for the 1891-1900 decade, 99,614,106 pounds for the 1901-1910
decade, and 85,836,333 pounds for the 1911-1920 decade (fiscal
years). The decrease in imports is an indication of the decreased
production of wool carpets and rugs in the United States.
Imports since 1917 of the wools and hairs falling under paragraph
1101 of H. R. 7456 are recorded as folows:
Calndar year.

Unimprove wools, Carnel's hair CAMs 2
class 8.and d
f

Quantity.
1918 ...................................................
1919 ..........................................
19M ..........................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................

Pound.

Value.

68,69,633 129 l0103
95,732#,470 38,24,823
8549 30 11,6,0
73#872,072 8,715 9

Quantity.
Pound$.

1,321 897
1..120 8
2725, 180
715,541

Value.
$682,112
762,385
180923
237,075

Leading sources in 1920 were China, the United Kingdom, Chile,
Turkey, Russia, and Argentina.
Exports.--No exports are recorded.
Important changes in daosif on.-The wools covered in this paragraph were admitted free of duty under paragraph 650, act of 1913,
and, as carpet wools, were not made dutiable by the emergency
tariff act of 1921.
This paragraph covers practically the same wools as were covered
by paragraph 363 of the act of 1909 and there calle- "class three"
woois. 'The phrasing "wools, not improved by the admixture of
merino or English glood" has been substituted for "class three
* * * wools * * * exceptingr improved wools hereinafter pro-

vided for." Mention of Donskoi, native Smyrna, native South
American, Cordova, and Valparaiso wools has been retained as an
indication of the kind of wools so covered, but mention of sources
has been omitted for the reason that carpet wools are imported from

all over the world. "Hair of the camel" has been substituted for
"Russian camel's hair" as there is no tariff significance in a division
of camel's hair according to origin.
The duty on unimproved wools is made ad valorem, with a maximum
specific rate which ij the same as the highest specific rate provided
in paragraph 370 of the act of 1909. The specific rate per pound
applies to the weight of the wool in the condition imported, whether
in the grease, washed, or scoured. These wools are mainly imported
in the grease; they sometimes enter in the washed state, but rarely
in a scoured condition. Much of this wool is manufactured without
any scouring.
The duties, both ad valorem and maximum specific, on unimprovle(
wools imported on the skin are lower than those levied on such wools
other than on the skin because of the difference in value.
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PARAGRAPH 1102.
H. R. 7456.

83NATE AMENDEkNTS.

PAR. 1102. Wools, not specially provided for, and hair of the Angora goat
alpaca, and other like animals, imported
in the grease or washed, 25 cents per
pound of clean content; imported in the
scoured state, 26 cents per pound; imported on the skin, 24 cents per pound of
clean content: Protidd 2 That none of the
foregoing shall pay a higher rate of duty
than 35 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 360. All wools, hair of the 4 * 4
goat, alpaca, and other like animals shall
be divided, for the purpose of fixing the
duties to be charged thereon, into the
three following classes:
PAR. 361. Class one, that is to say,
merino, mestiza, metz, or metis wools, or
other wools of Merino blood, immediate or
remote, Down clothing wools, and wools
of like character with any of the preceding, including Bagdad wool, China lamb's

PAR. 305. Hair of the Angora goat, alpaca, and other like animals, and all hair
on the skin of such animals, 15 per centum

wool, Castel Branco, Adrianople skin wool
or butcher's wool, and such as have been

ad valorem.

.PAR. 650. Wool of the sheep, hair of the
camel, and other like animals, and all
wools and hair on the skin of such animals, * * * This paragraph shall be
effective on and after the first day of De.
cember, nineteen hundred and thirteen,
until which time the rates of duty now
provided by schedule K of the existing
law shall remain in full force and effect

heretofore usually imported into the [Free].'
United States from Buenos Aires, New
Zealand, Australia, Cape of Good Hope,
Russia, Great Britain, Canada, Egypt,
Morocco, and elsewhere, and all wools not
hereinafter included in classes two and
three.
PAR. 362. Class two, that is to say,
Leicester, Cotswold, Lincolnshire, Down
combing wools, Canada long wools, or
other like combing wools of English blood,
and usually known by the terms herein
used, and also hair of the * * *, An-

gora goat, alpaca, and other like animals.
PAR. 365. Whenever wools of class
three shall have been improved by the admixture of Merino or English blood, from
their present character as represented by
the standard samples now or hereafter to
be deposited in the principal customhouses of the United States, such improved wools shall be classified for duty
either as class one or as class two, as the
case may be.
PAR. 366. The duty on wools of the first
class which shall be imported washed
shall be twice the amount of the duty to
'Xer. 18, emergency tariff act of May 27, 1921:
"Wool, commonly known as clothing wool, Including hair of the camel, angora goat, and alpaca, but not
such wooLs as are cornmon ly known as carpet wools: Uiswashod, 15 cen ts per
pou nd; * * *, Unwashed
wools shall be0considered such as shall hat~e been shorn from the animal without any cleaning;
washed
wools shall be considered such as have been washed with water only on the animal's back or on the
skin;
wools washed Inany other manner than on the animal's back or on the akin shall be considered as scoued
wool. On wool and hakprovided for in this parawhich Is sorted or Increased in value by the reJection of any part of the orna f
hed
alb twice the duty to which It would otherwise be
subject, but not more than 45 cents per pound."
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which they would be subjected if im-

ported unwashed; and the duty on woolb
of the first and second classes which shall
be imported scoured shall be three times

i*:

the duty to which they would be subjected if imported unwashed. * *
PAR. 367. Unwashed wool* shall be
considered such as shall have been shorn
from the sheep without any closing,
that is, in their natural condition.
Washed wools shall be considered such as
have been washed with water only on the
sheep's back, or on the skin. Wools of the
first and second classes washed in any
other manner than on the sheep's back or
on the skin shallbe considered as scoured
wool.
PAR. 368. The duty upon wool of the
*
* Angora
sheep or hair of the
goat, alpaca, and other like animals, of
class one and clam two, which shall be
imported in any other than ordinary condition, or which has been sorted or increased in value by the rejection of any
part of the original fleece, shall be twice
the duty to which it would be otherwise
subject: Providod, That skirted wools as
imported in 1890 and prior thereto are
hereby excepted. The duty upon wool of
*
Angora
thesheeporhairofthe
goat, alpaca, and other like animals of any
class which shall be changed in its character or condition for the purpose of evading
the duty, or which shall be reduced in
value by the admixture of dirt or any
other foreign substance, shall be twice the
duty to which it would be otherwise subject. When the duty assessed upon any
wool equals three times or more that
which would be assessed if said wool was
imported unwashed, the duty shall not be
doubled on account of the wool being

sorted. * * *.

PAR. 369. The duty upon all wools and
hair of the 'first class shall be eleven cents
per pound, and upon all wools or hair of
the second class twelve cents per pound.
PAR. 371. The duty on wools on the

skin shall be one cent'less per pound than
is imposed in this schedule on other wools
*
of the same class and condition,

MERINO, ENGLISH, 'AND CROSSBRED WOOLS, AND MOHAIR) ALPACA, ETC.

(See Report "The Wool-Growing Industry.")

Description and uses.-This paragraph covers all wools, othei t io

those from native unimproved sheep (see par. 1101), and also include.i
hair of the Angora goat, alpaca, and other like animals. Wools herie
covered ma ybe divided into three broad classes, the merino, the
English, and the crossbred.
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Merino wool: Merino sheep are raised for wool rather than mutton;
they are small but have a very dense fleece. Merino wools are short,
mainly 1 to 2 inches in length, but are noted for their fineness, softness, strength, and elasticty; they have a very large number of
serrations per inch and therefore are easily felted. As they can be
spun to the finest counts and are relatively high in price, they are
used for fine worsteds and for the finest qualities of closely compacted
cloths such as broadcloths, billiard cloths, officers' uniforms, doeskins,
etc. Merino sheep originated in Spain but there are now many widely
distributed varieties. The largest numbers are found in Australia,
British South Africa and the United States in the order named.
Merino wool is naturally very oily, and in consequence a large amount
of dirt adheres to it. For iis reason the shrinkage in weight when
scoured is higher than for other wools, ranging from 40 to 80 per cent,
with an average of possibly 60 per cent.
English wools: The "gitngliih breeds" of sheep are grown for
mutton rather than wool; tey are for the most part.larger framed
and relative to body weight they shear less wool than merinos.
Wools are divided into two main classes, the "long-wools" and the
"Down" or "short wools." The long-wools, such as those produced
by the Lincoln or Cotswold breeds, are 6 to 15 inches in length,
rather coarse, but strong and noted for their luster and brilliancy.
The Down wools, such as those produced by the Southdown or
Hampshire breeds, are 3 to 5 inches in length, but softer, finer and
more elastic than the long wools. "English" wools constitute but a
small percentage of the world total, being little raised outside of
England proper. They are used chiefly in the manufacture of coat
linings, also in braids and in some varieties of lustrous dress goods.
The shrinkage in weight from scouring is small; when, as is the rule,
they are brook washA prior to shearing, the shrinkage after purchase
is often less than 20 per cent.
Crossbred wools: The "crossbreds" are sheep partly of merino and
partly of "English" blood; they have the size and weight of good
mutton sheep and their wool retains some of the fineness and elasticity
of the merino. Such sheep are valuable for both mutton and wool
and, since the development of the frozen mutton trade, have steadily
increased in commercial importance. South America is the largest
J)roducer, New Zealand second, Australia third, and the United
States fourth. Crossbred wools are known abroad as three-fourths,
one-half, three-eighths and one-fourth blood wools, according to the
percentage of memrio blood in the crossing. In the United States
they are graded as one-half three-eighths, one-fourth, low one-fourth,
and common, but these graes designate fineness of fiber on the downward scale; they bear no definite relation to the merino heredity of
the sheep. The shrinkage in weight in scouring can hardly be
averaged; it ranges from 35 to 75 per cent, varying with the percentage of merio blood and the conditions under which the sheep
are raised.
Merino and crossbred wools are listed in import statistics under the
1909 tariff designation as "class 1" wools. Wools not containing
merino blood, such as those of English blood, but not including
carpet wools, are listed as "class 2" wools.
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Wools imported on the skin are from slaughtered sheep, and after
removal with the assistance of chemicals are known as "pulled
wools." This wool is not so valuable as that sheared from the
sheep because the process of pulling damages the serrations of the
fibers and detracts from the spinning quality. Pulled wools are used
for soft twist knitting yarns, for blankets, felts, etc.
The animal hairs here classed with wool are mainly mohair, alpaca,
vicuna, and llama.
Mohair comes from the Angora goat. South Africa ranks first ini
its production, Turkey (the original habitat) second, and the United
States third. The fiber is soft, silky, white, and lustrous; it is used
largely in making plushes for Pullman car seats; for coat linings; and
for summer suitings, dress goods, imitation furs, etc. Goods wovei
of mohair or other animal hair are generally made with cotton warp.
In response to inquiries by the Tariff Commission, four important
manufacturers of mohair fabrics gave the shrinkage of foreign and
domestic mohair as follows:

Company No. 1.....................................................
Company No. 2...............................................
Company No. &....................................................
Coin
' No. 4 ...................................................

Domestic
mohair,

Turkish
mohair.

Cap
mohair.

Per cm.
10
1
12
18-5

Per ct.

Per cent.
17

15
18
20
2

l82'

These companies gave 40s as the maximum spinning count in thi"
country for domestic mohair, and from 40s to 60s as the maximum
for imported mohair.
Alpaca is the hair of the animal of that name found in Peru aii
Bolivia. The hair is 10 to 16 inches in length, finer and softer but
less lustrous than mohair, although much like it in the better grades.
The reddish hair is, superior to the white. Alpaca is use, with
cotton warp, in making coat linings, summer suitings, and dress
goods. The shrinkage is from 15 to 20 per cent. Vicuna hair ik
fine and soft, reddish brown, and m(ch like the alpaca but shorter.
Llama hair is closely allied to alpaca although somewhat coarser.
The vicuna and the llama, like the alpaca, are found in Peru and
Bolivia.
Production of wool in the United States has remained practically
unchanged for the past four decades, about 300,000,000 pounds in
the grease, rarely varying as much as 10 per cent from this figure.
Production in the 1891-1910 decade averaged 298,818,032 pounds per
annum; in the 1901-1910 decade 301,846,046 pounds; and in the
1911-1920 decade 300,732,995 pounds, per annum. The maximum.
of 349,000,000 pounds, was in 1893; the minimum, of 259 000,000
pounds, in 1897. Production in 1920 was 302,207,000 pounds.
Wools produced in the United States may be divided into two
classes, farm or fleece wools and territory wools. In both classes
they range in grade from merito or "fine" down to "braid" or luster
wools. Only one-fourth of the domestic production consists of
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merino; virtually all the rest is of crossbred types, but a large part
of these approximate fairly closely to the Down types.
Fleece wools, grown in the farming States east of the Rocky
Mountain region, may be subdivided into "semibrights" and
"brights." The only difference between them is the darker color
of the former, which apparently results from the character of soil
on which the sheep graze in the western part of the farming region.
Fleece wools are for the most part brights. A former subdivision
called georgia or "Lake" wools, grown in and adjacent to pineywoods areas in the South, is now of too small importance to merit
separate attention. Most farm-grown wools fall Within the j-blood
to common grades; little merino is produced outside of the upper
Ohio Valley &md a few areas elsewhere. Fine wool of unusual length
called Delaine, grown mainly in Ohio, is reputed to be the strongest
nierino fiber in the world.
Territory wools derive their name from the region west of the
Missouri River which formerly comprised the "Territories." At the
present time such wool is grown west of about the one hundredth
meridian. Formerly the great bulk was of the merino type; and large
quantities of fine wool are still grown in the drier, rougher areas, but
a rapid andl gener#d adoption of crossbreeding to secure a greater
mutton output hii resulted in the preduction of a large proportion
of crossbred wools which grade half-blood and coarser. About
two-thirds of the domestic clip is now shorn in the Far West and
in Texas.
The main wool-producing States in 1920 were Wyoming, Idaho
Texas, Utah, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, California, Ohio, and
Michigan. The average shrinkage in scouring in 1920 for all domestic
wools was estimated ly the Department of Agriculture at 58.7 per
cent, ranging from 38 per cent for the State of Virginia to 67 per cent
for the State of Washington.
The world production of wool averages about 3,000,000,000 pounds.
The main producers of wool are Australasia, the River Plate countries, the United States, the United Kingdom, Russia, China, and
South Africa. The only ones having a large surplus for export are
Australasia, the River Plate, and British South Africa. The chief
importers of wool are the United Kingdom, France, Germany, United
States, and Belgium; these are also the main manufacturers employing
p ower-driven machinery.
Imports of wool (including carpet wools, par. 1101) less reexports,
averaged per annum 161,061,322 pounds in the 1891-1900 decade;
189,609,955 pounds in the 1901-1910 decade; and 318,238,867 pounds
in the 1911-1920 decade (fiscal years). The minimum, of 49,000,000
ppounds, was in 1894; the maximum, of 533,000,000 pounds, in 1916.
In the three decades mentioned the ratio of net imports to the total
consumption increased from 35.2 to 38.6, and then to 51.5 per cent.
As the production during this period has been stationary, it is
obvious that the increased demand for wool has been met by larger
importations. In spite of increased imports the United States still
produces a much larger percentage of its wool requirements than
any of the other leading wool manufacturers such as the Unitr 1
Kingdom, France, Germany, and Belgium.
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Imports are largely of merino wools and wools containing merino
blood, listed as 'class 1" wools, the main sources in 1920 being
Argentina, Australia, Uruguay, the United Kingdom, and British
South Africa. Imports of ' class 2" wools are small, normally consisting largely of luster wools of low shrinkage from England; in 1920
the largest amount was credited to China, the second largest amount
to England, and the third to Argentina.
Imports since 1917 of the wools and hairs falling under paragraph
1102 of H. R. 7456 are recorded as follows:
Merino and crossbred
wools, ClA" 1.

English and other wools,
lass 2.

Mohair, alpaca, etc.,
class 2.

Calendar year.
Quantity.

I'ouGd&.

Value.

1918 ............
1919 ............

374,101,43
334,53,10

$216,t18 818
171,407, 751

1921 (9 months)...

105,247,783

43,3M,716

190 ........... . 21,43,148

109,057,448

Qmutlty.

Pours.

Value.

3,638,617
7,404,145

12,322, 4
4,353,508

9, 532,89

1,8.8, 184

4,177 802

2,140,298

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.

5,122,38
6,1123

$2,616,976
3,471,2,4;

2,342,7x

4,4M,711

4,401, 08 P

1,594,604

Exports of domestic wools are, for the most part, taken by Canada.
In 1920 the main purchasers, after Canada, were the United Kingdom
and Japan.
Exports since 1917, for calendar years, have been as follows:
1920I

euntity (pounds)..................

..

406,944

2,89,980

8,845,270

u.............................
::::9
$2,230,829 , $4, , 740

1921(9 moilth.
1,07,
Z

4 ,72

Important chaungme in c/assdfcaion.-The wools covered by this
paragraph were free of duty under paragraph 650, act of 1913, but
are dutiable under the emergency tariff act of 1921.
This paragraph embraces all wools, except those of unimproved
blood, generally used as carpet wools, which are dutiable at; a special
low rate in paragraph 1101. Imports under paragraph 1102 will
therefore include wools which in previous tariffs were known as class
1 wools and class 2 wools; hair of the goat, alpaca, and other like
animals will also be included as heretofore.
Since this paragraph covers all wools and hairs not more specifically
provided for elsewhere, the long phraseology* of preceding tariffs,
mentioning different classes and sources, is omitted as unnecessary.
Basing the specific duty on the clean content instead of on wool in
the grease obviates the necessity of distinguishing between wools
of class 1 and class 2, formerly dutiable at different rates because of
their different percentages of shrinkage.
The specific duty is based on the scoured content whether the wool
is imported in the grease or washed on the sheep s back; a slightly
V" "'er duty is imposed if the wool is imported in the scoured state.
- specific duty on wools imported on the skin is also based on the
scoured content, but at a slightly lower rate because of the somewhat
lower average value of such wools.
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The following table is a mathematical demonstration of the equivalent duties per grease pound produced by a duty of 25 cents a pound
scoured, and the equivalent duties per scoured pound produced by
11 cents a pound in the grease, using varying percentages of shrinkage:
Eu iva.
Shrink.
age.

Per et.

Yield

per
pound in duty
8=
poun-i
gres'e.
coureu.
r
Unts.

ants.

poun in
greae.

omt.

Cents.

75 1 25

,1 44,23
I
25

6.25

30

11 1 5.71

70
66I I
I
0
55
so
45
40
35
331

Per en~t.

H?enlva.
pe ndut u

30j II
11l1 j 333 7
1l
35
i t
31-43
2
11 27.5
40
45
11 14.44
70
11
2.
I1
1 24
55
60
11
13
65
116,60I
.9
01 I II 111

70

7.50
25
8..3X
2511
75
25 1000
25
11.25
25
12.50
13.75
25
25
15.0
25
1.25
!6.7
25 16

25

1 7.50

This table shows that a specific duty based on the weight of the
wool in the grease bear lightest on light-shrinkage wools and heaviest
on heavy-shrinkage wools in the equivalent duty per scoured pound.
This works to the disadvantage of such sections of the domestic
manufacturing industry as desire wools of a type which have a
relatively heavy shrinkage in scouring. A specific duty based on the
scoured content, that is, on the actual wool itself, places all wools on
an equal tariff footing so far as shrinkage is concerned. Owing to
the existing depression in the wool markets of the world, however,
a specific dty on the clean content bears more heavily on the lightshrinking wools so far as concerns the ad valorem equivalent. These
wools constitute the bulk of the present surplus of wools in the world
but the demand for them is relatively small. Prices for such lightshrinking wools were so low when it. t. 7456 was framed that the
ad valorem equivalent of the clean content duty was very high. For
this reason the maximum ad valorem percentage provision was added
to paragraph 1102. A table, prepared at the time H. R. 7456 was
being considered by the Committee on Ways and Means contrasts
the ad valorem equivalents of the duties on wool, other than carpet
wools under the act of 1909 and the proposed duty of 25 cents per
pound in the grease. The following table is based on foreign prices
as of about June 8, 1921:
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Ad -valorem equivalent. of wool duties, contra.ting the 1909 duty of 11 cents per pound in
the grease with te proposed duty of 25 cents a pound on clean content.
b

[Based on foreign prices.)
Foreign
prices June scoured
8,reign
191oied
pun
ouned
8, 1921,
pound
by
cable.obtained equivaShrink.
age.

Shrink.
Yield.

Merino:
Per cent. Per cent.
Patagon ia................
76
25
West Australian ............
60
40
Australian, 64a ..............

Australian, 70s ..............
Crossbred:
South American, 50s ........
South American, 46s ........
New Zealand, 50s ...........
New Zealand, 46s ...........
South American, 36/40o .....
New Zealand, 36/40s ........

Oreame.

Scoured.

Per
ound
50.105

Per
pound.
$0.420

.350

.636

50

50

.170
.285

35
31
30
28
26
25

65
69
70
72
74
75

.150
.116
.220
.180
.095
.100

45

55

.424
.670

.231
.167
.314
.250
.128
.133

Ad valorem equiv.
alent
of specifle
duty (per
clean
pound).

ent of
dutyof 11 cents
11 cents
p
perd
per
grease
pound -pound.

25 cents
per
scoured
pound.

Per
pound. Percent. Per cent.
$0.440
104.8
59.5
.275
.220

64.7
38.6

.169
.159
.157
.153
.149
.147

73.3
95.7
50.0
61.1
116.4
110.0

.200

58.8
43.9

31.4

9.3

1.08.3
150.0
79.5
100.0
195.3
187.5

Since June, 1921, the world wool market has improved considerably.
The ad valorem equivalent of the clean content duty has decreased in
proportion. The following tabulation presents the ad valorein
equivalent calculated on the foreign cost as of about December 12,
1921. From this table it will be seen that the ad valorem equivalent
of the two forms of duty shows less marked divergencies owing to
recent market improvement. Wide variations may yet be noted,
especially in the grades of 36/40s. These are practically the same as
domestic braid wools, approximate fairly closely to English luster
wools in character, and were not used in the United States in very
large amounts until during the past two years in carpet manufactures. The tabulation follows:
Ad valorem equiv nts of wool duties, contrasting the 1909 duty of 11 cents per pound
in the grease with the proposed duty of 25 cents a pound on clean content.
[Based on foreign prices.)

Shrink
age.

Yield.

valorem eqtii%Foreign prices Dec. Scoured Adalent
of specific
12,1921 obtahed pound
duty
(per clean
by cable.
eulvapound).
lent of
Grease.

Merino:

Patagonia ..................
West Australian .....
Australian (14s ............
Australian, 70s .............
Crossbred:
South American, ........
South American,6......
New Zealand, 5s ...........
New Zealand, 40 ...........
South American, /40
New Zealand, 36/41........

Per
Percent. pound.
c7
33
40
.24
60
50
.37
45
.45
56
40
.18
80
36
64
.155
30
70
.225
28
.16
72
27
73
.086
25
75
.12

Per e

Scoured.

Per

pound.
.60
.74
.818
.30
.242
.321
222

.10
.18

du ty of
11cents
per
pound.

11 cents
ncr
greae
pound.

25 cents
scoured
pound.

Per
pound. Perc"nt. Per c^1t
54.9
$0.333
73.2
.275
45.8
41.6
33.7s
.22
29.7
24.4
30-)
.20
.183
.172
.1.57
.153
.152
.147

61.0
71.1
48. 9
68.5
10.3
91.9

83.3
104.1
77.8
112.7
215.7
156. .
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The world wool market is still in a very unsatisfactory condition,
and the surplus of, and slack demand for, low shrinking types of
wools depress their price relative to finer grades. It therefore may
be of interest to contrast the equivalent ad valorem effect of these
two specific duties on the average clean value in Boston of foreign
wools during prewar years, i. e., on the basis of American valuation
in a norma series of years. Such a comparison should more nearly
suggest the normal effect of a specific duty on the clean content of
wools imported. The table follows:
.Ad valorem equivalent of wool duties contrasting the 1909

duty of ii cents per pound

in the grease with the proposeJ duty of 25 cents a pound on clean content.
[Based on prewar price in Boston.)

hrk- Yield.
Shrink.
age.

Merino:

Capeof Good Hope, average.
Cape of Good Hope, choice.
Australian, 60s .............
Australian, 70s .............
Australian, 64s .............
Crossbred:
Montevideo, 60s ............
Montevideo, 56s ............
Argentine, 5s ..............
New Zealand, Ws ...........
Argentine, 46 ..............
New Zealand 40/489s....
Argentine, Lncolns .....

Per cent. Per cent.

Average pro w a r
rices in Boston
urged
October-Decem- pound
ber, 1909-1913.
equivalent of
Sumse,
ty of
11 cents
per
Grease. Scoured.
i pound.

Per

Per
Per
uund.
nd. pound.

66
64
48
47
46

34
36
52
53
54'

$. 314
.347
.391
.439
.423

$0. M
.963
.751
.828
.784

$0.323
.306
.201.208
.204

46
40
38
37
38
32
27

4
60
62
63
65
8
73

.359
.342
.345
.413
.332
M
311

.65
.570
.558
.655
.511
.557
.426

.204
.181
.177
.175
.169
.162
.151

Ad valorem equivalent of specific
duty (per clean
pound).
I cents 25 cents
r

scoured
spound
pound.

Per cent. Per cent.
34.8
31.8
26 8
25.1
26. 0

26.9
26. 0
33.3
30.2
31.9

30.7
32.1
31.8
26.7
33.1
29.1
35.5

37.6
43.8
44.9
38. 2
48.9
44.9
58.

Suggested changes.-Litigation is now pending as to whether the
Cashmere goat is more "similar" to the Angora goat than to the
camel. It might therefore be well to insert in paragraph 1102 (also
in par. 1121) the words "Cashmere goat" after the words "Angora
goat."
PARAGRAPH 1108.
H. R. 745e.

SENATE

'm.ENDMENTS.

PAR. 1103. If any bale or package containing wools, hairs, wool wastes, or wool
waste material, subject to different rates
of duty be entered at any rate or rates
lower than applicable, the highest rate
applicable to any part shall apply to the
entire contents of such bale or package.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 368. * * * If any bale or package of wool or hair specified in this Act invoiced or entered as of any specified clam,
or claimed by the importer to be dutiable
as of any specified clam, shall contain any

ACT OF 1918.
[No corresponding provision.]
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ACT OF 1909.

wool or hair subject to a higher rate of
duty than the class so specified, the whole
,ale or package shall be subject-to the
highest rate of duty chargeable on wool
of the class subject to such higher rate of
duty, and if any bale or package be
claimed by the importer to be shoddy,
mungo, flocks, wool, hair, or other material of any class specified in this Act, and
such bale contain any admixture of any
one or more of said materials, or of any
other material, the whole bale or package
shall be subject to duty at the highest
rate imposed upon any article in said bale
or package..

ACT OF 1913.

ft

Important changes in cd8jsifwc4tn.-This provision is the same in
intent as the last sentence of paragraph 368 of the act of 1909,
although the wording has been condensed and clarified.. It is a penalty provision intended to prevent materials subject to different rates
of duty from being brought in at rates lower than provided for each.
For instance, carpet wool and merino wool may be contained in the
same bale, and if the correct amount of each were stated the respective duties would be levied, and no penalty would apply. If, however, the carpet wool and the merino wool were mixed and the whole
entered as carpet wool, such fraudulent entry would be penalized, if
discovered, by applying the merinQ rate to the entire contents of the
bale, including the carpet wool contained therein.
The word 'entered" means that the importer has submitted tho
shipment for customs clearance at a stated rate of duty.
PARAGRAPH 1104.
SENATE AMENDIMNTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1104. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to
prescribe methods and regulations for car.
trying out the provisions of this schedule
relating to the duties on wool and hair.
ACT OF 1913.
ACT OF 1909.
[No corresponding provision.]
PAR. 364. The standard samples of all
wools which are now or may be hereafter
deposited in the principal custom-houses
of the United States, under the authority
of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall be
the "standards for the classification of
wools under this Act, and the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized to renew
these standards and to make such addi.
tions to them from time to time as may be
required and he shall cause to be deposited like standards in other customhouses of the United States when they
may be needed,
PAR. 371. * * * the quantity and
value to be ascertained under such rules
as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe.
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Important change in clas8ification.-This is not a new provision,
but a consolidation and extension of provisions in the act of 1909.
In paragraph 364 of that act the Secretary of the Treasury was
authorizM to maintain and renew standard samples of wool, and in
paragraph 371 to prescribe rules for ascertain the quantity and
value of wools on the skin. In paragraph 1104 the Secretary of the
Treasury is not confined to a particular procedure but is authorized
to prescribe such methods and regulations as may be necessary for
the execution of the intent of the bill so far as relates to the duties on
wool and hair.

H. R. 7456.

PARAGRAPH 1105.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1105. Top waste, clubbing waste,
roving waste, and ring waste, 25 cents
per pound; garnetted waste, 20 cents per
pound; noils, carbonized, 20 cents per
pound; noils, not carbonized, 16 cents
per pound; thread or yarn waste, and
all other wool wastes not specially provided for, 14 cents per pound; shodd
and wool extract, 14 cents per pound;
mungo, woolen rags, and flocks,6 cents
per pound.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 372. Top waste, slubbing waste
roving waste, ring waste, and garnetted
waste, thirty cents per pound.
PAR. 373. Shoddy, twenty-five cents
per pound; noils, wool extract, yarn
waste, thread waste, and all other wastes
composed wholly or in part of wool, and
not specially provided for iu this section,
twenty cents per pound.
PAW. 374. Woolen rags, mungo, and
flocks, ten cents per pound.

PAR. 651. Wool wastes: All noils, top
waste, card waste, slubbing waste, roving
waste, ring waste, yarn waste, bur waste,
thread waste, garnetted waste, shoddies
mungo, flocks, wool extract, carbonized
wool, carbonized noils, and all other
wastes not specially provided for in this
section. Thi pa
ph shall be effective on and after
first day of December
nineteen hundred and thirteen, until
which time the rates of duty now provided by schedule K of the existing law
shall remain in full force and effect [Free].

WOOL WASTE AND WASTE MATERIALS.

(See Survey FL-40.)

Description and uses,-Wool wastes consist of the materials disl
carded in wool manufacture and as a general term may also include
what are sometimes known as "wool waste materials," such as woorags and the shoddy and mungo obtained therefrom. Top waste,
slubbing waste, roving waste, and ring waste are derived respectively
from the comb, slubber, roving frame, and spinning machine during
the process of manufacture. 'lie term "ring waste" is used for the
broken roving which becomes wound in rings around the underclearers on the spinning frame. Garnetted waste is hard waste
(see "thread and yarn waste," below) which has been torn up on
the garnetting machine to reduce it to. its original fibers. Noils
are the shorter fibers which are discarded by the comb in the process
of making tops. Carbonized noils are noils'which have been carbon-

i
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ized to remove extraneous vegetable matter. Thread or yarn waste,
the two terms signifying the same thing, are hard waste; that is,
waste in which twist has been inserted. Such hard wastes must
be garnettod, i. e., torn up into their original fibers by the action
of the saw teeth of a garnetting machine, before they can be reworked. Wool flocks are the soft, fluffy fibers removed, from the
fabric in the finishing processes of fulling, shearing, or teasling.
They are a very cheap waste. The better qualities may be reworked
with new wool; the others are used in adding fullness and face to
cloth by being pressed thereon, and also in wall-paper manufacture.
"Wool wastes not specially provided for" include card wastes, made
on either the woolen or the worsted caid; bur wastes, which consist
of small particles of wool clinging to burs (this waste is created by
special "burring" rollers which are generally attached to the carding engine, and has to be carbonized before being used again);
sweepings and oily wastes; and others.
Woolen rags include all rags wholly or in part of wool except those
unfit for remanufacture and used as paper stock. Rags are torn up
on a rag picker or "devil" (as it is called in Yorkshire) to shred
them into their original fibers before they are ready for remanufacture. Rags are of many different classes, varying from new
clippings from the finest cloths to old and worn-out suits of the poor.
The materials vary widely in value but the average is very low.
Shoddy is the wool fiber obtained by tearing apart the yarns in
soft woolen fabrics, such as old stockings and sweaters. Mungo is a
much lower-grade product, with shorter fiber, obtained by tearing
apart the yarns in hard woolen cloths. Wool extract is shoddy or
mungo from which cotton or other vegetable fibers have been removed
by carbonization. Recovered wool fibers, such as shoddy and mungo,
are used as a substitute for new wool and are of considerable economic
importance. They can not be used in making worsteds on account
of the shortness of the fiber, but go into the manufacture of woolens
of various classes.
Production of wool wastes and wool waste materials in 1914 an(
1919 was as follows:
1914
Quantity.

1919
Value.

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
Pounds.
Nouln I......................
[ 24,449227 $6,930,475
2 314,000 $24 799,000
OthermilwastesI ..................................... 29,571,562 3,482,305
Recovered wool fiber (total) ............................ 84,836,759 ............ 96,391,273 35,539,472
Produced by shoddy makers ....................... 43,156,037 5,977,284 5A_859,000 20,644,000
Produced by woolen mills I ....................... 41, 680, 722 ........... 37,532,273 14,895,473
Woolen rags (total consumption) ...................... 119,450,978 8,058,023 111,771,825 20,825,994
Consumed byshoddy makers ...............
57,367,962 3,103,864 62,W972079 14,401,2S4
Consumed by woolen mills ....................... 62,083,016 4,954,159 48799,746 12,424,710
1 For sale only. Production for internal consumption not known.
tAlmost entirely for their own consumption.
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Imports of various types of wool wastes and wool waste materials
(free under the act of 1913), appear below:
19141

Quantity.

1918'

1919'

Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Pounds.
Pounds.
Pounds.
Top, roving, and card waste ..............
515145 $122,776 .................... 2. 227
555,878
Slubbing, ring, and gametted waste ......
78,59
29,428
6,039
$7,024
9,291
10,938
Noils, carbonied and other .............. 11190,817 878,429 232,905 I, 220 2 317,528 3 293,095
Yarn thread, bur, and all other waste,
including wool extract ................. 58,921 161,395 154,153
23,678 475,137
240,300
Shoddy ..................................
234 89
38 575 .......... . ..
. 8,133
2, 09
Mungo ............................
5,012
220 ..
.............
168,732
81,887
Rags and flocks .................
3,911708 378,008 828,109
197,900 t316.41
25,888
1920'

Top, roving, and card waste ......................
Slubbing, ring, and garnetted waste ................
Noils, carbonlzd and other ............................
Yarn, thread bur, and all other waste, Including
wool extra ..........................................
Shoddy ..............................................

Mungo .......................................
Ragand flocks ...............

19211 (first 9 months).

Quantity.

Value.

Quantity.

Pounds.
21,676
19,990
2,584182

$32 401
22,849
2,798,602

Pounds.
145,173
42,773
4,573,147

1,871,07,
24 3

21,81

............ 2,42,341

Value.
$91,524
22,127
2,103 180

9M8800 IjS86,936
12 285 ............

450

403,113

110,108

5,757................
975,044

'Fiscal year.
'Calendar year.

The United Kingdom supplies the greater part of our imports of
wool wastes and wool waste materials (which are grouped together
in the statistics showing imports by countries), more than two-thirds
coming from this source. In 1914, Germany and Canada ranked
second and third as sources of imports; in 1920, France and Canada
held these positions.
Imports constitute only a very small portion of the domestic
consumption. In 1914 (calendar year), the quantity of wool waste
imported (noils, top waste, etc.) amounted to 5.08 per cent of the
domestic production for sale only; in 1919, to 5.41, per cent. Of
woolen rags, the ratio of imports (pounds) to domestic consumption
was, in 1914, 3.67 per cent; in 1919, 1.18 per cent. For recovered
wool fiber, it was, ini 1914, 0.31 per cent; in 1919, 0.18 per cent.
Exports are not recorded for any of the wool wastes except rags.
These are shown as follows:
....
19141
uantity (pounds).......26,852,402
alue ................
$973,858

.. ..... ......

1918'
a3344,150
217

1919'
31,476, 118
$5,538440

I1921
1920'
15, 132,-231
$2,812,752

't(9
months).
1 268, 437
Vl1,522

Fiscal year.
Calendar year.
Exports of woolen rag were under restrictions from Sept. 24, 1917, to Dec. 10, 1918.

The chief foreign market is the United Kingdom, which took 70.4
per cent of our exports in 1914 and 90.6 per cent in 1920. Prior to
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the war, Germany and Belgium were next in importance, but they
have been superseded by Canada and Japan.
Since 1912--when exports of woolen rags were first recordedexports have greatly exceeded imports both in quantity and value.
On the other Wand, the imports, as indicated by the average value
per pound, are distinctly better in quality than the exports-though
a decline in the quality of the imported rags followed the removal of
the duty in 1913.
That there is some exportation of wool wastes other than rags
(noils, top waste, etc.) is indicated by Canadian statistics, which
report, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1921, imports of wool
wastes and noils from the United States amounting to 1,252,277
pounds, valued at $592,398. In 1914, Great Britain also imported
448,068 pounds from the United States, and in 1919, 19,808. pounds.
Likewise,exports of recovered wool fiber are given in foreign statistics,
Great Britain having imported 345,156 pounds from the United
States in 1914, and 338,500 pounds in 1919; Canada, 2,892,897
pounds in the year ended March 31, 1915, and 833,023 pounds in
the year ended March 31 1921.
Important change in ct1sification.-Wool wastes are exempt from
duty under paragraph 651 of the act of 1913, but wastes in fiber
form derived from clothing wool are dutiable under the emergency
tariff act of 1921 (par. 18). (T. D. 38798, of 1921.)
This paragraph is intended to cover all varieties of wool waste and
wool waste materials, and to adjust the dutiesin fair ratio to the relative
value of such articles. Top waste, slubbing waste, roving waste, and
ring waste sell at approximately the same price as the raw wool of
which they are made; therefore, the same specific rate of duty has
been applied as that on raw wool, although without the maximum
ad valorem provision. Garnetted waste sells at a lower price than
the four preceding types and so is assessed a lower duty. Carbonized
noils come next in value and are dutiable at a higher rate than the
uncarbonized noils from which they are made. Thread or yarn
waste and other unspecified wastes, such as card waste and bur
waste, are ranked next in value and duty. Prices of thread or yarn
waste vary widely, however. After the above wastes of manufacture have been provided for, there are inserted duties on shoddy
and wool extract (carbonized shoddy) at the same rate as unspecified
wastes of manufacture. In general, prices of shoddy resemble those
of thread and yarn waste, both fluctuating widely. Mungo, which is a
cheaper material than shoddy, is given the same rate as woolen rags,
at a much lower rate than that levied on shoddy. Flocks, which are
the lowest and cheapest form of wool waste, are placed in the lastnamed classification instead of being given a special lower rate,
because they are of almost negligible importance.
There are many varietie of the different types of waste and of
waste materials but the above classification has been made up oil
the basis of the general levels of price and is considered a logical order.
Suge8ted char e8.-Inasmuch as there is a maximum ad valorem
rat of thirty-five per cent on raw wool in paragraph 1102, it would
appear to be logical that a similar maximum ad valorem rate should
be embodied in this paragraph relating to wool wastes and wool
waste materials.
Page 119, line 22, of H. R. 7456: Insert a comma after "shoddy."
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Page 119, line 23, of Hi R. 7456:, Insert thefollowing after "pound"
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(See Survey K . ,..
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This parar*p h inludleo tops and rovin fw"
r aro
h
aiuals.
It aso
sheep camel) An or goat, alpaca, or other lik
includes such woof or hair advanced in any Other manner beyond the
washed or scoured condition, but not yet spun into yarn. Only theI
tops entr extensively into. omnerM..

qnd ,t --In the worsted industry, scoureii wool is
,Dsript
either cardedorre M anld pgt
hgi~1~J
Opbng
w~nhich
removes the shorter fibers and ly te longer ones substantially
parallel. The product-a large continuous strand of combed wool44qiyely
,
for conversion into
ism called " tops." It is
l t u
worsted yarns. Tops made from mohair or alpaca are produced in
,l" sj
although considerable. experience in
the ssrt
handing such hair and special adjustments of equipment are required.
"Prodtio.--Thereguar quinquennial census dos no give the
total domestic production of tops, thefigures shown referring o~1y to
those produced for sale and those purchased, The wat census of
1918, however, shows an average production,for the' iears 1915, 1916,
and 1917, of 203,424,031 pounds. At.he averagva ue per pound of
the tops purchased in 1914 (as reportedby the Census Bureau for that
valued
at over $110,000,000year),
the value wold
of all be
wool
manufactures
in 1914. At
over
/ 25theperforegoing
cent of quantity
in 1919, as
the average value per pound of tops produced for 6ale
reported m preliminary census returns, the,tota1 valute would be
almost for
$P95,000,000.
Tops are produced
chiefly outside
by yarn
largely
their own consumption;
but production
the mills,
mills
where consumed has been growing, having icresed from 20,828,245
in, 1914.
These
figures
. 4r,
pounds
1909 to 29,106,307
pounds
topsinpurchased.
Pre miny
census
returns
do are,
-notthe
show
the
amount purcheed in 1019. Tops produced for sale in 1914 amounted
-to 8,986,170 pounds, valued at $4,926,929; in' 1919, to 10 199,000
poundp vviaued st 814,761,000. The apparent discrepancy between
partlybyliimports,
topi bought
explained
combersbut
wasmore
not
of commission
that thesoUtput
largely
by thei4,fac Wposold
separately recorded by the Census Bureau &nd,.houg ,*vidently
included in the purchase figure, iRtiotincluded i thatof production
for sale.
The Census Bureau does not state whether the f0regoingfigures for
tops purchased and sold include those mide of mohair,walpaca, etc.,
although the latter are not elsewhere shown. Tops of mohair,
alpaca, etc., enter into commerce, however, only to a limited extent.
A striking feature of the domestic production of tops has been the
development, during the last 30 years, of commission combing on a
considerable scale. There are to-day some ten or a dozen mills
devoted wholly or mainly to commission combing, and half a. dozen
other concerns whih combine commission combing with other work.
The bulk of the tops turned out for use other than in the producing
mill is commission combed; in addition , a certain amount is sold
by concerns utilizing their own wool.
" Import prior to 1914 'were negligible, and in the first half
of the fiscal ye& '19gf4,'tiey"&a nmunted-to only 4,630 pounds,
valued at $2,093. In the latter. 1haf of that fiscal year they were
"(excluding tops of, mohair, alpaca, etc.) 3,228,237 pounds, valued at
$1,403,28 -Slightlynorr than _ppet ent of the quantity .onsumed
domestiG
4n
rstI spinning.' In1915, Imports of such tops. were
f,412,5'
pdtihds; 'valued.?at' $1,770,917T# Imports of tops 'of' hair
of the Angor* goatatl a, and 'other like animals -in thelatter half
of the fiscal year 1914 (when they were' first, separately shown) were

33,165 pounds, valued at SL11856; in 1915, 66723 pounds, valued at
$25,663. Imports of to since 1917 have been as follows: I
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IIncludes 17,801 pounds, valued at $12,240, under s, gemoy tariff at of 1921.
i,,
'From Philippdtne Islands, ;,
'Includes 4,411 pounds, valued at $,304, under emergency tariff act 911921.

The very striking increase in importation of to i the .f!sthalf of
the calendar year,!921, Was due to-liquidation of large British stocks
and to the fact that,anticipatingg an emergency tafiff on raw w6o9
and wool manufacturers, importers felt agreater assurance of obtaining
the tops from Europe before the duties were raised 'than of' securing
the rawwool from AutraliA azd otie distant sources*I Since the
emergency tariff act *6nt into effect,,)a4, 27, 1921, importJ lave
iet 'iy2,12,iprehv
almost ceasQd.
The U4ied Kin dom has bben the leading sourceof the ilnprtN,
quantiW
In
1920;however,
AutAali,*
Kingdom
Wereth.ughl
almostlower
doublein the'latte
than'thoge
fromthesportss
Unitedfrom
in vafue. Import& from Frnce and -elgiUm are much smaller.
Important cne8 in.cla8fiwaon.---See General Notes'. on Paragraph, page 964.

I OX.'OR ROI"
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"

Descriplion and, =se8.-rIn the worsted industry, after tops ,are

made, the process of drawinxgfollows Uider the .glish system, the
topics elongated) decreased iMdiameter, and give a tist, yielding
a comparativelyslender strand of wool called roving.. Under, the
diameter
French system the topis, el90ngated :and decreased
without imparting a twist, and the product, while ofteno:alled roving
ismore properly known as sliver. In the woolen industry the secure
wool is carded and delivered by the condenser in numerous small;
strands, usually known as rovmgs, Rovings from either the worsted
or the woolen process are rarely dealt in commercially.
Imports were not recorded separately before the calendar year 1919.
In that year they were 224 pounds, valued at $349; in 1920, 18 pounds,
valued at $24; and in the first nine months of 1921, 240 pounds,
valued at $419.
.in

Important changes in classiftcatin.- See General Notes on Para-

graph, page 964.
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De.ci~pion and u.-Besids tops and rovings, this paragraph
covers all partial manufactures of wool between the scoured state and
the yarn state. Epeopt forqarbonized wool, these are not common in
trade. Carbonized wool is that which has been subjected to a bath of
sulphuric or other acid to eliminate burs and foreign vegetable matter.
Slubbing is intermediqte between, tops and roving, being the product
of the initial operation incident to the drawing process.
Imrorta in the fiscal year' 1'914 were 22,592 pounds, valued at
$25,05; in the calendar year 1918, 81 pounds, valued at $81; in 1919,
7Q0 pounds, valued. at ,1907; in 1920, 70118 pounds, valued at
$T01,520;- and in the fist'nine months of 1921, 208,424 pounds,
valued at $202,886.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important change in Claification.-The scope of this paragraph is

the same as covered by paragraphs 286 and 306 of the act of 1913,
and by paragraphs 375, 376, and part of 366 of the act of 1909. It
includes wool and hair in a partially manufactured condition--more
advanced than washed or Scoured wool, but not so far advanced as
yarn-therefore the, rate of duty is intermediate between that placed
on Scoured wool' nd t1iat, placed onyarn. Further extension of
this logical arrangement, gradually increasing the duty from card
sliver to, 4ops to slubbing,, and finally "to roving, ready t0 be spun
not been.
beqauo''tos
are the only
into
yarn,
t' anyextent.
commerce
enters,advi
into able
thateemed
intermediateproduct
sugge
fanm.---7Pargraph " 106 in restricted to woPl advanced
or partially manufactured. Paragraph 286 of the act of 1913 includes

parialimnafcturesofhair. [air Would not
1106 bcuse 114, defi

cincuded inparagraphs

wQol, N tnstm to' manufactured
Pagaph. 106, it
pn
articles. -If Uir is "tnde +to.be m Uded
would be weli to provide, in tis, par gra
forhair
the kinds
covered by' this schedu'eI."
A manufacturer stated to the Finance Committee (hearings of
Dec. 14, 1921 pt. 42, p.,3377). that this paragraph, so far as it
relates to articles other than tops and roving, is a basket provision,
and as-such is in conflict with the general or catchall provision (par.
j 120).-, To avoid the possibility of, sUch-litigation it ought be well to
specify Clearlt that the paragraph does Iot cover Manufactures as
avanced, u yarn, that 161 furiher0 advanced than roving,
The following, revision of, that descriptive wording of this paragraph
is thereforesuggsbedt
Wool, and hait of the kinds pittvded for in this schedule,*,hich hive ben advanced
in any manner ot by uny process of maasuture beyond the washed or scoured condition, including topel but wt further advanced thin ryov[g,[rate]h,, ,
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PARAGRPH 1107,.
H. R. 7456.

BENATA AMBNDXBNT8.

PAR. 1107. Yarn, made wholly or in
part of wool, valued at not more than 55
cents per pound, 20 cents per pound and
in addition thereto, 15 per centum ad
valorem; valued at more than 55 cents
but not more than $1.50 per pouxid, 30
cents per pound mad, in addition thereto,
18 per centum ad valorem: valued at more
than $1.50 per pound, 30 cents per pound
and, in addition thereto, 20 per centum
ad valorem.
AC OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 377. On yarns made wholly or in
part of wool, valued at not more than
thirty cents per pound, the duty per,
pound shall be two and one-half times the
duty imposed by this section on one
pound of unwashed wool of the first claws,
and in addition thereto thirty-five per
contum ad valorem; valued at more than
thirty cents per pound, the duty per
pound shall be three and one-half times
the duty imposed by this section on one
pound of unwashed wool of the first class,
and in addition thereto forty per centum
ad valorem.

PAt. 287. Yars, made wholly or in
chief value of wool,. 18 per centum ad
valorem,
PAR. 307. Yarns made of the hair of
the Amgora goat, alpaca, and other like
animals, 25 per centum ad valorem

WOOL YARNS.

(See Survey K-1.)

Descrip(ion and uwes.-This paragraph includes all yarn made
wholly or in part of wool or haii of the sheep, camel, Angora goat,
alpaca, or other like animals. The principal types of wool yarns are
woolen or carded yarns and worsted or combed yams. Stated
briefly, the difference is that in woolen yarns the fibers are crossed and
intermixed, while in worsted yarns the fibers are drawn parallel.
Woolen yarn makes cloth o!/a thicker, fuller, rougher effect, and the
individual fibers are often raised by teaseling to give a napped surface.
It is used for a variety of purposes, as in cloths (both the fine and the
cheap), blankets, flannels, carpets, and knit goods. Worsted yarn,
on the other hand, produces a smoother, firmer fabric without nap
and with weave structure and colors more sharply defined. It is
used more particularly in fabrics for the manufacture of clothing, such
as suitings and dress goods.
Camels hair is spun on both the worsted and woolen principle, but
the latter method is more common. Its main use is in press cloth for
oil-milling: but it is also employed to some extent in fabrics for wearing apparel, particularly cloaks. Mohair and alpaca yarns, used in
staple fabrics, are, for tliq most art, worsted; only when made from
short fiber are they woolen. The leading uses of such yarns are in
plushes, coat linings, suitings, and dress goods.
Production.--Only partial census returns for 1919 are as yet available. The following tables show the production of wool yarns i
1914, 1915, 1916, an 1917. The figures for 1914 are taken from the
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Federal Census; those fDix'lie 40thoi' threoi ;ygars, from the Census of
War Oonuoditi*,j91 .
Production in 1914 follows:
Yam.

Tot&L

For tale.

W
oolen .......................................................
Worsted.
....................................
Merino (union of wool *Itb other 0 ber)...................

Pound..
205,746,745
174,009,950
74,M3,905

PoU&nd.
2 ,947,681
8,99M,806
10,70,5,10

Total
............................................

454,185,600

124,651,018

For use in
sam estab.

lielhment.

Pounds.
178, 79, D4
87,101,lc'
63,03,3%5
32, 33, o

Of worsted yarns, one-half was manufactured for sale-the carp
and knit-goods industries taking less than one-half of this, the bulk
going into worsted cloth for men's and women's wear. Only one-eighth
of the woolen yarns was for sale, nearly all of this being taken by the
carpet and knt-goods industries.
Production in 1915, 1916, and 1917 was as follows:
Yarn.

1916

1916

1917

Pound.
342,382,073

Poutd1.
358,220,518

Poundq.
393, 516. 2

English system ...........................................
French system ............................................

130,471,252
40,543,680

148, 807, 362
47,415,307

145,01, "N
47,701",%.

Total ...................................................

513,397,005

654,443,187

587,239.119

Woole .
Worsted.

.

.......................................

.

The preliminary conpus returns for 1919 show production for snhe
only, as follows: Woolen yarn, 28,387,000 pounds; worsted ytirn.
75.851,000 pounds; merino and union yarn, 13,578,00 pounds: Of
the last-named yarn, more than two-thirds was made on the woolvin
system.
Prior to 1910 the proportion of worsted yarns to the total of A,,
yarns produced tended to increase. Subsequently, however, it dhclined-from 43.3 per cent in 1909 to 38.3 per cent in 19J4, and to: :"
per cent in 1917, the Armjy demtud being predominantly for woolens.
Production in 1914 of 'mohair and similar," yarns was shown is
8,844,234 pounds, but whether. tWs was production for sale only aimh
Whether it includes camel's hair yarn are not apparent from the census.
Almost 16,006,000 pounds of mohair, alpaca, vicuna, and camel's Lir
were consumed, and allowing for loss in scouring, combing, and spinning, it is clear that the total production could not have been mIudh
in excess of 9,000,000 pounds. Preliminary statistics for 1919 show
the production of yarn of such hairs to have been 1,350,000 Pouids.
but with an estimated domestic production of mohair somewhere
between 5,000,000 and' 6,000,000 pounds in that year, and imports of
mohair, alpaca, etc., and of camePs hair amounting to 6,123,123 oid
1,102,938 pounds, respectively, it seems probable that the 1!11!'
production figures for yarn refer to sales only.
Imports of wool yarn from 1910 to 1913 averaged 199,545 pounds
annually. In the calendar year 1914 they increased to 4,7i0.(10
pounds, about 1.1 per cent of the total domestic production :lld
2.7 per cent of the worsted-yarn production. Imported wool y,)rS
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arelargely worsted. •Importa 4 mohair, a
lmi4r ysm wre
ws o
separately classified prior to .1914, in
owbiehylrfrom 4Aiuwy to
July they amounted to 465,012 pounds, valued at $266,883. In 1916
they were 583,383 pounds, valued at $356,552.
Imports siLce 1917 of 'the for~oing yarns have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Valu

f

Ad

Duty.

yalorem

ZS7,062

Prcent.
18

rate.

WOOL YARN.

1918 .......................................................

1919 ......................................................
I1M2.........................................

1921 (9 mxiths) ................................

Poud.
8 ,8I3,

,44 676

201,88
4M4,721
21
X4,l 5846, "1,

87,250
l024a9

18
Is

l., 3,688 14, 81%3............ ..........

MOHAIR AND SIMILAR YARN.
1910 ......................................................
1919........ .....................................
920.............................................

1921 (9 mouths) .........................................

7

184

174,888
7121,
WI

$103,
X05
346,974
,72,

25,
25
M743
26
A3447
2
......................

I

'Includes 591,952 pounds, valued at 603,820, imported under the emergeny tariff act of 1921.
'lncludG 32,R04 pounds, valued at 162,i7, imported under the emergency tariff act of 1921.

Prior to 1910 the greater part of the wool yam imported came from
Germany. During the period 1910-1915 imports of wool yarn b7
countries were not separately shown in "Commerce and Navigation,'
but other statistics indicate that Germany was still the leading source
until 1914. In 1916 and 1917 the great bulk came from the United
Kingdom; but in 1918 aud 1919 Canada furnished over 93 per cent.
In 1920, however, 97 per cent of the imports came from the United
Kingdom, and imports from Canada practically ceased. Mohair and
similar yarns are not separately shown in imports by countries, but
British export statistics indicate that the leading source is the United
Kingdom.
.
.xport8, probably negligible, are not separately
recorded.
Important change in dssitftation.-This paragraph follows the act
of 1909 (par. 377) in imposing the same duties on yarns made of wool,
c nel's hair, mohair, or alpaca . etc., rather than the act of 1913,
where yarns of wool or camel's hair are provided for in paragraph 287
1nd yarns of mohair, alpaca, etc., in paragraph 307 at different rates
of duty.
The compensatory duties in this paragraph are based on the assumption that yarns valued at more than $1.50 a pound will be made
entirely of wool or hair dutiable at 25 cents a pound; the "full compensatory" of 30 cents a pound is similar to that worked otit by the
,fairiff Board and shown on page 626 of their 1912 rep ort
on Schedule
K. The smaller compensatory duties on yarns of di'ferent values up
to 81.50 a pound are based on the assumption that suoh yarns will
necessarily contain more or less wools, hairs, or reworked materials
which will be subject to a lower duty than 25 cents a pound. The
lower the yarn value the larger is assumed to be the proportion of such
Iliaterials subject to a lower duty, and therefore the less compensatory
duty required. The act of 1909 had a value class consisting of yarns
valued at not more than 30 cents a pound, but imports at this value
were so rare that it was practically inoperative. valuess to-day are
on a much higher level and the 55 cents a pound (American valuation)
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here provided as, the value limi!tation of the lowest clan, is likely to
include few, if ay, imports unless. there is a marked decline iu prcs.
PAUAGJLU
H. R1 7486.
PAR. 1108. Woven fabrics, weighing
not more than four ounces per square
yard, wholly or in part of wool, valued at
not more than $1.25 per pound, 30 cents
per pound and, in addition thereto, 22
per centum ad valorem; valued at more
than $1.25 per pound, 36 cents per pound
and, in addition thereto, 271 per centum
ad valorem: Provided, That if the warp of
any of the foregoing is wholly of cotton
or other vegetable fiber, the duty shall
be 25 cents per pound and, in addition
thereto, if the fabric is valued at not Loore
than $1.25 per pound, 22 per centum ad
valorem: if valued at more than $1.25 per
pound, 27J per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 379.

*

*

Flannels composed

wholly or in part of wool valued at above
fifty cents per pound, shall be classified
and pay the same duty u women's and
children's dress goods, coat linings,
Italian cloths, and goods of simlar ch
actor and'description provided by this
sections

* * *.

PAR. 380. On women's and children's
dress goods, coat innings, Italian cloths,
and goods of similar description and character of which the warp consists wholly
of cotton or other vegetable material with
the remainder of the fabric composed
wholly or in part of wool, valued at not exceeding flteen cents per square yard, the
duty shall be seven cents per square yard;
valued at more than fifteen cents per
square yard, the duty shall be eight cents
per square yard; and in addition thereto
on all the foregoing valued at not above
seventy cents per pound, fify per centum
ad valorem; valued above seventy cents
per pound, fifty-five per centum ad
valorem: Pwvided, That on all the foregoing, weighing over four ounces per
square yard the rates of duty shall be
five per centum lees than .thoe imposed
by this schedule on cloths.
PAL 381. On women's and children's
dress goods, coat lining, Italia cloths,
bunting, and goods of similar description
or character composed wholly or in part
of wool, and not specially provided for in
this section, the duty shall be eleven
cents per square yard; and in addition
thereto on all the foregoing valued at not
above seventy cents per pound, fMty per
centum ad valorem; valued above seventy
cents per pound, fifty-five per centum ad
valorem: f * *.

A108Q6
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ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 289. * * * flannels, composed
wholly or in chief value of wool, 25 per
centum ad valorem- flannels composed
wholly or in chief value of wool, valued at

above 50 cents per pound, 30 per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 290. Women's and children's drebs

goods, coat linings, Italian cloths, bun.
ting, and goods of similar description and
character, composed wholly or in chief
value of wool, and not specially provided
for in this section, 35 per centum ad
valorem.
PAn. 308. Cloth * * * wholly or in
chief value of the hair of the Angora goat,
alpaca, and other like animals, not specially provided for in this section, 40 per
centum ad valorem.

IntOBMATION, 1,2.
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Desaription and use.-This paragraph ooven light-weight woven
fabrics, such as women's and children's dress goods, lining, bunting,

etc.; light-weight fabrics
flannels.used for men's wear, such as summr. suiting;

and light-weight
"Dress goo " is a term used to cover woven fabrics for women's
wear, particularly those of a soft, draping character. Probably a
major portion of them is made with cotton warp and wool or mohair
filling. Linings are mainly cotton-warp goods, with filling of mohair,
alpaca, or wool. Italian cloths, specially mentioned m previous
tariffs, are high grade sateen-woven linings made from merino wool,
generally with a cotton warp. Bunting is a light, loosely woven

abric used for flags, decorations, etc. Light-weight cloths for men's
wear hre included might be of all-wool, but would be mainly of
mohair, with cotton warp. The light-weight flannels falling here
would be likely to consist mainly of the fine, white flannels used for
infants' underwear; in addition, a certain amount of the finer shirting
flannels might also fall here. But the bulk of the flannos would
very likely weigh more than 4 ounces per square yard; hence they
are more fully discussed under paragraph 1109, p. 972.

Production.-The Census classifies dreas goods with cloths (i. e., suit-

ings, overcoatings, etc.). For the inclusive figures, see paragraph 1109.
Imports.-Imports of dress goods, coat linings, Italian cloths, and
bunting, wholly or in part of wool amounted to 8,907,168 in the fiscal
year 1914 and to $10,100,686 in the calendar year 1914. The average
for 1910-1913 was $5,491,115. Imports of these fabrics since 19T7
have been as follows:
Calendar year.
1918 ................
1919..

.....................

..................................

Quantity.

Value.

517,

81,000,M

Lb.
L

120..b.................................

731

.

,A09

99398

3,911,872

(8 .yds. -6,", 213)
L s.
L7L,30,
21

1921 (9 months) .........................................

(sq. yds.

3,3

Duty.
$350,170
316,380

i,0,i

2), 013 ............

22)

Includes 155,971 pounds, valued at $40,623, Imported under the emergency tariff act of 1921.

Prior to the war from one-half to two-thirds of the imports of

dress goods came from the United Kingdom about one-fourth from

France, and most of the remainder from 6 ermany& In 1918 and
1919, the United Kingdom was almost the exclusive source, but in
1920 over 25 per cent was from France.
The general nature of the recent imports of dress goods, liiuings, etc.,
is shown by the following import figures:
Dresgoods.
Calendar year.

Cotton warp.

Cost linings and
Other.

Bunting.

Italian cloths.

Q atity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.
1918 ............

Pounds.

1918

15967 $235j814
9,20M
91 ............. 9'A187
238,51 117,50
.............

12142

277715

..

238,3&1

Pound.
.
Pounds.
20,85.IA2862
9709

4100 113,3021 24k483

W804 2891,29

317,928

738t,45

4,725
1,224

8,502
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Prior

4ouic or

piweghing

per square yard, were shown in square yards; weighing over 4 ounces
per squarf yard, jii poun& .t The lUtter dress goods were dutiable as
'(loth&'P The followiwg table shows the average annual imports of
eoh durug the period 1910-,918:
ig
We... . gl ouug oWgoua
eo

Va".

Quztfty.
Ootton warp ..........................
OtaL
......................

8.p4*.

12,474,132

~62O

.........................................
l
tota

i

r 4ounces

qaUtp, V".

tl,go,$21

Poem..
253,031

,su, i

1,3,71

~0,41898

!223,054
,8,9

1,W1,6

Imorts of woven fabrics of mohair, alpaca, etc., have been separately classified since 1914. Practically all of these would weigh
less than 4 ounces per square yard and hence fall under this paragraph. Imports during the first half of the calendar year 1914
amounted to 920,866 pounds, valued at $953,518; in 1915 (fiscal
year) 1,198,319 pounds, valued at $1,266,099., imports sinoe 1917

have bteenas follows:'

..slender Year.
118 ............................................
1919 .............................................................
1920 .............................................................
MI

(9 months)....................................................

Duty.

Quantity.

Valhm,

Pounds.
320213
1 836
412203
'369,953

3, 7s2
8691.964
154,3(0
385,71
428, 3215
1,070, 812
94461 ........

'Includes 80,706 pounds, valued at $157,420, imported under the emergency tariff act.

Imports of woven fabrics of mohair, alpaca, etc., come almost
entirely from the United Kingdom.
. Ezprts are not separately recorded. (For exports of dress good
and cloths, inclusive, see par. 1109.)
siflatio.-In preceding tariff acts, woven
Important changes in clg
fabrics of wool were divided ilito (a) cloths, and (b) women's and
children's dress goods, coat linings* Italian cloths, and goods of similai'
description and character. The word "cloths" is used in the wool
industry in a restrictive sense to denote the heavier-woven fabrics
used mainly for men'§ wear, as distinguished from the lighter-woven
fabrics used as dress goods for women and,children, and as lining,
bunting, etc. There is, however, no clear line of demarcation between
the two; for instance,: some types of dress goods are heavier th)n

cloths used in men's summer suits. In the acts of 1897 (par. 369) and

1909 (par. 381) it was therefore stipulated that women's and children'q dress goods linings, etc., which weighed over 4 ounces per
square yard should be considered as "cloths." Irrespective of the
'Use of the fabrics or the trade terminology employed, therefore, woven
fabrics were primarily classified according to weight. This has logi,ally led to the procedure here adopted, the discarding of trade terms
such as dress goods and cloths, and the classifying of woven fabric's
of wool into two paragraphs, one of which (1108) covers those weigh-

~AUW3~ Z~ MAT~Q~Ip ~I~1q

ing not over .4ounces persquare yard, and the other (1109) covering
those weighing over 4 ounces per square yard. The classification of
woven fabrics of wool is therefore practiJly the same as that pro,
viously used but with the omission f unnecessary verbiage.
The omission of specific mention of flannels stops litigation as to
what is or is not "flannel" and permits such goods to enter on a parity
with other woven fabrics, under paragraph 1108 or under paragraph
1109, according to their weight.
On page 626 of the 1912 report of the Tariff Board on Schedule K
it was stated that if the duty on the scoured content of wool is 25
cents a pound, the correct compensatory duty on wool fabrics should
be $0.3564 a pound. Taking this last as a round figure, 36 cents, this
is here used as the compensatory duty for woven fabrics made of all
wool. In applying this" full compensatory" it has been assumed that
fabrics such as doss goods, linings, etc., entitled to this rate by reason
of being all wool,wold be valued at more than $1.25 a pound. Fabrics
valued at not more than $1.25 a pound are assigned a compensatory
of 30 cents a pound, on the theory that they must be made partly of
materials such ks carpet wool, reworked wool, cotton, etc., dutiable
at loss than 25 cents a pound. Fabrics made with an all-cotton warp
are assigned a compensatory duty of 25 cents a pound, irrespective
of their value, inasmuch as there is no duty levied on raw cotton in
H. R. 7456.
It may be noted that the full compensatory of 36 cents a pound,
and the lower compensatories of 30 and 25 cents, are based on the
assumption that the wool contained in the fabric is dutiable at 25
cents a pound; in cases where such wool pays less than 25 cents
pound, by virtue of the maximum ad valorem provision of 36 pet
cent in paragraph 1102, the result is that the compensatory duty is
more than sufficient to maintain the ratio.
PARAGRAPH 1109.
R. -R. 7450.

SNATR AMENDMENT.

PAR. 11';J. Woven fabrics, weighing
nolre t-an four ounces per square yard.
wholly or in part of wool, valued at not
more than 75 cents per pound, 20 ceats
l'er pound and, in addition thereto, 18 per
centum ad valorqm; valued at more than
75 cents but not more than $1.25 per
pound, 25 cents per pound and, in addition thereto,, 21 per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than $1.25 but not more
than $2.60 per imund, 30 cents per pound
and, in addition thereto, 24 per centum
a(l valorem; valued at more than $2.50
per pound, 36 cents per pound- and, ii
addition thereto, 271 per centum ad 'valorein.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 378. On cloths,
wholly or in part of wool

*

*

*

*

*

*

made
val-

ued at not more than forty cents per
lund, the duty per pound shall be three

PAR. 288. (oths,
* * wlolly or
in chief value of wool, not specially ptro,

vided for in this section, 35 per centun
ad valorem; ** *.

672

S1MARY
*'12
AOT OF 1909;

t ims the duty imposed by this section
on a pound of unwashed wool of the first
class; valued at above forty cents per
pdund and not above seventy cents per
pound, the duty per pouod shall be four
times the duty imposed by this section
on -one pound of unwed Vool of the
first class. and in addition thereto, upon
all the foiegoing, ff yper centum ad va..
|orem; valued at over seventy cents per
pound, the duty per pound shall be four
times the duty imposed by this section on
one pound of unwashed wool of the first
class and Utfiy-five per centum ad valorem.
PAN. 379. On * *

19sI,
oATIO,

01 TAMJPB MV

AOT OF 1918.
PAR. 289.

*

*

flannels, composed

wholly or in chief value of wool, 25 per
centum ad valorem; flannels composed
wholly or in chief value of wool, valued
at above 50 cents per pound, 30 pci
centum ad valorem.

*. flannels for un-

derwear corposed wholly or in part of
wool, -valued at not more than forty cents
per pound, the duty per pound shall be
the same as the duty imposed by this section on two pounds of unwashed wool of
the first clam, and in addition thereto
thirty per cqitum ad valorem; valued at
more than forty cents and not more than
fifty cents pr pound' the duty per pound
shaTl be three times the duty imposed by
this section on one pound of unwashed
voQl of te first class, and in addition
per centum ad vathereto
* * *
Ioem'. thirty-five
PAn. 381. On women's and children's
4ress goods, cost linings, Italian cloths,
bunting, find goods of suilar description
or character composed Wholly or in part
of wool, and not specially provided for
in this riection, the duty shall be eleven
cents per square yard; and in addition
thereto on A the oregoing valued at not
above seventy cents per pound, fifty per
centum ad valorem; valued above seventy cents per pound, fifty-five per centurn ad valorem: Provided, That on all the
foregoing, weighing over four ounces per
square yard, the duty shall be the same
as imposed by this schedule on cloths.
CLOTHS, AND OTHER HEAVY-WEIGHT FABRICS, OF WOOL.

Description and uee.-This paragraph relates primarily to wool

"cloths" for men's wear, but it includes also any women's dress
goods, flannels, and other wool fabrics, which weigh over 4 ounces per
square yard.
The term "wool cloths" signifies woven fabrics of wool destined
for men's suits, overcoats, etc., and for women's cloaks. Cloths are
ordinarily heavier, firmer, and stronger than dress goods and without the draping quality of the latter, but the distinction is no longer
arics weighing over 4 ounces have umally been conclear-cut.
sidered cloths; the act of 1909 contained a definite provision 1)V
which dress goods weighing over 4 ounces per square yard were held
dutiable as cloths, but this provision was omitted in the act of 1913.
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which made cloths and dress goods dutiable at the same ad valorem
rate. Because of the extensive use of heavier fabrics for women's
suits, the term "dress goods" has lost its original significance as a
light-weight fabric, so that a dividing line can no longer be definitely
drawn between, cloths and dress goods on the basis of weight, process of manufacture, or cost of production. Some fabrics by nature
dress goods weigh over 4 ounces per square yard; while some men's
summer fabrics weigh less.
Woven fabrics of wool are of two general closes, (1)woolens, woven
of carded yarns, and (2) worsteds, woven of combed yarns. Thb
dress goods are usually worsted; the cloths may be either woolen or
worsted. The weave structure of woolen fabrics is usually more or
loss concealed by a nap, and the colors are thereby somewhat softened
and intermerged. The weave structure and colors of the worsted
fabrics are more sharply defined, and the surface is smoother andfirmer. In, making worsted, wools of long or medium lengths rxe
more generally employed, although the use of the shorter wools in
worsteds has been increasing; in making woolens, not only short
wools, but shoddy and waste are also utilized. Typical woolens are
broadcloths, cassimeres, tweeds, and meltons; typical worsi'eds Are
surges, unfinished worsteds, and fancy trousering.
Plunnels; heretofore specially provided for, will fall either here or
in paragraph 1108, according to the weight. That the'greater portion will fall here, however, seems to be indicated by the preliminary
census figures for 1919, from which may be derived the average number of ounces per square yard produced, as follows: Flannels for underwear, 7.82 ounces (for all-wool) and 6,91 ounces (for cottonmixed);' domet flannels and shirtings, 8.51 ounces. - But the term
flannel can not be precisely defined, and it is for this reason, that
specific provision for it is abandoned. In general, a flannel is* a
loosely woven fabric, largely of wool and having a soft, "smooth"
finish, the texture being practically the same as when it leaves the
loom.. It is usually made of woolen yarns. Flannels are of three
general classes, corresponding to their use for underwear, shirtings,
and outer garments. Only underwear and shirtings are clearly defined. Flannels for outer wear are hard to distinguish from other
fabrics; in the garment trade they have come to signify a cloth with
a soft, springy feel similar to flannel for underwear, despite the
absence of nap and of high finish.' But this feel can be given to many
cloths.
Production.-No distinction is drawn in the report of the Census
Bureau between light-weight and heavy-weight wool fabrics. Below
is shown the production, in 1914 and 1919, of all varieties of woven
fabrics of wool (except upholstery fabrics-probably largely pile).
These figures refer to the fabrics covered by paragraphs 1108 and
1109 combined'.
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,The tendency which for decdes had beon toward a lare roporI
, overcoatins, e.) and dresstion of worsteds in e
goods output,.sinc 1909 has been in the opposite direction. Between
the latter year and 1914 woolen production increased sligItly, while
that of worsted, especially of cotton warp and worsted filled goods,
declined. .- Consequently, the ratio of woolen to total production
(based on square yards) advanced from about 35 p or cent in 1909 to
approximately 40 per cent in 1914.~Between 19}14 and 1919, primanily because of the stimulus provided by the great Army demand

during the war, the woolen production increased by about 32,000,00
square yards, while the worsted production fell off by about 50000,0100
square
yards, so
that in 1919
practically
one-half increased
of the total
1)ut
by out
almost
of all-wool
of woolens
Production
was woolen.

60,000,000 square yards, but this increase was partly offset by u
marked decline i the cotton-warp woolens and a slight decline in the
lthle
cotton-mixed goods (mainly woolens) All of the decline in
worsted production was in the all-wool worsteds, production of cottowarpworsteds having slightly increased, The combined production
(in square yards) of woolens and worsteds declined between 1909t
and 1914, and still further between 1914 and 1919.
Production of flannels for underwear increased somewhat between
1914 and 1919 (the increase being in the cotton-mixed variety), i,0t im
still remains small in comparison with the output of twenty or thirty
years ago, when the principal production of flannels was for undrwm's
Because of the competition of knitted and woven underwear, 1,,, i
cotton and silk, this branch of flannel manufacture has de191i9d

about one-lf since 1891). The resent output is chief of thb finer
qualities;' sUCh kar' used for 'ftan s Production
Aotfannbls fc
shirte continuing
the
marked
development
*hi*
began
ffi the
o
abUt25 per cent between 1014and 119.a, deatde
reports Of the
sus Bureau, flannels for outer gaments are"not
diffrentiated frm 1oodsU.
cloths 'and dress'
They' inlUde whIte
fabrics for trouserin , and women'P skirts or dressgods with-a
flannel finish, Prjdition of suich falrics h&, undoubtedly' been
increasing.*

Import of wool cloths (including cloths. of 'mohair,' apaca,'etc;)

from 1910 to 1913 averaged 4,742,081 pound valued at $5,164,28,

In the' fiitt half of the fiscal ',ear1914 import.
o wer 1,984,689 pouhid,
valued at $2,298,705." Thereafter cloldh of iri.hair, alpica, etc, are
given separately. With such fabrics omitted, irdports of wool dltofs
for the second alf of the fiscal year 1914 Were 9,474,620 pfondg,
valued at $9,725,041; and for th calendar year 1914 they W*(
16,439,655 pounds, valued at $16,107,505. Thereafter they declinod. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendryar.
1918 ..................

.................. Lbs

1919- ....................

..........

.

2 073 260

b. 2 072115

q. yds.3,Ad,259)
,4840 351
(q. yda .~a
.s.L
5
(Sq. yds. f,4U424)

i.

1920 .....................................
1921 (9 months) ..........

Value.

..........

.........

Duty.

$4,175, 4W9

$1,481,'42

.544,234

1,X9440

12,04,98

,
4,443,248

9770,83

Includes 1,548,574 pOunds, valued at 2,04,2, imported under thOeem7rgeny tarmf set of'1921

,

For 1910-1913 the imports of cloths and dress goods (ombined)
averaged about,4 per cent, and in the calendar year 1014 about I!
per cent, of the domestic production in 1914 (in squa e Vards)' In
1919 they were about I per cent of tph production (hpounIs)of tiitt
year.
Imports under former tariffs, and to a considerable extent under
the act of 1913,' have generally been of fine goods, fancy weaves and
specialties-cloths largely for the best custom talors, such as
Scotch and Irish tweeds, superior faced goods, etc. Some imports of
shoddy cloths appeared in 1914, but were checked by the war before
their acceptability to American consumers had been ascertained.
The ready-to-wear trade has never utilized imported cloths to any
great extent.
The relative imports of woolens and worsteds since 1917 have been
as follows:
Woolens.

Worsteds.

Calendar year.
Quantity.
................................

Lbs.

............................ j bs.

1 624, 66
(Sys, ,7u4)

13742,,),23
(t'q.yds. 2,4 ,723)
4 283,174
i yds. ,ydS.
1921(9months) ....................
s. 4,531,491
(Sq. yds. 6,473,345)

................................

Value.

Quantity.

Value.

82,997,192 lbs.,

448,594
a. yds. 701,171)

4,324,024
10,710,798
8,167,574

5:

yds. 93,586)
W)
L557,177
1,00,084)
M
652,081
(Sq. yds. 941,079)

$,178,307

1,160,210
1,984191
!,3OQ

8UMM4~Y 01 ~4~P1 ,~VOBJ~$A2~LQ~ 7 1Q~1.

In prewar years, from 50 to. 60 per cent of the import cawe from
tbe United insdo* and from 25 to 43 per gent fromGormany and
a) pinc ,thpowar pra1tica! All off the imports
Pe 'U" _
theUmted, glomsabout 10. per cept ,a-e, from
come, froma
CanaSa in, 1918; abqut S per .c,'t from France.in1020. Praeticaly
4Wflof the importswfrom countries other than the Unite4 ingdom
bavq beoen w00o6".
Jattic8pror o,J'anuar 1,1914,
As regards $zPrtW of I#annels,
which' the average importaof
for
underwear,
flannels
pertain only to
to $!08,746, or about 5.5
amounted
to.
!913,.inolusive,
1910
fromA
tion
per cent 4] domestic prqp44ction in 1914. Almost 90 per cent'of these
yard.
peractsquare
over 4 ounces
of, faM:01s
consisted te
rmports
so
of 1913
in -the
p the provision
wiotningweighing
Notwithtanding
as to ncludel-f annals, and a lowering of the duty, imports for the
second half of the fieac year, 1914 amiunted to only 193,22? pounds,
valued at $10,668. -niorts of flannels aincp 1 17 have bP as
Calendar year.
114
.......................................................
191

..............................

,im2 .................
1921 (9 month.)..............

.............

........................
..............

Quantity.

Value.

Pounds.
,004

$112,646

Duty.

$33,7W

331, 54

10,426

99,4'G

234, 097
70, 820
607,196.......

337,692
L414,767

I Includes 44,157 pouttds, valued at W,387, imported under the emergency tariff act of 1921.

Ezport.-Until 1918 separate figures for exports of woven fabrics
of wool were not obtainable; thereafter they have been available onlyh

A~ion
for clothe and drews gods combined., Under the d ywool
etc.,
blankets,
rugs
and
inuf~ctures, 41l other " includingg carpets
"s well a8 cloths and dress goods),, exports before 1914 were usually
fter 1909. In '1914 (fisca year) tle
der' $1,00000, decrease
amounted to $1,668,199; in 1916, they reached $33,31,873, declining
,
yar), of which latter figure $7,009,554
946 in 1918 (fiscal
to1......
Later exports of, cloths and diess
goods.
was for o-1ths and dress
'
,
'
sing '
h ''
S'ar
npyn
eiaetads
goods have been as follows:
Quantit.

Chile, Norway,_

Calendar year.iuoote
Denmarkyards.

1918 .......
1919...............................2,113,649
...........
190...........................
1921 (9 months) ...... ....... ........ ....................

re

i

I

Aent

Inpounds.
5,626,729
11,998,579
2,593,474

8, CI '
3, 162,224
7,52,785M1,7~,2
24
To A
8,724,742
3
1,795,241

The leading markets have been Canada and Cuba, but otl~leis
prominent in a veywde distribution of the trade include Argenftina.
-Chile, Norway, Demrk, and Russia in Asia.
Important chane in clasifcation.-This paragraph covers mainly
cloths" of wool for men's wear. The reason for the omisso11 of
trade terms and the basing of the classification on weight has beer'
:stated under paragraph 1108.
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As stated in paragraph 1108, 36 cents is used as "full compensatory" for all-wool goods where the wool is subject to a duty of 25
cents a ond. It is assumed that, in the case of these heavy oods
for men as wear, only those valued at above $2.50 a pound w.l be
entitled to this rate. Cloths of lower values per pound are asumed
to contain more or less carpet wool, reworIed wool, cotton, or'other
materials which enter at lower rates than that levied on clothig
wools; such cloths are therefore given lower compensatory duties.
The lower the value the larger is assumed to be the proportion of
such materials; therefore a compensatory duty of 30 cents a pound
has been assigned to goods valued at more than $1.25 but not more
than $2.50 a pound; a compensatory duty of 25 cents for those valued
at more than 75 cents but not more than $1.25, and one of 20 cents a
pound for those valued at not more than 75 cents a pound.
As stated under paragraph 1108, these compensatory duties are
based on the wool being subject to a duty of 25 cents a pound and
where the wool pays less duty, by reason of the maximum ad valorem
provision, the compensatory rates are more than sufficient to maintain the ratio.

_

PARAGRAPH 1110.
H.

. 7456.

OBNATB AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1110. Woven fabrics wholly or
in part of wool, which have been cut to
garment or auitia lengths or which have
e process of damping,
aponging, or shrinking; shall pay, in a dition to the rates hereinbefore provided,
2 per centum ad valorem.

ACT O

1909.

[No corresponding provision.]

ACT OF 1913.
[No corresponding provision.)

Important changes in dv8s8icwflion.-This is an entirely new pro-

vision. It levies on cloths imported in short lengths suitable for
individual use a duty additional to that which would apply if such
cloths were imported in whole pieces. It also levies on cloths which
have been dampened, sponged, or shrunk a duty additional to that
which would apply if such cloths were imported without being subjected to such processes.

PARAGRAPH 1111.
H. R. 7456.
P)AR. II11. Pile fabrics, cut or uncut,
%vhethoror not the pile covers the whole
surface, made of wool or of which wool is
a component material, whether or not
Co stituting chief value, and manufacturc, in any form, made or cut from such

pile fabrics, 36 cents per pound and, in
addition thereto, 271 per centuzn ad
valorem.

82304-22----62
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AOT 1OF 1918.

PAR. 378. On * * * all manufacPAR • 288. * * * plushes, velvets'
tures of ever, description made wholly and al I other pile fabrics, cut or uncute
or in part of wool, not specially provided 'woven . 0 * whether or not the pil
for in ,this, section,, valued,,at not more covers the entire surface, made wholly o
than forty cents per pound, the duty per in chic*f,valueof wool and articles made
pound shall be three times the *dutyim- wholly or in chief value of such pluses,
posed hy this section on a pound of un- velvet i; or pile fabrics, 40 per centuin
washed, wool of the first class , valued at . ad val orem; f*t * *.
above forty, cents pe pound and not , PAR. 309, Plupbes, velvets, and all
Aliove seventy cents per pound,. th2 duty other I ile fabrics, cut or uncut, woven
* whether or not the pile cover.q
per pound shall, be four time the duty
*
imposed by this section on one pound of the ent ire surface, made wholly or partly
unwashed wool of the first class, and in of the Ihair of the Angora goat, alpaca, or
addition, thereto, upon all the foregoing. other ]like animals, and articles made
fifty per centum Wd valorem; valued at wholly or in chief value of such plushv,
over seventy cents per pound, the duty velvets or pile fabrics, 45 per centuni ad
per pound shall be fo4 times the duty 'valoren
ithposed by this section on one pound of
PAR. 358. * , I coach, carriage, and
unwashed' wool of, the finte cla,and fifty-, automo bile laces, * ft * 60'per cenfive per q ntum ad vAlorem,'
turn ad Yalorem.
PAR' 4.
Plushes * '
and man.

.

ufactures thereof, composed of the hair of

the camel, goat, alpaca, or any animal,
combined with wool, vegetable fiber or
silk, shall be classified and dutiable as
manufacturer of .wool,

PILE FABRICS, OF WOOL OR HAIR, AND MANUFACTURES OF.

De8cription and wu.8.-Pile fabrics consist of a foundation cloth
covered in whole or in part by short projecting ends or loops made
with an extra set of threads.
Pile fabrics of mohair, and to a lesser extent of alpaca, are used i'i
covering furniture (especially seats in Pullman cars and in inclose(l
automobiles), as well as for curtains and portieres. They are also
employed often as imitation fur, in cloaks for women and children,
an in covering "Teddy bears" and other imitation animal toys.
Wool, because of its lack of resilience and its tendency to felt, is
little used as pile. When so employed, for women's cloaks, etc., it
is usually of the light-shrinking and coarser varieties.
In most fabrics made with a pile of mohair, alpaca, or wool the
foundation cloth is of cotton or other vegetable fiber.
Productionis not separately recorded.
Imports were first separately stated in 1914. Imports of pile
fabrics during the first .six months of 1914 were 214,385 pounds,
valued at $239,861 in 1915, 151,978 pounds, valued at $191,5:3;.
Imports of articles made from pile fabrics during the first six month 1s
of 1914 were $23,578; in 1915, $52,975. Later imports have been, by
calendar years, as follows:
Quantity. I Value.

Calendar yeu.

i

uty.

PILE FABRICS OF WOOL, MOHAIR, ETC.

Pounds.
1918.
..........................................
1919 ..............................................................
19 ...............................................................

1921 (9months) ...................................................

I

10, 68
7,365
33,812
131,618

$13,521

K)

','M
.
! 97,423
78s221 ...... ...

IIncludes 14,34 Pounds, valued at 824,139; imported under emergency tariff act of 1921.
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Cahndar year.

Value. I Duty.

Quantity.

MANUFACTURES Ot PILE FABRIC OF WOOL, MOHAIR, ETC.
1919
1918 ..................................................................
........................
..................................
191....,0..

4,003
. . ..

1WO
..................................................................

............

1921
(9months)

20$1,977
2 I 0 8,457"
20,977
8,457
61,114

25,771

3...........................................
3
..........

I includes $0,310, value of 1,583 pounds, imported under emergeney tariff act ol 1921.

Exports are not separately recorded.
Important changes in classifrio.--In the act of 1909 pile fabrics
of wool, mohair, etc., were dutiablo under paragraph 378 without
specific mention other than a reference thereto in paragraph 443; in
t ie act of 1913 pile fabrics of wool were 'dutiable under paragraph 288,
and pile fabrics of mohair, etc., under paragraph 309.
The manufacture of pile fabrics forms a distinct branch ofthe textile industry and for this reason, and to secure uniformity with pile
fabric provisions (paus. 909 and 1011) in other textile schedules, a
special paragraph is here devoted to pile. fabrics and manufactures
thereof, fallix under the wool schedule. This paragraph does not
include ma n ' 'tures of pile fabrics used as clothing -or as floor
covering which are provided for elsewhere.
Suggested c nges..-Attention mwyrbe called to the fact that 'the 36
cents a pound compesatory duty is that, Which has been applied in
other paragraphs to all-wool goods. Inasmuch as pile fabrics of
wool, mohair, etc., are usually made with a cotton back, the full
compensatory thus provided as applied to such goods of mixed Material is more than adequate, (See Iteport of the Tariff Board on'
Schedule K, 1912, p. 133.)
PARAGRAPH 1119.
L U. 7456.
VAR.

SENATh AMENDMENTS.

1112. Blankets, wholly or in part

of wool. not exceeding three yards in

letith, plain woven, with not more than
011C color in warp or filling, and not ad-

VN(,Oed beyond weaving by any process
Of finishing, valued at not more than 75

,rits
per pound, 20 cents per pound and,
inaddition thereto, 20 per centum ad va-

iorcul; valued at more than 75 cents, but
not more than $1.50 per pound, 25 cents
pr ound and, in addition thereto, 20
pr centumn ad valorem; valued at more

Ihan $1.50 per pound, 30 cents per pound
aiid, in addition thereto, 20 per centum
ad valorem.I
ACT OF 1909.
Nit.

379. On blankets,

*

ACT OF 1913.
*

*

con

1,osed wholly or in part of wool, valued at
,ot more than forty cents per pound, the

PAR. 289. Blankets

*

*

*

composed

wholly or in chief value of wool, 25 per
centum ad valorem;

*

*

.

SUMMARY OF ~~AlUFP INEORMkTIO~?, 1921.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1909.

duty per pound shall be the same as the
duty imposed by this section on two
pounds of unwashed wool of the first class,
and in addition thereto thirty per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than forty
cents and not more than fifty cents per
pound, the duty per pound shall be thiee
time. the duty imposed by this section on
one pound of unwashed wool of the first
class, and in addition thereto thirty-five
per ccntum ad valorem. On blankets
composed wholly or in part of wool, valued at more than fifty cents per pound,
the duty per pound shall be three times
the duty imposed by this section on one
pound of unwashed wool of the first class,
and in addition thereto forty per centum
,ad valorem.

*

*

*

WOOL BLANKETS.

De 'cription.-Theforegoing provision was originally intended to
cover ordinary blankets and to exclude the fancy vaneties; but the
clause limiting this provision to blankets "not advanced beyond
weaving by any process of finishing" would, as explained below,
result in eliminating practically all blankets from this paragraph and
should be omitted. It the same time the paragraph should be made
to include not only bed blankets and horse blankets (to which varieties
the courts have limited the term "blankets") but also carriage and
automobile robes and otjer articles when made in the same manner
as blanketing. (See "Suggested changes," p. 982.)
Blankets are made of woolen yarns, or of cotton and woolen yars,
fulled or shrunken to a high degree, and napped on both sides of the
cloth. They may be all-wool, merino (cotton and wool mixture in
the yarn), or cotton-warp. Practically' all of the horse blankets, and
W
cotton-the former
fully two-thirds of the bd blankets are part
largely cotton-warp; the latter, both cotton-warp and merino, with
the merino 1rapidlr gaining in popularity. In addition to cotton,
other substitutes for new wool, such as wool wastes, shoddy, and cattle or other hair, are used, so that new wool forms but a small proportion of the raw material in most blankets.
Blanket cloth is usually woven of coarse yarns with a plain or twill
weave; it is then put into a large, closed box where it is soaked with,
water, or water and soap, and passed between rollers or wider a
heavy hammer. By this operation (called "fulling") the area of
the cloth may be reduced as much as 20 or 25 per cent, and the weave
compressed or even obliterated. Thereafter the cloth goes to the
napping machine, in which the individual fibers are raised to a thick
nap by the fine teeth on the cylinders. The designs are usually elementary and conventional. The most critical stages in manufacture
are the choice and blending of the raw materials, and the finishing
operations, ws respects the latter especially the attainment of a thick,
~rodtion.--The domestic production in 1914 and 1919 of bed
blankets and horse blankets, also of carriage robes and carriage
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cloths (the latter, as well as mot of the former, falling under pragraph 1112 oily in case the wording is revised), was as follows:
1919

1014
Article.

-

QUantty.
Blankets:
...
'......................
A U--wool...
coton-warp .
Cotton-mlned ......................................
Total
Horse blankets:

ool
ll-w......................
A
Cottonowarp ...........................
..........
.".
Cotton-mlXed .......

To.

A -wool ...................................

Totat
.............................................

400,973 9.30f,758 26,100,000
A8...................................I0.........

23,298,000

82,398

102,206

1,6 9, 20
395, &

5,831,806
', 231, 162

2i017,782

158,90

922,687
W 18
137,968

2... 417
354 04

1,696,000

(1)
1, 061,000

4(1)
80,s000

W8,00

15,37100

30#,80,)0
n N
1%99318

8W0,120,00

44), 223

614,226
oo..............
..

w

1)
()

2,197, O 0

1,768 5 1 3,W

38W~, 730
al..
...............

Grand tot

Value.

$7,196,000
7,391,000
8,711,000

..,132,399

C otton-warp. ...............................
d
Ootto n ..................................
- mxte

Qtuatity.

square
Squats
yards.
yrds.
6,4RO, 8 $4,180,754 6,344,000
17,073,821 3,010,071 9,291,000
3,907,463 2,0 7,934 10,485,000

8^M

.l."

Cariag robes:

Carriage cloths, all-

Value.

I Nt separately dsown t prelmhnry census rturum.

Prior to the war the production of bed blankets ,wholly or in part
of wool had been deolining to some extent by virtue of te growkig
competition of'allcotton blankets; but, seemingly on account of
foreign military orders, production increased; greatly in 1914, and,
as appears above, remaified) at almost the same; high level in 19.19.
Fewer cotton-warp and more merino blankets have been produced
since 1914. Production ofthore. blanket&had already beehi deooin,
ing prior to the war (except 'in 1914) but!the decline between 1914
and 1919 is particularly, striking, , +he; increasing replacement of
horses by ,automobiles >is probably, an: important,. actor invt
decline.'
Imo.--- 'or. ,.the war imports of blankets usualy amounted
to only 26,00 to 50,000 pounds annually,,valuedI stfriom $25,000
to $850 000 -Despite&a disdnct lowering of the duty in. 1913, impoirts
immediately therfter increased only slightly. In the fiscal year
1918, 5,206,613 pounds, valued at $6,839,921, were imported, but
this exceptional inpotation was clearly due :to the tremendous army
requirements. Later imports are shownbelow,. The countries froin
which they came are not recorded.;

1918-

..

1919
...............

..

Caaendaryear.

Quantity.

.

2

........

..................................
....
1921
(9 Months) ..................

W

1
2,27,84

75,749

Value.

i$2,981,212
38; 263
140,5

30746

tricludes 13,812 pounds, valued at t21,142, hnported under thp einergenev tarlff act of 1921.

Duty.

$745,303
9,56
35,10
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Ezpm.-Blankets are among the few domestic wool manufactures
that have been exported to any noticeable extent. Between 1900
and 1910 exports of blankets andflannels (combined in the statistics)
ranged annually from $50,000 to $125,000--i small figure, but in
-some years larger than the imports. Thereafter, until 1918, exports
were not separately listed. Later exports of blankets only have been
as follows by calendar years: 1918, $2,691,408; 1919, $823,544; 1920,
$1,257,433; and in the first nine months of 1921, $222,872. In 1918
about 80 per cent of the exports went to Italy and about 15 per cent
to France; in 1919 about one-half went to France and Austria, and
the remainder was scattered; and in 1920 almost one-half went to
Russia in Asia, considerable quantities to Mexico, Turkey, and
Poland, and the remainder was scattered.
Importanit change in classfcaion.-As stated above, paragraph

1112, as worded, was intended to exclude fancy blankets; in fact, it
excludes practically all blankets. The words "not advanced beyond
weaving by any process of finishing" would eliminate practically all
blankets from the paragraph, because at least two of the most chtaracteristic operations of-blanket manufacture, namely "fulling" and
"napping,"
are finishing operations.
Suggested chaje8.-Paragraph 1112 should be so worded as to
distinguih between the ordinary and the fancy blankets without
the vitiating clause which reads "not advanced beyond weaving bv
any process of finishing." At the same time it should be made to
include all carriage and automobile robes, steamer rugs, and other
articles, when similar ,to blankets in construction and method of
manufacture. It- is true that the articles named are geoerally of
better quality than the ordinary grades of blankets, but this is likewise
true of the fancy blankets. Differentiation in duties. should be
aade between the cheaper and the more expensive goods, irrespective
of whether they arO blankets or other articles ofainular construction. !-This can best' be accomplished nbt by describing the articles
but by applying to all, of these, goods the same general scheme
of classification by valuation '(further- expanded) as, contained in
paragraph 1112, above. .,The. lower brackets -wil thus, catch mainly
horse blankets (containm'g very little new wool) and shoddy bed
blankets-ty es characterized not only by low raw, material costs
but by simplicity of Iconstruction, since they, arb generally given it
nimum of mauipulatin 'and finish and are waren either' plain or
twill, nd, also usually have only one colortinhe arp or filling. The
higher brackets will catkh: th- better ;grades of,. bed blankets and
other articles cont i lra ge propo'tion ,of,new Noond ore
general characmtkized.by ala.berMfion of color or fiish,., ti,
It is suggested that paragraph 1112,be made toreadc&s ollows:
Blankets and similar articles, including carriage and automobile robes and steamer
rugs, made of, blanketing, wholly or in part of wool, not exceeding three yards in
length, valued at not more than 75 cents per pound, 20 cents per pound and, in addition thereto, - per centum ad valorem; valued at more than 75 cents but not more
than $1.50 per pound, 25 cents per pound and, in addition thereto, - per cent"Ifl
ad valorem; valued at more than $1.50 but not more than $250 per pound, 30 cents

per pound and, in addition thereto, - per centum ad valorom; valued at more lhan
$2.50 per pound, 36 cents per pound and, in addition thereto, - per centum ad
valorem.

The foregoing classification expands paragraph 1112 so as to indude fancy blankets and articles similar to blaikets in constructions
and method of manufacture. The compensatory rates are based on
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the assumption that in the lower grades of goods comparatively little
new wool is used, but that the proportion of new wool increases with
the value of the blankets, etc., until, among the highest grades, it constitutes practically the entire raw material and requires a compensatory rate as high as that for cloth. This latter, assuming a duty
of 25 cents a pound on raw wool, clean content, should be 36 cents
per pound. (Report of Tariff Board, 1912, p. 626.)
PARAGRAPH 1118.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1113. Felts not woven, wholly or
in part of wool, valued at not more than
75 cents per pound; 20 cents per pound
and, in addition thereto, 20 per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than 75 cents
but not more than $1.50 per pound, 25
cents per pound and, in addition thereto,
20 per centun ad valorem; valued at
more than $1.50 per pound, 30 cents per
pound and, in addition thereto, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 382. On
*
felt not
PAR. 288. * * * felts'not woven,
woven, and not specially provided for in
*
** wholly or in chief value of wool,
this section, composed wholly Or In Part not specially provided for in this section,
of wool, the duty per pound shall be tour 35 per centum ad valorem; * * *
times the duty imposed by this section on
one pound of unwashed wool of the first
clas, and in addition thereto sixty per
centum ad valorem.
FELT, NOT WOVEN.

Descriptwn and u s8.-Felts, not woven; known in the trade as
dressed tdlts, are produced by matting or felting together wool or
hrunder the influence of moisture, heat, and pressure. The property of felting is peculiar to'wools and some hairsi': the felting results
from the tendency of the curly fibers tW wind around each other, as
well as from the ,cdhesion caused by Lhe itterlocking bf the scales.
On the Aunber. of scale or rationo, togpther iwit he curly or
wavy ritui of'the flethe felting qua t -f any' wool largely
din makh' eltsg the WoO is oted
sdcoured, And, if desired,

then ufixed'and, blended wvith Otherfihaterials it s then carded, a
process which tendsto st&ig*hten out the fib6rs it6 their follestextent.
The
filny *Wb "util
leaving
the' card is'thidkn
laid dbwi
mn ttavelitn aprons
and
superimposed
ia'. su~ffidit
ss 'is "otaind'h.e.
different
layers are theii pr~tsAd together and 'Mnsolidated ift a hardening.
machine, containing either steam-heated rollers Which ! have a
rotary and vibrdtin motion, or whuge vibratinflatfroe under which
the material is -utomatically fed. Th, good' -are then soaped and
placed in"a ruling machine where thb re' subjected toth0o continued action of -kicking beams. HerI 'AZiY,actual'felting of the
fibers takes place The individual fiberbtlib
to work entangle
themselves more closely by- reatwi of' th * "tih
'to regain their
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original length and condition of, curl, and, being prevented from
slipping back, from position because' of the interlocking of their
scales, they become frmly united'in a fabric which has shrunk in
both length and width.
Wool felts are of many grades and values, varying according to
the quality of the wool and the percent of other fibers mixed
therewith, accor~ng to the thickness, and according to the extent

of the feiting and finishing operations. They include li
felts
for padding suits and overcoats, boot and shoe linings, poishing
felts, saddle felts, typewwriter cushion, pads, chair seat covers, etc.
Piano felts represent the highest grade.
Production of the felt goOds industry was valued at $13,693,000
in 1914 and $39,230,000 in 1919, but deducting the items of woven
felt cloths (which include endless belts for paper makers), hair felting (which includes gun-wad
and waste, the value was $7,952,000
in 1914 and $27,154,000 in*felts),
1919. The main item so embraced was
listed as trimming and lining felts, including felt skirts and skirtings;
other" items are boot and shoe linings, polish'ig felts and buying
wheels, piano felts, and saddle felts; whil' all other" without description constitute over half of the total value recorded.
Massachusetts has the largest number of felt mills, followed by
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut.
Imports were 88,864 pounds, valued at $105,624, in the fiscal year
1914. lipports since 1917 are recorded as follows:'
calendar year.

Quantity.

Pounds.

1918 ...............................................................
17,074
1919 ..................................................
10,9
1 ............................................ :............. 12,v808
1921 (9 months) ...... ............................
3

Value..

Duty.

$A 2
2

$11,630
0,62
2256
............

I Includes 1.28Q pounds, valued at $5.909. imported under emergency tariff act of 1921.

Export, are not recorded.

Importantcknge,8sin daificat'n.-Unwoven felt are the product

of a distinct branch ot the wQol manufacturing industry and for

this reasonuIare given a sIeparate paraaph instead of being included

with good made by weaving or other processes, as has been the
case in oter tariff a~to. The compensatory duty of 30 cents a
pou4d is smignidto felt valued at more thpi $1.50 a pound on the
assumption that felt abve this value would be made entirely of wool

subject to a duty of 25 cents a, pound and that the loss of material
would not exceed thatmthe manufactureof ya'ns,' Felts ranging in
value up o $1.601 a pound are'divided into, wo classes, with compensatory duties based on the assu'nption thatthe lower the value
the larger the percejanage, of. other material,, sueh.. as wOol waste,
reworked wool, ctto;),cattle hair, etc., dutab*q At' les than 25
cents a pound.,
This parag h covers only unwoven felts, wholly, or in part of
wool, and does not include wq9yen felt, such as used inar
makers'
endlewsbplts and for ot4er.,purposea.' It does not inc u e hair feltwads or as
.ing ifnot in part of w , 'Peiasis used in.mak i
insulation n ice
refrigerators, etc,, as this type is more

p#ogagp 4426. (eo, p.1140,)
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PARAGRAPH 1114.
SNATE AEMNDMENTS:"
H. S. 7456.
PAR. 1114. Fabrics with fast edges not,
exceeding twelve inches in %idth,and
article made therefrom- tubings, garters.
suspenders, braces, cords, and cords and
tassels; if wholly of wool, 36 cents per
pound; if in part of wool whether or not
wool constitutes chief vaiue 25 cents per
pound; and, in addition tiereto on all
the foregoing, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

ACT OF 1913.

383. Webbings, goring,

us-

penders, braces, bandings, beltings, bindings, * * * cords, cords and tassels,
ribbons, * * * any of the foregoing
made of wool or of which wool is a cornponent material, whether containing
india rubber or not, fifty cents per
pound and sixty per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 292. Webbings
suspenders,
braces, bandings, belts, ieltings, bind-

ings, cords, cords and tassels, and rib-

bons; any of the foregoing made of wool
or of which wool or wool and india rubber ure the component materials of chief
value, and not specially provided for in
this
section,
35 per centum ad valorem.
PAR.
358.

* *
coach, carriage,
and automobile lacee, * * * '60 per

centum ad valorem.
WOOL SMALL WARES.

Descriptionand use.-This paragraph embraces narrow woven fabrics which have not been ornamented after leaving the loom, manufactures of such narrow woven fabrics, and certain articles made by
Raiding or twisting together yarns or threads. The small wares
thus covered here include all made in whole or in part of wool. "Fabrics with fast edges not exceeding 12 inches in width" is an
inclusive term for narrow woven fabrics as distingUished from clbth,
which is a woven fabric over 12 inches in width. These narrow
woverr fabrics, such as tape, ribbons, banding, beltigs, bindings
webbings, etc., are produced on narrow-ware looms by means of
numerous small shuttles positively driven by a rack and pinion.
Articles made therefrom include hands, belts, webs, etc. Tubings
are tubular woven products of the narrow-ware loom., Garters, suspenlers, and braces are articles made from narrow fabrics; largely

from elastic webbing which are woven with rubber threads in the
warp. Cords are made by braiding or cabling three or more threads.
Tassels are pendant ornaments ending in a: tuft of loose threads or
cords. Cords and tassels are formed by securing tassels to dords.
Production is not recorded separately.
Imports in 1915 were valued- at $5,781. Imports since 1917'for
calendar years are recorded as follows:
118 los

v uo..........
;..... .... . ........

Duty .......................................

$4i4

o

1O19.

86

Includes 76 poun*, valued at $133, Imported under emergenay tarift act of 192!.

t1921
(O92tbs

_.:,.o.,..,.
7,07
.........
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Exports are not recorded.
Important change in deskifieation.-This is the small-wares part
graph of the wool schedule and, with few exceptions, is confined to
products of the narrow-ware or ribbon loom, and to articles made
from such products. For the sake of uniformity the basic wording
has been made the same as in the small-wares paragraphs of the
other textile schedules (pars. 912, 1614, and 1207), although small
wares of wool are much less important than those of cotton, jute,
flax, or silk. Reasons for the revised wording have been stated
under paragraph 912.
PARAGRAPH 1115.
SE tATE AMENDMENTS.

H. B. 7456.
PAR. 1115. Knit fabrics, made of wool
or of which wool is a component part,
whether or not constituting chief value,
valued at not more than $1.25 per pound,
25 cents per pound and, in addition
thereto, 20 per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than $1.25 per pound, 36
cents per pound and, in addition thereto,
25 per centum ad valorem.
Hose and half hose, and gloves and
mittens, made of wool or of which wool is
a component part, whether or not constituting chief.value, valued at not more
than $3 por dozen pairs, 30 cents per
pound and, in addition thereto, 25 per
<kentum ad valorem; valued at more than
-$3 per dozen pairs, 36 cents per pound
and, in addition thereto, 30 per centum

a4d valorem.

. I. I

TCnit underwear, finished or unfinished,
-made of wool or of which wo6! is a component part, whether rt not constituting
chief value, valued at not more than $2,60
-pr pound, 30, ceuts per pound and, in.
addition thereto, 20' per centum- ad
-valoiein. valued Ai more than $2.50 per
-pound,, 36 cents,per pound and, in ddition thereto 23 per; centum ad valorem.
, 'Outorwear and other, articles, knit or.
,&ocheted, finished or.tmflnished, made
6f w6A bk;oFi*ch wo is a componetit
a , whethr or',not eomstituting chief,
-value,, -lued,,atnot more, than W.0 por.
pound 1.0 .cguotpr pqu d#pd,,inaddi-,
-ion thereto, 28 per centum ad valorei;
valued at more than $2.50 per plund, 36
c*hits 0&pouid xnd i daition-thereto,
33* per centum ad valorem.

-

ACT OF 1909.
knit ' fabrics
PAR, 378. bn * *'4
'

*

*

made wholly or in part of wool,

i
",
.

,

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 288. n * * knit fabrics, **
wholly or in chief value of wool, 10t

not specially provided for in this section, specially provided for in this section,
valued at not more tban forty cents per 35 per cee ntum ad valorem; * *
pound, the duty per pound shall be three stockings, hose and half hose, made o
times the duty imposed by this section,knitting . fhine4 ,or frames, conIp0.10
on a pound of unwashed wool of the first wholly or in chief value of wool, HOI
,class; valued at above forty cents per specially plrovided for in this section, 2)
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ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

per centum ad valorem; stockings hose
and half hose, selvedged, fashioned, narrowed, or shaped wholly or in part by
knitting machines or frames, or knit by
hand, including such as are commercially
known as seamless stockings, hose -and
half hose, and clocked stockings, hose
and half hose, gloves and mittens, all
of the above, composed wholly or in chief
value of wool, if valued at not more than
$1.20 per dozen pairs, 30 per centum ad
valorem; if valued at more than $1.20 per
of dozen pairs, 40 per centum ad valorem:
PAR. 382. On * * * articles
wearing apparel of every description, inPAR. 291. * * * shawls * * *
cluding shawls whether knitted * * *
and knitted articles of every description knitted * * * and knitted articles of
made up or manufactured wholly or in every description made up or inanufacpart * * * and not specially pro- tured wholly or in part, and not specially
vided for in this section, composed provided for in this section, composed
wholly or in part of wool, the duty per wholly or in chief value of wool, 35 per
pound shall be four times the duty im- centum ad valorem.
posed by this section on one pound of
unwashed wool of the first class, and in
addition thereto sixty per contum ad
valorem.
pound and not above seventy cents per
pound, the duty per pound shall be four
times the duty imposed by this section
on one pound of unwashed wool of the
first class, and in addition thereto, upon
all the foregoing, fifty per centum ad
valorem; valued at over seventy cents
per pound, the duty per pound shall be
four times the duty imposed by this section on one pound of unwashed wool of
the first class and fifty-five per centum
ad valorem.

WOOL "NIT FABRICS.

(See Survey K-3.)
L

Description and ue.-Wool knit fabric, in the piece, as distinct
from knitted articles represents a field in which there has been enormous development dunng recent years and in which there is every
prospect for greater development m the future. The most common
form of wooV-knit fabrics is jersey cloth made on large circular machines but fiat machines on which a greater variety of stitch is
possible are also used. Woolknit fabrics.are.made in a wide range
of textures..
Production.-Statistics for the production of woolknit fabric in the
piece wore not separately stated in former census reports. Cotton
knit fabric and wool knit fabric amounted to a value of $1,639,612
in 1914. In 1919 the production of wool knlit fabric alone was
6,055,361 square yards, valued at $13,240 491. Most frequently
wool knit fabric is made by small concerns which knit wool articles.
One or two large concerns have become interested in the piece-goods
trade. The bulk of the output is consumed by the ready-to-wear
garment industry, but each year larger quantities are sold at retail.
Imports recorded as "W6o' knit fabrics, nbt wearing app rbi,
were 13,666 pounds, valued at $14,923. in 19I4; Imports ami o,17
have been as follows:
Cad~rear.

SQuantity.

Vilue

. "IDty..

1918...........
1919 ........

........ i.

o..s)

.... :......,.................

...... ..

.............

8,8
1,605

12i 181

IIncludes 754 pounds, valued at $1,842 Imprted under emergency tariff act of 1921.

I

4
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k

Exports are not recorded.

Important changes in cksstiation.-Wool knit fabric has been
rernioved from the paragraph for woven wool cloths (288 of 1913 and
378 of 1909) and p1aed here in order to assemble all knit goods
belonging under the wool schedule. This obviates the danger of
discrepancies in rates. The same separation and aisemblng of
knit goods have been carried out in the other textile schedudes.
WOOL HOSIERY.

(See Survey K-3.)

Description.-The three classes of wool hosiery (according to methods of manufacture) are covered by this paragraph. These are described under "Cotton hosiery," paragraph 915. Wool hosiery is
probably made in a greater variety of colors than either cotton or
silk hosiery and in a greater range of texture--from the finest
cashmere, not much heavier than silk, to thick ribbed athletic
hose. Much of the domestic production is of a cheap coarse grade
often known as lumbermen's socks, because of its use by men in
such out-of-door occupations. Imports are largely of, the fancy sport
hose.
Production of all-wool hosiery declined from 1,985,833 dozen pairs,
valued at $3,875,486 in 1914, to 1,047,000 dozen pairs, valued at

$5,397,000 in 1919, while the output of wool and cotton (mixed)
or "merino" hosiery, increased from 3,059,294 dozen pairs, valued
at $4,798,949 in 1914; to 4,193,000 dozen pairs valued at $14,998,000
in 1919. The proportion of merino to all-wool hosiery has increased
with each census. The manufacture of wool hosiery is usually carried
on in connection with, that of other wool knit goods, particularly
gloves and underear.
Imports of wool and wool-mixed hosiery in thesecond half of the
fiscal, year 1,914 were 28 827 dozen pairs, valued at $63,3 10; in 1915,
70,053 dozen pairs, valued at $168,877. Imports since 1917 are

recorded as followed,: _
2alendar

,QUStyt

. .........

.......

Value.

.. ..........

...... . ..... t ........ ...

Doen pirs.
787 $$
747 .

79,292

Duty.

, 339

151,706

L919 . .

. .3.........

low .O,,i)......... ...........................,....9

1,225,910
3, 7 113 .......
075 .a1S8,1

IOU
........ Mo

ft

076

. +

.4

IN'+
......

. ..

Idludw25,40pw;&a Ialuod at $660A87, import under emergenoy tari act of 1921.

is the
chief source of supply.
England
not'recorded.
Exports are
Important changes in cla8nsiation.-The word "stockings" has
been omitted since the term' hose and half-hose" is sufficiently inclusive. No subdivision according to methods of manufacture has
been retained because wool hosiery, other than seamless or fashioned,
imported.under the act of 1913 was only a small proportion of the total.
The dividing line between value classifications has been raised, as the

rise in prices since the act of 1913 was passed has thrown almost the
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will approximate an equaldivision of imports are difcult to establish
at
a time
when into
pricesthearehigher
undergo'i
such radical
"Clocked"
entire
import
category.
Value changes.
classifications
which
hosiery has been omitted from this paragraph. (See par. 915, p.
890 for explanation.)
WOOL GLOVES AND MrWIINS.

(See Survey K-A.)

Deseription and usw.-Wool gloves and mittens may be cut from
jersey cloth and stitched to shape; they may be knit continuously,
so that no seams are required in the finishing; or they may be fashioned in the knitting with selvaged4 edges. Gloves are of all three
types; mittens, as a rule, are seamless.
Production.-No statistics are available for former census years.
Production in 1919 amounted to 239,984 dozen pairs of woolen and
worsted gloves, valued at $1,235,140. The industry is conducted by
about 50 concerns, which vary from small establishments equipped
with less than a dozen machines to large organizations capitalize at
one-half to a million dollars, but in almost every instance wool knit
goods other than gloves are also manufactured.
Import_ in the second half of the fiscal year 1914 were 26,126 dozen
pairs, valued at $40,343; in 1915, 148,377 dozen pairs, valued at
$218,194. Imports since 1917 are recorded as follows:
Calendar year.
1918 ................................................................

1919 .............................................................
192.
...................................
1921 (9 months) ....................................

Quantity.

Value

Duty.

Dow.m pame
24,4" 81,719353
N87324
.
39,135
315,513
128,200
221
273 28
10,298
84,788
21,447........

I Includes 70,038 poua, valued at $166,23, imported vqder emergecy trf act of 1921.

The United Kingdom is the main source of imports, normally supplying over nine-tenths of the total. The record iport, attained in
1918, was due to war demands and was mainly supplied by Canada.
Exports are not recorded.
Important changes in cla88iction.-The same change s been
made in the value dividing line as in hose and half hose. Gloves and
mittens are retained in the clause with hosiery rather than transferred to the clause covering outerwear, because, like hosiery, the
commercial unit is the dozen, and retention in this classification wil
more likely insure separate statistical record with the dozen as the
unit of quantity. Moreover, the manufacture of gloves and mittens
is no more closely allied to the manufacture of outerwear than to that
of hosiery. They are frequently made in connection with one or the
other or both, and there are some concerns which make only gloves
and mittens. Like hosiery, gloves and mittens are more highly stand..
ardized than outerwear andt less subject to style variation. There
may be certain popular models, but fewer varieties and less marked
differences from season to season are demanded for gloves and mittens
than for sweaters and other articles of outer apparel. There is no
apparent reason why gloves and mittens should carry a higher rate
of duty than hosiery; hence the classification with hosiery seem

more logical.
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WOOL KNIT UNDERWEAR.

(S9eM survey X4)

Descriptwn and, ues.-The different types of knit underwear are
described under the paragraph on knit cotton underwear (par. 916).
Most of the wool underwear produced in the United States is made
from tubular fabric knit on circular machines. There is very little
demand for full-fashioned underwear.
Production of all-wool and wool-mixed knit shirts and drawers
increased from 1,808,000 dozen, valued at $i2,077,000, in 1914 to
2,164,000 dozen, valued at $22,677,000, in 1919, and union suits from
633,000 dozen, valued at $8,197,000, in 1914 to 1,211,000 dozen, valued at $23,418,000, in 1919. Less than one-eighth of the foregoing
consisted of all-wool underwear.
Imports of wool knit underwear and outerwear are included urqder
the classification "Wool knitted articles, n. s. p. f.," from which knitted shawls, hosiery, and gloves and mittens are excluded by special
iaention. Imports of wool knitted articles were valued at $415,773
in 1914.
Imports of "wool knitted articles, n.s.p.f.," since 1917 are recorded
by Calendar years as follows:
1918

Value .......

.........

Duty..............................

.....

1919

584

o2i4,9

$100, 3M
39,256

1920

1921 (9 moitho.

004

$132, K23

76,282..........

'Includes $16) 674 Imported under emergency tariff act of 1921.

Exports are not recorded.
important changes in clwtjf ion, etc.--See under "Wool Knit
4
Outerwear," etc., below.
WOOL KNIT OUTERWEAR AND OTHER ARTICLES, N. 8. P. F.

(See Survey K-8.)

Description and uses.-The demand for wool knit outerwear has
grown rapidly in the last few years, especially for such garments as
sweaters, toques, scarfs, and bathing suits. Knit outerwear, like
other types of knit goods, may be fLhioned or may be cut from
knit fabric. It is mbre frequently fashioned than is underwear.
Production of wool knit articles of outerwear is not stated separately from those of other fibers.
Sport are not separately recorded, being included under imports
of "wool knitted articles, n. s. p. f.," shown above.
E- ports -aenot recorded.
Importan* changes in dwifici.-It has been considered advisable to mention specifically knit underwear and outerwear in this
paragraph, as the two represent entirely distinct industries. The
development of the knit outerwear industry during the last few
years makes it, particularly desirable to have separate statistics of
imports. The word crocheted" has been inserted in the classificatiorconoeming outerwear and other knit articles because crocheted

U
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goods, although differing in process of production, an similar to
.knitgoods in appearance and use.,

Suggted cqnge8.--..The words "and nos specially provided, for"
might be, inserted after the words "not constituting dpeti valualin
the clause concerning outerwear in order that "other articlesV. in
this clause may not conflict with the articles enumerated above.
PARAGRAPH 1116.
M. B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1116. Clothing and articles of
wearing apparel of every description, not
knit or crocheted, manufactured wholly
or in part, made of wool or of which wool
is a component part, whether or not
constituting chief value, valued at hot
more than $2.60 per pound, 20 cents per)
pound and, in addition thereto, 25 per
centum ad valorem; valued at ipore than
,$.50 but not more than $5 per pound,
25 cents per pound and, in-addition
thereto, 25 per centum ad valorem;
valued at more than $5per
Df und, 36
chnts per pound and in addition thereto,
30 per centum ad Valorem.
AOTX o:

AOT OF 1909.

19:13.

PAR. 382. On clothing, ready-made,
and articles of wearing apparel of ever

PAR. 291. Clothing, ready-made4, #nd,
articles of wearing apparel of 4v.ry1
description, including shawls
description, including shawls * - *
woven, * * * and not specially pro- woven * * * made up or manufacvided for in this section composed tured wholly or in part, and not specially
wholly or in part oUwool, the duty per provided for in this section, composed
pound shall be four times the duty n- wholly or in chief value of wool, 35 per
posed by this section on one pound of centum ad valorem,
unwashed wool of the first class, and in
addition thereto sixty per centum ad
valorem.
WOOL WEARING APPAREL, X. S. P. F.

Description and uses.-This paragraph covers wearing apparel of
every description, manufactured wholfy or in part of wool, camel's
hair, mohair, alpaca., and the like, not knit or crocheted, and not
specially provided for. Articles excluded by virtue of special provision elsewhere are garters, suspenders, braces, and other articles
made from narrow wares (par. 1114)- knit goods (par. 1115); and
apparel ornamented with lace, embroidery, etc. (par. 1430).
Productionis not recorded.

Imports in the fiscal year 1915 were valued at $1,368,866, including
wool hats to the value of $49,081, but not including any knit goods.
Similar imports since 1917 by calendar years are recorded as fo lows:
'i

I92(Snmontum).
....
.
)uty.....*..
.. .alue
...........

.

Includes 328,01 pounds, valued at 11,4a,158, Importd uMiumulgay ta"#at c 1"1.
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,Import, are mainlyfrom the United Kingdom; in 1920 relatively
small amounts came from France, Canada, and Switzerland.
EzApor are larger than imports; in the fiscal year 1914 they were
valued at $2,148,285. Later exports by calendar years have been as
follow#:
1918

ormeand bo

tr womenWU.........

..

'1,41,558'"

Totl

4239,282

1919

1920

I192 (9months).

$1,193918
0..................
,0
MM,
S,441
4,252
2,7,96
144,717
14,005,089

s, 160, 416

2,837,635

- In 1920 the largest purchaser of American clothing for men and
boys was Russia in Asia; Poland and Danzig, Canada, Mexico, and
British South Africa in the order named followed.
Canada was the largest purchaser of clothingfor women and girls;
Poland and Danzig, Germany, Mexico, and rance were the next
best markets.
Importa nt cunge in 8assftion.-This paragraph has been drawn
to exclude all wearing apparel that is knitted or crocheted, these
being provided for in paragraph 1115. The word "ready-made" has
been omitted as unnecessary because this paragraph cover wearing
apparel whether ready-made or custom-made. The scope of this para. graph has been extended beyond that of paagraph 291 of the act of
1913, and 382 of the act of 1909, by the provision that it shall include
all wearing apparel made of wool 'whether or not constituting chief
value."
PARAGRAPH
IL & 7488.

11T.
OBNATE AMBNDMENTS.

PAR. 1117. Oriental, Axminster, Savonnerie, Aubusson, and other c.rmpets
and rugs, not made on a power-driven
loom; carpets and rugs of oriental weave
or weaves, produced on a power-driven
loom; chenille Axminster carpets and
rugs, whether woven as senate carpets
and rugs or in rolls of any idth; all the
foregoing, plain or figured, 5 cents per
square foot and, in addition thereto, 30 per
c ntum ad valorem.

ACT 0P 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 384. Aubusson, Axminster, moquette, and chenille carpet., figured or
plain, and all carpet, or carpeting of like,
character o1 description, sixty cents per
square yard and in addition theretohoty
per oeetum ad valorem,
e
PAR. 391. Carpets of every description,
woven whole for rooms, and Oriental, Berlint Aubumon, Axminster, and similar
rugs, ten cents per square foot and forty
per centum ad valorem: Proed,That in
the measurement of all mats, rugs, carpets
and similar articles, of whatever material
composed, the seolvage, if any, shall be includced.

PAR. 293 A,usson, Axminster, nioquette, an cis unille carpets, figured or
plain, and all carpets or carpeting of like
character or desciption, 35 per centl"'
ad valorem.
PAR. 300. Carpets of every description,
woven whole for room, and Oriental,
Berlin, Aubuson, Axmintr, and similar rugs, 50 per centum ad valorem.

a
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Deecip and .,This' paragr ph-includes the folli types
of carpets and' rugs. (1) H dmad t,.usually kno!tted-pile' abrs;
(2)machine-made lotted-pile fabrics; and (3) chenilleAxminsrs.
Handmade knottedpile floor c 1erngs include both the oriental
and the European handtufted rug.2 The term oriental rug includes
the hand product# nob only of countries of the Near Eas, such as
Persia and Tnkey. but aiso similar products of-Itidia, China, and
other countries of tle Middle'and Far-East.' This hand industry, as
a whole confining iti operations tod the production of the finest
qualities of handmade rugs, h#A managed to survive, although on a
limited scale. Oriental rugs are usually produced in the home and
with primitive appliances The foundation threadsare generally of
linen or hemp and these are oovefed with i pile consistig of tufts of
wool knotted to thewarp by the *eaveYd fingers. The design re'
quired is produced by using tufts of differenmtcoors; Such rug are
fundamentally superior to machine-made goods in that the knot is the
best method of Wlung th Ogjle to the wiri,' The permanence thus
secured, the individuality attaching to eiah rag beauge of manufacture by hand, and thi oriental or exotic designs make them very
popular.
European hand-tufted rugs are usually produced in workshops
having improved appliances and where better materials are used
than those employed in 'oriental rup, but although the two varieties
differ in design the details of their manufacture are essentially the
same. Typical European hand-tufted rugs are the "real" A.minster, the Savonnerie, and. the Aubusson; there are also.les important
varieties, such as the Berlin, which are not specifically mentioned. Until recently it was. thought .i ossible to develop a power
loom which would make carpets and-rugs of oriental weave; that
is,with knotted pile.. "A,looxrt,
hovoye, .bPen Ihventd that
produces a fabric of iinlar' structure. Pile yarns are inserted
vertically between the. warp threads as requrd and knotted
into place by S mechancal c sing and . .recrossmg
of altern*t
warp threads.8 One sueh'1om, is operation in the United States
and there are two or three in Europe.
I
Chenille :- ninsters . are Mainly highf-pri~ aticle. And, their
manufacture, although,.6n
( l'apower loom, 'closely approaches the
handicraft method of production. The prvpaati of, tie chenille,
or "fur" )as it is known min th t
e
it t,,-, e .'
ry
weavino a pei clthw
ciept
tlothtedt'iake
aligned i poito0n; it i the
twow in binding
dUpto
picks,
and agin stopped to iligg'
f ut
4 omteroe
hn~~oy
ab~e ndwqrk is iivplve.
tly and.cq
isoperation iuti
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)h, a'e numbered
'8u.If tarpets and
his
i dliification
l, 'ca!.', Axmin-

ene, ari uuon, and also chenie Axmsters which,
steer, a
although made on a power loom, necessitate aJ1arge amount of hand,
work and are costly goods which are in uehth6 same olass handmade goods. There is also included*
hr~l rugforit4
weave or weaves, produced on a p9V-dven,
o'
The terpn
"oriental weave or weaves" means.wove -,mil r,io the .orienal;
that is, with knotted pile. This provision at presenv'c6verst'the
product of,.o
19om that invented by ,.aJ rnian, but
is msertedVecause o possible future developments m, e production
of, knottedpfile carpets by nadhinery.,: .., .,,
Thbm;6 (netisat
r7 dut' f 5. entsy r .Wquarefoot
is: based on evi,
denceobd.At jld _M a.caefufstudy of the domntic crpet industry by,
theTariff Cornmision. (See TariffInformati4u Survey K-6, "Car-i
pets and rugs of wool.") The average weight of wool yarn per square
yard, if the chenille Axmrinsters reported td the commission was 3.82
pounds; ifid statements fri* the. trade show that on n aver*6 about
60 pounds ofa Were prou4ied frP DO pounds ofcarpet wool in.
the condition in which imported. The- mamum duty applicable
to calpet Wool entered unde, paragraph 1101 would be 7 cents a
pound., The dutypaid onht wool required perpound.o Yyarh would
therefore be 7 divided by 0.60,.or 11I centi. The&wool duty for a
square yard of chenille AxMninser would be,11 #X3.82, or 44.67 cents
per square yard and this' divided by 9 is 4.95 cents'per square foot.:
A round figure of 5 cents per suare foot was therefore suggested and
adopted for the compenatoryduty. Tii is con deredliera!, pa.r'
ticularly as much of the.carpet wool, dutiable under paragraph 1101,
would, bviftue of the ad vidorem clause, pay lees duty than cents

apound.

PARAGAA
H. 3.7486,..
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petsaid rug,

not specially pUvided, for, and crts
and rug* ofie character or description,
2 cents per square foot; Wilton, carpet
and rug , and .carpet and ru of lie
character or. description,
cents per
square foot,'; Brussels c~rpets., and rugs,

,'

/

.,'

4.

and carpet aid ru of ike chaiutl, or

description, 2 cento per. square foot
velvet and Lpesty. capets and ugA 4
carpets nd rugs of. like charter or
description 1t cogt. per square foot;
and, in addition thereto on all 0e fore_.
foing, 25 per centum ad valorem.
Ingrain carpets and ingrain rugs or
art sqwes, of whatever material compo8ed, and carpets and rugs of like character and desciption, not specially provided for, I cent per square foot and, in
addition thereto, 20 per centum ad
valorem.
All other floor coverings including mats
and druggets, not specialLy pro ided for,.

I

H
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ctinpoeed wholly or -in, part of-wool,,-

W16tlor or not constituti g- chief vue,
cents per squzreof t .nd,,Miudditim

..,
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thvto , per-eeitui ad'va rem.
dthto, peth
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PAR. 384.*
* * Axminster, moPAx, 29, * * P Axminiser moquette,and
and.
figured
or., quetto,
an4al henille
figued
or
plain,
allchenille
carpsts ,pets
or .- rLng
of lNke.
plain, and
br et carpets,
-cping
of like
chracter ordescription,, Oixt; cents per, character or derption, %&rnMtum ad
square yard and " dditioittiereto ty :.valor .
•:
perPAR.
centum
ad
valnrem,
PAR.
294.
Saony,
Wilton,.
and Tour386. $axony,-Wilton-, and Tourpay : ny velvet capetas figured
or plain,
and
velvet carpets, figured ,or, pliin,,and l al! Arpet or c eting of like character
carpets or carpeting of like ehaActer ot Or description 30 per Centum ad valorem.
description. aity cehts Otr square yard
PAR.
B-slscarpets, figured or
hV0.
and in additioii thereto forty perteitUi plain, dall carpets or carpeting of like
ad valorem,
.,
:ad valorem.or description,, per centum
4eox. character
PAR. 380. Bruesels, c4pete,
plain, and'oralldescription,
carpets or N
t 'i 6feents
like 'carpets,
PAi. 296.
Velvet
mid tapestry
velvet
printed on
the
torty-fou±
figured
or plain,
character
Jwr'quari yard and i, addllionthereto wap or.otherwise, and all carpets or car.

foxty per Centum .d Aorem,.

.

'peting of like character or Oefcription, 30

velet
centu 7.u
Wapestry
valorem*.' tiruslsc'arpets,
T AR. 387. Velvet rAqd, pttutct
th,e PeiPAR."
cape
tag nlgudor plai, .aet on
*aip o1 oihrwis, and all "jpe; or figuredor lain, 'and allcarpets or carpetcpeting'of like lbaracteror dp .-iptionj ing of .likecharacter gr description,
lh*tyceit .per eqtre ya -d . od1- Ine o the ,varp o Ot~eriase, 20 per
tion thereto forty per centum ad valorem. centum ad valorem.
PAR. 388. Tapestry Brussels carpets,
PAR. 298. Treble ingrain, three-ply,
figured or plain, and all carpets or ceait- and all-chain Venetian carpet., 20 per
ig
of onlike
or descripti,-tetum
ad .valorem.
.
Wool Dutch and two-ply ine
printed
the character
wrpor othei,
eight cents per square yard
hbad
.grain cIpet, 20 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 301. Dnqggete. pd bookings,
tion thrto forty r ntn advaorem.
PAR. 3 9. Trefi
ighr"-ply, printed, colore--or 6thdiwise, 20 per
ga
and all chain Venetian carpets, twenty- centum ad vlorem.
two cents per square yard and in addition
P.A: 802. Oar-pto' and: ce ting of
thereto 40 per centum ad valorem.
wld :.* * * br com osd, in part of
PAR. 390. Wool Dutch and two-ply in- either f then. [woo!' tottbdn], not spegrainCarp., 18 cents per square yard Clk provi46 f& 'ih this section,
and in ar-dition thereto forty per centum * 5 * 20per cenlri/ a valore.
.

ad valorei.

PAn. 3.92. Drugget and backing,
printed, colored, or otherwise, twentytwo cents per square yard and in addition
thereto forty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 391 Carpets and carpeting of
wool, * * * not specially provided
for in t!is section, * **fifty per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 894. Mats, rug for floors, *.* *
bedsides, art squares, and other portion
of carpets or carting made wholly or in
Pert of wool, and not specially provided
for in this section, shall be subjected to
the rate of duty herein imposed on carpets
or carpeting. of like character or deecrip-

tion.
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(See Survey K.-6.) ,

Descrpioqn and uses.-The carpets and rugs, covered by th paravgraph may be divided into four, classes..
(1) Axminster Carpets and rug,.not specially provided for, signifies
Axministers other t.anthe handmade ("real) Axnusters and the
chenille Axminsters. The machine-made Axminsters here covered
are sometimes known as "spool" Axminstem, a term derived from the
fact that the pile yarns are, in weaving, drawn from wide spools, each
spool being as wide as the loom. The spool Axminster is an imittion
o? the oriental weave, in that the pile threads are drawn from outside
and not formed from the warp; it differs from it in that the pile is not
knotted to the warp threads but inserted around a filling thread and
bound in by additional filling threads. It is made with uncut loop
pile. The materials. consist 6f cotton or linen for the binding warp;
jute for stuffer warp, float and bottom or back weft cotton, linen, or
jutef~or top and binding weft' and worsted yarn of %oodquality for
the fur or tufts. Weight and firmness are supplied y the jute and
cotton threads and the wasted yarn gives the surface only.,
(2) Wilton, Brussels, velvet, and tapestry carpqtsform .a distinct
class, being warp-pile fabrics having a foundaioA made with warp
and fil ng and a surface made of an extr, set.of warp threa s woven
over wires.
The Wilton is a out-pile fabric and the better varieties rank among
the highest examples of mauhine-madq floor coverings. The iwarp
usually of cotton and the weft yarns of either.cotton or jute. The
extra warp threads to form the pies are drawn from superimposed
frames of spools at the back of the loom; the spools in each frame are
usually of a single color- and the fabric therefrom known as a, "five0frame" or "six-frame. Wilton;- the larger the nuwbeij of frames the

greater variation of color and'design obtainable. .These pile-wap

threads may be either woolen or worsted yarn. The term Saxony
usually signifies a Wilton made with woolen pile yarms.
The Brussels is a loop (uncut) pile fabric, durable and of high
quality, It is made in much the same manner as the Wilton, drawing
the6 dyed warp-pie rarns from frames of spools 1t the hack of the
loom, but di ering in construction in- certain details. The pile is
always worsted yirn, the warp is of jute, and the weft yarus of linen
or jute; sometimes jute stwffer threads are inserted to give greater
bulk and weight to the goods.
Velvet (sometimes known as tapestry velvet) is a cut-pile fabric
made in imitation of the Wilton but cheaper and less durable. Instead
of a desn formed from dyed warp- ile yarns, the pattern is printed
on the pile warp. As this printed pile is used only for the surface
there is a smaller proportion of wool and a larger proportion of jute
and cotton than is the case in Wiltons in which the dyed pile when not
used to form pilePis buried in the body of the fabric. :T6urnay velvet
is a type of velvet carpeting of fine quality.
Tapestry (sometimes known as tapestry Brussels) isa loop (uncut)
pile fabric made in imitation of the Brussels, The pattern is printed
on the warp and this, asior velvet, permits a greater economy:of *ool;
the fabric produced is cheaper but less durable than the Brussels.

1qMb

(3) Ingrain carpetsdiller from; l!,he pending in that they
are
of the
not pile fabrics' but multiple clothes., The primary meaning
term "ingrain" is "dyed in the grain"; that is, yarn dyed. Ingrain
carpets are composed of two or more webs, each with its own warp and
filliNf a distinctive color.' The superimposed webs are interlaced in
weaving and the design is secured by bring" to the surface,, from
either the warp or the killing ; the colorrequired., . Three-ply or treble
ngrain has three sets of warpi nd filling interlaced;, it is possible in
this type to have six colors, a different one for each warp fnd filling,
insteadof four as in. two-ply ingrain. Venetian is an inexpensive
ingrain carpet, made with Worsted or cotton warp andjute filling, and
used only for stairs ndhallways. -The warp predominates on the face
to such an extent that it is sometimes known as "all-chain" (meaning
"all-warp") Venetian. Ingrain rugs woven in one piece are known as
art squares. "Wool Dutch," a term now obsolete, was used to designate a coarse heavy carpet, woven in stripes and similarin appearance
to ingrain. Production of the old-fashioned wool ingrain carpeting
has practically ceased in this country; but the production of fiber
(paper) and wool and fiber floor -coverings on ingrain looms has
grown to large proportions.
(4) "All other floor coverings, including mats and druggets, not
specially provided for, composed wholly or i part of wool, whether or
not constituting chief value" is a basket clause that covers a number
of miscellaneous floor coverings. Mats are small rugs not longer than
36 inches and not wider than 18 inches. A mat or small rug for use at
the side of a bed is'a "bedside,"obut this term is now rarely used: The
term druggets," also bookings, a'more obsolete term, was formerly
used to mean coarse woolen cloths; felted or woven, used for floor
coverings; druggets now usually signify'a lighter woven cloth that is
used to cover carpets in summer time or to substitute therefor. Felt
carpets are included in this catch-all provision.

'
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Productio n 1914 and 1919 was recorded by'the Federal Census is

follows:,

Quatity..

Value.

Capt and -rugs.
1914

Axminster and moquette. .

..........

Wilton.................................

Brussels
Tapestr ....
velvet...................................
....... .........
TapestryB
els .....................................
igrafn, including art sqUares .............
Woo, andpaper.; .................................
Colonial or rag .....................
..........
Ai other...............

Ttal...........

....................

1919[

19A4

8 , yde.
16,M,00

Sq. yd8.
14,700,000 $18,679,000

2;695,000
13,228,M0

9,*6 ,000
000

.816,000

13,615,000
8973,000
8........
41
1,4B,(
O

.................. ,...:..3 ,3o,

'4,959,000 11,, 000

3,0 ,000
12,807:000.

9,996,000 9,8,00000
1,9^ 000 3,406,000
P 0 ,,
M ............
D
933,000

o 3,6(

,3)

1919

$35,rAL

23,4:31,0

2,IS,OM
20,626
(
13,119,
1,770
,wo
5O,0

2,246, (0

o9,

If the chenille Axminster and Smyrna types (dutiable under par.
1117) be added, the grand total for the American production of carpets
and rugs is 66,340,000 square yards, valued at $64,683;,0001 in 1914;
and 51,991,000 square yards, valued at $110,077,000, in 1919. As tiis
decfease in quantity of production was accompanied by a greater

*
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decrease in importA and is &PpOtinuation of s decline that began earlier
(for instance, production in 1)04;totaled 8,670,.00, square yards And
in
1909, 81,? 9,000.square yards) t pa. evident that the, demand for
and rugs in genrid, is 4etining ii this: country. This is
carpet
largely pxplaineyby two factors, theicreaaing use of1.ardwood flPor,
req=r4g less carpet'g, and the substitution of. 00er styleo offloor
covylia, su as felt Lass fabrics, linoleums, and grass rug.
.
In spite of this decline the Unitod States continues to rank as the
world's largest producer of carpets and rugs of wool._Impots of machine-made carpets and rugs of wool constitute. less
than 1 per cent of the domestic production. Imports of goods cov-

ered by tlis paragraph during the fiscal years ended June 30, 1914

and 1919, were as follow:

Quantity.

Capets and rugs..

Axminste.r and moquette .........
...............
Wilton, Saxony, ad Tourney velvet ..................
Brussels .......... ;...................................
Velvet and tapestry velvet ......................
Tapestry Brusel ..............................
Ingrain ............................................... .
AMlother .....
.............. ..............

Total, ..........................................

..

....

1914

1919

S.ysq. 89a
( ,
6
2
,:760
122
41,487
2,484
8,730
11,779
9, 372
10,481
56,543
8,272
,

1

74

Value.
1914

(1)
$64,851
8,110
8050
7:083
150
66,538

234,782

1919

(1)
85,857
48
15,971
13, 58
33
9,390

44,

lImportg of spool Axininsters here dutiable not reoorded separately. See imports under preceding
of spool Axminstere.

paragraph.
pExclusive

It is obvious from the above that imports of Wilton, Brussels
velvet, tapestry, ingrain, and other machine-made carpets included
under this paragraph are too small t affect the domestic market.
Exports' of machine-made carpets and rugs included under this
paragraph are not recorded separately but are now larger than imports. As an indication, Canadian statistics for the fiscal year
ended March 31, '1921, record. imports of carpets and rugs from the
United Stat6s valued at $71,509, in addition to $198,696 worth of
"Oriental and handwoven squares" which, as they are not made in
the United States, were probably reexports.
Important change in -c sificat'ion.-The intent of this paragraph
is to cover all carpets and rugs; which contain any wool, other than
those that are strictly luxuries provided for in-paragraph 1117;
but the first two sentences of the paragraph are not restricted to
wool.
This paragraph includes, (1) Axminsters, other than the handmade
and the chenille Axminsters; (2) warp-pile, such as. the Wilton,
Brussels, velvet, and tapestry; (3) ingrain; and (4) all other floor
coverings, not specially provided for,-which contain any wool.
The floor coverings thus covered; in one para aph conciely
worded have in past acts required several paragraphs and these were
worded mo44oogely and contained terms which,are to-day obsolete
or else designations of varieties covered by other terms.
Terms used in previous acts and here omitted include moquette
(a variety of spool Axminster); Saxony (a variety of Wilton); Tour-
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nay velvet (a variety of velvet); twoply; three-ply, treble, all-chain

Venetian, and wool Dutch '(all varieties of ingrain); booking (an

obsolete term for a coarse woolen cloth similar to the druret) and
bedsides (small mats or'rtigs), There has also been. oitted the
perplexing phrase "carpets woven whole for rooms," a well as the
phrase.' rugs for f)ors, and the Tariff Oommission recommendation
was adopted to, oi t any differentiatioi between carpets and rugs
end to base the tariff classifications solely on method,omanufacture.
-The compensatory duties used for wool pile carpets i this paragraph were derived by calculations similar to that stated in paragraph 1117. They are based on the highest duty (7 cents 4-pound)
applicable to carpet wool under paragraph .1101, and, yield of
60 pounds of yarn from 100 pounds of carpet wool inthe condition
imported. The calculations, and compensatory duties based thereon,
are as follows:
Average

weightof

Duty paid on wool.
.

-.

yaren In each
woosquare
per
of
pound of
yarn.

Axtmimnter, n. s. p. f................ ....
lton...................
.......231
3russels ............
...............
Velvet ..........
...................
Tapestry ........
.............
,.

Pounds.

L 42
1.52
.96
.47

a'n*.

11,
11
11
ll
1l

-

....... tory duty

In each
yard of
yar

in eash
t
Brpet

CenU.

Ocfb/

16.57
25.95
17.85
10.62
, . 48

euggeste
urque
ot o
carpet.

1.84
2.99
1.98
1.18
0.69

Cn.

2
3
2

I1

I"

These compensatory duties are considered liberal, particularly as
much of the carpet wool dutiable under paragraph 1101 would, by
virtue of the ad valorem clause, pay less duty than 7 cents a pound.
Ingrain carpets and rugs are assigned compensatory d uty of
1 cent per square foot, Woolya'ns used in such goods are generally
of the poorest class of carpet wools) the dutyon which, under paragraph 1101, would generally be 'less than 7 cents a pound. At
present only a smallamount of wool ingrain is made in this country;
inmost
ingrains the yarns are now in part
or in whole of "fiber"
.
(paper).
"All other" floor coverings cover various types and the compensatory duty has been made the same as that assigned to Brussels and
spool Axiinsters on the assumption that they will be mostly medium
grade goods with approximately the same percentage of wool to
I
total weight.
Specific mention of carpets and carpeting of cotton, n. s. p.'
(par. 393, act, of 1909, aud-302, act of 1913), has been omitted, with
the intent that these shall fall under the basket proviso in paragraph
1020.
.

PARAGRAPH 1119.
H. R. 7456.

Par. 1119. Screens, hasocke, and all
other articles composed wholly or in part
of cpetor rugs, and not specially provided for, 22 per centum ad valorem
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ACT OF 191.

AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 394. * *

* screens covers, has-

made w)oliy or in part
*
socks,
of wool, and not specially provided for in
this section, shall be subjected to the rate
of duty hlcrein imposed on carpets or
carpetings of like character or description.

ioot

PAR. 303. * * * screens, covers, hasocks, 4 *
composed wholly or in

part
wool,
and not
ly Wrovided
for inofthis
section,
shall be subjected
to
the rate of duty herein imposed on carpets or carpetifg of like claracter or dciption.

ARTICLES MADE FROM CARPETS.

Description and
.ee.--Carpets
and rugs ,are not infrequently used
in makifig other articles. Screens made of such materials are here
dutiablh, as also are hassocks, which are thick, hard cushions used for

footstooLs. These are mentioned specifically only as an indication of
the scope of the paragraph, which would include any article made in
whole or in part from carpets or rugs.I
Production, import, and exports are not separately recorded.

Important canes i
s atio.-This paragraph isa modification of a part of paragraphs 394, act of 1909, and 303,° act of 1913,
and is intended to secure separate enumeration of articles made from
carpets and rugs. This provision would include articles made wholly
or in part of carpets or rugs, whatever the materials might be, and
whether or not any wool be used. .It does:not include any such floor
coverings themselves.
PARAGRAPH, 1120,
H. U. 7458.

SENATE 'XANDENTS.

PAR. 1120. All manufactures not speciallyprovidedfor, composedof wool or of
which wool is a component part, whether
or not constituting chief value, 25 per centurn ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 378. On *

*

* all manufac-

tures of every description made wholly or
in part of wool, not specially provided for
in this section, valued at not more than
forty cents per pound, the duty per pond
shall be three tune the duty imposed
by this section on a pound of unwashed
wool of the first class; valued at above
forty cents per pound and -not above
seventy cents per pound, the duty
per pound shall be four times the'
duty imposed by this section on b6ne
pound of unwashed wool of the first
class, and in addition thereto, upon
all the foregoing, fifty per centum ad
valorem; valued at over seventy cents per
pound, the duty per pound shall be four
times the duty imposed by this section on
one pound of unwashed, wool of the first
class and fifty-fivq per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 288. * * * all manufactures of
every description made, by any process,
wholly or in chief value of wool,; not
specially provided for in this section,
35 per.centum ad valoiem; * * *
PAR. 308. * * * and all manufac-

tures of every description made by any
process, wholly or in chief value of the
hair of the Angora goat, alpaca, and other
like animals, not specially provided for in
this section, 40 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 289. Blankets, * '* * com-

posed wholly or in chief value of wool, 25
per centum ad valorem; * * *.
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On blankets com-

poed wholly or in part of wool valued at

*9are thi
,.tycents perpound, the duty.
perpound l 1lbe, three tmes the duty

~zed bytl, section on one pound.
unwahd wool 9f the nit class, and in
addition thereto forty -rr

,.

,

..

centumu ad

valorem. * * * Prowled, That on

blankets over three yards im length the

same duties shall be paid ason
Onloths. the

BASKET PARAGRAPH OF WOOL SCHEDULE.

De8criptionand ue.-The basket paragraph for the wool behedule
is intended to cover miscellaneous articles, in whole or in, part of
wool, which are not individually important enough to be specially
provided for. Among the items covered are articles of furniture in
chief value of wool; fancy baskets composed of willow or metal and
wool; cotton quilts with wool fringe;, doL' wigs of goat hair attached
to a cotton foundation; 'dusters having strips of wool cloth attached
to a wooden handle; hat crowns of wool and silk; musical instruinent key pads of leather, cotton, and wool; penwipers; for use or
for ornament, containing wool; and scapulars of wool and cotton,
with religious emblems printed, thereon. It also includes manufactures of woven felt, such as endless belts used by, paper makers; all
blankets, containing wool, other than those mentioned in paragraph
1112, and carriage and automobile robes, steamer rugs, and the like.
Production.-It is impossible tW make up an inclusive total of
domestic output for contrast with imports under a basket.paragraph.
HoW*ver; the production of carriage robes was 1,768,000 square
yards, valued at $1,231,000, in 1914; and 2,197,000 square yards
(2,470,000 pounds), valued at $3,845,000, in 1919; the production
of endless belts, largely paper makers' felts, was valued at $4,164,186
in 1914.
Imports of manufactures of wool not specially provided for were
valued at, $658,337 in the fiscal year 1914, and at $1,112,678 in the
,calendar year 1920, These figures can hardly be used in contrast,
however, since the list of unenumerated articles under paragraph 1120
of H. R. 745,6 will be somewhat different from that of preceding acts.
ExpoMet are not recorded.
lm-portant changea in dassnfication.-Heretofore manufactures of
wool- not spe i4lly provided or have been included in paragraphs
(such as 378 of 1909 and 288 of 1913) which also covered other goods
specifically mentioned. A basket or catchall paragraph is here provided, in accordance with the logical arrangement usual in the other
textile schedules, to include all manufactures, ij whole or in part of
wool, which are not provided for elsewhere# ,'
Inasmuch as many of these miscellaneous articles, such as fancY
baskets, wooden-handled dusters, musical instrument key pads, etc..
would be in part of other materials,, it was considered inadvisable to
attempt a compensatory wool duty based on the totalweight of the
article, or to have a compensatory wool duty based on the weig lt
of wool contained in the article, as this latter would in many instances
involve destructive analysis. For these reasons the duty on such
miscellaneous articles is made a straight ad valorem.
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"

The wool schedule of.H.. R. .746B provides for manufactures in part
of wool, whereas the wool schedule of the tariff act of 1913 requires
manufactures
to rbequire
wholly
or in
The value.
other
textile schedules
cotton,
flax,chief
sil, value
etc., bf
to wool.
be in chief
The general rule of construction is that a provision for-manufactures
in chief value of a material is more specific than a provision for
manufactures in part of a material. However, in prior tariff acts an'
exception has been made of manufactures in part of wool. Thus, ii
the act of 1897 there was a proviso to paragraph 391 reading:,
Provided, That all manufactures, of which wool is a component material, shall be
clarified and assessed for duty as manufactures of wool.

And in the act of 1909 there was a proviso to paragraph 403 reading:
Provided, That all manufactures of silk enumerated under any paragraph of this
schedule, if composed in any part of wool, shall be classified and assessed for duty
as manufactures of wool.

There is no'such provision in the act of 1913.
Under H. R. 7456 as passed by the House of Representatives,
articles in chief value of some other textile than woo', orin chief
value of india rubber, might be held not to come within the wool
schedule, although in substantial part of wool, in cases where'the
same' descriptive terms, such as "wearing apparel" or 'manufactures", are used in the parag ph reqirng the particular material
to constitute chief value of the article and in the paragraph permitting the particular component material. to constitute a minor part
of the article. Thus a provision for "manufactures in chief vilue of
india rubber" might govern as against a provision for "manufactures in part of wool,' but a different situation would be presented
if the compete, g,provisions were such as wearingg apparel in part of
wool," and "manufactures :in chief value, of, india rubber', (or of
any other material other than-wool), The expression "whether or
not constituting chief value" in H.R.,7456 is, however, broader in
form than usual.
uggeted changes.-Because there is no compensatory duty,. a
straight ad valorem. duty does not give fancy blankets, traveling
rugs, etc., the equality of treatment accorded other manufactures ol
wool that are specially provided for. It is suggested that, in lieu
of a compensatory duty in this paragraph, pararaph 1112 be. e*tended to include, in such form as. esired, all blankets, carriage
robes, steamer rugs, and the like.
If a compensatory duty is inserted in this basketparagraph, it is
suggested that the wording be, changed to cover only manufactures
wholly or in chief, value of wool.
If paragraph .1120 should be construed to apply, to importations
having wool in any uantity, however small as a component part,
merchandise , might be manufactured for 1e express purpose of
avoiding a higher rate of duty than 25 er cent, such as cotton
tapestries and other jacquard figured, upholstery goods, carrying
30 per cent ad valorem under paragraph 908. Substitution of the
word "substantial" for "component'. before "part" in line.-21,
page 125, of H. R. 7456, wold require something more than a negligible part such as a few picks of wool in a silk tie.
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11.

SBNATZ AMNDMNTS.

PAR. 1121., Whenever in this title the,
word "wool" is used ir connection with
a manufactured article of which it isa
component material, it shall be held to
include.'wool or hair of the sheep, camel,
Angri goat, alpaca, or othei like animals,

whether nanufatured by the woolen,.
worsted; felt, or any other process.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 395. Whenever, in any schedule
PAR. 304. Whenever in this section the
of this Act, the word "wool" is used in word " wool " is used in connection with a
connection with a manufactured article manufactured article of which it is a cornof which it is a component material, it ponent material, it shall be held to in.
shall be held to include wool or hair of the elude w9 )or hair of the sheep, camel, or
sheep, camel, goat, alpaca or other animal, other like animals, whether manufa(',whether manufactured, by the woolen, tured by the woolep, worsted, felt, or
worsted,, felt, or any other process.
any other. process.

Important changes in casifjtion.-In the act of 1913, manufac-

tures of hair of the Angora goat, alpaca; and other like animals are
provided for separately from manufactures of wool or hair of the
sheep, camel, and other like animals. Paragraph 1121 of H. R. 7456
eliminates such separate provision and restores paragraph 395 of the
act of 1909, with the word "like" inserted between 'other" and
"animals" and " Angora'! before," goat."
-This paragraph deals with the hair covering of certain animals
and not with the animals themselves; therefore the expression "other
like animals" does not mean animals which are like the sheep, camel,
Angora goat, or alpaca in build or appearance, but those which are
like them in the wool or hair which they produce. (Bloomingl le
v. United States 8 Ct. Oust. Appls., 104, of 1917.) Animal hair
which is dissimilar in its characteristics and uses to the above-for
instance, hair of the horse and cattle-is provi-ded for in paragraph 1579.
A true fur does not differ materially from a true wool, which , like
fur is a modified form of hair and is distinguished by its fine, soit,
and curly nature and by pointed scales or plates attached to the
filament. Hair which is so short that it is commercially unfit to
be spun into yarn or for the making of textiles, and is chiefly emploed in the making of furs or fur garments, or for other fur uses,
is that kind of hair which is known as-fur, though it be taken from the
back of a sheep., Hair which possesses all the characteristics of
fur but is so long and of-such quality that it can-be spun into yarn
and converted into cloth and is chiefly used for that urpose, should
be classified as a wool, or hair other than fur. (Bloomi
dal, -.
United States, 8upra.) Undressed furs are provided for in paragraph 1573.
uqe8ted ckange.-Litigation -is -now pending as to whether Ihle
hair of the Cashmere goat is more "similar" to that of the Ango'a
goat than to that of the camel. It mi 'at therefore be well to inse-t
in paragraph 1121 (and also in par. 1102, the words "Cashmere goat"
after the words "Angora goat.'
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PARAGRAPH 1122.

L I. 745S.

SIINATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1122. All sampOleo of manufac-

tures of wool which are not admitted
under bond for exportation Within six,
months shall be subject to the same rates
of duty snd-the mzni valuation a the
manufactured articles which they are intended to represent.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT 01-1918.

fNo rreeponding provion.

[No corresponding provison.]

Subsec.

4 of par J.3of Sedtion IV, however, exempta I ,om duty "samples solely fo; use
in takin orders for merchandise. "

Sugge d changee.-This is a new provision in the wool schedule.
It is peculiarly difficult of administration, especially in applraisemient.
In Title IlI, section 311, of H. R. 7456, provision is made for samples
solely for use in taking orders for merchandise..
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PAR. 1201. Silk partially manufactured
from raw silk, waste silk, or cocoons, and
silk noils exceeditg %Diahes in length,
not twisted or spun, 35 cents per pound:
Provided, Tat none ofthehe lshall
pay alese rae of duty,than 25 per ceptum
ACT OP1 1909.

.. 4CT Or191P."
fi3UI

-A

.UX1

O.DR

kR. 396. Sili pa tally iantulaiued
''AR. 811,' $llkrj$ly,.mnqt4acred
from cocoons or from wast slk and not oi co&consor itbm watiW silk and not
further advanced or manufactured than further advanced or manufactured than
carded or combed silk, thirty-five cents carded or combed silk, and silk noils exceeding two inches in length, 20 cents
per pound.

per pound.

RAW SILK PARTIALLY MANUFACTURED.

(See Survey L-1.)

Deacriptin.-Raw silk passes through only a few sties in the
course of its manufacture into thrown s1; therefore possible imports
of silk partially manufactured from cocoonb are practically limited
to silk wound on spools or tubes.
Production.-The winding of silk on spools or tubes in the United
States is a preliminary operation to "throwing" (see par. 1203, p.
1013), and hence practically none is offered for sale.
ImporO.--See below under "Silk Waste Partially Manufactured."
Exorts are not recorded and are probably nil.
SILK WASTE PARTIALLY MANUFACTURED.

(See Survey L-1.)

Desription and ue-Where silk waste (par. 1650) in course of
conversion into spui silk has gone through any or all of the processes
up to but not including roving, it is dutiable under this paragraph.
Until recently waste silk degummed by boiling seems to have been
dutiable under the paragraph, but in Smille v. United States, 11 Ct.
Cust. Appeals, -- ; T. D. 38966, of 1922, it has been held that waste
silk so degummed is not advanced in manufacture and thus comes in
dutyfreeassilkwaste. (See par. 1650, p. 1430.) Dressed and combed
silk, known as peign e, is the only important article of commerce
covered by this paragraph; it is useful only in the further processes
of silk spinning.
Produtction.--The making of waste silk into peign6e involves
numerous technical processes requiring highly skilled adult imale
1006
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Addilo,
"/n .or--mporis prior to 1917 averaged lea than 1,000 po d

anualy. TVith American efifiatibn in the war, there was an

fidge bag cloth made
enormous Government,
~mmmw Jar,)
from noil yarn or coarse spun silk yarn (see par. 1202). The demand
' 6ffr 4eilgn& As low-grade coaye ydrnvwas needed,
thefpeign e furnished by the newly expanded Japauese industry was
used. In 1918 and subsequent years, moreover doeotic pinning
facilities were expanded somewhat more rapidly han peign6e-making
facilities, and the Japanese product was also imported t make up
for the deficiency thus arising in thd domestic supply., Furthermore
caused Sa''At

there has recently been established here *aSpun-ialxplant owned by

the European spun silk combination and importing its peign6e from
Europe. The results will be seen in the foilowing'statistics of imports
of partially manufactured silk, chiefly peigiqe.
Colendar year.

u i., , Vilue.

SPound.
1918 .....................................................
478,716
1919 .................................
*............. .
717ogg
i....
1I= (9...............................................
.
47...
1921 (9.................
......
.
7

Duty.

... Per ent.
I9M,450
$9,743
9.62
20SiM , 14,51
, .
1,6U6732 ....96,80
1

Imports in 1919, the year of largest entry, were -probably about
10per cent of domestic production.'
Exports are not recorded.
LONG sIL NOILS.'
(See SurveyL...)

Descriptionand u8e.--Silk noils are the short fibers removed when
silk waste is dressed. Those above 2 inches in length, known as
long silk noils, are capable of being redressed 6r combed; shottr
lengths cjn not be so used, and are admitted free as silk Waste (par.
1650).
Productionis not recorded.
Import statistics do not appear separately, being included in the

figures forliioi6 giiein under "Silk Waste PartiallyMftnufactured;"
theycpontitutes however,. only a smao pe nt e of this item.

Important cunges in das&fwaion.-i,-The corresponding paragraphs
in the act of 1909 (par. 396) and in the act of 1913 (par. 311) do not

cover waste silk advanced beyond the peign~e state; siver and ring,
intermediates between peign6e and spun silk, came in under the basket
paragraph of Schedule L (pars. 403 of 1909, and 318 of, 1913) at a
higher rate of duty- than either peign6e or spun silk. In H. R. 7456
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PAR. 1202; Spun Ailk or'schappe silk

yarn, androvi, inasein, cops or Warps,

if, not, bleached, dyed, colored, or ad-.
vunced beyQd the condition of singles,
bygrouping or.twisting two or morg, yam
ogether on all numbers up to and includ-.
tug number 205, 45 cents per pound and in
tdditlon'thereto ten one-hundredths of 1.
ceit per fiumbepf, per, pound;,
dxgeding,
number 206, 45 cents per poupdj and in
addition thereto fifteen one-hundtedths of,
1 cent per number per pound; if advanced
beyond the condition of singles by grouping-or twisting two or
y
together,
oore
at the rate on the eingl yar and in addftion thereto 5 cents per pound cumula- tive; if bleached, dyed, or colored, at the
tate on unbleached yarn and in addition
thereto 10 cents per pound cumulative:
Prvi&d, That any of the foregoing on
bobbins, spools, or beams shall pay the
foreg lng rates,, according to the character
C the yarn or roving, and in addition
thereto 10 cents per pound: Prodided
,further, That none of the foregoing shall
paY a lea rate of duty than 26 per centum ,
ad valorem. In assesing duty on al
-"
spun silk or schappe silk yarn and roving,,
the number intlicating the size of the yarn
oo
sh
~l~lJ , be d e weigi
drmine
by oio
the
:1%
e tha
tiUfi
klogm;it, i d 4l9t,'in -all caae, refer to
thdisite of-thongles ,,nd p
i,
i,
be

"

on a less number of yards'

than sispoe,
marked
on the..skeins, bobbins,
cops,
or, beams.
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PAR. 39. Aptn 'silkor scha
' silk
'PAk'. 312;. Spui silk or schappe idlk
yarn, valued at not exceeding one dollar yam, 35 per centum adWa.orem.
pebr poml,. whether,, in singles,, or ad,
v~ed beyond the condition of aingles by,,
grouping or twistng two or more yarns
together, 'thirtyfive ceilts per pound, if
"
valud 4ate eing one dollar per pound,
in the gay, inskeiz, waps, or oops, if in
,

aUIC U"1

Or. T

singles or not advanced beyond the condition of singles by grouping or twisting
two or more yarns together, on all numbers up to and incudi number two
hundred and five forty-five cents per
pound, and in addition thereto ten onehundredths of one cent per number per
pound; exceeding number two hundred
and five, forty-five cents per pound, and
in addition thereto fifteen one-hunredths
of one cent per number per pound; if
advanced beyond the condition of singles
by grouping or twisting two or more yarns
together, on all numbers up to and including number two hundred and five, fifty
cents per pound, and in addition thereto
ten one-hundredths of one cent per number per pound; exceeding number two
hundred and five fifty cents per pound,
and in addition thereto fifteen one-hundredths of jue cent per number per
pound; if valued ft exceeding one dollar
per pound, in the gray, on bobbins,
spools, or beams, if in singles or not
advanced beyond the condition of singles
by grouping or twisting two or more yarns
together, on all numbers up to and including number two hundred and five, fiftyfive cents per pound, and in addition
thereto ten one-hundredths of one cent
per number per pound; exceeding number two hundred and five, fifty-five cents
per pound, and in addition thereto fifteen
one-hundredths of one cent per number
per pounds if advanced beyond the condition of singles by grouping or twisting
two or more yarns together, on all numbers up to. and including number two
hundred and five, sixty cents per pound,
and in addition thereto ten one-hundredths of one cent per ndfmber per
pound; exceeding number two hundred
and five, sixty cents per pound, and in
addition thereto fifteen one-hundredths,
of one cent per number per pound; if
valued at exceeding one dollar per pound,
colored, bleached, or dyed, in skeins or
warps, if in singles or not advanced
beyond the condition of singles by group-.
ing or twisting two or more yams together,
on all numbers up to and including'
number two hundred and. five, ifty-five
cents per pound and in addition thereto
ten one-hundredths of one cent per num-.
ber per pound- excedlng number two
hundred and i,- fifty' five ceats per
pound, and in addition thereto fifteen
one-hundredths of one cent per number
per pound. if adva ced beyond the condition of singles b$f groping or twisting
two or more yarns together, on all numbers up to and including number two
hundred and five, sixty cents per pound,
and in addition thereto ten one-hun.
8234-22----84
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ACT OF 1909.,

ACT, OF 1913-

dredths of one cent per number per
pound; exceeding number two hundred
and five, sixty cents per pound, and in
addition thereto fifteen one-hundredths
of one cent per number per pound; if
valued at exceeding one dollar per pound,
colored, bleached, or dyed, on bobbins,
cope, spools, or beams, if in singles or not
advanced beyond the condition of singles
by grouping or twisting two or more yarns
together, on all numbers up to and including number two hundred and five,
sixty-five cents per pound and in addition' thereto ten one-hundredths of one
cent per number per pound; exceeding
number two hundred and five. sixty-five
cents per pound and in addition thereto
fifteen one-hundredths of one cent per
number per pound; if advanced beyond
the condition of singles by grouping or
twisting two or more y.rns together, on
all numbers up to and including number
two hundred and five, seventy cents per
pound, and in addition thereto ten onehundredths of one cent per number per
pound; on all numbers exceeding number
two hundred and five, seventy cents per
pound, and in addition thereto fifteen
one-hundredths of one cent per number
per pound. In ameming duty on all spun
silk or sclhappe silk yarn, the number
indicating the size of the yarn shall be
taken according to the metric or French
system, and shall, in all cases, refer to the
size of the singles: Provided, That in no
case shall the duty be assessed on a less
number of yards than is marked on the
skeins, bobbins, cops, spools or beams.
But in no case shall any of the goods
enumerated in this pararph pay less
rate of duty than thirty-five per centum
ad valorem.
ROVING.
(See Survey L-1.)'

Description and we.--Silk roving-a loosely compressed rop3 of
fibers in which has been inserted a sight twist,--is the product of the
process which, in the conversion of waste silk into spun silk, immediately precedes spinning; it is of use only for spinning into
yarn.
Production.-The amount of silk rovig produced ih the United
States is approximately equal to the production of spun silk. (See
p. 1011.) Ft is produced as an intermediate in the manufacture of
spun silk, and hence none is offered for sale.
Imports have never been separastely recorded; they have been
neglig*ible

..

.,

Ezport8 are not recorded.
Important changes in ck4w8ftcation.-See page 101 2o
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SPUN

i11

IL.

(See Survey L-1.)

Descriptionand ue.--Spun silk or schap

yarn is manufactured

from waste silk by a series of highly' technical processes, chiefly
dressing and drawing, the products of which are covered by para
graph 1201; and roving and pinning, the produots of which are
covered by paxagraph 1202. Spun sik is employed principally in
velvets and plushes, piece-dyed broad silks, wool-mixed fabrics, and
knit goods; its use is rapidly expanding., A low grade of spun-silk
yarns, called noil yam, made from 'exhausted silk noils, is used in
cartridge-bag cloth and. in various wool and silk goods; a shortage
of noil yarn during the war caused the substitution of coarse spun
silk yarns.
There are two general systems for numbering spun silk. In the
metric system, used on the Continent of Europe, the count indicates
the number of thousand meters per kilogram, aid is based on the
singles. In the English system, which is more generally used in
this country, the count indicates the number of 840-yard hanks to
the pound. The latter system is similar to the cotton-yarn numbering so far as single yarn is concerned, but is different for ply yarn
where, cotton is based on the single and spun silk on the finished

yarn.
Production,-In recent years the industry, almost .wholly in the
hands of seven large producers, has rapidly expanded both in volume
and in variety of output. In 1914 there were reported 101,382
active spindles engaged in spun silk production; in '1919, 187,306.
In 1914 the output for sale was 1,607,416 pounds; in 1919, 3,957,000
pounds (1,764,000 pounds of single and ;,193,000 of ply yams).
Including that for manufacturers own use, the estimated production in 1914 was around 2,500,000 pounds; in 1919, 8,000,000 pounds;
in 1920, 6,700,000 pounds. "Until recently, American spinners have
manufactured yarns chiefly of coarse or medium size from hih-grado
wastes, which require in their production less skill and laIbor per
unit than do fine yarns or yams from low-grade waste. They now,
however, manufacture on a large scale. fine arns from high-grade
waste and are slowly developing their manufacture from low-grade
waste.

Other leading producers are France, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom,. Italy Germany, and Japan. Production in France,
Switzerland, and. Italy is largely by three concerns which work in
close cooperation and which supply the bulk of American imports.
The war greatly stimulated coarse spun silk and nolil yarn spinning
in Japan.
Imports.-Imports. of spun silk, which supply about one-third of
the present annual consumption, are used c~uefly in the manufacture
of velvets, where fine yams made of lw-grade waste are preferred.
Before the war this type of yarn was not produced here, but recently
domestic spinners have, to a limited extent, undertakenifs productiQn: this branch' of the domestic industry, is, however' not yet

entirely out of the eiperimerital stage., In the decade 1901 to f9O
(fiscal year)- the aiverage annual import' was 2,226,824 pounds;
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in the decade 1911 to 1920, 2,943,000 pounds. The latest import
figures are given below:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

"

1918 ..........................................
.......
1919 ..............................................
199 ...............................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

Posio.

2,146, 897
2, 255,235
2,864.264

1,625,346

VAd
Value.

Duty.

56,21,871
, 191,655
9, 548, 871 3, 342,105
13,164,585
4,607,605
4,880,746 ............

valorem
rWe.
Pe cew .

35
35
35
35

General imports for nine months in 1921 were as follows:
Month.
January ...............

February ................

Quantity.
Pou,'4e.
94, 756
90,320

March ...................
134, 850
April .....................
328,000
May
............
316,469
June................242,881

Value.
$328, 353
290,592

Month.

Quantity.

IPoud.
July ................

265,327

August ..................

223,467

432,726 September ...............
132,658
842, 7W
765, 8'.
Total for 9 months.. 1,828,728
721,309

Value.
785, 653
597,63

345,7N7
5,110,730

The chief sources of imports are Switzerland, France, the United
Kingdom, and Italy. Germany was, before the war, also an important source. Imports from Japan, except for the calendar year 1918,
when there were fairly large purchases of coarse spun silk and noil
yarns for Army uses from that country, have always been less than
50,000 pounds annually.
Exports are not separately recorded and are probably negligible.
Important changes in dassfiation.-Roving is for the first time
J)laced in this paragraph (1202). In the acts of 1909 and of 1913 it
came in like sliver (see par. 1201 above), under the basket paragraph
of Schedule L (pars. 403 of 1909, and 318 of 1913), at a higher rate of
duty than that on the spun silk into which it was made.
In this paragraph (1202 of H. R. 7456) the bracket, contained in
paragraph 397 of the act of 1909, covering yarns valued at not more
ihar. $1.00 per pound, is 'omitted. Under the act of 1909 only 1 per
cent or less of the total imports came in under this bracket and with
present values there probably would be no inportations thereunder.
LoTw1ver,.should prices fall to the 1913 level, very low-grade course
Vussah waste silk yarns and noil yarns would probably be below that
value, and with this provision omitted would come in at a materially
higher duty than they paid under the act of 1909, and at a materiflily
higher ad valorem equivalent than most other yarns covered by
paragraph 1202.
Suggested changes.--Strike out comma after the word "singles" in
line 18, page 126, of H, R. 7456.
Pagpe 126, line 19: Insert a comma after "together."
Page 126, line 20: Insert a comma after 'pound."
Page 127, lines 1 and 2: Insert a coma alter the word "yam.
Page 127, lino 13: Strike out the colon after "singles"; also the
words An&d prvidedfurther,That" and begin a sentence with "In,"
to agree with paragraphs 1203 and 1204.
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PAR. 1203. Thr6wn silk in the'gum, il
singles, 60 cents per pound; if tram, ',
cents per pound; any of the foreging 4vn..
gainingand
more
than thirty
turns
of twist
per
organsine,
$Iper
pound;
if uninch,
gummed, wholly or in part, or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture,
in addition to the rates herein provided,
50 cents per pound: Provided, That none
of the foregoing shall pay a less rate of
duty than 121 per centum ad valorem.
In no case shall the duty be assessed on a
less number of yards than is marked on
the goods as imported.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 398. Thrown silk in the gum, if
PAR. 313. Thrown silk not more ad.
singles, fifty cents per pouzld; tram,
danced than singles, tram or organzine,
seventy-five cents per pound; if organ15 per centum a valorem.
zine, one dollar per pound; and if ungummed wholly or in part, or if'further
advanced by any process of manufacture,
in addition to the rates herein provided,
fifty cents per pound.

*

.

THROWN SILK.
(See Survey L-1.)

Descriptionand use8.-Thrown silk is a yarn made from raw silk by
doubling and twisting or by twisting only. The more important
thrown silks are known according to the method of manufacture, as
"organzine" made by twisting separately two or more singles and
then doubling and retwisting in the opposite direction; tram,"
made by twisting together, usually with a slack twist, two or more
raw-silk threads; cr~pe, which is in structure a tram made with extrahard twist; and "singles" (if hard twist, known as "poile") consisting of raw silk singles twisted without doubling. Organzine is
used chiefly for warp; tram, for filling; crepe yarn, for crepe fabrics;
singles, for chiffons.
In the United States there are two methods of numbering thrown
silk: (1) The English method based upon the weight (in drams) of
a hank 1,000 yards in length; (2) the continental European method
based upon t e weight (in deniers) of a hank 450 meters long. To
reduce denier counts to dram counts, divide the deniers by 17.44.
Thus four-thread tram of 16/18 denier size is 17X4+ 17.44-3.90
drams. There are 256 drams to the pound avoirdupois.
Production.-In 1914 a total of 13,869,000 pounds of raw silk was
thrown on contract by commission throwsters and 4,070,401 pounds
thrown for sale; in 1919 the amounts were 18,476,000 and 5,569,000
pounds, respectively. In neither year are figures presented for the
large amount of thrown silk produced by weavers for their own use,
The estimated total production for 1914 was 23,500,000 pounds; for
1919, 28,000,000 pounds. The United States is by far the greatest
thrown silk producer and has an almost continuously increasing
output.
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Imports.-Imports of thrown silk have long formed a negligible
consumption. For the. thirty years ended
of dQmestic
proportion
June'to,1920,
the average
annual import was 34;,13 pounds, valued
record-import of the period was in 1917, when there
$116,322.
at
were
importedThe
125,45 pounds, a quantity probably little less than
one-half of one per cent of domestic production. The latest import
por.
data are presented below:
4:atzty

Calendar ywar.

ale.
a.

Ad

DUt'. "VyalM

1' Yd

1918
...................................................
1919 ..................................................

rotsu.

30,
1'468 126Oa,
2 64 $34,,=
W,
12,59
=M
,, 1,04
96,,

..................................................

22,50

1921 (9months) ..............................

i

719.............

is
s1
15
15

Exports are not'recorded and are probably small.
Important changes in clasifiraion.-In the act, of 1909 (par. 398)
three types of thrown silk were differentiated: 'Engles, tram, and
organzine. Crepe yarn (i. e., hard twist tram), although costing
more to produce than organzme, was subject,, as tram, to a lower
rate of duty than organzine. In H. R. 7456, crepe yarn comes within
the provision for singles, and tram "containing more than 30 turns
of twist per inch" is given the same rate of duty as organzine.
In 1909 (par. 398) and in 1913 (par. 313) thrown silk and sewing
silk were included in the same paragraph. For'uniformity with other
textile schedules, as well as on account of their distinct character
and uses, the two products are placed in separate paragraphs in H. R.
7456.
PARAGRAPH, 19W.H. A. 7456.
PAr. 1204. Sewing silk, twist, floss, a
silk threads or yarns of any descriptic
made from raw silk, not specially p]
vided for, if in there gum, $1 per poun
Provied, That none of the foregoing shi
ay a laes rate of duty than 20 per eentu
ad valorem; if ungummed, wholly or
part, or if further advanced by any pi
cess of ma nifaiture, $1.O per pn
Provided, That none of the foregoingshi
ojdutYthOA6 per oentu
pay alert

SRNATZ AXENDMZNTS.
114+

ad valorem., n'nocase *itl ,tZO 4uty 1
assese4 on 4 lea number of yards.than
market oh thb goods s imported.
ACT OF"s909.
* * ''Pewing silk, twif
PAn. 398.
floess and silk threads or yarns of. at
description made from raw silk, not sp
cially provided for in this section, if in t)
gum, one dollar per pound; if ungumm
wholly or in part, or iflfbrther advance(
by any process of manuactureo one dolli
and fifty cents pew pound: Provided, Thi
in n case shal- duty be asseesed onale
number of yards than is marked on, t
skeins, bobbins, cops, spools, or beams.

PAn 313. *.*

*!

sewing silk, twist,

floss, and silk threads or yarns of every
description made ftom raw silk, 15 per
centum ad yaloren.

. X Y.OT TAR.
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(See Survey L-1.)

De8cription and uee8.-Sewing silk is a threid made by winding and
doubling silk, giving it a hard twist 'and doubling and twisting again
in reverse direction under a strong ten~son;. it is used for hand sewing.
Twist is a thread resembling sewing silk' but i' theep1y instead, of
two-ply; it is used for both machine and hand sewing, principaly the
former. Embroidery silk consists of numerous slackly twisted singles,
doubled, and slackly twisted together in the reverse direction. Flogs
silk is a variety of embroidery silk composed of a large number of
singles slackly twisted tog eth er.
" 0
branch'...
" 'the
Productin.--Silk-thread production, the oldest branch of the
domestic industry has long supplied the-bulk bf domestic needs. It
is carried on largely by automatic machiliery. In 1914 the output of
all kinds of silk and embroidery: threads was 1,562 039 pounds,
valued at $9,681,613; in 1919, 1,326,000 pounds, valued at.$9,682,000.
Silk thread has in recent years been steadily supbrceded by cottoli
thread, mercerized and unmercerized.
'' ' -:
"
Import.-In the fiscal year 1910 imports were 43,624 pounds, about
2.3 per cent of domestic production in the calendar year 1909.
Since then imports have, except in, 1920 been a fraction-usually small fraction-of 1 per cent thereof. in the fical year 1914 they
amounted to only 3,031 pounds, or less' than 6ne.fifth.of 1 per cent.
In the calendar year 1920 they amounted to 22,499 pounds, or 1.7 per
cent, of the domestic production in 1919. Imports for the calendar
years 1918-1921 are recorded as follows:
•
Caledar yMr.

Quantity.

Pot d.
2, 2M

1918.......................................

1919 ......................................
1920.......................................
1921 (9months) ..........................................

..

6,02

2240
OW

,
Vase.
'
1, 478

2f6

IDuty.

*' Ad
-yeiom

p
SO4

X0,I166
80,273
5,74 ........ .......

*~

15

.15
15

Exporte.-Exports are not separately roporad but are'larger tha
imports. Before the war there was a fai, exportto Australia.and

small shipments to a few other countries- since that tijinthis trade

has increased. Canada is now apprnl !the best mai'ket.. 4aia
dian statistics for the fiscad year ended March 31,. 102t repoid uiipArb
from the United States vdued at $407,3i3, as compared with iport
from the United Kingdom valued at only 1173,026.'
Important ckangs -in cda8ificati.-tIt
the-act of, 1909 (par. 398)
and the act of 1913 (par. 313) sewmg sik and thrown silk Were
included in the same paragraph. For uniformity With other textile
schedules, as well as on account of their distinct character and uses,
the two products are in H. R. 7456 played :in separate paragraphs.
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PAR. 125. Woven fabrics in the piece,
composed wholly or,of chief value of silk
if ded inthe thread
yarn, ad the.
weight is not i
cj
beroun4
thee original weagh"t ovnra &7t
W not more than. 3,) pe3 centtii
in ilk' $1.25 per pound; f ,ntaining
more bha 30 per, centum. but not
more than 45 per centum, in weight of
silk $1.60per pound; it cop P more,

than 4 V1 centum in weight of

$8,

per pound; if weight is increased in dye-.
beyond the original weight of raw,,
pilk; if weighini more than oe-third of.
one ounce but notmore, than one ounce
Per square yard, if black (except eeldije) $2.2'pe pund;,
o
If otho than
b. , $per p d; if weighing more
than one ouno but not more than one and
one-third ounces per square yard, if black
(except selvedges), $2per pound; if other
than black, $2.75 per pound- if weighing
mote than one and one-third tut not more
thea one and two-thirds ounces per square
'ig

yard,

.

~AiN~91

black (except selvedges), $1.80"

pet pound; if other.than black, 12.50 per
pound; if' weighng more than ote and
O-two.rd but not more than two ounces
Ter uai., yard, if bled.k(excqpt eel,
vedge), $1.65 per pound;' if other' tha
black, $2.25 per pound; if weighing ore
two but not more than eight o6uce
per square yard, and if containing not
more.
0 per centum in.:w * 't of
talk if black (except selvedge),W76cents
4per pound; if other than black, 90 cents
pex pound; if containing more than,30 per
entixiz but not more than 45 pbr centum
-in weight of silk; if black (except eel:vedges), $1.10 per pound; if other thanblak,
p$1.30o
t pound; if "containing
more than 45 per centum in weight of
silk, but not more than per centum, if
blak ".'(etcep "selvede),: $1.40, -per,"
ouhd; if. other than ,blek, $1.60 per .
.pound; if, coniX ,,more: tan 60 pe.
centum in, weight ofks., or if composed.,,
wbo1uy of silk, and if ab not more.
thnfur hundred and forty single threads
16 th9 inch in the Vwrp; iftblack (kcep
selvedges), $1.50 per pound; If other tha
bl"k $2 per pound' if havi more than
fourhuidred and iory, but not more
asx hitndred sIngle threads to th6
,beh in the warp, if blak (except-ael.
edes), $1.6 per pound;. if other than
er VPUnd; if, having more
than six hundied but not more than seven
hundred and sixty single threads to the
inch in the warp, if black (except sel.
vedges, $1.80 per pound; if other than
blac, *2.50 per pound; if having more
than seven hundred and sixty, bu 0
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more than nine hundred and twenty
single threads to the inch in the warp, if
black (except selvedgeo, $2 per poundif other tha bblack 'L5 perpund; i
having more than nine hunre and
twenty single threads to the inch in the
warp, bMack (except selvedges), $2.25
per pound; if other than black, $3 per
pound; if weighing more than 8 ounces per
square yard 33 per centum ad valorem.
Woven fabric in the piece, composed
wholly or in chief value of silk, not
specially provided for, weighing not more
than one-third of one ounce per square
yard, $4 per pound; weighing more
one-third of one ounce, but not more than
two-thirds of one ounce per square yard, if
in the gum, $3 per pound; if ungummed
wholly or in part, $3.25 per pound; i
further advanced by any process of manufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or printed
in the piece, $3.50 per pound; if weighing
more than two.thirds of one ounce, but
not more than one ounce per square yard,
if in the gum $2.65 per pound; if unFumnmed, wholly or inpart, $3per pound
if ffarther advanced by any process o
manufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or
printed in the piece, $3.25 per pound; if
weighing more than one ounce, but not
more than one and one-third ounces per
square yard, if in the gum, $2.50 per
pound; if ugunimed, wholly or in part,
$2.85 per pound; if further advanced by
any process of manufacture or otherwise,
or if dyed or printed in the piece, $3.10
per pound; if weighing more than one and
one-third ounces, but not more than two
and one-half ounces, and f containing
not more than 20 per centum in weight of
silk, if in the gum, 75 cents per pound; if
ungummed, wholly or in part, or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, 86 cents per pound; if containing
more than 20 per centum, but not more
than 30 per centum in weight of silk if in
the gum, 85 cents per pound: i ungummed wholly or in part or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, $1.10 per pound; if containing more
than 30 per centum, but not more than 40
per centuminweht of ilkf t gum,
$1.05 per pound; i ungummed, wholly or
in part, or if further advanced by any
Proce of manufacture or otherwise, or if
dyed or printed in the piece, $1.25 per
pound; if containing more than 40 per
centum but notmore than 50 per centum
in weight of silk; if in the gum, $1.25 per
pound; if ungummed, wholly or in part,
or if further advanced by any process of
Manufacture or otherwise or if dyed or
Printed in the piece, $1.56 per pound; if
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containing more than 50 per centun in
weight of silk or if wholly of silk, if in the
gum, $2.50 per pound; if ungummed
wholly or in part or if further advanced

by any process of manufacture or other-

wise, or if dyed or printed in the piece, $3
per pound; if weighing more than two and
one-bollounces, but not more than eight
ounces per square yard, and if containing
not more than 20 per centum in weight of
silk, if in the gum 571 cents per pound; if
ungummed, wholfy or in part, or if further
'advanced by any process of manu acture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, 70 cents per pound; if containing
more than 20 per centum but not more
than :0 per centum in weight of silk if in
the gum, 75 cents per pound- if ungummed wholly or in part or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, 90 cents per pound; if containing
more than 30 per centum, but not more
than 40 per centum in weight of silk, if in
the gum, 90 cents per pound if ungummed wholly or in part, or if further
advanceA by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, $1.10 per pound if containing more
than 40 per centum, but not more than
50 per centum in weight of silk, if in the
gum, $1.10 per pound- if ungummed,
wholly or in part, or if further advanced
by any process of manufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the piece,
$1.30 per pound; if cohtaining more than
.50 per centum in weight of silk, or if
wV1oly1f slk,. if in the. gui, $2.2§ per
$p6und f ungummed, wholly or in part, or
if further advanced by any process of
manufacture, or otherwise, or if dyed or
printed in the piece, $2.75 per pound.
Woven fabrics in the piece, composed
wholly or in chief value of silk, having
'threads or yam whether in the warp or
filling containing more than thirty turns
of twrat to the inch, or woven on Jacquard
loon s or having more than one cor in

the filing, shall pay, in addition to the

foregoing specific rates 25 cents per
pound. None of the foregoing fabrics in
this paragraph shall pay a lees rate of
duty than 31 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 399. * * *

Woven fabrics in the

piece, composed wholly or in chief value of
-ilk, not specially provided fot in this section, weighing not more than one-third of
one ounce per square yard, four dollars per
pound; weighing more than one-third of
one ounce, but not more than two-thirds
of one ounce per square yard; if in the
gum, three dollars per pound; if un-

ACT OF !1918.
PAR. 818. Woven fabrics in the piece
or otherwise, of which sili is the component material of chief value * * *
not specially provided for in this section,
4&, per centum ad, valoremi

UOItUATIONtn' o1i.

.SIMMKABY OF( TARIFF

ACT oF 1018.

AOT OF 1909.
gummed, wholly or in part, three dollars
and twenty-five cents per pound; if
further advanced by any process of manufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or
printed * the piece three dollars and
fifty cents per pound; if weighing more
than two-thirds of one ounce but not more
than one ounce per square yard; if in the
gum, two dollars and sixty-five cents per
pound; if ungummed, wholly or in part,
three dollars per pound; if further advanced by any process of manufacture or
otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, three dollars and twenty-five cents
per pound; if weighing more than one
ounce but not more than one and onethird ounces per square yard; if in the
gum, two dollars and fifty cents per
pound; if ungummed, wholly or in part,
two dollars and eighty-five cents per
pound; if further advanced by any process
of manufacture or otherwise, or if dyedT
or printed in the piece, three dollars and
ten cents per pound; if weighing more
than one and one-third ounces, but not
more than 'two and one-half ounces, and
if containing not more than twenty per
centum in weight of silk, if in the gum,
seventy cents per pound; if ungumned
wholly or in part, or if further advanced
by any process of manufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the piece,
eighty-five cents per pound; if containing
more than twenty per centum, but not
more than thirty per centum in weight
-of silk; if in the gum, eighty-five cents
per pound; if ungummed, wholly or in
part, or if further advanced by any process of manufacture or otherwise, or if
dyed or printed in the piece, one dollar
and ten cents per pound; if containing
more than thirty per centum, but not
more than forty per centum in weight of
silk; if in the gum, one dollar and five
cents per pound; if ungummed wholly
or in part, or if further advanced by any
process of manufacture or otherwise, or
ifdyed or printed in the piece, one dollar
and twenty-five cents per pound; if containing more than forty per centum, but
not more than fifty per centum in weight
of silk; if in the gum, one dollar and
twenty-five cents per pound- if ungummed, wholly or in part, or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, one dollar and fifty cents per
pound; if containing more than fifty per
centum in weight of silk or if wholly of
silk; if in the gum, two dollars and fifty
cents per pound; if ungummed wholly
or in part, or if further advanced by any
Process of manufacture or otherwise, or
if dyed or printed, in the piece, three
dollars per pound; if weighing more than
two and one-half ounces, but not more
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than eight ounceS per square yard, and
if containing not more than twenty per
centum in weight of silk; if in the gum,
fifty-seven and one-half cents per pound
if ungummed, wholly or in part, or YI
further advanced by an, process of man-

ufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or printed

in the piece, sAventy cents per pound; if
containing more than twenty per centum,
but not more than thirty per centum in
weight of silk; if in the gum, seventy-five
cents per pound; if ungummed wholly
or in part, or if further advanced by any
process of manufacture or otherwise, or
if dyed or printed in the piece, ninety
cents per pound; if containing more than
thirty per centum, but not more than
forty per centum in weight of silk; if in
the gum, ninety celits per pound; if ungummed wholly or in part, or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece one dollar and ten cents per
pcnn; if containing more than forty per
centum, but not more than fifty per centum in weight of silk; if in the gum, one
dollar and ten cents per pound; if ungummed, wholly or in part, or if further
advanced by any process of manufacture
or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the
piece, one dollar and thirty cents per
pound; if containing more than fifty per
centum in weight of silk, or if wholly
silk; if in the gum, two dollars and twenyfive cents per pound; if ungummed
wholly or in part or if further advanced
by any process of manufacture or otherwise, or if dyed or printed in the piece,
two
dollars and seventy-five cents per
pound.
u * * Woven fabrics in the piece,
composed wholly or of chief value of
silk, if dyed in the thread or yam,
and the weight is not increased in dyeing beyond the original weight of raw
silk, if con ing ess than thirty per
centum in silk, one dollar and twentyfive cents per pound; if containing more
than thirty per centum but not more
than forty-five per centum in weight of
silk, one dollar and sixty cents per pound;
if containing more than forty-five per
centum in weight of silk, three dollars per
pound- if weight is in crsed in dyeing
yond the original weight of- raw silk;
if weighipg more than one-third of one
ounce, but not more than one ounce,
per square yard; if black (except eel.
vedges), two dollars and twenty-five cents
per pound; if other than black, three
dollars per pound; if weighing more than
one ounce, but not more than one and
one-third ounces per square yard if
black (except selvedges), two dollars
per pound; if other than black, two

ORMATIOlPI, lu
AOT OF; 1918.

SUMMARY -O0 TARMf IMfORATIN, 12
AOT or 1909.
dollars and seventy-flve cenPtper pound;
if weighing more than one and one-third
but not more than one and two-thirds
ounces per square yard; if black (except
selvedges), one dollar and eighty cents
per pound- if other than black, two
dollars and fifty cents per pound if
weighing more than one and two.thirds
but not more than two ounces per square
yard; if black (except selvedges), one
dollar and sixty-five cents per poundif other than black, two dollars and
twenty-five cents per pound; if weighing
more than two but not more than eight
ounces per square yard, and if containing
not more than thirty per centum in
weight'of silk; if black (except selvedges),
seventy-five cents per pound; if other
than black, ninety cents per pound; if
containing more than t
per centum
but not more than forty-five per centum
in weight of silk; if black (except eelvedges), one dollar and ten cents per
pound; if other than black, one dollar
and thirty cents per pound; if containing
more than forty-five per centum in
weight of silk, but not more than sixty
per centum; if black (except selvedges,
one dollar and forty cents per pound; if
other than black, one dollar and sixty
cents per pound; if containing more than
sixty per centum in weight of silk, or
if composed wholly of silk, and if having
not more than four hundred and forty
single threads to the inch in the warp;
if black (except selvedges), one dollar
and fifty cents per pound; if other than
black, two dollars per pound; if having
more than four hundred and forty, but
not movie than six hundred single threads
to the inch in the wfrp; if black (except
selvedges), one dollar and sixty-five cents
per pound; if other than black, two dollars and twenty-five cents per pound;
if having more than six hundred, but not
more than seven hundred and sixty,single
threads to the inch in the warp; if black
(except selvedges), one dollar and eighty
cents per pound; if other than black,
two dollars and fifty cents per pound'
if having more tha, seven hundred and
sixty, but not more than nine hundred
and twenty single threads to the inch in
the warp; if black (except selvedges),
two dollars per pound; if other than
black, two dollars and seventy-five cents
per pound; if having more than nine
hundred and twenty single threads to the
inch in the warp; if black (except eelvedges), two dollars and twenty-five
cents per pound; if other than black,
three dollars per pound; if printed in the
warp and weighing not morethan one and
one-third ounces per square yard, three,
dollars and fifty cents per pound; weighing
more than one and one-third but not more
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ACT OF 1909,'

ACT OF 1913-.

than two ounces per square yard, three
dollars and twenty-fivo cents per pound;
weighing more than two ounces per
square yard, two dollars and seventy-five

cents per pound.

But in ro case shall any goods made
on Jacquard looms or any goods containing more than one color in the filling, or
any of the koods enumerated in this paragraph, including such as have India rubber as a component material, pay a less
rate of duty than forty-five per centum
ad valorem.
BROAD BILKS.

(See Survey L-3.)

Description and uses.--In value of imports and in revenue derived
this is by far the most important paragraph of the silk schedule.
All broadsilks (i. e. woven silk fabrics in the piece over 12 inches
in width), except bolting cloth (par. 1526), of which silk is the component material of chief value, are included in paragraph,. 1205,
unless they are covered with pile (i. e., plushes and velvets, pars.
1206 and 1453); or are embroidered, tamboured, etc., or made
wholly or in part of lace, netting, veiling, etc. (par. 1430). "Broad
silks'" are used for many purposes, particularly as women's dress
goods, as linings, and as
materials for shirts, ties, underclothing,
draperies.
furniture coverings, and
Production.-Broad silk manufacture, it is estimated, consumes
about 50 per cent of raw silk imports and considerable quantities of
spun silk, artificial silk, cotton, wool, and mohair yarns. The output
of broad silks in 1914 was 216,034,000 yards, valued at $137,720,000,
or 54 per cent of the total value of all silk manufactures; in 1919,
307,104,000 yards, valued at $391,225,000, or 44 per cent of the
total value of all silk manufactures. From 1904 to 1914 yardage
increased 73 per cent and value 105 per cent; from 1914 to 1919
yardage increased 42 per cent ahd value 184 per cent. The industry
employed in 1919, 85,071 looms, while 7,82.9 additional looms were
idle. In making woven-silk fabrics, skilled labor is essential, although
a large proportion of women and girls of 16 years of age and older
can be utilized. The bulk of domestic production consists of goods
of standard weave, made from high quality silk, of coarse and medium
sizes, permitting a high degree of machine manipulation and nmass
production. In recent years, however, domestic weavers have increased the variety of their product and have gone extensively into the
manufacture of fancies such as are required in large quantities.
Import.-Imports vary widely from year to year with seeming
'independence of tariff changes. The general tendency hds in the
past been for imports to supply a decreasing proportion of domestic
consumption. 1oth in 1914 and 1919, however, they were in value
about 7.2 per cent of domestic production,, although in most intermediate years he percentage was evidently somewhat smaller. For
the five fiscal years 1911 to 1915, inclusive, the average annual import
was 1,872,577 pounds; for the five fiscal years 1916 to 1920, inclusive,
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2,585,128 pounds, an average materially raised by the large import
in 1919, which corresponds with the large domestic production of
that year. Imports for the three calendar years. 1918, 1919, and
•
1920 and for *thefirst nine months of 1921 are shown below:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

................
1918 ...
..
1919 ..................
1920 ............................................
1921 (9 months) ..................................

Value.

Duty;

Ad
valorem
rate.

Pound.
Per cent.
45
K
.790,301
1,676,168$14,86113
4.
2,7876651
3,123,889 2%4l8,782.1
45
2,3n55 5, 47% 26 1, ,445262
3,94,393
4 120 ......
0

General imports in 1921 are shown by months; as follows:
Month.,

January ...................
February.........
March....
.58ril
..........
ay .......................

Quantity.
Pound.

202358

285; 542
420,613

Value.

Mopth.

$It180,931

June .....................

1,79,09
2,043,703
3, 337, 922
617p,165 ,279,057

July ..................
August ...............
September............

Quatity.
Pounds.

464,884

437,048
33,%020
290,752

Value.

52624,528
2,485,451
1,716,091
1,536,712

Since the fiscal year 1914 there has been a radical change in the
relative importance of the different sources of broad silk imports.
In that year 52.1 per cent of the total value of ipnports came from
France; 12.2 per cent from Switzerland; 24.8 per cent from Japan;
and 1 paor cent from China. In the fiscal year 1921 the pecentages
were: Japan, 71.1; France, 10.3; China,-5.5; Switzerland, 4'8. In
quantity Japan's predominance in 1921 is e-v gn greatr. Accompanying this change in the source of imports, there'has been almost
as great a modification in their character. Fabrics obtained rom
Europe are chiefly expensive goods demanded' because of style,
unique design or construction, and because desired in small amounts,
or because of complicated weave, requiring much labor, frequently
hand weaving. In general, they are supplementary rather than
directly competitive. Imports from China and Japan are ordinarily
low and medium grade goods of simple weave, made from fine or
coarse silk filaments. The silks imported from Japan are mainly,
habutae--an unweighted fabric woven of pure, unthrown (i e.,
untwisted) raw .silk--although considerable *quantities of lightweight wash satins and crepes, ;pongees, and striped and figured
shirtings have in recent years come from that country. Consider',
ably more than half of the total from Japan are light-weight habutae
and light-weight wash satins such as are not madein the United States'
and therefore only indirectly competitive; the rest of them-are heavyweight habutae and other goods similar to those'niade in the United
States and therefore directly competitive, although a considerable
percentage is brought in from time to tinO tb supply temporary
shortages in domestic production. From Chinia come chiefly pongees
woven in the gum from wild tussah- silk.
Reports have been recorded only'for 1918 and subsequent years,'
and al available annual figures are therefore' presented' below.
Before the war the export was small, consisting, except for a fairly
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regular, trade with:Canada, of men'slinings, an, a few other lWoo of
spcilk"ties and goods sold for. quick delivery." Such exportAtion
(except possibly that ofi
) did not attest Amnrcan ability to
compete with similar goods in neutral, markets. During, the war
the trade rapidly expanded, enlarged markets being found in Canada,
Cuba, and Suth Amierica, and to a limited extent in Europe. Since
the war this export has been reduced by more than one-half, but is
still far above the prewar level. It consists of satins, taffetas, cr6pes,
and other staples, and to a less extent of specialties of American
origin. Much the largest market is Canada. Official trade figures
for that country show that broad silk imports from the United
States in the fiscal year ended March 31, 1920, amounted in value
to $7 270,981; in the fiscal year 1921, to $2,961,727. From Japan
the Canadian import was in 1920, $6,938,400; in 1921, $4,202,884.
From Switzerland, the largest European source, Canada imported
broad silks valued at $5,165,531 in 1920 and at $7,431,829 in 1921.
Exports from the United States since 1917 by calendaryears have
been as follows:
1918

Sju! (Ya ,)......................

...

i

1919

1920

04

S%87I,0~..
JR,
M a.

1921 (9montbs).

%k....................
7

79

542,241

Imporknt ckaflge8 in ka88itftion.-The classification of silk
fabrics in H. R. 7456 is, with two exceptions, the same as that in
the act of 1909. The two exceptions are as follows:
(1). In H. R. 7456 the brackets contained in the act of 1909covergfabrics printed in the warp, are omitted. This omission makes
it doubtful where, in the various divisions of paragraph 1205, such
fabrics will fall, and will, therefore, probably lead tolitigation.
.(2) A new departure in H. R. 7456 is the additional duty (of 25
cents per pounds superimposed upon all other specific duties in the
case of the following types of fabrics:
(a) Those containing threads of more than 30 turns of twist to
the inch-a provision Which covers cr~pe fabrics and a wide variety
of other piece-dyed fabrics, some of them European specialtieS.
Crdpe fabrics from Japan, however, make up the only very important
import of goods containing this type of yarn, and that import is not
more than 3 per cent-usually less-of the total import from that
country and an even smaller percentage of the total import from all
countries.
I
(b) Those made on. Jacquard looms,-a provision which covers
most fancy figured fabrics. - Imports from Europe consist largely
of tis ype of goods; most of them coming from that source are
high-prim. specialties.
,(c) Those containing more than one color in the filling-a provision which coverschangeable taffeta and other box-loom specialties. Imports of these are small but regular, .
8ug e8ed change.-Change, "of" to 'in" between "or" and
"chiei" in line 12, page 128h of H. A. 7456. ,
Pagp 1281 line 15: Thnsert 'weight of," before 'silk, '
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Page 12), line".12: Change'semicolon after "silk" to a comma to
1gree with similar provisions elsewhere.
Page 129, lines 17, 18: Omit the phrase "or if composed wholly of
silk" as unnecessary.
a •
Page 129, line 19: Change semicolon after "warp to a comma.
Page 129, line 21: Strike out comma after "four hundred and*
forty."
Page 130, line 4: Strike out comma after. "sixt ~
Page 130, line 11: Insert the following, which Was inprgah
399 of the act of 1909, and which was apparently madvertely
omitted:
Woven fabrics in the piece, composed wholly or in'chief value of silk, if pointed
in the warp, and if weighing not more than ohe and one-third ounces per quare yard

[rate]; if weighing more than one and one-third 6inces, but not more than wd ounces
per square yard [rate]; if weighing more than two ounces per square yard [rate].

Page 130, lines 13, 15: Insert "if; before "weighing" to agree
with similar provisions elsewhere.
Page~ or' lines 1, 2; page 133, line 1: Omit as unnecessary the
phrase "or if wholly of silk."
Page 133 line 4: Change the period after "pound" to a semicolon
and add Cif weighing more than eight ounces per square yard [rate]"
to agree with lines 10 and 11, page 130. This was apparently inadvertently omitted.
Specifc provision is not made for yam-dyed fabrics advanced be-;
vond the original weight of raw silk, weighing one-third and less of
an ounce per square yard. Provision, therefore, might be made by
striking out the words "more than one-third of one ounce but" in
lines 19 and 20, page 128, thereby making the context read "if weigh:
le 1 a
ing not more than one ounce per square yard."
To avoid possible uncertainty, the last sentence (lines 11 and 12,
page 133), "None of the foregomg fabrics in this paragraph shall pay
a less rate of duty than 31 per centum ad valorem" should be made a
paragraph and the word "foregoing" omitted therefrom.
PARAGRAPH 1206.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1206; Plushes cut or uncut, comlpmed wholly or in chief value of silk,
weighing not loss than nine and one-half
mnces per square yard, $1 per pound;
weighing less than nine and' one-half
ounces per square yard, $2.40 per pound:
Protid(d, That none of the foregoing
•ha) pay a less rate of duty than 331 per
centum ad valorem. Velvets, chenilles,
and other pile fabrics, not specially provided for, cut or uncut, composed wholly

Or in chief value of silk, weighing not

hls than five and three-fourths ounces
per quare yard, $1.50 per pound; weighig lem8 than five and three-fourths
ounce8 per square yard, but not less than
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four ounces, if all the filliag

not cotton;

$2.7 per poundif all the filing is cotton
$2 per pound; all the foregoing weighing
less than four ounces per squareya, $4+
per pound: Protide, That none of .the
foregoing shall pay a less rate of duty than
33J per centum ad valorem. Measure.
ments to ascertain width ot goods for
detoornining w~gght per suare yard of.,
the foregoing ,article&
-lalnot
include
the+ sevedge., but the duty shall be
levied upon the total weight of goods,
including the selvedges. The distinction
between "plushe" and "velvets" shall
be determinpd by the length of the pile;
those havmg pie exceeding one-pevenh,
of one inch in length to be taken as
"plushes"; those havrag pile one-seventh
of one inch or lessinlength shall be taken
as '"velvets." The distance, from the,
end of the pile to the bottom of the first'
binding pick shall be considered as the
+
#
length of~the-pile. '
Velvet or plush ribbon@, aind all other
pile fabrics, cut or' uncut, composed'
wholly or in chief value of silk; iot
specially provided for. not over twelve
inched and not-less than three-fourths of;,
one -inch in width,.contain qg no silk:
except that in ihe'pile and selve ges; if:
black, '$1.60 per pound'; if. other than
black, $1.75 per pound; if containing Ailk
other than that in the pile and selvedges;,
if black. $2 per pound; if other tlap
black, $2.25, per pound; for each onefourth of onq inch or fraction thereof,
less than thioe-fourths 'of one inch in
width,- there shall bepaid in addition
to the above rate, 40 cqut. per pound:
Provided, That none of the foregoing shall
pay a less rate of duty than 331 per centun ad valorem.
: ''* "
ACT OF 1909. *Aif'

'

'

-

PA I. 34" Velveto.. chenill, and otl ter
pile fabrics, not specially provided for in
this section. cut or uncut, compos evhollv or in chief value of silk, weighi ng
not less than five anj three-fourt hs
ounces per square yard. one dollar aind
fifty cents per pound; weighing less than
five and three-fourths ounces per aqu 6re
vard, but not les than four ounces. or
if all the.filling is not cotton. two dolls
and seventy-five cents per pond: if all
the filling is cotton, two dollars p er
pound; all the foregoing weighinglI
than four ounces to the square yar A
four dollars per pound. Plushes, cut
uncut. composed wholly or in chief vali
of silk. weighing not less than nine at
one-half ounces per square yard. oi
dollar per pound; weighing less than nil
and one-half ounces per square yar,
two dollars and forty cents per pon,

,'

ACT OF 1913.

P.ml. 314. 'elvets. plushes, chenille,
velvet or plush ribbons, or other PiF,
fabrics, composed of silk or of which Qi!,
is the componentmaterial of chief valu,,.
50 per centum ad valorem.
oeach. carriage. ainI
PAI. 358.
) per cell
*
*
automobile laces,
tum ad valorem.
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Measurements to ascertain widths of
goods for determining weight per square,
yard' of the foregoipg articles Ahall not
include the selvedges, but theduty shall
be levied upon the total weight of goods,
including te selvedges. The distinction beteen "plushee" and "velvets"
shall be determined by the length of the
pile; those having pile exceeding one.
seventh of oneilich in length. to be taken
as "plushes"; those having pile oneseventh of one inch or lees in length,
shall be taken as "velvets.' The distance from the. end of the pile to the
bottom of the first binding pick shall bo
considered as the length of the pile..
Velvet or plush ribbons, or other pile
fabrics not over twelve inch(%.and not
less than three-fourths of one inch in
width, cut or uncut, of which silk is the
Component material of chief value,'not
s)eclally provided for in this section.
contaimng no silk except that in the pile
and selvedges; if black, one dollar and
sixty cent. per pound; if other than.
black, one dollar and seventy-five cents
per pound; if containing silk o0her than
that in the pile ad selvedges;if black.
two dollars per pound; if other than black,
two dollars, anid twent-ive cents per
pound; for ec.h one-fourth of one .inch or
fraction thereof, lee than three-fourths of
one inch in width, there shall be paid in'"
addition-to the above rates, forty eents
per pound.*

*, *. But in no, case.

shall any goods made on Jacquard looms
or anyof e goods containing more than'
one color in the filling, or any of the goods
enumerated in this pmgraph, including
such as have India rubber as a component
material, pay a less rate of duty than
forty-five per centum ad valorem.

SILK PILE FABRICS.

(See Survey IrL.)

Descriptionand se.--Silk pile fabrics include cloths and ribbons

eompoqed of a woven ground of silk or other material more or less

oinpletely concealed by a covering of short silk threads, or pile,
which project from it as cut ends, or, in a few fabrics as loops. Silk
pile cloths are mainly velvets and plushes which differ principally

mthat the pile ofveet is tIte shorter.. Silk pile ribbons are almost

invariably velvet. Velvets and plushes are usually woven ac double
pile fabrics, i., e., two cloths are woven oe above the other, connected
by the interlacinig of pile waip threads. A knife traveling fron
.Sile to side cuts the pile halfway between the two cloths, leaving
(%ch with its half of the pile. Siik velvets are used chiefly for

w,,Men's garments

and millinery purposes.

Plushes serve for

"ipholsterV and decoration and for women's garments, especially
imitation vealskine and other initation furs. They are alo used
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for hats for both men and women, especially for men's, high silk

hats. If of the qualities and widths ordinarily used in maki - men's
silk hts they are separately provided for. (See par. 1453.)
Chenille yarn is made by cutting a specially woven,'eloth Into
narrow strips and twisting the strips to produce a iough yarn from
which the cut thread ends stick ot in every direction,, -Fabrics
woven of chenille yarn are used for curtains, rugs, uphotery,, and as
fringes for women s wear. Chenilles are a minor product.,'
Production.-From 1904 to. 1914 production of silk velvet increased
from 7,262,000 yards, valued at $3 161,000, to 16,318,000 yards
valued at $8,570,022; of silk plushes, from 2,547,000 yards vOlued at
$1,341,000, to 9,115,000 yards, valued at $10 136,000. For 1919,
preliminary census figures show a production of 16,150,000 yards of
silk velvets, valued at $20,950,000 and of 5,860,000 yards of silk
plush, valued at $10,136,000. In the same year 2,144 active looms
were reported as employed in the indust.
Silk pile fabrics are as a
rule made with cotton back or grour i and spun silk pile; some
all-silk velvets are made, mainly light draping velvets. Velvetribbon production is comparatively small, irregular demand making
profit in manufacture uncertain.
king
Import of broad pile fabrics are mainly fine all-silk velvets, produced only to a linuted extent here; high-grade figured specialties,

which American firms generally do not produce; and velvet ribbons,

the import of which supplies a large proportion of domestic consumption. Imports of plush fabrics are smidl, usually one-tenth or loss

of the broad velvet import. The average annual import of all types
of silk pile fabrics for the 30 years ended June 30, 1920, was 652,015
pounds, valued at $2,496,817. In the fiscal year 1913,. 864,714
pounds, valued at $3,486,011, entered; in the fiscal year 1914, 740,795
pounds, valued at $4,171,390. From that time thoughh 1919, when

only 95,807 pounds valued at $440,780, were imprt%, there was a

steady decline. The year 1920 shows, a Considerable recovery,

though in quantity the import was still less than half, of the 1914

figure and about half of the 30-year annual average.

given statistics for the period 1918-1921:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Below are
.. Ad

Value.

Duty.

1921 monthsh; ...................................

311,121

11,196

rate

i---~t

Poini.
198............................................
1919..........................
19 ...............................................

valorei

$4,62t9,782
1, 45,6&A
V
572,810
2,27.,6Q8
1,139,849
7

,I15,1101 ............

*France,England, Germany, and Switzerland are the chief sources'
of Velvet
Jmnports.
ribbons alone also showed a decline of from 140,304 pounds.
valued at $1,749,746, in 1914, to 59,902 pounds, valued at $203,397,
in 1919.

4i
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Imports of velvet or plush ribbons for the period 1918-1921 follow:

I
11.....

I
........................

vae.
u

Q antity.

Calen&r year.
1....8.................

...... .

......... .......... ....
o ......
.......

....

Doy.., YAdoem

J'ouna.
~,per

rate.

WU.

1 $86
,
5S ,79........................
156947 | 1 $172,160
f. ..... I..... so

..... ..

.. ....

_L.vjports axe not recorded. A smAll export trade has grown, up in
broad
pile
fabrics,
especially since the war, bu'i its . survival is quesitio
.3m,the
trade.'
ade.-- "i , 34,line, of H. .R. 7456:
CehiCange
eoho, y a

n

aft4, se~vegs",
PARAGRAPH 1207.

/

I.

. 7466.

..
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PAR. 1207. Fabrics with fast edges,
wholly or in chief value of silk, not exceeding twelve inches inwidth, including
ribbons, and articles made therefrom,
tubing, garters, -suspenders, braces
cords, toe", and cords and tassels; all
the foregoing composed wholly or in chief
value of silk or silk and india rubber, if
not embroidered in any manner by hand
or machinery, and not specially provided
for, 331 per centum ad vlorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 401. Ribbons, banding ;; including hatbands, beltings, bindingge, all of
the forging not exceeding twel Ye inches
in width, and if with fast edges, bone casings, braces, cords, cords and ta els, gartors, gorings, suspenders, tubi Sand
webs and webbings, composed w ly
ol r
in chief value of silk, and whel oier
conioeed in any part of India rubber or otherwise, if not embroidered in any manner,
h hand or machinery, fifty per centum
al valorem.

PAR. 316. Ribbons, banding, including hatbands, belts, beltinge-inding,
all of the foreong not exceed
twelve
inches in width and if with fast edges,
bone casings, braces, cords, cords and taseels, garters, suspenders, tubings, and

webs and webbin_; all the foregoing
made of silk or of which silk or slkand
india rubber are the component materials
of chief value, if not embroidered in any
manner, and not specially provided for
in this section, 4b p*r centum ad valorem.
PAR. 858." * * coach, carriage, and
automobile laces, * * * 60 per con-

turn ad valorem.

SILK SMALL WARES,. INCLUDINd RIBBONS.

(See Survey L71.)
RIBBONS,

Description.-Ribbons are narrow-woven fabrics with straight selvages. This paragraph applies only to ribbons wholly or in chief
"alue of silk, or of silk and india rubber, with fast selvages, not over

.SXUMKAIRY 'O1TARW A1ORMATWO1t 19U1.

12 indlhs in-width , not embroideredi and not. covered with pile.
(See par. 1206.)
Production of ribbons in 1914 was valued at $38,201,000; in 1919,
at $8,05,00. Between 1899 and 1914 the ratio of dommtic production to domestic consumption increased from 83 to 93 per cent:
it was over 99 per cent in 1919.
Import from 1910-1918 had an average value of $676,000; in 1914
the value was $2,146,988; in 1918,-.$105,483. Changes in fashion
largvty account for variations in imports, which consist mainly of
extreme novelties, goods of complicated, multicolored weave, or of
those wi.th metal threads and similar, articles, in which the element
of hand labor "i excption~lly'high." These are required in quantities
so small 'that Amufdnturs
A'mer jadi m
do not care-to concern. thempart0W-grade
supplethoir
production.
Imports
Fre for made
the most
selves
ta
from
men
the th'ac pettive.' Ribbons
silk, though not produced -here, aire not extensively imported, their
prices, plus the duty, equalig those of better-grade domestic ribbons.
Later imports are recorded as folIows:
...

. . Ida yf3.

1918 ....................
1919. .

....

j_

.

Quantity.

": YwEd.
...................................

I

....................

low................................
:*:

1921 (9 months) .........................

_

:*,::::

*

Value.
:'

Duty.
:

,

1 8

,IO,2W4

18. 8 0

Not
127
Ak
'

":

'

Ad

valoret
rate.
Perctt

$A,W7

,0
,

45
45

Ezport.-Small quantities of ribbons are exported, prhcipally t,
Canada and Latin America.
OTHER SILK SMALL WARES.

,
,

Decrtiptioaaiu,u.es--Small wares include, in addition to ribbi.,
practically all products of ribbon looms and some small articles which
are not woven, such as cords and tassels. Many of the items enmunerated are in whole or in part of elastic banding which has india-rubber
threads woven into the warp.
Productionstatistics are only partially comparable. In. 1914 silk
braids and bindings valued at $3,073,648 were reported; trimmings.
cords, tassels, ornaments, etc., other thrfi military and tailors' trimmings, valued at $1,674,399; labels, at $971,789; hatbands. -it

$607,204; and fishlines, at $177,150.

!mports.--During 1910-1914 the import value averaged $567,O1:
in 1914 it was $527,100;, and in 1918, $147,461. Hatl)ands, largely
from Germany, formed 80 to 90 per cent of the imports prior to thli'

war. In 1914 they, amounted to $484,369. Thus, although tho,
imports of small wares as a whole are far below the total domestic
production, they are competitive with one branch of the industry.
because they consist so largely of one item. There has been soml'e
incroise in the imports of hatbands in 1920 and 1921, and also of
cords and tassels, principally from the Far East.

sU t M'A f

1O03

OFVTAmRF? TnV61RMATIOtJ, 1921.

Imports si~6l7W
'
y calendar years are re6red as;follows:
198
Iol

DuValue...,
y ... ......
... .

............
.................

2

Exporte.-Nons0 recox'dqd

1921

92

1919

6

....
...

I

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important ckwan

in das8?ftatwn:-This maU-wares paragraph is

appropriately begun with the words "Fabrics with fast edges -**
not exceeding twelve inches in width * * * and articles made
therefrom." In both manufacture. and trade, woven fabrics wider
than twelve inches are known as cloth.'
The description covers all narrow woven wares&and for the most
part it is not necessary to provide for articles separately. The term
'tubings" has been retained because tubings are a special form of
narrow wares woven as tubes and therefore having no edges. "Bone
casings" has been omitted*'a& it id included under the term "tubings." Specific mention of "garters, suspenders, braces" is retained
because if not mentioned here they might possibly be -construed as
belonging under, wearing apparel.: 'C'ords, tasels, and cords and
tassels', are specifieflly mentioned because, they are, not woven
fabrics and. have heretofore,' been, listed., with.,woven small wares.
"Tassels? is added because tassels alonewere not covered by" cords"
or "cords and tassels""in the act, of 19)13 (par., 316) and act of 1909
(par., 401).-: Narrow wares ornamented with embroidery ,or lace -are
more specifically provided fok iU paragraph 1430.
Suggested c4ktqe,--Page 135, lines 3 and;4+ Omit words "wholly
or in chief value of silk" because this is duplication of phrase in line 7.
Page 135,,line 5, H, R, 7456: Change. comma to semicolon after
- therefrom."
Page 135, lines 8 and 9: Articles erqbroidered by hand or machine
tre specifically provided for in paragraph 1430 and the words-here
used "if not embroidered, in any manner by hand or machinery"
are unnecessary; such wording has been omitted from other paragraphs of the .textile schedules..
PARAGAP11 120$.
H. R. 7480.
PAR. 1208. Knit' fabrics, in the piece,
opposeded vlholly or in chief valte of
silk, 35 per ceutuir ad valtoren; knit
underwear, hose, half hose, and gloves.
finished or unfinished, composed wholly
or in chief value of iilk, 40 per centeum
Ad valorem; outerwear and other goods,
knit or crocheted, finished or unfinished.
eompoeed wholly or in chief value of
-ilk, 40 per eentwn ad valorem.

4
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ACT O 1909.,
PAR. 402. *** clothing readymade,
and articles of wearing apparel of every
deseription, including knit goods, made,
iq) or manufactured in whole or in part
by the tailor, oeamstress, or manufacturer; all of theforeoing composed of
silk, or of silk and metal, or of which silk
is the component material of chief value,
whether in part of India rubber or otherWis * * * not speically provided
for in this section * * * sixty per centurn ad vaorem: Provided, That articles
composed wholly or in chief value of any
of the materials or goods dutiable, under
this parsg'h aall pay not lew thA the
rate of duty imposed upon such materials
orgoods byths action:* * *
"
PA. 40S. AR manufacturer of silk,
or of which Silk is the component material,
of chief value, including such as have
India rubber as a component material,'
not specially provided for inthis ewtion !
fifty per centuwad valorem. * * *.
;M

PAR. 317. Clothing, ready-made, and

articles of wearing apparel of every description including knitgoods, made up
or manufactured in whole or in part'by
the tailor, seamstress, or manufac turer:
all the foregoing composed of silk or of
which silk or silk ana india rubber are
the component materials of chief value.
not specially provided for in this section.
50bper centum ad valotem.
jAR. 318. * * * manufactures of silk,
or of which silk or silk and india rubber
are the component materials oT chief
value, not specially provided for in this
section, 45 per centum ad valorem,

SurvyT Q0p.
(eSuvey -.

,, (, 1

Descriptiorv and uses.--Silk knit fabrics are made on both warp an
weft knitting machines, (See cotton knit fibrics, par. 913.) The
warp knit fabri is,made up in the mills into underwear and gloves
and to some extent into hosiery, but as yet is not on the market for
the use of the home dressmaker. 'Other silk knit fabrics are produced
in great variety and are sold in thepiece at retail as well as to the garment trade. This is a field of manufacture which is, constantly enlarging, new and impr0ved-processes adding to the uses of silk knit
fabric. Silk underwear made in the United States is almost entirely
of warp knit silk fabric variously known as glove silk, Italian silk,
tricot, milanese, etc. l oves are made of this same fabric. Silk
hosiery is made by the same processes as cotton hosiery (par. 915)..
"Out", silk hosiery, made of glove silk, however, is a much more important division of-the industry than is "cut" cotton hosiery. Sweaters are probably the most important articles of knit outer wear, but
silk knit scarfs, bathing suits, caps, blouses and even dresses are increasingly used.
Producion.-The total production of silk knit goods increased
from a value of $41,262,000 ib 1914 to $234,927,000 in 1919. The
items which constituted the total in 1919 were hosiery valued lt
$125,710,000; underwear $13,742,000; outer wear, including gloves,
$88,926 000; and warp-knit "cloth," $0,437,000. The outer wetir
group showed the greatest percentage of increase over 1909 produwtion. The silk hosiery industry is largely full-fashioned, but coilsiderable quantities of seamless silk hosiery are also produced, varying with the relation of silk to cotton prices. "Cut" silk hosiery is of
the best quality and is made by the underwear and glove mills.
Imports of silk knit goods, recorded as one item, amounted to
$181,135 in 1914. Later imports are recorded as follows:
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*

Value.,

year.

UI

,

$14,2591

1918 .. .........

................

1919 ...............

.......

1920 ..........................................
1921 (9

mtb)....

...

.....

090

....

...

Duty.

Ad

$7,125'

c" 50

34,04

..... .

E.ports are not recorded.

lpornt catnge8 in d4nsaification.-In I R. 7456 silk knitgoods

are r tho, tet t ~jqjaced in 4 separatepararph-a position wrrantedo by their importance an&,by the desire biit f uniformity

with other textile, sc edules. In the acts of 1909, nd.1913 silk knit
fabrics,. nowhere speciicaly provided ior, came in under the general
provison of SpheduleL coptaied in paragraph 40 of 1909 and paragraph 318 of 1913.. In bqth. these Jcts silk knit goods "made up or
manufactured in whole or in part by the tailor, seamstress, or manufacturer,incl.dg hsiery, knit undqrwear aid outerwear and other
"made-up" knit goods-cwne under the general :aragraph embra.ing clothing aod articles of wearig ppaje. of silk (par, 402 of 1909
and par. 317. qf

l913).

,

__.____

'RAAGRAPH

1209..
SENATE AEMNTS.

H. B. 7456.
PAR. 1209. Handkerchiefs, and woven
mufflers, composed wholly or in chief
value of silk, finished or unfinished, not
hemmed, 33J per centum ad valorem;
hemmed or heWstitched, 40 per centum
ad valorem.
AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 409. Handkerchiefs- or. mufflers
composed wholly or in. ef value of
silk, finished or unfinished if cut, not
hemmed or hemmed only shall pay fifty
per centum ad valorem; i such handkerchiefs or mufflers are hemstitc-ed or izui.
tation hemstitched, * * * sixty pet
centum ad vylorem,

PAR. 315. Handkerchiefs or mufflers
composed wholly or in chief value of
silk, finished or unfinished; if cut, not
hemmed or hemmed only, 40 per centum
ad valorem- if hemstitched or imitation

.hemstitched,

* * * but notembroid-

ered in any manner with an initial letter,
monogram, or otherwise, 50 per centum
ad valorem.

PILK HANDKERCHIEFS.
(See Survey L-1.)

Descriptionand uses.-There is not a steady demand for silk handkerchiefs as there is for those of cotton and linen. They are more
susceptible to the vagaries of fad and fashion. During recent years
large quantities of women's cheap silk handkerchiefs have flooded
the markets, but fine silk handkerchiefs, except a few for sport wear,
have been little used. There is a constant though small demand for
certain types of men's silk handkerchiefs. In the bandanna size
they are worn as mufflers. Silk handkerchiefs printed with flags,
etc., are extensively made as souvenirs.

I,
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Silk handkerchiefs may be woven in the loom, two or three to tie
breadth, and then out and finished; or they.may be cut from silk
cloth and hemmed op hemstitched, ironed, folded, and boxed for the
trade. The material is chiefly habutai (Japanese), a pure, soft,
plain-woven, unthrown washable silk. Cr~pe de chine, a cloth of
domestic manufacture, is also extensively used.
is not a
handkerchiefs
of silk
manufacture
-Thein the
Production
on in conjunction
it is carried
United States;
separate
industry
with the manufacture of broad silks or of other kinds of handkerchiefs-production is sm0ll and varies with demand, 'but' imports
supply by far the. larger part of the domestic market.
1$nports of embroidered and otfer fancy Silk haxidkerchiefs, formerly
ifiluded under 'th6 same 'parigroph at the'samie kat. as the hemstitched article,but now covered by paragraph358 of the act of 1913,
have limef slight. -The plain he titched silk bAndkrchief has been
the cbief grade importe i, occasionally. constituting ovor 80 p6r cent
of , the total. ,impoit, Qf ilk hndkerchidfs " cut' 'n6t hemmed or
heinmed only," 'seldon equaled 16 per cent'of he total uitil 1916,
but 'since then have increased; tnticeably, Prior 'to' i016 import
valideo bf silk' handkerchiefs remainedd fairly stationary at -between
$300,000-and $400,000 a year: despite reduced duties on the principal
type (hemstitched), Japan is .the chief source, supplying over w()
"
per cent of the total imports.
Imports from 1918-192k arexrer,4edbfollows:

1A,
1,616140

.1,08944,

121 (0 months),................................

. .0

Duty.

$t19628
8

191.....................................................
::::::::::::::::::::::
WJO....................................
1919 .

Value.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

0

18

751,926
735, 8710

72

......
Exports are n6t recorded.
I-porta tehange in camiiion.-Knitted muffien have
tranferred from- this provision to paragraph 1208.

lbeem

PARAGRAPH 1210.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 746 .
PAR.

1210. Shirt collars, composed in

whole or in part. of silk, whether naturl..

or artificial, 50 cents per dozen and 20
per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.'

ACT OF 1913.

e lothing ready
PAR. 402.
made, and articlesof wearing apprel of
p or
'
a
"eriptio,
every d
manufactured in whole or in part by the
tailor, seamstress,' or manufacturer; all of
the foregoing composed of ailk, * " *
or of which silk is the component material 'ol chief value. i *, *-, not To;
cially provided for in this section. *

PAiR. 317. Clothing, ready-made, anld
articles of wearing apparel of every de-

i

scription , * * I

made up or ma!ii,-

lactured in whole.or in part by the tailor,
seamstress, or manufacturer; all the foregoing composed of silk or of which silk
*

* * are the component materials of

chief value, not specially provided for ill
thinsectiou, 50 per contum ad va!,rvl,,

Ir.

X OF. TAX=J INFOR

8U

ACT OF 1909,.f

:'u

-

:

TION, M.
AT
A
OF 1913.

'

sixty p

ceatr M y~1omm:IPried.
m
That articles composed wholly or in chief
value of any of the materials or goods

(dutiable under this

p
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"

.r

h shall pay

not les than the rate of duty imposed
upon such materials or goods by this section: * * *.
P.R. 405. * *

*

articles

*

*

(Vmposel wholly or in chief valte of
yarns, threads :filament, .or fibem of
artificial or imitation silk or of artificial
or imitation horsehair, by whatever mune
known, and by whatever process made,
forty-five cents per pound, and in *Addi.
tion thereto, ixtv per centum ad valotem.

.

319.*

*

*

articles

* *

composed wholly or in chief value of
yarns, threads. fi lament, or fibers of arti.
ficial or imitation silk or of artificial or
imitation homhair * * * by ,whatever name known, and by whatever procoss made, 60 per centum ad valorem.

SILK SHIRT COLLARS.

(iNe) Surve. r-.)

Dewcripion,and uses.-This paragraph is restricted to shirt collars
in whole or in.' part of. silk or artificial silk, and would not inchide
fancy collars foi women.
Producion,,iiwport, and report data are not available. It is known,
however, thatisilk shirt collarp'are a small item both of production
I.
fnd import. Exports are probably negligible.
Important cka e in desicflton.-In H. R. 7456 Silk and artificial-silk shirt collars are for the first time given Specifip mention.
The reason for this departure is not clear. Shirt collars wholly or i
chief value of silk came in under the general wearing -aparel paragraphs of the acts of 1909 (par. 402) and of 1913 (par1 317' and shirt
collars wholly or in chief value of artificial silk under the paragraphs
of those acts (405 of 1909 and 319 of 1913) for articles of artificial
silk.

1

This paragraph and paragraph 1211 alone of the paragraphs of
this schedule provide for goods containing silk or artificial silk,
when not 4n sufficient quantity to constitute chief value. It,
therefore, includes goods which came within other textile, schedules
of the acts of 190.) and 1913.
Conflict in ciassiftcation.---Paragrapli 1210 conflicts with paragraph
1016, which provides for shirt collars composed wholly or ii part of
flax.
8?1 qested cknqes.--Since silk' and artificial-silk shirt collars are a

sinal item of import, and as there is no ;apparent reason why they
.should be given separate treatment, it ig suggested that this provision be omitted. 'Tthese articles would then come within paragraph 1212 it wholly or in chief vlue of silk, and within paragraph
1215 if wholly or in chief value of ai-tificial silk. Silk striped collars
i, chief value of cotton would come within paragraph 918.
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PARAGRAPH 1211.'

S2NATh ZMENzN

H. 3. 74586.
PAR. 1211. Shirts, for men and boys, in
whole or in part of silk, whether natural
or artificial, 40 per centum ad valorem,
but not less than 10 per centum in adto the duty on the component
dition
materials.

ACT 0F 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

ready-made,
Clothing,
PAH. 317.
PAR. 402. * * * clothing ready articles
d.of every and
apparel
of wearing
made, and articles of wearing apparel of
or
manumade
up
*
neription
every description, * * * nde up or
manufactured in whole or in part by the factured in whole or in part by the tailor.
tailor, seanmtress, or manufacturer; all of seamstress, or manufacturer; all the for,ong composed of silk or of which il!,
the forloing composed of silk, * * *
* ar the component materials ,,f
or of which silk is the component material
not specially provided for iii
value,
chief
of chief value, * * * not specially
provided for in this section. * * * this section, 50 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 319. * * * articles * * sixty per centum ad valorem: Provided.
That articles composed wholly or in chief composed wholly orin chief value of yarns.
value of any of the materials or goods threads, filaments, or fibers of artificial or
dutiable under this paragraph shall pay imitation silk or of artificial or imitation
not less than the rate of duty impose horsehair * * * by whatever nam,
or goods by this known, and by whatever process made.
upon such *materials
*
secton:#
00 per oentuma ad vacrem.
PAR. 405. * * * articles * * *
composed wholly or in chief value of

yarns, threads, filaments, or fibers of
artificial or imitation silk or of artificial
or imitation horsehair, by whatever name
known, and by whatever process made,

p pound, and in adfoty.five centr
dition thereto, sixty per centui ad
valorem.

SILK SHIRTS FOR MEN AND BOYS.

(See Survey L-I.)
.Production.-While no figures are available as to the exact amount
of domestic production, it Is known that silk shirt manufacture is it
large and growing industry, and that a large proportion of cotto

shirts contain v*silk stripe or figure and come within this paragraph.

Artificial silk shirtings, usually woven with a warp or filling of cotton.

are not widely produced; fancy shirts, however, often contain tirtificial silk stripes or figures. Sbirt factories at Paterson, N. ,J..
reported the 1921 season one of the most successful ever known.'
import of silk shirts is snll in actual quantity and
Import.-The
only a negligible proportion of domestic consumption. This Iforms
true, even if one include silk striped shirts with cotton the componetW
iiiaterial of chief value. A few silk shirts are imported by exclusive,
men's furnishing shops from England and France.
Export8 are not recorded.
Importantchanges in ckuisifitcion.--In H. R. 7456 silk and artificitil
silk shirts are for the first tine given specific mention. The reason fir
this departure is not clear, especially since the duty, with the exception of the minimum in the proviso, is the same "as the duty ill
I Dafy News

Itgood, Nov. 10, 1921.
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wearing apparel in paragraph 1212. Shirts wholly or in chief value of
silk came in under the general wearing-apparel paragraphs of the act-s
of 1909 (par. 402) and of 1913 (par. 317), and shirts Wholly or in chief
value of artificial silk under the artificial silk paragraphs of those
acts (405 of 1909 and 319 of 1913).
This paragraph (1211) and the preceding paragraph (1210) alone
of the paragraphs of this schedule provide that goods .shall come
within its scope if they contain any silk or artificial silk, even though
not in sufficient quantity to constitute chief value. It therefore
includes goods which came within other textile schedules of the acts
of 1909 and 1913. The provision that the duty shall not be less than
10 per cent in addition to the duty on the comment materials is
ambiguous and might require destructive analysis to determine the
exact weights of the various materials used. #mples can not be
taken as in the case of fabrics.
Suggeted ckange.-Since *silkand artificial silk shirts are a small
item of import, since shirts are not specially provided for in other
textile schedules, and moreover, since there is no apparent reason why
they should be given separate treatment, it is suggested that the provision be omitted. Shirts in chief value of silk would then come
within paragraph 1212 and those in chief value of artificial silk,
within 1215. Shirts in which silk or artificial silk is not the component material of chief value come within wearing-apparel provisions
according to the material of chief value.
PARAGRAPH 1212.
H.L R. 746G.

ONNATZ AMNDBNs.

PA R. 1212. Clothing, ready-made, and
articles of wearin apparel of every do-,
seription, vot knit 'O' cxocheted. manufactured wholly or in part, composed
wholly or in chief value of silk, and not
specially provided for, 40 per centum ad
'alorem: Protr&7, That articles composed wholly or in chief value of any of
the materials or goods dutiable under this
paragraph shall pAY not less than the rate
of duty imposed upon such materials or
goods by this title.
A T 0OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAIL 402. * * * clhingreadymade,
PAR. 317. Clothing, ready-made, and
and articles of wearing aprel of every articles of wearn apparel od every do,Iewriptionf * * *
e up or man- scripti~n, * * made up or manuufactured in whole or in part by the factured in whole or in lart by the tailor,
tailor, seanmtress, or manufacture; all of seamstress, or manufacturer; all the forethe foregoing composed of silk or of silk going composed of silk or of which silk or
and metal, or of which silk is the corn- iflk and india rubber are the component
ponent material of chief value, whether materials of chief value, not specially .
in part of l'dia rubber or otherwise, provided for in this section, 50 per centum
not specially provided for in ad valorem.
this section,
* * sixty per centum
ad valoremn: 1'rotide, That articles com-

Posed wholly or in chief value of any of
the materials or goods dutiable under this
Paragraph shall pay not les thin the rate

of duty iraqeoed upon such materials or
goods by'thissection: a *

. ,
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SfLKI~ CLOThING.
(S4 Survey 1-1.)
Description.-This paragraph includes till clothing and wearing
apparel wholly or in chief value of silk, except knit goods (par. 1208).
shirts for men and loys (par. 1211), and shirt collars (par. 1210).
Production.-All but a small percentage of the domestic consumption of silk wearing apparel is made in this country. No statistics are
available, but the industry is undoubtedly larger in this than in any
other country. More broad silk is produced in ie United States and
the wearing-apparel industry'is the largest consumer of broad silks.
Imports.-Yimports in 1914 were valued at $2,607,596, including
corsets, 8,463; and ready-mede clothing and articles of wearing
apparel, $2,599,133. Imports in 1918 were valued at $967,860, of
which corsets amounted to $3,809, and ready-made clothing anti
articles of wearing apparel to $904,051. Figures for ready-mad.
clothing include shirts and shirt collars, specially mentioned in paragraphs 1210 and 1211.
TUiter

imports for calend(ltr years are recorded as follows:

I
Vl e ........................................

Duty........

..........................

f

irns

(maumh).

M8

$1,173,108

82,074,279

706

M,(B)

1011W

V1,234, 61

ErpKrts,--A considerable export trade was built up during the war.
Statistics were not recorded prior to 1918, since which time they sho
value, of exports during calendar years as follows: 1918, 3,634,861:
1919, $7,435,929; 1920, $11,224,687; 1921 (9 months), $2,831,259.
Important changes in dassifcaion.-In H. R. 7456 the following
silk goods and articles covered in the corresponding paragraphs of
the acts of 1909 (par. 402) and 1913 (par. 317) are placed in other
paragraphs:
(1) Knit wearing apparel-underwear and outerwear-paragraph 1208.
(2) Shirt collars, paragraph 1210.
(3) Shirts for men and boys, paragraph 1211.
See discussion of "JItp)rtant changes in classification '7under those
paragraphs.
Suggested coiumg.-,-The word "ready-made" should be omitted. as
has been done in the wearing-apparel paragraphs of the other textile
schedules, that there may be no confusion as to the intent to cover
in this paragraph all wearing apparel, whether ready-made or custommnaide, wholly or in chief value of silk and not specially provided for
elsewhere.
PARAGRAPH 1213.
H. 3. 7458.
PAR. 1213. All manufactures of silk,
or of which silk is the component material of *chief value, not specially provided wr, 35 per centum ad valorem.

SBNATB AXENDMENTS.
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1921.

~AOT~O~0~,
109.AOT.O

1018.

PAR. 403. All manufactures of silk, or
PAR.318. * 4' * all manufactures of
of which silk is the component material silk or of which silk or silk and india
of chief value, including such as have rubber are the component material of
India rubber as a component material, chief value, not specially provided for in
not specially provided for in this ec this section, 46or centum ad valorem.
tion, fifty per centum ad valorem: Provided, That all manufactures of silk enumerated under any p
ph of this
schedule, if composed in any part of
wool, shall beclassitied and assessed for
duty as manufactures of wool.
MANUFACTURES OF BILK N. 8. P. F.
(See Survey L-2.)

Ietcription and use.-The principal items falling under this
general catch-all provision are upholstery and made-up artities other
han wearing apparel, composed wholly or in chief va u0 of silk.

Produion.-No data available.

Imports.-Forthe four fiscal years 1910 to 1913 the average annual
imports of silk manufactures not specifically provided for (par. 403,
act of 1909) were valued at $548,791. In the fiscal year 1914 they
amounted to $1,090,411. Imports in later years are recorded as
follows:
Calendar year.
......................................................

1919
......................................................

Quantity

Value.

........

546N65
6_,66

19264

9 .....................................................................
19., (9mutin).......................................................... . ..

I)1uty.
214,466
27417

0 W
i1 8:%34085

.............

Important changes in dassfic!ion.-In H. R. 7456 the following
items covered by the corresponding paragraphs of the acts of 1909
(par. 40(3) and 1914$(par. .318) have been provided for elsewhere:
(1) Sliver-the product of the drawing operation in the conversion
Of waste silk into spun silk yarn. (See "Important changes in
classification," par. 1201, p. 1007.)
(2) Roving-the product of the operation immediately preceding
spiing in the conversion of waste silk into spun silk yarn. (See
Important changes in classification," par. 1202, p. 1012.)
(3) Knit fabrics in the piece; specially provided for in paragraph
1208.

PARAGRAPH 1214.
H. 3. 7456.
PAR. 1214. In ameertaininsg the weight
or number of silk under the provisions of
111is title, either in the threads, yarns,

or fabrics, the weight or number hIdli ,be
taken in the condition in which fouiad
in tlhe gods, without deduction thet*-

OUNATN AXRDMB"NTS.
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IL. . 748SO,
from for any dye, coloring ;,Latter, or
moisture, or other foreign substance or
material. The number of single threads
to the inch in the warp provided for in this
title shall be determined by the number
of spun or reeled singles of which such
single or two or more ply threads are com-

pose.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 404. In ascertaining the weight

ACT OF 1018:
[No corresponding provision.)

of silk under the provisions of this schedule, either in the threads, yarns, or
fabrics, the weight shall be taken in the
condition in which found in the goods,
without deductions therefrom for any
(lye, coloring matter,, or other foreign
su4stance or material. The number, of
single threads to the inch in the warp
provided for ii this. schedule shall be
determined by the number of spun or
composed.
single or two
of which
am such
reeled singles
ply threads
ormore

i c ton.-There is but. one difference
Important ckangc. in dans8.
404 of the act of 1909 (there
and
paragraph
this
paragraph
between
is no corresponding provision in tlto act of 1913), and that is the
insertion of the words "or number" after the word "weight" each
time that it appears. Spun silk yarns are provided for in paragraph
1205 and 1206 I)v
1202 by number and silk fabrics in paragraphs
"
weight.
(lomments and #uggestions.--Change "title" to "schedule" il
line 17, page 136, H. R. 7456.
PARAGRAPH 1214;.
H. R. 7458.

BENATI AMENDMENTS.

PAa, 1215. Yarns, threads, filaments,
and lame, of artificial or imitation silk, or
of artificial or imitation horsehair, or of
the waste of such material., by whatever
whatever process
name known, and
made, if singles, 45 cvnt ver pound; if
tram, 50 cents per pound;'if organzine,
60 cents per pound: Providd,That none
of the foregoik shall pay a less rate of
duty than 23 per centum ad valorem.
Knit goods, ribbons, and other fabrics
and articles composed wholly or in chief
value of any of the foregoing, 46 cents per

pound, and in addition thereto 37J per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAu. 319. Yams, threasd, filaments of
PAR. 405. Yarns, threads, filamnts of
artificial or imitation silk, or of artificial artificial or imitation milk, or of artificial
or imitation horsehair, by whatever name or imitation horsehair, by whatever nae
known, and by whatever process made, known, and by whatever process madue.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF flNFORMATION9 1921.
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Act OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

if in the form of singles, forty-five cents
per pound; if in the form of tram, fifty
cents per pound; if in the form of organzine, sixty cents per pound: P
d,
T11hat in no case shall any yarns, threads,
or filaments of artificial or imitation silk
or imitation horsehair, or any yarns
threads, or filaments made from waste of
stich materials, pay a less rate of duty
than thirty per centum -ad valorem;
**
b l ings, cords, tassels, ribbons
of, other articles or fabrics .composed
whollv or in chief value of yants, threads,
filaments, or fibers of artificial or imitation silk or of artificial or imitation horsehair, by whatever name known, and by
whatever process made, forty-five centa
per pound, and in addition thereto,
sixty per centum ad valorem.

35 per centum ad valorem; beltingii, cords,
tassels, ribbons, or other articles or fabrics
composed wholly or in chief value of
yarns, threads, filaments, or fibers of
artificial or imitation silk or of artificial
or imitation horsehair, or- of yarns,
threads, filaments or fibers of artificial or
imitation silk, or of artificial or imitation
horsehair and india rubber, by whatever
name known, and by whatever process
made, 60 per centum ad valorem.

ARTIFICIAL SILK.

(See Report T. 18.-.)

Description and u8es.-Artificial silk and real silk have in common
Ifne property, luster; the former is the more lustrous of the two, but

has a different "feel." Artificial silk is heavier, less elastic, weaker,
and more difficult to manipulate than ieal silk. All of the cominercially important artificial silks are obtained from some form of
cellulose, the predominating constituent of plant tissue. They are
lisaper than real silk and sometimes for this reason are preferred,
ltit in general artificial silk has distinct uses and is not directly competitive with the natural product. The chief uses of rtificial silk
are for hosiery and other knit goods, silk and cotton fabrics, braids,
pulush goods, and tapestries.
'rnlucton.-Domestic production of
artificial
silk increased from
a1ppt'oxinintely 1,566,00() pounds in 1913 to 10,240,000 pounds in
I 920. 1t, supplied less than one-half of domestic consumption in.
lost. pre-war years, but covered 88 per cent of the home denthe in
lie ost wr yars, 1919 and 1920. This increase was a result of the
'rdluses atertificial silk and of wareand post-war conditions, which
ieitI.ed imports from Europe, especially from Germany.
ti eti.tly practically the entire domestic output has been manufactured
1,Y one coinany, whose stock is controlled by an English artificialsI, firm. This company uses the viscoses" proc ls-- e., the (1%3vingof wood pull) in a strong alkali and the treatment, of the re, tifg solution with domlie caustic soda. In Europe the nitro"Chiulose, the eupra-ammoniutn, and the new acetate processes are also
11,Sed. In 1920 and 1921 several large plants-some of them of (domestIWlfand some of foreign ownership--hiave been compJlete(] for the pro11iiction of artificial silk by various processes. There is ininpen~fing.
therefore, an .;ncrease both in quantity and variety of output.
Iniportq (declined from 2,733,952 pounds in the fiscal year 1914 to
259,373 pounds in the fiscal year 1918: that is, from about two-thirds
tf) omn'ifieth of the domestic consumption.
Imports for the
Calendar years 1918-1921 are shown belhw. The importation for
t92() is 12.6 per cent of the total consumption.
5234)4-22---66
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i.

1918...

1919.

Cal4wid

year.

Ad
vlminon
rte.

Duty.

Quantity.

Value.

Peu016.
120 50

100 82
$1;,78U
.............................

Powcca*.
X

40 4,416,88 I 1, _,

.............................
.

1920 ...................................
1921 ( Moths) ..........................................

1,470,610

2,78 98

6,e
U
, ,918

U5

V
1,770N7
.....................

General imports for 1921 are shown by months as follows:
Quanitity.

Woat.

Ptus.

.Pta

Jauay.......

5(Y292

ma
...............

1,

38.MAs
43 8
8

Janary.....
K 73 J l ......................
Fer y.......7,0..........................................
.Pi::..................:

Value.

quantity.

mouth.

Value.

261,8?

1,171,69 September ................
841, 864~

1 ':,
i

418,'IM4

Imports are of practically all sizes-150 denier is the largest iten.
but the proportion of the finer sizes is greater than in domestic production. A Belgian concern has, however, recently installed a plapt
in this country for the production of fine sizes. The importation of n
new type of artificial silk should be noted. It comes in ribbon formt
for makn braids and is called "ribbon straw " or "lame." Ribbon
straw or lame, although flat, is mad in the first process of mantifacture.
Belgium, France, England, Italy, Switzerland, and Germany are tI I
important sources.
Exports are not reported.
MANUFACTURES

OF ARTIFICIAL SILK.

(see Report T. I. SA.)

De4ciption.-Artificial silk is used in an increasing range of good,.
The domestic output in 1920 was distributed as follows: Hosiery, 25
per cent; silk weaving, 13 per cent; knit goods other than hosiery, 21
per cent; cotton weaving, 10 per cent; plush fabrics, 3 per ceit
tapestry, 2 per cent; braids, 14 per cent; embroidery and other mimwr
uses, 11 per cent.
Produdion figure are not available, but the domestic output i
known to be many times greater than imports.
Imports in the fiscal year 1914 were valued at $643,975. Lator
statistics are recorded as follows:
C

191i........................................................
KO.
... . 4
.
180..
1921 (9JmOn'itl) ...........................

...

Duty.

Value.

.
yeadar
you

. ...

...
...

....

..

$30"177
19 41

$2 96
..

$1R S4 ..............

v ,,.
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Export, made up chiefly of artificial silk hosiery, are larger than
imports. England, Argentina, Australia, Denmark, Canada, British.
South Africa, Cuba, and Italy are all important markets. For the
,calendar years 1918-1921 exports have been as follows: 1918,
$3,406,191; 1919, $9,694,248; 1920, $7,909,299; 1921 (9 months)
,
1
32,962,843.
ARTIfICIAL IIORSEHAIR AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Description and use. -Artificial horsehair differs from artificial silk
in that it is coarser and stiffer and is produced and used in coarse
gle filaments.
Produio&
is not recorded separately. It has increased in recent
Years.
Airport values, of artificial horsehair and manufactures thereof
decreasedd from $569,283 in 1909 to $63,970 in 1914. Formerly
imports came principally from Germany and Austria, but lately they
cme from Switzerland. Imports since 1917 are recorded as follows:
CAedar yewr.

Quntllty.

i Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorom
rate.

YARNS, TLREADS, AND FILAMKNTS.
I1j ......................................................

1ZA ......................................................
19W(9months)

...................................

1,75/

0,ON

5;056

&S,185 1

100,516

W, M

8*

35

3 181

35

MANUFACTURES OF ARTIFICIAL HORSEHAIR.
I'15l,71

I.
............
..............
.............. ........ ...
1921 (9....ths)
................................................

ExporM are not recorded.

,97

5,504

W943

4,102

60

SCHEDULE 13.-PAPERS AND BOOKS.
PARAGRAPH 1801.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7466.
PAR, 1301. Printing paper, not spe-

cially provided for, one-fourth of 1 cent
per pound and 10 per centum ad valorem:
Proided, That if any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government shall forbid or restrict in any
way the exportation of (whether by law,
order, regulation, contractual relation, or
otherwise, directly or indirectly), or impose any export duty, export license fee,
or other export charge of any kind whatsoever (whether in the form of additional
charge or license fee or otherwise) upon
printing paper, wood pulp, or wood for use
in the manufacture of wood pulp, the
President may enter into negotiations
with such country, dependency, province. or other subdivision of government
to secure the removal of such prohibition.
restriction, export duty. or other export
charge, and if it is not removed he may,
by proclamation, declare such failure of
negotiations, setting forth the facts.
Thereupon, and until such prohibition,
restriction, export duty. or other export
charge is removed, there shall be imposed
upon printing paper provided for in this
paragraph. when imported either direct ly
or indirectly from such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government, an additional duty of 10 per
centum ad valorem and in addition thereto an amount equal to the highest export
duty or other export charge imposed by
such country, dependency, province, or
other subdivision of government, upon

,-ither an equal amount of printing paper
or an amount of wood pulp or wood for use
in the manufacture of wood pulp neceNary to manufacture such printing paper.
ACT OF 1909.
SCHEDULE

M.- -PULr, PA' Es, AND
BOOKS.

PAR. 409. Printing paper (other than
paper commercially known as handnmde
or machine hand timade paper, japan paper.

and imitation japan paper by whatever
name known). unsized, sized. or glued.
suitable for thme printing of books and

newspapers, but not for covers or bind1044

ACT OF 1913.
ScnEroUiLE M.-PAPERS AND BOOK:-

PAR. 322. Printing paper (otber tlli
paper commercially known a
or nmchine handmade paper, jap~an 1k.
per, and imitation japan paper by wo

ever name known), unsized, siz.te.

,'

glued, suitable for the printing of k-0and newspapers. but not for coy': '
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ACT OF 1909.
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ACT OF 1913.

ings, not specially provided for in this section, ** * valued above two and
one-half cents per pound and not above
four cents per pound, five-tenths of one
cent per pound; valued above four cents
and not above five cents per pound, eighttenths of one cent per pound; valued
above five cents per pound, fifteen per
('entum ad valorem: Provided. however,
That if any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government
t!hall forbid or restrict in any way the exportation of (whether by law, order, regulation, contractual relation, or otherwise,
directly or indirectly) or impose any export duty, export license fee, or other export charge of any kind whatsoever
(whether in the form of additional charge
or license fee or otherwise) upon printing
paper, w9od pulp, or wood for use in the
manufacture of wood pulp, there shall be
imposed upon printing paper when imiported either directly or indirectly from
such country, dependency, province, orot her subdivision of government, an additional duty of one-tenth of one cent per
pound when valued at three cents per
pound. or les, and in addition thereto the
amount of such export duty or other export charge impo by such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision
of government, upon printing paper, wood
pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture

bindings, not specially provided for in
this section, valued above 2j cents per
pound, 12 per centum ad valorem: Proiided, however, That if any country. dependency, province, or other mbdivision
of government shall impose any export
duty, export license fee. or other charge of
any kind whatsoever (whether in the forn
of additional charge or license fee or otherwise) upon printing paper, wood pulp, or
wood for use in the manufacture of wood
pulp, there shall be imposed upon printing paper, valued above 21 cents per
pound, when imported either directly or
indirectly from such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government, an additional duty equal to
the amount'of the highest export duty or
other export charge imposed by such
country, dependency, province, or other
subdivision of government, upon either
printing paper, or upon an amount of
wood pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture of wood pulp necessary to manufacture such printing paper.
[Value per pound changed from 21, to 5
cents by sec. 600 of Revenue Act of 1916,
and to 8 cent by Act of Apr. 23, 1920.
chap. 158.]

of wood pulp.

PRINTING PAPER.
(See Survey M-2.)
NEWSPRINT PAPER.

Descritionand ue8.-There are two kinds of printing paper, newsprint andbook paper. Newsprint is a cheap grade, consisting usually
of 80 per cent mechanically ground wood pulp and 20 per cent sulphitepulp. It is used primarilyfor printing newspapers, and secondarily for cheap magazines,
, catalogues, etc.
For further information in regard to newsprint, see paragraph 1659,
p. 1440.
BOOK

PAPER.

Description and use.-Book paper is of a higher grade than newsprint and is usually made entirely of chemical wood pulp. Rag pulp
alone or mixed in a greater or less proportion with chemical wood
pulp is used for the better grades, while some of the cheaper grades
contain a small proportion of mechanically. ground wood pulp. It
is used primarily for printing books, magazines, and catalogues. It
serves a great number of secondary purposes, among which mg~ be
mentioned its use for school pads and cheap writing papers
er
four principal grades of book paper-machine finish, sized and
,are
suipercalendered,
coated, and cover.
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Production in 1914, was 934,979 short tons, valued at $73 499,514:
in 1919, 1,001,000 short tons, valued at $153,368,000. Tlf'e chief
ceiiters of production are to be found in the Northeastern and Lake
States. The rank in percentages of output, by States, in 1914 was
Pennsylvania (15), Massachusetts (14), Maine (12), Michigan (11).
New York (10), Wisconsin (9), Ohio (8), all other (21).
Imports of book paper in 1914 were 3,359 short tons, valued at
$310,551 and in 1918, 139 short tons, valued at $41,377. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ................................
1919 ................................
1920 .................................
..

Pouad.

230,679
164,88
4,156,404

1921 (9months).......................1298,349

Value.

$44,445
58,819
493,411

hunt value.1

f

191

t

Ad

Duty.

valoremi

rate.

$5,
333
6,998
59,209

0.93
.35
.12

....

Per ceni.

1.
I

Under the act of 1913, printing papers were classified for tariff )uI' poses as (1) printing paper valued at not more than 2j cents pi'
pound, and (2) printing paper valued at more than 2j cents per
pound. By act of September 8, 1916, the dividing line was changed
from 21 cents to 5 cents, and by act of April 23, 1920, from 5 cent.,
to 8 cents. This division by price corresponds roughly with division
into newsprint and book paper. The above table is based on the
division by price. The great increase in imports in 1920-the year
of the so-called "paper famine "-will be noted. In spite of the great
increase, however, the imports in 1920, amounted to only one-fifth (if
I per cent of the domestic production of that year.
Export of book paper in 1914 were 14,301 short tons, valued at
$1,612,370 and in 1918, 45,036 short tons, valued at $7,695,29S.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:
Book paper (printing paper other then newpsprinht.
1918

Quantity(pounds) ....................
...................................

....

299,
0,241
.

8,710,940

199

153,39 ,000
$616

9,0 5

19"

)

95,116,118 |
$13.776,464

u92i1th

36,1,16
S :

.,1"
,

In 1919 exports 6f book paper amounted to 8 per cent of lit
domestic production, in 1920 the proportion fell to 4 per cent, and the
decrease has continued in 1921.
Important c/uuu/e8 ii classifiation.-The distinctionn made it,viously between thie two kinds of printing paper on the bfisis of vaklie
er pound has been dropped. Newsprint paper is specifieallv it,vided for as "standard newsprint paper" (par. 1659). Printing'paper
other than standard newsprint, which includes not only book paP r1
(except the coated and cover grades which are provided tfor in otIcr
paragraphs) but also grades of newsprint other than standard
newsprint paper, takes the place of printing paper valued above tle
maximum value per pound specified for newsprint.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
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The reason for the change i s that -the value distinction between

newsprint and book paper is now unsatisfactory because of the
markedly fluctuating prices of printing paper. The term "standard
newsprint paper" is the commercial term for the principal subdivision of newsprint paper, being paper weighing 32 pounds per ream,
used for prhiting newspapers. It constitutes more than nine-tenths
of the total output of newsprint paper in this country. It applies to
practically all the newsprint shipments from Canada to the United
States. The use of this term furthermore disposes of complaints
that because of the present 8-cent maximum free limit on printing
paper, some cheap grades of book paper are allowed to enter this
country free.
In each of the following paragraphs-paragraph 1301 on book
paper, paragraph 1610 on wood pulp, and paragraph 1659 on newsprint-there is inserted a clause or a countervaiing duty in case any
country or part of a country restricts the free export of pulp wood,
wood pulp, newsprint, or book paper. It consists of a 10 per cent
-d valorem duty plus a duty equal to the highest export duty or other
diarge applied by the country in question to an equal or equivalent
amount of pulp wood, wood pulp, or printing paper.
All three of these clauses providing countervailing duties are so
phrased that an export duty placed by another country on one of the
dhree items (wood pulp, newsprint, or book paper) or on pulp wood
'in case of presidential proclamation to that effect) would presumably
result in a 10 per cent import duty on all of them except pulp wood, 'a
Conditional countervailing duty on some of which is provided for
independently and in a different manner in paragraph 402. In
addition, the highest foreign export duty on one of them or on pulp
wood would be translated into an equivalent duty on all of them
(but not on pulp wood). For example, according to this interpretation, if another country should impose a certain export duty on a
c'ord of pulp wood and it should be so announced by the President,
.uCh duty (plus 10 per cent) would immediately be applied on an
amount of ground wood pulp that on the average is made from a
cord of pulp wood. As considerably less chemicalpulp than ground
wood can be made from a cord of pulp wood, the equivalent import,
duty per ton of chemical pulp would be higher than on ground wood.
In a similar way the equivalent duty would be worked out for stand11'1d newsprint and book paper, based on a general average of the
pec entages of found wood and chemical pulp entering into the
finished paper, o'r with these varying percentages the amounts of
Wood used to make a ton of paper vary considerably. Similarly, a
f(,rigni export duty on either standard newsprint, book paper, or wood
pullp would be applied as an import duty (in addition to 10 per cent
:t valorem) eitherr direct or in equivalent form to all three items
111tiled.
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PARAGRAPH 1302.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1302. Paper board and pulpboard, including cardboard, and leather
board or compress leather, not laminated,
glazed, coated, lined, embossed, printed,
decorated or ornamented in any manner,
nor cut into shapes for boxes or other
articles and not specially provided for,
10 per centum ad valorem: Prded,That
for the purposes of this Act any of the
foregoing less than nine one-thousandths
of an inch in thickness shall be deemed
to be paper; sheathing paper, roofing
paper, deadening felt, sheathing felt.
roofing felt or felt roofing, whether or
not saturated or coated, 10 per centum
ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 320. Sheathing paper, pulpboard
PAR. 407. Sheathing paper and roofing
in rolls, not laminated, roofing felt, corn
fe!t, ten per centum ad valorem.
mon paper-box board, not coated, lini,
embossed, printed or decorated in ani
manner, nor cut into shapes for boxv,
or other articles, 5 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 415.

*

*

cardboard and

PAR.328.

*

*

*

cardboard and bris

bristol board, thirty-five per centum ad tol board, * * * 25 per centum ad
valorem.
valorem; * * **
PAR. 481. Felt, adhesive, for sheathhL,
PAR. 564. Felt, adhesive, for sheathing

vessels [Free].

vessels [Free].

PAR. 530. * * *
compressed leather;

[No corresponding provision for paper
board, puIphoard, and leather board.]

*

leather board or
*1 4* [Free].

[No corresponding provision for pai,

board.]

PAPER BOARD AND BUILDING PAPERS AND FELTS.

(See Survey M-I.)

Description and ues.-Paper board and pulpboard, which may ho
of an iii.I
regarded- as synonymous terms, consist of paper T
or more in thickness. They are made in the main on a cylindei,
machine from a cheap grade of pulp, the strength and condition ,,
the fibers not being an important element of consideration except
in the best grades. About 80 per cent of the United States palwr
board output is made of waste paper. The principal use of pal,,'1
board is in making paper boxes and other containers. Itisused alin sheathing the interior of buildings; in bookbinding; in printing: iUt
making trunks, suitcases, shoes, tags, cartridges, cards for street
railway advertising, etc., placards of various sorts;' and other articles: and for various other purposes. The principal kinds of ap'i
board are box board, wall board, binders' board, bristol board, t'1
board, pressboard (see par. 1313 for pressboard), leatherboad.
trunk board, and cartridge board. The above terms overlap t1,
certain extent. The term cardboard is often used to cover a nuw1-:
or all of the varieties of paper board.
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Building papers and felts are heavy- coarse papers made usually
on a cylinder machine out of coarse, low-grade stock, such as woolen,
cotton, and jute waste; old gunny sacks; paper-board cuttings; stilphite screenings; waste paper of all sorts; old coarse, dirty rags;
cornstalks; straw-in fact, almost any fibrous material. They are
used for roofing buildings, as a liner for the walls of buildings, for
deadeningg sounds by being placed under carpets or floors, and for
manufacturing shoe soles.
Production.-The production of paper boards in 1914 was 1,208,795
short tons, valued at $39,493,174, and in 1919, 1,885,000 short tons,
valued at $124,090,000. The production of building paper in 1914
was 243,908 short tons, valued at $9,475,733, and in 1919, 195,000
short tons, valued at $17,737,000.
Imports of pulpboard in 1914 were valued at $203,862: in 1918,
at $1,377,291. Imports of paper box boards in 1914 were valued
at $43,137; in 1918, af $16,619. Imports of cardboard and bristol
board (including bristol board made on a Fourdrinier machine) in
1914, were valued at $81,229; in 1918, at $10,081. Imports of
sheathing paper in 1914 were valued at $4,236: in 1918, at $9,235,
excluaivey from Canada. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Unit value.

Value.

Duty.

Ad

valorem

rate.

CARD, BRISTOL, AND STRAW BOARD.
Pounds.

............
1918 ..................................
1919 ....................................
13,52
60a,555
1920 .........................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................
00,499

Per cent.

25
510,104.............$2541
8,428
50.06
2,107
25
.08
12,248
25
48, 992
33,867 ....... "-.
......................

IOXBOARD COMMON PAPER NOT COATED, LINED, EMBOSSED PRINTED OR
D)ECORATElD IN ANY MANNER, NOT CUT INTO SHAPE FOR BOXES OR OYHER
ARTICLES.

1918.....................................................
85 1321

199 .........................................

9,743 ............

27,305

1920
.................................... 5,527,20.5;

208,099

1921
(9mon).............................4,043,746

151,4

$48

5

10,435

5

J 1,365

0.03
.04

5

PULPBOARDS, IN ROLLS, NOT LAMINATED.

1918..............................

,,11911 $1,566,77n

88, 922,149 2,270,3 3&
1919...............................
1920
80,013 2,659,993
1921 .........................................
(9 months) .............................. 8,5
29,&5,13867,211

$0.02
.

.02
.03
.

V8,339;
.

113,518,
133,00
..
.

5

5

5

SHEATIIINO PAPERS.
......
19N ...................................
1919......................................... ............
................
........................
"°"
1921(9 months) .............................. ............

$11,247
7,884
. .
3, 794

..
.......
SY62
5
3t94
5
1
"."
..............
°
1,75
........................ ..........
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Ezports of paper board and strawboard in 1915 were valued at
$663,230. Exports of sheathing paper in 1914 were valued at
$1,029,127. Later export values for calendar years of paper board
and strawboard follow: 1918,$3,055,255; 1919, $4,604,048; 1920,
$5,553,094; 1921 (9 months), $1,901,530.
important changes in clamifi~xltion.--See General Notes on Paragraph below.
LEATHER BOARD OR COMPRESSED LEATHER.

De8ciptimn and ue.-Leather board or compressed leather is at
composition made of leather scrap and paper. t is used principaly
for insoles and heels of shoe.
Productio.-No data available.
Imports, 1918-1921, are shown in following table:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

fUnitvalue.

1918 ............. ".............................................................. s$ 1,57
1919......................................................~
A m.
82,881%
1920 ...............................................................
213,740
21,352
9,917
1921 (9 mo ths).....................................................

Important changes in cla8sifciatim.-Leather board and compressed
leather (par. 530) and adhesive felt for sheathing vessels (par. 481
bave been transferred from the free list of the act of 1913.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in classifycatior.-All varieties of paper imar(I
which have been advanced no further than the original manufaetii ion the paper machine have been grouped together in this paragraph.
The aim has been to throw together all kinds of paper board which
were separately named in the att of 1913, such as cardboard awd
cylinder-machine bristol board in paragraph 328, leather board it)
paragraph 530 and box board and pulpboard in paragraph 320. It
appears' to be desirable for the purpose of avoiding confusion a(I
inconsistencies to place all paper board which has not undergone,
special processes of manufacture on the same tariff basis. Sore
manufacturers define paper board as paper nine one-thousandths of an
inch or more in thickness. As this seems to be the more generally
accepted dividing line between paper and paper board, it is used ii
the present classification. The phrasing "sheathing paper and
roofing felt" is amplified to include in general all pers and felt
used for building purposes whether or not they had their origin ,i
a paper machine. It is anticipated that felt now admitted fi-e
under paragraph 481 as "adhesive felt for sheathing vessels" will
be dutiable under this paragraph. Apparently the greater Part ,of
the imports of this adhesive felt has been used in the manufacture
of soles for shoes and as a substitute for roofing felt. Adhesive felt
would appear to have practically the same use for building purposes
as tar-saturated roofing felt or paper. Thus the need of two iteJS
for this general grade of paper does not appear to be evident an(I
the two are combined.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921
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PARAGRAPH 1303.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1303. Filter masse or filter stock,
,,,,reposed wholly or in part of wood pulp,
wOod flour, cotton or other vegetable
fiber, 1§ cents per pound knd 15 per
(.entum ad valorem; indurated fiber ware,
masks composed of paper, pulp or papierinich,6, manufactures of pulp, and manufactures of papier-mich6, not specially
provided for, 23 per centum ad valorem.
AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 408. Filter masse or filter stock,
PAR. 321. Filter nasse or filter stock,
,oniposed wholly or in part of wood pulp, composed wholly or in part of wood pulp,
woo,] flour, cotton or other vegetable wood flour, cotton or other vegetable fiber,
il,er, one and one-half cents per pound 20 per centum ad valorem.
aiid fifteen per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 447. Indurated fiber ware and
PAR. 355. Indurated fiber ware and
manufactures of pulp, not specifically pro- manufactures of pulp, not specially provided for in this section, printed or un- vided for in this section, 25 per centum
printed, thirty-five per centum ad valo- ad valorem.

reip.

PAR. 369. * * * manufactures of
PAR. 464. Manufactures of * * *
papier-mich6, * * * or of which these " * * papier-mieh6, * * * or of
substances or any of them is the compo- which these substances or any of them is
neat material of chief value, not specially the component material of chief value,
provided for in this section, * *
not specially provided for in this section,
thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
25yer centum ad valorem; * * *
PAR. 465. Masks, composed of paper or
PAR. 370. Masks, of whatever material
pulp, thirty-five per centum ad valorem. composed, 25 per centum ad valorem.
FILTER MASSE, INDURATED FIBER WARE, PAPIER-MACIIE, ETC.

(See Surveys M-1, M-4, and N-11.)

Description and

es.--Filter masse (M-1) is a mass of cellulose

oMfiber, usually pressed into the form of cakes, varying in dimension

from 12 by 12 by 1 inch to 20 by 20 by 2 inches, with embossed top
and bottom. Although made of the same material as many kinds
of paper, it is put up inentirely different form. It is used for clarifying
beer, wine, sof, drinks, glue, gelatine, vinegar, cider, soups fruit
beverages, chemicals, etc. The best quality of filter masse, like the
hest quality of paper, is made of fiber from selected white linen and
,otton rags, and also of cotton linters. The greater part of the
A\merican production is of this type. Sulphite wood pulp and to a
smaller degree jute fiber are used mainly for the cheaper grades;
some asbestos fiber is sometimes also mixed in, particularly in the
better grades. The chemicals used are lie, chloride of lime, and
5sul1phuric acidl.
Indurated fiber ware (N-il) is wood pulp) chemically treated and
tuolded into pails, kegs, tubs, boxes, cuspidors, coolers, trunks,
(lases, etc. Other manufactures of pulp include composite board for
(1ar1 ceilings, bulkheads, and door panels for steamboats, vulcanized
fiber and fiber specialties for motors and dynamos, insulators, skate
wheels, washers, disks and bushings, railway signals, electric rail
Joints, noiseless rollers and gears, fiber'sheets, and fiber rods and
tUiflg.
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Papier-mltch6 (M-4) is a hard, tough, and plastic substance generally made from pulped Waste paper, mixed with mineral matter.
such as china clay, rosin, etc., or made from sheets of paper glued
and pressed together. It is molded when moist by steel dies into
architectural ornaments, lacquered boxes, trays, durable utensils,
dress forms, window dummies, signs, figures, toy animals, other
kinds of toys, and other articles.
Productin--The annual production of filter masse in the United
States is about 750,000 pounds per year. Owing to the decrease i
the demand for filter masse on account of the decrease in the production of alcoholic beverages, the establishments flow existing iII
this country have no difficulty in producing enough filter masse for
domestic requirements; nevertheless, manufacturers say that the usp
of filter masse for filtering soft drinks and other liquors has increased
to such an extent as largely to make up for the decrease in its use
for filtering wine and beer.
In 1914 the production in the United States of pulp goods, which
include indurated fiber ware, was valued at $4,483,000. There were
24 establishments, located chiefly in Delaware and New York. The
total capital was $6,862,000, and the number of wage earners, 1,654.
In 1919 the value of production had increased to $24,257,000, alld
the number of establishments to 42. A very rough estimate places
the average annual output of papier-mAch6"in the United States it
5,000 tons, valued at $250,000.
Imports in 1914 of filter masse were 486,476 pounds, valued t
$53,974; of indurated fiber ware and manufactures f pulp at $4,559).
Imports of manufactures of papier-mich6 in 1914 were valued at
$25,679. (Imports of papier-mAch6 unmanufactured not segicgated.) Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

FILTER MASSE OR FILTER STOCK COMPOSED WHOLLY OR IN PART OF WOOD PUl.l.
WOOD FLOUR, COTON, OR OTHER VEGETABLE FIBER.
1918..................................
1919 ................................

2.................................

1921 (9 months) ..............................

13,20
8,628

171,498
73,424

$2,743
1,768

31 960

0.J21
.20

.19

..

$549
354

6,392
,

INDURATED FABER WARE AND MANUFACTURES OF PULP.

1919 . ...........

*. .3

4

$781

1920.............................
...... ......
.2,871..............7021.
191.9.ons...............................3,21
.....
01.....
1921
(9 months) .........
.....................................
...........
........
PAPIER-MACH-, MANUFACTURES OF.

1918 .......................................
1019 ........

1920

1921(9

.....

....

.....................

........................................

ont ) ......

.

$18,978 .........

$4,744

33,024 .......

8,26

8,737 .......

29,960

2,184

21

21
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Exports not segregated.
Importantchaqjes in clasfwcation.-Tv filter masse have been added
indurated fiber ware and manufactures of papier-mnch6 from the
sundries schedule because these goods are akii to filter masse in being
made of pulp. Masks have also been transferred from the sundries
schedule. The act of 1913 includes all masks, whatever the material,
and the act of 1909 masks of paper or pulp only. The present act
retains the 1909 phraseology with the addition of papier-mich6 as a
material, leaving all other masks dutiable under other schedules
according to the material.
Sgge8tedcangs.-Page139, line 6, of H. R. 7456: Change orn~ha
to a semicolon after "ware."
PARAGRAPH 13(4.
OBENATE A

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1304. Papers commonly known as
tissue paper, stereotype paper, and copy.
ing paper and all papers not specially provided for in this section, weighing not
over eight pounds to the ream of four hun,Ired and eighty sheets on the basis of
twenty by thirty inches, and whether in
reams or any other form, 6 cents per pound
and 15 per centum ad valorem; if weighing over eight pounds and less than twelve
and one-half pounds to the ream, 5 cents
per pound and 15 per centum ad valoremcrepe paper, 6 cents per pound and 15
per centum ad -valorem: Provided, That
no article composed wholly or in chief
value of one or more of the papers specified in this paragraph shall pay a less rate
of duty than that imposed upon the component paper of chief value of which such
article is made.

NDXENTB.

0

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 410. Papers commonly known as
copying paper, stereotype paper, bibulous* paper, tissue paper, pottery aer,
anI all papers not specially provided for
in this section, colored or uncolored,
white or printed, weighing not over six
pounds to the ream of four hundred and
eighty sheets, on the basis of twenty by
thirty inches, and whether in reams or
any other form, six cents per pound and
fifteen per centum ad valorem; if weighover six pounds and less than ten
pounds to the ream and letter copying
books, whether wholly or partly manufactured, five cents per pound and fifteen
lier centum ad valorem; crgpe paper
* * five cents per pound and fifteen

PAR. 323. Papers commonly known as
copying
paper, stereotype paper, bibu-

l,,r centum ad valorem: Provided, That
rio article composed wholly or in chief

,alue of one or more of the papers speci-

lous paper, tissue paper, pottery palter,
* **

crgpe paper

*

and articles

manufactured from any of the foregoing
papers or of which such paper is the component material of chief value, 30 per
centum ad valorem.
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AOT 01 1909.

AOr OF 1913:

fled in this pamgmph ihall pay a lea rate
of duty than that imposed upon the component paper of chief value d which such
article ii made.
TISSUE PAPER, ETn.
(See Survey M-3.)
Description and usem.-Tissue paper: The predominant charactor-

istic distinguishing tissue paper from other kinds of paper is its thinness. Tissue paper is a thin paper of fine, soft texture, silky to the
touch, translucent, and to a limited extent transparent. The better
qualities are made from rag and the cheaper from wood pulp. .ts
principal uses are for toilet purposes, for napkins, and for wrapping
articles, especially those which the manufacturer does not wish to
tarnish. The antitarnishing quality results from special proceses

pursued in its manufacture, which makes it free from sulphur or other
chemicals that would tarnish a metal article.
Tissue paper is treated in H. R. 7456 as paper weighing less thali
121 lbs. per ream of 480 sheets on the basis of 20 x 30 in. Stereotype ,
and copying papers are merely subdivisions of tissue paper. Stereotype paper is an extra strong, pliable tissue used in the manufctur,
of stereos (molds or matrices), from which printing plates are made.
It is often an absorbent, unsized, so-called waterleaf paper. Tu.
sheets of paper, a considerable number together and backed by matrix
paper, which is absorbent paper similar to high-grade blotting paper.
and by ordinary brown paper, are pressed against the type to forjji
the mold, the metal for the plate being then cast in the mold. Copying paper is a strong unsized, usually cheap tissue paper, used for the
manufacture of letter books, in which copies of letters are kept, and
also for the manufacture of carbon paper.
Crepe paper is usually a very thin, strong tissue paper, variouIy
colored, and passed through heavy embossed rollers which crinkle the
paper into a form resembling crepe. It is used for fancy and decormtive purposes and also for paper towels. Some grades of crApe paper
are heavier than tissue paper.
Production.--The production of tissue paper in 1914 was 115,411
tons, valued at $11,535,720. In 1919 it was 191,000 tons, valued atl
$40,696,000. Nearly half the tissue paper produced in this countr'
is made in New York. The other ti
-pue-aper States of important.
are New Jersey, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, and
Massachusetts. There are no separate fig~tres available for the production of crApe paper.
Imports in 1914 of tissue, stereotype, letter-Copying, and pottery
papers were 1,996,751 pounds, valued at $383 8.31. Imports of CrWqtw
and filter paper and articles manufactured therefrom were 984,'5f1(;
pounds, valued at $144,038. Later statistics follow:
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CAleada yw.

Quantity. IValu.

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad
rate.

valorm

COPYING, STEREOTYPE, BIBULOUS, TISSUE, AND POTTERY PAPER (SEGREGATED
AFTER 1918).
9114
.........................................

Ponds.Peta.
397,78 [
149,712

$0.3

$4,914

39

TISSUE PAPER.
1919
1921

.............................
....................

1921 (9 mos). ............

489,54
78,387

$3,263 i
377222

S0. 5
.

1,8791

.j

113,167

30

1.......

............
BIBULOUS PAPER.

1919 ......................................
1920 .........................................
1V21(9 months) ..............................

$2,319
s. M1)
".10
4,572
.13
1,372
5,158 ............
.................

2 85
35 , 12
23,487

30
30

COPYING PAPER.

919............................... ........l~,13 $68,313

11*30
.......................................
.
1921 (Vmonths) .............................

134
i,8

9 ,764
37,074 ....

$0.40
$20,494
30
so
3092
20
30
.............. ..........

POTTERY PAPER.
11...................1593

$,3

170 .......................... .........
400

1,044

$0.33

.311 $1,001
313

30
30

STEREOTYPE PAPER.
1919...........1....
1 920..........
.......
:4.....
: - ..1
1921 (91onhs)0..........................

4,486

8,.l+'w3
2,171

I

$0.9
$126
f
*73
I,885
1,433 .......................

$417I

00,216
"1o9

30)
30

MANUFACTURES OF COPYING, STEREOTYPE BIBULOUS, TISSUE, POTTERY, C02APE,
AND FILTERNO PAPER.
191s.................................................... $ I,731,73
............
$219,520
1919..........................................
62,5 ..............
18,775
1
............................................
47,922........ ..... 14,377
121 (9 months) ..................................31:7.% .

30

30
31

CRAPE AND FILTERING PAPER.
191%1
1919................................
.......... :. : ' ..... .. .............
I~9120
.... ots.....................................
I(9ltrnth
s
t..............748
p

409,214
M

$215f
16; w9
iii,9
6
474, a59
10, ;23
192
h I .

Filtering paper classified in H. R. 74.36 in paragraph 1301*

0.53!
.68
.361

5(4,79
%8,820
50,887

30
30
30
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Exports.-In 1914 no exports of stereotype, letter copying, and
tissue papers were listed. In 1918 tissue and toilet papers to a value
of $919,536 were exported. Later statistics (for cidendar years)
follow:
1918
Tiqsue and toilet paper ......................
Paper towels and napkins ....................

Carbon paper .................................

4

$1,443,57814
0, 199

579,36

1919

I

$2,056, W7
180,93

90428

i 1r

$2,854, 529
41?, 48

i,029,?1W

i.1921 (9 nmotl hs).

.l
1,
137, I02

394,1127

Important changes in cla8qi cation.-As the purpose of this paragraph has always been to include tissue paper in general, it has been
reworded so as to be more consistent. The classification in the act
of 1913 and pi-eceding acts grouped both bibulous and filtering paper
along with tissue paper. Filtering paper is a different kind of paper
from tissue paper; consequently it is now being removed from this
paragraph and appears in paragraph 1309. As bibulous paper is the
term for absorbent papers in general, such as blotting paper, it is
undesirable to use it in this connection. Apparently it was placed
here originally in order to include so-called biulous tissue paper, the
principal use of which seems to'be for massage purposes in beauty
parlors. The term is very little used in the trade to-day, and what
bibulous tissue paper might be imported would easily fall under the
general heading "tissue paper." Also, the paragraph has been rearranged somewhat so that the term "tissue paper stands at the head.
It
wasashardly
logical,
old phraseology,
name copying
paper
variety
of
merely
a relative y to
unimportant
first,
copying
paperinisthe
tissue paper. The term" pottery paper" has been dropped as a ternii
not used in the paper trade. Pottery paper is either a thin tissue of
good quality, well glazed, used for wrapping pottery, or a special
ind of paper by wiich designs are transferred to pottery. In tle
former sense it "is sufficiently covered by th term "tisue paper,
and in the latter case it would probablybe covered by decalcomania
paper. The item letter-copying books has been left out both because
it is unimportant andbecause it is sufficiently covered by the provision in this p aragraph for manufactures of tissue and similar
papers. Also the weight qualifications have been revised so thal
papers weighing up to 121 pounds per ream are classed in this paragraph as tissue paper, instead of those weighing up to 10 pounds pe.
ream as in the act of 1909. (The act of 1913 has no weight qualfication.) As in the tact of 1909 cr6pe paper is not included in tie
weight classification. The reason for this is that it is desired to
extend the Jurisdiction of this paragraph to crepe paper.even if iW,
weight is above the maximum fixed for tissue paper in general.
Crepe paper is ordinarily a tissue paper, and so is properly included III
this paragraph.
Paper (other than crepe) above 124 pounds per ream will fall under
whatever other heading in the paper schedule it happens to comesticl:
as the writing-paper paragraph.
Conflicting provisions.-The provision in this ?ptragraph for "ill

papers not specially provided for in this section, is in conflict witth
the concluding provision of paragraph 1309 for "paper not speciillY
provided for.'"

I
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Suggeeled ckngeo.-As the context of the provision for "all papers
not specially provided for in this section" relates to papers of the
tissue class, it is suggested that the word "all" in line 10, page 139
be changed to "sin ilar." The words "in this section" should in
any event be stricken out of line 11, page 139, to agrOO with the
practice elsewhere in the bill H. R. 7456. Page 139, line 15, of H.
R. 7456: Strike out "if" before "weighing," to agree with line 11
11nd practice elsewhere.
PARAGRAPH 1305.
H. R. 7458.

PAR. 1305. Papers with coated surface
or surfaces, not specially provided for, 5
cents per pound; papers with coated surface or surfaces, embossed or printed
otherwise than lithographically, and paperu wholly or partly covered with metal
or its solutions (except as herein provided), or with gelatin or flock, 5 cents
per pound and 15 per centum ad valorem;
papers, including wrapping paper, with
the surface or surfaces whole or partly
(l(,orated or covered with a design, fancy
effect, patted n, or character, except designs, fancy effects, patterns, or characters
produced on a paper machine without attachments, or produced by lithographic
process, 44 cents per pound, and in addition thereto, if embossed or printed otherwise than lithographically, or wholly or
partly covered with metal or its solutions,
or with gelatin or flock, 17 per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That paper wholly or
partly covered with metd .?its solutions,
,ind weighing less than fifteen pounds per
ream Of four hundred and eighty sheets,
on the basis of twenty by twenty-five

inches, shall pay a duty of 5 cents per
pound and 17 per centum ad valorem;
gummed papers, including decalcomania
paper not printed, 5 cents per pound;
cloth-lined or reinforced paper, 5 cents
per pouud and 17 per centum ad valorem;
papers with paraflin or wax-coated surface
or surfaces, vegetable parchment paper,
irease-proof and imitation parchment papters which have been supercalendered
and rendered transparent or partially so,
by whatever name known, all other greaseproof and imitation parchment paper,
not specially provided-for, by whatever
name known 3 cents per pound and 13
per centum ad valorem; bags, printed matter other than lithographic, and all other
articles, composed wholly or in chief
value of any of the foregoing a ers, not
pecially provided for, and aI1xes of
paper or papier-mich or wood covered or
iued with any of the foregoing papers or
82304-212---67

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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3. 7486.

OBNATB A

lithographed paper, or covered or lined
with cotton or other vegetable fiber, 5
cents per pound and 20 per centum ad valorem; plain basic paper for albumenizing,
sensitizing, baryta coating, or for photographic or solar printing processes, a cents
per pound and 15 per centum ad valorem;
albumenized or sensitized pae or paper
otherwise surface coated for photographic
purposes, 3 cents per pound and 20 per
centum ad valorem; wet transfer paper
or paper prepared wholly with glycerin
or glycerin combined with other materials, containing the imprints taken from
lithographic plates, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT 01 1909.
PAR. 166.

* * * wettransferpaper

or paper prepared wholly with glycerin,
or glycerin combined with other materials, containing the imprints taken from
lithographic plates, fifty per centum ad
valorem.
PAR. 411. Papers with coated surace
or surfaces, not specially provided for in
this section, five cents per pound; if
wholly or partly covered with metal or its
solutions (except as hereinafter provided),
or with gelatin or flock, or if embossed or
printed, five cents per pound and twent
per centum ad valorem; papers, including wrapping paper, with the surface
decorated or covered with a design, fancy
effect, pattern or character, whether produced in the pulp or otherwise but not
by lithographic process, four and one-half
cents per pound- if embossed, or wholly
or partly covered with metal or its solutions, or with gelatin or flock, 5 cents per
pound and twenty per centum ad valorem: Provid4, That paper wholly or
partly covered with metal or its solutions,
and weighing less than fifteen pounds per
ream of four hundred and eighty sheets,
on a basis of twenty by twenty-five
inches, shall pay a duty of five cents per
pound and twenty-five per centum ad
valorem; parchment papers, and greaseproof and imitation parchment papers
which have been supercalendered and
rendered transparent, or partially so, by
whatever name known, 2 cents per pound
and 10 per centum ad valorem; af other
grease-proof and imitation parchment pa
per , not specially provided for in this
section, by whatever name known, two
cents per pound and ten per centum ad
valorem; bags, *

*

*

printed matter

other than lithographic, and all other articles composed wholly or in chief value of
any of the foregoing papers, not special
provided for in this section and at,
boxes of paper or wood covered with any
of the foregoing paper, five cents a pound
and tldrty per centum ad valorem; albu-

WDE3NT8.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 137.

*

*

*

wet transfer papw.

or psper prepared wholly with glycerin, or
glycerin combined with other materials,
containing the imprints taken from lithographic plates, 25 per centum ad valorci'
. PAR. 324. Papers wholly or partly co%-

ered with metal leaf or with gelatin or
flock, papers with white coated surface or
surfaces, calender plate finished, hanil
dipped marbleized paper, parchment
paper, and lithographic transfer paper not
printed, 25 per centum ad valorem; papers with coated surface or surfaces suitable for covering boxes, not specially provided for, whether or not embossed or
printed except by lithographic process.
40 per centum ad valorem; all other paper
wi& coated surface or surfaces not spvcially provided for in thigh section; uncoated papers, gummed, or with the mrface or surfaces wholly or partly ,hc',-

rated or covered with a degn, fan('

effect, pattern, or character, whether )r,duced in the pulp or otherwise except I,
lithographic process, cloth-lined or r, iI
forced papers, and grease-proof and inui:t
tion parchment papers which have bero
super lendered aid rendered transpioa
ent or partially so, by whatever nani
known, all other grease-proof and imit-i
tion archment papers, not specially rf,vded for in this section, by whate%*o
name known, bags, * * * and all
other articles composed wholly or in chei
value of any of the foregoing paper, not

specially provided for in this section, .inI
all boxes of paper or papier-lfichdw or
wood covered uith any of the for"0.,i"'-'
papers or covered or lined with toltwi or

other vegetable fiber 35 per century i
valorem; albuminized or sensitizel ,1)l;rr
or paper otherwise surface-coated for i,1l,
tographic purposes, 25 per centiil, ad
va oren); pain basic papers for albu,ii!'
ing, sensitizing, baryta coating, or i
photographic or solar printing pro,('.

15 per centun ad valorem.

i

SV7MMA"Y OF TARIFF INFORMATION,
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ACT o

9al.
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1913.

umaited or sensitized paper or paper
otherwise surface coated for photographic
purposes, thirty per ceutu ad valorem;
plain basic papers for albumenizing,
sensitizing, baryta coating, or for photographic or solar printing process, three
cents per pound and ten per centum ad
valorem.
Pis. 418, All boxes made wholly o1 in
PAR. 567. * * * d(alcomania pachiof value of paper or papier-mach6, if per, not printed [Freel.
covered with surface-coated paper, forty.
live per ceutum ad valorem.
[No corresWonding provision for papers
[No corresponding pipvision for papers
with
paraffin or wax-coated surface or with paraffin or wax-coated surface or
urfaces.!
surfaces.)
SURFACE-COATED, WAXED, GUMMED, DECALCOMANIA. AND DECORATED
PAPER, ETC.
(See Surveys M-3, M--4, and C-15.)

Ieecription and uses.--Surface-coated paper, as the name implies,
ispaper one or both surfaces of which may be coated. The larger part
of the surface-coated paper made in the United States is coated with
clay. There are also some coatings with a metal base and others
iiade of gelatin and other products. An important grade is coated
book paper, which is used for printing half-tones and for other

printing purposes.

It is usually coated on both sides, its base gen-

erally being a good grade of book paper. Other kinds of coated

paper are used mainly for covering boxes and for, various other
fancy or decorative purposes. They are usually known as super(alendered, flint-glazed, friction glazed, plated, embossed, waterproof,
and fancy papers. Flock, referred to in one of the tariff items on
surface-coated paper, is finely ground wool, felt, or vegetable fiber.
It is a coating substance.,
Gummed paper is a kind of coated paper one surface of which is
covered with gum or glue. It is used in making stickers, labels,
stamps, seals, efc.
Waxed paper is also a kind of coated paper with one or both surfaces covered with wax. It is used for wrapping and preserving bread,
cake, pie, and various bakery products, confectionery, other food

products, drugs, flowers, etc.

Decalcomafia paper is a kind of gummed paper. It is used for
transferring colored des ns to glassware, porcelain, marble, and the
like. It is covered wit a vegetable gum or alumina coating, on
which the design in colors is placed and which allows the complete

removal of the design and its adherence to the surface of the gassware or other article when the paper is pressed against the latter

after being soaked in water.
Cloth-lined or reinforced paper is paper lined with cloth or reinf rced by String or some other substance. This paper is used someiMzes where an especially strong, nontearable variety of packing
J',,per is needed, .but there are also cheaper grades, which are not
yery durable. It is much used in merchandise shipments, particuladrly for lining cases or covering machinery shipped in crates and for
outside coverings of cases shipped on fiat cars. An important use
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for the better grades is as a durable drawing paper for draughtsnien
and as a tough, durable paper for children's books.
Vegetable parchment paper (M-3) is an unsized or iwaterleaf paper
made preferably of cotton rags, vegetable fiber, or sulphite wood
pulp treated with dilute.sulphuric acid. It is dull in finish, dense,
hard, and hornlike; it is grease proof, waterproof, translucent, and
to a limited extent transparent. It is used for drawing, bookbinding,
as covers for corks in medicine bottles, for filtering in sugar manufacture, in refining gutta-percha, as wrapping paper for greasy substances
and for various food products, as casing for sausages, and in many
other ways.
Vulcanized paper (M-3), produced in a manner similar to the production of vegetable parchment pap r, ordinarily so called, but treated
with zinc chloride instead of sulphuric acid, is a type of vegetable
parchment paper. This paper is much used, a number of sheets
being pressed together, in the manufacture of trunks, tuba, waste
baskets, trucks, etc. Willesden paper is a variety of vegetable parchment paper, made by passing paper through an ammoniacal solution
of copper oxide.
Grease-proof or imitation parchment paper (M-3) is made of sulphite wood pulp, preferably that produced by the Mitscherlich or
slow-cook process. In the course of manufacture the,stock is subjected to an unusually extended process of beating, which reduces it
to a gelatinous condition.'. The first finished product, of this process
is a paper with a dull finish, dense and hard, resembling parchment
paper in various ways, especially in the characteristic hornlike auppearance above noted. The paper is not waterproof and is but partially grease proofI that is, it is not entirely impervious to grease.
but nevertheless it has the 'quality of resisting grease to a limited
extent. The paper is more tenacious than sulphite paper not so
treated. It is translucent and imperfectly transparent. A part of
the paper thus produced is afterwards moistened and run through
supercalender rollers under heat and pressure. It loses thus its dull
finish and becomes very glossy and more perfectly transparent.
The dull, uncalendered kind is known variously in the trade as
imitation parchment, grease proof, and pergamyn. The calendere,d
transparent kind is usually called glassine, parchinyn, or japanin
paper, although sometimes, as in the tariff act of 1913, also colled
reaseproof. Both kinds are used as a wrapping for cakes and sihiararticles which do not require a perfectly grease-proof covering.
The supercalenderod variety is more useful, however, for the mianifacture of an outer wrapping for bottles and boxes, through which
labels may be read, as the transparent material for "window en elopes" and for making sanitary protectors for telephone receivers.
Photographic and bfue-print paper (MA-4): Two groups of pape'
are included.in the tariff items which cover photographic and blueprintpaper, namely, (1) photographic paper and pactinum paper,
ach of these in
and (2) blue-print paper and brown-print paper.
turn is dividedinto two kinds: (1) "Raw" paper, which is practical
the same as high-grade writing paper, and (2) the finished pjaper,
which is the "raw" paper after it has been sensitized for printing
by photographic, blue-print, or brown-print processes. As the nlmes
imply, these are the kinds of light-sensitive paper on which plto-
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graphs, photostats, blue prints, and other similar forms of prints are
made.
Wet transfer paper (G-15) is a kind of coated paper used in lithography for transferring designs to lithographic plates. As indicated
in the tariff phraseology this paper contains the imprints taken from
lithographic plates. The same sort of paper coated but.not yet imprinted with the design is included under the provisions for surfacecoated paper in the first part of paragraph 1305.
Prodietzon.-Surface-coated, wraxed, gummed, decalcomania, and
decorated paper: In 1914 117,342 tons of coated book paper, valued
at $11,605,584, were produced in the United States. The 1919 production was 132,000 tons, with a value of $24,010,000. No figures
are available for production of other kinds of coated paper. In the
12 months ended January, 1921, the 22 members of the Waxed Paper
Manufacturers' Association, representing approximately 85 per cent
of the waxed-paper production of the United States, produced 46,880
tons of waxed paper. The annual output of decalcomania paper is
estimated at 100 tons, valued at $80,000. The decalcomania paper
industry is a new one in the United States, having been carried on
only since 1916. Decalcomania paper manufacturers estimate domestic consumption at 600 tons annually. No figures for the production of gummed paper and decorated paper are available.
Cloth-lined or reinforced paper production in the United States is
estimated at 1,000 to 1,500 tons annually.
Vegetable parchment-paper production in the United States is
about 12,000 tons per year. In January, 1921, six mills were engaged
in parchmentizing. The 1915 production was 13,500 tons and the
1920 production 10,800 tons.
Imitation parchment-paper production figures are not available.
Bags, boxes, etc.: See par. 1313, p. 1088.
Photographic and blue-print paper: The annual production of
raw" photographic paper is roughly estimated at 5,000 tons.
Figures for sensitized photographic paper production and raw blueprint paper production are not available. The annual output of
sensitized blue-print paper is variously estimated by sensitizers at
from 2,000 to 10,000 tons.
Wet transfer paper: No figures available.
Imports for 1914 and 1918 (fiscal years) of the paper mentioned in
paragraph 1305 are shown in the following table:
1914

10 R

Grease-proof and imitation parchment papers (act of Pound.
Value.
Pound.
1909) supercalendered and rendered troibsparent ...... 6,184,511
$300,725
287,234
Parchment paper (act of 1913 only) ................................
51,483
lain basic for albumiv.ling, sensitizing, etc .......
...........
1,371,346
Reinforced or cloth-lined paper ..........................14,14
2,281
13,318
Lithographic transfer ...............................
125,329
25,564
20,061
Marbleized hand-dipped paper ........................
224, 777
25, 335
28,775
Suitable for covering boxes............................
252,891
339,9M3
184,&50
White-coated surface calender plate finished ...........
57,878
7,752
3,513
holly or partly covered with metal leaf, etc .........
391174
123,287
22, 242
All other surfhoe-coated paper .....................................
175$672
110,301
Boxs of paper, p
mpler-niAchd
or wood
........................
117,724 o....o.oo..
Papers, unoae,gume (decorated).............. 298,996
27,847
345,630
Bag envelo es, composed of surface-coated .....

, iomanf..................................

178,

224,235

S 40,053

Value.
$27,469
27,104
9,775
7,899
6,767
23, 815

287

10,883
34,161

178,052

32,688
5,161

63,.W6

I
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Imports during the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
Duty.,

Unit value.

Value.

tlay.

Q

Calendar yeav.

URFE
P
, Cte.

valorem

WHITE COATED SURFACE PAPER, CALENDER' PLATE FINISH.

1 ......................................

.... ........ ...........................
......

......................

.......

1921 (9 months).............................

Puode.t
$134
3,741

831

7,092=

41,887

.

$L i

IEceid.
25

. 1

4,918

.47

19, 604 i

26,-

142,813

33

.53

....................

SURFACE COATED PAPER SUITABJ6E FOR COVERIiG BOXES.
$2,490
I220 $0.22
3,422
18
8 ,
,498
.. 17 l
28746
12,498.....................

........................ 22
1918........
. 428
1919 .........................................
16,641
19 ..................................
54,189
1921 (9 months) ........................

40

40

PARAFFIN PAPER (NOT I INCLUDING OIL) AND PARAFFIN WAX.
1918....
I..................
1919..............
..................
.....
19201
.........
1921 (9 mon ths)..

..

.........

$0.10 ............ ..........

$4,,342

31,1I

........

.10 ............ ..........

973,521

9,883,180

.11

820,8.5
U

7,629,395

.3,52, 6701

..........

............

290,230 ......

...........

MARBLEIZED PAPER, HAND DIPPED.
S

.........................

1918.

1919............................

19 0...................

14 36
3,524

...............

18 212

1921 (9months):......................

.

"! .... 231
,, it.

o..... ..

.o

.

.

.40

1,4191

.

..

o

.

35

.

......
... ..... '....

0,309I......

.

2.,

2,

DECALCOMANIA PAPER, NOT PRINTED.

......
......... $144,378.............
.......................
1918
121,115 ..................
. . .........
..................................
1919....
18$,579 .....................
.w......................... ......... ...
I='""

*

1921(9mont s)...........

...

.. . .......

165,903 .....................

PAPER WHOLLY OR PARTLY COATED WITH METAL LEAF, GELATIN, OR FLOCK.
198.........................

.......

......... !
1919 .............................
.................
1920 .............
....................
1921 (9 months)

86,495
5,418
37, 238
49,703

84,209

4,147
38,40
24,348

80.850 $1,062

.7
1.03

1,037
9,152

2

2.1

PAPER.UNCOATED GUMMED, OR WITH SURFACE OR SURFACES DECORATED (0f
COVERED WIH A DESIGN, FANCY EFFECT, PATTERN, OR CHARACTER.
1918.......................
1919.........................7,847

9G .........................................

1921 (9 months) ...........................

1

348,438

29,'641

832,878
8,73

14,019
5,6

8o0
.88

. 47

$11,507
2,358

4,7

.............

LITHOGRAPHIC TRANSFER PAPER, NOT PRINTED.
1918...........................
1,18
$81
$.35
$t,703
1,2801
.41
5,1201
12,463
.................................
IIM)
tA',rIroj ,
. IL". '
IND.. ...................................
........................
3,55
59, 493
1921 (9 m ontls) ..............................

I1919
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Caldear year.

Quantity.

I Value.

Unit value.

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

PAPER, FOR ALBUMINIZING SENSITIZING,
PbAIN BASIC PIIOTO(IIAPIII'
BARYTA COATING FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCkS8.

I$0.29

Pounds.

647,45
$188',,6
1,588
100, 226
641,603
124,280
1749,7 128,374

oi
.................................
1919.
................................
120.
................................
IW21(9 months)........................

.40
.19

OR

Per

$28,285
15,034
18,642

16
15
is

PiOTOGRAPHIC PAPER, ALBUMINIZED OR SENSITIZED OR OTHERWISE COATED

460
.....
1918............................. ............$26, 461,1
1919
.......................................

1920................................

1921 (9months) ........................

58,004

485211

574,408

50.80
.41

46,8a2
191,943

11,6581

. 25
25

47,988

150,627 ........................ i..........

5

ALL OTHER SURFACE COATED PAPERS.
..
1918
..............................
98,273
.. ......
1919............................
473,8
1.20.................................
279,5W0,
19 1( months) ..............................

108,69
35
, 0
a
3
38 w8.'3,WO
58,218
35
N0,332
.351
77,306 ... ....... ............ ..........

REINFORCED OR CLOTH-LINED PAPER.
8,838
3,43
15,129
3,942

1918...............................
1919 ..................................
1920........................................
......................
1921 (9 months) ....

$5, 700
4,007
$,799
10,74

1

35

$M04
$1,9
1.33
1,612 1
35
.58,
3,079 1
35.
... ..
............ ..........

PARCHMENT PAPER.

7,o51

1919
.....................................
S0.3
(9 months)........................ . 118,690 i

16,899 i

25

36,531 .

,;IEASE PROOF AND IMITATION PARCHMENT PAPERS BY WHATEVER NAME
KNOWN, SUPERCALENDERED AND RENDERED TRANSPARENT OR PARTIALLY 80.
91,........... ;..............................
.
1914............................ ,
1120 ....................................
V!r2(9months) .......
.............

40.
46
23,,7
15,986

$729
$18.22
484
1.04
.12
2,967
5,052 ................

$w
36
36
19
1,038
35
..........

ALL OTHER GREASE PROOF AND IMITATION PAIIMIENT PAPERS.

S..........................................
0.24
$2,881
35
3,459
.21
11,360 i{
3

I1-1 ...................................
1"
........................
1r21 (9 months) .......
......

155,910
1(...........
8,510
88661

...
..

18,912
53,980 ............ ...........

..........

IBA(SI,ENVELOPES, AND ARTICLES COMPOSED OF SURFACE.COATI,1) PARCHMENT,
OR SIMILAR PAPERS.
I

I

S..

...

...

~ ...
~ ..~....
~ ~ Q4W
1..
1921l
. . ............
..................
t ........... 1
32,319
19,1.(9
..(9 nionthis)
.t. ....:::::
......
............................
31,37..............
1] .. . . . . .
}l9 .....

.
1919~ ~..

.. ... .

....

.

........... .. . . {

1 5w

.. . . '
.

1$2..
' 2.98
35
$2,298...........
35
.13,
23T
35
. . ....
.........
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Calendar yeat.

Quantity.

Value.
_

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad

valorem

__rate.

BOXES OF PAPER, PAPIER-M.ACIt9 OR WOOD COVERED WITH SURFACE-COATEID
I'ARCHMENT OR S[HLAR PAPr.NR,
OTHER VEOkTABLE FIBERS.

1918 ..

OR COVERED OR LINED WITH COTTON Olt

.

..

1919 .....................................................
19M0..................................1,7
19219 .onths)....................................

$121,510 ............
........
12 813
19,771 .........................

. 42,528

35,

2 3
2,430

3:)

Exports since 1917 by calendar years are shown in the following
tables:
191
Wax paper ...................................
$228,1371
'apor gxs
..........................
..
84, 415
'aper boxes wnd cartons ...................
1,079,413
All other paper ........................
. 6,170, 601

1919
$552,167
1,568,373
1,351,930
8,799,550

1R20
$403, 810
2, 593, 4,59
2,237,596
11,091,952

{1121 (9 month l .
$106, '2,
670, WC
988.4,
4,8799.93

Important changes in classifcation.--This paragraph has beeii
remodeled substantially on the lines of the act ef 1909 with certain
additions.
Surface-coated paper: Changes in wording have been made for the
sake of clearness, but little change in application. The items paper
with white-coated surface or suraces, calender plate finished, hand
dipped, marbleized paper, surface-coated papers suitable for covering
boxes, and lithographic transfer paper not printed, which appeared
for the first time in the act of 1913, did not need to be enumerated
eo nomine in H. R. 7456 because sufficiently covered otherwise.
Decorated paper: To the item "papers, including wrapping paper."
etc., which appeared in the act of 1909, has been added a qualifying
phrase, "except designs, fancy effects, patterns, or characters pr,duced on a paper machine without attachments," and the phrase
"whether produced in the pulp or otherwise" has been omitted.
The purpose of the change is to exclude from the application of thit
paragraph papers, particularly wrapping paper, which have been
decorated to no greater extent than receiving lines or designs as o
watermark while they are on the ordinary paper machine.
Gummed p aper: Gummed paper is different from the paper wit
which it is classified in the act of 1913, and hence is given a separfite
provision. Decalcomania paper not printed exempt from duty
under the act of 1913 (par. 567) has been included with gumnled
paper, where it appears logically to belong.
Wax-coated paper: This is a new item. Trhe trade has suggested
its inclusion and it appears that they are justified in doing so for wa',coated paper is an important item of production in the United Stat .
Vegetable parchment paper: In the acts of 1909 and 1913 this w:Icalled parchment paper. The new wording is used to distinguish I1
from certain fine writing papers which are sometimes called par'hment papers, and because it is the ordinarily used trade de-3ignatio,
It is i c einically treated paper different in process of making frui
any other paper in the paper schedule, but has been groupel with
imitation parchment paper because of the similarity of use.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INF') MATION,
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Photographic paper: The plain basic paper is now being placed
ahead of the sensitized paper, as being a more logical orfr than
the reverse which occurs in the acts of 1909 and 1913.
Wet transfer paper or glycerine-prepared paper contains imprints
from lithographic plates. This paper is a coated paper used in the
lithographic process for transferring lithographic designs. In the acts
of 1909 and 1913 it appeared in the metal schedule in paragraphs 166
and 137, respectively. Being coated paper, its logical location is in
this paragraph.
Suggested changes.--Photographic and blue-print paper: Inasmuch
as the albumenizing process went out of use some years ago, the words
talbumenized" and "albumenizing" might be omitted.
It is suggested that cigarette paper be moved from paragraph 1452
either to this paragraph or to paragraph 1309.
PARAGRAPH 1306.
H. R. 7456.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PA It. 13Ol. Pictures, calendars, cards.
labels, flaps, cigar bands, placards, and
Oilter articlh,. composed wholly or in
chief value of paper lithographically
1)rintfsl in whole or in part from stone,
glaiin, metal, or other material (except

boxos, views of American scenery or ob-

iects, and music, and illustrations when
forming part of a periodical or newspaper,
or of bound or unbound books, accomnpanying the same), not specially provided
ior, shall pay duty at the following rates:
Labels and flaps, printed in less than
vight colors (bronze printing to be counted
a:s two colors), but not printed in whole or
in part in metal leaf, 20 cents per pound;

cigar hands of the same numberof colors
mid printings, 30 cents per pound; labels

miid flaps printed in eight or more colors
bronzee printing to be counted as two
--lots), but not printed in whole or in
plart in metal leaf, 30 cents per pound;
.igar bands of the same number of colors
and printings, 40 cents per pound; labels
nid flaps, printed in wholeor in part in
'octal leaf, 50 cents per pound; cigar

liands, )rinted in whole or in part in
'motal leaf, 55 cents per pound; alf labels,

Ilaps, and bands, not exceeding ten
inches cutting size in dimensions,
ifelmlboseNI or die-cut, shall payethe same
ra(-: of duty as hereinbefore provided for
rigar amuds of the same number of colors
awd printings (nit no extra duty shall be
on labels, flaps, and bands for
ed.is("ing or die-cutting); fashion maga/ilwm or periodicals, printed in whole or
squaree

In

rait

,

part by lithographic process, or d(o
I1,y hand, 8 cents per pound; decal-

in ceramic colors, weighing not

,'n'hundred pounds per one thou(,
-iool sheets on the basis of twenty by

hir

inches in dimensions, 70 cents per

I,#,lIti and 15 per centuni ad valorein:
A,.ighiig over one hundred pounds per
''0"tlhomiam(I sheets on the basis of
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twenty by thirty inches in dimensions.
22 cents per pound and 15 per centuin ad
valorem; if backed with metal leaf, (05
cenuI per pound; all other decalcomanias.
except toy decalcomianias, 40 centv per
pound;, al other articles than those here-;
inbeforo specifically provided for in this
paragraph, not exceeding eight one-thousandths of an inch in tlicknesw, 20 cents
per pound; exceeding eight and not exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an
inch in thickness, and less than thirtyfive square inches cutting size in dimensious, 8j cents per pound; exceeding
thirty-five square inches cutting size in
dimensions,. 8 cents per pound, and in
addition thereto on all of said articles
exceeding eight and not exceeding
twenty one-thusandths of an inch in
thickness, if either di-cut or embossed,
one-half of 1 cent per pound; if both
die-cut and embossed, 1 cent per pound;
exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an
inch in thickness, 6 cents per pound:
Provided. That in the case of articles hereinbefore specified the thickness which
shall determine the rate of duty to be
imposed shall be that of the thinnest
material found in the tuicle, but for the
purposes of this paragraph the thickness
of lithographs mounted or pasted upon
paper, cardboard, or other material shall
be the combined thickness of the lithograph and the foundation on which it is
mounted or pasted, and the cutting size
shall be the area which is the product of
the greatest dimensions of length and
breadth of the article, and if the article
is made up of more than one piece. the
cutting size shall be tile combined cutting sizes of all of the lithographically
printed parts in the article.

ACT OF 1909.
PAit. 412. Pictures, calendar, cards,
labels, flaps, ,igar bands, placards, an(
other articles, composed wholly or in
chief value of paper, lithographically
printed in whole or in part from stone,
metal, or material other than gelatin (except boxes, views of American scenery or

ACT OF 1913.
*

PAR. 325. Pictures, calendamt, (';w.
* * labels, flaps, cigar bands, 1Ill'

ards, and other articles composed wlll'
or in chief value of paper litho pblialIY
printed in whole or in part from st,,mt

gelatin, metal, cr other material (ex(,.pt

boxes, views of American scenery or ,,I.

objects, and music, and illustrations when jets, an4 music, and illustrations whenl
forming part of a periodical or newspaper,

or of bound or unbound books, accomanying the same, not specially provided

forming a part of a periodical or n,'to-paper or of bound or unbound books. il'companying the same, not spwialh

following rates: Labels and flaps, printed
in less than eight colors (bronze printing
to be counted as two colors), but not
printed in whole or in part in metal leaf,
twenty cents per pound; cigar bands of
the same number of colors and printings,
thirty cents per pound: labels and flaps
printed i:. eight or more colors, but not
printed in whole or in part in metal
leaf, thirty cents per pound; cigar bands

duty at the following rates: Labels a d
flaps printed in less than eight ci,,r
(bronze printing to be counted asI xo
colors, but not printed in whole or i,
part of metal leaf, 15 cents per
cigar bands of tile same number o'f ,.d'Iand printings. 20 cents pr pon d
and flaps l)rinted in eight or more co 1(bronze printing to be counted iv! ; kcolorsi). but inot printed in wholoor ill: 1'

r in this section),

shall pay duty at tile

provided for in this section) shall r,:
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

of the same number of colors and print-

of metal leaf, 20 cents per pound; cigar
bands of the same number of colors and
rinting,, 25 cents per pound; labels and
ap printed in whole or in part of metal
leaf, 35 cents per pound; cigar bands
printed in whole or in fart of metal leaf,
* all other
40 cents per pound;
articles not exceeding eight one-thousandths of an inch in thickness, 15 cents
per pound; exceeding eight one-thousand ths of an inch and not exceeding
twenty onethousandths of an inch in
thickness and less than thirty-five

ings, forty cents per pound; labels and

flaps, printed in whole or in part in metal
leaf, fifty cents per pound; cigar bands,

printed in whole or in part in metal leaf,

fifty-five cents per pound; all labels, flaps,
and bands not exceeding ten square
inches cutting size in dimensions, i em-

l)ossed or die-cut, shall pay the same rate
of duty as hereinbefore provided for cigar
bands of the same number of colors and
printings (but no extra duty shall be
assessed on labels, flaps, and bands for
embossing or die-cutting); * * *
fashion magazines or periodicals, printed
in whole or in part by lithographic procvs.*,or decorated by hand, eight cents per
pound; * * * decalcomanias in ce-

a'lmic colors, weighing not over one hun-

ired pounds per thousand sheets on the

basis 6f twenty by thirty inches in dimen.4ions, seventy cents per pound and 15 per
(Pntum ad valorem; weighing over one

hundred poundsper thousand sheetson the
basis of twenty by thirty inches in dimensions, twenty-two cents per pound and
fifteen per centum ad valorem; if backed
with metal 'leaf, sixty-five cents per
pound; all other decalcomanias, except
to%, decalcomanias, forty cents per pound;
all other articles than those hereinbefore
specifically provided for in this paragraph,
not exceeding eight one-thousandths of
'n)e inch in thickness, twenty cents per
pound; exceeding eight and not exceedIlig twenty one-thousandths of one inch

ii thickness, and less than thirty-five
.square inches cutting size in dimensions,
,ight and one-halt cents per pond; ex,',eding.thirty-five square inches cutting
size in dimensions, eight cents pe.- pouny,
wid in addition thereto on all of a id artides exceding eight and not exceeding
twenty one-thousandths of one inch in
1iiknes, if either die cut or embossed,
,,.-half of one vent per pound; if both
It! c tI alid embo sed, one cent per pound;
1'.Ceeding twenty one-thousandths of one
iueh in thickness, six cents per pound:
I'orideI, That in the case of articles
brreinbefore specified the thickness
;xhich shall determine the rate of duty to
hioiposed shall be that of the thinni.mt
Iaterial found in the article, btt for the
,,I rpoBe- of this paragraph the thickness of
I'thographs mounted or pasted upon
paper, cardboard, or other material, shall
the eoinbined thickness of the lithoaph and the foundation on which it is
0,)toltd or pasted,
' i , 415. * * * articles coniposed
hlilv
n
or ini chief %-alueof paper printed
K, t, lifithot",olal in plro.e aid not slpe•
1,l1ly provided for in this Act, tilree
aid tweny'-five pet
6,.11,; per ponjii(l

square inches cu-iting size in dimension, 5

cents per pound; exceeding eight and not
exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an
inch in thickns and thirty-five square
inches and over cuttingsizein dimension,
7 cents per pound; exceeding twenty onethousandths of an inch in thickness, 5
cents per pound, providing that in the
case of articles hereinbefore specified the
thickness which shall determine the rate
of duty to be imposed shall be that of the
thinnest lithographed material found in
the, article, but for the purpose of this
paragraph the thickness of lithographs
mounted or pasted upon paper, cardboard
or other material shall be the combined
thickness of the lithograph and the foundation upon which it is mounted or
* * fashion magazines or
pate;
by
periodicals printed in whole or inbypart
hand,
decorated
or
process
lithographic
6 cents per pound; * * * decalcomanias in ceramic colors, weighing not
over one hundred pounds per thousand
sheets, on a basis of twenty by thirty
inches in dimensions, 60 cents per pound:
all other decalcomanias, except toy decalcomanias, 15 cents per pound. "

-

Coli1tI

l l va lorein.

PA II. 12
bloiind

* * * litholrapHi,-iJ)u.tF
iri

d,

*

*

*

11'roel.

A
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Description and uwes.-Pictures, calendars, cards, etc. may be
lithographically of otherwise printed. They are used principally foi.
advertising, display purposes, and for presents, souvenirs, etc.
Productwin.-No data available.
Import8, including pictures, calendars, cards, booklets, labels.
flaps, cigar bands, placards, decalcomanias, and other similar articles
composed wholly or in chief value of paper lithographically printed,
were 4,895,643 pounds, valued at $1,780,548 in 1914. Post cards
imported in 1914 were valued at $527,932. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yer.

Quantiy.

Vale.

Unit value.i

I)Dty.

LAB)ELS AN) FLAI'8 PRINTED IN hESS TIHAN 8 'OL

1918 ....................................

1919 ..............................
1920 ......................................
1921 (9 months).......................

fPound.

96251

9,4641
15503
38,090

$16,2711

25,841
19 365
24 760....

.R.

$1.69
2.73 1
.

vae

1,300.

Per ern

1,374 .........
1,37.
........
...

LABELS AND FLAPS PRINTED D IN 8 OR MORE COLORq.
1918 ...............................
1919 .......................................

1073
10, 72

16,65
1, 49

1921 (9 months) ...........................

17,30

21,620.......................

I= ..................................

.....

104,23

12,532

.5
1.26

$1,741 ........
1,736.

1.20 ,

8161 ........

LABELS AND FLAPS PRINTED IN WHOLE OR IN PART IN METAL LEAF.
1918 .
1919..................................
1920.................................
1921 (9 months) ......................
..

7,220
1,58
3,951
1,88

$4,'

0.6m
1.260
8,497
1.044
2,095 ...........

$2,420
477........
1,383.
..... .......

CIGAR BANDS PRINTED IN LESS THAN 8 COLORS.
1918 ..................................
1919 ............................
190...........................

1921(9 months)............................

7,017
3,584
11,951

21578

$12,043
4,733
14,137

$1.7181
1.328
1.183:

$1,137..
619 ........
2,240 ...

21,832 .......................

CIGAR BANDS PRINTED IN 8 OR MORE COLORS.
1918...................................
1919 ......................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

44
1,07)
615

8
$1.93
1,275
1.19
1
.91
1,200 ........................

CIGAR BANDS PRINTED IN WHOLE OR TN

1918.....................................

1919 ......................................
1920....................................
1921 (9 m months)............................

1421

1,253 !
1,462
297

$9
214
376

I"

It7,

27 "

'ART IN METAL LEAF.

$313

$2.20~

4t

2,617
2.09
430
2:264
1.515
,85
80 1 ............ ............

i

1

FASHION MAGAZINES OR IElI(D.cAI, PRINTE) IN WIIOLE OR IN IPAIT BY '1111
LITUOGRA I'll I'
('ESS OR )E('ORATEI) BY HAN).
1918 ...................................... 1
1919 .......................................
1920 .............................. .........
1921 (9 months) ............................

579
3, 473
17,594
6, 007

5617
$1.07
2,0 3
.60
7,007
.10
7,523 .............

$35 1
21)
1,056
.........

.
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value,

I)ECALCOMANTA8 IN CERAMIC COLORS WEIOHIN(
1,000 IIHEETS.

1

.......................................

19
9.......................................

19121
(9 months) ............................

5,030
2,769
6,130
41273

Unit value.

avom

Duty.

NOT OVER 100 POUNDS PER

$22,810

13, 151

4.
4.75

3,08
1,661

4.134

3,678

Peent.
'et
13.23
12.63
13.81

21,027

I)Ei(ALCOMNANIAS, ALL TIERHE.
18.......................

191.9
11.20..
1921 (9 months)

.......

...........

................
.............
................

49,9&5

42, 805
118:817
101, 108

$81.72

$W,72S

49, 932
140,117
122, 812

1.17
1.18

$7,406,......

8,421

12.86

17,823 !
...

....

...

12.72
,.....

.

.

PICTURE.S, CALENI)ARS, ETC., N. S. P. F.
NOT EXCEEDING jeos OF AN INCH IN TiI|CKNESS.

1fi1'2
........................................
1919 .......................................

1,20 .....................................
I21 (9 months) ............................

MOM
2, 172
71, 734
78,184

$25,737

$0.96

43, 311

1.54

$,2
4 226

195.55
9.75

108,955
1.52i
10,760
9.88
117,805 ....................................

rX1'FEDING ToG, OF 6N INCH AND NOT EX("FEIN" TU1 OF AN INCH IN THICKNESS, LESS TIAN 35 SQUARE
INCIF.

191 ...........................
19...........................
1920
(9..o
............................
19,21
(9m onths).......................

Txf rFDING t"

8,8g57
75, 270
314 7960
373,140

S9)7111
43,832
145,213
113,057

81:10
.58
.41

$443!
3,763
17F,738

4.58
8.59
12.22

.............................

8

OF AN INCH AND NOT EXCEEDING rj g OF AN INCH IN THICKNESS, 85 SQUARE INCHES AND
OVER.

19............................

.

P
h ............................
1921 ......................................
(9months)

EXCEEDINO

.................................
H119........................................

1,420
.......................................
i'21 ('m on
............................

12,313
31,044
106
463

89,756
80. 80
$85
8.78
15,027
.48
2,173
14.46
59,
575
.56
7,452
12.51
60,373 ......................... ............

(O AN INCH IN TIIICKNES..

12,712
I0

2

43,623
A6,565

$4,451

$1.64 I
$136
3.05
3,915
.3S
514
13.13
20,116
.46
2,181
0.-94
30,
IM ............ ........................

IEport not segregated.
Important change in. classification.-The provision for determining

the .cutting size which shall govern the rate of duty is now.
Suggested rhaynes -This paragraph provides that pictures, ('alendars, cards, and placards, as we-ll as labels, flaps, and cigar bands,
.'shall.pay (uty at the following rates " without, however, separately
Im]nosing du ties thereon as in the case of labels, flaps, and cigar bands.
It, is therefore suggested that the words "pictures, calendars, cards
placards, and other articles," together with the phrase in
I)arentheses" (except boxes, views of American scenery or objects, and
music, and illtustrations when forming part of a periodical or news-

paper, or of t)oind or unblound books, -aCCompanying the same)," and
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the words "not specially provided for," be stricken out of the first
part of the paragraph, which would thereby be confined, from line 17I
page 141, to line 15, page 142, to labt~s, flaps, and cigar bands, withI
the respective rates of duty thereon set forth in proper order.
If this should be done, a period should be substituted for the semicolon in line 15, page 142, and the word "fashion" ending line 15, 1).
made the beginning of a new sentence to end with the word "pound"
in line 18, page 142, with the words "from stone, gelatin, metal, or
other materiaP' inserted after the word "process" in line 17.
The provisions concerning decalcomanias in line 18, page 142, to
line 1, page 143, should be inserted as another sentence after the word
"pound" in line 13, page 143, and the words "pictures, calendars.
cards, placards, and all other articles, composed'wholly or in chief
value of paper lithographically printed in whole or in part from stone,
gelatin, metal, or other material (except boxes, views of Americain
scenery or objects, and music, and illustrations when forming part of
a periodical or newspaper, or of bound or unbound books, accompanying the same), not specially provided for" should be inserted after th,
word "pound" in line 18, page 142, and the words "all other articles
than those hereinbefore specifically provided for in this paragraph,'
should be omitted from lines 1 to.3, page 143.
If it should be desired to have lithographically printed envelope..
used as containers of hair nets or seeds, come within this paragrap},
rather than paragraph 1308, which provides for paper envelope,
without qualification or limitation, specific provision therefor should
be made in this paragraph. With these changes, paragraph 131,;
would read as follows:
Labels, flaps cigar bands, composedwhollyorifh chief valueof paper lithographical I
printed in whole or in part from stone, gelatin, metal, or other material, shall pay duty
at the following rates: labels and flaps, printed in less than eight colors (bronze priiiing to be counted as two colors), but not printed in whole or in part in metal leaf.
Irate] per pound: cigar bands of the same number of colors and printings, jrateJ pr
pound; labels and flaps printed in eight or more colors (bronze printing to be coun'td
as two colors), but not printed in whole or in part. in metal leaf, [rate] per pound:
cigar bands of the same number of colors and printings; [rate] per pound; labels an,i1
flaps, printed in whole or in part in metal leaf, (rate] per pound; cigar bands prinnitd
in whole or in part in metal leaf, [rate] per pound; all labels, flaps, and bands ni
exceeding 10 square inches cutting size in dimensions, if embossed or die-cut, Sinai
pay the same rate of duty as hereinbefore provided for cigar bands of the same nunin,'l
of colors and printings (hut no extra duty shall be assessed on labels, flaps, and Ilandfor embossing or die-cutting). Fashion .magazines or periodicals. printed in whol...,r
in part by lithographic process from stone, gelatin, metal, or other material, or d4,,,,
rated by hand, IrateJ per pound. Pictures, calendars, cards, envelopes, plad e,
and all other articles, composed wholly or in chief value of paper lithographic:,1.
printed in whole or in part from stone, gelatin, metal, or other material (exceptl,\
views of American scenery or objects, and music, and illustrations when frno, ,
part of a periodical or newspaper, or of bound or unbound books, accompanyn*i:
the same), not specially provided for, not exceeding eight one-thousandths ol :11!
inch in thickness, (rate] per pound; exceeding eight and not exceeding twenty,,w
thousandths of an inch in thickness, and less than 35 square inches cutting si, 11,

dimensions, Irate] per pound; exceeding 35 square inches cutting size in dimerisi,;1f-

Irate] per pound, and in addition thereto on all of said articles exceeding eight :111d
not exceeding twenty one-thousandths of an inch in thickness, if either die-cull ''I
eml)ossed, Irate Iper pound;if )oth die-cut and embossed, [rate] per pound; exvel,:
twenty one-thousandths of an inch in thickness, [rate] per pound. 1)ecalcomani I
ceramic colors, weighing not over 100 pounds per 1.000 sheets on the basis of 20 I, ,"
inches in dimensions, Irate] per pound and [rate per centum ad valorem; wHi-.,
over 100 pounds per I,O00 sheets on the basis of 20 by 30 inches in dimeisionis

per pound and Irate] per centuni ad valorem; if backed with metal leaf, Iral'
pound; all other decalcomanias, except toy dcalcomanias, jratel per pun id"l'...
That in the case of articl(. etc.
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PARAGRAPH 1807.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7450.
PAR. 1307. Writing, letter, note, drawing, handmade paper and paper commereially known ashandmade paper and machine handmade paper, japan paper and
imitationJapan paper by whatever name
known, and ledger bond record tablet,
tvpewriter, manifold, and onionskin and
imitation onionskin paper, Bristol board
Of the kinds made on a Fourdrinier machine, calendered or uncalendered, 3
cents per pound and 15 per centum ad
valorem; but if any of the foregoing is
ruled, bordered, embossed, printed.,
lined, or decorated in any manner, other
than by lithographic' process, it shall pay
10 per (centum ad valorem in addition to
the foregoing rates.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

'AR. 413. Writing, letter, note, handmade paper and paper commercially

PAR. 326. Writing, let wr, note, drawing handmade paper and paper conmmerknown as handmade paper and machine tiai known as handmade paper and
handmade paper, japan paper and imita- machine handmade paper, Japan paper
tion japan paper by whatever name and imitation japan paper by whatever
known, and ledger bond record, tablet, namne known, and ledger, bnd record
typewriter, manifold, and onionskin and tablet, typewriter, and onionskin and
imitation onionskin papers ealendered or imitaton onionskin papers calendered or
11nCalendered, weighing six and one- unealendered whether or not any such
fourth pounds or over per ream, three paper is ruled, bordered, embossed,
'etits per pound and fifteen per centum printed, lined, or decorated in any manad yalorem; but if any such paper is ner, 25 per centum ad valorem.
ru~l, bordered, embossed, pnnted,
Par. 328. * * * bristol board,
lined, or decorated in any manner, other * * * 25 per centum ad valorem.
than by lithographic. process, it shall pay
ten per centum ad valorem in addition to
the foregoing rates: provided, That in com}puting the duty on such paper every one
mndred and eighty thousand square
inches shall be taken to be a ream.
I')A. 415. * * * bristol board, thirty-ti%'e per eentum ad valorem; * * *.
FINE PAPER.
(See Survey M-6.)

Ihscription and u8es.-Fine paper, as is evident from its classifica-

IJon in the above paragraph, has a great many subdWivisions.

It

,(10rsists of paper made from a high gra e of raw material, principally
cotton and linen rags, also cotton linters, esparto, and special fibers.
Sijlphite wood pulp, however, is being used increasingly in making
writing paper.

It is impossible to exclude such medium-grade

pul from the general headim, of finte paper, because it is desirable to treatyall classes of writing
paper together.
Writing paper and other fine papers are very similar in the raw
writing papers as those containing woodl

material from which they are manufactured and in texture to certain

h1igh gra(les of book paper, except that watermarks and special finishes
Hre much more used in the former.
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It is impossible to differentiate satisfactorily the manifold varieties
of fine paper. This is particularly true of the principal group of finre
papers :namely, writing papers. Writings, bonds, anf ledgers are
classified separately; yet bonds and ledgers are actually writing paper.
There is no uniform system of classifying bonds, ledgers, papeteries.
linens, etc., by raw-material content, 'by size, or by tihe use to which
they are to be put. Every variety overlaps one or more varieties to
some extent. Some varieties boar two names, such as "linen bond."
In actual practice, in the mill, the product will often be named according to the dimensions of the finished sheet turned out by-the mill,
because the mill ordinarily sells sheets of certain standard sizes to
makers of papoterie, other standard sizes to makers of bond, and yet

others to makers of ledgers, etc. In general, however, the distinctions
in terminology are as follows: Bond paper (which derives its name
from the fact that it was first used as paper for engraved bonds) is
usually of medium weight, is not highly calendered, and hence has not
a highly polished surface, and tends to be translucent. It often rattle.
when handled. The cheapest bond paper is made of pure sulpli(f
wood pulp and the best of 100 per cent new linen rags. Intermediate
grades are made of various proportions of sulphito and old and new
cotton and linen rags.
Ledger paper is usually harder, tougher, and has a more polished
surface than bond paper. Oftentimes it is heavier also. Thee arc
no bond papers of as great i weight as the heaviest ledger papers. A
smooth polished surface on which frequent erasures can te mad,' is
necesary, for ledger paper is most frequently used for bookkeeping,
public records, and similar purposes. Strength and durability ar,
also naturally requisities of this sort of paper. It is usually imiade
entirely or in greater part of rags.
Papeterie is the term applied- to writing papers to be packed i:i
boxes as stationery. It differs usually fiom bond and ledger i,
having a rather soft coarse texture. It has a dull, rough finish, for.
like bond paper, it often is not calendered. It is usually ratlwi
heavy.
Letter, note, record, tablet, and typewriter papers, as specified in
the tariff, are merely subdivisions of the kinds discussed above.
classified according to use. Often it is merely the size or the form
in which the paper is cut for a particular purpose that determine
its tariff classification. Tablet paper is often of material itifei,'
to that used in the other grades named. Drawing paper is ai
1.
grade product made chiefly of rags. In England esp arto gr1,11.1
iuonrcd.
when
papers,
Handmade
er.
pa
drawing
much used for
are usually extra fine ans fancy papeteries or special stationlV.
Japan papor is a paper of a pronounced silky texture, form
made exclusively from the bark of the mulbelm'y tree, beat otit 1,
the Japanese with mallets. Now, however, it is made also of otlha
vegetable fibers. It is used principally for writing, printing, tapet I,.-.
imitation Japanese wall hangings, and to some extent in art-cirt
books. It is almost transparent, and has a highly glazed surf: ,i'
and a texture almost like the skin of an onion.
Bristol board made on a Fourdrinier machine is also a kind 14
fine paper. Its classification is discussed in detail below in til,,
section on "Changes in classification."
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Produetion.-The production of fine paper increased from 248,000
tons, valued at $34,055,000,, in 1914 -to 325,000 tons, valued at
$87,741,000, in 1919. Massachusetts is the principal seat of the finepaper industry; the other States of importance are New York,
ennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Ohio. The domestic production is
sufficient to supply practically the whole of the demandfor domestic
consumption and to exporta surplus.
lmports of writing paper in 1914 were 2,163,432 pounds, valued at
$203,171. Later statistics follow:
Writing, drawing, and similatr papers.
1

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

LEDGER, BOND, AND RECORD.
....
919 ...............................
19 ........................................
1921 (9 mouths) ...........
........................

Pc'u ids.Per
7
$0.42
733
.!
j

6,9

cent.
25
25

$919

933 !

DRAWING.
1919

.........................

920

...........

1921 (9 motts).....

$45,130

133,182

208,154

...................

66,481

412,080

$0.34

.25

$11,282

25

16,620

25

92,17..............................

TABLET.
1919 ..........................................
1920, °..........................

.

,

.

.

o

.

,

hy21 (9 months) ..............................

25

$101

638

3

$0.
4W1 .6

(YJ

2

TYPEWRITER.

939

1919 ......................................
10 ....................................

1921(9 MO1hs) .....................

1,077
380

f

$616

$0..6

$1

.4 .

25

23............

11Tiling, later, nole, hlandinade, and pa.r" comn,'rrtlall knomn as ,andliade and
.tchine handinadi', .Japa (md
n irniait )n Japall poir,and oninishkn and imnitalion
tprr.

, callendered or

micalend
'red.

('alcundar year.

R lll),

Quantity.

lJOIl)ERlD), .MBI)0S.1),

................ ............................

1919 .........................................
1110,1
.........................................
I (9 O )........................ ..................

Value.

Vai.
Ulit Vaue.: Duty.

tAd
i valorem

rate.

PRINTED, LINEl), Oft DECORATED.

4

Poni
..

25,152
43,163

$12,487
...

21,788
20,370

Pecr end.
..
25
25
25

$0.15
.87
.18

S.15 ?2

71

$.
$67,174

25

107, 156

2,5

5,447
-5: M2

ALL OTII E R.
.- +

I.............

................

1, ..........................
S(9

onths)..........................

363,g95
07, 479
751,372

$1- ,ti 07
42 ,621
437. 119

i1hldes bot h the 'ruled, bordered, einbo~sed," etC., and '11all
other."
82304- 22----(;s

.7)
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SExrpots in 1914 of writing paper and envelopes combined wen,
valued at $1,179,232; later stItistics for calendar years follow:

Writing paper and envelopes.................
Cash.roglter and adding-machtne paper ......

1918

1919

$8,113,498
109, 207

$13, 188,165
132,516

190

1921 (9 nonth s.

$8,i,230
211,167

0,941,127
135, 00,

.mportait changes in classifwaion.-The minimum weight pr,vision is omitted because practically all the papers included are
papers heavier than what is ordinarily called and sold as tissue paper.
Manifold paper, which did not appear in the act of 1913 but did appenu
in 1909, is restored. Manifold and typewriter paper are practicallY
always heavier than tissue paper. Bristol board of the kinds mae,
on a Fourdrinier machine is a new item. Bristol board appears iii
connection with cardboard in paragraph 328 of the act of 191:3.
However, there are two entire y different kinds of bristol board.
The kind included in this paragraph is made on the Fourdrinier
machine in the same way as writing paper, and is used as a fine,
writing paper and for cards in index files. A Fourdrinier machim,
may be defined as a paper machine on which the sheet of paper i.
first formed by placing pulp much dilutetd with water onto a horlizontal moving wire screen from which part of the water is remove
through drainage and through suction. Bristol board of this tyjn(
is sometimes made as a single-ply sheet and is calendered and finished
in practically the same way as a heavy ledger paper. Sometimes tw,,
or three thicknesses are plced together after they have come off I1,'
Fourdrinier machine, after which the calendering and other finish il
processes take place. This kind is usually called solid bristol boari.
The other kin( of bristol board is included under paper board(j
pulpboard in paragraphs 1302 and 1313; it is not specifically named.
PARAGRAPH 1308.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. B. 7456.
PAR. 1308. Paper envelopes not specially provided for, folded or flat, if
plain, 'shall pay the same rate of duty as
the paper from which made anl 5 per
centuin ad valorein; if bordered, embossed, printed, tinted, decorated, or
lined, 10 per centum ad valorem in addi-

tion to the foregoing rates.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAI.

411. *

*

*

envelolms,

I'Ai.

324. *

* * envelopes, *

composed wholly or in ,.hief value of composed wholly or in clief valli.
the foregoing pa'prs, not specially pro- any of the foregoing papers, not spe,:
*
five l)rovided for in tits section, *
vided for in this ection,
cents a pound and thirty per centum ad 35per centum ad valorcin; *
PAR. 327. Paper envelopes, fold,,i
valorem, * * *.
414. Paper envelopes not especially pro- flat, not specially providedd for ill
vided for in this section, folded or flat, section, 1I per centum ad valorew
if plain, twentv per ce-ntur1 ad vlrii:
if bordered, einbo el, printed, linte-d,
decorated, or lined, thirtv-fivt' per centum ad valorem.

SI'.M.1SRY OF TrAR.IFF IN FORMATION, 1 IP21.
EN
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.LOPES.

(:ev Survey M-6. i

Iescription and a.s. -Kraft paper (made of sulphate wood pulp)
forms the basis for a considerable class of envelopes. These are
ordinarily large, strong coverings and are used mainly for mailing
,irculars, photographs, pamphlets, and catalogues. Manila envelopes
coinstitute an important class. They are much used for filing('1abinets and, like kraft envelopes, for mailing circulars, etc. A
great many manila and kraft envelopes are made in 'all sizes with
inetal clasps for wrapping and for mailing a variety of small articles.
A very large
of envelopes
are made
to carry
business
spondence
andnumber
light weight
advertisir,
matter.
Of these
the corregreat
preponderance is made of wood pulP, principally suiphite. The
stamped envelopes sold at post offices are of this type. Oftentimes the envelopes used by business concerns are of material inferior
to the correspondence sheets they contain. The best grades of
envelopes (other than ornamental specialties) are those designed to
l)e used with fine stationery or so-called social writing paper. In
this class both envelopes and writing sheets are ordinarily manufactured from the same kind of paper and thus may range in content
from all sulphite to all new'rag.
Pduction.-The production of envelopes in the United States
increased from $18,481,000 in 1914 to $39,664,000 in 1919 and the
number of establishments making envelopes from 90 in 1914 to 106
in 1919. Domestic production supplies practically the whole of the
demand for domestic, consumption. The capitalization of the 90
envelope establishments in the United States in 1914 was $15,830,000.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $29,350. Later statistics follow:
Ad
Calendar year.

Value.

l,.......................................................

$51?2

1919
...................................................
142' ..................................................................
1q21 (9 11o1h)1) .......................................................

14,291
148,742
31,387

Duty.

$768

valorem
rate.

13

Pdr Cent.

2,144
7, 288
..........

15
15

IIn addition to ihefigure giveli ($41,742) eJivelopes to the value of $152 were imported frm ofduty from the
Philippine Islands.

Exports not segregated.
Irnportaitchanges in dassificatio.-The wording of this paragraph
is slightly changed so that all paper envelopes instead of bearing a
uniform rate of duty shall bear duty according to the paper from
which they are made. This change is made because of the great
vatriev in quality of the paper from which envelopes are made.
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PARAGRAJI 1309.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAn. 1309. Jacquard designs on ruled
paper, or cut on Jacquard cards, and parts
of such designs, 23 per centum ad valorem;
hanging paper, not printed, lithographed,
dyed, or colored, 10 per centuin ad valorqm; paper hangigs with paper back
or composed wholly or in chief value of
paper, not printed, lithographed, dyed, or
colored, 5 cents per pound; printed, litho.
graphed, dyed, or colored, 20 per centum
ad valorem; wrapping paper not specially
provided for, 23 per centum ad valorem;
blotting paper, 2 cents per pound and
10 per centum ad valorem; filtering paper,
5 cents per pound and 15 per centum ad
valorem; paper not specially provided for,
23 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

P'Ar. 410. * * * filtering paper, five
cents r pound and fifteen per centum
ad valorem: Provided, That no article
composed wholly or in chief value of one
or more of the papers specified in this
paragraph shall pay a less rate of duty than
that imposed upon the component paper
of chief value of which such article is
made.

not specially provided for in this section, 25 per centum ad valorem,
PAR. 328. Jacquard designs on rth.l,
paper, or cut on Jacquard cards, and p~arts
of such designs, * V * paper hanging,
with Vaper back or composed wholly or
in chief value of paper, and wrapiiiw
paper not specially provided for in this

PAR. 415. Jacquard designs on ruled

paper, or cut on Jacquard cards, and parts

of such de;igns, * * ,* thirty-five per
centun ad valorem; * *
paper

PAJ. 332. * * * all papers *

action, 25 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 323. * * * filtering paper..ai

articles manufactured from any of the
foregoing papers, or of which such pi~ijr
hangings with paper back or composed is the component material of chief ahite,
wholly or in chief value of paper, twenty- 30 per centum ad valorem.
five per centum ad valorem; wrapping
lNo corresponding provision for haw.i!,i,
paper not specially provided for in this paper and blotting paper.)
section, thirty-five per centum ad valorem;
paper not specially provided for in this
section, thirty per centum ad valorein: * *
No and
corresponding
p 'roision
for hanging
paper
blotting paper.1

JACQUARD DESIGNS, RANGING PAPER,

PAPER, IIANGINGS, WHAI',,.

IIA)TrI'N(I ANI) FIILTERIING. PAPER.

(Se'-e SurveyIM 7, M :1,and M I.)

Description and 1xes.--Jaequrd designs or Jacquard card,-ifiv
11se( with the Jacquard loom, a machine for fancy weaving, ha vii
a chain of perforated cards passing over a rotar Y prism, the PI' -

forations permitting the passage of wires that determine the ra

of warp threads, causing the figure to he woven in acvordnce x l
the prearrangenment of the perforated cards.
Wall paper, or paper hangings, is paper ready for use as a c',v,,',
for the interior walls of .buiIings. ittinging paper is the paper 1,-1.,)
for making wall paper, i. e., it "s wall paper not yet ready for 11-:, ,1,
wall coveringr. hle (listilictiofi between thein is"discussed in ,
below in te .,(etin o changes in classification.
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Wrapping
paper,
*nd packing purposesasofitsall name
sorts. indicates, is used for wrapping
lere are, however, three principal This is practically its sole use.
Tr cities according to material
Used: (1) Kraft, a vey tough brown
part of sulphate wood pulp, introduced paper made wholly or in
within the last 15 years;
(2)manila, a strong paper of lighter
color,
formerly made principally
of old and waste manila rope and
rope
ends,
hemp, jute, and flax
waste, old gunny cloth and old gunny
bags,
but
now made chiefly of
sulphite wood pulp, and frequently
called
bogus
manila; and (3)
fiber paper, a cheap, more or less
brittle
and
tearable
variety made
of waste pa er, cutting from paper-board
factories, mechanically
.round
.woodpulp,
refuse, or almost any fibrous material
of inferior quality. wood-pulp
Of these three sorts,
genuine manila'made of old
rope, bagging, etc., is the strongest
per
unit
of weight. Next comes
kraft paper, followed by the best
grades
of
wood pulp or bogus
manila. Last, of course, are the fiber
papers
of
common stock. In
edition to these varieties, there are
a
number
of
cheap wood-pulp
papers made of ground wood with
varying proportions of chemical
pllfag paper is made of
all the different substances
above listed.
Paper to be made into sacks for flour,
etc., is necessarily heavy and tough cement, charcoal sugar, nails,
There are a great many special kindsand often is reinforced by cloth.
iay be classified under the varieties of wrapping paper, all of which
isa thick, coarse paper used to a great already named. Mill wrapper
is made to pack the staple products degree in paper mills, where it
of those mills. It is made often
out of paper-mill sweepings. So-called
under the head of fiber paper, the raw news wrapping paper comes
material being repId newsprint. Straw wrapping paper, screenings
(paper manesro pulpscreened out as unfit for use in the
paper
for
which it was originally
intended), expresspa
(primarily
-r
for
wrapping
express shipments),
fruit wrappers, an
k wrappers are other varieties. Certain
of tissue paper are used for wrapping
kinds
separately in the tariff and bear a higher purposes, but are treated
rate of duty. (See Survey
W on tissue paper.) Grease-proof
paper
and imitation parchment are also mainly used for wrapping.
A special survey treats of
these grades.
Blotting paper, as its name indicates,
is used for soakin up liquids
rone purpose or. another. It is unsized,
porous, and af)sorbent.
Filtering paper is a white, unsized,
porous
paper. The domestic
J)roduct In the main is a very ordinary
grade,
differing little from
blotting paper and used principally
for clarifying liquids. It is
I('rS( by soap, paint, sugar, co
or, and pharmaceutical manufacrs. It is also used by electrical
companies to filter oil for transformers. Another use is for chemical
qualitative analyses. The
hest, gradee for qualitative analysis
Wd ,nust be imported mainly from are not made in this country
England, Sweden, Germany, and
lFran'ce. Recently, however, a
beginning ls been) Made in'
the
,)it,( States in manufacturing the
otter
grades.
, rodic'.on. -Jacquard (lesigns
here are imost exclusively.
d"ioest ically produced. Tley tie used
made
by DunChing holes in pieces
of
.eihoard
with ih
a plate (or a piano) punctiing machine.
There is
Iiti I need to import designs. Our
imports compared with domestic
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reduction are of no importance. They are accounted for in part
ythe fact that one American company weaving with Jacquard
looms has a mill in France which sends for reference to the American
mill copies of the designs it produces.
The production of hanging paper in te United States decreased
from 97,000 tons valued at $4,489,000 in 1914 to 039,000 tons valued it
$6,043,000 in 1919. The output of hanging paper Iluctuatee considerably from month to month and from year to year. One (if
the reasons for this fluctuation is the fact that many of the machines
making hanging paper can be operated at will either in the manifacture of newsprint or of hanging paper.
The production of wall paper not made in paper mills increased
from $15,887,000 in 1914 to $23,895,000 in 1919. The number of
establishments increased from 48 in 1914 to 49 in 1919. Production
of wall paper in the United States supplies practically the whole of
the demand for domestic consumption.
The production of blotting paper decreased from 14,000 tons valued
at $1,458,000 in 1914 to 13,000 tons valued at $2,309,000 in 1919.
A rough estimate places the annual production of filter paper in the

United States at 50 tons.
Import8 in the fiscal year 1914 are shown by the following table:
-.---

.-.----

Value

Qtwty.

Article.
- . - S

1,;,

O10, 7t

..........................................

Later statistics follow:
Quantilty.

Calendar year.

Value.

Ult value.

Ad

Duly.

JACQUARD DESIGNS ON, RULED PAPER OR CUT ON JACQUARD, CARDS.

191s................ ............
.I . .... .......................
191
:................:
........................
im.

..

. ........
............

.........
o..............
t~w .......
192 (9Mo

PAPBR HANOING0,

PM1."3... .. .
... .. .. ,...........

7,

10,4)11.........

.............

WITH PAPER BACK QRCOMPOSBD WHOLLY OR INCHIEF VA IA-14
OF PAPER.

.
1918 .
.........
...... 0... 4:1
S.......

......

..........
7"219
.5577

1.9i9~1,
...............................

...

............

$136697 ...........
,2

I.....2
370
1.........

,9
9
2o,

90,341
9..

WRAPPING PAPER.
10800...........................7795,460
4M1
.................. ............... '". 4,4,6
1919
1:R2
1990.... .........................

1921(9 mouths)...........:.....

: .. 6$'37

$6W,278
3,4M
436
42,9:

..

80.07
.. 09
09

i$132,569
9,2302 l.....
106,887

......

M ............

PAPERS NOT SPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR.

m....................... ........... ... .. ....

.....
19..............
1
.....
190.
............................
1921 (9 m ott))

o m ... ,.. .

10.84
,A373 14,916
.20
86,916
41444
9,67
512,6M 8 6...............

,

3,729
21,720

..

.

2
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Exports in 1914 of paper hangings were valued at $453,412. Exports of wrapping paper were 14,133 097 pounds, valued at $532,657.
I water statistics for calendar years follow:

Paper hangings (value) ......................

'WP 'ry W(p, d7).......................
VaIue ..........

.................

1918

191

I52 5

$89,457

$1,261,743

$5W3,1

30,
,9 ,96

61, ,601

20,208,163

86,64;462
W$1,828

920

$6,994,381

( months)

$1#913,840

hnportat changes in clas.ification.--Cardboard and bristol board
Cardboard is now taken care of in
two pararaphs; paragraph 1302 provides for all paper board and
pulpboard, including cardboard which has not had a special treatment after leaving the paper machine, and paragraph 1313 provides
for cardboard when it has been subjected to some sort of special
treatment. There is apparently no good reason why cardboard
should appear in the tariff act widely differentiated from paper board
and pulpboard in general, especially as it has been held that cardboard is the generic term for paper board. Bristol board of the kinds
made on a Vourdrinier machine is provided for eo nomine in paragraph 1307. The other kind of bristol board is produced on a cylintier machine out of layers of pulp pressed together when wet. As the
inside layer or lavers are usually of inferior material, this kind is
ordinarily called filled bristol board., The principal variety of it is
called bogus bristol. Bristol board of this kind comes under the
general heading for paper board and so- does not need an eo homine
provision.
The provision for hanging paper is new. Hanging paper is the raw
material for paper hangjigs or wall paper, i. e., It is wall paper not
yet printed or decorated. The principal variety of hanging paper is
'No. 2 hanging paper. This is an uncolored, untreated paper. There
are also certain kinds which are specially treated, some of which do
not have to be subsequently printed in a wall-paper mill in order to
be used for interior decoration. Among these are oatmeal and tile
paper. These special papers, such as oatmeal and tile, although often
failedd hanging paper in the trade, are in reality finished wall paptr
or paper hangns
Bltting piers been introduced eo nomtne for the first time.
A1great deal of blotting paper is produced in this country, and,
Alt-hough the imports are negligible, separate classification seems
:11o omitted froni'this paragraph.

desirable.

Siugested4change.-It is suggested that cigarette paper be noved

hfom paragraph 1452 either to this paragraph or to paragraph 1305.
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PARAGRAPH 1810.
H. R. 7456.

FAR.

OENATS AMENDMENTS.

1310. Books of all kinds, bound

or unbound, including blank books, slate
books and pamphlets, drawings, engravings, photographs. etchings, nmaps, charts,
music iii books or sheets, and printed
matter, all the foregoing not specially pro.
vided for, 20 per centum ad valorem;
books bound wholly or in part in leather,
the chief value of which is in the binding,
not specially provided for, 33J per centurn ad valorem; books of paper or other
material for children's use, printed lithographically or otherwise, not exceeding
in weight twenty-four ounces each, with
more reading matter than letters, numerals, or descriptive words, 20 per centum
ad valorem; booklets, printed lithographically or otherwise, not specially provided for, 7 cents per pound; booklets.
wholly or in chief value of paper, deco.
rated in whole or in part by hand or by
spraying, whether or not printed, 15
cents per pound; all post cards (not includ4 American views), plain, decorated, embossed, or printed except by
lithographic proce , 26 per centum ad
valorem; vi we of any landscape, scene,
building, place or locality in the United
States, on cardboard or paper, not thinner
than eight one-thousandths of one inch,
by whatever process printed or produced,
including those wholly or in part produced by either lithographic or photogelatin process (except show cards), occupying thirty-five square inches or less of
surface per view, bound or unbound, or
in any other form, 15 cents per pound and
20 per centum ad valorem; thinner than.
eight one-thousandths of one inch, $2 per
thousands Christmas and other greeting.
cards, printed lithographically or other.
wise. or decorated in whole or in part by
hand or by spraying, 30 per centum ad
valorem.'
ACT OF 19009.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 410.
*
l
letter
copying
books, whether wholly or partly manu.
fattured, five cents per pound and fifteen

per centum ad valorem;

*

*

*Pro-

*idad, That po article composed wholly or
in chief value of one or more of the pal,ers
specified in this paragraph shall pay a
lea rate of duty than that imposed upon
the component paper of chief value of
which such article is made.

PAR. 323. *

*

letter-cop ii,.

books, wholly or partly manufa.ttire..
*

* * 30 per centum ad valorem.1ij
PAR. 325.
* * booklets, * *A

composed wholly or in chief yalue of pal,,.
lithographically printed in whole or it
part from stone, gelatin, metal, or other;

material
pound;

*

*

*

*

*
*

booklets, 7 cents it
books of paper or otho

material for children's use, ithograpli
cally printed in whole or in
wl,
cents per pound; books of paper or other exceeding in weight twenty-fourpart,
material for children's use, not exceeding each, 4 cents perpound; * * * ouuw..
book.
in weight twenty-four ounces each, six lets, wholly or in chief value of paper.
cents per pound; * * * booklets, dec- decorated in whole or in part by IenaI or
PAR. 412.

*

*

*

booklets, seven
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OV 1913.

oratel in whole or in part by hand or by
spraying, whether or not lithographs,
fifteen cents per pound; * * *
PAR. 416. Bos of all kinds, bound or
unbound, including blank books, slate
hooks and pamphlets, engravings, photographs, etchings, ma-, charts, music
in books or sheets and printed matter,
all the foregoing whotly or in chief value
of paper, and not specially provided for
in this section, twenty-five per centum
ad valorem. Views of any landscape,
scene, building, place or locality in the
United States, on cardboard or paper. not
thinner than eight one-thousandths of
one inch, by whatever process printed or
produced, including those wholly or in
part produced by either lithographic or

by spraying, whether or not lithographed,
1Ocents per ound; * * *.

photogelatin process (except show cards),

occupving thirty-five square inches or
hIvo surfwe per view, bound or unbound, or in any other form, fifteen cents
per pound and twenty-five per centum ad
ad valorem; thinner than eight one-thouantndths of one inch, two dollars per thousand: Protided, That the rate or rates of
duty provide in the tariff Act approved
July twoentv-fourth, eighteen hundred
and ninety-sevoen, shall remain in force
until October first, nineteen hundred and
nine, on all views of any landscape, scene,
building, place, or locality, provided for
in this paragraph, which shall have, prior
to July first, nineteen hundred and nine,
been -orderedor contracted to be delivered
to) bona fide purchasers in the United
States, and the Secretary of tha Treasury
shall make proper regulations for the
enforcement of this prove ision.
PAR. 517. Books, maps, music, enzravings, photographs, etchings, bound
or unbound, and charts, which shall have
hIcen printed more than twenty years at
the (late of importation, * * * [Frel.
PAR. 518. Books and pamphlets printed
'hiefly in languaes other than Eng-

[Freel.
)'
ocorresponding provision
ot er commodities.]
lish;

*

* *

for the

PAR. 3'

Books of all kinds, bound or

unbound, including blank books, slate
books and pamphlets,. engravings, photographs, etchings, m
charts, music
in books or sheets, and printed matter,
all the foregoing, and not specially provided for in this section, 15 per century
ad valorem. Views of any landscape,
scene, building, place or locality in the
United States, on cardboard or paper, not
thinner than eight one-thousandths of
one inch, by whatever process printed or
produced, including those wholly or in
part produced by either litho',aphic or
photogelatin process (except show cards),
bound or unbound, or in any other form,
20 cents per pound; thinner than eight
one-thousandths of one inch, $2 per
thousand.
PAR. 332. * * * all post (ardi, not
including American views, plain, decorated, embossed, or printed, except by
lithographic process,

*

*

*

25 per

centum ad valorem.
PAR. 425. Books, maps, music, engravings, photographs, etchings, lithographic prints, bound or unbound, and
charts, which shall have been printed
more than twenty years at the date of
importation, * * * [Free].
PAR. 426. Books and pamphlets printed

wholly or chiefly in languages other than
English; * * * and all textbooks
used in schools and other educational
institutions;
, Pat.

* * * f'ree.)l

428. Books, Fibrares,

*

*

of persons or families from foreign countries, * * * if actually used abroad

by them not les than one year, and not
intended for any other person or persons,
nor for sale.
PAR. 582. Professional books, * * *
in the actual possession of persons emigrating to the United States owned and
used by them abroad; * *
for the
oher
correiesittes.]ng provision
tfNo common

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, POST CARDS, AND OTHER PRINTED MATTER.

Descriptionand uses.-The items mentioned in paragraph 1310 are
self-explanatory.
Production ofbooks of all kinds in 1914 was 786,626 tons, valued at
$58,496,221.
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Imports in 1914 were valued at $0,644,265.
been as follows:

Later imports have

Heel's, putiphlts, &nd other printed nwtctr.

Quantity.

Calewdar year.

Value.

Duty.

Unit value,

valor,
rate.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS, BOUND AND UNBOUND.
Ptr

Pounds.

19181 ..............................
1919 ...............................
19 ........................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................

....
.$1. .,t
912,5 i..........
847,965 ........... 127,176
1,543,999
1,.3..
,116,260
• .!.... ......

.
........
....

. ...

IIncludes, besides books sud pamphlets, maps and charts, and oUer prin ted mat tot vegregatcd after i'
MAPS AND CHARTS.

1919 ......................................
tom ......... ............................
1921 (9 months)

.

1 ,32. .. . . ..

.. .. ...... .

1 1

..

......
1..
511

$1,098
. .. . . 3,954..

MUSIC IN BOOKS OR SHEETS.
1$-A 68
1919 .....................................
low
..
......................
).7
1*21 (mon............................................... ............
2

17, 281
............ 11,353

OTHER PRINTED MATTER (EXCEPT POST CARDS).
$0,0...........

199.......................j

192 ............................

192 (9 months) .........................

wa4w................ ..

I

3,80 ...

........

.......

.....

43,ft901

BOOKS AND PAMPHLET PRINTED WHOLLY OR CHIEFLY IN LANGUAGES OTII,
THAN ENGLISH,
1 t..............................................
. ....................... .. ..
1918
............................
.....

. . . . . . . . . .

lg,0
1921 (9months)..........................

3 ......
$4t.77...
1I,9,012.

...... ....... I..... ...
.

I

BLANK AND SLATS BOOKS.
1918 .........................................
1919 ..............................
192...............................1

...........

1921 (9.months)..............................I

............
650.........3::.1k
42,1911 .....

43:325 ..........

$ 475
5,475,
8,322.

......

LETTER COPYING BOOKS.

1918 ..................

..........

38

127

1919 .....................................................

2081263

1919
................................
290........................

216
1,661

71
I $

35
878

.18
.&1w

190 ..................................................... 281,0 3
1921 (9 onths) .............................. ............. 2i10.
191( mnh.)

66

"

. 8

10
2M3
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1921.

Books, pamlAfte, and other printed iater--Continued.
Quttity.

Cleda r year.

Unit value.

Valie.

Duty.

o

Mle.

1.

110OKS OF PAPER OR OTHER MATERIAL FOR CHILDREN'8 USE NOT EXCERDING IN
WEOHT 24 OUNCES EACH.
I
.
1910 ................

5,05 I
7,302

.

........................

1140 .............................

82,e4
6,14

3,975

(9 mouths) ......................

$201
292

7.48
4.75
8.38
13,935..........................

25,013

..... 52,410

0.53
.M

.48

2,096

AND PHOTOGRAPIS (EXCEPT

W".\GRAVINGIR, BOUND OR UNBOUND ETCHINO,
POT CARDS).

114 .........................................

$2,42S ..........
1 ,18 ............
9,................
.......

1921 (9 months) .............................. : ............

2,03 I.

1 , ..........................................

............

.....

.

.

M))KI,ET$ DCOR.tTED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY HAND SPRAYINO WHLEHER OR
NOT LITHOGRAPHED.

1419 ....................................
. .

.................................

1421 (9months) ....................

.

85,082
2,7

3,571

108 .......................................

1,406

17,385
1 75

7,161

8355

$1.42

141 f..........
1,738 .........

206
:41

.........

14,749 ..............

ALL OTHER BOOKLETS.

1677

1918 .........................................

1919 .........................................

...........................
1920.
I421 (9 month%) ..............................

*733

80.44

1&.0

$17

2,857
.90
223
.5
1,113
,034
7,408................

3,181

15,9086

22,=

7.79

13.98

Souvtenr post card,.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Et.
l
Equirs-

D

vhile.
Unit

~Valorem.
IITHOGRAPIIICAIIY PRINTED, NOT EXCEEDING reo OF AN INCH IN THICKNESS.

1911 .........................................

1919 .........................................
IY20 .........................................
1921 (9 months) .............................

Pouad

255

3,064
8,696,
7,529,

f

8 43

I

$1.61 1

$&U

Per reu.

9.33

2.012
460
7.42
6,198
8.49
1.771
1,304
15,383
7,221 ............ ......................

OF AN INCH AND NOT Uh OF AN
I.ITIIOORAPHICALLY PRINTED, EXCEEDING
INCH IN THICKNES8, CUTTING 81298 IN DIMENSION LES8 THAN 35 SQUAi INCHES.

19A..................... .. :........4
99 ........................... .. .....

............................

1921 (9 months) ........................

11,099

85,570

48,343
62;376

17,704
.38
99, 26 ............

4,095

4,381)

800

.931

$am5

235

2,317

9.95

35
M3.0

OF AN INCH AND NOT lh OF AN
I.ITHOORAPHICALLY PRINTED EXCEEDING
INCH IN THICKN ES, CUTTINd SIZES IN DIMENSION 35 SQUAREt INCHES AND OVER.
I'11..............................
1919..................................
1M.

1921 (9"mo5h,)..'

1,9on
6,651
16517

...............

81,740
2,967
5,742

,

$0.88
.4546
.35

$138

7.95
15.M
20 14

1,156
...............................
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souvenir poat cards-Continued.
lvsa

ltit

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

qentsd
valore .

LITHOGRAPHICALLY PRINTED, EXCEEDING 111v OF AN INCH IN TIICKNESS.
Po

1918.........................................

1,667
147

1919.........................................

192 .........................................
1921 (9 months)

..................... i

17,83
1,9455

IPer
1070
$D

u~i45.
$1,165
452
1

3.75

6,824

39
395M............

$83
7

.. 882

cen~t.
7..

.,:"

I

12.9,

.............

VIEWS OF ANY LANDRAPE SCENE BUILDING, PLACE, OR LOCALITY IN THE UNITED)
STATE,

THINNER THAN Tol OF AN INCIT.

1918 ..................
1919 ................. ... 11..... ...
19 0 .................. .. . . . . . . ........
1921 (9 months) ......

.......................

$18
218

10
.~~Touo)nd. 224

2.24
39i9

201

31

7.0 3 I

62

1

.(.
28.44

813 .................................
I

I

I

VIEWS OP ANY LANDSCAPE SCENE BUILDING, PLACE, OR LOCALITY IN THE UNITED 1)
STATES, NOT THINNER THAN

1918...........
1919 ...........

...............
i Pou 287.
...................
2,309

1920 ....
.....................
i921 (9 months) ..................... 1.......

2,748

8,6 s

&.,OF AN INCH.

355
2,654
2,753

$1.24
1.15

1.001

$57
462
560

16.17

17.4

19. !'

4#22 ............ i......................

ALL OTHER POST CARDS, PLAIN DECORATED EMBOSSED, OR PRINTED, EXCEPT B1Y
LITHOGRAPHIC PROCESS,
Posn&d.
1918 .................................................
1919 ........................................
16,748
M1920
.......................................
41,726

1921(9 months)..........................7770

19,411 ............
17,60
$1.05
31,537
. 76

32......
2
...........

$20W
4382
7,883.

).,

2).Iwl

........

VIEWS OF ANY LANDSCAPE SCENE BUILDING, PLACE OR LOCALITY IN THE UNITE!)
STATES EXCEPT POST CAhDS, ON'CARDBOARD OR PAPER, NOT THINNER THAN ,,
OF AN INCH.
1918 .......................

I

1919 .........................................
1920 ..............
...................... I

1921 (9 months) .......................

pounds.
81,480

581
668

1,1s

19,651

87,
81.

80. 121
1.50'
1.23f

56............

$18,296

16's. '

12
I 13._
13,
I,1.;ifn

Exports in 1914 were valued at $9,639,860. Later statistics (for
calendar years) follow: 1918, $11,493,524; 1919, $18,239,016; 1920.
$24,803,932; 1921 (nine months), $16,345,578.
Important changes in clas8i at n.-Drawings have been added to
the list ofprinted matter in this paragraph to cover fashion plates atid
liko drawings in water colors, mechanical drawings, etc., not works
of art or original drawings, now classified as manufactures of paper.

Leather-bound books, with chief value in the binding, are inhelilded
for the first time. Children's books have been transferred from parngraph 1306 to this paragraph and the clause "with more rea(,l r L
matter than letters, numerals, or descriptive words" inserted. The
reason for this qualification is that in paragraph 1414 a new item.
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"toy books without reading matter other than letters, numerals, or
descriptive words, bound or unbound, and parts thereof," has been
inserted to be distinguished from looks which do not involve
siuch elaborate processes of printing, lithographing, and decroation.
Booklets are transferred to this paragraph from paragraph 1306.
'The phrase "printed lithographically or otherwise," n. s. p. f., has
been inserted in the general provision for booklets to show more
definitely the inclusiveness of this item and to indicate explicitly
that booklets more specifically provided for are not included here.
The phrase "wholly or in chief value of paper" has been inserted in
connection with booklets decorated in whole or in part by hand or by
spraying, in order to limit the application of this item to paper booklets. At the end of this item te phrase "whether or not printed"
is used in place of the phrase "whether or not lithographed" which
atp)leared in the act of 1909 or the phrase "whether printed lithographically or otherwise" as in some other provisions of this paragraph so as to be more inclusive and cover all booklets decorated as
described. Booklets fall in this paragraph for printed matter more
logically than in paragraplh 1306. Christmas and other greeting
cards are separately nuned in this paragraph for the first time.
Several items hicluded in the free list in the act of 1913 become
dlutiable under this paragraph in H. R. 7456: (1) Paragraph 425:
Books, maps, music, engravings, photographs, etchings, lithographic prints, bound or unbound, and charts, which shall have been
printed more than twenty years at the date of importation": (2)
Paragraph 426: "Books and pampetA printed whofly or chiefly in
lat umies other than English," and "All textbooks used in schods
Ad other educational institutions"; (3) Paragraph 428: Books
a1d libraries of persons or families from foreign countries, exceeding
$250 in value; (4) Paragraph 582: Professional books, exceedig
S250 in value, of immigrants.
PARAGRAPIR 131 .
H. B. 7486.

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

1311. Photograph, autograph,
post-card and pctage-tamp ali'inis, and albu ms for phonograph records,
wholly or partly manufactured, 23 per
PAR.

-,'rap,

v''uun) ad valoretin.

ACT OF 1909.
hiA t. 417. Photograph, autograph, scrap,
jl)st-card, and hostage stamp albums,
wholly or partly manufactured, thirty.
live per centum ad valorem.
INo corresponding provision for albumn
o(rphonograph reeords.J

PIIOTOORAPUIC,

ACT OF 1913.
PAit. 3:3). Photograph, autograph, scrap,
post-card, and p'ostage-stamp albums,
wholly or partly manufacturer, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
INo corresponding provision for albums
for phonograph rwcords.]

AUTOGRAPHIC, POST-CARDP
ALBUM 8, ETC.

AND

POSTAGE-STAMP

Description anl ites.--The albums enuimerated above consist of
hounld volumes of unprinted paper, designed to contain post cards,
stamps, paper clippings, or photographs, when such articles are
1)wsted to the leaves of the album or inserted in cut or slotted perforations.
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Produtcti.-No data available.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $26,094. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Vallw%.

1918 ...................................................................
1919.................................................................
192D....................
.......
.. .............
1921 (9 months)...................................... ...........

Ad
valortw
rate

Duty.

$3,I/
1092 Per cctI.2",
2,325
9,300
2.',
8,170
2,042
11,1177
..........

Importantchanijes in dassifwation.--Albums for phonograph records
have been added to this paragraph because they have grown to 1w
one of the important divisions of albums.
PARAGRAPH 13126
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.

PAr. 1312. Playing cards, 60 per
centum ad valorem,
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAit. 331. Playing eards,
PAR. 419. Playing cards, in packs not
exceeding fifty-four cards and at a like centum ad valorem. "
rate for any number in excess, tan cents

60 per

per pack and twenty per centum ad

valorem.
PLAYING CARDS.

ProducioA.-The domestic laying-card industry shows annul
sales amounting to about $3,000,000 in 1913. In 1914 there were.
three manufacturers, with 1,402 employees, wages of $685,000. :
capital of $4,634,000, and raw materials costing $918 000; the valh,
of the finiihied product was $3,898,000, and value added by matiufacture, $2,980,000.
Imports of playing cards in 1914 were valued at $7,664. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar yewr.

Quantity.

Value.

Pack.

Unit value.

i

Ail
Valor,.1
raMte,

Duty.

Per

M
111
192(m. ........................................
1 M9/,
19,2 ............ .............
(V months)........ ......... :............. i 1796M0'3

Exports to. China, India, and Oceania have greatly increase(I in
the last five years, particularly to British India ($58,909 in 1911
$143,494 in 1918). Previous to 1914 exports to France were limite.di
by its State monopoly and almost prohibitive tariff regulations, sinic

removed. Exports to France rose from $214 in 1914 to $18,12S ill
1918. Export values were $330,194 in 1914. Later exports by (,tlendar years have been as follows: 1918, $882,370; 1919, $1,522.51 1:

1920, $1,173,559; 1921 (9 months), $527,347.

SUMMARY O0 TARIFF INFORMATION, 1021.
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PARAGRAPH 138
H. R. 745e.
SRNATE AMBNDKENT8.
PAR. 1313. Papers and paper board
and pulpboard, including cardboard and
leatherboard or compress leather, embossed, cut, die-cut or stamped into
designs or shapes, suchi as initials, monoraIs5, lace, borders, bands, strips, or

other forms, or cut or shaped for boxes or
Other articles, plain or printed, but not
lithographed, aul not specially provided
ior; paper board and puipboard. including
'ardboard and leatherboard or comprs
leather, laminated, glazed, coated, lned,
printed, decorated, or ornamented in any
wanner; press boards and prom paper, 23
per centum ad valorem; test or container
beards of a bursting strength above 60
pounds per square inch by the Mullen or
the Webb test, 15 per centum ad valorem;
tcreotype-matrix mat or board, 28 per
('ntum ad valorem; wall pockets, coinpo wholly or in chief part of paper,
papier-mich6or paper board, whether or
riot die-cut, embossed, or printed lithozraphicallyor otherwise; boxes, composed
wholly or in chief value of paper, papierinch6 or paper board, and not specially
provided for; manufactures of paper, or
of which paper is the component material
Of chief value, not specially provided for,
2; per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

.i. 415. * * * press boardsorprem
PAR.328.* * * press boards or
pjxl.r, valued at ten cents per pound or, press paper * *
25 per centum ad
,)%-er, thirty-five per centum ad valoremn; valorem.
* * * paper not specially provided for
PAC, 332. Papers or cardboard cut,
in this section thirty per centum ad die cut, or stamped into designs or shapes,
valorem: :Pro;vId, That paper embossed,

or cut, die-cut, or stamped into designs or
s.,apes, such as initials, monograms, lace,

borders bands strips, or other forms, or
cut or shaped for boxes, plain or printed
but not hthographed, and not seially
provided for in this section, shall be
dutiable at thirty-five per centum ad
valorem; articles compoed wholly or
in chief value of paper printed by the
1hotogelatin proce and not specially
provided for in this Act, three cents
per pound and twenty-five per centum ad
valorem.
PAR. 420. Manufactures of paper, or of
which paper is the component material
q chief value, not specially provided for
ill this section, thirty-five per centum ad
%alioreInt.

such as initials, monograms, lace, bor

ders, or other kfms, * * * and man-

ufactures of paper or of which papers
the omponent matterial of chief value,

not specially provided for in this section.
2ipA.
per entum
530 *ad *valorem.
.,* leatherboard or

compreed.leather; * * * [Free].

PAR 650. * * * paper twine fIr

binding any of the foregoing (wool)
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MISCELLANEOUS MANUFAOTUIRE& OF PAPER.
(A4eefSurvoys M-4, and M-I.)

Description and uses.--In the main this paragraph is made up of
miscellaneous manufactures of paper. The signifcance of the phraseolegy is explained below in the section on "Changes in classification."
Press boards are made of mechanical wood pulp and certain good
grades of waste paper. They have a very close texture and a.hard,
smooth finish. They are used to form the backing for the bedplates
of printing presses, and also in the compression of some kinds of
cloth to impart a certain desired finish.
e
Test or container board is a type of box board of especially high
quality. It is made into boxes for holding commodities such as
canned goods, paint, grease, varnish, etc., when packed in smaller
containers. The size and strength of boxes for which container
board is used are usually specified by the railroads and shipping
companies. Hence container board often has to meet a certain|
nuimum specified bursting strength test and must be of superior
quality. It is usually made out of sulphate wood pulp. Jute arid
hemp waste are also much used in making container board.
Mullen testers and Webb testers are instruments commonly used
for testing the bursting strength of shipping containers.
Stereotype matrix board or mat is a specially prepared board used
in making stereotypes for printing papers. Ile board is imprinted
with type, thus becoming a matrix from which the stereotype is
made. The ordinary way of making a matrix is by building it up
from sheets of stereotype tissue paper. This matrix'board, howver.
is prepared by the manufacturers in ready form to be used for
imprinting with type. It is known in the trade as "flongs" or "dIry
mats."
Production.-The value of paper box production increased frint
$74,711,000 in 1914 to $213,384,000 in 1919. NewYork is the prin(ipal seat of the industry. illinois, Massachusetts, and Pennsymwuiul
rank next. Production of paper bags, not made in paper mills,
increased from $17,603,000 in 1914 to $47,264 000 in 1919. N•w
York is the principal paper bag manufacturing State.
Imports in 1914 of'paper or cardboard, cut, die-cut, or stanmed
into designs or shapes, were Valued at $30,470; those of press boards
or press paper were 93,633 pounds, valued at $9,290. Imports of
"all other" manufactures of paper or of which paper is the component
material of chief value were valued at $1,216,891. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Vaile.

.. .. ......
.. . .. I... ... ... . . . "I.

Unit Value.

. .

l)L'1y.

.!. ....

iValorem

raif,.

PAPERS OR CARDBOARD CUT. )IE CUT, OR STAMPE) INTO D)ESIONS Ol 81[1 .\:s
SUCH AS INITIALS8, MONOGRAMS, IACES, DORD)ER8. 1 OR OTHER FORMS,

Po d.s.

:.1
4,608
4,528
1919......................................... ..........
1920 .........................................
............
1921 (9months)..............................6,
............
0,962 ..............
............
1918 ...................................................

$1,152

1,132

2,240

fP'ra

.

25
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

-1-

Value.

S

1089

1921.

Unit value.

U

i

Duty.

Ad

valorem

rate.

PRESSBOARDS OR PRESS PAPERS.

1018 ..................................

1919 .................................
1920.................................
1921 (9 month).........................

Pow'Ae.

47,662
18,650
1,417

5o,956

$5,660
3,181

458

0.12
.19
.32

7,18 ............
.

8.1,387

Per ems.
25

114

25

79

MANUFACTURES OF PAPERS OR OF WHICH PAPER IS THE COMPONENT MATERIAL
OF CHIEF VALUE.
1918 .........................................

1919 .........................................

1920..................................................6
19,21
(9 months) ..................................

127,799 ............

1,94
23
,321 ..........
3,31& ............ .137,877
..........
62 9,690 .................. ..........

263,613 ............

Exports of the items enumerated in paragraph 1313 are rot segregated. The total exports of papers and manufactures of paper for
the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows: 1918, $54,170,134;
1919, $86,983,063; 1920, $89,072,289: 1921 (9 months), $40,310,856.

Important changes in classtficdtion.-Thj paragraph supplements
paragraph 1302. The two paragraphs cover generally papers and
paper.board and pulpboard, including cardboard and leatherboard.
The provisions for test or container-boards, stereotype-matrix mat
or board, and wall pockets and boxes, composed wholly or in chief
value of paper, papier-mich6 or paper board are new.
Sugqmtd ckange.-Page 147, line 5, o? H. R. 7458: Chango

"part' to "value" after "chief" to agree with uniform practice
elsewhere.
There is no separate provision for paper bags other than bags
made of surface coated and certain other special kinds of paper.
(See par. 1305.) As paper bags constitute an important staple article
made of paper it might be desirable to name them specifically in the
tariff law. Te following wording is suggested: 'ags, composed
wholly or in chief value of paper, n. s. p. fV
82304-22---9

SCHEDULE 14--SUNDRIES.
PARAGRAPH 1401.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1401. Asbestos, manufactures of:
Paper and billboard, composed of long
fiber asbestos, used for making gaskets or
similar articles, and electrical papers not
exceeding five one-hundredths of one
Inch in thickness, 8 cents per pound;
composed of other asbestos fibers, 1j
cents per pound; sheets and plates, of
asbestos and hydraulic cement flat, not
exceeding one-eighth of one inch in
thickness, 1 cent per square foot; exceedIng one-eighth but not exceeding onefourth of one inch in thickness 2 cents
per square foot exceeding one-fourth of
one inch in thickness, 21 cents per square
foot; other than flat, 31 cents per square
foot; colored, stained, or mixed With
other material, 31 cents per square foot
and 10 per centum ad valorem; wick and
rope, 18 cents per pound; woven sheet
placing, in rolls, 24 cents per pound;
gaskets, folded or cut from the straight
sheet, rubberized, graphited, or otherwise coated or treated, 56 cents per pound;
yam containing more than 10 per centum
of foreign matter, 32 cents per pound;
yar and listings, containing few than 10
per centum of foreign matter, exceed
twenty-five one-thousandths of one inc
in thickness, 84 cents per pound; not
exceeding twenty-five one-tousandths
of one in& in thickness, $1.68 per pound;
textile fabrics containing 10 per centum
and not more than 20 per centum of
foreign matter, 42 cents per pound; containing more than 20 per centum of
foreign matter, 32 cents per pound;
mantle threads, with or without wire,
treated or untreated, $1.40 per pound;
all other manufactures of asbestos, or of
which asbestos is the component material
of chief value, not specially provided for,
20 per centum ad valorem: Providd,
That no article manufactured from any
of the foregoing shall pay a less rate of
duty than herein imposed on the asbestos
paper, millboard, electrical papers, sheets,
plates, wick, rope, woven sheet packing,
y. n, listings, or textile fabrics of which
It is composed.
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A0T Or 109.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 462. Manufacture of * * *
asbestos, * * * or of which these

PAR. 367. Manufactures of * * *
asbestos, * * * or of which these
substances or any of them is the compo.
nent material of chief value, not specially
provided for in this section, 10 per
centum ad valorem; yarn and woven
fabrics composed wholly -or in chief
value of asbestos, 20 per centum ad
valorem.

substances or any of them is the coinnent material of chief value, not specially
provided for in this section, twenty-five
per centum ad valorem; woven fabrics
composed wholly or in chief value of
asbestos, forty per centum ad valorem.

ASBESTOS MANUFACTURES.
(See Survey N-20.)

Description "and umew.-Manufactures of asbestos are used mostly
for heat and acid resisting purposes. Asbestos paper varies in thickness from about one one-hundredth to one-eighth of 1 inch.
Thicknesses up to and including one-sixteenth inch are known as
asbestos paper, and three thirty-seconds and one-eighth inch thicknesses are spoken of as "roHboard." The width is generally 36
inches, and the paper is put up in rolls weighing approximately 100
pounds each.
Asbestos millboard is made of asbestos fiber with a small percentage
of cementing or sizing material built up in thin layers in a manner
similar to paper, in sheets 42 by 48 inches, and usually from onesixteenth to one-half of an inch in thickness.
The chief uses of asbestos paper and millboard are for high-pressure
gaskets and packings insulations, lining for stoves, air-ce pipe
covering, roofing, building paper, and other purposes in the building
trades.
Under the head "Sheets and plates" come asbestos shingles, slate,
wood or lumber. Thdse articles are made from short asbestos fiber
mixed with hydraulic cement, the asbestos forming about 15 per cent
of the product by weight. Asbestos shingles and slate are suitable
for use wherever roofing material is required or employed. Asbestos
lumber is used largely i making fireproof walls, doors, and partitions.
Asbestos wick and rope are made from rovings produced by ordinary
carding machinery, the rovings being twisted to the desired diameter
and density on the wick and rope ma
machinery. They are used
for emergency ackings, for wi ing tin plate, sheet steel, and other
metals during tecoofing period, and for general packing purposes in

or near hot surfaces.

Asbestos woven sheet packings are made from asbestos cloth, rubber
treated, cut to size in strips and laid or wound to desired finished

size, either square, round, or oblong, and with or without rubber,

wire, lead, or core. These are employed for general packing purposes,
especially in service using high pressure and superheated steam.
Asbestos gaskets are of two kinds: (1) Gaskets made from rubbertreated asbestos cloth, cut'in strips, folded, and formed to shape and
size desired. They may be folded and tape jointed, or they may be
made from asbestos tubings, the latter being known as seamless
gaskets. These gaskets are used largely to seal joints on manhole or
'andhole openings of boilers, and at flanges in pipe lines also at ports
of gasoline motors. (2) Gaskets made from compressed sheet (made
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b mixing short asbestos fiber with binding or filling materials).
Copressed sheet gaskets are used principaly for jointings in connection with internal-combustion motors. They are also employed
for emergency uses, the engineer preferring to cut gaskets from a
sheet of compressed packing rather than wait to secure gaskets of a
given size from a supply house.
"Asbestos yarn is made from asbestos crudes and fibers, often mixed
with cotton to add strength and lessen expense. Frequently in
twisting the yarn very fine brass or copper wire is used, which gives
the material greater durability under certain conditions. The basis
of all asbestos textiles is asbestos yarn.
Asbestos listings are narrow woven strips, ranging from about j
inch to 11 inches in width, used chiefly for winding armatures of
motors.
(For unmanufactured asbestos, see par. 1515, p. 1245.)
Production.-In 1914 there were 32 establishments manufacturing
asbestos products. The total value of the output, other than steam
packing, for that year was $2,814,000, of which $1,813,000 represented building materials. In 1919 there were 43 establishments
with an output valued at $18,948,000.
Imports of asbestos yarn and woven fabrics for the fiscal years
1910 to 1913 averaged a little over $90,000; in 1914, $113,426. Imports of all other manufactures of asbestos in 1913 were valued at
$287,308; in 1914, at $283,027. Later statistics, for calendar years,
follow:

Value.

Calendar year.

Duty. Ad valor n
rate.

ASBESTOS YAiN.
-7

1918 ...............................................................

1919 ...............................................................
1920 ............................................
.........
1921 (9 months) ...........................

$470
9,853
49,266
49,730
24$,60
.57,023 .......
$2p349

Percent
21)
2)

WOVEN FABRICS.
1918 ................................................................

1919 ................................................

$783

138,531

230,v28

$157

27,710

4,03

IN

120.................................................
1921 (9months).......................................... 58909..................

23

20

ALL OTHER MANUFACTURES OF ASBESTOS.

2,314

.......................................
1918.....
".00..
.....................................
1919

$23f,1854

1921 (9 months) ...............................................

128,711 .......................

1m ............................................

13, 55

6,967

13,9H4

10

10

10

Imports are from England and Canada.'
Exports increased in value from $293,616 in the fiscal year 1910 to
$687,073 in 1914. In the calendar year 1918 the export value wai
$2,493,320; in 1919, $3,531,978; 1920, $4,431,132; and in 1921
(nine months), $2,167,324.
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Important changes in daettatin-.-H. R. 7456 divides manu-

factures of asbestos into nine classes with separate rates of duty for
each class, whereas the act of 1913 has only three classes, two of which
have the same rate of duty.
Suggested chan#es-?Age 147, lines 15 and 16: Should not "electrical papers " have a bracket of their own since the immediately
following provisions i' lines 17 and 18 apparently relate to paper and
millboard to the exclusion of electrical papers?
Page 147, line 23, of H. R. 7456: Change "other than" to "not"
before "flat" to agree with usual practice.
Page 148, line 1: Woven sheet packing not in rolls is not provided
for.
Page 148. lines 4-7: As the two thicknesses apparently refer only
to listings, it is suggested that in lines 5 and 6 a comma be inserted
after " yarn" and th6 comma after "listings" be stricken out. No
provision is made for textile fabrics, other than listings, containing
less than 10 per centum of foreign matter. Insertion of the words
'"and other textile fabrics" after 'listmg" or substitution of "textile
fabrics" for "listings" would accomplish the purpose.
PARAGRAPH 1402.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1402. Boxing gloves, ice and roller
skates, and parts thereof, baseballs, footballs, tennis balls, golf balls, and all
other balls of whatever material composed, finished or unfinished, designed for
use in physical exercise or in any indoor

or outdoor game or sport, and all clubs,

rackets, bats, or other equipment, such
as is ordinarily used in conjunction
therewith in exercise or play, all the
foregoing, not specially provided for, 30
per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

[Classable according to component material of chief value.]

[Clasble according to component material of chief value.]

BOXING GLOVES, SKATES, BALLS, BATS, ETC.

Production.-Production data are not available for the various
articles enumerated in this paragraph. In 1914 there were 162
establishments engaged in the manufacture of sporting and athletic
goods with products valued at $13,235,000; and in 1919, 187 estabishments with products valued at $22,806,000,
Imported and ezports.-None recorded.
IrnporAnt changes in dassifotwn.-The articles enumerated in

paragraph 1402 were not provided for in the act of 1013 nor in previous tariff acts. They are dutiable according to material of chief
value, principally under paragraphs 167, 176, 360, 368i and 369 of the
1913 act.
I,
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PARAGRAPH 1408.
SZNAT8 AM9EMBNTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1403. Spangles and beads, including bugles but, no including imitation
pearl beaN4 ad beads in imitation ot
precious Or semiprecious stoies, 25 per
centum ad valoreta; fabrics and articles
not embroidered, tamboured, appliqu4d,
nor scalloped, composed who ly or in
chief value of beads or spangles other
than imitation pearl beads and beads in
imitatioxl of precious or semiprecious
stones, 40 per centum ad valorem; imitation pearl beads of all kinds and shapes
of whatever material composed, pierced
or unpierced, strung or loose, mounted
or unmounted, 40 per centum ad valorem;
all other beads in imitation of precious
or semiprecious stones, of all kinds and
shapes,. of whatever material composed,
pierced or unpierced, strung or loose,
mounted or unmounted, 45 per centum
ad valorem: Provided, That no article
com posed wholly or in chief value of any
of the foregoing beads or spangles shall
pay duty at aless rate than is imposed:
in any paragraph of this Act upon such
articles without such beads or spangles.
ACT OF 1909.
ACT OF 1913.
421. Beads and spangles of all
PAR. 333. Beads and spangles of all
kinds, including imitation pearl beads, kinds, including imitation pearl beads,
not threaded or strung, or strung loosely not threaded or strung, or strung loosely
on thread for facility in transportation on thread for facility in transportation
only, thirty-five per centum ad valorem; only, 35 per centum ad valorem; curfabrics, * * * and other articles not. tains, and other articles not embroidered
specially provided for in this section, com- nor appliqued and not specially proposed wholly or in chief value of beads or vided for' in this section, composed
spangles made of glass or paste, gelatin, wholly or in chief value of beads or
6le made of glam or paste, gelatin,
metal, or other material, but not in part
of wool, sixty per centum ad valorem: meta
or other material, 50 per centuni
Provided, That no article composed ad Qaorem.
wholly or in chief value of beads or
spangles made of glass, paste, gelatin,
all pay duty
metal, or other mater
at a less rate than is imposed in any
paragh of this section upon such articles without such beads,or spangles.
PAR.

BAD8A

AND SPANGLES
(See Survey N-1.)

Descrption and ue6.-A spangle is a small plate or bar of shiny

metal or other material used as an ornament or trimnuing on wearing
apparel. A bead is a small perforated sphere, ball, or cylinder made
from a great variety of materials, rincipally glass, fusible enamel,
pastel, metal, bone, wood, etc., an is used in the manufacture of
jewelry, osaries, and as ornamentsaor trimmmig on wearing apparel.
A bugle is an elongated glass bead used as a, tassel, pendant or ornament on wearing apparel. Imitation pearl beads may be divided into
three classes: (1) A cheap hollow glass bead with an inside coating
of pearl essence- (2) a hollow glass bead coated on the inside and_
filled or partly filed with wax; I7)a solid glass or fusible enamel bead

suMmAY ,QF T"I NNOWATI0O,

095

ML.

coated
on the outside. The last-na d class is ,known 4a the indestructible
,
dsroducti. bead...itAtionpearl beads are. perhaps the
most important.
The solid or indestructible imitation pearl bead is an American
development, the hollow types not being produced to any extent in
this country. The finer grades of beads of all sorts are usually made
inEurope,. principally in Itay,,Vechoslovakia, France, and Germany,
where
industry
in
has long been established and where the operatives
have become skilled in the work. Since 1914, owing to the war's
effect on importation, there has been in the United States considerable increase in the output of some classes of beads. The production,
however, is small conipared to imports. Exact figures are not available, but the Census in 1914 reported 19 establishments engaged
primarily in bead work with products valued at $1,08,000. The
Association of 'American Manufacturers of Imitation Pearls and
Specialties in Fusible Enamels has stated that the industry has
developed rapidly within the last five years and that their products
have increased in value from $500,000 in 1914 to $6,000,000 in 1920,
and cover imitation pearl beads, imitation pearls, beads, imitation
precious stones, buttons, and pins.
Imports in 1914 were $1,185,495, beads and spangles, and $998,494
curtains and other articles not embroidered, etc., composed wholly
or in chief value of beads or SpAngles; from Germany, a total of
$819,725; from Austria, $735,056; an-d from France, $555,595. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

BEADS AND SPANGLES OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING IMITATION PEARL BEADS NOT
THREADED OR STRUNG.
1918.......................................................
$1,005,822
1919 ...............................................................
4,181,7M
1920 ........
I................... ..... t....................7,24,57

1921 (9months).. ..............................................
CURTAIN AND OTHER ARTICLES

34 1",

1352,038
1,446,363
2,21,230

3•

Per Ct&
85
as

,.

NOT EMBROIDERED, ETC.1. S COMPOSEDE D
PANLEb.0MP

WHOLLY OR IN CHIEF VALUE OF BEADS OR

1918 ............
I, ...

.................

...................................

1921 monthsh) ...........................................

06,512

2,143,177
4,76,372

3,22 , 0

$5,258

1,071,6%
2,287,0676

..

50

W0

General imports of all beads and bead ornaments in 1920 were
$3,985,425 from France, $2,236,400 from Japan, $2,088,290 from
Germany, $2,704,941 from Czechoslovakia, and $886,013 from Italy.
Exports.-KNone recorded.

Important cluznges in clas8tfttion.-Rosaries dutiable in some cases
under the bead paragraph of preceding tariff acts have been specially
provided for in paragraph 1444, H. R. 7456. Bugles, which are
elongated beads, are included within the ordinary 'designation of
beads. Imitation pearl beads and beads in imitation of precious or
semiprecious stones are excluded from the ordinary designation of
beads, but are specifically provided for at higher rates of duties.
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This paragrp h also provides that no article composed wholly or
in chief value ol beads or spangles shall pay duty at a less rate than
is imposed upon such articles without such beads or spangles.
eonricting provieiow.-See paragraphs 1429 and 1430, pages 1148
and 1153.
PARAGRAPH 140o.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1404. Ramie hat braids, 30 per
centum ad valorem; manufactures of
ramie hat braids, 40 per centum ad
valorem.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 334. Ramie hat braids1 40 per
centum, ad valorem; manufactures of
ramie hat braids, 50 per centum ad
valorem.

PAR. 349. * * * bra.lb * * * com-

posed wholly or in chief value of cotton;
flax, or other vegetable fiber, * *
and not elsewhere specially provided for
in this section, sixty per centum ad
valorem: Providd, That no article composed wholly or in chief value of one or

more of the materials or goods specified

inthisparagrph shall pay a less rate of
duty thin the highest rate imposed by
this section upon any of the materials or'
toods of which the same is composed:
RAMIE HAT BRAIDS.

(See Survey N-2.)

Description and we.8.-Ramie braid used for making hats, resembles silk braid, and may be made either by hand or by machinery,
as other hat braid.
(For hat braids made of straw, chip, grass, palm leaf, horsehair,
etc., see paragraphs 1406 and 1430.)
Produition of ramie hat braid is not very extensive. Importers
state that the demand in this country has ceased entirely. Switzerland. is the chief producer, but Italy, Germany, and France also
make some braids. The raw material comes almost wholly from
China and Formosa.
Impors.-In 1914 imports of ramie hat braids were valued at
$3,018; those of manufactures of ramie hat braids were valued at
$153. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yar.

Quantty.

Valuv.

Duty.

valore

rate.

RAMIE HAT BRAID$.
Ya0d..
............ , $ 25
1918 ......................
7,0100
ISO
119
............................. t

19.0

12 (9Ri

):..:::.

120

...

a.02

16

i
50
00

Per cent.
40
40

..... ......

MANUFACTURES OF RAMIE HAT BRAIDS (HATS)i

1 ........... .
.
............
1 (0m hti)............................

Numberr,

2D
278

1.43S

71470
139

40
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Suggested change8.-In view of the small quantity and value of
ramie hat braid and manufactures of ramie hat braid imported and
produced in the United States separate classification thereof appears
unnecessary. Furthermore, the exception of this paragraph from
the operation of paragraph 1430 would make such articles as embroidered ramie hate or ramie hats in part of lace dutiable at the same
rate as ramie hats not embroidered, under this paragraph. If this
paragraph should be retained the express exclusion of mnufactures
of ramie hat braids embroidered or appliqued or in part of lace
would apparently &void such classificatiQn.
PARAGRAPH 1405.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDM

S.

PAR. 1405. Boots. shoes, or other footwear the uppers of which are composed
wholy or in chief value of wool, cotton,
ramie, animal hair, fiber, silk or substitutes therefor, whether or not the soles
are composed of leather, wood, or other
material, 25 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

[No corresponding provision.]

ACT OF 1913.,

[No corresponding provision.]

FOOTWEAR, COMPOSED OF WOOL, COTTON, ETC.

Description and uses.-This line of footwear is distinct from leather
footwear. It it not made in factories which are equipped to make
leather shoes.
Production.-Official figures covering footwear of this description
are not available for 1914, but for 1919 the Census reports the production of 19,896,000 pairs of canvas shoes with rubber soles valued
at $25,177,000. The National Association of Felt Shoe Manufacturers state that 24 of their 27 members reported 17,328,895 pairs
produced in the year ended July 1, 1920, and- that sales amounted to
nearly $24,000,000. Felt used in the manufacture of this class of
footwear is imported.
Importe.-Not shown in official statistics. Imports are principally
from Germany, Englond, Austria, Japan and Turkey, and consist
almost. entirely of low cuts or slippers. Felt boots are not imported
to any extent.
Export&.-None recorded.
Impotant changes in dassticaii.--Separate classification has
been provided for -boots, shoes, or other footwear the uppers of which
are composed wholly or in chief value of wool, cotton, ramie, animal
hair, fiber, or silk, regardless of the material in the sole. These
articles come within various paragraphs of the existing law accord,
ing to material, such as 256, 291, 308, 317, and 530.
Suggested change8.-If "substitutes" is not to be limited to silk
or" should be inserted after
"fiber," and a comma after "silk," and
"therefor" changed to '"for any of the forego ing.)
The wotds i"or not,' page 150, line 4, Ii. R. 7456, should be

omitted.
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PARAGRAPH 1t06.
ORNPATE AM NDMBNTS#.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1406. Braids, plaits, laces, and
willow sheets or squares, composed
wholly or in chief value of straw, chip,
=, ss,
h leaf, willow, osier,rattan, real
horsehar, cuba bark, or manila hemp,,
suitable for making or ornamenting hate,
bonnet, or hoods, not bleached, dyed
colored, or stained, 13 per centum ad
valorem; bleached, dyed, colored, or
stained, 17 per centum ad valorem; hats,
bonnets, and hoods composed wholly or
in chief value of any of the foregoing
materials, whether wholly or 'art '
manufactured, but not blocked or
trimmed, 26 per centum' ad valorem;
blocked or trimitied, 33* per centum ad
valorem; straw hats known as harvest
hats, valued at less than $3 per dozen,
20 per centum ad valorem; all other men's
hats, composed avholly or in chief value
of any of the foregoing materials, whether
wholly or partly manufactured, not
blocked or blocked, not trimmed or
trimmed, if sewed, 40 per centum ad
valorem. But the terms "grass" and
"straw" shall be understood to mean
these substances in their natural form
and structure, and not the separated
fiber thereof.

ACT O 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 422. Braids, pjaits, laces, and
willow sheets or squares. composed
wholly or in chief value of straw. chip,
grass, palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan,
real horsehair, cuba bark, or manila
hemp, suitable for making or ornamenting hats, bonnets, or hoods, not bleached,
dyed, colored, or stained, fifteen per
centum ad valorem; if, bleached, dyed,
colored, or stained, twenty per centum
ad valorem; hats,' bonnets, and hoods
composed wholly or in chief value of
straw, chip, grass,, palm leaf, willow,
osier, rattan, cuba bark, or manila hemp,
whether wholly or partly manufactured,
but not trimmed, thirty-five per centum,
ad valorem; if trimmed, fifty per centum,
ad valorem. But the terms "grass" and
"straw" shall be understood to mean
these substances in their natural form
and structure, and not the separated
fiber thereof.

PAR. 335. Braids, plaits, laces, and
willow sheets or squares, composed
wholly or in chief value of straw, chip,
gras, palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan,
real horsehair, cuba bark, or manila
'emp, suitable for making or ornamenting
hats, bonnets, or hoods, not bleached.
dyed, colored, or stained, 15 per centum
advalorem; if bleached, dyed, colored,
or stained, 20 per centum ad valoren;
hats, bonnets and hoods composed
wholly or in chief value of straw, chip,
grass, palm leaf, willow, osier, rattan,
cuba bark, or manila hemp whether
wholly or partly manuactureA, but not
block d or trinimed, 25 per centum ad
valorem; if blocked or trimmed, and in
chief value of such materials, 40 per
ad valorem. But the terms
centum
"grass" and "straw" shall be understood
to mean these substances in their natural
form and structure; and not the separated
fiber thereof.-

STRAW BRAID8 AND STRAW HATS.
9

(See Survey l-2.)

De8cription and use.-Straw hats may be divided into two general
elasse- according to process of manufacture: (1) Sewn-braid hats,
(2) woven hat bodies, including Panamas, Leghorns, Javas, etc,
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The pincipal business of straw-hat factories in the United States
is the production of sewn-braid hats i. e, hats made by sewing plaits
or braids of straw or other vegetable fibers into the shape of hat
bodies. Woven-body hats are shaped, finished, and triinmed in
American factories. The manufacture of sewn-braid hats constitutes
the bulk of the business in'everay large straw-hat factory.
Hat braids used in the manufacture of men's and women's straw
hats are not produced to any extent in the United States.
Production.-In 1914 there were 149, manufacturers of straw hats
with 9,483 employees receiving wages of $5,253,000; capital invested
was $12,589,000; cost of materials, $14,086,000; and product was
valued at $25,444,000-an increase over 1904 of 70 per cent in employees and of more than 100 per cent in capital, wages paid, and
value of product. The industry centers largely in NewYork, Massachusetts, and Maryland. About 45 per cent of the production was
of men's hats. In 1919 there were 147 establishments with products
valued at $31,920,000. It is estimated that the entire output of
men' straw hats in 1920 amounted to $20,000,000, of which about
$12,000,000 was sewed hats.
The manufacture of hats of straw and similar material is well
developed in Japan, Italy, England, France, and in Colombia,
Ecuador, and Mexico.
Imporlt in 1914 of braids, plaits, laces, and willow sheets or squares
composed of straw, etc not bleached, dyed etc., were: $5,891,258
dutiable and $13,845 (from the Philippines) free; bleached, dyed,
etc., $356,698. The values of hats, bonnets, and hoods of these
materials were: Not trimmed, $425,026; not blocked or trimmed
$3,919,218 dutiable and $232,777 (from the Philippines) free;
trimmed, $21,355; blocked or trimmed, $881,762 dutiable and $62
(from the Philippines) free. In 1914 more than one-half the braids,
etc., came from Japan, the rest mainly from France, England, Italy,
and Germany. 01 the hats, bonnets, and hoods of straw, etc.,
imported in 1914, more than one-half came from Japan and Colombia,
the rest largely from Italy, England, Ecuador, Mexico, and France.
Later statistics follow:
Braids, plait., lacs, and willow sheet or squares of straw, chip, etc.
Unit
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

vaiue,

Advaklm
Dute.

NOT BLEACHED, DYED, OR COLORED.

1918 ...................
1919 .......................
1920 .......................
1921 (9 months) .......

..........
, ...........

Yard*.

...........
s8,014,s ... ..
$1,195,36
2,351,608,722 9,277,712 ......
1,388,449
1,710,00,622 9,909,421
.006 1j479,832
,005 ............
86, 706,079 4,383,280

BLEACHED, DYED, OR COLORED.
1918 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..
12............................J
191(9 months)......... ..

. .i . . .
22,739,50
20 046

Per et.

15
15
15
15
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Straw halo,
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit
Vrate.

Duty.

Ad vulorem

NOT BLOCKED OR TRIMMED.
1918
...........................
.2,711,943...........
620,"s
1919 ..........................
1,079
3,814,88
$0.252
818,426
1920 ..................................
18,691,421 4,770,858
.285
997,286
1921 (9 months) ...................
1 0,061,717 1,898,488
.188 ............

20
20
20
20

BLOCKED OR TRIMMED.
1918...............................
...........
1919 ..............................
10,854
1920 ..................................
710,210
1921 (9 months)....................681,994

198,097 ......
0.s,133
1o820
$1.5
88,298
984,470
1.315
358,252
861,100
1.
........

40
40
40
40

In 1920 about one-half of the material for straw hats was imported
from China, and over 35 per cent from Japan. The other countries
from which braids were imported in their order of importance were
Italy, England, Switzerland, and France. Of the straw hats not
blocked imported in 1920, over 20 per cent came from Italy about
19 per cent from Colombia, 12 per cent from Japan, and tle rest

principally from Mexico, Ecuador, and Dutch 9ast Indies. Considerable quantities are imported from the Philippines free of duty.
Straw hats not blocked are principally of the woven-body type. Of
the straw hats blocked or trimm' d about 45 per cent came from
Japan and about 40 per cent from England and less than 10 per cent

from Italy.

Important changf in. dasftcation.-The important changes made
in H. R. 7456 with respect to straw hats are those relating to men's
hats. Straw hats known as harvest hats, valued at less than $3 per
dozen, are specially provided for. This classification was inserted
in order to provide a lower rate of duty on straw hats worn principally
by farmers and other persons in rural districts. The other change
provides for a higher rate of duty on men's hats, "if sewed," thus
distinguishing them for tariff purposes from men's woven hats.
8u/gested c ane8.-Imitation Panama hats made of tissue paper
are being imported from Japan in considerable quantities. As
manufactures of t's~ue paper they are dutiable at 30 per cent under
paragraph 323 of the act of 1913.
The exception of this paragraph from the operation of paragraph
1430 would make such articles as embroidered hats or hats in part
of lace dutiable at the same rate as such hats not embroidered, under
this paragraph. Express exclusion of hats, etc., embroidered,
appliqu6d, or in part of lace would apparently prevent such result.
Women's hats, if sewed, are not included in the last bracket of
paragraph 1406.
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PARAGRAPH 1407.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7458.
PAR. 1407. Brooms, made of broom
corn, straw, wooden fiber, or twigs, 15
per contum a1 valorem; tooth brushes
anl other toilet brushes, 35 per eontum

al voloromi all other brushes not specially provided for, including feather
dusters and hair pencils ir. quills or otherwis3, 30 per cantum ai valorem.

ACT OF 1913.

ACTOF 1909.

PAR. 336. Brooms, made of broom corn,
PAn. 423. Brushes, brooms, and feather
dusters of all kinds, and hair pencils in straw, wooden fiber, or twigs, 15 per
quills or otherwise, forty per centum ad centum ad valorem; brushes and feather
dusters of all kinds, and hair pencils in
valorom.
quills or otherwise, 35 per centum ad
valorem.
BROOMS.
(See Survey N-3.)

Description and ume8.--Brooms for sweeping floors and streets,
cleaning ceilings and hearths, and ordinary whisk brooms usually are
made of the tops of broom corn. Brooms for brewers' use are made
of bristles; street and push brooms, of brass and steel, rattan, basswood fiber, or split bamboo. Those made of broom corn, straw, and
wooden fiber and twigs, included hereunder, compose the bulk of the
brooms used.
Productionof brooms in 1914 was valued at $14,085,000, of which
those made from broom corn were valued at $13,800,000. The total
production of brooms in 1919 amounted to $30,094,000.
Imports.-Tie value of brooms imported in 1914 amounted to
$3,640. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.
Number.

191S
...........................................
..................... [55,621
1919 ..........
1147,144
192) .................................
'80,433
121 (9 months) ............................

Value.

Unit value.

Ad

Duty. • valorem
rate.

87,831 ............
$1,173
80.14
1,173
17,874
.15
3,281
'21,902
.10 ..........
18,176

Per cent.
15
15
15
i5

Includes a small amount from the Fhilippines, free of duty.

Exports.-The value of brooms exported in 1914 amounted to
$135,207, of which one-half went to Panama, Mexico, and Canada.
Later statistics for calendar years are as follows: 1918, $157,885;
1919, $292,729; 1920, $330,26 7; 1921 (nine months), $92,986.
The export trade in brooms with Mexico and Canada declined in
1919 and 1920 while that with Panama and Cuba increased. Exports
to Ireland in the years 1919 and 1920 amounted respectively to
$113,900 and $134,883, being almost as much as was exported to all
other countries.
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BRUH.

(See Survey N-4.)
De8ciption,and ues.-Brushes may be divided into three classes:
(1) Toilet, tooth, hair, nail, hand brushes, etc.- (2) painters' and
artists' brushes; and (3) all other brushes, including feather dusters.

Hair pencils and artists' brushes are made of soft hairs and are used
by artists, decorators, stripers, and letterers. Toilet brushes and

painters' brushes are made of bristles.
Production.-The Bureau of the Census reports the value of the
output in 1914 as $17,894,000, divided as follows: Toilet brushes,
$2,675,000; paint and varnish brushes, $7,303,000; and all other,
$7,916,000. The output of feather dusters and hair pencils is not
reported separately. In 1919 the production of all brushes was
valued at $39,030,000.
Imports.--In 1914 the value of all brushes imported into the
United States amounted to $2,171,615, of which $682,003 came from
France, $665,952 from Japan, $514,240 from Germany, $267,734
from England, and $29,734 from Austria. The increase in imports

from Japan during the war period more than offset the decline in
imports from Europe. Later statistics follow:
Calendar yea.

Quantity.,

Value.

Unit value.

JDuty
daoe

TOOTH BRUSHES AND OTHER TOILET BRUSHES.

yumbe.

....

1918..
i ..........
$ 1,528,244 .........
'$534s,8as5
.... ................................. i't2 ,O,04,S 11, 7,60 I '3O.05 | 440,184
.05
776,406
... ................... I 86,476,920 2,215,446 1
19M...." .
1920..............................
41,437,232 18,594,100I
.09 1,,

1921 (9m .onths).........................23,3a,062 1, 76521 .......... ............

Per cewa.
35
M
35

FEATHER DUSTERS.

21,801
1918
...........................
498,38
1919 .......................
.
1920 .....................................
1921 (9months) ...........................

,28

04

$780

5178
58.01
11,30

$276

.01

812
4,05

.

35

35
35
335

HAIR PENCILS.
1918 ........
......... r ..........
1919 .....................................
120.....................................

191 (9 months)..........................

1311,125
737,450
1,12,043
1,03,717

'$4,132
7,081
24,870

$0.01

.01
.02

14,613 ............

I

'$1,448

2,478
8,704

............

3

.35

33
35

ALL OTHER BRUSHES x. s. r. r.

1918 ..................................
1919 ....................................

1920 ....................................
..........................
1921 (9 mouths)

IBrushes, Jan. I to Juno 80.
ITolet brushes, July 1 to Dec. 31.

I July Ito Dee. 31.

4,99,196 $104,0i1

$0.02

464,M

.04

6,228,647
1,775,716
8,437,551

175,372

114,530

.03

.......

' ,0,,631
61,377
182,512
..

.

35

3s
35
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In 1920 the general imports of toilet brushes from Japan amounted
to 49,474,118 valued at $3,831,886. England, France, and Ger.
many were afso exporting considerable quantities of these brushes
in 1920.
Exports.-Official statistics do not show exports of brushes by
classes or grades. Exports of brushes aggregated $449,909 in 1914.
With the exception of the years 1915 and 1916, Canada has been the
chief country to which brushes have been exported. Later statistics
for calendar years are as follows: 1918, $1,099,016; 1919, $1,470,555;
1920, $2,085,821; 1921 (nine months), $945,180.
Important Ckange8 in cisificaion.-Specific provision is made for
toilet and other brushes.
Confiding proViW*os.-This paragraph and paragraph 29 are in
conflict in respect to brushes haring backs or handles of compounds
of pyroxylin.
S uted changes.-The phrase "in quills or otherwise" should
modify hair pencils only. A comma inserted after duiters would
more clearly restrict the phrase to hair pencils.
PARAGRAPH 1408.
H. R. 7456.

SENATEB AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1408. Bristles, sorted bunched,
or prepared, 7 cents per pound.

AOT OF 1913.

AOT OF 1909.
PAR.

424. Bristles, sorted, bunched, or

PAR. 337. Bristles, sorted bunched, or

prepared, seven and one-half cents per prepared, 7 cents per pounJ.
pound.

BRISTLES,

(See Survey N-4.)
Des.r'ption and
.e&-Brisflesare the strong hairs growing on
the back (and to some extent on the sides) of thehog, wild boar, and
certain other animals. They are extensively used in brushes and by
shoemakers and saddlers. The best bristles come from the cold
regions of the Temperate Zone. (For crude products, see par. 1536.)
Productjon.-Th" small and immature bristles obtained from
slaughterhouses (as a by-product of the pork-packing industry) are
short and inferior. Russia supplies the finest grade, the hairs being
much longer and stiffer than those of American bristle-bearing
animals. China, however, with a somewhat inferior product, supplies from 60 to 75 per cent of the bristles we require for paint brushes.
Import.-In 1914 imports of sorted, bunched, or prepared bristles
were 3,551,081 pounds, valued at $3,255,554, of which 1,410,373
pounds, valued at $934,211 came from China. The revenue aggregated $253,753 in 1914. Bristles are also imported from England,
France, and Germany. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.
1918.......................................
...............
1920878
...
.

1921
(9months) .......

..........

Quantity.
Pound.

3,820,718
2,97108
1

246,61

Value.
$6,065,898
8557,482
57

Unit value.

Duty.

$1.32
S87145
1.87
207,97
2 8....................
2.08
20861

a=
Pir cent.
.29
&.74

4,330501 ................................... 3.40
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Imports from Germany were cut off during the war, but bristles
are now being imported from that country, amounting, in the calendar
year 1920, to 53,245 pounds, valued at $208,470. Imports from
apan in 1920 amounted to 133,805 pounds, valued at $694,433.
Before the war imports from Japan were small.
Exports.-Bristles of the quality required in brush making are not
produced in the United States and consequently there are no domestic
exports.

_

PARAGRAPHI 1409.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 74506.
PAR. 1409. Button forms of lastirgs, mohair or silk cloth, and manufacturers of
other material, in patterns of such size,
shape, cr form as to be fit for buttors ex.
clusively, an,.[ not eXceedirg tbrvo inches
in any one cimension, 10 per centum ad
valcrem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 426. Button forms of lasting, mo,

hair cr silk cloth, or other manufactures
of cloth, woven cr made in patterns of
such size, shape cr form as to be fit for
buttons exclusively, and not exceeding
three inches in any ono dimension, ten
per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 338. Button forms of lasting, moohair or silk cloth, or other manufactures
of cloth, woven or made in patterns of
such size, shapo, cr form as to be fit for
l)uttois exclusively, and not exceeding
eight inches in any one dimension, 10 per
centum ad valorem.

BUTTON FORM01 ETC.
(See Report T. I. S. - 4.)

Description and use.-Button forms included in this paragraph arc

pieces of cloth, of whatever composition, of a shape and size fit for
use only as coverings for buttons Lasting is usually a strong and
durable worsted fabric woven with a double or three-ply warp and
single filling into a twill or satin weave.
Productin.-No information available.

Imports in 1914 were valued at $19,183.
Calendar year.

Later statistics follow:
Vai e.

Duty.

Ad
rate.

valrein

Ptr vWr,.

1918 ................................................................
1919 ................................................................
192....
..
.......... ..........................

1921 (9months) ...................................................

$70

5
1,~34
890

$8

'3

164

Io

89

IJ
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PARAGRAPH 1410.

S3N AT2 AcNWXZ*TS.

H. R.7466.
PAR. 1410. Buttons of vegetable ivory,
finished or partly finished, 1 cents per
line per gross; vegetable ivory button
blanks, not turned, faced or 'drilled,'
three-fourths of I cent per line per gross;
buttons of pearl or shell, finishedpr partly
finished, 1j cents per line per gro; pearl
or shell button blanks, not turned, faced,
or drilled, 1fcents per line per gross; and,
in addition thereto, on all the foregoing.
15 per centin ad valorem: Provied,That
ph
the term "line" as used in this p
shall mean the line button measure of one.
fortieth of one inch.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF .1913.

PAR. 427. Buttons or parts of buttons
and button molds or blanks, finished or
unfinished, shall pay duty at the following rates, the line-button measure being
one-fortieth of one inch, namely: * * *
buttons of pearl or shell, one and onehalf cents per line per gross; buttons of
* * * vegetable ivory, * * * not
specially provided for in this section,
throe-fourths of one cent per line per
gross, and in addition thereto, qn all the
foregoing articles in this paragraph, fifteen
*
per centum ad valorem;

PAR. 339. Buttons of vegetable ivory
in sizes thirty-six lines and larger, 35 per
centum ad valorem; below thirty-six
lines, 45 per centum ad valorem; buttons
of shell and pearl in sizes tWenty-oix lines
and larger, 25 per centum ad valorem*
below twenty-six lines, 45 per centunt ad.
valorem; ,* * * parts of buttons and

button molds or blanks, finished or unfipnhed, * * * all the foregoing
4 * 40 per centum ad valorem.

VEGETABLE IVORY, BUTTONS$
(6ee Report T. 1. B.-4.1)

Description and wses.-Vegetable ivory button are made from

tagua 'nuts which grow in northern South America and in Panama.
A similar nut, the "palma durn, from' Africa- has been much used
?
in Italy. (See par. 1664, p. 1450.)
The vegetable ivory button is the button generally used on men s
and women's coats and suits,
Production increased from 2,470,000 gross, valued at $1,300,000, in
1904, to 5,125,000 gross, valued at $2,885,000, in 1914, and to 7,835,000
gross (not including trouser buttons), valued ai, $7,676,000, in 1919.
1941. Germany ar Italy
There were 22 factories in this country in of
wore important producers and exporters vegetable ivory buttons
before the war. 'At present (1921) Italy is the most important exporter, and Germany is again doing a large business in these buttons.
Imports into the Unitid States of tagua nuts increased from over
23,000,000 pounds, valued at $790,000, in .1912, to about 51,700,000
pounds, valued at over $425,000, in 1917. In the calendar year 1920
almost 50,000,000 pounds, worth $2,550,000, were imported, of which
Ecuador sent 66.2 pper cent, Colombia 23.4 per cent, and Panama 8.3
per cent.
82304".22---,70
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Imports into the Unit d :Sta", imv 1918 (fiscal year) were 32,128

gross valued as $13, 24.. The import value rangoj fFoI+

,00to

$50,000 a year. Later statistics follow:
Quantity

Calendar yr.

Vau.

jvlti.

A

I4
VEGETABLE-IVORY BUTTONS-36,LIME8 *ND JAGER.,
1918 ........... ...........................
........................
1919 .....
1920 ..................................

1921 (9moths) ............................

Gross.
4,928
1,631
1,28

3,038

$6,006
7345
2,238

720v

11.02

$1,752

1.74 |

92

2.40

Pe et

I.

35
35
35

324

VEGETABLE-IVORY, BUTTONS-BELOW 38 LINES.
1918 ......................................
1919 .......... ................ ...... ...
190..............

1921 (9mont)

................

.....

14,177
.. 151
9, 862

16, 874

$3,431
160
3, 710

4,844

$0.24
1.06
.38

.29

.

1,544
72
1,670

2,180

45
45

45

EzPort are sent in small amounts to several countries of South

Aeica. Exports to Canada'for the three years. 1919 to 1921
averaged about $35,000 p~er year.,
Important ckangen_ ,sicYa.ion.-This paragraph elimi=ates the
provision of the act of 1913 (par. 339) dividing these buttons into
two claa'se, ''36 lines and larger" anS ",below, 36 lines." Specific
rates per line per gross varying in amount depending upon the condlition of the blank or button are added.
Suggested clnge*--Horn,buttons,' being used for the identical
purposes as vegetable-ivory buttons, mostly on men's and womet's
clothing and being very similar in rice, could well be placed in the
owe proymions as.,veg tabla ivory.
,EA

R SHELL BUTrONS.

. exportt'.X..-4.)
Description and ee.--Ocean-peal buttons are" made of several
ta eies of salt iwafr:mollusca, ciefyfromh the waters off the coasts
16fOania alld Asia.' Th quality #arte greatly_'with the shell.
cents to
Wholesalepri6cfior the sk ne sizedbuttons range" from 10wear
-and
women's
n
$1.20 per gross. '"the bettr radeu are used
shells
the
from
knade
Jliefi's shfits. 'Fesh-watzr pearl buttons are
of musseld 'obtained in rivers -tjd lakes. They are, on the whole,
6heapiftgrade of buttons than those of ocean pearli'.
PiOducti n of oceah-p'al buttons in the Unitod States in 1918 wits
by 112 establishmentta. In 1914 the output bf ocean-pearl buttons
wak over i,500,000 gross, valued at $2,489,000; in 1919'the output was
',892,000 gVossn valued at $6,564,000. Our pr6dtuetionmof fresh-watert
overi'21000,000'gross, valued at about
o
6arl 'bton in-7114;'waS
at $7,450,000, and thie
$4,800,000. The output for 1916 was valuedgross,
valued at $8,200
23,969,000
was
production in 1919 (census)
$2,219,000
000. Imports of shells (unmanufactured) amounted to
10,071,15
to
1917,
in
$2,435,000
to
in 1912, to $1,328,000 in 1915,

10
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pouxt in 1920, emd,to 3,81 5912 pound, Valuedat $1,177,024 in 1921

valued ,t: $3,144,786., Austriar.Iungary long maintained a.practiid

moppqly of,the qcea-pearl button industry, but the development of
a ometc fresh water peal industry caused Austrie imports almost
to dsappear. Japan is a. important producer and large exporterof
bothoewa.Jd fioJwster pearl buttons, sending very large quantities to the United States and other button-importing countries.
Japa,.xportWd,ovr 18,000,000 gross of all kinds of pearl buttons in
1918, valued at $4,216,978. . The ,volume has been less in later years.
Imports of pearl or shell buttons in 1918 amounted to 4,784,041
gross, valued at $913,721, and in 1921 to 2,412,935 gross ,valued at
$1,099,643, practically all of which came from Japan and the Philippines, about 8900,000 worth from Japan, and $200,000 (free) from
the Philippines. The estimated Japanese output of fresh-water
pearl buttons for 1917 was abouk 600,000 gross of first-class buttons
and over 1,000,000 gross of inferior gades.
Over 80 per cent of all the pearl uttons imported are below 26
lines. Prices on most imported pearl buttons are low compared with
the domestic product, and the great quantities of these buttons in the
domestic market have resulted in severe competition with domestic
producers. The lower price is said to be less than the cost of cutting
the blanks in the United States as reported in a brief submitted by
the Button Manufacturers' Association to the United States Tariff
Commission. Imports for 1918-1921 have been as follows:,
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Vajue.

I

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem

rate.

PEARL OR SHELL BUTTONS-BELOW 26 LINES.

1918..........................
14,9

(roOU.

.

367

1919................................
1920...
192
...

91

......

.....

.).

.

mnths)....... .................

736,0780

3,272

50.47.............
.48

20,404

90,078

8()...........

3,730,279
258,937
576,943

915,393
148,980
864,637

.25
411,927
.58 ............
.35
402,(587

0042

073,4so

.37

PEARL OR DHELL BUTTONS-2

1918
1919 ........................................
......
199..............

1920 ...............................
1921 (9months) ..............

.......

.16

" %a 79.4

Per cenU.
(I)24

45
()

4

45

*0,,6

LINES AND LARGER.

22,299

$14,579

2.57,821
43,488
293,111

137,121
168,441
228,844

.63
4
.38 ............
67,211
.78

17,950'

11 So0

.66 .............

1185,008
230...
W 954
86,148

$0.6 ....

()
25

.(I)

25

.72
72 .... ......

B4,126
170,4168

74.'4217

-.2

09,762

1926

25

1741

From the Philippines, free.

General imports of pearl buttons by principal countries are shown
as follows:
. apan.:

1918 ...............................................................
1919 .............................................

1920 .............................................

$471,8
MA
1,175,
.1,

47,4 04

Philippine ,
Islands
(free). t Ezglaud.

S,51
112'519
2 , 112

$320
49, 431

#,8

1108
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&poyo of pearl buttons in1918 (fiscal year) amounted to $800,666,
of which $403,019 went to Europe, $222,017 to North America and
$61,100 to South America., Previous statistics are not available.
Statistics for later calendar years.folloi: 1918, $681,948; !919,
$7 10, 7 27jl1920, $712,7141 1921, $142;884 :"
England and Canada are the principal counties to; whichMl the
United States ships pearl buttons.
* Important changes in daseicaion.-'This paragraph change the
act of 1913 (par., 389) by elminati the'ol e, "26-lines' and
argr and "below 26 lines," and substitutma speoiio duty per
line per gross.
BUTTON BLA9NK8 OF VEOETABLE IVORY, PARt, 0R SHELL.
.... BOO pp,104 '1433

l

"'

'

PARAGRAPH 1411.
X. R., 7486.

SENATE ,A

II)T.

PAR. 1411. Buttons commonly known

as agate buttons, 15 per centum ad val.
orem; parts of buttons and button nioldi
or banks, finished or unfinished, not
specially provided for, and all collar and
cuff buttons and studs composed wholly
of bone, mother-of-pearl, ivory, vegetable
ivory, or agate, and buttons not spe illy
provided for, 33 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 427. Buttons or parts of buttons
and button molds or blanks, finished or
unfinished, shall pay duty at the following
rates, the line-button measure being onefortieth of one inch, namely: Buttons'
known co' znercially as agate buttons,

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 339. * * * agate buttons and

shoe buttons, 15 per centum ad valorem;
Arts of buttons and button molds or
blanks, finished or unfinished, and all
collar and cuff buttons and studs comosed wholly of bone, mother-of-pearl,
or agate, all the foregoing and but* * * one-twelfth of one cent ter line i
tons not specially provided for in this
per gross; buttons , of bone,
one-fourth of one cent per line per section, 40 per centum ad valorem.
gross; * * * buttonsof horn, * * *
glass, * * * not specially provided

for in this section, three-fouiaths of one
cent per line per gross, and in addition
thereto, on all the foregoing articles in
this paragraph, fifteen 1Rer centum ad
valorem; shoe buttons made of paper,
board, papier-mach6, pulp or other similar,
material, not specially provided for in
this section, valued at not exceeding three
cents per gross, one cent per gross; * *
buttons not specially provided for in this
section, and all collar or cuff buttons and
studs composed wholly of bone, motherof-pearl, or ivory, fifty per centum ad
valorem.
PAR. 383. * * * buttons or barrel

buttons or buttons of other forms for tas-

sels or ornaments * * * any of the
foregoing made of wool or of which wool is
a component material, whether containing india rubber or not, fifty cents per

pound and sixty per centum ad valorem.

su

y, or U

1m09
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AGATE BUTTONS.

(See Report T. . 8.-4.)

Dacription, uses, and production.-Agate buttons are made of
feldspar end &clay similar to. tha', manufactured into porcelain, and
are used on cheap underwear, boys' waists, etc., and on shoes. Very
few, if any, have ever been made in this country.
Imports in 1918 (fiscal year), were 2,857,167 gross, valued 'at
$188,669. During the war imports were chiefly from France and
Japan, and averaged annually about 2,500,000 gross. Later statistics

follow:

Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ......................
................................
...............................
1921 (9months) .....................

.......

Gross.

2,163,350
1,482,652
2,429,270
,108, 341

Value.

Unit value.

$132,310

$0.00
07
.07
.06

110,708
18, 808
71,328

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

$19,847
16,806
24,586
10,699

Per cet*.
16
16
6
1

BUTTON MOLDS OR BLANKS.

(See Report T. I. S.--.)

De8cription.-Blanks or molds constitute material prepared especially to be manufactured into particular kinds of buttons.
Production in 1914 of button blanks for sale was 14,304,148 gross,
valued at $2,349,406, and was more than double the output of 1904;
the production in 1919 (census) was 13,093,000 gross, valued at
$3,092,000.
Import.'Only small quantities of blanks and parts are imported.
Some pearl shell blacks have been imported from Japan in recent
years. No statistics avaiabl6.
Exports.-No separate statistics (United States) available. Canadian statistics report a f4 thopand dollars worth of "animal
shell" blanks received ftZni the United States.
Suggested changes.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1113.
COLLAR AND CUFF BUTTONS AND STUDS.

(See Report T. i. S.-4.)
(See Schedule 3, paragraph 349, for other metal buttons; trouser, collar, and cuff, etc.)

Production in 1914 was 1,771,053 gross, valued at $56,251, includ-

ing some metal buttons. Production in 1919 (Census) was 974,000
gross, valued at $80,000.
Imports in 1918 (fiscal year) were valued at $577; in 1914, at
$52,125.' Later statistics follow:
Ad

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

valorem
rate.

('OLLAR AND CUFF BUTTONS OF BONE, MOTHER.OF-PEARL, IVORY, OR AGATE.
..

.

.

.

..........

. ....

.... .......

1921 19 months).................

........

or".

...

.4, i
14,89.

11,902

23.... ......

,3

6,38.
4,212

ID0

.43
.35

494
2,54
1,885

rer ceu.40

40
40
40

A11

j6

SitAR

1921.

10

jf',
I 4uawty,

Calendar ymr.

$ZTAL ,4014LAA GUEY, ACI1P DJI8S

11..
, l .......................
t

.
.......................................

VWaW.,

Duty.

11'A 610-M

3646

S,

1,206

,

I

.

valorem

JOVU2ENT50
ER DOBN

Dozen.

1I

1 ,058

1921-96?
(9 months) ..............................

Unit value.

0NS.RVAL Et

..................
.....................

12
192

Ad

$1
0.91

.7,

125
1,198

.50
.39

112
88

1.10
.71

19

,Cullar and cuff.

Per en.

$4

00

60

75
719

.60

61
411

0
60

'Dress.

* Exports. -None recorded.. Statistics of some other countries
report the import of small ' quantities of these buttons from the
United States.
Important change in dasstication.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1113.
BONE BUT qsO.,

,

(SwRopgrtT. 1,$.-),

Descripto . an4 us.-Bone but tons are made chiefly from the
o underwear,
wrests, and
aqd , re ,ued. mostlyy,
.
,
•
.+,, shin
tisdebones
flaps O
of cattle,
garments.
Produition.-In 1919 (Census) 2,171,000 gross were produced,
i:
valued at $509 000- the output in 1914 was 2,,199 OOQ gross valued
at $330,000. 9mal amounts are produced p ,-apan. +Formerly
"Gernmany practically controlled the export trade.
import aggregated, 30,289 gross, valufd at $11,318 in 1918; 35,572
gross, valued
at $4,24 in j915; 2,279 gross, valued at $492n 1916;
19 7 (,sc4 years).. Later
and 10, 4 4 4 gross, valued at$1,89
statistics

OW:.....

.

Quantity.

Calendar year.

V,

910..
19:(Va

,$1..8..3.........9,.,........., .... :
.4
. ... .... ..................
,.,
........
.out
.s).......................

Value.:

Oros$..20,
T,
17,4

,*, .

"

$1i081

.700
111

Duty.
Unit
;. value. ,,rate.
.$,4

. '.1

>,

Ad

valorepi

.
4,432 Per , 40
40
3,7
40
755

40

Export.-None recorded, but small a counts+arm sent to various
countries.
GLASS BUTrONS.

(See Report T.

I. 8.--4.)

De8Cription and uses.-These buttons are made from glass rods,
sometimes called "fusible enamel," in a great variety of sizes, shapes,
and colors, and are described as "fancy buttons used largely for
women's wear"

Y
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Production in 1919 (Oensus) was 671,000 gross, valued st,$26A000
asotnpared withi,217,O00 gross valued at $100,000.in.194,4., Most of
our iborto of glass buttons come from Czehoslovakia.,:
,Imp o__wer 142 gros valued, at $448, in 1918, and, .1,000,00
gross, valued at $464,117, in 1914 (fiscal years). Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Ad
valorm
rate,

Duty.

Oroa.
G

118..,.,
..........
1919...................
1Q20.................................

.

....

1921 (9 months) ......................

i Per Owi.
429

$074

$1.57

$270

40

141,39
431 822

39,382
100,215

.27
.28

16,753
40,086

40
40

141394

44,146

.31

17,066

0

Exports.-Small quantities are now exported to Canada, outh
America, and other countries, but statistics are. lacking..
HORN BUTTONS.

(See Report T, I. .- 4)

Decri _oi and uw.:---Hom buttons are infthe main made fhop.the

horns and hoofs of domestic cattle; ' These button aroftoen nvade

in large sizes and are much used on suits, cloaks, and overcoats. England and Japan are large producers and exporters.

Produdion.-Eight factories employing about 600 persons were

making these buttons in 1918. The census of 1914 reported a production of 537,000 gross, valued at $299,487; the 1919 census reports
an output of 2,575,000 gross, vlued at' $1,111,000.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

........

1918 ...........................

1919 ....................
1920 .............................. #W,

1921 (9months)

.

...........

Gross.
220,157
121.711
281

28,120

Value.

"

I

Unit value.

9MO0-.1

4,320
33,60

61,0"

.83
1.23

1.82

Duty.

S/,0W

25,

" 2042
5,477

lAd
valorm
rate.

Per cMu.
40
's

40

Exporm.--Separate statistics are not avaiable.
(Se"e reeeeT,. 8.-..
.

Dewcriptim and uee.--Shoe buttons are made from a' number, of
materialk, the most important being' pipier-mich6; composition land
agate. Cheaper grades from Austria and Germany were agat'. The
domestic product is in the main made of papier-mch6.
Productw.-Twelve factories, chiefly in New England, gave an
output in 1914 of about 15,500 000 gross, valued at about $610,000.
The manufacture of papier-m&ch6 buttons greatly increased with the

1112
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olinination; of German and Austrian competition during the war.
In 1919 (census) production was 5,295,000 gross, valued at $832,000.
Imports in 1918 (fiscal year) were 46,684 gross,. valued at $31134;
inm'19 4t, over 570,000 grosj valuedatsabout621,,500. Laterstatistics
,
follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 .........................................
1919 ...............................
1920 ................................
1921 (9 months)...................

Oro".
44,152
3,010
120171
,762

Value.

$2,247
1,867
11,86
2,060

Unit value.

60.06
.62
.10
.23

Duty.

$337
280
1,778
30

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per cewn.
15
15
15
i

Exports.--Small quantities are exported but separate statistics
are not given.
Important changes in dassication,-.See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1113.
SILK BUTTONS.

(See Reprt T.I.S.--4.)
Import.-Statistics for silk and "all other," are given below; statistics of other kinds not available.
Quantity.
, ,

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit vohu

Duty.

Ad
valore
rate.

SILK BUTTONS.
Ormu
1918 ..................................................
3
1919 ............... .......................
.
178
1( ........................................
7,042
1921 monthsh) ..............................

1384............
. 33
13
.97
173
.26
1,783

ALL OTHER BUTTONS, N. s. P. Y.
.
Io.
I .. ..
I
:............:..
...
61I7
1........
0,30.......
1019. ............................
............
10,101
.

191113...................:........

.............
.
19M ...........

192 (9 Month).......................

'From the Philippines, free of duty.

. .

o.....
,i13...

202,684 ........

Per co,.
40
$148
0
5
69
40
40
713

... . .
131,847
42,121
91,61
81,02

(1)

40

40
40

'

Ezports.-The total domestiC exports of all buttons for the calendar
years 1918, 1919, 1920 and 1921 were as follows: $2,438,822, $3,296,687, $3,846,830, and $1,033,573, respectively. Canada, England,
exported
were also
were the
and
Argentina
viz:
buttons,
of foroei
amountsThere
teprincipal
follgwi markets,
for the
same periods
,
I$14,820, $20,191t $70,670,, and $13,747.

SUMIA,
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MESCELLANEOUS.
(See Report T. LS.-- 4.)

Decription and

me.-There are numerous kinds of buttons coming
The celluloid, composition, wood, and covered buttons, are o great
under the "not specially provided for" clause of this paragraph.

importance in domestic manufacture. Silk, crochet, galalith, and
many other kinds are also included under this paragraph.
Produciorn.- celluloid (plastic) buttons to the amount of 623,000
gross, valued at $724,000 were produced in 1914 (Census); for 1919 the
same source gives a production of 2,210,000 gross, valued at $3,323,000.
Covered buttons produced in 1914 (Census) amounted to 3,017,000
gross, valued at $1,600,000; although the quantity decreased to 2,872000 gross in 1919, the value increased to $1,769,000.Other buttons not specified in the 1914 census amounted to 2,001,-

000 gross, valued at $696 000 In 1919 the production had increased
to 4,364,000 gross, valued at only $523 000.
Production. of the many other kinds is not definitely known.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important change in clam8ication.-The provision for collar and
cuff buttons and studs of vegetable ivory is new.
Shoe buttons specifically mentioned in paragraph 339 of the act of
1913 are relegated to the provision for buttons not specially provided
for.
Sugggted chanes.-"Parts of buttons and button molds or blanks
finish ,or unfinished, not specially provided for," carry a duty of
38 per centum ad valorem, while a finished button under paragraph
349, carrying a duty-of a fraction of a cent per line per gross and 10
per centum ad valorem, might bb dutiable at a less rate than a part
of the same or similar button.

The expression "button blanks, not turned, faced, or drilled," is

said not to express the rocess of manufacture and to be meaningless
in the vegetable ivo gutton business. It is suggested that "vegetable ivory button blanls, not drilled, dyed or "nished" would be

proper.:

.____
PARAGRAPH 1412,
L R. 7456.

.

PAR. 1412. Cork bark, cut into squares,

cubes, or quarters, 8 cents per pound;
stoppers over three-fourlhs of one inch in

diameter, measured at the larger end and
disks,' wafers, and washers over three'
sixteenths of one inch in thicknem, made
from natural cork bark 20 cents pmr poupd;

made from artiiqhial or composition cork,
10 cents per pound; stoppers, three-

fourths of one ihe or le m diameter,
measured at ,the larger end, and disks
wafers, and washer throq-xtoenths R

one inch or lesw in tiicknew, made from
natural coik bark, 25 cente per pound;

0"B]IPNTB AMENDMENTS.
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H. R. 74586.

I

made from artificial or composition cork,,
,ial,
12* cents per pound; cork, artifi(
commonly known as competition or com.
iresed cork, manufacturer (toni (
waste or granulated cork, in the rough
of
not further advanced than in the forr %
dabs, blocks, or planks, suitable for
tnq iuto'stoppers, disks, liners, floats ,or
similar articles. 6 cents per pound; in r
or sticks suitable for the manulactun
disks, wafew, or washers, 10 cents per
pound; granulated or ground cork- cork.
insulation, wholly or in chief value
cork waste, granulated or ground cork, in
slabs, boards planks, or molded fori
cork tile; cork paper, and manufactui
wholly or in chief value of cork baskr
artificil cork and not specially provic
fbr, 25 pet ce tum ad valoti j
S. ACT QF,.I~

AT

AMENDMENTS.

ACT Or 1918.1

PAR. 429. Cork bark cut into squares,
PAR. t340. Cork bark, cut into squares,
cubes, or quarters, eight cents perp"oundf, "cubes; or quarters, 4 cents per pound;
manufactured corks over three-fourths of manufactured cork stoppers, over three.
an inch in ,diameter, measured at, larger, fourths of an inch in diameter, measur,,I
end, fifteen cents per pound; three-fourths, ,at the larger ond,, and manufactum4 cork
of an inch arid les in diameter, measured disks, wafers, or washers, over threvat larger end, twenty-fivo cents per pound; stxteenths'6f an Inch in thicnesf, 12
cork, artificial, -or cork substitutes manu- cents per pound; manufactured cork
factured from cork waste or granulated stoppers, three-fourths of an inch or loss
cork, and not otherwise provided for in, in diameter, measured at the larger end,
this section, six cents per pound; manu- and manufactured cork dioks, afers, or
factures wholly or in chiefvalu
cork ;washers, three.ixteenths of an inch or less
or of cork bark; or-of artifli
otkor cork in' thicknes.,1 cents per pound; cork,
substitutes ,auvnla$ed, Qr ground cork, artificial, or 'cork substitute manufafcnot specially provided for,in tisseqtion,, tuet from cork. water, or 0 nulaed
thirty per centumad valorem.
corks, end not otherwise prodded for iii
this s ction,8 ceits per pound; cork iii.ulation, "olly or in hef value of
,
granulated cork, in slabs, boards, plank.,
or, molded forms, * cent per pound; cork

paper, 35 per contum ad valorm; maiti-

.'1I

or iAt chief value of cork
C
f "ctde Wholly
or of cork bark, or of artificial cork or bark
.substitutes granulated or ground cork,
not specially provided for in this sectii,
,!.30
!
e utt ad valorem.

M4Mtf..CTUBS OF COR

(See Survey N
Descriptio and use.--Cork manufactures are of.two classes, those
cut from the natural cork bark, such as cork stoppers and disks used
in metallic crown corks, and products of composition cork., The composition is made from the waste or residue from natural cork cutting,
which is ground and baked in molds. Thepro es of molding differs
with the purpose for which the compostuon is intended; that for
insulation boid, for instance, is made entirely from natural cork
granules, the natural resin or gum serving as a binder when baked
under pressure, while in the composition fiom which disks f9r crown
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corks are cut a separate glutinous binder is used. Cork paper, made
by pasting very thin sheets of bark to paper, is used for cigarette
tips.

The uses of natural and composition cork are very numerous,

a complete listing being almost impossible, Portugal and Spain supply nearly all the-raw material. (See paragraph 1556.)
ProduCtm in 1914 was by 52 establishments (30 in New York and
10 in Pennsylvania), with a capital of $7,602,000, over 3,400 employ.
ees, and wages of $1,582,000. Materials used were valued at $4,751000, and the product at $7,875,000. In 1919 the number of establishments reported had increased to 62, with production valued at
$16,282,000.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $2,628,387; in 1916 at $878,268
in 1917, at $2,626,854. Imports are practically all from Portugal
and Spain. Statistics of imports of various forms of cork follow:
Value.
Quantity. YIII

Calendar year.

I Duty.

talent
E valorem.
Ia8d

CORK DISKS, WAFERS, OR WASHERS, , INCH OR LESS THICK.
Per
Percend. 0

198fPound*.

1918 ....................................................

1919 ..............

: ,:47.......
..................... ,...

2,010,4

i 316,5 0

7..
7,0047,948

830 512.

117,935

M ............... .
.. ..........
........... .
1,362,097"
906,429
207,4(05
1921 (9 months) ....
. .... ......
.....
450,010
344.2S8,81!1
CORK DISKS1 WAFERS, 04 WASHER$,. MOE THA$
'N
THICK.

.................

.....

1s........

,io19............
................................

71,112

.....

5M1&3

$46,4

411276
5
4

838,412

89
I8,36

....................... ,8
1921 monthsh)
.
......................................

2&.04

22.91

20.9.

,&8
1.8.
2,3.9
4 45.........1281

CORK STOPPERS f INCH OR LESS IN "DIAMETER AT LARGE END.4,ss
1918..:........... ,.................I
1919 ........
......... ..................................
64"W97
70,397
.
....... ...........
.........
1919
1920..................................0,6
19-21
(9 months) .....................................
6,909

.

'

20, 605
1265 . 89,683
150
11,460

15,604

,53

49,678

47.00
17.59
17.8'

...........

CORK STOPPERS OVER f INCH IN DIAMETER AT LARGE END.
1918 .............................................
1919 .

................ ,

.............

101,021

73,729

S............... ............ ""...................

87,96

1921 (9 months) ..................................

65,078

$72,42

50,966

$12,123

8,847

,04

8,151

27,42D

7,80... ......

16. 74
14.74

2D.63

CORK BARK CqTINTO SQUARES, CUBES, OR QUARTERS.
1918 ................................
1919...................

13 3,1291
81245
78
&7
,97431
3
.............. ...................... 1.0

.............

19j1 .....
ot......
. 8 21

CORK INSULATION WHOLLY OR OF CHIEF VALU

OF CORK WASTE, GRANULATED

OR GROUND CORK, IN SLABS, BOARDS, PLANKS, OR MOLDED FORMS.

1918

..........

.
919 ....
....
..........

1921 (0Omonts)

. ..

.

.

.

..

..

:....................

9000, 101
9...

6; (3, 02

4

4i

771123

421,108

S...
14 u'

2

164T

2.92,

W.

1116
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year.

uy

ARWYlhIoOl40R COMPOSITION COR 14ANUFACOTUREDo FROM VORK WAST& OR ORAN*

UTAATBD CORK AND NOT SPECIALLY PROVIDED PR9W

191............... ......
1921 ( otb..........................22

...... ........

17,3
41

j181

CORK PAPER.
1918 ................................................
1919 ........................

................... .

....

1 o....................................................

$110,65
.101,69

$0,833
35,549

35.00

17,193

6,017

.35.00

'162,600
8

1921 (9months)...........................

21,89

.00

35.00

MANUFACTURES WHOLLY OR IN CHIEF VALUE OF CORK OR ARTIFICIAL CORK AND
NOT SPECIALLY PROVIDED FOR,

1918

.................................................

*1919...
19=0 ............................
.......
1921 (9 months) ....................................... ;............

12.......8.
'13,8M8
30.00
K 9. 3 . 281..............
8
30.00
1 39,9809 I 11,99
30.00

Exports for the fiscal years 1914-1918 were valued at $462,199,

$211,795, $455,424, $541,579, and $847,377, respectively. Canada,
Australia, and Brazil were the chief purchasers of domestic cork
manufactures in 1914. Exports since 1917, by calendar years, have
been as follows: 1918, $996,821; 1919, $1,081,537; 1920, $2,002,174;

1921 (nine months) $580,597.

Canada, Miexico, Cuba, and Argentina

were the chief purchasers during these years.

PARAGRAPH 1418.

H. R. 7450.

SENATE AMZNDMEZNTS.

PAR. 1413. Dice, dominoes, draughts,

chemnen, and billiard, pool, and baga-

telle balls, and poker chips, of ivory, bone,
or other material, 40'per centum ad va-

lorem.

ACT 0F- 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 430. Dice, dominoes, draughts,
PAR. 341. Dice, dominoes, draughts,
chessmen, chew balls, and billiard , pool, chessmen chews balls, and billiard, pool,
and bagatelle Falls, of ivory, Fone, or bagatelle balls, and poker chips, of ivory,
other materials, fifty per centum ad va- bone, or other materials, 50 per centum
lorem.
ad valorem.

DICE, CHESSMEN, ETC.

(Bee Survey N-7.)
Produ" and export data are not available. Establishments engaged in the manufacture of these articles are not given a separate
classification by the census. France is the principle foreign manufacturer of articles within this paragraph.
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Impo&M of dice',domnoes,, draughts chessmen; etc., ihi 1914 were
valui" at $67;789 nearly all from aermany and Franco; i 1918
(fiscal year) three-f
'of importations came from FranCe, the rest
largely from Hongkon, Japan, and China. Later statistics follow:
usiXo s(d Or.

V ue.

101..................................

821,081

I9M...........................................
. . . ..
1921
(9 months) ...........................................

.W,

Duty.

Ad
valom

os0
&V

I ...................
2FZM
519BI

40

PARAGRAPH 1414.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDXNTS.

PAR. 1414. Dolls, and parts of (1olls,
doll heads, toy marbles, ol whatever materials composed, air rifle., toy balloons,
toy books without reading matter other

than letters, numerals, or descriptive
words, bound or unbound, and parts
thereof, and all other toys, and parts of
tovs, not composed of china, porcelain,
parian, risque, earthen or stone ware,
and not specially provided for, 40 per
centum ad valorem.

ACT O
PAR. 412. *

1909.

ACT OF 1913.

* * books of paper or

other material for children's use, not exceeding in weight twenty-four ounces
each, six cents per pound; * * *.
PAR. 431. Dol s, and parts of dolls, doll
heads, toy marbles of whatever materials

PAR. 325.

*

*

*

books of paper or

other material for children's use, lithographically printed in whole or in part,
not exceeding in weight twenty-four
ounces each, 4 cents per pound; * *

*.

342. Dolls, and parts of dolls, doll
comp sed, and all other toys, and parts of heads, toy marbles of whatever materials
toys, not composed, of china, porcelain composed, and all other toys, and parts of
parian, 1,isque, earthen or stone ware, and toys, not composed of china, porcelain
not specially provided for in this section, parian, bisque, earthen or stone ware, and
thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
not specially provided for in this section,
35per centum ad valorem.
PAR.

PAR. 132.*

*

*

air-rifles,

*

and parts thereof, 15 per centum ad valorem.
Ye.

(See Survey N-7.)

Decription-and uee.-Toys, under the judicial decisions, are play-

things intended and designefor the amusement of children only, and
by their very nature and character reasonably unfit for other use.
(IlIfelder v. United States, I Ct. Cust. Appls., 109, of 1910; Carson,
etc., v. United States, 2 Ct. Cust. ApplB., 386, of 1911.)
Produdion.-Available figures cover toys and games in general. In
1914 there were 290 manufacturers of toys and games, with an output
valued at $13,757,000) a capital of $10,484,000, and 7,887 employees.

Before the war Germany supplied a larg part of the world's demand

trio

;l;1l.
F4U# 4av
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M9p.

.for toyfy In
O1919Athere, werv, 54L.PtaA1"
,Wnt ngaged, iai the
x a4uWare o(tys and gane, the product Wmounting to $45,720,000.
The Toy M~p trers
o
onreprtt.ttin 1914-there were
WQco~o~raa
M1JritQdi.te
SWtAs .m"W4uring doll, and ,thot the
product amounted to $1,000,000, and in 1919, 48 concerns with a
product valued at $9,000,000.
INPrts.-In 1914.imports amounted topver $9,000,000, divided as
follows: Dolls and parts of, $1,816,937; all other toys andparts of,
$7,274,035. Of the dolls and parts of, $1,791,913 came from Germany
and of all other toys $5,926,941 from Germany, $434,000 from Japan,
$420,859 from England, and $206,194 from France. Later statisics
for calendar year follow:
1918

Dolls and parts of:
Value....................................
Duty .............................
All other toys and parts of toys, n. s. p. U,includg toy mabler

3,

IT 918

1921
monthshs.

1919

1920

1, 215
421,5

6 .......
$ 1....62
Wt? M...........

"M163,

311,

,a4

j

4,784,769
.................................

Japan began to ship considerable quantities of toys to the United
States during the war. In 1920 imports from Japan amounted to 60
per cent of the dolls and to 50 per cent of all other toys. Germany
in the same year supplied, respectively, 37 and 40 per cent.
Exports.-In 1914 exports amounted to $809,120, chiefly.to Canada,
England, Australia, and Cuba. Later statistics foi calendar years
follow:
Item.
DOand Wtsof.......................

S

1918

1919

$2, 219

M4, 770

......................... 1,

;I other toys..........................

2

1,19

.......................

1,31

1,8 6, 112

%860=

192

(9 Months).
$,4

39

136

1228,2

4,R

1

4 1% V$

1,332,799

182

Important changes in dasification.-Air rifles, toy balloons, and
toy books are added.
Conglieting prom'eins.-Page 153, lines 6, 7,of H. R. 7456: There is
conflict between tho provision for "dolls, and parts of dolls, doll
heads, toy marbles, or whateveif iiaterials composed," and the pro
vision in paragraph 29 for articles of pyroxylin. A common material
for dolls and parts of dolls and dolf heads is pyroxylin. The proviso to paragraph 29 jo, intended to make all .articles of, pyroxylin
d.itiabhe tioreunder by virtue of the, words, "whether or not more
spcifi lyprovidedJ'r elsewhere,'.
4qggmedsChanges.-If dolls, parts pf dolls, doll ,heads, and toy
marbles
of pyroxylin are ifitqdd 9e(
t9 ube the
covered
4y paragraph 1414,
all exceptQneshQfild be n a9
proviso.to p agraph 29.

naqt
S

ion

pAh

paragraph 2ip~rqra

*eet~t
ci.e tbin,th

4,00Ve bP&eiA'4e
.'YP

''Pn

gq.aph.

4, tpep
oxctPyhaMawwn thati

i

'.

Pago 153, lines 10-2,:of H. R. 7456: The sameeommento apply to
toys provideodornfines 1Q to,2.. 1 toys of, pyroXyin are not

inten4d4 to be imluded in pAragraph 1414, pyroxyfin should be mentioned with chins and the other materials therein ngned,.
?IAEAGZAPJ* 1415.
A=UDM=VI40.
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PAR. 1415. Emery, corundum and artiflc1 abTve RMif and emery, corundum and artificial abrasivee, ground, pulverized, refined, or manufactured, I cent
per pound; emery wheels, emery files,
emery paper, and manufactures of which
emery, corundun or artificial abrasive is
the component material of chief value
20 per centum ad valorem; crude artificial
abrasives, 5 per centum ad valorem.

.AC

OF 1909.

PAR. 432, Emery grams and emery,
manufactured, ground, pulverized, or
refined, one cent per pound; emery
wheels, emery files, and manufactures of
which emery or corundum is the component material of chief value,, twentyfive per centum ad yalorem; crude artifield abrasives, ten per centum ad
valorem.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 343. Emery grains and emery,
manufactured, ground, pulverized, or
refined, 1 cent per pound; emery wheels,
emery files, emery paper, and manuacturee of which emery or corundum is the
component material of chief value, 20 per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 479.

* * * and crude artifl.

cial abrasives, not apeially provided for
fFreeJ.

EMERY AND CORUNDUM.
(See Survey B-3.)

Deecription and ue.-Corundum and emery, prior to the invention
of artificial abrasives, were the most important abrasive materials.
Corundum is a natural crystalline mineral composed of aluminum
oxide. Emery is an impure form of corundum. They are used in
making emery cloth and paper,' and are manufactured into grinding
wheels by nixmg with, suitable mat trials.
Production.- The chief commercial sources of emery are the Greek
island of Naxos and the Province of Smyrna in Asia Minor. Emery
is produced here chiefly in the Peekskill district of New York and
recently has been obtained in Pittsylvania County, Va. Domestic
produotion,increased. from 485 tons, valued at $2,425,' in, 1914;,. to
16,3154ons, valued-at:$178,589, in 1917,1an increase due to restricted
imports and increased war demand.- Production of emery in 1919
amounted to 2,601: short tons, valued at $23,203, and in, 1920 to
2,327 short tons,; valued at $21,685.
Canada; formerly the chief source of corundumhas been practically
unproductfive since 1913. There are important deposits in India and
the South African Transvaal whence considirible (quantities reached
this oouttryduring 1917. 6 rude ore susuallyshipped to Glasgow
forrefining and,is teexportod to this country, Domestic production
in 1917, (alI frm North Carolina)-was 820 tons, valuedat$67AOL
,
N. production oftoorundum, was reported. 1919 and,1920.
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SImports of emery grains i 1914 were 844,167 pounds, . valued at
$33,874, with- about '60 per cent from England r 25 per cent from

France. In 1917 they' fell to'136;969 pounds, valued at $.,889, all
from England and Canada.,
Imports of corundum ore declined steadily from 840 long tons,
valued at $63,286, in 1911, t6 17 tonS, valued at $633, in 1916.

Imports of corundum grsin h~aye

~ip.d( considerably.

In 1913

they were 1,937,803 pounds, valued at $87,187, with ovur 90 per cent
from Canada; in 1918, 657,826 pounds. Scotlan4 hag been the chief
source since 1915.
Imports of manufactures of emery. and corundium have W64,small,

in 1913 valued at $15,067.

Later imports have. been as follows.:
Val-... fUitvhu.: -

Quantity.

Calendar year.

EMERY GRAINS.

1918..........
1 .......

...

...............................

.

Pounds.

8 241

.................................. g..."22,
.....

Duty.

,

499

$0.0
.06

43"

2 442

6L14I

.04

232

.. 9.
,435

122 (9mm bii.............................
..
7,...4.........N.........

..

CORUNDUM GRAINS,

191 .................................
199
........ .................................. .......

$10,409

$1

9

82

...........

127...........

EzportM of abrasives; natural and artificial, for* calendar years

since 1917, have been as follows:

1918

w

All ot

,

, .................

..............................

$2,31

,N,

1919

007

80,2,

19t0

1, 71, I

19(9 mont',x),

3,1, Ii

,0,
',,.21

The
principal countries of destination have been Canada and
Englans.
g,

ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVES.
(See Survey B-3.)

De.8criptionand uses.-Artificial abrasves are of two kinds (1) silicon

carbides, sold under the trade names of carborundum, crystolon, and
carbolon;, and (2) aluminum oxides, sold as alundum, aloxite. exolon,
and lionite. Artificial abrasives sold under other names are either the
above products or are imported materials marketed under special
trade names. Carbide of silicon is the best abrasive for use on cast
iron brass bronze, and .other metals. of low tensile strength, and
marble, granite, pearl, leather, and carbon. It is also used in the
form of bricks as a refractory in furnace construction. Oxide of
aluminum is the best abrasive for grinding steel and wrought iron.
It also has found considerable use as a refractory and filtering medium.
These artificial abrasives, by far the most impmrtaat abrasive materials, have replaced emery and corundum to a large extent.

8UM2
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Productio.-Carbide ofjil~cis
ia~i 1' heating coke, sand,
sawdust andvat-to a very high temperature in a electric furnace.
Oxide of aluminum is made by-fusing the mineral bauxite and carbon
in an electric furnace and allowing it to!*ool and crystallize.' By
variations in conditions of manufacture, sqrayI&1egaesdf -h#rdnss
and toughness can be secured. These crude pr6ducta are 1rushid
and separated into grains of uniform iza; tno grainsare then mixed
with suitable binding materials
and shapfl into the de'ire form.
Production in the United States and Canada (Including"'Asmall
quantity of.steel abrasives) has increased fron.t33, 8%000 pounds,
valued at $2,017,415, in 1913, to 116,822,000 pounds, valued at
$8,137,242- in 1917., The 1917 production rwas ,i iNded as follows:
Silicon carbide, 16,'646(,00Ipounds, va.lIed kt Si,074" 152; ;oluminumi
oxide, 96)926,000 :pounds, 'valued at $6,969,387; aw ,,metallic',abrasives, 2,250,000 pounds, valued at $93,703. In U19. prodiwtion, of
all artificial abrasives'as 56,562,000 -o &nds'
(hot. including entire
production), valued a &5,019,1,70, and jl120, 4,O34,000pound
(not including entire production), valued at $6,269 084. The industry was first established at'Niagara Falls N. Y., because of the
electrical power. In recent years, power at Niagara failing to meet
growing dniand, branch factories, owned by Aerican concerns,
have been
hed.
,bf
Canad'' where. water, , wei is available .
about 65pm cent of the '1917 production was trom' those plants. 7
A large part of the'Canadian output is exported to this'countiy and
Manufacture into Wheels,r stones and other finished products.
lmports'and 'exports of artificial abrasives are' included with those
of natural abrasives.

Important chnees, in 4' ifim.-Crue artificiP :abrasives are
trans erredfrorn the.free list of the.iqt of,1913 (par'47).,
[uggi8W hqanges-The
N4, attention.
the'Tariff Chmmissio
as
been called to thQ ftct that there iu o provisio for.a~d no uniform
treatment of abrasive pa er and "cloths,'* Emery paper is the only
one mentioned's pecificalymH. U745 (par. 14 1). This sam
paragraph contains a provision for manufactures of whh
.. emery,
corundum or artificial abrasive is the component material of chief
value." fie abrasive material used in the manufacture of abrasive
cloths.and paper, in most, cases,, is not- the item of chief 'value, and
moreover, materials other than emery, corundum, and artificial
abrasives are used in makinglthese, products. It seems desirable
that a specific provision covering abrasive cloths and paper be
inserted in H. R. 7456. To accomplish this the provision for emery
paper" in Paaraph '1415, page 153t lihe 16, should be stricken out
and the words 'not special providedfor" inserted after the word
"value" in line 18. The folowing provision should be inserted' as a
separate paragraph, to fo~ow paragraph 41,: ,
All p aers, cloths, and combinations of paper and cloth, wholly or partly coated

with artificial or natural abrasives, or. with a combination of natural and artificial
abr8ive [0art.'

8230-22--"
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Po. 1416. Firecracker of All
cents per pon; bombs, rockets
cadles, an fire*orks 1 all de
not special p ovided for, 12 c
LU 11;thie weht on Ih Ithe

Include all ovinm, wr.,,p

pack*&g materi

01 1918.1

IAOT,

1ins,?As, $4, Frcrackers of. all Munds, 6
pAR. 433. frecrackan of &I
a bombs rockets, Roman
rocke ts e~a e ond;

eight ceote per pound; bombs,
=adle, and fireworks Rl A deecnptiona,
Roman candles, and fireworki ,Of "atlI
specially provided Ut in this section,
descriptions, not specially prov de& for 'not
the
wight on1 all
per. pound; the
cens
10
rpouWd;,
per
cents
twelve,
sectid,
in this
cove*io, wrap
all
include
to
foregoi*
n~1u~e
the weight on.al, the fgro* t4
pnsnpso W'matral.
pi*ki44
Ovid
all covrgs wrppi ,
=UZWORKS.

(See Survey NA&),
D cription anA4 ue.-The materals most used in fireworks, are
niupoW ler or its constituents,, carbon, sulphur, and Potassiuni
be
may
substances
trate. "Fireworks are so Varied inform that many
produce
to
used
are
employed .in their manufacture. ,-Metallic, salts
different colors; several oxidizing xateral may supplant pot.ssm
nitrate; and other explosives may replace gunpowder for certaim purposes. Besides their use for scenic purposes, rockets, Roman' canfor signaling at sea.
dles, and Bengal lights they are also em-o
of' fireworks
manufacturers
41
were
therd
1914
Produdion.:-In
In
$2,296,236.
at
valued
output
and
with a capital of $2,162,449,
$0,532,000.
at
valued
output
iin
with*
1919 therewere 57 manufacturers
Import of.firecr~clers for 1910-1915 averaged aIiiaily over 3,000,000 poun valuedued at about $216,000, with revlnue of$250,000. In
1917" thiimports were 2999,503Punds, valued at $3$2,248. . p.Imf
ports of 'bombs, rockets, Roman -candles, and fireworks, n. Later
in 1914 amounted to 185,514,pounds,. valued at $20,237.
statistics follow:

.
S . .V. J"iw...
. .........
. . . . .
19i0 ...........

19W0,

................-

............. ...

.

.....

404

'
go
71021

,

..

.

19120 ..................................

Fxpor.-None recorded.

14,967
17,419

WD.2
U1,26
.27
4,071
sos...............

4,.o

............

I ...... ... ..

BOMBS, ROKJSTS, ROMAN CANDLIS, AND FIREWORKS, iN.a.
191.....................,78

. ..

.

so
1,499

033.7

-

42.19
36.81

SUMMWY OF TA

"IlP
IWrFOMATIOX, 121.'
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PARAGRAPB2 1417.
SENATE AMENDMEWS.

IL R. 7466.
PAR. 1417. Matches, friction or lucifer,
of all descriptions, per gross of one hundred and forty-four boxes, containing not
more than one hundred matches per box,
6 canto per gross; when imported otherwise than in boxes containing not more
than one hundred matches each, threefourthsof 1 cent per one thouadxtehe;

wax matches, wnd mtchws

a

matches in books or folders or having a.
stained, dyed, or colored stick or stem,

ta rs coning of a wick CeiW with an

in.,-ablesubotance, nighilihtefuseei

and time-burning chemical signals, by
whatever name known, 30 per centun ad
valorem: Provided.'That in' acordance
with section 10 of 'An! Act to provide for

a tax upo white phosphorus matche,

and for other purposes, approved April
9,1912, white phosphorus matches manufactured wholly or in par in any foreign
country shall not be entitled to enter at'
any of the ports of the United states, and
the importation thereof is: heteby pro-,
hibited: Provided fur/k, That nothing
in this Act contained shall be held to repeal or modify said Act to provide for a
tax upon white phosphorus matches, and
for other purposes, approved April 9,
1912.
ACT

6w i o.

PAR. 436. Matches. friction Or lucifer,
of all descriptions, per gross of one hundred and forty-four boxes, containing not
more than one hundred matches per box,
oix cents pjer gross; when imported otherwise than in boxes containing not more
than one hundred matches each, threefourths of one cent per one thousand
matches; wax and facy matches and
tapers, thirty-five per centum ad vulorew.

Ace ON BI~
PAR. 345. Matches, friction or lucifer,
of all descriptions, per gross of one hundred and forty-four boxes, containing not
more than one hundred matches perbox,
3 cents p gros; when imported otherwise than in boxee con taing not more
than one hundred matches each, j of 1
cent per one thousand matches; wax
matches, fusees. wind matches and all
matches in books or folders or having a
stained, dyed, or coloredstick orstem, and
tapers consisting eta wick coated with an
inflammable substane, and night 1igh1t,

25 per entum ad valorem: Proided

That in accordance with section tev 01
"An Act to provide for a tax upon white
phosphorus matches, and for other purposes," approved April ninth, nineteen
hundred and, twelve, white phosphorus
matches manufactured wholly or in part
in any foreign country shall not be entitled to enter at any. of the ports of the
United States, and the importation thereof
is hereby. prohibited: Protided furtJher,
That nothing in this Act contained shall
be held to repeal or modify said Act to
provide for a tax upon white phosphorus
matches, and for otierpurposes, approved
April nintm, nineteen hundred adtwelve.
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Decriptionand use.--Since friction zn"tches appear .,about 1830,
the industry has grown rapidly. Many changes have been made in
the ignition mixture, each company usually -having its own special
formula; but the principal substances -used'are phosphdrus sesquisulmaterial (such aspotasium 9hlorate), red lead,
phide,
some oxidizing
lead peroxide,
or manganese
dioxide, glue, ground ifliit or glass, and
a filler, such as clay. White or yellow psphorus ,wao formerly
these
extensively used, but owing to the 'dangerous . iarabter
is
w Pixe,ofwood
matches they are now practically prohibited by laW.
by
mahin,wholly,
re
.i
actu
manu
The
stems.
for
the
used
usually
ery, from the cutting of the stems from the'block until finished,
boxed, and ready for shipment.
Safety matches contain neither phosphorus nor phosphorus comwhich they
are,truck vull,containss
pounds,
but the substance onantimony
glass
sulphide--sndpowdored
red phosphorus-sometimes
made into a paste with glue.

'

'

Matches may be grouped into three classes, (1) Ftiction'matches,
single dip; (2) friction matches, double dip;.and (3): safetymatches.
Prodution.-In1914 there were 20 establishments, employing 4,546
persons, with a capital of $11,736,187, and product valued at $12,556,279. In 1919, with one additionalQ eablishment, the yalue of
products had increased to $15,874,000.
Imports of matches in 1910 were valued at $372,945, increasing to
$882,795 in 1914, of which $473,628 were from Sweden, $117,748
from Norway, $91,118 from Austria-Hungary, $49,651 from Germany $35,187 from 1Igium, and $22,797 from,4apan. Imports
have been chiefly of ini aies in boxes conta ing not more than 100
per box, Imports since, 1917 have been as follows:
Nianiderysr.

:'
I Qustlty'
Os~ea' 'r~r
quantity.

Value.e

'SaUS. Duty

funi

l,,vgorem.
fsdsilvajent

MATr HES, !RIOTION OR LUCIFER-IN BOXES CONTAINING NOT MORE,THAN 100
CHES
RW.'PER BOX,.

•++

....... :...........

I Grow.
92331.i
-:
71 I+0
611
| ,618 .

l S..
.............. ..,...:......... ... .

..$....
4 ....
1 ,349

56,

897

. 88

Percent.

5.39

0T~R T$LI IN BONC8 CONTA NIMQ NOT MORE THAN 100 MATCHES EACH.
I918.'.

.

.
*.
...........

. ".
.
............

.

...

.

"

.1

.

12

1,54
1.......

.................
190..........
'
191 (9montl).
1919.

04142,
108,529

12
2,$2

......
W0,17 . .....

2,88

.25
.14
................
0

29,515
9,36

2.50
25

1.50

$43
788

2.59

WAX AND WIND MATCHES AND ALL, MATCHES IN BOOKS, OR FOLDERS, OR HAVIN(1
'A STA1NI), DYED, ORGOLORED STICK OR 8TEM.
1918 ...
..................
1919........,.......
1920 ................................

.0.
*44,627882

1921 ( manth) .............................

2,083,112

20,811

$18......
,
............
$0003
1,55
&%
10,419
.005

2,9

$ 786
,389
2804

.011 ....... .....

25. W
25(00
2. N)

2

.25-

TAPERS,FVUSE* , 'AND NIGHT LIGHTS.
.
198$.
..
......
1920 ...................................

1921(omon) ......................

.

2.017 ........
4,07 ...........
0
.

$.04
. 1,019
1,502

4,,473. .................

25.(w)
250)

25.0

25.00
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,TO,;
1921.
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The value of matches imported from Japan amounted to $858,738
in 1918, $730,338 in 1919, and' $111,510in-1920. Imports'from
Sfreden dropped in Yalue from $2,299,045 ih 1918.to $377,895 in 1919
and to $640,817 in 1920, and those from Norway from $402,005 in
1918,to $46;302 in 1919, and te $79,981 in 1920.
Ezwfr¢- increased in value from $80,877 in 1910 to $102,407 in
1913, but decreased to $77,736 in 1914. In the calendlir'year 1918
the value of exports was $481,130; in 1919, $626,780; in 1920, $514,592; and in 1921 (nine months), $200,683.
Important changes in dassiication.-Time-burning chemical signals
are added.
PARAGRAPH 1418.
H. R. 7466.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1418. Percussion caps, cartridges,
and cartridges sholl empty, 25 per centurn ad valorem; blasting caps, containing not more than one gram charge of
explosive, $2.25 per thousand; containing
more than one gram charge of explosive,
75 cents per thousand additional for each
additional one-half gram charge of explosive; mining, blasting, or safety fuses
of all kinds, not composed in 9hie value
of cotton, $1 per thousand feet.

A0T OF 1909.

ACT 01 1913.

PAR. 437. Percussion caps, cartridges.
and cartridge shells empty, thirty per
centum ad valorem; blasting, caps, two
dollars and twenty-five cents per thousandi mining, blasting, or safety fuses of
all kinds, not composed in chief value of
cotton, thirty-five per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 346. Percussion caps, cartridges,
and cartridge shells empty, 15 per centurn ad valorem; blasting cape, one
dollar per thousand; mining, blasting, or
safety fuses of all kinds,' 16 per centum
ad valorem.

PERCUSSIONi CAPS AND CARTRIDGES.
(See Survey N-8.)

Description and uses.-Percussion caps and primers are shallow
cups of gilding metal filled with fulminate or other igniting mixture.
The term percussion cap, as used in the trade, refers only to the detonators used with muzzle-load'g firearms.
The trade name for
the inserted detonator of cartridge ammunition is "primer." Cartridges, and cartridge shells empty, in common use., are of three types:
(1) Center-fire metallic; (2) rim-fire metallic; and (3) center-fire paper
shot shells.
Production.-Under "ammunition" the Census covers establishments manufacturing small-ams ammunition, including metallic and
paper cartridges, empty arid loaded gun shells, explosive shells, gun
wads, caps, primers, shot, and bullets; also blasting caps, and elecirio
blasting caps, fuses and Qectrical exploder fuses, miners' squibs, rail
way torpedoes, etc. Anmnunition for large guns is produced in steel
works, rolling mills an d Federal establishments. The value of the
product is not reported separately. Data are shown separately for
SaBty fua In &Wvalu of motion will com within pr. 90.
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Cartridges and all oher ammunition. In 1914, the value of the forzmer was reported ,aa $25,573,000 and of the latter as $5,267,000.
Iii 1919 the total value of the products, reported under,",amunition" pWMa $88,009,000.
/mpOrt.-In 1914 imports of percussion caps were valued at S622
and of cartridges and cartridge shells, empty, at $84,622. Later
statistics follow:
++++

+'

lAd

Quatity.

u-yor.

Vila*,

Duty.

Unit value.

valorem

PERCUSSION CAPS.

?Aotande.

1018 .........................................

1920................................
1921 (9montbh).............. ........

I1
21j

S
............

I

1i

$50.00
7
80
294 ....... ......

Per cent.

1s

-

i

CARTRIDOES AND CARTRIDGE, SHELLS, EMPTY.,
. .
1919........................................
........
.
1918 .........................................

190

1921 (9mo

++iVc
.

.......................

....... $1,0,024

........ ...
170.............
8,88
113.10

7

2,071

15,8

2

1,333
7.62 ............

15

15

15
.1.5

Impnrts of cartridge shells, empty, are negligible.

Expot8.-In 1914 exports of cartridges, loaded, amounted to
13,521,633, going principally to Mexico, Russia in Europe, the Philip-

pines, Canada, Australia, and Latin America. Later exports during
calendar years have been as follows: 1918, $10,764,765; 1919,
$10,346,957; 1920, 85,972,322; 1921 (9 months),. $1,119,229. In
1920 exports included $1,773,049 to Brazil, $798,340 ,to Argentiti,
$763,038 to Australia, $441,191 to Canada, and $307,843 to Cuba.
BLASTING CAPS.

(See Survey N-8.)
Descriptioen and use.-Blasting caps are used in connection with a
"fuse to detonate high' explosives employed in the blasting of coal,

ores, in quarrying, 'and in farming. They consist essentially of a
ineasured charge of high explosive pressed into a thin copper shell.
In addition to the blasting cap there is +manufactured an electric
blasting ap of similar construction. Ignition in the latter is obby the Use of an electric current instead of a fuse.
.tained
Productioni.-Offlcial
statistics are not available. One manufacturer states that there are five establishments in the United States

And that their combined product of blasting caps would range from
250,000,000 to 300,0001000 caps with sales value of $2,200,000 to
'$3,800,000. Germany, Beli'um and Japan are the chief foreign producers exporting to the United States.
:Imvor1.-In 1914 airportsiWere valued at $4,890. Later statist i'.s
192% $191; aid
vering calendar years are as follows: 1919,
1021'(9 months), $15.'
.
$ 1
$9 ar
&port.-Not down in official statistics. Exports are principally
to Mexico, Central and South America.
,

1*

MINXG, BLASTIWGp OR s"MUTT FUSZE.

(See Survey NA&)
DesCMPtionand uWd.-Fuses are used in connection with blasting
"
caps to detonate high explosives. .
Productio.;-Oficialstatistics are not available.
Imports.-In 1914 imports were valued at $183,035 of which an
amount valued at $48,605 was dutiable under the act of 1909. Imorts befQre the war were principally from Belgium and Germany.
fl~r statistics follow:
S Calendaryear.

Quantity.

Value.

• ....
....
...
."PounE,
. ..........
1918......................................19.....
1919.............................................2811

1921 (9months) ..................

.....

Unitvalu.

W

Ad

valorem

Per carn.
..15
2 ....
528
15

. I.,

5

4 1

Duty.

.29............

.15

Exports of fuses are principally to Mexico. Statistics cover calendar years and show values of exports as follows: 1918, $3,050,257;
1919, $600,718; 1920, $736,225; 1921 (9 months), $217,517.
Important changes in daesfication.-The rate of duty on blasting
caps has been made dependent on the- weight of the charge of the
explosive. It is stated by a manufacturer I that the classification in
this paragraph based on the 1-gram charge is. in keeping with the
weight and strength of caps used today. II
Mining, blasting, or safety fuses of all kinds composed in chief value
of cotton are excepted.
PARAGRAPHi
H. R. 7406.

.410.

OBNATS AXENP

ENTS.

PAR. 14J9. Feathers and downs, on the
skin or otherwise, crude or not dressed,
colored, or otherwise advanced or manufactured in any mamer, not specially
provided for, 20 per celatum ad valorem;
dressed, colored, or otherwise advanced
or manufactured in any manner, including quilts of down and other manufactures
of down, artificial or ornamental feathers
suitable for use as millinery ornaments,
artificial and ornamental fruits, vegetables, grains, leaves, flowers, and stenm
or parts thereof, of whatever material
composed, not specially provided for, 45
per centum ad valorem; natural leaves,
plants, shrubs, herbs, trees, and parts
thereof, chemically treated, colored
dyed or painted, not specially provided
for, 45 per centum ad valorem; boas,
Tariff Informatlon, 1921. Hearing, Committee onWayf and Mea
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boutonnieres, wreaths, and all articles
not specially provided for, composed
wholly or in chief value of any of the
f .Whm,flowers, leaves, or other material
herein mentioned,'50 per centum ad valorem: Provided, That the importation of
birds of paradise, aigrettesi .egret plumees
v- so-called osprey plumes, and the
feathers, uils, head wings, tails,,skins,
or pWto skins, of wild birds, either raw
or manufactured, and not for scientific or
educational purposes, is hereby prohibited; but this provision shall not apply to the feathers or plumes of ostriches
or to the feathers or plumes of domestic
fowls of any' kind: Providedfurther,That,
birds of paradise, and the feathers, quills,

heads; wings, tails, skins, or parts thereof

and all aigrettes, egret plumes or so-called
osprey plumes, and the feothqrs, quills,

heads, Wings, tails, skins, or paril of skins,

of wild. birds, either raw or manufactured.
of like kind to those, the importation of
which is prohibited by the foring pro-

visions of this pargraph, which may be

snd,*fler.
on as
States,
in theofUnited
undpasg
Athe
this Act,
except
to i chl"

plumage or parts of birds in actual us6 for
personal adorniint,I and except such
plumage Wrds or parts theoeof imported,
therein for scientific or educational, put-,
poses, shall be presumed for the purpose
of seizure to have been inipdrted tilawfully after October 3, 1913, and the collector of customs shall seize the s.me
unless the posessor thereof shall establish, to the satisaction of the collector
that the same were imported into the
United States prior to October 3, 1913 or
as to such plumage or parts of birds that
they were plucked or derived- in the
Umted States from birds lawfully therein;
and in case of seizure by the collector, he
shall proceed as in case of forfeiture for
violation of the customs laws, and the
same shall be forfeited, unless the claimant shall in any legal proceeding to enforce such forfeiture, other than a criminal prosecution, overcome the presumption of illegal importation and establish
that the birds or articles seized, of like
kind to those mentioned the importation
.,.oJ;which is prohibited as above, were
imported into the United States prior to
October 8, 1913, or were plucked in the
United States from birds lawfully therein.
That whenever birds of plumage, the
importation of which is prohibited by the
ph, are
of this
foregoing
Secreforited tf the Gover ent,
tary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
to place the same with the departments
or bureaus of the Federal or State Governments or societies or museums for exhibition or scientific or educational purposes,:

'.
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but not for sale or personal use; and in
the event of such birds or plumage not
being required or denied by either Federal, or State: Govenmment or for educational purposes, they shall be destroyed.
That nothing in this Act shall be construed to repeal the provisions of the Act
of March 4,, 1913, chapter 146 (Thirtyseventh Statutes at IArge, page 847), or
the Act of July 3, 1918 (Fortieth tatutes
at Large, page 755), or any other law of
the United States, now in force, intended
for the protection or preservation of birds
within the United States. That if on.
investigation' by the collector before
seizure, .r before trial for. forfeiture, or if
at such trial if .such seizure has been
made, it shall, be made to appear to the
collector, or the prosecuting officer of the'
Government, as the case may be that,no
illegal importation bf'such feathers has'
been made, but that ,the! Posseson,
acquisition orpurchase of such feathers
is or has been made in violation of the
provisions Of the Act of March 4, 1013,
chapter 145 (Thirty-seventh Statutes at
Large, page 27), or the Act of July 3,
1918 (Fortit.th' Statutes at Iprg, page,
755), or any other law of the, United
States, now of force, intended for the
protection or preservation of birds within
the United, States, it shall be the duty of
the collector, or such prosecuting officer,
asthe case may be, to report the facts to
the proper official. of the United States,
or State or Territory charged .with, the.
duty of enforcing quch laws.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR: 438. Feathers and downs of all
PAR. 347. Feathers and downs, on the
kinds, including bird skins or parts skin
or otherwise, crude or not dressed,
thereof with the feathers on, crude or not
or otherwise advanced or manudressed, colored, or otherwise advanced, colored,
factured in any manner, not specially
or manufactured in any manner, not spe- provided
forin this section, 20 per centum
cially provided for in this section, twenty ad
valorem; when dressed, colored or
per centum ad valorem; when dressed, otherwise
advanced or manufacturer in
colored, or otherwise advanced or manu- any manner,
and, not suitable for use
factured in any manner, including quilts as millinery Ornaments,
including quilts
of down and other manufactures of down, of down and manufactures
of down, 40
and also dressed and finished birds suit-" per centum ad valorem; artificial
ornaable for millinery ornaments, and arti- mental feathers suitable for use or
as
milficial or ornamental feathers, fruits, linery ornaments, artificial and ornagrains, leaves flowers, and stems or ar
fruit., gins, leaves, flowers, and
thereof, of whatever material composed, mental,
stems
or
parts thereof, of whatever manot specially provided for in this section,
terial composed, not specially provided
sixty per centum *d v Iorem; bos, for
in this section, 60 per centum ad
boutonnieres, wreaths, and all articles not valorem;
boas, boutonnieres, wretba,
specially provided for in this section, and all articles
specially provided for
composed wholly or in chief value of any in this section,not
composed
wholly or in
of the feathers, flowers, leaves, or other chief value of any of the feathers,
materials or articles herein mentioned, leaves, or other material hereinflowers,
mensixty per centum ad valorem.
tioned,
60
per
centum
ad
valorem;
PA. 509. Birds, stuffed, not suitable
ProvddThat the importation of tites,
for millinery ornaments (Free].
egret plumes or so-called osprey plumes,
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and the feathers, quills, head, wins,
il skins, or parts of skins, wildrZ,
either raw or manufiaetured, and not for
scetfic or educational purpose, is hereby prohibited; but thii provision shall
not apply to the feathers or. plumes of
ostrich, or to the feathew or lumes of
domestic fowls of any kind.
FlATHEJRS, ArTIFICIL ILOWRR,

FUITS, XT.

(See Survey N-9.)

Descriptionand see.-Artificial flowers, fruits, etc., are made from
various materials, chiefly textile fabrics, wax and metal. For
millinery urposes textile fabrics varying from cheap calicos to expensive s s and satins are used. Fancy feathers, prior to 1914,
came from both domestic fowls and wild birds, but as 'the act of
1913 prohibited imports of the skins, feathers, and plumage of- wild
birds, except of the ostrich, the feather trade now relies chiefly upon
osi'ch plumes and the feathers of domestic fowls. Raw feathers
in their natural state are not suitable for millinery purposes until
considerable labor has been expended upon them.
Prodution.-The domestic artificial flower, feather, and plume
industries are centered in New York, over 85 per cent of the total
value of products in 1914 being credited to that city; In that year
there were devoted primarily to the feather and plume industry,
239 establishments with products valued at $11,451,000, and 217
establishments with an output valued at $7,614,000 engaged in the
production of artificial flowers, leaves, fruits, etc. In 1919 the value
of feathers and plumes produced was $15,568,000 from, 217 establishments, and that of artificial flowers, etc., $15,978,000 from 225
establishments. In addition to this there was some production of
these various articles by establishments interested primarily in other
industries, such as those engaged .in the manufacture of house furDishing goods (feather pillows and beds), and millinery and lace
goods manufactures (trimmed hats and frames).
Imports in 1914 of,crude ostrich feathers were valued at $3,866,428;
Ostrich feathers suitable for millinery use, $34,976; feathers for beds,
$45,357; other feathers, crude, $1,028,152; other feathers suitable for
illinery. $1459,900; other feathers, advanced,, but not for millinery,
$19,482;
q suits $2,415,521;
and ka actures of downs, 813,237; fruits,' grains,
flowers! etc.,
and boas, boutonnieres, etc., $18 767.
Ostrich feathers were chiefly from England and British South A/rica.
Other feathers, and artificial flowers and millinery ornaments came
'00efly from Germany and Prance.. Cheap flowers, frmGermany
Jand Austri were cut off entirely -and imports of more expensive
Frades from France greatly reduced during the war. Later statistics
fo
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FgATHERSo CRUDE.

POW&&u

Per cerd.

1
9
18.........................................
.... . 610036 ............
1 ........................................
9.;
,0 ,
.01

lw .......................................

152,40

192 1 ( o ..........................

1336,91

96

-

16744

4244

20
20

$11.12-,W8
0"

60

88$961

20

$122:,0

8.76

%26 ....27,88
............

20

OSTRICH FEATHERS, SUITABLE FOR MILLINERY.

1918
........................................

......

W,

91
...........

4A ............

............
.......
19..............
..
......... Am94
N
3551..3
...
1921 (9 monthsa) ...............
7,942 . ....
.

.

60

,813
4785

60
so

FEATHERS FOR BEDS.
1918 ..........................
. ,
1....................
190 ...............................
1921 (9 months) ............................

,338,094

48, 063

80.1

710,852

180,100

.8

108293
90467

463,63
22 410

V.1
.02

2D

F7:8NO

A,9
44,66

20
20

OTHER FEATHERS, CRUDL.

1918 .......

...
.. .... ......

. ......

..

4....

~

1K04,796
878,711
464,174

( 6I,SO0f
1920.....................................
I 11414t ON
1921 (9 mouths)..........................
AK4H

.62
.56

$2,90

2

12 w
175,742
0%,836

2D
20
20

OTHER FEATHERS, SUITABLE FOR MILLINERY.
1918 ..............................
........ &4,618 ............ 8302,771
1919..........................
..........
I
8..
93,2409........... 415,949
49,....
.......
000....
2948K
2S
19..................................I
121 (9 months24
............
............
2 4 .
..
1............
128,72
7

so
60
.6
s60.................

OTHER FEATHERS, ADVANCED, BUT NOT SUITABLE 'FOR MILLINERY.'

1918....................................
.... $16,,563.
2o4
199 ..............................
28133
2,S618

.....
0.87

20,358

.17

120........... 4 ...................
192! (9 months) ..............

42,076

7232
12,241

............

If47

SW

.54

$12

40
40
4

QUILTS AND MANUFACTURES OF DOWN.
1918...................................
............
1919 ........................................

1920....................

................

1921 (9 months) .............................

$5,361...........
.13,9

. ......

,...............

94...........5
7,400...........

.

82144

3,8890
2;960

40

40

40
40

ARTIFICIAL FRUITS, FLOWERS, GRAINS, ETC.
1918 ............................

1919 ............

..

...........

........................ 1

..........................
.........
o...........................

1921 (9months) ...

414, W,

0

~442

,....

.848,0
23.......O'

60 026

s0

60

.......................

. .... ....

~4,.......~

9691

00

BOAS, BOUTONNIERZS, WREATHS, ETC.
1918.................
.............................
1919 ..
..............................................

......

33562.........

816,9

2k137

10 ............................
,
...
.....
21
......
15,830
1921 (9 months) ................................. 38,2. ......... 2,0so
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0

60
60
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British South Africa and England continue to be the chief sources

of ostrich feathers, with large amounts also coming from Argentina.
China has taken the lead as the chief source of other crude feathers,
and France and Hongkong are also important sources. Artificial
fruits, flowers, grams, etc., came chiefly from France in 1919, but in
1920 Germany was the leading country of origin, with France second.
Eport&are shown only for feathers not for milinery purposes, and
millinery trimmings including artificial flowers. The former' in
1914 were valued at $640,020. The latter were not separately shown
until 1918. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

Feathers .................................. ..

Millinery trimmings, Including artificial
flowers...............................

1918

1919

252, 903

P3,250

878,

773,910

1,024,038

1,240,68

=192

4

4

:,

1921(9 months).
,

7

7

Feathers were exported chiefly to Canada, Denmark, France, and
Cuba; millinery trim snugs
to Canada, Cuba, and Argentina.
4 Important change indsRmfiation.-The provisions for artificial
vegetables, and for natural leaves, plants, shrubs, trees and parts
thereof, chemically treated, colored, dyed or painted, n. s. p.. f., are
new.
The specific inclusion of birds of paradise in the provision prohibiting the importation of plumes, feathers, quills, skins, etc., of wild
birds, is new. The second proviso is also new.
Suggested cange.-Change comma after "manufactures of down"
to a semicolon to set off the provision immediately following for
"feathers suitable for.use as millinery ornaments' to agree with
paragraph 347 of the act of 1913.
The act of 1913 (par. 347) requires the flowers, etc., 'to be both
artificial and ornamental (Bayersdorfer v. United States, 7 Ct. Cust.
Appls., 66, of 1916), whereas the act of 1909 (par. 438) required
merely that the flowers, etc., be either artificial or ornamental. If
restoration of the provision of the act of 1909 should be desired,
"and" in line 12, page 155, should be changed to "or."

PARAGRAPH 1420.
K. R. 7406
PAR. 1420. Furs dressed on the skin,

except'n silver or black fox furs, not
advanced further than dyeing, 20 per
centum ad vatorem; plates and mas of
dog and goat skins, 10 per centum ad
valorem; manufactures of furs, excepting
silver or black fox, further advanced than
dressing and dyeing, prepared for use as
material, joined or sewed together, including plats, inigs, and crosses except plates and mate of dog and goat skins,
and articles manufactured from fur, not
specially provided for, 35 per centum
ad valorem; silver or black fox skins,

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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dressed or undressed, and manufactures
thereof, not specially provided for, 40
per contum ad valorem; articles- of wearIng appatejlof every eseption partly or
wholly wianufactureld, compto
wholly
or in chief value of hides or skins of cattle
of the b6vine species, or of dog or goat
skins, 15 percentum ad valorem; articles
of wearing apparel of ever) deception,
wholly or in par, panufactured, composed
wholly or in chi'f value of fur, notspecially provided' for, 50 per.,centum ad
valorem.
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*ACT 0F1490W..
PAR. 439. Furs dressed'on the akin, not
advanced further than dyeing, but not
repaired, twenty per. centum ad valorem manufactures of fure, further advanced
than dressing and dyeing, when prepared
for use as material, including plates,
linings, and crosses, thirty-five 'per
centum ad valorem; articles of wearing
apparel of every description, pafly or
wholly manufactured, composed of or of
which fur is the component material of
chief value. fifty Oer centuni ad valorem.

PAn. 348. Furs dressed on the skin, not
advanced further than dyeing 30 :per- *
centum ad alorem;,plates and mats ,of
dog and goat skin, 10 per centum ad,,,
valorem; manufactures of furs, further
advanced than dressing and dyeing

when prepared for use as material, JoIned
or sewed together, including plates,
linings, anid croesse,.except plates and,
mats of dog and. goat skins,, Antj ;art
4 icloo
manufactured from fur not specially
provided for in this' section, 40 per.
**
*t t
.
centum ad .valorem; articles of wearing
PAR. 573, Furs, undmwd [Free].
apparel of every descriptionw partly or,
PAR. 574. Fur skijn of all kinds nct wholly manufacbred, composed of or of
dressed in any manner and not specially which hides or skins of cattle of the
bovine species,' or of the dog or goat are
provided for in this section [Free].
[No provision for articles manufactured the component material of chief vale,
from fur not spepJly, provided for.1
15 per centum ad valoxem; articles of
wearing apparel of every, deoiption partly or w olly manuactured, composed.
of or of which fur .6 the component
material of chief value, not specially ptovidedfor in this section, 50 .per eentikm
advalorem; * * *
PAR. 491. Furs and fur skns, u-

dressed (Free].

FURS, DRESSED, AND MANUPA'TURVWS'0r FUS.
(See Survey NrO.);

Description ant se-.Raw fur skins are known a .'pelts.

Fur_

dressing and dyeing are intermediate procses applied in reari

the pelts for manufacture into parents or other articles, ana, are
generally condtuited as independent industries.
'Afterf
the skin hs;,
been removed, it is usually Salted for preservation until it can be
dressed and dyed. Dressing consists of the application of preservative materials and a mechanical treatment to soften the pelt.
All the various kinds of furs coming under paragraph 1573 (free ist)
are subjected to these processes and provide the raw material for the
Skins of the American bison formerly
furnished the material for moderate-priced fur coats. The skins of
fur manufacturifg industry.

dogs and goats are now substituted. The skins are sewed together

in plates'or mats for protection in transportation.
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Coats, muftf capes, jaokets, stoles, neckwear of, various sorts, trimmings, and other articles of we
apparel are by. far the most
unportant manufactures of fur, fashion deciding the kinds used and
the style. Great fluctuations in prices occur over a series. of years.
The use of all kinds of furs has become very popular and there is
an almost inlimited variety in their application as articles of apparel.
The most expensive ar those of isble, seal, ermine,, hinebila,
silver fox beaver otter, mink, and marten; the, inexpensive are
those of skunk rabbit, squirrel, raccoon, opossum, and others. By
the use of the 5imiotti u
ng machine the long hairs of the outer
coat of the seal, beaver, muskrat mink, otter, and other fur animals
can be removed, leaving only the soft underfur; thus, by skillful
dressing and dyeing, low grade furs are sometimes made to resemble
more expensive skins. Muskrat and coney are sometimes marketed
as Hudson seal, near seal, electric seal, or Baltic seal, and the marten
as -Hudson Bay sable.
dPc .-:-Dressed furs: In 1914 there were 96 -establishments
engaged in the dressing and dyeing of furs, chiefly located in Brooklyn, N. Y., with 1,525 employees and an output of $2,875,000. The
industry has expanded greatly, the United States taking first place
over Germany since 1914. The sealskins from Alaska, formerly sent
to London, are now dressed and finished here. In 1919 there were
141 establishments with products valued at $20,421,000.
Fur wearn apparel and other manufactures of fur: In 1914
1,322 establishments. produced fur goods, the output being valued at
$43,633,000; in 1909, 1,241 establishmients, with output of $55,938,000.
In 1919 there were 1,812 establishments engaged in the manufacture
of "fur goods" with products valued at $178,533,000. The manufactues consist mostly of wearing apparel. Some of these establishments dress and finish the furs used. New York produced to the
value of $30,312,000 in 1914, leading the States. New York Cit
is the principal center and, it is stated, manufactures more fur goo
thin Wondon, Paris, Vienna, Leipzig, and Moscow combined. Manufacturers of fur goods may be divided into makers of high-grade furs;
medium-grade f/Ws for the better class of the dry-goods trade;
popular priced' furs' low-grade, coarse furs and articles made from
fur pieces. During dhe war the United States assumed the lead,
both in fur distribution and manufacturing.
Jmports.-Furs dressed on the skin averaged in value over
$5,000,000' before 1914. In the latter year they amounted to
$3,204,251 of which $1,206,587 came from Germany, $647,538 from
France, $553,019 from fBelgium, $487,001 from China, and $250,01
from England. All other manufactures of furs, including waste,
amounted to $1,791,074 in 1914, principaly from F ance, Germany,
China, Belgium, 'and England. Later imports have been as follows:
Cale~f
Y4f.Quantity.

Value.

Unltvalue.

Duty.

valorem
rate.

FURS DR 88ED ON THE 8EKIN NOT ADVANCED FURTHER THAN DYEING.
1919 ......... ,................................I

1921 ................................
(9months) ............................... ,"60
,070

14",38
6
847,8

A us2t
............ !
.... ..
S128,216

973 .......
.924,
M,............ ....

30

30

30
"........

SUN

1!85!
Ad
qUnty.

0alendar 1"n
ra1or

V". funitmfQ.

Dy.

PLATES AND MA'1S OF DOG AND GOAT SUINS.
1918 .....................................................

1919 ..........................................

99

1,422,424

37

479,507

495,371

19......................................

1921 monthss)............................

1,021,534

1o

142242
1.48...............

$L5

2.06

10

10216

10

MANUFACTURES OF FURS FURTHER ADVANCED THAN DRESSING AND DYEING
t...
WHEN PREPARED FOR USE AS MATERIAL, ARTICLES MADE FROM FUR, N.
BUT NOTINOLUDING PLATES AND MATS OF DOG AND GOAT SKINS. ?

1918 ...................................

1919.....................................
... .....
1920.................... #................
............
192! (9 months) .......................

a

1,831.. . . ........ "873

40
72,886
181,214 ..........
40
51...,. ...... :...12MO0M
261,012 .................... ..........

WEARING APPAREL.

1918 ..............................................

1919....................86,749............
834,283 ............ 81,2
iM
,
,6..........
42,o%
192
..........
663a .......... A
1921 ........................................
(months) ..............................
FUR WASTX.

1918 ........................ ....... $1 97 ......
80.5S
79,060
b4,773
1919.....................................
It4
1610
.................. ,706,910
1920.............
:27
21,2M
70148
1921 (9 months)...........................
0..

I15 per cet
on wwin appareloomposed of
ltur n. 9. p. L

composed

$1600

7,906
10,65

...........

10
10
10

aftte, dog, or goat sk ns and 60pff nt on wearingppsmr

Imports of wearing apparel composed of cattle, dog, or goat skins
have never reached $20,000 invalue anx in only two years since 1014
have they exceeded $10,000.
Ezports of dressed furs and manufactures of fur in 1912 were valued
at $615,441, about half going to Canada; in 1914, at $870,824, more
than half to Canada; in 1915, over $1,000,000; in 1916, nearly
$2,500,000; in 1917, over $5,000,000. In 1916 and 1917, England,
France, and Canada took most of our exports. Later statistics cover
calendoxyears: 1918,$2,160,107; 1919,$7,474,873; 1920,$6 613,688;.
1921 (nine months), $1,302,757, In 1920 the destination of exports
was as follows: France, $2,944,529; Canada, 81,257,964; England,
$1,145,769; and Argentina, $472,292.
Importnt change in camieatum.-The most important change is
that with respect to silver or black fox furs. Under the act of 1913

thcse furs, if undressed, are free of duty and, if dressed, dutiable at
30 per cent. Both the undressed and dressed silver or black fox
skins are specifically provided for in this paragraph. Manufactures

of silver or black fox furs are also spocifically provided for.
* io.-Manufacturers of silver or black fox
COnflicting provi

skins and weafing apparel of fur are provided for in this paragraph
at different rates of duty.

su

OP 1*1wiponFORMATiOIl 10C

A

Suggested change.-If it is desired to include wearing apparel of
silver or black fox skins with other manufactures thtn-ref, it should
be there specified to avoid the conflict.
Paragraph 1420 provides for a duty of 40 per cent on black or
silver fox furs undressed and paragraph 1573 provides for "fur and
fur skins, undressed," free. Should not the latter paragraph have
"'n. s. p. f." inserted after "undressed l"
PARAGRAPH 141.
8ENATE AMENDXNT9L

H. R. 7488.
PRa. 1421. Hatters' furs, or furs not on
the akin, prepared for hatters' use, includin -fur skins earmted, 22 per centum ad
valorem.

ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 348. * * * furs not on the
PAR. 439. * * * Furs not on the
kin, prepared for hatters' use, including skin, prepared for hatters' use, including
ur skins carrotod, twenty per centum ad fur skins carroted, 15 per ceatum ad va-

lorem.

walorem.

HAWER$# FVCUR.
(See Survey N-10.)

Description and uses.-fHatters' fur ib the fur or hair after it has
been removed from the skins of such: animals as the hare, rabbit
y treated
nlqtria, and beaver. After being prepared and hee
Fur
skins carhats.
felt
of
it can be used only for the manuacture
acid
of
nitric
solution
a
with
treated
roted are skins which have been
faciliand
to
insets
by
damage
from
to
proteetthem
and quicksilver
tate-the operations of manufacture. The raw materials; that is, the
fur skins, are imported.
Produrtion.-No separate statistics are given for the production of
hatters' fur. The Census classification, 'hat and cap materials,"
which Includes fur prepared for hatters' use, gives an output valued
at bout, $7,600,000in 1914. Hatters' fur was also reported under
"',firs,' dressed"
the skin, prepared for hatters'
furs not on
of carted,
.--Imports
Im''rt*
in 1914 were $607,254. The bulk
usI,*in
udir
fur skins
of the imporf come-from France and Belgium. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar yewr.

P.,u.,

..............

198 ...................
1920 ...........

...

.

0921 (9 Mont) ..............................

Eports.-None recorded.

...

41, 27

313,181

Value.

7,
7,420
:,

M M,

Unit Value.

Duty.

Ad
valoret

rate.

Per cent.

15

......
4.0

20I11

1.07 ................

15
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PARAGAPH 142.7
H. I. 7456.
PAR.

SRNATE AMENDMENTS.

1422.lFanm of all kinds, except

common palni-lea fans, 40 per centum ad
valorem.

A T OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913;

PAn. 440. Pans of ll kinds, excelpt
common palm-leaf fans, fifty per centu'm
ad valorem.

PAR. 349. Fans of all kinds, except
common palm-lef fans, 60 per centum ad
valorem.

FANS.

(So Survey N-11.)
Description and uses.-The varieties of fans may be classified as
(1) those which can be folded or closed and (2) those permanently

expanded or fixed. The former are sometimes made of thin slips of
ivory or wood, but more commonly of a continuous surface of paper,
8ilk, or other fabrics mounted on strips of rigid material, pivoted at
one end, and folding together easily in the manner of a plaiting.
Fixed fans are made of feathers set side by side, of leaves of palmateleafed palm trees, or of paper or similar films spread on slender radiating sticks. Common palm-leaf fans, plain and not ornamented or
decorated, are provided for in paragraph 1567.

Production.-Statistics of produotion in the United States are not
available. France, Austria-Hungary, Germany, Japan, and China
have been leading producers.
Imports of fans m 1914 were $216,330, about 40 per cent from
Japan. Later statistics follow:
Caendar year.

Quantity.

Valm.

Unit value.

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

DOsUN.
Per cent.
1918 ...............................
............. g67,93...........$33,872
Do
1919 .........................................
1,,125
56,211
50'0
27,978
50
so
.
419,990
184,239
.44
o00
19
...................................
1(9 mootba) .....................

204,166

103,346 ............

61,677 ..........

PARAGRAPH 1428.
ML B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1423. Gun wads of all descriptions, not specially provided for, 10 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 441. Gun wads of all descriptions,
twenty per centum ad valorem.

P.A. 350. Gun wads of all descriptions,
10 per centum ad valorem.

820---N---72 •
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GUN WADS.

(See Survey N-I.)

Deecription and use.-Gun wads are disks used to hold in place
powder or shot, and are made of felt, cardboard; or jute.
Produdion.-Not shown in official statistics.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $3,716 and in 1916 at $507. No
imports, with the exception of an insignificant amount in 1920, are
shown for subsequent years.
Important changes in dastficion.-Thephrase "not specially provided for" has been added in order that there shall be no conflict
between this paragraph and paragraph 1426, which provides for
manufactures of hair felt, including gun wads.
Suggested changes.-Gun wads are specifically provided for in paragraphs 1423 and 1426. Paragraph 1426 is for wads of hair felt only,
but inasmuch as the importation is small, the provision in paragralih
1426 might be stricken out and gun wads of hir felt clasified under
the general provision or at least under this paragraph even though different rates of duty be imposed on the two classes. In such case, if
different rates are desired, paragraph 1423 might be amended to
read:
Gun wads of hair felt (rate]; all other gun wads [rate].

PARAGRAPH 1424.
EL R. 7488.

BNATS AM

ENDMENTS.

PAR. 1424. Human hair, raw, 10 per
centum ad valorem; cleaned or commercially known as drawn, but not manufactured. 20 per centum ad valorem; manu-

fac

sof human hair including nets

and nettings, or of which human hair is
the comonent material of chief value,
not specially provided for, 35 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PA. 442. Hair, human, if clean or
drawn but not manufactured, twenty per
centum ad valorem; manufacturer of
human hair, or of which human hair is the
component material of chief value, not
special provided for in this section,
thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
PAR. M. * * human hair, raw,
uncleaned, and not drawn [Free].

Pa. 351. Human hair, raw, 10 per
centum ad valorem; if cleaned or ciimercially known as drawn, but nlt
manufactured, 20 per centum ad valor'mi
manufactures of human hair, including
nots and nettings, or of which human Imir
is the component material of chief vahw,.
not specially provided for in this section.
35 per centum ad valorem.

HUMAN HAIR.

(See Survey N-12.)

Use. of human hair are (l)for switches, wigs, hair nets, etc., made
from a fine quality of hair, and (2) press cloth, used in extracting the
oil from cotton and other seeds. The latter is made of coarse human
hair derived from the Orient.
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Production of hair nets, switches, wigs etc., apparently decreased
during the war, but the output of press cioth mape from human hair
greatly increased. Prior to the war press cloth was made from camel
and goat hair, chiefly from Russia, but large quantities of coarse
human hair from China are now used. Under the Census classification "hair work," 199 establishments are shown, with products valued
at $7,325,000, in 1919. This includes, in addition to wigs, switches,
etc., of human hair, similar articles of adornment made from hair
other than human.
Imports of human hair in 1910 were valued at $3,500,000; in 1915,
at $500 000. Of these imports the largest single item is unmanufactured hair. The great sources of supply have shifted, since 1914,
from Continental Europe to the Orient. Imports from Europe in
1914 were 633,253 pounds, valued at $533 172; from China and Japan,
280,170 pounds, valued at $115,084. &f manufactured products,
the most important item is "nets and nettings," valued at $103,000
in 1915. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.
t

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

HUMAN HAIR, RAW.

1918 .....................................................

, 47,731

1910 ..............................................
1910 .................................
2,'
=,
1921 (9 months) .....................................

167

$791,

# ,0

20

1,5Mu, 306

81,.904

US, 465

10

10
10

s,

1 1, 431

06........

HUMAN HAIR, CLEANED OR DRAWN, BUT UNMANUFACTURED.

19114
.........................................
1919 ................................

.....

10.................................

1921 (9 months) ....................................

18,660

,5,784
W

'6*8'94

117,210i

,492

34

90,98j

20

14,498

20

23,187440

20

HUMAN HAIR, MANUFACTURES OF.
191%
.................................................................

)919

$641,192

..............................................

190 ......................................................
392.1(9 months) ..........................................

:,:, :

$24,417

2,15kO
6,2,

36

75, 444

2

150

2,184,94

35
.........

36

In 1920 raw hair of Asiatic origin amounted to 1,947,624 pounds,

with a value of $1,000,078; cleaned or drawn, to 53,374 pounds
valued at $52,790. Compared with the latter, imports of cleaned
or drawn hair from other sources (chiefly European) amounted to
15,562 pounds, valued at $64,426. These are fiom Italy, southern
France and Germany. "Nets and netting" continue as the chief
item of manuiaoturea
products, being valued in 1920 at $5,774,022.
Practically all comes from China.
Export--None recorded.
Suggdestd can .--Should not "human hair tops" be enumerated
in this paragraph I
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PARAGRAPU1425'.

,

SENATZ AXNDMEIRTS.

IL R. 7408.
PAR. 1425. Hair, curled, suitable for
bes or mattrmese, 10 per centum ad
valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 444. Hair, curled, suitable for
PAR. 352. Hair, curled, suitable for
beds or mattresses, ten per centum ad beds or mattresses, 10 per centum ad
valorem.
valorem.
CUR=

HAIR.

(See Survey N-1.)

Description and tues.--Short horsehair, cow hair and the softer
kinds of ig hair, after being curled by twisting, boifing, and drying,
are used for stuffing beds, mattresses, sofas, divans, and seats. Often
Tampico and coconut fiber and Spanish and sea moss are added to
the hair in the manufacture of some grades of upholstery.
Production in 1914, valued at $3,657,414, was by 19 establishments, with $2,930,000 capital, 1,317 employees, and wages of
$524,000. The industry is widespread, New York and Pennsylvania leading. Figures for 1919 are not available.
Import of hair, curled suitable for beds or mattresses, are negligible, being valued at only $2 in 1914, with no substantial increase
until 1921, when, for the first nine months of the calendar year,
18,787 pounds, valued at $18,735, were imported.
Export are included with manufactures of animal hair, which were
valued at $344,756 in 1914. Later statistics for calendar years
follow: 1918, $374,985; 1919, $695,962; 1920, $1,095,712' 1921 (nine
months), $189,919. Canada, France, and Japan were the principal
countries of destination in 1920.
PARAGRAPH 1426.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1426. Haircloth, known as "crinoline" cloth, haircloth, known as "hair
seating," and hair press cloth, 36 per
centum ad valorem; hair felt, made
wholly or in chief value of animal hair,
not specially provided for, 25 per centum
ad valorem; manufactures of hair felt
including gun wads, 35 pe centum ad

valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR.382.On * * * feltenotwoven,
PAR. 288. * * * felts not wo%(-n,
and not specially provided for in this sec- and all manufactures of every dexritiofn
tion, composed wholly or in part of wool, made, by any process, wholly or ini chief
the duty per pound shall be four times value of wool, not specially providedi fo
the duty imposed by this section on one in this section, 35 per centurm ad valorpi;
pound of unwashed wool of the first cias. cloths if made in chief value of cat th. hair
and in addition thereto sixty per centuni or horse hair, not specially provided for
ad valorem.
in this section, 25 per centum ad varem;

SUMMABY ,O. TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
Pz.441.Gunwdsof&ldesiptioa
twenty per cenitum ad valorem.
Pi. 44. Hai~oth, known as "erinoline" cloth, eiht center per square yard;'
haircloth,' known as "hair seating' and
hair press cloth, twenty cents per square
yard.

1 I1 r

* * * pre clothcomposed ofcamal's
hair not specialy provided for int*
section, 10 per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 50. Gun wads of all descriptions,
l1per centum ad valorem.'
PAR. 343. Haircloth, known as "crinoline" cloth, 6 cents per square yd
haircloth, known as "lair seating, and
hair press cloth, 15 cents per square yard.
PAR. 422. * * *
coths corn.
Posed of camel's hair, imported expressly
for oil milling purposes and marked so ao
to indicate that it is for such purposes
and cut into lengths not to exceed
seventy-two inches and woven in widths
not under ten inches nor to exceed fifteen
inches and weighing not less than one.
hal pound per square foot [Free].

HAIROLOTH--CRINOLINE AND HAIR SEATING.
(See Survey N-12.)

Descriptionand uees.-Haircloth is made with horsehair filling and
warp of cotton, linen, or worsted. "Crinoline"
a light haiicloth
bonnets,
stiffeningisclothing,
with a cotton warp, used extensively for
and hats. Hair seating is a heavy, long-wearing horsehair covering
formerly used in upholstering.
Producionof all kinds of haircloth in 1909 was valued at $2,230,033;
in 1914, at $2,394,486; and in 1919, at $3,315,000.
Imports of crinoline are small, amounting in 1914 to $46; in 1918
(calendar year) to 2,465 yards, valued at $11,787; and in 1920, to 74
square yards, valued at $150. In 1919 and 1921 none was imported.
Imports of hair eating are combined with imports of hair press cloth,
andare shown under that'item.
Export.-None recordeA.
Important clanga in daesifi tion.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1142.
HAIR PRESS CLOTH.

(See Survey N-12.)

Description and uee.-Press cloth is a very thick cloth woven
entirely from spun hair. It is used in the oil milling industry as a
wrapper for holing the seed meats while under pressure. Two classes
of press cloth are now in use-that made from camel's hair and that
made from human (chiefly Chinese) hair. Camel's-hair press cloth
excels, because of its quality of not absorbing the liquid or allowing
the residue of the seed to cling to it, as weas for its strength and
long life. The human-hair press cloth also possesses these qualities
to some extent and is widely used. Its cost is less than that of the
camel's-hair cloth. Horse, cattle, and goat hair are employed to
some extent.

Producdion data are not separately shown for either camel's-hair
press cloth or press cloth made of human hair. Human-hair press
'loth is included in the total for all kinds of haircloth, while camel'shair press cloth is combined with wool manufactures. Estimates of
the trade place the production of human-hair press cloth at approxiImately ,g00,000 pounds, with a value of $1,600,000.
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Imports of camel'phair press cloth were not separately shown
until 1914, when 129,004 pounds, valued at 162,804, were entered
from January I to june 39. Imports of haircloth known as hair
seating and hair press cloths in 1914 amounted to 54,920 square yards,
valued at $106,757, Later statistics follow:
Calndar yiar.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

alent ad
valoem.

CAME'SIAIR PRESS OLOTH.

.9.9.................................

. ce..
.. . . . . . .Per
..........

.......... 26

19 1 (9 month) ...............................

40476

4,40............
,
......

HAIRCLOTH KNOWN AS "HAIR SEATING,"1 AND HAIR PRESS CLOTH.

1918 ....................................................

1919................................................

low (...o.
t..
)...........................................
............................

IWI (9 moths)

.2 1,379
33,885

11831
4,96

5,751

A 20

48,776

1,774

164,550

6,083
....

3.35

3.09

3.61
00

Ezports.-None recorded.
Important ckange8 in cka sification.--See General Notes on Para-

graph below.

HAIR FELT, AND MAN UFAOTURES OF.

Description and us'es.--Hair felt is made from cattle or goat hair.
Manufactures, include polishing felt for plate glass, cushion felts for
shoes, refrigerator felts, cartridge felts, felt washers, pipe covering,
bumper felts, etc.
PNoduction, airport,and export data are not shown in official sources
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in d&yica tion.--The provisions of this para-

graph extend to all classes of hair press cloth. In the 1913 act
camel's-hair press cloth is separately provided for (par. 288). The
provision in paragraph 422 of the 1913 act for camel's-hair press
cloths imported expressly for oil-milling purposes has been omitted .
Hair felt, and manufactures of hair felt, including gun wads, have
been adde."
Conflicting provion .--It is possible that in the case of camel'shair press cloth paragraph 1121 may conflict with this paragraph.
This paraph provides for "hair press cloth," whereas paragraplh
1121, in defining the word "wodl,'rstates, "Whenever in thi title
the word 'woolr is used in connection with a manufactured article
of which it is a component material, it shall be held to include wool or
hair of the * * * camel, * * * whether manufactured 1,y

the woolen worsted, felt, or any other process."
.ugeste change8.-To avoid litigation rowing out of this possil)le
conflict, the provision for "hair press cloth," page 159. paragraph
1426, line 22, of H. R. 746 might be changed to read, "press clothl
of camel's or other hair." Gun wads of hair felt are provided for iii

8UMAOYIr, TARM MN'oEIAT ON, 1l.
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this paragraph, and gun wads n. s. p. L, in paragraph 1423. In view
of the small imports of gun wads of all descriptions ($4,in 1920,
none in 1918 and 1919),-separate provisions appear inadvisable.
If different rates are desired gun wads of hair felt could be given
in paragraph 1423 a higher rate than on gun wads n. s. p. f.
Provision m A t be made in s paragraph' for "cloths and ,all
other manufictures of every description, whoUy or in chief value of
cattle hair or horse hair, not speciJy provided for, [rate] 'following
the word "valorem" in line 2, page 160.
,
PARAGRAPH 1427.
It. X. 7450.

SBNATU AWB"WI&NTS&

PAR. 1427. Hats, cape, boniets, and
hoods, for men's, women's, boys', or children's wear trimmed or untzzmmed, in.
eluding bpdis, hoods, plateaux, forms
or shapes, for hat or bonnets, compoe
wholly or in chief value :of hft of the
rabbit, beaver, orether animals, valued
at not more than $4.50 per dozen, $1.50
per dozen; valued at more than $4.50 and
not more than $9 per dozen, $3 per dezen;
valued at more than $9and not more than
$15 per dozen, $5 per dozen- valued at
more than $15 and not more than $24 per
dozen, $7per dozen; valued at more than
$24 and not more than $38 per dozen, $10
per dozen; valued at more than $38 and
not more than $48 per dozen, $13 per
dozen; valued at more than $48 per dozen,
$16 per dozen; and in addition thereto
on all the foregoing, 20 per centum ad
valorem.

AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 439. * * * articles of wearing

apparel of every description, partly or
wholly manufactured, composed of or of
which fur is the component Material of
chief value, fifty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 446. Hats, bonnets, or hoods, for
men's, women's, boys', or children's
wear, trimmed or untrimmed, including
bodies, hoods, plateaux, forms or shapes,
for hats or bonnets, composed wholly or
in chief value of fur of the rabbit, beaver
or other animal, valued at not more than
four dollars aid fifty cents per dozen one
dollar and fifty cents per dozen; valued

at more than four dollars and fifty cents
per dozen and not more than nine dollars
per dozen, three dollars per dozen; valued
at more than nine dollars per dozen and

,lot more than eighteen dollars per dozen,

five dollars per dozen; valued at more
than eighteen dollars per dozen, seven
dollars per dozen and in addition thereto,
on all the foregoing, twenty per centum
ad valorem.

AOT OF 1913.
PAR. 348.*

* * articles of wearing

apparel of every description, partly or
wholly manufactured, composed of or of
which fur is the component material of
chief value, not specially provided for in
this section, 50 per centum ad valorem;
Pi. 354. Hats, bonnets, or hoods, for
men's, women's, boys't or children's
wear, trimmed or untrimmed, including

bodies, hoods, plateaux, forms or shapes,
for hat. or bonnets, composed wholly or
in chief value of fur of the rabbit, beaver
or other animal., 45 per centum 4
valorem.
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FUR HATS.

Description.-The furs most generally used in fur-felt hats are the
beaver, coypou nutria, or South American bea-ver,. the Saxony and
Russian hare, tihe Scotch, English, and French coneY,and muskrat.
Through processes of manufacture the fur in a felti hat lofes its
resemblance tour as generally khown, Most of thp raw materials
used are imported. The fur of the domestic rabbit is unsuitable for
fur-felt hats.
Production.-In 1914 the number of fur-felt hat establishments
was 224, with 21,318 employees, a capital of $39,401,429, wages of
$12,070,8!2. Materie s cost $16,947,058, and the value of products
was $37,349744. In addition, fur-felt hats to the value of $476,499
were made in establishments engaged primarily in the manufacture
of other products. There is some duplication in the value of the
product owing to the inclusion with "Its, urfelt," of the product
of establishments which made nothing but hat bodies, in some
instances under contract work for other manufacturers, and of still
others which did finishing only. The industry is concentrated in
Pennsylvania, Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York. In 1919
there were 176 establishments, with a total product valued at
.$82,745,000.

Imporls of hats, bonnets, or hoods of fur in 1914 were 36,725 dozen,
valued at $664,717, of which 13,656 dozen, valued at $304,308, came
from Austria-Hungary, the rest mainlY from France, England, Italy,
and Belgium. Later statistics follow:
Cakudar yw.

1918............
.
. .............
1919 ........................................
......... ... ......
M2
........

left.........................
...............

QnnLty.

20,844
15,244
28,(5

14,791

V"z.
DowsPer
W1,738
488 479
It064373

,

Unit "A

*zM.88
32.04
39.06

Duty.

M$,
21 ,8 6
40 468

Ad

vaJm

Otnt.
45

......................

45

4S

In 1920 imports were principally from Italy (17,043 dozen,
$617,288); France (6,768 dozen, $1{4,154); Czechoslovakia (1,729
dozen, $120,220); and England (2,816 dozen, $108,811).
Ezports.-Domestic exports of fur-felt hats are not separately stated
in official statistics./ With the exception of one firm which has a
well-known trade-mark or name, exports are small. Felt hats and
hat materials for men and boys were exported to the values of
$1,273,799, $1,699,532, and $3 145,224, respectively, in the calendar
1919,
and 1920. For the nine months ending September,
years 1918,
1921, exports of felt hats amounted to $889,402. Exports were
chiefly to Canada, Mexico, Cuba, and South America&n countries.
Important changes in dassifoation.-A provision for caps, comn

posed wholly or in chief value of fur of the rabbit, beaver, or other
animals, has been added. Such caps were held dutiable as articles
of wearing apparel (paragraph 348, act of 1913), and not as hats,
bonnets, or hoods of fur (paragraph 354, act of 1913). Caps are not
hats in either customs practice or common parlance. (. A. 470S,
T. D. 22228, of 1900.)

0W TAMP
OUMMA3

PARAGRAPH 148.

4

L
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PAR. 1428. Jewelry, commonly or commercially so known, valued above 20
cents per dozen pieces, 66 per centum ad
valorem; rope, curb, cab e and fany
patterns of chain not exceeding one-h •
inch in diameter, width, or thickness,
valued above 30 cents per yard; and articles
above
cents
dozen
pieces,valued
designed
to be20worn
on per
apparel
or

caried on or about or attached to the
person, such as and including buckles,
cardcases, chains, cigar cases, cigar cutters, cigar holders, cigarette cases, cigarette holders, coin holders, collar cuff,
and dress buttons, combs, match boxes,
mesh bags and purses, millinery, military
and hair ornaments, pins, powder cues,
stamp cus, vanity cases, and like ar.
tiles; all the foregoing and parts thereof,
finished or partly finished, composed of
metal, whether or not enameled, washed
covered, or plated, including rolled gold
plate, and whether or not set with precious or semiprecius stones, pearls, cam.
eos, coral, or amber, or with imitation
precious stones or imitation pearls, 5 per
centum ad valorem; stamings, galenes,
mesh, and other materials o metal,
whether or not set with glass or paste,
finished or partly finished, separate or in
strips or sheets, suitable for use in the
manufacture of any of the foregoing articles in this paragraph, 45 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT 01 1909.

ACT, 0F 1913.

PAR. 448. Chains, pins, collar, cuff, and
dress buttons, charms, combs, millinery
and military ornaments, together with
all other arties of every description,
finished or partly finished, if set with
imitation precious stones composed of
glass or paste (except imitation jet), or
composed wholy or in chief value of
silver, German silver, white metal- bras,
or gun metal, whether or not enaeled,
washed, covered, plated,. or alloyed with

PAR. 356. Jewelry, commonly or commercially so known, valued above 20
cents per dozen pieces, 60 per centum ad
valorem; rope, curb, cable! and fancy
patterns of chain not exceeding one-half
inch in diameter, width, or thickness,
valued above 30 cents per yard; and a.
tiles valued above 20 cents per dozen
pieces designed to be worn on apparel or
carried on or about or attached to the
person, such a and including buckles,

gold, silver or nickel, and designed to be
worn on apparel or carried on or about or
attached to the person, valued at tent
.en~ts per down pieces, one cent each and
in addition thereto three-fifths of one cent
per dozen for each one cent the value exceeds twenty cents per dozen; all stamp.
ings and materials of metal (except ron
or steell, or of metal set with gls or
v aste, finished or partly finished, suitable
for use in the manufacture of any of the
foregin articles (except chain valued
at less than thirty cent.se yr other
than nickel or nickel-platedlr chain), valtied at seventy-two coat. per gross,, three

d cases, chains, cijar cases, cigar cut-

ters, cigar holders, cigarette cases, cigarette holders, coin holders, collar cuff,
and dress buttons, combs, match boxes,
mesh Fam, and purses, millinery, military, and hair ornaments, pins, powder
cases, stamp cases, vanity cases, and like
articles all the foregoing and parts thereof
finished or partly finished, composed of
metal, whether or not enameled, washed
covered, or plated, including rolled gold
plate, and whether or not set with precious or semiprecious stones, pearls,
cameos, coral, or amler, or with inmta-

tion precious stones or imitation pearls,
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ACT OF 1909.,
cents per dozen pieces and in addition
thereto one-half of one cent per gross for
each one cent the value exceeds seventytwo cents per gross; rope, curb, cai)le, and
other fancy patterns of chain, without
bar, swivel, snap or ring, composed of
rolled gold plate or of silver, German
silver, white metal, or bras, not exceeding one-half of one inch in diameter,
breadth or thickness, valued at thirty
cents per yard, six cents per foot, and in
addition thereto three-fifths of one cent
per yard for each one cent the value exceeds thirty cents per yard; finished or
unfinished bags, purses, and other articles,
or parts thereof, made in ehief value of
metal mesh composed of silver, German
silver, or white metal, valued at two
dollars per dozen pieces, ten cents per
piece and in addition thereto three-fifths
of one cent per dozen pieces for each one
cent the vslue exceeds two dollars per
dozeu; all of the foregoing, whether known
as jewelry or otherwise and whether or
not denominatively or otherwise provided
for in any other paragraph of this Act,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem in
addition to the specific rate or rates of
duty herein provided; all articles commonly or commercially known as jewelry,
or parts thereof, finished or unfinished,
including chain, mesh, and mesh bags
and purses composed of gold or platinum,
whether set or not set with diamonds,
pearls, cameos, coral, or other precious or
semiprecious stones, or imitations thereof,
ixty per.centum ad valotem.

M3"TION'9 111.

ACT OF 1918.
60 per centum .4Avaloeni. Stampings,
galleries, mesh and other' materials of
metal, whether or not set with glu or

paste, finished or partly finished, separate

or in stripe or sheets, suitable for use in
the manufacture of any of the foregoing
.articlos in this pargah, 0 per ceituw

ad valo

..

JZWKLRY AND RELATED ARTIOLFS.

(See Survey N-1.)

Descriptiwn and uses.-The wording of the paragraph describes and
indicates the uses of the articles of jewelry included therein.
Production.-In 1914 there were 1,914 establishments manufacturing jewelry, with $72,404,000 capital, 28,289 employees, wages of
$18,302,000, and a product valued at $81,006,000. In 1919 there
*ere 2,037 establishments, with products valued at $203,898,000.
Import of jewelry in:1914 were valued at $1,057,900 principally
from Germany, France, Austria-Hungary, England, and Switzerland.

Later statistics follow:

Calndar

r.

Vah
I

Duty.

Ad
valrren)

rate.

JEWELRY, COMMONLY OR COMMERCIALLY 80 KNOWN, VALUED ABOVE 2D CENT
PER DOZEN PIECS8.
1918 ................................................................

1919................................................................
1921 (9 month) .....................................................

8147,851

SANS

* 711,313

Per cent.

M8700887

32L288

*.....I.........
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Duty.

Value.

Oslo"dar.

Ad
valorem
rate.

8TAMPINOS, GALLERIES, L1SH, RTC.

A =358

1918 ..................................................................

4 716

199
.................................................................

1160

1921 (9 months) .................................................

108, 1 .

.......................................................

&.........

14,878

,0e0

7,437

so

s0
0

MESH BAGS AND PURSES VALUED ABOVS X CENTS PER DOZEN PIECES.

1918 ................................................................
1919 .................................................................
12M ..............................................

$ 884
. . 28
15514
In9mout............................................18,182

$3,518
173
9,30

...............

60
s
so

ARTICLES DESIGNED TO BE WORN ON APPAREL OR CARRIED ON OR ABOUT OR
ATTACKED TO THE PERSON VALUED ABOVE 20 CENTS PER DOZEN PIECES, N.x. s.
1918
........................................... ........ $8,719
1919 .................................................................
155, 44
1920 ..................................................................
16,916
1921 (9 mWths) ..................................................
12 6

$16,031
90, 0
118,00
..........

60
60
60

Imports of cable, curb, rope, etc., are negligible, being valued at
only $66 in nine months of 1921.
Exports in 1914 were valued at $1005,285--mainly to Canada.
Later exports in calendar years have been valued as follows: 1918,
$547,377; 1919, $1,428,910; 1920, $815,780; 1921 (nine months)
$247,862. In 1919, when exports were largest in value, of the total
amount $549,435 went to Englnd and $300,235 to Canada.
flicting provisn.-This paragraph provides for cigar and
cigarette holders if composed of metal, at 55 per cent ad vaiorem,
and pvagraph 1l,52 provides for the same articles, of whatever
material composed, at 45 per cent ad valorem.
S gested change.-"IDress" buttons valued above 20 cents per
dozen pieces are dutiable at 55 per cent ad valorem under this paragraph, while such buttons worth less than 20 cents per dozen pieces
would come within the provision in paragraph 349 for buttons of
metal not specially provided for at three-fourths of one cent per line
per gross and

19

per centum ad valorem, or, if embossed, at 35 per

centum ad vaiorem. It is thus possible to hare the same kind of dress
buttons varying in value only a few cents per dozen pieces pay rates
as divergent as 12 per centum and 55 per centum, or to have a
high-valued metal button come in at the common metal button rate.

01
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PARAGRAPH 1429.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1429. Diamonds and other precious stones, rough or uncut, and not
advanced in condition or value from their
natural state by cleaving splitting, cutting, or other process, whether in their
natural form or broken, any of the foregoing not set, and diamond dust, 10 per
centum ad valorem; pearls and parts
thereof, drilled or undrilled, but not set
or strung; diamonds, coral, rubies
cameos, and other precious stones and
semiprecious stones, cut but not set, and
sable for use in the manufacture of
jewelry, 20 per centum ad valorem:
chatons, doublets, and synthetic cut
stones, used in the manufacture of
jewelry and other similar articles, 20 per
centum ad valorem; imitation pearls of
all kinds and shapes, of whatever material composed, pierced or unpierced,
mounted or unmounted, and imitation
precious or semiprecious stones except
chatons, doublets, and synthetic cut
stones of any kind, of all kinds and
shapes, of whatever material composed,
45 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT Or 1918.

PAR. 449. Pearls and parts thereof,
drilled or undrilled, but not set or
strung, ten per centum ad valorem:
diamonds, coral, rubies, cameos, and
other precious stones and semi-precious
stones, cut but not set, and suitable for
use in the manufacture of jewelry, ten
per centum ad valorem, imitation precious stones, including pearls and parts
thereof, for use in the manufacture of
jewelry, doublets, artificial, or so-called
synthetic or reconstructed pearls and
parts thereof, rubies, or other precious
stones, twenty per centum ad valorem.
PAR. 555. Diamonds and other precious stones, rough or uncut, and not
advanced in condition or value from their
natural state by cleaving, splitting, cut-

PAR. 357. Diamonds and other precious stones, rough or uncut, 'and not
advanced in condition or value from
their natural state by cleaving, splitting,
cutting, or other process, whether in
their natural form or broken, and bort;
any of the foregoing not set, and diamond
dust, 10 per centum ad valorem; pearls
and parts thereof, drilled or undrilled,
but not set or strung- diamonds, coral,
rubies, cameos, and other precious
stones and semiprecious stones, cut but
not set, and suitable for use in the manufacture of jewelry, 20 per centum ad
valorem; imitation precious stones, including pearls and parts thereof for use
in the manufacture of jewelry, doublets,
artificial, or so-called synthetic or recoistructed pearls and parts thereof, rubies,
or other precious stones, 20 per centum
ad valorem.

ting, or other process * *3 * [Free].
PaR. 556. * * * bort ; any of the

foregoing not set, and diamond dust
[Free].

PRECIOUS STONES.

(See Survey N-1.)

Description.-" Precious stones" as a trade term includes the
diamond, sapphire, emerald, pearl, opal, turquoise, garnet, beryl,
topaz, rock crystal, lapis lazuIi, agate, onyx, jade amethyst, tigereye, chalcedony, bloodstone, moonstone, tourmaline, chrysoprase,
etc.

8Or opposite par. 1561, II. R.

7456.
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Production.-In 1914 there were 89 establishments engaged in
lapidary work with value of products amounting to $5,380,000, and
in 1919, 121 establishments with products of $30,050,000. In many
cases the work is done for jewelry concerns which furnish the materials.
Important changes in classification.--See General Notes. on Paragraph, page 1162.
DORT AND DIAMOND DUST.

(See Survey N-1.)
Description and use.-Bort denotes diamonds of inferior quality,
especially such as have a radiating crystallization, not taking a
polish; also, an amorphous variety of diamond, brown, gray, or
black, known as "black diamond or carbonado," found massive in
Brazil in association with pure diamonds. Diamond dust is a
powder secured by rubbing together two diamonds in the process
of faceting, and a so by crushing bort. It is used for cutting and
polishing diamonds and other precious stones. The amorphous
variety is extensively used in diamond drills and stone saws, for
which ordinary diamonds are unsuited.
Imports in 1914 of bort and diamond dust were valued at $90,512
and came principally from France and England. Later statistics
follow:
Ad

Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

valorem
rate.

BORT.
1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................
1920 .................................................................
1921 (1 months) .....................................................

Per cent.
$ 0, 237
1,367,08
3,32S)871
314,240

$46,024
136,709
332, 837
31,424

$1633

51,6323

10
10
10
10

DIAMOND DUST.

1918..................................................................
1919 .......
.........................................................

1920 .........................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................................

9,1171
1,609

5, 912
1,961

10
10
10

Important changes in classification.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1152.
DIAMONDS.

(See Survey N-1.)

Uses.-Besides its value as a gem, the diamond is of great use in
the arts and manufactures.
Production of rough and uncut diamonds for 1907-1918 ranged
from $608 (1915) to $6,315 (1913), and was $1,910 in 1918. A few
(liamonds have been found along the base of the Sierra Nevadas, in
Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and along
the eastern base of the Appalachians from Virginia to Alabama.
South Africa furnishes almost the whole of the world supply; its
total production in 1917 was valued at $37,527,689.
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Impori.-During 1911-1913 imports of diamonds in the rough
ranged from $9,071,089 (1911) to $11,973,764 (1913); in 1915 they
amounted to $3,204,206. More than three-fourths are from England. Imports of diamonds cut, but not set, were $24,390,076 in
1911, and $27,170,996 in 1913. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Ad
valorern
rate.

Duty.

DIAMONDS, ROUGH OR UNCUT AND NOT ADVANCED.
Clart.

1918 ......................................... ............ $12,636,024 .........
n. 86
290,677 20, 306,758
1919..........................................

Ptr elt.

10

$1,263,602
2,030,676

10

613
121,031 10,5 26,1 8.97 1,0g
199,743

192 .........................................

W0

67.67

1,97,427

29,617

1921 (9 months) ..............................

DIAMONDS, CUT BUT NOT SET, AND SUITABLE FOR MANUFACTURE OF JEWELRY.
1918.................................
1919...................................
.............................
1920
1921 (9 months) .........................

a)
$7,734,150 .......... SIP W4,80
$122.13 12,817,096
164,08&5,610
149.34 9,048,003
45,240,013
19,327,173..........3,8W5,435

.........
524,710
302,920
184,408

)

'Includes small amount from Cuba.

Important changes in classification.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1152.
PEARLS.

(See Survey N-1.)
Descriptionand use.-Mother-of-pearl, the inner layer of the shell
of the pearl mollusk, is secreted from the mantle of the shellfish.
When a grain of sand or like foreign element finds lodgment between
the shell and the mantle, it becomes enveloped in this pearly secretion,
and thus is formed the pearl of commerce.
Production.-River pearls are found in many parts of the United
States, and have -been systematically worked in the Little Miami and
Mississippi Rivers. Pearls are obtained from India, the Persian Gulf,
the Sulu seas, the coast of Australia, the shores of South America,
and some of the Pacific islands. (See also Imitation Precious Stones,
p. 1151.)
Imports were valued at $1,932,109 in 1916, $1,551,597 in 1915,
$5,800 790 in 1913, and $515,478 in 1908. About 90 per cent comes
from France and England. Later statistics follow:
Ad

Calendar year.

1918...

...................................

1919.................................

Quantity.

Value.

Numr.

$973

Duty.

valorvn
rate.

Per rt nt.

.............
. ...........
. . . 17..
....
33;

"................905,4

5,381,160 1,933,510

1..0..............................................7,801,728
2436,714
1921 (9 months) ......................................

2,186,702
1,560,346

487,343 .......

111
.M

'From Philippine Islands, free.

Important changes in cassifiCation.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1152.
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OTHER

PRECIOUS STONES ROUGH OR UNCUT.

(See Survey N-1.)

Production of previous stones, other than diamonds, was valued at
$104,413 in 1918.
Imports were $167,331 in 1916, $54,141 in 1915, $75,614 in 1913,
and $180,012 in 1911. Later statistics follow:
Ce'eudar year.

Quantity.

1 I .......................................

9.......................................
.....................................
1921 (9 mUolnths) ............................

............

2,13,&8S
1,607,9001
28 3 69 2
,
t

Value.

!Unt vatu.

£~Lra~sPer
W0 ...........
129,9
1 52
2 9,
354,937
145,2761

Ad

Duty.

0.,
.22
.521

valomrge

cw.
10

$12, M

21,953
10
10
3;5,4
14,528 ..........

Important changes in classification.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1152.
OTHER PRECIOUS AND SEMIPRECIOUS STONES, CUT BUT NOT SET.

Imports were valued at $2,774,220 in 1913, and $4-058,696 in 1911,
coming principally from France, England, and dermany. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

19 ................................................................

1919
................................................................
192 ).............................................................

19,21
(9 months) ................................................

Important changes in damsoi

graph, page 1152.

Value.

Duty.

$956, 939
4,935,287

$191f 387
967,057
1,002,113
400,138

5,010,%3

2,000,689

Ad

valorem
rate.
Per cew.
20
............

tion.-See General Notes on Para-

IMITATION PRECIOUS STONES.

(See Survey N-1.)

Description and umes.-Imitation gems are manufactured from a
specially prepared glass called "strass," after its German inventor.
This glass consists essentially of a complex borosilicate of lead and
potassium. The finished colorless glass is used in imitation diamonds.
When employed to imitate colored precious stones, thb strass is
melted with various metallic oxides. Real diamonds, however, have

been made artiflically by Prof. Moissan, of Paris, by the use of an
electric furnace. The stones produced were exceedingly small, but

they possessed all the characteristics of the natural diamond.
Artificial pearls are of two kinds, the solid or massive and the
blown pearls. The first are known as "Venetian pearls," made
chiefly on the island Murano, near Venice, from small white or col-
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ored glass tubes, the desired hues be' produced by the use of oxide
of tin and other metals. Blown pearls consist of small globules of

thin glass, coated on the inside with the so-called oriental pearl
essence, or "essence d'Orient," which is made from silvery scaes of
the bleak, a small fish common In France and Germany. Many iitation pearls are also formed of an opaline glass of nacreous luster,

and the soft appearance of the pearl is obtained by the judicious use
of hydrofloric aid. It is said that certain Japanese firms are producingby artificial methods a genuine pearl in the body of the oyster.
Synthetic or reconstructed stones differ from the imitation article
in that they are of the same composition as the true stone. Doublets
are defined as imitation gems consisting of a real stone cemented to
a piece of glass colored to simulate the imitation gems, or paste
jewels mounted with a thin face of the genuine jewels. A chaton is
an eight-faceted stone in imitation of a diamond or other precious

stone.
Producion.-The United States has never been an important
producer of imitation precious stones. In recent years domestic
manufacturers have produced considerable quantities of imitation
pearls but it can not be said that the business is in a stable condition.
Imports of imitation precious stones including pearls and parts
thereof, for use in the manufacture of jewelry, doublets, artificial
or so-called synthetic or reconstructed pearls and parts thereof,
rubies, or other precious stones, amounted to $1,192,897 in 1914.

They came chiefly ftom France. Later import statistics follow:

Ad

Calendar year.

1918 ..................................................................
1919 ............................................................
1920 ............................................................

Value.

$889,08
1690182
2 174,832

1921 (9 months) ................................................... .1045, 361

Duty.

valorem
rate.

$177,817
318, 036
434,92

Per ce t.
20
20
20

209, 072

40

Important changes in classificaton.--See General Notes on Para-

graph, below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important change in da.siftcation.-Bort isnot specifically provided

for.
The provision for chatons is new. Synthetic stones have been
restricted to cut stones. The phrase "used iii the manufacture of
jewelry and other similar articles" is made to cover chatons, doublets,
and synthetic cut stones.
Imitation pearls are given a separate classification and are not
included under imitation precious stones. The descriptive phrase
"of all kinds and shapes, of whatever material composed, pierced or
unpierced, mounted or unmounted," is new and the phrase "for use
in the manufacture of jewelry" is omitted.
Imitation precious or semiprecious stones exclude chatons, doublets, and synthetic cut stones, which are specifically provided for.
The phrase "of all kinds and shapes, of whatever material composed

is new and the phrase "for use in the manufacture of jewelry" is

omitted.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
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co:fiaiw pro msi.-The provision in this paragraph for imitation pearls digers from the provision in paragraph 1403 for imitation
pearl beads only in the woids "strung or oose which are in pagraph 1403 and not in this paragraph. There was litigation under
the act of 1909 between two somewhat similar provisions (pars. 421
and 449), in which the provision for imitation pearl beads was declared more specific than the provision for imitation pearls. For
legislative purposes, paragraph 449 of the act of 1909 was declared to
include only such imitation pearls for use in .the manufacture of
jewelry as were not also imitation pearl beads. (Lorsch v. Unie
states, 5 Ct. Cust. Appls., 93; Cohn v. United States, 5 Ct. Cust,
Ap Is., 339; both of 1914.) The words "pierced or unpierced" in
bot~i paragraphs increase the conflict.
suggested Jcunges.-Since beads am usually if not always pierced,
mission of the words "pierced or unpierced" wherever they occur
in paragraphs 1403 and 1429 would tend to limit the provisions of
1403 to beads and 1429 to imitation pearls and imitation precious and
semiprecious stones.
Specific provision might be made for pearls, strung.
Page 161, line 20, of H. R. 7456: Insert rate and change semiColon to a comma.
PARAGRAPH
H. 3. 7456.
'AR. 1430. Laces, including bumt-out
ace8s, lace window curtains; handkerd.hiefs, napkdim, wepvring apparel, ano all

oth ,r articles or fabrics of jace, or made
wirolly or in part, however mall, of lace
or o imitation lace of any kind; edging,
iusertings, galloons nets, ne;tings, veils,
v.ilings, neck rufihings, ruchings, tuckitigs, trimmings, floutcings, flutingso qulliin, ornaments; ribbons ornamentoi in
,etprocess of weaving; braids loom woven
atId ornamented in the process of weaving,
or made by hand, or on any braid machiiie, knitting machine, or lace machine; and all articles composed in any
part, however small, of any of the foregoing fabrics or articles; all the foregoing
i(ex-.cpt plain gauze or leno woven cotton
netis or nettings, and materials and articles
sl, ,ially provided for in paragraphs 919,
IX6, 140, 1404, 1406, and 1424 of this
Au.t ,, by whatever name known, and to
whatever use applied, and whether or not
named, described, or provided for elsewhere in this Act, when composed wholly
or in chief value of yarns, threads, filanittts, tinsel wire, lame bullions, metal
threads, spangles, or beads, 45 per centum
a, valorem; embroideries handkerchiefs,
napk ins, wearing apparel, and all other
artilc.9 or fabrics embroidered ii any
i imer by hand or machinery, whether

with a plain or fancy initial, monogram,
82304-22----78

!.43O.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1909,

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

or otherwise, or tamboured, appliqutd,
scalloped, or ornamented with beads or
spangles, or from which threads have been
omitted, drawn, punched, or cut, and
with threads introduced after weaving to
finish or ornament the openwork, not including straight hemstitching: all the
foregoing (except plain gauze or leno
woven cotton nets or nettings, and materials and articles specially provided for
in paragraphe 919, 1006, 1403, 1404, 1406,
and 1424 of this Act), by whatever name
known, and to whatever use applied, and
whether or not named, described, or provided for elsewhere in this Act, when
composed wholly or in chief value of
yarns, threads, filaments, tinsel wire,
lame, bullions, metal threaIs, spangles,
or beads, 371 per centuin ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 179. * * * laces, embroideries, braids, galleons, trimmings, * * *

PAR. 358. Laces, lace window curtains,
not specially provided for in this section,
*coach, carriage, and automobile laces, and
all lace articles of whatever yarns, threads,
or filaments composed; handkerchiefs,
napkins, eating apparel, and all other
articles or fabrics made wholly or in part
of lace or imitation lace of any kind; embroideries, wearing apparel, handkerchiefs, and all articles or fabrics embroidered in any manner byhand or machinery,
whether with a plain or fancy initial,
monogram, or otherwise, or tamboured,
appliqu6d, or scalloped by hand or machinery, any of the foregoing by whatever
name known; edgings, insertings, gal.
loons, nets, nettings, veils, veilings, neck
rufflings, ruchings, tucking, flouncings,
flutings, quillings, ornaments; braids,
loom woven and ornamented in the pro'.
ess of weaving, or made by hand, or on
any braid machine, knitting machine, or
lace machine, and not specially provide
for; trimmings not specially provided for;
woven fabn'cs or articles from which
threads have been omitted, draWn,
punched, or cut, and with threads introduced after weaving, forming figures or
designs, not including straight hemlstitching; and articles made in whole or in
part of any of the foregoing fabrics or
articles; all of the foregoing of whatever
yarns, threads, or filaments composed, ;0

made wholly or in
ornaments, * *
chief value of tinsel wire, lame or lahn,
bullions, or metal threads, fifteen cents
per pound and sixty per centum ad vaorem.
PAR. 322. Handkerchiefs or mufflers
composed of cotton, whether in the piece
or otherwise and whether finished or unfinished,

*

* * embroidered in any

manner, whether with an initial letter,
monogram, or otherwise, by hand or machinery or are tamboured, appliqu6d, or
trimmeA wholly or in part with lace or
with tucking or insertion, they shall not

pay a less rate of duty than sixty per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 349. Laces, lace window curtains,
and all other lace articles; handkerchiefs,
naplkins, wearing apparel, and all other
articles made wholly or in part of lace or
laces, or in imitation of lace- nets, nettings, veils, veilings, neck rufiings, ruchings, tuckings, flutings, quillings, embroideries, trimmings, braids, featherstitch braids, edgings, insertings, flouncings, galleons, gorings,

*

*

*

orna-

ments, ribbons,
wearing apparel, handkerchiefs, and other articles or
tabrics embroidered in any manner by
hand or machinery, whether with a plain
or fancy letter, initial, or monogram, or
otherwise, or tamboured, appliqu6d, or per centum ad valorem.
scalloped, by hand or machinery, for any
purpose, or from which threads have been
drawn, cut, or punched to produce openwork, ornamented or embroidered in any
manner herein described, in any part
thereof, however small- hemstitched or
tucked flouncings or skirtings; all of the
foregoing, composed wholly or in chief
value of cotton, flax, or other vegetable

sUMiLu Y or TARIrF n
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

IiI er, or of cotton, flax, or other-vegetable
fiber and india rubber, or of cotton, flax,
or other vegetable fiber, india rubber, and
metal, and not elsewhere specially pro.;
vitled for in this section, sixty per centum
ad valorem: Provided, That no article
oin)posed wholly or in chief value of one

or more of the materials or goods specified
in this paragraph, shall pay a lem rate of
dity than the highest rate imposed by
this section upon any of the materials or
gools of which the same is composed:
.. W/ provided further, That no article or

fabric of any description, composed of flax
or other vegetable fiber, or of which these
materials or any of them is the component
material of chief value, when embroidered
by hand or machinery, or having hand or
machinery embroidery thereon, shall pay
a less rate of duty than that imposedin
this section upon any embroideries of the
materials of which such embroidery is
composed.
PAR. :50. Laces, embroideries, edgings,
iisertings, galloons, flouncings, nets, nettings, trimmings, and veils, composed of
colton, silk, artificial silk, or other material (except wool), made on the Lever or
Gothrough machine, seventy per centum
al valorem: Prorided, That no wearing apparel, handkerchiefs, or articles of
any (Iescription, composed wholly or in
chef value of any of the foregoing, shall
pay a less rate of duty than that imposed
upon the articles or the materials of which
tle same are composed.
PAR. 383. * * * braids, galleons,

e,(,ings, insertings, flouncings, fringes,

ginhps, * .* * ornaments, laces, trim-

mings, and articles made wholly or, in
part of lace, embroideries and all articles
embroidered by hand.or machinery, head
nets, nettings, * * * and manufactures

of wool ornamented with beads or spangles of whatever material composed, any
of the foregoing made of wool or of which
wool is a component material, whether
containing india rubber or not, fifty cents
per pound and sixty per centum ad
valorem.
PAR. 400. Handkerchiefs or mufflers
('On)posed

wholly or in chief value of silk,

finished or unfinished,

*

*

*

em-

broidered in any manner, whether with
an initial letter, monogram, or otherwise,
b hand or machinery, or are tamboured,
appliqu(ed, or having tucking or insertion, sixty per centum ad valorein.
PARi. 402. Laces, edging , inserting,

balloons, flouncings, neck rufflings, rnchisf, braids, * * * trimmings, ornabonts,

RMATIoN, 1921.

nets or nettings, veils or veilings,

and articles made wholly or in part of any
of the foregoing, or of chiffons embroideries and articles embroidered by hand
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ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
or machinery, or tamboured or appliqu6ed,

*

* * all of the foregoing com-

posed of silk, or of silk and metal, or of
which silk is the component material of
chief value, whether in part of India rubber or otherwise and braid composed in
part of India rubber, not specially provided for in this section, and silk goods
ornamented with beads or spangles, sixty
per centum ad valorem: Provided, That
articles composed wholly or in chief value
of any of the materials or goods dutiable
under this paragraph shall pay not less
than the rate of duty imposed upon such
materials or goods by this section: Provided further, That tamboured, embroidered, or appliqu6ed articles or fabrics
shall pay no less rate of duty than that
imposed( upon the material if not so tamboured, embroidered, or appliqu6ed.
PAR. 405. * * * braids,laces, em-

broideries, gallons, neck rufflings, ruchings, * *

* trimmings, *

* *

or

other articles or fabrics composed wholly
or in chief value of yarns, threads, filaments, or fibers of artificial or imitation
silk or of artificial or imitation horsehair,
by whatever name known, and by whatever process made, forty-five cents per
pound, and in addition thereto, sixty per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 421.

* *

*

nets or nettings,

laces, embroideries, gallons, wearing
apparel, ornaments, trimmings, curtains,
fringes, and other articles not specially
provided for in this section, composed
wholly or in chief value of beads or spangles made of glass or paste, gelatin, metal,
or other material, but not in part of wool,
sixty per centum ad valorem: Provided,
That no article composed wholly or ID
chief value of beads or spangles made of
glass, paste, gelatin, metal, or other material shall pay duty at a less rate than is
imposed in any pang..ph of this section
upon such articles without such beads or
spangles.
LACE, EMBROIDERY, ETC.

Description and ume.-Paragraph 1430, after paragraph 1008 (jutt,
burlap, etc.), is probably the most important textile provision as
regards value of imports. It includes laces, nets, embroideries,
braids, and articles made of any of these materials.
Lace is ornamental network made by intertwisting fine threads to
form a pattern. When made by hand it is termed "real" or "poiut'
lace, as distinguished from machine-made lace, sometimes knowni as
imitation lace. Modern lace is mainly machine-made. The machimi's
used are either the Lever or the "go-through."
Netting is made by intertwisting fine threads to form open mesIWS,
usually hexagonal in shape. Net sometimes used as a synonym for
netting, is, correctly, a particular length of netting.

SUMMABD OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
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Veiling is a general commercial term covering a great variety of
articles, such as chiffon, grenadine, fancy netting (having fancy
"veiling" meshes, or ornamented with a bar or border or figuring),
used chiefly or exclusively for the making of veils. A veil is a particular length of veiling.
Embroidery is ornamental stitching. It implies a foundation
material, such as cloth, or net on whicl the embroidery is worked,
thus differing from lace, which is made directly from yarn. Embroidering is done by hand and by hand or power machines. Modern
(embroidery is made chiefly on the power-driven schiffli (shuttle)
machines. A special type of embroidery is known as burnt-out lace;
this is also called etched lace, embroidery lace, and Plauen lace. It
is made by embroidering on a specially prepared cloth and then
removing this foundation material, by chemicals or otherwise, rio as
to obtain an openwork embroidery fabric which resembles lace.
Fancy braids, including the type known as "Barmen lace,' are
made on braiding machines with-Jacquard attachments.
Edging is narrow lace or embroidery specially designed for trimruing frills and parts of dresses. It is usually made ith one edge
straight and one scalloped. Inserting, or insertion, is narrow lace or
embroidery or other ornamental matter especially made for inserting in a plain fabric. It is made with both edges alike, usually
straight, and with a certain amount of plain work on either edge for
use in sewing it to the fabric. Galloon is a narrow fabric made of
lace, embroidery, or braid. Some of it is made with a mixture of
metallic threads, composed of threads or cords covered with gold,
silver, gilt, etc., and is used for ornamenting uniforms. Neck ruffling
is a strip of textile material drawn up at one edge in gathers or pleats
especially prepared for wearing around the neck. Ruching is a full
quilling or pleating of net, law, ribbon, or other material in widths
ranging from 1 to 3 inches, uW!as a trimming for women's garments
or worn at the neck or wrists. It usually consists of two or more
rows of material arranged in box or shell pleats, or in the form of
quilling. Tucking consists of textile material ornamented with
parallel rows of tucks, either arranged close together and covering
the surface, or in clusters with spaces between. It is used for
women's summer waists, yokes, underwear, and skirts and as fronts
for men's shirts. Flouncing is textile material of any description
used for making deep ruffles or flounces, usually gathered or pleated
at one edge ang loose at the other, the gathered edge being sewn to
the garment. Fluting is ruffling made with a flute-shaped crimp.
Quilling is a narrow border of lace, net, or ribbon, pleated or fluted
so as to resemble a row of quills; it is a variety of ruffling. Tambour
work originally meant a kind of embroidery worked by hand on musin tight y stretched by means 9f hoops or a frame similar to that
encircling a tambour. It is now usually applied to work, made on
the embroidery machine, in which the tambour stitch is used. This
stitch produces a pattern of straight ridges crossing each other in
every direction at right or acute angles. Anpliqu6 in dress and upholstery usage means applied or sewn on. Thus, a gimp or pattern
of lace may-be sewn on a new ground, or embroidered flowers may
be secured to silk net; in such case the pattern ornament is said to
be appliqu6d.
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Producion data of clothing and articles of wearing apparel made
or ornamented with lace, embroidery et.i are not obtainable. Their
manufacture
large cities. centers in New York, &hicago, Philadelphia, and other
The production figures of lace, embroidery etc., are not available
except for certain items. The output of Lever laces of cotton,
amounted in 1914 to 7,237,000 square yards, valued at $3,681,000,
and in 1919 to 19,863,000 square yards, valued at $6,608,000. The
production of braids and narrow/ laces, of cotton, was valued at
$897,000 in 1914 and at $620,000 in 1919. The production of silk
laces, embroideries, nets, veils, veilings, etc., was valued at $1,362,000
in 1914 and at $5,953,000 in 1919; of silk fringes and gimps, at
$1,025,000 in 1914 and at $3,464,000 in 1919; of military and tailors'
trimmings of silk, at $642,000 in 1914 and at $1,317,000 in 1919.
The machine embroidery industry centers around New York City,
being largest on the New Jersey side of the North River; there are
also aggregations of embroidery machines at Philadelphia and
Chicago and smaller numbers at other points. Fancy laces are produced most largely in Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, New Jersey,
New York, and Connecticut.
Imports of laces, embroideries, etc., have been valued as follows: 1914,
$48,134,985; 1918, $22,314,665; 1919 (calendaryear),$30,811,353; 1920
(calendar year), $50,190,422. The record was $53,361,350 in 1907.
The temporary free entry accorded lace and embroidery machines from
August 5, 1909, to January 1, 1911, more than doubled the capacity
of ohe
local lace and embroidery industries and their development has
tended to curtail the imports of foreign laces and embroideries. The
decline in imports after 1914 was, however, largely because of the war.
Lace imports are normally from Nottingham and Calais; embroidery
from St. Gall; etched lace (burnt-out embroidery) from Plauen; ani
fancy braids most largely from Bar
. Ornamented wearing apparel comes chiefly from Paris.
Imports are shown more in detail as to nature and material as
follows:
Lace, embroidery, etc.
Calendar year.

Cotton.

Flax, etc.

Wool.

Silk.

Artificial
silk
and
arthftlal

horsehair.

Metal
thread

fabrics.

Total

LACES AND LACE ARTICLES.

118 .......

1919 ...........
192.

$3, 441

9031,847

2 93,994

$134080 . ..
142,369
2731

J.......
.....

........

119

478,028
92,329

..

9:62.24

13,S30

COACH, CARRIAGE, AND AUTOMOBILE LACES.
1918 ........... $2,568.......$129..................
1,010.................................1010
1919 ...........
4,601 ............ ............
........... ..
.......
1920..............

4: 60

LACE WINDOW CURTAINS.'
1918.............. $127,628

$8,714
1919 ............. 145,063............

1920............

. 83,i201
.

r......
. ..... . 145,03

18,821 ......... ..912,0

t Not made on Nottingham lsoe.urtaln maclines.

$134 ,342

BUMMAY 0
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Lace, embroiday, etc.--Continued.
Calendar year.

Cotton.

Flax, etc.

Silk.

Wool.

Artificial
Metal
silk and
thread
aritll fbr.
fabrics.
hormhadr,

Total.

NETS, NETTINGS, VEILS, VEILINGS.

1

............

$1,49,885

2,645,382
1919 .............
92............1,9I63,802

164, 118....................

,26 .........

8742 3765,500........... ...........
69 4,623, 16 ......
......

18,1
6,02

$3,1,272
6,513, 73
6

BRAIDS.
1918 .............
1919 .............
19 ..............

80#,702
33,832
188,194

490
835

$15,832
6,081
3,480

$31,557
30,476
671,833

86,1451
13, 795
107,381I

$72
171
2,109

$150

$60, 4687
4,845
95,8

EMBROIDERIES AND EMBROIDERED ARTICLES.
198......,079,&91
2,073,430
1919.......
19............5 )6,0

......
6100.
1,811,120 .... ..

091......
R919 ............
..
001..

1,12,

2,799
,868.

$2224,383
40

..

9m.4610,

HANDKERCHIEFS, EMBROIDERED, ETC.
1918........638,471
1919.......857,
1920 .............

708
1,828, 77t

$1,458,362

..... I8,117,97

.

I.

1314
98,223.........5180......D.....
1,30,083I......
69,081 1

1,902,108
,2......
3w

...........

CORSETS, EMBROIDERED, ETC.
... 2,598
1918.......
191..........2644
1,438
1920 ..............

5578.......$2,773...............83

, 2182........3,810............34

984.............

3

1,182.......

OTHER WEARING APPAREL, EMBROIDERED, ETC.
191.........2,306381

$181,700 ...........

190.....9,184,094

694,108 ...........

.... .3,90,95

148,06 ......

$1,548,284...........$4,091,941

3,126,12

3 ,5S47,446 ......... ............

7,178,

18, 405,

e

ALL OTHER.
1918 ...........
1919...... ......
1920.............

52,847
188,127
179,534

$92,5so
7,886
18, 686

$56,021
68,442
106,584

$494,948
150,03
395,311

$32,745
78,015
481, 0

$22, 577
479,286
508,367

$2,488,641
921,789
1,665,077

83,950979
8,201,760
10, 749,76

864,302
108,491
1,133,428

8245,409
484,367
5,47

819,941,096
80,811,35
80,190,422

TOTAL.
1918............. $11,840,880
1919........ 18832,995
15,1853

83,783,304
8,115,053

56, 222
6,687
1W08

DUTIES, TOTAL.

1918........
12.. ...... 1,129,944

2, rA,808S

65,876

9
8,424,636

581

65,075
880,638

0

$147,245
$10,0,390
621 16,739,25
30,1108

I

26321,00
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Ezports of. clothing and other articles of wearing apparel made or
ornamented with lace, embroidery, etc., are not separately recorded,
nor are there separate export statistics of the other articles covered
by this paragraph except in regard to one item. Exports of cotton laces and embroideries were valued in the fiscal year 1914, at
$232,457, and in the calendar years 1918-1921 as follows: 1918,
$1,569,322; 1919, $1,731,675; 1920, $1,629,409; 1921 (nine months),
$500,298. Canada is the main purchaser, followed by Mexico, Cuba,
and the Philippine Islands.
Important changes in classifcation.-In general this paragra
covers the same class of goods as is covered by paragraph 358 of the
act of 1913. These articles, however, have been divided into two
groups at different rates of duty the group carrying the higher duty
being composed of laces, fancy braids, and certain other specialties,
and that carrying the lower duty being composed of embroideries
and articles more or less similar. A special form of embroidery,
known as "burnt-out lace " or "etched ace" is, however, placed 'iI
the higher class with laces. Fabrics and articles specially provided
for in other paragraphs which are not of the class of goods covered by
this paragraph are expressly excepted.
The wording of the paragraph has been strengthened so that its
intent can not be evaded because of the wording in any other pnragraph. The need for a careful phraseology has been shown by judicial
construction of the act of 1913, which took from paragraph 358
Jacquard figured nets and nettings intended for use as curtains and
admitted them under the lower rates of paragraph 258.
"Coach, carriage and automobile laces," which are listed in paagraph 358 of the act of 1913, have been omitted from paragraph 14:3(J
because they are not similar to the other articles here included; they
are narrow woven fabrics, usually pile-woven, used as arm straps in
vehicles, and except for their misleading trade name would probably
never have been included with lace inpreceding acts.
There has been inserted a provision for "ribbons ornamented in the
process of weaving"; this will include all ribbons other than the plain
plain woven, twilled, or sateen). There has also been inserted a
provision for fabrics and articles "ornamented with beads or
spangles."
onf&ting provsms. This paragraph conflicts with the provisions
for "ribbons, bel tings, toys, and other articles made wholly or in chief
value of tinsel wire lame or lahn, and india rubber, bullions, or metal
threads, not specially provided for, 45 per centum ad valorem; woven
fabrics, fringes, and tassels, made of any of the foregoing, 65 per centuni
ad valorem, in lines 1 to 5, page 73, paragraph 382. There is also a
conflict with Paragraph 1403.
Suggested chAnges.-In view of the foregoing conflict, with articles
of tinsel, etc., and as the articles in this paagraph carry rates of duty
not greater than the articles provided for in paragraph 382, "32"
might be inserted before "919" in line 21, page 162, and in line 12,
page 163. Should this be done appropriate changes should be made
in paragraph 1430. It may be noted that the phrase "ribbons
ornamented in the process of weaving" causes the inclusion with
laces at the lace rate of duty of ribbons woven with a jacquard or
other special loom attachment, and leaves under the textile schedules
only plain ribbons.
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As fringes and gimps are of the same class as trimmings, the words
"fringes, gimps," might be added after "trimmings" inline 13, page
162.
Separate provisions for articles of lace and embroidered articles at
different rates of duty may involve litigation where both lace and
embroidery are used on the same article. This litigation might be
avoided by having one rate of duty on all such articles. If this should
be done the two provisions should be combined. The omission of
1403 from this paragraph, H. R. 7456, page 162, line 21, page 163,
line 12, would prevent a conflict with paragraph 1403 and assure the
classification of such articles as beaded net and spangled gowns in
paragraph 1430.
Page 162, line 15, of H. R. 7456: Insert comma after "braids."

PARAGRAPH 1431.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1431. Chamois skins, .pianoforte,

,ianoforte.action,
player-piano-action
weather, enameled upholstery leather,
and glove leather, finished, in the white
or in the crust, 20 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 451. * * * chamois skin, twenty

PAR. 359. Chamois skins, 15 per centum

per centum ad valorem; * * * en- ad valorem; pianoforte, pianoforte action,
amneled leather weighing not over ten enameled upholstery leather, and glove
pounds per (lozen hides or skins, twenty- leathers, 10 per centum ad valorem.
seven cents per pound and fifteen per
centum ad valorem; if weighing over ten
pounds and not over twenty-five pounds
per dozen, twenty-seven cents per pound
and eight per centum ad valorom; if
weighing over twenty-five pounds per
dozen, twenty cents per pound and ten.,
pr centum ad valorem; pianoforte leather
and piano-forte-action leather, and glove
leather, twenty per centam ad valorem;
CHAMOIS

1B1iN.

(See SuTvey N-i?.)

Description and uswe,-The goat antelope, known, as the chamoisi
is nearly extinct. , The trade name "chamois skin" applies to a
form of "tawed" or oil-tannod sheepskin. Only the stronger sheepskins are capable of conversion into ohamois leather. The skin is
split into two layers and the flesh side is treated vigorously with oil.
ihe grain split is called a "skiver" and-is vegetable or chrome tanned
alid marketed for bookbindings, pocketbooks,, hat sweat bands, and
othei light leather use6, . As donestio, sheepakins, are usually, pot
suitable for making chamois, sheepskins for such purpose are geuerally imported. When domestic skins are used they must be tanned
in "the full pelt," as it is impossible to split them because the grain
is porous; this also precludes their use for the light-leather purposes
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mentioned. Chamois skift is used extensively for washing and polishing. Formaldehyde-tanned sheep fleshers are bought and sold as
steel-color chamois. These skins are made by a new process of
tanning, and will bear washing in very hot water and remain soft
without shrinkage until completely worn out. They will not absorb
cold water as do the oiltanned chamois.
Production in 1914"was 1,948,533 skins, valued at $925,492. A half
dozen companies manufacture it exclusively, 12 or 15 only incidentally.
Fleshers, in 1919, were valued at $2,160,873, not all of which were
chamois, although the production of the latter was probably greater
than in 1914.
Import values were $149,057 in 1913; $107,424 in 1914; $64,267 in
1915. The ratio of imports to production in 1914 was about 12 per
cent. France is the principal competing country. England sends to
the United States large quantities of "crust chamois"-tanned but
unfinished-figures for which are not given separately. Imports of
chamois skin since 1917 are shown as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................
i
1920 ...............................................................
1
19,21 (9 months) ......................................................

Value.

$26, 711
47,533
53, 439
64, 04

Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Pe? cent.

$1,007
15
7,1
3)
15
8,016
15
9,720.......

PIANOFORTE AND PIANOFORTE-ACTION LEATHER.
(See Survey N-17.)

Description and uses.-This leather is oil-tanned buckskin made
largely from Central American deerskins. It is used in pianos, principally to deaden the click of the keys, and must be of uniform thickness and pliability; the imported skins are best suited on account of
their thickness and close texture. The skins for this use are especially
selected and cost 10 per cent over the price of the ordinary quality.
Some other varieties of light leather are used in pianos. Much of this
can not be distinguished Irom light leather for other purposes. The
amount of oil-tanned buckskin used has not increased greatly in recent
years.
Production. -The output of pianoforte-action leather in 1914 wtis
92,639 skins, valued at $159,031, production being mostly in New
York, and sometimes in connection with that of glove leather. Separate figures were not given in 1919. The best quality of cod oil, a
good quality of finishing lime, soda ash, and aniline dyes are used. The
process requires close attention, and machinery is less used than in
making most kinds of leather.
Import values in 1912 were $7,311; in 1913, $521; in 1914, $2,790.
Imports from Germany ceased during the war period. The ratio of
imports to domestic production in 1914 was about 2 per cent. Later
statistics follow:
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Value.'

Calendar year.

192o ........................................................
1921 (9 mouths) .............................................

5,5M4

Ad

Duty.

valorem
rate.

sm5
3

Per ceW.

555

1o
to

Exports.-None recorded.
Important changes in classifcation.-See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1165.
ENAMELED UPHOLSTERY LEATHER.
(See Survey N-16.)

Description. -Enameled upholstery leather is made principally
from cattle hide "grains" or "splits." It differs from the patent
leather made here for shoe uppers, the enamel being usually on the
flesh side, while the patent leather is finished on the grain side.
Production statistics are not obtainable for enameled upholstery
leather. The output of upholstery leather was valued at $14,328,358
in 1914, and in 1919 the number of hides tanned for all upholstery
was 2,441,662, valued at $32,224,644. The proportion which was enaineled was not separately stated for either year.
Imports in 1913 were included with "all other leather, patent,
japanned, varnished or enameled;" in 1914 the value of the imports
of enameled upholstery leather was $17,123; in 1915, $6,563; in 1916,
$3,579; in 1917, $2,710. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

I1 ................................................................
1919 ...............................................................
191A.........................................................

.......

1921 (9 m onths) .....................................................

$126
604

Duty.

$13
60

1,290 ,

129 '

479

-i

Ad
valorem

rate.

iPer cent.

10
to
10

............

lExport8 of enameled upholstery leather are not separately stated.
For exports of "carriage, automobile, and upholstery," see paragraph 1600, page 1353.
GLOVE LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)

Descriptionand uses.-The principal kinds of leather used in making
Stress loves are sheep and lamb skins, goat and kid skins, Capeskin,
and Miocha, for which large quantities are imported. The greater
part of domestic dress gloves was formerly made of imported materials, sheep and lamb skins being the most important. Of recent
years domestic sheep and lamb skins have been more largely used.
Ilorsehido and cowhide "splits" (the flesh side of the hide split into
two layers) are the chief materials used in making work gloves.
l)eer, elk, and pig skin are also used. Th term "Capeskin" at first
designated the skin of a goat found in South Africa. The skins were
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fairly large, heavy and tight-grained--that is, having small pores.
This designation is now used, but applies to other kinds of high-quality
glove leather as well as to the genuine. Mocha skins are the pelts of
a variety of haired aheep found in Arabia and Africa. Deerskin,
formerly plentiful here now comes in large quantities from South
America. Nearly all the goat and kid skins used in making glove
leather come from Europe, the best from France with Italy, Germany, Austria, and Belgium following. Most of te lambskins used
for glove leather come from Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Spain,
France, Germany, Austria, Russia, and the Balkan States-the best,
known as Tuscany lambskin, from northern Italy. The skins of the
dog, fox, bear, colt, kangaroo, and other animal are also used, but
are not, save some grades of colt skin, used for the finer grades of
gloves.
Production.-The value in 1919 was $20,853,999. Sheep and lamb
skins were valued at $9,179,619; calf and kip declined to $27,323;
goat and kid skin production increased to $297,003' and horsehide
glove leather rose to $5,014,024. Cattle grains and splits, particularly
the latter, became very important, amounting to nearly $4,000,000.
Several other varieties, pig and hog, deer and elk, etc., were manufactured. A most important feature in the glove-leather industry
was the development of the chrome, process of tanning. Leather
imported for gloves has been of the fine grades calling for considerable
hand labor. The chrome tannage is distinctly a machine process
and is better adapted to American conditions. The cessation of
imports of glove leather from Germany, and the chrome method of
tanning glove leather explain the domestic development of this industry in the past five years. Statistics of production of glove leather
are given in the following table:
1914
Quantity.
Nu mbr.
Sheep and lam) skills ..........
................ :3 637,279
Calf and kip skins .....................................
356,935
Goat and kid skins .....................................
5,601
('attic grains,sides .....................................
()
Cattic split, sides .....................................
(')
horse, sides ............................................
343,919
ig andl
skins ...............................
(1)
Deer an l si..............................
sis..........
(I)
A ll other ............................................... ............

Total ............................................. 4,313,As57

1919
Value.

82,169, 839
725,Y24
(4, 080
(

(L)
99W
, 33
()
()

Quantity.

Number.
4,872,351
$9,179, 619
527,3-2
i23, 397
297, t,1
43,169
312, 2,1IS
4,357,)M
:3,.W , 7.
96 ,816
5, 014, 02
217 12"2
331, V7
324,273
1,, RZY I

387,409 .............

4,284,655

Value.

10,912,642

I,73,,i

20, gm53vo

Not spe(ciliel.
Figures given in 1919 mistnis of mannfartures are 197,482 hides and 573,852 sides; hides are multiplQi
by two to make figures comparable with 1914 amounts: the total is 968,816 sides.

Imports of glove leather in 1912 were valued at $1,783,950; in 1913,
$2,307,057; in 1914, $2,225,645. Before the war more than 75 per
cent came from Germany; Austria-Hungary and France followed.
Italy has recently been 'exporting a considerable quantity to tie

United States.

In 1919 nearly $560,000 out of the $789,098 value

imported came from Italy. France ws the source of imports valued
at $131,984; Spain, $38,515; Austria-Hungary, $34,920; and England,
$18,102. Later statistics follow:

L
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Calendar year.

Value.

1918 ..................................................................1
1919 ..................................................................
1920 ..................................................
121 (9 months) ......................................................

$11,818
7747,632
954,816
132,344

Duty.

Ad
'alorem
rate.
Per cent.

$1,182
10
74,763
10
96,482
10
13,234 .........

Exports of glove leather, almost entirely to Canada, were valued at
8316,715 in 1913 and at $359,486 in 1914. In 1917, out of exports of
$1,497,957, $1,436,970 went to Canada; in 1920, the same country's
share of our exports was over $2,000,000. Later statistics for calendar years are: 1918, $2,908,890; 1919, $1,797,024; 1920, $2,198,759;
1921 (nine months), $445,150.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in clasification.-Provision is made for player.
piano-action leather. The words "finished, in the white or in the
crust" are also new.
Suqqested changes.-If the words "finished, in the white or in the
1 ' are intended to be confined
('rust,
to glove leather, the comma after
"leather" and after "finished" should be omitted. If the word
"finished," but not the words "in the white or in the crust," relates
to glove leather, the comma should be stricken out after "leather."
In either of these cases the word "and" should be inserted before
"enameled upholstery leather." If the words "finished, in the white
or in the crust," or the words "in the white or in the crust," are
intended to apply to the entire paragrph, the words "all the foregoing" should be inserted before "finished" or before the first word
"in," as the case may be.
"Pianoforte and pianoforte-action leather" was formerly practicilly synonymous with oil-tanned buckskin, but a number of other
hinds of leather are .now used in pianos. Some of these are, and some
irc not, tanned expressly for the purpose. Furthermore, felt and
,Ork are more often used now to accomplish the purpose for which
biickskin was formerly used. Calf, kid, and lamb skins are used for
pneumatic" leather for the bellows of player-pianos. It should be
,made clear in the law either that it is intended to include only oiltained buckskin or that it is intended to include all leather suitable
for use in pianos and pianoforte-actions and player-pianos, so far as
the possibility of such use can be ascertained.

PARAGRAPH 1432.
H. R. 7456.
PA It. 1432. Bags, baskets, belts.
,a'hIs, cardeases, pocketbooks, jewel
,,,xvs, p.)rtfolios, and other boxes and
',I', wholly or in chief vale of leather
..r parchment, not jewelry, and m-ccasins,
,111,1
manufactures of leather, rawhide, or
r,:rrhinent or of which leather, rawhide,

"

~ ~

'

7...-I[
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H. R 7456.
or parchment is the component material
of chief value, not specially provided for,
25 per centum ad valorem; any of the
foregoing permanently fitted and furnished with traveling, bottle, drinking,
dining or luncheon, sewing, manicure,
and similar sets, 30 per centum ad
valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PA i. 452. Bags, baskets, belts, satchels,
cardcases, pocketbooks, jewel boxes,
portfolios, and other boxes and cases,
made wholly of or in chief value of
leather, not jewelry, and manufactures of
leather, or of which leather is the component material of chief value, not
specially provided for in this section,
forty per centum ad valorem; any of the
foregoing permanently fitted and furnished with traveling, bottle, drinking,
dining or luncheon and similar sets, fifty
per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 360. Bags, baskets. belts, satchels.
cardcases, pocketbooks, jewel boxes,

portfolios, and other boxes and cases,

made wholly of or in chief value of
leather or parchment, not jewelry, and

manufactures of leather or parchment, or

of which leather or parchment is the com-

ponent material of chief value, not
specially provided for in this section, 30
per centum ad valorem; any of the foregoing permanently fitted and furnished
with traveling, bottle, drinking, dining,
luncheon and similar sets, 35 per centuni
ad valorem.

BAGS, BELTS, POCKETBOOKS, ETC.

(See Survey N-18.)

Descriptionand uses.-Tese articles-bags, baskets, belts, satchels,

cardeases, pocketbooks, jewel boxes, etc.-correspond very closely
with t.,,i Census classifications, "Trunks and Valises," "Pocketbooks," and "Leather goods, not elsewhere specified." The first
class includes leather bags; only a few leather trunks are now made.
Under the second class are "purses, ladies' purse handbags, cardcases, wallets, coin purses, etc., made chiefly of leather." The third
group includes "handbags, belts, wristlets for watches, straps, music
rolls, burnt-leather goods, razor strops, leather cases of all kinds, fobs,
handles, firemen's leather helmets, suspender parts, sweatban(ds,
tags, kid hair curlers, washers, valves, (log collars, leather garments,"
and similar products.
Production of "leather goods, not elsewhere specified," was valuedI
at $18,838,000 in 1909, at $19,334,000 in 1914, and $52,934,098 in
1919. New York State produced $9,895,000 in 1914; Illinois, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, nearly $2,000,000 each; and Massachusetts,
$1,309,000. Of the quantity produced in 1919, New York led with
over $30,000,000, followed by Minnesota,with slightly over $4,000,000.
The production of pocketbooks in 1909 was valued at $3,628,000 aid
in 1914 at $3,351,000, New York leading, and Massachusetts second.
The value in 1919 was $14,725,930, New York producing $11,292,361

and Massachusetts $1,324,791.

Although there are a few large

concerns, this is mainly a small-scale industry, the majority of

establishments having less than 20 employees an(l an average capital
of about $25,000.

1orinerly ther, were many skilled artisans and

handworkers, mostly of German origin; but the adoption of machine
methods has greatly reduced their numbers. England, Germany-.
France, and Austria-Iungary were leaders in the production iof

1,

1b
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leather goods; England in the manufacture of high-class hand-sewed
leather and pigskin goods. Jewelry cases, manicure sets, etc., req during much hand I bor, were made in small shops in England and
Germany the factory output not being large. France originated
styles
o~f andbags,
were frequentl- "extreme."
Imports
under thiswhich
classification
in 1913 were valued at $1,252,520;
in 1914, at $1,381,649. England, Germany, France, and AustriaHungary have supplied the largest quantities of leather goods, with
Germany and England leading in 1914. In 1916 and 1917 England
supplied about two-Wtirds; in 1918, Canada, over 90 per cent; Japan,
to the value of $38,502 in 1918, and $80,170 in 1920. Imports since
1917 have been as follows:
Value.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

BAOS, BASKETS, SATCHELS, BOXES, ETC., NOT JEWELRY.

Per cent.
1918 ..............................................................
1919 ..........................................................

12,
45,012

1920 ..........................................................

247,260

1921 (9 months) .......................................................

13,504
74,178
51,20

170,68

30
30

.

BAGS, BASKETS, SATCHELS, BOXES, ETC., FITTED WITH TRAVELING BOTTLES, ETC.
$4..
,4 ..
10,806
136,790

1919 ..................................................................
1q20 ..................................................................
1921 (9 months) ..................

....................................

81,404
5,914 1
47,877

099 ......

35
3

............

MANUFACTURERS OF LEATHER OR PARCHMENT, w. S.?. F.

,..........
4
. .......

Ii,,,........

.. ........ .........................................

1,21 19 i o.lihs) .......................................................

0
, 1'ro

~~ ~
~

~

~

~

~ ~ ~~w

374 7

214,69

30

256
81478 1 244
ISOnli.........................
..

PhilippJines, free,

E'rports of "all other manufactures of leather" (exclusive of
io<,ts and shoes and harness and saddlery) were $2,175,179 in 1913,
m1i(1 $1,881,223 in 1914. Later exports in calendar years have been
lo, follows: 1918,' $3,058,924; 1919,' $7,254,395; 1920,1 $5,521,569;
1921.2 (nine months), $1,404,217. Of the value of exports in 1920,
1 iiganid received $1,327,960, Canada $1,206,185, and Cuba $650,758.
I, portant changes in classification.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1168.
V , luqive of boots and shoes, gloves, and harness and saddlery.
!,lusive of boots and shoes, gloves, harness and saddlery, and leaf her belting.
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LEATHER BELTING.

(See Survey N-18.)

DescriptWo'n and uses. -Leather belting is generally produced from
green-sa ted hides, free from scratches, brands, etc., as it is essential
that the finished product possess uniformity. Most of the leather
belting is vegetable-tanned, oak tannage giving a product of great
tensile strength at moderate cost. Chrome tannage is employed to
some extent, especially when a steam-proof product is desired.
Chrome leather is effective in temperatures where leathers tanned by
the vegetable processes fail. Chrome-tanned belting usually costs
more per pound owing to the lower yield from the hide. Progress
has been made in the sewing of leather belting, handwork being
practically supplanted by machine sewing. Leather belting is used
in a great number of industries. Chain belting and other substitutes
for leather compete with this product.
Production of leather belting increased from $6,525,737 in 1871.
to $14,220,306 in 1904, and to $23,035,951 in 1914. In 1919, the valie
of the leather belting manufactured was $40,540,653. Materials cost
$28,156,713. New York led in production with an output valued
at $9,391,023, followed by Pennsylvania with $5,574,105; Massachusetts came next with $3,943,685, and Connecticut with $3,930,487.
Import statistics are not separately recorded.
Exportm of leather belting were included under "all other maimifactures of leather" prior to 1920. In that year and nine months ,f
the following, exports were, respectively, 2,819,078 pounds, valued
at $5,412,290, and 64,124 pounds, valued at $41,035. Cuba receivedI
the largest amount in 1920, taking 359,106 pounds, valued at
$807,715. England followed with purchases valued at $507,728.
Japan with $402,235, British India with $399,180, and Mexico with
$288,889.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPHI.

Important chag"s in classfiation.---The provisions for moccasilns
and manufactures of rawhide are new.
Suqgested chalnfles.-Page 163, line 24, of I1. R. 7456: Transp ,)s
whollyy or in chief varue of leather or parchment" and "ntiot
jewelry" so as to make the phrase read: 'and other boxes ald
cases, not
jewelry, wholly or in chief value of leather or parhlimentf * I *.I)
Page 164, line 5: change "and" to "or" before "similar sets."
PARAGRAPH 1483.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1433. Gloves made wholly or in

chief value of leather, whether wholly or
partly manufactured, shall pay duty at

the following rates, the lengths stated! in
each case b( g the extreme length when
stretched to their full extent, namely:
Men's gloves not over twelve inches in
length, $4 per dozen pairs; and women's
and children's gloves not over twelve
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inches in length, $3 per dozen pairs; for
each inch in length in excess thereof, 50
cents per dozen pairs: Provided, That, in
addition thereto, on all of the foregoing
there shall be paid the following cumulafive duties: When lined with cotton, wool
or silk, $2.40 per dozen pairs; when lined
ith leather or fur, $4 per dozen pairs;
when embroidered or embellished, 40
centa per dozen pairs: Provided further,
That all the foregoing shall pay a duty of
not less than 37J per centum ad valorem:
providedd further, That glove tranks,, with
(orwithout the usual accomranying pieces,
shall pay 75 per centum of the duty pro.
sided for the gloves in the fabrication of
which they are suitable.
AC

OF 1909.

PVAI.453. Gloves made wholly or in
part of leather, whether wholly or partly
manufactured, shall pay duty at the fol1ming rates, the lengths stated in each
case being the extreme length when
,!tretched to their full extent, nmely:
'AIt. 454. Women's or children's
"glace" finish, Schmaschen (of sheep
origin), not over fourteen inches in
length, one dollar and twenty-five cents
per dozen pairs; over fourteen inches and

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 361. Gloves, not specially pro.

vided for in this section, made wholly or
in chief value of leather, whether wholly

or partly manufactured, shall pay duty at
the following rates, the len.ha statM in

each case being the extreme length when
stretched to their full extent, namely:
PAR. 362. Men's women's, orchildrens
"glac" finish, Rchmaschen (of sheep
origin), not over fourteen inches in length,
$1per dozen pairs; over fourteen inches in
,,t over seventeen inches in length two length, 25 cents additional per dozen
dollars and twenty-five cents per dozen pairs for each inch in excess of fourteen
pairs; over seventeen inches in length, inches.
iwo dollars and. seventy-five cents per
PAR. 363. All other women's or chil,Il)ZeII pairs; men's "glace" thinih, dren's gloves wholly or in chief value of
,'china.chen (sheep), three dollars per leather, not over- fourteen inches in
,lozen pairs.
length, $2 per dozen pairs; over fourteen
N..
455. Women's or children's
in length, 25 cents additional per
"a'e" finish, lamb or sheep, not over inches
dozen pairs for each inch in excess of
('1urteen inches in length, two dollars ,fourteen inches; all men's leather gloves
'1l fifty cents per dozen pairs; over four- not specially provided for in this section,
t,.oll and not over seventeen inles in
2.50 per dozen pain.
!'rigth, three dollars and fifty cents per
PAR. 364. In addition to the foregoing
,/ne pairs; over seventeen inches in rates there shall be paid the following
lzigth, four dollars and fifty cents. per cumulative duties: On all leather gloves
,izt pairs; men's "glace" finish, lamb wbon lined with cotton or other vegetable
, lJwep, four (ollars per dozen paim.
fiber, 25 cents per dQzen pairs; when
or children's lined with a knitted glove or when lined
J'. i. 456. Women s
lace " finish, goat, kid, or other leather with silk, leather, or wool, 50 cents per
than of sheep origin, not over fourteen dozen pairs; when lined with fur, $2 per
iIIe1,. ill length, tIree dollars per dozen dozen pairs; on all piqu6 and prixseam
:irs;
j
over fourteen and not over seven- gloves. 25 cento per dozen pairs.
i4.,.i, inches in length, three dollars and
PAR. 365. Glove trunks, with or with,,.venty-five cents per dozen pairs; over out the usual accompanying pieces, shall
-venteeli inches in length, four dollars pay 75 per centum of the duty provided
.,1d (seventy.five cents per dozen pairs; o"the gloves in the fabrication of which
IwiP.'s "glace" fiish$ kid goat, or other they are suitable.
f-ather than of sheep origin, four dollars
PAn. 495. Gloves, made wholly or in
I,,,r (Ih)Zen pairs.
chief value of leather made from horse1'.R. 457. Women's or children's hides, pigskins, and Gittle hides of cattle
4 sheep origin, with exterior grain 19ur- of the bovine species, excepting calfit,, removed, by whatever name known,
skins, whether wholly or partly manufacNit over seventeen inches in length, two tured [Freel.
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AO' 0

AOT OF 10.

1018.

dollars and fifty cents per dozen pairs;
over seventeen inches in length, three dollars and fifty cents per dozen pairs;
men's, of sheep origin, with exterior surface removed, by whatever name known,
four dollars per dozen pairs.
PA. 458. Women's or children's kid,
goat, or other leather than of sheep origin,
with exterior grain surface removed, by
whatever name known, not over fourteen
inches in length, three dollars per dozen
pairs; over fourteen inches and not over
seventeen inches in length, three dollars
and seventy-five cents per dozen pairs;
over seventeen inches in length, four
dollars and seventy-five cents per dozen
pairs; men's goat, kid, or other leather
than of sheep origin, with exterior grain
surface removed, by whatever name
known, four dollars per dozen pairs.
PAR. 459. In addition to the foregoing
rates there shall be paid the following
cumulative duties: On all leather gloves,
when lined, one dollar per dozen pairs;
on all pique or prix seam gloves, forty
cents per dozen pairs; on all gloves
stitched or embroidered, with more than
three single strands or cords, forty cents
per dozen pairs.
PAR. 460. Glove ranks, with or with.
out the usual accompanying pieces, shall
pay seventy-five per centum of the duty
provided for the gloves in the fabrication
of which they are suitable.
LEATHER GLOVES.

(See Survey N-18.)

Description and uee.-Leather gloves may be dress gloves, work
gloves, or automobile gloves (now almost an independent branch of the
industry). Work gloves are "block-cut" with dies of approxiinate
measurements; dress gloves are "table-cut,"-that is, the skin is
manipulated to the sizes that will stretch to desired widths whlln
drawn on the hand. The dress gloves made here are "broad-ct t;"
the imp orts, principally in the lighter weight, fit more exactly. Alost
dress gloves were formerly made of imported sheep and lamb skiins,
but are now made principally from domestic raw materials. Mocha
skins, extensively used, are practically all dressed and finished here.
Work gloves are from domestic materials-cowhide, horsehide, and
sheepskin, or of canvas or canton flannel reinforced with leather.
Sdinaschen gloves are cheap dress gloves made of the skins of
stillborn (or sometimes of very young) ambs.
Production of leather gloves and mittens in 1914 was 3,082,376
dozen pairs, valued at $20,296,558. Of this total, men's gloves were
2,367,263 dozen pairs, valued at $15,334,605; women's and children's
gloves, 425,501 dozen pairs at $3,963,170; boys' gloves, 289,6 12
dozen pairs, at $998,783. The output of dress gloves was 1,086,509
dozen pairs, valued at $10,494,253; of work gloves, 1,995,807 dozen
pairs, at $9,802,305. In 1919 the total number of dress gloves, street
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gloves, mittens, and gauntlets was 1,227,284 dozen pairs, valued at
$24,563,017; of working gloves, 2,388 419 dozen pairs, at $20,268,760.
The number of all leather gloves produced was 3,615,703 dozen Pairs,
worth $44,831,777. Fulton County, N. Y is the center of the
industry, producing 54.7 per cent in 1909. Wisconsin, Illinois, and
California follow in order, their products being largely work and automobile gloves. In 1919 New York produced gloves and mittens,
valued at $27,003,998; Wisconsin, $6,772,808; Illinois, $5,422,794;
and California, $2,048,503.
Imports are almost wholly of the "dress" variety and are principally
women's gloves. Before the war approximately 40 per cent of the
dress gloves was imported. In 1913, 99.7 per cent of the imports
came from Germany, France, England, Italy, Belgium, and Austria, in
order. In 1914 about $8,000,000 of a total $9,000,000 value came
from Germany and France. Of the men's gloves imported in the
years 1919 and 1920, England sent amounts valued at $104,754
and $485,122, respectively. During the war period imports of
women's and children's schmaschen gloves decreased. In 1918 none
was received from Germany and Belgium, and but small quantities
from France and Italy. In 1920, however, Germany sent gloves to
the. value of $170,890, which was a large proportion of the total.
Imports of women s and children's gloves, not schmaschen, less than
14 inches in length, came largely from France. In 1920, the United
States imported a value of $8,796 004 from that country, $1,615,900
from Germany, $1,061,374 from italy, over $750 000 from Belgium
and almost the same amount from England. Imports of leather
gloves for recent years are shown as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Equivalent
ad

valorem.

MEN'S GLOVES.
OTHER THAN SCHMASCUREN UNLINED.

Dozen
J
]1,27
Falf

$
$14,834
112,469

$11.03

P3,190

.2, 881
S'18,S

4,857
...
55,57
94,066
397,(89

A).
19. 01
212 2
21.06

5
7,922
1,153j

7,324

134, 902

17.94 ............

',918

1 4,461

1, 46
11 (9 months).....................

..

1

26, 669

16.26

Per cent.

21.50

19,(2M i

16.91
11.99
14.18
11.78
13.06

,

18. 35 ........................
....

OTHER 'IIIAN S.CHMASCHENt,LINED.

1,361
1 p281
773
11,718

l

9)........

.......

1921 (9 months) ............................

'

82
51,786
8,335
W6,599

$16.70
29.
15 1
29.66
32.94 I

$4,046
7,;.7
1.089
7,31!

17.30
14.6
13.06
12.191

6

19,,)56

30.70

2.316:

11.61

23,461
1459

129, 147
10, 2M

'836

Plain.

26,889

37.31
14,162
10.97
22.39 ............ .........

32.16 ............ .........

Flique or prix skare.
SCHIMASCI!EN.

...

.............................

(9niot)
.921 .................................

771
88
1,272

$131 028
$16.901
1'
$90 21.48
25,'013
19.60
13447

$11X4~
95,
1,554

9.70
5.02
6.21
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Calendar year.

Quantity,

Caliid

Valuo.,

1921.

Unit value.
yer.ao=

Rqulvalent
I'd

Duty.

WOMEN'S AND CHUJDREN'S GLOVES.
SCIINA$1IEN.

DLozen pair.

919..

$4,795

491

1
1

9 19.1
,472
......................................
220
27,164
1921 (9 m otiths) ........................................

$9,77

Pr iret.

$401

10.24

45,052
6.96
7,121
15.81
247,520
9.11
27,0%
11.18
189, 282 ....................................

I

OTHER THAN ScIIMASCIIEN, NOT OVER 14 IWcHn IN LENTH.

1918

{ 1120,942

'

11...'.......................................
.
.
.
.
.
.

............................

1 20...........

'll.263,331

1921(9 month) ............................

$1,614,245

'3$8,852
3,1V,931
1:944,292
' 116,050
26
226,3
,1067 3,748,173
,11(4

{

'24,863

s 873

$27,110

16.

18.75
14.19
15.61

261,113
A,134
502,494

13.43
14.10)
11.41

1)I

4,3 , 9 |
3,461, WO9

4,122,8

$13.35
.
1
k&39 .

667,704

17.33

14 41

921,472

12.85

.

..

LINED WITH COTTON OR OTHER VIGSTABLF. FimE.
1918 .................

1 1557
38

............

,707
7,093
I,'7
3,134

'99
70
1294

2,129
128
,348

190...................98

3

2

1921 (9months) ............................

$1&
615
13.81
1&
10.623

3.1144
16J3)
4.1
13.71

1,253
173
862
245

21.72
1&7..........

28 75..............

1,l
....

LINED WITH KNITTED GLOVE.

..... ...
.. ....
.. .. .. .. ... .. .. . X
18.........{
191 .......................................
i
n
1..................................{.1 !

55 1
2718
1128
Im
2J I

'0,
I{

1921 (9 months) ............................

2

It

1

1,.17
45.5
1,1
W2 1,06
12
&551

18
$17.
14.37
37.36
19. 78 ,
19740
27.40

$138 I
1,975

77
I
5816
1,106

14.55
19. 14
7.4;
Ip.,4

12.95...........

27.55.

LINED WITH SILK, LEATHER, OR WOOl..

19...

10
s'

...........................

1919 .......................................
192U................................
1921 (9

14

(

ll111s) ........................

LINED
1918 .......................................

99.....................

1920 .............................

...

1921 (9 mnonths)......................{

{

12
2107

$1212

1,2S0
1,437
371
3, 095
6, 192

2,R37

$12.20
23.70
21.77
26. 64
24. 16
21.

$25

149
165|
39
320
787

13 8"!... .. ...

iI'iqiue o'sin.
or 1'rix sean.

I1, ;i

.. .

.,

WITH F1 Rt.

'89
2261
'8
'22
1297
241
'10
'182

$2,668
6,474
274
I, 21
', 793
10,064
276
2,.48

$29.98
$&W
24.80
1,109
17 H
34.25
32
I.
56.18
94
7
22.87
1,188
$7 4.
0
1,037
41.25
27.60 ........... ...........
21,071..............

OVER$ 14 INCH19 IN LENOTH-LINED.

1921 (Nmonths) ............................

i t1i
II.li

125

$I,cmd

$13. 08 ............
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Calendar yotr.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Equialnt
valorem.

WOMEN'S AND CHILDREN'S GLOVES-Continued.
OVER 14 INCRV.5 IN LMNOTH-UNLIN9D.
Dom IVWr.
1918 ......................................

..
1921
(O months) ....

...............

1
2135

$12,205
2 135
107, 818 1

f..
199.!7,
383

.

i, 112
'84,990
.16,349

2,234,736

73,076

044
1,^

114,232

2,001

352,462

3^,04

$20.01
15. 791
1
20.
2".971

26.29 1
21.16

26.06

$1,927
43
24,018

Per cent.
15. 78
20.41
12. 14

3, 348

12.87

54,661

15.51

31,682

14.17

..................

2.4..................

Plain.

SPique or Pfix seam.

Exports of dross gloves not given separately.

Important changes in cla4fication.--See General Notes on Paragraph, page 1174.
GLOVES OF HORSEHIDE, ETC.

(See Survey N-18.)

Iescription and uses.-Giove* made from horsehide, pigskin, and
cattle-hide leather are chiefly work gloves, but include a small proportion of automobile gauntlets and heavy winter gloves. Work gloves
aire not used to any extent in foreign countries, except in Canada.
Unlined gauntlets of horsehide and cowhide are the most important
type of work loves manufactured: although some deerskin and elk,kan workmen s gloves are still made, this branch of the business is of
V'iaparatively little consequence.
Production of work gloves, mittens, and gauntlets of leather in 1914
wls 1,995,807 dozen pairs, valued at $9,802,305-horehide, cattlehidie, and calfskin gloves, 852,513 doz ,n pairs; sheepskin gloves,
675,190 dozen pairs; deer or elk Ekin, 94,002 dozen pairs; and all
o,her kinds, 374,102 dozen pairs. Women's and children's work
glves w(re valued at $199,630; men's unlined gloves, at $6,312.817;
1111men's lined gloves, at $2,027,079. In 1919 the production of
W0,rking gloves, mittens, and auntlets was 2,388.419 dozen pairs,
dtlued at $20,268,760. Horsehide, cattle-hide, an'd calfskin gloves
1,510,895 dozen pairs, sheepskin 274,998 dozen pairs, (leer
'11Id elk %skin81,408 dozen pairs, and working gloves of other kinds
521,118 dozen pairs. Women 's and children's work gloves were
ztlu(,(l at $468,405 and men's and boys' at $19,800,355. Work gloves
81d automobile gloves and gauntlets are manufactured p)rincipally
in factories located in the Middle West.
11minlere(l

Imports in 1914 were 145 dozen pairs, valued at $503; in 1917, 60
Sources are not indicated. There has

dozen pairs, valued at $965.

,)(111n practically no foreign competition in work gloves; they are
-. principally in this country, and foreign manufacture is negligible.
Tiil illportation of gloves of this class in 1918 was iaige, but the value
ier dozen pairs indicates that they were not largely of the "work"
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variety. Imports of gloves made from horsehides, pigskins, and
cattle hides, except calfskins, for calendar years are as follows:

'

1918
tuantity (do en pairs) .........
alue ..............................

86,85
$1,857,371

19

1920

5,240
58,W7

6,716I
$6,297

1921 (0months).
27
$0

Exports of gloves were not separately given prior to 1918, but weie
included under "all other manufactures of leather." Since 1918 the
quantity exported has been increasing. In that year 6,374 dozen
pairs out of the total of 13,186 dozen pairs were sent to Canada. In
1919 the quantity to Canada decreased almost half, but 19,142 dozen
p airs were taken by England. In 1920 England again received the
bulk of the exports, taking 17,537 dozen pairs, valued at $325,620.
Working gloves are the kind principally exported. Exports since
1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
1918

1919

13,186

uantity (dozen pairs) .......................

1 11'2

41,936

S........................................
623,693

33,359

11921 (9 monthss.

1

2,319

8786

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in clasification.--Gloves?, manufactured wholly
or in chief value of leather made from horsehides, pigskins, and cattle
hides of cattle of the bovine species, except calfskins, whether
wholly or partly manufactured, are on the free list of the act of 1913
(par. 495).
Specific enumeration of different kinds of leather has been omitted.
PARAGRAPH 1434.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1434. Catgut, whip gut, worm
gut, oriental gut, and manufactures there-

of, 25 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 462. Manufactures of
catgutorwhipgutorworm gut,

*
*

*

*
*

or of which these substances or any of
them is the component material of chief
value, not specially provided for in this
section, twenty-five per centum ad
valorem; * *
*.
PAR. 467. * * * strings for musical

instruments, not otherwise enumerated in
this

section,

*

*

*

forty-five

per

contum ad valorem.
PAR. 529. Catgut, whip gut, or worm

gut, unmanufactured [Free].

PAR. 366. Manufactures of catgut, or
whip gut, or worm gut. including strings

for musical instruments; any of the foregoing or of which these substances or any
of them is the component material of
chief value, not specially provided for
in this section, 20 per centum ad valorci.
PAR. 443. Catgut, whip gut, or worm
gut, unmanufactured [Freef.
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CATGUT, WMP GUT, WORM OUT, AND ORIENTAL OUT.
'urvey N-19.)

Descriptionand uwe8.--Ca

is made from the intestines of sheep,

sometimes from those of the 1,rse, ass, or mule, but never from those
of the cat. The best grades and parts of intestines are used in
making strings for musical instruments and surgical sutures for
closing wounds. Catgut is also used for making tennis strings,
clockmaker's and hatter's cords, and whipoord. Catgut known as
spinning gut forms the base of all wound strings.
Oriental" gut,
used for tennis strings, is made from animal sinews, silk, and glue.
Worm gut is a strong cord composed of the fiber drawn from a silkworm ready to spin its cocoon; it is used in the manufacture of
smelled hooks, leaders, casts, and other fishing tackle.
Production.-The manufacture of gut strings is a comparatively
new industry in the United States. Value of the domestic product
is not given in the census reports. Based upon reports of individual
manufacturers, the annual value of gut strings produced in the
United States is about $2,000,000.
Imports of catgut and worm gut in 1914 were valued at $123,551
About one-third of the imports came from Japan, the remainder
principally from Germany, England, Scotland, -Spain, and France.
imports in 1914 of manufactures of gut amounted to $62,566, excluding strings for musical instruments, which amounted to $13,755.
Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

unit
value.

Value.

Duty.

rate.

I

I

Ad
vaom

CATGUT, WHIP GUT, OR WORM GUT, UNMANUFACTURED.

1918 .........................................
1919
.............................
192.....
......... ............
1921 (9months)...................

. o

.

21379
421
32.....
3 74

$ 734 ....
243,914
307,214
204770

............ ..........
811.41
7.64
6.33

... .......
.........
..........

MANUFACTURES OF CATGUT, WHIP OUT, OR WORM GUT, N. 1.8.
1918........... ...............................
1919 .....................................
00
1920................... o................... .......
1921 (9months) .......................... o ............

$15,199 ............
0,0
$9.88
12t,034...........
1 9....................
..............

ow,040

20

54260
9,904

20
20
20

1,202
3,1271

20
20

STRINGS FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
1918 ...... ......................
1919..........................17,395..........3,479
I921.........
.........
...........
1921 (9 months)....................

....
.......

21,332 ..........
49,820 ..........

9,429 1 .................

Exports.--Not shown in official statistics.
Important chanqe8 in clas8ificatio.-Catgut has been imported

almost wholly under paragraph 443 of the free list of the act of 1913

as unmanufactured catgut. The strings, the form in which gut is
imported, are the crudest form in which catgut is known to the trade.
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The strings are not raw' dried, or salted, but have passed through
processes of manufacture. These strings, including whip gut, worm
gut, and oriental gut, are made dutiable in H. R. 7456 at the same
rate of duty as manufactures of; gut. Specific enumeration of
catgut strings for musical instruments (par. 366, act of 1918) has been
omitted.
Suggested cknge.--It is represented to ie Tariff Commissioni that
worra, gut, which is used by manufacturers of fishing tackle, is not
produced in the United States and might be retained on the free list.
PARAGRAPH 1435.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

PAR. 1435. Gas, kerosene, or alcohol
mantles and manthe hot specially provided for, treated with chemicals or
metalic oxides, wholly r partly mannfacturedi 30 per cqnrft, ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 183.'

*

*

ACT OF 1913.

gaq mantles treated

with cheicals or metallic oxides,
orty per centum ad valorem.

*

*

*

PABR. 154.

*

gas, kerosene, or

*

alcohol mantles treated ith chemical,
or metallic oxides, 25' -per centum ad

valotem;

*

*

.

GAS, KEROSENE, OR ALCOHOL MABIOE.

(See Survey 0-22.)

D"oiption and'produwc.-Incndescent gas mantles are coinposed of 9 per cent of thoria and 1 per cent of ceria. In their
manufacture a fabric of cotton or ramie is knit into the proper shape
and saturted with a solution of thorium and cerium nitrates. The
fabric is then dried and heated to a red heat to convert the nitrates
into oxides, a process which preserves the shape and structure of the
knit fabric. Much skilled labor,' principally by women, is require(l
in this industry. There are 30 domestic manufacturers, and the
output is estimated at about 80,000,000 inantles per year.
Imported ofs-gas mantles averaged about $60,000 in value before
1914 and yielded an annual revenue of approximately $24,000. In
1915 the imports were 1,077,289 mantles, valued at $40,627. Before

the war imports were principally from Germany. Later statistics
follow:
Calendar year

Quantity.

Number.

1i8...............
...........................
1919 ..........
1920 .....................................
1921 (9 months)

3,117

..

132
20A,497
379,1011

Value.

$316

Unit value.

Ad

Duty.

$0.10

.54
.41
13,243
.08
18,214 ............

valore,
rate.

$79

'Per reit.

13
3,311
0,O .

2'

Ezports of gas mantles first shown separately in 1918, 'have beei
valued as follows for, calendar years:, 1918,' .$252,284' 1919.
$358,642; 1920, $478,371,;1921 (nine months),! $167,850,

JxpoPM.

are principally to Canada, British India, and South America.
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Important change in dcu*ciom.The provisions forgas, kerosene,
and alcohol mantles in paragraph 154 of the metal schedule of the
act of 1913 have been transferred by H. R. 7456 to Schedule 14,
Sundries, where they properly belong.
PARAGRAPH 1436.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1436. Manufactures of amber,
bladders, or wax, or of which these substances cr any of them is the compongnt
material of chief value, not specially provided for, 15 per centum ad valorem.

AOT OF 1909.

PAR.

ACT OF 1913.

462. Manufactures, of amber,

* * bladders, * * It or wax, or

*

PAR.

367. Manufacture

of amber,

* * bladders, or wax or of which

of which these substances or any of them these substances or any of them is the"
is the component material of chief value, component material of chief value, not
not specially provided for in this section, specially provided for in this section, 10

twenty-five per centum ad valorem; per centum ad valorem;

*

*

*.

MANUFACTURER OF AMBER.

(S9e Survey. N-19.)
Ues.-Amber is used princip0y. in. ornaments, beads, pipes, cigar
holders, and sometimes in scientific instruments as an insulating
material. (For amber unmanufaturedsee par. 1577, p. 1319.)
Importsfollow,:
were valued at $9,333 in 1914; and $5,436 ini 1916. Later
statistics
:
...":

Calendar year.

l

Value.

...................................................................

1919 ..................................................................

1920.............

..........................................

1921 '9 m onths) .............................................

'Ditty.

143

$425

.2 2466

23004

Ad
valorem
rate.
Per cent.

10

211

,

10

1

1

,,4
,50..........

From Philippine Islands, free.

Exports.-None recorded.
MANUFACTURES OF BLADDERS.

(See Survey N-19.)
For unmalufactured'-bladders, see paragraph 706.
hnports have been negligible except, in 191.7 and 1918, when they
were valued at 11,259 and $8,288, respectively.
Export.-None recorded.
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RANUFAOTURES OF WAX.

(See Survey N-i9.)

Uses.-Waxes are used chiefly for the manufacture of candles,
floor waxes and other polishes, insulathig compounds, plastic masses,
ph1onograph records, modeling wax, and pharmaceutical preparations.
(See par. 1676.)
Imports prior to 1914 averaged about $20,000 in value; in 1914 they
were $36,327. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 .........

Value.

...................................

Duty.

I$9,P613

3,630

Ad
valorem
rate.

$769 Pe

363

10
8

12:955

236

1919..............................................................

12,039

1,204

10

192.. .......
.. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

S2,895
14,117

1,232
1,412

8
10

1921 (9m onths) .......................................................
I

19,489 ......................

From Cuba.

Exports increased from $47,303 i 1911 to $112,193 in 1914. Later
statistics follow for calendar years: 1918, $592,132; 1919, $1,382,355;
1920, $1,001,345; 1920 (nine months), $487,943. England, Australia,
Canada, and Japan are the principal countries of destination.
PARAGRAPH 1487.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDCENTS.

PAR. 1437. Manufactures of bone, chip,
grass, horn, quills, india rubber, gutta.
percha, palmleaf, straw, weeds, or whalebone, or of which these substances or any
of them is the component material of
chief value, not specally provided for,
20 per centum ad valorem; automobile
and bicycle tires composed wholly or in
chief value of rubber, 10 per centum ad
valorem; molded insulators and insulating materials, wholly or partly manufactured composed wholly or in chief value
of inaia rubber or guttaperha, 30 per
centum ad valorem- combs composed
wholly of horn or of horn and metal, 35
Fer centum ad valorem. The terms
grass and straw shall be understood
to mean these substances in their natural
state and not the separated fibers thereof.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 463.
easshorn,
leaf, straw,
which these

ACT OF 1918.

Manufactures of bone, chip,
quills, india rubber, palm
weeds, or whalebone, or of
substances or any of them is

the component material of chief value,
not specially provided for in this section,

i

PAR. 368. Manufactures of bone, clil).

grass, horn, india rubber or gutta-perchi.
palm leaf, quills, straw, weeds, or whalebone, or of which any of them is the com.
ponent material of chief value not othvrwise specially provided for in this section.
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ACT OF 1913.

AOT OF 1909.

shall be subject to the following rates:
Manufactures of india rubber or gutta.
understood to mean these substances in porcha, commonly known as druggists'
their natural form and structure; and not sundries, 15 per centum ad valorem; man.
the separated fiber thereof; sponges made ufactures of india rubber or gutta-percha,
of rubber, forty per centum ad valorem; not specially provided for in this section,
combs, composed wholly of horn, or com- 10 per centum ad valorem; palm leaf, 15
posed of horn and metal, fifty per centum per centum ad valorem; bone, chip, horn,
quills, and whalebone, 20 per centum ad
a, valorem.
PAR. 464. Manufactures of gutta-per- valorem; gras, straw, and weeds, 25 per
cha, * * * or of which these sub- centum ad valorem; combs composed
titances or any of them is the component wholly of horn or of horn and metal, 25
material of chief value, not specially pro. per centum ad valorem. The terms
grass" and "straw" shall be understood
vided for in this section, * * * thirtyto mean these substances in their natural
live per centum ad valorem.
state, and not the separated fibers thereof.
thirty-five per centum ad valorem; but

the terms "gram" and "straw" shall be

MANUFACTURES OF BONE, CHIP, GRASS, HORN, QUILLS, PALM LEAF,
STRAW, WEEDS, OR WHALEBONE.

(See Survey N-21.)

Description and ues.--This paragraph covers a considerable
variety of the manufactures of bone, chip, grass, horn, etc., the qualification "n. s. p. f." not restricting narrowly the number of items.
Among articles held dutiable are mate made of braids of straw sewn
together with cotton; millinery ornaments consisting of natural straw
twisted together loosely and looped or tied, used in the crowns of
straw hats; palm-leaf baskets; baling twine consisting of strands of
braided grass; bottle covers and caps of palm leaf; and so-called
paintings on straw mattings.
Production data under these various classifications are not shown
in official sources. Unclassified manufactures of bone and horn are
included under paragraph 1438, in the Census classification of "Ivory,
shell, and bone work."
hnports in 1914 of manufactures of the various substances and
the chief countries of origin were: Palm leaf, $13,073 (Germany);
bone and horn, $109,909 (France, United Kingdom and Germany);
chip, $4,086; quills, $21,682 (France and Austria- ungary); whalebee, $713; grass and straw, $426,438 (Japan, Canada, and Netherlands); combs composed wholly of horn, or of horn and metal,
$127,137. Later import statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

Ad
valorem
rate.

Duty.

MANUFACTURES OF H.ORN. N. a. P.,J.
19IS..................................................................
1919 ..................................................................
1920 .................... ..............................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................................

{
{ 121,880

'1111
16,60
38,163

......

$1,684
*..

..... 4i *

'July I to De. 31 only; combined with manufactures of horn prior to July 1 1918.
From l'hilippines-Free.

..
e.

Per ett.
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Valuo.

Calendar year.

Duty.

Ad
valorei
rate.

MANUFACTURES OF BONE, N. 8. P. Y.

1918 ......................
............................................
1,18
1919
1920 ..................................................................
..........................................................

I

$
020
I 'M,I

020.
387,180o
,782

1921 (9 months) .......................................................

51,484

1 , 202
S$6,454
1,02
6,956
17,3

Per Iw.
20
V1
2)
2)0
20

10,297

12)

MANUFACTURES OF CHIP, N. S. P. F.
1918............
........................................
1919 ..................................................................
1920 ..................................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................................

$11,579
5 ,000
140,607
113,149

8,316
10,600 I
28:121
22,629 ,

')

MANUFACTURES OF PALM LEAP (EXCEPT FANS).
1918 ..................................................................
1919 ............................................................

1o ....................................................

1921 (9 months) .........................................

$1,912
5,138

$298
.716

18,3

........

2,728

7,615

1,142

i5

$2,981
3,902
6,068
3,191

')
2')

MANUFACTURES OF QUILLS, N. s. P. r.
1918 ............................................................
1919 .............................................................
1920 ............................................................
1921 (9 months) .................................................

$14,903
19,611
33,180
15,961

20

2)

MANUFACTURES OF STRAW AND GRASS, N. 8. P. P.

1918 ..................................................................

{

1919 ...................................................................
...... ................................. ...............
1921 (9 months)...............................................{

207 315

i7 41

353,211
26,328
644,067
175
281,505

..... 0,39 .......... 25

.... ifi;60i ....... .
;

...., ....... 3

MANUFACTURES OF WEEDS, N. a. P. F.
1920......................................................

$398

1921 (9 months) ..................................................

$100

246

61

MANUFACTURES OF WHALEBONE, N. S. P. F.
1918 ...........................

1919

2

.......................................................

72

330
292

1920 ......................................................
1921 (9 months) .................................................

.

$14
66
58

COMBS COMPOSED WHOLLY OF HORN, OR OF HORN AND METAL.

1018 ..................................................................

$

1 9 .................................................................. I
...................
..........................................

M (9months) ....................................................
'From Philippines-Free.
'Jan. I to June 30.

$12,136
8,874
73,262
77,372

$3,031
2,219
18,316
19,343

N'
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Manufactures of bone, horn, and combs of horn. chiefly from Japan,
France, and United Kingdom. Manufactures of straw and grass,
chiefly from Canada, France, and Japan.
Export statistics are lacking in most cases. Exports of manufactures of straw and palm leaf were valued at $799,507 in 1914, and
liter were as follows (calendar years): 1918, $849,709; 1919, $926,430;
1920, $1,602,941; 1921 (9 months), $264,875. Cuba, United King-'
(lom, Canada, and Mexico were the principal countries of destination.
MANUFACTURES OF INDIA RUBBER.

(See Survey N-21.)
Description and use8.-Manufactures of india rubber provided for
in this paragraph constitute the greater portion of products of the
rul)ber industry. Automobile and other tires form the largest single
item, while manufactures not specially provided for include such
important items as rubber boots and shoes, rubber tubing, dentists'

rubber supplies; rubber balls, pouches, bulbs, and sponges; partly
manufactured rubber; rubber sheets and rubber hospital sheeting;
hot water bottles, ice bags, and similar articles. Rubber belting is
not included, nor is rubber hose, except that made entirely of rubber
not combined with cotton or other fiber. Gutta-percha products are
not shown separately.
Production.-The census of manufactures gives statistics of the
rubber industry under three classifications: Rubber belting and hose,
Itubber boots and shoes, and Manufactures of rubber not elsewhere
specified. The first classification is not covered by the provisions of
this paragraph except to a small degree in the case of pure rubber
hose. For the other two classifications, 324 establishments were
shown in 1914, employing 68,907 wage earners, with production
valued at $276,150,510. In 1919 there were 461 establishments with
l)roduction of $1,112,258,000. This total included rubber boots and
shoes, $132,188,000; casings and solid tires, 34,404,000, valued at
$550,718,000; and inner tubes, 41,093,000, valued at $202,207,000.
Ohio leads in the production of general manufactures, New Jersey in
belting and hose, and Massachusetts in boots and shoes.
Iinports of all classes in 1914 were valued at $1,489,680. Statistics
for later years follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

1

15.400

Per ant.
10

38,798
'1242
17,82

10
8
10
10

t ad
,vslorem.

AUTOMMbVL9 TIRES.
918 ...............

..................................

Number.

19

11,4S2

1919 ......................................................
13,321
................................... 1,72
12
, 702
I
1921 (9months) .........................................
. 98
July I to Dec. 31.
'From Cuba: general rate less 20 per cent.

,54,124

2170

387,976
'15,21
178k92

28,981

'14

2,89

8
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

nt ad
Valorem.

MANUFACTURES OF INDIA RUBBER, xq.s. P.u.
.
1918 ................................................
1919 ........................................................
.........
1920 ......................................................
1921 (9 months) ..................................................

1$213,250
422,768
891,701
492,328

1622,95
146, 0
'100 041
49,232

Per realI.

10
10
10
10

MANUFACTURES OF GUTTA.PERCHA, x. s. P. 1.
..............
1918 ....................
1919 ......................
1920 ...............................................
1921 (9months) ...........................................

.........

$8214
143,438
199,265
18,445

54,821
14,344
19,927
1,844

10
10
10
10

3ulI to Dec. 31.
SIncudes small amounts from Cuba.

England Canada, and Japan are the chief countries of origin; tires
come mostly from England.
Export8 in 1914 amounted to $12,441,220, of which tires constituted
$3,505,267. England, Canada, . and Germany were the principal
purchasers. Later statistics follow for calendar years: Automobile
and other tires, 1918, $15,267,509; 1919, $30,481,886; 1920, $53,074,015; 1921 (nine months), $11,732,676. Other manufactures of rubber, 1918, $16,233,783; 1919, $23,383,769; 1920, $32,362,882; 1921
(nine months), $11,623,993. These articles are exported to practically
all parts of the world, with United Kingdom, France, Cuba,Argentina,
and Sweden leading as purchasers.
Important changes in cia8ifirWion.-The special provision for manufactures of rubber known as druggists' sundries has been eliminated,
and special provision made for automobile and bicycle tires, and
molded insulators and insulating materials, wholly or partly manufactured, composed wholly or in chief value of india rubber or
gutta-percha.
Suggested ctangm&.-.Automobile and bicycle but not motor-cycle
tires are specially provided for in paragraph 1437. Automobile tires
(in par. 369), but not bicycle or motor-cycle tires (par..371), are
expressly excluded. Apparently motor-cycle tires should be included
in paragraph 1437 and bicycle and motor-cycle tires in terms excluded
from paragraph 371 or the exclusion of automobile tires be dropped
from paragraph 369 to avoid possible conflict of classification.
PARAGRAPH 1488.
H. I. 7456.
PAR. 1438. Manufactures of ivory or
vegetable ivory, or of which either of
these substances is the component mate-

rial of chief value, not specially provided
for; manufactures of mother-of-pearl,
shell, plaster of Paris, and india nbber
known as "hard rubber," vulcanized

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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; 8XNAT3 A2MUDMIMI

IL R. 740e,
or unvulcanized or of which these substances or any of them is the component
material of chief value, not specially provided for; and shells and pieces of shells

engraved, cut, ornamented, or otherwise
manufactured, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 464. Manufactures of * * 0
ivory, vegetable ivory, mother-of-pearl
and shell, plaster of Paris, * * * and
vulcanized india rubber known as "hard
rubber," or of which these substances or
any of them is the component material of
chief value, not specially provided for in
this section, and shells engraved, cut,
ornamented, or otherwise manufactured,
thirty-five per centum ad valorem.

india rubber * * * commonly knowni
as druggists' sundries, 15 per centum ad
valorem; * * *
PAR. 369. * * * manufactures of
ivory or vegetable ivory, or of which either
of these substances is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for in this section, 35 per centum ad
valorem; manufactures of mother-of-pearl

PAR.

368.

and shell,

*

*

*

Manufacture& of

plaster of Paris, * * * and

vulcanized india rubber known as "hard
rubber," or of which these substances or
any of them is the component material of
chief value, hot specially provided for in
this section, 25 per centum, ad valorem;
shells engraved, cut, ornamented, or oth-

erwise manufactured, 25 per centum ad
valorem.

MANUFACTURES OF IVORY Ohi VEGETABLE IVORY.

(See Survey N-21.)
Description and uwes.-Manufactures of ivory have included numer-

ous articles, useful and ornamental, such as toilet articles, statuettes,
and piano keys the demand for the last being so great that imitation
products must be drawn upon to meet requirements. Manufactures
of vegetable ivory embrace handles for umbrellas, toilet articles, small
trinkets, etc.

(Buttons of vegetable ivory, see par. 1410, p. 1105.)

Production figures are not fully available. In 1914 the output of
ivory, shell, and bone work, not including combs and hairpins, was
valued at $1,896,000, from 54 establishments with $1,160,000 capital
and 795 employees. In 1919 the number oI establishments was reported at 44, with production valued at $2,817,000. Japan, England
Germany, and France are important manufacturers of anim an
vegetable ivory products. Shell manufactures (mothier-of-pearl and
other) are important in England, France, Germany, and Asiatic Turkey.
Imporis in 19i4 of manufactures of animal and vegetable ivory
amounted to $51,697. Later statistics follow:
Calen&f yo.

9..........................

...........................

J920....................................
1920 ( .

.......

.

......

..............

1921 (9 months)...............................

.

Value.

Duty.

17,0

o 1,2

322141, 2

140,314

:.......562,992

4g,110

18,647

vtda
rte.

Per cent.

8
86

36
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Expert figures are meager. In 1918 the export of ivory and manufactures thereof and scrap amounted to $175,458, of which exports
valued at $136,131 went to Canada. Later export statkticB are not
shown.
MANUFACTURES

OF MOTHER-OF-PEARL AND SHELL.

(See Survey N-21.)

Description and ses.w-Manufactures of mother-of-pearl and shell
embrace handles of various articles, such as knives, opera glasses,
toilet articles, etc., art and inlay work, and buttons (pearl buttonspar. 1410).
Production data are combined under the Census classification
"Ivory, shell, and bone work," shown above.
Imports in 1914 of manufactures of shell and mother-of-pearl
amounted to $91,218; of shells engraved, cut, ornamented, or otherwise manufactured, to $38,987. France, Japan, and England are the
leading sources. Later statistics follow:
Value.

Calendar year.

Ad

valorem
rate.

Duty.

SHELLS ENGRAVED, CUT, ORNAMENTED, OR OTHERWISE MANUFACTURED.
Per ctil.

9 .................................................
................
919.......................
........................

,1W . 7
,£5 ............
'1,932 ........
'1..11.........
19
..........

...............

1921(m nts). .....0.....................................

21,
.

MANUFACTURER OF MOTHER-OF-PEARL AND SHELL.
1916...
1919 ......

.............. ...........

.............. 1
...............................................
.............

J9091........... '..... ...... '..... ........
I
...........
I
..................

192 (0 Months) .o.........................................~

iw

'$~
706 ...... .......... '
.. '38.
47,t 570
l

26

11,8 0 i5

-

I From Philippines, free,

Eports.-None recorded.
MANUFACTURES OF INDIA RUBBER KNOWN AS "HARD RUBBER.'
*(Bee Survey N-21.)

Description and uws.-Hard rubber differs from soft or pliable

rubber in its sulphur content and in being cured or vulcanized at a

higher temperature; it is used in bowlingballs, razor handles, fotitain-pen barrels, combs, etc.
Production data are not shown separately, being included with
other manufactures of rubber.

AUMMA"Y OF TAUI"F
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Imports amounted to $376,906 in 1914.

Later statistics follow:

Calendar yeosr.

Duty.

Valu.

Ad
I voqem

Per €*.

I'18 ....................................

1919.................................... ..............................
54,624
9)058
2 .................................... . I.............................
ItI21 (9 months) ........................
81,85W
.....................

5
5
215
2, 5
2

1,156
2215
21,213

Exports.-None recorded.
S suggested changes.---See General Notes on Paragraph below.
MANUFACTURES OF PLASTER OF PARIS.

(See Survey B-2.)

Descriptionand uses.-Plaster of Paris is a cement obtained by the
)ulverization and partial calcination of gypsum. It is used as a
hard-finish plaster for walls and ceilings; in surgery for making casts
to inclose fractures, and for making impressions for dental plates in
which teeth are set; for casts of sculpture in round, high, and low
reliefs; replicas of archfoological objects; and lift and death masks.
Production data for miscellaneous manufactures of plaster of Paris
:re not shown.
Imports amounted to $36,172 in 1914. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................
1920.................
.........................................

1921 (9 months) ...................................

Duty.

vtalue.

{

$1,31
7,495

1001W
27,092

Ad
valorem
rate.

874

Per etas.
25

2,514
6,2

25
25

From l'hlippines, free.

Exports.-Not separately recorded.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important changes in cassication. -Manufactures of papier-mtch.
have been placed in paragraph 1303.
Suggested cWange.--The words "vulcanized or unvulcanized" after
"hard rubber" might be omitted, as probably all hard rubber is
vulcanized.
82804-22---45
'1
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PARAGRAPH 1489.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1439. Electrical insulators and
other articles, wholly or partly manufactured, composed wholly or in chief value
of shellac, copal, or synthetic phenolic
resin, not speialy provided for, 30 per
centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
[Classable according to component
material of chief value.]

ACT OF 1913.
[Classable. according to component
material of chief value.]

ELECTRICAL INSULATORS AND OTHER ARTICLES.

Description and mme.-Synthetic phenolic resin is of comparatively
recent development. In addition to serving for electrical insulators
it is used in the production of a variety of articles, some of which are
brush backs and handles, beads, advertising novelties, penholders.
mouthpieces for pipes, etc.
Production.-

o data are available.

Imports and exports.-Not shown. Imports before the war were
principally from Germany.
Important changes in cZ oeication.-New specific provision.
PARAGRAPH 1440.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMNTS.

PAR. 1440. Moss and sea gram, eigrs,
and seaweeds, if manufactured
or dyed,
10 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 78. Mos and sea gras eelgrau,
and seaweeds, if manufactured or dyed,
ten per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 372. Moss and sea gram, oel$r&,
and seaweeds, if manufactured or dyed,
10 per centumn ad valorem.

MOSS, SEA GRASS, EELORASS, AND SEAWEEDS
DYED.

MANUFACTURED OR

(See Survey N-22.)

U8e&.--Dyed sea moss is prepared for florists' use or for ornamental
pur-poses.
grass has been used in fllliv vmattresses, cushions, etc.,
and sheathing houses. Seaweed ashes ,ormerly supplied much of
the alkali that was used in soap and glass making and for the preparation of iodine. In its raw state it was and still is used as a fertilizer.
As a rule, however, cheaper sources of most of the materials furnished
by seaweed have been discovered.
Imports in 1914 of moss and sea grass, eelgrass, and seaweeds,
manufactured or dyed, were valued at $55,624, mainly from Germany.
Later statistics follow:
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

1
918.....................
1919 ........................................
I .........................................
r
2
O
,y21 (9 months) ..............................

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Pounds,
......

51,377
58,i400
36,853

$2,329 .......

6,044
1,282
8,510

0.12
.27
.23

Ad

valorem
rate.

Per cni*.
10
6W
1
i,6
10
51
10
1233

Imports in 1920 were $35,718 from the Netherlands and $13,561
from Germany.
Export in .1914 of moss amounted to $51,006 of which $32 663
went to Canada; and of seaweed to $40,592, practically all of which
went to Hongkong. Exports of moss for the calendar years 1918,
1919, and 1920 amounted respectively, to $91,667, $91,475 and
$115,346, Canada being the principal importing country.
PARAGRAPH 1441.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1441. Musical instruments and
parts thereof, not specially provided for,
pianoforte or player actions and parts
thereof, cases for musical instruments,
pitch pipes, tuning forks, tuning ham.
mers, and metronomes, music wire
strings for musical instruments, composed
wholly or in part of steel or other metal
all the foregoing. 35 per centum ad
valorem; tuning pins, $1 per thousand
and 25 per centum ad valorem; violins,
violas, violoncellos, and double bass.
of all sizes, wholly or partly manufactured or assembled, $1.50 each and 35 per
centum .ad valorem; unassembled parts
of the foregoing, 35 per centum ad
valorem.

ACT OF 1909
PAR.

467. Musical instruments or parts

thereof, pianoforte actions and r.arts

thereof, strings for musical instruments,
not otherwise enumerated in this section,
(waee for musical instruments, pitch pipes,
tuning forks, tuning hammers, and metroomes; strings for musical instruments,

ACT OF 1913.
P*u. 373. Musical instruments or parts
thereof, pianoforte actions and parts
thereof, cues for musical instruments,
pitch pipes, tuning forks, tuning hammers, and metronomes; strings for mud.
cal instruments, composed
'1414 wholly or in
part of steel or other metal all the foregoing, 35 per centum ad valorem.

composed wholly or in part of steel or
other metal, all the foregoing, forty-five
PAR. 114. * * * all other wire not
per centum ad valorem.
specially
provided for in this section,
PAR. 135. * * * all other wire not * * , 15 per centum ad valorem;
specially provided for in this section,
1iall pay a duty of not less than thirty.
PAR, 366. Manufactures of catgut, or
five per centum ad valorem; * *
whip gut, or worm gut, including strings
for musical instruments; * * * not
specially provided for in this section, 20
per centum ad valorem.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

(See Surveys N-23 and F-17.)

Descriptio.-These articles include all musical instruments except
phonographs, graphophones, etc., covered in paragraph 1442.
Production i 1914 was valued at $92,573,000; manufacturers
numbered 719, with capital of $134,848,000 and 39,387 wage earners.
Of the total value of products that of organs amounted to $6,297,000,
pianos to $62,775,000, materials for organs and pianos to $19,876,000,
and other musical instruments (excepting phonographs, etc.) to
$3,625,000. Germany, Austria-Hungary, France, end Italy are
important producers. In 1919 the production was valued as follows:
Pianos, $107,245,000; organs, $6,118,000; piano and organ materiHtl,
$36,052,000; and musical instruments, n. e. s. $14,266,000.
Imports.-In 1914 imports of musical instruments and parts of,
including steel or metal strings, were valued at $1,967,733. Imports,
before the war, were supplied chiefly by Germany, but about one-half
of the total in 1918 came from Japan. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

Ail

val ,#i

PIANOFORTE ACTIONS, AND PARTS OF.
19 ......................................................
1920
1921 (9 months) .........................

781

53,922

40,619:

$1,373 1
5
14,217

15,244

.0

1:,335

CASES FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

1919.....
.................................... .. . ...4
192 ........... ...........................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................

'"

5

..74720

i

2,789

Vx

PITCH PIPES, TUNING FORKS, TUNING HAMMERS, AND METRONOMES.
1919 ......................................................
877, 5 6
1920 ..............................................
......... I

1921 (9months)............................ ............

$5,175
8,062

$14,785
23,0X34

9,234'

2

ALL OTHER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, AND PARTS OF.
1918 ........................................................... "

1919 ...................................
1I0........ ...........................................

...................
8,432,73

1921 (9 months)......................

"

,

9

1,25, 771

2496,932
1,934.290

$177,351
440,88
M8
3
........

STRINGS, STEEL OR METAL FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
1918 ................................................................
119 .................................................................

2; 13

1921 (9 months) ...........

5,096

120 ..............................................................

.

.......................

'Fromthe Phillpplnes, fre of duty.

5 0

4,782

$182
$914

1,074

1,786

3
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sportss in 1914 were valued as follows: Organs, $555,743; player
pianos, $335 299; all other pianos,

$1,418,888; piano players,

$1W7,683; perkorated music rolls, $127,626; all other musical-instrutuents, and parts of, $745,392. Organs were exported chiefly to
l.ngland; player pianos to Canada, Australia, England, and Italy;
all other pWnos to Canada and England; piano players to England;
music rolfs to England and Canada; all other to Canada, Germany,
alnd England. Later exports for calendar years have been as follows:
191

1921

1918
, gau8s ..........................................
1'1t\ r pinato ..............................
IIoltier pianos ............................
p' er' ...................................

1919
$174,647
1, W,519
3,001,994
57,664

$113,062
1,272,210
1,949,708
.
45, 567

........................
kIIrrfurated
tier and
patof.
music
rolls..........................

1,134,636
160,.511!

317
1,69,
294,742

Total ......................................

4,675, 694

6,883,883

1920

.(9 months),
$122, 414
1,090:758
1,062,858
19,628

$296,942
3,472,632
5,261,071,
46,399
2,361,610
409,9131
11,848,567

951,155
210,673
3,463,486

In 1920 the principal destinations of exports were as follows:
(gans, England and British South Africa; player pianos, Australia,
SpJiin, Cuba, Argentina, and Peru; all other pianos, Australia

Argentina, Cuba, and British South Africa; music rolls Canada and
Australia; all other musical instruments, Canada, England, and
Australia.
Important change. in doAfikaion.-The provisions for player
actions and parts of, music wire, tuning pins, and violins, violas,

Sio0loncellos, and doublc basses are new.

Suijgsted change.-Page 166, line 20, of H. R. 7456: Strike out

comma after "instruments."

PARAGRAPH 1442.
IL R. 7458.

SENATE AXENZD]NTS.

PAIt. 1442. Phonographs, gramophones,

graphophones, and similar articles and

p ,rts thereof, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

468. Phonographs, gramophones,

PAn. 374. Phonographs, gramophones,

Parts thereof, forty-five per centum ad

parts thereof, 26 per centum ad valorem.

l'Ati.

aliliophones, and similar articles, or graphophones, and similar articles, or

%a h -em.

PHONOGRAPHS, GRAMOPHONES, ETC.
(See Survey N-23.)

I)escription and mses.-The essential parts of a phonograph are a
finel for receiving the sounds, a diaphragm which vibrates with
these sounds and to which is attached a point, and a covered cylinder
with which the point makes contact. The Edison diaphragm Is iron,
Ihe point metallic, and the cylinder covered tin foil. By revolving the
cylinder the recorded sound is reproduced. The graphophone applies
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the phonograph principle of sound record and reproduction, but
substitutes a wax cylider. The term "graphophone," however, is
being supplanted by. "phonograph." The gramophone is a machine
havreg a disk instead of a cylinder.
Producion in 1914 was valued at $27,115.916. The number of
machines was 515,154, valued at $15,290,'91; and
rds and
blanks, 27,221,290, valued at $11,111,418. Parts of machines,
materials and supplies, not included in finished instruments,
amounted to $356,935, and all other products to $357 072. In addition, phonographs, etc., valued at $66,531, were made in establishments engaged primarily in the manufacture of products other than
those covered by this industry. Eighteen establishments made
phonographs, graphophones etc., with capital of $33,771,000, and
9 381 employees. In 1919 there were 167 establishments with value
of products amounting to $158,668,000.
imports of phonographs, graphophones, etc., in 1914 amounted to
$147,384, over one-half Of which came from Germany. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

1918 ..................................................................
1919 .............................................................
1920......................................
............
1921 (9 months) .......................................................

Duty.

1 3$M 188
78,518
817, 966'
427 552

0 U?
144,.
q2049
101%888

Ad
valorem
rate.
Pff €em.
25
25
25

In 1920 imports from Germany amounted to $115,826, from
Switzerland to $583,070, and from Japan V $731074.
Export8 of machines and records and ma~er' , in 1914 amounted
to $2,512,320 principally to Canada, England, Australia, Cuba, and
Argentina. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1921

(9 months),
Phonographs, etc.:
Number
.....................

Value........

Records and a

64,459

vaue............$297K~j357

6
702,6

7

87,571

1

746 387

26,974
$1,287,683

$1,646,653

Suggested changes.--'rhe phrase "and parts thereof" is apparently
intended to apply to phonographs, etc. as well as to similar articlhs.
A comma inserted after "articles" would bring this out more clearly.
Phonograph disks but "not master records -have been held to be
parts of phonographs.
(American Ezpre88 (Co. v. United States,
4 Ct. Oust. Appls., 279, of 1913; G. A. 7182, T. D. 31351, of 1911.)
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PARAGRAPH 1448.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1443. Rolls: Calendar rolls or
bowls made wholly or in chief value of
cotton, paper, husk, wool, or mixtures
thereof, or stone of any nature com.
pressed between and held together by
iron or steel heads or washers fastened
to iron or steel mandrelsor cores, suitable
for use in calendoring, embomsing, Mang.
ling, or pressing operations, 25 per centum
adyvalorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

[Claa&blo according to component
[Classable according to
material of chief value.]
material of chief value.]

component

OALENDER ROLLS OR BOWLS.

Description and u8se.--Calender rolls or bowls vary in size, some
being as large as 20 inches in diameter and 100 inches long. In
manufacturing the rolls great accuracy of work is required to make
the surface truly cylindrical. They are used in the textile and paper
industries, in the manufacturing of linoleum, artificial leather, etc.
as integral parts of calenders, embossing, and mangling machines.
Stone rolls are generally used on the presses of a fourdrinier type of
p)aper-making machine. The rolls are set in the machines in series
through whidi the fabric or other material is passed for the purpose
of imparting a glaze or polish, or other finish.
Production data are not separately available from official sources.
'rhe industry is an important one, as these rolls are essential parts of
the machinery used in the above-mentioned industries. In the
hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives a list of eight manufacturers is given as large pro(hicers'of these articles.
Import and export data are not shown.
Important change in dassification.-This provision is new.
Suggested change.-The correct spelling ii "calender."
PARAGRAPH 1444.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1444. Rosaries, chaplets, and similar articles of religious devotion, of whatever material composed, "valued at not
more than $1.25 per dozen, 15 per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than $1.25 per
,l0en, 30 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

Mmassable according to component ma[Classable according to component material of chief value or as articles "de- trial of chief value or as articles "designed to be worn on apparel or carried signed to be worn on apparel or carried on
(n or about or attached to the person."] or about or attached to the person."]
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ROSAWRES, CHAPLETS, ETC.

Description and use.-A rosary as used in religious worship is a
series of beads strung on a metal chain in combination with a flat
metal piece of diversity in design together with a cross. The smaller
rosaries are sometimes' known as chaplets. The beads are made of
a variety of materials-wood, glass, metal, bone, etc.-and the cross
is usually composed of metal.
Production.--The value of rosaries produced in the United States
is not shown in official statistics. Practically all of the rosaries made
in this country are composed of precious metal, or of precious metal
in combination with beads of semiprecious or imitation precious
stones.
Imports.-The value of imports is not shown in official statistics.
it is estimated bj an importer that they amount to $300,000 annually.
France, Holland, Czechoslovakia, Ireland, Germany, and Italy are

the sources of imports.
Export.-Not shown in official statistics.
Important chases in classfication.-Rosaries and chaplets are separately provided for. They are now dutiable according to component
materials, except where they come within paragraph 356 of the act
of 1913.
Suggested changes.-Beads in imitatiQn of pearls or precious or seniprecious stones of any kind, the duty on which is 40 or 45 per centum
ad valorem under paragraph 1403,could be imported strung as rosaries
at 15 or 30 per centum, according to value, and after importation
separated from the cross or crucifix and used for other purposes.
Tliis result might be avoided by providing that the rate of duty on
rosaries shall not be less than that on the heads.
PARAGRAPH 1445.
EL B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1445. Sponges, 16 per centumn ad
valorem; manufactures of sponges, or of
which sponge is the component material
of chief value, not specially provided for,
25 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 79. Sponges, twenty per centum
ad valorem; manufactures of sponges, or
of which sponge is the component material of chief value, not specially provided
for in this section, thirty per centum ad
valorem.

PAR. 68. Sponges: Trimmed or uijtrimmed but not advanced in value b\
chemical processes, 10 per centum ad 9v
lorem; bleached sponges and sponges advanced in value by processes involvimi
chemical operations, manufactures oi
sponges, or of which sponge is the comp nent material of chief value, not speciallv
provided for in this section, 15 per centim,
ad valorem,

SUMMARYOF TARIFF INFORMATiIJ, 1921.

I19&

SPONGES.

(See Survey A-19.)
Description and uses.-Sponges are collected principally in the
Mediterranean and Red Seas and waters of the West Indies, Florida,
and Central America. The finest are obtained from the Mediterranean, the next in quality from the Red Sea.
Crude sponges are prepared by laceration in cold water for several
dalys followed-by beating to break up and remove concretions. The
better grades are treated with a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid
to remove remaining calcareous matter and then, if desired, are
bleached by chemical means.
Production.-Most of the crude sponges marketed in this country
are from the Florida fisheries. The product of these fisheries in 1913
was valued at about $735,000, a little over $615,000 in 1914, and over
920,000 in 1917. In 1918 there was a decrease to about $623,000.
This decrease was due partly to the high price of fish, which induced
those engaged in sponge gathering to take up fishing. Tarpon
Springs, Fla., is the center of American sponge production. New
Aork is the principal distributing center. In 1920 there were sold
-it the exchange at Tar pon Springs, Fla., 409,746 pounds of sponges,
valued at $678 209. This is estimated to be about 90 per cent of the
output of the iFlorida fisheries.
Imports of crude sponges have averaged a little more than half
the domestic production since 1913, and in that year were valued at
$289,642. Imports of chemically treated sponges have been much
less, amounting to $38,3Q. in 1914 and $58,791 in 1916. Imports of
manufactures of sponges amounted to $73 in 1914. Crude sponges
come mostly from the British West Indies, Cuba, and Greece. Later
statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Value.

1Duty.

SPONGES, CRUDE.
.523,480
462,898
658,380

,1(9 n h;::

48, 940
42,869
81,029

1.........................................
1,652 ............

SPONGES, BLEACHED AND ADVANCED BY CHEMICAL PR.OCESS.

,

52,S95

............................................................................

$19,313

.

19,11 .........,987

,

.........................

...(9months)
I

1.. 1 (1.

.....................................................

..................................................

11,798

40, 842

1,74

MANUFACTURES OF SPONGES.

...........................................................
.onths)

S..................................................................
86,831
$1,025

882
82

.
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Expor s 1910-1914 inclusive, averaged about 200,000 pounds,
with a value of a little less than $200,000, and dropped in 1917 to
116,131 pounds, valued at $129,063. Exports are principally to
Canada, and England. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

uantity
(pounds) ..................
alue
.............................

85,967
S147,
519

J

371,602
$328,131

$146,575
8217,812 1

78,899
$104,
914

Important changes in class&iotion.-The distinction between
sponges trimmed and untrimmed in paragraph 68 of the act of
1913 and between sponges bleached and otherwise advanced in
in H. R. 7456.
value by chemical process is not made
Gonfticti". prons.-Rubber bath sponges have been held not
to come within the provision for sponges but within the provision
for manufactures of india rubber. (Smith Co. v. United States, 149
Fed., 1022, of 1906.)
PARAGRAPH 1446.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1446. Violin rosin, 10 per centum
ad valorem.
ACT OF 1913.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 875. Violin rosin, in boxes or
PAR. 469. Violin rosin, fn boxes or
cases or otherwise, twenty per centum ad cases or otherwise, 10 per centum ad
valorem.
valorem.
VIOLIN ROSIN.

(See Survey FL-17.)

Description and ue8.-Violin rosin is a good grade of rosin cast
in the form of cubes or embedded in pieces of wood to facilitate its
application to the bow of stringed musical instruments, such as the
violin.

Production.-It is of comparatively simple manufacture, and the
United States is the largest producer, but figures are not available.
Impors of violin rosin in 1914 were valued at $11,688, about 52
per cent from Germany and 32 per cent from France. Later statistics
folow:
Ad

Value.

Calendar-year.

'valorviln

Duty.

rat e.
I) ET C¢Id.

1918 ................................................................
1919 ................................................................
1920 ...............................................................
1921 (9 months) ....................................................

$2,803
4,765
6,255
5,657

$2801,
476
625
508

lU

I0

Ezporto.-None recorded.
Important changes in ckmifi.atin.-The phrase "in boxes or cases
or otherwise" has been omitted as unnecessary.

1,
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PARAGRAPH 1447.
SENATE AMNMNTS.
I3. R. 7458.
PAR. 1447. Works of art including
paintings in oil or water colors, pastels,
pen and ink drawings, and copies, replicas, or reproductions of any of the same;
statuary sculptures, or copies, replicas
or reproductions thereof; and etchings and
engravings; all the foregoing, not specially
provided for, 15 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 470. Paintings in oil or water
colors, pastels, pen and ink drawings
and sculptures, not specially provided
for in this section, fifteen per centum
ad valorem; but the term "sculptures"
as used in this Act shall be understood
to include only such as are cut carved,
or otherwise wrought by hand from a
solid block or mass of marble, stone, or
alabaster, or from metal, and as are the
professional production of a sculptor
only, and the term "painting" as used
in this Act shall be understood not to
include such as are made wholly or in
part by stenciling or other mechanical
processes.

PAR. 376. Works of art including
paintings in oil or water-colors, pastels,
pen and ink drawings. or copies, replicas
or reproductions o any of the same,
statuary, sculptures, or copies, replicas
or reproductions thereof, and etchings
and engravings, not s cally provided
for in this section, 15 per centum ad
valorem.

PAR. 416. "
* * * etchings,

*
*

*
*

*

engravings,
all thefore-

going wholly or in chief value of paper,
and not specially provided for in this section,
twenty-five per centum ad valorem
*0*
WORKS OF ART, N. S. P. F.

(See Survey N-24.)

Description and ues.-For most practical purposes works of art
may be classified ds follows: (1) Products of the fine arts, properly
so called, intended solely for ornamental purposes, and including
paintings in oil and water colors on canvas, plaster, or other material,
and original statuary of marble, stone, or bronze. (2) Minor objects
of art, intended also for ornamental purposes, suh as statuettes,
vases, drawings, etchings, etc. which are susceptible of an indefinite
reproduction from the original. (3) Objects of art which serve primarily an ornamental and incidentally a useful purpose, such as
painted or stained-glass windows, tapestry, paper Langings, etc. (4)
Objects primarily designed for a useful purpose, such as ornamental
clocks, higher grades of carpets, curtains, etc.
The list of articles included under this paragraph is restricted by
paragraphs 1685 to 1689 inclusive. The greater number of works of
arts are entered free under those paragraphs.
Production data on works of art are necessarily incomplete. Under
the classification "Statuary and art goods" the Census gives data
covering the manufacture of such articles as statues, vases, urns,
flower boxes, fountains pedestals, church statuary, bronze statuary,
and papier mAch6 articles. In 1914 these were valued at $3,910,000;
and in 1919 at $4,982,000.
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Imports of works of art in 1914 were valued at $766,464, mainly
from France, Italy, England, and Germany. Later statistics follow:
SAd

Calendar year.

Value.

1918 .......................................... .......................

1919 ..................................................
1920 ...............................................................
1921 monthsh) ......................................................

$76,058

1182,546
1525,953
1270,940

I

Duty.

valorein
i rate.

$11,400

Per ef ni.
15

127,381
178,890
14 641

1.,
15
15

I Includes small amounts from Philippine, and Cuba.

The principal countries of origin in 1919 and 1920 were Italy.
France, Sweden, and England.
Exports in 1914 of paintings and statuary of all kinds were valued
at $1,415,302, going mainly to France, England, Canada, an(l
Germany. Later exports, by calendar years, have been as follows:
1918, $341,035; 1919, $1,150,015; 1920, $1,640,701; 1921 (nin,
months), $756,552. In 1918 Canada, Cuba, Spain, and France were
the principal purchasers, and France, Canada, and Cuba in 1919 and
1920.
PARAGRAPH 1448.
H. R. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1448. Peat moss, 50 cents per ton.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 471. Peat moss, one dollar per
ton.

PAR. 377. Peat moss, 50 cents per ton.

PEAT MOSS.

(See Survey N-22.)

Description an4Wue.-Peat moss consists largely of various species
of sphagnum (bog moss). It is used for stable litter, potting plants
packing materials, and for insulation. Peat moss is an excellent
absorbent, hence its value for stable litter. Gardeners em 10y it for
covering and moistening the roots of plants because it ready asorh)
moisture from the air. It may also be used as stuffing for
mattresses.
Production of small quantities of peat moss of unknown value ww;
reported after the outbreak of the war, practically all having been iiiiported previously. Peat and peat moss are produced chiefly ii
the northern sections of the world. In warm regions the decay of
vegetable matter is, as a rule, too rapid to permit of extensive bog
moss deposition. Russia, Germany, Ireland, Norway, Swede"i.
]France, Austria, Denmark, Holland, Canada, and the United States
have very large deposits. Peat moss has been more systematically
utilized in Holland than in any other country. The America
deposits remain almost untouched.
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Iinport&.-In 1914 imports were about 9,580 tons, valued at
$57,670-8,900 tons from the Netherlands and about 500 tons from

Germany. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1919 ..................................

120...........................
1921 (9months) ............................

414

2,46
2,284

Value. IUnitvahu

$16,345
$a.48
3D20
14. 68
11, 77 .............

Duty.

Equivalent

1,233

ad

valorom.
Pe cent.
3.Z1
3.41

Exportq.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1449.
EL 3. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENT

PAR. 1449. Pencils of paper, wood, or
other material not metal, [Nled with lead
or other material, pencils of lead, crayons
including charcoal crayons or fusins. and
mechanical pencils, notspecially provided
for, 50 cents per gross and 25 per centuin
ad valorem; and in addition thereto, the
following cumulative duties: Cape or pro.
teclors, whether separate or atsteahd to
pencils, and pencils prepared for caps or
protectors, 25 cents per grow; pencils
stamped with names other than the manufacturers', 50 cents per gross; slate pencils,
not in wood, 25 per centum ad valorem.
AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR.'56. * * * crayons, including
PAR. 63. * '* * crayons, including
charcoal crayons or fusains * * * no charcoal crayonsorfusains * * * not
otherwise specially provided for in this specially provided for in this section, 15
section, thirty per centum ad valorem; per centum ad valorem; * * *.
PAR. 167. Articles or wares not specially
PAR. 199. Articles or wares not specially provided for in this section; if composed
provided for in this section, composed wholly or in part of platinum, gold, or
wholly orin part of * * * metai, and silver, and articles or wares plated with
whether partly or wholly manufactured, god or silver, and whether partly or
forty-five per centum ad valorem.
wholly manufactured, 50 per centum ad
PAR. 448. * * * articles of every de- valorem; if composed wholly or in chief
scription, finished or partly finished, value of * * * other metal, but not
composed wholl or in chief plated with gold or silver, and whether
value of silver, German silver, white partly or wholly manufactured, 20 per
metal, bras, or gunmetal, whether or not centum ad valorem.
enameled, washed, covered, plated, or
PAR. 356. * * * articles valued
alloyed with gold, silver or nickel, and above 20 cents per dozen pieces designed
designed to be * * * carried on or to be worn on apparel or carried on or
about or attached to the person, valued at about or attached to the person, such as
twenty cents per dozen pieces, one cent and including * * * like articles;
each and in addition thereto, three-fifths all the foregoing and parts thereof
of one cent per dozen for each one cent the finished or partly finished, composed of
value exceeds twenty cents per dozen; metal, whether or not enameled, washed
covered, or plated, including rolled gold
PAR. 472. Pencils of paper or wood, or plate, and whether or not set with pro.
other material not metal, filled with lead cious or semiprecious stones, * * *
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

or other material, and pencils of lead, or with imitation precious stene, * * *
forty-five cents per gross and twenty-five 60per centum ad valorem. *
per centilm ad valorem; late pencils,
PAR. 378. Pencils of per or wood, or
covered with wood, thirty-five per cen- other material not met
ed with lead
tum ad valorem; all other elate pencils, or other material, pencils of lead, 36
three cents per one hundred.
cents
gross, but in no case shall any
of theperforegoing
pay less than 26 per
centum ad valorem; slate pencils, 25 per
centum ad valorem.

LEAD PENCILS AND SLATE PENCILS.

(See Survey N-22.)
Description and uses.-Pencil leads are made of a mixture of fine
graphite and clay. The wood used is usually cedar, although pine
or other wood is sometimes used for the cheaper grades. Pencils of
paper are made by wrapping the lead in narrow strips of paper, portions of which can be unwrapped as required to expose the lead.
Production.-In 1914 there were 14 manufacturers of lead pencils,
with a capital of $10,670,000, 4,330 employees, and wages of $1,944,000. Materials cost $4,564,000, and the product was valued at
$8,328,000, a moderate increase over 1909. In 1919 there were 12
establishments with an output valued at $24 134,000. The industry
is based on abundant domestic Supplies of the two essential iaw
materials-pure graphite and an excel lent cedar readily adaptable to
machine processes. The industry is an extensive one in England
and Germany.
Imports in 1914 of pencils of paper or wood or other material, not
metal filled with lead or other material, and pencils of lead were
188,644 gross, valued at $512,579. Imports in 1914 of slate pencils
covered with wood were 850 gross, valued at $83, and of other slate
pencils, 2,158,700 gross, valued at $1,416. On the basis of value

about one-hal of the pencils came from Germany in 1914; the rest
largely from England.

Later statistics follow:

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Duty.

Equivent
ad
valorem.

PENCILS OF LEAD AND PENCILS OF PAPERI, ETC., FILLED WITH LEAD.
I ross.
12, 023

1918 .......................................

18,258
75,032
ep 876

1919 .....................................
1920 ..............
..................
1921 (9 months) ........................

$4,815

7,679
168Y
635
140,643

M4

$4,537

SLATE PENCILS.

1918 ....................................
1919 .....................................
1921 (9 months) ..........................

......
844
8041

$3.............

1009
W8

PrT celt.
A4.'2

8g
.42
6,821
2.26
43, 297
25.6's
2.20 .........................

12

$25

1.00

170
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Th small imports in 1918 were chiefly from Japan. In 1919 and

1920 Germany was the chief source. In the latter year large amounts

chiefly of high grade pencils formerly imported from Austria were
received from Czechoslovakia. In the same year lead pencils amounting to 59,476 gross and valued at $150 789 were dutiable at 25 per
centum ad valorem as the specific rate oi 36 cents.per gross.amounted
to less than the 25 per centum reqdfred as a m*imum.
Export statistics of pencils and pencil leads are combined. In
1914 their value was $538 944, of which $246,872 worth went to
North America, mainly to Canada and Mexico; $188,834 to Europe,
chiefly to England; $49,553 to Oceania; and $46 762 to South America.
Exports in later calendar years have been valued as follows: 1918,
$2,497,208; 1919, $3,565,347; 1920, $3,849,221; 1921 (nine months),
$1,669,572. The chief countries of destination were England,
Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and Spain.
Important changes in cass&fication.--See General Notes on Para-

graph below.

CRAYONS.

(See Survey A-15.)
Description and uses.-Crayons are composed of charcoal, clay, or
chalk, and mineral waxes colored with various pigments. They are
used for drawing and writing on various materials and also for
artists' purposes. Ordinary white crayons used for the blackboard
are composed chiefly of chalk (calcium carbonate). Black crayons
other than charcoal are made of clay and lampblack. "Fusains" is
an old and practically obsolete term for charcoal crayons. Crayons
used for drawing on lithographic stones are commonly made of wax.
lampblack, soap and resins. The ordinay wax crayons are composed
chiefly of parai wax colored with various colors and dyes.
Producton.-The materials necessary for the manufacture of
crayons are available from domestic sources. In 1914, under artists'
materials, the Census Bureau reports a production of crayons valued
at $181,000 by 11 establishments with a capital of $325,000. It is
doubtful whether this includes ordinary crayons used for schoolroom
work. Production figures for later years are not separately reported.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $18,000; in 1915, at $15,060; in
later calendar years as follows: 1918, $11,093; 1919, $12,218; 1920,
$10,145; 1921 (nine months), $16,431.
Exports.-None recorded.
Important changes in d4msfcation.-See General Notes on Para-

graph, below.

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important change in dasftcation.-There are new provisions for

mechanical pencils and for cumulative duties The qualification "not
in wood" for slate pencils is also new.
Crayons, including charcoal crayons or fusains, are new for this
paragraph, having formerly been provided for in the chemical
schedule.
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n flicting proviw&is.-There is a possible conflict betwen the
provision in paragraph 18 for chalk in sticks and the provision in this
paragraph for crayons, with especial reference to white crayons for
blackboard use, which might be regarded as chalk in sticks.
Paragraph 1449 m'ght be held to embrace mechanical pencils
made of or plated with precious metals.
Suggested cunges.-The provyhion in paragraph 18 for "Chalk or
whiting or Paris white: * * * put u in the form of cubes.
blocks, sticks, or disks, or otherwise, inclu
tailors', billiard, red.
and manufactures of chalk not specially provi ed for," belongs more
properly in the sundries schedule (14) since these articles, unlike
chalk or whiting or Paris white, ground, bolted, or 'precipitated, or
in the form of putty, are not chemicals, oils, or paints, to which
schedule 1 is restricted. This fact, together with* the possible conflict above set forth, appears to render advisable a change in paragraph 1449 and elimination therefrom of the provision for "cray.I
ons, including charcoal crayons or fusains."
If these changes should be made, a paragraph might be inserted
after paragraph 1450 to provide for chalk or whiting or Paris white
other than the chemical kind, and for crayons. Such a provision
might be worded as follows:
Chalk, crayons, not colored, [rate]; all other crayons, including charcoal crayons
or fusains, not specially provided for, [rate]; billiard chalk, [rate]; tailors' chalk,
[rate]; and manufactreS of chalk not specially provided for [rate].

If this*proposed paragraph is adopted, the words "crayons.
including charcoal crayons or fusains" in line 6, page 168 of H. R.
7456 should be stricken out, and the words "or put up in the form
9f cubes, blocks, sticks, or disks, or otherwise, including tailors'.
billiard, red, and manufactures of chalk not specially provided for,
in lines 1 to 3, page 6, should also be stricken out.
If the change suggested under paragraph 1450, rlamely, insertion
of the words ' or crayon leaus" after the word "colored" and before
the comma in line 17, page 168, should be adopted, the words "crayon
lead," followed by a comma, should be inserted after the word
"lead" in line 5, page 168.
This paragraph imposes' duties of 50 cents per gross and 25 per
centum ad valbrem on mechanical pencils not specially provided for:
paragraph 352 imposes duties of 45 cents per gross and 20 per centuni
ad valorem on mechanical pencils made of base metal and not plated
with gold, silver, or platinum; pargraph 1428 imposes a duty of 55
per centum ad valorem on articles like various articles therein
named, valued above'20 cents per dozen pieces, designed to be worn
on apparel or carried on or about or attached to the person, composed
of metal.
If it is desired to classify mechanical pencils made of or plated with
precious metals under paragraph 1428 rather than under paragraphl)
1449 the words "and mechanical pencils, not specially provided for.
in lines 6 and 7, page 168, should be stricken out.
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]PAIUGR4PH 1450.
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PeR. 1460. Pencil ltd&uo, in wood or

other material, 6 cents per gross; lead
not exceeding kix onethousandths of one
inch In diameter and commonly known
as refill, 10 cents per gross; colored, copy
or indelible leads, 60 cents per gross; and,
in addition thereto, on all the foregoing,
20 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 19I3.

PAR. 473. Pencil leads not in wood, or PAR. 379. Pencil leads not in wood or
other material, black, three-fourths of one other material, 10 per centum ad valorem.
cent per ounce; colored, one and onefourth cents per ounce; copying, two cents
per ounce.
PENCIL LEADS.
(See Survey N-22.)

Description and use.--Ordinary black pencil leads are of pure
graphite, or graphite mixed with clay. Colored leads are composed
of suitable pigments combined with clay, chalk, or wax. Indelible or
copying loads consist of i coal-tar dye mixed with graphite. Refills
ar sticks of lead used in mechanical pencils. They are generally
of smaller diameter than the lead used in the pencils of wood or other
material where the lead is permanently fixed.
Production.-Graphite is first ground very fine and mixed with a
little water and the required amount of clay, then squeezed through
dies by hydraulic pressure to form continuous leads; these are
cut into the desired lengths dried, and finally burned to expel
moisture. The amount of clay in the lead determines the hardness. 'Figures of production are not available. Most of the
l)encil manufacturers make their own leads, but some of the smaller
ones are dependent for their supply of leads upon the imported
article.
imports in 1914 of pencil leads not in wood were valued at $109,146,
which was less than in preceding years. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

1918 .........................................
1919 .........................................
1920 .............................
1921 (9months) ..........
...........

Quantity.

..........
65,46
113,600
447,150

Value.

Unit value.

190........
25741
$0.48
39,892
.35
84,280
.19

Export figures are combined with those of pencils.

Duty.

$219
2,574
3,98

8,428

Ad va,
lorem
rate.
Per ceul.
10
10
10

(See par. 1449,

p. 1199.)
Important changes in clawfcation.-The provisions for leads not
exceeding six one-thousandths of I inch in diameter, and commonly
known as refills, and for colored, copy, or indelible leads are new.
82304--22----76
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Suggested change.-The limitation on the size of lead known as
refills (six one-thousandths of I inch) would appear to render this
provision of doubtful value, as most refills are in excess of this size,

possibly six one-hundredths or sixty-one thousandths was meant.
As colored pencil leads are usually sold as crayon leads, it is suggested that the words "or crayon leads" be inserted after the word
'colored" and before the comma in line 17, page 168.
PARAGRAPH 1451.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1451. Photographic cameras and
parts therof, not specially provided for,
30 per centum ad valorem; photographic
dry plates, not specially provided for, and
photographic and moving-picture films,
sensitized but not exposed or developed,
20 per centum ad valort m; photographicfilm negatives, imported in any form, for
use in any way in connection with moving-picture exhibits, or for making or reproducing pictures for such exhibits
exposed, whether developed or not, and
photographic-film positives, imported in
any form, for use in any way in connection with moving-picture exhibits, including herein all moving, motion, moto.
photography, or cinematography film
pictures, prints, positives, or duplicates
of every kind and nature, and of whatever
substance made, 30 per centun, ad valorem: Provided, That upon the importation of photographic and motion-picture
films or film negatives taken from the
United States and exposed in a foreign
country by an American producer of
motion pictures operating temporarily in
said foreign country in the course of production of a picture 60 per centum or
more of which is made in the United
States the duty shall be 25 per centum ad
valorem and .the Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessary for the entry of
such films or film negatives under this
proviso: Proded,furt, That all photographic films imported under this Act
shall be subject to such censorship as may
be imposed by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

ACT OF 1909.
*

PAR. 108. *

* * optical instruments
* * all the foregoing not specially

provided for in this section, forty-five per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 474. Photographic' dry plates or
films, not otherwise specially provided for
in this section twenty-five per centum
ad valorem. Photographic film negatives,
imported in any form, for use in any way
in connection with moving-picture ex-

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 380. Photographic cameras, an(I
parts thereof, not specially provided for
in this section, photographic dry plat,,
not specially provided for in this section,
15 per centum ad valorem; photograpicfilm negatives, imported in any form, for
use in any way in connection with moviingpicture exhibits, or for making or reprodicng pictures for such exhibits, exposed but not developed, 2 cents per
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

hibits, or for making or reproducing
pictures for such exhibits, and movingpicture films not developed or exfIngI
twenty-five per centum ad valorem.
Photographic film positives, imported in
any form, for use in any way in connect.
tion with moving-picture exhibits, ineluding herein all moving, motion, vmotophotography or cinematography film
pictures, prints, positives or du licates
of every kind and nature, and of whatever
substance made, one and one-half cents
per linear or running foot.

linear or running foot; if exposed and
developed, 3 cents per linear or running
foot; photographic-film positives, .nported in any form, for use in any way in
connection with moving-picture exhibits,
including herein all moving, motion,
motophotography or cinematography film
pictures, prints, positives or duplicates of
every kind and nature, and of whatever
substance made, 1 cent per linear or

running foot: Proided,howew, That all

photographic-films imported under this
section shall be subject to such censorship as may be imposed by the Secretary
of the Treasury.'
PAR. 57.6. Photographic and moviepicture films, sensitized but not expoWd
or developed [Free].

PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS.
(See Survey N-25.)

)escriptionand use.-Dry plates are sensitized plates of which the
sensitive films are hard and dry, so they may be packed away, and,
if protected from light, used afterwards to make negative or positive
pictures. Moving picture and other photographic films are made
chiefly of pyroxylin (cellulose nitrate), coated with an emulsion of sensitizing materials.. Cellulose acetate, being noninflammable, is also
used especially for movingpicture films, but has disadvantages and is
usually more expensive. Photographic films are generally furnished
in rolls or packs of six or twelve films each and are used in the familiar
hand camera. Moving-picture sensitized films unexposed are furnished in long strips, and are used both for exposure in the camera
and for printing additional positives. Photographic film negatives
show the lights and shades in nature exactly reversed. An exposed
film is one that has been used in the camera; a developed film or
negative is one on which the chemical changes necessary to cause a
Intent image orpicture to be visible have been induced or, in the case
of a negative, the proper density has been assumed to admit of reproduction by a process of printing. Photographic film positives
show the lights and shades as in nature and are usually printed from
negatives. Moving-picture films are made about 1,000 feet in length
and each picture is fby 1 inch in size or 16 pictures to the foot.
Productwn of photographic apparatus in 1914 was valued at
$4,273,000. Of this amount cameras were valued at $1,254,000;
motion-picture machines at $1,820,000; and all other apparatus and
parts, at $1,199,000. manufacturers numbered 87, with capital of
$4,397,000, 2,016 employees, and wages of $1,289,000. Materials
cost $1,535,000, and value added by manufacture was $2,738,000.
The manufacture of flexible photographic films for motion pictures
is now a very large industry. Pyroxy in is made by nitrating cotton
waste. A solution is made of pyroxylin and camphor in a mixture
of wood alcohol, amyl acetate, and other solvents. This is spread
out on a smooth surface, such as a revolving metallic drum. When
dry, the film is stripped off, slit into the desired width, and cut into
The act of July 31, 1912, chapter 203, forbids importation of any film or other pictorial representation
o a prize fight.
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lengths.

For moving pictures, strips about 1 inches wide and
1,000 feet long constitute one reel. The out ut in 1914 of photographic materials (plates, films, etc.) was $34,7 8,000, by 59 establishments, with capital of $31,991,000, 6,658 employees and wages of
$4,256,000. Materials cost $10,004,000, and value added by manufacture was $24,764,000. In 1919 the value of apparatus produced
was $9,420,000 and of materials $110,332,000. Sevent establishments were engaged in the manufacture of apparatus and 168 in the
manufacture materials.
Imports of photographic goods in 1914 were valued at $2,913,292,
distributed as follows: Cameras and parts of, $261,547; dry plates,
8150,442; films sensitized but not exposed, for moving pictures,
46,174,377 linear feet, valued at $934,788; other films sensitized but
not exposed, $168,827; negatives for motion pictures, developed and
not developed, $418,481' positives, prints, etc., 19,501,264 linear feet,
valued at $979,306. dermany was the chief source of cameras.
Films sensitized but not exposed and fiim negatives were chiefly from

France, Belgium, and Germany; and positives prints, etc., from

England, France and Italy. Later statistics follow:

Ad

unit
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

vartem
rate.

FILMS SENSITIZED BUT NOT EXPOSED, FOR MOVING PICTURES.

199

Linerfed.I
......................................... 2 713,817
84197984
........ ........................... 13,74 502
83,271

1920.......
191(9 mo1s..........20

9,832
9f974 #704

PtrCent.

1,897,976
".....
2,337,)073.......................

FILMS OTHER THAN MOVING-PICTURE, SENSITIZEJ., BUT NOT EXPOSED.
1919 .............................
19.18
9,A
.............................
1921 (9 months)......... ..........

4,

.

,

84,7082

N..............2.....................40,M
17*
.
9....................
10,147,245 1 2,220247

CAMERAS AND PARTS OF.

1918..................................

S"2,S39
.....
191.......................................9,910.......
1921 (9 nonths).........................

........

423

302,020............4,303='

DRY PLATES, N. s. r.i.

1918 ...............................
1919 ........................................
1920.....................................
1921 (9 months) .......................

o....e.......
16,5571
84,453 1
8881

$N,4n2............

18.181
t 266
6288

$1.10
.78
.3

A 671

, 727
7,514
8,2201
Z

FILM NEGATIVES, FOR USE WITH MOVING PICTURE EXHIBITS.

1918 ..................................

1919 ................................
12 ..............................
1921(9 months) ....................

! nea rf
te . II 1%
124
838,00
384611
07
77.3
2
8,8
1
7644,947

$0.33

FILM POSITIVES, PRINTS, DUPLICATES, ETC.
1918 .........................................
,960,44
$
50
1919..................................
2xjo40"0
$11 104 34
1&
.58
1920...
.....
....................
..
2 M
.40
1921 (9 months) ........................
3,18, 104
28019
6
'From Philippines, free.

.14,322.

.48
22051.
5,311.......
34...... ..... ....
1192
19,97
41,
311 .

.

s1

JIMA
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The chief sources of imports in lator years wire: Cameras and parts
of, England and France in 1918 and 1919, Germany in 1920; for 19181920, dry plates, France and England; films sensitized but not exposed,
for motion pictures, France, England, and Belgium; other films sensitized but not exposed, Canada; film negatives, England, France, and
Canada. Positives, prints, etc. came largely from England, France,
and Japan in 1918 and 1919, and from England and Germany in 1920.
For 1921 complete data of imports by countries are not available, but
the entries at the port of New York, the principal port of entry of
these articles, show that Germany leads in exports of cameras and
parts of, England in dry plates, France and Germany in negatives,
and Germany and France in positives, prints, etc.
Exports in 1914 were: Cameras, $664,006 (going chiefly to England);
motion-picture films not exposed, 153,359,550 linear feet, valued At
$4,264,722; exposed, 32 690 104 linear feet, valued at $2,282,924
(going chiefly to England, danada, and Australia); other sensitized
goods, $1,348.216 (going chiefly to England); other photographic
apparatus, $183,660; all other picture goods, $688,272.
Exports since 1917, by calendar years, have been as follows:

Cameras, value...............................
motion.icture filum not exposed
Quantity
(linear feet) .........
Value ...........................
.
Motion-picture films
uantity (Unear feet) ....

au..........
*

Other sensitized goods, value .........
Other apparatus, value...............

.

Other picture goods, value ...................

1918

1919

V 108,3M

$1,6U%410

83
4..... 9
$1,877

12, 041,12
0, X3

78,
79,388387

$0,731,38

. A616,

$782, 17

$1,34174

4

16 3 7,260
$M,0M723
, 20 181
2 060181
1

2

1920
M

l21 (9 month).

A M4 W8M
$ , 956,2
700,248

31

13 83
483
0

17, 191,635
111,585, 40
M;2198
$,0,7
$91,340
$4,9G4482
$
W3,18,805s1,6.73

$1,07,900

The chief countries of destination in 1919 and 1920 were: Of cameras, England and France of films unexposed, England, Ital, and
France; of films exposed, England, Canada, Austrilia, and France;

of other sensitized goods, photographic goods and apparatus, England and Canada.
Important zan~ge, in assifiation.-The first proviso is new.
Photographic and moving- picture films, sensitized but not exposed
or developed are transferred
fom the free list of the act of 1913 (par.
576).
Confticting provisons.-Paragraph 29, with reference to manufactures of pyroxylin, provides "'Tat all such articles, whether or not
more specifically provided for elsewhere, shall be dutiable under this
paragraph." ThiWould ppear to be m conflict with the provision
for motion-picture films, as these films are made generally with a
pyroxylin base.
This paragraph provides fof' photographic cameras and parts
thereof not specially p ovided for; while paragraph 228 provides for
photographic and pro'ebtionlenses not special provided for.
Suggested chanpe.-Page 169, line 18 of H. R. 7456: Strike out
comma between*'pro'vided" And "further."
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PARAGRAPH 159.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1452. Pipes and smokers' articles:
Common tobacco pipes and pipe bowls
made wholly of clay, valued at not more
than 40 cents per gross, 15 cents per gross;
valued at more than 40 cents per gross,
45 per centum ad valorem; pipe bowls
commercially known as stummels; pipes,
cigar and cigarette holders, and mouthpieces for pipes, cigar and cigarette hold.
ers, all the foregoing of wha-tever material
composed, and in whatever condition of
manufacture, whether wholly or partly
finished, or whether boxed or uJored;
pouches for chewing or smoking tobacco,
cases suitable for pipes, cigar and cigarette
holders, finished or partly finished; cigarette books, cigarette-book covers, cigarette paper in all forms, except cork
paper; and all smokers' articles what.
soever, and parts thereof, finished or unfinished, not specially provided for, of
whatever material composed, except
china, porcelain, parian, bisque, earthen
or stone ware, 45 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 475. Pipes and smokers' articles:
(ommon tobacco pipes and pipe bowls
made wholly of clay, valued at not more
than forty cents per gross , fifteen cents
per gross; other tobacco pipes and pipe
bowls of clay, fifty cents per gross and
twenty-five per centum ad valorem; other
pipes and pipe bowls of whatever material
composed, and all smokers' articles whatsoever, not specially provided for in this
section, including cigarette books, cigarette book covers, pouches for smoking or
chewing tobacco, and cigartte paper in
all forms, sixty per centurn ad valorem.

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 381. Pipes and smokers' articles:
Common tobacco pipes and pipe bowls
made wholly of clay, 25 per centum ad
valorem; other pipes and pipe bowls of
whatever material composed, and all
smokers'articles whatsoever, not specially
provided for in this section, including
cigarette books cigarette-book covers,
pouches for smoking or chewing tobacco,
and cigarette paper in all forms, except
cork paper, 50 per centum ad valorem;
Par. 356 * * * articles valued above
20 cents per dozen pieces designed to be
worn on apparel or carried on or about or
attached to the person, such as and including * * * cigar holders, * * *

c
tte holders, * * * and parts
thereof finished or jartly finished, composedof metal,
60 percentum ad

valorem.
"PIPES AND SMOKENAR

.

ARTIOLES."

. (See Survey N-26.)

De.8cription and ues.-The chief material used in the manufacture

of pipe bowls is brier wood or brier root imported mainly front
France and Italy. Other woods, as well as clay and meerschaum, are
also employed. Pipe stems are made of reeds, wood, hard rubber, and
for composition. The materials needed in mouthpieces for pipe and
cigar and cigarette holders include hard rubber, bakelike, celluloid,
ivory, and amber. The pipe bowl and the stem together form the
stummel.
Cigarette paper is a light white paper for making cigarettes, used
by both the cigarette factory and the smoker. By far the greater
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part goes into factory-made cigarettes. It is made usualy from &x
and hemp products. American consumers say that the imported
product is much superior to the domestic. The cigarette paper consumed in the United States comes mainly from France.
Production.-Data cover a great variety of pipes, cigar and cigarette
holders, but not cigarette paper, books, and book covers. There
were 47 manufacturers of tobacco pipes in 1014, with* cap &al of
$3,232,000, 2,354 employees, wages of $1,188,000 cost of materials
$2,308 000, and product valued at $4 220 000. This is a decline in
the inAustry compared with 1909. New York leads in the industry
with more than half the domestic output. In 1919 there were 56
establishments engaged in the manufacture of tobacco pipes with a
product valued at $11,554,000.
The estimated annual production of cigarette paper in the United
States from 1918 to 1920 was as follows:
1918
Amount (pounds) .........

.........

..........

Value ..............................................

....

2,033,00

1919

1920

1219,000

,0

I000,000 81,600,000

This production represents roughly from one-fifth to one.third of
the total cigarette paper used in the United States, the remainder
being imported.
Importi of cigarette books, cigarette book covers, and cigarette
paper in 1914 were $795,429, excluding $35,720 for manufacture in
bonded warehouse and for export. They were mainly from France
and Austria-Hungary. In 1914 imports of pipes and ' bowls of
clay were valued at $35,676; and all other articles, including pipes
and pipe bowls of other material, all smokers' articles, n. s; p. f., and
pouches for smoking or chewing tobacco at $524,386, excluding
$10,621 for manufacture in bonded warehouse und for export, mainly
from Austria-Hungary, England, and Germany. Later statistics
follow.:
Calendar yea.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valotua
rate.

CIGARETTE BOOKS, CIOARETTE.BOOK COVERS AND CIGARETTE PAPER IN ALL
FORMS EXCEPT CORK PAPER.

198
..........

................
...... ............... ::4
............................

1919.. ..... .... *...

19 ..........................................................
1921 (9months) ..............................................

I 7,723,102

Pir cen.
60
$38:M11,2%
831010
60

$,061
10,455.....

31,10
..........

PIPES, PIPE BOOS OF OTHER MATERIALS, AND ALL SMOKERS ARTICLES,
Y...
N.

r.,

AND POUCHES FOR SMOKING OR CHEWING TOBACCO.

1918 .................................................................
1919 .........................................................
1920 ..................................................................
1921 (9 months).....................................

$132,733
$48,36
170,097
83,044
8 03,36
348,637
1,877...............

6
60
60
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Exports.-None recorded.,
phrase "in whatever con"
Important changes in aesifwatn.-The
dition of manufacture, whether wholly or partly finished, or whether
bored or unbored" brings unfinished parts within the provisions for
pes and smokers' articles.
The provision covering tobacco pouches has been enlarged to
include partly finished as well as wholly finished articles. The same
is true of all smokers' finished articles whatsoever, and parts of,
n. s. p. f., except such of these latter articles as are composed of
china, porcelain, parian, bisque, earthen, or stone ware, which are
exempted from the provision for smokers' articles, n. s. p. f.
Cases suitable for pipes, cigar and cigarette holders, finished or
partly finished, are for the first time specifically provided for.
Conflicting pro*isns.-This pararaph conflict with paragraph
1428. Both paragraphs provide specifically for cigar and cigarette
holders. The former provides for these articles of whatever material
composed and in whatever condition of manufacture, wholly or
partly finished, or whether bored or unbored. The latter provides
or articles such as cigar and cigarette holders of metal, whether
finished or unfinished articles, valued above 20 cents per dozen
pieces and designed to be worn on apparel or carried on or about
or attached to the person.
There is also a conflict between this paragraph and paragraph 29
in respect to smokers' articles such as cigar and cigarette holders
and mouthpieces for pipes, cigar and cigarette holders composed of
o i
ti
r a
compounds of pyroxylin.
o ia
, Sulgested ckanges.-The provisions i hsprgp
rette books, cigarette-book covers, cigarette paper in all forms, except
cork paper," mgt be transferred to the paper schedule.
PARAGRAPH 1453.
H.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

. 7456.

PAR. 1453. Plush, black, known commercially as hatters' plush, composed of
silk, or of silk and cotton, of the qualities
and widths used generally in the making
of men's hats, 10 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 477. Plush, black, known cornmercially as hatters' plush, composed of
silk, or of silk and cotton, such as is used
exclusively for making men's hats, ten
"
per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 382. Plush, black, known conimercially as hatters' plush, composed of
silk, or of silk and cotton, such as is used
for making man's, hate, 10 per centumn
ad valorem.

BATTERS' PLUSH.
(See Survey L-1.)

Description and uwes.-Hatters' plush under this paragraph, refers
to black plush 22 inches or more in width with a soft silk" pile" that

will iron down to a glossy surface and hold its color under the heated

iron. It was primaiily used for men's silk hats, but is now a favored
material for women's high-grade hats and for other purposes.
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Produdion.-American manufacturers have attempted to make
hatters' plush, but, according to hat makers, with unsatisfactory
Insults as to color. It is stated that domestic millinery plushes,.
closely resembling hatter's plush, are extensively made with a black
that stands the heat of ironing. Plush manufacturers and hat
makers, however, disagree as to the possibility of producing in this
country, with the same rate of duty as for other plushes, the quality
demanded for men's silk hats.
Imports of hatters' plush come almost exclusively from France,
froim 1895 through 1909 averaging only $46,000 in value. The
increase, beginning in 1910 and rising to $170,777 in 1914, and to
$445,070 in 1917, was largely due to the vogue of this material for
women'E hats and for other purposes. No phraseology so far adopted
seems able to prevent imports of hatters' plush nominally designed
for men's hats from being used for other purposes. Imports since
1917 have been asfollows:
Ad

Calendar year.

i Quantity.

191 .........................................
1019 ........................................

IWO .........................................

Pounds.

............
121,604

1W21
(9 month )............................. 1

84,004

147,337

Value.

Unit valueJ

$57,097 . ...........
463 224
S3.81
641,548
7. 4

539,939 ......

.

Duty.

,4 710
46,322

valorem
rate.
Per Cent.

64.155

53,993

10
10
10

10

Exporls.-Not recorded.
Suggested changes.-As the variety of uses to which hatters' plush
can be put is steadily increasing and as it seems impossible to confine
the import to plush actually used in making men's hats, it is suggrested that this paragraph be omitted with the intent that it be
dlutiable with other silk plushes under paragraph 1206.
PARAGRAPH 1454.
H. R. 7458.
'AR. 1454, All thoemoetatic bottles, carafet, jugs, 'And other thermotatic contamiers, of whatever material composed,

constructed with a vacuous or partially
vaclous insulating space to maintain the
temperature of the contents, whether imlrted with or without a jacket or casing
of metal or other material, shall pay the
following rates of duty, namely: -Having
a capacity of one pint or les, 10 cents

0.ach; having a capacity of more than one
plint, 20 cents each; and in addition
thereto, on all of the foregoing, 30 per

ventum ad valorem; parts of any of the
iregoing not including those above mentinrled, 35 per centum ad valorem: Pro.
16,cd, That all articles specified in this
paragraph when imported shall have the
'tame of the maker and beneath thesame

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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L S. 7486.

S

z

the name of the country of origin legibly,
indelibly, and conspicuously etched with
acid on the glass part, and die stamped on
the jacket or casing of metal or other
material, in a place that shall not be
covered thereafter: Providedfurther,That
each label, wrapper, box, or carton in
which any of the foregoing are wrapped
or packed, when imported, shall have the
name of the maker and beneath the same
the name of the country of origin legibly,
indelibly, and conspicuously stamped or
printed thereon.
ACT OF 1913.
ACT OF 1909.
[Classable according to component ma[Classable according to component material of chief value. Those of blown terial of chief value. Those of blown
glass dutiable under paragraph 98 at 60 glass dutiable under paragraph 84 at 45
per centum ad valorem.]
per centum ad valorem.I
THERMOS BOTLES.

De8cription and uwes.-ThermoS bottles consist of double glass
bottles, the smaller one enclosed within the larger, the two being
fused together at the neck, but separated otherwise by a vacuum.
Owing to their construction they preserve for a considerable period
the temperature of the contents as at the time when placed in the
container.
Production.-Official statistics are not available, the value of the
product being included with blown and pressed glassware. It was
stated at the hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means
that the average production in this country would amount to about
6,000,000 bottles, the thermos bottle complete, or 12,000,000 if consideration is given to the fact that they are double bottles.
Imports are not shown in official statistics. Germany, Japan, and
England export thermos bottles to the United States.

tport&.--Not shown in official statistics.

Important cAanges in ckfication.-This is a new provision.
PARAGRAPH 1455.
SENATE AMNDMENTS.
H. R. 7458.
PAR. 1455. Umbrellas,

parasols, and

sunshades covered with material other
than paper or lace, not embroidered or
appliqued and walking canes, 35 per
centum ad valorem; handles and sticks
for umbrellas, parasols, or sunshades, finished or unfinished, 80 per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That no article provided for in this paragraph shall pay ales
rate of duty than the rate provided for the
component material of chief value.
ACT OF 1909.

PAN. 478. Umbrellas, parasols, and sin-

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 383. Umbrellas, parasols, and euc-

shades covered with material other than shades covered with material other thW
,Nawpr or lace, fifty per centum ad valorem. paper or lace, not embroidered or appbhickss for umubrellas, parasols. or sun- qu6d, 35 per centum ad valorem. ";ticL
shades, and walking canes, finished or un- for umbrellas, parasols, or sunshade. a&d
walking canes, finished or unfinished P
finished, forty per centum ad valorem.
per centmn ad valorem.
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UMBRELLAS AND OAKES.
(See Survey N-27.)

Product on.-Most umbrella sticks are now made of steel but those
for parasols are usually of wood. For walking canes woods of many
varieties are usedpmainly reed rattan, bamboo, and malacca.
In 1914 there were 265 estabfishments, with a capital of $9,469,496,
about 5,300 employees, wages of $2,895,783, cost of materials
$8,592 000, and products (umbrellas, parasols, canes, and parts thereof, including toy parasols) valued at $13,813,353. In 1919 the production of umbrella# and canes in the United States was valued at
$22,199,000.
Imports.-In 1914 imports of umbrellas, parasols, and sunshades
covered with material other than paper or lace not embroidered or
appliqu6d were valued at $108,493, a part of which, valued at $69,563,
were covered with material composed wholly or in part of silk.
"Sticks for umbrellas, parasols, or sunshades" amounted to $5,844.
"Sticks for walking canes" amounted to $100,576. Umbrellas, para.
sols, and sunshades are imported principally from Germany England,
Japan, Spain, and France. Later imports have been as follows:
Calendar year

Quantity.

value.

Unit value)

Ad
valorem
rate.

Duty.

UMBRELLAS PARASOLS, AND SUNSHADES, COVERED WITH MAThRIAL OTHER
THAN PAPER OR LACE, NOT EMBROIDERED OR APPLIQUED.

1918........................................
1919 .................................

Number.

12,23

19"20....................................4"1,383

19,21
(9 months) .........................

45,775

$19,83 .......
21, 145
$1.73~
88,249
1.94

49,122

17,9
7,%68

1.07

IPercent.
36
35
88 1 35
121' 35

STICKS FOR UMBRELLAS* PARASOLS, OR SUNSHADES.
1918 ...................................
............
1919 ................................
............
1920 ........ .............................
1921 (9months) ........... ...................

$1,410.............$42W
10,044 ............
;0131
2713
3............
s
1,8............
4,076

30)
30
3
30

STICKS FOR WALKING CANES.

1918..............................
: .......... ...........

1919................
10 .... .......................

9...
. ......

6.... ............
1921 (9mouths) .......................
............

$2,317..0

A8,4 ............ 7,83317
2

78005!..........
22, 5WO
334W6....................

30
30
3

TAMBOURED, EMBROIDERED, OR APPLIQUED PARASOLS.,
..............

.
. .... :
"......
.
.................
. ...... a
791
.....................
...............
1,
199

$11618...........
1,799
32.27
8,32
3

.

7
1,079
3,135

60
80
0

'Dutlablo under paraaph 38, act of 1913.

In 1920 imports of umbrellas, parasols, and sunshades not embroidered or appliqu6d, covered with material composed wholly or
in part of silk amounted in value to $62,207, and covered with other
material except paper or lace to $25,042.
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Exports of umbrellas-and parasols were valued at $29,903 in 1914,
since which time they have greatly increased and considerable
quantities have been shipped to Cuba, Spain, fexico, Brazil, England,
Canada, and Australia. Later statistics of values of exports in calendar yearsareasfollows: 1918,$529,013; 1919,$681,137; 1020, $746,401; and 1921, nine months, $220,466.
Important changes in cd28sfication.-Walking canes have been classifted with umbrellas, parasols, and sunshades, whereas in the 1913
act (par. 383) they are included with "sticks for umbrellas, parasols,
or sunshades, and walking canes, finished or unfinished."
Handles, finished or unfinished, for umbrella, parasols, or sunshades are specifically provided for in the provision relating to ticks.
A proviso has been added to the effect that no article provided for
in the paragraph shall pay a less rate of duty than the rate provided
for the component material of chief value.
Sugqe1ed changes.-Paragraph 1455. H. R. 7456, apparently provides or finished cane only, as the provision relating to "sticks"
and "handles" is limited to those for umbrellas, parasols, and sunshades.
The proviso to this paragraph would not only involve difficulties of
administration in determining the rate of duty on the component
material of chief value in the case of such materials as cotton and
silk and mixtures of cotton and silk, but also destructive analysis
of coverings.
The separation of walking canes from L provision for handles and
sticks for umbrellas, etc., involves administrative difficulties, as they
are often imported in small lots and large variety.
These difiulties
would be avoided by having the same rate of uty on this class of
merchandise.
PARAGRAPH 1456.
SH.R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1456. Waste, not specially pro-

vided for, 10 per centum ad valorem.

ACT OF 1909.
ACT OF 1013.
PAR. 479. Waste, not specially proPAR. 384.
not specially )rovided for in this section, ten per centum vided for in Waste,
this section, 10 per centian
ad valorem.
ad valorem.
PAR. 660. RAgs, not otherwise pecially
PAR. 586. Rags. not otherwise specially
provided for in this section [Freel.
provided for in this section [Free].
WASTE.

(See Survey N-27.)
Descriptiom and uwee.-Waste refers to remnants and by-products of
small value that have not the quality or utility either of the finished
product or of the raw material. (223 U. S. 501, of 1912.)
Imports.-Imports classified under waste, n. s.p.f., do not cover
all of the waste imported. Fur waste, although dutiable pmler this
paragraph is separately shown as such undqr imports of tum. Imports
of waste not eewhere specified amounted to $90,014 in 1914, prillcipally from England, Germany, Japan, France, and Canada. Later
statistics follow:

suMRiY of TARFF INFoRMATIo
, aledv
,
yor.

1918

value.

....

1920........................
......
:,:*:
1921 (9jeonthas) ............................
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L
Duty.

$7,942
$48,790
1.14 .3,..
9. ,321
1,061,467
108,140
314,844 .......

Ad
valorem
rats.
Per cru.

10
10
10

Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 14570.
H. R. 7456.

SENATU AaE]

MNT.

PAR. 1457. White bleached beeswax,

15 per centum ad valorem.

AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 56. Beeswax [Free].

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 412. Beeswax [Free].

WHITE BLEACHED BEESWAX.

(See Survey FL-7.)

Description and uses.-Beeswax is secreted by the common bee,
Apis melifica, as a product of digestion. It serves the bee with
material for building up the honeycombs. (For crude wax, see par.
1676,p. 1461.) White bleached beeswax is produced from the natural
C(ru(Ie material by processes of refining and bleaching, the operation
requiring special machinery and skilled labor. Manufacturers state
that the labor expense is atleast one-third of the production cost. The
bleached wax is employed in the manufacture of cosmetics and
ointments, in the modeling of heads and forms for window and tore
display, and for similar uses. It is also used, both pure and as a
component wax, in the better grades of candles. Beeswax for pharinaceutical products must conform with the specifications of the
United States Pharmacopeia.
Production data are not available from official sources.
Imports are combined with those of crude wax (par. 1676, p. 1462).
In a brief filed before the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House, with reference to white bleached beeswax, it is stated that
imports of this article constitutes, 50 per cent of the domestic
consumption.
Exports are not separately recorded. Those shown under beeswax
and probably all of crude wax amounted in 1914 to 96,215 pounds,
valued at $27,292. Later exports by calendar years have been as
follows: 1918, 165,382 pounds, valued at $63,244; 1919, 210,046
pounds, valued at $63,244; 1920, 632,811 pounds, valued at $294,592;
1921 (nine months), 80,650 pounds, valued at $24,608.
Important changes in classifcation.-This provision is new the pro-

vision on the free list of the act of 1913 (par. 412) being for
"beeswax."

V.4
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PARAGRAPH 1458.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1458. That there shall be levied,
collected, and paid on the importation of
all raw or unnwanufactured articles not
enumerated or provided for, a duty of 10
per centum ad valorem, and on all
articles manufactured, in whole or in
part, not specially provided for, a duty
of 20 per centum ad valorem.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 480. That there shQl be levied,

AOT OF 1918.
PAR. 385. That there shall be levied,

collected, and paid on the importation of collected, and paid on the importation of

all raw or unmanufactured articles, not
enumerated or provided for in this section, a duty of ten per centum ad valorem,
and on all articles manufactured, in
whole or in part, not provided for in this
section, a duty of twenty per centum ad
valorem.

all raw or unmanufactured articles not
enumerated or provided for in this section, a duty of 10 per centum ad valorem,
and on all articles manufactured, in
whole or in part, not provided for in this
section, a duty of 15 per centum ad va-

lorem.

PAR. 7.

*

*

*

amnioniacal

gas

liquor, 10 per centum ad valorem.

PAR. 81.
* * unmanufactured carbon, not specially provided for in this

section, 15 per centum ad valoremi;

PAR. 82. Sumac, ground, three-tenths
of one cent per pound.

PAR. 285. Istle or tampico, when
dressed, dyed, or combed, 20 per centum
ad valorem.
PAR. 618. Sumac, ground,

[Free].

*

*

*

ARTIOLE8 NOT ENUMERATBD OR PROVIDED FOR.

(See Survey N-27.) '

General.-In any case where an unenumerated article bears no

statutory similitude to one that is enumerated the article falls within
this paragrph.
sportsm 1914 of unmanufactured articles under this paragraph
were valued at $3,763, of manufactured articles, at $52,249. Later

statistics follow:

Calendar year.

Value.

Duty.

Ad
valorei

rate.

RAW OR UNMANUFACTURED ARTICLES.
191.................. ....................................
1919 ...........................
........ ........
..........
19. ... .................................
............
1Q21 (9 months) ...................
o.....................

70,629

134,98
77,331

$3,686

I Percm.

7,063
13, 499

7,733

1)
lt'
I

fr

MANUFACTURED ARTICLES.'

1.8.........................................

190..................................
....
19,Z
...........................
191( (0meoatb.)
mont
....................................o........... .......

......

I

$88,705

$13,300 .........

722, 4
108,43D.
1,274,4731
191,171 I
788,287............

Suggested chanes.-As this is he ultimate catch-all clause, it
would naturally follow rather than precede the similitude provision
(par. 1459).
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PARAGRAPH 1459.
H. R. 7486.

SEWATS

IL

PAR. 1459. That each and every im-

ported article, not enumerated in this
Act which is,'imilar, either in material,
quality, textui, or the use to which it
may be applied, to any article enumerated in this Act as chargeable with duty,
shall pay the same rate of duty which is
levied on the enumerated article which it
most resembles in .any of the particulars
before mentioned and if any nonenumqrated article equally resembles two or more
enumerated articles on which different

rates of duty are chargeable, there shall
1)e levied on such nonenumerated article

the same rate of duty as is chargeable on
the article which it resembles paying the
highest rate of duty; and on articles not
enumerated manufactured of two or more
materials, the duty shall be assesed at
the highest rate at which the same would be
chargeable if composed wholly of the comlponent material thereof of chief value; and
the words" component material of chief
value "wherever used in this Act, shall

be heid to mean that component material
which shall exceed in value any other

single component material of the article;
and the value of each component material shall be determined by the ascertained value of such material in its condition as found in the article. If two or
inore rates of duty shall be applicable to
any imported article, it shall pay duty at
th highest of such rates, but this provision shall not, apply to articles on the
free list.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 481. That each and every imported article, not enumerated in this
se-ction, which is similar, either in material, quality texture, or the use to
which it may be applied, to any article
enumerated in this section as chargeable
with duty shall pay the same rate of
(ity which is levied on the enumerated
article which it most resembles in any of
the particulars before mentioned; and if
any nonenumerated article equally reseml'es two or more enumerated articles on
which different rates of duty are chargeable, there shall be levied on such nonenumerated article the same rate of duty
as is chargeable on the article which it
resembles paying the highest rate of duty;
and on articles not enumerated, manufavtured of two or more materials, the
dluty shall be assessed at the highest rate
at which the same would be chargeable
ifcomposed wholly of the component material thereof of chief value; and the
words "component material of chief
value," wherever used in this section,
shall be hold to mean that component
material which shall exceed in value any
other single component material of the

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 386. That each and every imported article, not enumerated in this
section, which is similar, either in ma.
terial, quality texture, or the use to

which it may be applied, to any article
enumerated in this section as chargeable
with duty shall pay the same rate of
duty which is levied on the enumerated
article which it most resembles in any of
the particulars before mentioned; and if
any nonenumerated article equally resembles two or more enumerated articles
on which different rates of duty are
chargeable, there shall be levied on such
nonenumerated article the 'same rate of

duty as is chargeable on the article which
it resembles paying the highest rate of
duty; and on articles not enumerated,

manufactured of two or more materials,
the duty shall be asseed at the highest
rate at which the same would be chargeable if composed wholly of the component
material thereof of chief value; and the
words "component material of chief
value," wherever used in this section,
shall be held to mean thtt component
material which shall exceed in value any
other single component material of the
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT O 1918.

article; 6ad the value of each component article; and the value of each component
material shall be determined by the material shall be determined by the
ascertained value of such material in its ascertained value of such material n its
-condition as found in the article. If two condition as found in the article. If two
or more rates of duty shall be applicable or more rates of duty shal be applicable
to any imported article, it shall pay duty to any imported article, it shall pay duty
at the highest of such rates.
at the highest of such rates.
ARTICLES NOT ENUMERATED WHICH BEAR A SIMILITUDE TO ENUMERATED ARTICLES.
(See Survey N-27.)

General-In determining the classification of any article not
enumerated in any part of the tariff, the first inquiry is whether it
bean a similitude to any enumerated article, The requirement of
the clause is whether there be similitude in any one of the four
particulars-material, quality, texture or the use to which the
article may be applied. The similitude must be substantial, not
referring merely to adaptability to sale as a substitute for an article
which it resembles, but referring rather to its employment or to
its effect in producing results. Reference to an article in general terms is enumeration within the clause. Where a provision

expressly excludes merchandise of a specific description, such mer-

chandise is not subject through the similitude ride to the duty
imposed by such enumerating clause upon articles which the excluded
merchandise shall resemble. The similitude clause contemplates
similarity and not identity between the related articles.
In determining the component of chief value, the value of the
several materials shall be determined as of the time when they have
reached such a condition that nothing remains to be done upon
them by the manufacturer except putting them together to make
the complete product. The component material of chief value is
the component material exceeding in value any other single component material of the article.
While it is the rule that the component material of chief value is
that single component material which exceeds in value any otheisingle component material, Congress makes exceptions to the rule
by providing that two or more component material may be considered together. Such an exception is made in paragraph 256,
tariff act of 1913, by the language "cotton or other vegetable fiber
and india rubber "which means that, for this purpose, the value
of the cotton or le Value of the other vegetable fber is to be added
to that of the india rubber. The exception, however, does not
extend to the rest of the paragraph so as to make it include articles
the component material of chief value of which is cotton and other
egetable fiber, but not cotton or other vegetable fiber. (inv.
UMted Statea, 11 Ct. Oust. Appls., - ; T. D. 38932 of 1921.)
The value of component materials is to be taken as of the date of
exportation and not the value or cost of the materials at the time
they were purchased by the manufacturer. (0. A. 8307, T. D.
38191, of 1919.)
The highest-rate rule will be resorted to only in a clear case.
(Woolworth v. United tares, 1 Ct. Cust. Appls., 120, of 1910.)
Imporknt changes in dasifti aon.-The clause "but this provision
shall not apply to articles on the free list" has been added.

FREE LIST.
IH.R. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

TITLE II.

SEcrIoN 201. That on and after the
day following the passage of this Act,
except as otherwise specially provided
for in this Act, the articles mentioned
in the following paragraphs, when im.
ported into the Unite&r States or into any

of its pos

ions (exce t the Philippine

Islands, the Virgin islands, and the
islands of Gus-m and Tutuila), shall be
exempt from duty:
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

FaIn LIST.
That on and after the day following the
passage of this Act, except as otherwise
specially provided for in this Act, the articles mentioned in the following paragraphs shall, when imported into the
United States or into any of its possessions
(except the Philippine Islands and the
islands of Guam stud Tutuila), be exempt
from duty:

FREE Liar.1
That on and after the day following the
passage of this Act, except as otherwise
specially provided for in this Act, the ar.
ticloo mentioned in the following para,raphs shall, when imported into the
United States or into any of its
ions
(except thePhilippine Islands and the
lands
of Guam andTutuila), be exempt
from duty:

SCHEDULE 15.
PARAGRAPH 1501.
H. R. 7456.

.

PAR. 1501. Acids and acid anhydride@:
Chromic acid, hydrofluoric acid, hydrochloric or muriatic acid, nitric acid, sulphuric acid or oil of vitriol, and mixtures
of nitric and sulphuric acids, valerianic
acid, and all anhydrides of the foregoing
not specially provided for.
ACT OF 1909.

* * * chromic acid,
two cents per pound; * * * sulphuric
PAR. 1. Acids:

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 387. Acids: * * * chromic, hydrofluoric, hydrochloric or muriatic, Mtric, * *
sulphuric or oil of vitriol,

acid or oil of vitriol not specially provided for in this section, one-fourth of one and valerianic.
cent per pound; * * *
[Mixtures of nitric and sulphuric acids
PAR. 482. Acids: * *' * fluoric, hy- covered by the provision for nitric acid in
drochloric or muriatic, nitric,* * * par. 387 of the free list. Aetna Explosive#
and valerianic [Free].
Co. v. United State, 9 Ct. Cust. Appls.,
PAR. 687. Sulphuric acid which at the 298, of 1919.]
temperature of sixty depece Fahrenheit
(1o0 not exceed the specific gravity of one
and three hundred and eighty onethousandths, for use in manufacturing superphosphate of lime or artificial manures
of any kind, or for any agricultural purpoae: Provided, That upon all sulphuric
acid imported from any country, whether
'lSupplies for American Red Cru donated abroad exempted from duty by act of Aug. 31, 1918,
chap. 162,unt-l one year a2ta1d of war.

82304--77
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT or 1913.

independent or a dependency, which imposes a duty upon sulphuric acid irported into such country from the United
State, there shall be levied and collected
a duty of one-fourth of one cent per pound.
PAR. 3. * * * chemical compounds,
mixtures, and salts,
* *, not epecially provided for in this section, twentyfive per centun ad valorem[Covering mixtures of nitric and sulphuric acids.]
(No corresponding provision for anhydrides.]
CHROMIC ACID.

(See Survey A-18.)

Description and use.-The so-called chronic acid of commerce is
chromic anhydride or chromium trioxide. It is a strongly acid substance crystallizing in scarlet needles, used in electric batteries, photography, as an oiddizer in analytical and manufacturing chemiical
operations, in tanning leather, etching copper, bleaching, and for
hardening microscopical preparations.
Produclion.--Chromic acid is produced by treating sodium or potassium dichromate with concentrated sulphuric acid.
Import8 in 1914 were 7,211 pounds, valued at $1,195, all from Germany. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
Calndai year.
191

..................................................................

0 ......................................
*............................ /
121 (9months) .......................................................

Quanty.

Value.

9,512

81,857

1,100
1,040

0
411

Unit

vlue
50.19

.(A
.39

EzportM.-Statistics not available.
HYDROFLUORIC ACID.

(See Survey FL-1.)

Description and wue.--Commercial hydrofluoric acid is a solution
of the pure acid in water. Its principal use is for etching and marking glass. The raw materials used in its manufacture are fluorspar
and sulphuric acid, both produced in this country. It must be shipped
in bottles of wax oi lead. "Fluoric acid" is an obsolete term for
hydrofluoric acid.
Production in 1914 by nine establishments was 7,209,248 pounds,
of which 5,373,657 pounds were sold for $325,640. In 1919 (preliminary figures), 5,675,400 pounds, valued at $440,200 were produced.
Import# have been less than one-tenth of I per cent of the domestic
production. Before the war they were mostly frcm Germany.
Imports are not recorded since 1918.
Ezport.---Statistics not available.

I
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Important changes in dasfiction.-."Fluoric" in paragraph 387,
act of 1913, has been omitted as an obsolete term for hydrofluoric
acid.
HYDROCHLORIC OR MURATIO ACID.

(See Survey Fir-1.)
Description and usm.-Commercia, hydrochloric acid is a solution
of varying percentages of hydrogen chloride and water. When pure
it is colorless, but the commercial grades usually contain traces of
such impurities as ferric chloride, free chlorine, or organic matter
which colors the acid yellow. Impure hydrochloric or commercial
acid is often called muriatic acid. The acid is very corrosive, dissolving metallic oxides and many metals forming chlorides. It is on
the market in strengths ranging in density from 180 to 220 Baum6.

In Europe it is used for the production of chlorine. In the United
States it is employed for the production of chlorides of many metals,
purifying bonechar, in dyeing and printing cloth for. preparing
carbonic acid, in the manufacture of many coal-tar dyes, in pickling
iron and steel, in the production of glue, and for many other purposes.
Production.-Hydrochloric acid is manufactured commercially by
four processes: (1) In America,.by the action of niter cake on common
salt (sometimes modified by the addition of sulphuric acid); (2) in
Europe, as a by-product from the manufacture of salt cake (Leblano
soda process); (3) as a by-product in the chlorination 'of organic
materials chiefly of coal-tar origin; and (4) synthetically by the
combination of hydrogen and chlorine from electrolytic cells. The
domestic production in 1918 was about 140,000,000 pounds of 100 per
cent acid. In 1919 (preliminary figures) production was 294,260,000
pounds (strength not stated), valued at $4,312,300.
Imports in 1914 were less' than one-tenth of 1 per cent of the
domestic production. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
I

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Unit

Value.

value.

SPow141.
1918 ............
.................................
1919 .............................................................
192110...................................................
(9 months) ........................................

8,40,425
4,029,820
6,254,348
842,700

P1,80
4A sti
60748
8,048

10.01
.01
.01
.01

Ezport.-Statistics not available.
NITRIC ACID.

(See Survey FL-1.)

Description and ue.--Nitric acid is a highly corrosive, inorganic
acid. In a concentrated form it rapidly destroys organic matter,
while in a dilute state it attacks most metals forming metallic salts.
It is sold in several standardized strengths expressed in degrees
Baum6 (specific gravity), which depend entirely iipon the relative
proportion of acid and water. The color of the comwnercial acid varies
from water white to deep red. Nitric acid is rsed in the manufacture of nearly all explosives end coal-tar dyes, sulphuric acid
(lead chamber process), picklig liquors, pyroy.ylin plastics, pyrotechnics, imitation leather, rubber substitutes, insecticides, and the
salts of many metals.
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Production.-It is made commercially by three distinct proef es
(1). from nitrate of soda and sulphuric acid, (2) by passing electric
sparks through air, and (3) by passing ammonia and air over red-hot
platinum. The nitrate-sulphuric acfd process is the oldest, and is
still the chief domestic source of nitric acid. The second and third

rocesses have resulted from the large war demand for the acid and
ecause of insufficient raw materials (chiefly nitrate of soda, which
is imported from Chile). The United States produced 78,589 short
tons of nitric acid in 1914 and 634,817 short tons of 100 per cent
acid in 1918. In 1919 (preliminary figures) production was 19,440
short tons, valued at $2,976,100.
Imports for the calendar years 1918 and 1920 are as follows:
Quantity.

CalUndar year.

V8Iue.

Unit
value.

SPotusde.
17,444,895 $1,254,572

........................................
1918.
192..........................................

47,754

418D

$0.07

.09

Exported since 1917 (for calendar years), chiefly to Canada, Mexico,

and Cuba have been as follows:

1919

1918
uantity (pounds) ...................

l ..........................

39,584, 8S

..... . 23,231,2

501,8

7,006

1920
716,914

S ,109

1921 monthshs.
li9,0a)

$18,131

Important changes in clasifidion.-Nitric acid is largely used in

the form of "mixed acid," consisting of nitric and sulphuric acids.
A mixture of 20.16 of sulphuric acid and 72.28 of nitric acid, .he
remainder water, was held by the Board of General Appraisers to be
a mixture within paragraph 5 (G.A. 8235, T. D. 37927, of 1919), but
the Court of Customs Appeals held the proper classification to be
under paragraph 387 as nitric acid, the sulphuric acid to be treated
as a part of the packing of the goods for shipment. (Aetna ExploWrie.
Co. v. United tat, 9 Ct. Cust. Appls., 298, of 1919.) Affirmed in
Supreme Court on writ of certiorari.
In view of this judicial construction, a provision for "mixtures of
acids" was added. (Reclassification Report,
nitric
p. 97.) and sulphuric
SULPHURIC

#

ACID.

(See Survey FL--1.)

Description and ae8.--Sulphuric acid is the most important single
commodity in the chemical industry. The strong acid is a compariltively heavy (about twice the weight of water), oi Fy liquid, practically
colorless and odorless. The strong acid exhibits powerful dehydrating
properties and is intensely corrosive. Sulphuric acid may be either
'chamber-process acid" or "contact-process acid," accordiDg to tile
method of manufacture. The strengths commonly recognized and
dealt in commercially are 50, 60, and 66 per cent, monohydrate, and
oleum. The chamber process yields impure acid not over 60 per cent
in strength, whereas the contact-process acid is pure and concentrated.
Sulphuric acid has diversified uses, but by far the greatest is in the
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production of commercial fertilizers. During the war large quantities were consumed in the production of explosives.
Production.--Sulphuric acid is made by oxidizing sulphur dioxide
to sulphur trioxide and absorbing the fumes or gases in water or
weak sulphuric acid. The sulphur dioxide is obtained as a byproduct from zinc and copper smelting, or by burning iron pyrites
(sulphur ore) or brimstone. The domestic production was about
4,705,000 short tons of 100 per cent acid in 1918 and 2,400,000 short
tons in 1914. The large increase in 1918 was caused by the great
demand in the manufacture of explosives. The production in 1919
(preliminary figures), on a basis of 62 per cent acid, was 3,296,270
short tons, valued at $35,638,200.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Unit

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

value.

PoVnd.

1918 ................................................................. 11,374,400
1919 ..............
.............................
1474,049
1920 ..........................................
1921 (9months) ....................................

10,817,784
8,784,320

8176,223
116,725
87,979
8,874

$0.01
.01
.01

I

Exports before the war were less than 0.2 per cent of the domestic
production. For the calendar years 1918-1921 they have been as
follows:

1918
(tuantlty (pounds) ........................
VIalue..................................

1919

1920

89,24643 21 295,322 28 987,342
$1278027
f49,9066
&73,188

1921(9
months).
10 01432

'Q:9,5

The countries of destination are chiefly Mexico, Argentina, and
Cubi.
VALERIANIC ACID.

(See Survey FL-i.)
Description and useR.-.Valerianic or valeric acid is an oily liquid
with a disagreeable odor. It is obtained by the oxidation of amyl
alcohol or by distillation of oil of valerian. It is used medicinally
for hysteria and nervousness.
Imports in 1914 were 1,164 pounds, valued at $755, all from
Germany. Later statistics follow:
Unit

Calendar year.

19.
................................................
1919. .................................................................
1920.4
.................................................................
1921 (9 months) ................................................

Export.-Statistics not available.

Quantity.
Pounds.
487
2
240
460
43W

Value.

$1,469
1,379
1,1342

Ue.

$3.02
3.74
3.00
408
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AOID ANHYDRIDES.

Important ckang68 in clasiciion.-As the chromic acid of com-

merce is in the anhydrous form the proviso "and all anhydrides of
the foregoing," has been added. This change will include all the
anhydrides o the acids on the free list as well as the acids and will
avoid possible conflict with paragraph 1.
N
PARAGRAPH 1502.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1502. Aconite, aloes, asafetida,
cocculus
indicus, ipecac, jalap, manna
marshmallow or althea root, leaves and
flowers, mat4, and pyrethrum or insect
flowers, all the foregoing which are natural and uncompounded and are in a
crude state, not advanced in value or
condition by shredding, grinding, chipping, crushing, or any other process or.
treatment whatever beyond that essential
to proper packing and the prevention of
decay or deterioration pending manu-'
facture: Provided, That no article con.
training alcohol shall be admitted free of
duty under this paragraph.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.
PAR.
PAR.

483. Aconite [Free].
503. Asafetida [Free].
538. Cocculus indicus [Free].

PAR. 559. Drugs, * * * not advanced
• * * [Free]. [Covered aloes and

pyrethrum or insect flowers.]
PAR. 594. Ipecac [Free].

PAR.

597. Jalap [Free].

PAR. 620. Manna [Free].

PAR.

388. Aconite [Free].

PAR. 405. Asafetida [Free].

PAR. 454. Cocculus indicus [Free].
PAR. 477. Drugs, * * * notadvanced
• * * [Free]. [Covers aloes and py-

rethrum or insect flowers.]

PAR. 516. Ipecac (Free].
PAR. 519. Jalap [Free].
PAR. 541. Manna [Free].

turned [Free].

PAR. 544. Marshmallow or althea root,
leaves or flowers, natural or unmanufactured [Free].

ered mat6.]

stances, crude or unmanufactured, not
otherwise specially provided for in this
section [Free]. (Covers mat6.]

PAR. 623. Marshmallow or althea root,
leaves or flowers, natural or unnmanufac.
PAR. 480. * * * unmanufactured
articles, not enumerated * * * ten
per centum ad valorem, * * . [Cov-

PAR. 552.

*

*

*

vegetable sub-

[For discussion, see paragraph 32, p. 92.]
PARAGRAPH 1503.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1503. Agates, unmanufactured.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

[Free].

485. Agates, unmanufactured

PAR. 390. Agates,

[Free].

unmanufacturel
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AGATES.
(See Survey N-1.)

Decription and ues.--Agate is a variety of quartz which is peculiar
in that it consists of bands or layers of blended colors. Certain

varieties are distinguished, as ribbon agate, fortification agate, moss
agate, star agate zone agate, clouded agate, etc. Most commercial
agate is artificially stained, so that stones naturally unattractive
come to be valuable for ornamental purposes. Agates are used in
rings, cups, beads, boxes, handles of small utensils, burnishers, pestles,
mortars, and trivial ornaments, and in delicate mechanisms, such as
)earing-urface pivots and knife edges of weighing apparatus.
Prodwio.-Numerous localities yield agates. They are abundant in trap rocks of the Lake Superior region. Wood agate, or
agatized wood, is found in Colorado California, and elsewhere in the
West, the famous "silicified forest," known as Chalcedony Park, in

Arizona, being most noted. Foreign agates are found mainly in

Uruguay and Brazil; these were former y sent to Germany, where
their polishing was an important industry.
Import values of agate from 1907 to 1914 ranged between $247 in
1912 and $934 in 1907. Imports wholly disappeared shortly after
the outbreak of the World War, because of the blockade of Germany,
whence came the principal supply.
Imports for 1920 (calendar year) were 42,235 pounds, valued at
$1,764; for 9 months of 1921, 192,487 pounds, valued at $12,962.
Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1504.
. R. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1504. Agricultural implements:
Plows, tooth or disk harrows, headers,
harvesters, reapers agricultural drills and
planters, mowers, horserakes, cultivators,
thrashing machines, cotton gins, machinery for use in the manufacture of
sugar, wagons and carts, and all other ag.
ricultural implements of any kind or description, whether specifically mentioned
herein or not, whether in whole or in
parts, including repair parts.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 476. Plows, tooth and disk harrows, harvesters, reapers, agricultural
drills and planters, mowers, horserakes,
cultivators, threshing machines, and cotton gins fifteen per centum ad valorem:
Protded That any of the foregoing, when
imported from any country. dependency,
province, or colony which imposes no
tax or duty on like articles imported from
the United States, shall be imported free
of duty.

PAR. 391. Agricultural implements:
Plows, tooth and disk harrows, headers
harvesters, reapers agricultural drills and
planters, mowers horserakes, cultivators,
thrashing machines, cotton gins, machinery for use in the manufacture of
sugar, wagons and carts, and all other
agricultural implements of any kind and
description, whether specifically mentioned herein or not, whether in whole or
in parts, including repair parts (Free].
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AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT$ AND MACHINES.

(See Survey FL-3.)

Ik'

Desriptionand mue.-The articles of this paragraph may be classifled as (1) agricultural implements, including cotton gins, (2) machinery for use in the manufacture of sugar, and (3) wagons and carts.
The first includes implements used in plowing, planting, reaping, and
preparing crops for use in their raw form or for manufacture. The
cotton gin, as its function is merely to separate the seeds from the
cotton fiber and not to convert either into a more highly developed
product, is an agricultural appliance similar to a threshing machine.
Sugar machinery belongs to a different category as its purpose is to
refine a raw product into one more highly developed. Wagons and
when used in agricultural operations, obviously form a
carts,
group.
distincteven
Production.-The
United States leads in the manufacture of agricultural implements. In 1914 the total value (exclusive of cotton
gins) was $164,086,835, divided as follows: Plows and cultivators,
*38,662,037; planters and seeders, $12,188,757; harvesting implements, $39,581,286; seed separators, $13,096,289; all othepproducts,
including parts for all classes of. implements, $59,121,201; amount
received for repair work, $1,437,265. The output of cotton gins was
valued at $4,901,680, and of sugar-mill machinery at $1,971,546.
Wagons and carts amounted to 533,601, valued at $34,506,942, of
which farm wagons, including carts and trucks numbering 384,663,
were valued at $19,708,423. In 1919 the country's output was as
follows:

Plows, harrows, and cultivators ............................................
Planters and seeders .........................................................
........................................
Hayrakes and tedders

Mowers and reapers ....................................................

Number.

Value.

2,634,000
465,000
104,000

85,329,000
17,40,000
4,772,000

=,000

.....
implements .........
harvesting
Other
.........
00
.......................................................................
Threshers
8
7,000
Other seed separators ....................................................
.........
All other agricultural Implements and parts ..............................
. ........
All other products ..............................................................
Cotton gins ..............................................................
Bugar-mill machinery ...................................................

40,170,000

9,W,000
l1,5
000
6N 10
5,772,000
64,1to, 00
68,652,000
1 ,29,000
13,249, 0

Imports.-Imports are small compared with exports. They consist, however, of a large number of classes and may be grouped as
follows:
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1918

(last 6
months).
Cotton gins:
quantity (number) ................................
Value ..............................................
Drills and planters:
Quantity (number) ...............................
lue
...............................
Harrows, tooth and disk:
quantity
(number) ................................
NVblue .....................
:.... .....................
Headers, harvesters and retpels:
Quantity
(num r).
.......................
Value
.....................
.....................
Horse rakes:
?uantity
(number) ................................
glue .........................
. #...................
Mowers:
Quantity
(number) ...........
Value ....................
.. . .............
.. . .
Plows and cultivators: .

...................

uantlty (number) .........
?Als..
...................
Sugar
machinery:

...........
............
Value ..............................................
Threshing machines:
quantity (number) ................................
Nalue ..............................................
Wagons and carts:
Quantity
(number) ................................
Value ..............................................
All other agricultural Implements:
Value ..............................................
Total agricultural implements:
V e ..............................

so50

....

,......,.

.......

81

2
$7,652
30
13,653

,...

9

64
$5,671

134
$19,873

12
$417

672
$13,062

1,551
$OD,
970

23
$3,750

2,067
$444,229

20

11
$298

47

875

$167,610

37
$1,631
3,414
12,094
$174,744 $1,106,401

$2,617
897

$15,59
$10,240

76
$4,301

$412,3,M

7
$155
22

$M"
$172,962
$87, 885

$12,224
1,o26
$50,375

143
$121,896

94
94
$8,614
$15,4
$1, 423, 890 $3,181,679

65
$3,796
$1,183,300

40
1,314
$14,483 $1,274,053

-I-

472$,07

33
$2,=29
1,744
$141,804

150

$6,970
7
$8,286

i

$3,355,668

$5,716,578

$1,U7,374

During the first six months of 1918 there were imported into the
United States agricultural inplements and ports of the same to the
value of $255,229. After July 1, 1918, the imports of agricultural
implements were divided into 11 classes as tabulated. Canada is
almost the only source of supply for all classes of agricultural impleinents except sugar machinery, which comes principally from
France, although also from the United Kingdom, Germany, and
Sweden.
Ezport#.-Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 may be
divided into the following classes:
1918

Cotton gins and parts of:
quantity (number)..: ............................
\alue ..............................................
Planters and seeders ...................................
Tractors, except steam:

511
$113,317
$49,070

1919 1920

SM9,746
$3, 698

$433,,W8

$810,679

Quantity (number) ............................................
alue .....
...................

Parts of tractors except engines ........................
Hay rakes and tedders .................................
Mowers and reapers ....................................
Plows and cultivators ..................................
ugr-mll machnery ..................................
Threshers ..............................................
Wagons:
utantity (number) ...............................
alue ........................................
All other agricultural Implements ................
Parts of agricultural Implements .......................

............
16W,.427
$562,664
$5,228,407 1110,494,723
$8,705,98W $10,511,348
9,468,511 113, 805, 40
$2,034,713 $1,660,168

11755, 3101

(9
11 months).
nh)1921

""ii ;ii

$421,177

2,134
$1 971,848
, 987

$5,056,616
$13,003,023 $5, 575, 786
$22,789977 $14,135,80N
$10,165, 670
$3,260,90

10,784
f,624
7,743
$1519,787
$750,326I $1,222,57
$ 8, 08, 818 89,527,727 110, 514,8X
4,50,9 X3 $7,702 40$ 17,767,137

$5,420,514

8,712
$841,131
$7,038,45&
$7,8W,,325

The principal countries of destination are Canada, Argentina
France, Cuba, the Philippine Islands, British India, and the United
Kingdom.

!?. I
k
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PARAGRAPH 1505.
SENATE AXE9NDXNTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1505. Albumen,

not

specially

provided for.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 257. * * * albumen, * * *
blood, three cents per pound; * *
PAR. 486. Albumen, not specially pro-

PAR. 392. Albumen, not specially pro%idedfor in this section [Free].

vided for in this section [Free].

ALBUMEN.

(See Survey G-11.)

Descriptionand u-es.-Albumen belongs to the nitrogenous organic
substances known as proteins, constituents of both animals and plants.
Egg albumen (par. 713) and blood albumen are the common commercialforms. Blood albumen is a by-product of slaughterhouses (large-

scale production). Albumen may also be obtained from milk, and

there is a so-called "vegetable" albumen. It is used as a mordant in
dyeing and calico printing, in the leather industry, in gums and adhesives, as a clariying agent for the preparation of photographic
papers, and in medical foods.
Imports of albumen in 1914 were 382,589 pounds, valued at $58,175,
about 75 per cent coming from Germany. They declined during the
war and amounted to only 671 pounds in the fiscal year 1918. Imports since 1917 follow:.
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918. .......
........... ...
......... ................. .........
1919..............................................................
9 .. .. .........................................................

1921 (9 month)...........................................

Value.

$868
,331

283
24,984

V462
.33

Ezport.--Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1506.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

11. I. 746.'
PAR. 1506. Ambergris, castoreum,civet,
and musk, grained or in pods.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.
PAR.
PAR.
PAR.

[Free].

489.
528.
533.
631.

ACT OF 1913.

Ambergris [Free).
Castor or castoreum [Free].
Civet, crude (Free].
Musk, crude, in natural pods

PAR. 639. Oils:
rectified anibergris,

*

*

*

crude

[Free].

and

PAR. 49. Am~bergris, * " * musk.
grained or in pods, civet, *
*
311

the foregoing not containing alcohol awi
not specially provided for in this section.
20 ner centum ad valorem.
IAR. 442. Castor or castoreum [Free].
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AMBERORIS.

(goe Survey A-14.)
Description, usee, and production.-Amberg r is supposed to be
undigested matter present in the intestines of unhealthy whales.
This substance is found floating on the sea, especially in the Southern
Hemisphere. It is usually found in small fragments, but sometimes in large pieces, weighing 200 pounds. It was used chiefly
in perfume manufacture, but its use has largely decreased in recent
years, as synthetic substances have become available at a fraction
of the cost of the natural article. The supply of ambergris is irregular
and uncertain.
Imports since 1918 have been small, the maximum being 19 pounds
during the first nine months of 1921.
Exports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in classifization.-Ambergris is dutiable under
paragraph 49, act of 1913.
CASTOREUM.

(See Survey FL-2.)

Descriptiot and ues.--Castoreum is a product derived from the
beaver. It was formerly used as a drug, and is now chiefly employed
in the manufacture of perfumes and cosmetics. Production.-Castoreum is collected in Canada by fur trappers.
Supplies are also furnished by Russia, but have greatly declined in
recent years.
Imports of castor or castoreum for 1911-1918 averaged 14,085
ounces, valued at $5,616. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Uni;

Quantity.

Calendar year.

...............
6..............................................
1919...................................................................
1920....................................................................
1921 (9 months) .........................................................

Ounce.
24,704
3,308
7,720
,700

Value.

$7,9OM
11,779
2,491
1,533

value

f0.32
.30
.32
.28

Exports.--Statistics not available.
OIVET.

(See Survey A-14.)

Descriptionand use.--Cvet is a secretion contained in a pouch of
the civet cat of Abyssinia. It is a semiliquid yellow substance,
becoming brown on exposure to the air. It has a strong odor and is
used exclusively for perfumery. Substances which resemble civet
are now produced synthetically and are available in liquid and crystalline form.
Imports of civet in 1913 were 11,269 ounces, valued at $15,557,
and were admitted free of duty. In the fiscal year 1918 the imports
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were 9,766 ounces, valued at $11,877, yielding a revenue of $2,375.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
_

_

_

_,

Calendar year.

,-Ad

o

Quantity. Value. Unit value.

1918 ...............................................
1919
....................................
....................................
1920
1921 (#months) ....................................

Ouncu.

9,322
17,688
11,312
4,150

$11,560
19,552
18,678

5,984

$1.24
1.11
1.65
1.44

Duty.

$2,312
3,910
3,736
......

valorem
rWe.
Perce.

20
20
20
20

Important change in classfication.-Civet is dutiable under paragraph 49 of the act of 1913.
Suggested change.-Change comma to a semicolon after "civet"
and strike out 'and" before "musk" because musk alone of the
articles named in paragraph 1506 comes in as grained or in pods.
MUSK.

(See Survey A-14.)

Description.and use.-Musk is a. dried secretion from the preputial
follicles of the male musk deer. The chief source of supply is Tibet,
China. Musk enters commerce in two forms, either in the dried sacs
or pods as taken from the deer, or the pods are opened and the musk
removed, when it is known as grain musk. An "American musk,"
the sacs of the common muskrat, have been used as a substitute.
Owing to its highprice, musk is one of the most frequently adulterated
perfume materials. An imitation musk is prepared from coal tar.
Musk is of chief value as an ingredient of perfume and is said to add
strength and persistency to vegetable essences.
Production.-The musk deer is a small animal found in the moun-

tains and table-lands of Central Asia. The animal is taken for its
hide and musk, chiefly the latter. China, which imports musk from
Tibet, consumes about half of the world's total output. Shanghai is
the priitcipal export market. The value of the 1915 musk crop was
$266,000, and in 1916 there were shipped 25,160 ounces, valued at
$407,000.
Imports.-France has usually been the largest importer of Chinese
musk, but in 1915 the United States stood first, taking about onefourth of the year's product.
The import of crude musk in natural pods in 1913 was 12,994
ounces, valued at $124,855; in 1918 (fiscal year) it Nv as 5,516 ounces,
valued at $33,970, and yielded a revenue of $6,7('4. The import of
groin musk in 1913 was valued at $7,699 and yielded a revenue of
$769; in 1917 it increased to $63,304 and yielded a revenue of $12,660;
and in 1918 (fiscal year) declined to $29,246.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
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Quantity. Value.

Calendar year.

Unit value. Duty.

valorem
rate.

MUSK, GRAINED.
ounw.
1918 ........................................... 83,154.............
5,5
8.28
1919 .............................................. . S91
IM ......................................
1,46S
7,382
o.0

1921
(9
months)............................ 3,68

Per cent.
8831
1 119
1,478

20
20
20

..........

MUSK, IN PODS.

191.............................................. 7909 $136,610

1919
.................................... 10,780
19 ....................................... 13,502
2,542
1921 (9 month) ............................

15, 110
242,041
29,790

817.14 $27,322

14.48
31:222
17.93
48408
11.72 ..............

20

20
20

Important changes in cla.sfi4cation.-Musk is dutiable under paragraph 49, act of 1913.
PARAGRAPH 1507.
H. B. 7450.
PAR. 1W07. Any animal imported by a

citizen of the United States, specially for
breeding purposes, shall be admitted free,
whether intended to be used by the importer himself or for sale for such purposes, except black or silver foxes: Pro.
tided, That no such animal shall be admitted free unless pure bred of a recognized breed and duly registered in a boo
of record recognized by the Secretary of
Agriculture for that breed: Protidedfurther, That the certificate of such record
and pedigree of such animal shall be produced and submitted to the Department
of Agriculture, duly authenticated by the
proper cutodian of such book of record,
together with an affidavit of the owner,
agent, or 'importer that the animal imported is the identical animal described
in said certificate of record and pedigree.
The Secretary of Agriculture may prescribe such regulations as may be required
for determining the purity of breeding
and the identity of such animal: And provididfurther, That the collectors of cus-

toms shall require a certificate from the
Department of Agriculture stating that

such animal is pure bred of a recognized
breed and duly registered in a book of
record recognized by the Secretary of
Aliculture for that breed.
rhe Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe such additional regulations as may
be required for the strict enforcement of
this provision.
horses, mfles, asses, cattle, sheep, and
other domestic animals straying across the
boundary line into any foreign country,
or driven across such boundary line by
the owner for temporary pasturage purposes only, together with their offspring,

SBNATE AMENDXENTS.
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. R. 7456.
shall be dutiable unless brought back to
the United States within eight months,
in which case they shall be free of duty,
under regulations to be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury: And provided
further, That the provisions of this Act
shall apply to all such animals as have
been imported and are in quarantine or
otherwise in the custody of customs or
other officers of the United States at the
date of the taking effect of this Act.
ACT OF 1909.

SENATE AXENDBMZNTS.

0

AT OF 1918.

PAR. 492. Any animal imported by a
PAR. 397. Any animal imported by a
citizen of the United States, specially for citizen of the United States, specially for
breeding purposes shall be admitted Tree, breeding purposes, shall be admitted free,
whether intended to be so used by the whether intended to be used by the imimporter himself, or for sale for such pur- porter himself or for sale for such purposes:
pose: Provided, That no such animal shall Provi&d That no such animal shall be
be admitted free unless pure bred of a adnittea free unless pure bred of a recorecognized breed, and dMly registered in nized breed, and duly registered in a boo
the book of record established for that of record recognized by the Secretary of
breed: And providedfurther,That cortifi- Agriculture for that breed: And provided
cate of such record and of the pedgre of further, That the certificate of such record
such animal shall be produced and sub- ind pedigree of such animal shall be pro.
mitted to the customs officer, duly authen- duced and submitted to the Department
ticated by the proper custodian of such of Agriculture, duly authenticated by the
book of record, together with the affidavit proper custodian of such book of record,
of the owner, agent, or importer that such together with an affidavit of the owner,
animal is the identical animal described agent, or importer that the animal imin said certificate of record and pedigree: ported is the identical animal described
And protidedfurther, That the Secretary in said certificate of record and pedigree.
of Agriculture shall determine and certify The Secretary of Agriculture may preto the Secretary of the Treasury what are scribe such regulations as may be req ured
recognized breeds and pure bred animals for determining the purity of breeding
under the provisions of this paragraph. and the identity of such animal: Andpro.
The Scretary of the Treasury may pre. videdfurther, That the collectors of cusscribe such additional regulations as may torns shall require a certificate from the
be required for the strict enforcement of Department of Agriculture stating that
this provision. Cattle, horses, sheep, or such animal is pure bred of a recognized
other domestic animals straying across the breed and duly registered in a book of
boundary line into any foreign country, or record recognized by the Sicretary of
driven across such boundary line by the Agriculture for that breed.2
owner for temporary pasturage purposes
The Secretary of the Treasury may preonly, together with their offspring, may be scribe such additional regulations an may
brought back to the United States within be required for the strict enforcement if
six months free of duty, under regulations this provision.
to be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Horses, mules, and asses straying across
Treasury: And providedfurther, That the the boundary line into any foreign
provisions of this Act shall apply to all country, or driven across such boundary
such animals as have been imported and line by the owner for temporary pasturage
are in quarantine, or otherwise in the purposes only, together with their ofcustody of customs or othef officers of the
pring, shall *be dutiable unless brought
UnitedStates, at the date of the passage back to the United States within six
of this Act.
months, in which case they shall be free
of duty, under regulations to be l)rscribed by the Secretary of the Treasury:
And providedfwither, That the provisions
)f this Act shall apply to all such animals
am
have been imported and are in quarantine or otherwise in the custody of customs or other officers of the United States
it the date of the taking effect of this Act.

*Par. 15 of the emergency tariff act of 1921 reads: "Cattle and sheep and other stock Imported for
breeding purposes shal be admitted free of duty."
0
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Produdion.-Swine: In 1919, there were 2,050,000 pure-bred swine
in the United States, 3.5 per cent of the toal number. Over half
were in the Middle Western States. The leading breeds were the
Duroc Jersey, Poland China Chester White, and Hampshire. Cattle:
Three
per cent
cattle
1919, orof 1,982,000 were pure bred.
Somewhat
over of
halfthewere
beefin breeds,
which the principal ones
were the Hereford, Shorthorn, and Aberdeen Angus. The Holstein
Friesian and Jersey breeds made up over 80 per cent of the purebred dairy cattle. Sheep: Of the total number of sheep, 1.3 per.
cent were pure bred, the princi pal breeds being the Sropshire,
Rambouillet Merino, and Hampsre Down. Horses: Less than 1
per cent of the horses on farms are pure bred, the Percheron and the
Belgian being the favorite breeds.
Imports.-Statistics previous to 1914 are available as to the num.
ber of pure-bred cattle, sheep, and hog imported, but as paragraph
619 of the act of 1913 provides for the free entry of all domestic live
animals suitable for human food, certificates of pure breeding were
not required for these animals until May 28, 1921, when the emergency
tariff act became effective. In 1913 2,024 pure-bred cattle-the
Guernsey, Jersey, Shorthorn, and Ayrshire being the principal
breeds--806 pure-bred sheep, and 29 pure-bred hogs were imported.
The year 1913 was an average one for the importation of pure-bred
horses before the war, a total of 2,990 entering. Of these, 1,482
were Percherons, 977 Belgian draft horses, and 185 of the Shire
breed. In 1913, 576 pure-bred dogs and 24 pure-bred cats were
imported.
Imports declined during the war, only 180 pure-bred horses entering in the fiscal year 1918, as compared with 1,210 during 1914.
Certificates of pure breeding were iisued for 260 animals in 1918
and 1,860 in 1014. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
Iforses for breeding purposes:

Number ....................................

Value .............................................

Asses and burros for breeding purposes:
Number ..........................................
Value ............................................
Dogs for breeding purpose:
Number ............................................
Value ..............................................
All other animals for breeding purposes: I
Number .............................................
Value.....
...........................

387

1919

123

1921
k9 months).

1920

144

o

135

835, 00

$219,469

,21
$1,765

3
$420

62
$7,16

189
836, 347

387
$57,497

353
848,134

826,57

29
8752

167
S.30,176

895

W44, 554

$285,821

7 ............
8140! ............

88

Does not include cattle, sheep, and swine for breeding purposes, imports of which after 1913 were not
separately reported.

Export.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in cla8fication.-Black or silver foxes were
specifically exempted in order that the proposed specific duty of
$350 per animal should apply to all foxes, including breeding animals,
to insure that none but hih-grade breeding stock should come in
and that American breeds should be thereby improved.
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The free-entry period for domestic animals straying or driven
across the boundary into a foreign country for temporary pasturage
only has been extended from six to eight months.
Sugted c/aniie.-The exception o black or silver foxes in lines
22 and 23, pae 174, of H. R. 7456, would come better after "breeding purposes in line 20. The final provision, carried down from
previous acts, may be eliminated as unnecessary.
PARAGRAPH 15N8.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1508. Animals brought into the
United States temporarily for a period
not exceeding six months, for thd purpose of breeding, exhibition, or competition for prizes offered by any agricultural, olo, or racing association; but
a bond hall be given in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury; also teams of
animals, including their harness and
tackle, and the wagons or other vehicles
actually owned by persons emigrating
from foreign countries to the United
States with their families, and in actual
use for the purpose of such emigration,
under such regulations as the Secretary
of the Treasury may prescribe; and wild
animals and birds intended for exhibi.
tion in zoological collections for scientific
or educational purposes, and not for sale
or profit.
AOT OF 1909.
ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 493. Animals brought into the
PAR. 398. Animals brought into the
United States temporarily for a period United States temporarily for a period
not exceeding six months, for the pur. not exceeding six months, for the pur.
pose of breeding, exhibition or compo- pose of breeding, exhibition or coniptition for prizes offered by any agri. tition for prizes offered by any agri.
cultural, polo, or racing association; but cultural, polo, or racing association; but
a bond shall be given in accordance a bond shall be given in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secre. with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury; also teams of tar, of the Treasury; also teams of
animals, including their harnems and animals, including their harness and
tackle and the wagons or other vehicles tackle and the wagons or other vehichs
actually owned by persons emigrating actually owned by persons emigrating
from foreign countries to tbe United from foreign countries to the Unitfd
States with their families, and in actual States with their families, and in actual
use for the purpose of such emigration use for the purpos-e of such emigratiojn
under such regulations as tho Secretary under such regulations as the Secrutary
of the Treasury may pretcribe; and wild of the Treasury may prescribe; and wild
animals intended for exhibition in zoo. animals intended for exhibition in zoological collections for scientific and edu- logical collections for scientific and edticational purposes, and not for salt or cational purposes, and not for sale or
profit [Free].
profit [Free].
ANIMALS FOR EXHIBITION, TEAMS OF IMMIGRANTS, ETC.

Imports.-Separate figures are not available for animals imported

temporarily for the purpose of breeding, etc.; they are included in the
figures for pure-bred animals given in paragraph 1507. Statistics
for animals of immigrants show no steady movement of increase
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or decrease. The average number of horses during 1914-1918 was
1,157, valued at $114,238, and the average of animals of all other
kinds was 50, valued at $3,504.
Wild animals intended for exhibition, etc., imported in the fiscal
year 1918 were valued at $7,052, and the average value for 1914-1918
was $12,783.
Import. for the calendar years, 1918-1921 follow:
1918

TeamI of immigrants, ete.-Horses:
Numb ............................
Value ...................................
Tesm ofImmigmnt, etc.-Ass and burros:
Number ................................
Value ..................................
Teams of imm irsts, ete.-.All other:
Number
.....
.....................
....................................
Wil Value
anlimals,
etc.:
Number .................................
Value ....................................

329

867,045

13
$1,216

24
03,040
S642

1921

192

1919

819
688,99

55

(9 months).

583
186,049,

60 1

294
$28,240

35

$5,680
101

17,9451
151

$3,5W
4

$1,6WO

$1,72D

"M

191

81,40 ~

2,%!

,40

25

$3,60

hInprtant change in dasificalio.-Birds are added to the provision for zoological collections because of an interpretation restricting "animals" for tariff purposes to quadrupeds.
PARAGRAPH 1509.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENT&

1509. Antimony ore and needle or

liquated antimony, but only as to the

antimony content.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 173. * * * antimony ore, stibnite and matte containing antimony, but
nt containing more than ten per centum
of lead, 1 cent per pound on the antimony
contents therein contained: Prot de,
That on all importations of antimonybearing ores and matte containing antimony the duties shall be estimated at the

antimony but not containing more than
10 per centum of lead, 10 per centum
.
ad valorem; *
PAR. 398. Antimony ore and stbnite
containing antimony, but only as to the
antimony content [Fr,e].

lxrt of entry, and a bond given In double

the amount of such estimated duties for
thte transportation of the ores by common
carriers bonded for the transportation of
appraised or unappraised merchandise to
properly equipped samplin or smelting
eptablishmenta. whether (designated as
bond,,d warehouses or otherwise. On
the arrival of the ores at such establishuient. they shall be sampled according to
commercial methods under the supervision of government officers, who shall
be stationed at such establishment, and
who shall submit the samples thus obtained to a government assayer, designated by the Secretary of the Treasury,
82304-22-78

PAR. 144. * * * matte containing
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ACT OF 1909.
who shall make a proper awsay of the
sample, and report the result to the proper
customs officers, and the import entry
shall be liquidated thereon, except in
case of ores that shall be removed to a
N bonded warehouse to be refined for exrtation as provided by law and the
cretar of the Treasury is authorized to
make all necemary regulations to enforce

ACT OF 1918.

the provisions of thi paragraph; * *

ANTIMONY ORE AND NEEDLE ANTIMONY.
(See Survey 0-17.)

Description and ues.-The most important antimony ore is stibnite
or antimony sulphide. Other important commercial antimony metals
are (1)valentinite or antimony oxide and a related form, senarmontite;
(2) antimony ocher; (3) jamesonite or lead antimony sulphide.
Besides the use of antimony ores as raw materiAs for the metal
antimony, commercial antimony products, such as antimony pigments and liquated antimony siphide, are obtained in the smeliig
process, the latter used directly in the manufacture of sdety matches.
Crude, or needle antimony, is a product obtained by subjecting
natural sulphide ore to a red heat, thereby melting (liquating) the
valuable mineral, which is drawn away from the valueless constituents. Antimony is used chiefly in alloys, especially type metal,
Britannia metal, and babbitt metal. Needle antimony has military
uses, is a common source of the oxide and salts of antimony, and is
used in safety matches.
The provision in paragraph 396 of the act of 1913 for stibnite
containing antimony was declared to describe a natural product
called an ore and was held not to include a product derived from an
ore by liquation. Liquation was defined as the extraction of a metal
from its ore by heating it enough to fuse the metal but not enough to
fuse the other contents; this was adjudged a smelting operation.
The merchandise there in issue was found to be commercially known
as "antimony crude," and was held to be a matte within the meaning
of that expression in paragraph 144 of the act of 1913 and dutiable
accordingly under paragraph 144 of the act of 1913 rather than
exempt from duty under paragraph 396 as antimony ore or stibnite

containing antimony. (larshaw, Flkr and Goodwin 0o. v. United
State, 11 Ct. Cust. Apps. ,-; T. D. 38634, of 1921.)

Production.-The production of antimony ore was negligible
the industry was stimulated by extraordinarily high prices during the
war. Domestic deposits are widely scattered andof doubtful importance. In 1916 the output was estimated at 4,500 tons, and in 1917
at 1,060 tons. On account of the low price of antimony, the domestic
production of the ore has in recent years, practically ceased. China
is the leading producer of antimony ore, furnishing fully 60 per cent
of the world's supply. The ore, however, is obtained in many other
countries.
Needle antimony, like antimony ore, is also imported in varying
amounts. During the war a small antimony smelting industry developed, operated almost wholly on imported ore. The annual requirements of antimony prior to the war were roughly 7,000 tons, of
which about one-third was supplied by silver lead smelters and the

j
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remainder from imports consisting chiefly of metal. During the war
the consumption of antimony increased to about 20,000 tons of
which slightly more than one-third was derived from antimonial lead
and antimony metal smelted here. The production of antimonial
lead in 1920 amounted to 12,535 short tons, valued at $1,963,255.
The antimony content was 2,033 short tons.
antimony situation by its large and cheaply
dominates
Chinadeposits.
mined
Thethe
Chinese
companies together with a few Japanese
smelters who also treat a portion of the Chinese ore, contribute approximately 60 per cent of the world's output.
Iraports.-Imports of antimony ore in 1914 amounted to 26 gross
tonE;, valued at $1,245, practically all of which came from China.
Imports for more recent years may be divided into two classes,
shown as follows:
Quantity.
Caendar year.-

A

-

Tons.

Pounds. I

Value.

Duty.

Valorem

re.

ORE AND STIBNITE CONTAINING ANTIMONY.
3,003

191..............................................

W7

199 .................................................
120).........................

.1,528

...........

2,849, 728 $177,731
818401 U,477
1,353,441
TD,285
196,107

19.1 (9 months) ......................... I.........

........

....

.

n1,n ....

ANTIMONY MATTE CONTAINING NOT MORE THAN 10 PER CENT LEAD.

.o..

I1

( . .1....
191..............................................
9 ........ ..................................

. . . . .
. . . . . .

1o
1,866,111 $113,2568$11, 6
10
1,9"0
556,418 19,22
10
I12,390
V2
125,
2,76, 147
.
.
,- ... ..........
32,9

Exporks.--Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1510.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1510. Annatto and all extracts of,
.,rchil or archil liquid, cochineal, cudlear, gambier, litmus prepared or unprepared, saffron and safflower; all of the
',regoing not containing alcohol
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAn. 494. Annatto, roucou, rocoa, or
,leans. and all extract of [Free].
PAR. 39. Cochineal [Freej.
PAr. 550. Cudbear [Free].
PAIr. 575. Gambier [Free).
P.AR. 615. Litmus, prepared or not

PAR. 399. Annatto, roucou, rocoa, or
orleans, and all extracts of [Free).
PAR. 45-5. (ochineal (Free).
PAR. 469. Cudbear [Free.
PAR. 492. Gambler [Free.
'AR. 536. Litmus, prepared or not

ir-' mared [Free].

I AR. 642. Orchil, or orehil
I, r<e].

liquid

I R. 66I.
3 Saffron and safflower, and

fraet of. and saffron cake [Free].
I'AIt. 694. Terra japonica [Freel.

prepared [Free.
PAR. ,W1.Orchil, or orchil liquid

(Free].

PAR. 31.

*

saffron and safflow-

er, and extract of,' and saffron cake, 10
per centum ad valorem: Protdtid, That no
article containing alcohol shall be classifled for duty under this pararph.
PAR. 630. Terra japonica [Free].

! VXtrats of aower and 4ao are not articles of 0ommere.
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ANNATTO.

(See Survey A-8.)

De.8cription and use.-Annatto (arnottQ rocoa, orleans, roucou)
is a natural dye derived from the seed shels of the Bia arellana, a
shrub native to Central America, Guiana, East and West Indies, and
India; it is also extensively cultivated. Bixin, the important color.
ing constituent, is soluble in alkaline solutions, partly soluble in
water and more soluble in alcohol. Annatto is used as a yellow
coloring matter for oils, butter, cheese and margarine.
Annatto is imported in a partly dried condition in rolls wrapped in
Banana leaves weighing 2 to 3 pounds and in cakes weighing 8 to
10 pounds.
Imports during 1910-1918 averaged 629,217 pounds, valued at
$47,163. The following table shows the imports since 1917:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

.........................................................
..........
199 ..................................................................

iPoun.
&M, 260
35,432

3,961
19,972

$0.10
.W

470,580

18,498

.01

1920 ...................................................................

1921 (9 months) .......................................................

1,004,129

40,108

.01

ARCHIL AND CUDBEAR.

(See Survey A-8.)

Decription and use..-Archil and cudbear are purple dyes derived
by chemical processing from certain lichens (genus, Rocella) growing
in the Cape of Good Hope, Norway, Sweden, South America, Azores,
Cape Verde Islands, and other islands. The red or blue dye is sold
in several forms (1) as an archil paste; (2) cudbear, which is archil
paste dried and ground fine; (3) archil extract; (4) as "archil liquor"
of several degrees of strength.
The lichens contain colorless phenols (orcein being the most
important), which by oxidation in alkaline solution give the coloring
matter. Archil and cudbear are used for bluish reds on wool, silk,
and feathers.
Production.-The shredded lichen is digested with ammonia solution and air at about 600 F. for several days, yielding first blue archil
paste, or, if the action is continued, red archil paste. After removed
of the lichens from the paste it is known as "archil liquor." By
drying and grinding the archil paste prepared from Lecaisora tartar~i,
a purple powder results known as cudbearr."
Imports of archil for 1910-1918 averaged $52,439. Imports of
cudbear, 1910-1918 averaged 35,082 pounds, valued at $3,602.
Imports since 1917 are given in the table on the following page.
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Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

i Unit valu.

ARCHIL.
19...........1......... ............
1919 .........
........................................
I920 .......
..........................................

1921 monthsh) ................................................

Pound.08

......
372,08
647,34

516,194

,W284.......
42,083
a
58,032 '
.11

77,6641

.15

CUDBEAR.
1918............................................
..........
1919 ............................................................
1920
.................................................................
1921 (9 months) ....................................................

S4,447
33,391
50,170
19,470

$9,411
4,150
R,403
2,890

$a.17
.12
.17
.15

COCHINEAL.

(See Survey A-8.

Description and usee.-Cochineal is the only important dye of
animal origin. It consists of the dried body of the female insect
Coccus cacti, which is native to Mexico, Guatemala, the Canary
Islands, and Java. The difference in the color of the dye (gray or
black) is caused by variation in the method of killing the insct.
The ground insects are used directly as a dye which has a small
application for scarlets and reds on textiles and for scarlet color
lakes. As it is nonpoisonous, it is used as a food dye.
Production.-The insects are collected alive and killed by exposure

to the dry heat of an oven or by being inclosed in a bag and immersed
in boiling water or steam. After being killed the insects are dried
and ground to a powder. There is no domestic supply.
Imports of cochineal for 1910-1918 averaged 2 05, 738 pounds,
valued at $82,222, and came chiefly from Mexico. importa since
1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.
191 .................................................................
11 ...
......................
.............................

IV-10
..............................................................
1921 (9 months) .................................................

Pounds. 1

Value.

237,402
116, 0141

$116,060

202, WS3

81,197

52,029

6,0o88

Unit value.
0. 49
.45

.40

.28

CUDBEAR.
(See Archil, p. 1230.)

GAMBLER.

(See Survey A-8.)

Descriptionand wes.-Gambier (yellow cutch, cubical cutch, cube
ambier, and, formerly, terra japonica) is the solid extract prepared
from the leaves, shoots, and twigs of the Indian shrub Unoariagambia; it is native to the East Indies, Cochin-China eastern Asia, and
is grown in Malacca, Bintang, and Singapore. it contains from 30
to 40 per cent tannin and a coloring matter, and is used both in

I
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tanning and dyeing. It appears in the market as "block gambier"
(of 200 pounds each) and 'cubed gambler," about three-fourths of
an inch in diameter. The liquid extract prepared from the imported
block contains 25 per cent tannin.
Production of gambier extract in 1914 was .704,763 pounds, valued
at $26,400; in 1919 (preliminary figures) 1,006,000 pounds, valued
at $87,200. These figure, must represent imported solid extract,
dissolved and sold as liquid extract, as gambler is not native to the
United States,
Imports of gambier for 1910-1918 averaged 16,187,035 pounds,
valued at $880,129. Imports since 1917 are shown below:
Calendar year.

,

1918 .........

Quantity.

................................

8,

191 ......................................... 8,7,27
1W
.............................I1.0,
S......
.............................................

Value.

Unit
value.

$ 499

09602
325
413

$o.

8 )so58

.0i

LITMUS.

(See Survey A-8.)
Deciptio and Uses.-Litmus, a coloring matter closely related to
archil is obtained chiefly from the lichens Lecanora tinctoria, L. orinca,
and Roeda tinctoria, which occur abundantly in Scandinavia and
the French Pyrenees. The commercial product consists of calcium
carbonate or sulphate mixed with the coloring matter and pressed
into cubes. It is used in chemical laboratories as an indicator in
determining the acidity and alkalinity of solutions. It has had application as wine vinegar color.
Production.-Litmus is prepared by fermenting the lichens in the
presence of ammonium or potassium carbonate, and mixing the coloring matter obtained with lime or gypsum. There is no domestic production.
Imports of litmus for 1910-1918 averaged $252.

1917 are shown below:

Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918....................

................................

1919...............................................

1920..........................................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................................

Imports since

Value.

Pounds.
4,252

$3,407

,587

1.479.

6490
.. ' 3

ulUi

'
4,169
46D

)
.

.B

.71

SAFFRON.

(See Survey A-8.)
Description and umee.-Saffron or saffron valencia consists of the
sativue) native to Asia. It COlFtains an aromatic oil known as saffron oil and a yellow and a red
dried petals of a plant (rocua
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coloring matter. It is cultivated in Spain, France, and Austria.
For convenience in shipment it is sometimes pressed into cakes known
commerically as "saffron cakes," or sold loose as "hay saffron."
Saffron is used to color and flavor foods, especially pastries and in
medicine. An imported article known as "American saffron" is
really safflower (see infra.). It has been successfully grown in the
United States, but was unprofitable on account of high labor cost.
Production.-No domestic production.

Imporyt.-The average annual import of saffron and safflower during 913-1918 was valued at $83,952 and yielded a revenue of $8,395.
Imports since 1917 are shown below:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duty.

value.

PouIM4.
1918 .......................................................
1919 ...........................................
23,663
1920 ..........................................
.
21,0 4

1921 (9 months)

..........................

,...

valoremAd
rate.

Pe7 cent.
$70,032
100,951
112,78

s7.003 .........
10,696
$4.2

10
10

5.89
10
42,914.............1.90........

Important changes in da8ification.-Saffron and safflower and extracts of saffron and safflower and saffron cake are dutiable under paragraph 31 of the act of 1913. The words "and extract of, and saffron

cake," have been omitted from H. R. 7456; the extracts are not articles of commerce and saffron cake is the form in which saffron is'
usually imported.
Sug este change.-It is suggested that the words "in any form"

be inserted after the word "s-afflower," so as to include saffron and
safflower in any form and remove any doubt as to the inclusion of the
extract of either saffron or safflower if it should be imported and
of saffron cake.,
SAFFLOWER.

(See Survey A-8.)

Description and uses.-Saflower, known as American saffron or

false saffron, is the name given to the dried flowers of a thistlelike
plant (Cartmus tinctariui)native to southern Asia, but cultivated
in Europe, China, India, Persia, Egypt, Mexico, and South America.
It contains, besides two unimportant yellow coloring matters, a small
amount of a red color called carthamin, the only constituent of value.
An extract of carthamin is sold as a thin aqueous paste or a dried
powder and is called safflower extract, or safflower carmine. Roasted
cobalt ores and other cobalt pigments, sometimes called safflower,
should not be confused with the vegetable color. Safflower is a weak
dye of no importance in textile dyeing. It is used as a red color for
cosmetics, toilet articles, artists' colors, artificial flowers, and medicine.

Imports are combined with saffron, supra.

Important changm in das~ifwction.---Safflower is dutiable under

paragraph 31, act of 1913. See also saffron, 8upra.
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PARAGRAPH 1511.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7458.
PAR. 1511. Antitoxins,

vaccines,

vi-

ruses, serums, and bactorins, used for
therapeutic purposes.
ACT' OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 400. Antitoxins, vaccine virus,
PAR. 704. Vaccine virus [Free].
[No corresponding provision for the and all other serums derived from animals
and used for therapeutic purposes [Free].
other commodities.]
ANTITOXINS, VACCINES, VIRUSES, SERUMS, AND BACTERINS.
(See Survey FL-2.)
I

Description and uwes.-The sale and propagation of the biological
products, antitoxins, vaccine virus, serums, etc., are controlled by the
Public Health Service. They are defined in the act of July 1, 1902,
as follows: (1) A virus is a product containing the minute living
cause of an infectious disease. (2) A serum is the product obtained
from the blood of an animal by removing the clot or clot compounds
and the blood cells. (3) An antitoxin 's a product containing the
soluble substance in the serum or other body fluid of an immunized
animal which specifically neutralizes the toxin against which the
animal is immune.. The use of vaccines began with Jenner's discovery in 1796, that the vaccine from cowpox conferred immunity
against smallpox. Other important products are diphtheria antitoxin, antityphoid vaccine, and antianthrax, antidysenteric, antitetanus, antipneumonia, anticholera. and antirabic serums.
Production.-There were 98 manufacturers of biological products
in 1914, with an output valued at $6,223,475. In 1919 (preliminary
figures) there were 94 plants with an output valued at $15,876,400.
Import.-Before the war Germany, France, England, and Switzerland supplied the bulk of imports, in 1914 valued at $19,019, and decreasing to $6,009 in the fiscal year 1918. Imports since 1917 were
valued at $5,732, $6,982, $10,097, and $3,027 in the calendar years
1918, 1919, 1920, and in the first nine months of 1921, respectively.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in clasfjcation.-Bacterins have been mentioned
specifically for the first time.
PARAGRAPH 1512.
H. B. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1512. Arrowroot in its natural
state and not manufactured.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 496. Arrowroot in its natural
state and not manufactured [Free].

PAR. 402. Arrowroot in its natural
state and not manufacturer [Freel.
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ARROWROOT.
(See Survey G-33.)

Descriptionand use.-Arrowroot is a tuberous plant, which belongs
to the family maranta. It yields a fine, easily digested starch, which
is used in the bakery trade for pie filling and biscuits, and elsewhere
for ice-cream powders, food for infants and invalids, and in the
preparation of pharmaceuticals. It is also used in the textile industry for finishing.
Prodution.-No true arrowroot is produced in this country. A
product called Florida arrowroot is produced in the Everglades region
of Florida. It is the pith of the stem of the wild sago palm plant
gene rally known as Coonti. In 1919 the annual prodi"etion of the
Florida arrowroot starch was about 850,000 pounds. The true arrowroot tubers are sometimes imported and the starch manufactured
from them.
Imports of crude arrowroot in 1914 were 8,615 pounds, valued at
$316. Considerable refined arrowroot starch is imported, amounting
in 1914 to 179,056 pounds, valued at $20.041, of which 106,392
pounds, valued at $6,377, were of the St. Vincent variety (British
West Indies). Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
1918

Crude arrowroot.
Quantity (pounds) .........................

Value ..............................

1919

49,392

840,600

810,184

33, 699

192

1921 (Qruonths).

746,142

2

O

$50,51068

PARAGRAPH 1513.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1513. Sulphide of arsenic..

ACT OF I P9.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 497. Arsenic and suIphido of
PAR. 403. Arseuic and suiphide of
arsenic, or orpiment [Free).
arsenic, or orpiment [Free).

SULPHIDE OF ARSENIC.
(See Survey FL-6.)

Description and uses.-The chief ores of arsenic are the two sulphides, orpiment (yellow sulphide) and realgar (red sulphide).
Orpiment is used in dyeing to reduce indigo, and in leather manufacture for removing the hair from skins. 7Realgar is used as a pigment, and for making a white (Bengal) fire used as a signal light.
Production.-The production of sulphide of arsenic is included

under that of white arsenic (par. 1).
Imports of "arsenic, and sulphide of or orpiment" were 4,148,928
pounds, valued at $169 614 in 1914. considerable yearly variation is
shown. Prior to 1914 England, Germany, and Canifla supplied most
of the imports; since then, Mexico and Canada. Imports consist
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chiefly of white arsenic. Imports since 1917, chiefly from Japan,
Germany, and Canada, have been as follows:
Unit

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Pounds.
................... 9,683,738
1918 .........................................
.................................. 4,302,33
1919 .................
0 .....................

......................................

1921 (9 months) ...............................................

8,160,089
5,447, 19

$840,800
316,887

0

018

465,010

value.
$0.00
.07
.08

In the classification of imports arsenic and sulphide of, or orpi.
ment, have been confused wit arsenious acid or white arsenic (par. 1).
Therefore the figures for the one should be considered in conjunction
with the other.
Ezvort2 of domestic arsenic are not stated. Imported arsenic and
sulpide of arsenic, or orpiment, were reexported from the United
States in 1918 to the amount of 193,600 pounds, valued at $27,840.
Important change in lassication.-The provision for "arsenic

and sulphide of arsenic, or orpiment," in the act of 1913 (par. 403),
has been changed to sulphidee of arsenic."
8ugeted change.-Metallic arsenic should be specially provided
for in a paragraph following 1509, if exempt from duty, or m a paragraph following 376, if dutiable. It is not the same as, but is manufactured from, white arsenic or arsenious acid, which is provided for

in paragraph 1.

PARAGRAPH 1514.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

R. R. 7456.
PAR. 1514. Articles the growth

pro-

duce, or manufacture of the Uted
States, when returned after having been
exported, without having been advanced
in value or improved in condition by any
process of manufacture or other means
if imported by or for the account of the
person who exported them from the
United States; steel boxes, casks, barrels,
carboys, bags and other containers or
covenngs of Imerican manufacture exported filled with American products, or
exported empty and returned filled with
foreign products, including shooke and
staves when returned as barrels or boxes;
also quicksilver flasks or bottles, iron or
steel drmns of either domestic or foreign
manufacture used for the shipment of
acids, or other chemicals, which shall
have been actually exported from the
United States- but proof of the identity of
such articles shall be made, under general
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, ut the exemption of
bags from duty sha 'apply only to such
domestic bags as may be imported by the
exporter thereof, and if any such articles
are subject to internal-revenue tax at the

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1021.
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time of exportation, such tax shall be
proved to have been paid before exportation and not refunded; photographic dry
plates and films of American manufacture
except moving-picture films), ese_
abroad, whether developed or not, and
photographic films light struck or other.
Wine damaged, or worn out, so as to be unsuitable for any other purpose than the
recovery of the constituent materials, provided the basic films are of American
manufacture, but proof of the identity of
such articles shall bo made under general
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury; articles exported
from the United States for repairs' may be
returned upon payment of a duty upon
the value of the repairs at the rate at
which the article itself would be subject if
imported, under conditions and regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of
the Treasury: Provided, That this paragraph shall not apply to any article upon
which an allowance of drawback has bedn
made, the reimportation of which is
hereby prohibited except upon payment
of duties equal to the drawbacks allowed;
or to any article manufactured in bonded
warehouse and expwrtd under any provision of law: Provsdedfurder,That when
manufactured tobacco which has been exported without payment of internal-revenue tax shall be ieimported it shall be
retained in the custody of the collector
of customs until internal-revenue stamps
in payment of the legal duties shall be
placed thereon: And provided furtr
That the provisions of this pargah shall
not apply to animals made dutiable under
the provisions of paagraph 1507.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 500. Articles the growth, produce,
or manufacture of the United States, not
including animals, when returned after
having been exported, without having
been advanced in valuo or improved in
condition by any process of manufacture
or other means; casks, barrels, carboys,
bags, and other containers or coverings
of American manufacture exported filled
ith American products, or exported
empty and returned filled with foreign
products, including shooks and staves
when returned as barrels or boxes; also
quicksilver flasks or bottlem, iron or steel
tirma used for the shipment of acids, of
either domestic or foreign manufacture
which shall have been actually exported
from the United States; but proof of the
identity of such articles shall be made,
under general regulations to be proscribed by the Secretary of the Treasury,
but the exemption of bags from duty

404. Articles the growth, produce, or
manufacture of the United States, when
returned after having been exported,
without having been alvancei in value
or improved in condition by any process
of manufacture or other means; steel
boxes, casks, barrels. carboys, bags, and

other containers or coverings of American
manufacture exported filled with American products, or exported empty and
returned filled with foreign products,
including shooks and staves when returned as barrels or boxes; also quicksilver flasks or bottles, iron or steel drums
of either u.omestic or foreign manufacture, used for the shipment of adds, or
other chemicals, which shall have been
actually exported from the Unitel States;
but proof of the identity of such articles
shall be made, under general regulations
to be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, but the exemption of bags from
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OR 1918.

shall apply only to such domestic bag s duty shall apply only to such domestic
as may be imported by the export r bags as may be imported by the exporter
thereof, and if any such articles are sub thereof, and if any such articles are subject to internal-revenue tax at the timid ject to internal-revenue tax at the tiveo
of exportation, such tax shall be provedI of exportation, such tax shall be proved
to have been paid before exportation and to have been paid before exportation and
not refunded; photographic dry plates oi not refunded; photographic dry plates or
films of American manufacture excepti films of American manufacture (except
moving-picture films), exposed abroad, moving-picture films), exposed abroad,
whether developed or not, and films whether developed o not, and films from
from movingpicture machines, light moving-picture machines, light -truck
struck or otherwise damaged. or worn or otherwise damaged, or worn out, Po
out, so as to be unsuitable for'any other as to be unsuitable for any other purpurpose than the recovery of the con- pose than the recovery of the constitustituent materials, provided the basic ent materials, provided the oasic films
films are of American manufacture, but are of American manufacture, but proof
proof of the identity of such articles shall of the identity of such articles shall be
be made under general regulations to be made under general regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treas- prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, That this paragraph shall ury; articles exported from the United
not apply to any article upon which an States for repairs may be returned upon
allowance of drawback has been made, payment of a duty upon the value of
the reimportation of which is hereby the repairs at the rate at which the article
prohibited except upon payment of itself would be subject if imported under
duties equal to the drawbacks allowed- conditions and regulations to be preor to any article manufactured in bond
scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury:
warehouse and exported under any pro- Proided, That this
ph shall Dot
vision of law: And providedfurther, That apply to any articlerUpn which an
when manufactured tobacco which has allowance of drawback has been made,
been exported without payment of the reimportation of which is hereby prointernal-revenue tax shall be reimported hibited except upon payment of duties
it shall be retained in the custody of equal to the drawbacks allowed- or to
the collector of customs until internal- any article manufactured in bonded
revenue stamps in payment of the legal warehouse and exported under any provision of law: And providedfurther, That
duties shall be placed thereon.
[Amended by the act of July 27, 1911 when manufactured tobacco which has
(T. D. 31784), by striking out the words been exported without payment of in"not including animals" and adding the ternal-revenue tax shall be reimported
following proviso:
it shall be retained in the custody of the
And providedfurther, That cattle, horses, collector of customs until internal-revenue
sheep,
and other domestic animals stray- stamps in payment of the legal duties
ing
S
across
the boundary line into any shall be placed thereon: And provided
foreign country or driven across such further, That the provisions of this paraboundary line by the owners for tem- graph shall not apply to animals made
porary pasturage purposes only, together dutiable under the provisions of parawith their offspring, ball be dutiable, graph 397 [Free].
unless brought back to the United States
within six months, under regulations to
be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, in accordance.with the provisions of paragraph 492.]
ARTICLES RETURNED AFTER EXPORT.

Imports of returned articles in 1914 were valued at $17,612,711,
and for later calendar years as follows: 1918, $22,771,874; 1919,
$44,779,370; 1920, $96,797,484; 1921 (9 months), $47,626,104.
About 50 per cent of these returned articles are from Canada, with
large amounts also from England, France, and Belgium. To some
extent there are imports from ractically all countries.

Important changes in clasifion.-The requirement in lines 10

and fl, page 177, of H. R. 7456, that the importer must also have
been the exporter, is new.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
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PARAGRAPH 1515.
H. R. 7458.
PAR.

SENATE AXEN
I

NTS.

1515. Asbestos, unmanufactured,

asbestos crudes, fibers, stucco, and sand,
or refthse containing not more than 15
per centum of foreign matter.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

[Free].

AQT OF 1913.

501. Asbestos, unmanufactured

PAR. 406. Asbestos, unmanufactured

[Free].

A8BESTO8.

(See Survey N-20.)

Description and us8--The term "asbestos," as commonly used,
includes half a dozen minerals all having a well-developed fibrous
structure but differing in chemical composition and in some physical
characteristics. The most important of these minerals commercially
is chrysotile, or serpentine asbestos. About 95 per cent of the asbestos used in manufacturing is chrysotile which commands a better price
than the other fibrous minerals on the market. Amphibole asbestos
is generally found in shorter fibers and its special use is in chemical
laboratories and works where resistance to the action of acid is donianded. Crocidolite, or blue asbestos, is a special variety of amphibole asbestos differing from the others in appearance and in that
it is more fusible, whereas an important property of other forms of
asbestos is that they all resist even very high temperatures.
The fundamental property of iny asbestos mineral that distino
guishes it from all other minerals is that it is separable into fibers
similar in many respects to cotton, wool, and other articles of vegetable or animal origin. The use depends on the length and fineness
of the fiber, on its resistance to the action of heat and chemicals, and
on its insulating value as a nonconductor of heat and electricity.
Suitable asbestos of high grade is spun or woven into ropes and
fabrics for safety curtains, mats, mattresses, upholstering firemen's
suits and gloves. Much high-grade asbestos is employed for friction
facings in brakes and for packings. Low-grade asbestos is utilized
for numerous purposes, which may be classed in three groups-building, insulating, and miscellaneous.
Asbestos is employed in building in ,miany ways: In mixtures with
cement to make fireproof shingles or slhies; with Portland cement to
make a protective surface on metal sheathing; in the form of asbestos
paper for weather and sound proofing and- also for firA-protection
purposes. It is used widely for fireproof plaster, for floor tiling and
in the manufacture of paints. Asbestos lumber and millboard are
employed for many structural purposes.
Sone of the niany miscellaneous uses are for boiler and steam pipe
coverings, fire brick, acid filters, lead-fume collectors, stove mats,
cooking-utensil linings, etc.
"Asbestic," which consists merely of roughly ground serpentine
residues, or very finely ground asbestos, commonly called "floats,"
is suitable for the manufacture of plaster cement, fireproof brick, and
similar articles.
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"Unmanufactured" asbestos as it comes on the market has been:
separated from adhering rock and consists of fibers graded according
to length. The longer fibers that can be picked out by hand are sold
as "crude." Crude asbestos is divided into (1) a high-class material
with fibers over three-quarters of an inch long, aied for the best
grades of materials, and (2) fibers shorter than three-quarters inch
but suitable for spinning and weaving. The remaining rook is sent
to the mill and mechanically crushed and separated into three grades
of "mill stock," according to the length of fiber. Mill stock is rarely
suitable for weaving but can be made into pipe coverings, insulatingmaterials, shingles, lumber, paper and other articles.
Production.--Asbestos is mined in the United States, chiefly in
five States-Arizona, California, Georgia, Maryland, and Oregon.
Georga has for many years ben the largest producer of asbestos in
the United States, although the more important product has come
from Arizona. The latter is high grade, containing a large proportion
of spinning fiber, and much of the fiber, because of its freedom
from iron, is superior for electrical and some other purposes to most
of the asbestos found in other countries. The Georgia fiber is valuable
only for paints, cements, coverings, sid similar articles, and can not
be used m spinning.

Canada produces over 85 -per cent of the world's total supply of
asbestos. "n normal times Russia is the second largest in order of
production. During the last few years South Africa, including
Rhodesia and the Uon of South Africa, has produced increasing
amounts annually, exceeding, it is believed, the output of Russia
since 1916.
Asbestos, unmanifactured-Produclion in United States.
Ya.Short

Year.

alu.
1914.......................1,247
1915 ...........................
1,731

1916 .....................
1917 .....................

1,479
1,683

IValue.

Ya.short

Vaue

$18,965, 1918......................
7,9%2 1919 .........................

448, 14 192D ........................
608,068

1,002
1,361

$124,687
251,265

1,710 1,154,000

'Estimated.

Asbektos, unrnanufacured-Production in principal foreign countries, in short ows.
1916

Country.
Canada .................................................
Russia.................................................
Union of South Africa ..................................
Rhodesia .............................................
Australia .............................................

Ia
ly ........................................
....... ........................
italy
Total ............................................
IEstimated.

1917

1918

133,439
135, 602
'9,030 ...........
6,219
4,6561
9,563
6,158
(1)

1 o

13 73 !

2 Statistics not available.

9

151,378

141,465
'6,014.
3,674
8,574

1919
153,069

3; 9&i
9,74
1,491
,

84 ............

160, 416

aExports.

Import,.-In 1914 imports of unmanufactured asbestos wetre
76;524 tons, valued at S1,678,736, practically all from Canada.
Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
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Quantity (toI)

.12..94.

?slue .................

.. ..

..

I= 1920192(9MotS).

1919

1I18

43,330

140,05

12, 777

, ,66

.36,,0

,262

3

,21,7

Imports are chiefly from Canada, British South Africa, Portuguese
Africa, and England.
Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are as follows:
1914

qa

ue

.(tons).........................................
............................

149

1918

1919

55,60 561,0803 $167,416

I~

1

1921
(gmi~ths).

MI
$141,07

401

WW8

Exports go chiefly to Italy, Germany, Japan, and Frlnce.
Important ckane8 in dassyication.-AI the paragraph after "unmanufactured" is new.
Suggested change.-There is doubt whether the limitation of 15
per centuxn of reignn matter relates only to the refuse or includes
other forms of asbestos. If the intention is to restrict it to refuse,
the word "or" should be changed to "and"; if it is intended to relate
paragraph, the word "and" before and
back
to the beginning
the comma
after "sa"Bd"of the
shouldbe
stricken out, a comma inserted
after "refuse," and "or" changed to "and"; if it is intended to
apply to sand and refuse, the comma after "sand" should be stricken
out and the "or" changed to "and."
PARAGRAPH 1516.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1516. Azides, fulminates, fulminating powder, and other like articles not
spjecially-provided for.
ACT OF 1909.
Fulminats, fulminating
PAR. 434.
powders, and like articles suitable for
mitlers' use, twenty per centum ad valorem; all other not specially provided for
in this section, thirty per centum ad

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 490. Fulminates, fulminating
powder, and other like articles not specially provided for in this section [Free].

valorem.
AZIDES, FULMINATES,

AND FULMINATING POWDERS.

(See Survey FL-18.)

Description and ues.-Fulminates, metallic salts of fulminic acid,
are violent explosives. The chief commercial product is fulminate
of mercury, although fulminate of silver is of some importance. Commercial mercury flminate is a gray or brown sandliKe powder, used
is a detonator for high explosives, and to some extent in percussion
caps and primers to ignite gunpowder and other low explosives.
Fulminate of silver is extremely' sensitive to shock when dry, and may
be exploded by rubbing when in a moist state. It is, therefore, too
Vnsitive for use as an lignitor or detonator, but is used in small and
safe quantities in toy fireworks.
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"Unmanufactured" asbestos as it comes on the market has been:
separated from adhering rock and consists of fibers graded according
to length. The longer ibers that can be picked out by hand are sold
as "crude." Crude asbestos is divided into (1) a high-class material
with fibers over three-quarters of an inch long, used for the best
grades of materials, and (2) fibers shorter than three-quarters inch
but suitable for spinning and weaving. The remaining rock is sent
to the mill and mechanically crushed and sparated into three grades
of "mill stock," according to the length of l er. Mill stock is rarely
suitable for weaving but can be made into pipe coverings, insulating
materials, shingles, lumber, paper, and other articles.
Produdion.-Asbestos is mined in the United States, chiefly in
five States-Arizona, California, Georgia, Maryland, and Oregon.
Georga has for many years been the largest producer of asbestos in
the United States, although the more important product has come
from Arizona. The latter is high grade, containing a large proportion
of spi.ning fiber, and much of the fiber, because of its freedom
from iron, is superior for electrical and some other purposes to most
of the asbestos found in other countries. The Georgia fiber is valuable
only for paints, cements, coverings, aid similar articles, and can not
be used in spinning.
Canada produces over 85 per cent of the world's total supply of
asbestos. 'In normal times Russia is the second largest in order of
production. During the last few years South Afica, including
Rhodesia and the Union of South Africa, has produced increasing
amounts annually, exceeding, it is believed, the output of Russia
since 1916.
Asbe*toe, unmanufactured-1'o,htdiom in United Stain.
Year.

shr

Value.

Yur.

Shr

Value.

tons.tons.
1914 ....................
1915....................

..

191 ......................
1917......................

1,247
1,731

1,479
1063
l05(

$18,V
76,92

448:214
N*0

SI....................
019 ........................
10A) .......................

1,002
1,301

$S1246
251,. ;5

1710 I,154, o0

I Estimated.

Asbestos, un antfactured-Prodtctuit

in principalforeign wuntriue, in short tons.

Country.

1910

Canada .................................................

1

Rt sia .................................................

Union of South Able& .............................

Rhode
.................................... .'
A stra ... ......................... ..... . .. .....
......................................

Total .............................................
I Estimated.

Impork.-In

S Statists

, 439

t 9 30 .

0;'l'i
(1
Ia4 g
153,373

1917

1918

1919

186,W2

141,465

153,f,9

.
16,614 ..........
"% ,21967.....Mi
3
5
574
9,70

7

161,378

not available.

1914 imports of unmanufactured

2,4X11

88 ...........
.....
I Exports.

asbestos were

76,524 tons, valued at $1,678,736, practically all from Canad'a.
Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
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quantty (t s) ..............................

. , .....................................

-1

122,9

, ,

10,M

, ,0

I

,60

,

,21,M

O ,

Imports are chiefly from Canada, British South Africa, Portuguese
Africa, and England.
Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are as follows:

lo

qiuanty (tons) ............

tw ...............

.........

101

6n

o

bj

.......... P,0 O 51,03 1$17,416 $141,071

401

9,7

Exports go chiefly to Italy, Germany, Japan, and France.
Important changes in classfiction.-AII the paragraph after "unmanufactured" is new.
Suggested changes.-There is doubt whether the limitation of 15
per centum of foreign matter relates only to the refuse or includes
other forms of asbestos. If the intention is to restrict it to refuse,
the word "or" should be changed to "and"; if A is intended to relate
back to the beginning of the paragraph, the wrord "and" before and
the comma after "sand" should be stricken out, a comma inserted
after "refuse," and "or" changed to "and"; if it is intended to
apply to sand and refuse, the comma after "sand" Elhould be stricken
out and the "or" changed to "and."
PARAGRAPH 1516.
H. R. 7456.
SENATE AMENDMENT8.
PAR. 1616. Azides, fulminates, fulmiiiating powder, and other like articles not
specially provided for.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 434. Fulminates, fulminating
PAR. 490. Fulminates, fulminating
powders, and like articles suitable for powder, and other like articles not apemifiers' use, twenty per centum ad valo- cially provided for in this section [Free].
rem; all other not specially provided for
in this section, thirty per centum ad
valorem.
AZIDES, FULMGNATES, AND FULMINATING POWDERS.

(See Survey FL-18.)

Description and uses.-Fulminates, metallic salts of fuhninic acid,
are violent explosives. The chief commercial product is fulminate
of mercury, although fulminate of silver is of some importance. Commorcial mercury fulminate is a gray or brown sandlike powder, used
as a detonator for high explosives, and to some extent in percussion
caps and primers to ignite gunpowder and other low explosives.
Fulminate of silver is extremely sensitive to shock when dry, and may

be exploded by rubbin; when in a moist state. It is, therefore, too

sensitive for use as an ignitor or detonator, but is used in small and
safe quantities in toy fireworks.
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Lead azide is an important detonator. It is more stable than
mercury fulminate. It is generally used with tetryl and trinitro.
toluene.
Production.-Mercury fulminate is manufactured from purified
metallic mercury, nitric acid, and alcohol. The product is purified
by washing with water. Statistics are not available.
imports of fulminates and fulminating powders suitable for miners'
use from 1910 to 1917 ranged irom $226,352 in 1910 to $21,961
in 1912. Since then imports have been negligible. Imports of
other fulminates, fulminating powders, and like articles from 1910
to 1914 were negligible, and from 1915 to 1917 they were between
$110,000 and $230,000. Statistics for the latter follow:

Calendar year.

Quanuty. Value. Unit value.

191 "...........................................................
1 .............................................................
10 .............................................................

Pown&.

............
7,340

$ 4 iW.....

18,00

1921 (9months) .................................................

15

479,416

.

.. ' iii

37, 200

2.31

UP)

Exports.-Statistics not available.
Im jortant changes in classification.-Azides are specifically provide f5or.17
PARAGRAPH 1517.

H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1517. Bagging for cotton, gunny
cloth, and similar fabrics, suitable for
covering cotton, composed of single yarns
made of jute, jute butts, seg, Russian
seg, New Zealand tow, Norwegian tow,
aloe, mill waste, cotton tares, or other
material not bleached, dyed, colored,
stained, painted, or printed, not exceeding sixteen threads to the square inch,
counting the warp and filling, and weighing not less than fifteen ounces per square
yard; and waste of any of the foregoing
articles suitable for the manufacture of
paper.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 355. Bagging for cotton, gunny
cloth, and similar fabrics, suitable for
covering cotton, composed of single yarns
made of jute, jute butts, or hemp, not
bleached, dyed, colored, stained, painted,
or printed, not exceeding sixteen threads
to the square inch, counting the warp
and filling, and weighing not less than
fifteen ounces per square yard, six-tenths

PAR. 408. Bagging for cotton, gunmy
cloth, and similar fabrics, suitable "
covering cotton, composed of single yarn,
made of jute. jute butts, wg, Itus*iani

of one cent per square yard.

PAR. 644. * * * and waste bagging,
andi all other waste not specially provided
for in this section, including * * *
old gunny bags, used chiefly for papermaking [FreeJ.

seg, New Zealand tow, Norwegian tow.
aloe, mill waste, cotton tares, or othr
material not bleached, dyed, color-,,i
stained, painted, or printeW,

not exev,,i-

ing sixteen three ads to the square in(
counting the warp and filling, and w,.i4thing not less than fifteen ounces per sI I1q11T
yard; * * * and wate of an .,'
alNe articles suitable for the niawifacture of paper [Free].
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BAGGING FOB COVERING RAW COTTON.

(See Survey J-7.)

Dticriptionand ue&.--otton bagging is the coarse loosely woven
jute fabric used for covering raw cotton. The best domestic grades
are made of yarn spun from jute butts-the ends of the fiber laid
aside as being too coarse for the manufacture of burlap. Six yards
of the bagging are customarily used in wrapping the bale as it comes
from the gin. For export, compress labels-patches of greater weight
than ordinary, bagg-are added at the time of compression to equal
the purchaser s allowance for tare, making an averse of seven yards
of material for wrapping the average bale. The bulk of tie domestic
production consists of grades made from jute butts mixed with
various proportions of old aging, 'cordage, and mill waste; has
about two warp threads and t o weft threads per square inch- and
weighs two pounds to the linear yard of 45-inch width. Second-hand
bagging, rewoven bagging, and wrapping made by cutting twilled
sugar bags, constitute an increasing proportion of the total consumption.
Production of new and rewoven bagging, which fluctuates yearly
with the size of the cotton crop, amounted in 1919 to 75,205,000
square yards valued at $3,554,0(0. The cotton crop, including
linters, in 1920 was 13,879 916 bales of 500 pounds each, requiring
97,000,000 yards of material. The proportion of the various types of
bagging used in covering the 1920 crop was: New bagging, 48 per
cent; imported bagging, 6 per cent; sugar bag cloth, 10 per cent;
rewoven bagging, 8 per cent; and second-hand bagging, 28 per cent.
Consumption of new bagging in 1920 was much lower than usual;
this is accounted for by the increased consumption of bagging for
wrapping which had been used before. All but two or three per cent
of the newebagging produced in the Unitod States is the output of
two companies, who are the world's lea
manufacturers of b i.
hnportm are small as compared with domestic production. During the fiscal years 1911-1920 they averaged 7,196,000 square

yards, valued at $542,952. In the calendar year 1920 they
amounted to 7 261,904 square yards valued at $730,719. Prior to

1918 the United Kingdom supplied from 60 to 80 per cent annually of
imports, and BritishIndia practically all the remainder. Since 1918
British India has supplied about two-thirds of the imports. Imports
of bagging from Inaia have not been large in the past, because the
demand for burlap and sacking bags has claimed the full Indian
capacity. They are likely to increase in the near future, however, as
the two domestic companies which dominate the American bagging
trade are each constructing mill in India, and each has already
moved abroad a part of the machinery formerly operated in this
country. Indian bagging is employed for covering the best grades o
American cotton and is superior to the bulk of domestic bagging,
since it is made entirely from jute butts, and is woven with more
threads to the square inch. Bagging imported from the United

Kingdom consists to a large extent of second-hand bagging and of old
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bagging suitable only for re-manufacture. Imports for the calendar
years 1918-1921 are as follows:
1918

41V~1
....
e,,,Q'tt
........................................

1919

8J,
799, 488 2
1,04er¢,
.028,717).......4
2187,u
,7..........

1I2
7 251,904
,719

1921 (9 months).

W15722
'82

Exports are not recorded.

Suqge8ted changes.-This paragraph embraces certain textile ma-

terials and concludes with a provision for the waste of any of those
materials suitable for the manufacture of paper. As provision is
madie in paragraph 1641 for waste bagging, and for old gunny cloth
and old gunny bags used chiefly for paper making the words in lines
15 and 16, page 179 of H. R.,7456, 'and waste of any of the foregoing articles suitable for the manufacture of paper" should be
omitted.
PARAGRAPH 1518.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1518. Barks, cinchona or other,
rem which quinine may be extracted.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 505. barks, cinchona or other
from which quinine may be extracted

PAR. 410. Barks, cinchona or other,
from -which quinine may be extracted

[Free].

[Free].

CINCHONA AND OTHER QUININE BARKS.

(See Survey FL-2.)

Description, uses, and produdion.-Cinchona bark, frohi a tropical

tree is used in making quinine and other alkaloids, and also as a
crude drug. Its medicinal uses are those of quinine (see par. 1639);
the crude bark has considerable vogue in proprietary preparations.
Several commercial varieties exist. Barks, other than cinchona, from
which quinine may be extracted were formerly of some importance
in commerce, but are now rare. Cinchona trees are native to South
America, notably Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Colombia, formerly the
only commercial sources of the drug. But Owing to extensive collection of the wild plant, wasteful methods, insufficient planting, and
cultivation on a large scale in Java those countries now supply only
negligible amounts of the drug. War scarcity has renewed interest
in South American cinchona, and new supplies of considerable importance are reported to be awaiting exploitation. Cinchona of
modern commerce comes almost wholly from Java, where its cultivation is extensive and is fostered by governmental aid. Various commercial grades from different species of cinchona trees are known, the
alkaloidal content having been considerably increased by pleat breeding and seed selection. Java formerly exported chiefly the crude
bark, but has recently developed quinine factories, and exportations
of crude quinine now tend to exceed that of cinchona bark. The
industry is controlled by an association of planters and producers
through commercial agreements with manufacturers and importers.
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Considerable plantations of cinchona also exist in India, the product
being manufactured into alkaloids by Government factories. Indian
supplies are almost wholly consumed within that country or handled
by the British Government. Recent experimental cultivation of
cinchona in the Philippines is reported as promising satisfactory
future results.
ImportM of cinchona bark averaged 3,441,991 pounds, valued at
$290,909 for 1909-1913, and 3,447,367 pounds valued at $653,837 for
1914-1918. The Netherlands, having control of the island of Java,
the principal source of supply, furnish approximately 99 per cent of
the imports.
Imports since 1917, chiefly from the Netherlands, England, and the
Dutch East Indies, are as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pounds.

1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................
1920 ..................................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................................

3,36 508
5,981,29i
4:67,746
1015,567

Value.

value.

$760, 77
1,076,748
1.5, 130
0,02

$0.23
.18
.38
J32

PARAGRAPH 1519.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PaR. 1519. Bells, broken, and bell metal,
broken and fit only to be remanufactured.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 508. Bella broken, and bell metal
broken and fit only to be remanufactured
[Free].

PAR. 413. Bells, broken, and bell metal
broken and fit only to be remanufactured
[Free].

BELL METAL.

(See Survey C-19.)

Description and uges.-The constituents of bell metal are copper
and tin, the tin averaging about 20 per cent, but varying according to
the size tone, volume, and impulse desired. Radical changes have
taken pace in' the kinds of metals used and in the variety of bells
manufactured. Among other materials commonly used are amalgam.
iron, steel, smoke brass, smoke glass, silver, and silver-plated metal.
Production.-No accurate statistics are available covering only the
material mentioned in the pargraph. However, the domrAt.;n
production of bells in 1914 was valued at $970,000, and iD 191Q ,t.
$985,000.
inport, in the fiscal year 1918 amounted to $1,689, and fnr the
calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
Hell metal.

quantity (pounds) .......................................................

1918

\ alue ..................................................................... $1,485

Exports.-None recorded.

1919

1920

49 M3"101,149
4,83

$18,984
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PARAGRAPH 1520.
SENATE A

H. R. 7450.

NDMBNTO.

PAR. 1520. Bibles, comprising the
books of the Old or New Testament, or
both, bound or unbound.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 414. Bibles, comprising the books
of the Old or New Testament, or both,
bound or unbound [Free].

[No corresponding provision.]

BIBLES.

Description and uses.-The term Bible is sufficiently familiar to
make unnecessary any lengthy statement relating to description and
uses. As usually understood, it comprises 39 books of the Old
Testament, and 13 books of the New Testament, constituting the
.canon, to which are sometimes added certain Apocryphal books both
of the Old and New Testaments.
P-oduction..-The American Bible Society gives the production of
Bibles and Testaments in 1912-13. as 2,203,265 volumes.
Imports of Bibles in 1914 were valued at $135,218. The value of
imports in the calendar years 1918-1921 has been as follows: 1918,
$259,305; 1919, $263,073; 1920, $345,968; 1921 (nine months), $226,776.
Exports:--Not segregated.
PARAGRAPH 1521.
SENATE AXENDXENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1521. All binding twine manufactured from New Zealand hemp, manila,
istle or Tampico fiber, sisal grass, or sunn,
or a mixture of any two or more of them,
of single ply and measuring not exceeding
seven hundred and fifty feet to the pound.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OP 1909.

PAR. 415. All binding twine manufti'PAR. 507. Binding twine: All binding tured
New Zealand hemp, mania,
twine manufactured from New Zealand istle orfrom
Tampico fiber, sisal grass, or sunn.
hemp, manila, istle or Tampico fiber, or a mixture
of any two or more of them.
sisal gram, or sunn, or a mixture of any of single ply and
measuring not exceeditl.,
two or more of them, of single ply and seven hundred and
fifty feet to the poutl
feet
hundred
six
measuring not exceeding
(Free].
to the pound [free]: Protide, That articles mentioned in this paragraph, if imported from a country which lays an
import duty on lke articles imported from
the United States, shall be subject to a
duty of one-half of one cent per pound.
BINDING TWINE.

of
Description and use8.--Binding twine is used in the harvesting
wheat and various other cereals. Although manila, New ZealanId
hemp, istle, sunn, and sisal can be used, an overwhelming portion of
binding twine is normally made from Mexican sisal or henequen, the
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bulk of which is produced in Yucatan and has been marketed, in tho
past, under the control of-an association of henequen producers
known as the Comision del Reguladora del Mercado de Henequen.
In the fall of 1919, however, this company was liquidated by order of
the Mexican Government. Virtually all the manufacturing of
binder twine is by machinery. The long, slender sisal leaf is cleaned
by automatic scrapers, and the fiber is extracted mechanically and
gill-spun directly from the sliver by a special machine.
Production.--Trhe world's annual consumption of binder twine is
over 150,000 tons, about 90 per cent of which is manufactured here
and in Canada. Of the domestic output, about 55 per cent is produced by one company 25 per cent by another, and the remainder by
smaller companies and State penitentiaries. Domestic production,
not including that of penitentiaries, amounted to 319,236,000 pounds
in 1914 and 238,795,000 pounds in 1919. The value of the production
in the same years was $24,195,000 and $46,256,000, respectively.
About 5 per cent of the total in 1914 and 1919 consisted of twine
made from manila. Domestic consumption averages 250,000,000
pounds a yeor.
Impdrts, as compared with domestic production, consumption, and
exportation, are small, ranging normally from 4,000,000 to 10,000,000
pounds annually, that is, from 2 to 3 per cent of the annual production
and about 10 per cent of exports. In 1920 imports were twice as
large as usual and exports about half their custbmary size. Canada
supplies practically all the imports. The imports of binder twine
for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918
iuatity (pounds)...........

........

a1lue................................

..

1919

10,476,259

2,17,045,

$2,308, 231

$2696,416 ,

1920

1921 (9months)
4,431,096

$370
143,82

$7,254

Exporth of binder twine in 1914 were 109,418,420 pounds, valued at
$9,426,625; these went chiefly to Canada (34,585,860 pounds), Argentina (13,632,648 pounds-a low year), Russia (29 740,158 pounds),
the United Kingdom (7,553,877 pounds), and France (6,979,224
pounds). Canada with two-thirds of the total, and Argentina, with
one-eighth, were the leading consumers of American binder twine in
1920. Exports in the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:

iiatlty(pounds)
.........
................

..................
...
...........

1918

1919

1920

98311,229
42136,268

68, 764,147
$13,383,847

55,182,843
$8,368,699

1921 (9 months).
232,802
$8,049,763

,ufg(ested cluitge.-Binding twine is usually made from sisal or
henequen; manila is the next most important material. The provision with additions" and omission of unnecessary words might'
accordingly be changed to read:
Binding twine manufactured from sisal, henequen, manila, New Zealand hemp,

istle, sunn, or other vegetable fiber, or a mixture of any two or more of them, of single
ply and measuring not exceeding seven hundred and fifty feet iv the pound
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PARAGRAPH 1522.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.'
PAR. 1522. Bread: Provided, That no
article shall be exempted from' duty as
bread unless yeast was the leavening
substance used in its preparation.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909..
PAR.244.

*

***

b**read,

twenty per centum ad valorem;

*

*

*.

PAR.417.
(Free].

)read,
b**

***

BREAD.

Description and uses.-This paragraph provides for ordinary commercial bread.
Production.-In the census year 1919 the production of bread and
bakery products was valued at $1,406,145,000.

Imports are not separately stated. They are largely from Canada.
Exports are not separately stated.

Important changes in dasicio.-The limitation in the proviso
is new and is designed to a how free entry of ordinary commercial

bread, but not of other baked articles (see par. 734) which enter into
an extensive foreign commerce.

PARAGR$4PH 1523.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1523. Bismuth.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PA& 511. Bismuth (Free].

PAR. 418. Bismuth [Free].
BISMUTH.
(See Survey FL-O.)

Decription and tues.-Bismuth one of the minor metals, is soft,
reddish-white, and highly crystalline. It is a component of many
easily fusible alloys which are used in manufacturing automatic fire
spriilders, electric fuses, and solders. Since it expands on solidifying
from the molten state, it is used in some form of type and in metal
bearings. The principal uses of bismuth, however, are in certain

medicines and to some extent in the manufacture of cosmetics.

Production is about 300,000 pounds annually, practically all as a
by-product from the smelting of lead, copper, gold, and silver ores in
Utah. Bolivia produces most of the bismuth of the world; some ore

is also produced in Australia and Tasmania, which is mostly refined

in Great Britain. Considerable bismuth ore has been produced in
conjunction with tungsten in China which promises to be of increasing importance.
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Imports of bismuth were 133,190 pounds valued at 8241,448 in
1914. Imports come chiefly from Great Britain, but since 1915
some bismuth metal has come from South America, and still more
recently China has become a principal source of supply. Statistics
for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
1921
(9 months).

1918
Quantity (pounds) ...........................
Valu1........................................

116,999
$344,292

57,807
$5, 179

77,015
$90,949

72,771
$181,877

Ezports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1524.
H. B. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

15?4. Fish sounds, crude, dried

or salted for preservation only, not specially provided for.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 512.

*

*

*

ACT OF 1913.

fish sounds, crude

driod or salted for preservation only, and
unmanufactured, not specially provided
or in this section [Free].

PAR. 419.

*

*

fish sounds, crude

dried or salted for preservation only, and
unmanufactured, not specially provided
for in this section [Free].

FISH SOUNDS; CRUDE.

(See Survey A-9.)

Description and uses.-Fish sounds, or the swimming bladders of
fish, are used to manufacture isinglass. These are usuadly obtained
from the sturgeon (par. 39).
Imports of crude fish sounds for 1908-1918 averaged 384,990
pounds, valued at $97,519. Imports since 1917, chiefly from Canada,
England, and Hongkong, have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ................................................................
1919 .....................................................

12 ..................................................
1921 (9 months) .......................................

.....

Pounds.

22

112,M8

Value.
804$58,890

12,2192
18,694,

18,180

365
983

Unit value.
$0.24

.14

.22
.32

Exports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in clasification.-The words "and unmanufactured" are omitted as unnecessary.
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PARAGRAPH 1525.

H. R. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1525. Blood, dried, notspecially
provided for.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 257.

*

*

*

ACT OF 1918.

dried blood, when

soluble, one and one-half cents per pound.
PAR. 513. Blood, dried, not specially

PAR. 420. Blood, dried, not specially

provided for in this section [Free].

provided for in this section [Free).
DRIED BLOOD.
(See Survey FL-5,)

Description and uwe.-Dried blood is used chiefly for its nitrogen
content in the manufacture of fertilizers. This slaughterhouse product enters commerce on the basis of its ammonia content.
Production of dried blood, chiefly in the meat-packing industry,
was about 40,000 tons in 1914. Figures for 1919 are not available.
Import values of dried blood decreased from $446,698 in'1911 to
$80,145 in 1913. The value was $391,816 in 1914 and $196,600 in
1916. Argentina has provided the principal foreign supply.
Imports since 1917, chiefly from Argentina, Uruguay, and Australia, have been as follows:
Calena1ar year.

Quantity.

1918 .............................................................

1919 .............................................................

11,004,248.

1920 .............................................................

14,525,791

1921 (9months) .................................................. 4,690,427

Value.

Unit value.

$36,670

379,754
575,458

141p968

.04

.03

Export.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1526o
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1526. Bolting cloths composed of

silk, imported expressly for milling purposes, and so permanently marked as not
to be available for any other use.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 422. Bolting cloths composed of
PAR. 514. Bolting cloths composed of
silk, imported expressly for milling pur- silk, imported expressly for milling purposes, and so permanently marked as not poses, and so permanently marked as not
to be available for any other use [Free]. to be available for any other ust. * * *
[Free].
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BOLTING CLOTHS.

(See Survey I-3.)

I

Description and we.-Silk bolting cloth is a strong, fine, gauzewoven silk fabric used for sifting flour or other finely ulverized
materials. For fine sifting it is absolutely necessary. Flour mills
use 75 per cent of the bolting cloth, and kindred industries, or those
extracting grit from some chemicals, the remainder.
Producion.--Silk bolting cloth is, not produced in the United
States. It is successfully made only on hand looms, and in Europe
its manufacture is a household industry. Switzerland is the chief
source of this article.
Imports normally average about $250,000 in value. In 1914 they
were $266,338. The record value of imports in 1918 was due partly
to higher prices and partly to advance purchases looking to a longcontinued war. Later statistics for calendar years are shown as
follows:
1

1921

(9months).
Quantity (yards) ...................................
Value ........................................

$1,119,543

150,886
$58,621

228,780
S868,832

123,797
384,563

PARAGRAPH 1527.
H. I. 7456.

SENATE AXENDXENTS.

PAR. 1527. Bones: Crude, steamed, or
ground; bone dust, bone meal, and bone
ash.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR., 463. Manufactures of bone, ***
thirty-five per centum ad valorem; * * *

PAR. 423. Bones, crude, * * * ground,
steamed * * * and bone dust or ani-

PAR. 515. Bones, crude, or not burned,
calcined, ground, steamed or otherwise
manufactured, and bone dust or animal
carbon, and bone ash, fit only for fertilizing purposes [FreeJ.

mal carbon, bone meal, and bone ash
[Freej.

BONES, BONE DUST, BONE MEAL, AND BONE ASH.
S

(See Survey FL-5.)

Description and uses.-Bones contain from 35 to 50 per cent of
phosphate of lime and from 4 to 4j per cent of nitrogen and are
valuable as a fertilizer. They yield glue, gelatin, and grease when
treated with steam or boiled with water. When highly heated
away from the air, bone oil and other volatile products are obtained,
and bone char, which is used for decolorizing liquids, especially sirups,
remains. When burned in the air, bone ash (principally phosphate
of lime) is obtained, and used directly as a fertilizer, in assaying, in
china manufacture, and as a source of phosphorus. Bona dust and
bone meal as fertilizers are obtained by grinding bones which havo
had most of the fat extracted.
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Production of ground bone in 1914 was 25,139 tons, valued at
$593,226; of raw bones (fertilizer), 64,590 tons, valued at $1,603,353;
of steamed bone fertilizer, 55,067 tons, valued at $1,178,959. Figures
for 1919 are not available.
Imports of bone dust, bone ash, and bone meal in 1914 were 41,450
long tons, valued at $1,034,636. Later statistics follow:
Quiantity.

Calendar year.

value.

1.7it value.

BONES, CRUDE, BURNED, CALCINED, AROUND, OI STEAMED.

1918 ..........................................................
1919 ...............................................................
1920 ..............................................................
1921 monthsh) ....................................................

Pound.

.

.

.

. .

47,92A,5.5
5

*. 169,564,367
43,607,343

i
$486,824 : ..........
2,835,349,
674,891

.02
.02

BONE DU8T OR ANIMAL CARBON, BONE ASH, AND BONE MEAL.

1918

.................................................

1919.......................................................I
1920.
.................................................
1921 (9 months).

Tons.

i

L,098

6,948

$153,349

17,793
15,67

..........................................

182,785
908,130
623,804 j

830.08

30.73
61.04
39.97

Exports.-Statistics not available.

Importantchanges i C sif

Aio.-The words "burned, calcined,"

modi ing bones (par. 423, act of 1913), were dropped in Committee
of the Whole House because of possible conflict with bone black or
bone char, paragraph 66.
PARAGRAPH 1528.
H. It. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1528. Books, engravings, photographs, etchings, bound or unbound,
maps and charts imported by authority
or for the use of the United States or for
the use of the Library of Congress.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 516 Books engravings, photographs, etchings, bound r unbound,
maps and charts imported t)v ,tthority
or for the use of the United St
or for
the use of the Library of Comi
l4ree].

PAR. 424. Books, engravings, )hotographs, etchings, bound or unbound,
maps and charts imported by authority or
for the use of the United States or for'the

use of the Library of Congress [Free].

BOOKS ETC., IMjI LED BY AUTHORITY,

ETC.

Description and use8. -. The items mentioned in paragraph 1528 are
all of a character to be dutiable under paragraph 1310 and beconie
free of duty only because ihey are to be put to the specific uses meitioned in paragraph 1528.
Imports in 1914 were valued at $20,698. The values of imports il)
the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows: 1918, $34,122;
1919, $63,171; 1920, $79,472; 1921 (nine months), $12,699.
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PARAGRAPH 1529.
H. 9. 7456.
SRNATZ AMENDMENTS.
PAR. 1529. Ilydrographic charts and
puiblications issued for their subscribers
or exchange. by scientific or literary asse,iat ions and academies, and publications
of individuals for gratuitous private circulation, not advertising matter, and publie documents issued by foreign Governments.
ACT OF 1909.
ACT OF 1913.
'AR. 517. * * * hydrographic charts,
PAR. 425. * * * hydrographic charts,
and publications issued for their sub- and publications issued for their subscribers or exchanges by scientific and scribt.. or exchanges lsy scientific and
literary associations or academies, or pub- literary associations or academies, or pubheations of individuals for gramtitous pri- lications of individuals for gratuitous private circulation, and public documents vate circulation, not advertising matter,
istwied by foreign governments [Free].
and public documents issued by foreign
governments [Free].
1IYDROGRAPHIC CHARTS, ETC., ISSUED BY SCIENTIFIO AfJSOCIATION8, ETC.

Descriptionand uses.-The items mentioned in paragraph 1529 are
of a character in themselves to be dutiable under paragraph 1310.
They are to be admitted free only when they fulfil certain specific
conditions stated in this paragraph (1529).
Imports.-Paragraph 425 of the act of 1913, in addition to the items
enumerated in paragraph 1529 (H. R. 7456), provides for the free
admission of "books, maps, music, engravings, p otographs, etchings,
lithographic prints, bound or unbound, and charts, which shall have
been printed more than twenty years at the date of importation." The
several items are not segregated, but the total importations under
paragraph 425, act of 1913, in the calendar years 1918-1921 have
been valued as follows: 1918, $519,425; 1919, $1,393,440; 1920,
$1,937,210; 1921 (nine months), $1,008,866.
Important changes in dassiftcatio.-The items mentioned above
under "Imports" have been dropped from the free list and become
dutiable under paragraph 1306 or 1310. (See par. 1685;-p. 1480.)
Suggested changes.-Restoration of the provision for engravings,
etchings, and lithographic prints is sought by counsel for the American
Federation of Arts.
PARAGRAPH 1530.
H. R. 7456.
1,530. Books, pamphlets, and
music, in raised print, used exclusively
,y or for the 1)lind; Braillo tablets,

SENATE AMENDMENT.rS.

PAlt.

,ubarithins, special apparatus and ob-

jiets serving to teach the blind, includimig printing apparatus, mrihines, presses,
atid types for the use ard benefit of the
t1i d ,exclusively.
ACT OF 1909.
P'ARI. 518. * * * books and music,

ACT OF 1913.
* * * books and music,
ii raised print, used exclusively by the in raised print, used exclusively by
llind IFree].
the lind, * * * Braille tablets,
011iiarithms, special apl)paratus and objects serving to teach the blind, including printing apparatus, machines, prfIes,
anid types for the use and benefit of the
blind exclusively [Free].
P)Ait. 426.
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BOOKS, ETC., USED FOR TUB BLIND.

Descriptionand u.es.-The items mentioned in paragraph 1530 are
of a character in themselves to be dutiable under paragraph 1310 and
other paragraphs. They are to be admitted free only when used
exclusively by the blind or to teach the blind.
Producion.-No data available.
Imports of books in raised print for the blind in 1914 were valued
at $1,452. Imports in the calendar years 1918-1921 have been
valued as follows: 1918, $309; 1919, $1,689; 1920,$1,043; 1921 (nine
months), $1,944.
Exports.-Not listed.
PARAGRAPH 1531.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1531. Any society or institution
incorporated or established solely for religious, philosophical, educational, scientific, or literary purposes, or for the encouragement of the fine arts, or any colego, academy, school, or seminary of
learning in the United Stats, or any
State or public library, may import free
of duty, not to exceed two copies of any
hook, map, music, engraving, photograph,
etching, lithographic print, or chart, for

its own use or for the encouragement of

the fine arts, and not for sale, under such
rule and regulations as the Secretary of
the Treasury may prescribe.
ACT OF 1909.
PARI. 519. Books, imps, music, photo-

graph.!, etchings, lithographic prints, and
charts, specially imported, not more
than two copies in any one invoice, in
good faith, for th use and by order of any
societv or institution incorporated or (0tablisihed solely for religious, philo"ophical, educational, scientific, or literary

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 427. Books, maps, music, enginvings, photographs, etchings, lithographic prints, and charts, specially imported, not more than two copies in an-y
one invoice, in good faith, for the use and
by order of any society or institution incorporated or established solely for religious, philosophical, educational, scientific, or literary purpose, or for the encouragenient of the fine arts, or for the uw4
and by order of any college, academy.
school, or seminary of learning in thw
1'nited States, or any State or public li-

purp(w- ., or for the encouragement of the
line arts, or for the use and by order of any
college, academy, school, or seminary of
learning in the United States, or any
state or public library, and not for sale,
subject to such regulations a the Sec- brary, and not for iale, subject to.such
retarv of the Treasury shall pregcrihe regulations aq the Secretary of the Treas[Free 1.
ury shall prescribe [Free).
FREE [MPORTATIONS OF BOOKS BY SOCIETIES, ETC.

Description and uses.-'Tlhe items mentioned in paragraph 1531 are
of a character in themselves to be dutiable under paragraph 1310.
The free admission provided for in the paragraph depends: (1) Upon
the character of the importing institution. (It must be for religious.
philosophical, educational, scientific, or literary purposes or for the
encouragement of the fine arts. Among such institutions are specifivally mentioned colleges, academies, schools, seminaries of learning,
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State and public libraries.) (2) The number imported. (The concession is limited to two copies.) (3) The use to which the importation is to be put. (It must be for the use of the importer and not for

sale.)

Imports under the provisions of the corresponding paragraph in the

act of 1913 (par. 427) were valued at $3,994,869 in 1914. Imports
in the calendar yrars 1918-1921 have been valued as follows: 1918,
$181,927; 1919, $330,817; 1920, $338,690; 1921 (9 months), $378,420.
PARAGRAPH 1532.

L R. 7450.
PAR. 1532.

SENATE AMENDMENTB.

Books and librariem of per.

wNms or families from foreign countries if
actually used abroad by them not less
tian one year, and not intended for any
other person or eo , nor for sale, and
not exceeding $25 in value.
ACT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1918.

PAR. 520. Books, libraries, * * * 4
PAR. 428. Books, libraries, * * *4
of persons or families from foreign coun- of persons or families from foreign coun.
tries, all the foregoing if actually used tries, all the foregoing if actually used
abroad by them not les than one year, abroad by them not low than one year,
and not intended for any other person or and not intended for any other person or
perso, nor for sale [Freel.
persons, nor for sale [Free].
BOOKS AND LIBRARIES NOT FOR SALE.

Description and uwm.-The items mentioned in paragraph 1532 are
of a character in themselves to be dutiable under paragraph 1310,
and their free admission is conceded oldy on the condition that they
are (1) imported by persons or families from foreign countries, (2)
that they have actually been used abroad by them, for a period
not less than a year, (3) that they are not intended for any other person or persons, (4) that they are not for sale, and (5) that they do
not exceed $250 in value.
Import statistics are combined with those of personal effects of
citizens of the United States dying in foreign countries, and household
and personal effects, etc., of persons emigrating to the United States.
'hey are shown under paragraph 1631, p. 1409.
IinportaL changes in cla~s
tion.-The provision for "usual and
reasonable furniture, and similar household effects," has been omitted.
A further limitation is in the value of the books and libraries, which is
set at $250.
PARAGRAPH
H. R. 7456.

1533.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1533. Borax, crude and unmanufactured, and borate of lime, lborato of
soda, and other borate material, crude and
unranifactured, not specially provided
for.
4
'Usual and roamonable furniture, and similar homehold eolects" dutiable according to materials, or
vosibly frec under pars. 1678, 1685, or 1689 In H. R. 7456.

L

_

II

ii

i

ii
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 11. Borax, two cents per pound;
Pan. 429. Borax, crude and uninanuborates of lime, soda, or other borate ma- fractured, and borate of lime, soda, and
trial not otherwise provided for in this other borate material, crude and unmansection, two cents per pound.
ufactured, not otherwise provided for in
this section [Free].
CRUDE BORAX AND BORATE MATERIALS.

(See Survey A-1.)

Descriptionand ues.-Borax, crude, "tinkal" or biborate of soda.
was formerly the main source of borax in California. Borate of lime,
or the mineral colemanite, which is now the chief source of borax and
boric acid, occurs extensively in California. Other borate materials
are boracite, a borate of magnesium from the Stassfurt deposits of
Germany; sassolite, a native boracie acid from volcanic springs of
Italy and California; ulexite, a borate of lime and soda occurring in
California and Nevada; and pricelite, a borate of lime occurring in
Death Valley, Calif.
Production of crude borax materials has about doubled in recent
years. In 1913 it was 58,051 tons, valued at $1,491,530; in 1917,
108,875 tons, valued at $3,609,632. Subsequent figures are not
available. Chile, Italy, Turkey, and Germany also are other sources.
The United States supplies about one-half and Chile one-third of the
world's demand.
Imports of borate materials have been less than 0.01 per cent of
domestic production. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.
Pounds.
. 1o,o oo
.
WA)
5 0:4

191 ...............................................................
1919 ..............................................................
192 ................................................................

1921 (9montlL) .....................................................

4,4 0, vx)

Value.

Unit value.

$50
25
I00

100,000

$. 05
.04
.02

.02

Exports of crude and unrefined borax, chiefly to Japan, Canada,
and England, in 1920 (first year shown) weie 14,325,037 pounds, valued at $1,206,936, and for the first nine months of 1921, 2,705,392
pounds, valued at $191,616.
Suggested changes.-Change "and" to "or" between "crude" and
"unmanufactured."
PARAGRAPH 1534.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1534. Brass, old brass, clippings

from brass or Dutch metal, all the foregoing, fit only for remanufacture.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913,

PAR. 521. Brass, old 6rass clippings
from brass or Dutch metal, all the foregoing, lit only for remanufacture [Free].

from brass or )utch metal, all the foregoing, fit only for remanufacture [FreceJ

PAIt. 430. Brass, old brass, clippings
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OLD BRASS AND DUTCH METAL.

(See Survey C-19.)

Description and use.-Brass is an aloy of copper and zinc, the
proportions of which vary, ordinary brass containing 30 to 40 per
cent zinc. Dutch metal is a variety of brass with a zinc content of
about 20 per cent.
Production.--The brass within the terms of this paragraph is scrap
recovered from the many industries employing new brass material.
The battle fields of Europe furnish large amounts. Definite figures
concerning the country's output are unavailable.
Imports.-Imports of brass in 1914 amounted to 7,220,296 pounds,
valued at $765,319. For later calendar years they were as follows:
Brans, old bras, and dippings.

1918

( month).
8

Quatiy ................
pond)
quantity (pods)
......................

Value. ......................

$1,773,79
12
988
78

1919
$2,157,043
15,W5 94

19

9 1921s)

$6, 244,
715
81,017,439
g t5,a9dO4j
13,572,172
46

In the fiscal year 1918, 32,731,025 pounds, valued at $5,643,382,
were imported. Thi8 large increase was due to war necessities.
Until 1912 Germany and the United Kingdom were the chief sources
of supply. After 1912 Canada became the principal contributing
country.
Ezports.-In 1914 exports amounted to 25,738,845 pounds, valued
tit $2,714,202. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
91921

18

tialtity (pounds) ..........................
........................................

99,820
8
799,318

1,321,767
$170,028

(9months).
2 060,468
Y254,189

4 212,866
261,111

Prior to 1918 exports went chiefly to the United Kingdom, Germany, and France. In 1918 they went chiefly to France, Canada,
and Cuba. In 1919 and 1920 the countries of destination were the
United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, and Mexico.
PARAGRAPH 1535.
H. IR. 7456.
PAR. 1535. Brazilian pebble,
wrought or unmanufactured.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
un-

ACT OF 1909.
PAIt. 522. Brazilian pebble, unwrought

or unmanufactured [Free].

ACT OF 1913.
PAit. 431. Brazilian pebble, unwrought

or unmanufactured [Free].
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BRAZIUAN PEBBLE.
Description and uses.-Brazilian pebble is a colorless and transparent variety of quartz. Its most valuable application is in
_pectacle lenses, as it is harder and less easily scratched than glass. In
recent years lenies of high-grade optical glass have supplanted those
of pebble to a great extent.
Imports of Brazilian pebble in 1907 were valued at $7,967; in 1917,
at $138; and in 1918, at $8,642. Later imports have been negligible.
Expors.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1536.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1536. Bristles, crude, not sorted,
bunched, or prepared.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 523. Bristles, eride, not sorted,
bunched, or prepared (Free].

PAR. 432. Bristles, crude, not sorted,
bunched, or prepared jFree].

BRISTLES, CRUDE.
(See Survey N-1.)

Description, uses, and production..-See paragraph 1408, p. 1103.
Imports of bristles, crude, not sorted, bunched, or prepared, in 1914
were 27,036 pounds, valued at $25,280, nearly all from Germany and
Russia. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
Bristles, crude.J

19184

Q iantity (pounds)..........................

Vule ...........................

...

,9S7

1919
75,S48

1 $..
0...2,191 jS

1Wo

11921 (9.nionths).

121,136

,467

14,817

59,164

Imports were chiefly from China in 1918, from Japan and China
in 1919. while in 1920 England led in exports to this country, with
China and Japan following. Exports from England are transshipments, London being the chief point of distribution of Chinese
bristles.
Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1537.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1537. Bullion, gold or silver.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 524. Bullion, gold or silver [Free].

ACT OF 1913.
l'ARt.,436. Bullion, gold or silver [F14ree].
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GOLD AND SILVER BULLION.
(See Survey FL-2(.)

D'cription and use.-Bullion is uncoined gold and silver bars

and plate; it varies in degree of fineness. The name is also applied
to uncurrent coin (coin received only at its metallic value). Ifi the
United States, however, the term bullion is rarely applied to coin.

Gold in bars answers some of the monetary purposes of coined gold.

Production.-The country's output of gold in 1913 amounted to

4,271,562 troy ounces, coining value, 888,301,023, and in 1920 (preliminary figures) 2,395,017 ounces, coining value, $49,509,400.
The silver production in 1913 was 67 601,111 troy ounces, commercial
value, $40,864,871, and in 1920 (preliminary figures) 56,564,504 troy

ounces, commercial value, $57,420,325.
Import8 in 1914 of gold were 1,237,812 ounces, valued at
$24,206,047# and of silver 28,387,924 ounces, valued at $16,548,213.
Imports in father calendar years were as follows:
191q
Oold:
?iantity (troy ounces) ...................
Sivu..............................
tuantity (troy ounces) ...................

?Sue ....................................

,W06,494
38,911, 037
2, S38,317

1W, 619,195

1919

1,614,651
33 183, 373
7,990,171

$4,2030

1921 (9 months).

1920

18
32

7
835

7,945,711

$7,84,13

21,002,
$7
9,400,091

$5,648, M

The imports of bullion gold in 1918 came mainly from Canada,
Colombia, and Mexico; in 1919 from Canada the United Kingdom
and Belgium; and in 1920 from the United kingdom, France, and
Canada. The principal contributing countries for silver bullion
were Mexico, Canada, and Honduras.
Exports.-xports of gold in 1914 amounted to 2,101,244 ounces,
valued at $43,058,031, and of silver to 89,813,522 ounces valued at
$52,180,453. Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
1918
Gold:

uantty (troy ounces) ...................
390, 468
le ...................................
$8,052,578
Silver:
uantity (troy ounces) .................. 240,124,122
?alue ................................... $236411, 329

1919

1929

5,912,786
$122,055, 164

838, 281,$357

73, 248

62, 519, 339
$70, 228,057

'A,726, 076
$16,848,458

176,780,153

$18,533,723

1,852,974

1921 (9 months).

35,779

The principal countries of destination for our exports of gold were
Japan, China, British India, Chile, Mexico, and Peru; and of silver,
China, Hongkong, British India, Canada, and the United Kingdom.
8234-22---80
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PARAGRAPH 188.
H. R. 745e.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1538. Burgundy pitch.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 525. Burgundy pitch [Free].

PAR. 437. Burgundy pitch [Free]..

BURGUNDY PITCH.
(See Survey FL-2.)

Decr*ption and se..-Burgundy pitch is a resinous substance
chemicaly allied to crude gum turpentine. It is ustd in medicine,
chiefly in plasters, for varnish making, coating or lining beer barrels
(in Germany), and for other technical purposes.
Productin.-It is obtained principally in Finland, the Schwarzwald (Black Forest), Austria, and the Bernese Alps.
Import.-.Before the war the imports of Burgundy pitch averaged
about 1,000,000 pounds, valued at about, $40,000. In 1915 imports
were 131,967 pounds, valued at $4,051; in 1917, 25 pounds, valued
at $3; and in 1918, 100 pounds,.valued at $12. In 1919 the value
was $470, and in the first nine months of 1921, $157.
PARAGRAPH 1589.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENT.

PAR. 1539. Cadmium.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 526. Cadmium [Free].

PAR. 439. Cadmium [Free].
CADMIUM.

(See Survey F 1-6.)
Description and use.-Cadmium is a heavy white metal, reseii-

bling tin in many of its properties. Unlike most other metals it has
an extremely low melting point, and forms brittle, but readily fusible,
alloys with other metals. Besides its use in fusible alloys, it is
employed in dentistry, in glass coloring, and in making cadmium

sulphide (cadmium yellow); also as a solder, and, to some extent,
as a substitute for tin.
Production.--Cadmium, a by-product of the zinc-smelting industry, is recovered largely from the treatment of various residues and
fine dust at zinc andlead smelters. Prior to 1907 Germany was thei
sole producer, the output in 1913 being 81,993 pounds of metallic
cadmium. The domestic output in 1918, with six plants, was 127,161
pounds, valued at $188,203, and could be largely increased if th(re
were sufficient demand. In 1920 the output was 129,283 pounds,
valued at $151,261. Germany and the United States, with Englard
a small contributor, practically supply the world's cadmium output.
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Imports.-Cadmiunm is imported as metallic stick and as the pig.
ment, cadmium yellow. Cadmium metal is free of duty; the pigment.
is dutiable under paragraph 83 of the act of 1913. In 1914, import*
of metallic cadmium from Germany amounted to 1,543 pound.,
valued at $1,239. There were no imports in 1918, 1919, and 1920.
During the first nine monthss of 1921 imports amounted to 101
pounds, valued at $216.
Ezpo.--Statistics are not available, but it is known that domestic cadmium, including the refined metal and crude residues containing cadmium, was exported in large quantities during the war.
During the last quarter of 1916, 39 188 pounds, valued at 861 889
were exported. More than one-hali of the metal was shipped to
France, and about one-third went to Italy.
PARAGRAPH 1540.
H. R. 7406.

BENATh AMNDXNTS.

PAR. 1540. Calcium: Acetate, chloride,
cni(le; nitrate, and cyanamid or lime
nitrogen: Provided, Tat when any
country, dependency, or other subdivision of government imposes a duty on
calcium acetate imported from the
United States, an equal duty shall be
imposed upon such article coming into
the United States from such country.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 3.
runds, *

*
*

-

* all chemical cornnot specially provided

orin thissection, twenty-five percentum

ad valorem; * * *
I'AH. 581. * * * calcium cyanamidt

or liie nitrogen [FreeJ.

•

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 440. Calcium, acetate of, brown
and gray, and chloride of, crude; * *

and calcium nitrate [Free].
PAR. 499.

*

*

*

calcium cyanamid

or lime nitrogen [Free].

CALCIUM ACE'ATE.

(See Survey A--2.)

Ihscrption and nscos.- -Formerly there were two grades, the "brown
calcium acetate," ma(Ie by adding lime to the crude pyroligneous
liquor obtained from the d'itillationi of wood, and the "gray calcium
a('etate," now the only commercial grade, made by adding lime to the
neetic-acid solution obtained by purification of the crude liquor
formerly used in making brown acetate, The chief use of calcium
acetate is in the manufacture of acetic acid and acetone. (See pars.
I and 3.)
Production of calcium acetate for sale in 1914 was 163;521,577
plouns(, valued at $2,138,909; an additional 2,5612,946 pounds was
('Ofsunled in the plants where prod(ucC(l. In 1919, according to preliminary figures, 152,064,000 pounds were produced, valued at
2.( '82,200.
liports are not shown separately.
Exports were over 40 per cent of the domestic production in 1909
atid 1914. Exports in 1914 were 68,160,224 pounds, valued at
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$1,560,933; and because of demands for war purposes decreased to
12,959,222 pounds in 1917. Prewar exports were chiefly to Belgium,
Germany, the Netherlands, and Italy. Exports for the calendar
years 1918-1921 have been as follows:

Quantity (pounds) ...................

alue......................................

1918

IMg"

190

1582813
758,622

18 362, 929
410,840

23 309, 489
VW47,284

1921 (9 months),
12,575
711

Important changes in clas8ification.-" Brown and gray" are
omitted as unnecessary after calciumm acetate." The proviso is new.
CALCIUM CHLORIDE.

(See Survey FL-8.)

Description arid uses.-Calcium chloride is a white, solid substance
which dissolves readily in water. The crystalline product when dissolved produces a strong cooling effect. When dry it rapidly absorbs
moisture from the air. It is produced princi all as a by-product in
the manufacture of salt from brine, or from the Solvay soda process.
and is one of the cheapest chemicals. It is used in refrigerating and
antifreezing solutions, as a drying agent, and for the prevention of
dust on roads and drill grounds.
Production of calcium chloride from natural brines increased from
19,403 short tons in 1914 to 30,503 short tons in 1917. Enormous
quantities are produced in solution as a by-product in the Solvay
process, and the output is greater than the consumption. In 1919,
according to preliminary figures, 74,699 short tons, valued at
$1,043,300, were produced.
Imports are not listed separately.
L rports.-Statistics not available.
CALCIUM NITRATE.

(See Survey A-18.)

Descriptionand uses.-Caicium nitrate or nitrate of lime is a nitrate
fertilizer material, and is used only for this purpose. It contains 1:i
per cent of nitro en as against 15.5 per cent of nitrogen in nitrate of
soda, with which it competes. It absorbs moisture readily and
deteriorates in quality on exposure to the air, necessitating slipmente
in casks instead of bags. For these reasons it is not generaly favored
as a fertilizer material.
Production.-Calcium nitrate is produced by combining nitric acid.
produced
synthetically
from atmospheric
with lime.
comes chiefly
from one Norwegian
company,nitrogen,
whose output
is aboutiI
90,000 tons. Considerable quantities are made in Germany. A
calcium nitrate plant in North Carolina, opened in 1912, operated i
year or two, but found a more profitable market for its electrieiJ
power.
Imports in 1914 were 275 long tons, valued at $10,773, from Noiway. Subsequent import statistics are not available.
Ixports.-Statistics not available.
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CALCIUM CYANAMID OR LIME NITROGEN.

(See Survey FL-5.)
Desc'ptionr and ue8.---Calcium cyanamid or lime nitrogen is a
nitroginous fertilizer material. Its preparation from calcium carbide is one of the successful methods of nitrogen fixation. Prior to
the war it was used chiefly as a fertilizer material. It can be converted into ammonia which in turn is oxidized to nitric acid, a
property made use of m our munitions program. It can also be converted into sodium cyanide. (See par. 1654.)
.
Production.--Cyanamid is produced by passing a current of nitrogen over heated calcium carbide. The crude -product is usually
known as lime nitrogen. It is then ground, treated with water and a
small amount of mineral oil, and packed in bags. Prior to the war
we produced no calcium cyanamid. The Government constructed a
plant of 220,000 tons capacity at Muscle Shoals, Ala., nearly complete and in operation when the armistice was proclaimed. tanada
(plant of American Cyanamid Company, Niagara Falls) produces
64,000 short tons a year, largely exported to this country. The industry has had its greatest development in Europe.
Imports were 29,536 tons, valued at $1 590,004, in 1914 and 44,146
tons, valued at $1,951,104, in 1917. imports since 1917 are as
follows:
Calendar year.
1918

.........

Quantity.

Unit value.

Tom.

.................................................

4 209 S%208,326

1919 ................................................................
Q20...............................................................

II21 (9 Months) .......................

Value.

.

..........................

62.121
71,311
. 798

4,294,058

U&85

69.12
03.70
542, 102 ............

4,542 198

Exports.-Statistics not available.
H. R. 7458.

PARAGRAPH 1541.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

'AR. I41. Cosh registers, linotype and
:d] typesetting machines, sewing malines, typewriters, shoe machinery,
-p1,-blast machines, sludge machines
mi~d tar and oil reading machines used
iii the construction and maintenance of
roads and in improving them by the use
,f road preservatives; all the foregoing
, whether in whole or in parts, including
r.pair parts.
ACT OF 1909.
i'At. 197. -Cash
registers, * * *
iiotvpe and all typesetting machines,
* *
sewing machines, typewriters,
S* * thirty per centum ad valorem
*
* Provided, however,
That all
" * * tar and oil spreading machines
'( in the construction and maintenance
(4roads and in improving them by the
1-w of road preservatives, shall, if im;*ted prior to January first, nineteen

1,lirdred and eleven, be admitted free of
T"
ty.

ACT OF 1913.
PAN. 441. Cash registers, linotype and
all typesetting machines, sewing machines, typewriters, shoe machinery,
*

*

sand-blast machines, sludge ma-

chiles, and tar and oil spreading machines
used in the construction and maintenance of roads and in improving them by
the use of road preservatives, all the
foregoing whether imported in whole or
in parts, including repair parts [Free].
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CASH REGISTERS, TYPESETTING, SEWING AND OTHER MACHINES.
(See Survey FL3.)

Descriptionand uses.-The uses of these machines are well known,
except perhaps that of the sludge machine-a device for drying sludge
emanating from sewage and for sep arating the particles-and the
sand-blast machine-an apparatus for forcibly projecting sand (by
air or steam) for engraving or cutting glass, stone, etc. The United
States is the world's greatest producer of these machines.
Production is shown for 1914 and 1919 as follows:
1914
Cash registers and parts ..................................

....

Linotype and other typesetting machines ..................

Sewing machines .......................................................
Typewriters ...........................................................
Shoe machinery.
..............................................

1919

15, 634, 069

831,038 000

21,710,643
20,518,532

48,46,000
48,313,000
9 00
7,450
,

7 W0
3,031

?
4

5,949,300

1,197,000

Production in 1919 of sand-blast machinery was valued at $686,000
.and of road-making machines at $13,915,000.
Imports, including cream separators, in 1914 amounted to $863,627.
Imports for later calendar years may be divided into five classes, as

follows:
1
Cash registers ..............................
Linotype and all typesetting machines .......
Sewing machines ..........................
Typewriters .........
.....................
Shoe machinery ..............................

1918
$I0
14, 351
98,245
17, 287
4,114

1919

1920

$597
7,007
2-26,541
7, 577
5,262

$324
19,371
346,519
14,08
1 ,497

1921 (9 months .
$3,037
4.379
3560 .40
9,060
11,652

In addition to these importations there came into the country in
1918 (calendar year) sand-blast machines valued at $3,630, and in
1920 sludge machines to the value of $1,590.
Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are vastly greater than
imports and may be tabulated as follows:
1918
Cash registers:
4, 399
Numbner ................................
$7('a, 317
Value ....................................
$101,254
Cash registers, parts of, value ...........
$1,24,0672
Typescting mahiies, value ............
$8, 138, 590
Sewviull machines value ......................
$7,049,339
TVpA riting machines, value ..........
$1
359,955
Sfipe machinery, value ................
9,52'2
Road-making machinery, value .............. I

1919

i

18,400
$4,O0,5S
$294,938
$3,932,544
$12,774,124
$17,391,118
$2 839,82S

j 987,912

1920

(1921 (9 months.

20, 9455t"

$5,472,620
$469, 450
$4,958, 757
105, 581, 843
12 5,041,809
$2,6,3, 039
$1,327,752

$1,%,'
$2.37, 94
$2,817, 9,,t
$5,764, I',P
$9,760,
$1.5:i, 641
$765,3 65

The principal countries of destination for these exports are the
United Kingdom, Canada, Jap an, Argentina, and France.
Important changes in classfcation.L-Cream separators, which wer,
on the free list in the corresponding paragraph of the act. of 1913 (441).
are omitted and are thus made dutiable (probably under par. 372 for
machines) unless they should be held to come within paragraph 1504
as agricultural implements.
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PARAGRAPH 1542.
H. R. 74560.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1542. Cerium, cerite or cerium
ore.

ACT 02 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 530. Cerium, cerite, or cerium
ore [Free].

PAR. 445. Cerium, corite, or cerium
ore [Free].

CERIUM AND CERIUM ORE.
(See Surveys C-l and C-22.)

Description and uses.--Cerium is a soft, steel-gray metal occurring
in more than sixty minerals, Of the entire list of cerium-bearing minerals, two may be regarded as commercial sources. These are the
phosphate (monazite sand, par. 1616) and the silicate (orthite). Cerite,
a hydrous silicate occurring in Sweden, was for some time the only
commercial source of cerium compounds. Monazite sand, the most
important cerium ore, is mined for its content of thoria, which is used
in incandescent gas mantles. Cerium is a by-product and is obtained
in excessively large amounts. No commercial use has been found for
the pure cerium metal, but certain of its alloys and compounds have
a fairly extended range of application. The quantity consumed, however, 's only a small fraction of the production. Incandescent gas
mantles, besides thoria, contain 1 per cent of ceria.

Certain cerium

alloys, e. g., pyrophoric alloys, throw off glowing particles when
scratched by a hard metal, a property utilized in automatic cigarette
and gas lighters. Other alloys are used as reducing agents and as

deoxidizers in the manufacture of high-grade iron and steel castings.
Cerium fluoride is used extensively in carbon electrodes for "flaming"
electric aro lamps. Cerium salts are also used in medicine.
Production statistics of cerium are not available, but consumption
of monazito sand indicates an output of at least 250 tons of ceria (cerium
oxide). At least 10,000 tons of coria are estimated to have accumulated at the gas-mantle factories.
Imports of cerium, cerite, and cerium ore are small and of no
sigiuficaace. They were valued at $10,712 in 1914 ind at $5,260 in
1918 (fiscal year). They came entirely from Austria in 1914. There
were no importations in 1919 and only $30 worth in 1920.
Exports. -None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1543.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1543. Chalk, crude, not ground,
qolted, precipitated, or otherwise manufactured.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 531. Chalk, crude, not ground,
boltIed, precipitated, or otherwise manufactured [Free].

PAP.. 446. Chalk, crude, not ground,
bolted, precipitated, or otherwise manlfactured [Free].

CfALK, CRUDE.

[For discussion, see par. 18, p. 61.1
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PARAGRAPH 1544.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1544. Chromite or chrome ore.
ACT OF 1909.

AT OF 1913.

PAR. 32. Chromate of iron or chromic
ore [Free].

PAR. 448. Chromate of iron or chromic
ore [Free].

CHROMITE OR CHROME ORE.
(See Survey FM-28.)

Description and ues.--Comate of iron, or chromic ore, is more
properly called chromite, chrome iron, or chromic iron ore. It is
used chiefly in making ferrochrome and is also used in bichromate of
potash and sodium. It is of prime military importance.
Production.-In 1918 production was estimated at 79,000 tons
from about 350 mines operating mostly in the Western States. About
90 per cent of domestic chromite was produced in California; most of
the remainder came from Oregon, with some from Wyoming, Maryland, and other States. Domestic resources are insignificant compared with the large high-grade deposits in New Caledonia, Asia Minor,
Rhodesia and Russia. Prior to 1914 only a small fraction of the
domestic requirement was produced in the United States; the large
war demand, however, and high price induced an increased output.
Owing to the poverty of the domestic deposits, their widely scattered
locations, and the long distance of most of them from market, the
greater number of the mines can not operate at a profit under
normal conditions. Hence the country's output sinse 1918 has
been very small.
Imports of chromite in 1914 were 85 892 tons, valued at $777,166;
in 1918 (fiscal year) 77 863 tons, valued at $1,555,861. Prior to
1914 imports came cuieffy from Portuguese Africa, New Caledonia,
and Turkey in Asia in 1918, mostly from Portuguese Africa, French
Oceania, and Canada. For later calendar years they have been. as
follows:
1918
O,nttty (tons) ..............................
lue2
........... ...............

100,224

S; 2,0

1919
61,404

$1,81,497

1Mo
10,275
$1,921,824

12 (Omonth).
79,835
J598

Ezports.--The lack of manufacturing facilities in the United
States caused the export of the entire chrome output to England in
the early years. In 1845 domestic works were established for making
chromium salts; by 1850 these fully supplied the home market, and
exportation of the ore ceased. In recent years no exports have been
recorded.
Important changes in ckamsifcaion.-The terminology is changed
from "chromate of iron or chromate ore" to "chromnte or chrome
ore."
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PARAGRAPH 1545
IL R. 7480.

BBNATU A XDXBNTS.

PAR. 1545. Coal, anthracite, bituminous, culm, slack, and shale- coke;
compositions used for fuel in which coal
or coal dust is the component material of
chief value, whether in briquets or other
form: Provided, That when any country
dependency, or other subdivision of
government imposes & duty on such

a

articles imported
frm the United States,
an equal duty shall be imposed upon such

articles coming into the United States

from such country.

ACT OF 1909.

-ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 428. Coal, bituminous, and shale,
forty-five cents per ton of twenty-eight
bushels, eighty pounds to the bushel; coal
slack or culm, such as will paw through
a half-inch screen fifteen cents per ton of
twenty-eight bushels, eighty pounds to
the bushel: Provided, That the rate of
fifteen cents per ton herein designated
for "coal slack or culmJ' shall be held to
apply to importations of coal slack or
culm produced and screened in the
ordiLary way, a such, and so shipped
from the mine; coke, twenty per centum
ad valorem; compositions used for fuel
in which coal or coal dust is the comonent material of chief value, whether in
briquettes or other form, twenty per
centum ad valorem: Provided f-urtwr,
That on all coal imported into the United
States, which is afterwards used for fuel
on board vessels propelled by steam and
engaged in trade with foreign countries,
or in trade between the Atlantic and
Pacific ports of the United States, and
which are registered under the laws of
the United States, a drawback shall be
allowed equal' to the duty imposed by
law upon such coal, and shall be paid
under such regulations as the Secretary
of the Treasury shall prescribe.
PAR. 536. Coal, anthracite, and coal
stores of American vessels, but none shall
be unloaded [Free].

PAR. 451. Coal anthracite bituminous,

culm, slack, and shale; coke; compoei.
tions used for fuel in wiich coal or coal
dust is the component material of chief
v
, whether in briquet@ or other form

COAL AND COKE.

(See Survey FL-10.)

Description.-Peat is the first stage of coal formation, followed by
lignite, subbituminous, bituminous, semibituminous semianthracite,
and anthracite. With this series the percentage of volatile matter
declines and that of fixed carbon increases. In 1913 the coal reserves
of the world were estimated by the International Geological Congress
at 7,397,553,000,090 tons, divided as follows: America, 5,105,528,000,000 tons; Asia, 1,279,586,000,000 tons; Europe, 784,190,000,000
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tons- Oceania, 170,410,000,000 tons; and Africa, 57 839,000,000 tons.
The bulk of the American reserves was within the united States.
Fine or refuse coal, often constituting one-third of the product, is
called culm in the case of anthracite coal, and slack in the case of
bituminous. Certain kinds of bituminous coals are termed joking
coals, because upon distillation of their. volatile matter they yield a
hard, strong, coherent, carbonaceous residue called coke. Four tons
of good coking coal yield about three tons of coke. Briquets are
brik-shaped masses of fine coal with some cementing material.
U1e78.-Anthracite is now used for the most part inhousehold heating. Bituminous coal, in addition to this use, is employed largely in
manufacturing operations, on railroads, and as bunker coal. Coke is
the fuel principally used in the manufacture of pig iron. Lignite is
commonly used oniy when better grades of coal are either not obtainable or are too expensive. In many parts of Europe peat is a domestic
fuel. Briquets are manufactured out of fine coal for consumption in
the home.

Distribution of bituminous coal, by industry, in 1915 was as follows:
Per cent.

Industrial steam trade .............
Railroad fuel ......................
Domestic and small steam trade..
Manufacture of beehive coke ......
Manufacture of by-product coke...

Exported ........................

33.0
28.0
16.0
9.3
4. 3

4.0

Per cent.

Steamship bunker tidewater ......
Used at mines .....................
Steamship bunker,, Great Lake.
Manufacture of coal gas ............
Special uses .......................

2.0
2.0
.3
1.0
.1

Production of coal in the United. States in 1913 amounted to
569,960,219 short tons out of an approximate total for the world of
1,478,000,000 tons. Great Britain in the same year produced
321,922,130 tons; Germany, 305,714,664 tons; Austria-Hungary,
59,647,957 tons; France 45,108,544 tons; and Russa, 37,188,480
tons. During the World War, European production declined, but the
domestic output reached 684,710,000 tons in 1918, estimated to be
valued at $1,801,500,000, more than one-half the world's output.
In 1920 the country's estimated output of coal was as follows: Anthracite, 89,100,000 short tons; bituminous, 556,563,000 short tons;
coke, 51,888,000 short tons; and fuel briquets, 567,192 short tons.
Practicaly all the anthracite coal is mined in Pennsylvania, the
bituminous, mostly in Pennsylvania West Virginia, Illinois, Ohio,
Kentucky Indiana, and Alabama. Nearly harf of the coke is produced in Iennsylvania. Other important coke manufacturing States
are Ohio, Alabama, Indiana, and Illinois. The workman in Ainerican
mines increased his annual aggregate output of bituminous coal from
431.53 tons per employee in 1882 to 896 tons in 1916 and nealy
1,000 tons in 1918. His production of anthracite coal rose from
363.55 tons in 1882 to 547 tons in 1916. The output per man of
workmen in European mines substantially declined during the war.
The relative effectiveness of mine workers in different countries may
be stated as follows:
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oV per annum.
8ort tow pmdwdpr em#p
United States (bituminous) (1916).
United States (antrte)(1916)..
Australia (1913) ............. *.*.
Dominion of Canada (1913) ........
Transvaal (1913) ..................

257. 0.
Germany (1909).
259.0(
Austria (1918) .....
France (1909) .......... *......... $191.0
Belgium (1912)............ .'173.8
' 141.0
Russia (1908) ..............

896.0
547.0
594. 8
566. 5
518.9

New Zealand 1913) ............... 497.5 British India (1912) .... *.........
3...
S.3 Japan (1909) ................
Orange Free tate (1918).r ....

124.2
99.0

Natal (1913) ..................... 280.4 Cape of Good Hope (1918).....8
South Rhodesia (1918).4 ........... 263.3

United Kingdom:

1914 .......................... 262.4
1920 .......................... 203. 0

Coal and coke are produced more abundantly and cheaper than
elsewhere in the world in the Eastern States. Cost of transportation is a large factor in the price, and hence in regions remote from, the
coal-producing areas (California, for instance) it is often cheaper to
import than to use the domestic product, the cost of water transportation being less than that of rail.
Pulverized fuel (coal) is gaining importance and its consumption in
the cement industry is estimated at 12,000,000 tons annually. When
pulverized the coal is fed to the furnace by blowers adjusted to supply
the coal dust and air in the ratios for best combustion; this makes
available low grades of oal otherwise unusable. The method is
applied in metallurgical and power-plant use, and has beeri tried
experimentally in locomotives.
Coal is bought by large consumers on standard tests, e. g its
heating power (British thermal units), ash, volatility, etc. The best
coal will yield about 14,500 British thermal units per pound, but is
salable at 10,000 units or lower. Fuel oil averages 18,000 to 19,800
units per pound and is a rapidly increasing alternative for coal.
Four barrels may be roughly taken as equaling a ton of coal, and coal
producers have shown some concern regarding the competition of
this fuel, especially that of the oil imported from Mexico.
Import values in the fiscal year 1918 aggregated $6,414,218
divided as follows: Anthracite $18,390; bituminous and shale (1,366,876 tons), $6,076,048; slack or culm (34 325 tons) $100,503; coke
(29,097 tons), $218,997; composition cod or coal dust $280. Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 may be divided into the
following five classes:

eftl:
Anthracite
SAn
tity
(tons) ...........................

u.........

M1921
(9months).

19

18

1919

33,158
$203,796

7 W,945 28,340
$27, 35
$522,419

7,161
$82,3S96

1,098,840
$8,7,14:9

77,2175
$,156,461

Bituminous coal:

Quantity (tons) ........................
lue .
Slack or Cuim oal:
tanty (to.............
k e ...................... .............
Coke:A
Quantity (tons) ........
........
..
V!lue .................
Compositions, component material of chief
v&lus
o coaldust

unty (pouns)......
..........

sMetric tos.

.

1,280, 204
$,634,240

891,818
,899

20,815
428
2,

11,
7,990
14,0

$21,88

...............

$3,077

$140,6

272,200
$,050

14,5
$19,527
6,735
$ '403,175

2237
$123,975
17,963
$231,429

112 ................
.
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Nearly all the imported material comes from Canada and enter*
through the customs districts of Montana and Idaho, Massachusetts,
Washington, San Francisco Maine, and New Hampshire, most of
which are within easy reach by water of the Canadian coal fields and
remote from our own leading coal areas.
Exports greatly exceed imports. In the fiscal year 1918 exports of
anthracite were 4,840,187 tons, valued at $29,844,947; bituiinous,
21,051,979 tons, valued at $81,980,218; and cake, 1,337,321Ltons,
valued at $10,155 047. Exports for the calendar years 1918 to 1921
are divided into t&ree classes as follows:

Antbracite:

uantlty (tons) .....................
lue ......l:I
.................
Dituminoca

4,4,54
$29 215,809

Quantity (tons) ........................
19, 95, 00
alue........................$78,084,858
Coke:
Quantity
(tons).........
.
,W8,98
.........................
$11,81,409

4,443,391

$48,8, 131
17,958,514

4,824,776
84300,26

$O, R241
840,139
821,252
8,128,119g
$9,99,88

3,238, 282
835,07, 069
17, 473,625
$106,756,909
198,251

$2,115.157

The principal country of destination is Canada. Shipments, how'ever, are made to Cuba and Argentina, and in late years have gone to
Italy and France.
Important changes in classication.-Proviso is new.
PARAGRAPH 1546.
H.
PAR.

. 7456.

1546. Coal-tar products: Aceaph-

thene, anthracene having a purity of less

than 30 per centum, benzene, carbazole
having a pity of less than 65 per centurn, cumene, cymene, fluoreno, methylanthracene, methylnaphthalene, naphthalene, which alter removing all the
water present has a solidifying pnt less
than seventy-nine degrees centigrade,
pyridine, toluene, xylene, dead or creosote oil anthracene oil, pitch of coal tar,
pitch o blast-furnace tar, pitch of oil-gas
tar, pitch of water-gas tar, crude coal tar,
crude blast-furnace tar crude oil-gas tar,
crude water-gas tar, 4i other distillates
of any of these tars which on being subjected to distillation yield in the portion
distilling below one hundred and ninety
degrees
a quantity
of tar acids
les thancentigrade
5 per centum
of the original
distillate, all mixtures of any of these distillates and any of the foregoing pitches,
and all other materials or products that
are found naturally in coal tar, whether
produced or obtained from coal tar or
other
and25not
for in source,
paragraph
or 2specially
of Titleprovided
lOf this
Act.

ACT OF SEPT. 8, 1916, TITLE V.
Sue. 500. That on and after the day
following the p
of this Act, except

as otherwise specaly provided for in this
title, there shall be levied, collected, and
paid upon the articles named in this sec.
tion when imported from any foreign

country into the United States or into any
of its possessions, except the Philippine
Islands and the islands of Guiam and

Tutuila, the rates of duties which are pro.
scribed in this title, namely:
FREN LIMT.

Group I. Acenaphthene, anthracene
having a purity of less than twenty-five

per centum ienzol, carbazol having a
purity of less than twenty-five per
centum, cresol, cumol, fluorene, metacresol having a purity of less than ninety
per centum, methylanthracene, methyl.
naphthalene, naphthalene having a solidifying pointless than sevety-nindegres
centigr e, orthocexsol having a purity of
less than ninety per centum, paracresol
having purity of lI than ninety per canturn, pyridin * * toluol, xylol, crude
coal tar, ptcA of coal tar, dead or creosote

I
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A T OF SEPT. 8, 1916, TITLB V.
oW, anthracene oil, all other distillates
which on beng subjected to distillation
yield in the portion distilling below two
hundred degrees centigrade a quantity of
tar acids less than five per centum (f the
original distillate, and all'other products
that are found naturally in coal tar
whether produced or obtained from coal
tar or other source, and not otherwise specially provided for in this title, shall be
exempt from duty.
Group 11. * * * carbazol having a

purity of 25 per centum or more, ** *
15 per centum ad valorem, *
(and

2j cents per pound].
INo commodties.]
correspond
other

vi
provision
for the

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 536. Coal tar, crude, pitch of coal
tar, and products of coal tar known ae dead
or creosote oil, benzol, toluol, naphthalin,

tar * * * or other tar, dead or creosote

PAR. 452. Coal tar, crude, pitch of coal

oil, and products of coal tar known as anthracene and anthracene oil, naphthalin,
foregoing not medicinal and not colors or
* * and cresl
e].
dyes [Free].
PAR. 22. Coal-tar distillates, not spePAR. 15. *
all other products cially provided for in this section; ben.
or preparations of coal tar, not colors or zol, * * * toluol, xylol; all the fore.
dyes and not medicinal, not specially going not medicinal and not colors or dyes,
provided for in this section, twenty per 5 per centum ad valorem. [Covered ace.
centum ad valorem. [Covered acenaph- naphthene, carbazole, cumene, cymene,
thene, carbazole, cdmene, cymene, fluor. fluorene, methylanthracene, methylnaph.
one, methylanthracene, methylnaphtha,*- thalene, pyridine.]
lene, pyridine, anthracene oil, and all
PAR. 21. All other products or preparaother materials or products.
tions of coal tar, not colors or dyes, not
[No corresponding provision for the specially provided for in this section, 15'
other commodities.]
per centum ad valorem.
[No corresponding provision for the
other commodities.J
xylol, * * * cresol, * * * all the

COAL-TAR ORUDM8.
(See T 1. 8.-6, 11, 22, and 23.)

Dewcription and uees.-In the manufacture of coke in by-product
ovens and in the production of coal gas for city lighting and heating,
one of the by-products is coal tar, wlch yields by distillation or other
simple methods of treatment (sublimation and washing with acids and
alkalies) a class of substances known as coal-tar "crudes." These
substances are included in this paragraph.
The most important crudes are benzene, toluene, naphthalene, and

anthracene. Other crudes include xylene, cumene, carbazol, the
cresols, and pyiridine. These crudes after purification are used in
the preparation of coal-tar intermediates par. 25); the latter, in turn,
are used in the manufacture of dyes (par. 26). In addition to the
crudes, certain pitches, related to coal tar, are mentioned in this paragraph. Pitch is used chiefly for road making, roofing, shingles,
tarred felt, building paper, and for many minor uses, such as compounding with rubber, sealing dry batteries, and as a fuel.
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Complex mixtures made from coal tar by fractional distillation
appear
in commerce
under the
solventSolvent
naphtha,naphtha
light oil,is dead
oil, creosote
oil anthracene
oil,names
and pitch.
used
mainly as a solvent for paint, rubber cements, and other materials.
Creosote oil serves on a large scale for the preservation of wood
(telegraph poles, fence posts, railroad ties, and paving blocks).
Poduction of the coal-tar crudes is given in the Tariff Commission's
report, "Census of Dyes and Coal-Tar Chemicals," 1917-20.
Imports of crudes have increased from $1,241,407 in 1918 to
$5,512,258 in 1920, and for 9 months of 1921 were $4,371,765.
Exports since 1917 by calendar years are shown in the table below.
Exports of benzol have been chiefly to Italy, Belgium, and France,
while "all other coal-tar distillates "have gone principally to England,
Switzerland, and Japan.

Benzol:
uantity (pounds) ..................
alue .....................
All other cool-tar distillates (value)U.........

1918

1919

33,294,577

14 238,419
53, 132
$1,103, 750

$1,904, 0

$6,87,830

1920

13 174,2 8

J5,962,249

(9 month),

64,161,595

W,

82,744,86

428,256

Important chan e8 in da88fiction.--Some of these crudes were

dutiable
in 1913, however,
but all are
exempted
dutytoinsuch
1916,ascarbazol
and anthracene,
being
limitedfrom
in 1916
have a
purity of less than 25 per cent. (See also par. 25.)
Suggested changes.-Page 183. line 10, of H. R. 7456: Change
removing" to "the removal o "'to agree with paragraph 25, page 8,
line 20.
PARAGRAPH 1547.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

1547. Cobalt and cobalt ore.

PAR.

ACT OF 1909.
537. Cobalt and cobalt ore [Free].

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 453. Cobalt and cobalt ore [Freel.

COBALT AND COBALT ORE.
i(See Survey FL-6.)
Description and use.--Cobalt is a white, malleable, tough metal
similar to iron and resembling nickel in many of its properties. In

the form of its oxide it imparts a beautiful blue color to pottery and
other glazes. Research for developing its uses has opene up a most
promising field for the metallic form, especially in the alloy, stellite,
and as a valuable component of special high-grade steels.
Production.-Practically the entire word supply comes from the

silver ores of Cobalt, Ontario. It is converted in Canada into metal
or oxide. There are deposits of low grade associated with the disseminated lead ores of Missouri. These complex ores were worked
for nickel and cobalt from 1907 to 1909, and produced 83,394 pounds
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of cobalt oxide in the latter year. The plant remained idle until
1917, when it was remodeled for the production of lead, copper, and
nickel, cobalt being a by-product. In 1918 cobalt ores were mined
in Idaho, the production being 55 tons of concentrates carrying
17.74 per cert of cobalt (19,514 pounds) from 4,000 tons of ore.
The annual Canadian production in 1916 and 1917 was slightly in
excess of 1,000,000 pounds.
Imports of cobalt and cobalt ore prior to 1919 were grouped with
zaffer (roasted speiss or crude oxide). The percentage of metal imports has tended to increase relatively to that of the crude material.
In 1914 imports of cobalt and cobalt ore and zaffer amounted to
197,009 pounds. For later calendar years imports are shown as
follows:
1918

1919

14391
0

17045
S82
$141,4

Cobalt ore:
...
,qanty ounds)
Cobalt metal:
~uan .. p.... ............................

1920

1021 (9moutl).

I34039
7
14380

82
350

Includes zaffer.

Export.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1548.
H. It. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1548. Cocoa or cacao beans.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT.

PAR. 40. Cocoa, or cacao crudi, and
fiber, Itaves,* and shells of [reej.

1913.

PAR. 456. CocoaApr cacao, crude, and
of I
IreeJ.
fiber, leaves,6 and s

COCOA OR CACAO BEANS.
(See Survey G-32.)

Descriptionand use8.-The seeds of the tropical cacao tree are the

cacao beans or crude cocoa of commerce, from which are obtained
cocoa, chocolate, cocoa butter, and cocoa shells. In the producing
countries the seeds or beans are separated from the surrounding
pulp of the large pods, cured by several simple processes, and packed
in bags of 130 to 160 pounds. The manufacture of cacao products
is a technical industry conducted chiefly in America and Europe.
Of the content of the bean, the stimulant theobromin constitutes
about 2 per cent; fat, over 50 per cent; and albuminoids, starch, and
ash, the remainder. (For manufactured products, see par. 776,.p. 806.)
Cocoa shells, the husks of the seeds, removed in the process of manufacture, are virtually a waste in this country. In Europe they are
used as an ingredient in cattle feeds, in the extraction of theobromin
and cocoa butter, and in adulterating chocolate-cocoa products.
' Not an article of oiunere; possibly confused with coca leaves (r'. A H.R.74).
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Production.-No cacao is produced in the continental United States
and the insular output is not important. Until 1890 virtually the
entire supply was fiom the American Tropics, but the West-African
colonies of Great Britain and Portugal (Gold Coast and San ThomePrincipe) produced about 40 per cent of the world crop (650,000,000
pounds) in 1915; of this world supply the United States imported
about 30 per cent.
Imports.-During 1914-1920 the value of cacao imports ranged
from $20,000,000 to $54,000,000. European countries have a large
re-export trade. Detailed statistics for the calendar years 19181921 are as follows:
1918
Ity (pounds) ......

.,85,

vae.........................
222222222342
~tit Pouns)

1919

192

391 249,4

743, 9 841

21,127,201

27,4186,=03$978 844

$54,309,8612

81843408

178

;980

707;

0 o m,

1IM (Vmontbi,

'901,

Important change in classfication.-The specific provision for cocoa
shells has been omitted. They would probably be classified as a crude
vegetable substance (par. 1617). The provision for cocoa leaves has
also been dropped, since there is no commerce in such leaves. Apparently these were confused with coca leaves, the source of cocaine,
for which provision is elsewhere made (par. 33). The provision for
cocoa fiber, likewise has been dropped; here, apparently there was
some confusion with the fiber derived from the coconut, commercially
termed coir, which is provided for in paragraph 1551. The term
"cocoa or cacao, crude,"' has been changed to the more general commercial term "cocoa or cacao beans."
PARAGRAPH 1549.

H.1. 456.

SENATE AZXNDENTS.

PAR. 1549. C0ofe
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 541. Coffee [Free].

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 457. Coffee [Free].
COFFEE.

(See Survey G-31.)
Description and use.--Coffees are characterized as "strong" and
"mild," with subtlasses. The product of Brazil is strong, and that
of all other countries mild. Strong coffees are chiefly consumed in
the United States; Europe prefers the mild types.
Production.-In 1919 Porto Rico yielded approximately 53,000,000
pounds and Hawaii about 20,000,000 pounds. Under the most
favorable conditions these islands cold hardly produce one-fourth
of the 1,000 000,000 pounds required for domestic consumption.
Most of the i'orto Rican product is shipped to Cuba and Europe.
American consumers prefer other varieties. Of the world production, about 2,500,000,000 pounds, Brazil supplies over two-thirds.
Through valorization the Goveriiment of Brazil exercises a controlling
influence over the markets of the world.

8U
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Imports of coffee, about threetfourth of which come from Brazl,
exceed 1,000,000,000 pounds, valued at about $100,000,000. The
bulk of the Colombian and Venezuelan product is exported to this
country and used for blending purposes., Imports for the calendar
years 1918-1921 are shown below:

Y (pounds)
...................
.

....,alun!
...

.....

....

1918

1919

1,053,87, 247

1 333,455,443

:......

M

19

Vou

4k'1

?

1021 (9months).

1

219

J

t'50

1'f

0

Erport of green coffee are almost entirely from Porto Rico. Some

Haweaian coffee moves to Canada and to Asia. Exports of roasted

coffees are chiefly to Caueda and Mexico, and to market wherein the
United States has preferential treatmen-,,he Philippines, and
Panama. Exports for the calendar years 19 P219'2 are as follows:
1018
Coffee,
green os raw:
Quntt(puds)............
V~ue......................
V~e...................................
(ponds)
ity
.......................
. .

. ......

.

1019

43,031,887

28,289,1I05

8,38, 180

0',1,W .0

...

.

..

'6.

1920

1921 (9 months).

34,785,574

27,174,162
844,6e74

$7225,511
89,223,908
$82088,872
, 511

..

.1 5
.........
1,

7

ms674

9

PARAQRAPU 105o.
N. S. 7406.

OENATB° A.EXND3 IT.

PAR. 1560. Coaie of gold, silver, copper, or othermetal.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0,1918.
PAu. 542. Coin8 of gold, silver, copper,,; PAR. 458. Coi of gold silver, opper,
or other metal [Free].
,
or other metw [FoeJ.;
tOOINB.
(See Survey FL-20.),

Description and uses.-Coins ar6 stamped iecea f iietal used as
media o exchange. ,The in6tals most boinonly. used ar gold,
silver, and copper. As the coins of 'different peoples Usually try
in size, inscriptions, etc., they circulate in international trade to only
a limited extent, trade balances between nations being adjusted
mainly by gold and silver bullion.
Produetio, .- No statistics.

sportss of coins in 1914 were valued at $89,064. Prior to 1914
coins came mainly from Germany and England. The imports in
the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918
Co p

Ins,..........................$2,112
C~.

1,34

191,
81,,130,
~ 5

1920
83,,791
750

( months).
$5,81
37

Exports of United States coins in 1914 were valued at $7,208.
Nearly all the exports went to Cuba. No exports are recorded for
later years.
82804-22--81
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PARAGRAPH 1551.
8NATE

H. R. 7458.

V.TNMINT6.

PAI. 1551. Coir, and colt yaM.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 543. Coir, and c' -yarn [Free].

PAR. 459. Coir, and coir yam [Free].

cor A14D 001

*

YARN.

(See Survey FlAl6.)

De8cription and ues.-Coir or coconut fiber is a coarse and stiff

but elastic fiber obtained from the fibrous shell of the coconut produced in Ce don, .1r1sh India, and other tropical or semitropical
countries. For the preparation'of the fiber, the unripe nuts are
steeped in sea water for several months after which the fruit is
beaten and washed away with water. The residual reddish brown
fibrous mass is decorticated by tearing and hackling into fibers
about 10 inches in length. The coarsest fibers go into brushes;
those that are very short and curly are used for packing and upholstery stuffing, the longest are spun '(usually by hand) into coir yarn,
for use in m:k ing mats and cordage.
Production.-oir is not produced in the United States, as it is a
tropical product. Coir yarn is almost wholly imported. British
India is. the main producer of coir and coir yarn. That country's
statistics show, for the year ended March 31, 1920, total exports of
unmanufactured coir to have been 789,162 pounds, valued at about
$34,000, of which over half went to the United Kingdom and about
3 per cent to the United States. In the same year British India
exported manufactured coir (excluding rope) to the extent of about
38,000 tons, valued at about $4,156,000, t!iree-fourths of which
went to the United Kingdom and about 8 per cent to the United
States.
Imports in the fiscal year 1914 of coir or cocoa fiber were 1,095,360
pound, valued at $13,114; and of coir yam 8,554 032 pounds,
valued at $391,496. Imports are largely from British Idia. Since
1917 they have been as follows:
Cr fiber.

'Coryarn.

Calendar year. /
Quantify.

Value.

1919 ...............................................
1 ..............................................

191 (9 months) ...................................

.. ..

..

Value.

Pound.

PoW&rd.
1918..........................................

Quantity.

296,6W0
827, 0
8,.720
763,840

$10,290
4,247
41,173
26,236

6 86758
2 475,635
6,834,267
1,768,790

P40,579
180,782
356,889
103,336

Important change in do8*ification.--See paragraph 1548, p. 1280.

0@
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PARAGRAPH 1582.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

EL R. 7486.
PAR. 1552. Composition metal of which
copper is the component material of chief
value. not specially provided for.

ACT or 191 .

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

PAR. 460. Composition metal of which

545. Composition metal of which

copper is the component material of chief copper is the component material of chief
value, not specially provided for in this value, not specially provided for In this

section [Free];

section [Free].

COMPOSITON METAL (COPPER CHIEF VALUE).
(See Survey C-19.)

Description and uwes.-Composition metal is commonly limited to

Muntz's metal. This is a kind of brass made of three parts copper

and two parts zinc. It differs from common brass in being malleable

when hot. Being cheaper and more easily rolled, it has displaced
copper as Aheathing for vessels--its chief use. It is also used to an increasing extent in the manufacture of extruded rods and other shapes.
Other special alloys, IofI copper have been included under this
paragraph.
Production.-No statistics.Import8 of composition metal, n. s. p. f., in 1914 were 1,035,357
pounds, valued at $169,154. PrHor to 1914 imports were mostly
from Germany, France, and Cuba; since 1914 they have been chiefly
from England and Cuba, although in 1921 Germany again beanto
be an important source qf supply.- The importations for recent calendar years have been as follows:
2918
e.

Be

poundss)
............

f rt

...

1919
0

e..........
c ln a ...yer..... ..

1920

1921 (9months).

35 9N$47

-

w r....e fo

Expork for the calendar years 1918-1921 were, ai follows:

).uant.ty . Ipot...........
lue ..........................
...........

The principal countries of destination were the United Kingdom,
Brazil, Italy, Philippine Islands, China, Canada, and Japan.
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PARAGR"K 1558.
IL R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDENTS.

PAR. 1553. Copper ore; regulus of, and.
black or coarse copper, and copper cement; old copper, fit only for remanufac-

fure, copper scale, clippings from new
copper, and copper in plates, bars, ingots,
or pigs, not manufactured or specially
provided for.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 544. Copper ore; regulus of, and
black or coarse copper, and copper cement; old copper, fit only for remanufacture, clippings from new copper, and copper in plates, bars, ingots, or pis, not
manufactured or specially provided for
in this section (Free].

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 461. Copper ore; regulus of, and
black or coarse copper, and copper cement; old copper, fit only for remanufacture, copper scale, clippings from new
copper, and copper in plates, barn, inFots,
or pigs, not manufactured or specially
provided for in this section [Free].

COPPER AND COPPER ORE.
(See SurVey C-19.)

Description.-The principal copper-bearing minerals are native
copper; cuprite or copper oxide; malachite or green carbonate of
copper; azurite or blue carbonate of copper; chalcopyrite or copper
pyrite; bornite or peacock copper; chalcocite or copper glance,;
chrysocolla or silicate of copper; tetrahedrite, a copper-antimony
sulphide' enargite, a copper-arsenic sulphide; and covellite or cupric
sulphide.
Important terms referred toin production and trade: Black copper,
an impure metal made in the blast furnace from oxidized ores. It
always contains one or more metals other than copper and generally
from 1 to 3 per cent sulphur. Blister copper, the final product of
90 per cent upward.
direct copper-ore smelting, copper ragg f aom
Casting copper, made from blister and scrap, analyzing 99 to 99.75
per cent. Cement copper, obtained by precipitating fiom solutions'
usually by scrap iron. Copper scale, the oxide or scale formed on
the surface of the copper when in the annealing furnace. Concentrate, the valuable mineral product resultant from mechanical treatment of ore. Converting, a special treatment for the oxidation and
reduction of matte to blister copper. Electrolytic copper, produced
by electrolytic refining methods. Lake copper, from the native
copper mines of the Lake Su perior district. Matte, the intermediate
product resultant from smelting sulphur-bearing ores, consisting of
copper, iron, and sulphur, usually running 25 to 55 per cent copper.
Re in the further treatment of blister copper to produce a com
inercialy pure (99.8 percent) copper. Smelting, the reduction of
ores or concentrates in furnaces by heat and fusion. Regulus is
practically synonymous with matte, although its meaning is also
extended to cover any, metallic mass that separates by graVity from
supernatant molteri slag. Copper in plates, bars, ilgots, or pigs is
copper cast in various forms in the smeltery or refinery. The common shapes are ingots (for casting), caked (for making sheets), and
wire bars (for rollifig or drawing into rods and wire).
U8e8.-Cbpper, because of its low cost, high electrical and thermal
conductivity, its great tensile strength, and the ease with which it
may be worked, is consumed in large quantities in the manufacture
of electrical and mechanical apparatus, alOy" metals, munitions of

!
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war, coins, shipbuilding and in architecture and other arts. Its more
jmportert alloys are bronze (copper with tin), brass (copper with
zinc), andicopper nickel alloys ;(including natural copper nickel or
monel and nickel silveio, thelatter alSo containing zinc)
Prodiplion.-The production of copper may be discussed in its
three stages- -mining, smelting, and refining. The United States,
which produces more than half of the world'&copper, mined in 1914,
35,175,541; in' 1917, . 68j482,694;1 and ,in, 191S, 62,304,767 short,
tons. The ore yielded 'each yea an average of about 1.6 per
cent copper. ' Ore' deposits in ihe 'United States consist mainly.,of
(1) the so-called porpliries, with horizontal deposits lying near the
surface, as in Utah an Nevada, yielding about 1 per cent copper;
(2) deep mines,ca in Michiganand at Butte, Mont., yielding 2 to 5 per
cent; (3) massive but irregular ore bodies located mainly in Arizona;
.A in Tennessee
and
(4) pyritic
ore bodies,grade'because
profitable
even when&ow
both and
the California,
sulphur andoften
the
copper are recovered, About 35 per cent of 'our copper is produced
by the first group; 30 percent by the second; 25 per cent b the third,
5 per cent by the fourth;. and 5 per cent by all others. The smelter
production fromomestic ores in 1914 amounted to 1,150,137,192
pounds; in 1918 to 1,908,533,595 pounds (fine); and in 1920 to
1,209,061,040 pounds, valued at $222,467,000. In 1918 the principal
producing; States in order of their importance were Arizona, Montana,
Michigan, and Utah. Other States or regions whose smelter production was large were Nevada, New Mexico, Alaska, and Calif6rnia.
Refinery production of new copper m 1920 amounted to 1,182,423,240 pound* divided as follows: Electrolytic, 1,010,240,867
pounds: lake, '53,483,952 pounds; castings and pig, 18,698,421
pounds. In 1914 -the production totaled 1,533,781,394 pounds, of
Which 1,210,423,189 pounds represented the output from domestic
raw materials. The production from domestic raw materials was
classified as follows: Electrol tic, 991;573,073 pounds; lake, 158,009,748 pounds; castings and pig, 60,840,368 pounds. Te value
of the total output of the country in 1914 was $152,968,000. In
addition to the figures given, 256,000,000 pounds of, secondary
I
copper were produced.
Organization.-There is a marked tendency toward large scale
production in the manufacture of coqper. This tendency is most
conspicuous in the refining stage and is more pronounced in the
smelting than in the mining stage. In 1917, of the 1 000 mines then
operating 31 produced over 85 per cent of the total output of the
United States. Smelters operated on a-larger scale than did the
mines, and 10 electrolytic refineries, mainly in the hands of five
groups of producers, have a capacity of 2,780,000,000 pounds a year.
The advantages of large scale operations are such that no small
producer can enter the field.
United State. in relation to world production and cohsuption.Because of our great refineries and large interests in Canadian,
Mexican, an4 South American mines about one-third as much copper
is now imported for refineries as is produced at home. The developed
reserves of copper ore in this country stand in about the same
relation to the developed reserves in other countries as does American
production to foreign production. These reserves insure for the next
10 years at least a copper production in the United States that will
maintain its present relative dominance over all foreign countries.
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The principal foreign producers and their output in 1918 were

as follows: apan, 94,286 long tons; Chile, *84,493 tons -Mex o

74,336 tons; 0anada, 51,8. tons; Peru, 44,094 tons. Tim CAM*
spending production of the United States for the same year was
852,678 tons.
The United States is also the largest consumer of copper. In .1913
the American consumption amounted to 1,085,000,000 pounds, and
European consumption to 1,514,240,000 pounds, in which Germany
led and England and France followed' In 1918 the consumption
of.new copper in the United States was 1,661,000,000 pounds, and
of new and old copper in 1917, 2,083,000,000 pounds.
Import.-Imports of ore and concentrates in 1914 were valued at
$9,715 426 with copper contents of 84,439,395 pounds. ,This ore
came from Canada, Mexico, Chile, and Cuba. Matte and regulus,
coarse metal, and cement were imported in 1914 to the. value of
$3,346,452 with copper contents of 23,051,(41 pounds, of which
more than one.half came from Chile and the remainder mainly from
Peru and Canada. The imports of copper in the form of pigs,
ingots, bars, and plates in 1914 amounted to,273,124,725 pounds,
valued at $39,551,093. These imports came maily from Mexico,
Peru, Canada, and Spain. For the same year the imports of old
or scrapped copper, copper scale, and copper clippings amounted to
6,590,923 pounds, valued at $815,465 coming mainly from Canada
and. Cuba. Imports for later calendar years have been as follows:
1918

J

1919

921 (qmontbs).

~

-Ask.

Copper
ore:
Quantity-

Tons I......

..............

Pounds ............

...............

Value.
..........
.............
Copper
concentrates:
uantitv-e
................... .
Ton
Poundi..........
Value ...... ..............
Copper, matte, and regulus, coarse metal end
cement:
QuantityTons'..
..................
Pounds ..
. . . .
Value ...................................
Copper,
black or coarse metal and cement:
QuantityTons't .........................
Pounds I..; ...................
Value ......................
Copper, matte, and regulus:
Quantity-b
Tons I............................
u Pounds
)..................
Value ................................
Copper, unrefined, blister and converter,
copper and black, copper bullion, ae.,
a. s. p. f., pigs, converter bars and anodes:
Quantity (pounds) ...................
Valuerefined,
..................................
Copper,
unmanufactured, ready for
manufacture, ingots, wire bars, cake., and
cathodes:
Quantity (pounds)..................

Copper, old r .scrapped, fit only for remianalecture, copper scales and clippings;
Quantity (pounds)..............
IGross weight.

279.455
78,149, 04
$14,366,912
171,070

4,399,047
$1, 532,810

31,153
33,487,53(t
$
87,517,893

207,029
50,888 36

0$S01,282

233,557
8,130,489
$9,122,60

174,756
3,568,795
$5,39,793

125,910
37,173,757

46,475, 388

24,817,469
$3,528,423

$6,993,7I

.... ..
..............

62,14

a, 779,970

..... ..... ....

..

3,303
1.067,705
$2,6A33

40,406

$8,334

350
809, 102
$98, 873

33; 277
4i,182,509
$7,713,800

20,481
17,026,200
$3,115,417

11,018,637
$l,539,7-)

171,691,272
$88,192,916

267,128,474
$55,310,001

244,696, 324
*45, 550, 221

23, 3,194
$16, 59. 645

37,326,3$6
$9,002,380

.U, 156,180
$7,996,380

108, 74, 2

i1918,758
S$347,475.

4 217,310
i8$
43iM0

............
..............

131

10,950, 233

$1, ,912

15,017

9,?3 , lgI

$7,884,477

1

2627, -1
$187,191

'Copper coutauts.

'I
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Export8 of copper are chiefly in the refined form ready for manufacture and consist of ingots, plates, wire bars, etc. They greatly
exceed imports. For the calendar years 1918-1921 they have been
as follows:
1918

1199

1 20

192 (9 montla)

Copr 9re.
1,35
1,237
20,378
Tpow..2........................
Pound'.;..................
87O
, 8712
,
0
. ..... ., 2 387 27
Value .................
Concentrates, matte and regulus:
Quantity- I
t1
Tons' ...,...................
4,220
402
157.
38
Pounds.. .....................
872, 64
160, 82
192,194
60,970
Value .........................
..211,392
P0,802
SW2,11
88,000
Copper, unrelned, blister andconverter cqp.
I
per, etc.:
(,quantlty (pounds) ...................
14, 687,823
1,674,411
1,843,293
1,3,
.................
.360,0...
$
$382,101
$17,21
Copper, refined, unmanumactured,
r
manufacture Ingots plates, etc.:
tuant
ty (pou
W g
..
6...................
00,027,801 438,160,818 651,22, 73
417, W,9ON
ue ...................................
$178,831,041 $95,036,546 $108, 175,735
$55,790,475
Copper, old or scrapped, copper scales and clippings:
(pounds) .......
2573
quantity 40
449,804....... 7319W
Value. .....
. ............
.
07
74,104
6,U

IGross weight.
' Copper contents.

Prior to the war our exports of copper in the form of pigs, ingots,
and bars went mainly to Germany, France, the Netherlands, and
England. In 1914 exports in these forms amounted to 864,602,721
pounds, valued at $128,137,408, of. which 274,065,914 pounds went
to Germany, 163,586,230 pounds to France, 162,983,424 pounds
to the Netherlands, and 130,012,812 pounds to England. During
the war period our copper plates went largely to France, the United
Kingdom, and Italy. During the years 1920 and 1921 Germany has
been taking an increasimg proportion of our exported copper.I ,
Important ckange8 in clafication.-Copper in rolled plates has
been transferred from the dutiable schedule by omission of the
specific provision therefor in paragraph 147 of the act of 1913 from
paragraph 378 of the bill H. . 7456.
I-

PARAGRAPH 1554.
H. R. 7456..

SENATE. AMENDMENTS.

,

PAR. 1554. Copper sulphate oj: blue
vitriQl; copper acetate and subaeetate
or verdigris.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 9. Blue vitriol or sulphate of

copper, one fourh of one cent per pound.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 421. Blue vitriol, or sulphate of
copper; acetate and. subacetate, of. copper,

YAR. 3. * * * salts * * * twenty or verdigris [Free].
five per centum ad valorem; * * *.
PAR. 706. Verdigris, o i,subametate, of
copper [Free]?
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Description and ue.-Blue vitriol, or sulphate of' copper, is used
chiefly as an insecticide, especially in grape culture. It is also used
in calico printing and dyeing; to prevent rotting of timbers; for the
preparation of copper pigments; ,in copper plating solutions, in electric
batteries;, and for destroying algte growths in public water supplies.
Verdigris .jsa basicdacetate of copper, of a- green or bluish green
color. It is used principally as a pigment for oil and water colors.
Production of blue viriol is largely as a by-product from copper
refining, the output in 1914 being 37,152,351 pounds, of which 34,4.11,443 pounds were produced by refineries. Refinery production was
42,086,107 pounds in4915, 55,622,345 pounds in 1916, and 50,007,856
pounds in 1917. Production in 1919 according to preliminary figures
-was 350288,000 pounds, valued at $2,285,550.
o Production statistics for copper acetate or verdigris are not available.
Imports of blue vitriol have been less than 1 per cent of domestic
production.. Imports of verdigris in 1914 were 19,00.9 pounds, nearly
95 per cent froi.Frace; 81,005 pounds in .1916; 50,216 pounds in
*
•
19 17.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are shown below:
dary
" ; ,Ca

,

*

..............

191 (9,month").,.....

.,

.

Qantity .

:

*

8....

.

,

,

,

1.RDIGRI
V

.....

....................

1921 (9 months ...........................

16,5

.

.46
...

,

1918
...............................
....................................
1919..............

1M.............

32329

316,05

...

.17

282

16,9

. . . ........
.

unit value.

rou,,,ws

.

.

Value.

22#732

.$8,219

10.38

5,50O

95

.17

13,039

36,780
22,091

.......

...........

.3
.22

Exports of blue vitriol, prinmcipally to European and South American
countries, steadily increape from 1910 to 1917, when they amounted
to 28,128,190 pounds. Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921,
chiefly to Argentina, Canada, and MexiC9, haie been- s follows:
1918
tity
... (pounds) ......................
SIId.
.;.

a......6...
.. .........
. .

b..

14,477,339

1.39&W4

1919

673

9,201

Export statistics for verdigris are not available..

1921 (0 months).

,192D

',

"

400

Wio

$1 487

%06819
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PARAGRAPH 1

.555.

.

,..

.. +

, .74001
PAR. 1555. CoCl, marine, uncut, and
unnm ntia#,tiird;+.
:
-

4"M F

1A909.

AT, OP 1918.

PAR. 546. Coral marine, uticut, 'and
unmanufactured (Free].

PAR. 463. Coral' marine uncut,
unmanufactured [Free].

,
nm

CORAL, MARINE, UNMANUFACTURED.

(See Survey N-1.)

Decription and uwe&.--Coral is derived from the skeleton of the
coral polyps. It is fairly hard has the brilliancy of agate, and
polishes hi e gems. The principal varieties are red, black, clear white,
dull whit% and, the most prized, delicate rose, or flesh color.
Produetion.-The greater portion of the precious coral entering
commerce is produced on the shores and islands of the Mediterranean,
though considerable quantities are found,pn the Persian Gulf, in the
Philippines, and elsewhere.
Imports~of coral in
-14,
mainly from Italy, were valued at $192;
for later calendar years they were as follows:
.1918

quatiity (pounds) ...............
lue ..................................

1919,

.... ..............

265
$1,30

19M

1921 (9 months).

188
$1,389

1,
$1,98

PARAGRAPH 1556.
H. I. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. +1556. Cork wood, or cork bark',
unmanufactured, and cork wate, ev-,
inge, and cork refuse of all kiuids.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR.

ACT0F 1918.,

547. Cork wood, or cork br,&

unmanufactured [Free].

PAR.

464. Cork wood, or, cork bark,

btimanufactured, aud ork' waste, shavings, and cork refuse of all kifids fPree.

CORK BARK, AND CORK WASTE.
(See Surey N-4.)

De8ription and uses.-Corkwood or bark is derived, from an evergreen oak common to southern Europe and northern Africa. The
trees are stripped at intervals of:nine years, each yielding about, 45
pounds of commercial bark varying in thickness from one-half inch
to 2 inches. Cork Wate is ;iheresidue from the cutting of natural
cork articles, and also th forest waste or refuse remaining after the
selection of.the commercial bark. (See paragraph 1412 for uses.)
Production.-Portugal leads in cork production, with Spain a close
second. The estimated output of the former in 1913 was 100,000
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tons, and Spain produced 78,000 tons in 1912. About 85 per cent of
the total product of the world is absorbed by the manufactures of
France, Great Britain, Germany, and the United States. No cork
bark is grown in the United States.
Import values of cork wood, waste, shavings, etc., sincel1910 ranged

between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000, except in 1915 and 1911, when
they were $2,762,895 and $4,274,810, respectively. Imports during
the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
1918
-Cork wood or bark, unmanufactured:
uantity (pounds) ....................
t ue
-cork waste shavings and refuse of all knds:
Quantity (pounds) ................
Value.............................

1919

11920

921 (OmostlY)

22560,00
228,4
5,9,7
$25 6
$12.................036
15 (2 506
720421,740
$1,233,009

131,641,609 109,540,64
$,5 5M6 $3 741, 730

7 443
0,165,602
$1,068 015

Almost all of these imports are from Portugal and Spain.
PARAGRAPH 1557.
H; R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1557. Cotton and cotton waste.
ACT OF0 1909.
PAR.

ACT OF 1913.

548. Cotton, and cotton waste or

flocks [Free].

PAR. 467. Cotton, and cotton waste or

flocks [Free].'7

COTTON AND COTTON WASTE.
(See report on, American Raw Cotton Industry.)
RAW OO

ON.

De_8criptio and ues.-The domestic cottons are short-staple upland, long-staple upland, American-Egyptian, and sea-island. The
-short-staple upland iwunder I inches in length and can be spun
only into coarse and medium counts but it is the moet widely used
cotton grown. Long-staple upland' rui 'from 1* to, "1 inches,
together with a small amount in longer lengths, and is mainly emloyed in counts from 40s to 100s. ea-island cotton is the longest,
nest, and silkiest, and the best quality can be spun to 400s or finer.
It varies in length from 1* to 2f"inches, with an average of about It.
American-Egyptian cotton is a recent" development of acclimated
Egyptian long, staple. Production is now confined to. the Pima
variety, with a staple length'of about' 14inches; this is used mainly
in the manidacturd of tire fabrics.,
Production.--Cotton ranks second to corn as the most valuable
crop grown iin this' country The total value of lint cotton'produced
in the united States waM's$591,130,000in' 1914; $2,030,960,000 in
seven cents per pound i m

bg p4 1dof the emnwpuy tdf st of May 27, li2l, on oottod huv/n
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1919; and $1,067,240,000 in 1920. Thq following table gives in bales
,of 500 pounds net weight the American output and estimated world
production of commercial cotton as reported by the Federal Census:
Year.

1914

1917 ................

World.

United Statu.

Bale.
Bal.
Per "N.
2.......................................................,0......
21,
,o , , 3D
,96
(.

..... q......................................
1

1918 ............................................................

17 43,000

, Mo
6,

10,812,701

62.

11920.I ... 0.......9 ...

18,81000

V24,08M

884

O ,

6L 2

The domestic acreage for all varieties was 36,832,000 in 1914;
36,008,000 in 1918; 33,566,000 irq 1919; and '5,504,000 in 1920.
The acreage and estimated yield for 1921 is the smallest in 20 years;
This is due tq the fall in the price of cotton, to insect pests, and to
unfavorable weather conditions.
Production of short-stpe uplands, uno r 1 inches in lengths
constituted 91.2 per cent of the total in 1019 and 90.2 per cent in
1920; as compared with 7.5 per cent and 8.3 per cent, respectively, in
the same years for cotton 1 to 1 inches in length; and 1.3 per cent
and 1.5 per cent, respectively, for cotton over 11 inches in length.:
The United States is not only the largest producer of short-staple
-cotton under I1j inches in length, but also of long-stfple cotton of 1
inches or more. In 1920 the United States produced 1,317,000 bales
of the latter as compared with about 1,000,000 bales in Egypt, the
next largest source. Cotton of extra-long staple, such as 1j inches
and above, is produced most lrge in Egypt. The American production of extra-long staple is relatively small; it consists mainly of
Americai-Egyptian and a small amount of lohg-staple upland. The
production of sea-island, which was-417,559 running bales in 1916;
was reduced by reason of the boll weevil to 1,868 running bales -in
1920.
14N
The production of Americ n.Egyptian cotton, which was inaugurated about 1912, had increased by 1920 to 91,965 bales of 400
pounds each. This cotton was produced 'on about 240,000 acres of
irrigated lail i"m the $.puthwest. Maricopa County, Arizona, with
about 185,000 acres in cotton,' was he main center. The Department of Agriculture states:
The market for the 1920 crop of'this type of cotton was badly demoralized by the
suspension of production of l.re fabrics and in part by unprecedentedly large imports
of Egyptian cotton early in the year. As a result of adverse marketing conditions
the acreage planitedto Pima cotton was much reduced. , It is now estimated that the
acreage in Maricopa Oounty,,,Arizona, for 1921 will. be about 70,000, with possibly
10,000 acres in other irrigated Valleys in Arizona and Calif9rnia.

India ranks second, in the production of cotton, followed by China,
Egypt, Russia, Brazil, Mexico, Turkey,. Persia, and Peru.
lmpors in 1914 Were 246,699 bales (500 pounds gross), valued at
$19,456,565. Imports in later calendar years were as follows:
1618
Qumntty (IO0-pound bale) ................
Value.....................

6

1

223,167
5
'k

1919
30,717

1

192
5g9,989

$74, SK2G63,4,W

1921 (9months).,
1 128,090
U,3j8

Includes 6,008 bales, valued at 8754,461. of,cotton dutiable under the emergency tariff act because of
-extra.long staple (ii inches and above).

0
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"Gebj al imports in 1921, by months, were as folows:
Month.

Quantity
(equivalent
Ubal

January...............
February...............
March .....................
April ................. ,,
may.....
.10.105
June.................

Value.

24,024
28,005
27282
18,730

$3,397,02
2,917,069
2,743,354
2,2D4,697
1,152,511
42~ .1,312,689

Quantity
(equivaket
e). "

Month.

July ......................
August ..................
September ...............
October ..................
November .............
December...........

3,452
6,630
6,361
31,260
51,40
61,006

Value.

j3O, 685
73024
52 (,04
3,476,05
,039, 454
8,078,213

There are many types of cotton, and in 'spite of its enormous surplus
production the Uuted States minds it necessary to Import certain
varieties from abroad. These cottonp, of special charactertics, are
supplementary rather
competitive, and in genrai wre higher in
price than the domesticttan
product. Theyi ay be classed as (1) gyptian, (2) Mexican, (3) Chinese and Indian, and (4) Peruvian" jmports, by countries of production, during crop years ended July.21
are recorded by the Bureau 6Athe Census as follows:
[Bales (equivalent 50 pounds).]
Produced inC

1921 ................... 22,341

Egypt.

87,168.

1920....................700,214
485,004
1919 ..............
6.8.............
601,100,006
1918...................
221,216 . 114,680
1917 ............................
19
892
1915.........
16 ............................1382,)28252,373,
437,574 350,796
1914 .....................
.
60,988 138,579

Mexico.

China,

88,155

14,722

85,33
67,185
54,434
10,871
3,726
38,964
32,8 683,063
a631
85,s
10
30,098
35,792
D.285
72

Peru.

22,697

88,420
g 230
19,860
11,009
Wo.SSi
o,909
12,67

India.

8

At tries.

5,210
.489

14,358
14,898
293 8, 8,151
7,098
6,158
3,m
8,215
W
7.
M
4,44
5,765
7,819
878

It is seen that Egptian cottofi is normally the main import.
This cotton enters chiefly for use in making tire fabrics, probably less
than 20 per cent of the total being employed for other purposes, such
as the manufacture of thread, lace, knit goods, and fine cloths. The
record imports in 1920 were due mainly to the apparently insatiable
demand for tire fabrics in the fall of 1919 afid0 early part of 1920.
The Mexican cotton is nearest to the Amerifan in its characteristics
and is partly good-staple cotton from the Laguna section and partly
longer-stapled cotton from the Imperial Valley of California Baja.
At a number of border points Mexican cotton is brought into the
United States for ginning. This cotton is exported as American
cotton or used to supplement our shortage of long- taple cottons.
The Chinese and Indian cottons are harsh and of short staple. They

are used as filling in cotton blankets, to which they. impart a special
feel.

The Peruvian cotton imported is mainly "Rough Peruvian" tree
cotton, sometimes called "vegetable wool.' This is not used in cotton manufacture, but is imported for mixing with wool, and the price
depends on the price of wool and the supply of Rough Peruvian
rather.than on the price of cotton..

I
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Export.-Priorto the war, raw cotton was normally the leading
export of the United States. Exports in 1914, excluding winters,
were 9,521,881 bales (equivalent 500 pounds), valued at $610,475,301.
Later exports for calendar years have been as follows:
1918
Quantity (500-pound boles) ............
Value ...........................

4,098, 307
$K5,24, 273

191
,709, 972
1,135,360,5i40

1920
,310, 541
1,134,790,044

1921 (9 month$).
4, 393, 288
$3168220,873.

The United Kingdom is the largest purchaser. Japan now ranks
'econu, followed by France, Germany, and' Italy, and then by
smaller users such as Spain, Belgium, and Canada. Prior to the
war exports considerably exceeded domestic consumption; in the
years )15-1919 consumption 9xceeded-exports.
INTERS.

Description and u8e8.-Cotton linters are the shbrt fuzz left on
cotton seed after the lint is removed by ginning; they are removed by a
special machine in the cottonseed oil nulls before the seed are crushed.
In some cases every vestige of fiber is removed by a third process, the
product being called "deiinters" or "hull fiber." Linters are used
for batting; wadding; stuffing maerial (in mattresses, comforts,
horse collars, and upholstery); absorbent cotton; mixing with shoddy;
mixing with wool in hatmaking and in 'fleece-lined underwear; lowgrade yarns (for wicking, twine, rope, and carpets); and cellulose for
making artificial silk, paper, and explosives. The demand for the
astnamId purpose, i. e., making guncotton and niter powder, pre-

dominated during the World War.

Prhdtion,in equivalent 500-pound bales, amounted to 856,900 in
1914, 929,516 in 1918, 607,969 in 1919, nd 440,313 in 1920. High
war prices made it profitable to scrape this fuzz from the seed' most
completely, as much as 150 to 200 pounds being obtained from a ton
of seed. Ordinary commercial usages require a better grade, hence
a lower yield results.
Imports.-None are recorded. The production of linters in other
countries is very small. Egyptian seed is clean and flossless after
ginning, as are also sea island-and some other types. Indian cotton
seed hats a thinner hull than' Americari upland cotton seed and is fed
to cattle or crushed for oilwithout removal of, the linters.
Exporti were 225,600 bales, valued at $3,665,017, in 1915; and in
1917, the niaxinum year, 473,948 bales, valued at $24,110,815. Exports were 140,043 bales, valued at $8,880,517, in 1918; 25,384 bales,
valued at $1,010,712, in 1919; 48,086 bales, valued at $1,618,872, in
1920, and 59,025, bales, valued at $943,907, in the first nine monthsof
1921.*
COTTON WASTB,

Description and ume&.-Wasteis made at every machine process as
cotton passes through the mill. A larger percentage of waste is made
in the manufacture of fine yarns than of coarse, but the ayerage is
estimated at 15 per cent, of which 12 per cent is reworked into inferior
products or otherwise utilized and 8 per cent lostiin the form of sand
and 14ioistur,
There are Iwo kinds (1) soft; waste, which .hs no
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twist and is made at machines up to the spinning frame, including
such types as motes, card fly, flat and cylinder strips, and roving

waste; and (2) hard waste, having some twist, which is made at the
spinning frame and subsequent machines, including such types as

spinning waste, cop bottoms, reel waste, and twister waste. Hard
waste must be torn up into its original fibers by a .special machine
before it can be reworked; soft waste needs only to be cleaned before

reworking. Cotton waste is used as filling in making cotton blankets,
flannelettes, cheap trousering, towels, etc., and as both warp and
filling in making sacks, scrubbing cloths, dishcloths, etc., aso for
candle and lamp wicks, wadding for surgical purposes, guncotton, etc.

Flocks, short fibers removed from cloth during the brushing and

napping, are much less important than many other types of waste.
Prodution of cotton-mill waste ini 1914 amounted to 634,396 bales
(equivalent 500 pounds), valued at $14,417,000, and in 1919 todO9,640
bales, valued at $35,741,000. This A§ the amount sold and does not
include that reworked in mills where produced.
imports in 1914 were 53,411 bales (equivalent 500 pounds), valued
at $1,288,105. Later imports by calendar years were: In 1918,
2,535 bales, valued at $94,123; in 1919, 4,249 bales, valued at $216,878;
in 1920, 18,185 bales, valued at $947,542; and in the first nine months
of 1921, 7,364 bales, valued at $253,239. Imports, mainly of hard
thread waste for machine wiping, come principally from England,
Canada, Italy, and Japan.
L'xport- in 1914 were 134,501 bales (equivalent 500 pounds),
valued at $4,566,769. Later exports by calendar years were: In
1918, 93,737 bales, valued at $9,488,664; in 1919 -114,636 bales,
valued at $12,411,704; in 1920, 115,754 bales, valued at $12,368,596;
and in the first nine months of 1921, 49,830 bales, valued at $2,155,238.
Exports, mainly of soft waste for remanufacture, are sent in largest
quantities to England, Germany, Canada, and Italy.
Important changes in cla8ifcation.-The word 4'flocks" has been
omitted because this is a cotton waste of little importance and is
included in the term "cotton waste."
Suggested ckangm.-Page 184, line 17: Insert a comma between
"cotton" and "and."
PARAGRAPH 1558.
H. It. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1558. Cryolite, or kryolith.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1013.

Pa. 549. Ckyolite, or kryolith [Free].

PAR. 468. Cryolite, or kryolith, [Free].

CRYOLITE OR KRYOLITH.
(See Survey FL-24.)

Deacription and um.e-Cryolite is a natural double, fluoride of
sodium and aluminum. It is used chiefly in the aluminum industry
where it is now being partially displaced by fluorspar. . Cryolite is
also used to some extent in opalescent glasses and enamels., .t was

I
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formerly employed for the manufacture of soda, but this is now made
much niore-cheaply from common salt.*
Prouction--The entire world's supply of cryolite comes from
one deposit in Greenland. It is found in other localities, notably
around Pike's Peak, Colo., but not in commercial quantities.
Imports of cryolite in 1914 were 2,157 long tons, valued at $47,435.
There is but one importer in North America. At least one-fourth of
the imports are reexported to C~nada. Imports since 1917 are as
follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity;

1918 ....................
............
............
1,960
1919...........................................................
21,131
1920 ............
.......
.......
,183.8. 4
1921 (9 months) .............
....................
.....
3,

Value.
7,,0.00
100,958
,6n
20,

unit vaue .

8

0.19
6A0.1.
1l
3.4%

PARAGRAPH 1559..

H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1559. Metallic mineral substances
in a crude state, and metals unwrought,
whether capable of being wrought or not,
not specially provided for.
ACT OF 1909.
*

PAR. 172. * * * barium, calcium
* * sodium, and potassium, and

alloys of which said metals are the component material of chief value, three cents
per pound and twenty-five per centumu
ad valorem.
PAR. 183. Metallic mineral substances
in a crude state, and metals unwrought,
whether capable of being wrought or not,
not secially provided for in this section,
twenty per centum ad valorem; * *

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 143.

* * * barium, calcium,
. * * sodium, and potassium and al.

loys of which said metals are t1e component material of chief value, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
PAR. 154. Metallic mineral substances
in a crude state, and metals unwrought,

whether capable of being wrought or not,
not specially provided for in this section,
10 per centum ad valorem; * *

METALLIC MINERAL SUBSTANCES AND METALS UNWROUGHT.

(See Surveys C-16 and C-22.)

Description and tue.-The terms "metallic mineral substances"
and" metals unwrought" apply to metals in their native state or in
crude or raw condition and not elsewhere provided for. The former term has been interpreted to embrace such merchandise as
aluminum foundry ashes, zinc dross or galvanizers' skimings, tin
dross, and meteoric iron. At one time considerable doubt existed as
to the precise meaning of "metals unwrought" and judicial decisions limited the applicability of the term to metals capable of
uefg wrought or imported for the purpose of being worked
into
usefW articles commercially profitable. In the acts of 1909 an 1913
the phrase "metals unwrought" was given a wider application by the
additional words i'whather capable of being wrought or not.'" In
H. R. 7456 this term covers barium, calcium sodium, and potassium,
which are specifically 3ientioned in paragraph 143, add arsenic metal
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which is specifically mentioned in paragraph 403, of the act of 1913i
It also includes alloys not.specially provided for# except ferroalloys (par. 302), nickel silver (par. 377), and those of chief, value
of aluminum (par. 374), copper (par.- 1552), gold (par. 1537), lead
(par. 389), -magnesium (par. 375), and nickel (par. 385).1 Natural
platinum alloys are provided for, but artificial alloys would come
under this designation, as would also pyrophoric alloys when not cut
into sizes or classed as ferrocerium. In addition to the above there
are about 27 different rare or noncommercial metals that would come
under this paragraph, if imported.
Production.-Except for certain white metal alloys, statistics for
which are not available, the output of these products is not very
large, either in this or foreign countries.
Imports of the alkali metals have been derived mostly from Ger-

many, except sodium, which is also imported from Scandinavian
countries. Imports of arsenic metal, mainly from Germany, are
included with those of sulphide of arsepiic (par. 1513). Of the imports
of unspecified metals, white metal iin various forms from Canada is
the main item. Statistics since 1917 by calendar years are as follows:
Calendar year.

quantityy.

Value.

Duty.

!

Mlem'

METALS, UNWROUGHT OR IN CRUDE STATE, x. a. P. r.
Pound,.

1918 ......................................................

19 .......

.................................

120 ............
..............
l"1 (9 months) ......................................

.4

,3,17
178,411

$7,339

$163

$11

873,514

2 92
, i
886,318
3,560,064

Per cet.

10
10
10

g.

17,841
71.358 ........

........

BARIUM.

1919 .....................
1920 .......

...............

............

1921 (0 onths) ..........................

...............

100
.

1

,

62

1f

25

W8 ........... ..........

25

CALCIUM.

1919.......................
1i9......
..........
1921 (9mo

s...............2,226:

..

21,622
$3,918
................

..

$979

25
2.5

2,851.............

POTASSIUM
1921( roi hs).............

.

1,,23

25

IM.
1919.

....
...
192ts)..
(9 l) .............

..........
... ...... ...... .. ]

56
67,2M8

2,8 ," .,1711
' ] ..........25.

.ExPort&;--None recorded,'
Imlatvnt; changes in claqsi&fcation.--The provisions of this para.
graph were in dutiable schedules of'the acts tf 1913 tpar. 154), 1909
(par.-183), 97 (par. 183)01890 (par.-202),and 1883 (par.2i6), Barium,
calcium): sodiubn; and potassium. nd alloys of; hiAhthes -metals ar
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the component materials of chipf value are tranderred to this paragraph from paragraph 143 of the metal schedule of the act of 1913.
uggeted c1ange.-This paragraph includes arsenic metal, which
is not specifically mentioned, although white arsenic, the raw material
from which it is made, is dutiable under p araga h 1 of H. R. 7456.
Thipa
aph furthermore, exempts from duty, metals mad0
dutiable by I. R. 7456, notably tin and antimony, when such etal
are alloyed with other metals..
~4LRAGR4IJX

1500.

SifATS AMEND)

RH.
.74586,

NTfB

PaR. 150. Cuttlefish bone.

&6T 03 1l18.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 55. Cuttlefish bone [Free].

PAR. 472. Cvttlefieh bone [Free).

UTT'LEFISH BONN.

Description and Uw...-Outtleflsh bone, or cuttle bone, i. the
internal plate of the cuttlefish, a friable, -calcareous substance for*
merly much used in medicine as an absorbent, but now chiefly for
polishing wood, paints, varnish, etc., and in tooth powder. It is fed
to canaries for the lime it contains.
Imports of cuttlefish bone in 1914 were 309,540 pounds, valued at
S56,0 1, and during the calendar years 1918-1921 they were as
follows:

Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1561.
H. R. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1561. Glaciers' and engravers'

diamonds, unset; miners' diamonds.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OP 1913.

PAR. 474. Glaziers' and engravers' diaPAR. 555, * * * glaziers' and en.
monds, unset, miners' diamonds [Free].graves' diamonds not set [Free].'

PAR. 556. Miners' diamonds, whether
in their natural form or broken, * * "
any of the foregoing notset, * *

[Fiee].

*See nots, per. 14w, p. 1148.

82804-2---
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GAZIE8' A. ND ENGRAVERS3' DIAMONDS) ETO.'

"

.(See Survey N-.)

Decription,and uae.-Glazier and engravers' diamonds, unset,
and miners' diamonds, are usually of an amorphous variety, .brown,
gray, or, blaok in color. : Small uncut diamonds, preferably from
crystals with a natural curved edge, are employed by glaziers for
cutting glass. While bort may be used for engraver's purposes, it
usually requires manipulation- or advancement. Minute fragments
or splimters of bort are also used for making fine drifts, employed for
small holes in rubie and other hard stones and for piercing
china, porcelain, glass, artitcial teeth, etc. Rock drilling, in which
a rotary drill armed withimpure diamonds is used, is the most important industrial application.
'
Production.--See paragraph 1429, page 1149.
Imports in 1918 of glaziers' and engravers' diamonds, unset, and
miners.' diamonds, amounted to $1,049,Q75. Increases have occurred since 1914 when the imports amounted to $101,839. Recently the largest imports have come., from Brazil; substantial
amounts, however, are also received from England, France, and the
Netherlands.; During the calendar years 1919-192t imports were as

follows:.
*

Quantity
Value....

1919

.........

............................

..........................

1920

}i921 (9 months).

2791,214
984,381
$,,52 53442

Export.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1562.
H. R. 7403.
PAR. 1562. Drugs such as barks, beans,
berries, buds, bulbs, bulbous roots excrescences, fruits, flowers, dried fibers,
dried insects, grains, herbs, leaves,
lichens, mosses, 1ogs, roots, stems,, vege.
tables, seeds (aromatic, not garden seeds)
seeds of morbid growth, weeds, and all
other drugs of vegetable or animal origin;
all of the foregoing which are natural and
uncompounded drugs and not edible, and
not specially provided for, and are in a
crude state not advanced in value or condition by shredding grinding, chipping,
crushing, or any other process of treat.
ment whatever beyond that essential to
the proper packing of the drugs and the
prevention of decay or deterioration pend.
ing manufacture: Protded,That no article
containing alcohol shall be admitted free
of duty under this paragraph.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

10,838
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StYMMARY OF TARIFF INVOIMATION 1on.
AOT OF 1909 .,

ACT, OF 1913.

roots, excrescences, fruits, flowers,. dried

PAR. 477. Drugs, such as barks, beans,
berries, buds, bulbs, bulbous roots, excrescences, -fruits, flowers, dried fibers,

fibers,

dried insects, grains,

PAR.

559. Drugs, such as barks beans,

berries,

* * F buds, bulbs, bulbous

dried insects, grains,

*

* *

herbs, leaves, lichens, mosses, nut,
* * * roots, steas, spices,- vegetables,
seeds (aromatic not garden seeds), seeds
of morbid growth, weeds, * * * any of
the foregoing which are natural and un-'
compoundedrugs and not edible and not'
specially provided for it' this section,
and are in a crude state, not advanced in
value or condition by any process or
treatment whatever beyond that essential
to the proper packing of the drugs and
the prevention of decay or deterioration
pending manufacture [Free]: Provided,
That no article containing alcohol, or hi
the preparation of which alcohol is used,
shall be admitted free of duty under this
paragraph.
u u
PAR. 504. Balm of Gilead IFree].
PAR. 666. Salep, or ealop [Freqj.

* * * herbs,

leaves, lichens, mosses, logs, roots, stems,
vegetables, seeds (aromatic,. not garden
seeds), seeds of morbid growth, weedsany of the foregoing which are natural and

uncompounded drugs and not edible and

not specially provided for in this section,
and are in a crude state, not advanced in
value or condition by shredding, grnd.6
ing, chipping, crushing or any other
process or treatment whatever beyond
that essential, to the proper packing of the
drugs and the prevention of decay or
deterioration pending manufacture [Free]:
Provided, That no article containing
alcohol shall be admitted free of duty
uhder this paragraph.
PAR. 409. Balm of Gilead [Free].
PAR. 592. Salep, or salop [Free].

DRUGS, NOT ADVANCED.

[For discussion, see pars..31 and 32 on pp. 89-96.1
PARAGRAPH 1568.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1663. Dyeing or tanning materials: Fustic wood, hemlock bark, logwood, mangrove bark, oak bark, quebracho wood, wattle bark, divi-divi, myrobalans fruit, sumac,, valonia, nutgalls or
gall nuts, and all articles of vegetable
origin used for dyeing, coloring, staining
or tanning, whether crude or treated
solely for proper packing or prevention of
decay or deterioration pending manufacture; all the foregoing pot containing
alcohol and not specially provided for.

I

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 559.

*

* * woods used ex-

pressly for dyeing or tanning; [Free]
*

*

*

Proided, That no article con-

taining alcohol, or in Vie preparation of
which alcohol is used, shai ; -,admitted
free of duty under this paragraph.
PAR. 557. Divi-divl [Free].
PAR. 632. Myrobolans (Free].
PAR. 705. Valonia [Free].
PAR. 499. Articles in a crude state
used in dyeing or tanning not specially

Provided
for in this section [Free].

[Covered hemlock bark and logwood.]
[No corresponding provision or sumac.]

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 624. Tanning material:

*

* *

nuts and' nutgalls and woods used ex-.
pressly for dyeing or tanning, whether

or not advanced in value or condition by
shredding, grinding, chipping, crushing,
or any othqr process; ani articles in a
crude state used in dyeing or tanning; all
the foregoing not containing alcohol and
not specially provided for in this section
(Free.

PAR.

PAR.

475. Divi-divi [Free).

553. Myrobolans fruit [Free].

PAR. 618. Sumac, * * *

[Free].

PAR.

639. - Valonia [Free].

unground

1800

SUMMARY OF TrAWFF: INFORMATION 1921.
DYEING OR TANNING MATERIALS.

(See Survey A..8.)

[The crude dyeing and tanning materials of this paragraph are discussed under Extracts, par. 36, p. 105.]
Important changes in 4W,,.ion.-,Dyeing has been added to the
headfig. The following important tannng materials are mentioned
for the first time in this paragraph: Fustic wood, hemlock bark, oak
bark,
logwood, mangrove bark, quebracho wood, and wattle bark.
Suggetedc~ges.--Many
of the dyeing or t nning materials provided for in this paragraph may be iniported in different forms.
For example, sumac is imported as "ground" and "unground," and
the woods, such as quebracho wood and logwood, may be imported
in logs or in chips made from the logs. The phrase "whether crude
or treated solely for proper packing or prevention of decay or deterioration pending manufacture" might exclude advanced forms from
this paragraph. If so excluded, they might come within'paragraph
1.458 as unenumerated articles. The products in paragraph 1563,
whether crude or advanced by chipping and similar processes are
used as raw materials for the manufacture of tanning and dyeing
extracts, which are dutiable under paragraph 36. If it is desired to
include these articles, when shredded, ground, etc., in this paragraph,
the phrase "whether crude or advanced in value or condition-by
shredding, grinding, chipping, crushing, or' any similar process;'
might be substituted for the words "whether crude or treated solely
for proper packing or prevention of decay or deterioration pending
manufacture;" in paragraph 1563.
NUTGALL8 OR GALL NUTS.

(See Survey A-1.)

De8criptig and ue8.-The term "galls", includes a variety of
plant excrescences caused by the puncture of insects for laying their
eggs or less frequently induced by fungi. Oak galls or oak apples
or Aleppo galls are induced on certain species of oak by the gall wasp.
The budquality,
swells to
the the
size white
of a hazel
greenthegalinsect
are ofhasa
higher
while
galls,nut.
fromThe
which
escaped, are inferior. The best oak galls contain 50 to 60 per cent
tannin. They are gathered in southern Europe and Asia-Minor, particularly in Greece and the Levant.
The Chinese and Japanese galls are produced on the Rhus emiaka.
They are light, distorted, covered by a velvety down, and contain
about 70 per cent tannin or tannic acid, which is extracted from them.
'(See Taniic acid par. 1, p. 15.)
Production.-No domestic production.

Imports of nuts and nutgalls for 1908-1918 averaged about
$230,000. The imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar yer.

,,,... ...........
.. .... ..

918....................

...................

...........................................
192m
1921 (9 MOnt)............

Quantity.

VAlue.

Unit value

..........

Pon&.

400%72

1479,.8
6s23.......
.24
97t,810
1

8Ui)MLAY 'OF,; TABWI

IINFORMATION, 1921.

1801

Suggested changes.-Nutgl or gall nuts are not primarily used for
dyeing or tanning as are: the other articles in this paragrph, and
might therefore be provided for in a separate paragraph immediately
before paragraph 1620.,.
PARAGRAPH 1564.
U.R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1564. Eggs of b1rds,.fish, and in..
sects (except flsh re forfood purpow):
Provd, That the importation of eggs of
wild birds ib prohibits, except eggs of
game birds imported for prop ating pur-

I

poses under regulatic ne

'bed by the i
grtary ofA&rme lture-oO speclins
imported for scientic collections.

AOT OF 1009.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 560. Eggs of birds, fish and in.
PAR. 478. Eggs of * * * birds, fish,
sects (except fish roe pre di, &~rfbod knili bet (except fish roe preserved for
purpose : Provided, however, That the food purposes): Provided,however, That the
importitioj if ' btgam biwi or egps importation of eqi of-game birds or eggs
of birds not used for food, except speci- of birds not used for food, except speci.
mens for scientific collections, is pro- mens for scientific coldctions, .is pro.
hibited: Provided fsroer, That the im- hibited: Provided further, That the im.
portation of eggs of game birds for pur- portation of eggs of gme birds for purposes of propagilon* hrevb authorized, poses of prop ionii hfetby authorized,
under rules and regulations to be pre- under rules and regulations to be prescribed, by the Secretary of the Trea iry scribed by the Secretary of the -Treairy

[Free].

PAR.

"
674. Silkworm eggs [Free].

[Free].

PAR.

601. Silkworm eggs [Free].

,, :

EGGS OF BIRDS) FISH, AND INSEOTS.
GENERAL.

This clause prohibits the importation of egg of wild birds? except
for progatioA.
The purpose ot this le, islation is'to pfore
proag,
prevent
In deck01rp
mation Qf flocs0 1f atoi birds or foS; als" to check imports of
eggsof undesirable or"ol uwii
species.,
(See Survey L-i..

Dee.iptio~n and uswe.,-Included in. thi provision through the
elimination of paragraph 601 6f the -act of 1913, are the egsof the
mulberry butterfly from Which silkworms are artificially hatched
after a lapse of about 10 m'nthsj during whioh the eggs are kept in
some form of cold storage. These worms feed for about four weeks
and then spin the cocoon, -the spinning process taking about three
days.- Alter 12to 18 days, in the chrysalis stage withn the cocoon
the adult insect emerges. With most of the races there is but one
generation each year.,
Import, 6f silkworm eggs during the period 1911-1917 oocurred in
only two year,:and'weremignigficant;' 1911, $6;: 1917, '853..These
imports were ma4e ithe coutm of unsuoeesful attempts to establish
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1921.

the raw-silk industry in the United States. Imports during the
calendar years 1918-197.1 were as follows:
1918
:lk
o~legs...............................

Epol birds, fish, and isea ................

[

1919
8952

$,26,79,5,

$5,2"8

$120131

192

0
848

$9,729

21 (9 months).
.

Q1

$414

Important changes in dasjfication.---Specific provision for silkworm
eggs in the act of 1913 (par. 601) has been dropped because of their
unimportance. The proviso combines two provisos ,in paragraph
478 of the act of 1913; the word '"preserved"'bas been dropped in
connection with fish roe, since it has given rise to litigation; the
limiting provision regarding eggs has been changed to those of wild
birds, and the regulatory work transferred from the Treasury to
the Agricultural Department.
PARAGRAPH 1565

BNATE
S.

I. . 7488.
PAR.

ore.

1565. Emery ore and corundum
ACT OF 1913.

AOT OF 1909.
PAR. 561. Emery ore and corundum

[Free].

1NRND ITS.

PAR. 479. Emery ore and corundum,
* * [Free].

EMERY ORE AND CORUNDUM ORE.
(See Survey B-3.)

Descriptionand we.-Emery and corundum prior to the invention
of artificial abrasives were the most important abrasive materials.
Corundum is a natural crystalline mineral composed of alumnum
Emery is an impure form of condum. They are used in
oxide.
making emery cloth an aer afd are manufactured into grinding
wheels by mixing with suitable binding materials.
Production.-The chief commercial sources of emery ore are the
Greek Island of Naxos and the Province of Smayrn in Asia Minor.
Emery is produced in the United States, chiefly in the Peekskill
district of New York and in Pittsylvania County, Va. The domestic
production in 1914 'Was 485 tons, valued at $2,425; in 1917, 16,315
tons, valued at $173,589; and in 1920, 2,327 tons, valued at $21,685.
Canada, which was formerly the chief source of corundum has
produced little since 1913. There are important'deposits in india
and South Africa from which considerable quantities were imported
into this country during the war., The crude ore is usually shipped
to Glasgow for refining and then reexported to this country. The
domestic production in 1917 (all from North Carolina) was 820 tons,
valued at $67,461.. In 1918 production increased,i.but during 1919
and 1920 the domestic outputhas been practicaUy nil..
Imports,--Imports since 1917, by calendar years, are tabulated as
follows:

1.808

SUMMARY OP TARIFF INFORMATION 1902.
S1918
Emery:
lue ....................................
Corundum:

28

Value ....................................

$

W11
(9montUM).

19

0

$

1

$27,518.1

a

$101,974

Exports-None recorded.

Important*changes in caksifwation.-"Ore" was added to conine

corundum to the ore.

PARAGRAPH 1566.

SENATE A.MENDKENTS.

H. t. 7456.
PAR.

1566. Enfleurage greases,, floral

essences and floral concretes: Provided,
That no article mixed or compounded or
containing alcohol shall be exempted
from duty under this pararaph.
'ACT Of 191&.

AQT OF 1909.
*'
PAR. 639. * Oils:
*

*aimine,

*

* *jasmine

or

enfleurage grease,

PAR. 46. Oils, distilled and essential:
.*

*

jasmine orjaimine;

*

20

centum ad valorem: *
liquid and solid primal flower essences perPAR.
49.:* * * enfleurage greases
not compounded 0 * * [Fee).
and floral essences by whatever method
obtained;
.
*
all the foregoing not
containing alcohol and not specially provided for in this section, 20 per centum
ad valorem.
J
ENFLEURAGE GREAPE AND FLORAL 'ESSENCES AND CONCRETES.

(See Survey A-14.)
Descriptionand mse8.-Enfieurage geases and pomades are greases
or fats saturated with the odoriferous "essentialoils of certain flowers
resulting from'the enfleurage process in perfume manufacture. Thit
process s described Under paragraphs 54 and 56., The pomades con-

tain only a small portion of odorous substances and the greases and

fats employed (usually lard or tallow).%will 'turn rancid in time. Such

objections have led to improved.methods of recovering these delicate
essential oils by means of volatile solvents, described under para.

graph 54. The so-called flower concretes or floral essences are made

by this method in southern France.
Imports of enfleurage grease, not containing alcohol, in 1913 were
92 446 pounds,, valued at *124 195, and werefree of duty.
Imports of flower essences, liquid and solid primal, in 1913 were
9,440 pounds, valued at $470,684, and were free of duy. Floral
essences itnported in 1917 were valued at $406,136 and yielded a
revenue of $81,227.
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Imports of the above ruaterials Oince 1917 have been as follows;
.

quntty,

e r.

v"

Dat.
Va n

,,ann

.

rate.

ENFLRURAGR GRUASSO.

P
2; ?V . ,!.aI
$=;W5
-a
2.7O &
i;os
30
9

lo8.............................. ...... ....
.. ............................
....
o4 .............. ... . . . .

1921 (9xnns .......

073

K5,819

20
20
2D

"S4 79
40 2040
. .

9 U.11.

FI4ORkL OEJZ.,

19.....
..
1 .

~

'~

.......
. 9 .4.4,020 20M

9..............................

....... .

~~~~~~~,1
2O....3
0667

Slr*842

.....

2

.i20

181)296 . ....... ...... 2

. /

Export.-Statistcs not available.)
lmporkint cIhange8 in d ftain-Theie products are dutiable
under paralraplm46 and 49, act of 1913. Floral concrejm are montioned speciiclly for the first time.
PARAGRAPH 15671
8E3 ATE AXENDXENTS.

MtW74518.
PAR.

167. Fans, common pam-leaf

plain and not ornamented or decorated
in any manner, and palm leaf in its
natural state not colged, dyel, or 0thq;-,
wiseadvanced or manufactured.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAx. 568. Fans, common palm-leaf
.plain and nqt ornamented or decrted
in any manner, and
m*a
In its
natural state, not colordyed. of otherwise advanced or manufactu!ei [reo],

PAR. 480. Fans, common palm-leaf
.pW ,and not
docorated
,m, onameyntd
and .palmorleaf.,
i44
m any n
natural 4p, not colored, dyed ot otherwise adva, ced or muufacturec ["r ],i

PAM.-LZA

ANS, A". PALM IAF.,

au urveys N1aud N721).

De8erptio.-Palm-leaf fans are made from sections of the spre.ding leaf of several varieties of tropical'palms.
Production data are not separately shown in o~cial sources.
Importsei1914 of plAirzaid not ornamented or decorated paimleaf fans were, 617,185 dozens, valued, at $57,99 2, *prdtically-a7 fom
(Jhin*, with: a few,fromi Iongkon and Jgapaii*.
Importeof natural dm lea were valuedst$14,801 in 1914, mainly
from China, Hongkong, Germany, and Cuba. . Siatistids bf hiports
for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:

SUMMARY 'OP, TAB1FI HrMA7"TO)j
WAS

I

F an,,
=

a....................
...

Value .......

...
Fans, natural palzu leaf(value)
,..

...

11 2,087
1,8.9
. 1.
21

,:

1806

19U1.

1921

0

1910

13D,,
I 10
OM
, 02

I 128

12

$4,S4
5,12
0

Imports of palm-leaf fans for'109-1921 are almost wholly from
Qhina and Hongkong.
t ..... . :,
Ezports.-None recorded.'.

H. R. 7460.
PAR. 1568. Ferroua aulphi

NARA

cop.

peras.

3I

,qr.

WS
-

'I

ACT O 1909.
PA, ..(Q.
Poppers,
or sulph4
,
o
e e * raoo,,
of one
andredths
fifteen

ACT OF i918.
, 4.2. Copperaa, or sulphate of
Prx

.. FUOSULPHATZ
..
(OOPPERAS)'.'

(e Survey FL-8.)
Description an4 "=e,-Ferrous sulphate or coppera

is, aby-

product obtained by evaporation .fr6m. the pilingg solutionS"
used for cleaning iron plates and wires before galvanizmg, tinning,

or enameling. Copperas is used principally as a mordant M dye,

for the purification of water, and M th manufacture of black ixes

and pigments containing iron; also for the prodUction of rouge, for
the purification of coal gas, for the precipitation of gold mi nmetlurgical processes, and fbr refiningiycfie.- - .
Prodwcn, iS almost entirely y iron-working companies, and

nearly equals consumption." The output in 1914 was 92,478'823
pounds-60 113,880 pounds from wire mills, '13,158 859 from rolling
in
mills, and tle remainder from chemical'plants. Teproduction
1919 preliminaryu figures) 1as 119,011,000 pounds; valued at
$1,046,00.
Impor in 1914 were 45,737 pounds from Englund. No imports
are reported for 1916-1921..

Export.-Statistics not available.
Important clangee in clas.gictio.-" Sulphate of iron" has been

changed to "ferrous sulphate," as this is the chemical designation of
copperas, which is th only important sulphate of iron.
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PARAGRAPH 1569.
H. I. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1569. Fibrin, in all forms.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0? 1918.

PAR. 566. Fibrin, in all forms [Free].
FIBRIN.

PAR. 482. Fibrin, in all forms [Free].
.

(See Survey FL.-15.)

Description,uses and productio.-Fibrin is a protein substance

which is formed when blood coagulates. It is obtained by beating
blood with sticks to which the fibrin clin.
It is also obtained by
washing
all
of
the
coloring
matter
out
o
lean
meat. It is not an
important article of commerce.
Imports of fibrin have been very small, the maximum being valued
at $54, in 1910. None are shown since 1916."
Exports.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1570..
H. I. 7480.
PAR.

1570. Fishakins, raw or salted.
ACT OF 1909.

SENATE, AMENDMENTS.
ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 568. Fishakins [Free].
PAR. 484. Fishskins [Free].
~FISUSKINS.

Descriptionand uwes.-Many fishskins have industrial uses. Those
of flatfish make excellent gloves and upper leather; sole skins make
purses; thornback skins are excellent substitutes for sandpaper in
cabinet-making; eelskins make serviceable suspenders; siluroid skins
are made into gloves in Canada; salmon skins make a leather as toubh
.as wash leather; while the skins of sharks and, skates are used for

polishing.,,

Productiion statistics are not available.
Imports of fishskins in 1914 numbered 226, 'weighed 171 pounds,
and were valued at $174. Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921
were as follows:

Export.-None recorded.
Important changes in lassification.-" Raw or salted" is added.

SUMMA
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PARAGRAPH 1571.
H

PAR. 1571. Flint,

stones, ungpound.

SENATE AM rMZDNTs. -

. 748.
flints, and flint

ACT OF' 1913.'
PAR. 486. Flint, flints, and flint stones,
ungrotud [Fee].,
FLINT.

ACT OF 1900.
PAR. 569. Flint, flints, and flint stones,
tinground [Free].-

(See Survey B-3.)
Deci'iption and 8e8.-Flint flints, and flint stones are used in
pebble and tube mills for grinding minerals, ores, cement, and other
materials. Foreign. pebbles are crushed and usedigs "flint" in the
I
ceramic industry.
Production of pebbles for finding has been stimulated by the
war; the supply -has been collected along the beach in San Tiego
County, Cali .. Minnesota, Nevada, and Pennsylvtania have also been
producers. Artificial stones have been. produced by- mechanically
rounding pieces of hard stone. Statistics showing grinding pebbles
and tube-mill linings sold by producers in the United States, , 9181920, are as follows:

0

4

......

uanlty (short tons) ...............

,24

Imports of flints and pebbles for grinding have been chiefly from
Denmark, France, and Belgium, and values. de~reased fom $479,146
in 1914 to less than $200,000 in 1917. Of the 1917 import, 47 per
cent was used in grinding gold, copper, and. other oies, 25 per cent for
grinding cement, and 17 per cent for ceramic materials. Imports
for the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
Flint, flint%, sii4 Aint stones, unground.
quanitity (tons).......................

Nlue .......................................

1920

1919

1918
........

ON
132,

1921 (9 months)

2782

17,7

09,

Export.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1572.,
H. U. 7406.
,
PAR. 1572.. Fossil.
ACT O 1909.
*

PAR.

570. FoedIs [Free].

SEIIATA AMBNDXENTS.
ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 487. Fosilp [Fzee].
I

.!

6,026

8,80

1808
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FOSSILS..

, 192t.

.

Description and ues.-Fossils refer to traces, remains, or relics of
the forms of plants or animals found buried in+deposits or impressed
on stratified rocks. They are valuable aids in the study and mvestigations of the sciences of biology, geology, physiography, and paleon,
tology.
imports of fossils'in 19t were valued' at $1,278, and for, the cabeh.'
dar years 1918-1921 as follows: 1918, $135; 1919, $85; 1920, $265g
1921 (nine months), $155.
Exportm.-None.
PARAGRtAPH '1573.
• ,+e,
B4 74BN,."ATz

aMDENTIB..'

PAR. 1573. Furs and fur skins, un-

'dreed.
-PAI

.... ~~~~,

A

57. Furs, undruied [Free.

'P., 574.,,",Fi

1~o,
91.0i),,++,+

nPA.
491. Fumsnd fuiakidn,iundt0e4

kin .ofall kinds not, [Free],
el11 Y,
er and Uot spe
,i
provided for 'in this'section [Fie].

.

*y

FURS AND FUR SKINS, UNDRESSED.
(See Survey N-10.)

Description andv .--The domestic pelts most commonly used in
wearing apparel and other manufactures of fur are muskrat, skunk
opossum,
and raccoon.
Others mink,
used in
are fox,
cat, lynx, otter;
beaver, badger,
andlarge
civetquantities
cat (a skunk
speciewild
).
lMai fura are so fliished and dyed as to retain little of their orinal
appearance. Whol6eale prices vary widely' ordinary muskrat or
skunk kins often sell for 50 cents each, while silver-fox skins have
sold'for $1,000, and Russian sable as high as $1,200 each.'+'
Productio.-The *alue of furs sold at the New York and St. Louis
sales (including many imported furs) during 1919 was about $35,000,000k this sum is a conservative estimate of domestic production
values. Furs of the smaller fur-bearing aninals marketed annually
are very large in number. The settlement of the country has not
fended to decrease these animals, although the larger animals are
quickly exterminated. The total number of seals killed in the Pribiof Islands in the whole period from 1867. to, 1909 numbered, nearly
4,000,000; in the period from 1910 to 1918, 88,770 was the total
number killed; in 1918, 34,890; in 1919' about 26,000. The Government has encouraged projects of fut farming, which are, however,
not yet yielding exteopyeiy.
/Iports.--s6rnof the most important furs hfipoited are muskrat, marten fisher (similar to the marten), otter, beaver, and wolf,
from Canada; sable,, ermine (from the stoat), koli'.ky (similar to
our mink), wolf,' and' squirrel (sought because of its large pelt and
thick fur) from, Russia- rabbits ifi large quantities from Australia
and New Zealand, the fur used for fur-felt hats and the "nutria"
(from the coypu), for the same purpose, n South America; the
marmot fur from northern Europe; 6hincla from South America
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,(now temporarily prohibited from Chile); and skins of lynxes, leopards, bears wolves, etc,, from many puts of the world. Imports by
-countries sIow the fur markets rather than the sources, most furs
coming here indirectly. The largest prewar im ort of furs and fur
skins, undressed, was in 1912, valued at $17,339,198, and was only
slightly less in 1913. During 1914 and 1915 imports declined 50 per
cent. The sources, in order of -importance in 1913, were Germany,
England, Canada, Belgium, Frauce,, and Russia. During later
calendar years imports were as follows:
Furs and fur skin, undressed.

1918

- uantity (number).................. ..........
sle.....

oo
.... .

.....

*

...

......

.....

I=0<

1019

,

144, 25 022

10, 370,538

$6
"

$8
i

28.0,,

84

12

(9months).
5903

1

M

England, Canada, and Australia were the leading countries of
origin for later years. In 1920 the values of imports from the leading
-sources were, England, $16,221,385; Canada, $13,096,720; Australia, $12,196,461; France, $3,397,765; China, $10;566,781; Japan,
$5,307j387.
Ezport values of raw furs, mostly common varieties of small pelts,
'were $7866,242 to the United Kingdom and $2,099,925 to Canada, m
1918, ie total for that year being $10,799,532.' Exports in 1917
about equaled those of 1911. The largest were in 1913--sealskins,
-S188,700; all others, $17,276,203. Later statisti' for calendar
years are: 1918, $9,214,067; 1919, $16,313,726; 1920, $26,273,307;
.1921 (nine months), $8,831,549. England, Canada, France, and
-Germany are the leading countries of destination, England in 1920
taking $13 795,433 and Canada $6,188,406.
Suggested chaqe.-Inasmuch as silver or black fox skins, undressed, are specifically provided for in paraaph 1420, the words
" and not specially provided for" might be added to this paragraph.
PARAGRAPH 15740
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1574. Goldbeaters' molds and gold!beaters' skins.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 579. Goldbeaters' molds and gold:boaters' skins Freel.

'ACT

0W 1918.

PAR. 496. Goldbeaters' molds and goldbeaters' skins [Free].

GOLDBEATERS' MOLDS AND 8KINS.

(See Survey N-19.)
Description anV ues.--Goldbeater's skin is the outer coat of the
.coacum of the ox when such membrane has been prepared for the
-goldbeater. A goldbeater's mold is a collection of about 850 leaves
-of parchment, vellum, and goldbeater's skins each of a double
h~ckness, fixed on a metal mold and between which flattened pieces
.mof04gAd are placed to be hammered out to the fudl size of the leaf.
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Production.-None.
Imports of goldbeater's molds and skins in 1914' were' valued at
$26,634, nearly all from England and Germany.' Later statistics
follow: (Calendar years) 1918, $16,024; 1919, $11,050; 1920, $41,080;
1021 (nine months)) $47,351.
PARAGRAPH I575.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1575. Graes and fibers: Istle or
Tampico fiber, jute, jute butts, manila,
sisal grass, sunn, and all other textile
grasses or fibrous vegetable substances,
not dressed or manufactured in any manner, and not specially provided for.
ACT OF 1909.

.

ACT OF 1913.

P.R. 578. Grasses and fibers: Jatle or
PAR. 497. Grasses, and fibers: Istle or
Tampico fiber, jute, jute butts. manila, Tamipico fiber, jute, jute butts, manila,
sisal grass, sunth, and all other textile sisal grass, sunn, and all other: textile
grasses or fibrous vegetable substances, grasses or fibrous vegetable subAtanceq,
not dressed or manufactured in any wan- it dressed or manufactured in any manner, and not specially provided for'in this ncr, and 'not specially provided for in this

section [Free].

svetion [lVree].l

'

or cacao
fiber * * * [Free].
PAR. 540. Cocoa,

*

"

*

PAR. 456. Cocoa, or cacao
*
ree).-

*

*

*

fiber *

ISTLE.
(Re Survey. FL-16.)

Description. uses, and production.-Istle, otherwise' known as
Tampico fiber, a hard fiber, is obtained from tho leaves of several
plants found chiefly in the tablelands of northern Mexico, but also
in. the West Indies, Central' America, and British Guiana. The
fiber is extracted from the leaf stems by a crude method of stripping
and scra
The filaments are hard and stiff, and smooth and
yellowish white in appearance. They are an admirable substitute
for animal bristles in brushes, and are also used in basketwork, in the
cheaper grades of twine (e. g, lath twine), and in baling rope. Mexican cotton is usually baled with hand-woven istle bagging of wide
mesh. During the war, on account of the difficulty in obtaining jute
butts from British India, an American company developed yuccaone of the group of istle plants growing in New Mexico and Arizonaand used it extensively in the production of bagging for covering the
domestic cotton crop. With the close of the war, this company
discontinued the manufacture of yucca, as jute butts could be ilnported at lower cost.
Imports, exclusively from Mexico, in 1914, were 10,658 tons, valued
at $1,032,417. Imports for 1918-1921 by calendar years have been
,as follows:

unity (tops) ..... ;......................
due ......... ............................
V

.

.. 1 1

1

1918

1

3 016
714p01

...

20, 840
284

i

1921
'

(9 mollths).

23, S8,741
S
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-JUTZ AND JUTE BUTTS*'
(See Survey FL-16.)

Description and 'ses.-Jute produced exclusively in British India'
is the cheapest and, next to cotton, the most extensivel used
commercial fiber. Unsuitabje climatic conditions and lack o1cheap
labor have rendered ineffective the attempts made. to grow jute in
other countries; A pound of woven ute burlap prior to 1914 corn-

manded about two-thirds the price of a pound ofraw cotton. The
causes for its low price are: (1) Heavy production per acre; (2)
exclusive cultivation in a part of the world Where labor is cheap;
and (3)'the ease with which the fiber can be prepared for spinning.
The fiber is relatively -weak and is difficult to bleach, but because of
its abundance and cheapness it has' become, the world's leading
wrapping and sacking material. Jute cloths are used in sacking
grain, coffee, raw sugar, nitrates, etc.; and in covering raw cotton;
as a foundation for linoleum, floor oilcloths, and asphalt roofing; for
tarpaulins, coat paddings, wall decorations, and carpeting. Inferior
grades of rope and twine also are made from jute. After the crop
Eas been either pulled or cut the fiber is produced by retting,
beating, stripping, washing, and dqing. It is then sorted according to quality into bundles of rejections (the lowest grade); cuttings
or jute butts employed for the manufacture of cotton bagging; and
into several grades of long jute, used in producing burlap.
Production in British India of jute (including jute butts) averages
per annum about 8,000:000 bales of'400 pounds each. The production in 1920 was 8,292,184 bales from 2,508,673 acres. A constantly
greater portion of the, raw material' is' consumed yearly by Indian
mills ana exported as burlap and twilled bags. Calcutta, the great.,
est manufacturing 'center, exports about half- the world's' consumption of jute fabrics. Dundee, Scotland, which ranks'second,
produces materials of a higher grade.Imports in 1914 were 49,036'tons of.jute, valued at $3,923-225, and
41,112 tons of jute butts, valued at $1,933,796. Imports for 19181921 have been -a follows:..
Jute.

Jute butts.

Calendar year.
Quantity.
1919 .........
.........................
19
20...
1921 (9 months) .
.
.

.
...

.

Value.

Qqantityk

44
49443

33.
7,W, 290

T 17,W

32,833

4,1l8,50

46,598

13,938

Value.
6

3144

1,812,515
437,429,

,MANILA,,

(See Survey FL.-16.)

Description, uses, and production.-I-Manila or abaca, the world's
leading raw material for rope making, is obtained from the leaf
stalks of a plantain tree native to the Philippines. The plants are
cut near the ground, the overlapping leaf sheaves are stripped off,
and the strips are drawn by hand under a knife held by a spring
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against a piece of wood. The kne scrapes away the pulp, leaving
the fiber clean and white. After drying, it is bunched and is then
ready for export. Because of its great lightness, strength, and
durability'(especially in water) manila has become the
chief material
for making hawsers, ships' cables, and other marine cordage; and for
well-drilling cables, hoisting and transmission ropes. In 1919, the
domestic output of manila rope ,nd cable amounted to 130 419,000
pounds, or 60 per cent of all the rope and cable manufactured in that
year.
Aboutmanila.
5 per cent
domestic output
twine
made from
In of
thethe
Philippines,
manla ofisbinder
used to
someis
extent for weaving fabrics for clothing., Manila paper is made from
disintegrated manila rope.
lmnport8 of manila in 1914 were 49,685 tons, valued at $9,779,539.
The Philippines are practically the only source, shipments of manila
constituting from 24 to 49 per cent of the total value of exports from
the islands during 1914-1920. Imports for the calendar years 19181921 have been as follows:
1918

uantty(to)......................

v6-6000.....
... #....

1919

7

|

1921
(9 months).

1920

8,5

27

0,4

1

2378,470
S7,
28

3.........
7 245

SISAL.

(See Survey FL-16.)

Dscriptio and wee.- Sisal is a name given to a number of related
tropical fibers. The Mexican variety known as henequen, is produ6ed almost exclusively in Yucatan and, prior to the fall of 1919,
was marketed under the control of an association of producers
known as the Comision del Reguladora del Mercado, de Heno uen.
At that time, however, the assets of this company were ordered
liquidated by the Mexican Government., In early 1922, Yucatan
enacted legislation imposing a production tax on henequen, and
limiting the planting areas for 1922. Henequen fiber is extrated
from the leaves of the henequen by special decorticating machines
which scrape the fiber clean of its pupy covering and wash it in running water. It is hung in the air several days to dry and then baled
for the market. It is used in twines, cordage, and low-grade rope.
Approximately 80 per cent of the world's supply of binder twine is
made from Yucatan henequen and about 90 per cent of the Yucatan
crop is shipped to this country. In binder twine only slight competition is offered by manila (see above), New Zealand flax, and maguey.
The
two last
named are either too costly or are limited in available
.
1
suppy
roduction.-The
large measure of dependence of wheat and other
grain production of the world upon a raw material coming almost exclusively from one small state has led to energetic measures to extend
cultivation to other countries with the result that sisal is now being
raised commercially in British East Africa (the former German East
Africa), the Philippines (where production of maguey, a similar
plant, is increasing), Hawaii, Java, India, the, Bahamas, and Cuba.
The Secretary of Agi'culture stated in 1916 that there is'no other
fiber in large quantities suitable for binder twine and that the increas-

33
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ing production in the Bahamas and Hawaii is chiefly in grades too
good for economic use in twine.
Imports in 1914 were 215,654 tons, valued at $25,860,729.; Later
imports for calendar years are as follows:,
I

"1918

1919

(tons) .............................
uantty
am ......................................

144, M4

2, 01
$M,
M3,M7
s,92on

$ 5

1921)

1921 (9 months).

180,759

$33 M,
,Z

go, No

$120oM;

Suggested changes in das iatio.-Since the term "sisal grass" is
seldom employed in the trade to designate the fiber from which
binding twine is made, it is suggested that the word "grass" be
eliminated and the word "honequen," preceded by a comma, be
inserted after "sisal." Both sisal and henequen are members of the
agave family, used for similar purposes, and are difficult to distinguish
from each other. They are, however, sometimes distinguished in statistics. The insertion of the word "henequen " would assure inclusion
of both in the paragraph.
NEW ZEALAND FLAX.

(See Survey F-i6.)

DescrVin and wses.-This fiber is obtained from the leaves of a
swamp lily (Phormium tenqx) native to New Zealand. It is. also
cultivated on a small scale in Australasia and in some European
countries. The fiber is white, soft, lustrous, and tougher than either
flax or hemp, but resists water poorly. It is used principally in
cordage, twine, and to a small extent for floor matting, although the
best fiber can be woven into a cloth resembling linen duck. When
employed in binder twine, baling rope, and cordage, it is usually
mixed with sisal or manila.
Production.-This fiber is not produced in the United States. In
New Zealand in 1919 there were 49,867 acres devoted to its cultivation. Exports from that country during 1910-1919 ranged per
annum between 20,000 and 35,000 tons, about half of which went to
the United Kingdom. Exports in 1919 were 22,347 tons of fiber and
3,262 tons of tow.
Imports in 1914 were 6,171 tons, valued at $716,953, over one-half
direct from New Zealand, and most of the remainder via transshipment from the United Kingdom. Imports for the calendar years
1918-1921 have been as follows:
1919

1918
Quantity (ons).

....................
.......

13,912
$4,857,576

6, 72D
$1,640,755

192
8,
803
$1,034,407

1921 (9 months).
879
$146,951

BUNN.

(See Survey FL-16.)

Description and wes.--Sunn, sometimes called sunn hemp, while
not a true hemp, closely resembles soft hemp; it comes from southern
82304--22---83
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Asia and tropical Australasia. The fiber, obtained from the stalk by
a system of rotting similar to that employed for aax, is lighter in
color, stronger and more durable under exposure than jute, but not
so strong as hemp. It is used mainly in cordage and to some extent
for calkig ships.
Imports in 1914 amounted to only 16 tons, valued *at $1,388; the
average for three previous years, however, was 131 tons, valued at
$9,896. Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as

follows:

1918
aluantity (tons).............................

............

e9............

3

1919
1,758

28

20

1920
1,

$13,897

1921 (9 months).
228

$20, 3

KAPOK.
(See Survey FL-16.)

Descr'ption and ue8.-Kapok is a vegetable down procured from
the seed pods of a tree-the kapok-indigenous to Java. The fiber is
soft, silky, and lustrous, but too brittle for spinning. The natives
gather the pods, separate the fiber from the seed, dry it, and export
it to countries where, owing to its resilience, it is used for filling mattresses, pillows, cushions, and for upholstering; and because of its low
specific gravity, for the stuffing of life preservers. The demand for this
use has greatly increased, especially during the war. The bark of the
kapok tree is used for tanning purposes, and kapok seed is crushed for
oil to be used in soap, the residue being a stock feed.
Production.-The bulk of the world supply of kapok is from Java,
with 68,129 producing acres in 1911. Annual exports during 19141918 ranged between 9,107 and 10,836 tons, with the Netherlands and
the United States receiving the bulk.
Imports in 19.14 were 1,825 tons, valued at $441,109. Imports for
the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
Uantty (tons) ..............................
e.......

,~n9,6778
.... .......................

1918
9,7
$2,820,474

1919
0,72,88
10,972
$3,673,285

1920
9,881
$3,847,810

1921(9months).
6,4
6,486
$1,930,225

RAMIE.
(See Survey FL-16.)

Description and imes.-Ramie, often called China grass, is a stem
fiber extracted from the ramie plant of Asia, particularly China, by
decortication (scraping away the gum which holds the fibers together),
a very laborious hand process. The fiber can not be separated
from the woody tissue by a simple retting as in the case of flax or
hemp, but only by means of elaborate mechanical treatment. It
has, in general, the same uses as flax and hemp, often being mixed
with them, but is more tenacious, has greater elasticity than flax, and
a luster almost equal to silk. Ramie lacks the elasticity of wool and
silk, and the flexibility of cotton. While the strongest and most
durable of vegetable fibers, its use has been curtailed by the cost of
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degumming satisfactorily, and by the difficulty of spinning fine
counts, owing to the fibers' lack of coherence. These difficulties are
gradually being overcome. The leading use of ramie in the United
States and in the United Kingdom is in manufacture of gas mantles.
In the United States ramie fabrics have appeared on the market in the
form of blouses and upholstery materials.
Production.-Ranie is grown in large quantities in Africa, India,
and in China, the finest qualities coming from China. American
imports have been Jargely from Formosa (prior to the war, via
Hamburg). Ramie can be produced here, but the labor cost, even
with special decorticating and degumming apparatus makes economic production impossible in, competition with the Par East.
Imports in 1914 were 55 tons, valued at $10,745. Imports for the
calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918

Quantity (tons) .............................

ue .................................. 0

1919

192

1921 (9 months).

3,204

759

156

161

$612,244

1W,900

$44,351

$ o0

ORIN VEGETAL.
(See Survey FL-16.)

Description and uses.-Crin vegete], sometimes called vegetable
fiber, or vegetable horsehair, is made from the leaves of a wilddwarf
palm. Algeria and Madagascar are the leading sources, exporting
about 50,000 tons annually. The leaves gw abundantly and are
picked by natives, treated and slightly dried, and sold to export
firms on the seacoast. After a few days' exposure to the sun they
are packed into bales weighing 200 to 265 pounds. The leaves are
separated by a comb into-long, flexible filaments, which are twisted
into a rope. The fiber is used chiefly for stuffing furniture and mat1
tresses. It is also used to some extent for brushes and brooms.
Imports were not separately stated in 1914. In 1912 they were
334 tons, valued at $1Z,960; in 1915, 220 tons, valued at $4,333. Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918

Sua,'ity (tons)....
.............
ue ..
........................

.

33
$9,10

1919
30
$7, 081

1920

1921 (9months).

80 .............
$9,462
$21

BROOM ROOT.
(See Survey FL-16.)

Descriptionand uses.-Broom root, a fiber of great strength, is obtained from a number of plants growing wild in eastern Mexico and
in Central and South America. The broom root used in this country
comes chiefly from Mexico, and is often called Mexican whisk.
Mexico has recently withdrawn its export duty on broom. The wavy
roots of the grass-some 9 to 12 inches long, and, when cleaned, a
pale yellow-are used in brushes and brooms, especially clothes-
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brushes, carpet, and velvet brushes. The greatest defect of this
fiber is a tendency to become brittle and break.
Imports of broom root in 1914 were 144 tons, valued at $36,035.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918
u7ntity (tons) ..............................
alue ........................................

77
$211,682
67,

1919
1,610
203

1920"
1,197
5H6,048

1921

months).
161
194,152

OTHER FIBERS, N. S. P. F.
(Not specially provided for in paragraph 497 and not usually stated separately in
import statistics.)

Maguey is a term used for a number of varieties of agaves, but
more specifically for the so-called century plants that grow wild
and abundantly in Mexico, and are now cuItivate& successfully in
the Philippines. 'The fiber is produced by macerating leaves in
water, rubbing, scraping, and drying. Maguey is fine elastic, and
of special value for rope subject to sudden strain. It is used in
Europe and America for ships ropes and cables, brooms, and mats.
Exports from the Philippines, which have increased in recent years,
totaled in 1920 10,638 tons, valued at $1,363,750 with shipments
to the United States amounting to 1,667 tons, worth $190,657.
Mauritius hemp, a hard fiber of the aloe family, is produced chiefly
on the island of Mauritius (Indian Ocean) and in Africa, It is softer
and whiter than other hard fibers, and is used chiefly for mixing
with manila and sisal in medium grades of cordage. The annual
output of the island of Mauritius is about 2,500 tons.
Piassava is a very elastic fiber, extracted from' a species of palm,
chiefly in Brazil and Liberia. The finest fibers are used for cordage,
for which purpose they are excellent because of their resistance to
Vater; the coarser fibers are used for brooms, baskets, and brushes.
The world production has been as high as 5,000 tons.
There are a number of other fibers imported on a small scale.
Kittul, often confused with piassava, is of special value in machine
brushes for polishing linen and cotton yarns, bushing velvets, etc.
Imports in 1914 of other textile grasses or fibers, unmanufactured,
not specifically enumerated in import statistics, were 9,125 tons,
valued at $845,260. Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have
been as follows:
11921
(9 months).

Quantity (tons)........................
ue.

.............

,473

1,43004

88

46

4,595

561,980

3,5S

69,456

GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Suggested clunge.-To secure (1) an arrangement in the approximate order of importance of the fibers and grasses falling under this
classification, and (2) to give specific mention to certain fibers heretofore not specified, but which should be separated in statistics, it
is suggested that this paragraph be changed to read as follows:

I
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Grasses and fibers: Jute, jute butts, manila, sial, heneqien, istle, New Zealand
hemp, sunn, kapok, ramie, crin vegetal, maguey, Mauritius, piaesava, and all other
textile grasses or fibrous vegetable substances, not dressed or manufactured in any
manner, and not specially provided for.
PARAGRAPH 1576.
H. R. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1576. Guano, basic slag, ground
or unt'round manures, and all other substances' used chiefly for fertilizer, not
specially provided for.
PAR.

ACT O

ACT OF 1913.

1909.

PAR.499. Guano manures, and all
PAR. 581. Guano,' manures, and all
sul stances used only for manure, includ- su stances used only for manure, including 1asic slag, ground or ungrotind, ing basic slag, ground or unground,
[Free]
* * ([Freej.

GUANO AND MANURES.
(See Survey FL-5.)

Description and ue.-Guano is the decomposed excrement and
carcasses of marine birds mixed with the remains of fish. It is used
as a fertilizer and contains both nitrpget and phosphoric acid and an
appreciable amount of potash.
Produetion.-The prinipal deposits were on the hincha Islands
off the coast of Peru. These original deposits, estimated at 10,000,000
tons, became exhausted about 1868. In recent years shipments have
been made from new deposits on the same islands. Other important
commercial sources have been Patagonia and the Ichaboe Islands, off
the coast of Africa.
Imports in 1910 were 52,330 long tons, valued at $845,765; in 1917
3,563 long tons, valued at $73,398. In' 1917 and 1918 the imports
were chiefly from Mexico.
Imports of all other substances used only for manures were 197,165
tons, valued at $4,241,285 in 1914. Import figures for 1918-1921
are shown below:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit valu .

GUANO.

1918................................................................
1919................................................................
................................................................
I9"21 (9 months) .....................................................

ToMs.

8,206
7,017
53,790
1,

5280,544
255,9 5
4,583,313
72,299

"34 19
36.48
85.21
54.77

ALL OTHER SUBSTANCES USED ONLY FOR MANURE.
1918 ................................................................
1919 ................................................................

1921 (9montho) .....................................................

48,039
7
141,510

. 49,W

$1,810,158
2,716,060
6,762,140

1,980,478

$37.68
37.43
47.78 -

30.96

Imports of guano are chiefly from Norway, Chile, and England.
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BASIO SLAG.

(See Survey FL-5.)
Description and s8es.-Basic slag is a by-product obtained in the
manufacture of steel from phosphatic pig iron by the basic process.
It is used as a fertilizer material for its phosphoric-acid content,
which is from 15 to 19 per cent. Its trade names are "basic cinder,"
"basic slag meal," "Thomas slag," or "Thomas phosphate powder."
Production.-Large quantities are produced in Germany, France,
Belgium, and Engle.nd; the European production in 1913 exceededI
4,000,000 long tons, Germany producing about 50 per cent of the total.
Very little is produced here because of the comparatively low phosphorus content of American iron ores.
imports, prior to the war, reached a maximum of 15,124 tons,
valued at $146,477 in 1913; then decreased to 2 tons, valued at $54
in 1918, and have been negligible since then.
Ezports.---Statistics not available.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.

Important ckaje8 in classfication.-" Used only for manure" has
been dropped an' "used chiefly for fertilizer" and "not specially
provided for" have been added.
PARAGRAPH 1577.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDXENT8.

PAR. 1577. Gums and resins: Amber
and amberoid, arabic or senegal, damar,
kauri, and other copals; dragons blood,
kadaya, sandarac, tragacanth, tragasol,
and other gums, gum resins, and resins,
not specially provided for.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 36. Gums: Amber, and amberoid
PAR. 488. Amber, and amberoid unmanufactured, or crude gum, gum Kauri, unmanufactured, or crude gum, not speand gum Copal [Free].
cially provided for in thissection, $1 per
PAR. 20. Drugs, such as * * * gums pound; arabic, or senegal, j cent per
and gum resin, * * * one.fourth of pound; *. *
PAR. 500. Gum: Amber in chips valued
one cent per pound, and in addition
thereto ten per centum ad valorem: at not more than 50 cents per pound,
Provided, That no article containing alco- copal, damar, and kauri [Free.
PAR. 27. Drugs, such as * ** gums,
hol, or in the preparation of which alcohol
* * advanced * * * 10percenis used, shall be classified for duty under
turn ad valorem.
this paragraph.
PAR. 477. Drugs, such as
gums,
PAR.559. Drugs, such as * * *gums
gum resin, * * * not advanced * * *
gum resin, * * * not advanced
[Free].
Free].
PAR. 476. Dragon's blood [Free].
PAR. 558. Dragon's blood [Free].
AMBER AND AMBEROID.

(See Survey A-9.)

Descriptionand uses.-Amber, a fossil resin occurring in small lumps,
is found principally in East Prussia. It is picked up along the shore
of the Baltic, and is obtained by. mining. It varies in color from pale
yellow to red, brown, or even black, and may be transparent, translucent, or opaque.
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Amberoid is produced from small bits of amber, with or without
other resins, such as copal and camphor, by heating them and forcing
into a solid cake by hydraulic pressure.
The finest amber and amberoid are made into beads and ornaments
and mouthpieces for pipes and cigar holders. Bits and chips make'a
high grade but expensive varnish.
Amber is now being replaced for ornamental articles by artificial
products resembling amber in appearance and properties, but differing
greatly in chemical nature. These so-called "synthetic phenolic
resins" (par. 26) are made, by the chemical combination of phenol
with formaldehyde or hexamethylenetetramine. They are chemically
more stable than amber. "Bakelite," "Condensite," and "Redmanol" are such substances. Their domestic manufacture has increased greatly in recent years, with the claim that they are equal to
or better than amber for most purposes. One variety is plastic and
used largely for electrical insulators and various molded articles;
the other is nonplastic, is the more expensive, and alone competes
with amber. They are dutiable at 30 per cent plus 5 cents per pound
under the act of September 8i 1916.
Production.-The United States produces no amber, though small,
but not commercial, quantities of fossil gum resembling amber appear
in Maryland, New Jersey, and Marthas vineyard.
Imports come from the Baltic. In 1913 they were 35,645 pounds;
in 1914, 22,485 pounds. Later statistics follow:
Equivaent

Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 .......................................
1919 .......................................
19 .......................................

PouN*.

2

768

1921 (9months) ............................

5,013
2,425

Value,

222
4,278
41,58

18 798

Unit value.

18 88
.67

Duty.

$25
768
15,013

d uM.lent

Pe cet.
...........
17.9

2.77
8&13
8.93................

Important change in c/as fi tion.-Amber and amberoid unmanufactured, or crude gum, is dutiable under paragraph 36, act of 1913.
H. R. 7456 exempts from duty all amber and amberoid. The words
"or crude gum" in the act of 1913 have been omitted as amber is
not known under this name.
ARABIC OR SENEGAL.

(See Survey A-9.)

Description and uses.-Gum arabic is a natural exudation obtained
from several species of trees of Africa and Asia. It is used for sizing
fabrics, in calico printing, water paints and calcimines, mucilage and
match manufacture, water colors and confectionery. The finest
grades are used in pharmacy and medicine. Materials serving
similar purposes include dextrin, starch gelatin, and glue. A somewhat similar mucilage is derived from iMrsh moss. Another class of
gum used in part for similar purposes includes tragacanth, tragasol,
and kadaya.
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Imports in!1914 were 2,867,544 pounds; in 1916, 7,613,880 pounds.
Later statistics follow:
Quantity:

Calend~r year.

Unit value.

Value.

GVlent

Ibuty,

.Pounds.

109.............
10,190 $1,23737
1927....................8,764,199
78574W
1921 (9months) ...................

599,214

10.20
.13

524,88

$30,676
3383

,.47
&2

.00 ............

Important change in Cla8ifiawion.-Arabic or senegal gum is dutiable under paragraph 36 of the act of 1913.
GUMS, COPAL, DAMAR, KAURI.
(See Survey FL-17.)

Descriptionand wses.-Copal is a class name commercially applied

to several widely distributedgum resins capable of use in the'manufacture of oil varnishes. The most important copals for this use are
damar, kauri, Congo, sandarac, and Manila. Other gums of lesser
importance are pontinak and East Indian. There are three kinds of
commercial copal, classified according to hardness: (1) Hard.or true,

which includes Zanzibar, Mozambique, and Madagascar coals; (2)
medium hard, which comprises the West African copals; and (3) soft,
which includes American anim6, kauri, Manila, and Borneo cop als.
A true copal is a hard resin of high melting point exuded from
several varieties of trees indigenous to the East Indies and the East
Coast of Africa. The fossil gum is found in irregular lumps buried
in the ground or it is sometimes taken directly from the tree. Hard
copal is the hardest of all resins, except amber, and is the most valuable for varnish making. Damar is the term applied to all gums and
resins which exude from trees and solidify rapidly on exposure to
air. The resin derived from the true damar of the botanists is the
varnish-maker's Manila copal. Commercial damar, so-called, is derived mostly from Dipterocarpus trees, Shorea, Hope i Vatica, Drybalonops, Vateria, Doone, and other species, and is caled Batavian,
Borneo, or Singapore damar, depending upon its origin. Kauri is a
resin obtained from the Dammara australis, a yellow pine indigenous
to the northern island of New Zealand. Of the three varieties, fossil,
bush, and recent, the fossil is the best grade. It is a white resin,
softer than true copal, but harder than rosin, used in the manufacture
of varnish.
Imports for 1914-1918 averaged as follows: Copal, 18,369,252
pounds, valued at $1,185,454; danar, 7,182,848 pounds, valued at
$6'5,500; kauri, 7,915,759 pounds, valued at $1,196,889. Later statistl:cs follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

6j M ,707
4,772M
,059
1,702,188

t7
578, 915
2,16,313
27544

Unit value.

DAMAR.
1918 ................................................................
1919 ................................................................
1920 ............................................................

1921 (9months) .....................................................

1,91,757

I,488

,

.12
.20

.15

!
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KAURI.

L9,025

............................... 5,9 0,796
1918 .................
674,6412
1919 .......................................................... 4,474,441
1920 ............................................................... 11,579, &W 1,720,982

1921 (9months) ....................................................

457,780

2,241,715

$(. 16
.15
.15

.20

COPAL.
.........................
1918 ............ I
•1919 .......................................

........ 21,260,760 $1,635,804
829,419
........ 11,079,8W

Ip3o .................... + .......................................... 47,052,548
J21 monthsh) .................................................... 7,582,612

.

5,712,308
728,98

so.06
.07

.12
.09

DRAGON'8 BLOOD.

(See Survey FL-17.)

Description and uses.-Dragon's blood is a red, resinous substance exuded from the ripe fruit of several species of small palms
growing in Siam, the Molucca Islands, and the East Indies. It is
marketed either in the form of small oval drops or in long cylindrical
sticks, and is used in pharmacy, but principally in coloring varnishes.
Prodution.--Dragon's blood is separated from the fruit by rubbing, by shaking in bags, or by exposure to the vapor of boiling water.
It is collected by the natives:
Imports of dragon's blood varied between 12,034 pounds, valued
at $5,513 in 1911, and a maximum of 48,026 pounds, valued at $19,137
in 1917. Subsequent imports are given below.
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Pouvrdf.
1918 ...............................................................
1919 ...............................................................
1920 ...............................................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................................

27,260
13,326
18,938
16,564

$10,167
10,420
12,649
6, 534

5037
.78
.67
.37

KADAYA, SANDARAC, TRAGACANTH, TRAGASOL, AND OTHER GUMS AND
RESINS.

Description and uses.-Sandarao is a resin obtained from a small
evergreen tree which is indigenous to Northwestern Africa. It is
also obtained in Australia from a similar tree and is known as "white
pine resin." Sandarac is used chiefly, as a varnish resin and to some
extent in dental cements and as an incense. Tragacanth is a gum
exudation obtained fromvarious species of Astragalus. Commercial
supplies are obtained from this tree in the mountainous regions of
Asia Minor, Syria, Armenia, Kurdistan, and Persia. It is used
chiefly for sizing textiles. Kadaya and tragasol are other important
gums which are imported in large' quantities.
Imports of tragacanth during the period 1910-1916 ranged between
1,000,000 and 1,500,000 pounds annually, and increased greatly in
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1917. Imports of tragasol in 1910-1917 were between 800,000 and
1,200,000 pounds annually. Since 1917 imports have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.,

Unit value.

Duty.

TRAGACANTH.

1918 ................................................
1919 ....................................................
1920 ....................................................
1921 (9 months) ...................................

( Pound.

1713,50
'237,277
1,479,133
943,776
186,557

$8,71 6
135,311
1, 89, 811
1,342,985
221,293

$1.10.
.57
$13,531
1.08.........
1.42.........
1.19.........

TRAGASOL.
1918 .......................................
......
1919 ................................................
1920 ................................................
1921 (9 months) ........................................

711,614
179,930
027,314
561,194

$14,502
10,458
26,139
18,845

$ .06.........
soo
...........
.04.........
.03

l-Dec. 31, free. (Abstract 42058.)
IJuly
'Jan. I-June 30, dutiable.

Imports of kadaya and sandarac are shown for 1914, only, when
they were: Kadaya, 866,535 pounds valued at $42,703; and sandarac,
55,365 pounds, valued at $9,332.
Imports of other gums and gum resins in a crude state increased to
4,963,000 pounds in 1916 valued at $259,000. In 1917 they amounted
to about 1,290,000 pounds. Since then imports have beenas follows:
Calendar year.

IQuantity.
Pounds.

1. 1619,047
2.3,126,678
191g
..
1J'4,208,290
.1,066,437
.
.
.
.
.
5,867,586
1.,.
'.321,286
6, 30
I~t8,
8 8,430
1921 (9 months) ........................................
'33,875

Value.

$111,557
452,053
fli,722
169,877
957,378
16,761
519,71
5 , 1880

8,922

Unit value.

Duty.

$0.17 ......
.14
si,205
.17 .........
.18
16,988
.16 ....... 1,676
.05
.....
.05
.0 ...........

:03 ..........

Free.
Dutiable at 10 per cent. (T. D. 88548.)

Important chunge8 ir cla4sifcation.-Kadaya, sandarac, tragacanth
and tragasol are mentioned specifically for the first time. As the
provision for gums in paragraph 27, act of 1913, has been omitted, a
provision for "other gums, gum resins, and resins, not specially
provided for" has been added to this paragraph. (Reclassification
Report, p. 50.)
ugge8ted clange.-As the words "and other copals" embrace
none of the gums or resins preceding "damar," it is suggested that
a semicolon be substituted for the comma after "senegal."
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PARAGRAPH 1578.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1578. Gunpowder, and all other
explosive substances, used for mining,
blasting, or artillery purposes, not spe.

cially provided for.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 435. Gunpowder, and all explosive
PAR. 501. Gunpowder, and all explosubstances used for mining, blasting, 'give substances, not specially provided
artillery, or sporting purposes, when for in this section, used for mining, blastvalued at twenty cents or leas per pound, ing, and artillery purpose [Free].
two cents per pound; valued above

twenty cents per pound, four cents per
pound.

EXPLOSIVES.

(See Survey FL-18.)
GENERAL.

Explosives are used principally for blasting, signaling, pyrotechnics, and for military and sporting purposes.
Blasting explosives include mainly black powder, nitroglycerin
preparations, and the so-called "permissible explosives,": which have
passed certain tests of the Bureau of Mines and are regarded as safe
for use with proper precautions in coal mines.
Military explosives include propellants (smokeless powder), prim.
ers, high explosives for filling she Is, torpedoes, hand-grenades, etc.
Ammonium nitrate (par. 7) is extensively used as a constituent of
both blasting and military explosives.
BLACK POWDER.

Description and uses.-Black powder consists of an intimate mixture, usually 75 per cent potassium nitrate, 15 per cent charcoal, and
10 per cent sulphur. It is used principally for mining, blasting, and
sporting purposes; also to some extent in fireworks.
Production of blasting powder in 1914 was 207,423,675 pounds,

valued at $8,459,113, not far from the average since 1900. The
black blasting powder used in 1917 was 277,118,525 pounds. Other
high explosives for blasting purposes, exclusive of permissible explosives, amounted to 262,316,080 pounds; permissible explosives were
43,040,722 pounds. Production in 1919 (preliminary figures) was as
follows: Blasting powder, 184,675,000 pounds, valued at $12,168,500;
gunpowder, black, 11,730,000 pounds, valued at $2,096,600; perakissible explosives, 26,496,000 pounds, valued at $4,736,000.
Imports were not shown separately in 1917, but since that time
those of gunpowder and all explosive substances, n. s. p. f., for
blasting, mining, or artillery purposes have been as follows:
Calendar year.

1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................

1920 .................................................................
1921 (9 month,).......................................................

Quantity.

Value.

Potsn.
25,O90,394 $12, 8 , 196
12,420,796 6,W ,518

22, 4
20,321

6,404
2,

Unit
value.

$0.50
.51

.24
.14
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Exports of gunpowder, includiLg smokeless powder, prior to 191&
averaged about 1,000,000 pounds annually, and for the calendar
years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1919.

192D

6,761,799
$6,990,744

43, 907, 793
$38,368,167

1918
Quantity (pounds) ......................
Value ...............................

229,377,058
$179,648156

1921

694,989'
$373,491

Countries of destination are chiefly France, Colombia, and Canada..
SMOKELESS POWDER.

Description and uses.-Nitrocellulose, or guncotton, is thd base.
of all smokeless powders. It is'prepared by treating cotton under
certain conditions with a mixture of nitric and sutphuric acid. In
making smokeless powder the iitrocellulose is mixed with alcohol,
ether, and a stabilizer. After these are thoroughly incorporated themixture is pressed into the desired shape by hydraulic pressure and
when dried is ready for use. Cordite is a'smokeless powder made
from a mixture composed of nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, acetone,
and vaseline. Smokeless powder is used almost entirely for military purposes, and to some extent for sporting purposes.
Production of smokeless powder in 1914 (including that b

th

Government) was 12,684,072 pounds, increasing enormously uring
the war. In 1919 according to preliminary figures smokeless powder
was tho item of chief value in "all other" explosives, the output
of which was 53,476,700 pounds, valued at $24,164,200.
Exports far exceed imports. During the war large quantities were
supplied the Allies. Figures are combined with gunpowder, supra.
NITROGLYCERIN AND DYNAMITE.

Description and us es.-Nitroglycerin is a heavy, oily liquid obtained by treating glycerin with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric
acids. It is very sensitive to shock and is a violent poison. Dynamite is made by absorbing nitroglycerin in some porous substance,.
such as infusorial earth, sawdust, or powdered mica. Nitroglycerin
is used at present in the liquid state only for "shooting" gas or oil
wells. Its greatest use is in making dynamite and other high explosives. It is sometimes used in medicine as a heart stimulant.
Production in 1914 of dynamite was 223,667,630 pounds, valued at
$20,553,653. In the same year 65,302,883 pounds of nitroglycerin
were produced, of which "3,785,474 pounds were sold as such for
$950,611. In 1919, according to preliminary figures, 220,995,500
pounds of dynamite, valued at $38,763,400, and 56,361,200 pounds
of nitroglycerin were produced, of which an amount valued at
S3,439,000 was sold as such.
Imports.--Statistics not available.
Exports of dynamite in 1914 were 14,464,601 pounds, valued at
$1,587,184; in 1916, i9,561,654 pounds, valued at $3,656,653. Statistics for the calendar years 1918--1921 are as follows:
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Countries of destination are chiefly Mexico, Chile, and Peru.
NrrROSTARCH.

De&8rip iin and ues.-Nitrostarch is used as a constituent of
some hh explosives. It is made in much the same way as nitrocellulose, by the treatment of starch with nitric and sulphuric acids.
Tapioca starch and cornstarch are the ones most used. During the
war nitrostarch was used largely in hand grenades. It can also be
used with good results for blasting purposes.
Production, imports, and export8.-=Statistics are not available.
PARAGRAPH 1579.
SENATE AMENDXENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1579. Hair of horse, cattle, and
other animals, cleaned or uncleaned,
drawn or undrawn, but unmanufactured,

!not specially provided for.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 583. Hair of horse, cattle, and
PAR. 503. Hair of horse, cattle, and
other animals, cleaned or uncleaned, other animals, cleaned or unclehaned,
drawn or undrawn, but unmanufactured, drawn or undrawn, but unmanulactured,
not specially provided for in thissection; not specially provided for in ths section

*

*

*

[Free].

HAIR OF HORSE, CATTLE, AND OTHER ANIMALS.
(See Survey N-12.)

Description and uses.-The long hair from the manes and tails of
horses -is used as a filling, usually with a cotton warp, in making
haircloth. (Haircloth dutiable under par. 1426.) It is also used in
making fishlines, straitiing cloths and for violin bows. The short hair
(and that from the tails of cattle) is curled and used in upholstery
work. (Curled hair dutiable under par. 1425.) The hair of cattle
and other animals is a tannery by-product used in felt for roofing
and for covering steam pipes. Mixed with wool waste or cotton',
it is made into coarse yarns for carpets, horse blankets, and the
cheapest gride of tweeds. Cattle hair is also used as binding for
mortar and plaster.
Production statistics are not available. Most of the cattle hair
required is of domestic production; the horsehair is largely imported.
Imports of horsehair for bows of violins are shown separately.
These amounted in 1914 to $8,279, and to $13,473 in 1916. Imports
of other horsehair were smallest in 1914 and 1915, being, respectively
3,776,227 pounds, valued at $1,668,484, and 3,543,358 pounds, valued
at $1,501,085. In prior years the averagewas about 4,010,000 pounds,
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and in 1916 and 1917 imports reached more than 6,000,000 pounds.
Cattle and other animal hair in 1914 amounted to 15,506,745 pounds,
valued at $1,051,874. Imports have decreased since then. horsehair came chiefly from Argentina, with large amounts also from
China, Canada, Italy, England, Uruguay, and Mexico. Cattle and
other animal hair comes from practically. the same countries, with
Canada leading. Later statistics of imports for calendar years are
tabulated below:
1918
Horseb '- or bows of violins and other instir. wir,
ients,
Hors3.
allvalue
other:..........................
fiiantity (pounds) .......................
Value ....................................
Cattle and other animal hair:
uantlty (pounds) .....................
lue ...................................

1919

1920

1921 (9months).

$74

$24,829

$17,661

$1,7%

2,900,913
$1,010,172

3,99, 405
$1,618,683

4,893,247
82,184,603

2 417,60
281

3,464,447
$304,268

4,546,791
$543, 6W

6,770,368
$1,218, O

2.667,126
W35,114

Argentina continued to lead -in shipments of horsehair, but Germany, in 1920, led in cattle and other animal hair, with Argentina
second and Canada third.
Exports of horse, cattle, and other animal hair are combined in the
trade statistics. These were valued in 1914 at $1,085,038. The
United Kingdom was the largest purchaser, with Germany, Belgium,
and Canada following in the order named. Later statistics for calendar years follow: 1918, $680,766; 1919, $1,551,276; 1920, $1,327,546;
1921 (9 months), $437,694.
PARAGRAPH 1580.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1580. Hide cuttings, raw, with or

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

without hair, ossein, and all other glue
stock.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 584. Hide cuttings, raw, with or
without hair, and all other glue stock
[Free].

PAR. 504. Hide cuttings, raw; with or
without hair, and all other glue stock
[Free].

GLUE STOCK.

(See Survey A-9.)
Description and Use.-This paragraph includes all kinds of hide

cuttings and all other material used as glue stock. Most hide stock
is produced by tanners as waste pieces or trimmings, fleshings from
the flesh side of the hide, and "skivings," or scrapings from the hair
orgrain side of the hide.
Green or packer bone and country bone, chiefly butchers' offal and
junk bone, are used as glue stocks. Ossein is the bone residue after
the mineral matter has been dissolved out by acid. Sinews come
into markets from slaughterhouses as fresh or green galted. The
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bones, skins, and heads of fish are also used for preparing glue (par.
39).
Production.-Statistics not available.
Import values of hide cuttings and other glue stock increased from
$1,605,432 in 1910 to $2,158,514 in 1914, chiefly from Europe.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921, chiefly from Argentina,
Uruguay, and England, have been as follows:
1918

Quantity (pounds) ....................
Value.............................

1919

106,446
448,165

~1921 monthsh)

1920

13 780, 637
4978,514

36,888,101
23, 006, l3x.
62,238,95,q1 $1,
409

Eports.--Statistics are not available.
I portant changes in classifwaion.--Ossein is mentioned specifically
for the first time.
PARAGRAPH 1581.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1581. Rope made of rawhide.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 585. Hide rope [Free].

PAR. 505. Hide rope [Free].
RAWHIDE ROPE.
(See Survey N-18.)

Description and uses.-Rope made of rawhide 's composed of
strips of untanned hide twisted into cords and ropes. It is very
hard and tough. It is the material from which rawhide or so-called
"cowhide" riding whips are madi.
Pt'odutiondata are not separately shown in official sources.
Imports of hide rope in 1914 amounted to $10. Statistics for the
calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
If 21
1918

Quantiy (pound) .................................
value....................................

$2,5

1919

2411
957

1920

(9 m n1t

).

810

225

$10

$43

Exports.-None recorded.
Important changes in cla~sification.-The phraseology of this paragraph has been changed so as to restrict its provisions to rope actually
made from rawhide. The provision in former acts for "hide rope"
has been held not limited to rope made from hides, but inclusive of
rope known as hide rope made from material other than hides, and
used for tying hides. (G. A. 8336; T. D. 38390, 1920.)
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PARAGRAPH 1582.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1582. Hides of settle, raw or
incured, or dried, saltI, or pickled.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 450. Hides of cattle, raw or unPAR. 506. Hides of cattle, raw or uncured, whether dry, salted, or pickled, cured, or dry, salted, or pickled [Free].
shall be admitted free of duty: * * *.
HIDES OF CATTLE, RAW OR DRIED, ETC.
(See Survey FL-1 9.)

Description and ue8.-Cattle hides are employed principally in
shoe leathers and in belting, harness, upholstery, case, bag, and strap
leathers. The tanning and finishing processes give a wide variety
of leathers. Hides vary greatly in character, depending upon the
condition under which the animal is reared, its breeding, age, sex,
and many other factors. Animals raised without shelter, obtaining
their subsistence largely from roughage, produce tough, close-grained
hides. Cattle of good breeding, given good care and concentrated
feeds furnish fine-grained, but frequently weak, hides. Domestic
hides are commonly "packer" or "country," the former taken off
at the stockyards, the latter at small slaughterhouses. Packer
hides, as a rule, command the higher price because of greater care
in the removal. Kips are usually young cattle hides, weighing from
15 to 25 pounds, but East Indian kips are small cattle hides.
Produdtion of cattle hides numbers about 12,000,000 annually,
averaging about 50 pounds each.
Imports.-In 1913 we imported 268,042,390 pounds of cattle hides
(green and dry)--about 82,000,000 pounds from Europe, 86,500,000
pounds from South America, 77,300,000 pounds from lNorth America,
15,200,000 pounds froia Asia, and 7,200,000 pounds from Australasia
and Africa. The imports are classified into (1) dry cattle hides and
(2) green or pickled cattle hides. During the war inuports of dry
cattle hides rapidly increased, but Argentina remained the chief
source of supply. Russia was practically eliminated by 1917, and
shipments from China and South American countries, especially
from Brazil and Colombia, increased.
Imports of green or pickled cattle hides also increased rapidly,
but not in the ratio of the dry hides. In 1913 our principal sources for
green or pickled cattle hides were Argentina, Canada, France, Russia
in Europe, and Mexico. One result of the war was to cause South
American hides to find an increased market in this country.
Imports of cattle hides for the calendar years 1918-1921 are shown
in the following tables:

D~ry (12 Pounds and over):
iizantity (pounds) ....................
reor.............................'-......
Green or pikted (25 pounds and over):
i intlty (pounds)....................
Value ....................................

1921
(9 months).

1918

1919

1920

35,165,106
$10,254,045

96,176,601
$34,360,222

.59,150,408
821,092,121

9,326,213
$1,741,719

186,432,280
$41,708,075

310,631
$91,223,542

261709
54,383,203

1.34,642,852
$17,360,629
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In 1920 the imports of dry cattle hides from Argentina were 24
per cent of the total; those from Colombia were 14 per cent; China,
8 per cent; British India, 7 per cent. The bulk of cattle hides, green
or pickled, came from Argentina (46 per cent); those from Uruguay
amounted to 12 per cent; Canada, 11 per cent; and Brazil, 6 per cent.
Exports of cattle hides in the fiscal year 1918 were valued at $1,953,700, Canada, the only country to which we exported cattle hides in
any quantity, taking an amount to the value of $1,497,454. The
table below shows exports during the calendar years 1918-1921:

Quantity (pounds)....................
alue..............................

1921
(Omonths).

1918

1919

1920

2d,1

16,998,2
$6,290,3

11,485,46
S3,701,14

12,181,705
81,38,803

In 1920 China received 50 per cent of the exports; Japan, 17 per
cent.
'Suggested ckangeB.-If all hides are to remain on the free list, this
paragraph might be combined with par. 1653.
PARAGRAPH 1583.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1583. Hones and whetstones.
ACT O.

1909.,

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 586. Hones and whetstones [Free],

PAR. 507. Honesandwhetetones[

HONES AND WIIETSTONES.

].

-

(SeeiSurvey B-3.)

Descriptionand ues.-Hones and whetstones, formerly made only
from natural quarried rocks, are now made from artificial abrasives
(par. 1415), which are fast replacing the natural stones.
Production of oilstones (including hones and whetstones) and
scythestones from natural rock decreased from $207,352 in 1913 to
$115,178 in 1915, and then increased to $168,704 in 1917. Arkansas
is the chief producer of oilstones, whetstones, and hones; Ohio leads
in scythestones; but New Hampshire, Vermont, and Michigan also
contribute important quotas.
Oilstones and cythaetones sold by producersin the United Stata, 1918-1920.
i

Quantity (short tons) ..............................................
Nalue ..........................................

82304-22---84

1918

1919

1,010
$189,033

$235,943

1,463

1920

1 144
$231,747

1M80
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JInports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are shown in the following

table:

Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1584.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7450.
PAR. 1584. Hoofs, unmanufactured.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.
[Free].

587. Hoofs,

ACT OF 1913.

unmanufkctured

PAR.

[Free].

508. Hoofs,

unmanufactured

HOOFS, UNMANUFACTURED.

(See Survey F-b.)
Description and uses.-the hoofs of neat cattle yield a pale yellow

oil, called "neat's-foot oil," almost wholly olein, the liquid part of
fat, as distinguished from stearin, the solid portion. It is a fine
lubricant and is extensively employed by manufacturers as a leather
dressing. Hoofs are used in making buttons and novelties.
Imports are combined in official statistics with horns and parts of,
shown under the succeedin paragraph (1585). They come principally from Argentina, Canada, and Uruguay.
Exports are shown combined with horns and parts of.
PARAGRAPH 1585.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. B. 7456.
PAR. 1585. Horns and parts of includ-

ing horn strips and tips, unmanulactured.
ACT OF 19090

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 589. Horns and parts of, including horn strips and tips, unmanufactured
[Free].

PAR. 611. Horne and parts of, including horn strips and tips, unmanufactured
[Free].

HORNS AND PARTS OF.
(See Survey N-21.)

Description and ses.--Horns and horn strips and tips are used
principally for making combs, knife handles, buttons, and various
novelties, such as napkin rings, etc.

sUMXAM

I
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Production statistics are not available. The domestic output
comes largely from the packing pants. They are sorted in three
grades for sale to the button trade.
Imports are shown under the classification, "Hoofs, horns, and
parts of, unmanufactured." In 1914 these were valued at $254,872.
They are chiefly from Argentina, Uruguay, England, and Norway.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are shown below:
1918

1919

Quantity (pounds) ........................................
.....................................
$199,958

.

8
13 127

190

1021(9 months).

1110,838
~ 5 57

1,7 001
P4,05

Exports of hoofs and horns were valued at $102,705 in 1913 and at
$61,180 in 1914. In later statistics (calendaryearE) exports, including bones, have been as follows: 1918, $307,671; 1919, $370,634; 1920,
$270,146; 1921 (nine months), $80,634. .Japan is the chief purchaser.
PARAGRAPH 1586.
H. I. 7456.
PAR.

S]1NATE AEBNDXENTS.

1586. Ice.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 590. Ice [Free].

PAR. 512. Ice [Free].
ICE.

(,ee Survey FL-O.)

Description and M.-Ic, natural or manufactured, as a refrigerating ana preserving agen hs extended the market for perishable
foodstuffs, stimulating their production and stabilizing prices as
between the seasons of plenty and of scarcity.
Production of manufactured ice in 1914 amounted to 21,043,063
tons, valued at $62,192,413, an increase of more than 150 per cent
over the output of 1904. Over 50 per cent was reported by New York,
Pennsylvania, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, Texas, and California. . In 1919
the value of production was $136,873,000.
Imports of ice in 1914 were 32,093 tons, valued at $16,340, coming
wholly from Canada. Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921
were as follows:
1918

1919

1920

1921(9 months).

Quantity (tons) ..............................

60,709

68,627

55,092

8,063

lue .......................................

39

S ,94,272

1 503

K,382

Exports in 1914 were 14,183 tons and in 1917 were 17,642 tons
valued at $29,795 and $37,965, respectively, going to Canada and
Mexico. Exports for later years are not recorded.
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PARAGRAPH 158'7.
SRNATR AM NDXMNTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1587. India rubber and gutta-

percha, crude, including jelutong or

pontianak, guayule, gutta balata, and
gutta siak, and scrap or refuse india rubher and gutta-percha fit only for remanu.

facture.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PaR. 591. India rubber, .crude, and
milk of, and scrap or refuse India rubber fit only for remanufacture and
which has been worn out by use [Free].

PAR. 513. India rubber, crude, and
milk of, and scrap or refuse india rubber,
fit only for remanufacture [Free].

PAR. 582. Gutta-percha, crude [Free].

PAR. 502. Gutta-percha, crude [Free].

INDIA RUBBER, JELUTONG OR PONTIANAK, AND GUAYULE.

(See Survey FL-17.)

Description and uses.-Milk of india rubber, or latex, is a white
or cream colored, more or less viscous, liquid obtained by "tapping"
various tropical trees, creepers and shrubs. Crude india rubber
ia coagulated from this milk of rubber by exposure to smoke, by
heating, or by treatment with organic acids. Many trade names describing crude india rubber according to botanical source or country
of origin are employed in commerce. The physical properties giving
rubber its value are its pale color, high tensile strength, strong
adhesion and cohesion values, great elasticity, pliability, impermeability to water and gases, high insulating powers, ability to take up
powdered minerals and form a homogeneous mass, and its low
specific gravity.
Jelutong or pontianak is a low-grade rubber coming chiefly from
Borneo. it is obtained from the latex of Dyera co8tilata. When
the prices of crude rubber were high the rubber content of pontianak
was extracted and large quantities of it were utilized.
Guayule is a Mexican rubber which has come into use in recent
years. It is obtained from the cells of the bark of a shrub peculiar
to the arid regions of northern Mexico and southern Texas. It is
practically the only rubber found in the United States.
Production.-The chief crude-rubber producers are Brazil, Ceylon,
the Malay Peninsula, Africa, Mexico, Central America, and the Indies.
Rubber is obtained both from wild forests and from cultivated trees.
In 1913 one-half and in 1918, 90 per cent of the production came
from plantations. The world's annual production of crude rubber
has increased from 54 000 tons in 1900 to 290,000 tons in 1918.
Imports of india rubber, crude, and milk of, have increased from
110,101,091 pounds, valued at $92,956,013, in 1912 to 390,338,533
pounds, valued at $203,122,748, in 1918 (fiscal year). Imports of
india rubber, scrap or refuse, fit only for remanufacture, decreased
from 44,479,429 pounds, valued at $3,675,824, in 1913 to 10,584,494
pounds, valued at $827,778, in 1915; the maximum import since 1915
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was 17,665,403 pounds, valued at $1,187,113 in 1917. Imports of
the .above materials since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:
1918

1919
I

India rubber:
Crude and milk of.................
uantity
(pounds)
,.....,...........
...........
"'
Scrap or refuseQuantity
(pounds) ..............
salue ..............................

326, 844, 645 535, 942,721
132
$148,84, 308 5215, 82,
8~13157
,462

Reclaimed9uantty
(pounds) .................
. . . . . . . .
ue..............

40,117

19)

( n9t
. 1(9 mot)

I

W6,54136
M ,75773

257,2549W6

12 0631
i478

1,94,34
$4 2U

890,719
AM2,9

047, M
s,5

603216
"A8,128

In recent years the .imports of crude india rubber have been
chiefly from the British Straits Settlements and the Dutch East
Indies; and those of scrap or refuse india rubber mostly from England,
Canada, and France.
Annual imports of jelutong or pontianak from 1910 to 1914 ranged
between 45,000,000 and 50,000,000 pounds, valued at more than
$2,000,000.: During the period 1914-1918 they decreased to between
15,000,000 and 30,000,000 pounds. Later statistics for the calendar
years 1918-1921 follow:
1919

S1918

Jolutong or pontiauak:
1 2,
Quantty (pounds) ..................... 1
364

12,7 1

(9i~tntbeo

1920

2,

W

1

0

W

Annual imports of guayule during 1909-1913 ranged from 10,000,000 to 20,000,000 pounds, with a value between $3,000,000 and $10000,000. During 1914-1918 they have ranged from 1,475,80t nound&
in 1914 to 5,.116,165 pounds in 1915. Later statistics for calc"k" %r
years follow:

Exports of india rubber, scrap and old, have varied in value from
$598,287 in 1914 to $235,811 m 1918 (fiscal years). Exports from
1918-1921, calendar years, follow:
1918
Scrap

1919

1920

1921 (9m Ut0.

and old India rubber:

uantity
(pounds)................
.................................
Value
India rubber, reclaimed:

(pounds).................
.ty

uSlue .............................

2 212
883,09/ 8292,05

,

502,176

100%"8,S1

5ap
1,40

Q
0 on2 41S,214
774,70
ams1o.'
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Exports in 1920 of scrap india rubber were chiefly to Japan,
Canada, and France and of reclaimed india rubber chiefly to Canada,
Scotland, and England.
Important ciangen in cdasi'zfcion.--Jelutong or pontianak and
guayule have been mentioned specifically for the first time.
OGUTFA-PERCBA, BALATA AND SIAK.
(See Survey FL-17.)

Description and uwes.-Gutta-percha is the product obtained by
codgulating the latex of certain species of trees (Palqsium and
Payena) native to the Malay Peninsula and Archipelago. It is a
grayish white substance possessing great suppleness, but little elasticity. In many of its properties gutta-percha resembles india rubber
and is often mixed with it. When vulcanized with sulphur it forms
a very hard substance. It is used chiefly as an insulator for underground electrical wiring; in golf balls; temporary fillings for teeth;
driving belts; rings, valves, and washers for pumps and hydraulic
presses; boot soles; acid cements; tissue for mending clothing and for
surgical work; and also for other minor purposes. Gutta balata and
guttasiak are similar to gutta-percha in properties and use.
Production.-The latex is removed from the trees by making
incisions in the bark. It coagulates on exposure to the air, and is
then removed and purified by washing. It is also extracted by
mechanical processes from the leaves and twigs, but this product is
a poorer quality.
Imports of gutta-percha, crude, increased from 181,294 pounds,
valued at $95,690 in 1908, to 2,751,839 pounds, valued at $327,039
in 1916. Imports of gutta balata during 1910-1914 averaged about
1500,000 pounds annually, valued approximately at $800,000.
From 1915 to 1918 they have exceeded 2,500,000 pounds annually.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
Outta-perchas, crude:
uantity (pounds) ..................
ue..........................
Balats, crude:
intty (pounds) ...........
..
V

1919

I

,495,818

7,129,127
$1,620,309

1 592,024
b251,313

2,38411W
$,60043
2...............

165,W4}
$708,233

983,256
$213,689

$1,068,098

1 52038

1628, 134

1920

1921 (9mouths).

Imports since 1918 of gutta-percha have been chiefly from the
British Straits Settlements, the Dutch East Indies, and England;
and those of balata almost wholly from Mexico.
Important changes in dassificion.-Gutta balata and gutta siak
have -been mentioned specifically for the first time.
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PARAGRAPH 1588.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1588. Iodine, crude.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

ACT OP 1913.

593. Iodine, crude [Free].

PAR. 515. Iodine, crude,

[(Free].

[For discussion of iodine, see par. 42, p. 127.]
PARAGRAPH 1589.
H. R. 7466.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1589. Iridium, oemium, palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium and native combinations thereof with one another or with platinum.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 595. Iridium, osmium, palladium,
PAR. 517. Iridium, osmium, palladium,
rhodium, and ruthenium and native com- rhodium, and ruthenium and native combinations thereof with one another or with binations thereof with one another or
platinum (Free].
with platinum [Free].
THE PLATINUM METALS.
(See Survey FL-20.)
IRIDIUM.'

De8cription and ue.-Iridium is found in platinum ores; as
)smiridium, a native alloy of iridium and osmium, in varyi pro
portions; and in the form of native alloys with the other platifium
metals. It is a white, steel-like metal, brittle when cold and somewhat malleable at white heat. The principal sources oR these ores
are the Ural Mountains, Australia, Colombia, and Borneo. Platinum
iridium alloys, which are harder and more resistant to acids than
platinum, are used in the manufacture of standard weights, knife
edges of balances, and in other articles to preserve them from
atmospheric corrosion. Osmiridiumi is used in the manufacture of
the iridium tips for gold pen points.
Production increased from 193 ounces in 1914 to 10,042 ounces in
1917, and decreased to 3,875 ounces in 1918 and to 418 ounces in 1920.
Imports of iridium were 3,619 troy ounces in 1917. For the calendar
years 1918 to 1921 they were as follows:

Exports.-None recorded.
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OSMIUM.

Description and use.--Osmium, one of the metals of the platinum

group, is found native, alloyed with platinum and iridium. It is
the heaviest known substance, having a specific gravity of 22.48.
Formerly it was used in filaments of electric lamps, but has now been
replaced by tungsten. It is used slightly in medicine and silk dyeing.
Production.--No statistics.
Imports in 1917 were 400 troy ounces of osmium and 259 troy ounces
of osmiridium. Later statistics follow:
Osmium.

Osmiridlum.

Calendar year.
Quantity.

1919....................................................
1919
...................................................

Value.

Quantity.

Own
(troy).
............
2v..30 ............
. .. .

0,aw
(troy).7

593
12
1291

192m
.........
......................
............. .......
........... o.......
1921 (9 months)

8,7
8,738

Value.

4274

.

4,473
1,l.780

321

112, 40
4222,124
450,241#
241

Exports.-None recorded.
PALLADIUM.

Description and wse.-Palladium is the lightest metal of the
platinum group. While found native alloyed with small amounts of
platinum and iridium and 5 to 10 per cent of gold and silver the

chief supply comes from the nickel-copper ores of Ontario and the
electrolytic refining of copper. Alloyed with gold and silver, palladium has found considerable use as a substitute for platinum in the
manufacture of laboratory ware, in jewelry, and for dental and various
industrial purposes It is also added to platinum to make a lighter
alloy capable of receiving a brilliant polish. Palladium is used for
coating various surfaces, e. g., reflectors of searchlights and divided
scaJes on various scientific instruments.
Production was 4,024 ounces in 1918 and 4,309 ounces in 1920.
Imports in the fiscal year 1918 were 1,317 ounces. For calendar

years 1918 to 1921, inclusive, they were as follows:

1921
1918

mtlty (troyoes)............................
~ ~ ~ 8 240
~ ~ ~ ..........................
ue~~ ~
..........

.......

.........

.....

1919

3,739
M
$.077

I=2

6,944
$55,77
1;7
248
6%28

(9 months).

64 7,787
847
$48,4

Export.-None recorded.
RHODIUM.

Description and u8e.-Rhodium occurs with the other metals of
the platinum group and as an alloy with gold as rhodium gold or
rhodite, a mineral found in Mexico. It is a white, hard, malleable
metal. With platinum it forms an alloy used in making thermocouples, crucibles, dishes, and as a catalyst.
Production was 48.5 troy ounces in, 1917.
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Imports were 32 troy ounces in the fiscal year 1914 and 49 ounces
in 1918. For thie calendar years 1918-1921 they were as follows:

ExportM.-None recorded.
RUTHENIUM.

Description and uees.-Ruthenium, a hard, brittle, infusible metal
is associated with metals of the platinum group. It is very rare and
has not been used commercially to any great extent although employed occasionally in dyeing solutions for silks.
Imports in 1915 were 90 troy ounces. For the calendar years
1918-1921 they were as follows:

1918
Quantity (troy ounces)....
Value ...........

1919

.........

I...
....

19@1
(Omontha).

1920
2

.....
10........

82,840

6

Kxporto.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1590.
SENATE AM.NDIETS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1590. Iron ore, including manganiferous iron. ore, and the dro or
residuum from burnt pyrites.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 117. Iron ore, including manganiferous iron ore, and the dross or
residuum from burnt pyriteb, fifteen
cents per ton: Provided, That in levying
arid collecting the ditty on iron ore no
deduction shall be made from the weight
of the ore on account of moisture which
may be chemically or physically combined therewith.
IRON

PAR. 518. Iron ore, including man-

ganiferous iron ore, and the dross or
residuum from burnt pyrites; * * *

IFr" 1.

ORE.

(See Survey FL-2.)

Decription.--Commercial iron ore contains from 25 to 70 per cent
of iron. The American iron ore as mined averages over 50 per cent.
Manganiferous iron ores are either those which contain iron greatly
in excess of manganese and which are smelted directly to a manganese
cast iron containing 1 to 4 per cent manganese, or those in which
manganese equals or is in excess of the iron and which, with other
iron ores, are smelted to a similar product or low-grade ferroman-
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ganese. The waste cinder of pyrite burners is also a source of iron.
After the iron pyrites have been used by sulphuric-acid manufacturers the calciied residue is collected, the copper removed, and the
material sintered for reclamation of the iron.
Production of iron ore- in 1913 amounted to 61,980,437 long tons,
or approximately 40 per cent of the estimated world total. 1n 1917
it was 75,288,851 long tons, and in 1920, 67 604,465 long tons. Minnesota, Michigan, Alabama, New York, and Wisconsin are the principal producers, Minnesota yielding over half the output.
Next to the United States the leading sources of iron ore in 1913
were Germany (26,771,598 gross tons), France (21,572,835), and the
United Kingdom (15,997,328), production materially declining during
the war. With the transfer of Lorraine to France after the close of
the World War that country now ranks next to the United States
as the world's reatest producer of iron ore.
The greatest iron-ore fields of the world are (1) the Lake Superior
district; (2) the Lorraine ore field of northeastern France, Luxemburg, and southern Belgium; (3) the magnetite deposits of northern
Sweden: (4) the ore fields of Oriente, Cuba; (5) the ores of Bell
Island, Newfoundland; and (6) the ore region of southern Brazil.
In each of these fields the potential yield of iron is estimated to
exceed 1,000,000 000 gross tons. The Lorraine field is advantageously situated with reference to coal and limestone and is near
some of the most important markets of the world. The iron content
of Lorraine ore, however, is only about 30 to 35 per cent, while that
of Lake Superior ore averages over 50 per cent. Brazilian and
Swedish iron ores have a high iron content, averaging from 55 to
65 per cent, but are mined in countries with a very limited supply of
coal. The Brazilian field contains the most extensive known deposit
of "low phosphorus" ore, used largely in the manufacture of ordnance
material
Imports in the fiscal year 1913 amounted to 2,246,861 gross tons,
valued at $7,035,185. In the fiscal year 1918 imports aggregated
871,854 gross tons valued at $3,144,072. For the calendar years 1918
to 1921 they were as follows:
Quatiy tos)1918
Quantity (tons) ..............................
Value ................................

-

$378,375
$2488,921

1919

-M

478,481
$235689

92

1921 (9monthss.

1,273, 458

$4;96i54j

295,710
$999720

Over half of the imported iron ore comes from Cuba and the
remainder largely from Spain and Sweden. A large proportion of
the imported ore enters the United States through the customs district of Maryland.

Exports of iron ore in the fiscal year 1913 amounted to 1,221,387
gross tons, valued at $3,684,443. In the fiscal year 1918 these exports
amounted to 1,185,769 gross tons valued at $4,877,380. Exports
for the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:

Quantity (tons) .............................
Value .......................................

1918

1919

1,258,383
$5,535,090

998,50
$4,30 ,74

120

6

I21 (9 months).

1,145,037 I
19$ 9'

230,228
$,1 94,80

I
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The bulk of the exported ore goes to Canada. In 1920 some exported ore moved to Mexico and-Sweden.
Important changes in daesification.-In H. R. 7456 iron ore, includ-

ing manganiferous iron ore and the dross or residuum from burnt
pyrites, has been retained on the free list as in the act of 1913, but
separated from "iron in pigs, iron kentledge, spiegeleisen," etc.,
which have been placed on the dutiable list.
PARAGRAPH 1591.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMZNTS.

PAR. 1591. Ivory tusks in their natural
state or cut vertically across the grain
only, with the hark left intact.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 369. Ivory tusks in their natural
PAR. 596. Ivory tusks in their natural
state or cut vertically across the grin state, or cut vertically acrms the train
only, with the bark left intact, * * * only, with the bark left intact, 20 per
centum ad valorem;

lFree].

*

*

*

IVORY TUSKS.

,(See Survey N-21.)

Descriptionand use.-Ivory tusks are mainly those of the African
elephant, these constituting the best part of commercial ivory.
Other sources are the tusks of fossil elephants found in Russia,
Siberia, and Alaska, and the teeth of the whale, walrus, and hippopotamus. The latter are inferior to elephant tusks, which are considered true ivory.
Import in 1914 amounted to $480,516, valued at $1,315,325.
They were chiefly from Belgium and England, the chief markets for
-African ivory. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Duties.

Unit value.

1918 .......................................

Poud.
376 908

$7A8196

$151,630

$2.01

1919.....................................

1920...
............................
1921 (9 months) ........................

347,531

62, 010

172,402

4361=
6!845
1%4164
&%700
7740O5............

2.48

d v-m
Per on.

20

20
&
55
20
I......
............

In the later years large quantities were shipped direct from the
Belgian Congo and Egypt, although England and Belgium remained
the chief markets.
Important changes in claosication.-Transferred from the Sundries
schedule (pAr. 369) of the act of 1913.
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PARAGRAPH 1592.
SENATE AMENDXENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR.

1592. Jet, unmanufactured.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 59S. Jet, unmanufactured [Freej.

PAR.

520. Jet, unmanufactured [Froo.

JET, UNMANUFACTURED.

(See Survey N-i.)

Descriptionand uwes.-Jet is a compact, soft, light coal of a lustrous
black color, hard and solid enough to be turned in a lathe and made
into various ornamental articles. It occurs here in many localities,
but is not systematically worked. It is found in Austria-Hungary,
France, Germany, Spain, and England. It has been displaced by
black-colored chalcedony and anthracite. Owing to the high
polish taken, it finds use as material for dress trimming, mourning
jewelry, toys, buttons, and personal ornaments.
Imports of jet are small and irregular, having been recorded from
1907 to 1918 in three years only. In 1907 they were valued at $27
and later statistics for calendar years are as follows: 1918, $316;
1919, $1,199; 1920, $371; 1921 (nine months), $992.
PARAGRAPH 1593.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1593. Joss stick or jca light.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 599. Jose stick or Joss light [Free].

PAR. 521. Joss stick or joss light [FreeJ.

JOSS STICK AND LIGHT.
(See Survoy ?.-8.)

Description and u.8e.-Joss sticks are reeds covered with paste
made from the dust of odoriferous woods, or cylinders made wholly
of the paste. They are used by the Chinese to burn before their
idols, as slow matches in measuring time at night, and for lighting
pipes, and are widely used by other peoples as deodorizers.
Imports of joss sticks in 1914 were valued at $6,888, nearly half
from apan and the rest from China and India. Later statistics for
calendar years follow: 1918, $29,510; 1919, $32,328; 1920, $41,089;
1921 (nine months), $17,015.
Suggested change.-See paragraph 1656, page 1438.
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PARAGRAPH 1594.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1594. Junk, old.

PAR.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

600. Junk, old [Free].

PAR. 522. Junk, old [Free].

OLD JUNK.

Dearipon.-"Junk" in the ordinary meaning consists of wornout and discarded material (in general) that may be turned to some
use. It consists principally of old rope, chain, iron, copper, parts of
machinery, and bottles gathered or bought up by tradesmen known
as "junk dealers."
Production.-No statistics.

Imports since 1917 by calendar years have bepn as follows:
1919

.1918
=.antt (pounds) ...........................

aat e.......................................

I

548,059'

1921 (9monus).

192

175

P,41

21,

$,7

,328

Export.--None recorded. .
PARAGRAPH 1595.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDXENTS.

PAR. 1595. Kelp.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

ACT OF 1913.

601. Kelp [Free].

PAR. 523. Kelp [Free].

KELP.
(See Survey A-16.)

Decription and u.8e.-The name kelp, originally applied to the
ash obtained by burning seaweed, has now been extended .to the seaweeds themselves, particularly to those yielding potash, iodine, and
other valuable products. Kelp is used principally for the production
of potash salts and iodine, although acetic acid and acetone may be
thus obtained. Dried and ground kelp is sometimes used as fertilizer.
Production.-Little kelp was used here until 1914, when the shortage of potash salts caused large quantities along the Pacific coast
to be utilized. There were 10 plants manufacturing potash and
other products from kelp during 1917 and 1918, and their output was
about 4,300 tons per year. Most of these plants have now shut down,
owing to the lower price of potash.
Imports of kelp have been small and irregular and probably refer
to the ash.
Ezports..-Statistics not available.
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PARAGRAPH 1596.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1596. Kieserite.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

ACT OF 1913.

602. Kieserite [Free].

PAR.

524. Kieserite [Free].

lIESERITE.
(See Survey FL-22.)

Description and uses.-Kieserite is a natural mineral. composed of
magnesium sulphate combined with one molecule of water of
crystallization. It is slowly soluble in water, Which property serves
as a means of separating it from the other salts naturally occurring
with it. Kieserite is found chiefly at Stassfurt in Germany and
Hallstatt and Kalus2 in Galicia. It is used mainly as a raw material
in the production of Epsom salts (par. 47), from which it differs
.
only in the amount of water contained.
Production.-At Stassfurt, kieserite is found along with other
salts. The latter are readily soluble in water and therefore on
washing are removed. Kieserite is. packed in molds and by purification is converted into Epsom salts.
Imports of kieserite for 1910-1914 averaged annually 6,455 tons,
valued at $21,043, entirely from Germany. No imports are recorded
since 1918.
PARAGRAPH 1597.
H. R. 7406.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1597. Lac, crude, seed, button,
stick, or shell.
-

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 605. Lac * * * crude, seed,
button, stick, and shell [Free].

PAR. 526. Lac * * * crude, seed.
button, stick, and shell [Free].

IACp CRUDE, SEED, BUTTON, ETC., AND SHELLAC,
(See Survey FL-17.)

Description and uses.-L-Crude lac is probably another term applied
to stick Iac, the crudest form of lac resin. The lac-encrusted twigs
are dried and cut into sticks, in which form the lac is sometimes
supplied to the consumer.
Seed lac or grain lac consists of stick lac which has been ground
int ay
and crushed, and which has had the wood twigs removed.
being two grades, (1) seed lac containing the lac dye, and (2) washed
or bleached seed lac from which the lac dye has been taken by
bleaching or by extraction with water. Seed lac is used as a raw
material in the manufacture of the best grades of shellac.
Button lac is a form of shellac made by allowing malted and
strained lac to drop onto a flat surface, forming large rounded cake3.
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Shell lac, or shellac, is seed lac which has been cooked, cooled, and
rolled into third sheets. Commercial grades may contain orpiment or
rosin, which is added to impart certain properties to the shellac.
Rosin present in quantities exceeding 3 per cent is usually considered
an adulterant. Shellac is used as a binder in the manufacture of
such composition goods as buttons, dominoes, poker chips, and
phonograph records; as an insulator in electrical work; in sealing
wax and shoe dressing; and, when dissolved in alcohol as a quickdrying varnish (spirit varnish), and in paints for ship bottoms.
We produce about one-half the shellac varnish of the world and are
the chief consumer.
Production is restricted to the preparation of bleached lao from
the imported products. The domestic output of bleached lac in
1914 was 8,654,514 pounds, valued at $1,806,802, and in 1919
(preliminary figures), 8,799,190 pounds, valued at $5,955,700.
Import8 of crude lac, seed button, and stick, before 1913 averaged
less than 500,000 pounds. hiese greatly increased during the war-rin 1915, 1,126,167 pounds, valued at $88,293; in 1916, 3,485,976
pounds, valued at $291,176; in 1917, 5,473,174 pounds, valued at
$637,846. Imports Qf shellac for 1908-1918 averaged about 21,000,000, pounds, valued at about $4,000,000.
IMports since 1917 by, calendar years have been as follows:

I

n1921

(

1920

1919

1918

1 (9 months).

Lac, crude, seed, button and stick:

uanitity (poun ds) .......................
value ....................................
Shellac:
uant ty (pounds)...
................
....................................

571,972

1 813, 537

2, 636,096

250, 551

18,657,717
9,029,139

24,426,403
11,869,24

28, 587,107

19,490, 483
$9, 717, 76

$153,336

382 713

$93, 268

$2,088,576

76,

Imports are chiefly from British India, England, and Japan.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in clasifiction.-Lac dye has been omitted
since it is no longer an article of commerce.
PARAGRAPH 1598.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1593. Lactarene or casein.
ACT OF 1909.

PAR.

ACT OF 1913.

607. Lactarene, or casein [Free].

PAR. 527. Lactarene or casein [Free].

CASE[N OR LACTARENE.
(See Survey FL15.)

Description and uses.-Casein, is a white, ashless, nitrogenous sub
stance found in the milk of mammals as a collodial suspension or
emulsion in combination with calcium. It is soluble in concentrated
acid and alkalies. About 3 per cent of the solid matter of cow's milk
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is casein and represents about 80 per cent of the entire milk protein.
Oasein has a great many commercial applications, including the manufacture of waterproof and coated paper, paints and artists' colors,
plastics, electric insulators, foods, medicines, paint remover, shoe
polish, photographic plates, mucilage and cement, and dressing and
color-fixing mediums in textiles.
Production.-It is prepared commercially from skimmed milk by
precipitating the protein with a dilute mineral acid and filtering,
washing, and, drying to a powder.: The powder'is packed in air-tight
containers, with formaldehyde added to prevent decomposition. Milk
sugar is obtained as a by-product. Casein is also made by precipitation with ferments, such as rennet. In 1914 about 18,600,000 pounds
were produced in the United States and were valued at approximately $1,000,000. Since then domestic production has decreased
somewhat, owing to a smaller available supply of skimmed milk, together with higher wages, increased freight rates, and other causes.
In 1919 (preliminary figures) 16,615,076 pounds were produced,
at $2,188,787.
valued
I Imports
of casein for 1910-1918 averaged about 10,000,000 pounds,
valued at about $1,000,000. Before the war it came chiefly from
France, but during the war Argentina furnished the bulk. Imports
since 1917 by calendar years, chiefly from Argentina, England, and
Brazil, have been as follows:
1921

1918
..

Uantlty (pounds) ..................
tuiu$e ................

.

. .

.

7,083,976

.760

1919

(9 mo2th).

1920

17,078,936

21,238,822

7,978,393

$2,009,791

$2,431, 66

b742,225

Ezport.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1599.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1599. Lava, unmanufactured.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.
FFree].

608.

Lava,

unmanufactured

PAR.
[Free].

529.

Lava,

unmanufactured

LAVA, UNMANUFACTURED.
(See Survey B-3.)

Description and uses.-Lava, rock of volcanic origin, varying

greatly in composition and texture, has some specific uses, e. g., for
making millstones and for filtering acids. Basaltic lava of vesicular
texture is used for beater rolls and bedplates, which compete with
steel or bronze rolls in the preparation of paper pulp. The largest
use of such rocks is for crushed stone.
Production.-A small amount, used for beater rolls, is produced in
the extreme Northwestern States. (See par. 235, p. 350.)'
Imports of lava average about 50 tons a year, and ate used for
beater rolls. (See par. 235, p. 350.)
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,PARAGRAPH' 1600.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
Y&Ah. A600. Leather! All leather not
speally povided for; harness, saddlos,
orpart, except
handsets
rnetal, parts, Siaised Qor u~sed;.,
leader CpL ro shopuppr, vamps, soles,
.O other forms uitable for, conVersion

into manufactured articles; and leather

ahoeltace finished 6r unfi behd'

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 4M. *.*

* PrOvddThat on

PAl. 530. All leathernotJeoially l0i.
thi
*

and after October first, nineteen hundred vided for in this action: z#
and nine grain, buff, and split leather
shall pay a duty of even and one-half per
centuim 4d valorem; * * that harness, -sddles and saddlery, in sets or in
part, finished or unfinished, coMpoed
who ly Or'in chief value of leather, . all,
paj a duty of, twenty per centum .ad
Valorem:',
PAi.

401. Band, bend, or belting

leather, rough, leather, and sole leather,
five per' centum ad valorem; dressed
upper and all other leather, calfskins
tanned or tanned and dressed, kangaroo,
sheep and goat slIn (including lamb and
kid skins)! driioed. and finished, other
skins and bookbinders' calfkius, all the
foregoing not specially pro-ided for in
this section, fiften per centumd ad
valorem;: * * *, skins for morocco,

, five per centum
tanned but u
ad valorem; patent, japan.ed, varnished,
or enameled leather weighing not over
ten pounds per dozen hides or skins,
twenty-seven cents per pound and fifteen
per centum-ad valorem; if weighing over
ten pounds and not over twenty-five
pounds per dozen twenty-seven cents
per pound and eight per centum ad
valorem; #if. weighing over twenty-five
pounds per dozen, twenty cents per
Iound and ten per centum. ad valoremi,
S*' leather he laces, finished'or
unfinished, fifty cents per gross pairs and
ten per centum ad valorem; * ,#

*

Provided, That leather cut into shoe
uppers or vamps or other forms, suitable
for conversion into manufactured articles,
and gauffre leather, shall pay a duty of
ten per centum ad valorem in addition to
the duty imposed by this paarph on

leather of the same character as that from
which they are cut.
PAR. 461. Harness, saddles, saddlery,

in sets or in parts, finished or unfinished,
thirty-five per centum ad valorem.
82304-22---85

cut into. shoe uppers or vamps or otqe
forms suitable for,conversion into boots or
shoos; '

*. * leather shoe laces, fin-

ished or unfinished; harness, saddles, and
.sddlery, in. sets or in parts, fmiiedor

unfinished [Free].
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BELTING AND SOLE LEATER.
(See Survey N-15.)

De8criptiom and use8.-Belt4ng and solo leather are produced
from cattle hides by processes identical up to the,
g process.
Both are frequently made in the same tanneries. Vegetable tannin
is the older and slower process, but the qualities which it imparts
make the leather superior, with somemui"or exceptions, foi the purposes under consideration, to miner4.tannod leat]r.., ,Mineral
tannin is usually done in "drums; vegetable tannm tin both vats
and "drums." Drum tanning is a quicker process than vat tanning.
Chrome salts are usually employed in mineral tanning and sometimes, ,asin the case of sole leather for army shoes, the leather is
tanned by the quick mineral or "chrome" process and then given
a'compa atively brief vegetable tanning called, ved table retain.
Pro iotior
sole leather in 1914 was value& at $116,188,059;
belting leather, at $8,369,584. In 1919, the former was valued at
$227,809,736 and the latter at $37,275,668. , The sole-leather industry

has grown rapidly from a value of approximately $50,000,000 in

1899, the belting-leather industry from a value then approximating
$7,000,000. Pennsylvania was the most important producer of
sole leather, with a value of $50,485,259 in 1914, nearly one-half
the total output. Michigan was second, with $12,641,509; West
Virginia, $9,035,266; Wisconsin, $7 646,946; Virginia $7,535,199;
andNew York, $7 184,838. Penns yvania in 1919 stili ranked first
with an output of $101,041,783, followed by West Virginia with
$20,429,088, and New York with $19 662,132. The larger pait of
the product-$117,522,076-was of oa tannage. Troxwit to t4e
supplies of oak and hemlock bark formerly determined the location
of tte belting and sole leather tanning establishments. The use of
quebracho and bark extracts and other imported and domestic vegetable tan
materials now renders location of less importance.
lmportM.-Out of an import value, in 1912, of more than $11000,000
for belting and sole-leather, $821,640 came from England; in 1913,
England sent us $1,239,447 worth out of $1,052,460, and Canada over
$100,000. In 1916 out of more than $3,000,000 worth, Canada sent
$2 782,226 worth, and England only $131,113. In 1917 import were
valued at $2,443,785, Canada supplying $1,600,279 worth, and
England $74,329. In 1920 England sent to this country sole leather
valued at $979,117, and Canada an amount valued at $604,529.
Detailed statistics for later years are shown as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

SOLE LEATHER.

Pou~nd.I

....
1918 ......................................................
1919 .....................
*............................1,94,358

9M ..............................................................

1921 (9 months) .................................................

I3,470,59
2,108,977

1467........$1757
1,286,133
$06

2,301,783

774,724........

.66

BELTING LEATHER..
1918 .................................................................
1919 ................................................................
192 ................................................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................................

177 135
242,777
204,99

39,873 ............
236, 253
$1.33
328,023
1.34
156,337 ............
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Exports of belting leather were valued at $1105,168 in 1913, and
at $3,122,841 in 1917. The exports of sole leather, $8,804,955 in
1913, increased by 1917 to $39,026,278. In 1920 the principal
markets for sole leather were England and Japan. France, Cuba,
En land, and Canada were the largest, importers of our belting
leather in 1918. In 1920 the latest quantities were sent to Canada
and Argentina. Detailed statistics for later calendar years are as
follows: ...
1918
Belting leather:
euntety (pounds)...*............................
................ $2 ,877
Solo leather:
26,78,035
ntity (pounds) .................
ae

$14,164,982

... ................................

.

$7;

1921

1920

1919

j;260

122,00,903

54,871,639

1
24
141
522, 77

months).

81035
8,2651,23

24, 421,639

53,329,029

$11,98 3902

UPPER LEATHER.
(See Survey N-16.)

Description and uses.-The principal varieties of upper leather
are "calf and kip" (kipskins are the hides of small cattle), "goat and
kid," "sheep and lamb," "side upper" (cowhide), and misceJlaneous
kinds (incin horsehide, buckskin, kangaroo, and cabretta). Cowhide leather is divided into "sides" and ' splits." A "side" is onehalf of a hide, full thickness. "Splits" are made by splitting the hide
into two thicknesses, the outside layer being the "grain' and the
inside layer the "'flesh split.' Calfskin is one of the best materials
for men's and boys' wear, as it is stronger and firmer than kid, the

latter being used extensively for women's and children's shoes.
Sheepskin is used for the linings of shoes and for the uppers of cheap
grades of shoes and slippers. Cordovan leather is horsehide.
Production statistics of upper leather for 1914 and 1919 follow:
1919

191

Number
Skins:
1 8691401
......................
Calfand kip
538
Goat and kid.....29,874
16,98
Sheep and lamb ....................
Cabretta, kangaroo, and wallaby.........
Sides:
406,741
Horse leather (other than patent).........
8,24 964
Cattle side upper (other than patent)..
...
..............
All other ....................
Total:
Skins.......................
Sides
........................

6,268,840
8662705

Value.

Number.

Value.

11p697,427
51, 08,678
8,878,352
,973,855

92, 00,678
143,509,682
15,313,651
14, 456,577

1,360,103
1,720,607
32, 939,139
16,093, 073
2,042,390 ..............

10, 561,999
120, 897,283
2,073,163

41$,812,734
26,113,234
10,885,175
4,198,017

. 1

N

798, 312
413..80

} $39,412,93S

About one-half of the cowhides and calfskins used in upper leather
three-fourths of the sheepskins, and practically all of the goatskins
are imported. During the war, imports of hides and skins greatly
increased in quantit and value, and the change n trde currents
was very mar ed- chrome tannage, an American invention which
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became commercially effective between 1895 and 1900, revolutionized
the leather industry. "Vegetable tannage ", in: vats, required from
four to six months, and involvedmuch hand labor. Chr6me tanned
skins are prepared in less time and quantity. production is the rule.
Chrome salts are "worked"into the hides vhile they are being
tumbled about in huge drums. Chromeitanned leather does.not
resist water (under 'some conditions) as welloas the vegetable tanned
article, and therefore the "vegetable retan" is sometimes given.
Foreign countries also employ the chrome process, but not as extensively as the Un'ited States.
Imports of upper leather in 1911 were valued at $284,247; in 1912
$201,741; and in1913, $182,562, of which Germany sent us $93,189,
France $45,080, and England $33,291. In 1914 imports amounted to
$2,621,585, nearly 50 per cent coming from England, about 20 per
cent from France, and somewhat less from Germany; Canada supplied
an
amount valued at $200,000. Imports from 1915 to 1917 are shown
as follows:
1915

1916

... ........... $1,031,699
.
.........
Calf and kip upper leather .......
908,989
...............
Goat and k d upper leather, .....................
Sheep and laI upper leather ............................................. ..... 3 4,394
33,786
"All other" upper leather ...................................
Total .............................................

,3 070

23,8

1917
$1,140,729
94, 262
1,78
57, 23

257,33.5

$3,97P4

Most of the goat and kid upper leather. came from France until
1918, when more than 50 per cent came from. British West Africa.
In 1919 France again sent the largest po0'tion of these imports, a
value of $136,625 out of a total of $227,514. In 1920:England sent
nearly half of the imports of goat and kid upper leather.
. France and England have been the leading sources of sheep and
lamb upper, leather, although in 1918 the largest imports came from
Italy. British India led, in 1919, but in 1920 England sent over half
of the $845,785 worth imported, while British India ranked second
with $62,016, and France third with $57,901.
About 90 per cent of the calf and kip upper came from Canada in
1918. In 1920 the amount from that source wag slightly over 40
per cent of the total value, and England sent over 25 per cent.
Imports of the various classes are shown as follows:

I Quantity,

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit value.

CALF AND KI'.
Pound..
406,372
572908
4008

1918 ................................................................ ......... $88,776 ...........

1919 ................................................................
1920 ................................................................
1921 (9 months) .............................................

$2.83
1,149,293
1,481,5 6
2.50
1031339............

GOAT AND kID.

19 8........................
1921(9 mots)....................

...... ..
.......

. . . ;.. ......
. . . . $20702.
.....

......

237,165

1610671

........

'A
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JQuanty.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit value.

HORSE AND COLT.

1918
1 9.
192 4..............

.

......
.
15.497....9...0.7.
39,857
41,13
1.08

.,11
...........
..... ...
................
.:EEP

1918 ........
1919 ..............
1920 ...........................................

AND LAMB.
............

1........
18D, 546 .... ..

281............................................
2M.772
$1.74

1921 (9months)................ .......

:........... .

.

673,788

70,8 4

84578

133, 19........

1.25

UPPZ*: LEATHER, 1. 8.I', P.

1918...................................................
1919 ....................................
....... 307099
1920 ....................................................
473:
047
1921 (9 months) ......................

..............

301,799

$283,241. ..........
838343
$1.88
704,162
1.1
447,27

........

Exports of upper leather are mainly of goat and kid leather, the
leading variety being glazed kid. 'Glazed kid is not stritly what the
name would indicate, but is, rather," glossy" kid. Chrome tanning
was'first applied to kid, then calf, and finally to side and sole leather.
About 75per cent of the wqrld's output of this upper leatheris made
in the United States. 'Ixports of goat' and kid upper leather were
small in 1895; by 1900 they had grown to $1,909,914and by1913 to
$19,573,000, making up th'e greater part of the exports of upper
leather. sportsts of goat and kid Upper were 106,000,000 square feet
in 1913 and 88,000,000 square feet, in 1917 :European countries took
large quantities, of upper leather fore army shoes during the war, and
we also gained many neutral markets. England, France, and Germany had been the distributors 0f our upper leather, but-during the
war direct buying becatije the rule ."In 1913 England received about
$7,000,000 worth of our goat and kid upper leather; Germany about
$3,000,000; the Nethbrlands, $1,745,000; Argentina, $1,413,000 and*
Russia, France Denmark, and Australia each over $500,000. ,Total
exports were about $19,000,000. In 1917, of more. than $30,000,000,
of exports England *took oirer one:-third and Deniiark $3,613,0001
other markets ]being Russia, France, Canada, and South America.
In 1920 England, the chief customer, took +a value of $15,570,299,
Denmark: $4,8118,120, and France $2 239;024. Our chief markets for
calf upper leather in '1913 were England, Fiance, Germany, Canada;
Brazil, Argentina; in 1917 exports, increased to $8,229,038 (quantity
in 1913, 9,765,000 square feet; in 1917, 19,390,000 square feet). A
similar expansion took place in Other varieties of upper leather.
England, France, Portugal, and Brazil took the largest quantities of
calf upper in 1920,
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Exports of upper leather for calendar years are shown as follows:

Calf and kip:
Quantity (square fee;) ..............
Value ....................................
Goat and kid:
Quantity (square feet) ..................
Value ...........................
Cattle sides:
Quantity (square feet) ...............
Value ....................................
Upperleather, n. s. p. ., (value) ..........

1921(9 months).

1918

1919

1920

15,08,320
$7,919,776

49,417,006
$1,819,238

16,023,910
$12 244, 734

6,968, 6
$2,775,708

24 335031
$9,72 ,828

104877, 800
572007

54,911,165
535, 240,181

16 ,,930
5,02,017

7,028,084
1,68 45
58,078,984

60,481,517
$11,681,148
124,229,200

121 6,666
1W,9,744
512,188,

'4,1,078
$1,U1, ON
,

,

I Total of "grain and finished splits" and "wax and rough splits."

HARNESS LEATHER.

(See Survey N-15.)

Description and ses.-Harness leather is made of cow hides and is
principally of the "bark-tanned" variety. Only 5,320 out of 2,777,312
'sides" of harness leather tanned here in 1914 were of the chrome
variety. It is treated by the bark process because of the better
resistance to water of leather so ta ned.
Production.-The equipment, of a tannery for making harness
leather is not highly specialized and the manufacture is frequently
combined with tanning of other heavy leather. The industry has
not grown as fast as many other branches in recent years, p'ob ably
because of the automobile. The output in 1899 was valued at
$16,712,056 and in 1909 at $24,802,734; but it decreased to $20,969,169
in 1914. 'In 1919 the output of harness leather was valued at $24,085,406 the number of sides tanned being 1,710,769, of which 915,714
were of oak tannage, 423,389 of hemlock, and 371,666 of union.
Saddlery leather to the amount of 102,594 sides, valued at $986,012,
was also produced. Wisconsin, Caliornia, Ohio, Pennsyl-ania,- New
York, Indiana, Maryland, and .Michigan ranked in order as to value
of output in 1909. In 1914 Wisconsin led and Ohio, Michigan, California, New York, Pennsylvania, and Indiana followed in order of
importance. The tanning of harness leather is less localized than
that of some' other kinIs, and the manufacture of. harness and
saddlery is widely distributed.
Imports of harness and saddle leather were practically negligible for
1913-1915. In 1916 they were valued at about $200,000; il 1917
$1,205,493, largely frozi Canada. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

[0 8..

1919........................ .....................
1920.

...

......................................

Unit value.

"

. ......

..
11,26

1921 (9 mlonths8)............................................83873

Ezport.-None recorded.

Value.

,877

.79

2,944 .........
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PATENT LKATHEIB.,
(See Survey N-16.)

Decriyvio and se.-&4Patent leather is a leather treated with 4
preparation oflampblack, linseed oil, and other ingrelients. Several
coats ate spreadQ and lished down With pumie stone. Th
leather is furthe blacenewith a fluid black m inbed
with tupendie,
It
is
then
dried,
varnished
bked;
9*d
hardened
by
the
sun.' Patent leather wa's formerly dl 'egetahie Oxposure
tanned"to and
finished oii the lesh side. France and Germany were theleider,
in
manufacture.
Come
tanngwatheintroduced
1895 which
All
"g ain" oabout
hair side,
iSvar.Tshe-c
patent l athe"
chrome
formerly diStiiguished Amerqwan paatet leather from ht
s of foteigo
countries. The latteb hav~noW, opted the Aineric an method t0 "
considerable extent.
Production has increased rapidly; the out-ut of all patent leather
was Valued at .:15,590811 in 1914 and A $26,355,23$ in 19i., Of
the latter amount, Cattle sides iade ip $21,3'191805.
Imports in 1913 of patent, *a nned varnished, or enameld leather
were valued at $ 00,832. /n
4tey. increased to $ 35,4* , and
in 1915 to61,J8,242. .In' 191, after trade with"Gei'fnaAb
cased,
imports fell to $69,485; they were $115,022 in 1917. In 1920 Canada
exported to us $185,075 worth of patent, japanned, varnished, and
enameled leather and Switzerland an amount valued at $123,385.
Detailed imports since 1917 are shown in the following table:
Calendar yes.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

SIDE, UPPER.

1918 ..............................
1919
............................................
1920

............................................

1921 (9 months) .....................

................

.........
9g 51
3,948
21,987

$173#685........

316.510

1,118

A3.28

4.66

4,611 ............

"ALL 6THEII.

192 ............................................ .. 7.22,.
19 (9months)

..

8.....

..
......

E9xport8 oi patent arjd enaniel4 d loothor have i'*ci'eased greatly,- in

1900 being,-v. ied at, S101,708; in 1910, t $367, 601,in 1914, at
$1,675,667;
1917, at $71jW,097. fn 1920,.thelargest quantities
were taken by France, England, Italy, and Australia, in te order
named,
4xJQrtS"of

i917 by calendar years have been
1aWt~hthorsne
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LEATHER.

(See Survey N-16.)

De8criptwon and ust8.-Case and bag leather may be either chrome
or vegetable toafed, but most strap leather is vegetable taned.
Cowhide, tanned with oak bark, is principally used for these leathers.
"Splits" are used for all three kinds;4but a much heavier split is
thickness
of theisfull
made out
leather,
used
strapThe
bann-tamned
leather
qiialityusually
of caseisand'bag
hide.
bet,which
of thefor
is not,.a
and strap uppers
"Case,
of cowhide.
ora,in splitsLeader
calfskin
is
maingShoe
suitable
for 'bag
rigid classification.
Also
used either'
for traveling
bagtor and
suit cases. whilewstap:
Some sheep leather
may
be used'
for bags
bookbinding,
weather may
also 1e used for light soles, arch supporters, etc.
Production of base, bag, and strap leather in 1914 was 1,004 581
sides, valued at $5,383,255. In 1919 the number of sides tanned for
this purpose was 1 225,577, and the value of the product $11,880,766.
Of this quantity Pennsylvania produced 415,413 sides, valued at
$4,377,632.
Imports of case, bag, and strap leather were $29,638 in 1915,
$56,314 in 116,an4 $43,017 in 1917. Later statistics follow:
Caltndaryer.
• .. .',,

'

Quantity.

,

,

'

1918
................................................................
189,285
1919........................................................
192 ...............................................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................................

V&1ueuUnit value.

:Pov . .

95,385
.83,888

$162 100 ....
159, 437
109,133
6, 28 ..

$0.81
1.03
.......

Export.-None recorded.
UPHOLSTERY LEATHER.
(See Survey N-16.)

Description and uw.--Upholstery leather is made principally out
of whole cowhides, finished on the grain side, or out of cowhide
splits. Cowhides are sometimes split into as many as five thicknesses.
The "buffing" or. thin outside split is sometimes used for bookbinder's leather and sometimes for upholstery; the "slab" or inside split
is used for very cheap leather; while the second, third, and fourth
splits, as well as the grain, may be used for upholstery leather.
Production of Upholstery leather increased in value from $5,748,387
in 1899 to $14,328,858 in 1914, largely due to automobile requirements. In 1914;,654,053 hides weremade up into whole-hide grain
upholstery leather; valued at $8,172,698, and' 1,104,561 hides into
"splits," valued at $6,155,660. In 1919 production was $32,224,644,
of which whole-hide grains numbered 933,921,,valued at $18,262,372,
and whole-hide splits made from 1,507,741 hides were valued at
$13,962,272. New Jersey ranked first in manufacture and Ohio
second.
Imports.-None recorded.
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Ezport# of "carriage,. automobile; and, upholstery leather"-, were
valued at $1Q7,480 in 1918, $38,937Tin .1916, and:$I 7,054ino 1917.
Exports since 1917 by calendar years, have been in value; as Iollows t
1918 $13,541; 1919, $415,848; 1920, $740,477; 1921o (nine months)
$131,555. The principal: cuntries destination m 1-920-werebItaly
and Canada, the, former ttkig $302503 and;, the latter.$.126,004. in
value.
FA NOY LVAIARl.

(SP Sarvvy N4 7.)

Description and use.-Fancy leather is used for pocketbooks,
cardcases, music rolls, belts, ba
hat sweatbands, and novelties. It is made principal of s in though considerable calf
and goat, skin and light spLitd or sldvers of cowhide are used.- Some
genuine seal walrus, an alligator skins are :used,: but much §heeskin and'owhide spht leather 4*finished and 'embossed to resemble
the former kinds. 'Russia calf,, one of the high grades of fancy
leather, is calfskin tanned by a special process with quebracho, hem,
lock, or some other vegetable tanning material; it. was originally
tanned in Russia with birch bark, which gave it a' peculiaP odor,
now imitated by' spraying birch oil on the grain, Other fancy
leathers are morocco, pigskin, and alum-tanned (or "tawed"), sheep'
skin.

Production offancy leather in 1914:was $8,775,968, morethan half
of sheep and lamb skin In 1919th6 total'decreased to $5,974,293--"
sheep and lamb to the number of 1)104,798 skins, valued at $2,414,0"7,0
making up the largest item.
Imported of "fancy leather including morocco, seal, and fancycalf
for fancy leather goods" were valued at $199,217"if 1914, $263;971

in 1915,$529-987 in. 1916, and $639,602 in 1917.'; Later statisticS
follow:
'
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ........................................................

1919 ..................................................
08.3to
1920..............
..............................
:

1921 (9months)i..............

. W
.....................

Vaiue

Pounds.

4 432

718

f

$12,071.

271
821

Ulit ?Rluq.

84.34

1 6 ...........4.62

Exports.-Not separately stated.
BOOKBINDER '8 LEATHER.
(See Survey N-17.)

Description and use8.-Calfskin, cowhide skivers and buffi g,

sheep, goat, seal, and pig skins are used for bookbinders' leather. The
grain splits of sheepskin are aso; thus used, while the flesh splits are
utilize for chamois. Morocco leather (goatskin tanned with sumac)
is one of the popular bookbinding leathers. The sheepskin used for
binding law books is tanned with quebracho or some other vegetable
tannin and finished on the grain without dyeing. Pigskin makes a
durable leather of rather coarse g.n. Russia calf (described under
fancy leather) is much used for binding expensive editions.
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Production of bookbinders' leather ,increased, from a 'value of
$1,688,413 in 1899to $2,450,165 in' 1909, hut decreased to $1,362,673
in 1914. In 1919 the value ($3 463,841) was almost three times aa
great. as in: the latter year. This was made up of. 327,390 hides,
valued at $2,467,486, skin of sheep and lamb numberitig 389,953, at
$727,151, and 60,224 other skins, at $269,204. New Jersey produces
more than 50 per cent of the supply
sand exports of bookinder ' leather are not separately
ROUGH LEATHER.
(See SurveyN-1S.)

Desiptionand uoes.-4Rough leather is msdefrom cattle ides and
is generally vegetable tanned, as,
pthe chrome tanned becomes so hard,
if kept in the rough, that it is difficult to work over. , This leather is
unflnished, and is sWld by the' manufacturers to others who, dress it
for belting, upper, bag, and fancy et. The leather is sold either
whole or split,,thhair sides being known as "rough grins" and the
flesh, sides as 'rough splits." Some tanners., particularly those manu,
f toturingheavy oak leather trim O theshoulders of hides and tan
these for"rougf' . Rough leather is-really anintermediate product,
the leather, made therefrom being known as "belting,
uppor,
"case, bag, and strap," etc.
Prod6uta Wmounted to $101 80,949 in 1904, to $6,335,599 in 1909,
to $4,494)986 in 19,4, and $3,712,687 in 1919. The deoreasein the
amount of rough, later made is due partly to the commercial, use
of tanning extracts which makes location. near supplies of bark no
longer neemsary.: ,The small country tanneries, whichi used such bark,
were not equ'pped to finish leather, but~sold it in the rough, The
number of such establishments has decreased. The production of 1919
was divided into: lRough grains, 95,528 sides, valued at $499,098;
rough splits, 1,050,908 whole sides, valued at $1,370,595; and 172 385
butts, valued at $250,849. Other rough leather, 206,379 sides, valued
at $1,592,145.
ImportM.-Prior to 1919 the greatest amount imported in any year
was in 1917, when the value was $337,841. Great Britain is the
immediate source of the bulk of this leather. Competition also
comes from imported leathers of the kinds into which rough leather
is made by the finishers. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
.

IQuantity. fValue.'

Calendar yea.
1918 ........................................

..

..

...................

190...............................................................
1919
monh............................................
1921 (9 months) ..........................
.......................

Ezports.-4igur not'given separately.

Unit value.

Ig 9446

4j17,962
•.7
61081
2 1 2,58109M4
g84
.57
101, 70
87,437 ........

15
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SPLIT LEATHER.
(See Survey N-16.)

De option and use.-Split leather is made from cattle and horse
hides. For certain uses the whole hide would be too thick, and therefore it is often split into three to five thicknesses. It is largely used
in the glove and shoe industries, and also in straps, belts, cases, bags,
harnesses, upholstery, and soles. Splits are frequently sold in the'
rouh and finished by concerns other than those doing the tanning.
Predution of finished splits is much greater than of the rough
splits. In 1919 finished splits (n. e. s.) amounted to $16,459,665, of
which over $13,600,000 was of cattle and over $2,760,000, of horse
butts and fronts. The production of rough sp'Ws was $1,621,444,
(See Rough Leather.)
Imports of split leather unfinished, in 1914 were $163,960; of finished, $85,616. During the war these declined, the former amounting in 1916 to $5,668 and the latter to $8,664.., Later statistics
follow:
Calendar veer.

JQuantity.!

Value.

Un|t value.

SPLIT LEATHERi UNFINISHED.
id
1918
..................................................................Pouts
1919 ................................................................
1 0,076

1M ..........................................................
1921 (9 months).....................................

67,9M

,7 ..... a 50

6621332

34,M0 .

477.......

.60

SPLIT LEATHER, FINISHED.

1918

1919................................
120 .............................................
1921 (9months) ..............................

.........

....

I----.14,;560
'2,9611
.......
14,131 1

10,797

....

82.20
32,912
114,161
i 2s
21,818 .........

Exports are not separately stated. A large quantity is finished into

wax splits for upper leather and exported.
ROLLER, APRON, PICKER, AND LACE LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)

Description and uses.-Roller leather is so-called because used on
the rollers in textile machinery. It must be degreased and smooth
to avoid breaking the threads. It is usually made of oak-tanned
lambskins,. Apron leather is also used in textile machinery and is
vegetable tanned and curried and degreased to make it soft and
pliable. Picker leather, another kind of "textile" leather, is made
of heavy cow hides bark or alum tanned, and dressed with oil to
render it pliable.' For lace lathers,,which are used in making lacing
for belts, footballs, etc., bark tanned cow hides are also used.
Productdwn of lace leather in 1919 was 491,077 sides, valued at
$2,532,074. Production of "textile" leather, which includes roller,
apron, and picker leather, in 1919, was 263,060 sides, valued at
$666,762.
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Imports are largely from Great Britain where there are about 30

firms which make roller leather and about 50 which manufacture
picker bands.
Exzpr.--Not given separately.

COLLAR, SKIRTING, AND LATXQO.

(See Survey N-1T.)
,Description and uses.-Besides leather known as "harness and
saddle," there are other leathers employed, by the harness maker.
Skirting leather, collar leather and latigo are made from light cowhides. The first goes into the straps and lower parts of saddles;
latigo is tanned for pliability and is generally used- for hame straps
and-halters.
Production of skirting in 1Y44 was 311,646 sides, valued at
$2,082,963. In -1919, skirting and collar together were valued at
$5,998,656, and the quantity tanned was 581,410 sides.
e
The production of latigo was $219,757, and the number of sides
was 20,631.
Imports and export.-None recorded.
HAT-SWEATBAND LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)
Descr'ption.--Skivers of skeepskin are generally used by the hat
manufacturers for hat sweatbands. These may be tanned several
processes, though sumac is largely used, or. if white bands are desired,
an glazing
alum tannage
is employed. The'leather is then finished
or embossm.
by plain
Production in 1919 of leather for hat sweats was valued at
$2,712,512; the number of skins tanned was 1,351,522.
Imports of hat sweat leather come mostly from Great britain.
Exports.-None recorded.
JERKIN LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)

Description and uses.-Jerkin leather is used for coats for sportsmen, aviators, etc. It is generally made of suede-finished veal skin
or sheep skin tanned particularly for softness. Some buckskin is
ah~o used for soft shirts for hunters. Considerable leather is used
for garment trimmings and for women's hats.
Production, imports, and exports.-Statistics not available.
WELTING LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)
Descr'iption.--A large part of the welting leather used in the shoe
industry is made of oak-tanned shoulders. .It is cut into suitable
widths and sold by the yard.
Production of welting in the United States in 1919 amounted to
206,699 sides, valued at $1,929,846.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 191.
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Import.--Not separately recorded.
Exports go to several of the shoe-manufacturing countries.
Branches of one of the largest manufacturers of welting in the
United States have been established in Switzerland, Norway, and
South America.
PACKING LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)

Descriptionand uses.-Packing leather is used in hydraulic presses,
and mny
fire extinguishers, water and gasolinepumps, elevators,
other kinds of machinery. OaT-tanned leather is much used for the
purpose.
-Production,import, and export statistics not available.
GOATSKINS, TANNED BUT NOT FINISHED (SKINS FOR MOROCCO, LEATHER).
(See Survey N-17.)

Description, uses, and production.-Goatskins, tanned but not
finished, constitute an intermediate product, and are finished after
importation, generally into bookbinding, fancy, or shoe upper leather.
(See Upper, Bookbinding, and Fancy Leather.)
Imports in 1914 amounted to $1,737,329, of which $993,156 was
from England and $595,437 from British India'. The total value
greatly increased in 1916 and 1917-to $4,575,500 in the former and
$8,453,941 in the latter year. By 1920 it had declined to $1,520,193i
of which England shipped us $1,177,068 and British India $297,741.
Detailed statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Pounds.

1918....................................................
1919 ..................................................

1920 ...... ............ ..........................................
1921 monthsh) .....................................................

Exort., are in the finished leather.

1349.T

2i,495,*365

111,079,000
18,053

$314,096

335,051 .
. 34
1,520,193
1.41
171,872 ...........

(See Upper leather, p.

SHEEPSKIN LEATHER (NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFIED).

(See Survey N-17.)

Description and u8e8.--Shee skin is used not only for gloves, shoes,'
books, hat sweatbands, and fancy articles, but also for cases, bags,
and upholstery.
Production.--Production figures have been given for the sheep and
lamb skins included under glove and upper leather, bookbinding and
fancy leather, and hat sweatbands, but in addition to those classes
there are three other groups of sheepskins enumerated by the Census
Bureau; these are shiverss," "fleshers," and "shearlings" (on which
there remains a certain amount of wool). Production of skivers in
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1919 was 6,847,119 pieces, valued at $9,374,475; of fleshers, 5,968,230
pieces at $2 160,873; of shearlings, 544,440 skins at $1,338,838.
Imports of fleshers and skivers come largely from Great Britain.
Export.--Not separately recorded.
1100 AND PIG SKIN LEATHER.
(See Survey N-17.)

Description and use8.-Leather of hog and pigskin is used not only
for gloves, but for cases and bags, fancy articles, seats of saddles
leather breeches footballs, football pads, helmets, straps, belts, and
puttees. It is characterized by toughness and durability.
Production of hog and pigskin leather, aside from that enumerated
in the census under glove leather, amounted to 333,763 skins, valued
at $781,521.
Imports of this leather and the articles made therefrom are from
Great Britain.
Exports.-Not separately recorded.
HORSE, COLT, ASS, AND MULE LEATHER.

(See Survey N-17.)

Description and uss.-Horse butts and fronts are tanned and used
for various purposes. A large proportion goes into shoe. upper (see
Upper leather, p. 1347) and a considerable portion into gloves (see
Glove leather, p. 1163). Horse leather is the most nearly waterproof
of any leather produced, and it also takes a high polish.- It was used
largely during the war for military equipment, gaiters, etc. Ass and
mule skins are known as "shagreen," when tanned.
Production of horse leather, aside from that made for gloves and
shoe uppers, was 136,937 sides, valued at $605,394, in 1919. The
tanning of horsehides in the United States has been a development
of the last quarter of a century, the war giving it an added impetus.
The production of colt, ass, and mule leather was 70,157 skins, valued
at $595,654.
Imports and exports.-Not separately recorded. Imports are small,
and formerly came mostly from France.
tALL OTHER', LEATHER.
(See Survey N-17.)

Production.-In addition to the varieties described in this paragraph (1600) there are specialties and miscellaneous kinds, the
production of which, in 1919, was valued at $8,798,321. The
domestic output of "all other" leather, the imports for consumption
and the exports of "all other," are not strictly comparable but the
figures are useful when taken in connection with those which have
been given above in this paragraph 1600.
Imports.--In Foreign Commerce and Navigation, the following
classes of leather are named under imports for consumption: Belting,
case, bag and strap, chamois skins, enameled upholstery, fancy, glove,
goatskins tanned but not finished (skins for morocco), harness and
saddle leather, patent, pianoforte and pianoforte-action, rough, sole,
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split, upper and leather cut into shoe uppers or vamps, or other forms

suitable, for conversion into boots and shoes.
The imports given in the table below are made up of those not thus
enumerated. It will be noted that imports of some of the kinds of
I

leather described above. in paragraph 1600 are not separately men-

tioned; these are upholstery, bookbinders', roller, apron, picker and
lace leather, collar, skirting and latigo leather, hat sweat, Jerkin,
welting, packing, fleshers and skivers of sheepskin, hog and pigskin,
horse, colt, ass,, and mule leather. Not all of these .are imported
however, and a few varieties not named may be included in "all
other" imports for consumption.
Imports of leather and tanned skins, n. s. p. f., were valued at
$3,003,361 in 1914 and $4,066,251 in 1917. England, Germany, and
Canada formerly supplied the greater proportion. In 1919 England
was the chief source, followed by British India, France, Scotland,
Italy, and Germany. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

.....................................................

1919 .....................................................

1921 (9months) ..........................

.......................

1

' Value.

Unlt value.

........
8,

7041$36

887

,O211
8jW5.230

.

84

1,800 761.........

Exports.-In Foreign Commerce and Navigation, the following
classes of leather are named under exports of domestic merchandise:
Belting, carriage, automobile and upholstery, glove, patent, sole, and
upper.
The exports given below are made up of the kinds not enumerated.
The majority of those described under this paragraph (1600) are not
enumerated in the exports, while not all of the different kinds described
are exported.
Exports of "all other leather and tanned skins" amounted to
$3,614,370 in 1913, to $8,664,227 in 1916, and to $6,370,790 in 1917,
Canada, England, and France being the principal recipients. Exports
since 1917 have been by calendar years as follows: 1918, $3,992,116;
1919, $13,476,716; 1920, $7,492,754; 1921 (9 months), $1,406,640.
In 1920, Canada took $1,092,586, Cuba $818,084, France $529,244,
and Russia in Europe $423,237.
IIARNESS, SADDLES AND SADDLERY, IN SETS OR IN PARTS.
(See Survey N-18.)

Pe8oription and ues.-These products are principally stirrups,
saddles and traces, wagon and carriage harness, horse collars, bridles,
lines, and straps. The different varieties of harness may be roughly
classified into light and heavy-the former driving and the latter
work harness. Saddles also may be classified as light and heavy.
Producion.-The manufacture of harness and sadlery is widely
distributed throughout the country. The output was valued at
$33,702,563 in 1899, $42,054,842 in 1904, $54,224,602 in 1909, $53,558-,
12 in 1914, and $83,699,050 in 1919. In 1914 seven States-Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, and Texas-each
manufactured harness and saddlery valued at between $3,000,000
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and $5,000,000; nine States, from $1,000,000 to $3,000,000; and nine

other States from $500,000 to $1,000,000 each. In 1919 Missouri
led with an output of $9,449,706, followed by Texas with $7,817,750,
and Illinois with $7,032,469. . The increasing service of motor trucks
and automobiles, perhaps, explains the arrest of the industry, The
increase in 1019 was mostly in value.
Imports' of harness and saddlery were valued as follows: 1913,
$66,988; 1914, $123,516; '1915, $227,858; 1916, $156,147;" 1917,
$120,416; 1918, $459,671.; 1919, $229,621; 1920, $442,562; 1921 (nine
I
months), $192,786.
Exports of harness aad saddles were valued at about $786,000 in
1913-14, but increased to $17,460 519 in 1915. due to war needs.
France, England, and Russia took almost all of this total. Exports
decreased to $7,529.720 in 1916, Russia taking $3,117,269 worth.
Later exports by calendar years have been as follows: 1918, $692,291;
1919, $1,142,852; 1920, $2,273,244; 1921 (nine months),.$639,520.
In 1919 and 1920 values of $649,884 and $1,441,460, respectively,
were exported to Cuba.
Important changes in cla.sificaion.-The words "except metal
parts" in connection with saddlery are new.
LEATHER CUT INTO SHOE UPPERS OR VAMPS, OR OTHER FORMS SUITABLE
FOR CONVERSION INTO BOOTS AND SHOES.

(See Survey N-18.)

Description and wes.-The "upper" includes all of the shoe except the sole and heel. The "vamp" is the part of the upper which
comes next to the sole. There are separate establishments engaged in
the manufacture of "cut stock," i. e., soles, heels, etc. This industry
has grown remarkably, and specialization has resulted in a better
product. Uppers, however, are cut in the shoe factory.
Production of boot and shoe cut stock was valued at $7,531,635
in 1879, $23,242,892 in 1899, $44,661,497 in 1909, $59,964 523 in
1914, and $161,203,310 10 in 1919. The number of establishments
was greater in 1889 than at present.
Import in 1914, the first year after shoe uppers and vamps were
made free, were valued at $77,835; in 1915, at $158,626; in 1916, at
$60,730; in 1917, at $74,698. In later calendar years imports have
been as follows: 1918, $86,388; 1919, $389,453; 1920, $301,285;
1921 (nine months), $337,259. The proportion of shoe uppers and
vamps imported is small compared with domestic consumption.
Exports.-Not separately recorded.
Important changes in cassifation.--Specific mention has been
made of "soles." "Suitable for conversion into manufactured
articles" has been substituted for "suitable for conversion into
boots or shoes."
'Statistics,
for fiscal
years;quantity
1918-1921 calendar years.
tf This figure1913-1917,
probablyare
Includes
a small
oucut stock not used In the boot and shoe industry.

Some leatherI

cut fr bookbinders, etc.
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LEATHER SHOE LACES.

(See Survey N-iS.)

Description and uwe.-Leather shoe laces of the highest quality
are frequently made from porpoise hide. Considerable quantities
are also made from calfskin and cowhide.

Production statistics are lacking. Nine companies located in
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, and New Jersey have as
their principal product leather shoe laces. The value of their output
was approximately $125,000 in 1914.
Imports of leather shoe laceo, finished or unfinished, in 1913, were
valued at $7,722; in 1914, at $16,404; in 1915, at $5,958; in 1916, at
$2,316; in 1917, at $3,878. Later statistics follow:
Q =utty.

calendar year.

VAlue.

Unitv e.

Oro"
1918 ................................................
.,747
1920 ............ ...................................
1921 (9 months) ................

824*
1

82......1...........
50o
,759
7, .0.........

Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1601
.~.

. 750.

'

R3~TU AQ~3

NTB9'

PAR. 1601. Bootsand shoes made wholly

or in chief value of leather.
APT OF

090.

Aor, Or Ila.,

PAR. 51. *
* boot. ,and shoes
PaR. 530. * * * boote and shoes
made of leather, fifteen per. centum ad made wholly or In chief value of letheri

valorem: * * *.
PAR. 450. * * * that all boots and
shoes, made wholly or in chief value of
leather made from cattle hides and cattle
skins of whatever weight, of cattle of the
bovine species, including calfskins, shall

* *-*

[Yre].

,

ay, a duty of ton per centum ad valorem;

BOOTS AND SHOES.
(See Survey N-18.)

Description.-The five principal kinds of shoes are the Goodyear

welt, the McKay, the turned, the pegged or the nailed, and standard
screw. Goodyear welt is consider the most comfortable.

The

peculiarity of this kind of shoe is the narrow strip of leather called welting which is the joint or connecting link between the upper and inner
sole (which are sewed together) andthe outsole. The welt, projecting
forms the upper part of the "ledge" or "shelf" around the edge of
82304--22---
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the shoe, and when the outsole is stitched on, the welt and outsole
are stitched through. By the McKay process the upper, inner sole,
and outsole are all sewed together at one operation. They are
stitched "through and through" so that the stitches appear on the
inside of the shoe, making it less comfortable; the McKay shoe also
has less elastiCity than the Goodyear welt, In making the turned
shoe, the upper is sewed to the sole inside out and then turned, Slippers, women's light shoes, jockeys' boots and other kinds of lightweight' footwear are made in this way. Pegged or nailed shoes and
standard screw shoes are made in the cheaper grades for rough and
heavy wr.
Product of boots and shoes in 1914 was valued at $501,000,000;

in 1919 at $1,159,171,395. The United States is the greatest shoe
manufacturer, the United Kingdom second with an output equal to
about one-third of our own. The industry in this country is marked
by the greatest specialization. In some less advanced industrial
countries it is still largely in the handicraft or "putting-out" stage,
and even in England, ance, and Germany many factories continue
to produce all grades of men s, women's, and children's shoes. The
United States leads in the production of shoe machinery, which is
also extensively used in Europe. A consideration in export trade is
the distinctive character of American styles. These are copied
abroad, some foreign manufacturers branding their shoes "American
made." New England leads in production, about one-half of the
boots and shoes being made in Massachusetts, whose output in 1919
was 116 944,000 pairs, valued at $442,466,236. Lynn, Brockton,
Haverhill, and Boston are important manufacturing centers. New
York ranks second among the States with a product valued at $190,461,359, followedby Missouri with a value of $109,193,423, and New
Hampshire with $73,870,588. The Middle West is developing the
shoe industry very rapidly.
Import values in 1914 were $407,231, England, Germany, and
Canaaa supplying the largest quantities; in 1917 they were $275,280,
of which $121,426 came from Canada and $101,249 from the United
Kingdom. In 1920 there were 191,435 pairs, valued at $789,934,
shipped principally from England, Canaga, and France. Imports
range normally between $200,000 and $500,000, a fraction of 1 per
cent of domestic production. Statistics for the calendar years
1918-1921 follow:
Boots and 8hoe.
1918
Men's and boys':
Quantity (pairs) ........................

Value ...................................

Women's and misses':
(uantity (pairs)...........
Nalue ..............
................
Children's:
Quantity (piairs) .......................
alue...............................
slip \pera:
quantity (pairs) .........................
Blue ...................................

68,042

1919

1920

(9

21onts).

$179,802

53,117

147,578
W,5, 345

$225,094

.36, 1
$40,146

8,159
$45,829

34,102
$122,598

14, 227
$84,754

10,938
$8,771

439
$359

9,638
$11,748

44,388
$56,201

152,544
$113,025

178,338
$110, 530

287, 486
$ , 570

195,316
1123,610

$304,390
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Exports of boots and h1oo i,191Q.were valued at $12,408,575; in
1914, at $18,229,714; in 1920, at $67,144,542, while slippers were
valued 'at $ 88)W7. "B6i the war the Ulted -States ranked
next to the United Kingdom in exports of boots and shoes, but the
positions have since been reversed. Ou' exports are widely dispersed. In 1920 Cuba took over half of the exports of children's
shoes, about'one-third of those of men's, and those of women's to a
value of over $3,OOQ,000. Denmark, France, Italy Norway, Sweden,
England, Mexico, Russia in Asia, and British South Africa purchased
the largest quantities of men's footwear; Denmark, Norway, England,
Canada, Mexico, Cuba, and British South Africa the greatest number
of women's shoes.
Detailed statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 of exports of
boots and shoes are shown as follows:
1919

1919

I9NO

4 292,
747
$9,
710,984

5,891,753
$18,190,352

5,064,472
$20,099,141

1,378,165
$3,949, 683

5,565,024
$18,
808

$o: 749?41

11,928156

7,711,310
$39,175,976

4,803,317
$15,
013, 84!

3, 38,49
$4,15, 222

$5,930,354

3, 634,670,

4, 0 ,810.
$7,869,426

1,W4, 391
$2,715,59

328,172
$535, 752

227,662
$5W, 517

$1,561
$80, 64 9

1918

Women's:
Quantity (p~irs) .........................
.alue.........
..............
Men 's:
Quantity (pairs)..................
Value ..............................
Children's:
Quantity (pairs)...... ............
Mrs:. ............................
suip Value
Nglue
: (pairs).........
. ...................
valu.:.......
............

235,9$f

$335, 04$ii

1921
(9 months).

PARAGRAPH 1602.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

. 4. 7400.
PAR.

1602. Leeches.
ACT OF 1909.

PAR.

609. Leeches [Free].

ACT OF 1013.
PAR. 531. Leeches [Free].
LEEHES.
(See Survey FL-2.)

Description ald uses.--The medicinal leech (Hirtido
used in surgery for abstracthi blood from patients, is inedicinalis),
a European
fresh-water annulate worm with stomach pouches to hold the blood.
Production.--Leeches are imported from Europe, chiefly through
London and Paris. An uncultivated variety occurs in the United
States, but is not commonly used in medicine.
renports of leeches averaged $6,380 for 1909-1917. Imports in 1917
were valued at $16,899. Since 1917 they have amounted to $6,913,
$13,421, $11,086, and $4,488 in the calendar years 1918, 1919, 1920,
and the first 9 months of 1921, respectively.
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PARAGRAPH 1603.
W8NATE A

H. R. 7456.

1MENDX

.. 4,

PAR. 1603. Limestone rock asphalt; asphaltum and bitumen.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 634. Limestone-rock asphalt; asPAR. 90. * * * limestone rock asphalt, fifty cents per ton; asphaltum and phaltum, and bitumen [Free],

itumen, not specially provided for in

this section, crude, if not dried, or other.

wise advanced in any manner, one dollar

and fifty eents per ton; if dried or otherwise advanced in any manner, three

dollars per ton; * * *.

ASPHALTUM AND BITUMEN.

(See Survey FL-7.)

De cription and uses.-Asphalt may be obtained by powdering and
heating iwmestone-rock asphalt, and, in like manucr, from bituminous
sand and sandstone. Asphaltum is composed of sand, water, and
bitumen and occurs in liquid, viscous, or solid deposits or lakes,
those of Trinidad and Venezuela being commercially notable. Bitumen designates a number of inflammable mineral substances, ranging
from lijuids to solids, including petroleum, maltha, asphalt, elaterite,
wurtzilite, albertite, grahamite, ilsonite, and ozokerite. These materials are widely used in makig pavements, roads, and roofing.
Those high in paraffin content are used in making varnishes. The
demand Tor both natural and manufactured (oi) asphalts is large,
although the use of the latter has predominated since 1907.
Production in 1914 was 77,588 net tons, valued at $630,623, as reported by 11 operators in Utah, Texas, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and

California. The output in 1917 was 80,904 net tons, valued at
$735,924. Oil asphalt totaled 674,470 net tons, valued at $7,148,122
in 1914, and 1,34-7,422 net tons, valued at $15,176,504 in 1917. In

recent years Mexican petroleum has been the chief source of. petroleum asphalt, which has replaced Trinidad and Bermudez (Venezuelan) asphalt to a considerable extent.
In 1920, 700,496 tons of petroleum asphalt valued at $11,985,457
were produced in this country from domestic petroleum, and
1,045,779 tons valued at $14,272,862, were produced from Mexican
petroleum.
The domestic production of all other asphalt in 1920 amounted to
198,497 tons, valued at $1,213,908.
Imports of limestone-rock asphalt, asphaltum, and bitumen in 1914
were 180,689 long tons, valued at $918,387.

The bulk of this tonnage

of which Trinidad supplied 49 per cent and Venezuela 36 per cent,
consisted of natural soft asphalt. Since 1917 imports have been as
follows:
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I

Quantity.

Calendar year.

LEC

Value.

I

A

Duty.

Ad
vaue valorem
unI value.
Unit

rate.

LIMESTONE-ROCK ASPHALT.

...........................

............................. 4 .........
1920..................

.........

1921 (9 months) ............- .. l ......
..

30
656
, 090

1,238'

$2, 2$
5,676
11,666

147, 982

.............
S....

...................................
&......

ALL OTHEA A81HALTUM AND BITUMEN.

................................ 98
190 ................................
1921 (9months).......................

417

,495

S01,927.............

............

1,0 65951 ...... ......
83 145

.........
......................

MANUFACTURES OF ASPHALTUM AND BITUMEN.
1918.................................

1919..........................

0...................................

$15,004

$2,260

1,209

181

............3,919

us

15

15
16

Imports of "all other" as haltums and bitumens have been chiefly
from Trinidad, Tobago, an?Venezuela.
Export8 in 1914 were 49,831 long tons, valued at $1,131,086; in 1918t
22,065 long tons, valued at $548,745. Canada was the chief buyer.
Exports since 1917 by calendar years have been as follows:

Asphaltum, manufactured:
AsValue
mhtily
(tons) ..........................
....................................

Asphaltum, manufactures of, value ... o.......

The countries of destination are chiefly Canada, England, Chins,
atfd Japan.
Suggested changes.-The hyphen between "limestone" and "rock"
has been omitted and should be inserted.
PARAGRAPH 1604.
. H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1604. Lemon juice, lime juice,
and sour orange juice, all the foregoing
containing not more than 2 per centum of
alcollol.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 610. Lemon juice, lime juice, and
PAR. 532. Lemon juice, lime juice, and
8oiir orange juice, all the foregoing con- sour orange juice. all the foregoing containing not more than two per centum taining not more than 2 per centum of
of alcohol FreeJ.
alcohol [Free].
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LEMON, LIME, AND SOUR ORANGE JUICES.
(See Survey A-I.)

Description and ve&.--Lemon, lime, and sour orange juices yield
citric acid, the constituent which gives these juices their sour taste.
The juice has more bulk than citrate of lime, the usual form for
shipping citric acid (par. 46) and, because of its fluid condition, is
more difficult to transport. The juice may be dilute as expressed
from the fruit or it may be concentrated by boiling.

Imports of lemon, lime, und sour orange juice are relatively unimportant compared with the imports of other citric-acid materials.
The import values increased from $110,860 in 1914 to $180,088 in
1917. imports since 1917 by calendar years were as follows:

1920

1918

119

uantity (pounds) .................................
value ........................................

.

1921

(9 months).

,99,:87 1,18,
723 $284,147

450,590
M,176

Export.-Statistics not available.
Suggested changes.-There appears to be an inconsistency in making the limitation as to alcoholic content in this paragraph "not
more than 2 per centum," while the divditg line between the two
classifications of other fruit juices in paragraph'806 is one-half of I
per centum, the alcoholic content provided 'r in, the first part of
that paragraph being "less than one-half of, 1 per centum."
PARAGRAPH 1605.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDKENTS.,

PAR. 1605. Lifeboats and life-saving
apparatus specially imported by societies
and institutions incorporated or established to encourage the saving of human
life.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 612. Lifeboats and life-saving
apparatus specially imported by societies
incorporated or established to encourage
the saving of human life [Free]."

PR. 533. Lifeboats and life-saving
apparatus specially imported by societies
and institutions incorporated or establisted to encourage the saving of human

life IFree].

LIFEBOATS AND LIFE-SAVING APPARATUS.

Impots under this classification are negligible. They wore not
separately shown until 1918 (calendar year when they were valued
at $19. In 1919 and 1920 their value was $399 and $793. No
imports are shown for 1921.
Exports not shown in official statistics.
I Miners' rescue appliances, designed fot emergency use in mines where artificial breatling is necessary
In the presence ofpoisonous gases, to aid In the saving of human life, and miners' safety lamps, exempt from
duty
12 under par. 6W, act of 1909, dutiable uder H. R. 7458 according to material of chief value.
nes rescue appliances, designed for emergency use in mines where artificial breathing is necessary
in the presence of poisonous gaseos, to aid in the saving of human life and miners' safety lamps, and parts,
accessories and appliances for cleanin, repairing, and operating all the foregoing, exempt from duty under
par. 550, act of 1913, dutiable under . H. 7456 according to material of ch.ief value.
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1606.

PARAGRAPH
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1600. Lithographic etonef,
engraved.
ACT OF 1909.

not
'ACT' OF 1913.

PAR. 614. Lithographic stones, not en-

PAR. 535. Lithographic stones, not en,

graved [Free].,

graved [Free].

LITHQORAPMR0J

TONES.

(See Survey C-15.)
De8cription and uses.-A compact, fine-grained, porous, slaty
variety of limestone is used for lithographic purposes. Substitutes of
aluminum, zinc, or rubber plates are satisfactory for many classes of
ordinary work, but stone is prefered for maps, halftones, and other
fine-gde lithography.
Production.-This stone comes chiefly from Bavaria, with small
amounts from Belgium, England, Italy, and Canada. Kentucky produced 40,000 pounds in 1916, the first domestic stono, but difficulties
arising from poor transportation facilities and quarrying conditions
reduced the 1917 output to 5,832 pounds; and, as far as can be learned,
the output ceased entirely in 1918. From 24 to 27 cents per pound
were realized on this product. In normal times the price of Bavarian
stone is 5 to 6 cents a pound for 10 by 12 inch slabs of good grade
and 14 cents for poorer grades.
Import values of lithographic stones for 1908-1913 averaged
$96,940; in 1914 they were $71,086. Bavaria contributed90 per cent
and Belgium 7per cent. Imports in 1915 were, valued at 626,751; -in
1916, at $1,742; in 1917, at $555. Imports since 1917 by calendar
years have been as follows:
1918
uanlty(po..s...................
Value .................

..............

1991920
n464, 914
$216, 293
9

11921(9'months).
272, 030
70,119
$63,73$.97
733 !
4A976

Imports since 1918 have come principally from Germany and the
Netherlands.
PARAGRAPH 1607.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1607. Loadstones.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 616. Loadstones [Free].

P'AR. 537.

Loadstones (Free].
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LOAD8TONES.

(See Survey FL-21.)

De8criptio.-Loadstone is a variety of magnetite or magnetic
ironstone which has the power of attracting iron. It is obtained
mainly from Magnet Cove, Ark., though abundant elsewhere in the
United States.
Production.-No statistics.
Imports of loadstones in 1873 were valued at $238. From 1874 to
1897 import statistics of loadstones were combined with those for magnets. After 1897 loadstones were again listed separately. In 1918
loadstones, the first importation since 1906, were valued at $60. There
have been no later imports.

.

PARAGRAPH 1608.
SENATE AMENDMBNTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1608. Manuscripts, not specially
provided for.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 621. Manuscripts [Freel.

PAR. 542. Manuscripts [Free].

MANUSCRIPTS, N. S. P. F.

(See Survey M-8.)

Description and uees.-Modern usage considers any group of pages,
whether written by hand or typewritten (not neographd), a
manuscript.
Produdio.-No data available.
Import in 1914 were valued at $180 194; for the calendar years
1918-1921 they have been valued as folows: 1918, $115,084; 1919,
$160,258; 1920, $216,551' 1921 (9 months), $59,884.
. Important changes in d&esicaion.-"Not specially provided for"
is new.
PARAGRAPH 1609.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1609. Marrow, crude.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 622. Marrow, crude [Free].

PAR. 543. Marrow, crude [Free].

CRUDE MARROW.

(ee Survey FT.-15.)

Decription and u8e.-Marrow is the fatty substance filling the
cavities of most bones, and may be red or yellow. The yellow marrow contains the larger percentage of fat, and is used in pharmacy
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and for making pomades. Horse marrow is employed in the manufacture of soap. Red bone marrow is sometimes used as a medicinal
food in cases of anemia.
Importg of crude marrow in 1910 were 60,971 pounds, valued at
$1,376; in 1911, 10,670 pounds, valued at $327. No imports are
given between 1911 and 1918; those since 1917 by calendar years are
as follows:
1918

quaiiy (powids)......................................
a ue ..................................................

?,8
l4l84

1919

120

ZfW9
17,738

Ezports.--Statitics not given.
PARAGRAPH 1610.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1610. Mechanically ground wood
pulp, chemical wood pulp, unbleached or
bleached: Provided, That whenever the
President shall ascertain an a fact that
any country, dependency, province, or
other subdivision of government forbids
or restricts in any way (whether by law,
order, regulation, contractual relation, or
otherwise, directly or indirectly) the exportation of, or imposes any export duty,
export license fee, or other export charge
of any kind whatever, either directly or
indirectly (whether in the form of additional chare or license fee, or otherwise)
upon printing paper wood pulp, or wood
for use in the manufacture of wood pulp,
he may by proclamation, declare such
ascertainment setting forth the facts;
whereupon, and until said proclamation
shall be revoked, there shall be levied,
collected, and paid upon mechanically
ground wood pulp and chemical wood
pulp, unbleached or bleached, when imported either directly or indirectly from
such country, dependency, province, or
other subdivision of government, a duty
of 10 per ceiitum ad valorem, and, in add ition thereto, an amount equal to the highest export duty or other export charge
imposed by such country, dependency,
province, or other subdivision of government, upon either an equal amount of
wood pulp or an amount of wood necessary
to manufacture such wood pulp, or an
amount of printing paper ordinarily
manufactured from such wood pulp.

BENAT] AM NDMNNTS .

90 601
am
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF, 1918

PAR. 406. Mechanically ground wood
pulp, one-twelfth of one cent per pound,

PAR. 649. Mechanically grotud wood
pulp, chemical wood pulp, unbleached

dry weight: Promi&d, however, That

mechanically ground wood pulp shall be
admitted free of duty from any country,
dependency, province, or other subdivision of government (being the product
thereof) which does not for id or restrict
in any way the exportation of (whether
by law, order, regulation, contractual relation, or otherwise, directly or indirectly)
or impose any export duty, export license
fee, or other export ch
of any kind
whatsoever, either directly or indirectly
(whether in the form of additional charge
or license fee or otherwise) upon printing
paper, mechanically ground wood pulp
or wood for use in the manufacture. oi

or bleached * * * [Free].

wood pulp: Providedfurther, That if any

country, dependency, province or other
subdivision of government, hal impose
an export duty or other export chai of
any Itnd whatsoever, either directly or
indirectly (whether in the form of additional charge, or license fee, or otherwise)
upon printing paper, mechanically ground
wood pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture ofwood pulp, the amount of such
export duty or other export charge shall
be added as an additional duty to the
duty herein imposed upon mechanically
ground wood pulp when imported directly
or indirectly frm such country, dependency, province or other sulxhvlsion of
government. chemical wood pulp, unbleached one-ixth of one cent per pound,
dry weight; bleached, one-fourth of one
cent per pound, dry weight: Provided,
That if any country, dependency, province or other subdivision of government
ai impose an export duty, or other exoert charge of any kind whatsoever,
either directly or indirectly (whether in
the form of additional charge or license
fee or otherwise) upon printing paper,
chemical wood pulp, or wood for use in
the manufacture of wood pulp, the amount
of .uch export duty or other export
charge, shalbe added as an Additional
duty to the duties herein Imo ed upon
chemical wood pulp when imported
directly or indirectly from such country,
dependency, province, or other subdivi.
sion of government.
WOOD PULP.

(See Survey FL-N.)

Description and uses.-Wood pulp is a mass of cellulose fibers

obtained from woo(l, either nearly pure cellulose, as in chemical pulp,
or mixed with other constituents, as in ground wood pulp. There are
two different kinds of wood pulp, mechanically ground and chemical.
Mechanically ground wood pulp is obtained directly from the wood
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by grinditig it, in the presence of wator, on a grindstone. It is inferior

in quality to the chemical wood pulp, other constituents of the wood
remaining as impurities. It is only about 55 per cent cellulose.
Because of this fact and because the fibers are too short and stiff to

felt together property, it can not be used alone in paper making. It

must be usedin conjunction with some other form of pulp, usually
chemical wood pulp. Chemical wood pulp is pure or nearly pure

cellulose obtained by." cooking" small chips of wood in some chemical
solution until the pitch, resin, and other impurities are dissolved.
There are three kinds of chemical wood pulp-sulphite, soda, and
sulphate-the sulphite being the most important commercially.
The fibers of cellulose obtained by any of the three chemical processes
are of greater length and more pliant than those obtained by the grinding process.
Spruce is the most important wood for the manufacture of wood
pulp, furnishing over 54 per cent of the total domestic consumption.
Other woods of importance are hemlock, balsam fir, poplar, jack pine,
and yellow pine.
By far the most important use of wood pulp is as a raw material
for paper. Newsprint paper is manufactured from ground wood
pulp and sulphite in the proportion of about 4 parts of ground wood
to f of sulhite. Book paper contains a larger proportion of sulphite
and the higher grades may contain rag or other kinds of pulp. Sul.
phate is used chiefly for wrappin paper. Even the fine papers, such
as bond and ledger, though preferably made froth rag pulp, ofteik
contain sulphite.

There are also several minor uses for wood pulp. It has been made
the basis of laces yarns, textiles, artificial silks, paper clothing, atd
papier-mfch6. Treated with chloride of zinc, it will yield vulcanized
paper, which may be laminated and pressed into tubs, pails, and
other containers.
Productioa.--The total production of wood pulp in the United

States increased from 1,921,768 tons in 1904 to 3,799,835 tons in
1920. From 1916 to 1919"production was nearly stationary, averaging about 3,400 000 tons. per year. It increased, however, 13 per
cent in 1920. in this slow recent development of the wood-pulj
industry may be seen the growing difficulty of obtaining raw materi
owing to the depletion of the pupwood forests. The 1020 production
by kinds was: Ground wood, 1,578,300 tons; suite, 1,57J,676 tons;
soda, 431,971 tons. The principal wood pulp States are, in order of
importance, Maine New York, Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Michigan, and Vermont. Pulp may be manufactured as an independent industry and sold to paper manufacturers
or others, or the ma ufacture of pulp and paper may be conducted
in the same establishment. The tendency is in the latter direction,
Imports.-Domestic production falls far short of supplying, the
demand. fDuring the past dcadp imports have vayied from 17 to 23
per cent of domestic production and ,the relative izportauce of imports is increasing. Tke chief source is Canada, sIupplemented by
smaler imports fiom Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Germony.
The quantities of wood puip of all kinds imported for cpnsum-ption
into the United States increased from 423,217 short tons in the fiscal
year 1010 to 782,357 short tonp. in 1917. There was a falling off in
the calendar years 1918 and 1919 to 578,605 and 636,017 short tons
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respectively. Imports of wood pulp (free under the act of 1913)
have been for the calendar years 1918-1921, as follows:

Mehanically ground:
uantity (tons) ....................
(to
.......................
siphib*&ta:
Chemical uiubleacw-bW

qFuntity, (tons) ..........................

Chemical blch sulpate:

16ea9s

$4,72, 071

20,802

W0~6 130,278
,687

364,207
817, A%,100

214,243
817,979 ,170

307, 90M
37, 489,8ON

3,410

4,604

su.l
ca (ton )........................
uhe
Total, all kinds:
...........
(tons) .....
Quantity Vale.......................

I 'a
1u

,1I1,811,81
,36

$7,64,23
226,619
$16,989,6

Chemical bleachaed sulphs:

(tons) ..........................
ujanti!ty
u ... .. ............................
V

19
IVA

191t)

lots

4,7$J
7

$303, 2M

14,962
38,174
$1,411,807 L-$4,4112,59W3
516,612
831,480i402

I

587,872
137,048,881.

0

14 923

1921 (9monthm).

91,=9

3,0 O9ON
68937
S0716
$5

100,8

78

941

8$77$640

114,020
$18,061,907

54,147
013C% 8

09, 2Z
89,468,181

31,990
134,040,811

Exports of wood pulp are insignificant as compared with either

domestic production or imports. The maximum ratio of exports to
domestic production in any year since 1910 has been 1.2 per cent.

From 1910to 1915, inclusive, annual exports averaged about 12,000
short tons and from 1916 to 1920, inclusive, about 34,000 short tons.

Since 1914 the most important countries of destination of exports
have been Canada, Japan, Argentina, the United Kingdom, and
Brazil. Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as

foliws:

1918
O.uantlty (ton)......................

A

,982

v1,u....... . ...... W

1919

0

1920
28 541

11.....A OF ,

1921 (9 mouth).
1,567

, 7

Important changes in c1wajficio.-Wood- pulp is conditionally
exempted from duty.
Suggested chanes.-Paragraph 402 on page 77 of H. R. 7456 does
not harmonize with paragraph 1301, page 137 paragraph 1610, page
189, paragraph 1659, page 196, and paragraph 1683, page 200, ith
respect to restriction upon exportations to the United States.
paragraph 402 apparently I-iaves to the Secretary of the Treasury
determination of the fact whether any country, dependency, province,
or other subdivision of government during the 12 months immediately
preceding importation of logs of fir, etc., maintains any embargo,
prohibition, or other restriction
Paragraph 1301 authorizes the President to enter into negotiations
with any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government forbidding or restricting in any way the exportation of
printing paper, wood pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture of
wood pulp, With a view to the removal of the 10 per cent additional
duties imposed in that paragraph on printing paper.
Paragraph 1610 provides that whenever the President shall ascertain as a fact that any country, dependency, province, or other
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subdivision of government restricts in any way the exportation of
printing paper, wood pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture of
wood pulp a duty shall be levied on mechanically ground wood
pulp and chemical wood pulp, unbleached or bleached.
Paragraph 1659 likewise imposes a duty on standard newsprint
paper whenever the President shall ascertain as a fact that any
country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government
forbids or restricts in any way the exportation of printing paper,
wood pulp, or wood for use in the manufacture of wood pulp.

PARAGRAPH 1611.
SENATE MNDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1611. M,6dals of gold, silver, or
copper, and other metallic articles actually hastqwed by foreign countries or
citizens of foreign countries as trophies
or prizes, and received and accepted as
honorary distinctions.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 546. Medals of gold, silver, or
PAR. 624. Medals of gold, silver, or
copper, and other metallic articles actu- copper, and other articles actually bpally bestowed as trophies or prizes, and stowed as trophies or prizes, and received
received and accepted as honorary dis- and accepted as honorary distinctions
[Free].
tinctions [Free].

MEDALS AND TROPHIES.
(See Survey FL-20.)

Production.-No statistics.
Imports.-The importation fluctuates in amount from year to yearthe range during the period 1909-1917 being $1,220 in the fiscal
year 1917 and $54,469 in 1910. Imports in recent calendar years
were for 1918, $5,541; 1919, $10,376; 1920, $19,460; 1921 (9 months),
$6,571.
Expor.-.None recorded.
Imp rti cange8 in diiicaio.-Thephrase "by foreign countries or citizens of foreign countries" is new.
PARAGRAPH 1612.
IL R. 7456.
PAR. 1812.

SENATE A

NDXBNTB.

Meerschaum.
ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.
PAx. 625. Meerschaum, crude or un-

mavufactured [Free].

PAR. 381, * * * meerschaum, &Wud
or unmanufactured, 20 per ceatumad

valore m.

A874
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4

(See Survey N-26.)
Description and u8ses.-Meerschaum is an opaque mineral of white,
gray or cream'color, and is light enough to float on water. It is a
silicate of magnesium sometimes associated with magnesite and
described by mineralogists under the name of sepiolite. *It occurs ii1
irregular nodular masses varying in size frbm that of a walnut 'to A
cubic foot or more. The common kinds are used in the manufacture
of porcelain, and the fine grades in the manufacture of pipes, cigar
and cigarette holders, and otler smokers' articles.
Production.-Most of the meerschaum of commerce is obtained from
Asia Minor. It is also found in Greece, Moravia and Morocco, and
to a limited extent in France and Spain. It is reported to have
been found in the States of Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah,
California, and New Mexico, although apparently not in sufficient
quantities for commercial exploitation.
Imports of meerschaum to the United States were formerly almost
all from Austria-Hungary, to which the output of Asia Minor was
sent and distributed to various countries. In 1914 the value of
imports was $102,803, of which 97 per cent came from Austria.
Hungary. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ......................................
1920m n................................

1921 (9mont))......................

PoudcA.
....
,386

1,046

Value.

Unit value. Duty.

, .......... s41
2,078
S.03 . .416
3"WP

3.64 .....

Ad
valoren

rat.

Por C02*
20
20

In 1920 practically the entire importation was from Turkey in
Europe.
Important ckange8 in clksification.-Transferred from the sundries
schedule (par. 381) of the act of 1913, and "crude or unmainufactured" omitted.
PARAGRAPH 1618.
H t. 7456.
PAR. 1613. Mineral alta obtained by
evaporation from mineral waters, when
accompanied by a duly authenticated
certificate and satisfactory proof showing
that they are in no way artificially prepared and are only the product of a desig-'
nated mineral spring.

SENATE A XNDXENTB.

ACT OF 1909.
PAN. 627. Mineral salts obtained by
evaporation from mineral waters, when
accompanied by a duly authenticated
certificate and satisfactory proof, showing
that they are in no way artificially prepared, and are only the product of a designated mineral spring [Free].

ACT OF 1013.
PAR. 548. Mineral salts obtained by
evaporation from' mineral waters, when
accompanied by a duly authenticated cortificate and satisfactory proof showing
that they are in no way artificially prepared and are only the product of a designated mineral spring [Free].

mUmMaYrOF
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1N1,

(See $irvoy FL.-22.)

Dasription and uea.-4-iimeral 'alto are obtained by e~aporation of
natural mineral, waters an4 re principally medicinal. The product
of this evaporation may contain a variety of altq, depending oni
source of the water.
Imports of mineral salts have been quite variable-in 1913, 103,337
pounds, valued at $35,420; in 1914, 82 569 pounds, averaging about
50 cents per pound. Imports decreased to 425 pounds in 1916 and in
1918 were 4,699,735 pounds, with a very low value per pound. This
great increase and low price was due to the fact that most of the
imports consisted of magnesium sulphate from British Columbia,
valued at about $5per ton. Imports since 1917 by calendar yearshave
been as follows:
1918
quantity (pounds) ..................

.......

Value .......................................

1919

3,6,346 |

023

1,{3

1920

3

1

(9 months).

$3,0206

$13,372

$ 45

Exports.--Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1614.
XR. 746.

SBNAT3

A3MENDMENTO.

PAR. 1614. Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or condition by refining
or grinding, or by other process of manufacture, not specifically provided for.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 626. Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or condition by refining
or grinding, or by other process of manufacture, not specially provided for in this
section (Freef.

P.R. 549. Minerals, crude, or not advanced in value or condition by refining
or grinding, or by other process of manufacture, not ecially Provided for in this
section [Free .

MINERALS, ORUDP.
(See Survey FL-28.)

Description and uwes.-The most important minerals coming under
this general designation are vanadium ores and feldspar. Ores of
tantalum, titanium, uranium, zirconium, molybdenum and other
ferroalloys now come in this group although mol bdenite has received
special mention under paragraph, 302 of H. R. 7456.
Production.-Practicilly all of the ores and minerals included in
this group are produced in the United States but complete statistics
are not available.
Imports.-The la est single class of ores imported in this group
is vanadium ore wich comes mainly from an American-owned
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mine in Peru but also from South Africa. Zirconium has been
imported principally from Brazil. Tantalum imports in 1921 were
der-ived from England while other steel hardening ores come from
Canada and various other countries. Canada, owing to her large shipments of feldspar, is also the chief source of "all other crude minerals."
The imports under the various designations for later calendar years
may be tabulated as follows:
19181

Tantalum:
untity pod)

...................

1919

fi01 (9months).

19ow

122222

-

$1,2372

,785

Titanium:
uentity (pounds) .......................
Uranium-radiumors

157 ..............
.........

Vlue!t.(ponds)............
Vanadium
ore:
uantity
(pounds).................. '
aue........

..

..........

,,,~.

1,72,26

.

Zirconlum ares:

uantity (pounds)..............

3,216,65

alue .......................

5,46,170

Steelardenigore, all other.

11

!..

........

20

8101W0

10,073,298
1,33,080,93

146
"

10,307,50

3 ..............

i 8,343
~g
15o+637t

W8,637

Minerals crude or not advanced In value or
condition, etc., n. a.p. f. (value) ............
Crude
minerals,
all otier
quaztity
(pound)
.................

Us

1840W

3327

7..
,.34
$53,254

063o1
1 ,120
6700
l, 025
14"477,
$17,318

S761.......... ........

......

5801,099 106A300,

205g6

Exports.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1615.
H. 3. 7456.

SBWATU ANZNDXBNT&

PAR. 1615. Models of inventions and of
other improvements in the arts, to be used
exclusively as models and incapable of
any other use.

ACT O1 lo0.

AOT OF

1918.+

PAR. 551. Models of inventions and of
PAR. 629. Models of inventions and of
other improvements in the arts, to be used other improvements in the arts, to be usi
exclusively as models and incapable of exclusively as models and incapable of
any other use [Feel.
any other use [Free].

MODELS OF INVENTIONS.

Imports in 1914 were valued at $41,333, and in later calendar years
as follows: 1918, $5,315; 1919, $9,909; 1920, $6,547; 1921 (9
months), 811,068.
Export not, shOWn in official statistics.
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PARAGRAPH 1616.
BUNATZ AM

IL I. 7480.

WNBNTS.

PAR. 1616. Monazite sand and other
torium ores.

PA.

183.

*

*

ACT OF 1918.

1909.

ACT O
*

monazite

sand

154.

PAR.

*

and thorito, four cents per pound; and thorite;
*

*

valorem.

*

*
*

*

monazite sand
25 per centum ad

MONAZITE SAND AND THORITE.
(See Survey C-22.)

Description and ,we.-Monazite sand is a dull-brown, crystalline

mineral consisting chiefly of the phosphates of cerium and thorium. It
is mined in Brazil and India and formerly wasobtained to a small extent
in North and South Carolina. This sand usually contains about 25 per
cent of cerium and 5 to 10 per cent of thorium. It is used primary
as a raw material in gas mantles. Since the mantle is made up of
99 per cent of thoria to 1 per cent of ceria, and since there are no
present uses for more than a fraction of the surplus ceria, the value
of monazite depends upon its thoria content.
Thorite and thorianit. are less important minerals from which
thorium may be recovered. They contain from 50 to 75 per
cent of thoria, but are comparatively rare, leaving monazite sand
the chief source of thorium.
Production.-Domestic deposits of monazite sand occur in the beds
of streams, and are mined and concentrated as in placer gold mining.
This is an expensive and laborious process, not well adapted to
large operation and usually carried on by farmers during spare time.
About 20 years ago certain Brazilian sea beaches were found to
contain.monazite that could be cheaply exploited, and later monazite
especially rich in thorii was discovere in India; American producers
could not compete with either. The domestic output of monazite in
1905 was 1,352,418 pounds, valued at $163 908. No production was
recorded for 1913 and 1914. In 1915 ani 1916 paucity of imports
caused a slight revival, which in 1916 amounted to 76,872 pounds,
about 5 per cent of the imports. Subsequent figures are not
available.
Imports of monazite from 1909 to. 1913 averaged about 1,300,000
pound, valued at $114,000. Imports since 1917, chiefly from
Brazil, British India, and Canada, are as follows:
Calendar yar.

Quantity.

........................................... 2,994,615

120..........................................

. ..
8230--22---87

.W W

1,14W

Vae.

ON,661
i 67 S

Unt value

$0

Duty.

Ad
taldien
rate.

55115

*

I, 192

.0 8

'S382

25
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Important change in cdius

vion.--Transerred from par. 154 of

the dutiable list of the act of 1913. The phrase "and other thorium
ores" replaces "thorite."
PARAGRAPH 1617.
RZXATE AMNDCXNT

IL R. 748.
PAR. 1617. Mos, maweeds, and vegetable substances, crude or unanufactured, not specially provided for.'

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAi. 552. MoSS, seaweeds, and vegePAR. 630. Moss, seaweeds, and vegetable substances, crude or unmanufac- table substances, crude or unmanufactured, not otherwise specially provided tured, not otherwise specially provided
for in this section [Free].
for in this section (Free].
PAR. 456. Cocoa or cacao, crude,
PAR. 540. Cocoa, or cacao, crude,
* * * shells of (Free].
* * * shells of [Free].
MOSS, SEAWEEDS, AND VEGETABLE SUBSTANCES.

(See Survey N-22.)

Descriplion and itses.-Sea moss is used in making mattresses and
for upholstering. Certain varieties of mosses and seaweeds are used
here for food by the Japanese and Chinese. "Vegetable substances,
crude or unmanufactured," include such products as hulls of the pea,
cotton seed, mustard seed, and oat seed, used in cattle feed; also
dried grass and leaves, afterwards dyed and used for millinery purposes. Holly branches are also included, being imported for Christmas decorations.
Produrclion of moss is world-wide. Seaweeds are extensively distributed in the ocean and may be found from tide level to considerable
depths. It is estimated that about 14,000,000 pounds of sea moss are
used annually in the United States for mattresses and upholstery,
and in paper making.
Imports of moss, seaweeds, and vegetable substances were $246,196
in 1914. Canada, Japan, and France were the chief sources, supplying about 70 per cent. Considerable amounts formerly came from
Germany. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
8 15

19

Ia..ty (pounds)....................................12'
7M
8382,717
............
.......................................

..

2,9121

b..75

1
(9 months).

190
19

,% 8W.i

22,
4226

M

The value of imports from Japan are much larger than those from
Canada and France, although the quantity is smaller. In 1920 Germany was an important source, being exceeded only by the three
countries named above.
Exports of moss increased from $51,006 in 1914 to $91,667 in 1918
(calendar year), about 85 per cent going to Canada. Statistics for
later calendar years follow: 1919, $91,475; 1920, $115,346; 1921 (9
months), $42,429.
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PARAGRAPH 1618.

IL R. 748.
PAR. 1618. Needle,

darning.

ACT 0

SZNATV

A3MDMXNTS.

hand sewing or
109.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 633. Needles, hand sewing and

PAR. 5M. Needles, hand4ewing

and

darning * # * [Free].

darning [Free).

HAND-SEWING AND DARNING NEEDLES.

(,See Survey C-15.)

Description and use.-Besides ordinary hand-sewing and darning

needles, there are included by Treasury 'decision harness, sail, mattress, and upholsterers' needles, which are classed as hand-sewing
needles.
Prodiiction.-Hand-sewing and darning needles are not domestic
products. Manufacturers explain that the large capital required
yields more certain returns in other enterprises. There is not sufficient inducement for American capital to risk competition with the
long-established English and German industries. American manufacturers would be handicapped by lack of raw material, as the wire
for the finest quality of needles is made by but one or two mills in
England. Hand labor seems essential for many operations. The
English needle passes through the hands of about 32 workmen and is
subject to about 1S different processes. As every workman requires
special training, much skilled -help is necessary, which, if available at
all in the United States, would so increase the cost of the article as to
make competition impossible. Practically all the hand-sewing needles
used here are made in England and in Germany.
Imports of hand-sewing and darning needles in the fiscal year 1918
amounted in value to $533,969. For the calendar years 1912-1921
they have been as follows:
? ue,

~uaty thousandsds)

1918

................
.........

.......

0

1 919

957

758,957
806,11

1920

1$6 ,S=

$1,29,M
81,546,
800

1921(9monhs).
9
686,562
P6545

The greater part of the imported material comes from the United

Kingdom. In the years 1918 and 1919 there was a considerable importation from Japan. During 1919 and 1920 the importation from
Germany was growing relatively more significant.
PARAGRAPH 1619.
L A. 7486.
SENATE AKE
PAR. 1619. Newspapemand periodicals
but the term "periodicals " as herein used
shall be understood to embrace only unbound or paper-covered publications issued within six months of the time of
entry, devoted to current literature of the
day or containing current literature as a
predominant feature, and issued regularly
at stated periods, as weekly, month ly, or
quarterly, and bearing the date of issue.

MXNTS.
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AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAa. 834. Newspaper and periodicals;
but the term periodicalss" s herein used
shall be understood to embrace only xmbound or paper covered publications issued within six months of the time of
entry, devoted to current literature of the
day, or containing current literature as a
predominant feature, and isued regularly
at stated periods, as weekly, monthly, or
quarterly,
[Preel. and bearing the date of issue

Par. 558. Newspapers and periodicals;
but the term" periodicals" as herein used
shall be understood to embrace only unbound or paper-covered publications is.
sued within six months of the time of
entry, devoted to current literature of the
day or containing current literature as a
predominant feature, and issued regularly
at stated periods, us weekly, monthly, or
quarterly, and bearing the late of Issue
[FreeI.

NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICALS.

(See Survey N-24.)

Description and ues.-The items mentioned in paragraph 1619 are
of a character in themselves to be dutiable as printed matter under
paragraph 1310. They are admitted free of duty only when they
conform to certain specifications given in some detail in the paraof newspapers and per iodicals in 1914 were valued at
g! r/ts
$363,807. Imports in later calendar years have been valued as follows: 1918, $313,392; 1919, $322,311; 1920, $347,479; 1921 (nine
months), $237,118.
Ezport,--Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1620.
99NATE AMXND3MNTS.

H. 3. 7456.
PAR. 1620. Nuts: Crude in the shell

and broken coconut meat or copra, not

shredded, desiccated, or prepared in any
manner, and not specially provided for;
palm nuts and palm-nut kernels.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 557. * * * broken coconut
am nuts
*
PAR 635. Nuts: *
and palm-nut kernels; * * broken meat or copra, not shredded, desiccated,

cocoanut meat or copra, not shredded, or prepared in any manner;
desiccated, or prepared in sqay manner andpalm-nut kernels [FreeJ.
[Free].
COPRA, PALM NUTS, KERNEL,

palm nuts

ETC.

I(Bee Survey A-11.)

Description and u8es.-C*pra is the dried, broken kernel of the
coconut, and is the chief form of the commercial product from which
coconut oil is expressed. (See paragraph 756.) Palm nuts are froin
palm varieties indigenous to western tropical Africa, and valuable for
the palm oil they yield. The kernels are a distinct article of commerce. The mea I eft after extracting the oil from, the kernels has a
small value as feed for cattle.

8UMMARY OF TARIFF IWfOVATION, 1L
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Production.--Of the relatively small Florida and Porto Rican production of coconuts only the culls are marketed as copra. On the
other hand, the Philippine crop (1,510,000,000 nuts in 1920) is in
large part turned into copra either for crushing in the islands or for
export.
There is no domestic production of palm nuts or palm kernels.
Imports of copra. amounted to 44,459,158 pounds, valued at
$2,395,105, in 1914. Practically all of the 1914 importation came
from Oceania (including the Philippines). In 1920 the Philippines
furnished 10 per cent; Australia and other British Oceania, 43 per
cent: Dutch East Indies, 14 per cent; and French Oceania, 11 per
cent.
Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:

Qviantity (pounds) .....................
VaIle...............
................

1918

1919

1=

40,499,328
2,2*, 7

257,915,789
16,644,613

215,188,461
$14, 18,178

1921(9motbs).
129,2S5,5%

$,060,401

Imports of palm nuts and palm kernels in 1913 were valued at
$4,8712, and in 1914 at $23,127. Statistics for the calendar years
1918-1921 follow:
1918

1919

(pounds).............................0566
V
\ati~ity
le ......................................
, *Z
Sa2 m

1920
0
83294
so :,3

1921(o months).
66003

British Africa furnishes 95 per cent of the imports.
'hnportant cungee in dassnition.--This paragraph takes the place
of a part of paragraph 57 of the act of 1913; marrons and coconuts
were transferred to schedule 7 (pars. 755 and 756).
The word "crude" qualifying "marrons" and the words "in the
shell" qualifying "coconuts" in paragraph 567 have been retained
and combined in the phrase "crude in the shell," following the word
"nuts" in this paragraph. No reason is apparent for this combination of parts of provisions.
Suggested changcs.-"Copra" as the trade name might be substituted for "broken coconut meat or copra, not shredded, desiccated,
or prepared in any manner, and not specially provided for."
The word "nuts" beginning this paragraph should be changed to
oil-bearing seeds and nuts" ifthe erosion is to be given its full
scope of exempting from duty oil seeds and nuts, unless no seeds shall
be added to this paragraph. (See paragraph 760.)
Unless specific provision shall be made for perilla and sesame seed,
and for tung nuts, the raw materials of the oils that are free of duty
under paragraph 1626, they will be subject to duty as seeds not
specially provided for.
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PARAGRAPH 1631.

H. R. 746.

SMATZ AN1I

UNT3.

PAR. 1621. Nux vomica.
ACT 01 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 636. Nux vomica [Free).

PAR. 558. Nux vomica [Free].
NUX VOMICA.

(See Survey FL-2.)
Description and uses.-Nux vomica, the dried ripe seed of an
Asiatic tree, is extensively used in medicine and in the manufacture
of its alkaloids, of which strychnine is of chief importance.
Production.-It is derived from a wild tree of India and the surrounding regions, the only important source of strychnine.
Imports of nux vomica for 1909-1918 average 2,714,812 pounds,
valued at $61,447. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ..................................................
1919 ..................................................

o ..............................................................

1921 (9months) .....................................................

Pounds.

4,107,167
3,750,838

j 23,, 089,994
50 , 381

Value.

Unit value.

$310,403
240,448

8%08
.08

21 8..

00

2, 4

07

PARAGRAPH 1622.
H. R 7406.

BBNATU AMUNDMBNTS.

PAR. 1622. Oakum.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 637. Oakum (Free].

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 559. Oakum [Free].

OAKUM.
(See Survey FL-14.)
De.qcrtio&n and use.-Oakum, a tarred preparation of soft fibers
is divided according to its chief uses into marine oakum and plumbers'
oakum. Marine oakum, made of old tarred ropes and for the most
part since 1914, of domestic hemp towa, is employed for calk
or
packng' joints or timbers of wooden vessels and the deck planking in
steel sB.ip. Plumbers' oakum, made from jute wastes, principally
old waste bagging, is used for calking all kinds of pipe.
Production of oakum in 1914 and in 1919 was limited to six establishments, the total output of which was valued in 1914 at $359,000
and in 1919 at $983,000. Prior to 1915 it is estimated that the
annual domestic production of marine oakuni amounted to about
100,000 bales of 50 pounds each, and of plumbers' oakum to about
85,000 bales. In 1919 the output was estimated at 210,000 bales of
marine oakum and 60,000 bales of plumbers' oakum.

I
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!mnpor in the period 1910-1914 averaged 1,446,000 pounds yearly
and exports 1,351,000 pounds. Since 1917 imports have been small,
whereas exports have shown a marked increase. Consumption of
foreign oakum is limited to the higher grades of marine oakum
which are practically all supplied 'by the United Kingdom and
Russia in Europe. imports for the cadendar years 1918-1921 have
been as follows:
1918

1919
190
2

Quantity (pounds) ...........................
Value ........................................

1920

35,840
83, 500

1921 (9 months).

6,074
$1,000

73,775
$8,833

Exports.-Nine-tenths of the exports consist of the lower grades of

marine oakum shipped to Canada, Mexico, and South America. Exports in the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as follows:
1918
uantity (pounds)..............
...............
............

1919

1920

27030

W9,154

,

510

1921 (9 months).

.2, 2617
0

1 065 531

IO

PARAGRAPH 1628.
SENATE AXNNDXBNTS.

. a. 7458.
PA. 1623. Oil cake and oil-cake meal.
AOT OF 1909.

PAR. 638. Oil cake [FreeJ.

AOT OF 1918.

PAR. 560. Oil cake [Freel.

OIL OAKE AND OIL-CAKE MEAL.
(See Survey A-11.)

De8cription and usee.-The process of crushing various vegetable
seeds and nuts to extract the oil leaves a compressed mass known,
when unground, as oil cake, and when ground, as oil-cake meal. This
residual cake is chiefly derived from cotton seed, flaxseed, soya beans,
corn, peanuts, and rapeseed. It is not only a valuable feedstuff for
dairy, poultry, and other live stock, but also an important vegetable
fertilizer, entering extensively into international trade.
Production.-The United States, through its great cottonseed-oil
linseed-oil, and corn-product industries, ia the largest producer and
exporter of the oil-cake by-product. In 1914 the production of
cottonseed cake and meal was 2,191,610 tons; of linseed cake about
600,000 tons, and of corn-cake meal close to 75,000 tons. In 1919
the production of cottonseed cake and meal was 2,260,007 tons

valued at $124,498,598; of linseed cake and meal, 409,141 tons
valued at $26,435,210.
Imports during 1911-1920 ranged from 10,000,000 to 230,000,000

pounds, with values varying from $100,000 to $4,600,000, coming
principally from the Dutch East Indies and Philippine Islands
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(coconut cake); China and Japan (soya-bean cake); Mexico (cottonseed cake); Canada and the United Kingdom (linseed cake). Most
of the imports move to,the Pacific States. Statistics for the calendar
years 1918-1921 follow:.
Oil cake.,
1910

1920

0,8,3
$1,314,271

37250M
9

463278
8,414

1,513, 600
837,1

4 041,088
99,248

3,767,985
$96,341

if 826,678
581

33 380

25,410,217
8423,14

133, 588, 981
83,476,423

1918
Cottonseed-oil cake:
Qatty (pounds)..........29612
lue
.................
Cottonseed and linseed (Bibby's) oil cake:
Quantity (pounds) .......................
Value cake: ............... ............
Coconut-oil
Quantity (pounds).......................
Value............................333
Boya-bean oil cake
.

............. 78,370
Quantity o7i1)......
....

1921 (9 months).

56,478, 704
2,069,455

0 9Ki8,
78 2,7, 132

6001, 619

200

1,740,381
$37,062

2,8256
$42,238

Quantity
Value-- (pounds).....................
- - ---....................... 120

227
$

$1,261

Value ...................

83,21

All other bean-oil cake,

utity(pounds)....................
u.............................

$8

Rajeed- cake:

1

287

104, 154

I025
9W

W

I,221,122 ................

$32,189..............

antlty (ods)-------................
,850,204
..........
187......
value---------------------------------------------$49g,

All other oil cake:
Quantity (pounds) ....................

Value-................

....... ..

3,04

..

Total oil cake:

, ,21

834,835

7

26 923,641
112,406,7(
27W $2,370,

..........

13 970,566

1,023,477

',19

34,515

840001
W*,,~
$1,77, 362

,

Oil-cake meal.
Quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ..........

1919-------------------..
(
---.-

-...........
-...

Value.

Duty.

Ptcent

Pou,id
...--

.............

.

..

799, 340

000
109,336
20,280

Ad
valorem
rate.

$17,363

82j,80

,309Is
I
228
1,622
51
.............

15

15
15

Ezports in normal 'years were about 2,000,000,000 pounds, valued
at over $21,000,000, cottonseed cake and meal ordinarily comprising
about three-fourths of the total and linseed cake most of the remainder. The trade was greatly reduced during the war. Later
statistics for the calendar yoays 10,18-921 akre as follows:

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION,
1918
Cottonseed cake:

1885

1921.

1919

1921 (9months).

1384,250
132,412

,625,721
12,918,900

314,018,114
$8,818,176

255,300,654
$5,102,315

10"Z283,040

233,507,445
$712,043

2 b780,C4t
027, 8M8

111,21,70
2,020,666

sanityy (pounds) ................
fl8ue ............
Linseed or flaxseed meal:

45, 392,709 327,922,678 22,286,010
,11,656,844 8............... $7,638,6W0

403, 782, 446
919,157

alue .....................................
Corn-oil cake and meal:

$1,134,141

uantity (powid ) .................
tl8e.

Cottonseed meal:
ty(ons ..........
auV ...................................
Lnseed or flaxseed cake:

ti

und).......................

40,51,73

2588805

8,370

93,9M

O.atty (pounds) .......................
als8............

fW40L00

12

9.................8,
$28,874

9 371,706

M

104,79, 153

1

,

18338,4

130 613

4,1314,

528,170
$13:7%t

7,806,3

b392.456

$3;903

Coconut-o il cake and meal:
(pounds) .....................................
Quantity
..............................
Value ....................................

All otber oil cake and meal:
Quantity (pounds) .......................
Value .........................
......

,

13,784
RON

13 282720

088,9

64,938
S,730

34384,2W

Important change in clusjifcation.-Oil-cake meal. has been added;
it differs from oil cake only in being ground.
0

PARAGRAPH 1624. •

H.R.745e.

S*ATZ'A

I IDXNT.

PA. 1624. Oil, animal: Spermaceti,
whale, and other fih oils of American

fisheries, and all fish and other ,products

of such fisheries.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF i9181.

PAR. 639. Oils: * ,:. * an4 also sperPAR. 561. Oils: *
* and also spermaceti, whale, and other fish oils of imaceti; whale, 'and other fish oili of
American fisheries and,till fish and other: American flaheriee, and all fish Md btlheit
products of such fisheries;' * * * '[Free.j products of such fisheies (Fe, " I I
PAR. 567. Fish, fresh, frozen, or packed
in ice,' caught in the Great Lakes or other
fresh waters by citizens of the United
States, and all other fish, the products of
American fisheries [Free]. *

(For discussion, see par 49, p. 140.]
PARAGRAPH 1625.
H. A. 7456.
PAR. 1625. Oils, distilled or essential:
Anise, bergamot, bitter almond, camphor,
caraway, cassia, cinnamon, citronella,
uranium, lavender, lemon-grass, lime,,
lignaloe, neroli or orange flower, origanum, palmarosa, pettigrain, rose or otto
of roses, rosemary, spike lavender, thyme,
and ylang ylang: Provided, That no article
mixed or compounded or containing alcohol shall be exempted trom duty under
this paragraph.

-SENATE AMEDiDMmNTS.

4k
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ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0

PAR. 46. Oils distilled and essential:

PAR. 639. Oils: Almond, * * * anise
or anise seed, * * * aspic or spike
lavender, bergamot, **
* caraway,
cassia, ' innamon,
* *
citronella or
lemon grass * * * lavender, * * *

limes, r

*

*

anum red or white,

*

*

*

* aJmonA, bitter;
or anise seed; bergamot;
way; cassia; cinnamon;
ella and lemon-grass; *
*

neroli or orange flower,

attar of roses,
mary or anthoss, * *

*

*

*

1913.
* * * anise
* * * cara* .* * citron* * lavender,

and aspic or spike lavender; limes; neroli
or orange flower; origanum, red or white;
rosemary or anthoss; attar of roses; thyme;

rosethyme, orig*

* * * all the foregoing oils

[Free].

*

* *

and essential and distilled oils and all
combinations of the same, not' specially
provided for in this section 20 per centum
ad valorem: Providd, That no article
containing alcohol shall be classified for
duty under this paragraph.

PAR. 3. * * * distilled oils, essential oils,
* * twenty-five per centum ad valorem; * * *.

OILS, DISTILLED OR E88ENTIAL.
ANISE OR ANISE-SEED OIL.

(See Survey A-12.)

Descriptionand uwe-.-Anise.-zeed oil is distilled from anise fruit or
'the fruit of the star anise. The fruit yields from 11 to 3 per cent of
oil. The plant is indigenous to Asia Minor and Egypt and is also
cultivated in Russia, Spain, Malta, Greece, Bulgaria, Clile, and India.
The chief use of anise-seed oil is as a flavoring agent, especially in
cheap grades of candy. It is used to some extent inmedicines as a
carminative and stimulant.
Imp prior to the war had reached a maximum of 127 501
pounds, valued at $173,078 in 1913, and decreased to about one-third
of that quantity in 1914. During the following years the imports
increased, until in 1917 there were imported 266,686 pounds, valued
at $150,849, which Welded a revenue of $30,169. By far the greater
quantity of anise oil imported is the oil of star anise seed from China.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:Calendar year.

qumntlty.

1918 ...........................................
1919 ...........................................
1920 ........
.................................
1921 (9 months) ...............................

Value.

Poundt.

72,033
148,849
290,241

7,995

$63,476
156, 982
246,682

35,700

Ad
Unit value) Duty. valorem
I
rate.
$0.88
1.05
.84

$12,695
31,396
49,336

.46 ..........

Per cetiw.

20
20
20

20

Exports.--Statistics not available.

Important change. in clss~fication.-Anise oil is dutiable under

paragraph 46, act of 1913.

IERGAMOT OIL.

(See Survey A-12.)

Description and uses.-Bergamot oil is obtained from the fresh
rind of the fruit known as the bergamot orange or the bergamot
lemon. An oil of an inferior quality is obtained by distilling the
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crushed rind with steam. Oil of bergamot possesses stimulating properties when taken internally. It is employed as a perfume in hair
tonics, and in dusting powders and ointments to disguise the unpleasant odor of certain drugs. Bergamot oil is sometimes adulterated
with orange oil and turpentine.
Imports in 1913 were 64,259 pounds, valued at $310,835, and were
free of duty. In 1914 imports decreased to about 50 per cent of the
normal prewar imports,*but since have been about equal to imports
in 1913. Imports since 1917 are as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ..........................................
1919 ...........................................
1920 ...............
...
1921 (9 months).............
...........

Pound#.
58,581
89,171
0,74
31,287

Value.

245,999
298,457
23,2
135,018

Unit value. Duty.

Ad

valorem
rate.

Per ceWt.
$4.20 $49,200
20
4.31
59,691
20
4.00
48,645
20
4.31 ...................

Ezports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in classificatio.-Bergamot oil is dutiable under
paragraph 46, act of 1913,
BITTER ALOND OIL.
(See Survey A-11.)

Description.--When bitter almond kernels are expressed they yield
a bland fixed oil which is known as sweet almond ol. (See par. 45.)
The residue from this expression when ground and distilled with
water, yields the bitter oil of almonds. The bitter almond oil does
not exist in the kernel, but is produced by the action of water on
amygdalin, a constituent of almonds; it is also obtained by dis-,
tilling the seeds of peaches and apricots.- Bitter almond oil consists
of about 85 per cent of, benzaldehyde, which can be prepared synthetically from coal tar. The synthetic product has largely replaced
the natural oil, and has a more uniform composition.
Imports of bitter oil of almonds in 1913 were 10,442 pounds, valued
at $25,629, and were admitted free of duty. The imports during the
war declined considerably. Later statistics follow:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918 ...........................................
1919.
...............................
192....................................
M2l (9 months) ................................

Pound..
1,375
2,812
4,374
4,181

Value..

$13,983
15,261
20548
11,472

Unit value. Duty.

$10.17
.08
4.70
2.74

Ad
valorem
rate.

Percet.
$2,797
20
3,052
20
4,10
20
................

Exports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in cas8fiation.-Bitter almond oil is dutiable
under paragraph 46, act of 1913.
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DAMPHOR OIL.

Descriptionand ues.-Camphor oil is a by-product of ordinary or
Japanese camphor, from which it is obtained by distillation with
water. The first crude distillate is then subjected to a second fractional distillation. Its chief uses are in medicine and as a source
of safrol (par. 56). In the Far East it is used as an illuminating oil.
Production is confined almost wholly to Japan, although a small
amount is produced in China, the Malay States, and Mauritius.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Pounds.
1918 ........................................
1919 ...........................................
1920 ...........................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

236,026
401
41,958
6 567

$21,248
116
7,844
2,333

Unit value. Duty.

Ad
valorem
rate,

Per cot.
20
0
00
20
.29
23
20
.19
1,5f89
..........
.41 .....

Epor.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in daseifization.-First specific mention of camphor oil, which is dutiable under the provision for "essential and distilled oils" n. s. p. f., paragraph 40, act of 1913.
CARAWAY OIL.

(See Survey A-12.)

Dewciption and use.-Caraway oil is obtained by steam distilla•tion from the caraway fruit, which yields from 4 to 6 per cedt of oil.
The oil is -distilled chiefly in England, Holland, Germany, and Morocco. It is used medicinally as a stimulant and carminative, and to
an agreeable flavor to other pharmaceutical remedies.
impart
Imports
had decreased prior to the war from 60,007 pounds in
1910 to 10,107 potndsin 1913. Imports further decreased in 1914 to
about 3,500 pounds. In 1915, 18,107 pounds were imported, valued
at $20,730, yielding a revenue of $4,146. Imports since 1917 have
been as followS:

1918 ...........................................
1919 ...........................................

.........
.. ................
120.
1921 (9 months)................................

Exports.--Statistics not available.

Important changes in classification.--Caraway oil is dutiable under

paragraph 46, act of 1913.
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CASSL

OIL.

(See Survey A-12.)
Decription.-Cassia oil is distilled from the bark, leaves, and
twigs of the plant Cinnamomum cas iy, whicl is indigenous to Cochin
Chifia, and is also cultivated in other parts of China. The oil consists chiefly of from 75 to 85 per cent cinnamic aldehyde. This
product can be made synthetically from coal tar, and synthetic cassia
oil is now a common article of commerce.
Imports are combined with those of oil of cinnamon, which it
greatly resembles.
Important changes in. dlssificaton.--Cassia oil is dutiable under

paragraph 46, act of 1913.

CINNAMON OIL.
(See Survey A-12.)

Description.-Cinnamon oil is distilled from the bark of the Ceylon

cinnamon tree (Cinnamomum zeylanicum).

The oil is usually dis-

tilled from an inferior bark of insufficient value to pay the export
tax. The bark yields from one-half to 1 per cent of oil. :
Cinnamon leaf oil is an essential oil distilled from the leaves of
the same plant. It differs from oil of cinnamon in that it contains
verylittle cinnamic aldehyde and from 70 to 90 per cent of eugenol.
Imports.-The combined imports of cassia and cinnamon oil' in
1913 were 123,645 pounds, valued at $97,438. and were admitted free
of duty. ,Imports decreased somewhat during 1914 ,and 1915) and
in 1917 increased to 153,244 pounds, valued at $130,112, and yielded
a revenue of $26,022.
Imports for later years follow:
Calendar year.

.

Quantity.

39018
................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9%,4H
168,=62
1919........
...............
1920...
..............................175,589
3559
1921 (9montb ) ......... ..............

unit

value,

Value.

Duty.

$125 OW9 $128 $25,2
27
2,01
38, 7

Ad

valorem
rate.

20

L 64
55,458
2
1.51
53012
20
1.20 .....................

Important change in cassification.-Cinnamon oil is dutiable under

paragraph 46, act of 1913.
OITONRLL- AND LEMON-GRAS

OIS.

(See Survey A-12.)

Description, uses, ,and production.--Citronella oil is distilled from
India gass," chiefly in the southern part of Ceylon. It is a palee lloch possesses, a powerful odor, and this property, along

with its 16wprice, account for its extensive use as a cheap soap perfume. 'It is also used as rotection ainst insects, chie y mosquitoes. Lemon-grass oil is obtained by isti[lation from two variety
of grass grown in Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, Malabar,' and

I
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Cochin China. Ceylon and Singapore are the chief centers of cultivation of the grass and of the production and exportation of the oil.
It is used chiefly as a perfume, especially for the cheaper grades of
soaps. It is also used to adulterate oil oflemons.
mnports since 1917 have been as follows:
Clendar year.

Quantity.

1918...........................................

.

.

..................

192(......................................
1921 (9 mont)...... ..........................

Pound.

783,045

Value.

Uni.t

value.

$319,734

0. 41

$88,947

,
3
7,047
034,037
263,8W

.
.41

470

572P20

28D,498

Ad

Duty.

.49

nla
rate.

PO cent.

2)

56,100

..

.

20

..

Important changes in classification.--Citronella and lemon-Frass

oils are dutiable under paragraph 46, act of 1913.

GHRANIUV OIL.
Description and uses.-Geraniur oil, or rose geranium oil, is
distilled from several varieties oft the plant, pelargonum, and is used
in compounding perfumes.
Pro4ucton.-The plants are cultivated and distillation is carried
on in Algeria, southern France Spain, Italy, Corsica, and Provence.
Import statistics are available for 1914 only, when they were
63,414 pounds, valued at $146,933.
Export statistics are not available.
Important Aan ee in casi'ftation.-First specific mention; now

dutiable under the general provision in paragraph 46 of the act of
1913.
LAVENDER AND S*PKE LAVENDER OILA.
(See Sirvey A-12.)

Description and uses.-Oil of, lavender refers to a volatile oil distilled from the fresh flowering herb Lavandula vera and other species
growingon the higher slopes of the Alps. Several grades of this oil,
differing greatly in price, are on the market. In France a large part
of the commercial oil is obtained from the wild plant by means of
portable stills. The English oil, which is obtained exclusively from
cultivated Plants, commands a much higher price than the ordinary
commercia? or French oil, as only a small amount is produced.
Commercially the English oil is frequently designated as oil of garden
lavender. Oil of lavender is employed chiefly as a perfume and as a
flavoring agent for certain pharmaceutical preparations. It is rarely
employed
in medicine.
Spike lavender
oil or spike oil is distilled fron the flowering Lavandula 8pa,which grows in the lower mountainous regions Qf France,.
Spain, and Italy. SVike oil is a common adulterant ofoil of lavender
and is occsionally Sistilled with true lavender. It is also used bT
artists in the preparation of varnishes. Spike lavender oil is much
cheaper than. true oil of lavender.

I
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Imports of lavender and spike lavender oil in 1913 were 227,013
pounds, valued at $482,779 admitted free of duty In 1914 and 1915,
imports were about one-third of those in 1913; in 1916 198,205
pounds, volued at $271,815 yielding a revenue of $54,303. Imports
since 1917 have been,:as follows:
"

Quantity.

Calndar year.

1918 ..........................................
1919 ...........................................
1920 ..........................................
1921 (9 months) ...............................

Value.

U
value,

.
.Duty.
•

Ad,

vdi
rt.

rate.

Per en.

Pou.n

.98, 62
141,970
135268
71,060

$214,759
263,038
351,947
138,419

$42,952
20
$2.18
52,608
20
1.85
2.60
70,389
20
1.95 .....
..........

Important dc7ung. in da0fation.--These oils are dutiable under

paragraph 48, act of 1913.,

LSMON-GRASS OIL.
(See citronella oil, p. 1389.)
LIME OIL.

(Sep Survey A-12,).

Description and prodtion.-Expressed lime oil is obtained by mechanical means from the peel of tie fresh fruit of Oiue limeta. It
is produced in Italy chiefly during tho months of December and January. This oil closely resembles oil of lemon. A distilled lime oil is
also produced, chiefly in the West Indies, and is the usual lime oil of
commerce. The expressed Itali&n oil is much moi valuable than the
distilled West Indian oil.
Imports in 1913 were 13 075 pounds, valued at $15,025, and were
admitted free of duty. The imports during the war showed a decrease only in 1915. Since 1917 they have -been as follows:
uniy

Calendar year.

1918 ..........................................
1919 .........................................

192o............... ...........................
1921 (9 months) ..............................

Value.
Quantty.

Pounds.
9,978

46,387

48,993
38,042

419,230
51,430
89,420
72,148

Unit
Duty.
au.
vlue.rAte.

1.10
1.90
1.97

13,M4
10,208
17,884

Ad
valorem

Per cent.
20
20*
20

E&ports.-Statistics not available.
o
Important cangm in classification.-Lime oil is dutiable under"-,4
paragraph 46, act of 1913.
:l1GXALOEv OIL.

Descrition and uso.-Lignaloe oil, or as it is more commonly
known, [inaloe oil, comes on the market in two different varieties,
Cayenne, and Mexican. The former is distilled in French Guiana,
and the latter in Mexico, both from woods of uncertain botanical
orgin. They are used in compounding perfumes.
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Production.-Production is coxfaed to French Guiana and Mexico.
Imports are shown for 1914 only, when they were 4,171 pounds,
valued at $10,926, chiefly from Mexico.
E&porte.-Statistics are not available.
Important changes in cassificaton.-Fitst specific mention; now
dutiable under paragraph 46, act of 1913.
Suggested change8.-The spelling generally used is "linaloe," not
"lignaloe." This oil is also known in commerce as "Bois de kose."
In' order to be certain of including this product the provision might
be changed to "linaloe or Bois deRose.
NEROLI OR ORANGE FLOWER OIL.

(See Survey A-12.)

!

Dscriptio, use, andproduction.-This oil is obtained by distillation
from fresh orange flowers and is produced exclusively in the southern
part of France. The best grade of neroli comes from Nice. This
oil is used almost exclusively in perfume; A form of orange flower
oil is used to a certain extent as a flavoring agent in sirups. The
odor of orange flower oil is due to methyl anthranilate, which can be
made synthetically from coal tar. Methyl anthranilate was produced
in the United States during 1920 by six firms. A synthetic product
which is sold under the name of neroli is used largely as a perfume
by soap makers.
Imp.rti of ieroli, or orange flower oil, in 1913 were 38,365 pounds,
vralue4 at $171,932., During 1914 and 1915 the imports decreased to
about 14,000 poufids, ard during 1916 and 1917, .wereoply slightly
.ess than the imports 1i 1913. Imports since 1017 have been 'as
follow :
,Ad

....

Caendr year.

Quantity. Value-. uiv,1ue,. Duty. rlorm

1918 ..........................................
1919 ...........................................
1920.....................................
1921 (9 months) ...........................

Poundh.
22,173
25,076
. 3,948
22,684

$70,683
123,060
181,141
51,812

$3.19 $14,137
4.91
24,612
4.90
38,228
2.28 ..........

Per cet.
20
20
20

Ezport.-Statistics not available.
VAImportant changm in cla~ificafon.-This oil is dutiable under
,,paragraph 46, act of 1913.
ORIGANUX OIL.

(See Survey A-12.),

De8criptio.-Origanum or marjoram oil closely resembles oil of
thyme and is obtained by distillation with.water from two species of
origanum native to Europe and Amerio. The two oils recognized
in!commerce are Trest oil, Which is dark, and Smnyrna oil, -hich
is light colored. -This difference in olor' aeountf6r 'the tairiff
description "red or wlfJ '1
Apt
mport. of origanum had increased under exemption fromdutyprior
to the war to 8,822 pounds, valued, at $8,50D iki91'&' With te ei-
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ception of 1914, the imports during the war showed a remarkable
increase--54,671 pounds, valued at $45,859, and yielded a revenue
of 9,171 in 1917. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
I

Quantity.

Calendar year.

Pe
1918 ............................

..............

1019 ..........................................

190 ...................................
19"1 (0 month) .......... ..

..

0

.wde
200

SU
J, 10

ValUe.

Ad
valorm
ratc

Unit value& Duty.
*

.
$143

1 406
702
4,560

Pwc¢it.
40.72

L6
%

$29

20

,40
.

20
20

Exporte.--Statistics not' available.
Important change in ,ezsocaiion.-This oil is dutiable under
paragraph 46, act oft 1913..
PALMAROSA OIL.

Description and maes.-Palmarosa oil, or Turkish geranium grass
oil, is distilled from Motia grass, which grows extensively in India.
Its chief use is in the compounding of perfumes. The odor and
properties are somewhat similar to geranium oil.
Production.-Distillation is confined wholly to India. The name
Turkish geranium oil came into use througli the commercial introduction of the oil via Constantinople.
Imports are shown for 1914 only, when they were 1,052 pounds,
valued at $1,351.
Important change. in &wass
ion.--First specific mention; now
dutiable under the general provision in paragraph 46, act of 1913.
Description and use.-The oil of pettigrain of to-day is distilled
from the leaves and young shoots of the bitter orange. It is used, in
the compounding of perfumes.
.Prodution.-The best pettigrain oil is distilled in the south of
France, a certain amount also in Algeria and Spain. An oil of
less perfume value, but one which torms the bulk of the oil of commerce, is distilled in Paraguay.
Imports in 1914' (the only year for' which statistics are available)
were 634 pounds, valued at $1,114.
Important change in dassijicatin.-Firstspecific mention; now
dutiable under the general provwiono in paragraph 46, act of 1913.
ROS oI h0.orto, 0 ROPEs.
(See Survey A-12.)

Description, ses, and production.-Attar or otto of roses is a
volatile oil distilled from fresh rose flowers. Of the numerous varieties of roses, only a few are used in the preparation of the essential
oil. A large part of the attar of roses is obtained from the Balkan
Mountains. The important center of the industry is Kezanlik.
Roses are also cultivated in the southern part of France in the
828-22-88
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neighborhood of Grasse, Cannes, and Nice. The French flowers,
however, are used chiefly for the preparation of rose water and rose
pomades. In recent years extensive rose plantations have been
established in Germany near Klein-Miltitz. There is also a small
production of attar of roses in Algeria.
As rose oil is expensive, the probability of adulteration is always
great. The principal adulterants are palmarosa oil and true geranium oil. Rose oil is used chiefly in the preparation of high-grade
toilet perfumes and is also employed in medicine for perfuming
cerates, ointments, and lotions.Imports.-The imports of attar of roses in 1913 had reached
133,325 ounces, valued at $791,370, admitted free of duty. The
imports since 1913 have been considerably less, and in 1917 declined
to a minimum of i.1,235 ounces, valued at $85,673, and yielded a
revenue of $17,134. This decrease in imports has been due to war
conditions which have demoralized the rose industry in Bulgaria.
Import statistics since 1917 follow:
unit
Calendar year.

1918 ...........................................
1919 ...............................
1920 .........................................
1921 (9 months)........................

Quantity.

Value.

Outa.
21,299
52 931
07,224
7310

$180,558
497,021
480,327
5,239

value,

t

Ad

ad
rate.

Per cew.
$7.54 $32,111
2
9.39
99, 404
20
7.15
90, 06
7.56 .............

Ezport.--Statistics not available.
Important change in dasfication.-This oil is dutiable under
paragraph 46, act of 1913.
ROSEMARY OIL

(See Survey A-.412.)

De8cription.-Rosemary oil is distilled from the flowering tops of
the rosemary plant. There are two commercial varieties, talian or
Dalmatian oil, which is distilled after the flowering season is over,
and a French oil,,which possesses a finer odor and is distilled from the
fresh flowering tops. English oil, which is produced from cultivated plants, and the Spanish oil are of minor commercial importance,
although the English product brings a much higher price than the
other oils.
Imports of rosemary oil showed a large increase, from about
50,000 pounds in 1910'to 284 144 pounds, valued at $100,930, in
1913, being admitted free of duty. The imports during 1Q14,
1915, and 1916 were only about one-third those of 1913. Imports
since 1917 are as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value. *

UnitAd
Ut.

value.

1918..........................................
.1921 (9 months) ................................

Poun&d
87,972
162,138
219,220
22, 018

$4 ,341
77,465
193,102
119

Duty.
D

valorem
rate.

Per Cent.
20
$0.51
$908,
.51
16,493
20
20
38,620
.88
.82 ....
.........
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important changes in daeesfication.--T 1 ;s oil is dutiable under

paragraph 46, act of 1913.

SPIRE LAVENDER OIL.

(See Lavender oil, p. 1390.)
THYME OIL.

(See Survey A-12.)

Degcriptimi and use.--Thyme oil, s distilled from fresh flowering
tops of the thyme herb which grows wild in the mountains of southem France. Small quantities of oil are produced from the cultivated herb, but this source is of little commercial importance. The
Spanish thyme oil is probably derived from a species of origanum.
It has been a common practice to export thyme oil from France to
England, whence it is reexported to the United States as oil of
origanum. Thyme oil closely resembles oil of origanum; being much
cheaper, it has been substituted largely for the latter.
Thyme oil- is used chiefly for veterinary preparations and as a
cheap soap perfume. The French oil is the most valuable. There
are two commercial varieties, known as red and white. The former
grade is a crude distilled oil and, when properly rectified and purified,
gives the commercial white thyme oil. The yield of oil varies from
0.5 to 2.5 per cent.
Imports prior to the war increased from about 50,000 pounds in
1910 to 138,972 pounds, valued at $105,296, admitted free of duty
in 1913. Imports since 1917 are as follows:
Quantty.

Calendar year.

Vaue.

U

uit

Duty.

Ad

vAdore m
rate.

Pouna4.
1918 ..........................................
1919..................................
1920 .......................................
1921 (9 months) ............................

. 107,709
115,4,56
77,227
51078

Per cent.
$122,241

171,459
151,681
74,006

$1.14
$24, 448
1.49
34,292
1.96
30$3,'
1.47 ..........

20
20'
20
20

Export.-Statistics not available.
Important changes in claossification.-Thyme oil is dutiable under

paragraph 46, act of 1913.

VLANG-YLANG OIL.

Description and uses8-Ylang-ylang or Cananga oil is the product
of the distillation of the flowers of (nanga odorqta, a native of Ava
and Tenasserim, and is generally distributed and cultivated throughout southern Asia, the East Indies, the Philippines, and Reunion.
The Philippine oil is said to be the finest in quality. It is used in
'.mpounding perfumes.
Import statistics are not available.
Important changes in clasgifwtion.-First specific mention; now

dutiable under the general provision in paragraph 46 of the act of
1913.
Suggested changes.-This oil from Java and neighborhood is known
commercially as Cananga oil. In order to be certain of its inclusion
the words "or Canangae might be added after "ylang-ylang."
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PARAGRAPH 1626.
H. R. 7450.

SENATE AXENWDMENT8.

PAR. 1626. Oils, expressed or extracted: Croton, palm, palm-kernel,
perilla, sesame, and sweet almond; olive
oil rendered unfit for use as food or for
any but mechanical or manufacturing
purposes, by such means as shall be sati
factory to, the Secretary of the Treasury
and under regulations to be prescribed,
by him; Chinese and Japanese tung oils8
and nut oils not specially provided for.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 19180

PAR. 639. Oils: Almond, * * *
croton, * * * nut oil or oil of nuts,
* * * olive oil rendered unfit for use

as food or for any but mechanical or manufacturing
purposes, tobythe
such
means as
shall be satisfactory
Secretary
of
the Treasury aqd under regulations to be
prescribedbyhim; * * . palm, palmkernel, * * * sesame or sesamum
seed or bean, * * 0 [Free). ,
PAR.3. * * * expressedols,

*

twenty-five per centum ad valorem;
*
* * [Covered oils not specifically
mentioned in 1909.1.

PAR. 561. Oils:

*

*

*

croton,

* * *

palm, palm-kernel, perilla, * * * and
olive oil rendered unfit for use as food
or for any but mechanical or manufactur.
ing purposes, by such means as shall be
satisfactory to the Secretary of the Treasury and under regulationa to be prescribed by 'him; Chinese nut oil, nut oil
or oil of nuts not specially provided for in
this section; *
* [ee
PAR. 45. Oils, express: *

*

* .al-

mond oil, sweet, 5 cents per pound;
sesame or sesamum seed or bean ol, 1
cent per pound;- * * *.

CROTON OIL4

(See Survey A-11.)

Decription and uses.-Ordinarycroton oil comes from the seeds of
&oton tlium, a native tree of the East Indies and cultivated in
various tropical countries. The oil is amber color, has a nauseating
odor, biting taste, and (often adulterated with castor oil) is used as a
powerful purgative. It is produced in large quantities in India and
in Great Britain by pressing or by extraction with volatile solvents.
The chief uses are in medicine.
Impors have been small; prior to 1916 between 4,000 and 6,000
pounds, since decreasing greatly. Imports since 1917 have been as

follows:

Calendar year.
1919
1918... ..................
1919 .......................
1920 ............

Quantity.

A

.....................
............

.......................................

1921 (9months) ..............

.......................

Pound.
1,000
00
3,57

Value.

Unit value.

$1,075
1,288

.0
$1.08
1.43

2,064

1.02

3,776

1.06

PALM AND PALM-KERNEL OIL.'

(See Survey A-11i)

Description and ue.-Paln oil is obtained from the outside fleshy
portions of the iipe fruit; palm-kernel oil from the kernels of th e
seeds. Forests of palm trees grow on the west coast- of Africa,
practically the only source of suply. Another species of palm is
cultivated in South A.eica, the West Indies, Java, and North
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Burma, but its yield of oil is commercially unimportant. The native
process of extracting palm oil is exceedingly crude and only a small
portion of the oil is recovered. The residue, palm kernels, is usually
shipped to Europe or America, where the oil is extracted. Both palm
and palm-kernel oils are used, extensively in soap making--27,345,000
Poundsof alm oil and 4,762,000 pounds, of porm-kerne oiin 1917.
he total united States consumphon in .1919 was 18,40032 pouad4
of palm' oR and 2 517,105 pounds of palm-kernd oil; in 1020 24,79!1212 pounds of palm oil and 2,671,112pounis of pal-kernel oil;, and
dsy
15,967,164 pound
for. Se firt 9 months of 1921 (pilimin figureI,
and 1,862,505 pounds, respectively. Palm oil mixed with cottonseed
and mineral oils is used in the manufacture of, tin plate to,.protewt
the iron sheets from oxidation before being immersed in the molten
tin. Fresh palm-kernel oil is used iv vegetable butter substitutes
and for other edible purposes.
Productionof palm-kernel oil from imported kernels in the United
States since 1911 has been as follows:

Pounds.

1912 ............................
1914 .............................
1916 ............................

,200,000
402,000
8
000

8,413,000

1917 ............................

Quantity.'

Year.

Quantity.

Year.

'191K .................................
..
1919 .............................
..
19..........................

1921 (9 month) .....................

Pound#.

3,784,000
2,517,106
2, 71, 102

1,827, a32

Imports of p mqil i 1914 were, I5,040,2Q2 pounds, Valued at
,527,301
1918.
at$ b6u
pounds,
27,4Q5,231
$3,858,001,
t Pi1 nBrit's
about valued
90per cent;
fprniahe4
England
Prior to 1916and,
West MAfc# shied . 90 percent IXiportsof pal4'-kerne oil i
1914 Were, 34,0027,Q06" poqpdo, vatei at $3.,87,,43; declinig to
int 19318. (fiscal year).. I mort
.2,583
t
18,618 pounas,6,4
1'a1ued
prior to the war amect~efly from Germany and T.ngland During
the war England/became the clief Qusher and in order to' retain this
industry she has instituted a sysin of preferential export duties on
palm k4rnels from British West Africa. ,
Imports since 19!7, have
p as fololws:
"

fQuantity.
Vahze.

Calendar year.

lUnit value.

PALM OIL.

1919

Pounud.
191...............................20,99,085

41,817,945

...............................................

1920 ...............................................
1921(9montha).............. .............. .
, ;

.

.

18, 88O,45

4,317,324

80.08
.10

1,15"390

.08

5,43,310

.13

PAL-KBRNEP OIL.

1918 ................................................................

.......... j.....................

41,9M,224

$1,851,241

........... *....................

1920 ................................................
1921 monthsh) ....................................................

Pounds.

38,564

,929,493

1,693,740
1,581,717

$4,855

$0.14

238,39
127,741

.14
.08

14, 523

.07

Imports of palm oil have been chiefly from England and West
Africa, and of palm-kernel oil from England and Belgium.
Ezport.--Statisties not available.
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PERILLA OIL.
(See Survey A-11.).

Ducription and u8es.--Perilla oil is obtained by crushing the seed
, an annual plant indigenous to
a, Japan, and
the northern parts of -India, where it is cultivated for its seeds, the
oil being used for edible purposes. It is used as a substitute for
linseed oil in paints, varmishes, linoleum, and printing inks when
market prices are favorable. It is not produced in the United States.
Imports of perilla oil were 65,509 pounds, valued at $5,504 in 1916.
Imports since 1917 follow:
of P l- o41T
l

Calendar year.

Quantity,

198

Value.

fbnit value

poude.

1918 ...............................................
................ . 921, 4) . 121,858
4,742,739
723,622
1919 ..............................................................
1920 ........................................................... 7,6581,665 1,21: 291
15,464
008
1921 monthsh) ............................................

$0.13
.15
.16
.07

(See Survey A-i.)

Description and ue.-.This oil is obtained from the seeds of the
plant Se8amum indicium, L.,whieh is grown principally in East India,
Java, Siam", Cina, and Japan and in the countries bordering the
Mediterranean. Sesame could be LTOwn in the southerni United
States, but the harvesting requires a great deal of hand labor.
The heeds yield from 30 to 50 per cent of a thin yellow oil which is
odorless, has pleasant taste; and does not become rancid on exposure.
The best qualities are used as table oils or to adulterate olive oil
the' poorer grades as fuel 'or soap stock.' It is one of the staple food'
oils of southern Europe.
Production.-The production from imported seed has increased
greatly since 1914, as shown in the fWlowing table:
Quantity.

Year.

Quantity.

Year.
..........................
1916..........................

NOunUJ

1914

3 000

1,000 1917.........................
1918........................1

Pound&5
304,000

Imports for 1914 were 1,389,648 pounds, more than half of which
came from Germany. In 1915 they were 341,545 pounds; in 1917,
73,846 pounds. Imports since 1917 have:been as follows: .
Unit

Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

1918..................................
1910..................
..........

PouMu
3,927
4,722484

$3568516
64,241

1921 (months) ............

............

OW...._,
W
162P.2D
,

10814

Unit
value.

50.15
.15

uty.

Equiva.

Duty.

lent ad
valorein.

S23M9
47t,226

Per cel.
6.61
6.80

09

..........

4.96
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Eport.-Statistics not available.,
Important chlngee in cla~sqation.-Transferred from the dutiab1q list (par. 45) of the act of 1913.
ALMOND OIL, SWEETW'

(See Survey A-11.)
Description and use.--So-called sweet almond oil is expressed
from sweet and bitter almonds, since both oils are practically identical
and can not be distinguished by chemical means. The cake resulting
from theoCold expression is ground and distilled with water, thus producing bitter oil of 'almond. (See par. 1625.) Sweet almonds yield
on an average about 44 to 55 per cent of oil, while bitter almonds
yield about 38 to 45,per cent, though it may be as Jow as 20 er cent.
The oil is pale yellow, with a pleasant mild taste and little odor.
It does not readily,become rancid. Owing to its high price, almond
oil is freely diluted with other similar' oils, chiefly peach-kernel and
apricot-kernel oil. Genuine almond oid is sold under the name of
"almond oil, true."
Almond oil is used principally for pharmaceutical purposes and in
the manufacture of high-clim toilet S6aps...''
Pro4uction.,-The principal countries :producing almonds are Morocco, the Canary Islands, Portugal,;pain, Frane,'Italy; Sicily, Syria,
and Persia. Figures for the d6em tic production of th0 oil are not
available, but it is" probably inconsi!erable.,
e almonds are
raised in California, but are mostly used forother purposes.,
Imports for 1913 amounted to. 152,300 pounds. Imports since
1917'have been as follows' -

Calendar year.

Quantity.

M... .... ...
.......................

919...........
10 ..........
1021
(9months)

.4.....

.

,

15,017

4,

,907
31,312

-"

Value.

S

s

Unit

value.

6s

991
28,406
14,380

$0.77

Duty.

071

lent ad

valorem.

6.
i

.84
2,814
5 94
.0
2,85
110.02
.46...............

Export.-Statistics not available.
Important ,Ungm6 in daesif1a tion.-Trasferred from the duti"
9ble list (par. 45) act of 1913.
OLIVE OIL,

(See Survey A-1i.)..

Description and ume.-Denatured olive oil, also known as "olive
oil foots" and "sulphurad oli~e oil "is a verylow-grade oil extracted
from the third and sometimes -the fourth pressing of the olive cake or
pomace; 8ome volatile solvent, such as gasoline or carbon bisulphide, is employed in the process. This oil is used in the manufacture
of castle soap, in wool s innn, and for lubricating and illuminating
purposes. (See edible olive oil, par. 50, p. 155.)
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Production.-The annual domestic production
of crude(preliminary
and virgin
779,470 pQt~d1
olive oil wap 438,694 pounds in 1919, and
figures) in the first nine months of. 1021.",
Imports are declining-in 1907 they were 1,845,702 gallons. Imports
since 1917, chieflyfromSpain, Italy, and England, have been as
follows:
Quantity.

Calendaryear.

1918 .......

..

1 o....
.,.
1919 ...............
Il(9moU

.................................

......... .......
..... :..
... .... .... .:...........
!

)......

.......

7,812

........

83
287,5
413,195

......

*....

Value.

unit value.

06,70

W37

214,
44
443,190
14§
*4O

Expoh,.-Statistics not available.
JANESE, T*G WA.

.
.. .,ISEAND

oBe:
Survey-11..

* ::,(

Deacriptio*A and usig.-The term "tumg oil" describes two similIar
fatty oils, but differentiated .comXri ly a Chiinese or Japanee
tung oil. Both.aro alsoknown as wood oil and nut oil. Chinese nut
oil is obtained, from.the seeds of, anm 'digenfus tree yielding abput 40
per cent of .oil on presing. (Col4-pressd oil is known as "whte
tung."
"blaekgrown
is known as
Hot.prqsse4
cl'ey from
tng
Whe Japanese
qil is unhna.
obtainedfroi
thl fruitoil of
artreo
in
,liese'and Japanes ung oils
the,southern part ,4 Japan., 4Ct.h
have largely replaced need oil in waterproWvarnishes. The (wnsumption of tung oil in 1919 was 34;166,655 pounds; in 1020,
46,381,235 pounds; and for the first nine months of 1921 (preliminary
figures), 24,403,902 pounds.
Imports of Chinese nut oil have been about 5,000,000 to 6,000,000
gallons; in the fiscal year 1918, 4,818,740 gallons, valued at $4 038,072. Over 90 per cent is from China, Japan supplying a smal part
since 1916. Iniports of all other nut oils have vaned greatly; in 1915
a maximum of 216,707 gallons, valued at $83,994, failing to 18,423
gallons, valued at $18,203, in the fiscal year 1918. Later imports of
Chinese nut oil are &jfollows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.
1918 .......................................
1919 ............................................
1920 ...........................................
1921 (9 months) ..............................

.......

.......

. Value.

Unit value.
$1.12
1.13
1.22
.67

6700, 663 $8,388,715
7,180,346 8, 10,529
9,C1, 620 11,077,271
2,060,307 1, 7,584

Imporan* c~gmes ih dassificun.-The, phrase 'Chinese nut oil"
(par. 501, act of 1913) has beenchanged to 'Cbinese and Japanese
tung oils," to remove doubt as to the inclusion of peanut oil within
the trm"nut oil." (Reclas6ification Report, p. 118.)..
: - +. -

, ,

.
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,+ .+ + .

.

..

,

. ..

. .

'

+ +.:.
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NUT OILS N. B.P. F.

Descriptionand us.-This provision would include any expressed
or extracted oil produced from the kernel of a nut. 'Candle nut or
Lumbang oil, which is closely related to Chinese and Japanese lung
oil, is obtained from the tree Aleurite8 moluccana in the islands of the
Pacific, West Indies, and in 15razil. It is a drying oil suitable for' use
in paints. Shea-nut oil, is a semisolid fat wbich resembles coconut
andpalm oil and is used largely in soap. It is obtained from nuts of
a tree appearing in large areas on the West Coast of Africa and in the
French and English Sudan. About 2 000 short tons of this oil were
produced from imported nuts in the United States in 1916. The oil
offers possibilities for future development.
Imports of nut oils, n. s. p. f., since 1917, have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar year.

Value.

Unit vahn.

,alom.

8................................................................

1920 ................

$1.24
1 28

80,423

1.08

$155,389

111,127

131,082

29,510

12 (9 months) .......................................

157,968

125,760

12,38

1919 ..................

1.18

Export.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1627.

SENATE AMENDMENS.

1. R. 7456.
PAR. 1627. Oils, mineral: Petroleum,.

crude, fuel, or refined, and all distillates

obtained from petroleum, including kerosene, benzine, naphtha, gasoline, parafin, and paraffin oil, not specially provided for.

ACT O 1909.

PAR. 639. Oils:

*

*

ACT OF 19M. -

* petroleum,

crude or refined, including kerosene,
benzine, naphtha, gasoline, and imila
oils produced from petroleum [Fee,,
PAR. 646. Parafi (Free].

PAR. 561. Oils: * * * petroleum,
crude or refined, and' il products ob-

tained from; petroleum, indc!ding et-

sene, benzine naphtha,
atfin, 'and pariAhn oil; * *

-

Waaline.
p

e

PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODU9T8.

(See Survey FL-17.)

Description and wee.-The provision for petroleum covers crude
petroleum and its refined products, including kerosene, benzine,
aaphtha,,gasoline, paraffin oils, and paraffin.
Producti.-The refined products are obtained by separating the
crude oils by means of fractional distillation; these may be modified
by the methods of distillation and the points of separation of the
distillate.

These fractions are usually purified by treatment with

sulphuric acid, caustic soda and w washing with water. If a large
yield of gasoline is desired a "dry" or destructive a&stillation (crackig) is employed. Marketed crude petroleum increased steadily
from 8,801,404,416 gallons, valued at $127,899,688 in 1910, to
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14,083,255,242 gallons, valued at $522,635,213, in 1917. This
country is the largest producer and supplies 66 per cent of the world's
demand. In 1917 Oklahoma produced 34.26 per cent; California,
16.49 per cent; and Kansas, 12.84 per cent of the output. Texas,
Illinois, West Virginia, Pennsylvama, and Ohio rank in the o.ler
named. Mexico is the world's second largest producer, qupplyiqg
in 1919, 87,000,000 barrels, or 16 per cent of the world's output.
Domestic production of crude petroleum since 1913 and of gasoline
since .1916 has been as follows:
CRUDDY PETROLEUM.
Quantity.

Year.

265,762,535
281,104,104

300,767,158
1916
1917 .............
.............. 335,315,601

:Value;

Barrel.

Barrde.
1914 ..................
1915 ...................

Quantity.

Yeari

Value.

8214,125,215
179,462,890

355 927,716 $703,943,961
377 719 000..........

1918 ...............
1919 ...............

,.............
,88 19m.........
332,83,213
1921 (7mont)..: . 276,910, G ..........
GASOLINE.

Gallon.
1917 ...........................

1918 ......................
1919......................

2,850,540,423

3,570,312,963
3,957, 857, 097

Quantity.

Year.

Quantity.

Year.

Gallows.
4,882,546,699

1920 ...............................

2,99, 185,362

1921"(7 months) ...................

Airports of crude mineral oil or petroleum increased from 843,080,788 gallons, valued -at $11,779,938 in 1914, to 1,348,419,493
gallons valued at $18,039 207 in 1918. Over 95 per cent of the imports in 1918 was from Mexico, in quantity equaling 10 per cent of
domestic production in 1917. Benzine, gasoline, and naphtha imports
have varied considerably-in 1915, 7,920,424 gallons valued at
$762,556; in 1916 only 7,738 gallons; 11,069,898 gallons valued at
$1,473,027 in 1918, chiefly from Peru and- Mexico. Imports of
"all other refined" mineral oil increased from 1,796,092 gallons,
valued at $430,664 in 1914, to 43,927,718 gallons, valued at $2,406,754 in the fiscal year 1918. In later years the bulk of the imports
has consisted of crude oil from Mexico.
Imports of petroleum products since 1917 have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calendar yeat.

Value.

lUnit valug.

CRUDE. MINSRAL OIL.

18.

1919....

.....................

............................................

lo (gaelib),..........................

1,5898,8

...........
.....

..

,.

',45

8603,17

,

84o 9

21,40152
2

5 ,,

881

46,31 , M

10.01
.01

.01

.01

0
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j

Quani~i. Value.

Calendar year.

(uit value.

BENZINE, GASOLINE, AND NAPHTHA
1918 .................
.............
1.8
: ......................
13,655,350
1919 ..........
919.........
.
.
.
.....
8,520D,
10
...............
.....
...........
40,478,407
1921 (9months) .....................................
043,83

$1,944,50
1,607,341

4, ,26f4

$0.14
.20
.12
.10

418...............,.......
C8,264
$50, U5

$0.14

PARAFFIN OIL.
1918 ..............

1919 ..............................
122 .............................

.........

....

1921 (9 months) ..........

390,650
5a, W

8,633

60,930
121,04

.16
.21

546 ,342
973,521

$0.10
.10

290,230

OR

4,314

.49

PARAFFIN AND PARAFFIN WAX.

1918.
1919

Poutwd.
.............................................
5,531,118
.............................................. 9,883,180

19M .................................................

1921 (9 months)...............................................

7,629,

3,52, 670

, 8

. 11

ALL OTHER REFINED MINERAL OILS.

1918 ............................................
1919 . . I.. .
..
......................
.
1920 ..................................................
1921 (9 months).................
.................
. ..

Gallo",.
37,111,647
.47,354,552

68,9, 209
70,80,80

$2,334,732
3,239,475
5,091,647
5,20,143,

$0.06

.07
.07
.0

Ezporms of do miesticpetrvloum, products in the 'fiscal year 1918
were 2,677,036,228 gallons, valued at $298,329,051, about 50 per
cent fuel and gas oil. The exports in 1917 were 2,651,118,349
gallons, or about 19 per cent 'of domestic production. Exports of
crude mineral oil, chiefly to Canada, increased from 146,477,342
gallons, valued at $6,81.2,672 in 1914, to 185,069,674 gallons, valued
at $,288,979 in 1918.* Exports of fuel and: oil -gas increased
notably, from 475,143,205 gallons valued at $1,747,863,in 1914
to 1,223,283,641 gallons valued at $61,137,607 in 1918, going chiefly
to the United Kingdom and Canada. Exports of, illuminating oil
decreased about 50 per cent from the export of 1,157,283,310
gallons, valued -at $74,500,162 in 1914, and hqve bbne chiefly to
rope. Exports of lubricating oils, including paraffin oil, have
been principally to Europe, and increased from 196,884i696 gallons,
valued[ at $27,852,959 in 1914, to, 269673,770 gallons, valued at
$66,162,117 in 1918.. Exports. of gasoline, largely to Europe and
Canada, increased from 151,611,537 gallons, valued at $21,699,475
in 1914, to 260 880,122 gallons, valued at $61,642,859 in 1918.
Exports of all other naphthas (exclusive of gasoline) increased from
40,840,730 gallons, valued at $5,653,210 in 1914 to 209,029 477 gallons, valued- at $52,739,227 in 1918. Exports of residuum decreased
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from 113,370,245 gallons, valued at $1,907,715 in 1914, to 881,875

gallons, valued at $96,480 in 1918. Exports for the calendar years
1918-1921 are as follows:
1918
Mineral oil, crude:

uantity (pflon) .......................

aue
.......................
Mineral oil, refined or manufactured, fuel and
uantlty (gallons) .................
81118 .................

...

.. ..

. .

UluminatV..g oil:
Quantity (gallons) .......................
alue....................................
Lubricating oil-Idraffin:
Quantity (gallons)..............
Value ............................. ..
All other lubricating oil:
Quantity (gallons) ................
Vaue .......................
Gasoline:
uantity (gallons) ....................
alue ....................................
All other naphthas and fight products of
di'illation:
Quantity (gallons)
.
..............
Vaue......................
Residuum:
Quantity (gallons) .................
Va ue .......................
........

Impoltant clanges in cs
k

i

1919

1920

205,829,030
$12,084,240

248, 821, 453
814, 805, 546

337, 880, 081
$28, 99, 444

22,713,392
$16, 623,49

1,200,750,319
$66,615,743

584,849, 005

$30,818,877

827,594,250
$54,888,724

MS, 747, 675
$38,674,097

491,109,815 979,155,147
$50, &54, 414 $119,024,479

870,665,033
$133, 290, 080

532, 771, 29t
173, 8,844

1,987,380
847,695

317, 92
$136, 374

250,258,133
$74,148,728

264,495,161 400,134,079
$83,347,739 $154,758,909

195, 044, 84
$69,914, 253

351,967,164
$85, 225,574

$0I, 758686"

%59,783,919 395,384,262
$104,992,832

207,370,236
$50,235, 0

207,401,691
54, 368,166

112,349,038
$30, 29,030

245, 925,485
$70,547,541

196,103, 040
53, 548, 501

32,999,6

19,268, 812
$1,040,987

7 973 664
457,811

7,059,121
$1,454,3

244, 474
$14, 29

10,300, 005
$1,795,012

$1,834,285

1921 (9moths).

tion.-The phrase "and all products

obtained from petroleum," paragraph 561, act of 1013, has been
changed to read "and all distillates obtained from etroleum,"'

so as not to include, chemicals manufactured from petroleum. (Reclassification Repiot, p. 119.) Specific provisiOn has been made for
"fuel" petroleum.

PARAGRAPH 1628.

SENATB AKEND31MNS.

H. B. 7456.
PAR. 1628. Ores of gold, silver, or
nickel, and nickel' matte; ores of the
platinum metals; sweepings of gold and
siver.

ACV O 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAn. 643. Ores of gold, silver, oT nickel
and nickel matte; sweepings of old and
silver [Free].

PAR. 506. Ores of gold, silver, or nickel,
and nickel matte; ores of the platinum
metals;
[Pree]. sweepings of gold and silver

ORES OF GOLD, S

VER, NIOKIEL, AND PLATINUM.

(See Surveys FL-20 and 0-23.)
GOLD.

Produetion.-The recovered output from domestic ores and gravels.
ini 1918 amounted to 3,320,784 fine ounces, valued at $68,646,700,
and in 1920, to 2,395,017 ounces, valued at $49,509,400. The producing States number about 20, and extend throughout the country.
In 1920 over one-half of the output was from California, Colorado,.

s8UHMAY OF ITARF INFORMATIOl, 1I.
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and Alaska. Pr.oduotion has steadily declined since 1915, when it
was 4887,604 fine ounces, valued at $101,035,700. Foreign production in 1917 was valued at $339,839,500, nearly one-half from
South Africa; Australasia, Russia (including SiberiH), and Canada
were the other large producers. Foreign output in 1918 was
$312278,000.
imports of gold and baqe bullion in 1914 were $11,001,408, and in
recent calendar years have been in value as follows: 1918, $16,251,930;
1919, $16,744,430; 1920, $16,984,171; 1921 (9 months), $30,935,441.
, Exports of ore and base bullion (almost wholly to Canada) amounted
to $459,943 in 1914 and in recent calendar years have been as follows:
1918, $206,674; 1919, $20,719; 1920, $11,260; 1921 (9 months),
$77,413.
SILVER.

Protection.-The recovered output from domestic ores and gravels
in 1918 umouated to 67,810,139 fine ounces, valued at nearly $1 per
ounce. The producing States are widely distributed. and number
about 20: chief among these are Montana, Utah, Idaho, and Nevada.
The production in 191S was somewhat smaller than in preceding
years. In 1920 the country's output was 56,564,504 ounces) valued
at $57,420,325. The total' foreign output in 1917 was 92,252,300
fine ounces, produced chiefly in Mexico, Canada, and Peru. Foreign
production in 1918 was 129,584,800 fine ounces.
Itiports of silver'in ore and base bullion in 1914 were $11,439,423,
and in later calendar years were as follows: 1918, $44,877,920;
1919, $74,073,332; 1920, $69,845,999; 1921 (9 months), $30,461,909.
E.ports of silver in ore and base bullion amounted to $136,721 in
1914 and for later calendutr years have been as follows: 1918, $18,248;
1919, $6,693; 1920, $16,522; 1921 (9 months), $13,,851.
NICKINT ORE AND NICKEL MAITI.

Description, and ues.-Nickel matte is the product of the smelting
of nickel sulphide ores.
Production..-Nickel ore is not mined in this country, and but little
nickel matte is produced. Canada is the largest producer, supplying
more than onehalf of the world's output. New Caedonia also has
extensive depoiiits which formerly dominated the nickel industry,
but are now iiecand in importance. Almost every country has workable deposits but none so extensive as Canada and New Caledonia.
Imports.- in 1914 the nickel content of ore and inatte (consisting
almost exclusively of matte) was 43,532,278 pounds, valued at
$6,109,547. Imports in later calendar years'have been as follows:
1918

1919

1920

1921 (9montha).

Nickel ore:

Quantity-

Tons
Po ds..
...............................
Value. ....................
........
Nickel matte:

QuantityTons ...............................
Pounds'871,62

value.

..............

Gross wetlst.
I Nickel content.
1

10,4316..
$1,9,729
15,170

.. .............

,82,651

7...........................
. 0....
145.....
61
. .81,733

8,3ls l4
$4,471

1,497

2681

,"
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In addition to this importation, ore and matt, containing 73,193,205
pounds of nickel, valued at $11,517,546, were imported in 1918. The
bulk of this imported material came from Canada.
Etports.--Nickel ore and nickel matte are not exported. KTie ex
ports of nickel and nickel oxide in 1914 amounted to 28,895,242
pounds, valued at $9,403,709, and for later calendar years have beent

as follows:

1918
Q uantity (pounds)......................17,489,500

1919
3,810,658

1920
1215,232

$1,697,4
$74,84
$............$6,927,041

iue ................

1921 (9 months).
425, 430
$103,24

These exports have gono largely to Belgium, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Switzerland, Trance, and Italy.
Suggested change.-See General Note on Paragraph, page 1407.
ORES O1 THU PLATINUM METALS.

Desteiption.--In its native state platinum is invariably associated
with smil amounts of rhodium, osmium, iridium, palladium, iron,
copper, or gold.
Production.-Statistics of production are either not available or are
unreliable, because ores of platinum in the United States, produced
primarily for their platinum content, are insignificant in quantity.
In this country platinum is produced from placers and from the residue
obtained in refining gold and silver bullion, and copper and nickel
mattes. In 1918 the value of domestic platinum yiehdwas estimated

at $5,452,900., Foreign platinum comes mainly from Russia and
Colombia.
lnports.-Ores of platinum metals are entered according to their

platinum content. The 1914 figures show imports amounting to
831 troy ounces valued at $30,341. Imports for later calendar years,

largely from Colombia, have been as follows:
1918
...
Quantity (troy oMe").., ..........
value .................................

J

1919
168 ,

$10,

173
$15,868

1920 I
1,141
$1140149

921 (9months).
1,lg*
$76,090

Export.-None recorded.
SWEPINGS OF GOLD AND SILVER.

De8ciiption and usmeo.-Sweepings of gold and silver are chips of
these metals from engraving, ding, turning and polishing jewelry,
and are invoiced as eweler's sweeps. Particles of gold find their way
to the floors of jewelry establishments, and are swept and saved until
a sufficient quantity is obtained to warrant shipment to reduction
plants. Their only use is conversion into metallic gold and silver.
Productioi.-No statistics.
Import value in 1914 was $175,043. For the calendar years 19181921 imports have been as follows:
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The leading contributing countries were Canada, Argentina,
Brazil, and the United Kingdom.
Exports.-None reported.
GENERAL NOTE ON PARAGRAPH.

Suggested rharige.-"Or" before "nickel," in line 20, page 192
might be changedto "and" to agree with the "and" before "silver'"
in line 21. Substitution of a semicolon for the comma before "nickel
matte," and omission of "and" in line 20 would separate the matte
from the ore.
PARAGRAPH 1629.
H. R. 7486.

SENATE AM NDIM

.

PAR. 1629. Parchment and vellum.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR.' 646. Parchment and vellum

[Free].

PAR.

[Free].

568. Parchment and vellum

PARCHMENT AND VELLUM.
(See Survey M-3.)

Descriptionand uges.-Parchment is the skin of sheep, goats, calves,
and other young animals prepared and polished with pumice stone
to serve as a material for writing or drawing. Vellum is a fine grade
of parchment formerly preparedonly from calves, kids, and stillborn
lambs, but now the term is applied to any fine grade of parchment.
Before the art of paper making was perfected, parchment was one
of the mnst important writing materials. Most ancient manuscripts
are on parchment. At present parchment is used to a limited extent
for the same purpose, especially for college diplomas, but it is also
used in the manufact&e of a number of small articles, such as bags,
baskets, belts, card cases, pocketbooks, portfolios, and satchels.
Production.-No data available.
Imported of parchment and vellum in 1914 were valued it $54,800;
in later calendar years they have been valued as follows: 1918,
$17 425; 1919, $49,583' 1920, $144,113; 1921 (nine months), $52,062.
Expt.--Not recorded.
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PARAGRAPH 1630.

SENATE AM3CDWXNTS.

H. 3. 7456.
PAR. 1630. Pearl, mother of, and shells,
not sawed, cut, flaked, polished or otherwise manufactured, or advance in value
from the natural state.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 570. Pearl mother of, and shells,.
PAR. 647. Pearl, mother of, and shells,
not sawed, cut, polished or otherwise not sawed, cut, flaked, polished or othermanufactured, or advanced in value from wise manufactured, or advanced in value
from the natural state [Free].
the natural state [Free].
MOTHER-OF-PEARL AND SHELLS, NOT SAWED, ETC.

(See Survey N-21.)

.

Description and se.-Mother-of-pearl is the hard, pearly, internal
layer of several kinds of shells, especially of pearl oysters, river
mussels, and abalone shells. These Shells are found in the greatest
perfection on the coasts of Ceylon, in the Persian Gulf, andin the
Australian seas. Shells of the mollusk have been found in the Mississippi River and tributary streams, and to a small extent in some
other American rives. Mother-of-pearl is used largely in the arts;
particularly in inlaid work, knife-handles, and toys, and very largely
oir buttons.
Production.-Practically all domestic mother-of-pearl is derived
from mussel shells in the Mississippi River and its tributaries, and in
1914 amounted to 8,539 tons of shells, valued at $148,960.
1mpot of mother-of-pearl in 1914 were valued at $1,253,742, and
of other shells not sawed, cut, flaked, polished, or otherwise manufactured, at $572,423. Australia furnished between 50 and 60 per
cent. Large amounts are also received from England, French
Oceania, and Dutch East Indies. These countries, with the addition
of Panama, which is an important source, furnish the greater part
of the supply of other shell. Later statistics for calendar years
follow;
1918
Mother-of-pearl:
Quantity (pounds) ..............
..........
?alue ............
Other shells:
Quantity (pounds) ............................
Value ................................

1,6
28,900

1919

1920

1921(9 months).

5,772,977
81,069,904
N

7,629,951
2,4W0,677

2,191, 780
31,475,478

2 95,821
t494,528

1 020,839
iF21603

20,725
861, 33

Exports consist of the native fresh-water pearl, shells, and in 1914
were valued at $164 559. Germany was the leading purchaser.
England, Canada, and France also took large quantities, and were
the chief purchasers in later years. The total exports by calendar
years were as follows: 1918, $113,859; 1919, $574,575; 1920, $412,045;
1921 (nine months), $206,586.
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PARAGRAPH 1681
H. R. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENT.

PAR. 1681. Personal effects, not exceeding $300 in value, not merchandise,
of citizens of
United States dying in
foreign country ee
Aho

ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0F 1918.

PAR. 648. Personal effects, not metPAR. 571. Personal effects, not merchandise, of citizens of the United States chandise, of citizens of the United States
dying in foreign countries [Free].
dying in foreign countries [Free].

PERSONAL EFFECTS OF DECEASED GTz sENS.

Imported of personal effects of citizens of the United States dying in
foreign countries are combined in the trade statistics with household
furniture, wearing apparel, tools of trade, etc., of immigrants. In
1914 their value was $5019,950. More than half was from Canadai
the remainder largely from England, France, and Germany. For
later calendar years they were as follows: 1918, $3,972,564; 1919,
$8447,404; 1920! $10,949,525; 1921 (nine months), $6,264,609.
With the exception of Germany, the countries from which these
articles came were as above.
Important Mkango in classifation.-The limitation to $300 is new.
PARAGRAPH 1632.
H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1632. Phosphates,
apatite.

SENATE
crude,

E

MENTS.

and

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 651. Phosphates, crude [Free].,

PAR. 574. Phosphates, crude [Free].

PAR. 495. Apatite [Free].

PAR. 401. Apatite [Free].
PHOSPHATES, CRUDE.

(See Survey FL-5.)

Descriptionand uee.-Crude phosphates are phosphate rocks consisting principally of calcium phosphate. They occur in rock formations of various forms, such as hard rock in beds between layers of
sandstone, shale, or other sedimentary rocks; as pebbles in stream
deposits; and as a residuum from the decomposition of phosphatic
limestone and other rocks containing phosphates. Basic slag (par.
1576), obtained from the smelting of iron ore containing phosphorus
is extensively used as a fertilizer. Crude phosphate rock is used
principally as a fertilizer either directly with no further treatment
than grinding, or changed to the acid phosphate by treatment with
sulphuric acil or by some other means.
82804--22-----89
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Production.-The United States prodiices more crude phosphate
than any ,ote' cuntry, northern Africa (including Tuis, Algeria,
and Egpt)' ranking second.' Florida yields the greater part of our
output. The total domestic production for. 1910-44 inclusive,
averaged a little less than 3,000,000 long tons, but,tell off somewhat
during the war on account of decreasing exports o Europe. The
output (phosphate rock sold) in 1918 was 2,490,760 long tons, valued
at $8,214,4631;-in! 1919, 2,271,983 long tons, and in 1920',103,982
long tons, valued at $25,079,572. have been less than I per cent of
Emports of crude phosphates
production and decreased from 23,551 long tons in 1914 to 6 tons in
1918. There were no imports during the calendar years 1918 and
1919; in 1920 there were 63 tons, valued at $2,090 and for nine months
of 1921, 3,535 tons, valued at $43,960.
A Ezports amounted to 1,477,871 Iong tons;vaued at $10,617)895,
in 1914, but sharply declined to269,364 Ion tons, valued at $1-742i697
in 1915. Later.exports of phosphate-ock 9y calendar years arshown
as follows.
9 Months).

1191

High-grade lWad rock;
• .Q atittram
)

.,.,,,,

Value...........

,.',

Land pebble:
Suanti- (tons) ..........................
alue....................
All other:
ue

p7,771

..........

n ) .ua. . .

..

.....................

..........

34~9

149,38

$145419

"

,

4

57

, i0, 799

64p, 559

128,860
0308

69, 355
$5,593,814

405,195
$3,571,149

$479,9D4

$72,018

16,308

4

82

31,461

Exports of "high-grade hard rock" have been chiefly to Germany,
Denmark, and Belgium, and of "land pebble" to England, Spain, and
Scotland.
APATITE.
(See Survey FL-5.)

Description and ue8.-Apatite is. i naturally occurring crystalline
mineral consisting of calcium phosphate combined with calcium
fluoride, chloride, or carbonate, sold on a basis of 75 to 80 per cent
of calcium phosphate, It is, usually treated with sulphuric acid to
form "superphosphate for fertilizer purposes, but' has certain objections which fevor the use of Other phosphate materials,
Production,---The chief deposits of apatite are located in Canada

and Spain. " t)omestic production 4at are -not available.
Imports of apatite- in, 1913 were 2,930 tons, valued at $22,535.
Data are not shown from 1914. to 1918 (fiscal years). Imports since
1918 have been smaU; the maximum was 142 tons in the calendar
year 1920.
z"Rp~e-statstics notavailable.

I
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; AGRAPH I688.
X. A.745,.

O1A'&TB. AM NDMX.T8.

PAR.
Planti, trees, shrubs,
seed cane, seads, and other material for
planting. imported by the Department of,.
Agriculture aT the iUnitod Stat
oWtBoic
Carden.-

"ots,
""

ACT OF ,19O~~

" &

.OF 1918 .

P.AR. 652. Plats, trees, 8hrubs rOW,
PAR. &77, ~aus trees,, shrubs,. Yooto,
od" eano, and heods, impotted ythe 'seed cane. aMid see s imported by :tho
DeIartmett of Agiculture ubthe United Department of Agrieuit.ure or the united
States Botanic Garden [i]eej.
'
StatesiBotanic Garden [Frea].

PLANTS8, TR.j8

TO_, C(PO#TED JPX. T"1

1PARTUXNT QE AORICUT.j-

D~ecrptWn and t.$-- The xoeri s 4eren
mhud represent plants
tree,,e.eds, et -, xht in ,by
the Qoiran:ept.i r,pxperiment
a~Ad
study, and cover widarap
Na,
oplant
atri.
r
Imiports of plats trees, shrubs, -roots, se& cvJ),4 s . wpre
vali* at, $32,000 in ,;9 4,,p4 q
49, in a
Iipotsince
1917ihy.oal.a ya r,4s
y ue4 4B'fows !9184,
1
#5,7,81;

,j,

,

,"

On

or in ingdts,.baM ,.'plata not leisthi nb o 7
eigh th .of onoq jhjh , thi~imm, "lo~
,.
or iscirg.,

i
,

DescPAR.
1534.
'user.,---The u me
orin
ingotbrefinings,
p g dup
o in
egtly called
Ofscrap
*i
noiith
o idiumo,
e t

NTR

qZN

, , i:7.,e
,

c

,

:
.

in
ptu

re-

boni, after an nic* e
.ai.
n rno te
ire

PLATINUM.
(See Survey FI,-20.)

*Deseription and uses.-The crude mineral called platinum is fre(quently alloyed with iridium, rhodium palladium, and iron or other
metals. In this country the metal is produced mainly from the residue
obtained in refining gold and silver bullion *and copper and nickel
mattes. It is now o.f eat industrial and military importance and is
practically indispensable in the chemical industry. Some of its important uses are in the contact process of making concentrated sulphuric acid, in the delicate parts of the ignition system of inter-
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nal-combustion engines, in instruments of precision, in photographic
paper, in dentistry, and for jewelry.
Production of crude platinum -was 460 troy ounces, valued at
$20,250, in 1914, and 710 troy ounces, valued at $30,490, in 1916.
California and southwestern Oregon are the principal sources in this
country. The domestic output in 1914 was less than 1 per cent of
total net imports of platinum and its manufactures. Known deposits
substanthe United
will production
ever produceis asmall
do
tialnot
partindicate
of the that
platinum
supply.States
World
and
steadily declining. In 1914 Russia produced 241,200 troy ounces, or
92.57 per cent of the world's total; Colombia, 17,500 troy ounces, or
6.72 per cent; all other countries, 1,848 troy ounces, or 0.71 per cent.
In 1916 Russia supplied but 63,900 troy ounces, or 71.05 per cent;
Colombia, 25,000 troy ounces, or 27.80 per cent; and all other countries, 1,032 ounces, or 1.15 per cent. The Russian output, even prior
to the political disturbances in that country, was decreasing owing
to the gradual exhaustion of the mines. In the United States the
metal is derived largely from the residues obtained in the refining of
gold, silver, copper, and nickel. Reports from refiners to the (eological Survey indicate a recovery from these sources of 36,015 troy
ounces of the metal in 1920.
Imports of unmanufactured platinum were 38,953 troy ounces,
valued at $1,418,280, in 1914; 47,669 ounces, valued at $4,245,334,
in the fiscal year 1918.1 Imports of platinum manufactured into
ingots, bars, plates, .sheet and wire, sponge, or scrap were 54,932
ounces, valued at $2,444,951, in 1914;-3 093 ounces, valued at
$261,906, in the fiscal year 1918. Imports olvases, retorts, and other
apparatus, vessels and parts of, composed of platinum, for chemical
uses were valued at $82,000 in 1914 and at $2,530 in the fiscal year
1918. Total imports of platinum and manufactures of platinum,
including a sma quantity of ore, were valued at $3,982,708 in 1914,
and at $4,678,812 in tho fiscal year 19184 In 1914 thechief sources
of our unmanufactured platinum, in order, were Germany, Colombia,
and the United Kingdom; in 1918, Colombia and Russia in Asia.
More recently supplies have come mainly from Colombia, because of
the fact that Russia, owing to her political situation, almost ceased
production. Imports of the manufactured forms included under this
resignation were derived in 1914 from Germany, France, and the
United Kingdom, but since the war the United Kingdom has been
the main source. The statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921
are as follows:
/
1918

Platinum,
unmanufactured:
Quatty
ouncece, troy) ...............
Platinum, ingots, bars, plates, bet, etc.,
sponge, ana scrap:
uantity (ounces, troy) .............

..........................

46,885

$4,134,1811
9,10

$$60131
o

1919

7
47,774
$46W,8
6,803

572, 0

1920

1921 (Vmonths).

8671

3,5

$5#93t719

$,3,3

23,148

$ 42a 31
S;

11,8

W 836
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Export are small, and those of,unmanufactured platinum amounted
in 1914 to 273 troy ounces, valued at $12,977. Practically all of this
export went to Canada. Exports of manufactured platinum in 1914
were valued at $71,172, of which about 75 per cent went to Canada.
In later calendar years exports have been as follows:.
1918
Platinum, immanutacturd:
tuantty (troy ounces)
...................
Platinum,

1919
119

I0
610

of, ~al (U510)56.

h

1921 (9months).

$1 1 0172

$3Z2
111, 014

V6315

The manufactured platinum went largely to Canada, Japan,
and
.
the United Kingdom.
Important chnfue in dssifwration,-In H. R. 7456 platinum utnmantfactured
or in ingots,
bars,orand,
plates
less than
freelist;
of an inch iMthickness,
sponge
scrap,
axe not
retained
ontheone-eighth
but platinum one-eighth of an inch in thickness or less, and in the
forms of sheets and wire and vases, rptorto, and other apparatus,
vessels and parts thereof, composed of platinum for chencal uses,
are omitted from this paragraph and therefore transferred to the
dutiable list;
Suggested csnges.-"Sheets" are omitted.
Page 193, line 9, of H. R. 7456: Insert "or" between "bars" and
"plates."

Page 193, line 10, of H.R. 7456: Change "or" to "and" between
sponge" and "scrap."
PARAGRAPH 1635.
H. R. 7456.

=N1A A

ATE NDXENTS.

PAR. 1635. Potaesium chloride or muri,
ate of potash, potassium sulphate, kainite
wood ashes and beet-root ashes, and all
crude potash alto not specially provided
for: Provid, That for a penod of five
years beginning on the day following the
passage of this Act there shall be levied,
collected, and paid, on the actual potash
potassiumm oxide) content of all the foregog, a duty of ,4 cents per pound for
first two years; 2 cents per pound for
the third year; If cents per pound for the
fourth year; and 1 cent per pound for the
fifth year: Providedfuridhe, That thereafter the said potash content shall be free
of duty.
ACT O

1909.

PAR. 65. Potash, crude, or "black
slt.;" * * * sulphate of potash,
crude or refined, and muriate of potash
[Free].
PAR. 604. Kyanite, or cyanite, and
kainite Free].
PAR.
ashes, wood and lye of, and

beet-root aes [Free].

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 580. Potash: Crude, or "black
alt."; .* * * sulphate of; * * *
and munate of [Free].
PAR. 625. Kyanite, or cyanite, and
kainite [Free].
PAR. 407. Ashes, wood and lye, and
beet-root ashes [Free].

SuMAR o',,TI
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QAo 1()o,

(See Survey A-16.)
Deseription and es---Potassium chloride i. kaovi, colinUrnially
solid
as muriate of potash. When pure it i a 'WhitO' crstallne

readily soluble in water. It occurs as syl it0 (or syliije) ard also
as carnalite, a mixed chloride of potassium Ad P agne9iun, io the
Stassfurt and other salt deposits of Eumpe. Lorge quantities are
made from Stassfurt carnalite, and it is s1s, Obtainled from kelp aud
the liquors left from the manufacture of s91*t fros sea water. The
chief use of the crude substance is as a feriier. tis also a crude
material in the preparation of caustic pots1 arid pottiur chlorate
process.
the electrolytic
by
. Production
.--:Some
potassium' chloride tag beal produced here
since the war. In.1918,.30,127 tons of tl 0 crade salt 'wre obtained,
and in' addition 6,559 tons of low-grade tmai~uj chloride.
Imports in 1914 6e16 234,855 tons, valuerla t 7,928,781, dcteasiug
to 606 tons-'in 1917and to 590)tonA in 4 1. Pir0vioui td 1916 inports were almost entirely from Germany, i 1017 mostly fjti Japan
and Scotland. i wrts since- 1917"have b en afolloWs:'

quantity.

Calendar year.

1918 ...............................

W:::

::................

0.44,
Io.4

2;j

.......

Export.-Statistics not available....
-4,,rovi0 are ew
Im-ortant changes in cksstift
.:!

~ .,..' ~~: PO..:.:
T. ASSIUM SU'LPHATM,

"

'

'".';''

(See Survey A-16.)

Decription and uses.-Potassium sulIhs.to (pure) foriy-c tas
which are soluble in water and have a biuW.r Ua*t., It is 'used principally in the crude form as a fertidizer.;JAo' i. ,i0king pot sium

carbonate by the Leblanc process, in potash AItvai,,sail by glassworks.
rotash salts; also by
Pr
It is manufactured largely from crtde Ger
1)ydtehh0oc acid
cid,
silphUi
with
chlboride
heating potassium
-to
time.
same
theat
produced
being
Production of sulphate of potash, waas 6,6'Zato of .tae.crUde:salt

..
in 1918 and 4,882 tofs in 1919.
Imports.-Formerly -the supply came i ' ri r

"
t

y

sozt
in

1914 were 45,139 tons, declining to 661tots in 1q17, ruostly from

Japan. Imports since 1917 have been as fcllows:
..

Q'ntlty'

er. ,,
.Cendar

Vluo.

U it value.

I
........
..
1919....

..................

.,
....
.
.................

.

,

3

.. . : 2,
M: :::::: ::........................................

8

2,

,&Sl
31

149.32
54.3.3

9.0.

8UtMU ¥1 0F 1' tI!
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ExporMt.-Statistics not, available,.
Important chauge8 in dta8ificaton.-Proviso are now.
KAINITE.
.--Kainite; a: complex salt consitimg of sul-

and
.Desption.

phate of pota h- th6 sulphate and hloride of magnesia, aid water
Of crystoalliztioni is a natural mineral found abundantly in 'Europ,.
It is UAW i the crude tate (ground).s fertilizer.
_Py'oduift.-- .of th: domestic supply s imported.
Imports .of kaMite have been almost ehitirely ff6m Germany-in 1914, 526,112 tqns, valued at $2,579,0,19; in 1016 only 64 tens.
Importa since 1918have been.as follows:.

191.

, Value.

.untity.

- leda ye r ,
......... ............
...........
..................
...... .......

"'"1,9 ............

Unit value.

,21481
4..i4 6Z21
3 ;019

...

04

S%
1#I

$17.97
22.08

2.18

Export.-Statistics not available.
Impornt change. ) darnification.--rovisos are new.
WOOD ASKES.

*'

.:,.

: .

(8ee. 8urey A-iS.)

Description and ,se.-Wood ashes become of commercial mportanc only where there are extensive, forests and large sawmills, wIere
the wood waste is burned for fuel at te,mill and the ashes are sold.

Wood ashes are sometimes used directly as a fertilizer on account of

their potash and phosphorus content. The lye obtained by leachin
is strongly caustic. It is used.M the making of soap or is boled
down and crude potah,. lts,, buinod, be6t-root ashes are also
sometimes used as a fertilizer.
Produtiot4..-DuringLte-.war there was a revival of the wood-

ashes industry, owing to the shortage of potash. The output fr9m
this source in 1919 was 358 short tOS , f actu potash, valued at
$202,714.
Imports of wood ashes have varied; in value from $27,884 in 1914
to $55,226 in 1917, and $47,932 in, 1)18, since which 'time.statistcs
are not available.
.
xport.-Statistics not %vailable.
Important c~znges in ckagsificatn.-Provisos are new.PARAGRAPH 166.
HE. 740.
PAR.

BE14T

AE

BTO,-

1636. Potasium cyanide.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT O1 1913.

PAR. 580. PMtah: *
PAR. 64. o
cyanide of pota(Pee).'
sium. twelve and one-half per centum ad of;

valorem.

'

cyaijd#
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POTASSIUM CYANIDE.
(See Survey A-18.)

De8cription and ue.-Potassium cyanide is a white crystalline

solid, readily soluble in water, and extremely poisonous. Sodium
cyanide, much cheaper and having a higher percentage of cyanide, has
practically replaced potassium cyanide, which is made either by fusing
potassium feirocyanide with potassium carbonate and carbon, or by
fusing cyanamid with potassium chloride and carbon. Its principal
use is for the extraction of gold and silver from their ores; also or
fumigation (notably that of citrus fruits), as a solvent for electroplating baths, and as a flux in assaying and metallurgy.
Production.-Separate figures are not available,-but before the
war the domestic output did not su ply the demand. While imports
were cut off, the demand was supplied by the production of sodium
I
cyanide instead of potassium cyanide.
Imports prior to 1913 averaged more than 2,000,000 pounds (over
90 per cent com from Germany), declining to a minimum of about
44,000 pounds in 1916. In 1917 theimports were mostly from Japan.
Imports since 1917 are shown below:
Q=etW.l

CW1nt yw.

1918 ............................................

24,2 0

1,1i76p W
14,44,887
3;665K

1919..........................................
20.........................................
1921 (9 imot) ..............

Vaw.

Unityalue

$10627
6884
1,,247
8648

M42
.06
.0
.06

xport.-Statisties ndt available.
Suggested changes.-See Sodium cyanide, paragraph 1654, p. 1435.
PARAGRAPH 1687.

I R. 7446.
PAR. 1637. Professional books, inple-

ments, instruments, and tools of trade.
ocedpation, or employment in the actual

poueio~n of persons e

to tho

United States owned and use y them
abroad, not exceeding $20 in value; but
this exemption shall not be construed to
include machinery or other articles imported for use in any manufacturing eatablishment, or for any other penion or
persons, or for sale, nor shl it be construed to include theatrial scene r, properties, and apparel; but such articles
e of the.
brought byprprietors or m
atrical exhibition ariv from abroad.
for temporary use by them in such exhibitions, aud not for any other person, and

not for sale, and which have been used by
them abroad, shall be admitted free of
duty under such regulations as the SeBostary of the Treasuy may pmecribe; but

OUNATS AMNNDEEN&
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SENATE AMENDM0NTS.

bonds shall be given for the payment to
the United Sttes of such duties as may
be imposed by law upon any and all such
articles as all not bg exported within six
months after such importation: Pde
That the Secretary of the Treasury may,
in his discretion, extend such period for a
further term of six months in cae application shall be made therefor.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 66. Professional books, implements, instruments, and tools of trade,
occupation, or employment, in the actual
possesion at the time of arrival, of persons
emigrating to the United States; but this
exemption shall not be construed to include machinery or other articles
ported -for use in any manufacturing establishment, or for any other person or
persons, or for sale, nor shall it be conetrued to include theatrical scenery, properties, and apparel; but such articles
brought by proprietors or managers of theatrical exhibitions arrivi4 from abroad,
for temporary use by them in such exhibitions, and not for any other person, and
not for sale, and which have been used by
them abroad, shall be admitted free of
duty under such regulations as the Seretary c the Treasury may prescribe; but
bonds shall be given for the payment to the
United States df such duties as may beimposed by law upon any and all such articles as shall not be exported within six
months after such imitation: Pvie,
That the Secretary athe Tmaswy may,
in his discretion, extend such periodlor a
further term of six months in cae application shall be made therefor.

ment, insmentent, and tools of trade.
occupation, or employment in the actual
possession df persons emigrate to the
United States owned and used by them
abroad; but this exemption shall not be
construed to include machinery or other
articles imported for use in any manufacturing establishment, of for any other per.
son or persons or for sale, nor shall it be
construed to-include theatrical scenery,
properties, and apparel; but such articles
broughtbyproprietors or managers of the.
atrical xdbitions arriv- from abroad,
for temporary use by them in such exhibitions, and not for any other person, and
not for sale, and which have been used by
them abroad, shall be admitted free o
duty under such regulations as the Secretary of theTmoruy may prescribe; but
bonds shall be given for the payment to
the United States of such duties as may be
imposed by law upon any and all such articles as shall not be exported within six
months after such imp on: Provided,
That the Secretary of the Tresury may,
in his discretion, extend such period for a
further term of six months in case application shall be made therefor.

4im-

PAR 582. Professional books, imple-

PROFESSIONAL BOOKS, IMPLEMENT, ETC., OF IMMIGRANTS.

Import statistics are combined with those for personal effects of
citizens of the United States dying in foreign countries. They arn
shown under paragraph 1631, page 1409.
Important changes in da..ificaion.-The limitation to $20 is new.
PARAGRAPH 1688.

I.L 748.

BIKA'Jt
I~~
],II
SENATE
AMND

PAR. 16S8. Pulu.
ACT OF 1900.

PAR. 667. Pulu [Free].

AOT OF 1013.
PA. 68S. Pulu [FrssJ.

I,'I LNS
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PULU.

Description and uee.-Pulu, or vegetable silk, is the soft, elastic,
hairlike, yellowish brown scale foud-on the upper part of the stem
and at the base of the leaves (frond stalks), of a certain tree fern,
which grows chiefly in the Hawaiian Islands. It is used for stufigmg
mattresses, cushions, etc., and is never spun.
Imports.-The only imports recorded since 1913 were in, 1919, when
they amounted to 24 tons, valued at $4 920.
Suggested change8.-PultA is a minor fiber and imports are so small
that no reason is apparent for a separate paragraph. Without specific mention pulu would come within para jpa 1575, which provides for grasses and fibers not specially provided for.
PARAGRAPH 1639.
31, R. 7456.

SBENATE AXENDPIXN.•

PAR. 1639, Quinine sulphate and all
alkaloids and salt. of alkaloids derived
from cinchona bark.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 658. Quinia. sulphate of and all .PAg. 584. Quinia, sulphate of, and all
0kaloids or salts of cinchona bark [fhee]. alkaloids or salts of ciucons bark [Free].
QUININEC AND- OTHU~ CINCHONA ALKALOIDS.
(See Survey FL-2.)

Descriptiomand ses.,-Quinine or qUinia, the principal alkaloid of
cinchona bark,, is one of the most important medicinal articles.
Quinine sulphate (sulphate of quinia) isthe most widely used among
some 50 salts of quinine.. Other alkaloids in the bark are quinidine,
cinchona, and cinchonidine. Recent extensive use in certaifi proprietary preparations has increased their importance.
Prodution. -quinine is prepared from cinchona bark inJava,
India, the principal European countries, and America. Java, the
chief source, is a Dutch dependency, and exportaton of cinchona
bark is restricted to Holland. The processes of manufacture are
varied, but generally the alkaloids are liberated by treating the ground
bark with soda or lime and' subsequently extracting with a suitable
solvent. The details of the processes are guarded as trade secrets.
Only two domestic firms manufacture quinine on a commercial scale,
and statistics are not available. The total alkaloids in cinchona bark
run from about 5 per cent to occafionally 7 per cent. 'The 10-year
average import (3,444,008 pounds) would, therefore, be equivalent to
about 2,750,000 ounces of alkaloids, of which 2,000,000 ounces may
be reckoned as quinine. These figures may be somewhat in excess of
the actual amount, for considerable quantities of cinchona bark are
used for other purposes.
Imports of quinine for 1909-1918 averaged 1,855,193 ounces, valued
at $451,469, while imports of cinchonidine averaged 146,617 ounces,

I!4 9
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valued at $20,239. All other alkaloids and salts averaged 3,75,5 3
ounce,, valued at $80,890. , Import$ since 1917 areas follows:,
CaleAzs4r yW.

Quantity.

fV~lo

ntvle

QUININ9 SULPHATE.
Ounces.
1,087,333

1
.
................ ....... .......
............
19192,290,285
1920 ................................................................
1921 (9 months) ....................................................
*

3,86,521
755, 288

$1,067,766
1,426,912
2,421,961
M8, 129

0.54
.62
.68
.67

11M2
000
.12
81 0s

290
42,003
4,90

.44
.34
.57

CINOHONIDINE.

1919 ..................
...............
1918........................................I
192 ................
......................................
.I..
I
1921 (9 months) .........
. .............................

ALL OTHER ALKALOIDS OF CINCHONA BARK.
1918

.......................................

1919 .................
M920
.........

.............

......

..........................

1921 (9month) ................

...................

320,8

$197,810

1,014,t4
1

................... 1

.

190,230

.12

174,15

14

W 2

43

.28

Ezport.-- Statisticsinnotd available.
sifcation.-The phrase "derived from"
rnt chnges
has been inserted, as there are no "salts of cinchona bark" as provided for in paragraph 584, act of 1913. (Reclassification Report,
p. 121.)
PARAGRAPH 1640.

M.R. 7456.
PAR.

,\V

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1640. Radium, and salts of, and

radioactive substitutes.

ACT,.1913.
PAR.

659. Radium [Free].

PAR. 586. Radium and salts of, radio-

active subo itutes

*

*. (Free] .....

RADIUM,.

(See Survey FL-22.)

Descriptionand uses.-Radium is a metallic element. formed by the
disintegration of uranium and is therefore always. present inmmute

amounts in uranium ores, the source of radium. The largest known
deposits of uranium ore are in the United States. Radit~n is never
employed as a metal, but always in the form of Its compounds. The
principal uses are in luminous paints, and for therapeutic purposes,
especially the treatment of cancer. As the ratio of radium to uran.
ium in any ore is only about 1 to 3,000 000, and as most uranium ores

are low grade, the amount of radium that can be obtained from 1 ton
of ore is extremely small. Uranium ore in sufficient quantity to be
of commercial value occurs only in a fev, localities.
Production.-The United States produces more radium than all
other countries combined. Data for separate years are difficut to
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obtain; but domestic production in 1918 was between 21 and 22 grams
in the form of salts of high purity. This was muchthe greatest
production for any single year.
Imports were latest in 1914, valued at $59,816, nearly 90 per cent
from Germany. No imports are shown for 1918. Subsequent imports are combined with those of radioactive substances.
RADIOACTIVE SUBSTITUTES.

(See Survey FL-22.)

De8cription and use.-The only known substitute for radium is

mesothorium, obtained as a by-product in the manufacture of thorium
nitrate. It can be very satisfactorily substituted for radium in
luminous paints and to a limited extent therapeutically.
Production is quite small, but at least two companies have begun
its preparation as a by-product in the manufacture of thorium nitrate
for gas mantles. Data are as yet not available, but the production
of mesothorium never can be very great.
Imports of radium, salts of, and radioactive substances since 1917
are shown below.
Calendar year.

Quantity.
Grairw.

1918 ................................................... ..............
1919 ...............................................

1921 (9mon ths).. .......

.......................................

Value.

Unit value.

10

$274

$27.4

13

11,851

896.2

807

3,027

3.75

Export.--Statistics are not available.
PARAGRAPH 1641.
IL

. 7466.

SENATE AM NDMENTS.

PAR. 1641. Rag pulp; paper stock
crude, of every description, including all
graes fibers, rags, waste, including jute,
nd fax waste, shaving., clippings
old paper, rope ends waste rope, and
waste ba'ging, and all other waste not
specially provided for, including old
gunn cloth, and old gunny bags, used

Sly
paper making, no longer suitable for fobags.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAiL 644. Paper stock crude, of every
PAR. 566. Paper stock crude, ofevery
description, including al grasses, fibers, description, including all grames, fibers,
rags (other than wool), waste, including rags, waste, including jute, hemp and flax
jute waste, shavings, clippings, old paper, waste, shavings, clipping, old paper,
rope ends waste rope, and waste aging
rope ends waste rope, and waste baong
and all otler waste not specially rovided and all other waste not specially provided
for in this section, including old gunny for in this section, including old gunny
cloth and old gunny bas, ued chiefly for cloth and old gunny bas, used chiefly
paper making [Fre.J
forpaper making [Free].
PAR. 60.* *

*

rigplp[FreeJ.
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RAG PULP.
(See Survey FL-8.)

Description and we.-Rag pulp is essentially a mass of cellulose
fibers obtained from rags. Before the process of manufacturing
pulp from wood was discovered it was the most important raw
material for manufacturing paper and is still important, especially
for the better grades, such as bond, ledger, and
Writing paper,
of
processand
even some of the higher grades of printing paper. The
manufacturing rag pulp involves the collection, sorting, cleaning, and
shredding of the rags. They are boiled with milk of lime or caustic
soda andtreated in a "rag engine" or "Hollander," after which the
pulp is ready to be manufactured into paper.
Production.-The manufacture of rag pulp is not carried on as a
separate industry. Paper manufacturers using rag pulp produce
it as a part of the continuous process of paper making. Some idea
of the importance of rag pulp may be gathered from the quantity
and value of rags consunied, which in 1914 amounted to 361,667
tons, valued at $12,151,288, or about 6.8 per cent of all paper stock
consumed.
Imports of rag pulp in 1918, calendar year, were 135,469 pounds,
valued at $1,557. In 1919 they were 262,987 pounds with a value of
$5,611. No later statistics are given.
Exports are not recorded.
important change in da ication.-In the act of 1913 rag pulp is

admitted free of duty by paragraph 649 in connection with wood
pulp of all kinds. InHR.R. 7456 it is still admitted free of duty
but is associated in paragraph 1641 with paper stock of all kinds.
PAPER STOOK.

(See Survey M-4.)

Description and usm..-The tariff wording is self-explanatory. It
is not possible to make a thorough differentiation according to the
kinds of finished paper into which paper stock enters, for almost
every kind of paper employs a great variet of raw materials.
The principid kind of guass used is esparto grass, imported from
Spain and Algeria. This grass makes a high-grade, light, fluffy,
book paper. It is little used in the United States, however, being
consumed principally in the United Kingdom. Other kinds of
grass, such as saw grass from Florida, are of minor importance.
There is probably no grass in existence that could not be made into
paper, if sufficient energy were expended on it; but most grasses
yield too little cellulose to be commercially useful as paper-making
material. "Fibers" is a general term applicable to anything of a
fibrous texture. It should be emphasized, however, that exce t
for some asbestos and negligible quantities of other fibers ony
vegetable fibers are used. Rags enter into almost all kinds of paper
except newsprint, wrapping, and hanging paper, although certain
grades of a great many other kinds of paper contain no rags. They
are not always absent from the kinds of paper mentioned. The
best rags are new linen cuttings, although new cotton cuttings make
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an excellent quality of paper. New linen and cotton cuttings have
their most important use in making the best qualities of writing,
bond, and ledger paper. Old rags of eight color which have been carefully sorted and. cleaned are much used in making writing paper,
book paper, tissue paper,. and all sorts of specialties. heavy, coarse,
colored rags are one of the important constituents of sheathing paper,
roofing fet, and other coarse, heavy papers,.atd are -used to some
extent in making paper hoards, Woolen ragq are not used. Waste
often
cloth aremanila
a"d gunny
bagging
wastestrong
and, aand
jute, hemp,
of
fpr instance,
paper;
ai heay,
,to make,
employed

wrapping paper. .l4, paper centers into. paper of al4 kind. .+Ninety
per cent. ofpaper boards are made of waste paper. A gqod deal is
A felmand cheap +wrappingpaper.
used in making' buildingpPrA nde
propoxt o, in maki- book
,small
in
'.allyused,
is
paper
Wast,
high quality.,(Cpnsderable
of
.elatively,
papers
paper an! otherO paper board,
manufacture
the
in
consuied
are
skraw,
quntiea
making. certain. k n . paper., trawind4also tsofsqmeextent.i
udustry.
board,mqnufa~turQ, a in Holland definie 4veloped
be.'i4 ,t,be an
here cam hardly
4n0nozsumptom.xrodt i
industry producing pape stock. Paper stock' is either a.Wate

a~ter
by.lp.0dut, .]ce~t m oerLai) minor.in~tance,. The
pr t4u
tho;preparaton..0$ paper stock, re 'theconqenproces.in.,
cipal
print,
tration in central places of was4 material from l6caitis( throughout
the country, baling or bagging it, and transportigit ,t the cbnws'ued
8umer. ,In 1944 the.fpllowing amou4t,of p~per St w' were
"&s'~
ii~~41eht;8tats Old j4 w sto..paer -151,QQ'0o

l2loQ0,t+ns, y+ed

9;. 0ptoM,+yued at
++ 308,
t

.

81,676,000.

Imports of these, various f4l4ers, grppos, and wastes amounted in
1914 to 294,121,145 pounds valued at $4,667,156. The chief sources

are Germany, the United kIingdqmf British India, Belgium, France.
Imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 hate been as follows:
1918

'

1921(9 months).

94,608,087 273,007,172
$3,180,767

$,719,968

71,246,116

71,370,117

$1,996,690

77,59,204
$2,623,934

159, 496, 488
5 8
$06,783,'

67,774,211

16,618,589
148

47,964,766
$1,874,383

76,968,489
$,0,7

14.783,180
24 8

Ragsother than woolen:

(poiods)...,.. ...........
'Quantity
Value ..................................

Grasses, fibes Wdste, 1ncl*1ing Jut., hemp,
. . . . .
ptc.:
Quantity (pounds).................
.
.,t..........
Value ..............
Waste bagging, old gunny. coth and gunny
of
single
fabrics
bags, waste of plain-woven
jute yarn, eQ.:

quantity (pounds)...........

~
~~uant
(pound

~

.......

.....

1919

75,8

1142,574

12

"

$1,353,863

I

$1,342.325

Exports during the calendar years 1918-1921 were as follows:
S1918

Ity (Pound).

.................

........... ....................

3,

V70, 34

1919

4,,418
1, 4

$,63,01

1921 (9nionths).

1920

84,

,,307

40

,102

$2189W

+,I

SrMMAAY OP TAIFFi

48

iW10RA7T!6N, 1921.

Important chanee in dassi.i0.u-T'Lie#brds "no longer suitable
for bags" have been added In order to prevent free importation of
bags still usable as containers. The'prvisbion for "rags not otherwise
specially provided for" (par. 586, ac of 1913) has been omitted,
ugg8ted:qhalge.-LPg'g 19&, line, 4if .. R. 745d: Imiei't "and"

[ eo]
,

'P ,

°

'

"t

PAR. 662. l~nnets, raw or prepared

162

.

,®

,,.

PAR. 588. Rennets,, UW.-, op,: pralFOP

o

Descrition'qnd

,

I,

-

fi

.--The refneitxab of -e6imrce' Iare prejp,

arations
froni the'
stomachs,-d
0f
weani~l
-Calte OPiw
Tal~o 60f
other an1mali,.
S0ch
xAOtra'i?
a
1 v*o',U
=' L
fPr. The cbnieal ferp
e anentaii
in.5d R6int a, afwl i
re

concentrated state in the form of tablets or

oWanrce reRepi

valuable because of its property of curdling mk, which makes possible the manufacture of mpapayk ipdsk
,9 heese.
Production.-Statistics notI avsible.
lmporWV-f reinnei'rw&*and prepared, in 1918 were valued at
$62,173, one-half from Denmark, thQ rest from Sweden CaRada, and
Spain. There was a considerable decrease
ihe
durfrig
war, the
average value. for,, 1911-1915 being $114,809,, ~fo'e 4i. war Denmrrk was first and Germany second in exportation to this country.
Imports after 1917 are shown as follows :
Calendar year.

I Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Poundg.

1918 .................................................
........... .........
$78,5 ............
1919
.......................
102,8
108,542.
$1.43
1920......................
..
.....
...............
213,532
1921(9 mont ) ... ......................
......... . ... : ,37,M , 141,266
4 468
. .66
&.-

ExportM.-Statistics not availablee,.
.
Important changes in classification-r-" Rennet'! and not, rennets"

is the proper usage.

PARAGRAPH: 1648.
H. R. 7458.

GENATX AMENDMENTS.,

PAR. 1643. Rice cleaned for usein the
manufacture of canned- foodat.

A.QOIF 1009,
[No corresponding provision.]

ACT O* , 918.

.

[No corresponding provision.]'3

I Dutlable at I cent per pound, par. 9, emergency tariff act of 1921.
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RICE, CLEANED, ETO.
(See Survey G-5.)

Description, use, and production.-It is asserted by some manufacturers of canned foods that domestic rices are not satisfactory for
certain canned foods, notably soups, because of disintegration under
high steam pressure, and that Patna rice, grown largely in the Province of Bengal, is the most desirable for this purpose. Since 1915,
practicaUy no Patna rice has been available and the best grades of
domestic rice have been used.
Imports were not separately stated prior to the passage of the emergency tariff, act of May 27, 1921. Imports for consumption for the
period May 27 to September 30, 1921, amounted to 5,612 pounds
valued at $234.
Important changes in da8sqfitn.-Rice cleaned for use in the
manufacture of canned foods was dutiable under par. 193 of the
act of 1913 and is dutiable at 1 cent per pound under paragraph 9
of the emergency tariff act of May 27, 1921.
Suggested change.-Thb provision although primarily intended for
Patna rice, gives free entry to any form of rice whether of good or
poor quality. The' term "canned foods" is a broad one. The provision might be replaced with "Patna rice," which is a definite
commercial grade.
PARAGRAPH 1644.
H. S. 746.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1644. Sago, crude, and ago flour.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 664. Sago, crude, and sago flour

[Free].

PAR. 590. Sago, crude, and sago flour

[Free].

SAGO.

(See Survey G-33.)

Description and uees.-The sago is a tropical palm plant produced
chiefly in the East Indies. It is not grown in the United States.
From the pith of the stem is obtained crude sago, which is further
manufactured into sago flour and "pearl sago." Sago flour is made
by grating and then knleading over a strainer the pithy trunk of the
sago. If the dough or paste is worked through sieves and allowed
to fall on hot plates, pearl sago is formed. The sago flour is uped
for sizing, filling, and finishing textiles, while the "pearl sago" is
used almost entirely for food purposes in desserts and specialty
dishes. Uses of sago are almost identical with those of tapioca
flour.
_ Import8 of sago and sago flour in 1914, mostly from the Straits
Settlements and the Dutch East Indies, were 9,970,717 pounds,
valued at $160,924., Later statistics for calendar years follow:
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In 1920 80 per cent of the imports of farinaceous substances came
from the Dutch East Indies.
PARAGRAPH 1845.

SENATB AMENDMENTS.

XER. 7456.
PAR. 1645. Sea herring and tra, fresh,
frozen, or packed in ice.

AT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 483. * * * all other fish not
* * herrings, fresh, onePA. 272.
specially provided for in this
fourth of one cent per pound; * * . ' otherwise
section [Free].
frozen,
*
*
*
PA. 273. Fish frwaj

packed in ice * * * three-fourtho of
one cent per pound * * *.

SEA HERRING AND TUNA*

Description and uses.-About 90 per cent of the sea herring that
form the raw material of the Maine sardine industry is taken in
Canadian waters by Canadian fishermen. A large part of the tuna
caught in Mexican waters is used in the tuna caning industry of
souther California. The domestic output of canned tuna ranks
next to canned salmon in quantity and value.
Production statistics are not available. z
Imports of herring, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice, amounted in
1913 to 1,327,723 pounds, valued at $37,718.
Imports of tuna come only from Mexico; they are included in
statistics for "all other fish, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice." Later
calendar year statistics for imports of herring follow:
1918

uantity (pouds) ....................
............................

..

9 770251

1920

1919
8 827,719

12,

4

1921 (9 months).

8T019,514

4, 79, 851

1 ,691

106,102

Export.-Not separately stated.
Important changes in dasifictio.-A new provision. The term
sea herring" has been employed to differentiate the salt-water
herring (sea herring) from the so-called "Lake herring.' the name
inappropriately applied to ciscoes, caught in the GreatLakes.
82304-22----90
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PARAGRAPH 1646.
-NXDNrT5

SWNATS

H. R. 74B6.
PAR. 1646. Selenium, and alts of.

ACT 01 1918.

ACT 0F 1909.
PA. 685.
PAR. 480. * * * articles raniaetured, in whole or in part, not provided of [Free].

* * *neeniui

and ftli.

twenty per
*
for in this section
centum ad valorem.
* chemical * * "
PAR. 3.
salts * * * twenty-five per contk=

ad valorem; * * *.

SZLKNM AND SALTS OF S1;LZNIUM.
(See Survey FL-22.)

Decripti and um--Selenium is an elenwt with property
similar to sulphur and usually occurs in copper ores; production
is as a by-product of the electrolytic refiniag of copper. Seenium

appears on the market as a black or red unorphous powder, and
ddrmg 1918 sold for $2.75 to $3.75 per pound. Its chid use is as a
decolorizer for glass and also, as a substitiate for maaganese cospounds, in the manufacture of ruby glass. The various salts and
compounds of selenium are of no commercial inportance.
Productionsince 1916 is given below:

I"
517

IBIS

55

................... 3,XI m0 0=
Juy .0041).............................~ SM01

"O~e

IUll

In,
141
873
ems"

If the market conditions warranted, the domestic production
could be greatly increased.
Imports of selenium and its salts in 1914 were valued at $372; of
this amount 97 per cent came from Germany. The value was $59
in 1915, $302 in 1916, and $2,236 in 1917. Imports in the calendar
years since 1918 have been small-114 pounds, valued at $239, in
1919, and 1,106 pounds, valued at $2,099, in the first nine months of
1921.

_Eports.--Statistics not available.

Important cAanges ia c.faication.--Selimium and salts have been
given a separate paragraph.
PARAGRAPH 1147.
H. R. 740.

112NAT

AIM DMINTS.

PAR. 1647. Sheep dip.

ACT OF 1900.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 669. Sheep dip [Free].

PAx. 596. Sheep dip [Free].
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SHEEP DIP.

(See Survey FL-A.)

Description and uses.-"Sheep dip" is the term used for materials
applied to cattle, and in which sheep are dipped to destroy parasites
and vernmin, such as ticks and lice, or to cure skin diseases, such as
scabies. The principal kinds of sheep dip are (1) lime-sulphur
solution, which consists of lime combined chemically with sulphur
in the form of a polysulphide, for scabies, and, the same materials
mixed with arsenical solution, for sheep ticks; (2) nicotine or nicotine
sulphate, a by-product of the tobacco industry, made by extracting
the nicotine from the stems, etc., and when mixed with limn-sulphur
solution, employed for scabies, lice, and ticks; (3) creosote oil (dip
oil), obtained from coal tar, and conta in from 20 to 25 per cent
tr acids mixed with rosin soap, for scabies, lice, and ticks; (4)
arsenical dipa, mixtures of arsenious sulphide, sodium arenite, and
sulphur, for ticks and other vrunin; (5) cresylic acid dip, containing
about 50 per cent c.,ylic acid and a suitable oil, such as linseed or
soya-bean oil.
..,port values of sheep dip during 1908-1918 averaged $22,802.
Later imports have been as follows:
CeAs

l18...
1919...
192L
...

Yw
r.

Quantay.

.......... .........................
....................

..

............................................................
1S1 (91MON)....................................................

lUn

vsk.

70,8 3

1 346

valuu
.

.. ..

0.0
.15

Exportu.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1648.

N.A. 745.

SBNATU

---

&ZTS

PAR. 164. Shotgun barrme, in aingle
tubes, forged, roush bored.
ACT OF 10o.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 670. Shotgun bares, in single
tul,e, forged, rough bored (Free].

PAR. 597. Shotgun barrels, in single
tubes, forged, rough bored [Iroee.

SHOTGUN BARRELS, SINGLE TUBES, FORGED AND BGUO

BORED.

(See Survey C-14.)

Production.-No statistics.
Imports of shotgun barrels in single tubes, forged and rough bored,
in 1917 were. valued at $39. In 1914 they aggregated $171,198 in
value, of which amount $163,861 came from Belgium. lAter statisties for calendar years have been as follows:

191< 19
1990=00s).
Numbv............................................ ... .. 7 .. ,...2
Value

...................................

. .. W 0M

51,04

K814
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Export8.-None reported.
Suggested chanqe&.-Gun-barrel molds not in bars, a cruder form
than barrels and single tubes, forged, rough bored, are dutiable
under paragraph 304 of H. R. 7456.
PARAGRAPH 1649.
HL R. 7488.

SENATE AZNDXDNTS.

PARt 1649. Shrimps, lobsters, and other
shellfish, fresh, frozen, packed in ice, or
prepared or preserved in any manner,
and not specially provided for.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 671. Shrimps and other shellfish

[Free].

ACT 07 1913.
PAR. 598. Shrimps, lobsters, and other

shellfish Fr e ].
8HRIMPS, LOBSTERS, AND OTHER SHELLFISH.

Descriptionand ues.-Included under "other shellfish" are oysters,
crabs, cfams, scallops, squid abalone, crawfish, and others of little
importance. This paragraph also includes prepared and canned
shellfish, not specially provided for.
Production of shellfish amounted to 444,024,000 pounds, valued at
$22,218,000, in 1908 (latest figures available for entire country). The
most valuable single product of the world's fisheries, the oyster, in the
yield of which America is far in the lead, constituted 52 per cent of the
shellfish caught in 1908,.and 71 per cent of the total vadue. In that
year 46,593,000 pounds of oysters were used for canning, the product
eing valued at $3,428,000. About 70 per cent of the oysters were
gathered in Maryland, Virginia, Connecticut, Lcuisiana, New York,
and New Jersey, while about 85 per cent of the canned product was
reported by Louisiana, Mississippi, Maryland, South Carolina, and
Georgia. In 1908 lobsters represented 3 per cent in amount and 9
per cent in value of the shellfish catch; shrimp, 4 per cent and 2 per
cent; crabs, 12 per cent and 4 per cent; and clams, 4 per cent and
9 per cent. Maine reported 65 per cent of the lobster catch: Massachusetts, 16 per cent; and Rhode Island, 9 per cent. The canning of
lobster has disappeared under restrictive legislation necessitated by
the very rapid diminution of the supply. In 1919 a total of 717,636
cases of oysters, valued at $3,510,119, were canned in the United
States. The canned shrimp product in 1919 amounted to 322,076
cases, valued at $1,864,793, and canned clams to 157,843 cases,
valued at $772,870.
Imports of shrimps, lobsters, and other shellfish in 1914 were valued
at $2,408,377 and in 1920 at $6,345,233. In 1920 imports of crab
meat were 30 per cent of the total; of canned lobsters, 24 per cent;
of lobsters, all other, 45 per cent; and of shrimp and other shellfish,
1.3 per cent. Practically all the lobsters came from Canada, and the
crab meat from Japan. About 90 iier cent of the shrimp and other
shellfish were from Japan, Canada, Iongkong, and Mexico. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:

1918

1919

Lobsters, canned:

(um
..................
2,491, 13
alu ................................... t , 0
Lobster, al oth exceptt cauned):
5 6"
n
................................

Value
Quatty (pounds) .

...............

4 617,60 6

Shrimp and other aheilsh and turtle, vl..
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$4$1,18

1,67, 137

190

1921 (9

3, ,701
$8GJ1,oV

1

W,2
, iU 1s6193,180
15i M,
636,09
i

8U,38s

atbs).

3,

67,36,US
1, as
,1.

Export values of shellfish increased from $989,860 in 1914 to
$1,970,171 in 1920; of oysters, from $666,432 in 1914 to $871,072 in
1920. "All other shellfish" represent the remainder. About 60 per
cent of the oysters went to Canada, while Australia, Argentinl
England, and Mexico also took considerable amounts. The United
Kingdom's oyster imports *declinedduring the wer from about 25 per
cent to less than I per cent of our exports.
Exports of shellfish for the calendar years 1918--1921 were valued
as follows:
1918

1919

1,00682

lD76W

1M0

'19We
(Omoo...).

1,090,0

W1858

Important change in daatification.-" Fresh, frozen, packed in ice, or
prepared or preserved in any manner, and not specially provided for,"
is an addition. "Not specialy provided for" was inserted to exclude
"crab meat," which is provided for in paragraph 722.
PARAGRAPH 1650.
H. R. 7456.
SBNATI A
PAR,.

16W. Silk cocoons and silk waste.
ACT OF 1009.

PAR.

[Free].

ND-XNNT.

AOT OF 1918.

673. Silk coeoons and silk waste

PA.

[Free).

W9. Silk cocoown and silk waste

BILK COONS.

(See Survey L-1.)

Description and u.-The silk cocoon is the envelope of slender

silk filament spun by the silkworm around its own body. Both raw
silk (par. 1651) and waste silk are obtained from the cocoon.
Produciion.-There is no cocoon production here. (See par. 1651,
p. 1430). Imports, except those which are ocasionally made for
scientific purposes, are of pierced or imperfect cocoons unfit for reling (par. 600) and of value only as silk waste.
Imports, in the fiscal year 1914, were 1,413 pounds valued at $1,118.
Later imports for calendar years are recorded as follows:
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SILK WASTE.

(See Survey L-1.)

Dercription aid wse.-Silk waste comprises those pierced or imperfect cocoons, and parts, such as the outer and inner layers, which
can not be reeled; also "mill" wastes created in throwing and weaving
raw silk. It is used almost wholly in making spun silk yarn (see par.
1202, p. 1011). Under this paragraph come aso exhausted noils-that
is short waste silk left over after dressing, or dressing and combing, and
which are too short [two inches is taken as the diiding line (Abstract
covered
the latter
long noilsThey
between
of 1916)1201],
39083,
are employed
or combed.
to beexhausted
redressed and
by paragraph
in making noil yarn on mule spindles for use in wool and silk mixtures
and in time of war in making cartridge-bag cloth.
Production.-The only domestic production is that which consists
of mill waste, mostly a by-product of throwing, sometimes estimated
as one-eighth the quantity of waste imported.
Imports, exclusive of cocoons given above, rose from 5,960 109
pounds, valued at $3,102,892, in 1914, to 8,552,168 pounds, vaued
at $7,148,276 in the fiscal year 1918. Imports for the calendar years
1918-1921 were as follows:

(pY

d)..........563445
...................

eu~oo~m

a
6109.47,

#,378,939
S ?'7A,0
is, 714, 446

C 9K 906

06,000,61

The extraordinarily large import in the calendar year 1918 was
due to the war demand for silk to be used in making cartridge-bag
cloth. The large import since that time bespeaks the notable expansion of the spun-silk industry since 1914. The principal source of
waste silk now is China, with Japan a close second. The import from
France, which iutil 1912 was the chief source, is small. Our supplies
from Europe are derived chiefly from Italy.
Reports are not recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1651.
3.

.74".,

SENATE AMENDXMNTS.

PAR. 1051. Silk, raw, in skeins reeled
from the cocoon, or rereeled, but not
wound, doubled, twisted, or advanced in

manufacture in any way.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT 01 1018.

PL. 600. Silk, raw, in skeins reeled
PAR. 672. Silk, raw, in skeins reeled
from the cocoon, or rereeled, but not from the cocoon, or rereeled, but not
wound, doubled, twisted, or advanced in wound, doubled, twisted, or advanced in
manufacture in any way (Free].
manufacture in any way [Free].

I
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AAW SUX.

(See Survey1L-1.)

Description and uses.-Raw silk denotes those silk filaments reeled
from the cocoon into skeins, and those which have been rereeled.
The bulk of silk fabrics and articles is made from raw silk, which is
woven directly into fabrics or "thrown" (twisted) into yarn and
then woven, knitted, or braided to make fabrics sod articles. ,
Production.--aw silk is not produced on a commercial scale in
the United States. For centuiies attempts have been made to
produce silk in America, but without permanent success. The
raising of cocoons and the reeling of silk require, even under the most
advanced methods, a prohibitive amount of tedious wark by hand.
Even in France, with its cheaper labor, the production of raw silk is
declining, notwithstanding Government subsidies; and the still
cheapraor of Italy is failng against oriental competition. Japan
and China, with abundance of the cheapest hand lalmr, are the
principal producers.
Import.-The United States is the largest manufacturer of silk
and as this industry expands, imports of raw silk increase. Imports
in the fiscal year 1914 were 28,825,828 pounds, valued at $97,844,150.
Imports for the calendar year 1918-1921 are as follows:
tots

119

tn

IotI(Ummth).

Japan is the main source, followed by China. Imports from
European countries are msl.
Ezporte are nil as silk is not raised here.
PARAGRAPH 1652.
L R. 7406.

IZNATUl AX3NDXNTIS.

PAR. 1652. Skeletons eand other preps4ations of anatomy.

ACT Or 1918.

ACT OF 1900t.
PAR. 675. Skeletons and other preplW

ration of anatomy (fFe].

PAR. 02. Skeletons ad other prepw

rations of aatmy[Free.

8KzL2TN8,XB/o.

Imports of skeletons and other preparations of anatomy in 1914

were valued at 115,958, and for later calendar years as follows:
1918, $3,229; 1919, $4,291: 1920, $6,701; 1921 (9 months), $9,957.
Exports not shown in official statistics.
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PARAGRAPH 1653.
I. R. 7458.

ZMNATU A3ND

NT8.

PAR. 1653. Skins of all kinds, raw, and
bides not specially provided for.
ACT 01 1918.

AOT O1 1909.

PaR. 603. Skin of hres rabbits, dogs,
PAR. 676. Skins of all kinds raw (except sheepekina with the woof on), and goats, and sheep, undremei [Firwe.
PAR. 64. Skms of all kinds raw, and
hides not specially provided for in this
hides not specially provided lir in this
section (Free).
section (F!re].
SKINS, RAW, AND HEES N. 8. P. F.

(See Survey FL-19.)

Description and u8e.-The principal products embraced in this
paraaph are the pelts of the calf, sheep, buffalo, goat, horse, colt,
ass, kangaroo, and deer. Calfskins are Used chiefly for shoe uppers,
upholstery, case bag, and strap leathers, and, to some extent, for
bookbinding and light leathers. Sheepskins are used for shoe linins,
gloves, and-fancy leathers; goatskins, for shoe uppers glove, book'
bindng, and fancy leathers; and buffalo hides, to makW heavy sole
leather. Horsehide serves for shoe uppers and heavy glove leather,
and coltskin for shoe uppers. Kangroo skins are used for fine
shoe upper leather and deerskins for soe uppers, glove, and pianoaction leather. More of these skins are used in shoes than for any
other one purpose. The imported hides and skins are divided into
two classes- dry" and "green or pickled." Pelts taken off in
localities remote from favorable means of transportation and in
warm climates, often have to be dried to reduce the weight and to
prevent deterioration. A 12-pound "dry" hide equals a 25-pound

greor pickled," hide. They must be softened again, however,

Production here is about 50 per cent of the calfskins used in
domestic tanneries; about 25 per cent of the sheepskins; a very few
goatskins, horsehides, and deerskins; and practically no buffalo or
kangaroo skins.
Imports.-Russia was the greatest source of supply for hides and
skins before the war. Reexports from Europe were large, colonies
or protectorates sending them through home countries. The war
closed many of these routes and imports from South America, Africa,
and Asia increased enormously. Of dry calfskin, in 1913 Russia
in Europe supplied $8,000,000 worth, more than one-half the imports.
In 1913 Germany was the leading source of green or pickled calfskins,
but European Russia, the Netherlands, Yrance, and Canada were
also important, with a total value of $11,202,956. Of dry goatskins Britirh India was the ciief source; of dry sheepskins, European
Russia and .ngland; and of green or pickled sheepskins, England.
Other v-incipal imports of hides and skins were: Buffalo hides,
principbJy from Britsh India, valued at $2,790,009 in 1913; horse,
colt, and ass skins in 1.913 valued at $2,234,581, principally from
Russia in Europe, and kangaroo skins, almost always exclusively
from Australia, valued at $719,188 in 1913.
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Later statistics for calendar years for raw skins of all kinds and

hides n. s. p. f. are shown as follows:
1918

Hides and skins.

Buffalo, dry (12 pounds and over):
5,77, 48
Quantity (pounds) ...
$1,537182
vauue .................
Buffalo, green or pickled (12 pounds or over):
I 38,43
Quantity (pounds) .......................
i30,961
Vale ....................................
Calf, dry:
5,383,279
(pounds)
.......................
quantity
Vllue ....................................
82,175,470
Calf, green or pickled:
2.093,402
Quantity (pounds) ....................
*717,387
Value .................................
Goat dry:
53,45, 173
quantity (pounds)....................
$2s, 626, 610
.................................
Goat,Nalue
green
cc
pickled:
9,057,918
o uatity (pounds) ......................
$1,885,306
Vaoue ............................
Horse, colt, atid ass, dry:
Quantity (pounds) ......................
Value ....................................

WA, 742
183,003

Horse, colt, and ass, green or pickled:

4.12SN4
,6821
21,59, 713

Quantity (pounds).......................
..............................
Shee,Value
dr:.
(pounds)........................
$he,rdy:

1921 (9 monthe).

1919

1,619,47
83,463,457

9, 483,7M
82,721,20)

1..92,149
W 1,906

I 7I9A64
W186

102,313
29,446

42,325,130
120,914,313

00^79730

9,430, 95
$2,383,92*

22,230,311
$12,735,819

18,79,8
89,270,9311

24,647,784
$5,96419

111,133,387
&6, 27,011
22,52, 53
89,729,448

89,199332

13,973,796
$3,633,390

5,043,439
$1,619,774
20, 325, 90
304
29,8229,

12,477,113
3,612,468
43,50, 327

112,6M5,5b

1,6K,540
$315,919

39,411,904

$13,429,21

4540, S
$6,229,9M3
11,
802, W8

722, 474
551,002
$74, W5
2 448,240
2405,906
11,647,179

$2, 797, 15

$10,047,914

$21,288,0M8 $17,396,150
41,471,500
52,857, 541
$15,232,461 $20, 8",980

5,,444,
,209, &
W1

, ,53,477 8,8&,335
13,962,201
$1,720,306

. 143 710
W-8,'27

Value ....................................
green or pickled:
Sheep,
Qutlantity (pounds) ......................

$7,517,651
,
31,422,331

value ..................................

All other: I
(pounds) .................... . i
quantity
%
slue ................................

Total hides sad skins (including cattle hides
and fish skins):
3, ,
.quantity (pounds) ...............
slue ...................
t e.........
t,
d, a
$107, 8, 657

M, W K

22, 829, S35
13, 452,9WS

510,Im, 515 1

$248, 709,410 1

8.962,m

$51, 414,072

Except thoe listed and cattle hids and fish skins.

Of the total imports of all hides and skins in 1920, including cattle
hides, Argentina shipped 20 per cent, British India 14 per cent,
China 12 per cent, Australia, New Zealand, and British South Africa
10 per cent, and Brazil 8 per cent.
Export of hides and skins are comparatively small, as we draw

on foreign countries for large quantities of raw material for our tanneries. Statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
191$

1919

11WA

12i1 (9 monthss.

Quatity (pounds) .......................
Valve ....................................
Hlorsehides:
Quantity (pounds) .......................

2213 293
0,512
51,471
$13, 864

4.,651,&35
11,217,625

1,139.6.53
,67

4 191 902

467,420
$135,176

(5,017
$142,706

112,131
$12,614

All other hides and skins:
Quantity pounds) .......................
V'alue..............................

499,148
1215,493

2. W, 961
$1,252,161

4,121,781
$1,619,340

3.31630
*54,;601

Value ....................................

In 1920, 85 per cent of the exports of calfskins and 80 per cent of
the exports of horsehides were to Canada. Exports of other hides
and skins were to France (32 per cent), England (17 per cent), and
Canada (16 per cent).
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ImpoIant changes in cl
-jcion.-Paragraph 603 of the act of
1913 for skins of hares, rabbits, dogs, goats, and sheep, undressed, is
merged in this paragraph with paragraph 604.
Suested canges.-It is suggested that if hides and skins be retaine on the free list, paragraph 1582 be combined with this paragraph, as follows: "Skins of all kinds, raw, and hides, raw, uncured,
or undressed, or dried, salted or pickled, all the foregoing not specially
provided for."
PARAGRAPH 1654,
8L 3. 7456.

BENATB AJMNDMXNTS.

PAR. 1654. Sodium: Cyanide, nitrate,
sulphate, crude, or alt cake, and niter
cake.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 3. * * * chemical compounds,

mixtures and alto * * * twenty-five
per centum ad valorem; * * *.

PAR. 677. Soda, nitrate of, or cubic

nitrate [Freel.

PAR. 605. Soda, * * * cyanide of,
sulphate of, crude, or salt cake and niter
cake,
*
nitrate of, or cubic ni-

trate [Free].

PAR. 77. Sulphate of soda, or salt cake,
or niter cake, one dollar per ton.
SODIUM CYANIDE.

(See Survey A-18.)

Desription and u.-Q-Cyanide of soda. or sodium cyanide, is a
salt of prussic acid, and, taen internally, is very poisonous. It has
largely replaced the potassium salt, because cheaper. It is used in
the "cyanide process" of extracting precious metal from their ores;
in fumigating citrus fruit, raw imported cotton, and grain elevators;
in electroplating, pecally with gold and silver; and in case-hardening
of iron. For fumigating purposes sodium cyanide is on the market
in the shape of an egg weig
1 ounce; the trade name is "Cyanegg."
Produce on.--Cyanide of soda is produced by the Castner process
from metallic sodium, ammonia, and coke; and also by fusing cyanamid (par. 1540) and salt. Prior to 1917 all of the cyanide produced
here was by the Castner process, and the output was controlled by a
single firm.
"mnpor1 were 6 063,659 pounds, valued at $934,354 in 1915. Imports since 1917 chiefly from Germany, England and CzechoSlovakia,
have been as follows:
CaOWWR yWe.
1911 ....................................................

1919................................................................

193D
...................................
19ot (9Masti) ..........................................

Qufatty.
66,279

6,174,831
, s~l;m

VakL,

Unit vaiuf.

P12,815 i

I

4z

.06
. 14

1,
it4a
~sW

T,

_.. ..

.

.
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Epork .--Statistics not available.
Spedsted dang.-It has been represented to the Tariff Commission !hat it would be advisable to classify all cyanides under one
paragraph. This suggestion has also been r de by a domestic manuo
facturer during hearings before the Senate Finance Committee.
(See pp. 1109-1118, hearings before Committee on Finance, Tariff
Schedule 1, H. R. 7456.) The various cyanides are used for practically the same purposes. It is their cyanogen (ON) content, and
not their metal content, which is of importance to the consumer.
Therefore, this classification is logical. If the committee desires to
adopt this suggestion, the following paragraph will accomplish the
purpose:
Cyanide@: Potamium cyanide. sodium cyanide, all other cyanide olts, and all
combinations and mixtures of cyanide., -- per ceutum ad valorem.
If this paragraph is inserted in H. R. 7456 the provisions for
potassium ade in paragraph 1636 and for sodium cyanide in this
paragraph shoud be omitted. In view of the widely varying prices
of different cyanide compounds, it is believed that they will b6 best
covered by an ad valorem duty. The percentage of cyanogen in the
compounds varies greatly according to the process of manufacture.
A crude sodium cyanide made from calcium cyanamid contains
between 40 and 50 per cent of sodium cyanide, whereas purer grade
contain 95 to 98 per cent sodium cyanide.
NITUATZ OF SODA.

(Bee Survey A-18.)
Description and uwe.-Nitrate of soda, cubic nitrate or Chilean
saltpeter, when pure is a white crystalline salt readily soluble in
water. The commercial product, of grayish-white color, is of two
qualities (1) a fertilizer grade, which contains from 91 to 95 per cent
of sodium nitrate corresponding to about 15 per cent of nitrogen(2) a refined grade, with 96 to 97 per cent of sodium nitrate, used
in the manufacture of nitric acid and other chemicals. Normally the
larger part is consumed in fertilizer, but during the war the "chief
use was for explosives.
Producion.-The only natural deposits of nitrate of soda of commercial importance are in Chile, whose output since 1910 approximated 3,000,000 tons annually, temporarily declining to about
1,000,000 in 1915. The Chilean Government levies an export duty of
$11.19 per ton, from which it derives more than $32,000,000 per year,
or over 50 per cent of its total revenue. Prior to the war over 80 per
cent went to Great Britain, Germany, and the United States; Great
Britain received annually about 1,000,000 tons. During the war virtually all of the Chilean nitrate was sold to the British and United
States Governments.
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Imports prior to 1916 were between 500,000 and 600,000 long tons
per year. During 1916 and 1917 over 1,000,000 tons were imported
each year. In 1918 all imports came from Chile. Those since 1917

are as follows:

Calendar year.
lt8................................................................
..............................
... ...........................

19W ............................................................

3921 (9mou )................................................

Quantity.

Value.

Unit valu.

'rots.

it U47, W0
, , 93
407,55 i19 ,58, 963

4.
47.99

1,3 2,8 63,121,035

M

47.75

,46 ,0oo

47.73

Exports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in olassicion.-"Cubic nitrate," used in connection with sodium nitrate, has been omitted.
SODIUM SULPHATE CRUDE, OR" SALT CAKE AND NITER CAKE.

(See Survey A-18.)

Description and tee.--Salt cake, sulphate of soda, crude, is the
impure sodium salt of sulphuric acid, and is obtained chiefly by chemical processes. It is used in the manufacture of inferior grades of
lass especially bottles, and for the manufacture of sodium sulphide,
(lauber salt, and ultramarine. In Europe, salt cake is used in making
soda ash by the Leblanc proess. Niter cake is a by-product in the
manufacture of nitric acid (sodium nitrate-sulphuric acid process).
It consists chiefly of sodium acid sulphate, with a varying amount of
sodium sulphate and free s&ulphuric acid and other impurities, and
was used as a substitute for sulphuric acid during the war for such
purposes as acidifying soap stock, acid wash, regenerating plaster,
acidifying phosphate fertilizers, bleaching paper pulp, preparing
muriatic acid, recovering grease, removing oxide and scale from steel
and for any other purposes where a weak mineral acid is required.
Production.--Saft cake is obtained (1) from natural deposits or
brine lakes, (2) as a by-product in the manufacture of muriatic acid,
and (3) in Europe by the Hargreaves-Robinson process using salt,
sulphur dioxide, air, and steam. In 1914 over 110,000 short tons
of salt cake were produced here. Niter cake is obtained as a byC duct in the manufacture of nitric acid from nitrate of soda.
e demand for nitric acid during the war multiplied the production
of niter cake many timns.
Production of salt cake and niter cake in 1919 and 1920 was as
follows:
! st cake.
it-Quantlty (short ton) ......................................
Valu...................................................
12usnt fty(short tonS) .....................................................
slue .....................................................................

129, 042
$2,019,460
17, 770
$2,049,102

N~tecke.
83, 402
$271,424
1
7&S,544

N

/
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Imports of sulphate of crude soda, or salt cake, and niter cake sinca
1911 have been unimportant.
Exports.-Statistics not available.
Suggested chang.-Transpose "crude" and "sulphate" and strike
out the comma after "crude" and "sulphate" so that the paragraph
will read:
Sodium: Cyanide, nitrate, crude sulphate or salt cake, and niter cake.
PARAGRAPH 1655.
X. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1655. Specimens of natural history, botany, and mineralogy, when imported for scientific public collections.
and not for sale.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 678. Specimens of natural hisPAR. 607. Specimens of natural history, botany, and mineralogy, whon ir- tory, botany, and mineralogy, when imported for scientific public collections, ported for scientific public collections,
and not for sale [Free].
and not for sale [Free].
SPECIMENS OF NATURAL HISTORY, ST.

Imports of specimens of natural history botany, and mineralogy
in 1914, mainly from Germany, Canada, England, and the Nether
lands, were valued at $47,524. Imports for later calendar years have
been as follows: 1918, $35,539; 1919, $52,775; 1920, $86,577; 1921
(9 months), $37,980.
Export. of specimens of minerals in 1914, mostly to Germany and
England, were valued at $39 496; in 1915, mainly to Prance, England,
and Canada, at $49,800. Specimens of natural history, valued at
$14,075, went largely to Germany, England, Delgium, and Canada
in 1914. Similar exports in 1915, chiefly to England and Canada,
were valued at $9,057. No data for 1918 or later years are available.
PARAGRAPH 1656.
ML a. 74586.

SENATE A.ENDNENTS.

PAR. 1656. Spunk.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 680. Spunk [Free].

ACT OF 1918.
PAR. 608. Spunk [Free].
SPUNK.
(See Survey N-8.)

Description and use.--Spunk is a kind of tinder made from a
species of fungus found on old trees. It is also called punk, amadou,
black match, pyrotectmical sponge, and German tinder.
Prodution data are not available.
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Imports are negligible.- They amounted to $377 in 1912, the highest
since 1908. In 1920 (calendar year) their value was $54; in 1919r

$101; and in 1918, $12.

Export.-None recorded.

aio.This provision for "spunk
and the provision for,"joss stick and joss light" (par. 1593, p. 1340)
have been the subject of considerable litigation. Both paragraphs
might be eliminated and the commodities relegated to the paragraph.
for unenumerated articles, to avoid confusion with articles such as
firecracker-lighters, and mosquito and incense sticks.
Suggested changes ii dm

PARAGRAPH 1657.
H. I. 7450.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1657. Spurs and stilts used in the
manufacture of earthen, porcelain, or
stonb warA.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 681. Spurs and stilts used in he
PAR. 609. Spurs and stilts used in the
manufacture of earthen, porcelain, and "stone
of earthen, porcelain, and
manufacture
ware [Free].
stone ware [Free].

SPURS.

Description and use.-Spurs (also called stilts) are small pieces
of refractory clay ware employed to support articles while they are
being fired or baked in a saggar. A stggar, or segger, is a pot or
case of fire clay used to inclose fine or delicate ware when placed in
the kiln. The spur prevents the pieces from adhering to each other
or to the pot.
Imports of spurs and stilts in 1914 were valued at $1,599. Later
statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:

Ezport.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 168.
IL R. 746.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.
PAR. 1658. Stamps: Foreign postage or
revenue stamps, canceled or uncanceled,

and foreign government stamped post
cards bearing no other printing than the
official imprint thereon.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 682. Stamps; foreign postage or
PAR. 610. Stamps: Foreign postage or
revenue stamps, canceled or uncanceled, revenue samp., canceled or uncanceled,
and foreign government stamped po
and foreign government stamped poet
no other printing than the cards bearing no other painting than the
cards be

official imprint thereon lFre.].

official ihprmnt thereon lFree].

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
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STAMPS, RTO.

Description and uwes.-Foreign postage and revenue stamps and
foreign post cards are imported in considerable quantities for collectors. For the most part these stamps are canceled and have no
value for mailing purposes. Nevertheless, they have a commercial
value because of the demand by collectors, which value is independent of the denomination of the stamp and is based on its rarity.
Production.-Foreign stamps and poft cards are presumably not
produced in the United States.
Imports in 1914 wivio valued at $73,156. ' About one half of these
came from England, the rest largely from Switzerland and Germany.
Imports in the calendar years 1918-1921 have been valued as follows:
1918, $13,338; 1919, $47,232; 1920, $231,922; 1921 (nine months),
$155,786.

Export.-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1659.
H. B. 7456.
PAR. 1659. Standard newsprint paper:
Provikd, That whenever the President
shall ascertain as a fact that any country,
dependency, province, or other subdivision of government forbids or restricts in
any way (whether by law, order, regulation, contractual relation, or otherwise, directly or indirectly) the exportation of, or
imposes any export duty, export license
fee, or other export charge of any kind
whatever, either directly or indirectly
(whether in the form of additional charge
or license fee, or otherwise), upon printing paper, wood pulp, or wood for use in
the manufacture of wood pulp, he may
by proclamation declare such ascertainment setting forth the facts; whereupon, and until said proclamation shall
be revoked, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon standard newsprint paper, when imported either directly or indirectly from such country,
dependency, province, or other subdivision of government, a duty of 10 per
centum ad valorem, and, in addition
thereto, an amount equal to the highest
export duty or other export charge impoeed by such country, dependency,
province, or other subdivision of government upon either an equal amount of
printing paper or an amount of wood
pulp or wood for use in the manufacture
of wood pulp necessary to manufacture
such printing paper.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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ACT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 409. Printing paper (other than
paper commercially known as hand.
made or machine handmade paper,
apan paper, and imitation japan paper
y whatever name known), unsized,
sized, or glued, suitable for the printing
of books and newspapers, but not for
covers or bindings, not specially provided for in this section, valued at not
above two and one-fourth cents per pound,
three-sixteenths of one cent per pound;
valued above two and one-fcurth cents
and not above two and one-half cents per
pound, three-tenths of one cent per
pound; * * * Provided, however, That,
if any country, dependency, province
or other subdivision of government shall
forbid or restrict in any way the export,tion of (whether by law, Order, reguljition, contractual relation, or otherwise,
directly or indirectly) or impose any e:xport duty, export license fee, or other
export charge of any kind whatsoever
(whether in the form of additional change
or license fee or otherwise) upon printing
paper, wood pulp, or wood for use in the
manufacture of wood pulp, there shall be
imposed upon printing paper wben imported either directly or indirectly from
such country, dependerz', province,
or other subdivision of government, an
additional duty of one-tenth of one cent
per pound when valued at three cents
per pound, or less, and in addition thereto the amount of such export duty or
other export charge imposed by such
country, dependency, province, or other
subdivision of government, upon printing paper, wood pulp, or wood for use
in the manufacture of wood pulp.

PAR. 567. Printing paper (other than
paper commrcially known as handmade
or machine handmade paper, japan
paper, and imitation Japan paper by
whatever name known), unsized, sized,
or glued, suitable fqr the printing of
books and newspapers, but not for covers
or bindings, not specially provided for
in this section, valued at not above
21 cents per pound,

* *

*

[Free].

NEWSPRINT PAPER.

(See Survey Mf-2)

Description and uses.--See paragraph 1301, page 1045.
Productionin 1914 was 1,313,284 short tons, valued at $52,942,774,
and in 1919, 1,324,000 short tons, valued at $98,560,000. The chief
centers of the industry are found in. the Northeastern and Lake
States. In 1914 the distribution by percentage was as follows:
New York, 37; Maine, 26; Wisconsin, 10; Minnesota, 8; all other
States, 19. The chief problem confronting the industry is the
problem of raw materiaI. The depletion of pulp-wood forests is
causing increased dependence upon importations of pulp wood or
wood pulp. The year 1920 was noteworthy as the year of the alleged
"newsprint famine," yet, according to figures collected by the Federal Trade Commission production exceeded that of 1919 by 137,451
short tons, and imports, as shown below, exceeded those of 1919 by
101,952 short tons, while exports were less than those of 1919 by

4
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14,378 short tons. Total consumption, therefore, exceeded that

of 1919 by 453,781 short tons.
Imports of newsprint inv 1914 were 278,071 short tonB, valued at

310,765,108. Later statistics for calendar years follow:

...............................

1918

M

ImND..

#3,50 I86586

10S,6

Under the act of 1913 printing papers were classified for tariff
purposes as (1) printing paper valued at not more than 21 cents per
pound, and (2) printing paper valued at more than 21 cents per

pound. By the act of September 8, 1916, the dividing line was
changed from 2j cents to 5 cents'and by the at of Apr 23, 1920,
from 5 cents to 8 cents. This division by price corresponds roughly

with the division into newsprint and book paper and is made the
basis of the above table.
The ratio of imports to total domestic production increased from
11 per cent in 1913 to 48 per cent in 1920. Up to 1920 from 98 per

cent to more than 99 per cent came from Caniada, or from Canada,
Newfoundland, and Labrador. Small amounts came from Norway
and Sweden. Beginning with 1920 there have been increasing percentages from European countries--specifically Norway, Sweren,
Finland, and Germany. For the first 10 months of 192* the percentage from Canada was reduced to 83.1, For the same period the
percentage from Germany was 5.4; from Finland, 3.0; from Norway,,
2.5; from Sweden, 5.3; and from al other countries, 0.7. Becalise"
of the increasing demand for newsprint and the depletion of the
pulp-wood forests we are becoming increasingly dependent upon
importation for our supply of newsprint paper.
E*Aorts of newsprint in 1914 were 44,483 short tons, valued at
$2,177,483. Exports for the calendar years 1918-1921 have been as
follows:
1918
_uantty (pounds) ........

..........

193,477,

1919
220,W6,014

vau............ ............ ............ *1 $7,^ 0Z $4,094M

1920

1921
(9 months).

91, 777,915

Z,6 ,

P; #770

$1,W,

Export trade in newsprint which in 1919 amounted to 8 per cent
of domestic production, fell ok to 3 per cent in 1920 and the decrease
continued in 1921.
Important caznfles in daustation.-See paragraphs 1301 and 1610,
pages 1046 and 1372.
82304-22--91
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PARAGRAPH 1S.
L IL 74g.

MNATZ AMRNWENNTS.

PAR. 160. Statuary and -,30 of culpture for use as model or tot art educational purposes only;
a and gems,
where specially imported in good faith
for the use ad by order of any society
incorporated or established solely for
reliou, philosophical, educatioWad
entific, or li r ppM, or for the an.
cou nn t of
fine arts, or for the use
and by order of any college, academy,

school, semitary of learning, orphan my-

lum, or public hospital in the United
States, or say State or public library,
and not for sale, subject to such regula-

tions as the Seretary of the Treasury

shall prescribe but the term "regalia"
as herein used shall be held to embrace
only such insigna of rank or office or
emblems as may be worn upon the person
or borne in the hand during public exercie of the society or institution, and shall
not include article of furniture or fix.
tures, or of regular w
apparel, nor
personal property of individuals.
ACT OF 1009.

AOT OF 1918.

Pia. 661. Statuary and casts of scuipture for use as model or for art educational purposes only; regalia and gems,
where specially imported in good faith for
the se and by order of any society incor.
poraied or established solely for religious,
philsophical, educational, scienti c, or

PAR. 611. Statuary and casts of sculp.
ture for use a models or for art educational purposes only; regalia and gems,
where specially imported in good faith
for the use and by order of any society incorporated or established solely for religious, philosophical, educational, scientifict, or literary purposes, or for the en.
couragement oi the fine arts, or for the
use and by order of any college, academy,
school, seminary of learning, orphan asylum, or public hospital in the United
States, or any State or public library,
and not for sale, subject to such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall prescribe; but the term "regalia",
as herein used shall be held to embrace
only such insignia of rank or office or
emblems as may be worn upon the person
or borne in the hand during public exercises of the society or institution, and shall
not include articles of furniture or fix-

litziy purposes, or for the encourage-

ment of the fine arts, or for the use and y
order of any college, academy, schoo,
seminary
of leaMing,
aslum, or
publc
hospital
in theorphan
United States, or
any State or public library, and not
for sale, subject to such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury shall prescribebut the trm "regalia" a herein used sha
be h ld to embrace only such insignia
of rmak or office or emblems as may be
worn upon the persu or borne in the
hand during public exercises of the
society or inttution, and shall not include articles of furniture or fixtures, or
of
regu olwearing
apa ,Jf
pmpert
iudivi4=
h Pnor
]. personal tures, or of regular wearing p

l nor
peMal property of individta hFr].

STATUARY, Ewro. FOR USB

AS MODELS; REQAUTA, GEMS, RTC.

(See Survey N-24.)

Imports of statuary and casts of sculpture for use as models, etc.,
in 1914 were vaued at $442,844. Later imports by calendar years
have been as fo Jows: 1918, $99,822; 1919, 8238,840; 1920, $307,652;
1921 (nine months), $365,624.
&apormof all works of art are shown under paragraph 1447, page
1196.
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PARAGRAPH 1661.

SENATE

"B3JINNTS.

PAR. 1661. Stone and sand: Burrstone
in blocks, rough or unnanuhwturod;

quartzite; rotteutone tripoli, and and,

crude or manufactured; cliff atowe, freeatone, granite, and feadotone. unmanufactured, and not smitable for use U
monumental or building stone; all of the
foregoing rot specially provided for.

AcT or 1913.

ACT OF 1w.

PAR. 614. Stone and and: Burroozein
PAR. 683. Stone and and: Burrtone
in blocks, rough or unnanufacturod; cliff blocks, rough or unmanufactured; rotten
stone. unmanufactured; rotten stone, tone, tripoli, and sand, crude or nuutripoli, and sand. crude or manufactured, factured; cliff stone, freestone, granite,
not otherwise provided for in this section sandstone, * * * unmanufactursd
and not suitable for use as monumer ti
[Fhee).
or building stone; all of the foregoing not
secially provided for in this section
POPe].

BURR8TONE.

(See Survey B-3 and par. 234, p. 349.)

Import trder this classification by. calendar years amounted to:
1918, $17,370; 1919, 81 tons, valued at $8,996; 1920 114 tons, valued at $9,007; and in 1921 (9 months), 67 tons, valued at $3,075.
QUARTZITE.

Vemcriltion aid imes.-Quartzite is a sandstone which by the
deposit of crystalline quartz between its grains has been compacted
into a solid quartz rock. As distinguished from sandstones, quartzites
are free from pores and have a smooth fracture. Quartzite blocks
may be used in tube mills for crushing and grinding ores, cements,
andfor other metallurgical and chemical processes. They are too

hard and splintery to be used as building stones to any large extent.
Production.-Statistice are not given separately for quartzite. In

the following table are shown total domestic sales of quartz including

vein quartz, pegmatite, and quartzite.

l

leis

Van...........

.........

..

M,

1019

1920

N 21

32 W

Imported and ezpori.-None separately recorded.
Important change in dasoifaihon.-The provision for quartzite is
new.
XOTrBNSTONU AND TRIPOLI.

(See Survey B-.)

Dwoription and ues.--Rottenstone is a siliceous stone, the residue
of a siliceous limestone whose calcareous matter has been removed
by the solvent action of water. The term tripoli designates two
products similar in properties, uses, and chemical composition, but
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different in geological origin: the name being applied to: (1) A light,
white or yellowish porous, and generally purely siliceous rock which has
resulted from the leaching of the calcareous matter from very siliceous
limestone or highly calcareous cherts, and is therefore synonymous
with rottenstone; (2) diatomaceous earth or kieselguhr. A deposit of
a fine, white, siliceous powder composed chiefly or wholly of the
remains of diatoms or minute aquatic plants, occurs in Tripoli, and
enters the trade as tripoli or tripolite. These materials are usually
loose and powdery, but in some cases are more or les firmly coherent.
They are usl chiefly as an abrasive for polishing purposes, scouring
soaps, and soap powders; as absorbents, chiefly for nitroglycerin in
making dynamite: as a filtering medium, packing material, and heat
insulating material.
Production.-Illinois has been the chief producer of tripoli, although
the output of eastern States (Pennsylvania, for example) is higher
priced, and is sold for polishing preparations. Western States lead
in the output of diatomaceous earth. Statistics of production are
given in the following table:
Tri Ii.
Quaztity.

191 ....................................................
....................................................
1919 ....................................................
19 ..................................................

DIiatomaceou earth.
aluet.

Quantily,

ShortI7,21-S
on..

$112,4 3
1 9,544 J
1219'
1 ,list,
' 0,.Z3 i154,"/1,42
,&u

s

Lone.
1,,

11,012
2 21K i ,
1 4

Value.

, 9
SlqP.
'74,947
1, 9 W
1,mi

(:.round and other i* prelpard.
F,ic.s
Calfornia product used for filter and is imsulatig and fire oofing material.

Imports of tripoli and rottenstone increased in value from $20,004
in 1914 to $37,573 in 1916, but decreased to $14,551 in 1918. They
have been chiefly from England. Canada, and Germany. Later statistics for calendar years follow:
19191

I2

19I21 (

_

_onth).

Tripoli:

quantity (ton ) .................

......................

Nahue ..................................................
R~ottcn~ton,:

entity (One)........................................
Value ..

412
$1(,()*)

204
17.720

V,b7

21
52A
39
8...............................................
$1,
M
$8,06,3
$2.W,

BAND, ORUDE OR MANUFACTURED.

(See Survey B-7.)

Decriptionand uses. -Besides familiar uses, sand is employed as an
abrasive in sand blasting, in making glaes, and to form molds in
eating iron and steel.
Production of sand and gravel increased from 66,846,959 tons, valued at $21,158,583 in 1911, to 82,041,388 short tons, valued at
$65,661,605 in 1920.
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The following table gives kinds, quantities, and values of sand
produced in 1914 and 1920:

I

19J14

Value.

4nantiky.

Quantity.

8hort If)*q.
(ilam' .and .............................................
1,69 49 $1 5(6,8O
Moulling
and..........................................
.........................................
1,#0'.771
75n,3
Ilulldinx Pond
24.2,751,209
OM, *4I
7,
Irlndlng and pollshing ,nd .........
.
..
l...W1,171
f52,3W
Fire or furnace sand
................
3IS,I560
P7,467
Engin and ...........................................
, 262,7 ) I 37, 548
P avngsend ...........................................
3,60,171 I1,11t,99
Ftlter-z.and ................................ ' "...........*
*
Other nds ...........................................
" , I it5C
78i77i
Railroadballt .........................................
2, 11A, 429
'322. 740:
Orae .................................................
19,212,858 9,398, W
Totl..

.....................
Railroad blaI und.

79, 281,Tim

23, W,,99

I

Value.

Shoot tap.

2.1, ,'A ;
4,748,fM
5,12S,075
7,Wt, 759
26,5
,3t5
17,1W,
M
1,132,10
2,5O7,079
4W), 93
724,4-6
1,"54, W.
1,435,113
-5,920.329
1,0, ,,952
,9
lffi, 30
4, 5
9, .( M 2.Z7,r153,
2u ,94,431 8 23,575,418
82,(4 1,SM

66,01il'f05

I 1zeuuive of railroad balesit.

Imports of sand in 1918 were valued at $135,140, and were chiefly
from Canada,

Later statistics for calendar years 1919-1921 follow:
9(9

9

Uaity tos).........................533,41.A
1u ........... ................... .............. ...........
P,M1,

months).

I

0$0, 2M

S.A.597

1. , 1

.

Exports of sand and gravel increased from $132,221 in 1915, to
$552,409 in 1918, 90 per cent or more going to Canada. In 1920
(calendar year) the value was $669,945.
CLIFFSTONE UNMANUFACTURED, ETC.

Description and use.--This is a hard chalk, ustd to some extent
in the manufacture of paint, paper, and rubber, and as a filler on
wood.
Imports in 1914 were 9,079 tons, valued at $11,046; in 1918, 5,306
tons, valued at $10,293; in 1919 (calendar year), $17,447, and in
1920, $13,334.
FREESTONE AND SANDSTONE UNMANUFAVTURED, ETC.
(See Survey B--I and par. 235, p. 3,50.)
GRANITE UNMAN1UFACTURED, ETC.
(See Survey B-Il and p4r. Z35, p. 3.52.)

Imports in 1914 were valued at $24,134, and in 1918 at $4,400,
inchl(ling all freestone, sandstone. granite, and limestone unmanu -

factured and unsuitable for building or monumental use. In 1920
(calendar year) they were valued at $97,199.
Exports of all unmanufactured stone (including marble) averaged annually,forthefiscal years 1914-1918, about $500,000. For the calendar
years 1918-1921 they have been as follows: 1918, $552,261; 1919,
$770,392; 1920, 5774,442; 1921 (nine months), $425,614.
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PARAGRAPH IM.
H. R. 7468.

SZNATE AEZNDMUNTS.

PAR. 1662. Strontianite or mineral
strontium carbonate and celestite or
mineral strontium sulphate.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

686.

Strontu

etrontianite, or mei
strontia (Free].

ACT OF 1918.

0
and
PAR. 816. Strontia, *0
and
carbonate of etrontianite or mineral carbonate of
dtrontia fFree].
0

STRONTIANITZ AND OLZBTITB.
(See Survey FL-22.)

Description and uses.-Strontianite, the natural carbonate of
strontium, is of little commercial value; it is a rare mineral not generally found in deposits of commercial size. The more abundant ore
and the one more used is celestite, the natural sulphate of strontium.
Before 1915 very little strontium ore was used here, most of the compounds consumed being imported. With the war, there was an
increased demand for strontium salts to be used in signal lights and
this, combined with the embargo placed by England on all strontium
compounds, compelled their domestic manufacture. Strontium compounds are used- principally in red light. (the nitrate) and in the
refining of beet sugar (the hydrate), andre employed to some extent
in medicine.
Production. -In 1916 the domestic output of strontium ore was 250
short tons, not all marketed; in 1917, approximately 4,035 tons, over
70 per cent of consumption. Most of this was celestite. In 1918
the production was 400 tojs of strontianite, but no cWlestite was
produced, and in 1919 and 1920 none was recorded. The Western
States are the principal producers.
Imports listed as strontia, oxide of, protoxides of strontian, and
strontianite or mineral carbonate of strontia" in 1913 were valued at
$474; in 1915, at $7,268; in 1917, at $21,184. Imports of salts of
strontium in 1914 were 1,834,733 pounds of the nitrate, 55,134 pounds
of the carbonate, 16,189 pounds of precipitated sulphate, and smaller
amounts of other salts. Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
OslmdW you.

Quantity. Vu.

191S
1919 ....................................................
............................................................

l~l o

1921 (mo

1

)...........................................

Uitvalu.

.
, O ......I.O

m......................................
0 3i
*3.003
5s ;

479

.084

Exports.--Statistics not available.
Important changes in class fication.-"Strontium" is substituted
for "strontia," and "protoxides of strontian" is omitted. Celetite,
or mineral strontium sulphate, is specitcally mentioned for the first
time.
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PARAGRAPH 163.

SBNATE LMZI
WN.

IL It. 7468.
Pix. 1663. Sulphur in any form, and
sulphur ore, such as pyrites or sulphumet
of iron in its natural state, and spent oxide
of iron, containing more than 25 per
century of sulphur.
ACT 07 19 0.

ACT OF 1918.

PAR. 686. Sulphur, lac or precipitated,
PAR. 617. Sulphur in any form, brimand sulphur or brimstone, crude, in bulk, stone, and sulphur ore a pyrites, or sulsulphu
pyrites, or sulphuret o iron phuret of iron in its natural state, contain-

its

natural state, continuing in excem mg i excem of 26 per centum od sulphur

of twenty-five per centum of sulphur, and
sulphur not otherwise provided fr in this

re]

section [Free].

PAR. 81. Sulphur, refined or sublimed,
or fliers of, four dollars per ton.
SULPHUR.

(See Survey FL-18.)

Description and ue8.--Sulphur or brimstone is a free chemical
element found in, the vicinity of volcanoes, active and extinct; it
also occurs in nature in chemical combination with other elements,
the most important compounds being the sulphides of iron, copper,
lead, and zinc. Crude sulphur as mined in the United States is often
99 per cent pure. It is ised chiefly in the production of sulphur
dioxide, which in turn is used for digest
wood pulp, the manufacture of sulphuric acid, the bleaching of silk and straw, the preservation of beverages and foods, and the manufacture of sodium
sulphite and bisuphite. Sulphur also serves to vulcanize rubber,
in the manufacture of matches, carbon disulphide sodium thiosulphate and other chemicals; in the vulcanization of corn and linseed
oils, :or combating fungus diseases of plants, and in making limesulphur solution for spraying trees and for sheep dip.
Production.-The leading producers are the United States, Italy,
Japan, and Chile, in order. The domestic output of sulphur increased
from 327,634 long tons in 1914 to about 1,350 000 tons in 1918, owing
to the large demand for sulphuric acid, which could not be supplied
by either imported or domestic. pyrites, previously used as the raw
material. The large deposits in Louisiana and Texas, discovered in
1865, became commercial sources in 1903. The substance is mined
in the United States by sinking a pipe to the deposits and forcing
superheated water through another pipe to melt the sulphur, which
forced to the surface in liquid condition through the first pipe.
This comparatively cheap. method (reported by the Federal Trade
Commission as costing about $6 per ton in 1917), places the industry
of this country in a dominant position.
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The sulphur mined and shipped in the United States since 1914 is

shown bel w;

Year.

1914 ..........

Mined,

Shipped

Longtw

La"I
towe.
. 311.M

417,1O

.....................................................

1915 ............. ; ..................... ............................
1916 ................................................................

1017 ................................................................
1918 ................................................................
1919 .......................................................

W4,6831
1,13 ,412
1,853, 525
1,10,575

1,110,278
1.215,700
1,617,626

Approximate

%alue.

80,214,000
4.,,9.000
12,246,000

=,987,000
27,8o8,000
10,2U8,000
30,0001"oo

Imports since the development of the domestic industry have been
small. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
Quantity.

Calndar year.

Value.

I Unit value.

SULPHUR, LAC, OR PRECIPITATED.

191....................

48,712

...........
6

$j5

01

12~~~~ ~..............................
-qb-242.........
1919 ............................
4; no
.16
SULPHUR, REFINED.

10,.................................. 4.............................
IM ................................................................
IM (9mn m,h)
.....................................................

, ....... ..
230
$0 6
311~ ............

.............
so
$a

SULPHUR, CRUDE.
,01.

1919.....

...............................

I

............

1921 (9 months) ....................................................
1921(9 nontw).........................

At

.1

1

.•fl

7

wi

461

11..........

Exports of sulphur, chiefly to Canada, increased from 45,595 long
tons, valued at $864,808 in 1910, to 177,548 long tons, valued at
$3,595,512 in 1917. Exports of crude sulphur for the calendar
years 1918-1921 have been as follows:

sMnLietty
(tons).......................
alue.......
........
o. .......

Canada, France, and Australia are the principal markets for sulphur
from this country.

I
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(See Survey FL-ls.)

Description and ues.--The term pyritess" generally refers to
disuiphide of iron, but more recently it has been used to designate a
variety of sulphide minerals. Ordinary grades of "pyrites or sulphuret of iron ' contain from 43 to 48 per cent of sulphur. An ore
containing less than 35 per cent is seldom used for maig sulphuric
acid, as it will not support its own combustion. Commercial transactions in pyrites are based on a unit, 1per cent of sulphur per ton
of ore. The chief use of pyrites is for the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. Prior to the war about 1,250,000. tons were consumed here
annually.
Production.--Spainand Portugal possess the largest deposits, supplying about 75 per cent of the total consumption. Spanish ore,
especially from the Rio Tinto mines (the important Spanish mines
are controlled by French and English capital), has long been considered the best for manufacturing sulphuric acid; its pyrites contaits
about 3 per cent copper, and the residue, after the copper is extracted,
is still suitable for making sulphuric acid. Spain's production of
copper mineral and iron pyrites normally was between 3,000,000 and
5,000,000 tons. Domestic production of pyrites, which in 1.913 was
341,338 long tons, valued at $1,286,084, increased during the war by
about 35 per cent, primarily from existing mines rather than cent;
new
deposits. Prior to 1915 Virginia led, yielding about 50 per
California followed, increasing her output for 1914-1918 to nearly
that of Virginia.
Imports of pyrites for 1910-1917 averaged about 980,000 loyag tons
with 1,244,662 long tons in 1916, the maximum. They finished
about 70 per cent of our consumption. Imports of pyrites from Spain
and Portugal in 19.18 were limited to 600,000 tons, owing to scarcity
of shipping, the actual imports being 496,792 tons. Imports from
Canada in 1917 were about six times the prewar volume. Imports
since 1917, chiefly from Spain, Canada, and Cuba, are shown in the
accompanying table:
(alendt( year.
1918 ................................................................
1919 .................................................................

IWA ................................................................

1921 (9 montls)............................................

Quantity.

V\alu.

96,7928
88 973

, 741,676
2:176:5 6

142047

6.041

1 ,6

1,o,8

Unit value.
$662
&s

4.1

t'xport.-None separately recorded.
Important Mkangu in dsifaicatn.-"Spent oxide of iron," when
containing more than 26 per centum of sulphur, has been added to
this paragraph since it is used as a source of sulphur. "Brimstone"
is omitted because coverfi by "sulphur.
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PARAGRAPH 1664.

BiNATE AJMNDMENrS.

H. A. 7486.
PAR. 1664. Tagua nuts.

ACT OF 1910.

ACT OF lo0.

620. Tagu aids [Free).

PAR. 596.
* vegetable ivory in
its naura state IFree).

ThGUA NUTS.

Description and uwe.-Tagua nuts, also called corrozzo nuts,, are

from a pilm in the Peruvian Andes and other parts of South Aaraca.
The kernel is so hard and white that it is fittingly called vegetable
ivory. It is used in the manufacture of buttons, umbrella handles,
and small trinkets. The refuse from these manufacturing operations
is used to make lactic acid (par. 1). The coquilla nut, from another
species of palm, also supplies a kind of vegetable ivory with like uses.
Imports of tagua nuts in 1914 were 26736,148 pounds, valued at
$883,055--10 413,539 pounds from Ecuador, 7,917,433 pounds from

Colombia, ana 5,209,774 pounds from Panama. Imports since 1917,
chiefly from Ecuador, Colombia, and Panama, have been as follows:
I

Q9Uidsr yr.

Pus
P ut.
.T14,o99

.....................................................
19181..
1919.......................................................41

lia (o n

1 ..........
)..........................
..

.......

vaw

31M'oQ)

49,90,478
279
...........
..

Unit valu.

I,. 3,41
1,172,060
2,6W, 07

....0.
.04

a . W9

PARAGRAPH 1065.
SENATZ AMENDMfENTS.

H. 1. 7486.
PAR. 1665. Tamarinds.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 688. Tamarinds [Free].

PAR. 623. Tamarinds [Free].
TAMARINDS.
(See Survey FL-2.)

Description and usee.-The tamarind is the fruit or pod of t
leguminous tree. The pods are hard externally, but contain a juicy,
pleasantly acid pulp. The fruit is used as a table preserve and iii
confections. A cooling laxative drink is made from the pulp.
. Production.-The .tree is a native of tropical Africa, but is found
in Australia, India, South America, Mexico, and the West Indies.
Import values of tamarinds wore $4,211 in 1914 and $7,038 in 1918
They reached $21,606 in 1919 (calendar year) and declined to $1,516
during the first nine months of 1921.
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PARAGRAPH A660.

31 IL 74".

SENATE AXP.

S.

PAa. 1666. Tapioca, tapioca flour, and
CUMS.

AOT OF 1909.

AOT OF 1918.

PAR. 68. Tapioca, tapioca flour, caoPAR. 625. Tapioca, tapioca four, cunava or cuady [FreeJ.
mv or eu idy Freel.
TAPIOCA, TAPIOCA FLOUR, AND CASSAVA.

(See Survey G-3.)
Iescription and uses.-Cassava is a shrubby plant, native to tropical America, but grown extensively in the Dutch East Indies Central
America, the West Indies, Africa, and to some extent in southeastern
United States. There are two principal types. The bitter casava

of Brazil contains considerable volatile poison, but this is dissipated
by heat and the washing of the grated roots. The sweet cassava. or
manihot, is cultivated, principally in Florida, for the starch, which is
used in the textile and other industries. Cassava bread and cakes
are made from both varieties. Pearl tapioca is formed when moist
cassava starch is properly heated upon an iron plate. The granule.
rupture and aggloineratw into irregular pellets which become hard

and translucent when cooled. The flour is used chiefly for food preparations, for the nmanuhfwtw'e of cassava dextrin (envelope gum),
and for finishing in the textile industry.
The flake &ndpearltapitca is made into material for puddings and
other desserts.
Production.-Florida produces some cassava which is largely used

for forage purposes.

Import figures for these various items are not given separately.
Imports of tapioca, tapioca flour, and cassava or cassady in 1914 were
71,304;728 pounds, valued at $1,590,614, practically all coming from
the Dutch East Indies and the Straits Settlements. Later statistics
for calendar years follow:
Io1
Quality (pon ...........................
V u .....................................

02170,600
3,200,676

1919
2,602,
88,014,316

1Mo
8

99, , 119
, 63 4,283

11 (OmathM).
81,948,719
1,2 ,014

In 1920 the blk of the imports of farinaceous substances came

from the Dutch East Indifs and amounted to 80 per cent of the total.
ExportM are not separately stated.
Important changes in dca, ficatio.-The
for cassava. word "cassadv" has been

dropped; it is erroneously used
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PARAGRAPH 1667.
H.
PAR.

. 7486.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1667. Tar and pitch of wood.
ACT OF 1909.

PAR.

690. Tar and pitch of wood [Free].

ACT OF 1913.
PAR.

626. Tar and pitch of wood fFree].

452.*
wood * *
PAR.

*

*

pitch of

tar,

*

*

*

Freel.

*

TAU AND PITCH OF WOOD.

(See Surveys A-2 and FL-17.)

Description and ues.-Tar and pitch of wood are products obtained
from the destructive distillation of wood. When tar is distilled, tar
oils are produced and a residual product known as wood pitch is
obtained.. Tar is used in the manufacture of ropes, in the paint industry, and in making tar soaps. Pitch is used for calking wooden
ships and for coating silos to render them impervious to moisture.
Wood creosote is obtained from heavy tar oils by a refining process.
Producion of tar by the wood distillation industry in 1914 was
2,965,354 gallons, of which 1,476,797 gallons were sold, valued at
$145,984. The production of wood creosote in 1914 was 2,073 057
pounds, valued at $38,872. The figures for 1919 are not available.
Imprts of tar and pitch of wood have been annually less than
1,000 barrels since 1911. Since 1917 they have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

1918...............................................
1919 .............................................................
1920 ..............................................................

1921 (9months) .....................................................

IBerrteJ.

49
135
51

5W

Value.

Unit value.

$233
347
2,393

$4.76
2.57
5.31

3,433 ............

Export8 of tar, turpentine (crude gum turpentine), and pitch in
1914 were 351,353 barrels, valued at $568,891, decreasing in 1916 to
67,963 barrels, valued at $291,731. Subsequent figures are not

available.

PARAGRAPH 1668.
H. R. 7456.
PAn. 1668. Tea not specially provided
for, and tea plants: Proded, That all
cans, boxes, and other immediate, containers, including pa per, and other
wrappings of tea in package of less than

five pounds each, and all intermediate

containers of such tea, except mats,
shall be dutiable at the rate chargeable
thereon if imported empty: Protided
further, That nothing herein contained
shall be construed to repeal or impair the

provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to

prevent the importation of impure and
unwholesome tea," approved March 2,
1897, and any Act amendatory thereof.

SENATE AMENDMENS.

SUMMARY OF TARIFF iNFORMATION, 19.1.
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AOT OF 1918.

ACT OF 1909.
Ai. 691. Tea #nd tea plants: [Freej
Provided, That nothing herein contained
shall be construed to repel or impair the
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to
prevent the importation of impue and
unwholesome tea," approved March
second, eighteen hundred and ninetyseven, and any Act amendatory thereof.

PAR. 627. Tea not specially provided

for in this section, and tea plants: (Free]
Provided, That the cans boxes, or other
container of tea packed in packages of
less than five pounds each hall be dutiable at the rate chargeable thereon if
imported empty: Providedfurther, That
noting herein contained shall be construed to repeal or impair the provisions'
of an Act entitled "An Act to prevent
the importation of impure and unwholesome tea," approved March second.,
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, and
any Act amendatory thereof,

PAir. 195. Cans, boxes, packages, and
other containers of all kinds (except such
as are hermetically sealed by soldering or
other'.%ise),
coin lacquered
sd wholly
or in chief
value of metal
or printed
by
any process of lithography whatever, if
filled or unfilled, and whether their contents be dutiable or free, four cents per
pound and thirty-five per centum ad
valorem: Provided, That none of the foregoing articles shall pay a less rate of duty
than fifty-five per centum ad valorem;
but no cans, boxes, packages, or containers of any kind, of the capacity of
five pounds or under, subject to duty
under this paragraph, shall pay less duty
than if the same were impo rted empty;
and the dutiable value of the same shall
include all packing charges, cartons,
wrappings, envelopes, and printed matter
accompanying them when such cans,
boxes, packages, or containers are imported wholly or partly filled with merchandise exempt from duty (except
liquids and merchandise commercially
known as drugs) and which is commonly
dealt in at wholesale in the country of
original exportation in bulk or in packages exceeding five pounds in capacity:
Provided further, That paper, cardboard
or pasteboard wrappings or containers
that are made and used only for the purpose of holding or containing the article
with which they are filled, and after such
use are mere waste material, shall not
be dutiable unless their contents are
dutiable.

(See Survey FL-34.)

descriptionn and ue.-The tea plant is an evergreen shrub of

tropical and subtropical climates. Its tender leaves compose the tea
of commerce; the older woody leaves, and tea dust, waste, sifting,
and stalk are used for the manufacture of caffeine, for adulterating
purposes, and in making brick and other low-grade teas.
Produdtion.-The bulk of commercial teas may be divided into
three general classes according to methods of preparation-black,
green, and Oolong (an intermediate type). Subclasses such as
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Orange Pekoe and Souchong indicate the gradation from the fine
leaf bud to the expanded and woody leaf. Virtually the entire

supply is produced in densely plated regions of the Orient having

ample supplies of cheap labcr. roducers are organized into strong
guilds and.associations, which regulate the trade and conditions of
production. Definite figures of production are not available, but
the annual combined exports of producing countries for 1909-1913
approximated 750,000,000 pounds. British India contributed about
34 per cent and Ceylon about 25 per cent, almost exclusively black
teas; China about 26 per cent (chiefly green teas); the remainder caine
from Japan proper, Formosa, and Java. The plant is successfully
grown in South Carolina Pud Georgia, local needs being supplied by
tea gardens. Physical conditions are not so favorable as in the
Orient, and the absence of cheap labor appears to be an insurmountable handicap to commercial production.
Imports of tea for 1910-1920 averaged about 100,000,000 pounds,
valued at from $17,000,000 to $30,000,000. Over one-half came
from Japan proper and the British East Indies, about one-eighth
from China. The remainder consisted chiefly of Indian and Ceylon
tea, most of which was reexported from England (about 14,000,000
pounds) and Canada (1,b00,000 pounds). Later statistics for calendar years follow:
191.8$

quantty (pounds) .......

19|1

• l112

I1.1 (Omonths).

............ l,365,W.

80,740,578

90,896,80

48,848,092

$2R, 8,87

$20, 06,045

$24,739,494

$8,473,092

Valu ....................................

Expor.-.None recorded.
Important changes in clasifiiation.-The clause regarding tea containers has been amplified and strengthened, because many fancy and
valuable boxes, etc., used as immediate containers enter free of duty.
Suggested change.--The importation of tea plants is negligible;
they are subject to quarantine regulations. If it should not be
desired to exempt from duty such as may come in, the words "and
tea plants" might be stricken out of lines 16 and 17, page 198 of
H.R. 7456. In such case, any importation of tea plants would
probably come within the provision for "all nursery or greenhouse
stock, not specially provided for," if the change suggested under
paragraph 752, page 751, should be adopted.
There is a possibility that the words "in packages," in lines Ps
and 19, page 198, of H. R. 7456, may be interpreted to mean that
only immediate containers packed in intermediate containers would
come within the proviso. This possible objection might be met by
changing the proviso to read:
"Promded, That all cans, boxes, and other immediate container,,
including paper wid other wrappings, of less than five pounds of toni.
and all intermediate containers of such tea, shall, when imported
with tea, be dutiable at the rate or rates chargeable thereon. if inported separately."
In any event, the words "except mats," in line 20, page 198, (,1
H. R. 7456, should be stricken out, since tea in packages of less thu,
.5pounds is not imported in mats.
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PARAGRAPH 160.
SENATE AMENDMBNTS.

H. 1t. 74566
PAR. 1669. Teeth, natural, or unamnulactured.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

ACT OF 113.

692. Teeth, natural, or unmanu.

fractured (Free].

l'PA. 628. Teeth, natural, or unmanu.

fractured (Fr..].

TXZTU, NATURAL.
(See Survey. N-21.)

Description and use.-The teeth of some animals, were formerly
used in dentistry; only the manufactured article is now used. There
is little, if any, commercial demand for natural teeth, except perhaps
for decorative purposes.
Production data are not available.
[Iorts of teeth, natural or unmanufactured, in 1914 were valued
at $137. Statistics for later calendar years follow: 1919, 8703; 1920,
2,185; 1921 (9 months), $18,501.
Exports,-None recorded.
PARAGRAPH 1670.
H. R. 7456.

SBNATB AMBNDMENTS

PAR. 1670. Tin ore or cassiterite, and
lack oxide of tin: Provided, That there
shall be imposed and paid upon cassiterite, or black oxide of tin, a duty of 4 cents
per pound, and upon bar, block, pig tin
and grain or granulated, a duty of 6 cents
per pound when it is made to appear to
the satisfaction of the President of the
United States that the mines of the
United States are producing one thousand
tire hundred tons of cassiterite and bar,
block, and pig tin per year. The 1'res(lent shall make known this fact by proclamation, and thereafter said duties shall
go into effect.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAu. 695. Tin ore, cassiterite or black
oxide of tin, * * * (Free] Provided, That

oxide of tin * * * (Free] Provided, That

there shall be imposed and paid upon cassiterite, or black oxide of tin, and upon
bar, block, pig tin and grain or granulated,
a duty of 4 cents per pound when it is
made to appear to the satisfaction of the
President of the United States that the
mines of the United States are producing
one thousand five hundred tons of cassiterite and bar, block and pig tin per
year. The President siall make known
this fact by proclamation, and therafter
said duties shall go into effect.

PAR.

631. Tin ore, cassiterite or black

there shall be imposed and paid upon cassiterite, or black oxide of tin, and upon
bar, block, pig tin and grain or granulated,
a duty of 4 cents per pound when it is
made to appear to the satisfaction of the
President of the United States that the
mines of the United States are producing
one thousand five hundred tons of cassiterite and bar, block, and pig tin per
year. The President shall make known
this fact by proclamation, and thereafter
said duties shall go into effect.
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TIN ORE, OASITZAITF, L0) RJA.K OXIDE OF TIN.

(See Survey FL-35.)

Deicription.-Cassiterite, or oxide of tin, is the ore of tin. It is
also known as black tin, stream tin, tin stone, etc. Black oxide of
tin in the meaning of this paragraph is tin dross containing no lead;
it is also commercially known as )lack-grain tin, scuff. an' tin ash.
In the import statistics "cassitorite" is erroneously classified with
the artificial oxide or dross.
Production in the United States is insignificant. The recovery of
tin from domestic ores in 1920 was only about 20 tons and in no year
have more than 100 tons of metallic tin been obtained from ore mined
in American territory; the small annual output is derived almost
wholly from Alaska. Tin ore is mined in southeastern Asia, including
the Malay Peninsula, Siam, China, and the Dutch East Indies.
Bolivia is also a large producer and, from the standpoint of the American smelters, the most important, as Bolivian ore is the only tin ore
that can be brought iF any large quantity to the United States.
Export duties on tin ore produced in territories under British control
effectually prevent the smelting of such ore outside of the Empire.
Imports of "cassiterite, or black oxide of tin," in 1914 amounted to
19,549 pounds, valued at $3,022. In the fiscal year 1918 they
amounted to 29,014 pounds, valued at $8,994. Imports of tin ore iin
the fiscal year 1918 were 13,960 long tons, valued at $8,626,281.
For the calendar years 1918 to 1921 imports of tin ore and black
oxide have been as follows:
1918
Tin ore:
Quantity (tons) .....................
Value ..................................
Tin, black oxide of, or smslterite:
Quantity (pounds)...................
Value ..............................

13, 014
97 7
8
29,014

t

98,94

1919

192

31,602
$20,318, 7

30,617
$18,775,

12,123
1

2,188
1547

142
$19,236

$4,412

1921 (9 months).

'10

Tons.

Exports.-None separately recorded.
Importantchanges in dassification.-The rate conditionally imposed
in the proviso is two cents per pound greater on bar, block, pig, and
grain or granulated tin (provided for in paragraph 386, H. R. 7456)
than on cassiterite or black oxide of tin.
PARAGRAPH 1671.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1671. Tobacco steins not cut,
ground, or pulverized.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 096. Tobacco stems IFree).

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 632. Tobacco stens IFree].
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TOBAOOO STUMS NOT CUT, ETC.

Description and uwes.-Tobacco stems are the midrib or stem of
the leaf. When the cured leaf is used as wrapper or binder for
cigars or in making chewing tobacco, etc., the midrib or stem (about
25 to 30 per ctut of the leaf) is removed to reduce the weight and
cost of transportation. Stems are manufactured into snuff and low
grades of smoking tobacco, are a source of nicotine for insecticides
and fortify weaker tobaccos. They contain considerable potash and
nitrogen and are extensively used as a fertilizer.
Production of stems as a by-product is large, exceeding 50,000,000
pounds in 1917 and 1919. About 20,000,000 pounds are annually
used in tobacco manufacture.
Imports of tobacco stems normally averaged about 1,000,000 pounds.
Later statistics for calendar years follow:

1

1i18
Quantity (pounds) .................
Value ...................................

1,817,206
$15,275

iI

1919

I9W

1921

04,M
$7,284

87,156
,
61

2,150,02
81. 27J

Exports of stems (including trimmings) in the years immediately
preceding the war averaged approximately 2,000,000 pounds, principally to the Netherlands and Germany. Statistics for later calendar
years follow:

i

tiantity (pounds) ....................

al1 ......................................

1918

1919

s

199[

93,448

K9
(0months).

10 ?4,971

2M s,38

W 7,2 l

1921

12 927

4 718,060

01i,6

S

213,678

Important changes in dassfifcation.-There is a new limitation to
tobacco stems not cut, ground, or pulverized.
PARAGRAPH 1672.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1672. Turpentine, gum and spirits of, and rosin.

ACT OF 1909.
PA R.

ACT OF 1913.

700. Turpentine, spirits of fFree].

PAR. 699. Turpentine, Venice

(Free].

PAR. 559. Drugs, such as * * *
gums, * * * not advanced * * *
Free].
82804-- -22- 92

PAR.

635. Turpentine,

Venice,

and

spirits of [Free].
PAR. 385.
* * unmanufactured
articles not enumerated * * * 10 per
centum ad valorem, * * *
PAR. 477. Drugs, such as *
*
g11B,

Ilree).

*

*

not ralvanced

*

**
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TURPBNTINZ AND ROSIN.
(See Survey FL-17.)

Descrip r and uses.-Turpentine, strictly speaking, is the oleoresin exudation of coniferous trees, but the term is also applied to the
oil or spirits of turpentine which is obtained by distilling the crude
gum. Venice or Venetian turpentine is the crude gun exudation of
the European larch (Pinta larx). The larger part of the commercial
article sold as Venice turpentine, is a factitious product made by
dissolving rosin in spirits of turpentine. Spirits of turpentine, treated
with caustic soda and redistilled, is known as "rectified sspirits of
turpentine" and has medicinal uses. Wood turpentine is ol of turpentine obtained from pine wood by destructive or steam distilation.
Oil Of turetine is chliefly used in the manufacture of paints and var-'
nishes."It is ahto used 'as it solvent for rubber and other gums and
in making synthetic camphor.
Rosin is the brittle resin remaining after the turpentine is distilled.
In commerce it is graded and sold according to color. The chief uses
are as a size in paper making and in the manufacture of lead and
manganese resinates, which are used as paint driers. It is used also
in soap mking and in the textile industry.
Pvoduction.-Ovr 97 per cent of the oil of turpentine is produced
from gum turpentine, the remainder from wood. The gum turpentine
industry in 1914 was capitalized at $20,745,000; there were 1,408 establishments, employing nearly 35,000 persons, with products valued
at $20,990,191. Oil of-turpentine amounted to 27,648,939 gallons,
valued at $10,740,327 and rosin 2,944,900 barrels (280 pounds each),
valued at $10,572,300 in 1914. In 1,919 (preliminaq figures), 1,214
establishments produced 19,271,000 gallons of spirits of turpentine
valued at $21,918,100, and 2,272,100 barrels (280 pounds each) of
rosin valued at $34695,000. The turpentine and rosin industry is
located in the South AtlanC'. and Gulf States adjacent to the pine
forests of those regions. Florida leads with about 4 5 per cent of the
total output; Georgia follows with 22 per cent. The UniWed States is
the largest producer, with France ranking second.
Impot8 of turpentine are less than I per cent of the domestic production. Imports since 1917 of apirit.o-f turpentine and crude rosin
have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity. ,

le.

Unit

1

Ad vu-

Value.

Unit

Duty.

Jorate.

SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE.

1918......................................

1919......................................
9 .........................................

1921 (9months) .............................

Gallons.

302

$.

43, 385

51 976

1, 2

8393

$1 ...........

122
1 .

5,32

.

Per cnt.

.

12

.63 ......

ROSIN, CRUDE.
1918 .............................................
1919 .............................................
1920 .............................................
1921 (9 months) ..................................

Pound&~
210,443
9i, 044
141, 35
1,913

$10,113
,810
7,204
130

$0.05
$I,011
It)
.04
381
10
.05
720
1()
.07 ........... ..........

140-9
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Exports of spirits of turpentne prior to 1915, were between
15,000,000 and 20,000,000 gallons or about 60 per cent of the domestic
production. During the war they decreased to about 8,000,000
gallons. The United Kingdom, prior to 1915, received about 35 per
cent of 4h exports and during 1916 and 1917 about 60 per cent.
The Net=lands, Germany, and Belgium were the other large consumers. Exports since 1917 by calendar years are as follows:
1913
Fplritts of turpentLne:

....
.....y (ies

IM

1921 (9months).
710,,18 9W

,77,93

...................

. . .623
a . . ... . .10,448Z

Rosin, crude.

u ....................

1919

$4,470, 490

Wo,433,70 j119,4 ,7o0 1 ,448,070

61' 2

...........

14, 8,302

Exports of turpentine go chiefly to England, Canada, Argentina
and Australia while rosin goes chiefly to England, Brazil, and
Argentina.
Important changes in dassification.-Gum is substituted for

"Veice" and gum turpentine is specifically mentioned. First
specific mention of rosin.
PARAGRAPII 1673.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1673. Turtles.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

PAR. 636. Turtles Free).

PAR. 701. Ttirtles IFree].

TURTLES.
(See Survey FL-32.)

Description and use.-The best known varieties of turtles are the
edible terrapin and green turtle, highly prized for soup making. The
hawksbill turtle furnishes the tortoise shell.
Production in 1908 (latest figures available) amounted to 1,088,000
pounds, valued at $40,000, of which the States of Illinois, Louisiana,
and Florida reported about 65 per cent.
Imports and exports are not separately stated. (See par. 1649,
1.1428.)
PARAGRAPH
H. 1. 7456.

1671.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR1. 174. Uranium, oxide and mdts
of.

ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 703. Uranium. oxide and saltp of

I ,'rel.

PAR. 08. Uranium.

IIreo].

oxide and salts of
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URANIUM OOMFOUND8.
(See Survey Fl-22.)

Description aid uses.-Uranium is one of the rare metals. Its
ores are not abundant and occur in workable quantities in only a few
localities. The most important ores are pitchblend, an oxide, and
carnotite, a mineral containing potassium, vanadium, and uranium.
Uranium minerals and salts contain and are the source of radium.
The most important compounds of uranium are the oxide, the nitrate,

the acetate, the double ammonium-uranium carbonate, and sodium
uranate.

Uranium is used only in alloys, principally steel.

The

compounds are used for coloring ,lass and enamels, in china painting,
as a mordant in dyeing and calico printing and to some extent in
photography and medicine. Uranium ore is used chiefly for the production of radium. Uranium compounds may be obtained from the
residue and may, therefore, be considered as by-products of the
radium industry.
Production.--This country is the largest producer of uranium ores
and uranium products and salts, and in case of adequate deinand,
the output could be increased by utilizing residues that now go to
waste. Separate figures for uranium compounds are not shown.
Ferrouranium (par. 302) is produced by at least one company, but
the output is small, as the use of this aloy is largely in the experimental stage.
Imports of uranium compounds in 1913 were valued at $21,435; in
1914, at $5,782; and in 1917, at $3,018. Before the war they came

largely from Germany.

In 1918 (calendar year) the imports of

uranium oxide and salts of uranium were valued at $1,309, and in
1920 at $1,318, with nofle in 1919, or 1921 (nine months).
Export.-Statistics not available.
PARAGRAPH 1675.
H. R. 7456.
PAR.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

1675. Vegetable tallow.

ACT OF 1909.
*

PAR. 580. *

*

*

ACT OF 1913.

vegetable tallow.

* * such as ar( commonly used in

soap making or in wire drawing, or for
stuffing or dressing leather, and which are
fit only for such uses, and not speially
provided for in this section [Free].

*

498. * * * vegetable tallow.
* * such as are commonly used in

I'AR.

soap making or in wire drawing, or for
stuffing or dressing leather, not specially
provided for in this section [Freel.

VEGETABLE TALLOW.

(See Survey FIr-15.)

Description and uses.--" Chinese vegetable tallow" obtained from
the hard fat which coats the seeds of a Chinese tree, is the most important vegetable tallow, and is used largely in soap making, which
industry employed 6,417,000 pounds in 1917.
The consumption of Chinese vegetable tallow was 3,654,682 pounds
in 1914, 3,157,215 pounds in 1920, and for the first nine months of .
1921 (preliminary Iigures) 2,339,108 pounds.
Imports and export.--Statistics are not available.
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Important chatmge in damsification.--'lhe restriction to vegetable
tallow, "commonly used in soap making or in wire drawing, or for
stuffing or dressing leather," has been removed.
PARAGRAPHS
H. R. 746.

16713.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1676. Wax, animal; vegetable, or
mineral, crude.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR.

1Free].

ACT OF 1913.

707. Wax, vegetable or mineral

PAR. 506. Be(twax IFreel.

PAL. 641. Wax,

I ree)].

vegetable or mineral

PA it. 412. Beeswax [Fretw,.

ANIMAL, VEGETABLE, AND MINERAL WAXES.

(See Survey FL-7.)

Description aid uses.-The waxes of this paragraph are substances
which in physical properties resemble beeswax (see par. 1457) and
are mixtures of compounds containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
Vegetable waxes are obtained from the fruit, leaves, or stems of many
plants, a small number only being of commercial value. The principul vegetable waxes are carnauba, candelilla, Japan wax; myrtle or
bay-berry, and Cochin China or cay-cay. Chinese or insect wax
though classed as a vegetable, is really an animal wax. The mineral
waxes, similar to paraffin (par. 1627), come from natural bituminous
substances; the most important are ceresin and niontan.
Carnaub& wax is obtained from the leaves of a palm growing in
Brazil. The wax coats both the upper and lower surfaces of the
young leava3, and is removed therefrom by beating the dried leaves
over a cloth. It is then purified by wetting with a little water. It
is used in making hard candles, leather polishes and floor waxes, and
certain varnishes, in phonograph records, and for adulterating beeswax. Mixed with paraffin, ceresin, or beeswax, it increases the
hardness of these substances.
Candelilla wax occurs as a secretion covering all parts, except the
roots, of a plant growing abundantly in northern Mexico and southwestern United States. It is obtained b boiling the plant with
water and skimming off the melted wax. It can be used for making
varnishes, insulating material, shoe polishes, floor wax, mentall molding, compositions, setting wax, waterproof papers, lacquers for metals,
and in other waxes to raise the melting point.
Japan wax, one of the most important vegetable waxes, comes
from the berries of certain species of rhus in Japan and China. The
wax is obtained by crushing the berries and pressing out the wax,
extracting it with volatile solvents, or by boiling with water. The
crude wax is of a greenish color, but may be bleached in the sun. It
is used in polishes, floor waxes, and for currying leather. Japan
wax is esser.tially a by-product of the lacquer imustry, the tree exuding a lacquer for which it is principally cultivated: the, wax is prepared
only in India and China.
Myrtle o.r bayberry wax is obtained by boiling the berries of various
species of Myrica with water. Owing'to chlorophyll it is green in
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color but can be bleached on exposure to sunlight or air. Its principal use is in candles.
Cochin China wax or cay-cay is obtained from the seed kernels of
a tree growing in Cochin China. Its principal use is in candles.
Chinese or insect wax is a secretion of an insect, cultivated for the
purpose, which feeds on a certain species of Chinese tree. It is yellowish white and crystalline, odorless and tasteless, and is used as a
polish for furniture and jade ware, as a sizing for paper, silk, and
cotton goods, and as exterior coating for candles.
Ceresin (ozokerite paraffin) is a mineral wax obtained from the
natural bituminous substance ozokerite. The best-known deposits
of ozokerite are in Galicia; it is also found in Roumania, Utah, Argentina, and the Orange River Colony. To obtain ceresin the crude
ozokerite is stirred constantly while being heated with Eulphuric
acid. The resulting material is decolorized with char and fi tered
through a filter press. Ceresin thus obtained is yellow, but can be
made white by further refining. It is largely adulterated with
paraffin wax and bleached rosin, and is used in candles, as a constituent of wood fillers and floor polishes, in insulating compounds,
for making black shoe polish, and as an adulterant of beeswax.
Montan wax is obtained by extraction from certain lignites found
in Saxony and Thuringia. The crude-wax is brown in color, but by
distillation with superheated steam may be obtained nearly white.
It is used as a substitute for carnauba wax in polishes; in place of
ceresin in insulating materials; for phonograph records; and, mixed
with tar, for waterproofing roofs.
Imports of mineral waxes varied from 8,123,243 pounds, valued at
$586,076 in 1910, to 5,352,362 pounds, valued at $439,376 in 1912.
In 1914 the imports were 8,086,422 pounds, valued at $543,103, decreasing to 1,708,514 pounds, valued at S135,920 in 1918 (fiscal year).
The largest imports were formerly from Geiinany and Austria-Hungary; in 1917 and 1918, mostly from British India. Imports of vegetable wexcs for 1910-1915 averaged about 5,000,000 pounds annually,
but increased in 1916 to 9,727,312 pounds, valued at $1,580,530. Imports of the above materials since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

lUnit
value.

MINERAL WAX.
1918 .................................................................
1919 .................................................................
1920 .................................................................
1921 (9 months) ......................................................

Pound.

1,809, 459
3,748,060
4,272,341
5,962,216

$147,805
454,840
499, 758
415, 8 5

$ .0.)8
.12
.12
.7

VEGETABLE WAX.
1918..............................................
1919 ................................................
190........................................8,553,512
1921 (9 months) ................................................

9,815,52171I$3,859,148
10,813,9391 3,809,8351
2,168,410
5,143,482
901,149

$0.37
.3

. 33
.17

BEESWAX.
1918 ..................................................................
1919.
.................................................
1920 ...............................................................
1921 (9 onths).
.........................................

1,613,224
2,360,32
143, 031
1,820,870

S803,993
891,60A
1,418, 023
375,273

$0, 7
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Imports of mineral wax are chiefly from Engitnd. British India,
and Germany; vegetable waxes, from WBrazil, Japan, and Mexico; and
beeswax from Portugal, England, and Canada.
Export of beeswax since 1917 by calendar years have been as

follows:

-

Quantity (p

) .......................
Valu ...................................

1918

191

16k382

210, 046

S 2,44

1O
1921 (9 mouth$).

1
X,,680

24.0

Countries of destination are chiefly Russia in Europe, European
Turkey, and Canada.
Important change in daeutftcaion.-Animal wax, crude, has been
mentioned specifically for the first time.
PARAGRAPH 1677,
H. R. 7486.

SENATE

XNDX

NTS.

['AR. 1677. Disks of soft wax, commonl) known as master records, or metal
matrices obtained therefrom, for use in
the manufacture of sound records for

export purposes.

ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 462. Manufactures of

ACT OF 1913.
***

wax,

or of which these substances or any of
them is the component material of chief
value, not specially provided for in this
section, twenty-five per centum ad
valorem; * *

.

PAR. 367. Manufactures of

wax,

or of which these substances or any of
them is the component material oi chief
value, not specially provided for in this
section, 10 per centum ad valorem;
* * *

MASTER RECORDS, ETC.

De criptioa and uses.-Disks of soft wax, commonly known as
master records are the initial stage in manufacturing phonograph
records. On the wax surface the needle of the recording machine
impresses vibrations caused by the sounds which are to be reproduced. The disks are subjected to electroplating which results in a
metallic duplicate, except that in one case the lines are etched into
the surface and in the other they are in relief. From this electrotype another is taken which is an exact counterpart in metal of the
wax record, and from this second electrotype metal matrices are
mede for turning out the commercial record. Neither the wax disk
nor the metal counterparts are actually used, nor are they suitable
for use, on phonographs or graphophones.
Product-ion data are not separately shown, as these are not commerciad articles, but stages in. the process of manufacture.
Imports are not separately shown. The wax disks were formerly
imported as manufactures of wax.

Exports.-None.

Important changes in classification. -This is a new provision.
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ugqtsted chanqes.--The limitation to use in the manufacture of
sound records for export purposes is difficult of administration since
records may be used instead for domestic purposes.

If the provision should remain as it is now worded, specific authority
for the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe regulations would
facilitate administration by inserting the words "shall be admitted
free of duty under such regulations as the Secretary of the Trc.aurv

may prescribe" after the word "purposes."

PARAGRAPH 1678.
JE. R. 7486.

OENATR. AMENDMENTS

PAR. 1678. Wearing apparel, articles of
personal adornment, toilet articles, and
similar personal effects of persons arriving
in the United State.; but this exemption
shall include only such articles as were
actually owned by them and in their
poseson abroad at the time of or prior
to their departure from a foreign country,
and as are necessary and appropriate for
the wear and use of such persons and are
intended for such wear and use, and shall
not be held to apply to merchandise or
articles intended for other persons or for
sale: Provided That in case of residents
of the United States returning from abroad
all wearing apparel, personal and house.
hold effects taken by them out of the
United States to foreign countries shall
be admitted freeof duty, without regard
to their value, upon their identity being
established under appropriate rules and
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury: Providedfurrer,
That up to but not exceeding $250 in
value of articles acquired abroad by such
residents of the United States for personal
or household use or as souvenirs or curios,
but not bought on commission or intended
for sale, shall be admitted free of duty.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 709. Wearing apparel, articles of
personal adornment, toilet articles, and
similar personal effects of persons arriving
in the United States; but this exemption
shall only include such articles as actually
accompany and are in the use of, and as
are necessary and -appropriate for the
wear and use of such persons, for the immediate purposes of the journey and
present comfort and convenience, and
shall not be held to apply to merchandise
or articles intended for other persons or
for sale: [Free] Provided, That in ase of
residents of the United States returning
from abroad, all wearing apparel and
other personal effects taken by them out
of the United States to foreign countries

PAn. 642. Wearing apparel, articles of
personal adornment, toilet articles, and
similar personal effects of persons arriving
in the United States; but this exemptioii
shall include only such articles as were
actually owned by them and in their
possession abroad at the time of or prior
to their departure from a foreign country,
and as are necessary and appropriate for
the wear and use of such persons and are
intended for such wear and use and shall
not be held to apply to merchandise or
articles intended for other persons or for
sale: [Free] Provided, That in case of
residents of the United States returning
from abroad all wearing apparel, personal
and household effects taken by them out
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ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.

of the United StAtcv to foreign countries
shall be admitted free of duty, without
being established, under appropriate rules regard to their value, upon their identity
anl regulations to be prescribed by the bew ng established under appropriate rles
secretary of the Treasury, but' no more and regulations to be prescribed by the
ihan one hundred dollars in value of Secretary of the Treasury: Proridedfurarliclev purchased abroad by such res- ther, That up to but not exceeding $00
dents of the United Stateo shall he ad. in value of articles acquired abroad by
such residents of the United States for
emitted free of duty upon their return.
lwrtonal or household use or as souvenir
or curios, but not bought on comminion
or intended for sale, shall be admitted
free of duty.
shall be adniutted free of duty, ithout

regard to their value, upon their identity

TRAVELERS' WEARING APPAREL, ETC.

Important clones in da8.fication.-The allowance accorded to
returning residents of the United States for tho free entry of personal
and household effects and souvenirs and curios is increased from
$100 to 8250.
Suggested change.-With the increase from $100. to $250, there
would probably be more tourists crossing the border to buy articles in
Canada for bringing into the United States without payment of duty.
Would it, therefore, not be well to name a minimum time, say two
weeks, for persons to remain in the foreign country in order to get the
benefit of the proviso?

__

PARAGRAPH 1679.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. I. 7456.
PAR.

ture(l.

1i79.

Whalebone, uninanufac-

ACT OF 1909.
'Att.

[ J"roeJ.

ACT OF 1913.

710. Whalebone, unmannfactured

.It. 643. Whalebone, unmanufactured

[flwe].

WIALEBONEY UNMANUFACTURED.

(See Survey N-21.)

l)ecrittioii and 7ises.-.Whalel)one is a light, flexible, strong,
elastic substance obtained from the plates that serve as teeth in
baleen whales. Ihese plates vary in length from a few inches to 10
or even 12 feet. Chemically the substance is composed of albumen,
hardened by phosphate of lime. From it are made bristles for
brushes and stuffing for mattresses; knobs for canes, umbrellas, and
parasols; whips and artificial flowers; and, formerly, this material was
used for umbrella ribs, and ribs for stiffening corsets and waists. It
has been supplanted by steel in umbrellas, while gutta-percha, celluloid, featherbone, and similar materials are used m dressmaking.
Production.-Alaska, Washington, and British Columbia in 1914
produced 2,800 pounds, 3,000 pounds, and 10,000 pounds, respectively; in 1915, 120,717 pounds, 15,000 pounds, and 31,000 pounds;
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in 1916, 26,624 pounds, 10,000 pounds, and 60,000 pounds. In
1918 the Alaskan output was 9,250 pounds.
Imports of whalebone, unmanufactured, in 1914 were 9,524 pounds
valued at $11,781. Later statistics follow:
Quantity.

-year.

918.......................................
1919
................................................................
9,371
9 .0...............................................
2,
921 (9ronths)................................................231

Value.

Unit value.

2,61
.71
1,251
J5
8............

E ports in 1914 were 35,034 pounds, valued at $58,165---23,525
pounds to France and the balance to Germany; in 1917, 40717
pounds, valued at $53,717, chiefly to England, France, and Canada.
Statistics for later years are not shown.
PARAGRAPH 1680.

H. R. 7488.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1680. All barbed wire, whether
plain or galvanized.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 135. * * * barbed fence wire,

three-fourths of one cent per, pound, but
the same shall not be subject to any additional or other rate of duty hereinbefore
provided;

*

Pea. 645. All

(Free.

barbed

wire.

*

*

* *.
BARBED WIRE.

(See Survey-8.)

Production of barbed wire in 1914 was 343,693 tons, and in 19114
341,1,0 tons, valued at $30,895,600. The capacity of the country
has been regarded as 50,000 tons per month and the normal outplIt
as 30.000. Under war demands tho output rose to 40,000 tons per

month.

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio, and Indiana are importatia

producing States. Imports in 1914 formed only 0.002 per cent (f
production; exports, 26 per cent. In 1919 imports formed about
0.0001 per cent of the domestic output; and exports, about 30 per
cent.
Import8.-The largest recorded import was 247 tons, in 1916. n
the fiscal year 1918 imports were 67 tons. For the calendar year"
1918-1921 they were as follows:
1918
Quantity (pounds) .....................
..................
...

132,390
I3,215
3alue

1919
88,930
$5,002

1920

1921(month.

1
:71
$105

$19
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Ezports.-The largest export was 407;952 short tons in 191'6.
Since 1917 by calendar years they have been as follows:
1918
a

y (pounds)
......

.....................

...........................

1919

626,
5 M,32
3
2

$23,492,60

10

7260 2

$11, 354,W

1921 (9 mortbs).

290,,650, 49

s16,
06, 3"

50 498,670

12,ti,

7

The exported material goes mainly to Brazil, Argentina, Canada,
and Australia. During the war there was a considerable exportation of barbed wire to France, Italy, and the United Kingdom for
war purposes.

Important changes
" in daosifi tion.-"Whether plain or galvanized"
has been added.
PARAGRAPH 1681.
SENATE AMXNDXBNTS.

H. R. 7458.
PAR. 1681.

Witherite.
ACT OF 1913.

ACT OF 1909.
PAn. 711. Witherite (Free].

PAR. 64.

Witherite (Free].

WITHEIPITE.

Description and uses.-Witherite is a mineral consisting chiefly of
barium carbonate. It is sparingly distributed, England and (ermany having the only deposits that can be mined economically. It
is used principally as a mineral filler in the rubber industry and to
some extent in the manufacture of barium chemicals. (See pars. 11

and 64 for other barium products.)
Production.-A deposit of witherite was discovered in California
in 1914, but it has not proved to be of commercial importance.

Iinports of witherite in 1914 were 1,223,936 pounds, valued at
$7,927, entirely from England. Latest statistics follow:
Calendar yes'.

1918 ......................

.........................................

1919 ................................................................
1920 ................................................................
1921 (9 months) .....................................................

Export.-None recorded.

Quantity.

Value.

723,676

$14,13

221 000
3,020,30
% 4,384

4, 719
61,2M
19,801

Unit value.

$0.02
.02
.02
.02
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PARAGRAPH 1682.
H. It. 746.
PAR. 1682. Wood

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

charcoal.

AOT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 10. Charcoal in any form, not

PAR. 447. Charcoal,

*

4

*

[Free).

specially provided for in this Act;
twenty per centum ad valorem.
WOOD CHARCOAL.
(See Survey A-2.)

Description and ues.-Wood charcoal is the charred wood remaining from the destructive distillation of hardwoods for the production of wood alcohol, acetic acid, and other derivatives. Considerable amounts are also made in ordinary charcoal pits, where the
volatile products are not recovered. The chief uses of wood charcoal are as a decolorizing and filtering medium in the chemical
industries, in the manufacture of gunpowder, and for many other
purposes.
Production of wood charcoal in 1914 amounted to 44,828,000
bushels, valued at $2,829,600, and in 1919 (preliminary figures) to
48,499,000 bushels, valued at $8,231,400. Michigan and New York
are the largest producing States.
Imports since 1917 have been as follows:
Calendar year.

Quantity.

Value.

Unit value.

Pound.

1918 .........................................................................
1919................................................................ 1,914, 28
1920 ................................................................

911,5 2
1921 (9montbs).........................................820,033

$U464 ...........
45,25
0.02

1 40i,36

185

.01

.01

Exports of charcoal, chiefly to Canada, increased from $25,310 in
1910 to $155,470 in 1917. Statistics for subsequent years are not
available.
Important cluanges in d88yifcwion.-First specific mention of wood
"charcoal."
PARAGRAPH 1683.
H. B. 7486.
PAR. 1683. Wood: Logs and round, unmanufactured timber, firewood, handle
bolts, shingle bolts, gun blocks for gun.,
stocks, rough hewn or sawed or V'sk'ed
on one side, sawed boards, planks, deals,
and other lumber, not further rnanufactnred than sawed, planed, and tongued
and grooved; clapboards, laths, ship timber; all of the foregoing not specially provided for: Provided, That if there is imported into the United States any of the

SENATE AMENDMENTS.
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OBNATI AMIkiDXSNTS.

foregoing lumber, planed on one or more

sides and tongued and grooved manudactured in or exported from any country.
dependency, province, or other subdivision of government, which imposes a
duty upon such lumber exported from
the United States, the President may
enter into negotiations with such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government to secure the removal of such duty, and if such duty is
not removed he may by proclamation
declare such failure of negotiations, and
in such proclamation shall state the
facts upon which his action is taken together with the rates imposed, and make
declaration that like and equal rates
shall be forthwith imposed as hereinafter provided; whereupon, and until
such duty is removed, there shall be
levied, collected, and paid upon such
lumber, when imported directly or indirectly from such country, dependency,
province, or other subdivision of goveminent, a duty equal to the duty imposed by such country, dependency,
province, or other subdivision of government upon such lumber imported from
the United States.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT 0? 1918.

PAR. 712. Wood: Loge and round unmanufactured timber, including pulp
woods, firewood, handle bolts, shingle
bolts, gun blocks for gunstocks rough
hewn or sawed or planed on one side,

unmanufactured, hewn or sawed, sided
or squared' pulp woods, * * * fin.

* * * ship timber * * * all the

foregoing not specially provided for in.
this section [Free].
PAR. 201. Sawed boards, planks, deals,
and other lumber of whitewofd, sycamore, and basswood, fifty cents per
thousand feet board measure; sawed lumber, not specially provided for in this
section, one dollar and twenty-five cents
per thousand feet board measure; but
when lumber of any sort is planed or
finished, there shall be levied in addition to the rates herein provided, the
following:
For one side so planed or finished.
fifty cents per thousand feet board measure; for planing or fixisbing on one side
and tonguing and grooviu. or for planing or finishing on two sides, seventyfive cents per thousand feet board measure; for planing or finishing" on three
sides, or planing and finishing on two
sides and tonging and grooving, one
dollar and lve and one-ha con er
thousand feet board measure; for pining and finishing on four sides, one dollar
and fifty cents per thousand feet board
measure; and in estimating board meas-

PAR.

-.

647. Wood: Logs, timber, round,

wood, *

* handle bolts, shingle

bolts, gun blocks for gunstock rough
hewn or sawed, or planed on one side;
* * * sawed boards, planks, deals, and

other lumber, not further manufactured

than sawed, planed, and tongued and

grooved; clapboards, laths, * * *
ship timber, * * * all the foregoing

not specially provided for in this section [Free].
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ACT OF 1918.

ACT 07 1900..
ure under this schedule no deduction

shall be made on board measure on account of planing, tonguing, and grooving.
PAR. 20b. Clapboards, one dollar and
twenty-five cents per thousand.
PAR. 207. Latho, twenty cents p~er one
thousand pieces.

LOGS, LUMBER, AND TIMBER.
(See Survey FL-37.)

Description and us~e.-Logs include the cut trunks of trees not

further advanced in manufacture than is implied by the removal of
branches. Common lengths are 16 and 32 feet. Logs of smaller
diameters, designed for use in the manufacture of wood pulp are
frequently known as pulp wood. Short logs, designed for the manufacture of shingles, handles, heading, staves, etc., are often known
as bolts. When slender and of considerable length logs are known
as poles. The terms timber and lumber overlap. Timber is the
broader term including at the one extreme a stand of growing trees
of merchantable size and at the other the same trees sawed and
squared for building purposes. Ordinarily the pieces of smaller
cross section, such as boards, planks, deals, clapboard, and laths,
are known as lumber, while the term timber is applied to the pieces
of larger cross section, such as studding, floor beams, and rafters.
The larger pieces of timber may be hewn with an axe or adze, though
now sawing is more common for timber of all sizes. The gun blocks
described in the paragraph are self-explanatory. Clapboards are
pieces of lumber with a wedge-shaped cross section and are used for
the siding of buildings. Laths are thin strips of lumber left rough,
to be nailed to walls and ceiling, with spaces between adjacent laths
in order to hold the plaster.
Production.-All forms of logs, lumber, and timber are derived
from forests. The total stands in the United States are now
estimated at about 460,000,000,000 board feet of hardwoods,
390,000,000,000 feet of eastern softwoods, and 1,364,000,000,000
feet of western softwoods. The forests have been much depleted,
the present stand being only about one-half of the original.
The annual cut for the United States was about 34,552,100,000
board feet in 1919 and 44,509,800,000 board feet in 1909. These
figures show a decline of about 10,000 000,000 board feet in the
decade. One reason for the decline is die great and increasing use
of substitutes-iron, steel, reinforced concrete, brick, etc.
The States of greatest importance in production in 1919 (figures
in billions of board feet) are Washington, 4.96; Louisiana 3.2;
Oregon, 2.6; Mississippi, 2.4; Alabama, 1.8' Arkansas, 1.8; North
Carolina, 1.6; Texas, 1.4; California, 1.3; Fiorida, 1.1.; Wisconsin,

1.1; Virginia, 1.1. It will be seen that the South and Pacific Northwest constitute the regions of most importance.
Of the total cut (1919) about 37.8 per cent was yellow pine; 17.1

per cent, Douglas fir; 7.8 per cent, oak; 5.1 per cent, western yellow

pine; 5.1 per cent, hemlock; 5 per cent, white pine; 2.8 per cent,

spruce; 2.5 per cent, maple; 2.5 per cent, red gum; 1.9 per cent,
cypress; 1.6 per cent, chestnut; and 10.8 per cent other species.
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Classified by utilization it is estimated that of the total cut 78.4,
per cent is consumed as lumber; 5.1 per cent as hewn ties; 3.1 per cent
as pulp wood; 1.4 per cent as round mine timber; 1.6 per cent as
fencing; 0.6 per cent as poles; 1.7 per cent as shingles; 1.7 per cent as
vehicle stock, handles, woodenware, and furniture; 1.5 per cent as
veneer logs; 0.8 per cent as tight staves; 0.3 per cent as tight heading;
0.6 per cent as slack staves; 0.4 per cent as slack heading; 0.2 per cent
as hoops; 0.2 per cent as piling; 0.9 per cent as laths; 0.7 per cent for
distillation; 0.3 per cent for tanning extract; 0.1 per cent for excelsior;
and 0.4 per cent is exported. A quantity nearly equal to the
amount used for hewn ties is annually lost by fire (4.3 per cent)
and about the same quantity (4.8 per cent) is lost because of insects
and disease.
The lumber industry includes five stages: (1) The ownership of
standing timber; (2) logging, or cutting trees into logs, and delivering
them to the sawmills; (3) manufacturing logs into lumber, including
seasoning, surfacing, and finishing into special forms; (4) wholesale
lumber distribution; and (5) retail distribution. The logging and
milling branches rank first among manufactures in the employment
of labor-736,000 employees, or 10J per cent of wage earners in all
manufacturing industries; they are third among manufacturing
industries in value of annual product, $1,156,000,000 in 1909. Retail
establishments numbered 42 000 in 1914, with 126,000 employees.
The manufacturing and retail branches have a combined investment
of over $2,000,000,000. A summary of data for sawmills and planing
mills (1914) shows 33,070 establishments, 576 000 wage earners
$1,283,378,871 in capital $301,925,792 paid in wages, and
$1,022,982,811 value of products. The States ranked in importance
with reference to value of output in millions of dollars, are: Washington, 78 (i. e., $78,000,000); Louisiana, 62; Arkansas, 39; Wisconsin,
37; Missisippi, 36; Michigan, 34; Minnesota, 32; North Carolina, 30;
Oregon, 27; West irginia, 24; California, 23; Texas, 23; Viriia, 23;
Maine,. 22; Tennessee, 22; and Alabama, 21. This includes only
States with an output exceeding $20 000,000 in value. The industry
is important, however, in many other States.
Imports and export; are made comparable in the following tables
as far as data will admit. Pulp wood is not separately listed in the
export trade. Paving posts, railroad ties, telephone, trolley, electric-

Igt, and telegraph po es (not included because dutiable) should be

added in order to obtain the imports and exports of wood only slightly
advanced beyond the round-timber stage. Canadian percentages of

exports and imports are given because of their iniportance and
because it is witfi Canada that the most serious tariff problems arise.
Over 90 per cent of the total log and lumber imports are from Canada.
About 20 per cent of the total log and lumber exports are to Canada;
the remainig 80 per cent are widely distributed nearly all countries
receiving part of their lumber supply from the United States. The
chief purchasers in normal times are the United Kingdom, Mexico

Cuba, Germany, the Netherlands, France, Argentina, Panama, and
the West Indies. The kinds of wood entering the export trade, with
value in millions of dollars (1914), are: Yellow pine (long leaf, short
leaf, and other) 23.1 (i. e., $23,100,000); oak, 10.6; fir, 8.7; gum, 2.2;
redwood, 1.9; white pine, 1.6; poplar, 1.4; spruce, 0.5; cypress, 0.4; and
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all other, 6.9. Imports for the fiscal years 1914 and 1918 are shown
in the following table:

I

Ti-,

1918

1914

Value. I quantity. I Value.

Quantity.

IMPORTS OF LOGS AND LUMBER NOT FURTHER ADVANCED THAN FINISHED BOARDS.
percentagee from Canada .....................

8'0
04

.
$7,2454
Pulp wood (cords).......................
&Iwo
.. 0 ;
percentage from Canada.......................
.........
$559 06
woods
.......................
All other unmntinufactured
1
...............................
Percentage from Canada
;$9, 462 107

Total unmnanufactured...................... .......
Perce tage from Canada.................................

85394

9.$72
040

$816247

i64.
$1,281 2
.......
.............................
$3,8.29

6-.0

924567 !17,511
Sawed boards, planks deals (Mfeet) .........
ta efro
dan ..................
All other
.Ca Canada
da........................
..
............ i
Perce tage fr
from
....................
...
81377.

J~

2,428,405
68.4
$881 122
61.6

l,278~82

,320 908
manufactured............................$1
TotalPercentage
from Canda ................................
..
IMPORTS OF OTHER ITEMS IN PARA(IRAPH 647 OF THE ACT OF 1913.
1,830
Kindling wood (bundles) .............................
16,217
Firewood (cords)......................................
Hop poles, hoop pols .............................
43,20
Fence posts (number) .................................
10,36
.........
Handle bolts, shingle bolts (cords) ........
Gun blocks for gunstocks ...........................
Hubs for wheels posts, heading bolts, stave bolts, last
blocks, wagon blocks, oar blocks, beading blocks, and
.......................
like blocks ............
.
2,934
..
Clapboards (M).......................
Laths (M)..........
................................
571,472
39,174
Pickets and palings (M)................................
Ship planking (M feet) ............................
Sawdust ............................................... .......

$1,014
7,378
2,657
32,901
31,760
10,258

..........26,72
.I. . .
994,706
1,&53

186 19
90,221
1,616,515
188,89
26,758
21,634

410,535
398, 76
51

. ..

804
86,029
5,956
39,319

55,669
110,220
1,76,273
163,234
7,133
955

Statistics of imports for the calendar years 1918-1921 are as follows:
1918
Logs and round unimanufactUred timber:
Quantity (M feet) ........................
Value ....................................
Firewood:
Quantity (cords) ............. 4...........
Value ......................
Handle bolts and shingle bolts:
Quantity (cords) ........................
Value ............................
(Oun blocks for gunstocks, rough hewn or
sawed or planed on one side:
Num ber ..................................
Value ....................................
Sawed lumber, n. s. p. I., slot planed or finished:
quantity (M feet) ........................

1919

1920

1921
(9 months).

44,611
$M82,011

93,356
$1,690,672

76,212
$2,060,188

99,866
$1,860,727

23,993
$133,978

23,048
$1130,218

20,830
$159,609

11,375
$73,838

294
$1,L14

468
$2,511

2,891
$17,313

441
$2,630

..............

$22,742

17,621
1,762

28,163
$6,900

$2,M8

987,171
$27,672,590

776,472
$M,08,16

$40, 112, 79

181,778
$5,229,648

325,023
$%,913,976

343,561
$14,205,394

132, 852
$4,06,0%

34,858
$1,058,373

41,110
$1,406,618

40,870
$1,976,007

10,5242

Sawed lumber, n. s. p. f., planed or finished:
Quantity (Mfeet) .......................
Value ....................................
Sawed lumber, i. s. p. f., planed, tongued,
and grooved:
Quantity (M feet) ........................
Value ......................

,\

381,2r
$11,832,161
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1918

1478
1 (9 months)

Boards, plant and deals of whitewood,
sycamore, a basswood, not planed or
Quantity (Mhot) ........................
3,
Vo"..eeo~ee
oee,....................
$98,1
Boards, planks, and deals of whitewood,

1,210
$41,041

3,688
$215,279

1,518
$3,8

Quantity
(11ee) ........................
Value ....................................
Boards, planks and deals of whitwood,
sycamore, and basswood, planed, tongued,
and grooved:
Quantity
(M feet) ........................
VIal1ue ....................................
Ship planking:
quantity
(Mfeet) .......................
.........................
.......
Shipvalue
timber.

181
$5,112

87,075

211

143
35,513

sycamore and basswoodplauedortlnighed:

8
$14102
28
08

Quantit RWt n) .....................
Value ....................................

Timber, hewn or swed, squared or sided:
quantity (cubic feet) ...................
Vlue ..................................
flop and hoop poles:

uantlty (number) ............
e

oeo

.

ge•e

ee

103
88$,083
3,513

$31)2

Quantity (1 feet) ..........................
Value .......................
".
7
Laths:
Quantity (thouand) .....................
282,31 8
slue .......................
8984,7$
Clapboards pins:
8612
Quantity (thound) .............
value ......................
$8,244
Clapboards,
pruce:

vIj

88 .........................
$2,40 .........................

$292,578

802,651
$3,037,000

441,567
$4,172,695

681,844
$3,199, 6

1,110
$31,222

328
$16,100

384
$8,818

2,13 2
880,2z

894,258

$80,308

$36,645

151,62
$18,95

28,478
$3,922

143,097
88,752

18, 967
$8,704

63,380

14 760

6053

4,295

81,148
10, 814
81,59

valueO ......... .........................
I

o

I

685

6378

0$9,889

8 ........... ......
$123,769

$45,289

-.- ,;3.

9 191,993

180, 076

8,085, 775
$89,276

326,900

1,103,939
$59,094

1,541,093
$65,121

I.
.........
o

1,408

6369
5842................

$1,14

1,220,M
$13,7%

Number .................................. .
Value ................................

690

$114,184

..

Sawdust, (value) ................
Wood flour:
usatity (pounds) ...................
Uee.............................
Broom hmdles:

......

$473,567

.°.............
... ..
...

Handling
wood:
, ......................
.qu tity
(bundles)

487 .....
$125,45982
2,049

$11,666

The following table shows exports by fiscal years of logs and lumber
not further advanced than finished boards:
I

Item.
,

... .. I IIA,JI J...

....

II

. ...

1914

1918

... .

Logs, round timber (Mfeet) ............................
eroentage to C a ..............................
n
a
d a
Hewn and sawed timber (Mfeet) ......................
Percentage to C nad ..............................
n
Totsl unmanufaturod ...........................
1erantage to Oanad ...........
Boards, planks, soanuing (U feet) ..................
Permcntafg to nad .. ..........................

82304-22----93

"w
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Later statistics for calendar years follow:

J

1920

1921 monthshs.

1918

1919

24,011
$530,052

30,798
I3, 895

Value............................ $2M,311

69,184

$7729,033

$7901,M

$2874,10

1,023,769
$49,177,518
$2,348,459

1,311,210
$64,860,806
$3,790,325

1,551,358
$98,380,344
$5,093,074

821,400
$32,389,046
12,001,824

Item.
Logs and round timber:
Quantity (Mfeet) .......................
........
alue
Sawed timber:
uantity (im feet) ........................

Firewood (valu)
Lumber, boards, planks; and scantlings:
T uantlty (I feet) ......................
Value ............................
Lumber, all other, (value) ..............

174,294

385,107
1.....................
176,319

83,739
$2,984,988
160,384

i413,3M

4,773
$2,161, 09
91,316

6278,098

Important change
1475.in cla8sfication, etc.-See General Notes on
Paragraph, page
PULP WOOD.

Description and uses.-The item, pulp wood, aappearing in paragraph 647 of the act of 1913 but omitted from H. R. 7456, is of
sufficient importance to call for separate treatment. Pulp-wood
logs differ only from other logs in that trees of a smaller diameter
may be more profitably cut or pulp wood than for saw timber.
Such logs are manufactured into wood pulp, mechanical or chemical,
which in turn is the raw material for the greater part of the output
of paper. The most important woods are s ruce, hemlock, balsam
fir, poplar, jack pime, and yellow pine, though.other species are used.
-roductwn.-The consumption of pulp wood in the United States
in 1920 was 6,114,072 cords. Of this quantity, 1,241,444 cords were
imported, almost exclusively from Canada. Exports are not segregated, but as they are small, the difference, 4,872,628 cords, represents approximately the domestic production. It will be noted that
imports represent about 20 per cent of the domestic consumption.
The States of chief importance in the consumption of pulp wood are
Maine, New York Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, New Hampshire,
Minnesota, and Michigan, these seven States account'g for nearly
80 per cent of the entire consumption. In a general way, except
for the large importation from Canada, the pulp wood is produced
in the States in which it is consumed. It thus appears that the
production and consumption of pulp wood are industries concentrated in the northeastrn and middle northern portions of the
country.
lmport.-As shown in the above paragraph, the domestic output
falls far short of meeting the demand. The relative importance of
imports has been increasing, and owing to the approaching exhaustion of American pulp-wood forests is likely to increase in the future
The
qualified. when
at accelerated ratio. The last statement must bewood
only
Canadian provinces permit the exportation of pulp
cut on privately owned lands, an this source of supply is also approaching exhaustion. The increasing importations in the future
may be wood pulp and paper rather than pulp wood. Pulp wood
may be imported rough or with the bark removed by the processes of
peeling or rossing. Importations for the fiscal years 1914 and 1918
are shown in the following table:
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1914
Form.!

Rouh

Cords.

.......
Pe

ele

Bo..............
seed

d

.........

Par cent"

.

198 414

i8

.

509,299

em
00

Total
...........................

201,W

2D.2

1918
Value
peroord.

8

04

Ce

. Ioord.
Value
pod.
w

2 0,491

18 0

&0906,804

7L14

8,01

128,679

100 ........1,333,874

999,

$ 18
9.63

9.6

12.04

100..

Later statistics for the calendar years 1918-1921 follow:
1918
P u

n toZd

).........................

ae ....................................

Pulp wood, peeled:
uan tiy
(o ords)
........................
value
....................................

Pulp wood, rosseI:

Su antIty (cods).........................

....................................

1919

240,491

241,420

$2,200,923

$2,315,060

$,29 54,804
O ,00

698,786
78,

128,579

107,004

1 $u
, s8

1920

1921 (9 months).

260,914

222,075

3,241,523,843606
328
68, 051
1, 824,,50

e9

18, 204

81,3271
N s

231

iA 896

Export.-Statistics not available.
Suggested change.-See General Notes on Paragraph below.
GENERAL NOTES ON PARAGRAPH.
Important change in cdassfication.--Some of the articles specifically
provided for in paragraph 647 of the act of 1913 are made dutiable
in H. R. 7456. They are hubs for wheels, posts, heading bolts,
stave bolts, last blocks, wagon blocks, heading blocks, and all like
blocks or sticks, rough hewn, sawed, or bored (par. 406) pickets,
palings, and staves (par. 407), and shingles (par. 408). dar blocks
are made dutiable (par. 406), but oar blocks are not mentiofied.
Other commodities specifically provided for in paragraph 647 of the
act of 1913 and not mentionedin H. R. 7456 are pulp woods, kindling
wood, hopp oles, hoop poles, ship planking, broom handles, sawdust,
and woodflour.
The proviso to paragraph 1683 is new.
Suggeted chane8.-.-The proviso to this paragraph conditionally
makes dutiable lumber planed on one or more sides and tongued and
grooved, but makes no provision for lumber planed on any side or
sides and not tongued and grooved.
Some of the articles'omitted from paragraph 647 of the act of 1913
might be specifically provided for in H. R. 7486. The most important
appear to be broom handles and wood flour. "
There is doubt whether the words "rough hewn or sawed or planed
on one side" in lines 23 and 24, page 200, are intended to appy only
to "gun blocks for gunstocks," or to include as well the other preceding specific enumerations. If the intention is to limit the qulifying phrase "gun blocks for gunstocks," a semicolon should be substitut6d for the comma after "timber" and after "shingle bolhs," in
line 22, page 200, and " and" should be inserted before "shingle bolts"
in line 22. A semicolon in place of the comma after the word "side"
in line 24, page 200, would also be advisable.
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PARAGRAPH 1684.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1684. Woods: Sticks of partridge,
hair wood, pimento, orange, myrtle
bamboo, rattan, india, malacca joints and
other woods not specially provided for in
this section in the rough, or not further
advanced than cut 'into lengths suitable
for sticks for umbrellas, parasols, sunshades, whips, fishing rods, or walking
canes.

/

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 713. Woods: * * * sticks of
partridge, hair wood, pimento, orange,
myrtle, bamboo, rattan, reeds unmanufactured, india malacca joint, and other
woods not specially provided for in this
section, in the rough, or not further advanced than cut into lengths suitable for
sticks for umbrellas, parasols, sunshades,
whips, fishing rods, or walking canes
[Free].

PAR. 648. Woods: * * * sticks of
partridge, hair wood, pimento, orange,
myrtle, bamboo, rattan, reeds unmanufactored, india malacca joints, and other
woods not specially provided for in this
section, in the rough, or not further advanced than cut into lengths suitable for
sticks for umbrellas, parasols, sunshaes,
whips, fishing rods, or walking canes
[Free].

STICKS OF WOOD IN THE ROUGH.

Description and me.--Partridge, named from a wavy pattern in
the grain, is the variegated wood of certain South American and East
Indian trees, used mostly for umbrella handles and walking sticks.
The name is also given to an extremely heavy, hard, dense, darkbrown wood from Brazil used in marquetry.
Pimento (Pimenta tndgaris), both the bl ack and the red, belongs
to the myrtle family found in Jamaica, Trinidad, and St. Lucia; it is
also called allspice, baywood, and Jamaica pepper. It attains a height
of 50 feet and a diameter of 20 inches, is imported in the form of timbers
20 feet long by 12 inches square, and is used for posts fences, sleepers,
naves and felloes for wheels, and for umbrellas ana walking sticks.
Bay rum is distilled from the leaves, which have a strong, pleasant
smell. The berries are known as a spice. Oil of pimento is obtained
by distillation from the fruit.
Orange (Citrus aurantium), familiar for its fruit, is also used as a
cabinet wood, in turnery, and in a superior grade of toothpicks.
The wood is of great beauty, has a fine grain, compares with boxwood
in hardness, and is scarcely distinguishable from lemon wood (Cirus
medica). The chief sources are southern Europe, Asia, America, and
Africa.
SMyrtle wood (Fgus betuoides and Fagu cunninghami) is derived
rom the Victorian or Tasmanian beech found in Tierra del Fuego and
Tasmania. It attains a diameter of from 3 to 4 feet. The wood has
a silky luster and is used in bedroom furniture.
The bamboos (Bambue) are giant grasses, including some 20
genera and 200 species. They are tropicalplants, but may be grown
in California and along the south Atlantic coast, and are of surprisingly
rapid growth, Florida stalks having attained a height of 72 feet in a
single season. The foliage consists of delicate ostrich-like plumes.
The stems, upward of 70 feet high, with a diameter of 4 to 6 inches,
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are broken by knots or joints., The Chinese eat tender bamboo shoots
with bamboo chopsticks; paper is made from the fiber and pencils
from small joints in which are inserted tufts of oat's hair. The hard
siliceous exterior is impervious to water, while the fresh, uncured
stems may be bent to many purposes. It is used for masts, cables,
rafters, chains, flutes, rattles, posts, poles, utensils, troughs, pipes,
roofing, balloon frames, and incandescent lamps. A common use
in this country is for fishing rods.
Rattan, reeds: (See par. 411, p. 580.)
India malacca joints: Canes from various species of the genus
Calamus, as Calamus cipionum, Calamus latifolium, and others, are
imported from the Orient as malacca joints or canes, used as walking
sticks or umbrella handles.
Hair wood: No information secured.
Production.-Orange is grown for fruit in the United States and
the bamboo may be grown in Florida and California, but for the most
part the woods mentioned in paragraph 1684 are imported woods,
not growing in the United States. No data as to the orange and
bamboo that may be grown for wood are obtainable.
Impots.-Red cedar, mentioned in paragraph 648 of the act of
1913 but dropped from the enumeration of woods in paragraph 1684,
shows the following imports for the calendar years 1918-1921:
1918 1919

Quantity (Mfeet) ............................
value ...............................

1920

1921(9month8).

2,527

8

206.........

$44031

$675

$4385..........

Imports of certain cabinet woods in the rough, enumerated in paragraph 648 of the free list of the act of 1913 but transferred to the
dutiable list in H. R. 7456, will be found in connection with paragraph 404. Imports (calendar years) of the items remaining in paragraph 1684, i.e., sticks of partridge, hair wood, pimento, orange, myrtle,
bamboo, rattan, india malacca joints, and other woods, in the rough
or not, further advanced than cut into lengths suitable for sticks
for umbrellas, parasols, sunshades, whips, fishing rods, or walking
canes, have been by calendar years as follows: 1918, $152,923; 1919,
$206,264; 1920, $675,101; 1921, (nine months), $271,844.
Exports.-None recorded.
Important changes
i dassifcation.-The following items, enumerated
in paragraph 648 of the free list of the act of 1913 have been transferred to the dutiable list, paragraph 404 in H. W. 7456: Spanish
cedar, lignum-vitte, lancewood, ebony, box, granadilla, mahogany,
roewood, and satinwood, in the log, rough, or hewn only. Red cedar
(Juniperus virgianna) timber, hewn, sided, squared, or round, in
the free list (par. 648) of the act of 1913 is dropped from specific mention altogether in H. R. 7456, but logs of cedar are provided for in
paragraph 402, and timber hewn, sided, or squared otherwise than by
sawing (not less than 8 inches square) and round timber used for
spars or in building wharves, in paragraph 401. Red cedar in the
form of round unmanufactured timber, not included in the foregoing,
or such cedar sawed, would apparently be admitted free under paragraph 1683, but the latter would be subject to the dutiable proviso for
certain lumber.
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Cabinet woods not specifically enumerated, in the log, rough or
hewn, have also been omitted, thus falling within the general provisions.

Suggesed ckanges.-Page 201, line 25, of H. R. 7456: Insert a
comma after "for."
Page 201, line. 25, and page 202, line 1, of H. R. 7456: Strike out
"in this section."
PARAGRAPH 1685.
SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.
PAR. 1685. Original paintings in oil,
mineral, water, or other colors, pastels,
original drawings and sketches in pen and
ink or pencil and water colors, artists'
proof etchings unbound, and engravings
and woodcuts unbound, original sculptures or statuary, including not more than
two replicas or reproductions of the same;
but the terms "sculpture" and "statuary" as used in this paragraph shall be
understood to include professional productions of sculptors only, whether in
round or in relief, in bronze, marble,
stone terra cotta, ivory, wood, or metal,
or whether cut carved, or otherwise
wrought by hand from the solid block or
mass of marble, stone, or alabaster, or
from metal, or cast in bronze or other
metal or substance, or from wax or plaster,
made as the professional productions of
sculptors only;and the words "painting"
and "sculpture" and "statuary" as used
in this paragraph shall not be understood
to include any articles of utility, nor such
as are made wholly or in part by stenciling
or any other mechanical process; and the
words "etchings," "engravings," and
"woodcuts" as used in this paragraph
shall be understood to include only such
as are printed by hand from plates or
blocks etched or engraved with hand tools
and not such as are printed from plates or
blocks etched or engraved by photochemical or other mechanical processes..

ACT OF 1909.
PAR, 717. Works of art, including paintings in oil, mineral, water, or other colors,
pastels, original drawings and sketches,
etchings and engravings, and sculptures,
which are proved to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of the Treasury under rules proscribed by him to have been in existence
more than twenty years prior to the date
of their importation, but the term "sculptures" as herein used shall be understood
to include professional productions of
sculptors only, whether round or in relief,
in bronze, marble, stone, terra cotta,
ivory, wood, or metal; and the word
"painting," as used in this Act, shall not

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 652. Original paintings in oil,
mineral, water, or other colors, pastels,
original drawings and sketches in pen and
ink or pencil and water colors, artists'
proof etchings unbound, and engravings
and woodcuts unbound, original scrulptures or statuary, including not more than
two replicas or reproductions of the same;
but the terms ' sculpture" and "statuary "as used in this paragraph shall be
understood to include professional productions of sculptors only, whether in
round or in relief, in bronze, marble,
stone, terra cotta, ivory, wood, or metal,

or whether cut, carved, or otherwise
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LOT OF 1909.

be understood to include any article of
utility nor such as are made wholly or in
part by stenciling or any other mechanical process; and the words "etchings"

and "engravings," as used in this Act,
shall be understood to include only such
as are printed by hand from plates or
blocks etched or engraved with hand
tools, and not such as are printed from
plates or blocks etched or engraved by
photochemical processes.*

* * [Free.]

AOT OF 1918.
wrought by hand from the solid block or
mass of marble, stone, or alabaster, or
from metal or cast in bronze or other
metal or substance, or from wax or plaltter, made as the professional productions
of sculptors only; and the words "painting" and "sculpture" and "statuary" as
used in this paragraph shall not be understood to include any articles of utility, nor
such as are made wholly or in part by
stenciling or any other mechanical process; and the words "etchings," "engravings," and "woodcuts" as used in this
paragraph shall be understood to include
only such as are printed by hand from
plates or blocks etched or engraved with
hand tools and not such as are printed
from plates or blocks etched or engraved
by photochemical or other mechanical

processes [Free].

ORIGINAL PAINTINGS, ORIGINAL DRAWINGS AND SKETCHES, ARTISTS'
ETCHINGS AND ENGRAVINGS AND WOODCUTS UNBOUND, ORIGINAL
SCULPTURES OR STATUARY, ETC.
(See Survey N-24.)

For description and uses of works of art, original paintings, etc.,
see paragraph 1447, page 1195.
Imports of works of art, etc., in 1914 were valued at $11,303,541.
Later statistics.for calendar years follow:
1921

1919

191
Original paintings In oil, mineral, water, or
other colors, pastels. original drawings,
sketches in pen and ink etc
Artiste' proof etchings ulbound, and engraianid woodcuts unbound .............
OrIII U~lptur¢8 or statuary, including
not more than tworepicasor reproductions
of same ....................................

1919

1920

Month).

$1,579,850

$108,964

$6,270,348

$4,107,851

81,151

392, 879

588,388

266,123

58,148

108,964

171,889

103,136

Exports of art works are shown under paragraphs 1447.
Suggested change.-Page 202, lines 10 and 18 of H. R. 7456:
Strike out the word "paragraph" and insert "Title and in Title I."
Page 202, lines 5 ani 6, of 1. R. 7456: Substitute " en and ink,
pencil or water colors, in whole or in combination," for pen and ink
or pencil and water colors," if it is desired to exempt from duty all
such sketches; otherwise the provision should be so worded as to
exclude sketches or designs of utilitarian or industrial nature.
It is represented to the Tariff Commission that artists' proof
etchings to be admitted without payment of duty must be signed in
pencil, and that omission from the bill H. R. 7456 of the provision in
paragraph 425 of the act of 1913 for etchings printed more than
20 years at the date of importation will exclude from free entry
artists' proof etchings unbound, printed before the practice of signing
artists' proofs arose (25 years ago). Such etchings of high merit as
artistic productions would be dutiable although more modern signed
artists' proof etchings would be exempt from duty under the bill as
passed by the House of Representatives.
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It has been represented to the Tariff Commission that engravings
etchings, and lithographic prints, bound or unbound, which shl
have been printed more than 20 years at thp date of importation,
should be exempted from duty, which, if desired, could be done by
insertion of the provision followed by a comma and the words "and
all" before "hydrographic charts" in paragraph 1529, page 1259.
PARAGRAPH 1686.
r

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

H. R. 7456.

XPAR..1686. Works of art, drwings,
engvings, photographic pictures, and
philosophical and sientific apparatus
brought by professional artists, lecturers,
or scientists arriving from abroad for
use hy them temporarily for exhibition
and in illustration, promotion, and encouragement of art, science, or industry
in the United States, and not for sale,
shall be admitted free of duty, under
such regulations as the Secretary of the
Treasury shall prescribe; but bonds shall
be given for the payment to the United
States of such duties as may be imposed
by law upon any and all such articles as
shall not be exported within six months
after s'ch importation: Provided, That
the Secretar&y of the Treasury may,
in his discretion, extend such period for
a further term of six months in cases
where application therefor shall be made.
ACT 0F 1913.

AbT Or7 190.
PAR. 714. Works of art, drawings, engravings photographic pictures, and
philosophical and scientific apparatus
brought by professional artists, lecturers,
or scientists arriving from abroad for use
by them temporarily for exhibition and
in illustration, promotion, and encouragement of art, science, or industry in the
United States, and not for sale, shall be
admitted free of duty, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall prescribe; but bonds shall be given
for the payment to the United States of
such duties as may be imposed by law
upon any and all such articles as shall
not be exported within six months after
such importation: Provided, That the
Secretary of the Treasury may, in his
discretion, extend such period for a further term of six months in cases where
applications therefor shall be made.

PAR. 653. Works of art, drawing, engravings. photographic p~ictures, and
and scientific apparatus
hilosohical
pbrou
lht byr professional artists, lecturers,
or scientists
abroad for use
by them temn raiy for exhibition and
in illustration, promotion, and encouragement of art, science, or industry in the
United State., and not for sale, sh
e
admitted free of duty, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury
shall prescribe; but bonds shall be given
for the payment to the United.Statee of
such duties as may be imposed by law
upon any and all such articles as shall
not be exported within six months after
such importation: Provided, That the
Secretary of the Treasury may, in his
discretion, extend such period for a ftir**from

ther term of six months in case where
application therefor shall be made.

WORKS OF ART, ETC., IMPORTED TEMPORARILY, ETC.

(See Survey N-24.)

Decription and ses. -See paragraph 1447 page 1195.
Import and export statistics are not separately show
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PARAGRAPH 1687.
I.

OENATE AXENDMENTO.

. 7456.

FPAR. 1687. Works of art, collections in

illustration of the progress of the arts,
sciences, agriculture, or manufactures,
photographs, works in term cotta, parian
pottery, or porcelain, antiquities and
artistic copies thereof in metal or other
material, imported in good faith for exhibition at a fixed place by atiy State or
by any society or institution established
for the encouragement of the arts, science,
agriculture, or education, or for a municipal corporation, and all like articles imported in good faith by any society or
association, or for a municipal corporation,
for the purpose of erecting a public monument, and not intended for sale nor for
any other purpose than herein expressed;
but bond sha be given, under such rules
and regulations as the Secretary of the
Treasury may prescribe, for the payment
of lawful duties which may accrue should
any of the articles aforesaid be sold, transferred, or used contrary to this provision,
and such articles shall be subject at any
time to examination and inspection by
the proper officers of the customs: Providec That the privileges of this and the
preceding paragraph shall not be allowed
to associations or corporations engaged In
or connected with business of a private or
commercial character.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 715. Works of art, collections in
illustration of the progress of the arts,
sciences, or manufactures, photographs,
works in terra cotta, paran, pottery, or
porcelain, antiquities and artistic copies
thereof in metal or other material, imported in good faith for exhibition at a
fixed place by any State or by any society
or institution established for the encouragement of the arts, science, or education,
or for a municipal corporation, and all like
articles imported in good faith by any
society or association, or for a municipal
corporation for the purpose of erecting a
public monument, and not intended for
sale, nor for any other purpose than herein
expressed; [Free] but bonds shall be given
undersuch rulesand regulation as the Sec.
rotary of the Treasury may prescribe, for
the payment of lawful duties which may
accrue should any of the articles aforesaid
be sold, transferred, or used contrary to
this provision, and such articles shall be
subject, at any time, to examination and
inspection by the proper officers of the
customs: Pro
, That the privileges of
this and the preceding section shall not
be allowed to associations or corporations
engaged in or connected with business of
a private or commercial character.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR. 654. Works of art, collections in
illustration of the progress of the arts,
sciences, agriculture, or manufactures,
photographs, works in terra cotta, parian
pottery, or porcelain, antiquities and
artistic copies thereof in metal or other
material, imported in good faith for exhibition at a fixed place by any State or
by any society or institution established
for the encouragement of the arts, science,
agriculture, or education, or for a municipal corporation, and all like articles imported in good faith by any society or
association, or for a municipal corporation,
for the purpose of erecting a public monument, and not intended for ale nor for any
other purpose than herein expressed;
(Free] but bond shall be given under such
ules and regulations as the Secretary of the
Treasury may prescribe, for the payment
of lawful duties which may accrue should
any of the articles aforesaid be sold, transferred, or used contrary to this provision,
and such articles shall be subject, at any
time, to examination and inspection by
the proper officers of the customs: Provided, That the privileges of this and the
preceding paragraph shall not be allowed
to associations or corporations engaged in
or connected with business of a private

or commercial character.
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WORKS OF ART, ETC., FOR EXHIBITION, ETC.
(See Survey N-24.)

De-

and muee.-For works of art for exhibition, see para-

gra I447, page 1195.

r.mpor o works of art imported for exhibition in 1914 were
valued at $936,642. Later imports by calendar years have been
valued as follows: 1918, $241,737; 1919, $84,139; 1920, $172,210;
1921 (nine months), $232,337.
Exports of art works are shown under paragraph 1447.
PARAGRAPH 1688.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1688. Works of art, productions of

American artists residing temporarily
abroad, or other works of art, including
pictorial paintings on glass, imported expressly for presentation to a national institution or to any State or municipal corporation or incorporated religious society,
college, or other public institution, including stained or painted window glass
or stained or painted glass windows imported by houses of worship, and excluding any article, in whole or in part,
molded, cast, or mechanically wrought
from metal within twenty years prior to
importation; but such exemption shall
be subject to such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe.
ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 716. Works of art, productions of
American artists residing temporarily
abroad, or other works of art, including
pictorial paintings on glass, imported expressly for presentation to a national
institution, or to any state or municipal
corporation or incorporated religious
society, college, or other public institution, except stained or painted window
glass or stained or painted glass windows,
and except any article, in whole or in
part, molded, cast, or mechanically
wrought from metal within twenty years
prior to importation; but such exemption
shall be subject to such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe
[Free].

PAR. 655. Works of art, productions of
American artists residing temporarily
abroad, or other works of art, including
pictorial paintings on glass, imported expresly for presentation to a national institution or to any State or municipal corporation or incorporated religious society,
college, or other public institution, including stained or painted window glass
or stained or painted glass windows imported to be used in houses of worship,
and excluding any article, in whole or in
part, molded, cast, or mechanically
wrought from metal within twenty years
prior to importation; but such exemption
shall be subject to such regulations as
the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe [Free].
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WORKS OF ART, OF AMERICAN ARTISTS, ART WORKS FOR PRESENTATION, ETC.

(See Survey N-24.)
Description and u8e8.-For works of art, productions of American
artists, see paragraph 1447, page 1195.
Imports of works of art, productions of American artists residing
temporarily abroad, etc., in 1914, were valued at $287,418. Later
statistics for calendar years follow:
1918
Art works, production of American artists residing abroad ..............................
Art works pictorial paintings on glass, etc.,
imported for presentation to inst tuitions or
societies xcluding articles wrought from I
metal within 2 years ......................

1919

1920

25,863

$228,796

$224,591

02,W

7,811

188,921

121 (0months).
802,M09
250,687

Exports of art works are shown under paragraph 1447.
Important changes in classification.-In this paragraph the stained
or painted glass windows are required to be imported by houses of
worship. In the act of 1913 (par. 665) they are required to be imported to be used in houses of worship.
PARAGRAPH 1689.

L R. 7458.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PAR. 1689. Works of art (except rugs
and carpets), collections in illustration of
the progress of the arts, works in bronze,
marble, terra cotta, parian1 pottery, or
porcelain, artistic antiquties, and objects of art of ornamental character or
educational value which shall have been
produced more than one hundred years
prior to the date of importation, but the
free importation of such obj(cts shall be
subject to such regulations as to proof of
antiquity as the Secretary of the Treasury
may prescribe.

ACT OF 1909.

ACT OF 1913.

PAR. 717. * * * works of art (except rugs and carpets), collections in
illustration of the progress of the arts,
works in bronze, marble, terra cotta,
parian, pottery or porcelain artistic antiquities, and objects of art ok ornamental
character or educational value which
shall have been produced more than one
hundred years prior to the date of im.
portation *butthe free importation of such
objects shall be subject to such regulations as to proof of antiquity as the Secre.
tary of the Treasury may prescribe [Free].

PAR. 656. Works of art (except rugs and
carpets), collections in illustration of the
prore of the arts, works in bronze,
marble, terra cotta, parian, pottery, or
porcelain, artistic antiquities, and objects
of art of ornamental character or educational value which shall have been produced more than one hundred years prior
to the date of importation, but the free
importation of such objects shall be subject to such regulations as to proof of
antiquity as the Secretary of the Treasury
may prescribe [Free].
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SuMMARY OP TAIFF INFORMATION!,M1.
WORKS OF ART, 100 YEAR 0LD.

(See Survey N-24.)

Description and me.-For works of art produced more than 100
years previous to importation, see paragraph 1447, page 1195.
Imports in 1914 o works of airt produced more than 100 years
prior to date of importation were valued at $22,302 626;mostly from
France, England, Germany, and Italy. Later statistics for calendar
years are as follows: 1918, $6,023,673; 1919, $15,119,614; 1920,
$20,256,347' 1921 (nine months), $7,482,250.
Exports oi art works are shown under paragraph 1447.
Suggested change.-Importations under this provision in the act of
1913 (par. 656) run into the millions in value, those in 1920 amounting
to $20,256,000. Every importation must be examined in its entirety
and occasionally experts are called in to assist the examiners in
determining the question of aLtiquity. In 1919, apart from the work
in the collector's Office, 8 to 10 examiners and from 25 to 30 employees in New York devoted a large part of their time to the
examination of such importations. A provision reimbursing the
Government for the heavy -expenses incurred might be given
consideration if there shall be no restriction Upon importation
incorporated in the bill. A definite date instead of 100 years might
also be advisable; 1820 would be especially appropriate for furniture
and might be applied also to other articles enumerated in the

paragraph.

PARAGRAPH 1690.
H. R. 7456.

SENATE AMENDMENTS.

PA. 1690. Zaffer.
ACT OF 1909.
PAR. 718. Zaffer [Freel.

ACT OF 1913.
PAR.

657. Zaffer [Free].

ZAFFER.

(See Survey FL-6.)

Description and ues.-Zaffer is the name given to an impure
variety of cobalt oxide obtained by roasting speiss or carefully
picked cobalt ores. This name is often loosely applied to mixtures of
zaffer proper with silica, oxides of iron, manganese, etc. It is used
to produce a blue color in porcelain painting and in enameling pottery.
Production.-Little, if any, zaffer is produced in the United States.
Imports of zaffer are included with those of cobalt and cobalt ore
(see par. 1547, p. 1279).

LISTS OF ARTICLES TRANSFERRED FROM THE DUTIABLE SCHEDULES AND THE FREE
LIST, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE TARIFF ACT OF OCTOBER 3, 1913, MODIFIED BY THE
ACT OF SEPTEMBER 8, 1916, TO THE FREE LIST AND DIUrABLE SCHEDULES OF THE
BILL IL R. 7456, AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JULY 21, 1921.
LIST NO. 1.

Article transferredfrom the dutiable

dtulae of to act of 1911 to th free list of th bill
H. R. 7456.

Act of193

Commodity.

prgah

49 Ambergris not containing alcohol. Civet, and musk grained or
in pods, not containing alcohol. '
144 Matte containing antimony but not containing more than 10
per centum of lead.
31 Saffron and safflower, and extract of, and saffron cake ........
Carbazole having a purity of between 25 and 65 per cent, and
anthracene having a purity of between 25 and 30 per cent
[Group II, act of 1916.]
147 Copper in rolled plates .......................................
143 Barium, calcium, sodium, and potassium, and alloye of which
said metals are the component material of chief value.
154 Metallic mineral substances in a crude state, and metals unwrought.
46 Oils, jasmine or jasimine .....................................
49 Enfleurag greases and floral essences, not containing alcohol..
36 Gums: Amber, and amberoid, unmanifactured or crude gum;
arabic or senegal.
369 Ivory tusks in their natural state, or cut vertically across the
grain only, with the bark left intact.
381 Meerscbaum. crude or unmanufactured .........................
154 Monazite sand and thorite ....................................
46 Oils, distilled and essential: Anise or anise seed, bergamot,
almond, bitter caraway, cassia, cinnamon, citronella, lavender,
lemon-grass, lime, neroli or orange flower, origanum, red
or white; attar of roses (otto of roses in H. R. 7456), rosemary
or anthoss, aspic or spike lavender, thyme.
In addition to the foregoing, camphor, geranium, lignaloe,
l)almarosa,
'lang oils, mentioned specifically on pettigrain,
free list of and
H. vlan
.*
, are dutiable under paragraph 46 of the act of 1913 as essential and distilled oils,
n. s. p.f.
45 Oils expressed: Almond oil, sweet, and sesame or sesamum
seed or bean oil.
193 Rice cleaned for use in the manufacture of canned foods .....
.(Par. 9 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.
385 Rosin .......................................................
367 Disks of soft wax, commonly known as master records or metal
matrices obtained therefrom, for use in the manufacture of
sound records for export purpose.

367

642

Manufactures of wax ..........................................

1506
1509
1510
1546
1553
1559
1559
1566
1506
1577
1591
1612
1616
1625

1626
1643
1672
1677
1677

Personal effects of returning residents of the United States:
Exemption raised from $100 to $250.

1678
1485
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 1921.
LIST NO. .

Articles transferred from the free list of th ad4 of 1918 toithe dutiable chedu8s of tad bill
H. R. 7456.
Act of 1913,

.oapoiph.

Cm

ty

H. R. 74A

psr

387

Acids: Acetic or pyloligneous, arsenic or arsenious, phosphoric,I
pruasic, uilicac.
393 Alcohol, methyl, or wood ....................................
449 Chromium, hydroxide og, crude .............................
547 Sugar of milk..
....................................
561 Ichthyol oil.................................
395 Ammonia, sulphate of, perchlorate of, and nitrate of ...........
440 Calcium carbide ...........................................
Cresol containing 5 per cent or more of tar acid, and distillates
which yield 5 per cent of tar acids between 1900 and 2000 C.
[Group I, act of 1916.]
Quinolin [Group I, act of 1916] ...............................
501 E~xplosive substances of coal-tar origin used for mining, blast1 $nd artillery purposes.
538 Mader and munjeet, ground or prepared, and all extracts of...
409 Balm of Gilead, when advanced .............................
592 Salep, or salop, when advanced ..............................
388 Aconite when advanced .....................................
405 Asafetida, when advanced ..................................
454 Cocculus indicus, when advanced ........................
516 Ipecac, when advanced .......................................
519 Jalap, when advanced ........................................
541 Manna, when advanced ......................................
477 Belladonna digitalis, henbane, and stramonium, when not
advanced.
624 Tanning materials: Extracts of quebracho and of hemlock bark;
extracts of oak and chestnut and other arks and woods other
than dyewoods commonly used for tanning; all the foregoing
not containing alcohol.
Extracts of divi-divi mangrove, myrobolan, valonia, and
wattle mentioned in ff. R. 7456 but not in the act of 1913.
526 IAc dye ....................................................
515 Iodine, resublimed ........................................
433 Bromin ..................................................
539 Magnesite, crude or calcined, not purified ....................
498 Grease, fats, and oils such as are commonly used in soap making or in wire drawing, or for stuffing or dressing leather.
561 Cod and cod-liver oil .........................................
561 Coconut, cottonseed, and soya bean oil [Emergency tariff act
of 1921 (par. 11) imposes a duty].
561 Birch tar, cajeput, And juglandium oil .......................
569 Paris green and London purple ..............................
575 Phosphorus- ...............................................
447 Blood char, bone black or bone char, not suitable for use as
a pigment.
580 Potash, carbonate of, hydrate of, when not conta
more than
15 per centum of caustic soda, and crude nitrate of, or salt.
petre.
594 Santonin and its combinations with acids..
.......
593 Salt ........................................................
605 Soda, arseniate of, soda ash, silicate of soda ....................
615 Strontia, oxide of, or protoxide of strontian.....................
616 Strychnia or strychnine and its combinations with acids ........

4
5
5
5
7
15
25
26
26
31
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
33
36

36
42
43
47
49
49
50
54
59
60
66
75
76
78
78
82
83

SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION, 192.
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batwfarsdfom the free Ust of O ad of 1913 to the dutiable wecheulke of th bill
A. R. 7466-ountinued.

Adl

I

Act of 1913,

wral.r

Commodity.

I .

SCHEDULE 2.
444
614
411
450
629
621
579
494
493
438
470

Roman, Portland, and other hydraulic cement ................
Limestone, unmanufactured ...............................
Bauxite or beauxite, crude, not advanced.....................
Common blue clay and Gross-Almerode glaus-pot clay, in cases
or casks.
Terra alba ..................................................
Talcum, steatite, and French chalk, crude, unground..........
Plumbago ................................................
Glass plates or disks, rough-cut or unwrought, for use in manufacture of optical instruments.
Glass enamel, white, for watch and clock dials .................
Burretones, manufactured ....................................
Curling stones ..............................................

203
204
207
207
207
209
211
227
231
234
235

SCHEDULE 3.

518 Iron in pigs, iron kentledge, spiegeleisen, wrought iron, ind
scrap an scrap steel.
518 Ferromanganese ..........................................
540 Manganese, oxide and ore of .................................
549 Molybdenum ore ...........................................
633 Tungsten-bearing ores of all kinds .............................
518 Iron in slabs, blooms, loops or other forms lees finished than iron
bars, and more advanced than pig iron.
613 Steel ingots, cogged ingots, blooms and slabs, die blocks or
blanks, and billets not containing alloy.
509 Hoop or band iron or hoop or band steel, cut to lengths or wholly
or partly manufactured into hoops or ties, for baling cotton or
any other commodity.
554 Horseshoe-nail rods .........................................
645 Galvanized wire ...........................................
587 Railway bars, iron or steel, T-rails, punched iron or steel flat
rils.
554 Cut nails and ciA spikes of iron or steel, horseshoe nails, hobnails, wire staples, wire nails, spikes of iron or steel, and
cut tacks, brads, or sprigs..
554 Horse, mule, or ox shoes of iron or steel ......................
612 Steel engraved forms for bonds, debentures, stock certificates,
etc.
555 Needles for shoe machines ..................................
573 Philosophical and scientific apparatus, etc., for institutions....
578 Vases, retorts, and other apparatus, vessels, and parts thereof
composed of platinum for chemical uses.
441 Cream separators valued at not exceeding $75 .................
631 Tin in bars, blocks, pigs, or grain or granulated and scrap tin...
572 Pewter and Britannia metal, old, fit only to be remanufactured. .
637 Type, stereotype metal, electrotype metal, linotype composition, old, fit only to be remanufactured.
470 Quoits, and curling-stone handles ........................
550 Miners' rescue appliances, designed for emergency use in mines
where artificial breathing is necessary in the presence of
poisonous gases, to aid in the saving of human life, and
miners' safety lamps, and parts, accessories, and appliances
for cleaning, repairing, and operating all the foregoing.
578 Platinum in sheets and platinum wire .........................
612 Engraved steel dies and rolls, suitable for use in engraving and
printing bonds, etc.

301
302
302
302
302
303
304
314
315
317
322
331
333
341
343
360
360
372
386
386,389
389
393
393

393
393
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SUMMARY OF TARIFF INFORMATION1921.

Articko transferredfrom th free hit of Ph act of 191$ to the dutiable idul oft. bill
H. R. 746--Continued.
Act of 1913,
paragraph II

Commodity.

SCHEDULE

647

p.R.

p

4.

Timber, hewn, sided, or squared .............................

Red cedar (Junipers virgrnianna) timber, hewn, sided, or
squared otherwise than by sawing.
647 Round unmanufactured timber when used for spare or in
building wharves; logs (including pulp woods) of fir, spruce,
cedar, and western hemlock (conditionally).
648 Cedar, including Spanish cedar, lignum-vito, lancewood
ebony, box, granadilla, mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, and
all forms of cabinet woods, in the log, rough or hewn only.
647 Fence posts, hubs for wheels, posts, heading bolts stave bolts
last blocks, wagon blocks, oar blocks, heading blocks, and all
like blocks or sticks, rough hewn, sawed, or bored.
647 Pickets, palings, and staves .................................
647 Shingles ...................................................
647 Kindling wood hop poles, hoop poles, ship planking, broom
handles, sawdust, and wood flour.

401

648

401
402
404
406
407
408
414

SCHEDULE 5.

591 Salicin .....................................................
SOHDULE

505

6.

None.
SCHEDULE 7.

545 Fresh beef and veal. .................................
(Par. 14 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
562 Oleo stearin ................................................
619 Cattle ...................................................
(Par. 12 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
622 Tallow .....................................................
545 Fresh mutton and lamb .....................................
(Par. 14 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
619 Sheep and all other domestic live animals suitable for human
food.
(Par. 13 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty on sheep.)
528 Lard, lard compounds, and substitutes......................
545 Fresh pork, bacon, and hams .................................
(Par. 14 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
619 Swine ......................................................
419 Bladders and all integuments, tendons, and intestines of animals, crude, dried, or salted for preservation only.
545 Meats of all kinds, prepared or preserved .....................
(Par. 14 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
547 Milk and cream ............................................
(Par. 23 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
547 Milk and cream preserved or condensed or sterilized ...........
(Par. 24 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
416 Birds and land and water fowls ..............................
478 Eggs of poultry......................................

619 Domestic live animals suitable for food ........................
483

Fresh-water fish and all other fish not specially provided for....

435 Buckwheat and buckwheat flour .............................
....................................
465 Corn or maize
(Par. 4 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)

701
701
701
701
702
702
703
703
703
706
706
707
708
711
713

716

718,719,
720, 721
74
.725

iiS756_
Act of 1913,

psmpb

:4ue4t

Commodity.

SOmBBTnID

7--Continued.

725

46
Cornmeal..........
589 Rye and ye flour ....... .*............................
644 Wheat,: wheat flour, iewmlIh*; and other wheat prodfuct.... ...
(Pars. 1'and 2 of the emerency tariff sit impose a duty.)
dcolate, nuts, frnit,
417 Biscuits and wafers, wheii iot'eont
or'confectionery.
640 Wafers, unleavened or not edible .......
............
....
488 Fruits, green, ripe, or dried bananas ) .........................
488 Berries, green, ripe, or dried .................................
488

488
563
488
510
595
595
489

Fruits in brine (cherries) ...... ; ...........

....

729
730
734
734
736
737

.,. .......

(Par. 27 6f the emergency tariff act imposes a duty upon
cherries, raw, preserved in brine (cherries), or otherwise.)
Fruit, green, ripe, or in brine (citrons and citron peel, crude
""
or in brine).
Orange and lemon peel, not preserved, ca.oied, or dried ...
Fruits, green, ripe, or dried, and fruits in brine ................
Hop roots for cultivation .....................................
Bulb. and bulbous roots, not edibl. [This provision is omitted
from H. R. 7456 and probably falls within the provision for
"all other bulbs and-roots" iit'paiagraph.751]
................
.......
Coniferous
i Ipcal,
fortheop/rPooerfop
Fruitplants,evergreen
tropical seedlinis....
an
mud

738

740
740
749
751
751
'..

752
753

gation or cultiatlon. [This Orovision is omitted in H.IR.

557
557
595
5M5
595
590

606
581
434
389
473
595
471
634

45f and'such fruit lan probably fall within the provision
h3.1for "other
fruit
,*-crde... vinesor
........bu-hep"inpaap~ph,
. :...,..'..
.... ........
Marronb557
,-.:
11.
,....
I ......
,
Coconuts in the ell..
.....
o......
All flower seeds (sunflower)
...
......
All grs seeds. [This provion covers all those seeds specifically mentioned in paagraph 761 of H. R. 7456.]
Seeds: Cauliflower, celery, mangelwurzel, suM beet, and
flower seeds.
Seeds:, Cotton, hemp hoarhound, kupe, Saint John's bread or
ben, sorghtnm, and sugar cane foi seed.i[These seeds are
not specifically mentioned inl. A. 7456 and probably fall
within the provision for "all other rden and field seeds pot
spedialy provided for" ii Par00pI 782.].
Soya beans. (Nospecific provisionis made for soya beansin
H. R. 7066 and they *ill probably fall within the provision
panp h763 fot driedbene.]
Potatoes [conditionally] ..............
........
...
(Par; 7 of the emergency tariff act imposes a duty.)
Broom corn ... .........
...........
Acorns, raw, dried, or undried but unground..................
Dandelion roots, rawdried or 6ndried, but unground... -.. ....
Seeds: Cardatnom, coriander, cumin, fennel, and mustard..
'Curry and curry powder. ..........
...................
Turmeric. ............... ...............................

SORSDILN 8.
None.'
SOUNDuYLI 9.

Cotton having a staple of If inches or more in length, dutiable
at 7 cents per pound under par. 16, emergency tariff act.

75
75

756
760
761
762
762

783
7in
8'
769
774
775
775
780
780
780
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Adt of 1014

Comodty

pwmaph.

SCUR1DUll

485
408

p~agph;i

1td.

Flax straw, flax, not hackled or dressed, flax backledknown
hempiad tow
flax and
as
"dressed lio,",tow
of hemp,.heinp
hackled,ofknoaw
s flaZQil0;
"line of hemp'
Plai woven fAbriCs .of zP jt yars,. notble4he, dyed,
by any
colored, stained, printed, or iendeied noninflmm eble
process.SSDV

1001
,

1008

1

1101,1102
.........
650 Wool and hair .........................
(Dutiable under pars. 18 and 19 of the emergency tariff act.)
1105
......
...
651 Wool.wastes...............

ScHEDULE 12.
SCHmnDUu 183.'..
,
........
Felt, adhesive for'sheathing vessels,
..
......
530 Leather board or compressed leather. ......
............
567 Decalco ani paper, notprinted.........
425 Books, maps, muIc, engravigs, ,photogiaphs, etchings, ithographic prints, bound or unbound, and carts, pnted more
thanu 201ears
426 Books andpa phlets printed wholly or chiefly in l.nguages
other tha Enhh and a tetbok used Iin.ho
650 Papqr twine for binin wool..........................1313

481

2302
1302
1305
1310
1310

SCHEDuFER 14.

1415

......................

4.9 Crude artificial abrasives.
491

F.

Silver or black fox skins, undreed.,

.

Press cloths composed of camel's hair, imported expresyfor
purposes, and marked.
oil ling"i"
495 Gloves, made ,wloUyor in chivi value of lepthe;. made from
horsehides, pigskine,'W d cattle hides 1fcattle ofthn ovine
species.,
443 Catgt, whip gut, or worm gutw unmanufacturedo..,. . ...
576 Photographic and moving-picture films, aensitiim4 but not
exposed or developed.
422

412 Beeswax, white, bleached .......

.... ..

......... ......

618 Sumac, ground ................................
PERSONAL, HOUSNHOW,

OR PROFESPIDNA. X179SO'IS ,n+NiS

FRRED FON TIE FREE LIST TO DUTIABL
ING TO THS NATURE O1 THE ARTICLE.

CE DUI4 AQ06X)OA

428 Books and libraries exceeding $250 in vlaue, and household
e8.. 1532 H. R. 74M.]
effects, of persons from abrqid.
$300 in value, of united States
571 Personal effects, exceed
citizens dying abroad. fSeepar. 1831, H. R. 7456.1
582 Professional books, implement. and instruments and tools of
trade, exceeding $250 in value, of immigrants. [See par.
1637, H. R. 7456.]

V.'

1420

1426
1433
1434
1451

1457
1458

i

INDEX...

(Abbreviatons: a. s. p. f.-not specially provided for; *-morespecially provided for in ct,'of 10 or
113 than
0 UH. L, 75.]
age.
H.70.
R.
3, 1415 439,1120
..........
.
Abrasives...

Absinthe..................

...........

........ ......... ..........

..................
................
.I
Acenaphthene ..........
.............................
e....
I.................
Acetaldehyde
Ace l.,.
ald . .. ....... ............ ..........................
Acetaldol.,.'

802

1 O
2' :
22.

Acetanilide (acetanilid*):.
Medicinal.
Not medici n
Acetate:
Amyl

Benzyl

..........

Calciumn .....

............ .......

...........................

.......

....................................

CEopern......... .........................................
1,.esters
L
....*0 .....
.-....... . .... ...........
.. .. ..................
..
......
0- 0 . ........
0.... :

26
25

.7376

35

101

1540

1267

1M4
344
35...
'

1288
103
129

26

Acetic:

Acid ................ *............. ........ ................

1

............................
Ether (ethyl acetate).
...............................
Acetone and acetone oil.
.28
Acetphenetidine (acetpheuetidin 4). ................
...........
.. ........
Acetylsalicylic acid ...............

35
3

Anhydride (anhydrid ') .....................................

826

1276
24
224

1

26-

76

1

10
11

103
25
76
76

Acids:

1(
1
Acetic . ........ ............. ...........................
76
26
Acetylwalicylic....... ....................................
75
5
..........................
.......
Amidonaphtolsulfo
75
25
Amidoaahcylic * (amnoalicylic) ......................
7$
25
Aminobonzoic ..................................
73
2
.......................
Aminosalicylic (amidosalicylic
Anhydrides,......... .......... .......
....... 1)1501 11, )21t
73
.....
..............
17
1
Arsenic. ...............................................
17
1
............
.......................
Arsenious.
76
26
.................
BenzoiQ, medicinal. .....
25
..
.....
.
.................
not
medicinal....
Benzoic,
Boric (,bq cic ) . . . . . . . . ...
. ...

. . . . . .

Carolc'
...... ..
25 .
1
1
..............................
Choroacetic......
78
25
Chlorophtlalic .............................................
1218
Chromic..'.. o.. ........................... ....." ............ ISO
78
25
Cinnamic ...................................................
......................................
.
Citric.
Color. ....
.. ...*" . . .
....
. .. t............. 0.
26
79
26
80
Color, from natural alizarn or indigo.
Diamidostilbendisulf ................
.25
75
Dichlorophthalic. .

............................................

Fluoric *(hydrofluoric) .....................................
...................
Formic.....................
Gallic ..............................

..............................
Glycerophoephoric.
...............................
Hydrochlori ..
Hydrofuoric.......*........................................

25

1501
1
1

24
1501
1501

1491

73

12)$
.18
19

72
12J9
1218

1492
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Acids--Continued.
Hydroxyphenylarinic ........................................
Lactic ................................... •..................
Metanilic ....................................................
Mixtures of nitric and sulphuric ...... z.......................
......
........
Muriatic .......................
Naphtolsulfo *................. t ..... ......................

a.
25
1
25
1501
1501
25

73
14
73
1219
1219
75

................. 1501
Oil of vitriol......
1
........
...............
eC
...............
Oxalic ..... ............................ .................
25
Phenylglicifieortho-carboxylic....................... .........
25..
1
Phoeploric ...............................................
25
Phthaie....................... ..............................
26
. ........
Picnic
.......
1
Prussic *..........................................
........
Pyroga ic ..........................................
1
..................
.........
1 010 * .(acetic) ...
..
Ricinoleic * alizarinn assistant) .1..................... . ...
26
Salicylic, medicinal .......................................
25
Salicylic, not medicinal ......................................

23
1220
19
20
73
'21
73
83
23
21
11
59
76
73

25
.....................................
Naphtylaminosulfo *...
1501
Nitric.. ..........................
26
Nitropicric *................................................
.1
N.a.p.f ..............................
.

Silicic

..........

........................ ..........

1

75
1219
79

23

1
..........
..............................
Stearic.
25
....................
Sulphanilic .................
. 25
Sulpho,,of coal-tar products * ........... *....................
51
Sulphoricinoleic * (alizarin assistant)..........................
Sulphuric .................................................... 1501
1
* Tannic ......................................................
1 0
.................................
Tartaric .
25
Tetrachlorphthale .........................................
25
Thiosalicylic............. ....................................
302
Tungstic ..............................................
101
Valerianic ........................................
Aconite:
32,
Advanced ....................................................
1502'
Crude. ....................................
....... ......... 77
..........................
Acorns
49
Adeps lanae .......................................
.505
Adonite ...............................................
39
.... ........
. .......
Agar-agar ............................
Agate:
1411
................................
Button and studs.....
........... ........ .. 233
Manufactures of n. a. p. f ...... .
Unmanufactured ............................................. 1503
1504
Agricultural implements and parts ..............................
4 cultural Department, plants for .............................. 1633
Aigrettes .............. .............................. .......... 1419
370
Airplanes and parts .............................................
344
f ...............................
Air rifles ........
r rifles, toys .................................................. 1414
233
abaster, mAnufactures of .......................................

.1109
348
1223
1224
1411
1128
500
485
1117
347

377

516

Albumen:
Blood ..................................................... 1505
713
................................
Egg .........
N . s. p. f .................................................... 1505
Albumenized paper ................................... .......... ,1305
Albums, autograph, photograph, etc.............................. 1311

1226
'661
1226
1063
1085

Albata silver * ...................................................

Alcohol (see aso Distilled spirits):
***". *
*
. . . . . .........
. . f. . ,,*
. . . . "**,"*
Amyl..
Amy . .-.....
) ........................................
(fu e
Ayli

44efsl
42

Butyl ...................................................... . . 4
22
Compounds, preparations, mixtures, and salts, with ...........

22
73
75
159
1220
15
16
73
73
368

1221

92
1222
804
146
608
120

27

28
67

1493

INDEIL
f
Alcohol (see aiso Distilled
spirits)-Continued.
Ethyl, for nonbeverage purposes..
.....................

P UI p h 0f

A..

4

.....

4

W oo7...........................................
Alcoholic compounds, preparations, etc..........................
...........................
Aldehyde aimonia ..........
...
Aldol .........................................
.....................
Ale
A le,......................................
inge r . .
... . .
o....
Al
..............................................

4

Isopropyl

........

.......................

30

1176
29
76

Mantles. . ....... ...................................... 1485
..........................
4
Methyl ....
...............
. . . . . . ... 6.. J,26
Ph n l e thy . . ..0a. . . . . 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

29

2
2
8805
07
761

,

Alimentary pastes .................................... .726
Alizarin:

Assistant ......................................................

80
32
32

1418
1;32
172
998
,838

5
....................
N. s. p. f* .........
,
55
Opium... ...........
.........................
1118
.....
....
All-chain Venetian carpets and rugs ...

.................

67
24
24
831
834
769
692
159
80
80

51

Dyes ......................................... 26
26
Natural .....................................................
26
Synthetic ..... ; ........................ ... ................
5
... ......................................
Alkahes * .' ..
5
Alkalies containing soda* ......................................
Alkaloids:
Cinchona bark-.. .............................. 1039
Allowance to, leakage, etc., of wine, etc ...
Alloys (8ee so Ferroalloys):
....................................
Alumin3

P W#

812-.
3

74

1569
........................
Bariu ...............
Calcium *..................................................159

1296
1295
342
......
302
.................
For steel ...... ; .........
301,302 &48~362
Iron or steel ..............
...................
538
4..... ... ........... 389
Tead, n..p. f..; ............
513
...................
375
Mgeeium ...................
367
3-,,
02!
..........................
Molybdenum .........
530
385
1.0
..........
Nickel.........................
380
304
N. s. p. f. suh titutes for tool steel .....................
1295
1559
......................
,
Potasium*
1295
Soditm *.................................................... .1559
383
805
Steel .......... ; ..........................................
368
Tungsten .......... 4.....
................ 302
822
780
Allspice (Pimento ) .............................................
Almond oil:
1387
..........
..................... 1625
Bitter ........
1399
Sweet....................................................... 1626
754
74..
...............................................
-Almonds
1249
.......................... 1517
Aloe bagging for cotton ............
Aloes:

i

,

32
Advanced ..................................................
'1222
1502
...................................
Crude ....
................................. 1102,1121 948,'1004
Alpaca hair .........
25
Alpha-naphthol (naphthol *).....................................
73
701Alsike clover seed.
..................................
771
Althea root, leaves, and flowers:
.95
Advanced...................................................

32

Crude ....................................................... .1 02
....... 1 . ) 6
Alum and alum cake ..........................
6
Altmina, hydmt.' (Aluminum hydroxide) .......................
6
Alm inous cake ..................................................
374
Aluminum
.......................................
Alloys......................................................... 374
Ammonium-sulphate ........................................ .
393
Articles, not plated, n. a. p. f ................................
374,
Bars, plates, sheets) etc ....................................
8
Oompounds.;.. ....... , ..................................

3222
34
83
34
510
511
.61
,8,it 35

1494

NJ

Aliinum- Ontinuod.
Flatware utensils ......................
'

:

,

Hollow-ware utenils .39
Hydroxide
............................
Leaf ........................ I............

..

.Ph0,

.

339

444
33

6'

.

. ....

444

1

379,

":522
34

374.

511

,

34
444

71

746

Potassium-sulphate .............

Scrap ...........................................
Sulphate
..........................................
Utensils. ....... ....................

, ...

...............
Amaryllis bulbe* ..............
Amber:
Gu unmanuactured*)...............
Manufactures,
n.s. p.I.......................
....
Oi @ .
.. . .. . ..
... .. oo
......
. . . ... 9. 0. 0 ..0 T

1577-

,

.......
Ambergris .... o...................................
.. ,
Ambergrs oil ...............................
.
................
Amberoid ...................
AmericanArtists, works of...................................
Fisheries ........................................
.
Goods, exported and returned............
Landscapes, views ...............................
Amidonaphthol * (Aminonaphthol) ......................
Amidonaphtolsulfoacids* and salts ................................
;..
Amidophenol* (Aminophenol).........................
Amidosalicylio acid* (Amiosalicylic acid) ..........
.. .... .. ,.,
Aminoanthraquinone .....................
................
Aminobenzoic acid ..................
Aminonaphthol (anidonaphthol*)......................

,

.

1436,
,.

1506 .1227
54
163
57 , 1318
1483
1385
1242
1084
073
75
73
75

1688
1624
514
1310
25
25
25
26.

73

73

25
2
5
20
25

73

0.. ..
Aminophenetole ..............................
Aminophenol (amidophenol).................. ...... ,
.
Aminj "alicylic
(amidosalicylic*) acid ......................
Ammonia:
2
Aldehyde ...................................
6
Alum...............................
7
Liquid anhydrous ..................................
...
7
.............
Muriate* (ammonium chloride) ......
Ammoniacal gas liquor*.......................................... 1468,,
7
Ammoniac, al* (ammonium chloride) .............................

73
73
73
24
34
40
37
1214
37

Ammonium (ammoni*):

35
37
37
36
38
38
39

6
...............
Aluminum sulphate ...............
7
................
.........
Carbonate.............
7
Chloride .....................................
7
............................
Compounds ..
Nitrate.................................................... . 7
...... 7
Perchlorate
...............................
Pho "hat
................................................. . 7
d
7
S.......
...............................
21
Ampoules, chemicals, etc., in ............................
Amyl:

Alcohol...

'A6btateo . .

.

.......

. . . . .

.

..........

. .... .... ....

Nitrite* .........................

... ... ... ..

...........

Amylc alcohol* (fusel oil) ..........................
Anatomy, preparations of .....................

.. .

39,

65
27

4

.. .

35
..

Anchor chain ........................................... .. ,.
Anchors and pts .......................................
,
Andirons, c sWron ................................
4....58
....
............
knethol.............
angles:
..........
Bras .......................
.......
Iron orsteel ..............................

,

1318
,177
163

101

36

101

27

4

1431

1652,

429
413

329
319
32

423
*

378
312

Anorm ,oathair.................................... 10 1 ,48,
Anhydrides (anhydriads):
. II
Acetic and lci
tc ....... ................................
1,501
.......
.............................
Other.
25
Phthalic........... ...........................

.,

175
517

397

1004

,1217
73

,

Aniline(i*).

P~~ra?

-

...

25,

oil..............l...............

I

Animal:

Ca

ao oi
Gr u,6 . .f... ... ...
.....
..... ...

...........
...... ...

Gr
0.n.se
a
a
esi.
.Hair,um n
................................
Intestines, ett .. ..... .
............
"........
Oils (sew OISP Animal).

Wax, crde.........................

..

Animals:

..

Exported and returned.

For bredi purpies .......
..................
For exhibition or competition .............

Immigrant.'

Fas.t
7
78

A,
4

17'
7

40
1579
708

3.3" 5

16

146

1514

1242

.

..

of

15071
I 2.
:I29,1232
1508
122

..........

1508

2

In quirantine. ........
.......
1507
Live, n. a. p. .
.......
.................
...........
Pastum e ....................................... I......... 1607.
Strayi acrm the boundary line
....................
1507
.

1229
.67
1229
I

Oil ......................................
Seeds..........................................

. 1625
780

1388
813

1510
85

1236

WiM d
Anise:

frr zoologic colections,eto ....... ..............

.

08

Seed o I. (anie oil) ........................................

Annatto and eite

...............................

1625

,..,

Anodes, nickel ....................................

Anthoss oil * (rosemary oil) ..................

............

I

Anthracene (anthacia*):

......

Dyes

Oil..

.................... .......................
.
Purity of 30 per cent ormore...
.......................
Purity of lees than 30 per cent. ..........
........
Anthrw ite coal ................
... 0.........................
Anthranilate, methyl........
....................
o.... o
Anthraquinone ............
........ ................
Antifriction balls and rollers .....................................
Antimoniallead and scrap...
..........................
Antimony:
mpounds........
..............................
Matte *...
...................................
Needle ordiquated ..........................................

'Ore ....................
Oxides ........
Oxde salts *

,

Potaium-trtrte or taror.emet.c

.

.

.

1394
76

1277

IM6,
1545
26'
25'
321
3 89

1277
' 1273
76
.73
416
539

8
376
1509

41
515
1234

.........

.

1388

1546

................. 1609

.......................

...

26

1232

8

....

8

3

1234

41

41

.................... . 8
, 41
Regulus or metal
...
.
P o..
876
515
Stibnmte
.
onrain....... 0 ............................... 1509
:1233
Sulphides.
.....................................
8
41
Antipyrine.........................*
26
76
Antiquities
........
..........................
1087,1689.1481,1483
Antitoxs.............................
.....
....... 15
.
1240
Anvils, iron or steel ......
............................
325
422

Apatito. . ...............

.1632

.

1410

Apparatuso
Chemical ....
360
479
For the blind ........................
.........
150
, 1259
Life-eaving ............................
........... 1605
1366
Philosophical and scientific ............................. 360, 108 4791480
Patinum ............
............
. .............
479
Apparel, weari4= theatrical (e abo Wering apparel). ....... 't.... 1637 , 1416
Apple trees, sedg and cuttings. .......
....... .......
. 753
752
Apples .....
..... ..................................
M5
710
Appliances (sw alo Electric):

•Urabtory, philosophical and scientific ............

Mines r

ue . ..................................

."

.

.

30

1605

710
479

1366

i406
760
1577.
505
1510
877
9
388

4pricot kernels ..................................................
Aiabic, gumu............................................
Arabino e ......................................................

-

767
1319
' 08
1236
516
43
483

.........
Archil or archfl liquid .................................
Argentine silver' ..............................................
Argols ..............................................
Arms, aide ............................................
ArOmatic58
Cheicals ..............................................
26
Chemicals, coal-tar ................................
81
.............................
Seeds, drgs, advanced
.... 1562
Seeds, drugs, crude ............
.......................... 26,56
Substances ...................
802
Arrack .....................................

175
79
90
1298
77,175
826

!25

73

Arrowroot, crude .....................

A

.1512

hic acid .................................................

Artenat (a*se.iate)

1240

73
25
Aniline ....................................................
130
44
......
.......
Lad............... .......
78
224
......................
Sodium................
Arsenic1
17
Acid ad anhydride ........................................
1241
Sulphide of, or orpiment .................................... 1513
1
17
W white ........ ........ . ..................
1
17
.............
Arsenious acid and anhydride ..............
Articles:
Acquired abroad by Americans ............
1678
1464
Agte
.......................
.48
233..
............. . ............ ...
233
347
A abaster .............. .
. 1215
1042
........
silk,Bamoo411
knit................. .............
Artificial
579
Bamboo .............................
•..... ................
1
7
1094
1403
Beaded or spangled.
233
346
Breccia ...................................................
8........... 525
382
. .
Bulliont ................
302
216
Carbon .............................................
'1001
1119
Carpet ......................................
s
88
........
...................
.
Caein ...............
87
29
Cellulose ...................
429
...................................
. .
Chain.. ..
218
295
China. .
1186
. .............. Y439
Copal ................................
920
899
Cotton,n. s. p.f. .............
Cotton wearing apparel. ...........................
918
894
Cotton, with fast edges............
......
. 912
882
Drawn work.... ......................

......

1154

.

......

Ital,
Dyeing or tannin ...............................
212
......
Earthenware ... .........................
202
•
.......
Earthenware tile.
................. 214
Earthy or mineral................
Exported and returned; ..................................... 1514
Feather .....

1300
290
257
298
1242

1419

...................................

1130

'1130
1481
1133

....................... * . 1410
Flower....
.. ...... 1687
For exhibition. .................
Fur wearing apparel ....................................... 1420
Galalith.

Glass..
arness.

.................

.....

In acoho3.........
India tubber;..........

..............

218

.......

Iron .......... .................................
..
...........
....
•' .
.. *.......
.....
Jet .... ............................
:......................231
leIr.on
.
. .....
.. . . .
..
" jewelry
Je e r -.... . ......................................
Knit artificial silk ...............................

IAce.

30

.

......................................
.......
..............................

.........................................

Lame or la3.'........

.........

Lea ......................................................

382

811
233
14288
*4
1215

.1430,
.882

1419

88

'

310
454

67
524

397
347
397
'"1146
14
1042

1156
525

1127

A

Articlea-Continued.
Magnesum ......
Manufactured, n. &p. 1..........

0AM ?SO.
75
513
1458,

1214

1611
393
382
233
411
1305
1306
1678
218
57

1373
551
524
347
579
1059
1068
1464
309
178

Photogelatin *................................................ 1306

1067

Marble .....................................................

a

trophieo..... .................... ........
.
Metal
...............
. .......................
Metal thread.....
Onyx ....................
...................
o
Osier ...........................
............
Paper, coated ..........................................
Paper, l'thographically punted ............................
Personal aornent, pmengem'......
Paste ...............................
Perfumery ..............................................
Metallic,

233

Pile, vegetable fiber
.................................. 1011
Porcelain..................................................
213
Pyroxylin..................................................
29
Rattan .......... .......... ........... .................
411
Raw, i.. p. f ............................................... 1458
Religious ....................................
1444
Resin, synthetic phenolic ................................... 1439
Rock crystal . o ........................................
233
Ru
*............
........... .................... .. 1119
Sdlery ....
......................................
345
Shellac ..........................................
1439
Silk wearing apparel ....................................... 1212
Silk with fast edges ......................................... 1207
Similar.. .................................................. 1459
Smokers'. .............
...
.....
.......... 1452
Steel.......................................
.811
Stone ......................
...............
;.. 233
Terneplate ..................
.................. 311
Tinplate .................................................... 311
Tinsel wire ..................................................
382
Toilet* ............
................. ...........
57
Toilet, pasengers'......; ............................
1678
Unmanufactured, n. s. p. f ................................ 1458
Vegetable fiber, with fast edges.............................. 1014
Wearing apparel140
•Ftit .

. ........... . .

.........
.

....................

1420 -•

Vegetable fiber ....... -... .............................. 1016
Wool .......................... 0................... 1115,1116
411
..... .............................
.
Willow ...........
Wire* .................................................. 318
Wool, knit ...................
.............. .. 1115
Wool Wearing apparel ........................... ........... 1116
Wool with fast edges ......................................... 1114
- Woven, vegetable fiber...... .............................
1019,
Artificial (ses ,4o Imitation):
Abrasives and manuactures of ........................
1415
Baits..
0............
.................
344,
Cork.....................................
.. 1412
Feathers, n. a..p.f....................................... 1419
Flies....
....................................
344

Flowers, fruits, grains, etc......................... 1419
oear...

........

..

.
...

...........
..

............

1215

346

924
295
87
580
1214
1192
1180
348
1001
454

-1186
1037
1029
1216
1206
396
346
396
396
525
178
1464
1214
927
13
1133

931

988,992

5
412
988-991
991
985
938
1119

453
1114
1130
453

1130
1043

Mineral waters ..............................................
808
Silk ..
...........................................
1215

835
1041

1578

1323

1(88

1482

Artillery explosives.,..... ,..
Americiil- works of

.....

..... , . ......................
.......................

Colors, Paint., pigments ......................................

Knive ......

Artsqua i , ng.
Artworks. .....

..............

62

355

184

469

......................... .1118.
998
..........................
1447.16I51689 1W, 1478

11
." 1

* Asafetida:-p
Advanped...............................
...
........
Crude .......

32

03
1222

15.14,'

1245

1401

1090

...

Aebeetoe:

Crude and unmanufactured

... ,

....................

Manufactures of........ .

Ash: soda ..........................................

10,
1

,

1635.

Asphalt, limestone rock ..........................................
.............

227

78

*.......

Beet-root........................................
...........
......................
ashes).
I e*(wood
..............
Asphaltum. . ......................

1025
1039
1257

1206
1214
1527

Ascertainment of width, silk .
Ascertainment of weight or number, silk .........................
Ash bone....

........

.

1415
1415
1415
1364

1603

.1364

1803

'1390
78

Aspic oil* (see also Spike lavender oil) ............................ 120
28
. ...... . ......
A'.spirin * (acetylsalicylic acid) .2...............
................
ilad-beading ore ..............
..................
Zinc-bearing ore ................
....
Asses straying across boundary line ................... .

388,
390
1507

543
1229

Attar of roses, oil * (otto of roses)...............................
Aubusson carpets and rugs, handmade .....................
Autograph albums . ..........................................
...................
Automatic pistols ...............
Automobile-

125
1117
1311
366.
1

1393
993
1085
487

Astilbo clumps * ..........................................

Lace *.......

.......

....................

536
746

751

1158

1430

437
432'
for nonskidding
or studs
Rivets
1181
1437
.................
..........tires ..........................
o.........
.Tires......
497
369
.............
Automobiles and parts ..................
Axles and parts......................................... 323, 324 420,421
Axmnstr carpets and rugs:
993
1117
.............
.......
.
Chenille ................
993
1117
.
Handmade..; .............
997
. , 1118
N.o. p.f ....................
747
751
...... .....
Azaleas (azalea indica).................
1247
Asides .................................................. .. 1516
538
389
......
Babbitt metal ....................................
445
340
Back saws ......................................
639
703
Bacon .............................................
1240
1511
...... ......
........
.
Bacterins.............
1116
1413
Bagatelle balls......................................
Ba ;cotton ............. ................................. ..
107
1249
1641 248, 1421
.1517,
........................
Waste for paper stock.
Bags:
1242
1514
.........
American manufacture returned .............
1421
1641
Gunny, for paper stock ............................
933
101.
Jute ........................
1166
Leather or parchment..... . .............................. 1432
.

Mesh, metal ..............

.....

Paper ................. ....
....
Baits, tificial .........
Baked

articles ............................

.. .......

...... .........
..................

1305
344

.......

far h il

h

uhtv . ................................
.0 . q . . . . . . .

0 . . . . . . . . . . . A,- 0 P 0 -

......

0

453
709

0.

224
.401

78.
$14

37
........................................
Wire
.................. 321
Ball bearings ...................
144,
. .
Balloons, toy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Balls:
321.
.........................
Antifriction .
1402
..o..
........
Golf, tennis, etc .............

#

1061
.

734

.

...........
..

.........................
Baking soda ....................
0
nfoops or ties, iron or steel ...............................

M O.W

1145

.1428,

.

321

-

411
416
1117
416
09.

416

IRM~
13a1-Continued.
'Billiard, poolAnd bagatelle..

.

,

... ,..:
....

. Vegetable, meet.'rfs ....
Balm of Gilead:,

+;

...
Bfi Ardaed'
Adan cd

...........................

......................
...........

...

,.,..

ITa

MV

1
7

1116
801

10"+
*.. 10~

,1299

45
Bamboo:

,

579

Articlect. a. p. f.............
..................... ' 411
'Blinds, porch and window ............... ........ ....... ,N.,'* ( 41$
Curtains, shade., or screen ..............

.... ............. :..

410,

Sticks .....................
Bananas
and banana flour ........................................
Banding,
Bandings: spindle ....... ............................... ............

1684
730
9 12

Furniture

.......

•

Cotton*..
'Silk*

912
1207,
1014
1114

Vegetable fiber not cotton*.............................
Wool ........
...............................
Band iron or steel:
For baling cotton or other commodities..........

Galvanized or coated........
N.

Band:

.....

a. p: f.

.

..

.........

..

.................

882
*1030
985

e,309

313

401
391
.400

1600

.1345

.314

.. ,...

rather, n. a.p. f.'.............

411

*..................................

584
584
579
,1476
713
882

Saws...........
............................. 340
445
Bands:
Cgar.........................
................... 1308
1068
Iron or steel ....................................
313
400
Paper..,..; . . . .
. . . .. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130,1313 106 8,1087
Vegetable fiber not cotton ................................. ' 1014
", 928
Barbed wire ............ ............ ... . . . ., .... .... . 1680
:1466
Bar iron.. .............
.......... ..........................
303
376
Barium:
Carbonate ....................................
11
49
Chloride....................
... ....... .. ......
50
Dioxide ....................................................
11
Metal and alloys* .......................................... 1559
Nitrate .............
..........................
11
Suljhate (sulphate of bryta*) ...............................
Sulphate, combinations or mixtures with zinc sulphide ........
74
Bark:
CorkSquares, cubes, or quarters, ......................
1412
Unmanufactured........ ...........
....
1U"....
Cinehona, etc., for quinine.
......
1518
Drug Advanced ............. ........... ......................
1
Crude .....................
........... oo.1W82
Dyeing or taking ................................?... 1563

-Extract, tanni .......................
.....
ManufUctures ...
of, ........
n. a. p. f ..
...... , ............
Barley-.......
. . o......
. o.......... .
Four..
'
.............
Hulls...

.... ,...,.,, 414
.........
-723

.723
.

Malt ....
"
Pearl ed, paten t, or huled.............
Barrel-

Button ............

8.

.......

.731

1296
51
188
207

90
1299
106
589
683
685
704

68.4

686

............... 1411

Hoops, iron or stool................
...............
13
Barrels:
American manufacture, returned ......
..............
1514
Containing oranges, lemons,,ete*............ ........
410
Empty..............
.............
............
409
OfexsportedAmerican staves...................
0711

1108
400
1242
578
574

1242

1500
Barrels,-Continued.
Shotgun, in single tubes, forged, rough bored............
Sporting, breech-loading, shotguns or rifle .........
Bars:
Aluminu ....................................
Bras.
. ......
.....
..
Copper .......................................
Iron or steelAxle .....................................
Galvanized or coated .......................
Railway .... , ..................................
Lead ..........
..............................
Muck...
....................................
Nickel..
..... ......
......................
Platinum ....................................................
Steel .................................... ................

Tin.... ...

.

.........

. POX74*
1427
1648;

485

374
8.......
78
1553

511
519
1284

823
309
322
389
303
885
1634
304

419
391
418
538
376
630
1411

. ... .................... S86

Baryta, sulphate of*...........................................
Barytes:

64

Earth*.,
......................................
Manufactured ...........................................

Ore, crude or unmanufactured .........
Sulphate of, artificial .............................
Baseballs .......................................................
Base bullion ....................................................
Bases:
Color ........................................
Color, from natural alizarin or indigo .........................
Basic:
Paper, plain ..................................
Slag .....
..... ............ ..................... 6......
Baskets:
Bamboo, wood, straw, wood compositions ......................

64
64

186

26
26

79
80

1305
1576

1063
1317

413

585
453
1166
1187
1470
914

186
186
64
4.......................
188
64
1093
1402
538
389

Fishing......................................344

Leather or parchment ............................
Basses, double and parts ............... k........................
Baswood lumbr*; .............................................
Bast fibers, cordage ........................................... ..

Bath-

Brick ................................

Mate, cotton' ..............................................
Bate ..........................................
Batteries, electric storage........
.....................
Battery plates and plato material, storage .........................
Batting, cotton*. .......
.............
Bauxite or beauxite:
Crude..... ..........
.......
Refined .....................................................
Bay rum orwater..
Beaded fabri ....... . .. ...
........................
Beads .....
............ .
Articles of, not embroidered, etc ......
...............
Articles ornamented with ..
........................
Curtains of .................................................
*Imitation pearl. .
...............
...................
Imitations of precious or semiprecious stones ...................
Beams, iron orsel ........ ...................................
Bean:
Cake .......................................................
Oil*....................................................
Stick ............................................
Beans:
lastor........... , .......... , ...............
Cocoa or cacao .............................
.
DrugL-,
Aid-vanced .........
Crude ....................................

879
532
188

1432
1441
168a
1005
201

255

909
1402
320
320
920

874
1093
415
415
899

207
6
58
1403,
1403
1403
1430
1403
1403
1403312

273
180
1094
1094
1094
11&3
1094
1094
1094

773
1626
773

802
1396
802

760
1648

765
1279

33

397

90
31..............81
1562
1298

16O0.

INDKL
la4t4

Green, dried, inbrine, prepare or preserved ..................
Soya-.-

Pr

Green or unripe* .........................................
Prepared or preserved ...................................
Tonka (tonquin, tonqua) .......................................
Vanilla.........
......................................
learinp, ball or roller ..........................
Beauxte, crude (u also Bauxite)'..................................
Beaver hate ....................................................
Bed:
...............
Plates for pulp and paper machinery ....
Set ........
.
................................
Sides, wool* .........................................
Bedspreads, cotton ...............................................
.....................................
Beef, freh.,
Beer......................................

8P

763.
6 ,.
•.,

2 7,
1427

273
1144

36
919
1118
911;
701,;

472
898
998
878
629

805;

,

.,.....

Seed, sugar and other .................................
Beet-root ashes.
Beets, sugar and other .................................... 1.....
Beet-topping knives ............................................
BenI bulbs
......
...................................
Be ladonna .......... 6.............................
....... . . .

Bell metal fit only for remanufacture .......................
Bells, broken ............
......................
Belt buckles, iron or steel............
..............
Belting, machinery, vegetable fiber .............................
1
0
Beltinge:
Artificial silk*................................... i.. .. , #...
Cotton* ...............

......................

Leather.. :..* *................
.........
Metal thread, lame, etc...
......................
Silk* ........................................................

787

786
803
250
249

763
773
.$7
.87

...........
.................. 20, 36
Coloring for*.......
807.
Ginger.................
.......................
Beeswax:
Crude*.
......................................
16,
White bleached.....................
Beet:Pulp, dried ............................

agheof

831

.

78,105
833
1461

1457 -

1213

731
762
1635
764
355
751
33'
1519
1619
346
912

704
775
1415

1215
912

1432
382
1207
Vegetable fiber, not cotton *.................................. 1014
Wool* .................................................. 1114
Belt.:
Cotton* ....................................
912
Leather or parchment.
...........................
1432
Silk* ........ .............................................
1207
Vegetable fiber, not cotton *.................................. L014
Wool*..................................................
1114.
Benches, stone ................................................
233
Bench knives ..................................
,
356
Benzal chloride .............................
25
Benzaldehyde:
Medicinal .......................
.........
.
28
Not medicinal ......................................
25
Benzanthrone .......................
...........
25
Benzene (benzol*) .............................................
546
Benzidine (benzidin*) ...........................................
26
Benzidine sulfate ......................................... .....
25
Benzine ......................................
8627
Benzoate:
Benzyl ....................................
26
Sodium ..........................
..........
28
Benzoic acid:
Medicinal ..........................................
26
Not medicinal ............
.
....................
26
Benzol' (benzene) ........................................
1 546

781

46
746
9,
, 1251
1251
882
1040
882
1168
524
1029
928
* 985
$82
1166
1029
928
985
346
469
73
76
73
73
1276
78
73
1401
77
76
76
73
1276

1509
Benzoquinone ...........................

Benzoyl chloride ................................................
Benzyl:
Acetate .....................................................
Benzoate ...............................
.......
Chloride.'.................................
Benzylethylaniline..
..........................
Bergamot o ..........................................
.
Berlin:
Blues* .....................................................
Carpets and rugs ........................................
Berries:
DrugsAdvanced ....... ............................
Crude ...................................... ...........
...

Edible .............................................

In alcohol ................................................
Persian, extract of .............................................
Beta-naphthol
(naphthol*):
Medicinal ':........
..........................................

25

73

25

73

26
26
25'
25
1625

76
77
73
1386

65
1117

189
993

31
1562
737
750,
36

90
1298
714

743
111

"26

76

25

73

Not medicinal
............
Beverages:
Containing lew than one-half of. 1 per cent of alcohol ..........

807

833

Containing no alcohol ........................................

i807

833

Spirituous ...................................................
Bia dress facings, cotton pile .................................. .,
Bibles ... *

........................

Ded

Eggs of..

826
874

.........................1520

Bibulous paper.................................................
Bicarbonate:
Potassium ............................................
Sodium.
............ ..........................
Bichloride, tin ............................................
Bichromate:
Potash* (potassium dichromate).............................
Soda* (sodium dichromate) ...................................
Bicycles aid parts ..............................................
Bicycle tires .....................................................
Billets:
Iron..
Steel
........................................
Billiard balls.
....................................
Binding twine, manila, sisal, etc .................................
Bindigs:
Cotton.
. ..
.................................
Silk ....................................................
Skirt, cotton*
....................
....
Vegetable fiber, not cotton .........................
Wool .......................................................
Bnlitrobenzol * (dinitrobenzene) ................................
Binitrochlorbenzol * (dinitrochlorobenzene) ........................
Binitrochlorobenzol * (dinitrohlorobenzene) .......................
Binitronaphthalene0 (dinitronaphthalene) ..........................
Bintrotoluol * (dinitrotoluene) ...................................
Birch:
Oil, sweet .................................................
Tar oil .......................................

Birds:

802
909

.....

....................................

Game* ................................................

Importation prohibited ......................................
Live ........................................................
Of paradise ..................................................
Skins ........................................................
Stuffed* ................................. .................
Wild, for exhibition .........................................

'

1304,
,
75
78
85

1252

1065
215
224
248

75
78
371
1437

211
231
502
1181

303
304
1413
1521

376
379
1116
1252

912
1207

882
1030

909

1014
1114
25
25
25
25
25
26
54

712

1564

712

1419
711
1419
1419
1419
1508

874
'

928
985
75
75
75
75
75
77
163

660

1301
60
1128
658
1128
1199
1129
1232

YIR 456.P

..

Bisc ts ....
............. . ..............
Bismuth....'
......
* . .......................................
Chemical compounds, salts, and preparations ................
Bisque ware ........................................
......
Blulphite, sodium ......
Bitatrate, potadium .
...

-it harness or saddley.....15
Bitter almond
il.......

Bitte s, conting spirits .

:0e..

.

....... ...............
0.. #0 .. ..

.02

........
Bituminous coal ..

.0..

.

..

BlAck:
Bone......................
Copper... ............
.................
Gas ..........
...................
.
Oxide of tin ...................................
Pigments$, n. 4 p. f ............................
.....
S........................................
Blackings. ....
. . ..........................
Bl'k.n.s.....,
etc
.............................
Bladders:
Fish* ...............
..
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f...
....................
N.s.p.f ...................................
...
Machine,

......................

708
1254
64

213
295
'8'
78..............
238
9
43

1626

Bitumen

Blades:
Knife.. ..... ....

734
1523
"20

1603
1545

66
1553
68
1670
68
16
12
326

454
1387

-826

1364
1273

1273
191
1284

14M
194
1413
52
423

700'
1436
'706

646
1177
647

8 54

465

393

551
379

..................................
. 358
471
8
Maku~..........
364, a,~ 472,477
Razor ........
.......
...
474
Scissors......
.......................................
857
472
Sword .........
...
......
.
.......
. 38
483
Blanc flxe...
.....................................
64
188
Blank books. .......
.
.
................
1310
1082
Blankets:
Cotton ..................
.............
911, 920 878, 899
Wool ..............
............................. 1112,1120 980,1001
Blanks:
Aluminum ........
..............
374
510
Axl................
......................... 323
420
Bolt .........................................
330
431
Button-!
N. a. p. f ..................................
1411
1109
Vegtable ivory, pearl, or shell.1410
1105
File .......................
362
,482
.

..

..

Hinge *.........................................................
Locomqtive tires *..........................................
.
...

304

Steel for railway wheels, eta ..................................
304
Blast-furnace tar:
Crude .......................................
1546'
Distillates
..................................
25
Pitch 6 .................
.................. 1546
Blasting:
CaPs..
..........................
1418
Explosives..... ................................

1578

Fuses ......
.........
*...................... 1418
teaching owder ................. ...............................
13
etc.,for the use of.........
............... 1530
Blinds, porch and window ....................................... 413
Blocks:
Cork, artifii .... ....................... ................ 1412

Gun, for gu

ck. ....

......................... 1683

Oar ........
..........
........
..* ..................
Print metal ................................................
Rough-hewn, swed, or bored..... "........................

406
392
4

378

1276
73
1276
1126
1323

1127
53
1259
'584
1114

1488
570
660
6670

;104
Block&-4OoM1*,4d.
... .... .... ............
Tin•oWm
wagon.......................

R .1.Pp
38 .
2
... 496
4.0...............6.....
570

................. .5o3

Blood:
I ... .................................
.Albumen'*

4..

Char.
Difd, ,, . .........
rO..

.g
...

Drie
Blooms:

tee...........

Stee ...

........

*..
.........

15

. .......
. .. ..
. . . ..... w,.
.......
.
...................... . ., . ;

1226

0 ''
0
7 + 1102
2

.
.
" . . :, 0o4... . . *. .. ...............

Blot
paper
................................................
. 1309
Blueting_ ccomm .......................
......... .m..
207
Blue vitriol..
....................
1554
Blues ........

.+:A .

270
1287
189

Board:
Bristol.. ............... ....................
,
..... "132, 180'?
1072
Leather .....
............... .....
13 13.1....................
I
1089
Mill
.. ........................................
1,401 -... 1091
Paper........
....................................
flO1,131048,IO80

Boar, saved ....................................
Boas, feather, etc ........................
Boats, motor and parts.
Bockings, wool *..........

...

...........

.....

.......

...............

1683

1468

370
1118

500
998

1............9
14W
1127

.

Bodkins metal
.343
BolerVplate, iron or steel.
......
*......
307
Bolnaauges*
068
Bo~tlt nkrn..............................................
.330,.
Bolting cloths, silk .............................................. 1520
Bolts:
Handle....................
1683
Heading
... ...........
.........................
..-.. .406880 '
Iron
or iteel
............... ......................
Muntz'or yellow metal ..... :
.............
. ........
378
Shingle ................................................... .1683
Stave ........................................................
406'
Bombay or wild mace ............................................
780
Bombs, fireworks .............
............................ 1416
Bond paper .................................................. 1807
Bone-Ash ....................................................... 1527
Balls, bagatelle, billiard, and pool .........................
1413
Black
...........
..........
66,
Buttons
.. ...... •..............................
............. :..: ...........
....... ....... : l l ''

912
Bilk .............................................. 1207
Char..............
............
66
heesmen .. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1413
Cuttlefish ...................
................. 1560
Dice, domuoes, etc ..............................
1418,
Dust ................................................
. 1527
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ...........................
1437
meal ................................................... ... 1527
Stude ...........................
........... 1411'
Bones
.
....................
.................
1527
Bonnet pins ............ ................................
.........

Bonnet.:
Fur ...........................................
Straw, chip, gram, etc ............................
Booklets ......................................................
Books ............................... .....................
Blank................
.......................
Bound or unbound.............................. ...........

35o

40
388
647
431
1256
1468
570
431
517

1468
570
819
1122
1072
1257
1116
191

1110

882
1031
191
1116
1297
1116
1257
'1179
1257
1109
1257
460

'1427
1143
1406
1098
1310 + 1083
1810
1081
1310
'1082
1310
A1082

lEr.
Books-Continued

Pag.

............................................
1310
1083
Cigarette, etc ...........................
....
.......
1452
1206
.Fly
...........................................
....... 344
45S
Foreign, .......................................... ......... 1310
1082
For institutions ........................................... 1531
1260
For Libr.ry of Congress .................................... 1528
1258
For the blind .............
..........
.......... .1530
1259
For use of the United States..
1528
128
Household effects ...............................
1532
1261
Letter-copying* .........................
..............
1310
1082
Needle.
............ .............. ...........
343'
449
Professional, immigrants'......
...................
1637
1416
Slate....
....................1310
1082
Text*.............
.
. ................... 1310 * 1082
Toys......
.................................
1414
1117
1085
Twenty years old* .......................................... 1310
Boot lacings,............... ...
................
882
912
Boots and'shoes:
1361
60
.........
..........
Leather...........
Not leather ..................
............... 1405
1097
Boracic acids (boric acid).:
11
.................. '1
Borate:
Lime, crude.
.................................. 1533
.1261
MateriAl, crude and unmanufactured................ 1533
1261
Soda,crude.
................................... 1533
1261
226
Sodium or borax,*refined .
78
Borax:
Crude and unmanufactured .................................. 1533"
1261
Refined
......................................
78
226
1
11
Boric acid .................................
Boron:
367
302
S......... ............
Steel ......................................................
305 :
383
1149
Bort* ........................................................... 1429
Botanic Garden, plants, etc for
.....
................... 1033
1411
Botanical specimens for public collections . ..................
1437
1655
Bottle caps, metal .......................
............... ......
387
Bottles:
Containefs, imported beverages... ......
..............
809
836
Definition of................................................
217
306
Flint, lime, or lead glass ....................
...... .217
30
Glass-.
Blown, colored, or ornamented............
........
218
Molded or pressed .............................
217
307
Glass or paste ......................
............... ...
' 218*'
309
Quicksilver, exported and returned......'
....
.. 1514
1242
Thermotatic.........
.....
1454
1210
With cut-glass stopper...................
"
218
Boutonnieres
............................
........ 1419
1130
Bowls, calendar.
..................................
1443
1191
Box:
Boards, etc ................................................. 404
Shooks.
................
409,410 57 6,577
Boxce (see also Containem):
578
......................
410
Containing oranges, lemons, etc.
Fly ................................................... ......
453
344
Jewel, leather or parchment ................................... 1432
'1166
Leather or parchment .....................
1432
1166
1145
Match, metal .................................... ......... 1428
Of exported American shook ................................ 1514
Packing, empty ........
............................. - 409.
576
Paper, papier-mch6, or wood covered or lined."............ 1305K
.1064
1088
Paper,papier-m&ch4, paper board, n. a. p. f ....... .
...... 1313
Steel, American manufacture, returned ......................... 1514
112

82804-2Z---O

150R..
Boxing glove .....................................................
l
1402
Boxwood ........................................................
404
Braces:
Cotton ......................................................
912
Silk .........................................................
1207
Vegetable fiber, not cotton
.........................
1014
Wool .........................
1114
Brads, iron or steel ........................
331
Braids:
Chip, grass, straw, etc ............................
1406
Ranie, hat................................................. 1404
Textile, n. a. p. f............
1430
Braille tablets................................................... 1530
Bran:
Rice ...........................................
728
Wheat or other cereals........... ...................
731
Brandy ...................................................
802
Coloring *.....................................4k..o....
.. .. .
. .......
26,30
Containers *.......... . .o............
....... ....... F11
Forfeiture of ............
........................
811
Imitations of .........................................
811
Proof standard ..............................................
810
Brass .................................
................ 1534
Angles .................
. ...................... 378
Articles not plated, n. a. p. f ................................. 393
Bars
..
......................................... .. 378
Channels...
...................................
378
Old, and clippings from .................................... 1534
Pins.....................................................
350
Plates ..........
........ ....................
378
Print rollers or blocks ......................................
392
Rods ..................
. .......................
378
Saddlery and harness hardware .............
...........
345
Sheets.................... - ....................
378
Strips ............................
............. 378
Tubes and tubing ......
......
....................
378
Woven-wire cloth ..............................................
318
BrazedBrass tubes ....................................
378
Copper tubes ..........
.........................
378

Braziem copper *......... ............................................. ... 378

Brazilian pebble, unwrought
...........................
1535
Brazil nuts.......................................
755
Bread:
Knives, n. a f ..........
355
Leavened with y.
.............
...........
1522
Breakage of wines, etc., allowance for.......................
812
Breakfast foods, cereal. ................................
733
Breccia and.manufactures. .
........................
232,233
Breech-loading and repeating shotguns and rifles ................ 365
Breeding, animals for ......

o.....

882
1031
927
985
436
1098
1096
1157
1259
695
704
827
78, 105
837
837
837
837
1262
517
551
520
517
1262
460
520
550
519
454
519
519
519
412
519
517
517

1263
755
469

1254

838
707
342,346
485

1507,1508 1229,1232

Brewers' grain....................................
731
Briar* (brier)... ......
, ..........................
....
403
Brick:
Bath.........
*
...
201
Chrome..
o
201
Fire or refractory ....................................... . 201
Magnesite ................................................ 201
N. s. p. f ......................................
201
Brier (briar)Root ..................................................
403
Roses, seedlings and cuttings ......
.................
752
Wood .....
.. **..................................... 403
Brimstone * ................................................... 16 3
Briquets, coil ................................................. 1545

+

1093
561-564

704
560

253
254
2,54
2A
255
U0
749
560
1447
1273

-

IDIL

Bristles:

10O7
07

P
.,

;

.Iv

1536
t
...............
Crude not sorted, etc .........
1408
Sorted, binched, or Prepared ....... . .................
1302,
Bristol board...
1307
.................................
Fourdrinier..
389
Britannia metal, old* .........................................
81
British gum ..................................................
Brocades, bronze ................................................ 379
Bromide:
75
Potassium ..................................................
78
Sodium ......................................................
43
Bromine (bromin *) and compounds, n. s. p. f ....................
25
Bromobenzene ...................................................
Bronze:
379
Brocades, flittem, and metallics .............................
379
Led ................................................
379
Powder ..................................................
378
Rods, shoots, and tubes ....................................
318
Woven-wire cloth .........................................
1689
..............................
Works in .......
BroomCorn........................... .................. .......... 774
414
Handles* ........................................ ..........
I . 1407
Brooms ....................................
Brown, Spanish* ....................................
70
Brushes:
Carbon ........................................... .......... 216
216
Electric machine .........................................
... 1407
Toilet, tooth, and other ........................ . ..
1118
Brussels carpets and rugs .............................
o
33
Buchu leaves .........................................
Buckles:
346
Iron or steel, for wearing apparel .........................
................ 1428
Metal .......................
345
Saddlery or harness .........................................
Buckwheat:
724
Flour......................................................
724
Grits .......................................................
724
Hulled or unhulled ..........................................
731
Hulls .......................................................
354
..................
Budding knives ..................
Buds:
780
Cassia .......................................................
Drugs31
Advanced .............................................
1562
Crude ....................................
Busles
............................................
1403
BuildingForms, iron or steel .........................................
.
.......................
Stone .................
.
Bulb beams, iron or steel .......................................
Bulbous roots:
Drugs_
Advanced .......................
Bulbs: Crude ....................................................

312
235
312
31

1562

Drugs31
Advanced .............................................
162
Crude .
........................
.. 2233
Elcric light...................... ........
75]
Flower ....................................................
751
Mother flowering* ..........................................
Bullion:

Base ............................................
Gold ................................

389

Page.
1264
1103
1048
1072
538
242
521
215
226
128
73
521
521
521
519
412
1483
803
589
1101
199
304
304
1102
997
97
455
1145
454
687
686
686
704
465
814
90
1298
1094
397
350
397
90

1298

90
1298
745
748

538

1537
6.......................
1264

i O8

4 NS.

Bullion--Qq~tibued.

.•

•

538
1537 , 1264
.. ,
....
.....
.e.
0 63
.
82,14
.Bullions and articles... ........
1108, 11Mi 989,972
................
.......
Bunting, wool or hair
9106
W
................................
Bur waste, wool*
878
............... 911
Bureau covers, cotton; ................
126
............. .1538
Burgundy pitch ..............................
1157
Burnt-out laces .................................................. 1430
Burnt1337
............................ 1590
Pyrites, dross, or residuum .
242
81
8......
*. .....
Starch ............... ; ......
Burrstone:'1443
In blocks, rough ............................................ 1661
349
234
ManufaCtured ...............................................
349
234
Millstones ...................................................
Butchers'-,
469
................ .355
Knives.'..... ...............
Lead

S

.
....

i

.

0

•

;

3......
89

1

9997

.

, .412

Skewers ....................................................

.........................................
Butter
Cacao .......................................................
Cocoa, and its substitutes*,. ....................................
Knives, n. s. p. f .............................................
Substitutes* .................... 0.........................
Butterine cocoa ...............................................
Buttermilk .....................................................

Butters, fruit ................
Button:

.

.....................

Blanks or moldsN. s.p..f ...........................
....................
Vegetable ivory .........
Forms................................................
Buttons:
Agate... ....... ........ I ............... ... .............
Baiel* .................................. ...................
.
......................
Bone .................
Collar and cuff........................
Metal ............
Not metal ...............................................
Dress, metal .............................. ...................
. .....................
Glass *.................
..........................
Hom *............
Ivory....................

Metal ......................................
Moth&-of-pearl ......................

........

654
806
,08
469
654
808

707

650

1411
1410
1409

1109
1105
1104

748,.,

1411
1411
1411
1428
1411
1428
1411
1411
.1411

.
... .. 349
........... 1411'.

Nickel bar ... .................................................

N. s. p. f.....................................
Paperor papier-mich6* ....................................
Parts of, n. i. p. f ............................................
....
................. ...................
Pearl pr shell ..
....... .;*
Shoe ................................
Silk .......................................
.
....................
Trouser ..................
Vegetable ivory ..............................
Wool, for tassels or ornaments . ......................
Butyl alcohol ..................................................
Butyraldebyde.. .....................................
.........
Cabbages .............................
Cabbage se*d.... ........................
Wabinet:
.
................... ...............
Furniture ...........
.
Woods *
Cables:
Hemp and other bst fibers (except jute).... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jute .......................................
Manila and other hard fibers ................................
Metal, covered with cotton, etc ...............................

583

.

70)
776
776.
355
709
776

349'

.

740

1109
110s
1110
1145
1109
1145
1110
1111
1109

458
1109
458

1112
1411
1111
1411
110)
1411
1106
1410
1111
1411
1112
1411
349
458
141...........'
0
110.5
1108
1411
4
28
2
24
8W
772
776
762
414
404,
1005
1003
1006
316

5S7
561
912
905

912
406

Cac&6 (see aU0 to):

ag.

M6

Beans., ........ . ............
1548
1279
Butter.
.
776
806
Cadium..........
.............................................
1539 ,
1266
Caffeine
caffeinn
and co mpoun .....
*)
.. , ,.....,
54
CA*eput oil
1; ..................................
. . . . .... . ...
163
knives.
..................
........
'355
469
Cake and cak......
....
.........
734
,708
Calamine * ..............................................................
390
542
Calcium:
Acetate ..................................
......... 1540
1267
Carbide, .....................................................
15
456
Chloride, crude ............................................. 1540
1268
Cyanamid ..........................................
.
400
1269
Metal and alloys,* .................................
659
1295
Molybdate .....................................................
302
367
Nitrate ........................................................ 1540
1268
Silicide .
......................................
302
360
Sulphate, precipitated ..........................
.... .
71
203
Tartrate, crude .............................................
9'
43
Calendar rolls or bowls ...................
.......... ........ 1443
1191
Calendars .............................
1306
1068
Calfskins bookbinders', n. s. p. f..
'...
..........
1600
1353
Calla bulls or corms* ................................... .: ...... 751
746
Calomel .........
...................
16.
57
Camel's hair .......................................
1102,1121 947,1004
Presscloth

*

cameos.................
Cancers ........................................
Caomile
Cainhor .

.....

...

1141

1 51

163

1429
1451

oil *......................................................
............

1420

1148
1203

48

................

CanOdil ..................................................... 1625
anada
halm ..............................................
.....
10
Canary seed ...............
....................... .762
Vanile wicking ................................................. 912
Candles, Roman ................................................ 1416
Candy, sugar .....................................................
506
Cane:Chair *......................................
411
Hand-made or machine-cut ................
...... : .
411
Aice. .........................................
. .'.- . . ..
Sugar ......................................
....
.....
Sugar, for seed *............
............................
Sugars
................
Webbing ................ ...........
.

I59
504
762
501
411

138

'

1388
46
777
882
1122
610
579
6
606
784
591.
570

Wrought from rattan.....................................
411
579
Canes, walking .................................
1455'
, 1211
Chnna bulbs * .................................
71
5........." 746
Canning knives
........................................
355
469
Cans (See Containers)
Cape:
I'.,,,
11
1
Blasting.....................................
1418
1123

Bottle .................................
Fur ........................

..............................

....

,.,,

Percussion ..................................................
Capsicum .........
.
...........
.
Capsules, chemicals, etc., in............................21
Carafes .............
.
............................
Caraway:

Oil .......

.....

534

1144

1418
780

1125
821
65
1209

1454

... 1...............
-625 1388

Seads ................. ........................
.
.. .....

. . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Ca rb azo te (c arb avA A) :
yes ...........................................

387.

1427

780
780"1

,.

Purity of 65 per cent or rpore, ....................... r.........
- Purity of les than 65 per cent.............
........... .
Carbide, cIlium ....................
.....................
Car block ..................

26-

25.
N6
4
16
40

813

79

73
1278

56
5670

1510

INDUL
S8 , Pap.

Carbolic acid *. ...........................................
25
Carbon:
Animal *
.....................................
127
Brushes, disks, electrodes, and manufactures, n,. . p. f........
216
Porous
pots
*................................................
216
Tetrachloride .............. ...............................
..
17
Unmanufactured * ...................................... ......

Carbonate:
Armmonium ................................................
Barium ...... ..............................................
Guiacol * ..................................................
Magnesium .................................................
Mineral strontium ..........................................

1458

7
11
26
47
1662

75
1267

,304
302
69
:,1214
37

49
78

133
1446

Potassium ..................................................
75
216
Soda crystal * (sodium hydrated) ............................
78
223
227
Sodium, calcined ...........................................
78
Strontium ..................................................
82
244
Carbonized noila and waste wool ...................... .......
1105
957
Carbons:
Deodorizing and decolorizing ................................
191
66
216
303
Electric arc light and electric furnace ........................
Carboys:
1242
American manufacture, returned ............................. 1514
217
306
Definition ..................................................
307
Glass, molded or pressed (soo Containers) ..................... 217
780
813
Cardamom seed .................................................
Cardboard ................................................. 1302,1313 1'048,1088
Card cases:
1432
1166
............................
Leather or parchment.
1145
1428
Metal .......................................
Card:
441
. , .............. 337
Clothing, iron or steel.................
846
Laps, cotton........... , ...................... ........... 901
Waste, wool *.............................................. 1106
957
Carded:

Silk * ......................................................
Yarn, cotton * .......................................................

1201
901

Cards:
Christmas, greeting, or-post.
.........................
1310
Jacquard paper .............................................. 1309
Paper, lithographically printed ............................... 1306
Playing .................................................... 1312
Carpenters' bench knives ........................................
355
Carpet:
Cork ........................................................ 1018
Covers * ................................................... 1119
Hassocks ..................................................... 1119
Screens ..................................................... 1119
Carpeting:
Vegetable fiber, not cotton* .................................. 1020
Wool* ...................................................... 1118
Carpets and rugs:

Venetian

1006
843

1081
1076
1068
1086
469
136
1001
1001
,1001
9,41
996

998
1001
993
()93, 997
993
Berlin *. ... ............. .................................... 1117
998
Bocking ................................................... 1118
997
Brussels ......................................
1118
939,
9
""1117,111
........................................
92,996
993
Chenille Axminster, ....................................
1117
998
Druggets .......................................
...... ills
998
Ingrain ..............
....................
1118
996
Moquett. ............
.........................
1118
All-chain,

*.........................................1118

Articles of ....................................
1119
Aubussoi .............. .................................... 1117
Axminster ..........................................4... 1117, 1118

1511

MA X.
and rugs-Ontinued.
Carpet
lOriental ........................

P4!.
................. ;............

1117

993

... . ........
..
....
Savonnerie
Saxony ................................................
Tapestry .................................................
b
...........................................
enr
Treble i
oa
Tourna ....................................................
......
Velvet ..........................................

1117
19
1118
1118
1118
1118
1118

993
997
997
998
997
997

Vegetable fiber, not cotton *................................. 1020

941

Venetian, all-chain* .........................................
Wilton ............................ ..........................
Wool, Dutch * .................................

1118
1118
1118

998
997
998

Carriage laces * ..................................................

1430

1154

......................................
Carrot seed
Car tires, iron or steel ............................................
Cartridges and shells, empty ...........................
Carts, agricultural ....................................
Car-truck channels, iron or steel ..................................
Carving knives and forks ........................................
.........................................
Casein
Compounds .................................................
Glue .......................................................

Cues:

762
324
1418
1504
312
355
1598
30
39

.

777
420
1125
1223
397
469
1343
88
121

212,213
Clock ..................... : ............
.......... 368
Clockwork and parts.......
Leather or parchment ....................................... 1432
.
1428
stamp,
vanity, etc ........
Metal,
card, or
powder,
1428
cigarette
....................
Metal, cigar
Musical instrument ........................................ 1441
343
Needle ................................................
Pipe ........................................................ 1452
37
Watch ......................................... ...........
1541
Cash registers ...................

289,298
494
1166
1145
1145
1187
449
1206
489
1269

368
912
706
1207

494
882
646
1031

1514
.409
1666
780
780
1625
780
1670
327
77

1242
574
1451
814
814
1389
814
1455
424
220

327
327
304
27
1506

424
424
378
424
1227

760
50
51
344
1434
701
1579
1582
1507--.
782

765
149
160
453
1175
627
1325
1328
1229
777

Clockwork and parts ....................
Cotton* ......................................
Sausage ....................................... ............
Silk .......................................................
Casks:
American manufacture, returned (ee also Containers) ..........
Empty .....................................
Cassava or cassady ................................
Cassia........................................
Buds ........................................ .... ...........
Oil .................................... ....................
Vera ........................................... ............
Cassiterite .......................................................
Cast hollow ware, coated, glazed, or tinned ........................
Castile soap .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Castings:.
Cast rn ....................................... ...........
Malleable iron, n. s. p. f......................................
Steel ........................................ .............
.........
Cad-iron articles ................. *
•
Castoreum (castor*) ..............................................
Castor:
r
Beans .............. *.........................................
Oil .... I....................................................
Oil, sulphonsted ............................................
Casts, fishing ....................................................
Catgut and manufactures.........................................
Cattle ............................................................
fHair, unmanufactured .
.. ............
Rides ........................
.............
Straying across boundary line ..........
Cauliflower sed ...................................

nahe p p.

custic:

Potash

..............

Soda....
Cav Sod..... .....
i
yvarnne
n . pepper...................................
.....
............ .......... .. ...........

Red*pep
+

Sns
S ., .......
......

C ryed

.. ............
;....... . ...........
.............

......

*7&*

.

78'

.. 0 ..

722
780
... . . .. '0

40

.... . ..

'216

232

'682
6............
820

557

j..
+ 56]
6
163

...........
. . . . . .,erto~
•. . .. ... ' 404
62
54,
............................

7

Celestito
....... . 11602.....................
1446
Celluloid .......
..................................
2
87
Cellulose:
Blocks, etc.
....................................
.29
87
Esters and ethers ...............................
?, 29
85,87
Cement:
Copper ........................................ ............. 1 53
1284
SypGum in chief value.................................... ,9'
265
ydru ............................................... 203
260
Keene's .......
00 .......................
.....
.. 205
265
N.s. p.'f ............................
.........
03,
261
Portlnd ............................................
.03,
260

H
dauc
...............................................
Mhie
notainin ..................... ..... ................

203
205

"

260
266

Roman....................
........... 203
260
Tiles..,........................
............
. 202257
Censorship, photographic films ...............
..........
.1451
1202
Centerpieces, cotton...
..............................
911
878
Cerawic:
Colors, fluxes, glazes, and enamels .............................
231
338
Mosaic tiles ..................................................
202
258
Cereal breakfast foods and similar preparations .................... 733
707
erite.......................
.................. 1542
.1271
Cerium .......................................................... 1542
1271
Fluoride ......................
................
_84
247
Nitrate ........
.............. .................
84
246
,. .re...... . . . ..
1542~
1271
.. ... ... ... ... .... .... ... .. . ...
set .......
8..........................
4
1247
Chaff ...........
.................... .......................
732
706
Chain or chains:
Anchor
.......................................................
329
429
Iron or steel and manufactures .................................
329,
429
Jewelry ...................................................... 1428
1146
Machine ........................................
329
429
329
429
Sprocket ............................................
Stud-link...................................................
329
429
Chair cane or reeds*...........
.....................
411
79
Chalk
...................................................
18
61
Billiard ......................................................
18
61
Crude ............
0........................... 1643
1271
(1)
18
Cubes, blocks, sticks, or d iks ...........................
18
61
Dry, ground, bolted, or precipitated ............
French, and manufactus ................................ . 209 .
283
62
Ground in oil (putty)..................... :.. . ..... . . 18
Manufactures, n. s. p. f ......................
.........
18
61
Red .............. .......................................
18
61
18
61
Talor'............... .......................................
Chamois .................................................... 1431
1161
Chamomile

oil *............................................................ 54

Champagne .................................................
Channiels:ra ................................................
Iron or stol .......................................

Chapltes ...................................................

163

80

829

378
122....
1444

397

517
1192

H.R. 740. F&.

char:

Blood or bone ........................................
Deodoa nd decolorising ........
Charcoal:
Orayons. .........................
.
.
Iron tube., pipes, flues, and stays..'.
.......

Wood. t.......................
Charms:
Earthenware

19'
191

1449
328 ..

1199
428

1682

;.

..............................

Metal *................

66
66

............
..................

Porcelain.
.
............
......
ChartFor.....
intitutions..... .1310 ....................

........

14Q8

212,

289,

1428

1145

213
131

294
1082'

For use of United States or Library of Congre15....
... 1628
1258
Hydrographic .......
........
................
152
59
Chassis, automobile .................. ; ...................... 361
496
Chatons ........................
................ 1429'
' 1148
Cheese .......................
...................
710
658
Knives............
.......................
355.
469
Substitutes
.......
710
657
Chemical:
Apparatus *.............
.......................
360
479
Compounds, salts, etc .......................................
5
31
Compounds, salt., etc of bismuth ........................
20
'Q4
Compounds, etc., of gold, silver, platinum, orrhodium....
19
83
Elements, etc............................................... 5,22
32,66
Earthenware ......................
... ............
213
294
Elements, n. s. p. f ...................................
5
82'
Porcelain
ware...
213
294
Retorts *.....................
. ........
)
479
Signals, time-burning ...............
1417
1123
Vae
.
........................................
MA
479
Vessels * ...................................................
360
479
Wood pulp ....................................
1610
13869
Chemicals:
Coaltar, odoriferous or aromatic ..........................
26
79
In capsules, tablets, trochee, etc .............................
21
65
Natural and synthetic, aromic or odoriferous ...............
56
175
Photographic .....................................
26
80
Chenille:
Catpet. and rugs ................................... 1020,1117,1118 939, 992,
996
Cotton, curtains, table covers, manufactures...............920
899
...........................
1206
1028
Cheroots...
,..................
605
623
Cherries .........................................................
738
.17
Cherry:
Juice ..........................................
806
833
Trees, seedlings, and cuttingi....................
753
752
Chess balls*....................................
1413
1116
Chessmen .......................................
1413
1118
106
3
Chestnut extract ......................................
(Thestnut
........................................
755
75e
Cickpea
.......................................
765
790
Cbiclo ....................................................

23

Chicory root ........................
.775
Chiffon silk articles* .............
1430
hihnney pieces, slate ............................................
237
ChinaClay or kaolin ...............................................
207
Maiting and floor covering@ ...................................
1020
Ware..
....................
213
ChineseBlues*
.....................................
65
Tung oil
. 1626

/

68

804
1155
866
273
940
M

189'
1400

1514

INDEX.

Braids, etc..............0...140
Manufactures of, n. s. p. V.... .............
chips:

..... . . . . . . . .;.........
innamon
Poker
........

5
140 7

........

. .......

7
141,

.. .

4 .

.........
.......
Chloral hydratey.......................
Chlorate: ,
Potassuum ............ .. . .........................
m .
Sodium ....
..............
Chloride:
...................
.
Ammonium (ammoi
.
Bariuma .
Benzal
eno . . . .......................
. . . . . . ............. .................
.................

Benzoy::.*:....
...........
•.......
I Benzyl...........................
.
.
......................
............
Calcium,
rude
Ethyl ................... o ............ ...... o...............o
T
!5
.,Lme (s
Bleaching
powder).....
o
.......... o.....
Magnesium .............................................

ChlorinatedLime ...............................
Oils and fats.. ....................
..............
Chloroacetic acid....................................
Ohlorobenzene..............................................
:...........................
Chloroform .............
Chlorohydrin:
Ethylene......
...................
Propylene .............................
Chlorophthalic acid .............................................
Chlorophyll extract .............................................

Chocolate ..........
.
Christmas cards ...............
Chromate:
Iron *

.

...................

..............................
....................

Cobalt tungsten..

Colors ..............

1lydroxide,

crude

...............................

........ ..... ........................

7
11
.

26
25

25
1540
35

13
47

1635
78,

Cigar:
Bands.
.....................................
................
Capes and holders, metal... ......

...... ..

50

73
73
73
1267
103
134
S.1414
230
251

13
52
1
25
17

53
162
12
73
60

2
2
25

24
24
73
107
806
1080

36

776
1310

75
78
302'
201
67
1544
67

,1272
211
231
371
254
193
1272
192

1501
1544
1544

1218
1272
1272

302

369
192
31
371
361
361
383
361
361
1489
445
719

67

..............
......................... 302
Metal .........
3 02
Nickel .......................................
302
Silicon..........
.................. ............ ........
Steel..................................................... .305
Tungsten ............................... - .......... ....... 302
302
Vanadium .............................................
..........
367
Chronometers and parts....................

Circular saws.....................................340
........................
Cider ..........

37

88

.5

*..........................................

212
229

7f

... .............................. .1544

Pota.eium .....................................
Sodium ...................................................
.
Chrome .
.........................................
Brick .......................................................
Green.......
............
Ore .....................................................
.......................
..........
Yellow ......
Ohromic:
Acid and anhydride ........................................
Ore * ......................................................
.
.........
.... .......
Chromite ..............
Chromium:,

816
7,1110

. 70

~1

.

Potassium . ............................................
sodium ....................................................
Zinc ......................................................

P.
1098
117.9

739
1306
1428

1068

n
CuJtters .....

.

0... t.

Holde
. s. pnf
rs, ........
Knives
Labels ................
Cigarette:
Book covers

......

. .................

.

......
........
......

..... . .................

1428
.

..
.5

.

circular....

..............

.....

'1428

14

1452
5'
1806

1206
4690
10

1452

.....

.... .......... .....
Books.... ,.. .................
Caes and holders, metal .....................................
Cutters,

1516

1206

1206
1145

1452
1428
.

.

.

471

Holders, n. . p. f .
......
..
.....................
1452
Paper... ...........
o
.
.
........... .1452'
Cigarettes
.......................................
605
Cigars ............................
605'

1206
1206
623
623

Cinchona bark ........................

1618

1250

1451

1202

...........

Alkaloids ...............
................................
Salts of alkaloids from ......................
......
Cinematography film pictures .........
...............
.....
Cinnamicacid......
...............................
Cinnamon.
........................
Chips ...................
.
....................
Oil .............................
...................... ....
Circles, aluminum.......
.........................
Citral...................
........
.
.......
...
Citrate of lime..................
. .......
...
Citric acid ........................................
Citronella oil..........
.
Citrons and citron peel. ..............................
Civet
0....
...........
............... .....
Oil* ...............
.
.........................
Clapboards ...................
.......
Clasp knives ..................... *................................
Clasps:

1639
1639
2
780
780
1625
374
56
.46
1
1625
740
1506
54
1683
354

1418
1418

73
816
816
1389
512
176
132
13
1389
720
1226
163
1468
465

...................
..............
336
440
Not plated ..................
....................
348
-457
Clay pipes and bowls ...................
................ 1452
)206
,lays or earths ..................................................
207
270
Cleaning creams, powders and preparations.........................
12
52
Cleavers ...........................................
355
469
Cliff stone, unmanufactured ..................................... 1661
1445
Clippings:
For paper stock .....................................
1641
1421
From brass or Dutch metal ................................... 1534
1262
From new copper ............................................ 1653
1284
Clock cases:
Earthenware ................................................
212
289
Porcelain ..................
................... 213
298
Clock movements and parts ...........................
367, 368 489, 494
Clocks and parts ...............................
.................
368
494
Clockwork, cases, casings and parts .......
......
368
494
Clockwork mechanisms and parts ................................
368
494
Clock dials and markings of ..................................... 367,368, 488,493
Cloth:
Bolting, silk .....
................
.................... 1626
1256
Cotton. *(SeeCotton cloth.)
Crinoline ................................................... 1426
1141
Cutters for machines .........................................
56
471
Gunny, for covering cotto1 and for paper stock ........
1517,1641 1248,1420
Hlair*.
...............
.................
1108,1111 909 978
Hair press ....................................
1426
141
Italian *................................. .... .............. 1108
908
Oilcloth ....................................................
906
869
Press, camel's hair* ...................
.......... 1426
1141
Silk
1206
,1022:
r
.
.......
......
906'
867
Vegetawo fiber, not cotton.
100,1010 921,923
Corset ..........

Cloth-Coatinue'd.

ege.

r.f

' 906"867
108-1110
,W9 869
977

Waterproof ...................................................
Woo..
.. "........
....
i.............
...

Woven-wire .............
Olthing (so a/oo Wearing apparell:
Card, iron or steel.......

.....

Cotton ..

.........

...................

...............

Silk, knit or crocheted
Vegetable fiber, not cotton .....

412

337

A1

918,

.....

8ilk, except knit

318

1212

1038

'1032

1208
0

.......

931
991
1059

Wool, except knit .......... .............
.............................
(1;oth-lined paper ......

Poths:

.......... .............
Dust, mop, and polh .
..... ......
Jacquard woven upholstery .........

oil......

............ ..............

....
" .......
Stems....,................ .........
............................
...
...
Clover seed.....
.......................... ..............
Cloves.,
.. ....
Olubs for gaes..................

clumps:

.
Astilbe and dielytra*......
Lily of the valley ...........
*...........
Coal ...............
.
Coal tar:
Color acids, bases, and lakes .....

....

.

.

, 54

..

166

817
770
,817
1093

780
71
,
780
1402

746
4...........
1273
I

751
15

.......... ....... .
..........

......

618

911
... 9879

28

."2
........................
Colors, dyes, or stains .....
N
5.
................. ...................
'Crude .
DistillatesYielding less than 5 per cent tar acids..* ...... *........... :1546
Yielding more than 5 per cent tar acids ................... 25
26'
Explosives ................ ..............................
26
Flavors ard perfumed materials .............................
.
26
* .........
Ink powders .........................
26
Medici ials ................................................ .

'.

;

79

79
1276

1276
75
83
81
78

Mixtures and solutions ....................................... 25,26

81
75,79

8

1*6

Photographic chemicals ............................

.15

Pitch .............................................

28

80

75
25
Preparations*...........................................
Products .............................................. 25, 26,1546 15,79,1276
1108, 1109 969,972
Coat linings, of wool or hair* .........................
1278
.1547
.....................
Cobalt.................0
85
.27
Compounds ....................................
85
27
Linoleate ......................................
1278
............... 1547
Ore ..........................
84
.27
Oxide .........................................
382
305
................
Steel ..............................
85
27
Sulphate ...............................................
173
55
Cocaine and salts, esters and derivatives............
Cocculus indicus:
Advanced ..............................................
Crude ...................................................
.............
Cochineal ...

3

97

32
1002
1510

93
1222
1237

....................................................
Beans
..... ........
Butter or butterine .... ...............

1 48
'176

127f
806

1576

1310

..................................

COLAleaves.........

Cocoa:

Fiber * .....

.......................

Fiber mate .................................................. 1021

Leaves * .....................
armed
Pr
. . . .....
!A 0 . .. ...........
Shelia
Coconut-

1548
776
;
,:.. 1617

......................
..... . ......
.. . .......

...
..
......
........
..
.
d........
Oil.................................................

Notshredded etc
Shredded

.

......

1620
756
50

942

1279

806
1378
1380
7dd...
758
151

o...

.

76

......
.

.
. ..
Cod-liver off
..
...... ......
.. ,
. ........
,.0..
0doil....,' ...................................
A...............
Coffee..
....... ... ....
..
*........... ,
.....

1650
49
40
1549

Iron.., ...........
.
..........................
Zinc .......
; .
....... ......... ... .... i.
Coin holders,.etal.
....
.....
Coins.
..........
..........
........
Coir and crm,
....
.....
, ......
......
0
.. . . . . . .....

803

Adulteranats, eeneesi and substitutes; .....

:;.........
e....
CokeCo
...
1k "..-P . - .........
Colcothat
...................
. . ..

..

.......

. . .

......

776

..

Collapsible tubes ..................................
Collar and cuff bvtt~
Metal...

...............

Not m111..
......
.........
Collard seed .. ..
............
.......
Collars and cuffs:
Cotton

Flax

.........
.... ...........

..................................
...................* .....

Collar, sliftr silk....

804
376
545

1428

1145

1650
1281
1551
1282
7
154501
, 1278
70
19

. 387

534

18

1145

1411
762

......

'

391

........ 918

.

758

1429
144
144
1280

1100
,w782

1016

895
931

312

397

1201
1106

1006
961

352
365

462
485

916

890

......................
1210
1035
. .......
............
....
912
Collodion..............................................8
178
Cologne. ........................................... 57
79
26
Color acidic, bases, and lakes, coal4tar. ......... ..............
Coloring for:beer, brandy, etc .................................... 26,36
78, 105
1
0
Colors:
Alizarin;. ...............................................
26
80
62
184
Artists'
........................................
Ceramic and glass .......................................... 231
338
Chromium .............. \........... ...... ............
....
67
192
79
26
Coal-tar .................
Indigo .......................................
.26
80
N. . p. f .......
.. ; .... ; ............
........ ...
63
184
Collets.........

Columns, irn or steel ...........................................

Combed-

Silk *...........
.........................................
W ool *......................................................

CombinationPenholders ..................................................
Shotguns and rifles ........
......... ..............

Suits,

knit .............

.....

.............................

Combinations, chemical...............
.................
5
Combs:
Horn or horn and metal ............... ........... .. 1437
Metal ...................
.....................
1428
Comfits ................
.........................
748
opponent
material
of
chief
value,
definition:.................
1459
I
ition:
Corn

ork....:...s.w......
. . . o&a
. . .

wa*...........................1412"

Fuel..
.......................................
Metal
copper,
chief value .................... .............
ompounds: .
rAcoholic . .....................
.................
Aluminum (alumina *). . ..
..........................
Ammonium ...................................... .........
Antimony ................................................
Bismuth
. ..............
................

Caffeine (caffein*) ...............

...............

Casein. o . . .
. . . .
. . .30
Chemical,n. s. p. f..........
.......................
Cobalt. ,.. ........
....
...
.
..........
Creame'*o...40....oo*.*...
..
0. ...
0. ......

1178
1145
739
•1215
1114

154
1552

1273
1283

22
6
7
8

67
33
36
41

20

64

5
27

88
31
85

14
.

31

. 0.1b70

55

651

151

IDL

Compounds-Continued.
Distilled spirit ..............................................
Olycerophoepho-ic sa'd ......................................

it/..

Me!
802

72

Indoxyl ..................................

Lead, n. s. p. f ............... 0
Leuco... ......
..............
Medicinal ...........................
dic.i.

Pyroxylin .......... . .........

44

....
....
......................

.......

26

.....................

Tin ...........
......
Titanium ..............
Compressed cork .......................
Compress leather ..............

.........

........
.......

76

20

.. 0l.......
. 5, 22
Milk ........................................................
708

Potassium ...........................

827

I

75

29

130

79
31,67
651
211

87
85
248
86
248
1412
1114
P1313 1 50, 1087

501
Concentrated melada ......................
591
Concentrates, metallic. (See Ores.)
Concretes, floral, nonalcoholic ..... ...........
1566
1303
Condensed milk..........................
708
651
$28,
426
Conduits, iron or steel...............................
610
Confectionery ...........................
.........
508
Containers:
574
Barrels, empty ............
......
...............
409
. . . . . . . . . ..
812
Bayrum ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839
Bay water* ......................................
812
839
786
Beanf
in
*
......................................
763
809
Beverage ..............................
836
Bottles ........................
............ 217,218 307, 309
576
Boxes, empty .........................
......
409
609
Candy ...............................................
506,
. .

Carboys .....................................................

307
574

217

409
..................
Casks, empty ................
Cement .................................................. 203, 205
Champagne* ........... ...................................
803
Chemicals in ........... . ..................................
21
Chocolate .

..................................................

Cocoa* .776
Confectionery ..........................................
Demijohns
...............................
4..
Drugs in ...................................................
Egg . ..

. .............. o.................................

59, 265

829
6)
806
801V
610
306
015
665
1242

776

506
217
21
713

Exported and returned ..................................... 1514
Fish ...................................................... 719-721
Fluorspar* ..................................................
207
Fndt ..................................................... 410, 743
Glass ................................. *..........
218
742
Grapes in ...................................................
Hogsheads, empty ..........
....................
409
Jars .................................................
217
... 204
Lime ......................
Medicinals in .............................................. 1668
21
Metal .................. I....... ......... ....... : ...........
Mineral water* .......................... ...................
808
Mushrooni * ..................................................
766
Olive oil ....................................................
50
Paper
......................................
1668
Peaa* ....................
...... ......
767
Pen .............
........
....................
353
Pineapples i............................................
746
Poultry* ...................................................
712
Quicksilver ................................................
383
Soft drink * ................................................
807
Spice .......................................................
780
Spirits ...................................................... . 809
Steel wool ...........................................
334
Still wine* .....................................
804
Sugar, adulterated.................................... ...... 506

6'

270

518,727

309
724
574
307
263
C5
1452
835
791

155

1452
792
464
735
527
833
811
836s

439
829
611

15M9

IMSLX
CinoCnp- tinued.
Tea....e............ ................................
Thermostic .
Truffles...

1452
1668W#Tpop*'

....

Vialsi...

..

..

Wines ....................................
Cooks' knives .

.

....

836

36
469
1.0.......... 46
1439,
1186
1320
177'
1664
393
1553
1553

1287
552
1284
1284
517
517
1284

378
1553

1284
1281
1283
517
551

1553
1550.
1552
378
393
388
1611
153

535

1373
1284
1284

1653

460
517
1284
517
392
550
1284
517
1284
517
1287
1287
1373
517
412
1305

... ....................
350
Pins.
...............
Pipes
.................. 378
......
........... 153
Plates,-not manufactured .........
Plates, rolled or manufactured ............................... 378
............
309
Plates, with layers of other metal..*.
392
Print rollers or blocks .......................................
Regulus .......................................... ........ 1553
oils, rods or sheets, etc .................................. 378
..................
15
Scale.
.....................
Strips* ................................. ................... 378
.......
1554
Subacetate or verdigris ....................
.............
1554
Sulphate or blue vitriol .............
........... 1611
Trophies ................................... .
............. 378
Tubes and tubing..................
.318
Woven.wire cloth ...............................
Copperas ........................................................ 1568
Copra:
Not shredded, desiccated, etc ................................ 1620
..............
756
Shredded, desiccated, etc.* ...........
Coping................................... 1310
Books, letter
Paper.... .............................................. 130
226
Coquilf gla ea...................................................
1429
Cut, not set...................
1555
.................................
Marine,
uncut
Cord~e
1006
0
Code
. .. . ..... ... . . . .
. .. . . . . . . . . .
Jute ....................................................... 1003
.905
Cord, fabric, cotton .........................................
804
Cordial, ginger .......................... ................
. ... .....
802,812
Cordials and leakage of ....................
Cords, flax, hemp, or ramie.................................... 1004
Cords and tassels:
Artificial silk *

........................................

Cotton ......
...................
*............
.
.....................
Silk. ........
...............................
Vegetable fiber
WWl .......................................

..........

307

.378

Clipping& ...................................................
C is ......................................................
Composition metal ...........................................
Engravers' plates ...........................................
Manufactures of n. . p. f...
.......................
Matte (me also fReguhs) .....................
........ ..
Medals...........................
Old ........................................................
Ore..........................

809

.

.....................
Copaiba balsam ................
Copal, manufactures of, D.0. p. f ........................ ........
Copals .........................................
Copper (sw also Brass):
Acetate.' ......................................... .........
....
...................
Articles not plated, n. s. p f.
Bars, ingots, pigs, or plates ........
.................
Black or coarse ........................
.....
Bottoms *
......................................
Braziers' *.............................
......
Cement ........
.........

1210
791

217

..

.

1454
766

1216

912
1430
1207
1014
1114

1380
759
1082
1054
329
1148
1289
912
906
864
829
826,838
908
,

1041

882
1156
1030
927
986

I

1520

bL

909

...

'Corduroys, cotton

C Oriander see
..
............
Cork:
Artificial, and manufacturesof .
Bark, squares, etcr.......... 4........... ....................

815

1412
1412
16

Bark, unmanufactured...............................
Carpet .......................................................

1018

1412
Tile ............
........................ ..........
1412
.......
Wafers ..................................
.
.............. 1412
........
....
Washers...............
; ......................... 15 8
W aste ...........................
Wood, unmanufactured ....................................... 156
.......... 751
...............
Corms .................
Corn:
774
...........
Broom..................
......... .................

......

936

11 4
471
.1114
1114
1114
1115
1289
1114
:1114
'1113
1113
1113
1289
1289
746
803
688

354
725
762

465
689
782

Lacin s .....................................................

336
916

912

440
890

steels'

336,

440

1415
1415
156
57"

1119
1119
1302
178

1430

1154

Clasps ...................................
Covers, knit * ...............

Batting *...................................................

Bed sets, Nottingham lace....................................
..................................
Bedspreads ...........

'

..............

911
1430

'

899
:1248
401
882
899
876

920
1517
814
912
920
909

899

920

919,
911

898
878

912
912

882
882
8S2

912

.. ... ............ ............ 912
Boot lacings....
912 '
............................
..............o
Brace& ...
Braid.
......................... .... ........
1430
Bureaucovew, plain woven ........................

936

878
'15 1155

912
909
911

Blndingp.................... I.........................
............................
Bias dress facings* ...
Blankets ................................. ................
Bone casings* (See Tubings) ..........

882

1018 ,.

............... .............

Corundum:
Grains .....................................
Manufactures ........................ . ..................
Ore .....................................................
....
.........................
Cosmetics............
Cotton:
Articles-Appliqu&!, ornamented, etc.* .................. ........
....old ....
................
...........
'.
Lover orHo1430
go-through machine *........................
aN.s.p.f...; ....................................
...............................
... .......
Ba ng ties, iron or steel .....................................
Bands and bandings ......................................
.......
Basket paragraph .........................
Bath mat * ............ ....................................

Belting for machinery .............................. .......
....................................
Belts and beings ........

57

16

i"...
..............................

Corticine ............................

....

1114

.

726

..............................
Knives .........
a:Meal,
etc ......................
; ................
Sala seed .......................................... ,
..
Corrosive sublimate .
Corset:

A'

1114
1113
1289

'

-1412,
Composition or compressed ...................................
356
Cutter .................................................
1412
.....................
...........
Disks .......
1412
Granulated
or ground .................................
Insulation....
............................
'
1412
'.
1412
Manufactlres of, n. 8: p. f ............................
........... 1412
..Reh1
.per.................................
and shavings..
16 ,
...........
1412
Btoppere..........................
Substitutie...............
... ................
.1412 ,:'

Grain (corn or maize)

874

'

7f0

911-

874
878
.

$82
882

882
-1151
878

90 !

Cn l

........ .....
...... ..... ..............
dn ...
.... ..- ...
. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .

s01
82

Cotton--Contnuod,

..

Centerpieces, plain woven.;

......
.........
.....

846
942
878

i90
1020
-911

p . . ... . . . . : . . .
CAMd 1a4

Carpet...

.

899
8$6-877
899
858
867,869
860
874
858

920
.
... ..............
Chenille curtains, table covers, et
........ 903-910
Cloth .............................
920
..........
Articles, n. .. f......................
MS
.....................
Bleached.. ................
...................... ......... 1906
Coated ............
903
I .................
Colored ...................
909
Corduroy*...................................
903
Countable ..........................................
. 910
...........
Damask, table, and manufactures of
904
.................
Definition .................
903
. ..............
Dyed.... ....................
90
.
Extra threads .. ..........................
Filled............ . .906
908
Jacquard upholstery ....................................
905
Lappet or sivel ........................................

Lining, silkeriped *.........................

8401
N.W

...

876

862
858
864
867, 869
872
864

870

907

80, 865
862
869
880, 86
874
874
858

........................... 908,5
forerived* ............
904
......................
Method of asseesing duty on.
906
Oilcloths ...................................
. ....................................... 906
Painted,*
909
Pile-fabrics and manufactures of .........................
................ 909
......
PlusheO .............
........................... 903
Printed .........
90
Sateens, woven with eight or more harness ..........
907
Silk-striped sleeve linW :.............................
907
................................
Silk stripes
907
. .tton
..............................
Silk and
906
Special cloths....*......................................
903
Stzined*................................................
908
...
............................
Tapestries
.. 909
Terry-woven fabrics .............................
91
Tire fabrics ............................................

864

870
870
870
867
860
872
874
864

67

90$

Tracing .............................. I...................

858
903
Unbleached ....................................
872
908
Jacquard-woven ......................
Upholstery,
874
909
elveteens ............
874
909
Velvets* .............. :..................................
Waterproof ......................................... ... 906 867,869
868
906
Window hollands ........................................
858
Woven-figured ................................... ....... 903
Clot"i~
891
916
K it ...................................................
1154
Lace, or ornamented with embroidery, etc.* ............. 1430
895
...
. .918
N.a . ..
895
918'
......
cuffs,
a
as
8 2
M
Collets ......... ....... ...................... ........ : ....... - 912 .
890
.................... . 912
...........
Combination suits *.........
864
. 905
Cord fabric .... .......................................
862
912
Cords and tasels ............................................
874
909
Corduroys * ..................................................
890
912
.. ....
Corset covem *............................
............................
...........
Cotton
..........................
Countable cloths. II
.........
........
....
Crochet. .............
Cuffs and collarw, shirt....................... ".... ...... r
Chenille.
Lace

Nottingham....

848
868

918

895

899
1......11.....

.
.............................

.

902
908

.............

*.

,

I

t,

iz

£522

Putrlph of
H.R. 74.
Pae.
...................................
910
876

Cotton--Continued.
Damask,,nd manufactures

Damning)

1

a

0.

.

..

902.

Doilies ..........................
e........
......
911
Dr
awknit ers,
.............
,
918
Dress facings, bias*
.....................
909
Dust
cloths,
..........................
...........
911
Eidings *........... ... ................ .......... ..... "...... 1430
1430
Enbroidered articles
........
1430
..

Embroideries

.......................................

Embroidery ..................................................

Fabric. (or use in pneumatic tires .............................
Fabric, in the piece, knit .....................................
Fabrics with fast edges not exceeding 12 inches W width ........
Featherstitched braids* ...................................
Flocks, manufactured-* .......

848

878
892

'i

874

878
+1154
1164
1154

1430

1154

902

848

905
913
912
1430

.......................... 901

864
884
882
1154
842

Flocks * .................................................... .1557

1290

Flouncing

1154

*...................1430

Flutings .............................................
Galloons
...................................
Garters ....................................................
Gauze, plain..
.........................
.......
Gins ................ I ..........................
Gloves .......................................................

Go

...................................................

1430
1430r
' 912'
903
1504
914

1430

1154
1154
882
851
1223
886

1154

Handkerchiefs ............................................ 917,1480 893,1153
Healds ......................................
912
882
Hollands, window ............................................ 906
868
Hose and hall hose ....................................... 95,1430 888,1153
Household articles ......................................... 911
878
Insertings ...............................................
1430
1154
Knit fabrics ..............................................
913
884
Knit poods ..............
...................... 916
891
Knitting ........
....
.
.
.
.
902,
848
Labels for garments or other articles .......................... 912
882
Lace articles

*.

...............................................

Lace ar s................................................
Lace widow curtains ................................... 919,
Lacings, boot, shoe, and corset ................................
Lamp wicking ..............................................
Lappets and swivels ........................................
Long staple *...............................................

1430

1154

1430
1154
1430 897,115,3
912
882
912
882
905
864
1557

1290

Chenille *..............................................

920

899

Jacquard figured ..........................................
N. s. p. f ................................................

920
920

899
899

1020

939

Loom hanese ........................................ *.......
Manufactures of-.

Mate and matting *.......................................... ...

912

Mop cloths ..................................................
911
Muffier ................................................... 917, 1430
Napkins ................................................. 911,1430
Narrow wares
I................. ................
912
Nets or netting ..................................... 903,919,1430
Nottinaham lace-...............................
919
Bed sets ...
Curtains ...
...............................
919
919
............ ...............
Nets and netting.
Pillow shams ....................
...........
o
919
Oilcloth .....................................................
906
Ornaments ................... . .......................
1430
Pile fabrics and manufactures of ................
909
Pillowcases ..........................................
911
.......................
919
Pillow slms, Nottingham lace.
.... 909
...... .
Plushes.
Plush ribbon...

............
.....

90

882

878
893,1153
878,1153
882
8 851,
1898,1153
898
897
898
898
869
1153
874
878
898
874
873

1623

INDRt.
PM arspof

Polish

911

cloths .............................

Quilli
*
lt ...........

'

W
R.Pag,

Cotton--Continued.

......

.

w.. ' .........
Ribop ...
..........

.

........................

Rop in,...... .......

....................
n.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1154

911

' 878

901

842
846

901

1430
1020

........

Ruccin

1430

1290
....................
1657
.............. 0.. go9, 912,1 f
8
143JZ
0,(8 8 2 1

.... ....

Ribbon

.

878

Rugs * ...............................................
Runners,
plain woven .......................................
Sateens, woven with eight or more harness

1154
942

'

911
878
905
9................
864

Scalloped articles * ..........................................

1430

1154

Seed

762

785

.....................................

..
. .
Seed oil ......................................
902
Sewing thread ...............................................
.911
Sheets., ...................................................
Shirts *......................................................

Shoe lacin .................................................
................................
Skirt bindgs *
...................................
Skirtings
Sliver ..................................................... .
Small wares *..............................................
Special'cloths ..............................................
Spindle banding ............................................
Spool thread* .................................................

Staple, long

..

.....................................................

Table covers, chenille *.

'

918

912
909.
1430
901
912.
906
912
9m,

........................................

150
848
878
892

882
.874
1154
846
882
867
882
849

1557

1290

920

899

915
912
912
918
905

Stockings * (se aso Hose and half hose) .......................
...............................
Stove wicking
Suspenders ..........
.....
..
Sweaters .............
Swivels ........................

878

911

Scarfs, plain woven .........................................

888
882
882
891
864

Table covers plain woven .................................... 911,
910
Table dramas and manufactures .............................
912
...............
Tapes
908
Tapestries ...........
1517
.............
......................
Tares. .
.......
.912
Tassels and cords.......................
909
................
Terry woven fabrices.
901
Thread, except spool ........................................
902
Thread, sewing .............................................

878
876
882
872
1248
882
874
844
848

314

401

Tire fabric ........................
Towels .....................................................
. .............
Tracing cloth......................
i igs .................................................
Tubings. .....................................
.......................
Tuckings* .................
Underwear .................................
Union suits*...................................
Upholstery good ...........................................
............................
Veils and veifing*
Velvets and velveteens ...............................

905
911
906
1430
912
1430,
916
916
908
1430
909

864
878
867
1154
882
1154
891
890
872
1154
874

Vests..............6.........
Warp yan... .................

901

842

Ties, iron or steel ...........................................

Tight? .......................

WarpS ...............
A ..........
Washragd or cloths*..
......
Waste (or flocks*)... ....
Waste, advanced in value......
. .. ..
.
W vr pI
................
We g •..........
.

. .. . .

.....
.
..

....
....
.

916,918,

.1,8

890

916

916

892

901
909

844
874

1557
.901
1 ,

1290
847
891,

1480

8

1158

1524

MI)MX.
.

1

Cotton--4ontinud.
Webs and webbing * .......................................

.*ndle
.....
Wicking-lamp, stove, and
Window curtains-.
....................................
Lace*
Nottingham lace ........................................

*....

Window hollan .....................
rn
Ya ................................

912

882

912

, 882

1430

.1154
897

919
906
901

50
1430

Cottonseed oil .................................................
lace oahh
C
Ooumarin ......................................................

Court-plaster ...................................................
Coverings. (See Containers.)
Covers:
...........
Cigarette book .............
Corset* .....................................................

26

61

88
843

150
,1154
77
183

916

1206
890
878

1304

1051

23 .

109
12.59
1215
1145
091,

Cotton, table or bureau ...................................... 911
Wool* .................................................... 1119
1001
790
76
Cowpeas......................................
681
722
....
Crab meat ...................................... o.......
716
737
....
.................................
Cranberries*..
1199
Crayons ......................................................... 1449
650
707
Cream ..........................................................
755
755
Nuts .......................................................
43
9
Of tartar .....................................................
652
708
Powder ....................................................
Separators* ............................................... 372, 1504 504,1223
651
708
....
Substitutes or compounds ..................... .
52
12
Creams, cleaning or polishing ..................................
453
344
Creels or baskets ..........................................
12!f
1546
Creosote oil ................................................

CrOpepper......................................

4

75,1276
.... F.. 256
e ,
...............................
Cresol ...
1141
1426
......
'Crinolinecloth .............................
Crochet:
848
902,
.... .
Cottons ...........................................
450
343
Needles .....................................................
Crocheted articles:
1031
......... 1208
.......
Silk ........................
990
Wool ............................................ .......... 1115
290
212
Crockery ware ..................................................
7-6
751
..... ....
#.... .......
Crocus bulbs ..................
445
340
Crosscut saws ...................................................
1132
........................... 1420
Crosses, fur .........................
24
2
........ ..........
Crotonaldehyde ...................
139;
.... 1626
Croton oil ...........................................
423
Crowbars ....................................................... 326
223,224 323,325
.............
Crown glass .......................
285
Crucibles, earthenware or stoneware ................... - ........ 210
379
Crude steel ...................................... ............. 34
1291
Orvolite or kryolith ................................................ 1558

Crystals, watch ...................................................

Cuba bark and manufatures ....................................
.......
Cubarithnims ....................................
Cudbear .................................

..

1406
1W3
1510

Cuff buttons ................................................. 1411,1428 114
Cuffs:
Cotton .................................. q................... 918
Flax .......................................... ............. 1016
1273
.. 545
................. ,
Culm ........................
1223
Cultivators.............................................. 1504
Cumene (cumol*) .............................

, ..........

.................
......
Omidine (cumidin*) ..........
.....................
Cumin seeds...
..............................
Cumol.* (See Cumene)

....

1646

26
780
154

127f,
73

1276

1.25

INDEX.
"

Psrfah Ot,

Crockery ware ............................................

212

290

1678

1464

2

Cups:

213

Porcelain ................................................
Curios ........ ; ............

........

M. Pop.

....

.....................

295

393

551

Curling stone *.................................................

235

350

Currants:
Cuttings and s
Dried...

753
742

751
726

; ....................................

742

726

Curriers' knives ..................................................
Curry and curry powder..........................................
Curtains:
Bamboo ....... .............................................
ead * ..........................................

355
780

469
815

413
1403

584
1094

Curling-stone handles ...................

.........................

clings
........................ n
....................................

Zante * .................

Chenille *

....................

. ...................
Lace ....................
Nottingham lace.. ........... . .....................
Window, lace (except Nottingham) ...........................
Outch extract ..................................................
Cuticle knives

................

...........

920

899

1430
919
1430
36

1153
897
1153
106

354

465

. ....

Cutlery. (See Knives, etc.)
.......... 356
Cutters and blades, machine .........................
Cutting:
Ihide ...................................................... 1580
........................ 752, 753
Plants, trees, or shrub ....
1560
Cuttlefish bone ...................................
Cyanamid, calcium ............................................. 1540
Cyanide:
1636
Potassium (potash*) .........................................

1326
749, 752
1297
1269

1654

1434

Sodium .....................................................

1577

910
1012
775

876
925
804

902
1618
741
1546
1683
1305
1306

848
1379
723
1276
1468
1059
1068

Decanters, glaw~, blown

218

*

...........................

812

Ferromanganse. ........................

...

.......

310

752
312
1

750
397
15

217
1522
217
904
1459
904
217
31

306
1254
306
862
1215
862
306
89

Engr.ving....................................168
Ehings....... .........................

1415
1415
427
426
1276
746
838
1320

165
328
328
1546
751

Cyanide * (see Kainito)..........................................
Cylindrical furnaces, welded ......................................
Cylindrical or tubular tanks or vessels ............................
.. ..........
Cvmene ............................
Dahlia bulbs *............................. ....................
...........................
Damage on wines, etc., allowance for.
Damnar ................................................
Damask, table:
Cotton and manufactures of ..................................
Vegetable fiber not cotton, and manufactures of ...............
Dandelion roots .................................................
Daring:
Cotton ............................................
Needles .....................................................
Dates ......................................... ..................
Dead or creoote oil ..............................................
Deals ................................... .......................
Decalcomania paper .............................................
Decalcomanias ...................................................
Deciduous cuttings and seedlings. ........................
...
Deck beams, iron or steel ..................................
Decoctions,* nutgalls (see Extracts) ..............................
Definitions:
Bottles ......................................................
Bread .......................................................
(larboys .....................................................
Cloth (cotton) ................................................
Component material of chief value .............................
Cotton cloth ................................................
...........................
Demijohns ............
....... .................................
Drug ..........

471

1685
302

1473
1479

60

1526

n D x.

&-1,9Page.
1
Filler tobacco ...............................................
602
620
Grar ..................................................
1406, 14 7 1098 1178

Definitions-Continued.

Jars ......................
.............
......
217
$06
Line ..................................... ;..... .....
349,1410, 468,1105
Liqueurs .............................................
......
801
.828
Machine tools ..............................................
372
504
Painting ........
. ... .... 147,
144.........................
1685 119,5, 1478
Paper.. .............
.
........................
1302
, 1050
Periodical.. ......
.........................
1619
1379
Plush ..................................
...........
120Q
1.026
Regalia........................................... 1660.
1442
Sculptures *...............

1447,1685

..............................

1196, 1478

Spiegeleisen ...................
................
301
358
Statuary .............................
......
1685
1478
Steel.. - ...................
......................
306
385
Straw..... . ....................
.......
1406, 1437 1098,1178
Velvets ......................................
1206
1026
Vials ..................................

.

217

t

Vinegar......................... ...........
. 739
Wine gallon ................
...................
810
Wire rods ...................................... ............ . 315
Wood cuts ..........................
................. 1685
Wool .......................................
1121
Wrapper tobacco .....................................
602
Degras ..................................................
49
Dehydrothiotoluidine ...................
o.............
25
Demijohns, glass, molded or pressed (see Containers)..............
217
Dental instruments and parts ................................. 359
Dentifrices .........
........
...............................
57
Detectors, time *...................................................

306

719
837
403
1478
1004
620
146
73
306
477
178
495

368

Dextrine and substitutes ........................................
81
Dextrose and sirup ........................................ 504,505
Dials:
Enameled watch or other instruments ........
..........
367
Watch and clock, markings .............................. 367,368

492
489,493

25

75

25

73

Diamidostilbendisulfo acid *..........................................

Diaminostilbene ............................................
Diamond:
Bort *......................................
Dust ....
........................................
Diamonds:
Cut, not set ................................................
Glaziers' and engravers', unset .............................
Miners' ..................
. ....................
Rough or uncut ............................
..............
Dianisidine (dianisidin*) ......................................
Dice .....................................................
Dichloride:
Ethylene ........................................ ..........
Propylene..... ... ...................... ................
Dichlorophthalic acid........................
Dichromate (bichromate*):
Potassium ...........
..........................
Sodium .............................................
Die blanks and blocks, steel............................

Dielytra clumps *........................................................

Dies or rolls for engraving, steel* .................................
Diethyl sulphate ...............................................
Digitalis
........
.................. ........
Dih.ydroxynaph ...........
halene (dioxynaphthalene*)
......................
Dimethylaminophenol ................
.....................
Dimethylaniline (dimethylanilin*) .........
................
Dimethylphenylbenzylammonium hydroxide ....................
Dimethylphenylenediamine ...............
................
Dimethyl sulphate..........o.............................
....

242
604,607

1429
1429

1149
1149

1429
1561
1561
1429
25
1413

1149
1297
1297
1149
73
1116

2
2
25

24
11
73

75
78
304

211
231
3s0
746

751

393
35

515l
102
99

33

25
2.5
25
26
2.5
35

73
-

73

73
73
73
10l2

~152V
Dinitrobenzene (binitrobenzol*).. .........
,, r 26
Dinitro.hlorobenzene (bimtrochlorobenzol,* binitrochlrbenol),..
26
.
Dinitronaphthalene (binitronsphthalene*)...........,.. .....
" 26 ,
Dinitrophenol .......................... ........................
26' ,
Dinitrotoluene (binitroto uo .. ....
....
.....
25

Dioxide, barium

...........

........

Dioxynaphthalene* (dihydroxynaphthalene)...................
Diphenylaiin* (diphenylamine).-....z........
.....
Diphenylamine (diphenylamin*).... o........................
Diphcny loxde...
............................
.........
Disk or tooth harrows ........................................
Disks:
Aluminum ................. o ......
.............
Carbon*,....
......
..........................
(ork or artificial .............o ...................
Glass* .......... .......................... .............
Soft wax, or master records ........ . ..................
Distillatee:
Coal-tar and other tar.
Petroleum.... o..............
Distilled oils. (See Oils.)

..........................
.
.
.

..

73

73

78

73
73
51

11

25
25
26
1504

78
73
73
77
1228

374
216
1412
227
1677

610
302
1114
880
14683

25,1546
1627

76i 1276
1401

25

Distilled spiritsi

Compounds ...........
..........................
Forfeiture ..................
Leakage ..... ...........................
o. .
Standard for proof ................................
Divi-divi ................ .................
Extract ..............................................
Documents, public, foreign governments ...............
.
Dog-skin plates and mats ........................................
Dog skins, undressed* ...........................................
Doilies, cotton ................
........................
Dolls and parts of .................
.......................
Dominoes.............................................
Doublets .............................................
Down and manufactures................................
Dragon's blood .............
........ o................
Drag saws ........
...............................
Drainage tools, metal ............................................
Draughts. ................................................ ......

802
811
812
810
1563
36
1529
1420
1(;53
911
1414
1413
1429
1419
1577
340
373
1413

826
837
838
837
1299
107
1259
1132
1432
878
1117
1116
1148
1127
1321
445
509
1116

916

892

360
355
1307

480
469
1072

........ .. . ................... 1310
................. ............. 1886

1084
1480

Drawers, knit, cotton or other vegetable fiber* .....................

Drawing:
Instruments, metal .........................................
Knives .....................................................
Paper .......................................

Drawings:

Bound or unbound
For exhibition ...

Original,.....

...........................

1685

Pen and ink, n. s. p. f....................................... 1447
Twenty yws old '. ...................
...........
o
1686
Drawnwork articles .........................
.........
.1430
Dress:
Buttons, metal .........
Facings, bias, cotton pile

............
...........

Goods, wool or hair ......................

Steels ............

..............
...

........ ...................

1428
9 09

....... 1108,1109

36

Drills, agricultural ..........................................
1504
Dros:
Lead .....................
.................... 389

1478

1195
1478
1164
1145
874

969, 972

440

1223
538

Or residuum, burnt pyrites .................................. 1590
Drugeta, wool .................................................. 1118

1337
996, 998

1437-

1179

ruggists' sundries* ......................................

1528

" D 11
1
$1

90
89

2

65

-otanical.
.?.p.9
Definition

In capsules, Pinhe
Advanced .............

82
90,91
"81
1 ,12 122, 1298
.............................
Cd
1514
1242
port
Dreirn orse, imprd. .......
505
807
....
d-Tapatoe .
607
0
.
.........
.
.
..
. A..n.......
608
.
60
Dulcite.....................................
Dust:
1527
1257
.......................................
Bone
878
911
...............
Cloths cotton ...................
1149
1429
Diamond .........................................
547
...
891
Zinc .....................................
1.102
Dusters, feather ..................... ............................ 1407
Dutch metal:
1262
1534
Clippings ..........
e .........................................
379
.621

Dutch wool carpet.s..................... ....

Dyeing:

Extracts, vegetable origin.

.................. ...

...................

Materials, vegetable origin ....................................
Dyes:
............... ..............
Alizarin .........

Anthracene (anthracin *)....................................

:,+

.......................
Carbazol *.. ...........
Coal-tar .....................................................
............
Description ..........................
Indigo
.....................................................
..
ac *..............0 ....................................

Lac*..

Marking ......................................................

Natural

.................................

998

36
1563

1299

26

80

26
26
26
26
310
36
26

77
79
79
80
105
79,77

26

105

77

26, 8, 1510

, 1235

26
163

79
1299

Synthetic .....................................
.......................................
Dyewoods

Earth or earths:

*

1118

275
207
Fuller's ....................................................
199
70
Ocher* ....................................................
70
199
Sienn*.
199
70
Umber* .............................
270
207
tUnmanufactured ............................................
Earthenware:
290
212
....................
China .................
285
210
Crucibles ...................................................
290
Granite ......................................... .......... 212
Manufactures n. s. p. f..................................... 210,212 285,290
298
N.
f ....................... . .. .................... . 214
286
Rockingham ............................................... .210
257
202
Tiles and tiling ..............................................
270
207
. ..............................
Earths or clays...

Earthy or mineral substances and manufactures

...............

214

298

Ebony .........................................................
Ecgonine and derivatives .......................................
.........................................
Edgi
Educational institutions. (set Institutions.)
Eelgram, manufactured or dyed .................................
Eels, fresh or frozen * ...........................................
Egg, albumen and yolk ..........................................
Eggplant seed * ................................................

404
55
1430

561
173
1153

1440
718
713
762

1186
671
662
783

Bird .......................................................
. .
.......................
..........
Dred....
Fish .......................................................

584
713
64

1301
663
1301

1529

IN1)1.
Egps-Continuedf7

. e &

a.

Insect ......................................................

Poultry

ou

Silkworm ........

l

1564.

t .... ry....

.13..................

713.

0

Whole, frozen, etc ...........
t.................
....
Egret plumes....
s
......n
Electrical-m esurin mecqa
Electric-Appliances, table, household, kitchen, and hospital ........
C aeons ..........................................
""
Electrodes .........
.......
.......
.. .
Light bulbs and lamps .......................................
Light poles ...................................
Machine brushes.. ........................................
Papers, asbestos ..............................................
Storage batteries ............................................
Electrodes:
Carbon or graphite ...................................
Nickel ............
...........................
Electrote-3
Metal * ...................................................
Plates .............................................

Elements, chemical n. s. p. f ...................................

713

1801

661

1301

661

1419
493............
388ib- 1128

339

443

216

308

216
229
405
216
1401
320.

304
.334
567
304
1091
415

216
385

304
530

389

538

341

447

5

32

Embowing rolls .................................................
Embroidered articles ...........................................
Embroideries ...................................................
Embroidery:,
Cotton, for handwork .................................
Machine needles ..............................................
Machines and
shuttles ........................................
Eme!o,:
Files, paper,
heels .......................................

1443
J430
1430

1191
1153
1153

902
343
372
1415

848
449
504
1119

Grains .......................................................
Manufactures ................................................
Ore .........................................................
Emi
*rnt.*
(See Inmirnto,)
Emuion,,gelatin
.................................
Enamel:
Ceramic ..............

1415
1416
165

1119
1119
1302

39

120

231

338

Fusible *

....................................................... 231

Glass .......................................

Opa, tiles, tiling, and rods .................................

Paints .....................................................
EnameledDials, watch or other instrument .............................
Tilos ....................................

.............

Ware .......................................
Encaustic tiles ........................................
Enfleurage grease .....................................
Engines, steam ..................................................
EngravedDies and roel; ...........................................

Stool plates ..................................................

231

338

339

231

341

367

492

202

257

63

185

339
202
1566
372

444
257
1303
504

341

447

341

447

Engravers
Diamonds ................................................. 1561
1297
Plates, copper ............................................
378
517
Engravings:
Books of .................................................... 1310
1083
Definition ................................................. 1685
1478
For exhibition ............................................... 1686
1480
For institutions ............................................. 1531
1260
For the United States ....................................... 1628
1258
N. s. p.f .................................................... 1447
1196
Twentyye old * ................
.............. 1310,1685 1081,1478

Unbound.................................1685

Envelops, Paw*......................... 1.,

1478
1076

1530

IrDRX.
Pmraah of

Epsom saltso....................................................
Erasers, knife
....... . ... .................................
Ergotrgt....
..........................
Fences:

47
354
34

184
465
100

7761566

805
1303

22
37

66
116

37

117

-

Coffee: ............... .......................................
Floral (flower *) not containing alcohol.. ...............
FruitContainin6 alcohol .... ...
........... ............
Not containing alcohol l ...................................
N .s.p: f ........................

.

....

..............

Essential oils, (See Oils.)
Esters:
Alcoholic ......................................
22
Cellulose ..................................................... 28,29
Cocaine., ..................................................
55
Diethyl and dimethyl sulphate .............................
35
Egonine ...................................................
55
Ethyl acetate and chloride ..................................
35
FrutContaining alcohol ......................................
22
Not containing alcohol ...................................
37
N.s.p. f ....................................................
35
Opium .....................................................
55

Etchings .................

1310

66
85,86
173
102
173
103
66
116
104
170
1083

Artists' proof, unbound ....................................... 1685
1478
Books of ............................................... .. 1310
1083
Definition .................................................. 1685
1478
For institutions ............................................. 1531
1260
For United States ........................................ .. 1528
1258
Twenty years old*
...........................
1310, 1685 1081,1478

N. s. p.

...................................... 1447

1195

35
28, 29
22
35
37
35
35
35

102
85,86
66
104
116
101
104
102"

35
. 4
3
'2
54
752

103
30
25
24
166
750

31
1562

90
1298

26
1578

83
1323

22
1510

W;
12 ';

Ethers:
Acetic* ....................................................
Cellulose ..............
...............................
Containing more than 10 per cent alcohol.....
............
Ethyl ......................................................
Fruit*......................................................
Nitrous* ....................................................
N.s.p.f ....................................................
Sulphuric* .................................................
EthylAcetate, chloride, and ether .................................
Alcohol, non-beverage ......................................
Methyl ketone .............................................
Ethylene-chlorohydrin, dichloride, glycol, and oxide .............
Eucalyptus oil ..................................................
Evergreen cuttings and seedlings
.........................
Excrescences:
DrugsAdvanced ..............................................
Crude ............. ...................................
Explosives:
Coal-tar ....................................................
Mining, blasting or artillery ..................................
Expressed oils. (See Oils.)
Extracted oils. (See Oils.)
Extracts:
Alcoholic ..................................................
Annatto ...................................................
Bark *.............................

Combinations of, vegetable ..................................
Yeinq or tanning, etc ........
..........................
oringContaining alcohol ....................................... t
Not containing alcohol ...................................

36

105

22.
37

116

36
36

105
1057
66

1531

MAL,

Extracta-dontinued.
Ha .To. Pog.
H
........
o
p..
..
.............
................
779
810
Indigoi.. ....................................
g
..... ....
26
79
Licorice,................................................I....
45
131
Madder*.........
' ................................."I............
26
79
Malt .. . ..
............................................
805
832
Meat .......................................................
705
644
Munjeet ...................................................
26
70
Nutgalls ....................................................
1
15
Op
um, eou ............................................
55
169
Orleans *
.....................................
1510
1236
Rocoa*.
.....................................
10
1236
Roucou*
.....................................
1510
1236
Safflower or saffron*.......
....... 1510
1238
Sumac* .....................................................
36
113
Tanning or dyeing, etc ............................
.....
36
105
Wool .......................
1105
958
Eyeglasses and frames.
.............................
225
328
Fabrics:
Artificial silk ............................................... 1 215
1041
B
........................................
1517
1249
Bead2 or
Ipa.ged............................... 1403
1094
Cotton, knit ..............................................
913
884
Cotton, with fast edges ...................................
912
882
Embroidered or ornamented ............................... 1430
1156
For pneumatic tires ........................................ 905
864
Jute ........................................
1008
918
Knit (see ai8o Knit goods)-

" Silk ......................................... 1208
Vegetable fiber .........................................
913
Wool .................................................. 1115
Lace ....................................................... 1430
Pile-Cotton ..........
........................... 909
Silk .................................................... 1206
Vegetable fiber, not cotton ............................... 1011
Wool .................................................. 1111
SilkAscertainment weight .................................. 1214
Knit .................................................. 1208
Pile .................................................... 1206
With fast edges .......................................... 1207
Woven ............................................. 1205
Terry-woven ................................................. 909
'Textile, asbestos ........................................... 1401
Tire .......................................................
905
Vegetable fiber, with fast edges ...............................
1014
Wire ..................

..............

With fast edges, not exceeding 12 inches in widthArtificial silk* ..........................................
Cotton ..........
*--.
..........................
Silk ......................
................
Vegetable fiber, not cotton ...............................
Wool ...................................... .............
WoolKnit ...........................................

1032
884
987
1156
874
1027
924
978
1039
1032
1027
1029
1022
874
1091
864
927

318

412

1215
912
1207
1014
1114

1040
882
1029
927
985

1115

987

Pile ............................................ ....... 1111
W ith fast edges ......................................... 1114
Woven ............................................ 1108-1110
'Woven-

978
985
969-977

Bullion ..................................................
82
Cotton (see also Cotton cloth) ........................... 903-910
Flax, hemp, or jute, for padding ......................... 1010
Jute*.................................................... 1008
Lame or lahn ...........................................
382
Metal thread ...........................................
382

525
858-877
923
918
525
525

1582
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Fabrics-Continued.
Woven-Continued.

. W!

Silk ...................................................

1205

1022

1214

S 1039

1009,1015
1108-1110

382

525
921, 922
969-977

1422
1567
909
355
1806
348

1137
1304
874
469
1068
457

Chemically treated .........................................
52
Hydrogenated ..............................................
52
Feather dusters ................................................ 1407
Feathers and import restrictions .................................. 1419
Feather-stitched braid*.......................................... 1430
Feeds:
By-product, wheat or other cereals ............................
731
Grain and mixed feeds .................................. 731.732
Felt:
Adhesive for sheathing vessel ..............................
1302
Deadening ............................................
1302
Hair, and manufactures of ..............................
1426
Not woven .................................................. 1113
Roofing .................................................. ... 1302
Sheathing ................................................... 1302
Fence poets, wood*.
...............................
406
Fence rods
.........
....................................
315
Fencing, galvanized wire .......................................
317
Fennel:
Oil* ........................................................
54
Seeds ... ................. 4.................................
780
Fenugreek seed* ..............................
.................
762
Ferrievanide:
Potassium ..................
.....
............
75
Blues ......................................................
65
Ferroalloys ......................................................
32
Ferroboron .....................................................
302
Ferroceriu n....................................................
302
Ferrochrome, or ferzochromium ..................
.....
302
Ferrochromium tungsten .........................................
302
Ferrocyanide:
Blues ......................................................
65
Potassium ..................................................
75
Sodium .....................................................
78
Ferromanganese ................................................
302
Ferromolybdenum ..............................................
.302
Ferrophosphorus ................................................
302
Ferrosilicon ....................................................
302
Ferrotitanium ..................................................
302
Ferrotungeten ....................................................
302
Ferrouranium ...................................................
302
Fcrrnis sulphatc ................................................. 1568
Ferro vanadium ..................................................
302
Ferrozirconium ..................................................
302
Fertilizers ....................................................... 1576
Fiber, vegetable:
Appliqu6d articles* ........................................
1430
Bands and banding* ..........................................
912
Bed sets Nottingham lace....................................
919
Belting Ior machinery ........................................
912
Delts and belting ..........................................
912Binding ......... ..........................................
912

161
161
1102
1128
1154

Silk, weight of, ascertainment ............................
Tinsel wire.......................................

Vegetable fiber, not cotton ...........
........ ..
Wool .....................
............

Fans:
Not palm leaf ...... .......................................
Palm leaf, plain ..............................................
Facings, dress, bias* ......................................... ..
Farriers' knives .................................................
Fashion magazines ............................................
Fasteners, snap; iron or steel .....................................
Fate (see also Oils):

704
704,706
1048
1049
1142
983
1049
1048
670
402
411
163
816
783
273
189
362
374
374
371
369
189
213
232
366
367
371
370
372
368
374
1305
373
374
1317
1154
882
898
882
882
882

1688
Fiber, vegetable-Continued..
.
..........
.
Boot lacing.
B.............
............es....
Cbbll
............
.................
Candle wicking

C a
Ca

...

.................................................

rptt
...............................................

.PanT
.

*p
.U

912

AS.

882

1014
1005
912

927
912
882

1020,1118

94 , 997

O20

941

872
908
Cloth, upohottery ................................................
890,
Clothing ............................................
918, 1016,1430 931,18,
912'

882

1003,1005
Cordage .................................................
Cords.............................................. 1014
014
Cords and tasels ......................................
Corduroy* .................................................. 909
912
.
Corset lacing............................
....
919
... ....
....
Curtains, Nottingham.lace
Damask and manufactures ................................... 1012
Embroideries ............................................... 1430
Fabrics with fast edges not exceeding 12 inches in width ....... 1014
.1020
Floor coverings, n. a. p. f ......................

905, to,2
927
927
874
882

Collets ..................................

1014

Gaters....... ........................

897

925
1157
927
939

927

914
886
...............
Gloves .................................
Handkerchiefs ........................................... 1015,1430 929,1153
882
912
Heads .................................................
888
915
Hose and half hose ...........................................
916
Hose, for conducting liquid or gas ............................. 1007
916
......... 1007
..............
IHydraulic hose* .........
908
872
Jacquard woven upholstery cloths ...........................
Knit goods..... ,... ...................................... 913-916 884-892
912
882
Labels for garments.........................................
897
Lace window curtains. ...................................... 919
1156
Laces ...................................................... 1430
912
882
Lacings, boot, shoe, or corset .................................
882
.................... 912
Lamp wicking .....................
882
912
Loom harness.. ............................................
938
Manufactures of, n. a. p. f .................................. 1019
941
Mate ....................................................... 1020
927
Narrow wares ......................................... ....... 1014
. 1430
1156
Nets and netting ....................................
897
Nets and netting, Nottingham lace .......................... 919
924
...................... .1011
Pile fabrics and manu tures ......
Pillow shams, Nottingham lace...............

..............

Pluhe '....................................................
Raw, not flax, hemp, coir, cotton .............................
Roving ......................................................
......................................
Rugs* ...............
Shoe lacing ...............................................
............................
Sliver ...............
Small wares .................................................
Spindle bandg ......................................
Stocking. (&e Hose and half hose.) .........................
Suspenders ............ ......................................
...................
Tapes, measuring ............
Tapestriee ................................... ..............
.............................
.
Tssels .........
Tubings .....................................................
Underwear................................................
Velveteen* ..............................................
Velvets ...................................................
Waterproof cloth ............................................
Waste, for paper making ............................
. ... 916,1010,
Wearing Opparel ................
Webs
and webbing'.. ...........
Wi'ki....

919

898

874
909
1575
1310
1002
904
1020
941
912
888
904
1002
912
882
912
882
888
915
1014
927
928
1014
908
872
1014
927
927
1014
916
891
874
909
874
909
906 867,869
1248
1517M1 8910
1430 {931,1153
1014
928

912

882

1534
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Fiher, vegetabloe-.Oontinued.
. , '
Woven articles
.
...
.
1019 "
938
Woven fabrics ..........................................
100911010
,
t)21, 923
Fiber ware, indurated ..............
... ............
13
:1061
Fibers:
Asbestos.;
..............
......................
151
1245
DriedDrugs, advanced........
....
...........
31
9
Drugs, crude ................................
1562
1298
1641
1421
For paper stock .............................................
Not dressed or manufactured ................................. 1575
1310
TextileArtificial silk* .............
. .................. 1215
1040
Coir (or cocoa fiber)...........
1551
1282
Flax ............
................................... 1001
900
Hair, of cael.........
...................
1 101
945
-Hair, of angora goat, alpaca, etc...................1102
948
Hemp ..........
..........................
1001
902
.. 1575
.le..............................
1310
Jute and jute butts ...........................
1576
1311
,
Manila .................................... ...........
7
1311
N.s.p.f.....................
.................... 1675
1316
Sisal ..
..................................
1575
1312
Sunn ............................................. ...... 1575
1313
Tampico fiber ........
........................
1575
1310'
Silk .........................................
1661
1431
110171102

Wool .....................................

Fibrin ..................................................... 169
Field glasses and frames .............................
.. 28
Fi ..............................
.
Filaments, artificial silk
..............................
1 715
Filberts .......................................................... 765
File blanks .....................................................
362
Files
...........................................
362
Emery ...................................................

1415

Nail ...................................................
954
Filler tobacco ............................................. 601,602
Films:
Censorship ..................................... ........... 1451
*Damaged............................................. .... 1514
Exposed abroad ......................................... 1514
Moving-picture, not exposed ................................. 1451
Photographic, not exposed .........................
1451
Prize fight, prohibited* .................................... 1451
Filter:
Masse or stock ............................................. 1308
Tubes* ...................................................
212
Filtering
paper................................
..............
. ...................... 1309
Finnan laddie
........... 719.
Fir:
Balsam ...........................
.... .......... ........
10
Logs ..................

.

402

.........

Firebrick..........................................
.................
Firecrackers .................
Firewood............
.....................
Fireworks
.......................................

946948

1306
332
722
1
76
482
482
1119

465
614,620
1202
1243
1243
1203
1202
1203
1051
294
1076
673
46
58

201
1416
1683
1416

254
1122
1468
1122

773
Bladders, not crude or dried, etc.* ...........................
39
719
Boned, dried, salted, skinned, etc .....................
Caviar and other fish roe.................... 0.......
722
Crab meat..................................................
722
1564
..................................
Eggs ...........
Fie, frozen, or packed in ice, n. s. p.
............
..... 718

801
119
674
682
681
1301
669
119
676
469

.......

Fish:

Balls. with meat or vegetables .........................

Glue

0....................................

...................
Herring, pickled or salted .......
Knives, n. a. p. f .......
.........................

0..

39

20
855

Fish-Continued.
Lobst
e
... .
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.,,...

Mackerel pickled or ld ............
Oi
ls...................................
Oils of American fiheree .....
.... ..............
Packed in oil or other substances ....
..................
Paste ..........................
....... .......
Pickled, smoked, etc
..............................
Products-of American flshriee ..................................
Roe...-. ,: .................................. ........... , ...
Sauce ..................................................
..

Sea herring, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice ...............
Shelfish.,.....................................

Shrimp... .....................................................

Sounds-Cleaned split orprepared ...

...........

1649

1645
1649
1649

Nets, flax, hemp, or ramie...................................
Rods and reels
..................................
Tackle .......................................

Fishplates, railway, iron or steel. ...

............................

.....

1425
1428
1428

119

125

1006
344
344

915
453
453

322

Fishskins, raw or salted ....................................... 1570
Flannels, wool or hair ........................................ 1108, 1109
Flaps, paper .................................................... 1306
Flavoring extracts:
Alcoholic ....................................

682
681

1524

Tuna, fresh, frozen or packed in ice ......................... 1645
Fishhooks ..................
.. ......................
I
344

Fishing-

676
140
13$6
678
-681
679
1385

722 ,t:
722

39

Crude dried, r salted .........................

1428

7
49
1624
721
722
721
1624

22

1425
453

418

1306
969,973
1068
67

Nonalcoholic..................................................
37
116
Flavors:
Alcoholic ....................................................
22
67
Coal-tar.
26
81
. ... ... .... ... ... .... ... ... ... .... ... ..
Nonalcoholic ................................................
37
116
Flax:
Collars and cuffs ................................. ........ 1016
931
Cords ..........................
1004
908
Damask, table, and manufactures of ...................
1012
925
Fabrics ...........................
1009-1011 921-925
Floor coverings ...........
...................
1020
939
Gill nettings, nets, etc .........
1006
915
Hackled and not shackled ...............
.............
1001
900
Handkerchiefs ............................................
1015
929
Interlinings
...................................
1010
923
Manufactures, n. s. p. V
.........
.................
1019
938
Nets, fishing .........................................
1006
915
Noils ...................................................... 1001
901
Paddings for clothing ........................................ 1010
923
Pillowcases ............................................. 1013
927
Roving. .
..........
................. .1002
904
Seines ....... .................................................. 1006
915
Sheets................... .................................. 1013
927
Sliver ..................................................... 1002
904
Straw ...........................
............ 1001
900
Tapes, measuring............................
............ 1014
928
Threads.. ......................
....... 1004
Tow.
...........................
1001
901
Towels ........................
..............
1013
927
Twines. .........................
............ 1004
908
Waste for paper stock ....................................... 1641
1421
Wearing apparel...............
.................... 1016
931
We , fhing ............................................... 11006
915
Woven fabrics...*..........
. ..................... 1009,1010 021,923
,'Yarns......... ........ .......
.............. IO4
00
lased
...............
.............
..............
760
768
Oil
..
. ..' .............
158
Screenings, etc.......
.................
7320
706

15a*
158X
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..
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e..

.

366

469

-28,
344
1571

1307

.

.
Flexible metal hose and tubing.,...
Flies, artificial ............... ...............
Flint, flints, and flint stone, unground ..
................
Flitters, bronze .........

.. .

427

453

.
379
482
362
.
o...
l
Floats ..
Flocks:
1290
1557
........
Cotton*
842
901
.
Cotton, manufactured ...................... .........
958
1105
o
wool ......... .............................................
058
Floor coverings:
936
1018
Cork carpet ........... .....................................
1018 ' 936
Corticine ........................... .......... ...........
935
... .. 10181
u....................
Linoleum ...............
1020,1021i 940,942
Matting ...........................................
939
1020
..............
........... .
N.a. p. f.
93b
1018
Oil cloth .....................................
941
Vegetable fiber......................................... 1020
Wol ................................................ 1117,1118 998,997
1"6
1303
...................
Concrete and essences.

Waters .......

................................

1204'
. . .......
Floss, silk.....................................
Flouncings ............................................ ..... 1480
Flour:
736
Banana ............. ......................................
723
Barley ........................................... ........
Buckwheat ............................................... 724
725
Corn......................................
769
.......................................
Potato
728
. ..............................
Rice... .......
729
.....
.............................
Rye...
-.................
.................
Sago
604
.... 1644'
...................................
Snuff .
1666
.....
......
..............
......................
Tapioca
.... .......................... 730
....
Wheat ........
414

I.

Wood *.

Flower:
Bulbs, roots, tubers, etc.. ....................................
Essences *........................................

........

751

180

1015
11.67
713
685
687
690
796
695
698
1424
623
1451
701
589

745

1566

1303

........................................
Seed
Waters .......................................... ............

762
58

782
180

Althea or marshmallow, crude ..................
..................
Artificial and ornamental, n. s. p. f
.......................
Cut, fresh or preserved.-.....
Dru -Advanced.................................

1502
1419
761

1222
1130
748

Flowers:

Crude........

...............

.........

.....

........
Marshmallow or althea, Advanced ..............
.......................
Of sulphur *....................
........
.......
Flues, iron or steel ..................
..................
Flume hose * ..................
...........................
..
Fluore.............
?luoric add * .................................................
Fluoride, cerium ......................................... . ....
Fluorspar ..........................................
Flutings ........................................
....................
Fluxes, ceramic and glass ....... o

.81

1662

32
163;
328
1007
1648
1501
84
2w
1430
231

Fly books and boxes.............................................844

.90

1218

95
1447
425
916
1276
1217
216
15............
277
1157

07
783
"ood.,
breakfast, cereal. . ..............................
1402'
..
F tballs....................................
FOOtw.ear ......................
..
................ I 0 , 1601 1097,1:361
465
•...8.4
Forceps, hand ..

1687

INDEX.
Forgigs:

.r
Foraxles, n, a.p, f., iron or stool ...............

Iron orsteel
Forks:

828,

.10

Table, butchers, carving, etc.

.......................

35

, Ne.
419
413
469

Tuning .
..................................
.... ,1441
1187
Formaldehyde, solid or solutions .................................
38
118
Formalin (fornialine*)....... . .......
'8
118
Formate, sodium...................................
78
*31
Formic acid .................................................... 1
-18
Forms, engraved steel" ........................................ . .841
'447
Fossils
.........................................
1572
1308
Fount4in pens and parts ...........................
. 353
44
Fowls, land and water*..........................
. ....
711
6W
Fox, silver or black, skins and manufactures of, n. a. p. f ........
1420
1132
Foxes, black or silver ............................................
715
667
Frames:
Eyeglass, golea, and spectacles ............................. 22b
328
Iron or steel ................................................
393
551
Optical instrument ..........................................
228
332
Freestone:
Monumental or building ..............
285
350
Not monumental nr building.........
1661
1445
French chalk and manufactures of ..............................
209
283
Friezes,
tile
or
thing
..........................................
202.
257
Fringes:
•
Metal
2.............382
525
N. s. p.f ....
1430
Tinselwire,'lame, etc...............
382.
Frostings, glass .................................................
231
Fruit:
hitters
......................................
748,
EssencesAlcoholic ...................................
22
Nonalcoholic ..........................................
37
EstersAlcoholic ...........
........................
22
Nonalcoholic ............................................. .37
Ethers* (esters)..................................
37
Flavors26
*Alcoholic.................
..............
. 22
Nonalcoholic ...............................................
37
Juice ........................................................ .806
Knives...................................
... 355
Myrobalans ................................................. 156$
Oils-Alcoholic
...................................
22:,
Nonalcoholic ..........
...................
.... 37,
Peel ........................................
740
Plants for propagation ....
........................
753
Sirups, alcoholic, n. s. p. f...................................
806
Stocks ....................................................
768
TreesGrafted or budded .......................................
753.
Seedlings
and
cuttings
...........................
753 .
Fruits:

1157
526
338
740
87
116
67
117
116
67
116
833
469
19
67
116
720
768
838
752
752
759

Artificial and ornamental, n. s. p. f..... ..................... 1419
1130
Dried, desiccated, or evaporated......
.............. 735-749 711-741
DrugsAdvanced ...........
................
31.
90
Crude ..................
1562
1298
In alcohol .................................................... 750
743
In brine ...............................................
749
742
I.
.
82304- 22--:--V.97

1538
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In their natural state ...................................... 735-747
Mixtures Of ..................................................
749
N. a. P. f .................................................. 749, 750
Pickled . ....................................................
748
Preserved or prepared ....................................... 735-750
Fuel:
Compositions (see also Coal) ......
..................
1545
Oil ..............................
...........
1627
Fuller's earth ..................................................
207
Fulminates and powder .......................................... 1516
Furnaces, welded, c lindrical .....................................
328
Furniture (see also Iousehold effects) ........................... 411, 414
Fur or furs:
Crosses ..................................................... '1420
Dressed on the skins ..................................... .. 1420
Hats, bonnets, hoods, etc ..................................... 1427
Hatters' ..................................................... 1421
Linings ...................................................... 1420
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ..................................... 1420
Plates ...................................................... 1420
Silver or black fox..
.............................
1420
Skins-Carroted ................................................ 1421
Dressed .................................................. 1420
Undressed .............................................. 1573
Undressed .......
.
..............................
1573
Wearing apparel ........................................
1420
Fusains ..................................................
1449
Fusees ........................................................... 1417
Fusel oil ........................................................
4
Fuses, blasting, mining, etc ...................................... 1418

.

P
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710-738
742'
744 743
740
712-743
1273
1401
275
1247
426
580, 587
1132
1133
1144
1136
1132
1133
1132
1132
1136
1133
1308
1308
1133
1199
1123
27
1127

Fusible enamel *...........................................................

231

338

Fustic:
Extract .................. ..................................
Wood ........................................................
Galactose ........................................................
Galalith ........................................................
Galleries, metal .................................................
Gallic acid ......................................................
Gall nuts (see also Nutgalls) ......................................
Gallon, proof, definition ........................ ..................

36
1563.
505
30
1428
1
1561
810

108
1299
607
88
1145
19
1300
837

Galloons ...................

1430

1157

........................................

Galvanized iron or steel ..........................................
309
Galvanized wire ................................................ 316,317
..............
.... 1510
Gambier ...... . .......................
Game birds, dressed *...........................................
712
Game, n. s. p. f ..................................................
704
Garbanzos .......................................................
765
Garden seeds ...................................................
762
Garlic ......................................... ................ 768
Garnetted waste, wool ........................................... 1105
Garters:
Cotton ......................................................
912
Silk ......................................................... 1207
Vegetable fiber .............................................. 1014
W ool ......................................................
1114
Gas black ........................................................
68
Gaskets and paper for, asbestos ................................... 1401
Gas mantle:
84
Scrap.....................................
Supporters
.................................
215
Gas mantles ......
...........
.........................
1435
Gas-measuring mechanism ...............................
368
Gasoline ...............
............................
1627
Gas retorts ......
.............
.....................
215

392
405,411
1237
660
643
790
775
794
957
882
1029
927
985
19-1
1091
247
301
1176
-193
1401
30t

1589
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Gauffre leather * ................................................
Gauges, glass stripe for ...........................................
Gauze or leno-woven nets or netting .............................
Gauze, wire .....................................................
Gelatin and manufacture ........................................
Gems for institutions (see aluo Precious stones) .....................
Gentian ........................................................
.........................................
Geraniol
........................
Geranium oil ............

1600
228
903
318
39
1660
33
56
1625

1345
328
851
412
120
1442
98
176
1390

German silver ....................................
..........................
Gill nets and netting.
Gimps .........................................................
Ginger:
Ale ........................................................
Boer ............. ........................................
served....................................
Cordialed......

377
1006
1430

516
915
1157

807
307
304

834
834
830

Germanica bulbs *..............................

Root, candied o................

751

777

747

809

818
....................... 780
.........
Root, not preserved or-candied
804
8...........................
830
Wino ..........................
1223
Gins, cotton ....... ......... ................................. 104
397
312
................................
Girders, iron or stel
Paste):
Glas (see nao
310
218
..............................................
Articles n...
310
218
Blown....................................
Bot.le218
309
Blown ...... .... ....................................
217
307
............................
Molded or pressed ......
217
306
Carboys, molded or presed..................................
1108
Buttons * ................................................... 1411
338
231
.......................................
Colors
Containers309
218
Blown ..... ...........................................
307
217
P folded ............ ...................................
307
Pr
e....................................217
221,222 319,321
Containing wire netting..... . ....................
325
224
Crown, colored ornamented, or manufactured.............
323,32
223 224
:
Crown, silvered .........................................
218
310
Cut
. .......................................
Cylinder- o
o m
Colored, ornamented, or manufactured............... 224
325
2, 224 323,325
...............................
Silvered-::
Cylinder, crown-.and sheetPolished .: .......... ............................... 220
316
Unpolished.: ..........................................
219
314
Decanters,

Deij ohns.

Disks *....

Enamels

blown
.....

.... a

*.............................................

......................
.................
: ....................
.....................
... ..................... ................

Engraved :... . .......................................
Fyeglasi es . ::..... ..................... ....................

F int ..........

............................................

218
217
27
231

310
308
330
339

217

306

215
225

Fluxes .......... . . .....................................
231
Frosted
.........
:.............................
218
Gilded...
...................................
213
Glazes
....................
231
Goggles .........................................
225
Ground......................................
218
Jars .......
.................................
217
Lens ................................................
227
Lenses ...... ".... ..........................................
226,228
Lookn gture .. ...................................... 223
230
............................
Manufactures, .. p. f
223
Mirror plates....: ..........................................
. .......................... 229, 230
Mirrors .........
Optical...

....

.

...................

227

329
328
338
309

309
338

328
309
307
330
329,332
323
337
323
323, 336

830

540
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Glass (ee a!: Pat)-continued.
218
309
...................................
Ornamented .......
309
218
Painted .....................................................
221- g4 318,325
Plate ....................................................
330
Plates *...................................................
07
270
Pot clay, Gross-Almerode ..............................
218
309
Printed.,.. ..................................
....
227
330
Prirm .....................
Rods .....................................
.....
2319,20
Sand-blaeted ..............................................
218
309
Sheet for..agic.la.te s........
................... 9..226, a,2 328,
Silvered
Setce.................................
.....................................................
218 (3 328
309
Slides for magic lanterns .....................................
226
328
Spectacles ..................................................
225
328
Stained
.....................................................
218
309
328
226
......
u e ......................................
Strip forg

231

338

0 217
Vials .......................................................
Window * .................................................. 219,224

307
313,325

226
225
228
225
228
226
225
78
231
1561
389
143[
1433

329
328
332
328
332
329
328
235
338
1298
538
1163
1169

1402

1093

Tiles or tiling ...............................................

Stained or painted for institutions ...................... 1688
Windows, stained or painted ................................. .230
For institutions ......................................... 1688
Glasses:
Coquill ...............................................
Eye,
Field,frames,
frames,and
andparts
moun ...........................
.........................
Goggles frames and parts
........................
Opera, frames, and mountings
Piano
.......................................
Spectacles, frames and parts ..................................
Glauber salt ..............................
..........
Glazes, ceramic and glass.
..................
Glaziers' and engravers' diamonds, unset .............
Glazier's lead ................
Glove leather ....................................................
.............
Glove tranks ...................................

Gloves:
Boxing ..................

........

Cotton ................................
..................................
Leather ..
Silk knit .................
Wool knit
.................................
...............
Gloxiia bulbs
Glucose *.......................

Glue ...........................................

.
.........

.......

.
.

.......................

Casein ................................................
Fih .......................................................

1482
336
1482

914
1433
1208
1115
751

886
1170
1032
989
746

504

604

39
39

121
120

39

120

39
121
Size....
..................................
1580
1326
Stock, all other .......................................
40
123
Glycerin ..................................................
24
72
Glycerophosphoric acid, salts and compounds ..............
2
24
Glycol-ethylene, monoacetate, and propylene .............
Goat hair. (See Hair, goat, and like animals.)
1133
Goat skin plates and mats ........................................ 1420
1600,1653 1345,1432
Goat skins *........
70'2
634
Goats .............
............. ...............
225
328
Gogles, frames, and parts ........................................
Gol:
393
550
Articles, n. s. p. f ................................
.
1537
12 15
Bullion
....................................
19
6:1
..........................
Chemical compounds
1281
Coins .................................. 1550
52:3
.............. 380
Leaf .........................
393
550
Manufactures, n. a. p. f .........................
1373
Medals ................................................ 1611
1404
Ores ........................................................ 1628

jNDx.

1641

Pens
........................................
Sire*
sw piz ................................

,.
. ra.6
462
352
72
203
2403
762 "
1406
1028
52
.- 882

Gold-Continued.

I

.. . °. ........

g
n
i
p
e
e ......................
S lamew or Jahn
.. .
Tinsel
Tinsel wire ......................................

9

I..........

Trophies .h..............................................
Goldbeaters' molds and skik .....................................
...........................
s..
Golf balls ..
Goods. (See Articles and knit goods.)
Gooseberry, cuttings and seedlings.........................
Gorings:
Ornamented by embroidery, etc,* ....................
Silk *....................................................
Wool *. ....

......................... .........................

382

525

1611
1574
1402.

1373
1809
19

768'

751

1430
1207

1154
1029

1114

985

1430
Gothrough laces, etc.* ......................................
Grains:
Abrasive, artificial ...............................
1415
Artificial and ornamental, n. s. p. f...................
.1419
731
Brewers'... o ..............................................
1415
...............
.............
and
emery
Corundum
Drags-

1155

Advanced..........
. ................
81
Crude ....................................
1562
Gramophones and parts ................................. o..... 1442
Granadilla boards, etc ......................................
.404
Granite:
Monumental and building ................................. 235.
Unmanufactured ..............
..................
1661
Ware ........................................
212
Grapefruit .......................................
743
Grapefruit, boxes or barrels containing ...........................
410
Grapes ........................................
_..
742
Grape:
Sugar
.....................................
504
Vines, cuttings, and seedlings ..........
...........
753
Graphite ................... ................. .............. 211
Electrodes ............................................
216
Manufactures ..........................................
216
Graphophonee and parts ..................... ..................... 1442
Grass:
Definition
....................................
1406
Eel: .....
...................................
1,440

1119
1127
704
1119
90
1298
1189
562
352
1445
290
729
578
74
604
751
287
302
$02
1189
1098
1186

Floor coverings *............................................

1020

940

Enfleura

1564

1303

Manufactures .....................................
1406,1437 1098,1178
Sea ...... ....... ..... ...................
1440
1186
Seeds .................
....................... 761
769
Grssea and fibers (see also Fibers) ..................
.......... 1575
1310
Paper stock ............................ 0.................... 1641
1421
Grease:
Animal, alcoholic ........................................
22
66
Animal, n. s. p. f
.... ............................
49
147
........................................

Paints, theatrical ........................................
57
Rendered* (see also Oils, chemically changed, n.s. p. f.).......
52
Soap or wire drawing ..........
.................
49,50

Soluble, U.a.p.f

.................................

Wool ............................... .......................
Grease-proof papers ............................................
Green, chrome.............................................
Green Paris
.......................................
Greenhouse plants ....
.................................
Greenhouse stock '!.:.o. .

.................

Greeting cards ....................................
Grindstones, , .........................................
Grit, iron or steel ...........................................

51

49
1305
67
9

762

752, 753

1310
236
335

178
162
140,148

169

146
1060
193
181
750

744, 750

1080
354
439

1542
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Grits:
...........................

Buckwheat

724

725
Corn .......................................................
.... 727
OIL......................
. ............ ...... ...
724
Groats, buckwheat ............................................
207
Gross-Almerode glass pot, clay ...................................
26
Guaiacol (guiacol*) aud derivatives ............................
Guano ....................................................... 1576
...... 1687
Guyue..........................
26
Guiacol (se Guaiacof).....................................
Guiacol carbonate * .. !

......................................

Gums and gum resins:
..................
Amber and amberQid, ...........
Arabic ....................................................
British .................................... ................
Camphor ..................................... ..............

Chicle......

.

. o..........................

Copal ......................................................

26

........................................

690
694
688
270
77
1317
1332
81
78

1577
1577
81
48

1318
1319
242
138

1577

1320

23

Damar ..................................................... 1577
81
Dextrine ...................................................
Dragon's blood............................................... 1q77
o...... ............ 1587
Guayule..........................
Gutta

688

1587

68

1320
242
1321
1332
1334

1334
Gutta-percha ............................................... 1587
1334
Gutta-siara ... ................................... ........ 1587
1332
India rubber ...... .......... ............................. 1587
1332
Jelutong . ................................................ 1587
1321
Kadaya .................................................. 1577
1320
Kaur, .................................................. 1577
1332
1587
o
.................
Pontianak ...................
1321
Resins, n. s. p. f ........................................... 1577
1458
Rosin ....................................................... 1672
1321
1577
Sandarac ................. o..o.......................
1319
Senegal .................................................... 1577
1321
Tragacanth................................................... 1577
1321
1577
Tragasol ..................................
1458
Turpentine............... ................................... 1672
Gun:
380
304
Barrel molds, steel ...........................................
.365,1648 484,1427
Barrels ..................................
1468
o..................... ..... 1683
Blocks for gunstocks .......
484
365
...................
Stocks .....................
1140
Wads, hair felt....................................... 1426
1138
Wads, nar f ............................................ 1423
1323
Gunpowder ..... ....... .................................... 1578
Gunny bags and cloth for paper stock........................1517, 1641. 1248,1420
364-366 484,487
Guns ....................................................
1175
1434
....................................
Gut and manufactures.....
1334
1587
Gutta balata .....................................
Gutta-percha:
1334
Crude ....................................................... 1587
1178
Manufactures of, n. a. p. f ................................. 1437
1332
1587
_......................
Scrap or refuse ...............
1331
1587
Gutta siak ......................................
2335
205
Gypsum or plaster rock........ .......................
2(;5
205
............
.....................
Gypsum cement
Hair:
9418
Alpaca goat ................................................. 1102
91,1
Angora goat ............................................... 1102
945
Camel ....................................................... 1101
1:325
Cattle...................................................... 1579
1004
Classified as "wool" ......................................... 1121
Cloth ............................................. 1108,1111,1426 969,978
1141
1140
...................... .. 1425
Curled for beds or mattresses

1548
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Hair-Continued.

7a
405S.

PaPe.

1426
1102
1107

1142
948
965

Human and manufactures ................................... 1424
Mixed............................................... ...... 1103
Nets .........
................. 0 ............... 1424
On the skin ........................................... 1101,1102
Ornaments................................................. 1428
Pencils.................................... ................ 1407
Pins....................................... ............... 350
Press cloth ..................... ............................. 1426
Regulations ............................... ................ 1104
Wood sticks ................................................. 1684
Halibut* ...................
.................. 718,721
Hammer molds, steel .............
. .................. 304
Hammers:
Blacksmiths' ..............................
.............. 326

1138
958
1138
946,950
1145
1102
460
1141
957
1476
670,679
880

Felt, and manufactures
Goat and like animal& .......
rs .......................

Horse (we Horsehair).

......
.....................
........... ........

703

423
1187
639

917
1015
1209
1015
1430
14.30
1480
1430
1683

893
929
1033
929
1153
1153
1153
1153
1468

414
393
Knife ... .'.........................
..... ...
354
Umbrella
..................... ........
a...... ; ......
1455
Hand saws ....................................
340
Hanging paper ............................................. ... 1309
Hangings, paper . .............. .......................
. .. 1309
Hardware, saddlery, and harness ..... ............................. 345
Hare skins ..... ............................................... 1653'
Harness:
Hardware ...................................................
345
Immigrants ................................................
1508
Leather ..................................................
1I0O
Loom ......................................................
912
Harrows, tooth or disk.......................................... 1504
Harvesters ...................................................... 1504
Harvest hats, straw ..............................................
1406
Hoash ...............................
......... 773
Hassocks .......................................................
1119
Hatbands. silk* ................................................ 1207
Hat braids and manufactures, ramie .............
.......
1404
Hat pins.....................................
350
Hats:
Fur ......................................................
1427
Harvest .... .............. .................... .............. 1406
Straw, chip, grass, etc .......................................
I 1406
Hatters' furs .................................................... 1421
Hatters' irons
..............................................
327
latters' plush ..................................................
1453
ay.......................
................... 778
Hay forks and knives .............................................
355
Headers ......................................
1504
Head net, wool * ................................................
1430

589
551
465
1210
445
1076
1076
454
1432

Tuning ....................................................

Hams ..........................................
Handkerchiefs:
Not ornamentedCotton ..................................................
Flax, hemp, or ramie*...................................
Silk ................................................ ..
Vegetable fiber, not cotton ...............................
Ornamented .................................................
Embroidered ............................
Lace .....................................
With drawn-work ....................................
Handle bolts, wood ..............................................
Handles:

Broom * ......................................................
Curling-stone *...............................................I

1441

454
1232
1350
882
1223
1223
1098

803

*1001
1030
1096
460
1144
1098
1098
1136
423
1208
809
469
1228
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Reading blocks and bolts ..................... ...................
Heads, doll
............................ l....

Hemlock:
Bark .........................................................
Extract.
Western, l

Uem

.

.
.............................................
os
.....

hiding twine .ie

912
316
316
56

670
1117
882
407
407
175

15%3
36
402

1299
108
558

15'21
1005
1005
1004
1010
1020
1006

1252
912
912

J414

Healds, cotton ....
Ilealds, wire .
Heddles, wire ....................................................
Heliotropin ....................................
. ' - -

Page.

406

Cables ...................
Cordage ................
Cords .....................................................
1009,
Fabrics, woven ...........................................
Floor coverings ...............................................

Gill settings ................................................
10191
Hackled ....................................................
Handkerchiefs ............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1015
Hose, flume or hydraulic * "

*

*

*'.................................... 07

Interlinings ............................ ..................
"Line of ................ ...................................
Manila, manufactures ........................................
Manufactures, n. a. p. f ......................................
Nets, fishing .........................................
New ZealandBinding twine ..........................................
.......
..........
Fiber..................
Paddings ....................................................
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Pile fabrics* .
Roving......................................................

10
104
14 1
1 )6

38

........................... I 580
Hide cuttings ........................
. ... ... ... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .... .. .. .
1 581

....................... .............. It82

N.s.P. f ....................................................
Hinges or .ingeblanks *.........................................
History specimens, natural, for public collections .............

Hoarhound seed *................................................

923
903

1252
1313

..........
Ii645
Sea, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice ..........
719
Skinned ..................................... ............
721
Smoked or kippered*
.........................................

Cattle ........ ....

916

15?1

Herbs:
Chemically treated or colored ................................. 1 419
31
..............
Drugs, advanced ...........................
Drugs, crude .................................. ........... 1 562
For culinary use ..........................................
780
Herring:
......
.... 720
..............
Boned..........
49
..................................
Oil ...................
720
Pickled or salted ...........................................

Hide rope* ..............
Hides:

929

1098
938
915

s

....... ............

900

19
10( 06

157 5
10] [0
101.1
10( 12
762
100
S
l
e
*...................................................... '6
8me l-aes
.. ................. o............ ...................
100
Threads and twines..............................I
101 4
100 )4
Towa...... ..........
~00 1I
Waste for paper stock ........
.
Webs...........................................
I .641
Woven
fabrics ..............................................
11 006
W esJI ................
, ..... 0...........................
0..
00P9
00 4
Yarns....o..........................................I
;0
Hempsoeed oil ....................................................
33
Henbane .......................................................
751
.
.
.............
......
Herbaceous perennials....

Hexamethylenetetramine......

908

921,923
939
915

3
193
1 '55
762

923
924

904
785
915
904
928
908
901
1422
915
921
908
152
99
74f;
1127

90

129S
8192
671;

1,12
67t;

1425
11725
675

119
1326
1327
132,

11:12
7i51
1.1:17
1,137
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Paragrsph
H. R. 7t"6of page&
331
Hobnails .......................................................
Hogsheads (empty)* (see also Containers) ......................... 409
906
Hollands, winow .............................................
Hollow ware:
.327
Cast, coated, glazed, or tinned ............................
Iron or steel, enameled or glazed ............................. 339
339
.............
Utensils, aluminum .............
1583
..........................................
Hones
717
Honey .........................................................
1427
Hoods, fur ...............................................
Hoods, straw, chip, grams, etc ............. ..................... 1406
Hoofs, unmanuftured ......................................... 1584
347
Hook and eyes ..................................................
Hooks:
344
Fish .......................................................
344
Snelled ....................................................
£[°°
ron or steel ............
.......................
313
For baling cotton or other commodities ................... 314
Galvanized or coated .................................... 30
414
.......................................
Poles *
Hoo1rrel, iron or steel ........................................... 313
Wood ................................................
HopExtract .....................................................
.......................................
Poles *
.......................................
Roota *
Hope ............................................................
Horn:
Buttons *

.............................

...............

Combs ............................... I .........
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ...................................
Strips and tips ...................................
.............
Horns and parts, unmanufactured...,. .....
Horsehair:
Artificial and manufactures (we alo Silk, artificial) ..........
RealManufactres ...........................................
*
Unmanufactured ...............................
...........
...........................
Horseraks
..................................................
Horse
Strayed across boundary line ................................
Horseshoe:
....................................
Nail
rods *
N ~i.
...................
.
. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
Horseshoes ........ ,.................. ..........................

423
443
444
1329
668
1143
1098
1330
458
453
453
400
401
391
589
40

407

571

770
414
751
779

810
589
744
810

1411

1108

1685

1178
1179
1330
1330

1215

1043

1406
1579
1604
714
107

1098
1325
1223
65
1229

315

403

1437
1437
1585

331
333

Hose and half hose:.
915
Cotton ..............................................
Silk ................................................ , ....... 1208
1115
.....
Wool.
..................................
Hose:
................ 1007
Flume of cotton, flax, etc.* .........
For liquids or gases, of vegetable fiber ........................ 1007

Hydraulic

432'
674
988

*................................................... 1007

43,4
438

888
1032
988
916
916
916

426
444

................. 328
...........
Metal, flexible......
339
Hospital utensils ...................................
HouseholdEffectsOf persons from abroad ................................. 1532,
Of returning residents ................................... 1678
339
Utensils ..........................................
408
flubs...................................................

1261
1464
444
570

731

704
469

................................
Huntig
iv .................
Hunting kr
knives.............................
"...366

1546
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HyithBulbs ......................................................
Clumps* .

Hydrate:

....

.

751

744

6

33

.

75

210

204
78

263
228

203
1401
1007

260
1091
916

*.......................

Soda *
Terpin ......................................................
HydratedLim e .......................................................
Sodium carbonate or sal soda ...............................
Hydraulic-Cement .....................................................
Cement, sheets and plates ...................................
Hose * .....................................................
*............

...............................

78
24

75

Hydrochloric acid ............................................... 1501
Hydrofluoric acid ............................... ................ 1501
Hydrographic charts ........................... .................. 1629
70
Hydroplanes and parts ............................ :...............
79
Hydrosulphite, sodium and compounds ...........................
Hydroxide:
6
Aluminum ..................................................
5
Chromium, crude* ...............................
25
Dimethyl-phenylbonzylammonium ............................
75
Potassium .................................................
78
Sodium .....................................................
25
Hydroxvphenylarsinic acid ......................................
78
Hyposulphite, sodium* ...........................................
1586
Ice ..............................................................
Skates ....................................................... 1402
5
Ichthyol oil* ....................................................
Imitation (see also Artificial)Papers ...........................................

70

24

Chloral .....................................................

ydriodate of potash

745

751

Alumina * (m a/W Aluminum hydroxide) ....................
Potash * ............................

Pa.

223
70

210

1219
1218
1259
499
240
33
31
73
216
232
73
223
1331
1093
31

1305,1307 1060,1072

Pearl beads ..................................................
Pearls ......................................................

1403
1429

1094
1151

Precious stones ..........................

1429

1151

1429

1151

Semiprecious stones ..........................................
Immigrants'Animals, harness, and wagons ...............................
Professional books, tools of trade, etc ..........................
Implements:
Agricultural, and parts .......................................
...................................
Immigrants ..........
Impurities withGrins and seeds .............................................
Nuts .......................................................
............................. .......... ...
ice.....
c .
....................................
Vegetables

1508
1637

1232
1416

1504
1637

1224
1416

732
759
780
772

706
763
812
so

Incandescent electric-light bulbs ..................................

229

331

1201
Indelible leads ................................................... 1450
1476
India malacca joints .............................................. 1684
India rubber (see also Rubber):
382
525
................................
Articles, n. s. p. f.
1332
Crude ....................................................... 1587
1437,1488 1181, 1184
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f .................................
1332
Milk of *................................................... 1587
13:2
Scmp or refuse ............................................... 1587
With912
8SZ2
Cotton ................................ .................
1029)
Silk ..................................................... 1207
52,5
Tinsel wire lame, etc .................................... 382
Vegetable fiber ....................................... 912,1014 882, 928
985
W ool .................................................... 1114
1181
Vulcanized .................................................. 1438

I"?'
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IndianMadder and extrcts *.......................................
~
India straw matting, and floor
. .....
.
Indi
nd
Re

. . e . e . s . e . oo
oe
.

*.

o ...
o

e

.

e

o

.

.

.

26
70

. .........

Dyes .
..
o
......................
Extracts ..................................................

Natural .....................................................
Pastes * ....................................................
Synthetic *..................................................
Indigo ds *..................................................

Indoxyl and compounds ..........................................
Indurated fiber ware .............................................
Ingots:
Copper ......................................................
Nickel
....................................
Platinum ....................................................
Steel .......................................................

Cogged ...............................................

For railway wheels, etc.* .................................

Ingrain carpets, rugs, and art squares ............................
ink:

Page.
79
199

1020

939

2a
26
26
26
26
20
2
26
130.

80

3
155 ,5
38l1
1634

304
304
304
l11P

80

80
80
80

80
80
80

1051
1284
530
1411

379
378
379
998

N. s. p. f....................................................
41
125
PowdersCoal-tar ..............................................
26
78
N. s. p. f................................................
41
125
Inosite .........................................................
505
607
Insect flowers:
Advanced ..............................................
32
96
Crude ...................................... ................ 1502
1222
Insects:
Dried, drugs-Advanced ..............................................
31.
90
Crude .................................................. 1562
1298
Eggs of ..................................................... 1564
1301
Insertings ......................................................
1430
1153
Institutions:
Books, engravings, etc., for ................................... 1531
1260
Casts and statuary for ....................................... 1660
1442
Charts and publications issued by ............................. 1529
1259
Life-saving apparatus imported by ........................... 1605
1366
Uegaliaan( gems for ............................
.1660
1442
Works of art for.............................
1687, 1688 1481,1482
Instruments:
Dental and parts ............................................
359
477
Drawing .................................. .
............ 360
478
Immigrants' ............................................. 1637
1416
Laboratory ................................................. . 360
479
Marking ...................................
. 360
478
Mathematical ................................... ........... 360
478
Musical, and parts .............................. ........... 1441
1188
Optical, and frames ..............................
228
332
Philosophical
.....................................
360
479
Scientific
............
.......................................
360
Surgical, and
parts .........................................
359
479
Surveying ..

.

Insulating material, rubber or gutta-percha
Insulators:

.............

228,360

.................

Electrical, n. s. p. f .........................................

Molded, rubber or gutta-percha ..............................

Integuments ................................ ....................
Intestines ......................................................
Inulin ...........................................................
Inventions, models of ...........................................

1437
1439

1437

7W
706
505

1615

477

32,478
1182
1186
1178
647
647
608
1376

1548
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Invoices, tobacco .........................................
Iodateofpotash* ...............................................

Iodide, potatiium ...........................................
Iodine:
Crude .......................................................
Resublimed ................................................

*......

Pao.

602
5

620
31

1588
42

1335
127

214

75

lodoform *.. .....................................................

31

5

6

175

32
1502
1589.

94
1222
1335

305
751

383
747

Iron (see alo Iron or steel):
Alloys .................................................... 301,302
327
Andirons, cast ...............................................
314
Band for baling .............................................
303
Bar.........................................................
303
Bars ........................................................
303
Billots ......................................................
303
Blooms ......................................................
Cast, articles ........... ! ..................................... 327
327
Castings ................................................ ....
Chromate* .................................................. 1544
303
Flats .......................................................
328
Flues, charcoal ..............................................
309
Galvanized ..................................................
327
Hattem' irons, cast ...........................................

358, 362
424
401
376
376
376
376
424
424
1272
376
426
391
424

Ionone ....................................... .................
Ipecac:
Advanced ..................................................
Crude .......................................................
Iridium .........................................................
Steel * ......................................................
Iris Kaempferii bulbs* .........................................

Hollow ware, cast ............................................

Hoop, for baling ......... .................................
Kentledge ..................................................
Loops ......................................................
Manganese alloy ...........................................
...
0..............
.........
Manganiferous ore ......
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ...................................
Muck bars ..................................................
Ore .................................................. ......
Oxide, containing more than 25 per cent sulphur ..............
Pi .................. : .....................................
Pipe, cast ..................................................
Pipes, charcoal .............................................
Plates, cast ............... ................................
Rods, round .......... ....................................
Round ......................................................
In coils ...............................................
Sadirons, cast ..............................................
Scrap .......................................................
Shapes ..........................................
Slabs ..................................................
Spiegeleisen ................................................
Square .......................................
Stays, charcoal ............................... ..............
Stove plates, cat ...........................................
Sulphate of * ...............................................

: ......
Tailors' irons, cast ...................................
Sulphuret of ................................................
Tubes, charcoal .............................................
Vessels, cast .............................................
Iron-hydroxide pigments...............................
Iron.oxide pigment .............................................
Iron or steel (se also Iron; Steel)"
Abrasives* .................................................
Allowance, none, for rust, etc ...........................
Anchors and parts ...........................................
Angles .....................................................

327

314
301
303
301
1590
393
303
1590
1663
301
327
328
327
303
303
303
327
301
303
303
301
303
328
327
1568
327
1663
328
327
70
70
335
394
31
312

42,1

401
358
876
358
1337
551
376
1337
1447
358
424
426
424
376
37 ()
376
424
358
376;
:3716
15S
376
426
421
13W,

424
1447

426

424

201

201
4311
15156
41:3
397

1540
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326

Page
422

Bars ................................ .....................
323
Blanks ...........................................
323
Axles .................................
......
.323
Fitted to railway wheels . ........................
324
Forging@ for ..................
. ...................
323
Parts ..................................................
323
B...
314
317
i
or ties .......................................

420
420
420
421
420
420
401
411

Iron or steel (see also Iron; Stel)--Continued.
Anvils .....................................................

Articles or wares, n. a. p. f ...................................

Axle-

BandFor baling ........ - ............
....................
Galvanized or coated ................................
Manufactures, minimum duty ...........................
N. s. p. f .................................................
Bands, n. s. p. f ............................................
Barbed wire ................................................
Barrel hoops ................................................
BarsCold-rolled, etc ..........................................
Galvanized or coated ..................................
Beams ......................................................
Blacksmiths' hammers, tongs, and sledges .....................
Boiler plate .................................................
Bolt blanks ................................................
Bolts ......................................................
Boxes, reimported ...........................................
Brads ..............................
..........
Buckles for wearing apparel .................................
Building forms ..............................................
Bulb beams .................................................
Cables covered with cotton, etc...............................
Card clothing ...............................................
Car-truck channels ........................................
Chain and chains ............................................
Chain, manufactures of .....................................
Channels ..................................................
Columns ...................................................
Conduits .............
. .........................
Cotton ties .................................................
Crowbars ...................................................
Cylindrical tanks or vessels ..................................
Deck beams ................................................
Drums, exported and returned ..............................
Duty, inumum on manufactures .............................
Fence rods, wire ............................................
Fishplates, railway .........................................
FlatRails, punched .........................................
Rods ....................................
......
Ware, enameled or glazed................................
Flues ......................................................

393

551

314
309
311
313
313
1680
313

401
391
396
400
400
1466
399

315
309
312
326
307
330
330
1514
331
346
312
312
316
337
312
329
329
312
312
328
314
326
328
312
1514
311
315
322

403
391
397
423
t388
431
431
1242
436
455
397
397
407
441
397
429
429
397
397
426
401
423
426
397
1242
396
403
418

322
315
.,39
328

418
403
444
426

For axles, n. s. p. f .....................................
323
Not machined, etc ...................................
319
Frames* ..................................................
393
Furnaces, welded cylindrical ................................. 328
Galvanized ................................................ 309
Wire ................................................. 316,317
Girders ....................................................
312
Grit ...................................................... 335
Heddles and healds .......................................... 316
Hinges or hinge blanks* ......................................
393

420
414
551
426
392
406,411
397
439
407
551

Forging-

INDEL
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Iron or steel (see also Iron; Steel)--Continued.
Hobnails .....................................................
331
* 433
Hollowware, enameled or glazed .............................
339
444
HoopGalvanized or coated...
...................
309
391
Manufactures, minimum duty ...........................
311
396
N. s. p. f................................................
313
400
Hoops, barrel ............................... ..............
313
400
Horseshoe:
Nail rods* ...............................................
315
403
Nails ..................................................
331
434
Horseshoes, wrought .......................................... 333
438
Hospital utensils ............................................
339
444
Household utensils ..........................................
339
444
Joists ...................................................... 312
397
Kitchen utensils ............................................
339
444
Lock washers ...............................................
330
431
Mule shoes ..................................................
333
438
Nail rods ...................................................
315
403
Nails ........................................................
331
433
NutBlanks, wrought .........................................
330 .
431
Locks, spiral ............................................
330
431
Nuts, wrought ...............................................
330
431
Ox-shoes ...................................................
333
438
Parasol ribs or stretchers ....................................
342
449
Pipes .......................................................
328
426
Plate-Boiler ..................................................
307
388
Definition ................................
307
388
Manufactures, minimum duty ...........................
311
396
N. s. p. f * .............................................
307
387
Plates .....................................................
307
387
Coated with tin or lead ...................................
310
395
Cold rolled, smoothed only ...............................
309
393
For impressions oir glass ..................................
341
448
Galvamzed or coated ....................................
309
. 392
Pickled or cleaned ......................................
309
393
Polished, planished, or glanced ..........................
309
393
With layers of other metal .................................
309
393
Posts ......................................................
312
397
Print rollers or blocks .......................................
392
550
Rails ........................................................
322
418
RailwayBars ....................................................
322
418
Fishplates or splice bars .................................
322
418
Tires or wheels .........................................
324
421
Ribs, umbrella or parasol .....................................
342
449
Rivetroas .................................................
315
403
Rivets ......................................................
332
437
RodsGalvanized or coated .................................... 309
392
Wire ...................................................
315
403
Rope .......................................................
316
407
Rust or discoloration, no allowance ............................
394
556
Saddlery and harness hardware ...............................
345
4,54
Sand .......................................................
335
439
Sashes * ....................................................

Screw rods, wire .............................................
Screws, wood ...............................................
ScrollGalvanized or coated ....................................
Manufactures, minimum duty ...........................
N. s. p. f ................................................
Sheet, manufactures, minimum duty ..........................
Sheets ....................................................
Coated with tin or lead ...................................
Cold-hammered, blued, brightened, etc ...................

ii

393

551

309
311
313
312
307
310
315

392
396
399
396
1W
395
403

315
338

403
442

151

INDEX.
Iron or steel (see also Iron; Steel)-Continued.

Sheets-Continued.

F'r4sph of

Cold-rolled, smoothed only ...............................
Common or black, corrugated or crimped .................
Definition of ...
...........
...............
Galvaized or coated 'ith zinc, spelter, etc .............
Pickled or cleaned ......................................
Polished, planished, or glanced ................... . ....
With layers of other metal ...............................
Shoes, horse, mule, and ox....
........................
Shot ........................................
Skelp.................................

Sheared or rolled in grooves. ..
...................
Spikes .......................................................
Spiral nut locks ..............
. ...................
Splice bars, railway .........................................
.331
sp s .....................................
Stays ......................................................
Strand ......................
................
Strips:'
Cold-hammered, etc ....................................
Galvanized * ...........................................

R.EM. Page.

309
308
308
309
309
309
309
333
335
308

307
331
330
322

393
390
390
392
393
393
393
438
439
390

331
328
316

388
435
431
418
436
434
426
407

315

402

W9

392

313
312
332
339
331
310
328
312
316
311
310
311
310
324
326
322

399
397
437
444
433
395
426
397
407
396
395
396
395
421
423
418

Tubes ................ . _................................. 328
Umbrella ribs, stretchers, and tubes ..........................
342
Utensils, enameled or glazed ..............................
339
Vessel, cylindrical .........................................
328
Washers, wrought ........................................
330
Wedges ...................................................
326
Wheelt; for railway purposes ....................................
324
WireBaling ..................................................
317
Barbed .................................................. 1680
Brads ................................................... 331
Coated ....................................
316
Covered with cotton, etc ................................
316
Galvanized ......... ................ ......... ........ 317
Nails ....................................................
331
Rods.............. ...................................
315
Round ..................................................
316
Spikes ..........
.............................
331
Staples.............................. ......... ......
331
Tacks ..................................................
331
Wood screws ... ...... .......................... ......... 338
Isinglass
................................
39
apanse.
....................................
39
Isopropyl alcohol
....................................
4
Istle:
Binding twine .............................................. 1521
Cables and cordage* ...................................... 1005

426
449
444
426
431
423
421

N. s. p. f ................................................
Structural shapes ............................................
Studs .....................................................
Table utensils ........
......
..............
......
Tacks ......................................................
Tag ers" tin ................................................
Tanks, cylindrical ...........................................
Tees ...................................... ................
Telegraph and telephone wire and cables .......
; .........
Terneplate, manufactures, minimum duty ....................
Terneplates .............
.
.
....
......
Tinplate, manufactures, minimum duty .................
Tin plates ..................................................
Tires .......................................................
Tools, track ......... ................ ...................
T rails ....................................................

TT(Tees)*......................................312

397

411
1466
436
407
407
411
434
403
406
435
434
436
442
120
121
28
1252
912

1552
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Istle-Continued.
Dressed, dyed, or combed ................................... 1458
1214
Fiber ....................................................... 1575
1310
Italian
cloths,
wool
or
hair*
.................................
1108,1109
969,972
Ivory:
calls , chessmen, chips dice, etc ....... ..............
1413
1116

...

1438

1183

Studs ....................................................... 1411
Tusks ...................................................... 1591
Vegetable* ................................... 1664
Button blanks .............................. ............. 1410
Buttons ................................................. 1410
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ................................. 1438
Ivy or laurel root ................................................ 403
JacquardCards ....................................................... 1309
Designs, paper .............................................. 1309
Figured material, cotton, manufactures of *...................
920
Woven fabrics, silk .......................................... 1205
Woven upholstery cloth ......................................
908
Talap:
Advanced
......................................
32
Crude ...................................................... 1502
Jam .............................................................
748
JapanMatting and floor coverings ................................... 1020
Paper and imitation .......................................... 1307

1108
1335
1450
1105
1105
1183
560

Manufactures, n. .. p

..

............

Varnishes *.......................................................

1076
1076
899

1022
872

94
1222739
940
1072

JapaneseIsinglass * (see also Agar-agar)
.........................
Maple ............... : .....................................
Tung oil .................................. ................
Whiteoak ...................................................
Jars, glass (w also Containers) ..................................

72

203

39
404
1626
404
217

121
561
1400
561
307

Jasmine oil *....................................................

1566

1303

Jellies.
..........................................
748
Jelutong ........................................................ 1587
Jet manufactures ................................................
233
Jet, unmanufactured ............................................ 1592
Jewel boxes, leather or parchment ............................... 1432
Jewelers' saws ..................................................
340
Jewelry ....................................................... 1428
Jewels, clock, watch, compass, etc ................................ 367
Joists; iron or steel ...............................................
312
Joss stick or joss light.
...............................
1593
Jubes, chemicals, etc., in .......................................
Juglandium oil *.....................................................

21
54

Jugs:
Thermostatic ............................................... 1454
Used for importation of winos, etc. (see aWe Containers) ........ 809
Juice:
Cane, sirupA of............................................. 501,503
Cherr ......................................................
806
Fruit ......................................................
806
Lem on ..................................................... 1604
Lim e................................... ................... 1604
Orange, sour ................................................ 1604
Prune ......................................................
806

Juniper oil *...........................................................

54

739
1332
347
1340
1166
44i
1146
491
397
131

C.)
1

1209
82,

596, 5!99
S.1
8:2

12 ,
1301
S3
li,;

Junk .................. ........................................ 1594
13 1
Jute ........................................................... 1575
1.31!
lagging for cotton ...................... .............. .... 1517
121,"
Bags ........................................................ 1017
9
Hutts ....................................................... 1575
15
Cordage .................................................. 1003
Fabrics ................................................ 1008,101
918, 91

1558
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Jute--Qontinued.
.
02
Floor coverings *..........................
a.............. a... 1020
Machinery, manufacturing *.................................
372

Padding for cloth
Raw
Roving.......

I

. ..

.......................................
on

......................................

. 1010

Pag.
941
504

923

1..........................................
1575
1311
1003
906

Sacks ...................................................... 1017
933
Twine and twist ............................................. 1003
905
Woven fabrics .......................................... 1008,1010 918,923
Yarns ...................................................... 1003
905
Waste for paper stock ........................................ 1641
1422
Kadaya ........................................................ 1577
1321
Kainite ......................................................... 1635
1415
762
778
Kale seed .......................................................
1600
1345
Kangaroo skins, dressed and finished * ...........................
Kaolin or china clay ............................................. 207
273
Kauri gum ..................................................... 1577
1320
Keene's cement .................................................
205
265
Kelp ........................................................... 1595
1341
Kentledge, iron .................................................
a0l
358
Kernels, apricot or peach .........................................
760
767
Kernels, palm-nut ............................................... 1620
1380
Kerosene ....................................................... 1627
1401
Kerosene mantles ............................................... 1435
1176
Ketone, ethyl methyl ............................................
3
25
Kid skins *................................................ , ..... 1600
1348
Kieserite ....................................................... 1596
1342
Kindling wood* ................................................
414
589
Kirschwasser ....................................................
802
827
Kitchen:
Forks ........................................................ 3 5
469
Knives ...................................................... 355
469
Utensils .....................................................
339
443
Knife blades and handles ........................................ 354, 56 465-471
Knife erasers .................................................... 354
465
Knit fabrics and goods:
Artificial silk ...............................
1215
1042
Cotton or other vegetable fiberFabric, in the piece .....................................
913
884
Gloves ...................................................
914
880
Hose and half-hose .................................... 916,1430 888,1153
Underwear ...............................................
916
891
Wearing apparel ...........................................
916
891
Silk ................
1208
1032
Wool ........................................
1115 987-991
Knitted articles, wool ...................................
1115 988, 991
Knitting cottons, for handwork ....................................
902
848
Knitting needles .................................................
343
450
Knives ....................................................... 354-356 465-471
Artists' ......................................................
355
469
Beet-topping ................................................
355
469
Bench .......................................................
355
469
Bread .......................................................
355
469
Budding ....................................................
354
465
Butchers' ....................................................
355
469
Butter .......................................................
355
469
Cake ........................................................
355
469
Canning ....................................................
355
469
Carpenters' bench ..........................................
355
469
Carving ......................................................
355
469
Cheese ........................................... ..........
355
469
Cigar
.......................................
355
469
Clasp ........................................................
354
465
Cooks' .......................................................
355
469
Corn ........................................................
354
465
82304-22-98
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Knives--Continued.
469
355
e
.............................
.......................
Curriers'
465
Cuticle .............................................
471
350
. 354
Cutting ..........................................
469
....................... ............ 355
Drain ............
469
Farriers .................................................... 355
355
469
....................................
Fish .... .........
Fleshing .....................................
355
469
469
Fruit . ..................................... ................ 355
355
469
Hay ...................................................
469
355
....................................................
Hunting
469
Kitchen ..................................... .............. 355
471
Leather ................................ .................... 356
356
471
M achine ...................................................
465
354
Manicure ...................................................
3545 465,469
Making ...................................
469
Painters' .................................................. 355
469
355
Pallette .....................................................
471
356
Papermill..................................................
354
465
Pen ... ......... .........................................
469
355
Pie ........................................................
471
............
.......... ...................... 35
Planing-machine
469.
........
.................................... 355
Plumbers'
354
465
Pocketrs .......................................
354
465
Pruning............... ......................................
356
471
Pulp i ........... ............... .........................
469
355
Shoe . ............ ........................................
469
355
Slicing............. .......................................
469
355
Sugar .............. ....................................
355
469
.......................................
Table
Taner ............................... - ...... . ..............

355

355
Tanners' ...................................................
356
Tannery ....................................................
............. 350
Tobacco ...............................
Vegetable ................................................ .355
762
Kohlrabi seed....................................................

KryoLith or cryolite ... o ......................

.................

Kyanito * ...............................................................

1558
1635

4019

401
471
471
469
779
1294
1413

Labels, cotton or other vegetable fiber .............................
Labels, paper ...................................................
Laboratory instruments, metal............
o.......
Lac, crude, seed, button, stick, or shell.

912
1306
360
1597

882
l1068
479
1342

Lac dye * ........................................................

36

105

85
2,7
Lac spirits * (see also Tin bichloride) ............................
Lace:
ul;
Articles.. ............. ..................................... 1430
89S
....................
919
Bed sets, Nottingham ..........
11 ,7
Braids ...................................................... 1430
372
,9,
Curtain machines ...........................................
Curtains ................................................. 919,1430 897, 11.61
1156i
Fabrics ..................................................... 1,130
1153
Handkerchiefs ............................................... 1430
1153
Napkins ..................................................... 1430
Nets and nettings ........................................ 919,1430 897, 1156
Nottingham$9s
919
. ..................
Bed sets .................
919
Curtains .. ......... ...................................
897
Nets and nettings .............................. ......... 919
$98
919
Pillow shams .............................................
1430
11153
Wearing apparel............
1153
........... 1430
Window curtains (except Nottingham)'......
372
Lace-making machines ...........................................
Laces:
Artificial silk * ...............................................

Automobile * ............ ..................................
....................................
Burnt-out
e ......................
Carriage *..............

1430

1430
1430
1430

115:,

1i:,
11'),
1i:,l

1555
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Laces-Continued.
Chip .......................................
Coach ......................................................

1406
1430

Cotton *.............................
................
........
Flax *...................... ................................
Go-through machine *.......... ...............................

1430
1430
1430

Grass .......................................................
Handmade .................................................
Hat .........................................................
Lever-machine *..............................................

1406
1430
1406
1430

Machine made .............................................
N . s. p. f ....................................................
Shoe, leather ...............................................
Silk* ......................................................
Straw .......................................................

1430
1430
1600
1430
1406

Tinsel* .......................................................

1430

Vegetable fiber* ............................................... 1430
Wool* ..............................
......................
1430
Lacings, boot, shoe, corset, cotton or vegetable fiber ..............
912
Lactarene ...................................................... 1598
Lactic acid .....................................................
1
Lahn. (See Lame.)
Lakes, color, coal-tar ............................................
26
Lamb, fresh ......................
.............. .. 702
Lamb skins* ................................................... 1600
Lame or lahn articles .........................
382, 1215,1430
Lam pblack .....................................................
mrokery ware ...............................................
Electric ....................................................
Miner's safety *...............................................

Porcelain ....................................................

Lampwicking, cotton or other vegetable fiber .....................
Lancewood .....................................................
Landscapes, American views of ..................................
Land fowls *....................................................
Lanolin *.......................................................

Lantern slides ..................................................
Lappets (cotton cloth *) .........................................
Ard, compounds and substitutes ................................
Last blocks ......................................................
Latch needles .............. ...................................
Laths ..........................................................
Laudanum ......................................................
Laurel root ......................................................
Lava:
Monumental and building ....................................
T ips ........................................................
Unmanufactured .............................................
Lavender oil ....................................................
Layers of plants for fruit stocks ........................
...........
Lead-bearing mattes .................................. ...........
Lead-bearing ores ...............................................
Assay of ...................................................
Sampling of .................................................
I
Lead:
Acetate .....................................................
Alloys, n. s.p. f.
.................................
Antimonial ............................................
Arsenate ....................................................
Articles not plated, n. s. p. f .................................
Bars ........................................................
Bullion
........................................
Compounds, n. s. p. f .......................................
Dross .........................................

Pago.
1098
1154
1154
1154
1155

1098
1156
1098
i155
1156

1156
1361
1156
1098
1154
1155

1155
882

1343
14
79
635

1349
525,

1041, 1153
68
194
212

290

229
1605

334
1366

912
404
1310
711
49
226
905
703
406
343
1683
55
403

882
562
1084

213

295

659
146
328
864
640,641
570
450
1470
172
560

235
215
1599
1625
753
388
388
388
388

353
301
1344
1390
752
536
536
535
535

44
389
389
44
393
389

129
538
538
130
551
538
538

44
389

129

538
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Lead-Continued.
389
Glazier's ....................................................
393
Manufactures ...............................................
44
Nitrate .....................................................
389
N . s. f ....................................................

P538

550
129
538

Penc s ....................................................
Pigments ...................................................
Pigs ........................................................
Pipe ........................................................
Reclaimed .................................................
Red ........................................................

1449
69
389
389
389
69

11198
195
538
538
538
197

Refuse * ........................................................

389

538

Resinate ....................................................
Scrap .......................................................
Sheets ......................................................
Shot .......................................................
W hite ...................... ................................
Wire .......................................................
Leaded zinc oxides ..................................
Leaders ........................................................

Leads, pencil or crayon ..........................................

44
389
389
389
69
389
74
344

1450

130
538
538
538
197
538
207
453

1201

Leaf:
379
522
Aluminum ...................................................
379
522
Bronze ....................................................
379
521
Dutch metal ...............................................
380
523
Gold .......................................................
1179
Palm, manufactures ......................................... 1437
524
381
Silver .....................................................
Tobacco .................................................. 601,602 612,620
812
838
Leakage of wines, etc., allowance for ............................
Leather:
1166
Bags ........................................................ 1432
1345
Band, n. s. p. f . ............................................ 1600
1166
Baskets ............ ............... ...................... 1432
1166
1432
Belts ......................................................
1346
....... 1600
Belting and sole.................... "
1345
Bend, n. s. p. f* ............................................ 1600
Board ................................................ 1302,1313 1050,1089
1361
.
......................... 1601
Boots ..............
Buff * ..........................................................

1600

1345

1345
Calfskins, bookbinders, n. s. p. f*............................ 1600
............... 1600
1345
Tanned or dressed, n. s. pf.* ........
1l6i;
Card cases ...................................... .......... 1432
Compress ............................................... 1302,1313 1050, 1087
1360
Cut into shoe uppers, etc .................................... 1600
1347
Dressed upper ............................................ 1600
1345
Enameled * ................................................ 1600
1I
Enameled upholstery ....................................... 1431
13,15
. ........................ I60
Gauffre * .............
1163
Glove ...................................................... 1431
1171
Gloves.............................. .......... ........... 1433
1:57
Goatskins, dreamed, n. s. p. f.* .............................. 1600
131'
Grain *......... ..... ...................................... I ca
1600
1350
Harness .....................................
131
............... 1600
Japanned* ..............................
116;
Jewel boxes ......................................... ....... 1432
1311
Kangaroo skins, dressed, n. s. p. f* ............................ 1600
13I,15
Kid skins, dressed, n. s. p ................................. 1600
356
.171
Knives for machines ........................................
1341,
Lambskins, dressed, n. s. p. f*............................... 1600
116),
Manufactures, n. a. p. f...................................... 1432
111i6.,
Moccasins .............................. .................. 1432
13'_)
Morocco skins for ........................................... 16)0
N . S. p. f .................................................... I6001
1
1600
Patent* .....................................
l162
Pianoforte ................................................. 1431
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1431
Pianoforte action .............................................
Player-piano action ......................................... 1431
Pocketbooks ............................................. 1432
Portfolios .................................................. 1432
ROh, n. e. p. f.* ....................................... 1600
Saddlee and saddlery ....................................... 1600
Satchels .................................................... 1432
Sheepskins, dressed, n. s..p. f*.............................. 1600
Shoe laces ................................................. 1600
Shoes ...................................................... 1601
Sole, n. a. p. f.* ............................................ 1600
Slit........................................
1600
uphostery..................................
1431
Upper, dressed, n. s. p. f.*................................... 1600
Vamps ...................................................... 1600
Varnished* ................................................. 1600
Leaves:
Althea or marshmallow, advanced ...........................
32
Althea or marshmallow, crude ................................ 1502
Artificial, n. s. p. f ......................................... 1419
Buchu ................................................. .. 33
Coca ........................................................
33
coe ...................................................... 1548
l)rugs, advanced ........ #...................................
31
Drugs, crude ............................................... 1562
Gentian* ...................................................
.33
Herb, for culinary use .......................................
780
Marshmallow or althea, advanced ............................
32
Marshmallow or althea, crude ............................... 1502
Natural, treated, etc .......................................... 1419
Ornamental .............................................. 1419
Leeches ........................................................ 1602
Lees, wine .....................................................
9
Lemonade ......................................................
807
Lemon-gram oil ................................................. 1625
LemonBox shooks ................................ : ................ 410
Juice ....................................................... 1604
Oil ............................................. ...........
54
Peel ........................................................
740
Lemons
........................................
743
Boxes or barrels containing ...................................
410
Lenses:
(lass and pebble ............................................
226
Photographic and projection, and frames, etc ..................
228
Lentils ........................................................
765
Letter-copying books *........................................... 1310
Letter paper ...............................................
1307
Leuco-compounds ..............................................
26
Lever clock movements and markings .........................
367,368
Lever machine laces * .......................................... 1430
Levulose ........................................................
505
Libraries of persons from foreign countries ........................ 1532
Library of Congress, books, etc., for ............................... 1528
Library. (See "Library of Congress" and "Institution-.")
Lichens, drugs:
Advanced ..................................................
31
Crude .....................................................
1562
Licorice-

Extracts ....................................................
45
Root .................................................
.33
lifeboats ................................................ .... 1605
Life-saving apparatus ........................................... .1605
Lights, night .................................................... 1417
Lignaloe oil .................................................... 1625

Pag.
1162
1161
1166
1165
1354
1359
1166
1357
1361
1361
1346
1355
1163
1347
1360
1345
95
1222
1127
97
97
1279
90
1298
97
812
95
1222
1127
1127
1363
43
8.34
1389
577
1366
165
721
727
578

329
332
790
1082
1072
79
488,493
1155
607
1261
1258
.90
1298

131
98
1366
1366
1123
1391
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ignuin vita ....................................................
Lily bulbs .....................................................

Lily of the valley pips and clumps ..............................

404
751

751

~
561
746

745

Lime:
Artificial sulphate *
..............................
71
202
Borate ..........................
1533
1262
Chlorinated (chloride of *) .................................
13
53
Citrate ......................................................
46
132
Hydrated .................................................
204
263
Juice .......................................................
1604
1366
Nitrogen .................................................... 1540
IN T
N.s.p. f............................... ....................
204
Oil .................................................
1625
1391
Sulphate, artificial * .........................................
71
202
Limos ........................ .................................
743
728
Boxes or barrels containing ...................................
410
578
Limestone:
Crude or crushed .............
.......................
204
262
Monumental and building ....................................
235
353
Rock asphalt .. ... ...................................... 1603
1364
tinaloe.* (See ignaloe.)
Linen. (See Flax.)
Linings:
Cotton *..................................................
907
870
Flax, hemp, or jute .................. ...... ................ 1010
923
Fur ...................................
1420
1132
Wool ..................................... ............. 1108,1109 969, 972
Linoleate, cobalt ..................................................
27
85
Linoleum .............................................
........ 1018
935
Linotype composition *........................................
389
538
Linotype machines .............................................. 1541
1269
Linseed * ......................................................
760
765
Oil ........................................................
50
153
Liquor, ammoniacal gas * ........................................ 1458
1214
Liqueurs ...................................................... S01, 802 82V, 827
Liquors:
Coloring for *.........................................
26, 36
78, 105
Spirituous-Breakage and leakage ...................................
812
838
Forfeiture ............................................. 811,813 837,839
Minimum duty .........................................
811
8:7
Listings, asbestos ...............................................
1401
1092
Literary institutions. (8ce Institutions.)
Litharge ........................................................
69
l9")
Lithographic:
1306
lO,
Articles ....................................................
lJO:
Booklets, etc ............................... ................ 1310
!06%
Periodicals ................................................. 1306
Plates, engraved ............................................
3,11
1
Prints for institutions ......................................
1531
l')
Stones, not engraved ........................................
1606
1.9;
'Iransfer paper, not printed .................................. 1305
11401
l
1306
Lithographs .....................................................
IUithopone .......................................................
74
2119
Litm us .........................................................
1510
123'Loadstones ....................... ............................. 1607
Lobsters .........................................................
16491
12,
Lock washers, iron or steel ........................................
330
Locks, spiral nut, iron or steel .................. .................
330
Locomotives, steam ..............................................
372
Locomotive tires, iron or steel ....................................
324
Logs ..............
.............
......................
.1683
Cabinet wood * ...................
4014
,
Drugs, crude ............................................... 1562
Fir, spruce, cedar, or western hemlock ........................ 402

1559
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Logwood .......................................................

1563

Logwooo extract ................................................
36
London purple ..................................................
59
Looking-glass plates ........................................... 223, 230
Loom harness ..................................................
912
Loops, iron ................................. ...... ............ 303
Lozenges, chemicals, etc., in .....................................
21
Lumber (see also Wood) .......................................... 1683
Lupins ........................................................... 765
fupulin ........................................................
779
Macaroni .......................................................
726
Mace ............................................................
780
Oil*
......................................
54
MachineChains, iron orsteel ........................................ 329
Knives .....................................................
356
Needles........
..............................
343
Tools and parts .............................................
372
Machines and machinery:
Agricultural ................................................. 1504
Belting, vegetable fiber .....................................
912
Cash registers ................................................ 1541
Cream separators *......................................... 372,1504

Embroidery and shuttles ...............................
For making lace curtains and parts .....................
For making n,,ts and nettings and parts ........................

372
72
372

Jute manufacturing * ........................................

372

Fresh * .....................................................

718

Madder and extracts * ..........................................

26

Lace making and parts ....................................... 372
Linotype .................................................... 1541
N. s. p. f .......................................................
372
Oilepreading .............................................. 1541
Printing presses, machines, etc., for use of blind ............... 1530
Sand blast ................................................... 1541
Sewing ..................................
1541
Shuttles ..............
......
..
372
Shoe ....................................................... 1541
Sludge .......................................
1541
Sugar making ................................................ 1504
Tar spreading ............................................... 1541
Thrashing (threshing*) ....................................... 1504
Typesetting ............................ .................... 1541
Ty pewriters ...........................................
1541
Mackerel:
Pickled or salted .............................................

720

Magazine pistols .................................... ........... 366
Magazines, fashion ............................................... 1306
Magnesia (see also Magnesium):
Calcined ....................................................
47
Clay supporters ...........
.......................
215
MagnesIte:
Brick .......................................... .......... 201
Crude, ground, or calcined ...................................
47
Magncsiuni:
Alloys .....................................................
Carbonate ...................................................

Chloride ...................................................
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ...................................

375
47

47

375
Metallic and scrap .......................................... 375
Oxide, medicinal ..........................................
47
Powder ....................................................
375
Sheets, ribbons, tubing, wire, etc ........................... .375
Scrap, metallic .............................................. 375

P6ge,
1299

109
181
323, 336
882
376
65
1470
790
810
691
818, 819
163
429
471
450
504
1224
882
1270

504,1223

505
505
505
504

505
1269
508
1269
1259
1270
1269
504
1269
1270
1224
1269
1223
1269
1269
670

676
79

487
1068
135
301
254
136
513
133
134
.513
513
135
513
513
513
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Sulphatel....................................................
Wares n. . p. f ............................
..........
Mahaleb cherry, stocks, cuttings, etc* ......... *.... ........
Mahogany .....................................................

Z .

.

Page.
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47
376

134
513

.

763

752

725

688

411
1684
327

579
1477
424

723
805
731
708
752

684
832
704
652
749

302

367

Ferro .........................................................
302
Metal ........................................................
302
Ore or concentrates ...........................................
302
Oxide* .....................................................
302
Silicon .....................................................
302
Steel ......................................................
305
Manganiferous iron ore ............................................. 1590
Mangelwurzel seed ..............................................
762
Mangling rolls ................................................... 1443
Mangrove:
Dark ........................................................ 1563
Extract .....................................................
36
Manicure knives ................................................ 354
Manifold paper .................................................. 1307
Manila:
Binding twine .............................................. 1521
Cables and cordage ....................................... .... 1005
Fiber ....................................................... 1576
Mandla hemp, braids, etc., for making hats ......................... 1406
Manna:
Advanced ..................................................
32
Crude ....................................................... 1502
Mannite ........................................................
505
Mannose ......................................................... 505
Mantle:
Gas, scrap ..................................................
8,I
Threads, asbestos ............................................ 1401
Mantles:
Gas, kerosene, or alcohol ...................................... 1435
N. a.p. f .................................................... 1435
Slate ........... ........................................... 237
Tile ......................................................... 202
ManufacturedArticles, unenunierated or n. s. p. f............................ 1458
Barytes ore ..................................................
64
Building stone ..............................................
235
Burrstones ..................................................
234
C ...
...............................................
207
Cor%, artif i l ..............................................
1412
901
Cotton waste ................................................
207
Earths ......................................................
Eelgrass ..................................................... 1440
Em ery ...................................................... 1415
Feathers ............. ..................................... 1419
Insulating materials ......................................... 1437
Moss ........................................................ 1440
Pum ice stone ................................................
206
Rattan ....................................................
4 11

366
367
362
362
367
383
1337
779
1191

Maize or corn ....................................................

Malacca:
Furniture made of ...............
...............
India, joints .................................................
Malleable iron castings, n. s. p. f .................................
Malt:
Barley .......................................................
Extract......................................................
Sprouts ......................................................
Malted milk ..................................................
Manetti roses, seedlings and cuttings ..............................
Mangneeo:
rHoron ....... ... .....
... . .. . . ... 0....

404

562

1299
110
465
1074
1252
912
1311
1099
95
1222
(10S
607
247
1090
1176
1171;

3Y:
121.1
181;
15)
:49

27a
1111
SI :

27(1
11 ,t
11P,
11 O
11S :
I
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1440

go
1186

1440

1186

603

621

901

847

1436
1401
213

1177
1091
295

Bladders ...................................................

1436

1177

Paste ......................................................
Pile fabricsCotton ..................................................
Vegetable fiber ............................. ............
Wool ...................................................

230

337

901
1011
1111

874
924
978

Manufactured.v-Oontinued.H.R7M.
Seagram...................................................
Seaweeds ...................................................
Tobacco ....................................................
Waste, cotton ...............................................

Manufactures:
Amber ......................................................
.
Asbestos ...........................................
Bisque ware .................................................

1179
Bone ........................................................ 1437
1175
Catgut ...................................................... 1434
61
18
Chalk ......................................................
295
213
Chemical stoneware .........................................
295
213
Chinaware ...................................................
1179
1437
....................................
Chip
1114
1412
.................................
Cork, artificial
899
920
Cotton ......................................................
Cotton:
874
909
Pile fabrics ..............................................
876
Table damask .......................................... 2 910
2 2
Earthenware .............................................. 1 1 2851290
mery ....................................................
938
Flax, etc................................................... 1019
1134
Fox skins, silver andack ................................. 1420
288
209
...........................
French chalk .......
1133
Fur ................................................ ....... 1420
120
39
Gelatin.................................
336
230
Glass ..................................
1179
Grass ....................................................... 1437
1175
1434
Gut, n. s . f ...............................................
1178
Gutta-p rna ............................................... 1437
1142
Hair felt ................................. ................. 1426
1179
....................... ................ 1437
.
Horn........
1138,
1424
.................................................
Human hair
India rubber ........................................... 1437,1438 1181,1184
1183
Ivory ................................................... 1438
1166
1432
...........................
Leather ..........
1104
Material for buttons ......................................... 1409
280
208
Mica .......................................................
1182
Mother-of-pearl ............................................. 1438
1179
Palm leaf ................................................... 1437
1088
1313
......................................................
Paper
1052
Papier-mich .............................................. 1303
1165
. ...................... 1432
Parchment .............
295
213
Parian ware .................................................

Plaster of Paris .............................................

1438

1182

213
1303
206
1437
1404
1432
1438

295
1051
268
1179
1096
1165
1183

237
Slate .......................................................
Sponges ..................................... .............. 1445
209
Steatite or soapstone ........................................
Stoneware ................................................. 210,212
1437
Straw .......................................................

3W
1193
283
285, 289
1179

Porcelain ........................... ......................
Pulp .......................................................
Pum ice stone ........................ .......................
Quills .......................................................
tamie hat braids ............................................
Rawhide ......................................... ..........
Shell, shells, pieces of ....................................

p
Silk, n R.5.

.............................................

1213

1039
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P
I
Table damaskCotton ..................................................
Vegetable fiber ..........................................
Tale ........................................................
Vegetable fiberN. s
...............................................
V g Pile fabrics ...............................................
Table ivory
damask
...........................................
Vegetable
.............................................
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910
1012
209

876
925
283

1019
1011
1012
1438
1436
Weeds ..................................................... 1437
Whalebone ................................ ................. 1437
W ood .. ........
............. ....... . ... .. .... 414
WoolN . s. p. f ................................................ 1120
Pile fabrics ............................................... 1111
Sam ples of .............................................. 1122
Manures .......................................................... 1576
Manuscripts, n. a. p. f ........................................... 1608
Maple:
Japanese
404
Sirun and.................................................
au~r ...................................
"
504

938
924

Map
;

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

-

-

-

.

..

°

... .

.

.

*.

.

'

-.

.

....

.

e

Bound or unbound ..........................................
1310
For institutions ............................................. 1531
For use of United States or Library of Congrm ............... 1528
N. p.
p ................................................... 1310
20 Nears old * .........
......................... 1310
Maraschino cherries .............................................
738
Marble:
And manufactures ......................................... 232, 233
Works of art ................................................. 1689
Marbles, toy .................................. .................. 1414
Markings:
Bottles, thermostatic... .....................................

1454

Carafe3, thermostatic ........................................ 1454
(lock movements ............................. ............ 367, 368
(utlery ......................................... ....... 35 , 355
Dental instruments .........................................
359
Dials, clock and watch ..................................... 367, 368
**6
Dyes, packages containing ...........................
Jujgs, thermostatic ....................................
1454
Knives ................................................... 354, 355
I alborat or instruments .................. ...................
360
Nippers
......................................
361
IhiFlosophical instrum ents ..................................
360
P incers .....................................................
l'lier .......... ............................................
R azor., .....................................................
scieJitific instrui ents .......................................
Schm ors ............................ .......................
Screws ......................................................
K
"hear. .....................................................
Steel wool containers ........................................
Surgical instrumetits ........................................
Thermostatic containers ......................................
W atch movements ..........................................
Marm alades ....................................................
Marrons ........................................................
,Marrow, crude ..................................................
MarAmallow root, leaves, and flowers:
Advanced ..................................................
('rude .......................................................
Masks, paper, pulp, or pap1r-nfich6 ..............................
Ma.,e, lilt& .....................................................
Master records ...................................... ............

' 11
361
3r,8
360
35,,
33$
357
331
359
1.51
367
748
755
1609
:32
1502
1303
1303
1677

925

1183
1178
1179
1179
587, 589
1002
978
1005
1317
1368
561
603
1082
1260
1258
1082
1081
717
342,346
1484
1117
1210
1209
488, 493

465, 469
476

488,493

77
1209

465, 469

478
,180
478
481)
,18(
471
478
172

4,12

472
1209
.1(,

7:,

1222

105:1

1 );
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...............
Mat. stereotype matriA ...........................
Match boxes, metal .............................................

ParH.nR.mvPage.
1088
1313
1145
1428

.....................

1417

1124

Importation, white phosphorus prohibitod.....................

1417

1123

.2
I02

1222

M atches ...

.............................

MatW:
Advancea .................................................
('r ae .......................................................

Mathematical instruments, metal .................................
Matrices, metal, for sound records ................................
Mato (see also Matting):

360
1677

Cotton * .....................................................

478
1483

Bath ........................................................
China straw ..................................................
Cocoa fiber .................................................
Corticine ...................................................

Po0 .
1020
1021
1018

874
940
942
936

1020

942

Dogskin .....................................................

1420

1133

Flax * ........................................................

10:.0

939

Goatkin ...................................................

14,20

1139

Ilem p * ....................................................

1020

939

India traw .................................................
Japan straw ..................................................

1020
12W
0

939
940

Jute * ... ...................................................

.

1020

941

101
1019
1021
1020
1020
1118

9'35
935
943
940
939
998

Antim ony * .................................................

150 )

1233

('opper (s;ee also Regulus) ....................................
L.ead-hearing ...............................................
N ickel .....................................................
Matting:
Cocoa fiber .................................................
('otton *.....................................................
Rattan .....................................................
Straw, China. Japan, or India ................................

3,,
388
1628

5,35
5,36
1405

0 1
1020
1021
1020

942
939
943
939, 9.40

Vegetable substances * .......................................

1020

939

7-53
.Maz larl
cherr.. tocks, cultings, etc.* ............................
Meal:
1527
Bone ........................... ............................
25
(ori ........................................................
727
O at .........................................................
1623
Oil cake .....................................................
. 728
Rice .......................................................
72 )
.... ...............................
Stye ...................
ON
.easur,-r-, tim e .................................................
Meat:

752

Linoleum .....................................................
Oilcloth, floor ..............................................
R attan .....................................................
Straw ......................................................
Vegetable fiber, n. -. p. f.* ...................................
Wool ...................................... ...............
Matte:

1257
689
693
1383
695
698
493

(ocollut-

Not shredded ............................................

1620

1380

756

758

722
Crab ........................................................
705
E xtract .....................................................
701-704, 706
Freh ....................
706
Fresh, prepared, preserve(1, n. s. p. f........
706
Inspection of ...............................................
704
Reindeer ....................................................
356
Slicing cutters ......... ......................... ..........
773
W ith vegetables ............................................
Mechanisms:
368
For measuring flowage of water, gas, electricity, etc ...........
368
For regulating speed of arbors, drums, disks ..................
368
Time-measurmng, and cases ..................................
1611
Medals as trophies ..............................................

681
644
629-49
615
645
642
471
803

Shredded ...............................................

493
493
494
1373

1664
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Medicinal-

UM

Chemicals in small packages .................................

V

65

22
16
5
26

67
57
31
81

Preparations-

Alcoholic ................................................
Mercurial *
...
N .s.p.f ..................................
.........
.
Medicinal, coal-tax .............................................

Merschaum ..................................................... 1012
Melada and concentrated melada .................................. 601
Melibiose ............... ........................................
505
Melitzitooe .......................................................
506
Menhaden oil ...................................................
49
Menthol ........................................................
48
Merchandise (aee Articles).
Mercurial preparation@ ..........................................
16
MeshBags and purses, metal ...................................... 1428
Metal ...................................................... 1428
Meta-bisulphite, sodium .......................................
78
Metacresol ......................................................
25
MetalAlloys (aes Alloys).
Antimony ... ................................... .......... 376
Articles or wares, n. s. p. f ...................................
39
Babbitt ....................................................
389
Bell, broken ................................................ 1619
Britannia *............................................................

Page.

21

389

1374
591
607
608
142
137
57
1145
1145
238
73
515
551
538
1251
538

Bronze in leaf ...............................................
379
Chrome or chromium ........................................ 302
Composition, copper, chief value ........................... .1552
Containers ................................................ 1668
Dutch-

522
371
1283
1463

Lea
.. ..
.....
.....
.. ..... . .. ..... .. .... 379
Electrotype *..........................
.......................
389

522
538

302
1677
393

362
1463
551

389

538

378

517

Manganese ................................ ................
Matrices, for sound records ...................................
Manufacture., n. s. p. f ......................................
Pewter, old *............

...................................

Plates, with layers of other metal ............................
309
392
Sheets:
Decorated or coated * ...................................
393
551
With layers of other metal ............................... 309
392
Silicon .....................................................
302
361
Stereotype* ................................................
389
539
Threads, and articles of .................................. 382,1430 525,1153
Type................................................. 389
538
Wolfram ..................................................
302
3)1
YellowBolls ..................................................
378
517
Pi8t on rods .............................................

Shafting ..............................................
Sheathing ..............................................
Sheets ....................................... ..........

Metallic:
Magnesium and scrap .............................
Mineral substances, crude, n. s. p. f...................
Tungsten ........................................
Metallics, bronze ................................................
Metals:
Ores of the platinum .........................................
Unwrought, n. s. p. f .......................................
Metanilic acid ...................................................
Methanol .......................................................
Methylanthracene ...............................................
Methylanthraquinone ...........................................

378
378
378

517
517
517

375
1559
302
379

513
1295
36
521

1628
1559
25
4
1M6
25

140f;
1295
73
29'
127t;
73

1565
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Methylnaphthalene ..........................................

.. 1546

Methyl:
Alcohol .....................................................
Anthranilate ................................................
Salicylate ............ .....................................
Metronomes .....................................................
Mica, and manufactures of.......................................
Microscopes and frames .........................................
Military ornaments, metal ........................................
Milk:
Compounds of ...............................................
Condensed or evaporated .....................................
Fresh ...
....................................
Malted .
......................................
Powder ............................. .....................
Sour.......................................................
Substitutes for .............................................
Sugar of ..................................................

Millboard, sbeto.
...............................
Millet seed .................................................
Millinery ornaments:
Feather, etc .................................................
Metal ......................................................
Mill:
Saws ...............
0.........................

1276

4
26
26
1441
208
228
1428

29
77
77
1187
280
332
1145

708
708
707
708
708
707
708

664
651
obO
652
651
650
654

5

31

1401
761

1091
772

1419
1428

1130
1145

340

445

304

378

22
1627
69
1613
1662

67
1401
196
1375
1446

214
1559
808
1676
1655
1614

298
1295
836
1461
1437
1375

1605
1561
1516
1605

1366
1297
1247
1366

Explosives .................................................. 1578
Fuses ...................................................... 1418
Mirrors:
Large ...................................................... 223
Small .......................................................
230
Miso ...........................................................
773
Iittens, wool, knit ............................................. 1115
Mixtures:
ChemicalAlcoholic ................................................
22
20
Bismuth, chief value* ...................................
Nitric and sulphuric acids ................................. 1501
5
N.s.p. f................................................
Precious metal, chief value ..............................
19
Tin, chief value ........................................
85
86
Titanium, chief value ...................................
Coal-tar ....................................................
26
Co l-tar distillates and pitches ................................ 1546

1323
1127

Shafting, steel * ...............................................

Millstones............................................... .......
Mineral:
Objects in alcohol ...........................................
Oils . .....................................................
Orange ................................................
Salts, from mineral waters ...............................
Strontium, carbonate and sulphate ...........................

Substances-

And manufactures ......................................
Metallic, crude, n. s. p. f .................................
Waters .................................................
Wax, crude ..................................................
Mineralogical specimens for public collections ....................
Minerals, crude, n. s. p. f ........................................
Miners':
Appliances, rescue* ........................................
Diamonds ...................................................
Powders, fulIminating* .....................................
Safety lamps* ..............................................
Mining:

234

349

323
335
802
989
67
64
1217
32
63
248
248
79
1278

1666
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ixtures--continued.
Medicinal-

Alcohol ...

Parsgrpofh
.. 4X.
22

Pae.
67

5
32
N. a. p. f ................................................
596
501
Sugar and water.............................................
Moccasins, leather, rawhide, or parchment .........................
1432
1165
1615
1376
Models of inventions ............................................
Mohair. (See Hair, goat, etc.)
1409
1104
Button forms ...............................................
501,503, 596, 59
Molasses ........................................................
Molds:.
1109
Button ...................................................... 1411
1309
Goldbeaters' ............ ................................... 1574
378
Gun barrel .................................................. 304
304,
378
Hammer ....................................................
302
367
Molybdate, calcium ............................................
Molybdenum:
Metal, ore, and alloys ...................................... 302, 305 363, 383
305
383
Steel .......................................................
1377
MonazitW sand ................................................... 1616
24
2
Monoacetate, glycol ............................................
78
228
Monohydrated sodium carbonate ................................
Monumental stone ............................................. 232,235 342, 352
233
346
Monuments ....................................................
911
878
Mop cloths, cotton, not jacquard ..................................
996
Moquette carpets and rugs ..................................... 1118
,

Morocco leather, skins for ......................................

1600

1357

55
Morphine (morphia*) ...........................................
55
Sulphate ....................................................
232
Mosaic cubes ....................................................
Moss:
........ 1617
........................
Crude, n. s. p. f
Drugs-31
Advanced.
...................................
Crude .................................................... 1562

1378

1440

1186

Manufactured or dyed ...................................

Peat ...................................................... 1448
Mother-of-pearl:
Buttons and studs ........................................... 1411
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f................................... 1438
Unmanufactured ........................................... 1630
Motion-picture films ............................................. 1451
Moto-photography film pictures ................................... 1451
Motor:
370
Boats and parts of..........................................
.................... 371
Cycles and parts of ...........
Mountings, optical instruments ................................ . 228
...................... 1452
Mouthpieces for pipes ...................
Movements:
368
Clock ......................................................
367
W atch .....................................................
Moving-picture films ............................................. 1451
1504
Mowers.
.........................................
303
Muck bars ......................................................
Mufflers:
917
Cotton .....................................................
Embroidered,* etc ........................................ 1430k.
Silk ..................................................... 1200:§
Mugs:
2i2
Crockery ware .........................................
213
Porcelain .....................................
..............
714,
............................
Mules.
Straying across boundary line ............................. 1507,
33
Mule shoes ..............................................
.
752
Multiflora roses, seedlings and cuttings of..................
1105
......................................
Mn:ngo....

172
173
342

90
1298
1196
1108
1182
1408
1203
12m2
50)
502
332
1206
494
489
1203
1223
376
893
1155
1033
290
295
666
1229
438
749
958

1567
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Munjeet and extractsa ..........................................
Muntz or yellow metal sheets, etc ................................
Muriate:
Ammonia ....................
..................
Potash ........................................... ........
Muriatic acid ....................................................
Mushrooms ......................................................

Mushroom spawn *...................................................

Music:
For institutions .............................................
For the blind .................................................
In books or sheets ..........................................
Twenty years old * ...........................................

Wire .......................................................
Musical:
InstrunmentCases ...................................................
Strings, gut* ...........................................
Strings, metal ..........................................
Instruments and parts .......................................
Musk:
Artificial ....................................................
Grained or in pods ............................................
Muskets *.. ............................................................

Mukcts, muzzle-loading ..................................... :...
Mustard:
Ground or prepared ...........................................
Seeds ......................................................
Mutton, fresh ....................................................
Muzzle-loading muskets, shotguns, and rifles .......................
Myrobalan (myrobolan *):
Extract .....................................................
Plum stocks, cuttings , etc.* ...................................
Myrobalans fruit ................................................
Myrtle, sticks ..................................................
Nail files ........................................................
Nail rods ........................................
........
Nails .............................................................
Naphtha ..... ..................................................
Naphthalene (napthalin *);
Melting 7*90 or above .........................................

Melting below 790 ............................................
Naphthol ......................................................

PqW

26
378

79
517

7
1635
1501
766

37
1414
1219
791

762

783

1531
1530
1310

1260
1259
1082

1310

181

1441

1187

1441
1434
1441
1441

1187
1174
1187
1188

28
1506

76
1228

364

484

"364

484

780
780
702
364

819
819
636
484

36
753
1563
1684
354
.315
331
1627

H0
752
1299
1476
465
403
433
1401

25

73

1546
25

1276
73

Naphthol, alpha and beta ....................................... 25,26
Naphthylam e.ne
(naphthylamin *)............................... 25
NaphthYlenediamine (naphthylenediamin *).....................
25
Naphto. See Naphthol.)

73,76
73
73

25

74
75

Naphtolulioacids and salts of *...................................
Naphtylaminsulfoacids apd salts of *...................................

25

Napkins, cotton .................................................
911
Napins, Ic............................
..... .....
1430
Narcissus bulbs................................................
751
Narrow wares. (See $mall wares).
Natural history specimens ....................................... 1155
Neck rufilings ............................... ................. 1430
Needle books and cases ........ t..................................
343
Needles:
Crochet ......................................................
343
Darning.....................................
1618
Embroidery machine ........................................
343
lland-sewing ................................................ 1618
Knitting ...................................................
343
Knitting-machine............................................
343
Latch ............
........
.
.................. 343
N. s. p.f ................ ...
............................
343
Sewing-machine ............................................
343

.878
1163
745
1437
.1153
449
450
1379
449
1379
450
460
'40
451
450

1568
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Needles--Continued.

Shoe-machine ..............................................
Spring-beard ...............................................
Tape................................................
Negatives, photographic film ...............................
Neroli oil .....................................................
Net-making machines ............................................
Nets or nettings:
CottonGauze ...................................................
Leno-woven .............................................
Gill of flax, hemp or ramie .....................................
Head * ....................................................
Human hair .................................................
Lever or go-through machine ...............................
Nottingham lace ............................................
N. 9.p. f ............................. .....................
.......................................
Silk
V enable er .............................................
Wool *......................................................
'...
Newspapers ...............................................
Newsprint paper (see also Printing paper) ..........................
New Zealand hemp binding twine (see aho Hemp) .................
. .......
.* *****'*................
.
Nickel..
Alloy .......................................................
Anodes ......................................................
Articles, not plated, n. s. p. f .................................
Bar buttons ...............................................
Bars ........................................................
Chromium ...................................................
Electrodes ....................................................
Ingots .......................................................
Matte .......................................................
Ore .........................................................
Oxide.................. , ...................................
Pigs ........................................................

Nitranilin* (see also Nitroaniline .........................
Nitrate:
..........................
Ammonium (ammonia*)..
1Barium ....................................................
Calcium ....................................................
Cerium .......................................
Cubic *.........................................

903
903
100
1430
1424

851
851
915
1155
'1138

1430

1155

385

530

1417

1123

361
. 1654

481
1436

25

73

7
11
1540
&.

38
51
1268
246

.....................................
.. .

450
450
450
1203
1392
606

89?
1153
1155
1155
1155
1380
1440
1252
530
530
530
50
458
530
374
530
530
1405
1405
530
530

Plates .......... ............................................

Night lights ..............

4W Page.

343
343
343
1451
1625
372

919
1430
1430
1430
1430
1619
1659
1521
385
385
385
393
349
385
302
W8
38
1628
1628
385
385

Plates, with layers of other metal ....................
Rods ............................
Sheets .
Sheets with layers of other metal ......................
Silver unmanifactured .......................................
..... ..
Steel .....................
..................
.....................
Strands ......
Stripe.. .............................................
........
Tungsten .............................
..
.....................
Vanadium .............
Zirconium ..................................................

Nippers
.
.......................
*.......... , ..........
NiMr cake..
..............................................

a.T.

...... ....

392
309
b30
3..........
1W
385
530
309
392
377
516
3...................0......
05
383
530
385
530
02
369
374
302
302
374

44.
Lead ......................................................
75
Potassiumn or saltpeter..... .......................
Sodim ............... ....................... . ............ 1164
82
.. .........
Strontium ............................
84
Thoriunm ...........................................
52
Nitrated oils and fat .......................................
Nitric acid ..................................................... 1501
35
.......
................
Nitrite, amyl *.. ...

1434

129
217
435
2,14
245
162
1219
101

'u

1569
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Nitrite, R oiM ..............................
..............
N
itro
auiline...........
. ....
. .....
.
Nitroanthraquinone .............................................
Nitrobenzaldehyde ..............................................
Nitrobenzene (itrobenzol *) ....................................
Nitrvenzol.

234
73
73
73
73

1540
25
25
25

1269
73
73
73

(A9 Nitrobenzene.)

Nitr gen, lime. ...............................................
Nitr naphthalene ...............................................
Nitrophenol ...................................................
Nitrophenylenediamine (nitrophenylonediamin*) .................
Nitropicrie

78
25
25
25
25

acid

26

*...................

Nitrosodimethylaniline ...........................................
Nitrotoluene (mtrotoluol

79

73

25

73

*) .................

25

Nltrotoluol (see Nitrotoluene.)
Nitrotoluylenediamine (nitrotoluylenediamin ...................
25
73
Noils:
Flax ........................................................ 1001
901
Silk exceeding 2 inches in length....................
1201
1007
Wool ....................................................... 1105
957
Nonenumerated articles ..................................... 1458, 1459 1214 1216
Noodles ......................................... ............... 726
691
Note paper ..................................................... 1307
1072
Nottingham lace articles ........................................
919
897
Number of silk, ascertainment of ................................. 1214
1039
752, 753 744, 750,

Nursery or greenhouse stock *..................................

Nut blanks ......................................................
Nutgalls, crude ....................................
Nutgalls, extracts and decoctions of .............................
Nut locks, spiral ...................................
Nutmegs .......................................................
Nut oil* ........................................................
Nut oils, n. s. p. f ................................................

Nuts drup:

.330
1563
.1
330
780
50
1626

Advanced ....
.................................
31
Crude ........................................................ 1562, ,
Nuts:
Almonds ..................................................
764
Brazil .......................................................
755
Cbestnuts ...................................................
756
Coconuts ....................................................
756
Cream or Brazil .............................................. 755
Edible, n.

a. p. f ............................................

759

Filberts .....................................................
Marrons .....................................................

755
755

...

1620

Palm. .................................................

Peanuts ....................................................
757
Pecans .....................................................
768
Pickled.. ..................................................
748
PIignolia ................................................... .755
'istache .....................................................
755
Ta ua ................................................ ... .. 1664
Walnuts ....................................................
758
Nuts, wrought iron or steel ........................................ 330
Nux vormis ................................................... 1621
Oak:
Bark ..................................................... 1563
Extract ...................................................
36
Japanese white .....................................
404

Oakum. . ....................
Oar blocks *.....................................................

Oat hulls..
......................................
Oatmeal.
.........................................
Oats................................................
.........
Ochers ..........................................
Ochery earths *.................................................

82304-22---9

751
431
1300
15
431
820
148
1401

90
1298
754
755
756
758
755

763
756
756
1380

759
762
739
757
757
1450
762
431
1382
1299
111
561

1622

1382

731
727
727
70

704
693
692
199

406

70

570

199

1570
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Odoriferous chemicals:

PR.P

26

...... .....
.............. ........
Coal-ta
N. O p. f ....................................................

Oil or oils:
3
...........................................
Acetone
1625
.....................................
Almond, bitter
Almond sweet .......................................... 1626
Amber W...................................................
54
54
Ambergris ....................................
25
Aniline (anilin) .................................
49
Animal ...................................................
22
Animal, alcoholic ...........................................
Animal, American fisheries... .............................. 1624
51
Animal, sulphonated ...............................
53
Animal, combinations and mixtures n. s. p. f..................
Anise (or anise seed ) ....................................... 1626
Anthos *..................................................

Anthracene ................................................
Aspic * (spike lavendar oil) .................................
.............
Attar of roses * Ottoo of roses) ...........
Bean * (sesame) ............................................
Benzine ....................................................
Bergamot ...................................................
Birch, sweet ..................................... ..........
Birch tar* .................................................

Cajeput *............................................................

1625

PS.
a5.

79

175

26
1387
1399
163
163
73
140
66
1386
160
163
1386
1386

1546
1625
1625
1626
1627
1625
26
54

1276
1386
1386
1396
1401
1386
77
163

54

163

Cake and meal .......................................... 731,1623 703,1383
Camomile * .................................................

54

Chamomile * ........... *..........

54

163

22

67

Camphor .................................................... 1625
Caraway ..................................... I .............. 1625
Cassia ................................... r........... ...... 1625
50
Castor ......................................................
51
Castor, sulphonted ..........................................
54
Cedrat *....................................................
...........................

163

1388
1388
1389
149
160
163

161
52
Chemically treated .......................................
1396
......
1626
nut
Chinese
Chinese tung (nut *).............................1626
1400
52
162
Chlorinated .................................................
1389
Cinnamon .................................................. 1625
1389
Citronella ................................................... 1625
54
163
Civet* .....................................................
54
166
Clove .......................................................
50
151
Coconut ...................................................
144
49
Cod .......................................................
49
144
Cod-liver ....................................................
163
53
Combinations (except essential or distilled) ...................
175
56
Combinations containing essential or distilled .................
10
**
Cottonseed ............................................
1546
1276
Creosote
.....................................
1396
Croton ..................................................... 1626
1276
Dead ....................................................... 1546
Distilled or essential ....................................... 54,1625 164,13,6

Alcoholic ................................................

56
175
Mixtures or combinations. ...............................
166
54
Eucalyptus ................................... ..............
Expressed or extracted .................................... o, 1626 149,1396
0'7
22
Alcoholic ................................................
54
!0
Fennel* ....................................................
49
145
....................
Fish ................................
1385
Fish of American fisheries .................................... 1624
153
5
Flaxsed ...................................................
22 •
66
Fruit, alcoholic .............................................
37
117
Fruit, nonalcoholic ..........................................
1401
Fuel ........................................................ 1627

Oil or ojile--ontnued.

A. V ?ee,

4

Fusel .......................................................

Pap.
27

Gasoline ....................................................
Geranium ...................................................

1627
1625

1401
1390

Herring ..................................................

49

142

5
1626
168

31
1400
1303

54

163

52
50

Hardened ...................................................
Hempeed ...................................................

ronated............................................

cthyol ..........................................
ng...
Japanese tung......g...........
or
neJ
inee...............
Ja

.

Juglandium *....................................................

2

161
152

161

54
1627
1625

163
1401
1390

Leather, dressing or stuffing* ................................ 49,50

140,148

.....
Juliper* ..............................
Kerosene...............................................
Lavender...............................................

165
..
......................... . 54
Lemon. .............
Lemon-gram ............................................... 1625
1389
Lignaloe ............................... .................. 1625
1391
Lime.......................................
1625
1391
Linseed ................
..........................
50
153
Mace *.....................................................
54
163
Menhaden ..............................................
49
142
Mineral .................................... ................ 1627
1401
162
o....
53
Mineral, combinations and mixtures, n. s. p. f ...........
Naphtha..............
.......................
1627
1401
Neroli...................................................... 1625
1392
Nitrated .......................................
.
52
162
Nut, n. s. p. f ..............
. ................... 1626
1401
Oleo .............................................
701
631
Olive, n. a. p. f.......
.............................
50
155
Olive, unfit for food ........................................ 1626
1399
Orange ..........
.................................
54
165
Orange flower............................................... 1625
1392
Origanum ...................................
. 1625
1392
Otto (attar*) of roses ..........
.
................... 1625
1393
Oxidized .........
*...................
..........
52
161
Paintings ..............
. ................... 1447,1685 1195,1479
Palm ...................................................... 1626
1396
Palmarosa ...........
..........................
1625
1393
Palm-kernel ..................................
1626
1396
Paraffin .................................................... 1627
1401
Patchouli .....................................
54
168
Peanut ..................................................
50
156
Peppermint .........
...........................
54
167
Perilla
.....................
. .
.
........... 1626
1398
Petroleum .........
.
............................
1627
1401
Pettigrain ....................................
1625
1393
Poppy-seed ..............
.....................
50
157
Rap ese.....................................
50
158
leic acid ............... o...o.........................
1
19
Rendered.* (See Animal oils.)
Rose
. .......................................
1625
1393
Rosemary .................................................. 1625
1394
Sandalwood ...............................................
54
168
Seal ......................................................
49
143
Seeds* ................................. ....................
762
775
Sesame (sesamum seed*) .............
............. 1626
1398
Soap.making* ................................
49,50 140,148
Sod .......... ................ .............. ...........
49
141
Soya-bean .................................................
50
152
Sperm ......................................................
49
143
Spermaceti ............................................... 1624
1385
Spike lavender ....
........................
.
... 1625
1390
Sulphonated ..............................................
51
159
Thyme. ......................
............ 1625
1396

1572
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Tung, Japanese and Chinese ..................................

ro.

1626

1400

51
54

159
163

Turkey rod ..................................................
Valerian *...................................................

53
Vegetable, combinations and mixtures, n. a. p. f ..............
Vitriol ...................................................... 1501
52
Vulcanized ..................................................
49
Whale ......................................................
Whale, American fisheries .................................... 1624
26
Wintergreen ................................................
Wire drawing* ........................................... 49, 50
.... 162
Ylang ylang.
...............................
60
Oil-bearing seeds and materials..................................
Oilcloth:

162
1217
162
142
1385
77
J40, 148
1396

906
869
Cotton ......................................................
935
018
Floor ......... . .............................................
935
Mats and rugs ............................................... 1018
Oil-gas tar:
1546
1276
Crude .......................................
25
75
Distillates ..................................................
1276
Pitch ....................................................... 1546
Oil of vitriol .................................................... 1501
1217
1269
Oil-spreading machines ........................................... 1541
1
19
Oleic acid ......................................................
654
Oleomargarine .................................. ................ 709
631
701
Oleo oil ..........................................................
631
701
Oleo stearin .....................................................
50
155
Olive oil ........................................................
1399
Unfit for food ................................................ 1626
730
744
Olives ..........................................................
794
768
Onions .........................................................
779
762
Onion seed......................................................
1071
Onion-skin paper ............................................... 1307
Onyx and manufactures ....................................... 232,233 342.347
231
341
Opal enamel tiles and rods......................................
228
332
Opera glasses and frames ..........................................
55
170
Opium and derivatives ...........................................
227
330
Optical glass .....................................................
332
Optical instruments and frames ................................... 228
Orange:
1625
1392
Flower oil ....................................
1366
Juice, sour ................................................... 1604
196
69
Mineral .....................................................
54
165
Oil .........................................................
740
721
Peel ........................................................
1476
Sticks ............. .................. ..................... 1684
743
728
Oranges .........................................................
578
410
Boxes or barrels for ...........................................
Orchids * ..................................................................
............................................
Orchid or orchil liquid

Ore or ores:
Antimony ..................................................
Barvtes .....................................................
Cerium or cerite .............................................
Chrome or chronic ..........................................
Chromite ....................................................
Cobalt .......................................................
......................................
Copper
Corundum ...................................................
Emery ...................................................
Gold .......................................................
Iron .........................................................

Lead-bearing .................................................
Manganese ...................................................

Manganiferous iron ..............................
Molybdenum ...............................................
Nickel .......................................................

1510

751

747
1235

1500
64
1542
1544
144
1547
1553
IsW '
1565
1628

1234
186
1271
1272
1272
1278
1281
1302
1302
1401

1590

13:37

388
302

1590
.302
1628

3i2

1337
363
1405

uqmh
Ore or ores-Continued.
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Platinum metals ............................................
Silver ...................................................
Sulphur (pyrites) ...........................................

1628
1628
1603

1406
1405
1449

Tun

302

84

Thorium ....................................................
Tin .........................................................

n ...................................................

1616
1670

1377
1456

390
543
Zinc-bearing .................................................
Oranzine, silk ..........
........................
.. 1203
1013
Oriental carpets and rugs ........................................ 1117
993
Oriental gut and manufctures of............................. .1434
1175
Oiganun oil ...........
.........
0
....................
1625
1392
Orleans and extracts *........................................... 1510
1235
Ornaments, n. s. p. f ............................................ 1430
1153
China, etc .....
................................. 212,213 289, 294
Metal ..........
..................... .......... , ........ 1428
1145
Millinery ..........
. ....................... 1419,1428 1130,1145
Orpiment* ...................................................... 1513
1241
Orthocresol ................
........................
25
73
Osier:
Articles, n. a. p. f ....................... .................
411
579
Basket ......................................................
411
579
Braids, etc., for hats .......................................... 1406
1098
Osmium ......................................................... 1589
1336
Osprey feathers ............................................. 1419
1128
Ossein .................................... ...................... 1580
1326
Ostrich feathers ................................................ 1419
1128
Otto (attar*) of roses
................................
1625
1393
Outerwear, knit or crocheted:,
Silk .....
.......................................... 1208
1032
Wool ......................................... ............. 1115
990
Oxalate, titanium potaium .....................................
86
248
Oxalic acid.....................................................
1
20
Oxide:
Antimony .................................................
8
41
Cobalt ...............
.
..........................
27
84
Ethylene ..................................................
2
24
Iron pigments ...............................................
70
201
Iron containing more than 25 per cent sulphur ............... 1663
1447
Leaded zinc ....................................... ; ........
74
207
Magnesium medicinal .........
....................
47
133
Manganese ...............................................
302
362
Nickel-.. ........ .......................................
385
530
Strontium (strontia*) ........................................
82
244
Thorium ....................................................
84
245
Tin, black ................................. .................. 1670
1456
Uranium .................................................... 1674
1460
Zinc ............ .........................................
74
207
Oxidized oils and fate ...........................................
52
161
Ox shoos .......................................................
333
438
Packers' skewers ...............................................
412
583
Packing (see also Containers)Box shooks ..............................................
409
576
Boxes, empty .............................................
409
576
Woven sheet, asbestos ........................................ 1401
1091
Padding for clothing, flax, hemp, or jute .......................... 1010
923
Paddy.......
.
....
...........................
728
695
Painters' kive.....
...............................
355
469
Paintings:
Definition ................................................. 1685
1478
Glass, for institutions ....................................... 1688
1482
Mineral colors .............................................. 1685
1478
N. s. p. f .................................................... 1447
1195
Oil ......................................................... 1685
1478
Original ................................................... 1685
1478
Water colors ................................................ 1685
1478
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Paints (!es aso Pigments):

Artists .............

.....

................................

Enamel
n .....................................
ame.
N. a. p. f .............. o....................
f............
..............
Theatrical grease ....................
o.........................................
Palette knives

aR,To.ph
62
63
63

*.

407
1589

Palins .
..............................
P ium ................................................
Palm:
Nut kernels .................................

57
355

.1620

.

e4.

184
185
184
178
469

571
1336
1380

. 1620
Nuts ...........
............................
Oil ...............
.............................
1626
1626
Palm-kernel oil ...................................
Palm leaf;
.
. 1406
Braids, etc., for hat ........................
1567
Fans, plain. .....................................
Manufactures of, n. a. p. f .........
.................. 1437
Natural...
....................................
1567
. 751
Palms*......... ..............................
1625
Palmarosa oil .....................................

1098
1304
1179
1304
747
1393

Pamphlets ................................................

1081

1310

1380
1396
1396

1259
For the blind ........................................... 1530
892
.
.................
916
Pants, knit* .....................
Paper:
1063
......
..............
130b
Albumenized ...............
1085
Albums............................
................... 1311
Articles ..........
......................
1304-1306,1313 1053-1070,
1087
1401
1091
Asbestos o .......
1305
1061
Bags...........

Bands................

. ... ....

....... .1306,:1313 1068,1087

1063
Basic, plain...................
.........
1305
1055
........................
.1304
Bibulous*........................
1076
Blotting................................................ .1309
.......
1302,1313
1048,1089
Board
....
........................
Boxes........................
..... .
1313
1088
1087
Wall pocket ......................................... 1313
1307
1072
Bond .......................................
Book .......................................
1301
1046
1083
Booklets ...
.
................................... 1310
1081
Books.. ................
...........
1310
1048
............................
1302
Boxboard*.......
. ............
1305,1313 1064,1088
Boxes................ ...
Bristol board* ..........

Fourdrinier .......................................
Building .....................................

..

1302

1048

1307
1302

1072
1048

................... .1411

Buttons* .........

Calendars......... ..................................... 1306
Cakender plate finished

*................................

1305

1108

10689
- 1062

Cardboard. ............................................ 1302,1313 1048,1088
1068
Cards, ligthographically printed ............................ 1306
1080
Christmas, greeting, or post............................ 1310
1312
1086
Playing.............
.....................
1306
106S
Cigar bands..............................................
120f;
Cigarette(except cork paper) ............................... 1452
605
62:3
Cigars 'nd cigarettes ........................................
Cloth-fined .................
.
..................
0I5
1059
Compress leather .................................... 1302,1313 1050,1087
105-1
Copying.....................................
1304
1115
........................................ 1412
Cork .....
10511
Cr~pe ...................................................... 1304
1088
Cut into designs, etc ....................................... 1313
1305,
10)5 9
Decalcomania.. ...............................
1306
106;5
Decalcomanias .................................

1675
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Paper-Continued.

I

Decorated
. .1306.........................
. ...
Drawing ... ......
d
o
................................
Emb

E.
Enveope
.
..
Filterige
Fine .......................................
Flaps ..

Flock coated.....

.......

.

.
.

. '

PI..'M

we

0

1059

.

......
......

.

1307*

1072

i,307,1813 1069,1073

..... *.....
.............................

1087
1119
1415
1308
1075
1309 106,1076

1307
1071
130............................6..
ISM
1068
1305
1059

1059
Gelatin coated ............................................... 130
Grease-proof ................................................ 105
1060
Gummed .................................................... 1305
1059
Handmade ................................................ 1307
1072
Hanging ................................................... 1309
1076
Hangings .................................................. 1309
1076
Jacquard............. ..........................
1309
1078
Jap , and imitation ........................................ 1307
1072
abels ............
.................................... 1306
1068
Leather board ........................................ .. 1302, 1313 1050,1089
Ledger .................................................. 1307
1072
Letter ...................................................... 1307
1072
Letter-copying
books * .......................................
Machine-t

1310

1082

Handmade ........
.........................
Knives
..............................................
Manifold ...............................................
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ....................................

1307
356
1307
1313

1073
471
1074
1088

Marbleized *.

............................................ ......

1305

1061

Masks ................
1303
1053
Metal coated ............................................... 130
1059
Newsprint .... o......................................... 1659 1045,1440
Note .......................................
1307
1072
N. s. p. f ................
................. 1304,1309 1056,1078
Paper stock ................................................. 1641
1421
Pamphlets ................................................ 1310
1081
Onionskin and imitation .................................... 1307
1071
Paraffin ....................................
0 1305
1062
Parchment, vegetable and imitation ..........
105
1060
Pencils .................................................... 1449
1198
Photographic ...........
.......................
1305
1060
,

Pictures..................
0

......

... ..... . ...

Placards.................................................
Plain basic ..................................................
Pottery *......................................................

1306
1306

1068
1068

1.04

1054

1305

1063

Press ...............
........................
1313
1088
Board....................................
1313
1088
Printed ..................................................... 1305
1057
Printed matter, n. s. p. f ..................................... 1310
1081
Printing .................................................. 1.301
1045
Pulpbowrd ............................................. 1302, 1313 1048,1089
Record ..................................................... 1307
1072
Reinforced ................................................ 1305
1059
Roofing .................................................... 1302
1049
Ruled ..................................................... 1307
1073
Sensitized .................................................... 1305
1060
Sheathing .................
.................. 1302
1048
Stereotye .................................................. 1304
1054
Matrix, mat or board ................................... 1313
1088
Stock ........
............
.................. 111
1421
Surface-coated .............................................. 1306
1059
Tablet .....
........................
.............. 1307
1072
Test or container boards ...........
...............
1313
1088
Tissue ................
.
...................... 1304
1054
Transfer ................................................... V105
1061

1576
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Paper-Continued,
Transparent * ...........................................
Twine, for binding wool

1313

*

writer, ..............

.....................................
Wa1, pockets
.
I
.................
Wast
Waxt ..................................
.............................
Wax

W

r

.

:. t. 7 .
10

.......

1807
1313
64
1601
1309

Pfo.
1060
1087

1072
089

140

1059

#.................. 1305,1307 104,1076

Papier-mach1

1305,1313 1061,1089
Boxes .
..........................................
1108
.... 1411
..
.... . .."...'....
"...
Buttons*
1803
1052
Manufactures of ............................................
1303
1053
Masks .......................................................

Wall pockets....; ..........................................
Paprika .........................................................
Paracetaldehyde .................................................
Paracresol ......................................................
Paraffin ........................................................
Oil .........................................
Paper ......................................................
Paraformaldehyde ..............................................
* (nitroaniline) ....................................
Paranitranilin
Parasol:

1313
780
2
25
1627
1627
1305
38
25

1089
821
24
73
1401
1401
1062
118
73

Ribs and stretchers ..................................
Sticks......................................................
Parasols ........................................................
Parchment .....................................................
Manufactures of, n. a. p. f ...................................
Paper .......................................................

342
1684
1455
1629
1432
1 05

449
1476
1210
1407
1165
1060

Parian:

295
213
Ware, and manufactures .....................................
Works of art .............................................. 1687, 1689 1481,1483

Paris:

...................................
Green.....
....................................
White
..... ........
........................
Parsley seed
Parsnip seed ...................................................
Partridge, sticks of ..............................................
Paste or pastes:
.........
Alimentary....................

Fish...................................................

59
18
762
762
1684

181
61
779
780
1476

728

692

722

681

78
26
Indigo*.....................................................
Manufactures of (glass) n. s. p. f .......................... 230,1428 337,1145
801
Meat ...................................................... 773
178
57
Theatrical ease ..........................................
178
.......
57
Toilet......
798
. 770
.............
Tomato.............. .......
773
801
Vegetable ..................................................
1478
1685
Pastels .........................................................
1195
N. s. p. L................................................... 1447
54
168
Patchouli oil ............... . ................................
Patent:
6
34
Alum .....................................................
685
723
Barley* .....................................................
1351
1600
Leather ......................................
9
43
Tartar* ....................................................
Paving:
567
405
.............................
Pt..
341
232
Tiles ........................................
745
732
Peaches ........................................
760
767
..........................
Peach kernels ...........
156
50
Peanut oil ......................................................
759
Peanuts ........................................................ 757

1577
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Buttons .................................................

1410

.
685
*1094
1105
1106

Mother-of-, unmanufactured ..
..........
........
Pearls:
Imitationt....
...................................
Not set or strung ................. uo .......................
Parts of...................................................

1630

1408

1429
1429
1429

1151
1150
1150

1429

1148

Pearl:
Barley (pearled*) ............................................
Beads, imitation ...........................................
Button blanks .................... ....
.
.........

Harddning*.... o........................................

Reconstructed * o...........................................

Synthetic * ......................................

Pears ............

.....

........

.......

... .............

M2

1429

1148

745

734

.................................. .............. 767

792

Pear trees, seedlings and cuttings............
gs .... .........
Peas (pease ..................................................
Pease, seed .

.
728
1403
1410

ip..

753
767

752
792

Peat moss.........
................................ 1448
1196
Pebble:
Brazilian, unwrought ....................................... 1535
1264
Lenses ....................................................
226
329
Pecans ...........
..........
.
......................
758
762
Peel, fruit ..............
..........................
740
720
Peignbe, silk * (combed silk) .................................. 1201
1006
Pen-and.ink drawings ......................
............. 1447,1685 1195,1478
Pencil:
Attachments ..............................................
352
462
Caps or protectors.....
.............................. 1449
1197
Leads ................................................. .... 1450
1201
Pencils:
Ilair .............
........ ............................. 1407
1102
Lead .......
..................................
1449
1198
MechanicalN. s. p. f ............................................... 1449
1197
Of base metal, not plated ................................
352
46$
Not metal .....................................
1449
1197
Paper .......................................
1449
1198
Slate ..................................................... 1449
1198
Penholders and parts ...............
........................ .352
462
Penknives ....................
..................... 354
466
Pens:
Fountain, and parts . ..............................
353
464
Gold................
...................
o....
352
462
Metallic, n. s. p. f ................................
351
461
Nib and barrel in one piece ..............................
351
461
Stylographic, and parts..
. ............................
353
464

Peony bulbs

....................

Pepper....................................
...............
Peppermint oil .........................................
Pepper seed.............................. ........... ..........
Perchlorate:
Ammonium (ammonia *)........... ...................
Potassium .................................................
Percussion caps ..............................................
Perennials, herbaceous ...........
............... ......
Perfume materials ......................................
Perfumery .................................................
Perilla oil ............................... .....................
Periodicals:
Definition....
......................................
Lithographic ........... ...................................
N. s. p .....................................................
Permanganate. potassium ........ ................................
Persian berries, extract .....................................

751

747

780
54
762

820,821
167
780

7
75
1418
751
56
57
1626

38
212
1125
746
175
178
1398

1619
1306
1619
75
36

1379
1068
1379
218
111

LWDRL
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Personal effects:

Accompanyin pasenger ..........................
Of citizen dying a bro............... ..........

Peru balsam

..

..

AI.T.P48s
1678

.,

10

...

Petroleum oil and distillates .....................................
Pettigrain oil ....................................................
Pewter:
Manufactures ...............................................
Metal, old *.........................................

page.

1464
9
47

1627
1625

1401
1393

393

50
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Phenol .....................
............................
25
73
Phenolic, synthetic, resin ........
....................
26
82
Phenolthalein .................................................
26
76
Phenylacetaldehyde .........
........................
26
77
Phenylenediamine (phenylenediamin *) ....
..............
25
73
Phenylethyl alcohol .............................................
26
77
Phenyl glycine.....................................
25
73
Phenyl lycineorthocarboxylic acid ...............................
25
73
Phenylhydrazine .............................................
25
73
Phenylaaphthylamine (phenylnapbthylamin *) ..................
25
73
Philosophical apparatus ...................................... ,1686
479,1480
Philosophical institutions. (See Institutions.)
Phonograph-record albums ...........
..................
1311
1086
Phonographs
.....................
1442
1189
Phosp hate: and parts ...........
ammonium (ammonia
o................ .......
7
39
Sodium ...................................................
78
235
Phosphates, crude ............................................ 1632
1409
Phosphoric acid and anhydride.................................
1
21
Phosphorus. ...................
...
....................
60
182
Photo-engraved plates .........
.........................
341
447
Photograph albums .......................................
1311
1085
Photompbuc:
Cameras and parts of, n . a p. f .......
................
1451
1203
Chemical .....................................
26
80
Films ................... q................................ 1451
1203
Lenses and frames ........
.........................
228
332
Paper .................................................. .1305
1060
Pictures .................................... .............. 1686
1480
Plates.................................................. 1451,1514 1203,1243
Photograph:
Bound or unbound *.....................................

1310

1083

For exhibition .... .......
. ..................... 1687
1481
For institutions ...........
...................
1531
1260
For use of United States or Library of Congress ........... 1528
1258
N. s. p. f...........................................
1310
1083
2Vyears old *.................................... 1310
1081
Photogravure plates ........... .......................341
447
Phthalic acid and anhydride ...................................
25
73
Phthalimide ......................................... 25
73
Pianoforte:
Action, leather......
...................
........ 1431
1162
Actions and parts..'"
. ........
..... o 1441
1187
eather ....................
1431
1162
Pickets..........................................
407
571
Pickled fruit. and nuts ........................................
748
739
Pickles * ........................................... ........... 748
739
Picric acid ........................................... ........
26
83
Pictorial paintings on glass for institutions ....................... 1688
14W2
Picture books ............................................. 1310,1414 1080,1117
Pictures:
Motion........................................
........... 1300
1451
1202
Paper..............................................
1069:
Photographic, for exhibition
...............
Pie knives
.......................................
Piercing saws ........
............................

.........

1680
355
340

1480

469
1

.............
.W
A.
Barium sulphate, precipitated
Barytes, grood .. 0n . ...............
Bone bla ...............
.
Black, n. &P; f. ............
............
Blanc flxe ................................
.......................................
Blue ...
Calcium sulphate, precipitated.
Chrome .........................................
.......................
Gas black .........
Iron-oxide and hydroxide ...........................
...........................
Lam.black.....
....... ........ .................
:'[
SU. &p ......
.
Leaded zinc oxide ...................................
Litharge .................................................
.................
Lithopone ....................
....................................
N. p.f..
.
...........................
Ocher............
............
.............
Orange mineral........
Red lead ..............................................
Satin white ............................................
Sienna...............................................
....... .... .......................
Silica .............
Ultramarine blue. ...............................
Umber .......................................
Vermilipn red .............................................
Wash blue .....................................
White, containing lead *. .......................
.......................
White lead ............
.
.............
White, containing zinc
White sulphide Ol zinc ......................

..............

62

184

64
64

188
186

66

191

68
64
65
71
67
68
70
68
69
74
69
74
63
70
69
69
71
70
207
65
70
73
6
69
69
74

194
188
189
203
192
194
201
194
198
207
195
209
184
199
196
197
203
199
276
190
199
206
190
197
197
207

74

207

74
755

207
757

1553
Copper ......................................
........................................
301
Iron
89
Lead.......................................8
.........
385
Nickel .........
. ...............
Tin .................................................... 886
3 91
Zjnc..................................
......
Pile fabrics:
909
Cotton......................................................
Flax, hemp, orramle *...................................... 1011
120
Silk .......................................
Vegetable fiber, not cotton .................................. 1011
Wool ....................................................... 1111
Pillowcases:
911
Cotton ......................................................
Linen ....................................................... 1013
Pillow shams:
919
Nottingham lace ............................................
Pill tiles ...................................................... .212
21
Pills, chemicals, etc., in .........................................
Pimento:
780
Allspice ..............................
1684
Sticks of ....................................
Pimientos, prepared or preserved ................................ 780

1284
358
538
530
532
545

Zinc oxide..........
Pignolia
nuts .........
.
Pigor pigs:

Pincers .................

...............
...................

.

...........................

•

...................................
Pineapples..............
Pins:
Jewelry ....................................................
Not jewelry ........................................
Tuning ...............................

361

746
1428
350
1441

874
924
1027
924
978
878
927
898
289
65
822
1476
828
481

735
1145
460
1187

1586
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Bowls ..........................................
Cait-iron .....................................
Copper* ...................................................
Lead.............................................
Pipes:
Charcoal iron ................................................
Iron or steel .................................................
Pitch ....................................... ;...............
Smokers' .....................
.......................
Pipe, lily of the valley ...........................................
Pistache nuta ..................................................
Pistols ............................................... ...........
Piston rods, Muntz or yellow metal ..............................
Pit saws ........................................................
Pitch:
Blast-furnace tar ...........................................
Burgundy ..................................................
Coal tar ....................................................
Oil.gas tar ...........................................
Pipes
.......................................
Water-gas tar
..................................
Wood ......................................................
Placards, paper ................................................
Plain basic paper ............................
...............
Plaits, straw, chip, gras, etc ....................................
Planing machine knives ..........................................
Planking, ship *................................................

Planks:
Cork, artificial ..............................................
Cabinet wood ..........................
........
W ood ......................................................
Piano glasses .
...............
.......................
Planters .......................
.................. ..........
Planting material for Department of Agriculture ..................
Plants:
Deciduous and evergreen ....................................
For Botanical Garden ............................. ..........
For Department of Agriculture.; ...........................
Fruit .......................................................

Greenhouse * ................................................

Page.

1452
327
378
389

1206
423
517
538

328
328
1441
.1452
751
755
366
378
'340

425
426
1187
1206
745
757
487
517
445

1546
1538
1546
1546
1441
1546
1667
1306
1305
1406
356

1276
1266
1276
1276
1187
1276
1452
1068
1063
1098
471

414

589

1412
1114
401
561
M1470
226
329
1504
1223
1633
1411
752
1633
1633
753
751

750
1411
1411
752
747

Natural, chemically treated, etc., n. e. p. f ....................

1419

1127

Nursery stock * ..............................................
Rose *
......................................................

752

752

750
749

Tea ........................................................
Plaques:
Earthern ware
..................................
Porcelain ..................................................
Plaster of Paris:
Crude ...................................
Manufacturers of, n. s. p. f .........................
Plaster rock or gypsum ......... ................................
Plasters:
Court.......................................................
Healing or curative ..........................................
Plastics, pyroxylin .............................................
Plateaux. fur ....................................................
Plate:
Boiler, iron or steel ..................... *...................
Iron or steel .................................................
Definition ..............................................
GlassCast polished, unsilvered ................................
Colored, manufactured, ornamented .......................

1668

1453

212
213

2
294

205
1438
205

265
1185
265

61.
61
29
1427

183
183
87
114:3

307
307
307

388
38$
387

222
224

321
32-7,

Plate -Continued-.
P*rarah o ae
Glass-'Continued.
Fluted, ribbed, rolled, rough ............................
221
318
Silvered .............
........................ 223,224 323,325
Material, storage battery ....................................
320
415
Scrap tin .............. .....................................
301
358
Plates:
Aluminum ................................................. 374
510
Asbestos ................................................... 1401
1091
378
519
Brass .......................................................
216
Carbon ...................................................... 216
327
42S
Cast-iron....................................
Cement,, hydraulic .......................................... 1401
1091

Circular saw .....................................

804

380

Saw

308

390

.......... . 304
Circular
Stereotype ..................
.................
341
Storage battery .................................
320
Stove
.......................................
327
Tagger's tin ................................................
310
Tome ..................................................... 310
Tin ..................................................... ...
310
Watch ......................
3867,368
Platinum:
%
Apparatus for chemical utes*
.......................
360
Articles or wares ............
393
Bars
..............................
.........
1634
Chemical compounds, mixtures, and salts................19
Combinations with iridium, etc .......................
1589
Ingots ....................................................... .1634
MetAls, ores of
.................... 1628
Plates ...................................................... 1634
Scrap ..................................................... 1634
Sheets* .....................................................
393
o ge
................................................ 1634
Unmarnfactured ............................................. 1634
Wire*.................................................
398

380
447
415
423,
395
395
395
488,493

Copper-1284
Caet and unmanufactur. J ............................... 1553
Rolled or mavufaurtd .................................
378
517
With layers of o'het metal ...............................
309
391
Clock .................................................... 367,368 488,493
Dial* .....
.................................... 367, 368 489, 494
1420
1138
Dog-skin. ...................................
Electrotype ................
...................
341
447
Engraved447
341
For printing ...........................................
341
447
Steel .................................................
Engraver's copper ..........
....................
878
517
Fur ........................................
1420
1133
1420
1133
Goat-skin ................................
Glass, optical* .................... 0..............
227
330
Half-tone ................................................. .. 341
447
1091
........... 1401
Hydraulic cement ........................ .
:1 1
Iron or steel. (See Iron or steel.)
Lithoaphic ...............................................
341
447
Looking-gl ............
............................ 223, 230 323,336
Metal, with layers of other metal .............................
309
392
Mica.....................................................
208
280
Nickel .......................................
385
530
With layers of other metal ...............................
309
392
Photo-engaved ............................................
341
447
Photographic, dry, n. s. p. f ................................ 1451
1209
Photogravure ..............................................
341
447
Platinum.. ............................................. 1634
1411
Steel. (See Steel.)
Railway fish..................
322
418
......................................................

479
550
1411
63
1335
1411
1404
1411
1411
551
1411
1411
551

1582

tw
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Player-piano-action, leather ........................
1431
Playing cards ...................................................
112
Pliers ...........................................................
361
Plows .................... ...................................
1504
Plumbago .......................................................
211
Plumbers' knives ..
n. .s.................................
v.e..
355
Plumes ........................................................
1419
Plum trees, seedlings and cuttings .................................
753
Plums ..........................................................
747
Plush:
Cotton* .................................................... 909
Definition .................................................. 1206
Hattis' ..............................
....... ........ 1453
Ribbx)ns-Cotton *. ................................................

Silk .....................................................
Silk ..................
...................................
Wool*................................................
Pocketbooks, leather or parchment ................................
Pocket knives ....................................................
Points, steel ....................................................
Poker chips .......................................................
Poles:
Electric-light ..................................
*414

909

page.

1162
1086
481
1223
287
469
1130
752
737
874
1026
1208
873

1206
1206
1111
1432
354
332
1413

1027
1027
978
1166
466
437
1116

405

567
589
589

414
Hoo.p * .........................................................
...................................................... 414

589

Telegraph, telephone, Pad trolley .........................
405
567
PolishingClotis , cotton, plain. ............................
911
878
Creams, powders, an(., preparations .....................
. 12
52
Pomades ........................................................
57
178
Pomelos*
..........................
743
727
Boxes or barrels for ..........................................
410
578
Pontianak ...................................................... 1587
1332
Pool balls ....................................................... 1413
1116
Poppy seed.
............
................ .........
760
766
)il ........
. *.*..
. *.....*.
.... .......
...................
50
157
PorcelainWare .......................................
213
295
Works of art ................................
1687,1689 1481,1483
Porch blinds .................
.................... 413
584
Pork .......................................................... 793
638
Porter ...........................................................
805
831
Portfolios, leather or parchment ............................... 1432
1165
Portland cement:
Hydraulic ....................................
203
260
.........
205
266
ite, nonstaining .....................
Positives, photographic-film..................................... 1451
1203

Postage-

Stamp album ..................................
Stamps, foreign ...............
......... ................
Post-card albaps ...............................................
Post cards .....................................................
Foreign .....................................................
Posts:
Iron or 5teel ................
...................
Pavinf;......................................................
Fence, wood * ...........................

1311
1311
1310
1658

1085
1439
1085
1083
1439

312
405

397
567

1658

.............. ...... 406

Wood .......................................................
Potassa, tartrate of * ........................ ....................
Potassium or potash:

Alloys * ......................................................

Alum ......................................................
Aluminum sulphate.
...............................
Antimony tartrate ..........................................

570

406
9

570
43

1559

12115
3-5

6
6
8

)
12

1588
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JPotasium or Potash-- continued. Bicarbonate ................................................
Bichromate * dichromatee) ...................................
Bitartrate.....

*......

..

f7t.

75
75
9
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215
211
43

Bromide ...................................................
75
75
Carbonate ...................................................
Caustic ......................................................
75
Chlorate .....................................................
75
Chloride .................................................... 1 65
75
Chromate ...................................... .............
Crude salts, n. s. p. f .... .................................. 1o5
C anide ................................................... 1636
Dichromate (bichromate) ..................................
75
Ferricyanide ............
........................
75
Ferrocyanide ................................................
75

215
215
216
212
1414
211
1413
1416
211
213
213

Hydriodate*.................................................
Hydroxide ................................................

210
218

Hydrate *...............................................

Iodate *........................................................

Iodide ................................. ...... ............
Metal * .....................................................

Muriate ..... . .............................................
Nitrate .................
........................
Perchlorate ..................................

Permanganate............................................

75

75
75
5

75

31

214

1659

1295

75

218

1635
75
75

Prussiate, red and yellow .....................................
75
Salts, crude, n. s. p. f ....................................... 1635
Sodium tartrate............................................
9
Sulphate ...... . ........................................... 1635
Titanium oxalate ...........................................
88
Potatoes ............................
........................
769
PotatoFlour...... ................................................
760
Starch ...................................................
80
Pots, carbon, porous *......................................
.216
210,212, 21 2
................. ...................
Pottery ..
Paper

210

1414
217
212

213
1413
45
1414
248
796
796
241
302
9

i".........................................
1054

W&ks of art
................................
1687,1689 14811483
Pouches, tobacco ..................................
1452
1206
Poultry:
Dead .............
............
............... 712
660
Live .......................................................
711
658
Powder or powders:
Bleaching ...................................................
13
52
Bronze. ....
...................................
379
521
Cases, metal .........................
..........
1428
1145
Cleaning ............................................. .......
12
52
Cream ....................................................... 708
652
Curry....................
................
....
780
815
Fulminating ............................................... 1516
1247
Gun ................................................
1578
1323
Ink, coal-tar.... ..... ...........................
26
79
Ink, n. s. p. f ....................................
41
125
Magn.eeum .........
............................
375
513
Milk ... ..........
.........
...................... 708
651
Molybdenum ............................................
302
367
Soap, n. s. p. f ...................................
77
220
Tin
.........................................
379
521
Toilet ..............................................
57
178
Tungsten ..............
.............................. 302
368
Precious stone settings ........................................ 1428
1145
Precious stones and imitations of ..................
........... 1429
1148
Preparations:
Alcoholic.
..........
22
67
Anatomical
...................................
1652
1431
Bismuth............
........
...
20
64

1584
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Preparations-Continued.
Chemical, n. e. p. f ...
Cleaning

I

h of
458,
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......................................

12

.

Coaltar* . .
.25,26
Dyeing....................................

36

Medicinal, n. s. p. f.........................................
Mercurial
..................................................
Opi*um .....................................................
Philosophical* .............................................

360

Polishing *............. ........................
Scientific *...............................................

12
360

5

16
55

Tannin ...................................................

36

Toilet ......................................
...........
57
PressBoards ....................................................... 1313
ClothCamel's hair * ............................................

Hair ...................................................
Paper ......................................................

..1426

Presses, printing *.............................................................

1426
1313
372

For the blind..........
.................
....... 1530
Printed matter:
Coated paper, not lithographic ............................... 1305
N . s. P. f .................................................. 1310
Printing:
PaperFor books* ............................................. 1301
For newspapers *.........................................

31
52
74,78
105
31
57
170
479
52
479
105
178
1088
1141
1141
1088
504
1259
1057
1082
1046

1659. 1045,1440

Presses * ................................................ 372
*
For the blind ............................................ . 1530
Print blocks or rollers, metal .....................................
392
Prints:

504
1259
550

Lithographic *.............................................. 1310

10
81
1260
For institutions .................
1 531
* Motion picture .................................
1451
1203
Prizes.... .....................................
1611
1373
ProfessionalBooks, etc., immigrants'................
............... 1637
1417
Works of art ............
.....................
1685,1686 14 78 ; 1480
Projection lenses and frames ..................................... 228
332
Proof of spirits:
Ascertainment ..............................................
810
837
Basis of duty ................................ .............. 811
837
Properties, theatrical ........................................... 1637
1416
Propylene chlorohyd-in, dichlori',e, and glycol ....................
2
24
Protoxide el strontian

.........

.........................

82

Prune 1'"ce or wine ............................................
806
Prunelles .........................
. ............... 747
Prunes ......................................... ............. 747
Prunipg knives ......
..............................
354
Prussm

in blue

...........
........

........................

. 65

Prussiate:
Potash, red and yellow..............................
Soda, yellow ................
....................

75
78

..

Prussic acid *...................................................

1

Publications:
Gratuitous .................................................. 1529
Institutional ............................................... 1529
Public documents, foreign Governments ........................... 1529
Puddings. ......
.
....................................
734
Vegetable, meat, or fih ......................................
773
Pulp:
Beet, dried ..................................................
731
Manufactures of ........................................... .1303
Masks.r.... ......................................... ......
1303
Mill knives.............................. ................... 356

243

833
737
737
465
189

213
232
23
1259
1259

1259

709
801
70t
1051
1053
471

Pulp--Continued.
Rag........................................................
Shoe buttons* ...............................................

ParanW.
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1641

1421

1411

1108

Wood .......................................................
1610
1370
Epot restrictions .....................................
402,1301 60, 1047
Woods.. .............................................. 402,1683 558,1469
Pulpboard ................................................... 1302,1313 1048,1089
Pulu ............................................................. 1638
1418
Pumice stone and manufacturee.................................
206,
268
Purple, London ...................................................
59
181
Purses, mesh ..................................................... 1428
1145
Putty ...... I o................ ... ............................
18
62
Pyrethrum:.",
Advance d ...................................................
32
96
Crude..,. .......... ........................................ 1502
1222
Pyridine (pyrdin) ......................................... .. 1546
1276
Pyrites. .... •....................................................
1663
1449
Burnt, dross or residuum frQm ................................ 1590
1337
Pyrogallic acid ..................................................
1
- 21
Pyroligneous acid* (acetic acid) ...................................
I
11
Pyroxylin:
a..
Compounds.................
29
87
Liquid solutions ..........
28
85
Manufactures .........................
29
87
Plastics..................................
29
87
Quarantine; animals in .......................................... 1507
1229
Quarry tiles or quarries ..........................................
202
257
Quartzite... ...................................................
1661
1443
Quebracho:
Extract ......................................................
36
112
Wood ...................................................... 1563
1299
Quicksilver-And containers .......................................... 383
527
Flasks or bottles, exported and returned ....................... 1514
1242
Vermilion reds containing
*............................
73
206
Quillings........................................
1430
1157
Quills ......................................
..
o
1419
1128
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ..........................
1437
1179
Quilts:
Cotton ......................................................
911
878
Down.............................................. ....... 1419
1127
Quinaldine.,
......................................
25
73
Quinces* ...........
.......
......................
749
741
Quince trees, seedlings and cuttings ............................... 753
752
Quinine (quinia*)Barks ....................................................... 1518
1250
Sulphate .................................................... 1639
1418
Quinoline (quinolin*) ............................................
25
73
Quoits*...
..................
.
................... 393
551
RabbitFur hate.....................................
1427
1144
Skins*
...................................
.. 1663
1432
Rackets...........
.............................
1402
1093
Radioactive
substitutes
.............................. ::*:,, * " .. 1640
1419
Wihseed.
.
6
780
Radiu ase"...
................
...
762
Radium and salt of ..
.
............................... 1640
1419
Raffinose .......
........................................
505
608
Rag pulp..........................................1641
1421
Rap:
For paper stock....................
!........
......... 1841
1421
N. a. P. f.*. 1....................
............ 0... 1641
1420

Wash, Cotto
Wool

.

...........

.....................

Railroad ties..
Rails, iron or steel ...................
82304-22--100

...............

...............

........
....

909, 920
1105

405
322

874,899
957

58
418

1586'
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Railway:

Bars ........................................................
Fishplates .................................................
Tires .......................................................
Wheels and parts ...........................................
Raisins ........................................................
Ramie:
Cords .......................................................
Fabric, woven ..............................................
Fish nets ..................................................
Gill nettings........................................1006

Handkerchiefs *............................................

. Page.

322
322
324
324
742

418
418
420
421
725

1004
1009
1006

908
921
915
915

1015

929

Hat braids and manufactures .................................

1404

1096

Hose, hydraulic * ............................................. 1007
Manufactures * ................................................ 1019

Nets and nettings, fishing ...................................
Roving ....................................................
Seines .....................................................
Sliver ...................................................
. .....
Small wares * ........................................
Threads ....................................................

1006
1002
1006
1002
1014
1004

916
938

915
904
915
904
928
908

W ebs ......................................................
Yarns ......................................................

1006
1004

915
908

Twines .....................................................

1004

Rapeseed *......................................................... 762

50
Oil .........................................................
362
Rasps ..........................................................
802
Ratafia .........................................................
411
Rattan .........................................................
411
Articles, n. s. p. f ...........................................
411
Chair cane * ...............................................
411
Furniture ...................................................
Hat braids and manufactures ................................. 1406
Matting and mats............................................ 1021
Sticks ................... ................................... 1684
...............
..... 1458
Raw articles, unenumerated...
Rawhide:
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ................................... 1432
1581
Rope.
.......................................
Razors and blades...
.
.....
.................
358
Ready-made clothing. (See Wearing apparel.)
Reapers .................................................... 1504
1307
Record paper .....................................
Records, muter, and metal matrices of .........................
1677
Red401
Cedar *
......................................
18
......................................
Chalk...
Indian *. ...................................................

70

908
775

158
482
827
580
579
579
580
1098
943
1476
1214
1165
1327
474
1223
1072
1463
557
61

199

197
19
820
213

Lead .......................................................
Oil or oleic acid ............................................
Pepper ........................................ : ............
Prussiate of potash ..........................................

69
1
780
75

Vermilion, contaiing quicksilver .............................

73

Reed chair cane* ........................................
Reed furniture ..................................................
Reeds:
Definition ..................................................

411
411

581
579

411

579

Unmanufactured *..........................................
Reels, fishing ....................................................
Regalia and gems, for religious, etc., purposes .....................
Registers, ca .0.. .................................

1684
344
1660
1541

1476
453
1442
1269

70

Venetian *........................................................
Vermilion, not containing quicksilver * ....................... .69

Manufactured ...............................................

411

199

206
195

581

naD,
Regulus:

1587
? W. Pa e.

Antimony .....
•
376
Copper ........................ ; ............................
. 1553
Reindeer meat .................................................
704
ReligiousDevotional articles ........................................... 1444

Institutions. (See Institutions.)
Rendered oils. (See Oils.)

Rennet (rennets

...............................................

515
1284
642

1192

1642

1423

360
1658

479
1438

Replicas and reproductions of works of art ..................... 1447, 1685 1195,1478
Rescue appliances, miner's .................................... 1605
1366
Residuum from burnt pyrites .................................... 1590
1337
Resin (see also Gum and gum resin):
Gum ....................................................... 1577
1318
Synthetic phenolic ................................. ......
26
82
Manufactures of..................
1439
1186
Resinate. lead ...................................................
44
130
Resorcinol (resorcin*):
Medicinal .............................. ...................
26
76
Not medicinal ...............................................
25
78
Retorts, gas .....................................................
215
301
Retorts, platinum for chemical use * .................................
Revenue stamps, foreign ...............
...........

Rhamnoe ......................................................
Rhodinol ...........
.f ........................... t..
Rhodium:
Chemical compounds and salts ................................
Combinations with platinum ................................
Ribbons:
Artificial horsehair * ............................................

505
56

19
1589

63
1336

1215

1040

Artificial silk *.............................................
1215
Bullion ....................................................
382
Cotton * .....................................................
912
Cotton velvet or plush ......................................
909
Lame or lahn ................................................
382
Magnesium .................................................
375
Metal thread .................................................
382
Ornamented ................................................. 1430
PlushCotton ..................................................
909
Silk ..................................................... 1206
Silk ......................................................... 1207
Silk velvet or plush .......................................... 1206
Tinsel wire ............................................
382
Vegetable fiber * .............................................

608
176

1014

VelvetCotton ..................................................
909
Silk ..................................................... 1206
Wool* .......................................
1.114
Ribose .........................................................
505
Ribs for umbrellas and parasols ..................................
342
Rice ............................................................
728
Bran, flour, and meal .......................................
728
Cleaned for use in the manufacture of canned foods ............ 1643
Wine ........................................................
804
Ricinoleic acid * (see also Alizarin assistant) ......................
51
Rifle barrels ............................................
365
Rifle stocks ...............................................
365
Rifles:
Air, toys ..................................... .............. 1414
Breech-loading ............................................
365
Combination ................................................
365
Muzzle-loading ..............................................
364
Parts of ............................................. ....... 365
Repeating ..................................................
365

1040
525
882
873
525
513
525
1153
873
1026
1029
1027
525
928

873
1027
985
607
449
694
695
1423
829
159
484
484
1117
485
485
484
485
485

1588
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Ring travelers,

4.7i

Ring waste, wool. ............................................... 1105
345
Rings, saddlery or harness ......................................
315
Rivet rods .......................................................
... ................................. 332
Rivets, iron or steel ....
9
Rochelle salts ....................................................
Rock crystal, manufactures of, n. s. p. f ........................... 233
..................... 1416
Rockets ...................
I
Rock:
1003
Limestone asphalt .....................................
... 205
........................
Plaster orgypsum.....
.......... 212
Rockingham earthenware* ..................
Rocoa (roucou) and extracts*.................................... 1510
Rods:
374
Aluminum ...................................
378
Brass ............... .......................................
Bronze ..................................................... .378
378
Copper .....................................................
Cork, artificial........................................... .1412
231
Cylinder glass or opal enamel ................................
Fence ........................................................ 315
344
Fishing ............................................... .....
315
Flat ........................................................
Horseshoe nail *...........................

..................315

Iron or steelCold-drawn, etc ........................................
Galvanized or coated ....................................
Nail .......................................................
Nickel .....................................................
Rivet .......................................................
Round iron ..................................................
Screw .....................................................

Steel wire, rolled * .......................................

....

315
309
315
3 85
315
303
315
315

315
Wire ........................................
722
Roe of fish ......................................................
Roll bars for pulp and paper machinery ........................... 356
Roller bearings and parts ....................................
321
Rollers, antifriction .......................................... 321
Rollers, print, metal .............................................
392
Calendar ................................................... 1443
.378
Copper
...
......................................
Steel, for bonds, etc .........................................
393
Roman candles ................................................. 1416
203
Roman cement ..................................................
Roofing:
Fe t........................................................ 1302
Paper ...................................................... 1302
237
Slate .......................................................
Root or roots:
Althea, advanced ...........................................
32
Althea, crude .............................................. 1502
403
Brier (briar *)...............................................
Bulbous * ...................................................

Puge.

407

316

inning and twisting ...............................

751

775
Chicory ....................................................
Dandelion ...........................................
775
Drugs-31
..................
Advanced ..........
......
Crude ................................................. 1562
For Department of Agriculture ............................... 1633
Ginger777
Candied or preserved ....................................
Not candied or preserved ...............................
780
751
Hop *......................................................
Horticultural ................................................
751
Ivy ........................................................
403

957

454
403
437

43
348
1122
1364
265
286

,1236

510
519
519
517

1114
338
402
453
402

403
402
'392
402
530
403
375
402
403
403
682

472
4111

416
550
1191
517
5.50
1122
210
1049
1049
355
95

1292
5]0

74:)
801

809
s18
711

1Wiax7.
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Root or roots-Coiotinued.
Laurel ......................................................
403
Licorice ....................................................
33
MarshmallowAdvanced ..............................................
32
Crude ............................................... ....

Ramie...
............................................
Silk.......................................
Vegetable fiber n. s. 1), f....................................
Wool .......................................................
Roving waste e wo
................................
Rubber:

Hard, manufactures of, n. s. p. f.......
India, rude ..............................

Ottoli *........................................................

('nrticine * ....................................................
l,iuoleum .................................................
clothh ........................................
Straw * ....................................................
Vegetable fiber *........ ; ....................................
\'(getable substances, n. s. p. .*..............................
H11111,
bay............... .......................................
Rtnliunrs, cotton, plain woven cloth ...............................
Rust, iron or steel ................................................
R1utabaga seed ...................................................
Ruthenium ......................................................
Rye. grain, flour and meal........................................
Sa'.eharide.; .....................................................
Saccharin saccharinee *).........................................
Sacks, jute .....................................................
Sa l hIrv hardware ..............................................
Saddle and saddlery, leather .....................................
ad.iro . .
. ............................................

1222

33
751

99
747

1401
1641
1581
1641
316

1091
1420
1327
1420
' 407'

752
1444
1625
1625
752
752
404
1672
1,146

700
1192"
1394"
1393
749
749
563
1457
1194

661

-1443

1510

1236

901
1002
1002
1003

840"
." 904
904-'
i-906

1002
1202
1002
1106
1105

-904
1"i0
904'
963
'957

I

..............
'1438
................. 1587

Manufacture, of ..........................................
Milkof*................................................
Vulcanized, manufactures of ..................................
lti ,iel,cut, not Set................................................
i clingss ........................................................
tuflin , ne k ...................................................
Rutgs. (.Si ('arpets and rugs.)
t'ork carpet * ...............................................

95

1502

Sat
'parilla
..................
Stocks..
.......................................
Rope:
Asbestos ...................................................
Ends for paper stock, .......................................
Rawhide ....................................
Waste
......................................
Wire ............................................... ......

Roping. (Set Roving.)
Rosa rugosa, seedlings and cuttings of. .
.
.
. .
.
Rosaries ........................................................
Rosemary oil ...........
.............................
Rose oil ........................................................
Rose plants *................................................................
Roses, seedlings and cuttings .....................................
Rosewood .......................................... ........ *....
Rosin .................
..........................
Rosin, violin ......................................
'.
Rottenstone.......................
..................
Roucou and extracts *.............................................
Roving:
C'ottoll...... ....
.................................
llax ........................................................
Ilem p ........................................... ............
Jute .......................................................

560
98

1437
1587
1438
1429
1430
1430'''
1018'
1020

1018
1018
1018
1020
1020
1020
58
911
394
762
1589
729
505
26
1017
345
1600
327

.

1184
1 332
1181
1332
1184

'1148

1157
1157
935
942
935
935
935
940
940
940
180
878

556
781
1337
698
C08
76
933
454
1359
423

1590
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1418
Safety fuses .......................................................
350
Safety pins .....................................................
358
Safety razors ....................................................
Safflower ....................................................... 1510
.................... 1510
Safflower extracts ..............
Saffron ......................................................... 1510
1510
Saffron cake* ...........
..........................
Saffron extracts .................................................. 1510
56
Safrol ....... .....................................................
780
Sage .............................................................
Sago, crude, and flour ........................................... 1644
762
St. John's bread seed*............................................
753
St. Julian plum stocks, cuttings, etc.*............................
804
Sake ...........................................................
7
Sal ammoniac* (ammo',ium chloride) ............................
31
Sale, advanced*...................................
................... 1562
Sale, crude* .................
Saleratus* ...................................................... .78
505
Salicn. ...... o...... ...........................................
26
Saicylate, methyl ...............................................
26
Salicylic acid and salts, medicinal .................................
25
Salicylic acid and salts, not medicinal ............................
....
718
.....................................
Salmon, fresh*.........
719
.ed
Salmon, pickled, salted, smoked, or otherwise prer ...........
Salol ........................................................... 26
31
Salop, advanced* ............................................
Salop, crude*.............................................. 1562
78
. ...........................
Sal soda ...............
78
Salt.......................................
............................ 1654
Cake .............
78
Drawback*.....................................
78
.....
..................
For curing fish* ...........
Salt or salts:
22
.
Alcoholic
Alkaloid from cinchona bark ................................ 1639
25
.....................
Amidonaphtolsulfoacid* ........
..
25
...........................
Aniline (inilin*)
8
Antimony oxide* ...........................................
1635
Black*. ..............................................
20
...................................
Bismuth.. .
84
Cerium ... ..... . .. .....................................
22
Chemical, alcoholic .......................................
5
Chemical, n. s. p. f ...............................
.
............................ .1639
Cinchona bark .....
55
Cocaine ...................................................
55
....
.......................
Ecgonine.. ...... ......
Epsom ................... .................................
47
Glauber.....................................................78
24
o...............
Glycerophosphoric acid ............
19
Goid ................. i ...................................
......
22
Medicinal, alcoholic .........................
5
........................
Medicinal n. i. p. f.........
1613
Mineral .....................................
25
Naptholaulfoacid*. .........................................
25
Naphtylaminosufoacid* ................................
5
N.s.p. f ...........................................
55
...............................
Oium........
19
..........................
atinumo............
Potash, crude, n. s. p. f .................................... 1635
1640
...... .......................
Radium ...............
19
............
.... .......
......
R hodium ...
9
...........
.....
.......................
Rochelle
Salicylic
............................. o ........
26
25
not medicinal..........................
acid, medicinal
Salicylic acid,

1127
460
474
1239
1235
1238
1239
1235
176
823
1424
785
752
829
37
90
1299
224
608
77
76
73
669
672
76
90
1299
228
230
1436
224
223

a.

Lantonin .....................................

76

67
1418
75
74
41
1413
64
247
67
32
1418
173
173
134
235
72
63
67
32
1375
75
75
32
170
63
1413
1419
63
4:3
7~
73
219

nwux.
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Salts or salt.-Continued.
1646
Selenium.
19
Silver .......................................................
83
Strychnine, ...........................
25
. .........
.............
Sul'phoacid* ...........
84
Thorium ......................................
85
Tin ..........................................................
Uranium; .................................................... 1674,
75
S ltpeter . , ..................................................
Samples,ofwool manufactures ............................... . 1122

Page.

390.,

548

bearing ores................................

388

Zinc-beaing ores ............................................

Sand:

Asbestos .......

......................... ......

1515

1428
63
244
75
245
248
1460
217
1005

538

1245

Crude or manufactured .......................................
Iron or steel...................................................
Monazite ...................................................
SandalwoQd oil ..................................................
.
..........................
Sandarac...... .........
.......
....................
Sand-blast machines.
Sandstone, monumental and building ................. . ......
Sandstone, unmaniiactured ............................
.................
Santonin and salts of .......................
Sarsaparilla root ....................................
..
Suhes, iron or steel* .....................................
Satchels, leather or parchment .................................
Sateena cotton, woven with 8 or more harness .....................
Satin white ......................................................
Satinwood ......................................................
Sauce, fish .............................................
...................................
Sauces, n.s. p. f
.......................
Sausage, boiogna*............

1661
335
1616
54
1577
1541
235
1661
76
33
393
1432
905
71
404
722
748
706

1444
439
1377
168
1321
1270
350
1445
219
99
551
1166
864
203
563
681
739
647

Savonnerie carpets and rugs..................

1117

993

308
304
340
1118
1553
732
o911
1637
1202
1433

390
380
445
997
1284
706
878
1416
1011
1170

1686
1655

1480
1437

360
357
373
732

479
473
510
706

1311
374
84
1587
301
389
389.
375
1634
1687

1085
510
247
1334
358
538
538
513
1411
1332

Sausage ca7ngs .

....................................

Sawdust*
........................................
SawPlates*.........
..............................
Plates,.ircular
.................................
. ...........................................
Saws
Saxony carpets and rugs.
.............................
Scale, copper ..................................................
Scalping., grain or seed ..........................................
Scarfs, cotton ................................................
Scenery, theatrical ..............................................
Schappe silk yarn ..............................................
Schmaschen gloves* .............................................
ScientificApparatus ....................................
Collections, specimens for ...............................
Institutions. (See Institutions.)
Instruments, metal ......................................
Scissors .......................................................
Scoops, metal .................................................
Scourings, grain or seed ..........................................
Scrap.............
..................
Albums.....
Aluminum ..................................................
Gas mantle .................................................
Gutta.percha ...............................................
Iron ..............
....................... .................
Lead .......................................................
Antimonial ............................................
efctallic magnesium .........................................
Tlatinum .................................................
Rubber .....................................................

708
414

646

589

1592
Parag
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Scrap-Continued.
301
.358
Steel ......................................................
38&
533
......................
Tin ...................
301
358
Tin plate ...................................................
621
603J,
Tobacco ............ ..... .................................
706
Screenings, grain or seed ....................................... 732
412
................. 318
...............
Screen, wire
Screens, bamboo, wood, etc ....................................... 413 ' 584
'1001
Screens, of carpets or rugs ....................................... 1119
442
338
Screws, wood, of iron or steel ................................
402
315
Screw wire rods .................................................
:1
Scroll iron or steel:
391
309..................
Galvanized or coated ...........
390
313'
, .............................
N. a. p. f........
Sculptures (86casoWok of art):I
1442
Caste of, for models ................................. ........ 1660
1685,
1478
........................
Definition ............
1195
N . a. p. f. ............... ..................................... 1447.
1478
Original ............................................... .... 1685
1478
Twenty years old* ........................................... 1685.,
1186
Sea grass, manufactured or dyed .................................. 1440,
1425
.
d645.
Sea herring, fresh, frozen or packed nice ...........
143
Seal oil ............................................... ........ . 49
1378
1617
Seaweeds, crude, n. s. p. f............................
1440
1186
Seaweeds, manufactured or dyed ........................
1411
Seed cane for Department of Agriculture ........................ 1633
..... 7b2, 753, 749,751
Seedlings of plants, trees, orshrubs ....................
Seeds:
761
769
Alfalfa .......................................
771
701
Alsike clover ...................................
813
780
Anise. ...........................
76CO
767
Apricot kernels .......................................
Aromatic drug--.
9,:
0
-31
AdvAnce ..............................................
Crude4

. . . . . . . . . . . .....

1562-

...............

1298

776
776
776
777
813
813
777
814
765
777
778

762
Beet .... ................. .................................
762
...............................
Beet (except sugar).
762
......................................
Cabbage.
........... 762
Canary .....
780
. .
.
. .
. .
Caraway ............
780.
..
Cardamom..............
762
'Carrot. .. ................................................
780
Cassia .................................................
700',
Castor bean .......................................
................ 762,
Cauliflower ..................
...........
762
...................
Celery.
Clover, n.a.p

761

......................

............

Cloves .....................................................
Collard

!

*

Coriander
Corn salad..

......
.....
.otton.*.
........................................
Crimson clover
Cummin ..............................................
Drugs-...................................
Advanced.
Crude .................................................
Eggplant* .................................... .............
Fennel ....................................................
..............
Fenugreek* ..........................
Flaxseed ....................................................
Flower........................................
Cotto *.

.

.••

.

. e.

.

.

..

.

.

a......

..

.76

:

780
762
780',
762 762
761.
79O
31
1562,
762'
780
762
760
762

.

771

817
782

I

815
782
767
770
815
90
1298
783
816
783
765
782

For Department of Agriculture ..............................

1633

1411

Garden and field .................... , .......................

762

775

Hairy vetch....................................
Hem p *....................................................

761
762

773
7f-

Grass.......................................................

761

769

A

iI

xi1593

Seeds-Continued.
Hoarhound .................................

Kale .......................................................
Kohlrabi...................................................

I

Para. 7ah
762

Linseed *...................................................

Mangelwurzel ..............................................
Millet ................................................
Morbid growth drugsAdvanced .....

.

.......
.
4

...

.............

Crude ..................................... ...........
Mushroom spawn
.......................................
Mustad... ......................................
Nutmeg ...........
..........................
Oil-bearing ..........

........

.......

778
779

762
761

779
772

760

31

1562
762
'780
780

Onion ......................................................
Palm nutand kernels..., ........... , .................. ;... ;
Parsley
....... ................ ............. .........
Parsnips ..
....... ....... * ................
Poach Aerneis..........
. .......................
Peas .......................................................
Pepper......... ...... ;....................................
Pepper, spice..
........................................
Poppy ....................................................
Radish .................................................

762
620
762"
762
760
767
762
780
760
762

Rea clover .................................................
Rutabaga .............................. ....................

761
762

St. John's bread or bean *...........................
........
Sorghum *....................... ......;. ................. ..

762
762

Rape *....

.

....................................
............

.
785

7621
762

760,1620.

...

o

762

765

90
1298
783
819
820
767;1880
779
1380
779
780
767
792
780
820821
766
780
768

770
781

785
784

Spic e..... ..................................................
780
811
Spinach ....................................... ............. 762
1781
Spring vetch .............
......
..
.............. 761
773
Sugar bet ..............
.......................... . ....
762.
775
Sugar cane* .......................................... ....... 762.
784
Sunflower ..................................................
760
767
Timothy .....................................
761
772
Tree
..............................................
.;
.....
.
762
781
762
781
Turnip.
.....................................
Vetch ................................................. ....
761
773
White clover .......................................
,
761
771
Seg and Butin segbagging.
1517 ' 1248
Seines, gill, o flax, hemp, or ramie .............................. 1006,1. 915
Selenium and 4lt. .... : ................................. .... 1646
1426
Semiprecious stones:
('it, not set ...................................
1429
1151
Imitation ....................
............................ 1429'
1151
Manufactures of(not jewelry) ................................ 233
349
Semivitrified tiles...............
................... 202
257
Semolina .................................. ..................... 730
702
Senegal ..................... .................................... 1577
1319
Separators, cream *.. ............................................

372,1504

Serums .......................................................... 1511
Sesame bean oil * ...................... ; ................
.1626
Sesame oil .............................................
1626
Sesamum seed oil *............................................ 1626
Sesquicarbonate, sodium ........................................
78
Sewing- .
Machine needles............................................
343
Machines and parts .............................
1541
Needles, hand ...............................
1618
Silk ......................................................... 1204
Thread, cotton ...............................................
902

Shaddocks *........ ....................................................

Shaddocks, boxes or barrels containing.....................
Shades, bamboo, wood, etc ......................................

743

410
413

504,1223

1240
1396
1398
1396
1228
4A0
1270
1379
1015
848
736

578
584

1594

n DU.

Pm ho,

..
Shafting
Muntz or yellow metal ....................................... 378
Mill, steel *

................................................

304

..
304
Steel
...................................
Shale coal ...................................................... 1545
Shapes:
...... 1427
For hate, fur.
............................
303
Iron .......................................................
Steel. ..................................
304
Shavings:
Cork.
"..........1558
1641
For paper stock ..................................
Steel ......................................................
34
Shawl pins .....................................................
350
Shawls, wool:
1116
Knit*
......................................

Woven

Po.

517

378

380
1273
1143
375
378
1289
1421
439
460
987

1116

991

356
Shear blades used in machines..........
357
Shears.
.........................................
Sheathing:
378
Co per* ...................................................
elt ........................................................ 1302
Muntz or yellow metal...
. ....................
..... 378
.1302
Paper ............. . ...................................
702
Shep: ..................................................
ying across boundary
1647
Sta1507 line....o.......................

471
473

*.........'.......................................

Skins, dressed and

finished

1600

*.................................

1101,1102,
1121

Wool ...................................

'Sheet glim:
Colored, manufactured, ornamented ........................ 224
220
Polished ..................................................
219
Unpolished ........ .......................................
Sheets:
..
374
Aluminum .........................
..... ........................
1401
Asbestos ....
Brass ........................................ .............. 378
Bronze,, ..........................
................... 378
378
Copper ...... ..........................................
309
Copper, with layers of other metal .....................
Cotton ................
.....................................911
Flax ......................... ...
..................... 1013
........................
39
Gelatin *..........
.......
1401
Hydraulic cement and asbestos ...............
Iron or steel. (See Iron oi Steel.)
Lead... ...............
.....
.............. 389
................ 375
Magnesium ...........................
Metal, decorated or coated *.......................................

......................
Metal, with layers of other metal
Muntz or yellow metal .....................................
Nickel...........
............................
Nickel, with layers of other metal .............................
Platinum *...... .............

o

.............................

.....................................
Pyroxylin.
.....................
Steel, n. s. p. f.............
Zinc ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .

.

... ...

309

517
1048
517
1049
633
1279
)229
1345

944,947,
1004
325
316
314
b1O
1091
519
519
517
391
878
927
120
1091
538
513
392

309
378
3
309

392
517
530
391

393

551

29
304
39
40

Shellac.o......
........ ..
.................... ....1697
Shellac manufactures ........................................... 1439
Shellfish ......................................................... 1649
Shell:
....................
..............
1410
Buttons...
1438
Manufactures, n. a. p. f ..................................

86
378
55
1342
1186
1428
1106
11841

1696

TV

She&ls
Cartridge, empty ...........................................

Cocoa ..............................................
#-.....
Not sawed, etc., unmanuactured .........................
Engraved, cut, etc ...........................................

Shingle bolts ....................................................
Shingles ....................................................

la

4 age.ap
1418
1125
1617
1630
1438

1683
408

1378
1408
1184

1470

572

ShipChronometem......................................... 367
489
Planking ................................................... 414
589
Timber................................................... 16838
1470
Shirt collars and cuffs:
Artificial silk ................................................ 1210
1035
Cotton ......................................................
918
895
Flax ........................................................ 1016
931
Silk ....................................................... 1210
1035
Shirts:
Cotton, knit* .............................................. 916
892
Silk and artificial silk ........................................ 1211
1036
Shoddy ......................................................... 110%
958
ShoeBuckles ....................................................
346
455
Buttons* .................................................. 1411
1111
Knives ...................................................... 35
469
Laces, leather ......................................... ,... 1600
1361
Lacipp, cotton .............................................
912
882
Machine needles ............................................
343
460
Machinery .................................................. 1541
1270
Uppers, vamps, etc., leather ......
.................. 1600
1347
Shoes:
Horse, mule, or ox, iron or steel ................................ 33
438
Leather ............................................
1601
1361
Not leather ..........................................
1405
1097
Shooks:
Box, exported and returned .................................. 1514
1242
Box, foreign .......
............................
409
576
Fruit box, exported and returned
.....................
410
578
Shorts, wheat or other cereals ....................................
731
704
Shotgun barrels .................................................. 1648
1427
Shotguns and parts ........................................... 364,865 484,548
Shot, iron or steel ................................................
335
439
Shot, lead ......................................................
389
538
Shoulders of pork ...............................................
703
639
Shovels, metal .............................. ................... 373
510
Shrimps ........................................................ 1649
1428
Shrubs:
Chemically treated, etc ................................
1419
1127
For Department of Agriculture ....................
.. 1633
1411
Nursery or eenhouse* ............................
752, 753 749,751
Shuttles for machines ............................................ 372
504
Side arms ........... ...........................................
363
483
Sienna earths .................................................

70

Sifting, tea ................................................

14,

Siennas ........................

...

Signals, chemical ..............................................
Silica, crude and pigment .......................................
Silicate, sodium
....................................
Silicic acid
.......................................
Silicide, calcium ................................................

70

199

199

55

1417
207
78
1
302

1123
276
237
23
361

802
Chromium ...................................................
Mananese
.........
302
302
*..
. . . . 305
Steel ................................................

361
360
361
361

Zirconium ..................................................

361

Silicon:

302

150x

1h6of
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Silk, artificial:
Articles of, n. a. p. f ..........................................
Articles, lever or go-through machine * ........................
Beltings *............................. .... ..............
Braids* ....................................................
Collars, shirt ...............................................
Cords* .......................................................
Embroideries* ..............................................
Fabrics of, n. a. p. f........................................
Fibers * .....................................
Filaments ...................................................
..
........
Fringes *
. . :....
...
Ga loons*....................
Knitg o s ....................................................

.R

1215
1430
121M
1430
1210
1215
1430
121M
1215:
1215
1430
1430
1435

pa.

1041
1155
1042
1155
1035
1042
1155
1041
1041
.1041
1155
115
1042

1 215
1041
Lame. .....................................
Neck rfling*............
................................. 1430
1155
Ribboas.................................................. 1215, 15 1042,1153

Ruchings *g.................................................

1430

1155

Shicola ................................................ 121b'
Shirts, for men and boys.............
o................ 1211
Taem gs* ............
..................................... 1215
..................................... 1215
Threads ...........

1035
1036
1042
1041

Trimmings* ..................................................

1430

1155

AppliqQud articles *............................................1430
1430
Articles, lever or go-through machine * ........................

1155

Ascertainment of weight or number .....................
Ascertainment of width .....................................
Assessment of duty on yam ..................................

1214
1206
1202

1039
1026
1008

Bands and banding *........................................

1207

1030

Belts and beltig

1207

1030

Waste. . ...............
Yan s ...............
Silk:

Beaded goods

.....................................
......................................

................................

..................

1215
1215

1430

1041
1041
1155

1155

Bindings .................................................
Bolting cloths ......... .................................
u* (see al8o Tubings) .............................
Bone casings
Braces....... .............................................
Braids*
.....................................
..................................
Button forms

1207
1526
1207
1207
1430
1409

1030
1256
1030
1030,
11W.
1104

Carded * .......................
Chenilles..

1201
1206

1006
1027

...................

................................
Chiffon articles*
Clothing, knit*................................ ............
Clothing, not knit or crocheted ..............................
Clothing,' ready-made .........................................
Cocoons ........................................ ............
Collars, shirt .................................................
Combed* ....................................................
Cords .................... i ...................................
Cords and tassels ...........................................
Cotton cloth containing ......................................
Crocheted goods .............................................
Dressed ......................................................
....................................
Edgigs
.
.............
.
Embroidered article *...
Embroideries* ..............................................
Fabrics, knit, in the piece ....................................
Fabrics, pile ..............................................
Fabrics with fast edges, not exceeding 12 inches in width ........
Fabrics: woven in the piece ...................................
Floes.......................................................
Flouncings* ..................................
Fringes* .............................................. .....

1430
1208
1212
1212
1650
1210
1201
1207
1207
907
1208
1201
1430
1430
1430'
1208
1206
1207
1205.
1204
1430
1430

1155
1032
1038.
1038
1429
1035
1006
1030
1030
870
1032
1006
1155
1155
1155
1032
1027
1029
1022
1014
1155
1155

S'M1
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Silk-Continued.

Galleons ...................................................
Garters .....................................................
Gloves, knit ................................................
Gorina* ..............................
.................
Handkerchiefs..............................
Hatbands* ........................................
Hatters' plush ....................................
Hose and half-hose, knit .......................................
Imitation. (See Artificial silk.)
Inserting ...................................................
Jacquard woven fabrics ......................................
Knit fabrics in the piece ......................................
Knit goods .................................................
Laces* .......................................................
Linings, sleeve, cotton* ......................................
Mani'facture of, n. s. p. f .....................................
Mufflers, woven .............................................
Neck rufflings* ...............................................
Nets and netting* ..........................................
Noils, exceeding 2 inches in length ................. I ..........
Number, ascertainment of ....................................
Organzine ...................................................
Ornamental articles* ..........................................
Ornaments* .................................................
Out wear, knit ...................................
Partially manufactured .......................................
Peignee* (combed* silk).
...........................
Pile fabrics ..................................................
Plush, distinguished from velvet ..............................
Plush, hatters' ..............................................
Plush ribbons ...............................................
Plushes .....................................................
Raw .......................................................
Ready-made clothing .......................................
Ribbons, n. s. p. f ..........................................

H.R. 45.

Pae.

1430
1207
1208
1207
1209
1207
1453
1208

1155
1030
1032
1030
1033
1030
1208
1032

1430
1205
1208
1208
1430
907
1213'
1209
1430
1430
1201
1214
1203
1430
1430
1208
1201
1201
1206
1206
1453
1206
1206
1651
1212
1207

1155
1022
1032
1032
1155
870
1039
1033
1155
1155
1007
1039
1013
1155
1155
1032
1006
1006
1027
1027
1208
1027
1027
1430
1038
1029

Rilbbons, ornamented * ............................................. 1430

1155

Ruehings *..........1430
Rifhligs* ................................................ .1430

1155
1155

Schappo yarn ................................................
Sewing .....................................................
Shirt collars .................................................
Shirts, for men and boys .....................................
Singles, thrown .............................................
Skeins ......................................................

1011
1015
1035
1036
1013
1430

Ribbons, plush .............................................
Ribbons, velvet ............................................
Roving.............................................. k.......

1206
1206
1202

1202
1204
1210
1211
1203
1651

Sleeve linings, cotton *.............................................. 907
Small wares * ................................................ 1207
Spangled goods *............................................ 1430
Stripes *...............................
.......................
907

Spun .......................................................
Suspenders.
..................................

1202
1207

Tamboured

1430

articles

........................................

Tassels .....................................................
Tasselo and cords ...........................................
Thr&Ads, n. s. p. f ...........................................
Thrown ....................................................
Tram ......................................................
Trimmings* .................................................
Tubings .....................................................
Twist ......................................................

Underwear, knit..............................

Veils and veilings *..........................................

1207
1207
1204
1203
1203
1430
1207
1204

.1208

.. 1430

Velvet; distinguished from plush .............................

1206

1027
1027
1010

870
1030
1155
870

1011
1030.
1155

1030
1030
1015
1013
1013
1155
1030
1015

1032

1155

1026

1598
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1206

Page.
1027
1027

Wearing apparel, knit * .......................................
Webs and webbings *...........................................

1207

Silk-Continued.

Velvet ribbons ....................................
Velvets ........................................

.

.

Waste .......................................................

1650

1429

1212

1032

not knit or crocheted ......................

1208

Wearing apare1,

Weight, ascertainment of ..................................... 1214
Width, ascertainment of .................................... 1206
Woven fabricsIn the piece ............................................ 1205
Jacquard woven ......................................... 1205
YarnMethod of assessing duty ................................ 1202
N. a. p. f ................................................ 1204
Schappe or spun ......................................... 1202
Thrown ................................................ 1203

Silkworm eggs *....................................................

1564

1.038
1030

1039
1026
1022
1022
1008
1015
1011
1013
1301

Silver:
516
377
Albata or Argentine* .........................................
551
. ...............* 393
Articles or wares, n. s. p. f...............
1537
1264
Bullion ..........................................
19
63
...........
Chemical compounds, mixtures, and salts.
1281
Coins..' .................................................... 1550
1132
Fox skins and manufactures ................................. 1420
516
377
German, unmanufactured ...................................
381
524
Leaf ........................................................
550
393
Manufactures ...............................................
1373
1611
Medals .......
...............................
516
Nickel, unmanufactured ..................................... 377
1404
Ores ........................................................ 1628
1406
Sweepings .................................................. 1628
382
525
Tinsel lame or lahn ..........................................
525
Tinsel wire ............................................... .. 382
1373
Trophies ................................................... 1611
1216
Similar (unenumerated) articles. .................................. 1459
SirUDextrose.
.....................................
504
604
806
833
Fruit, alcoholic .............................................
504
603
Maple ......................................................
501
591
Melada .....................................................
Other ..................................................... 501,503 596, 599
1312
....................................... 1575
Sisal grass
.........
1252
Binding twine .............................................. 1521
912
Cables .......................................... .......... 1005
912
Cordage ..................................................... 1005
Size:
39
121
Glue ................................. ....................
72
203
Go! - ................................ ....................
1093
skates ......................................................... 1402
1431
Skeh tons ....................................................... 1652
308
390
et1 ...........
Skelp. iron z; dre...................................
388
307
Skep iron or steel, aheared or rolled in grooves ...................
1478
SketcLes, original ................................................ 1686
412
583
skewers .........................................................
Skins:
1130
Bird ............ ........................... ............. 1419
1161
Chamois .................................................... 1431
1345
1600,
Dressed, etc.*
.................................
1570
1306
Fish
........................................
1420
1132
.............
Fox, silver or black .................
1136
1421
Fur, carroted .............................. .........
1308
Fur, undressed ............................................. 1573
.1574
130
GoldbeateW ...................................
1345
Morocco* .................................................. 1600
1432
Raw ....................................................... 1653
Undressed* ................................................

1573,1653 1308,1432

011I.
Skirt bindings, cotton pe .........................

1599
.....

874

Skirtings, hematitched or tucked *................................

1430

1154

Slate:
Books..
....................................
Pencils .........................................
Slates and manufactures .........................................
Sledges, blacksmiths' ............................................

1310
1449
237
326

1082
1198
355
423

%,
Slabs:
Breccia marble, -onyx........................ .....
232
342
Cork, artificial
.................................
1412
1114
Iron .....
. .........
..
...
..........
303
376
Slate..................................................
...........
0.........
6................ 0.......
237
Slte
355
.... o...
W3
375
Steel ...........................
..............
304
379
Slack,
coal ...................................................... 1546
1273
Slag, basic.....................1578
1318

Sleeve linings *.................................................

Slicing knives
....................................
Slides, for magic lanterns .........................................
Slipper buckles ..................................................
Slippers* (ee aso Boots and shoes) ..............................
Sliver:
Cotton ......................................................
Flax, n. s. p. f ..............................................
Hemp .......................................................
Jute ..................................................... ..
Ramie ...................................... w...............
Vegetable fiber, n. s. p. f .....................................
Slubbing waste, wool .............................................
Sludge machines and parts.., ...................................
Smalts, glass ......................................................
Small wares:
Artificial silk ................................................
Cotton ......................................................
Silk .........................................................
Vegetable fiber .............................................
Wool .......................................................
Smelting:
Lead-bearing ores ...........................................
Zinc-bearing ores....................
Smelts, fresh or frozen *..........................................

Smokefs' articles .................................................
Snap fasteners ....................
............................
Snaps, saddlery or harness ........................................
Snel led hooks ...................................................
Snuff and snuff flour ............................................
Soap:
Castile .....................................................
Castor oil ...............
..
.......................
Fancy toilet
..................................
Medicinal or medicated

..........................

*.............

907

870

355
226
34
1405

469
328
454
1097

901
1002
1002
1003
1002
1002
1105
1541
231

846
904
904
904
904
904
957
1269
338

.1215
912
1207
1014
1114

1040
882
1029
928
985

388
390

536
543

718

670

1452
348
345
344
604

1206
457
454
463
623

77
51
77

220
159
220

77

220

N. s. p. f ....................................................
Perfumed toilet ' ............................................
Powder, n. s. p. f ........................
Toilet........................................
Tooth........................................
Soapstone and manufactures ....................................
Societies. (See Institutions.)

77
77
77
77
57
209

220
220
220
220
178
283

Alkalies containing ........................................
Arsenate (arseniate) .......................................
Ash ........................................................
Baking .....................................................
Benzoate ...................................................
Bicarbonate ................................................

5
78
78
78
.0
78

2
224
227
224
76
224

78

223

Soda or sodium:

Bichromite * ..........................................
Bisulphite ...............

......................

....

78

238

4600
Soda or sodium-Continued.

M.f

Caustic .....................................
Chlorate ..................................................
Chloride...... .............................................
Chromate ............................................... ...
Crystal carbonate* ( sodium carbonate, hydrated) .............

Crystals * ....................................................

Cyanide ................................ .
............ I
Dichromate (bichromate *) ............. .....................
Ferrocyanide or yellow prussiate of soda .........
......
Formate............. ..........
.............
Hydrated carbonate or sal soda .............................
Hydrosuiphite and compounds ....................
Hydroxide or caustic soda. ...................
.....
,'

Hyposulphite *..............................................

Meta-bisulphite ..............................................
Monohydrated carbonate ....................................
Nitrate .................................................
Nitrite ..................
. ..................
Phosphate ..................
................
Potassium tartrate .................................
....
Prussiate of, yellow ...................
o..........
Sal or hydrated sodium carbonate ......................
Sesuicarbontte
..............................
....................................
.
Silicate crude..........................................
Sulphate,

71
719
71
78
781

78
79
78

9

78

78

807

Sod oil ..... ....................................................
Solder ..........................................................
Soles, leather ...................................................
Soluble greases, n. s. p. f .........................................
Solutions:
Formaldehyde or formalin ..................................
Pyroxylin .................................................
Sorbite .........................................................
Sorghum seed*.................
.................
Sounds, fish:
Crude, dried, or salted, n. s. p. f ..............................
Prepared ........
...................
......
..
.......
Soup .................... j. ........ ..................
Souvenirs .......................................................
Soya-bean oil ..................................
Soya beans*
....................................
Prepared or preserved ......................................
Spades, metal ..................................................
Spangled or beaded articles and fabrics .................
1403,
Spangles .......................................
Spanish brown* .................
. ................

203

, 1434
231

78
718
718

l8
1654
78
78

Soda water .....................................................

227

223
232
229
230
231
223

7

78
78
71
16
7E
78
78
78
78
78

Sulphate, crystallized .......................................
Sulphide (sulphid *) .......................................
Sulphite ............. .....................................
Sulphoxylate compounds...................................
Superarbonate.* (See also Sodium bicarbonate.) .............
Tartrate, potassium......: ...................................
Thiosulphate ...... ................. ........... ...........
Yellow prussiate of...................................

226
226

8
8
7
78
8
78.
8
78
8
78

Carbonate, crystal * ..........................................

Spanish cedar ........................

Page.

3 ... 1261

Borate, crude ......................................
Borate, refined ........................
..........
Bronide ........................................
Carbonate, calcined ...............
... " ...........

49
389
1600

232

231
228

240
232

223
,

238
228

1435
234

235
43
232

228
228
237
1436
235
236

238

240
224
43
239
232
834
141
538
1346
159
118
85

505

607

76

784

1524,
80
773
1678
60

1255
121
803
1461
152
786
803
510

763
.773

373
1430 1094P 1153
1094
L403
199
70
561
404
829
803

o...........

Sparkling wines ................................ ...............
Spawn, mushroom* .....
............................. .
....
762
Specimens, natural history ...................................... I L656
Specimens for scientific public collections ........ . ....... ......
.65
Spetacles and frames ......o.....................................
1

783
1437
1437
328

1001

INDEX.
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1385
Spermaceti oil .................................................. 1624
49
143
Sperm oil ...........................................
Spices (see also Seeds):
816
Cinnamon ..................................................
780
817
780
Cloves .....................................................
Curry and curry powder ....................................
780
815
Drugs, advanced* ...........................................
31
90
1298
Drugs, crude* .............................................. 1562
Ginger .....................................................
780
818
780 818,819
Mace ......................................................
780
824
N. s. p. f....................................................
780
820
Nutmegs ...................................................
Pimento ....................................................
780
822
78)
823
Sage .......................................................
Turneric ...................................................
780
823
Spiegeleisen.......
.............................
301,302 358, 360
Spike lavender oil .............................................. 1625
1390
Spikes, iron or steel .............................................
331
433
Spinach seed ...................................................
762
781
912
882
Spindle banding, cotton .........................................
Spiral nut locks, iron or steel .....................................
330
431
Spirit varnishes .................................................
72
204
Spirits:
Distilled ..............................................
802
827
827
802
Compounds ......................................... I...
809
836
Containers .............................................
Forfeiture ...............................................
811
837
Imitations ............................................
811
837
Leakage, breakage, etc ................................... 812
838
Permit for .............................................
813
839
Ptoof ....................................
810,811
837
Regulations for..........................................
814
840
Lac* (see also Tin bichloride) ................................
85
247
Nitrous ether*...............................................
35
101
Turpentine ................................................ 1872
1457
Spirituous beverages. (See Spirits, distilled.)
Splice bars, railway .....
............................
322
418
Splittings, mica..
..................................
20
280
Sponge, platinum ......
...........
1634
1411
Sponges and manufactures, n. s. p. f ..............................
1445
1193
Sponges, rubber*................................................. 1437
1179
Spool thread, cotton*............................................
902
849
Sporting goods ................................................... 1402
1093
Sporting shotguns and rifles .......................................
365
485
Sprigs,

iron or steel *..............................................

Spring-beard needles .............................................
Sprinkler tops ..................................................
Sprocket chains, iron or steel .....................................
Sprouts, malt ....................................................
Spruce logs ........................................
Spun silk yarn ...................................................
Spunk ..........................................................
Spurs used in the manufacture of earthenware ......................
Stained glass windows ...........................................
For churches
..................................
Stained window glass for chtches ................................
Stains:
Alizarin....................................... .............
Coal-tar .......................................................
Indigo .......................................................
N. s. p. f.....................................................
Stamp albums ...................................................
Stamp cases, metal ...............................................
82304-22---101

331

433

343
387
329
731
402
1202
1656
1657
230
1688
1688

450
533
429
704
558
1011
1437'
1438
336
1482
14182

26
26
26
63
1311
1428

80
79
80
184
1085
1145

1602
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1428
1658
1557
331

1145
1438
1290
434

81
81
80
80
81
81

242
242
241
241
242
242

1685
1660
1447"
1685

1478
1442
1195
1478

212
213
406
407
1514
328

289
294
570
571
1242
425

372
372
1
701
209

504
504
22
631
282

305
304
321
321

383
378
416
416

314
340
1514
304
304
304
305
1514
1514
1514

401
445
1242
379
379
379
383
1242
1242
1242

305
Chromium ...........................................
304
Circular saw plate ..........................................
318
................
Cloth, woven-wire .....................
05
. . .......................
Cobalt ...............
304
Crucible, electric,* etc .....................................
306
Definition ...........................................
Die304
Blanks .................................................
Blocks .................................. .............. 304
393
Dies * .................................................
341
Forms * ...................................................
309
.
.........................
Galvanized ............
Wire ................................................. 316,317
304
Gun-barrel molds...........................................
304
Hammer molds .............................................
314
.................................
Hoop for baling.
304
......................................
In t.

383
380
412
382

Stampings, metal .................................................
Stamps, foreign .................................................
Staple, long, cotton ..............................................
Staples, wire ...................................... ..............
Starch:
Burnt or British gum .......................................
Chemically treated ...........................................
N. s. p. f ....................................... ............
Potato .......................................
..
.......................
Soluble ...............
Substitutes for ..................................
Statuary:
Definition ......................................... ........
For educational purposes ...............................
N. s. P.f ....................................................
..
Original .............................................
Statues and statuettes:
............
Earthenware ...............................
Porcelain ....................................... . . ....
. ............................
.
Stave bolts ...........
Staves .......................................................
.......................
Returned, as boxes or barrels
..........................
Stays, iron or steel .........

Steam-

Engines .......................................... .........
Locomotives...............................................
Stearic acid ....................................................
. ..........................
Stearin, oleo ............
Steatite manufactures, not toilet preparations ....................
Ste:' or iron. (See Iron or steel.)
Steel:
Allo
. . p. f., substitutes for tool steel.
...................
.................
Antifriction balls and rollers ........
Balls, antifriction ....... o...............................
Band............................
.
For baling .......
Saws .................
...........................
Barrels, American manufacture, returned ....................
.................
Bars ......................
.
.......................
.
Billets ................
.........................
Blooms .............
Boron *......................................
.........
Boxes, American manufacture, returned .......
Carboys, American manufacture, returned...............
Casks, American manufacture, returned ..................

Cast

.................................................

Indium *...................................................

Manganese ...........................................

304

305

305

380

38)
37S
37S
551
417
3,2
406,4111
3>

3-10
AM0
3-19
3,3

'11:6

1603
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t. or

H..
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From tinplate, etc .....................................
N.a.p. f ............................
Molds, gun-barrel and hammer .............

311
393
304

396'
551
380

Molybdenum ..........................................

Nickel .....
.................................... ..
N.s. p. f ........ ............. .... .....................
Plate, crucible f,...... o.....................................
PlatesCircular saw ...........................................
Engraved ..............................................
N. s, p. f ..................................... ..........
Points ......................................................

305

383

304
341
304
332

380
447
378
437

rolled wire *................................................

315

403

Rods,

305
304
304

Rollers, antifriction..
.......................
o
321
Rollfs* .....................................................
393
Saws ............................. ........ ............... 340
Scissors and shears ...........................................
357
Scrap ......................................................
301
Shafting ................................................... 304
Shapes ........................................ ............ 304
Shavings ..................................... .............. 334
Sheets, n. s. p. f ............................................
304
Silicon .......................
...............
305
Slabs .................
; ...................... 304
Strings for musical instruments ......................... : .... 1441
Strips ......................................................
316
Substitutes for .............................
...
304
Swaged ................................... ................
304
Tantalum * .............
........................
305
Titanium * .........................................................

305

W olfram * .................................................

305

Tool ...................................................... 304,305
Travelers ..................................................
316
user buttons.
.................................
349
Tungsten ...................................................
305
Uranium *.................................................
305
Vanadium..
..........................
........ 305
Wool .......................................................
334
Woven-wire cloth ...........................................
318
Steels:
Corset or dress.................................
336
Table, butchers', carving, etc ............
.............
355
Steel-tired wheels for railway purposes ......................
324
Steins:
Crockery ware...............................................
212
Porcelain ............................................... ...
213
Stens:
Artificial and ornamental, n. s. p. f ........................ 1419
Clove.
......................................
780
DrugsAdvanced ..............................................
31
Crude.
..................................
1562
TobaccoCut.
......................................
604
Uncut..
..........................
....... 1671
Stereotype-matrix mat or board .................................. 1313
Stereotype:
Metal* .....................................................
389
Paper ..........
. ............................ 1304
Plates
341

Stibnite containing antimony * ..
Stick:
Bean
Lac.

...........

.......................................
........................................

383
378
379

416
551
445
473
358
380
380
439
378
383
379
1187
405
378
380
383
383

378,383
407
458
383
383
383
383

439
412
440
469
421
289
294
1127
817

90
1298
623
1457
1088
538
1054
447

15W0

1233

773

802
1342

1597

1604
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Sticks:
Cork, artificial ....................................
1412
Fishing rod, wood for ........................................ 1684
Paraso ..................................................... 1455
Wood for ................................................ 1684
Partridge, pimiento, bamboo, hairwood, etc ................... 1684
Rough, hewn, sawed, or bored ..............................
406
Sunshade ................................................... 1455
W ood for ................................................ 1684
Umbrella .................................................. 1455
Wood for ................................................ 1684
Walking cane, wood for ...................................... 1684
Whip, wood for .............................................. 1684
Still wines .......................................
804
Stilts used in earthenware manufacture .......................... 1657
Stock:
Filter ....................................................... 1303
Glue ....................................................... 1580
Nursery and greenhouse *

752

....................................

Paper.......
................................
Stockings. (See Hose and haifi ose.)
Stocks:

1641

Fruit * ....................................................

753

Rifle ......................................................
365
Root .......................................................
751
Rose * ......................................................
752
Shotgun ....................................................
365
Stock-treating parts, pulp and paper machinery ................... 356
Stone:
Monumental or building .....................................
235
Not monumental or building ................................ 1661
N. s. p. f .................................................... 1661
Pumice and manufactures ....................................
206
Stones:
Curling * .........................................................

235

Page.

1114
1476
1211
1476
1476
570
1211
1476
1211
1476
1476
1476
830
1438
1051
1326
744,750

1421
752

484
746
749
484
471
350
1443
1443
268
350

Flint, unground ........................................... 1571
Imitation precious ........................................ 1429
LithographicEngraved .................................... ......... 341
Not engraved .......................................... 1606
Precious
............................................. ...... 1429
recious-Sem'e or
jewelry ............................................ 1429

.,17
1367
1148
1151

Manufactures, not jewelry ................................
Synthetic cut .............................................

233
1429

349
114S

212

285, 29

1412

111.1

218

309

S battery plates and material ........................... 320
Battenes, electric ............................................ 320
Storax *..............
............................
10
805
Stout...........................................................
Stove:
Plates, cast-iron ................................... ......... 327
912
W icing .....................................................
33
.......................................
Stramonium.
Strand, wire ....................................................
316
778
...................... ...........
Straw ........................
Baskets of .....................................
413
413
Blinds, porch and window ...................................
Biaids for hats, etc .......................................... 1406
413
.............
Curtains, shades, screens ..............
Definition ................................................. 1406

415
415
45
831

Stoneware .................................................

.210,

Chemical .................................... ...... ........
Stoppers:
Cork .............

.............

Glass, cut..........
Storage:

.....

..........

................

. ...............................

213

1307
1151

295

423

8""

19
1105
I0M
I'M
10ls
1098

INDEX.
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H.R. 7456.
Straw-Continued.
1001
Flax .......................................................
..... 1406
Hats ...................................................
Manufactures of, n. a. p. f .....................................
1437
Matting, mats, rugs..
............................
1020
Stretchers, umbrella and parasol................................
342
String, musical instrument:

Gut *......................................................

Metal .....................................................
Stripes,

Stri

silk * ....................................................
num ..........................................

Page.

900
1098
1179
940
448

1434

1174

1441

1187

907

870

374

510

378
519
Brass.
.............................
378
517
Copper *...................................................
226
328
Glass, for gauges .................................
1330
1585
Horn........................................
Iron, n. s. p. f ........................................... 313,315 399,402
Nickel .....................................................
385
530
Paper ...................................................... 1313
1087
Steel ................................................ 313,315, 316{ 9,02
Zinc ............ .........................................
391
545
Strontia * (strontium oxide) ......................................
82
243

Strontian,

protoxide * ............................................

Strontianite .....................................................
Strontium (strontia *):
Carbonate, precipitated .....................................
Mineral .....................................................
Nitrate .....................................................
Oxide ......................................................
Sulphate, mineral ............................................
Structural shapes, iron or steel ...................................
Strychnine (strychnis *), and salts ...............................
Stucco, asbestos .................................................
Studs:
Automobile tire
.................................
Dress, not metal .....
.................................
Iron or steel .................................................
Stummels, pipe bowls ............................................
Stylographic pens and parts .....................................
Stvrax balsam ...................................................
Subavetate, copper ...............................................
Sublimate, corrosive .............................................
Substitutes:
Alloy steel .................................................
Butter *
......................................
"heese ......................................................
Cocoa-butter * ..............................................
Dextrine ....................................................
Coffee ......................................................
Cork* ............
..........
................
Cream ......................................................
Lard .......................................................
Milk ................................................
Radioactive ...............................................
Steel alloy ..................................................
Sugar ..........................................................
Adulterated ................................................
Beet seed .................................................
Beets .......................................................
Bone char for decolorizing * ..................................

Box hooks .................................................
Candy .....................................................
Cane ........................................................
Cane-seed *....................

................................

Colored ....................................................

82

243

1662

1446

82
1662
82
82
1662
312
83
1515

244
1446
244
244
1446
897
244
1245

332
1411
332
1452
353
10
1554
16

436
1109
436
1206
464
48
1287
57

304
709
710
776
81
775
1412
708
703
708
1640
304
501
50
762
764

380
656
656
808
242
804
1114
654
641
654
1420
380
591
611
775
789

409
506
504

576
610
606

66

762

506

191

784

611

1606
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Sugar-Continued.
Contained in dried sugar cane ................................

Draimings * ...............................................

. .P
504

e.
603

501

590

501,503

596, 599

.
.
. ..
..........
504
Gra
Imports by manufacturers ....................................
502
Machinery .................................................. 1504
Maple ......................................................
504
Milk of *....................................................
5
Mixtures with ............................. ................
501
Refined ............................................... 501,506
Saccharides ...........................................
505
Sweepings ........................................... 501, 503
Tank bottoms ........................................... 501
Tinctured ...............................................
506
Sugar-beet knives ...............................................
355
Suits:

604
597
1224
603
31
596
591,611
608
596, 599
591
611
469

916

890

Union * .............................. ".......... ...........
916
Sulfate, benzidine ...............................................
25
Sulfid of zinc, white *........................................... 74,88
Sulfonamide, toluene ...........................
........
25
Sulphanilic acid ........................................
25
Sulphate:
Aluminum (alumina *).......................................
6
Ammonium (ammonia *).....................................
7
6
Aluminum ..............................................
............
64
Barium ....... ..........................
Combinations or mixtures with zinc sulphides............. 74
Baryta * ...................................................
64

890
73
207,250
73
73

Dutch standard* .

....................................

Combination, cotton * ......................................

Barytes, artificial * ...........................................

64

34
39
35
188
207
186
186

Calcium, precipitated ........................................
Cobalt .....................................................
Copper ......................................................
Diethyl, esters ................................
Dimetbyl, esters ............................................
Ferrous ....................................................

71
27
1554
35
35
1568

203
85
1288
102
102
1305

Magnesium (magnesia) ......................................
Mineral strontium ............................................
Morphine (morphi ) .......................................
Potassium (potash*).. .......................................
Aluminum ..............................................
Quinine (quinia ) ..........................................
Sodium (soda ) ............................................
Crude ...................................................
Zinc .......................................................
Sulphide (sulphid,* sulfid *):
Antimony ..................................................
Arsenic ....................................................

47
1662
55
1635
6
1639
78
1654
88

134
1446
173
1414
35
1418
235
143 ;
251

8
1513

41
1211

88

252

74, 88

207,2,50
207

Iron * ........... ....................................................
Lime, artificial * ............................................

Sodium....

.................

...............

Zinc .......................................................
W hite * ................................................

1568
71

78

Combinations with barium sulphate ..................
Sulphite, sodium ...............................................

74
78

Sulphoacids and salt ..........................................

25

Sulphonated:
Animal or vegetable oils .................. ..................
Castor oil ...................................................

51
51

*...................................................

51

Sulphonicinoleic acid

Sulphoxylate, sodium, and compounds ...........................
79
Sulphur and sulphur ore ......................................... 1663
Sulphuret of iron ............................................... 1663
SulphuricAcid and anhydride .......................................... 1501
Ether* ....................................................
35

1305
202

230'

23
73
1T9
159

159
1417
1417
12'0
10

1607
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Extract *............
36
Ground *.
................................................... 1458

Sumac:

Unground
....................................
Sunflower seed
....................................
Sunn:
Binding twine .............................................
Cables and cordage ...........
...................
Fiber.......................................................
Sunshades:
Not paper or lace and sticks for ..............................
Wood for sticks ........................................
Supercarbonate of soda *

................................... ....

1563
760

Page.
113
1214

1299
767

1521
1005
1575

1252
912
1313

1455
1684

1211
1476

78

223

Supporterd, magnesia clay ........................................
215
Surface-coated papers ........................................... 1305
Surgical instruments and parts ....................................
359
Surveying instruments ....................................... 228, 360
Suspenders:
Cotton ..............................................
912
Silk ......................................................... 1207
Vegetable fiber ............................................. 1014
Wool ....................................................... 1114

301
1059
477
332,478

916

891

Sweaters, vegetable fiber *.......................................

Sweepings:
Gold and silver ..............................................
Sugar *.....................................................

Tea ........................................................
Sweetmeats ..................................................
Swine ...........................................................
Swivels:
Cotton cloth ................................................
Harness or saddlery .........................................
Swords and blades .............................................
Sycamore lumber * ..............................................

1628

1406

501,503

596,599

14
748
703

54
739
637

905
345
363

864
454
483

1683

1469

Synthetic:
Alizarin ..
...................................
26
Camphor
......................................
48
Chemicals
.....................................
26
Cut stones ............
........................ 1429
Indigo *............
26
Odoriferous chemicals .....................
...
26,56
Phenolic resin ...............................
26
• Manufactures of, n. s. p. f .................
1439
Precious stones* ........................................... 1429
Resins .....................................................
26
Tanning materials ...........................................
26
Syrup. (STee Sirup.)
Table covers, cotton:
Chenille *..................................................

882
1029
927
985

920

Plain woven ................................................
911
Table damask and manufactures:
Cotton .....................................................
910
Vegetable fiber, not cotton ............. ; ..................... . 1012
Table knives and forks ...........................................
355
Table slabs, slate ...............................................
237
Table utenis
ls ...... ............................................
339
Tablets:
Braille ......................................
1530
Chemicals, etc., in ....................................
21
Tackle:
Fishing ...................................................
344
Immigrants' ................................................
1508
Tacks, iron or steel ...........................................
331
Tagmatose, d- ...................................................
505
Takers:
iron or steel, coated with tin or lead ......................... 310
Tin .........................................................
310

80
138
80
1148
80
77, 175
82
1186
1148
82
82
899

878

876
925
470
355
444
1259
65
453
1232
433
607
395
395
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Tagua nuts. (See also Vegetable ivory) .......................... 1664
Tailors' irons ....................................................
327
Tailors' chalk ..................................................
18
Talc and manufactures ..........................................
209
Talcum.* (See Talc.)
Tallow ..........................................................
701
Tallow, vegetable .............................................. 1675
Talose, d- ............. ........................................
505
Tamarinds ...................................................... 1665
Tamboured articles ............................................. 1430
Tampco fiber .................................................. 1575
jIinding twine .............................................. 1521
Cables* .................................................... 1005
Cordago* .................................................... 1005
Dressed, dyed, or combed ................................... 1458
Tank bottoms ...................................................
501
Tanks, iron or steel, cylindrical and tubular ....................... 328
Tanners' knives ...............................................
355
Tannery knives for machines............ ................
356
Tannic acid ....................................... ............
1
Tannin ...... .............
o
. .............. .................
Tanning:
Barks.
.......................................
1563
Extracts .............. .................................
36
Materials, synthetic coal-tar............................. .. 26
Woods ......................................
1563
Tantalum ........................................
302
Steel* ............
............................
305
Tape needles ...........
...........................
343
Tapers.........................................
......... 1417
Tapes:
Cotton*.. ...................................
912
Flax ......
.......................................... 1014
Measuring .................
................. ............. 1014
Vegetable fiber .......
..........................
1014
Tapestries, cotton or other vegetable fiber .....................
908
Tapestry carpets and rugs .............................
1118
Tapioca and flour.............................................. 1666
Tar:
Crude and pitch ofBlast-furnace ............................................ 1546
Coal .....
.................................... .1546
Oil-gas ............................... ..... ......... 1546
Water-gas ..........................................
1546
DistillatesBlast-furnace ......................................
25
Coal ...............
......................
............
25
Oil-gas .............................
.... ............
25
Water-gas ............. ............... ...............
25
Spreading machines ......................................... 1541
Wood .....................................
1667
Tartar:
Cream of ........ ...........................
.............
9
Crude .........................................
9
Emetic.....
...................................
...
8
Patent* ....................................................
9
Refined................... . .....................
9
Tartaric acid ............................................
1
Tartrate:
Calcium ...................................................
9
Potassium-antimony ........
........................
8
Sodium potassium ..............-.........................
9
Tassels:
Artificial silk* ...............................
.............. o 1215
Cotton..........-..-.................
................. o......
912

1450
423
61
283
630
1460
607
1450
1157
1310
1252
912
912
1214
591
426
469
471
15
15

*1

.

1299
105
82
1299
373
383
450
1123
882
928
928
928
872
997
1451
1276
1277
1276
1276
73
73
73
73
1269
1452
43
43
41
43
43
16
43
42
43

10,11
882
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Lame or lahn ......................

........................

Silk .....
......................................
Tinsel wire................................................
Vegetable fiber ........................................
Wool .................................................
Tea ...........................
...............................
Containers ................................................
Impure ........
.
................................
Plants ..................................................
Siftings, sweepings, and waste .............................
Teams, immigrants' ............................................
Teasels (teazels*) ................................................
Tees, iron or steel ..................................
Teeth. natural or unmanufactured ................................
Telegraph poles ................................................
Telqgraph wire ..................................................
Telephone:
Ole ...... o.................................................

382

525

1207
382
1014
1114
1668
1668
14
1668
a 14
1508
781
312
1669
405
316

1030
525
927
985
1453
1452
64
1453
54
1232
825
397
1455
567
407

404

567

Wire .....................................................
316
Telescopes and frames ...........................................
228
Tendons .........................................................
706
Tennis balls ...............................
.......... ....... 1402
Terneplate, manufactures .......
. . ...................... 311
Terneplates .................................................... 310
Terpineol ....................................... ...............
56
Terpin hydrate..................................................
24

407
331
647
1093
396
395
176
70

Terra alba *.......... .
............................................207
270
Terra cotta, works in ......................................... 1687,1689 1481,1483
Terra japonica *.................................................. 1510
1235

Terry-woven fabrics and manufactures .........................
909
874
Test'boards ...................................................
1313
1.088
Tetrachloride:
Carbon ......................................................
17
59
Tin .........................................................
85
248
Tetrachloroethane ......
.............................
17
60
Tetrachlorophthalic acid
...............................
2.5
73
Tetramethyldiaminobenzophenone ................................
25
73
Tetramethvldiaminodiphonylmethiane ...........................
25
73
Textbooks* .................................................... 1310
1082
Textile braids, n. a. p. f ................
1430
1156
Textile grasses and fibers............................
1575
1310
Tieatrical grease paints .................
...............
57
178
Theatrical properties ...................................
1637
1416
Thermostatic containers .................
..............
1454
1210
Tiocarbanilide ................................................
25
73
Thiosalicylic acid .............................................
25
73
Thiosuilphate. sodium.......................................
78
239
Thorite* ...................................................... 1616
1377
Thoriuim, nitrate, oxide and salts ................................... 84
245
Thoriim ores .........
............................ 1616
1377
Thraliing machines ............................................. 1501
1223
Tlhread:
Articles ............
........................... 1430
1156
Artificial horsehair and silk ..................................
1215 1040,1043
Asbestos mantle ................................
1401
10-90
Cotton* ................................................. 901,902 844, 848
Flax, hemp, or ramie ....................................... 1014
968
Metal ............
.
.......................... 382,1430 524,1153
Silk ........................................................ 1204
1015

Wwaste, wool ............................ ....... ............
Tlireshiig machines ...........................................

Thrown silk ...................................................

Thyme oil ......................... ....... .....................
Thymol ..................
...................

1105
1504

958
1223

1203

1013

1625
24

1395
71
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Ties:

Baling ...........................
al
..................
g........
314
Railr*d
...........
405
Tights, knit, vegetable fiber* ................................
916
Tiles and tiling:
Articles ......................................
202
Cement .....................................................
202
Ceramic mosaic ............................................... 202
Cork.......
.................................. 1412
Corr

....................................................

Cylinder glass ...............................

.................
Decorated .......
....................................
Earthenware ................................................
Embossed ...................................................
Enameled ........................................... ......
Encaustic.
Flint .......................................
Friezes composed of........................................
Glass .........................................................
Glazed .....................................................
Gold decorated ...........................................
Grooved .....................................................
Hand painted ...............................................
Ornamented ...............
....................
Mantels composed of ..........................................
Manufacturer ................................................
Opal enamel.

....

.

...................

202

oo

Page.
401
58
890
257
257
258
1114
257

231
202
202
202
202
202
202
202
231
202
202
202
202
202
202
202

341
257
257
257
257
257
258
257
341
258
257
257
257
257
258
257

231

341

Paving ......................................................
232
342
Pill........... ... ..........................................
212
289
Quarry .................................................. ... .,02
258
Semivitriied .................................................
202
258
Spar..............
.........................
202
257
Unglazed
.....................................
202'
258
Vitrified .....................................................
202
258
Timber:
Hewn, sided, or squared......................................
401
557
Red cedar* ......
.............................
401
557
Round and unmanufactured ...........................
1683
1470
Round for spare or wharves ......... .......................... 401
558
Ship ........................................................ 1683
1468
Time of taking effect of act .............................. Title 1, sec. 1.
7
Time.burning chemical signals .................... ................. 1417
1123
Time detectors* ................................................ 368
495
Time-measuring mechanisms ..................................... 368
493
Timothy seed ....................................................
761
772
532
386
...........................................
Tin
Bar.......................................386,1670 532,1455
Bichloride
..............
85
24F,
Black oxide of ................................. ............. 1670
1450;
Block ..................................................... 386,1670 532,1455
C siterite .......... ........... ............................ 1670
1456
Compounds ..................................................
85
2,18
Containers*
.................
1668
1452
Grain..
. ...............................
386,1670 532,1i.56
Granulated .............................................. 386, 1670 532,1455
Mixtures .....................................................
85
248
Ore ......................................................... 1670
1,456
Oxide, black ................................................ 1670
1456
Pig..
...................................
386,1670 32, 1455
Plate, scrap ........
.........
.................. 301
358
Plates..
.....................................
310
395
Plate, manufacturers of ........
.................... 311
391;
Powdered.................................................
379
521
Production proclamation..... ......................... 1670
1,15.T
Salts ....................................................... 85
2 1s
Scrap ......................................................
386
533
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H.TW
Taggers ....................................................
310
Tetrachloride ................................................
85
Tincture, opium ..........................................
......
55
Tinsel wire articles ........................................
382, 1430
Tips:
Horn ......................................................
1585
Lava .......................................................
215
Penholder ...................................................
352
Tire fabric, cotton ..............................................
905
Tires:
Automobile and bicycle ..................................... 1437
Iron or steel, locomotive ....................................
324
Tissue paper ................................................... 1304
Titanium ......................................................
302
Compounds and mixtures ...................................
86
Potassium oxalate ..........................................
86
Steel* ..................................... ...............
305
Tobacco:
Cigars, cigarettes, cheroots ... . ..........................
6(6
Exported and returned..............
.............. 1514
Filler .................................................... 601, 602
Knives ...............................................
356
Leaf....................
.................. 601, 602
Examination ...........................................
602
Invoicing .....................................
602
N. s. p. f......................................... ... ,
603
Pipes and pipe bowls........................................ 1452
Pouches .................................................. 1452
Scrap .....................................................
603
Snuff and snuff flower ........................................
604
Stems, cut ..................................................
604
Stems not cut, ground, or pulverized ......................... 1671
Turkish ..... ...... ......................................
601
Wrapper ................................................. 601, 602
Toilet:
Articles .................................................... 167p
Brushes ..................................................... 1407
Pastes, powders, and preparations .............................
57
Soap .........................................
77
Waters ..................................................
57
Tolidine (tolidin *).................
o..................
25
Tolu-balsam .................................................
10
Toluene (toluol *) .........
. ..........................
1546
Toluenesulfochloride ............................................
25
Toluene sulfonamide ............................................
25
Toluidine (toluidin*).............................................
25
Toluol

.

..........................

1546

Toluylenediamine (toluylenediamin*) .............................
25
Tomatoes ........................................................
770
Tomato paste .............
. .........................
770
Tongs, blacksmiths', iron or steel.................................
326
Tonka (tonqua*, tonquin*) beans .................................
87
Tool steel ..... : ........................................... ....
304
Tools:
Drainage, and parts .........................................
373
1 migrants ...................................
1637
Machine, and parts .........................................
372
Track ......................................................
326
Tooth:
Brushes ..................................................... 1407
Harrows .................................................... 1,504
Soaps .....................................................
57
Toothpicks ......................................................
412
Top waqtc, wool ................................................ 1105

/'
395
248
169
525,1153
1330
301
462
864
1181
420
1054
372
248
248
383
623
1242
614, 620
471
612,620
620
620
621
1206
1206
621
622
622
1457
612
614, 620
1464
1102
78
220
178
73
47
1276
73
73
73
1276

73
798
798
423
250
378
509
1416
504
422
1102
1223
178
583
957
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Tops:

Sprinkler .................................................... 387
Wool ....................................................... 1106

Tournay velvet carpets and rugs * ................................

Page.
534
962

1118

997

Tow, flax and hemp .............................................. 1001
Towels:
Cotton ......................................................
911
Linen ....................................................... 1013
Toy or toys:
Balloons .................................................... 1414
Books.
1414
Bullions .....................................................
382
Chinaware ....................................................
213
Earthenware ................................................
212
Lame or lahn ...............................................
382
"Marbles.
......................................
1414
Metal threads.
...................................
382
Not earthenwar .......................................... .1414
N. s.p. f.................................................... 1414
Porcelain .................................................... 213
Tinsel wire ................................................. 382
Tracing cloth, cotton ............................................ 906
Track tools, iron or steel .........................................
326
Tragacanth ..................................................... 1577
Tra mol ........................................................ 1577
Trails ..........................................................
322
Tram, silk ...................................................... 1203
Tranks, glove ................................................... 1433
Transfer paper ................................................... 1305
Tree seed .......................................................
762
Trees:
Chemically treated, etc., n. s. p. f............................. 1419
Deciduous or evergreen, cuttings and seedlings..; .............. 762
For Department of Agriculture ................................ 1633
Fruit seedlings and cuttings .................................. 753
Tribromophenol ..................................................
25
Trichloroethylene ...............................................
17
Trimmhigs ...................................................... 1430
Trinitrotoluene .................................................
26
Tripoli ......................................................... 1661
Troches, medicinal, etc., in ......................................
21
Trolley poles ....................................................
405
Trophies ....................................................... 1611

901,903

Tropical fruit plants *............................................

Trouser buckles ..................................................
Trouser buttons. metal ..........................................
Truffles ..........................................................
Tubers .........................................................
Tubes:
Bronze ......................................................
Charcoal iron ................................................
Collapsible .................................................
Copper ......................................................
i4iter *.......... ............................................

753

878
927
1117
1117
524
295
289
524
1117
524
1117
1117
295
524
867
422
1321
1321
419
1013
1169
1061
781
1127
750
1411
7F,2
73
60
1156
77
1443
65
567
1373
753

346
349
766
751

455
458
791
747

378
328
387
378

519
425
534
517

212

290

Iron or steel .................................................
328
Plate metal ..................................................
328
Umbrella ...............
; ...................... 342
Tubing:
Brass .......................................................
378
Copper ......................................................
378
Magnesium
..................................
375
Metal flexible ..............................................
328
Tubins:
Cotton ......................................................
912
Silk ......................................................... 1207

426
426
449
519
517
513
427

882
1(0
i
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Vegetable fiber ..............................................
W ool ........................................................

Paragraph of

H.R. 746. Page.
927
1014
1114
985

328
Tubular tanks and vessels .......................................
Tuckings ...................................................... 1430
Tulip bulbs ...............................
.................. 751
Tuna, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice ............................... 1645
Tung oil, Japanese or Chinese ..................................... 1626

426
1157
745
1425
1400

302

362

Tungsten-bearing ores *..........................................

...

Tungsten:
Alloys .....................................................
302
302
Chromium ...................................................
302
Compounds ..................................................
Concentrates ................................................
302
Ferrochromium .............................................
302
Metallic .....................................................
302
302
Nickel .....................................................
Ore .........................................................
302
Powder ......................................................
302
305
Steel .......................................................
Tungstic acid
.....................................
302
1441
........................
Tuning forks, hammers, and pins
Turkey-red oil ...................................................
51
Turkish tobacco ................................................
601
Turmeric .......................................................
780
771
Turnips .........................................................
Turnip seed ....................................................
762
Turpentine, gum, and spirits .................................. 1672
Turpentine, Venice* *....................................................... 1672

38
371
361
364
371
364
361
364
368
383
368
1187
160
614
823
799
781
1458
1457

Turtles ............................
............. 1673
Tusks, ivory .................................................. 1591
Tweezers.......................................................
354
Twine:
Binding ..................................................... 1521
Flax ........................................................ 1004
Hemp .................................................... 1004
Jute .......................................................
1003

1252
908
908
I05

1313

1087

Paper, for binding wool * ....................................

1459
:1339
465

Ramie ..........................-..........................
Twist, jute ...................................................
Twist, silk .....................................................
Type metal ......................................................
Types:
New .......................................................

1004
1003
1204
389

908
(05
1015
538

384

529

Old * .......................................................

389

- Printing, for the blind ......................................
Typesetting machines .........................................
Typewriter paper .............---..............................
Typewriters and parts .............................................
Ultramarine blue ................................................
Umber earths * ........................................--..........

58

1530
1541
1307
1541
65

1260
1270
1072
1269
190

Umbeis .......................................................
Umbrella:
Ribs and stretchers .......................................
Sticks ......................................................
Tubes .....................................................
Wood for sticks ................................
Uml)rellrs, not paper or lace ......................................

70

199

342
1455
342
1684
14.55

449
1211
449
1476
1211

Underwear, flannels for *........................................

1109

973

Union suits, knit * ...............................................

916

890

70

199

Under wear, knit:
iaotton ......................................................
916
891
Silk ........................................................ 1208
1032
Vegetable fiber .............................................
916
891
Wool .......................................................
1115
990
Unenumerated articles .......................................
1458,1459 1214, 1216
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United States (we also Botanic Garden, Department of Agriculture,
and Library of Congress):
Articles, growth or manufacture of ...........................
Books, engravings, etc., for use of .............................
Unmanufactured unenumerated articles ..........................
Upholstery:
Cloths, Jacquard woven, vegetable fiber .....................
Goods, cotton* ..............................................
Leather, enameled ..........................................
Uppers for boots and shoes, leather ................................
Urinium, oxide and salt of .....................................

Page.

1514
1528
1458

1242
1258
1214

908
908
1431
1600
1674

872
872
1163
1360
1460

Uranium, steel *...................................................... 305

383

Urea .................
............................
24
71
Utensils:
Aluminum ............... ....................................
339
444
Containing electrical heating elements ..................
339
443
Flatware .....................................
339
443
Hollow ware ..........
o.........................
339
444
Hospital ......................................... .......... 339
444
Household ................................................. 339
444
Kitchen ...........
...........................
39
444
Laboratory ...............
.....................
360
479
Philosophical .......................................
360
479
Scientific .....................................
360
479
Table ............... .......................................
339
444
Vaccines ........................................
1511
1240
Vaccine virus* .................................
............ 1511
1240
Valerianic acid ...............................
1I
1221
Valerian oil* .........................
.............
54
163
Valonia ...............................
o......... 1563
1299
Valonia extract ..........
. ..................
36
112
Vamps, leather........... .
........................
1600
1360
Vanadium:
Chromium ....................................
302
361
Nickel .............
o.......................... 302
361
Steel..........................
...... ..... ........... 305
383
Vanilla beans ..........................................
87
249
Vanillin ......
...................................... .. 56
176
Vanity cases, metal ......................
........... 1428
1145
Varnishes:
Gold size or Japan*....
...........................
72
204
N. s. p. f ....................................... ............
72
204
Spirit .................................... .................
72
204
Vases:
Alabaster ..........
..
............................. 233
347
Breccia ..................................... ................ 233
345
Earthenware ........................................ ....... 212
289
Jet ..................
.......................
233
345
Marble ...........................................
.233
345
Onyx ......................................................
233
345
Platinum, for chemical ue.
.........................
360
479
Porcelain ................ ...................................
213
294
Veal, fresh ................................................
701
629
Vegetable:
ArticlesFor dyeing or tanning .................................. 1563
i300
22
67
In alcohol..............................................
Decoctions for dyeing or tanning
...
36
105
Extracts for dyeing or tanning .........
.
.............. 36
105
Fiber. (See Fiber, vegetable.)
Ivory *. (See also Tagua nuts) ............................ 1664
1450
Uluttons ......................................... ....... 1410
1105)
1438
1183
Manufactures, n. s. p. f .............................
Knives
Y55
3..............................................
469

Oils, sulphonated. (See also Oils, vegetable) ..................

51

160

1615
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Vegetable-Continued.
H. . 746.
Parchment paper .............................................
130
Preparations for dyeing or tanning ......................... :...
36
Substances1617
Crude ....................................
Fibrous, n. s. p. f ..................................... 1575
Tallow ......................
...................
1675
W ax, crude ......................... ............. .......... 1676
Vegetables:
DrugsAdvanced .............
......................
31
Crude ................................................... 1562
Natural .....................................................
772
Preparations of ...............................................
773
Prepared or preserved ........................................
773
With meat or fish .............................................
773
Veils and veilings ................................................. 1430
Vellum ......................................................... 1629
Vehicles, immigrants' ............................................ 1508
Velvet or velvets:
A.zarpets and rugs ............................................ 1118
Cotton* .....................................................
909
'))istinguished from plushes ................................... 1206
:Ribbons, cotton .............................................
909
Ribbons, silk ............................................... 1206
Silk ......................................................... 1206
Tapestry carpets and rugs ................................ :.... 1118
Wool* .............................................
1111
Velveteens, cotton* ..............................................
909
Veneers of wood.
....................................
404
Venetian:
Carpets and rugs ............................................. 1118
Red* .......................................................
70
Venice turpentine* .............................................. 1672
Venison ........................................................
704
Verdigris ......................................................... 1554
Vermicelli .......................................................
726
Vermilion reds:
Containing quicksilver ........................................
73
Not containing quicksilver* ..................................
69
Vermuth ........................................................
804
Vessels:
Oast iron ...................................
........ 327
Iron or steel ....................................
328
Platinum, for chemical use*.........................
360
Vests, knit, cotton* ..............................................
916
Vetch seed .......................................................
761
Vials, glass.....................................................
217
Views, landscape, United States .................................. 1310
Vine, ..........................
...............................
739
Proof .......................................................
739
Vines, deciduous and evergreen .................................. 752
Violas and parts of ............................................... 1441
Violin rosin ..................................................... 1446
Violins and parts of ............................................... 1441
Violoncellos and parts ............................................ 1441
Virus, vaccine* ................................................. 1511
Viruses ....................... : .................................. 1511
Vitriol:
Blue ....................................................... 1554
Oil of ........................................................ 1501
Vulcanized:
Oils and fats ................................................
52
Rubber, manufactures ....................................... 1438

Wad gu..........................................1423
Wafers ..............................................

734

Cork ........................................................ 1412

Page.

1060
105
1378
1316
1460
1461
90
1298
800
801
802
803
1157
1407
1232
997
874
1026
873
1027
1027
997
978
874
565
998
199
1457
643
1288
691
206
195
829
423
426
479
892
773
307
1084
719
720
750
1187
1194
1187
1187
1240
1240
1288
1217
162
1184

1138

708

1113

1616

INDEX.
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W agon blocks ....................................................

Wagons:
Agricultural .................................................
Immigrants' .................................................
Waistcoat buckles, iron or steel ...................................
Walking canes ..................................................
.Wood for ......................................
Wall pockets, paper, papier-minch6, or paper board ................
W alnuts ........................................................
WVro:
Bisque
.......................................
Chemical porcelain
...............................
Chemical stone ..............................................
ChLa ......................................................
Creaul-colored ................................................
Crockery ....................................................
Earthen .....................................................
Flat .......................................................
Hollow ......................................................
Parian ......................................................
Porcelain ....................................................
Stone ........................................................

Wares (8ee also Articles):
Magnesium, n. s. p. f .......................................

Page.

406

570

1504
1508
346
1453
1684
1313
758

1224
1232
455
1211
1476
1089
762

213
213
213
213
212
212
212
339
339
913
213
212

295
294
295
295
290
290
290
443
444
295
295
289

375

513

Warps, cotton .............
901
844
Warp yarn, cotton* ..............................................
901
842
Wash:
Blues...................................
o.....
65
189
Cloths, cotton* .............................................
909
874
Rags, cotton* ................................ o.............
909
874
Washers:
Cork ....................................................... 1412
1113
Iron or steel, wrought ........................................
330
431
Lock, of iron or steel ....................................... 330
431
Waste:
Cork ........................................................ 1556
1289
Cotton ......................................
............ 1557
1290
Advanced ..............................................
901
847
N. s. p. f ......................................... .......... 1456
1212
Paper-making ..............................
1517,1641 1248,1420
1650
1430
.......................................
Sik
Tea
.........................................
14
54
Wool
.......................................
1105
957
•Watchcases .....................................................
367
488
Watch:
Crystals ........
..............................
238
356
Dials ................
........................ 367
492
Jewels .....................................................
Movements ...............................................
Parts .....................................................
Marking ...............................................
Plates ........................ .............................

WaterArtificial mineral ...........................................
Bay ...............
...............................
Colors ............................................... 1447,
Floral or flower .............................................
Fowls*
......................................
Imitation mineral
................................
Mineral .....................................................
Soda ...............
........................... ........
Toilet ...........
...............................
Water-as tar:
Critde ........................
............................
Distillates ........................
..................
Pitch ............
...................................

367
367
367
367
367

491
489
489
488
488

808
]685
58
711
808
808
807
57

836
180
1195,1478
180
659
836
831
834
179

1546
25
1646

1276
7.3
1277

58

161,

INDZZ
1 ;r
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Water-measuring mechanisms .....................................
Waterproof cloth ..................................................
WattleBark .......................................

'.................

b ~of

m.

368
906

493
869

1563

1299

Extract .....................................................
36
113
Wax:
1461
1676
Animal, crude .........................................
Bees*...................................................... 1676
1461
1213
Bees, white bleached ............. ; ........................... 1457
Disks ....................................................... 1617
1463
1178
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ................................... 1436
1124
Matches ..................................................... 1417
1461
Mineral, crude .............................................. 1676
Paper.
.....................................
1305
1059
Tapers
.....................................
1417
1123
1461
Vegetable, crude........................................... 1H6
Wearing apparel:
1157
Appliqu6d ................................................. 1430
1153
Beaded .................................................... 1430
Cotton ................................................... 916,918 891,895
1420
1133
Dogskin ...........................................
1157
Embroidered .............................................. 1430
Fur .................................................. ..... 1420
1133
Goatskin ......
..... I.............................. 1420
1133
1420
1133
Hides or skins ........................................
1156
Lace .................................................. ..... 1430
1156
. .................... 1430
Ornamented ..............
1678
1484
Passenger's .....
..
............................
1157
Scalloped .................................................. 1430
Silk1032
Knit *.................................................. 1208
1038
Not knit ............................................... 1212
Spangled ........................................
... 1430
1153
1157
Tamboured ................................................. 1430'
1416
Theatrical, not for sale ....................................... 1637
Vegetable fiber, not cotton ................................ 916,1016 891, 981
Wool ................................................... 1115,1116 988,992
Weasands ......................................................
706
647
Webs and webbings:
411
579
Cane ......................................................
Cotton * ...................................................

912

882

Gill, flax, hemp, or ranie ....................................
Jute .......................................................

1006
1014

915
928

Silk * .......................................................
Vegetable fiber, not cotton *................................
W ool *......................................................

1207
1014
1114

1029
927
985

31
1562
1437
1214

90
1298
1179
1039

1437
1679
49
1624
730
731
731
732
730
731

1179,
1460
" 142
1385
700
704
704
706
703
704

.......................
Wedges, iron or steel .........
Weeds:
DrugsAdvanced ..............................................
Crude .................................................
Manufactures of, n. s. p. f ...................................
Weight of silk, ascertainment .....................................
Whalebone:
Manufactures of, n. a. p. f ...................................
Unmanufactured ...........................................
Whale oil .......................................................
American fisheries ...........................................
Wheat (see also Cereal breakfast food) ............................
.............................................
Bran.
..
B -product feeds ...........................................
.......................................................
f
Cracked or crushed ..........................................
Feeds, by-product ...........................................
82304-22- 102

326

423

1618
Paragraph of

Wheat (seC also Cereal breakfast food)-Continued.

H.R.5.

P&P.

Flour ........................................................
Impurities
..... .... . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .

730
7370

701

Products, n.s.p.f. ...............................

730

703

Scalpings ............................................. 7*......
Screenings ................... &..............................
Scourh ...................................................
Semolina ....................................................
Shorts .....................................................

732
732
732
730
731

705
706
706
702
704

Axles fitted in ..............................................
Emery ......................................................
Hubs for ....................................................
Railway, iro4 and steel .....................................
Steel-tired, railway ...........................................
Whetatones ......................................................
Whip gut, and manufactures .....................................
White:
Arsenic ....................................................
Lead .......................................................
Paris .......................................................
Phosphorus matches, importation prohibited ..............
Pigent-

323
1415
406
324
324
1583
1434

420
1119
570
421
421
1329
1175

1
69
18
1417

17
197
61
1123

69
74

195
207

Wheels:

Containing lead * ........................................
Containing zinc * ........................................

71

203

Sulphide of zinc * ............................................ 74,88

207,252

18

61

1683

1469

Satin .......................................................
Whiting .........................................................

Whitewood, lumber *............................................

Wicki asbestos ....................................
Wicking-lamp, stove, candle, cotton .............................
Width of silk, ascertainment ......................................

1401
912
1206

1091
882
1026

Animals and birds for exhibition ..............................
Birds, feathers, heads, etc .....................................
Mace ........................................................
Willow .........................................
Articles of, n. s. p. f ..........................................
Baskets .....................................................
Braids, etc., for hats ..........................................
For baskets .................................................
Furniture *..................................................

1508
1419
780
411
411
411
1406
411
411

1232
1130
818. 819
580
579
580
1099
580
580

411

582

Wilton carpets and rugs ..........................................
Wind matches ...................................................
Window:
............................
Blinds, bamboo, etc..
CurtainsLace, not Nottingham ....................................
Nottingham lace ........................................

1118
1417

997
1123

413

584

1430
919

1153
897

Glass *.................................................... 219,224

313,325

Stained or painted for institutions ........................
Hollands, cotton .............................................
Windows:
Stained or painted ...........................................
For institutions .........................................

1688
906

1482
868

230
1688

336
1482

Breakage, etc ...............................................
Champagne ..................................................

812
803

838
829

Wild:

Manufactures of *............................................

Wine:

Coloring * ................................................... 26, 36

804
Ginger ....................................................
811
Imitations of .................................................
9
Lees ......................................................
813
....................................
Permit for.
Proof ..................................................... 810, 811
806
Prune ......................................................
804
Rice (sake) ..................................................

78,105

829
837
4:3
839
837
833
829

1619
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Wines:

S prkli ..................................................
Sl .....................................................
Wings, wild birds' ..............................................
Wintergreen oil ...............................................
Wire:
Articles *..................................................

Baling ........................

Barbed

...............

803
804
1419
26

829
830
] 130
77

393

551

317

...................................... 10

Brads, iron or steel...............................
Cables .......................................
Cloth ................................................
Coated, iron. steel, or other metal .......................
Covered wjtA cotton, etc ....................................
Fabric ......................................................

331
316
318
318
816
318

Fence, barbed *... .....

1680

.............................

Fencing, galvanized .........................................
317
Flat ........................................................
316
Fringes, tinsel .......................................... .. 382
Galvanized, n. 0. p. f.......................................
317
Gauze .................................... .................. 318
Healds or heddles ........................................... 316
In glass ................................................... 221, 222
Iron or steel .................................................
316
Lead .........................................................
389
Magnesium ......................................... .. ....
375
Manufactures of *......................................... 316-318

Music .......................................................
Nails ......................................................
Platinum *....

1441
331

.............................................. 393

411

1466
436
407
412
405
407
412

1466

411
405
525
411
412
407
319,321
406
538
513

406,412

1187
433
551

Rods .................................................
315
403
Rope ........................................
316
407
Round ................................... ................... 316
406
Screen .....................................................
318
412
Spikes .....................................................
331
433
Staples ............................ ........................ 331
434
Strand .....................................................
316
405
Tacks ......................................................
331
433
Telegraph, telephone ........................................ 316
407
TinselArtjcles ............................................. 382,1430 525,1153
Gold, silver or other metal..
.. ................
382
525
Withrito ...................................................... 1681
1467
Wolfram metal * ...................................................
Wolfram steel * ...................................................

302
305

Wood:
Alcohol ................................................
4
Ashes ................................................
1635
BarrelsEmpty .................................................
409
Filled with fruit .........................................
410
Baskets .....................................................
413
Blinds, porch and window .................................. 413
BlocksCar .....................................................
406
Gun ................................................... 1683
Heading ............................................... .406
Last .............................. ...... ............. 406
N. s. p. f* .....................................
406
Oar *.....................
................ 406

Wagon ............

.............

Boards ......................................

406

361
383

29
1415
574
578.
585
584
570
1468
570
570
570
570

570

404,1683 563,1468

Handle .................................................
Heading ................................................

1683
406

1468
570

1620
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Wood-Continued.
Bolts-Continued.

Shingle ................................................

1683

Palo.
1468

Stave..., ...............................................
Box .........................................................
BoxesCovered or lined .........................................
Filled with fruit ........................................
Packing, empty ........................................
....................
Paper ................
Brier (briar *) root ................. ........................

406
404'

570
562

130,K
410
40011313
403

1064
578
576
1088
560

414

589

....

Broom handles *...........................................

404
561
Cabinet * .................................................
587
414
...............................
Cabinet furniture..
Casks, empty ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 9
574
557
401
Cedar, red *., ...................... o........... ...........
402
558
Cedar .........................................
404
561
Cedar, Spanish .............................................
1289
Cork, unmanufactured .............................. ........ 1556
1468
. . 1682
Charcoal .............................................
1469
Clapboards ................................................ 1683
413
584
.
............................
Curtains ...........
Deals ................................................. 404,1683 563,1470
561
404
Ebony .....................................................
Extracts, dyeing or tanning *............................

105

36

.......

570
1468

406
1683

Fence posts *.. ...........................................
. ..................
Fire ......................

414

Flour * .......................................................

411,414
..................................
Furniture.
Fustic ................................................... 1563
404
Granadilla ................................................
409
. .....................
Hogsheads, empty .........
Hoop poles*...........................o.....

589

580,587
1299
562
574

Hop poles *.................................................... 414

589

407
Hoops .......................................
406
Hubs for wheels ...........................................
403
Ivy or laurel root ..........................................
404
Japanese maple ...........................................
Japanese white oak ......................................... 404
Kmndling *............................................... 414
404
........................
Lancewood ............
......... 1688
Laths ...........................................
404
Lignum-viti ...................................

571
570
560
561
561
589
562
1470
561

404
Logs of cedar, lignum-vita, lancewood, etc ...................
402
Logs of fir, spruce, cedar, or western hemlock .............
1683
Logs, n. s.p. f .........................................
1563
.....................................
Logwood
1683
.................................
Lumber ....
404
...............................
Mahogany .......
414
Manufactures, n. s p. f ....................................
Palingi. .............................................. . 407
A.................................... .405
Paving posts .....
Pencils ................................................. 1449
407
Pickets ...................................................
.. 1667
........................
Pitch of ........................
Planks o........................................... 404,1683 563,
Poles:

564
558
1470
1299
1471)
561
5sf9
571
567
1198
571
1452
14;8

Logs, cabinet *............................................ _

404

....

414

589

406

570
570

Hop and hoop * ....................................

Telephone, trolley, electric light, and telegraph .. . . . . . . .

....................
Posts .............
Posts, fence *...............................................

Posts, paving .......

Pulp.........

.

...........................

405

.406

40b

o...o..............................1610 1563

....................................
Quebracho
405
Railroad ties ................................................
.................. .411
Rattan and manufactures of .......

563

567
f;7

1:70
12'j
56s
50
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Wood-Continued.
Rosewood
Satinwood ...........................................

..

Sawdust * ..................................................

Screens .............................
Screws ................................
Shades .................
.
Shingles .............................

n

......

......................

Ship planking *.............................................

Page.

4..
04
404

563

414

589

414

589

413
338
413
408

584
442
584
572

Ship timber .............................................. 1683
1468
Shooks ............................
........ 409,410 576, 577
Skewers, butchers' and packers'.............
412
5
Staves .....................................................
407
571
Sticks for fishing rods, parasols, etc ........................... 1684
1476
Sticks, rough-hewn, sawed or bored ........................... 406
570
TAr ....................................................... 4 1667
1452
Timber, hewn, sided, or squared ............................. 401
557
Timber, round, for spars or wharves ......................... 401
658
Timber, round, unmanufactured ...................
1683
1470
Timber, ship .....................................
1683
1468
Toothpicks ...................................
............ 412
58
Unmanufactured, n. a. p. f..
.......................
404
566
Veneers
....................................
404
565
Willow and manufactures of ................................
411
580
Rough, n. s. p. f ........................................ 1684
1476.
Woodcuts:
Definition ........................ .............1686
1478
Unbound ..................................... 1685
1478
Woods:
Dyeing or tanning
.............................
1563
1299
Pulp* ............
N402,1688
5601469
Tanning or dyeing* .....
............................ 163
1299
Wool and wools:
Adrianople skin or butcher's *................................

1102

947

Advanced ....................................
1106
964
Alpaca ................................................. 1102,1121 .950,1004
Anora goat hair ...........................
1102,1121 948,1004
Art clesBeaded or spangled* .................................... 1430
1155
Knit or crocheted ........................................ 1115
990
Of carpets or rugs ...................................... 1119
1001
Art squares, ingrain ............................................. 1118
998
Bagdad
*......... .
.
........................... 1102
947
Bandings* ...............................
.............. 1114
985
Basket parph of wool schedule ......................... 1120
1002
Beaded articles
Bedside *.

...........................................
1430
...................................................1118

1155
998

Belts and beltings* ......................................... 1114
985
Bindings* ...................
.
. ................ 1114
985
Blankets ..................................
1112,1120 980,1002
Bockings* ......................
.................
1118
998
Braces ...................................................... 1114
985
Bunting *...............................................

Buttons *

....................................

1108,1109

1411

Braids *......................................................1430

969,972

1108
1155

Camel's hair........
1101,1121 945,1.004
Carpet .................................................... 1101
945
Carets and rugs (see ao Carpets and rugs)Handwade, machine-made knotted pile fabrics, chenille Ax.
minsters ............................................. 1117
993
N. . f ..
....................................... 1118
997

Castel Braneo * .............................................
China, lamb's * ..............................................

1102
1102

947
947

1101

946

Classes I1,
II*........................................... 1102

Classes

II, III

...............................................

952

nWzx.
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Clothing-

1116

991

1116
Ready-made * ...........................................
Clothe * ................................................ 1108,1109

991
969, 972

Not knit or crocheted ...................................

Coat linings * ........................................... 1108,1109
Combed *.................................................. 1106
1102
Combing* ...........................................
Cordova ..................................................... 1101
........ , ...... ......... 1114
Cords .............................
Cords and tassels ............................................ 1114

969, 972
961
947
945
985
985

1102

949

1119
1115
1102
1121

1001
990
948
1004

1101
Donskoi ....................................................
.. 1108,1109
Dress goods * ............................................

945
969,972

Cotswold * .................................................

Covers * .....................................................
Crocheted articles ...........................................
Crossbred ..................................................
Definition ..................................................
Drugets ........................................... ......
................
...................
Ed
Embroidered

Embroideries

parties
*........................................1430
Embrideies1430
*...................................................

English
....................................................
Extract.............................................
Fabrics-Fast edges ..............................................
Knit ...................................................
Pile .....................................................
Woven ........

1118
1430

998
1155

1430

1155

1102
1105
1114
1115
1111

........................... 1108-1110

Felts, not woven ............................................

1113

1108,1109
...........................................
Flannels *...
Flocks ...................................................... 1105
Floor coverings ............................. v .......... 1117, 1118
Flouncings *................................................ 1430

Fringes* .................................................... 1430
1430
.....................................
Galloons**
1114
Garters ...... ................................
Gimps ................................ .................. 1430
Gloves, knit ................................................ 1115

1155

948
958

985
987
978

969-977

983
969, 973
958
993, 997
1155

1155
1155
985
1155
989

Goat hair * .............................................. 1102,1121 948,1004

985
146
1001
1155
9198
1155

Gorings* ............................................. .....
Grease ......................................................
Hamocks .....................................
.......
Head nets *
.............
..... ..
Hose and half hose, knit .....
Insertings* .......................... ..................

1114
49
1119
1430
1115
1430

Italian cloths *.......................................... 1108,1109

968, 972

KnitFabrics .................................................
Goods...................................................
Laces *....................................................

1115
1115
1430

987
988-991
11515

Leicester *.................................................. 1102
Lincolnshire * .................................................... 1102
Linings ............................................... 1108,1109

947
947
969,972

Manufactures:

Beaded or spangled * ....................................

N. s. p. f ..............................................
Mats ........................................................

Merino *....................................................
.
Mestiza * ...............................
Metz or metis * ..............................................

Mittens, knit ..................................
Mixed .................................. . . ...............
Mhair ....................................................
Mungo .....................................................
Narrow wares ...............................................

4

1430

1155

1120
1118

1002
998

1102
1102
1102

947

1115
1103
1102
1105
1114

9119

9_17

99
956
950
91T9
9S5
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Nets, head *
...............................
Nettings *...................................................

.R. NO
1430
1430

ge
1155
1155

1102
N. o. p. f ..................................................
1105
Noils ......................................................
On the skin ............................................. 1101,1102
ts and rugs...................................... 1117
Oriental c
Ornaments ............................................... 1430
Outerwear, knit or crocheted ................................ 1115
Partially manufactured wool ................................ 1106
Pile fabrics and manufactures ............................... 1111
Plushes * ...................................... ............ 1111

947
957
946,950
993
1155
990
961
978
978

Regulations ................................................ 1104

957

Rags ...................................................... 1105

958

1114

985

1106

963

.......

1106

963

Rup (we alto Carpets and rugs):
Handmade, machine-made, knotted-pile fabric,, ,henille
Axminsters ..........................................
N. . p. f ..............................................

1117

993

1118
1101

997
946

Sample.
%Of manufactures.... ..................... t ............... 1122

1005

Ri h

*..................................................

Roping * ...................................................
Roving ............................................

Russian camel' hair * .......................................
Standard *..............................................

1104

Scoured .................................................... 1102
Screens of carpets or rugs ................................... 111.9
Shawls:
Knit* .................................................. 1115

952
1001

Woven * ..................

1116

991

956

987

Sheep.............................................. 1101,1102, 1121{ 947,10
958
Shoddy ..................................................... 1105

Skirted *.....................

Small wares .................................................
Smyrna, native .............................................
South American, native ......................................

Spangled articles * ................
Standard samples *................

Steel ......... ..............................................
Suspenders .................................................
-Stockings. (,See hose and Half-hose.)
Tassels and cords ...........................................
Top .......................................................
Trimmings * ...............................................
Tubings .....................................................
Underwear,
knit
............................................
Unwashed
................................................
Valparai ..................................................
Velvets *.

.

............

..............

1102

948

1430
1104

1155
956

334
1114

439
985

1114
1106
1430
1114
1115
1102
1101

985
962
1155
985
990
948
945

1111

978

1114
1101
1101

985
945
945

W ashed ....................................................
Wastes and waste material ...................................
Wearing apparel-9
KnIt or crocheted ........................................
Not knit or crocheted ....................................

1102
1105

W ebbings ................................................

1115
1116

988-991
991

1114

985

947
957

Woven fabrics .......................................... 1108-1110 969-977
Yam ....................................................... 1107
965
Works of art:
Alabaster .................................................. 1685
1478
Antiquities .............................................. 1687,1689 1481,1483
Bronze ..................................................
1685,1689 1478,1483
For exhibition by institutions, etc ...........................
1687
1481

For institutions, etc ..........................................
For temporary exhibition ....................................
Ivory ......................................................

1689
1686
1685

1483
1480
1478

1624
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Works of art-Continued.
Marble .................................................. 1685,1689 1478,1484
1483
More than 100 years old ...................................... 1689
1478
More than 20 years old* ..................................... 1685
1195
N . s. p. f ................. . ............................... 1447
1481
................................. .1687
Not for sale ......

Original.................................................. 1685

1478

Parian .................................................. 1685,1689 1478,1483
1478
Plaster ..................................................... 1685
Porcelain .............................................. 1687 1689 1481,1483
Pottery ................................................ 1687,1689 1481,1483
1482
Productions of American artists ........................... 1688
1478
1685
Professional ...................................
1478
1685 1478,1481
Stone......................................................
.
1689{ 1483
Terra cotta ....................................... 1685,...1687, 168
1478
Wax...
1478
1685
Wood..............................................
1175
Worm gut and i -anufactures of................................... 1434
Woven:
938
Articles, vegetable fiber, not cotton ........................... 1019
Fabrics. (See Fabrics, woven.)
Mufflers, silk ................................................ 1209
1033
412
Woven-wire cloth ............... I ................................ 318
Wrapper tobacco ............................................... 601,602 614, 620
Defibition of ................................... 602
620
Wrapping paper ........................................... 1305,1309 1064,1076
Wreaths, ftwers, leaves, etc ...................................
1419
1130
Wwriting paper ................................................... 1307
1071

XYlene (xylol *) ................................................
X,'lidine (xylidin *) ..........................
Xylol *..........................................................

73
1276

horsehair * .......................................... 1215

1043

Xylose ..........................................................
Yarn:
Artificial

1276

1546
25
1546

505

Artificial silk .............................................. 1215
Asbestos .................................................... 1401
Coir ........................................................ 1551
Cotton ........................................................
901
Flax ....................................................... 1004
Hemp ....................................... . ............... 1004
Jute ................................... .................... 1003
Ramiq ...................................................... 1004
SilkArtificial ........................................ ...... 1215
N. s. p. f .............................................. 1204
Schappe or spun ......................................... 1202
Waste, wool ................................................. 1105
...... ..
.. . ................................... 1107
Wool
Yellow--67
Chrome.".............................. o.......................
Metal sheets, etc ..............................

1040
1092
1282
843
908
908
905
908
1040
1014
1011
958
957
192

378

517

Potash .................................................
75
Soda .............................. ......................
78
Ylang ylang oil ................................................. 1625
Yolk, egg .................................................... 4 713
Zaffer ........................................................... 1690

213
232
1395
662
1484

Prussiate-

...........

607

Zante currants * .................................................

Zinc:
Articles, not plated ...........................................
Bearing ores ................................................
Import regulations ......................................
Block .......................................................
Calamine *

..................................................

Chloride ......................................

742

726

393
390
390
391

550
543
542
545

390

542

88

251

1625
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.

Coils .......................................................
391
Dust .......................................................
391
Duties, two-year provision...................................
391
Manufactnres, n. a. p. f
o..................
393
Old .........................................
391
Ore ..... ....... ..................... ... ......... ......
390
Oxide ........................................
74
Pigment containng* ..................................
74
Pigs .........................................
391
Sheets............................. ......... ............. 391
Strips .................................. ..... .............. 391
Sulphate ................................................
88
Sulphide (sulfd*) ............. .
..................
88
Sulphide, combinations with barium sulphate ...............
.74
White, sulphide of *................................

Worn-out .........
.
.............................
Zirconium ...........................................
Nickel .......... ....
........
......................
Silicon .......
.
.................................
Zoological collections, animals and birds for ....................

0

74,88

391
302
302
302
1508

Pae.
g!

545
547
545
550
548
543
207
207
545
545
545
251
252
207
207,250

548
361
374
374
1232

